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PREFACE

St) brave si litle a^ I liave jrivcn tliis small linok soems to di-inainl ajidloL'v nr cxiilanatloii.

Cliildrcii often rtvciw names for wliicli iliere is no justification at tlie time: no luiliy is

I'ltANic or Aicfsrrs or deserves to be called Patik.nck or OiiAci". : but iliere is always a

jK)ssibility that they may ijrow up U) be xvortliy of such iianies.

This book is a small one but I hojX' it will orrow. Even the h'liii/r/o/niriliii /Irihaii/ini was

not always as large as it is to-day. I liclicvc that the Hini/rlopdeilia Sinirit. in spite of all iis

(leficiencies. will prove so useful that another edition will be called for, and then another, and that

each edition will be fuller tlian the last, till a work is produced that is all by sinologues and

specialists and lliat is worthy of the proud name. l?ut this smaller book had to come tirsl.

Resides, tlie name is a good one.

No on(! knows better than the writer how incomplete the work is. With more time the

number of articles could have been doubled and almost every article made twice as long. But most

of the book I did alone, and much of it in the spare hours of a busy life : only towards the end,

wlien I felt siir<' the l)ook could be completed, did I seek for help. .\ bigger work would have

rei|uired time and caiiital and a stall' of writers. On its present scale it will l)e of use to the

ordinary student and reader, while it will also provide a liasi.s for a fuller work to follow.

In my researches I foiuid a writer who allude<l to a certain dictionary as being 'Ntill-boni.'

and lie further referred to ii as a ' mere skeleton.' 1 >|jould lie sorry for my book Id be callrd a

'still-born skeleton,'' but I am plea.sed to think it is the fratnework on which a more cnin|il('tc ami

worthier Encyclopaedia may be elaliorated.

^ly heartiest thanks are due to Dr. (!. E. iloiiiMsox, who noi oidy gave me complete

freedom to use his famous library,—the best in the world for my pur]iose,—but also encouraged me

by sympathy, advice and help in many ways. Sir ('ii.\i!i,i;s l']i.ior, both in IIoiiLrkong and Peking,

was always ready to assist, especially in mailers lelating to the Mnddhisi religion, and even allowed

me the free use of a work of his on Buddhism, not yet published. M. I*aii, Bki.i.ioi' not oidv

helijed with kind advirc and correction but contributed an important article, while I'rof. KnoiAitn

C'havan.nk.s favoured me with .some valuable notes. rrofes.sors II. \. (lrr.i:s, I']. 11. I'akkiiu.

Hknri Cokdiki! and BKiniioi.D I,Aii-i;ii. though they have not supplied any ariiclis, have

expressed the kinilest interest in the book and have readily answer'/d varitais i|uerics. l>r. I'm i.

S. Ri'.l.Nsrii, the I'nitcd States llinister to (,'hina, proved a keen appreciation of the work bv

having it pro\ ided with valuable articl<s. Lastly, I must express my gratitude to the .lesiiit

l''atli(.'rs at Zi-ka-wei, who, with their usual charming courtesy, gave me all the assistaiKc thcv conld.

placed their library at my ili.s|x>sal and wrote .some ini|X)rtant articles for the book.



VI

As reir<irds other contributors of matter ; the bulk of tlie work was done by myself, as already

stated, and it was only wlien there seemed a reasonable hope of publishinf? that I ventured to ask

sjiecialists for help. I then found tliat tiiere was no lack of ready helpers for a work that promised

to ai>pear early : it miglit have been in vain to ask for help at the beginning, but at tlie end I find

that, by delaying publication, many more valuable contributions might be obtained. In only two or

three eases has any remuneration been offered: the help has been given with generosity and

enthusiasm, Iwcause the contributors recognized the value of such a l)ook to the jniblic.

Of these contributors Mr. J. D. de La Touchi'; has perhaps taken the most pains, for,

besides writing the article Ornilholony, he has corrected all the lists of birds which apjx-ar in the

book. It nnist be undei-stood that Mr. TiA Touchk is not responsible for these lists, but they are

far more correct than they would have been if he had not kindly read them. Several of the

Governnieiit Ministries and Stn'vices have jirovided articles which, whether signed or not, will be

recognized by the reader as authoritative, and my special thanks are due for papers or material to the

Inspectorate General of Maritime Customs, the Directorate General of Posts, the Chief Inspectorate

of Salt Revenue, the Ministry of Communications and the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce.

Among the names which I am permitted to mention are those of F. Sheufksi;e, Esq., {Foreslrij) :

W. T. CoT.iJNS, Esq., {Mining) ; Dr. C. C. Wax(;, {Railways) ; Dr. W. II. Wanr, {Geology) ; H. Van

DEii Vee.v. Esq., {CoHMTvavcy) : Ciiani; Ciiiex, Esq. and W. R. Stuickland, Es(i., {Sail Revenue).

I am further indebted for special articles or material to E. G. HiLi.noR, Es((., c.M.ri.:

Dr. AVr Lien Teh: E. T. C. Werxer, Esq.: H. Vox Heidexsta-M, Esq.; Rev. G. G. Warhkx:

Rev. A. C. MorEE ; Rev. E. Mokgax ; Dr. A. Staxley : Mre. F. AvsrorcH : G. LAXxrxo, Esq.

;

Rev. Dr. S. I. WooDKRiDOE ; Rev. Pcre Courtois. s..7. : Rev. Pcre J. ue i.a Servikke s..).:

Rev. A. P. Parker, d.d. ; Rev. Arxoed Foster, h.a. : Lionel Giles. Esq., i,i..i). : Rev. J. P.

Bruce, .m.a.: Frank X. Meveu. Es(|.: H. Chatley, Esq., ii.sc. : Pi'ie Gaithier, s.,i. : and

Norman Shaw. Esq., who has written most of the articles on the products and exporis of China, and

has supplied many statistics. In most ca.ses contributed articles have the writer's initials ap{K'nded,

but some contributions are anonymous, and to various short notes it seemed hardly necessary

to add the initials.

After my wife's return from England in lOKi she became very helpful, writing a number of

in]portant articles and moreover undertaking the notices of all the Protestant Missions in China,

thus ensuring completeness and uniformity of treatment in that subject. Slic has also licen of the

greatest assistance in the lalxirious work of reading proofs, etc.

Mr. Z. T. AVoo, Assistant Librarian of the Royal Asiatic Society. North China Branch, has

gi\en me some welcome help.

Finally, my very hearty thanks are given to ilr. !•'. W. Moore of Mes.si'S. Kki.i.v and \V,\i,sm,

Limited, who from the inception of the work has taken the keenest int<'i'cst in it, and without whose

friendly co-operation and unsparing hard work the book could not liave been out so .soon, and would not

have shewn so satisfactory an appearance. Only those who have had the cxjierience can know the

difficulties of producing such a woik in the Far East, far from resources and by the lalK)ur ol

Cliinese workmen whose Engli.sh is of the scantiest. The typograi)hical errors which have escaped

notice till too late, but which are not numerous, will be easily pardoned, and the necessity for using

a new mark over the u (as in Tzu) : tliis one change in the Wauk system. I)eing constant

throughout the book, can cause no confusion. It is not necessary to say much about the ditticulties

which the Great War has caused both to printer and conqiiler.



As in ilif romaiiization of Chinese cliaractors, Wadk's system has licen afllicred to as

far as possible. It lists not, liowever, been iiossil)le to he uniform. Names of phiecs like Foochow,

Hangchow, etc.. must, of couree, be spelt according to the accepted usage. In the case of Missions

in the southern provinces the names of places are given as recorded in the .Mission Reports, and

arc often diflieult to rccogm'ze by one who oidy speaks mandarin. Further, the Post Oflfiee

authorities have issued a list of place names, and these must generally be acceitted though different

from the AVadic system. Uniformity has therefore been impossible, but the Chinese characters

will be sufficient help to those wlio can read them. As to other Chinese words, not geogiapliieal

names, it has hardly seemed fair to alter the romanization in contributed articles, and the Wadic

.system is therefore again departed from, but again the characters will prevent misunderstanding.

Wherr Chinese words form the title of an article, not oidy are characters given, but cross-references

iia\e been used freely, so that the leader who looks i-.g. for Tsiii will at onee know he must turn to

Chill. In .<onie ca.scs it may 1k' that a character is roinanized in two ways in the same article, and

I offer no excuse.

I'iVen in i)ersonal names there will be found something to forgi\X'.

It seems natural to use the title 'Pere' for all Roman Catholic priests, whatever their

nationality : and since the books consulted about them were generally in French it will be found

that the Fathers' names are often in a French form when tliey should rightly be Italian, Portuguese

or Spanish.

With regard to the books to which the reader is referred at the end of each article : it must

not be supposed that thesse are all I have consulted. The references are often to those works which

arc most accessible, or to those which will put the student mi the track of further books,—they are

often inclusive—in being referred to JIoksk, for e.xaniple. mie is also referred to the authorities

which ilunsK may indicate.

It has been impossible to observe a true jnuportion in the treatment of subjects, and

this for .several rea.son.s. Rut it may be oljserved that every reader will lie inclined to think too

much space is given to those subjects whicli have no interest for him.

The arrangement of headings is strictly al])habetical : that is, there is no grouping of

certain classes of Chinese sounds such as Chi, Shan, etc. Thus Clriu Dynasty and Cli'iii State will

be .separated by Cliing, etc. Tlie al[iliabetical arrangement requires some care on the reader's part,

yet it may be less irritating than the other .system.

Unless otherwise indicated the dollar is always the Mexican dollar.

The reader will no doubt find mistakes enough in the book, and I .shall be thankful to have

tliem ]iointcd out. Hut not everything which seems an error is really one : it may be that the reader

has depended on a single authority. To give the simplest illustration possible, Chinese (Joitnox,

leader of the Ever Victorious Army, is called Petkh in Wii,mam's Midi/lr Kingdinii, yet I am not

in error when I name liiin Ciiai;i,1':s (!kouoe. A hundred similar liut more dillirnlt examples

might Ix; given.

I send the book out in the sincere iioix; that it may help to interpret and open up China to

the foreign reader, and may increase mutual respect and knowledge between East and West.

SAMUEL COULING.

iShaxguai, August 25, 1!I17.
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W. F. Coi-LINS, Esq., M.Inst.M. & M., has his

name appended in full and other contributors are

anonymous, at their own request. In some cases an

asterisk marks a conlriliuted article.

ABBREVIATIONS.

The abbreviation.^ in Ihis book are very lew c.xiept those known

to everyone.

N'>rtli China Branch, Hoyal Asiatic Society,

lioyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

Bulletin de I'Ecole fran<;aisc de rKxtronie (Iricnl.

Society of .Jesus (.Jesuits).

• "onj^regation of the Mission ( L-iz-ari.-.!.-).

Jjondon Missionary Society.

etc.

N.C.B.I!
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ABACUS, tt^ suan o'an. reckoning plate,

the counting-board used by the Chinese. It is a

frame with a number of wire rods parallel.

These are divided unequally by a transverse bar

of wood. On each rod are seven balls, five on

one side of the dividing bar and two on the other.

Each of the five on the first wire counts singly,

but each of the two balls counts as five and when

both are drawn to the dividing line they stand

for ten. The next wire to the left will similarly

deal with tens and the next with hundreds.

It is apparently indigenous, though closely

resembling that used by the Romans ; it is

derived from an old system of counting by tallies,

and came into use in the 3rd century a.d.

according to Schlecel, in the 12th according to

LAcoui'EniE and in the 14th according to

VissiiiiE.

It is also called eh'iu p'an JR fj ball-plate.

There has recently been some enthusiasm

shown for the use of the abacus and it is being

taught in the third and fourth years of the

elementary schools. But the method is only of

use for addition, subtraction, multiplication and

to a limited extent for division. The extraction

of square roots on the abacus or simplification of

fractions, for example, is extremely difficult, and

there is always the objection that, in case of an

error the whole calculation must bo made over

again.

\'rssii':nf: : lli rhfrrhr.-i sur Vnriijini' fir

I'ahaque c./iinoU; Schlecel : T'ovnj Pao, 1893,

p. 96 ; LAfoupEnTE : Numismatic Chronicle, vol. iii,

3rd scric.i. p. 297.

ABEEL, DAVID, an early missionary to

China, sent by the American Dutch Reformed
Church q.v. (through the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions q.v.). He
reached China in company with Bridgman in 1830.

He paid one visit to the west on account of

health, travelled a great deal in the Indies for

1

the Board's information, entered Amoy directly

it was open (1842), and being sent home in a

dying condition died at Albany, N.Y. in 1846.

ABEL, CLARKE, chief medical officer and

naturalist to the Amherst Embassy. Unhappily

nearly everything he collected was lost on the

homeward journey through the wreck of the

Alccsle in the Straits of Caspar north of Tulo

Leat, east of Sumatra. He wrote an account of

the journey and Embassy.

Abel : Narrative of a Journey in the Interior

of China, etc., London, 1818.

ABHIDHARMA, a Sanscrit word translated

into Chinese as Jh! lun discourses. The Lun tsang

or Thesaurus of discourses is one of the divisions

of the Chinese Tripitaka or San Tsang; it

contains translations of Buddhist works on

philosophical subjects. See Buddhist Canon.

ABORIGINES. The earlier occupants of

Chinese soil still exist in large numbers in the

provinces of Kueichow, Ssuch'uan, Yunnan, Kuang-

si and Kuangtung. In Yunnan about two-thirds

of the population consists of them. Altogether 180

tribes have been named, numbering many millions

and occupying territory larger than that of France.

In some cases they are on their own oaiginal soil,

elsewhere they have retreated to the mountains.

No great family jn the world is so little known

as these non-Chinese races. This is largely due

to the bewildering number of senseless names given

to them by the Chinese. In the Topography of

Yunnan 141 tribes of them are mentioned separately

without any attempt to classify them.

They have been divided according to language

by both BonnNE and Davies into three classes,

Bovrne's being I.olo, Shan and Miaotzii; Daviks

simil.irly divides them into Mon-Khmer, Shan and

Tibeto-Burman families. In Bourne's account

will bo found 22 vocabularies and also specimens

of Lolo script.

I
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Following Davies, who also gives various

vocabularies, the Families are

(i) the MonKhmer Family, comprising the

MiaoVao, the Min-chia and the Wa-Palaung

groups.

(ii) the Shan Family, embracing all the tribes

speaking Shan or Tai dialects.

(iii) the Tibcto-Burman Family, comprising the

Hsi-fan, the Lo-lo and the Kachin groups.

These groups are again subdivided. To the

VVa-Palaung group belong the Wa, La, and P'u-man

tribes. The Moso belong to the Hsifan group.

The Lolo group includes also the Liso, the La-hu

and the Woni tribes. To the Burmese group

belongs the JIa-ru tribe.

The Miao and Yao languages, though they lack

very close resemblance to the Annamese, Cambodian

and Talain languages, are classified with the Mon-
Khmer Family, because of the construction of their

sentences :—the noun precedes the adjective, the

thing possessed precedes the possessor, the subject

precedes the verb, and the verb precedes the

object. The Miao call themselves Mhong, while

the Talains call themselves Mon. Though the

Alinchia language is more Chinese in construction,

yet, according to both L.\cotirERiE and D.wies,

it contains a sufBcient foundation of similar words

to justify its inclusion among the Mon-Khmer
Family.

Because the Chinese, Shan and Tibeto-Burmaii

Families are more closely allied to each other in

speech than they are to the Mon-Khmer Family,

it has been supposed that the Mon-Khmer separat-

ed in very early days from the original stock and
settled in Indo-C'hina long before the others.

There are evidences which point to the presence

of a smaller, darker race, before the coming of

the Mon-Khmer Family.

About many of the tribes very little has been

written. Some notes on the more important ones

are given below, in alphabetical order. To save

repetition the names only of authors to be referred

to are given after each tribe, while a full list of

the works will be found at the end of the article.

CHUNG CHIA f/lf ^ is the name given to

some non-Chinese tribes living in Yunnan, Kuei-

chou, Kuangsi and Kuanglung, numbering between
si.\ and seven millions. They are akin to the Shan
tribes of Burma, the Tai of Tonkin, the Lao
tribes on the borders of China and possibly to

the Li-mu or Loi tribes of Hainan. Some of their

houses reseinble those of the Shan, being built on
piles. They are a distinct race from the Miao-chia,

and are more respected by the Chinese. Most of

the Chung-chia claim to have conic from Kiangsi.

The probable reason for this claim seems to be
that when Chinese were sent to subdue the wild

tribes in tlie south-west, ( Kehlao or Miao-chia
)

and occupied the conquered territory, the soldiers

married the women of the superior Chung-chia.

Pere Roux states that the name Chung-chia means
" sons of all races " and was given to the descend-

ants of this alliance. Clauke states that the word

means " the middle tribe " meaning the tribe

inferior to the Chinese and superior to the Miao.

The Chinese words adopted into their language

are pronounced as in the Kiangsi dialect.

There appear to be three classes of Chung-chia,

the Pu-i, the Pu-Na or Pu-la ^- ^ and the Pu-lung.

Roux states that they are called I-chia by the

Chinese, but Clarke regards this term as another

name for the Lo-lo.

The men diess like Chinese, but the women
wear tight coats and long skirts and do not bind J
their feet. They do three-quarters of the work. /

They appear to worship no deities, though they

recognise a Good and an Evil Being. They have

no legends of the creation or deluge, as the Lo-lo

and Miao have. Exorcists are employed in times

of sickness or calamity to drive away the evil

influences and sometimes sacrifices are offered in

front of " spirit " trees. Roux writes that

fornieirly they worshipped a cross, and that at one

time he saw one of these in a pagoda. It used to

be carried about in procession, its arms hung with

eggs, each covered with little crosses.

They are ruled by local headmen, but disputes

they cannot settle are carried to the Chinese courts.

They are fond of litigation and the Chinese

consider them crafty and dishonest.

They have no written language. Their speech

is monosyllabic and contains different definite

articles. JIany of the words resemble those of the

Shan dialect.

The Chung-chia do not dance but love singing.

Formerly they used to hold competitions in im-

provisation. Their burial saci'ifices differ from

those of the Cliinese.

Roux ; CLARliE.

HEAD-HUNTERS. The Vonuum tribe of

the Southern savages of Formosa and the Atayal

tribe, the Northern savages of Formosa, are head-

hunters. Human heads are offered at all their

celebrations, and adorn the entrances of their

huts.

The Wa tribe found between the Salwin and

Mekong rivers in Yunnan and across the border in

Burma are also head-hunters.

Arnold ; Taylor.

HEI MIAO ^ & , black miao, the most

important tribe of the Miao, so-called because

they wear dark-coloured clothes. They'-'are found

in S.E. Kueichou and are the most intelligent and

self-reliant of the Miao. Some say they originally

came from Kiangsi.

Clarke ; Davies ; Johnston,
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HUA-JIIAO ;fE|5 , flowery miao, are a Miao

tribe, so-called because their women wear parti-

coloured clothes. A bride wears a silver filagree

crown, seven silver necklets and silver bangles

on each arm, silver spangles sewn over her coat

and a richly embroidered skirt. The Ta Hua Miao

are morally the worst of the Miao.

Clabke ; Clakk.

HSI-FAN ^ 5 , western barbarians is the

name given by the Chinese to tribes inhabiting

the regions on the borders of China and Tibet.

Many are Tibetan in religion and customs, but in

some di.stricts they have a cult of their own,

which includes animal sacrifice. Their language

is connected with the Lo-lo speech.

Da VIES ; Rockhill.

K^VCHIX ; a hill-race of Burma, but extending

into \V. Yunnan. The Chinese call them I'eh-jen

Sf X (savages) or more politely slian t'ou Jlj gg (hill

lops). They call themselves ching-p'aw.

Davies.

KEH-LAO liu. Vi. or Liao, ^ are the oldest

non-Chinese tribes now found in Kueichou, and
are nearly extinct. They live in Anshun pre-

fecture. Their language is very different from
any other in the province. Three names are given

to them : Hua Kelilao, ,}£ ^^ J^ because the wo-

men dress in various colours; Taya Kehlao, fl" ^
^ Jig because a bride's front tooth is broken

before marriage; and Ilunj Kehlao, j^ ij^ ^
{ red Keh-lao ). The men dress like Chinese, but

the women have a peculiar costume of their own,

in a top-knot, and do not bind

Keh-lao are great believers in

hail

The

wear their

their feet,

demons.

Vial ; Claiske ; Clark.

LA is the Shan name of tribes akin to the

Il'o, found in K'eng-ma and neighbouring Chinese

Shan States. They are more civilized than thoso

called ll'a, and are not headhunters, but are not

Buddhist. These tribes, of the same stock as Wa
and La, who have embraced Buddhism are called

Tai Loi.

Davies ; Scott.

LLMU. See Loi, inf.

LLSO is the Chinese name of a native tribe

whose head quarters are in Yiinnan in the Salwin
basin. They call themselves lA-fu. They use

cross-bows for hunting. They aire wide-spread but

not very numerous. In their northern homo they

are quite untouched by Chinese civilization, and
live in primitive savagery ; further south they are

very Cl^^cse in their customs.

Davies.

LO-HEI is the Chinese name of the La-hu, a
hill-tribe that lives in south Yunnan between the

Mekong and the Sahvin. They talk a LoIj dialect

and are probably a mixed race of Lo-lo and Wa.

They are very war-like, the men using cross-bows

and poisoned arrows. The men (in China) have

adopted Chinese dress, but the women wear long

coats, breeches and gaiters, their tribal costume.

Davies.

LOI, (I^i mu, etc.), Jg, aborigines of Hainan;
many of these have so far adopted Chinese clothes

and manners as hardly to be distinguishable.

Others, while entirely under Chinese rule, retain

their own dress and customs—they are called 'tame

Lois.' But a third class retain also something of

their own ancestral government. These occupy

perhaps half the island, especially in the south,

and much of their country is mountainous. They
have no market towns, the architecture of their

villages is their own and they have their own
system* of village rulers and laws.

The various tribes differ somewhat in custom.

The men of the tribe living towards the north-east

of tlie district wear their hair in a large knot, and
their costume consists of a short coat open down
the front and girdled, and two pieces of cloth hung
from the waist. Another tribe lives in the south

and . its men fasten their hair with bone pins

;

while the women wear their hair tied as a horse's

tail is in wet weather. The men in the south-

west part the hair from ear to ear, with the front

hair knotted on the forehead, and the rest brought

over one ear and tucked into the knot. All the

women are tattooed and wear short coats and pet-

ticoats ending above the knee. The clothing is

made from tree-cotton or from Chinese cotton.

In one district ornaments of bone and silver are

worn ; in another, large brass earrings, eight to

ten hoops of 5 inches diameter in each ear, are the

piincipal ornaments; while heavy bead collars are

worn in a third district.

They provide for themselves nearly all they

need, but bring deers' horns and hides, rattan, etc.,

into the Chinese markets.

They .seem to have no writing and no idols

;

they are superstitious and suspicious but are de-

scribed as gentle and amiable. Their relations with

the Chinese are always unstable and revolts are

frequent. Some of the Loi are found in the

peninsula of Luichow in Kuangtung, and it has

been thought by some that they were tlio same race

as the Chung-chia of Kueichou and Kuangsi, who
are similar to the Tai, and that they wore driven

south while the Chung-chia were pressed to the

west.

Most of the Loi dialects have the same gram-

matical construction as Annameso and Siame.so.

From a comparison of vocabularies Parker is jf

opinion that the Loi are sprung from the Siamese.

In stature and complexion they seem related to

the Malays. They occupy the centre and South
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of Hainan, and are divided into 15 or 16 tribes.

Their name is pronounced variously as Le, Lai, Li

and Loi.

Jeremiassen ; Calder ; Schaeffer ; Henhy.

LO-LO, Jg jj(, etc., the Chinese name for an
important native race in the Southwest. Lao-lao

and Jjiaolkio are otlier forms of the name. The
l.o-lo resent the use of these terms and are more
politely called I c/iia^'^. The Chinese also call

them Man tzii.^f- or Man c/iia; this is the name
commonly used in Ssuch'uan. The Lolo native

name is A'o-su or Xei-su.

There are various e.xplanations of the Chinese

name ; Jjo may be a corruption of Xo; but others

say the name was given because they carry baskets

supposed to contain the souls of ancestors, the

Chinese word for such baskets being Lo-lo.

They are the most widely spread of all the

native races of W. China, being found from
\V. S.-'iich'uan to Kueichou, and forming the bulk

of the population in Yunnan. Their stronghold is

the Ta Liang range in Ssuch'uan and the Chien-

ch'ang Jg -gi \alley which is the passage between
Ssuchuan and Y^unnan. Here they are independent
and in the majority, and lord it over the Chinese,

whom they only tolerate that they may barter with

them. The territory they occupy is estimated at

11.000 sq. miles. They are divided into ' black
'

and ' white,' or ' blackboncs ' and ' whitebones '

;

the former being superior. In Ssuch'uan, where
they are pure or mingled with E. Tibetans, they

are comparatively fair, a fine, tall, race ; further

south they aa-e smaller, darker, inferior, though
still better than other aborigines, and are being

absorbed by the Chinese. Their origin is unknown,
but they have been suspected of Indo-European
descent.

It is surmised that either the Ssuch'uan
Lo-los may be nf the original stock, while those

in Yunnan may be the product of a mixture with
another darker race; or that the shorter, darker

type may be the original type, and the tall Lo-lo

of the North may have some infusion of Aryan
blood.

They have a written language, consisting of

some three thousand words, and, according to

BounNE, only used for religious purposes. Dn
Halde gives an early account of them ; Baber was
the first of recent writers on them ; and they have
since received a great deal of attention. Cordieu's
paper in the T'oungpao gives a resume of all that

had been written about them up to date, with a

bibliography, and was prepared in view of the
d'Ollone mission then exploring the Ta Liang
mountains.

Baber; Vial; Clarke; Davies ; Cordier;
Legendre ; Madrolle ; LiETARD ; d'Ollone.

MA RU, a Yiinnan tribe found on the East

branch of the Irawadi, extending over the border

into China in small numbers. They eat dogs.

Davies; Poiti.nger.

MIAO-CHIA, -g ^ or MIAO-TZU ffi^ is the

name given by Chinese to tribes calling themselves

Mhong, whose head-quarters are in Kueichou, but

who are also found in south Yunnan, Ssuch'uan

and Hunan. They appear to have originally come

from Hunian. In 800 b.c. the king of Chou sent I /
an e.xpedition to Changsha against them. In the

reign of Cii'iN Shih Huang Ti they were driven

west. There are many tribes of them, differing

in dialect, dress, etc. In Kueichou they are the

serfs or tenants of the Lo-los. They are very

simple ; in morals they are inferior to the Chinese.

Drink is their curse, and even' their women are

seen frequently drunk. They love music and danc-

ing, their chief instrument being the lii-sen @[ ?g

similar to the Chinese shcng ^ Y'oung people are

allowed to court. They have no writing but have

legends of the creation and the deluge. They have

no idols, but sacrifice to their dead. They believe

in a future existence. They are in great dread of

demons and constantly employ sorcerers, e.xorcists

and mediums. They are ruled by headmen who
are responsible to the Chinese magistrate. There

have been frequent revolts of the Miao, the last

great one being during the T'ai P'ing rebellion.

The Miao women w-ear wonderfully embroidered

clothes and short, white kilted skirts. Both men
and women wear dark blue turbans. The men
use cross-bows and poisoned arrows. The Hei

Miao, Hua Miao, Ya chiao Jliao, are amongst

the most important of their tribes in Kueichou.

Vial ; Clarke ; Davies.

MIN-CHIA g^ is the name given by Chinese

to a very mixed tribe found in Yiinnan, chiefly in

the plains of Ta-li fu and Chao-chou, and not

widely scattered. They call themselves Pe-tso.

They claim that their ancestors came from Nanking
and they have adopted a Chinese construction in

their sentences and many Chinese words. It is a

most puzzling language to classify, but Lacouperie

and Davies agree to place it in the Mon-Khmer
group. They have no written language. In the

5th moon they hold a festival of music and dancing.

Davies ; Clark.

MO-SO Jg.'^ or Afo-sha, or Mo-ti, or Li chia is

the name of a tribe living in the prefectures of

Li-kiang and Ho-king, in Yunnan. They call

themselves Na-sfii or La-shi. They formerly in-

habited S.W. Tibet, and claim to have originally

come from Mongolia. They founded a powerful

state with the capital at Li-kiang, and were part

of the kingdom of Nan-chao. In 1253 they were
subjugated by Kiiubilai Khan. Their language

resembles that of the Lolo somewhat, but they
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deny that they are related to the Lolo, whom they

scorn. Their religion is a Tibetan Buddhism, and

they worship their ancestors. They are grossly

superstitious, believing in demons, spirits and

magic. The deluge legend is not unknown. They
burn their dead. Their sorcerers use a hieroglyphic

writing. The men wear Chinese dress with ear-

rings of green stone, and the women wear pleated

skirts and their hair in a top-knot.

Davies ; CoRDiER ; Johnston; Henri d'Oe-

LEANS.

P'U-MAN is the Chinese name for a tribe

living in South and South-west Yunnan. Clarke
says that P'u is the name given by the Chinese

to Yao JS . They are supposed by some to be a

Shan race, but they scatteied, and isolated groups

have taken over the language of their most power-

ful neighbours. Davies found some who could

speak nothing but Chinese. He places them in

the Wa-Palaung group.

Clarke ; Davies.

SHAN is the Burmese name for a race found

in Burma, Siam and China. They call themselves

Tai, pronounced T'ai in Siam. The Chinese name
for them is Paii, or in Kueichou, Chungchia. In

China they are found in Yunnan, Kueichou, Kuang-

si, Kuangiung and on the S.such'uan borders. Many
have been absorbed into the Chinese race ; indeed

the Cantonese may be mainly of Shan blood.

Before Yunnan was conquered by Khubilai Khan,
there existed the' Shan kingdom of Nan- chao, with

Tali fu as the capital. The majority of Shans

in Yunnan call themselves Tai AV; or Northern

Shans. The Chinese call them Paii. Another

tribe of Shans are the Lu in South Yunnan, called

by the Chinese S/ivi Paii. The Shans live in the

hot valleys, the Chinese keeping to the hills.

The men dress like Chinese, but the women's
costume varies in different localities. Their lang-

uage and the style of their monasteries vary east

and west of the Salwin. They have two distinct

forms of WTiting, one for religious and the other

for ordijnary purposes. Some of the Shans in

Yunnan are Buddhist in religion, but in the eastern

part they are ignorant both of Buddhism and of

writing.

Davies ; Johnston.
TAI LOI is the Shan name of hill-tribes in

Yunnan, akin to Wa and La tribes, but Buddhist.

They can talk the Shan language and have largely

adopted Shan customs. Tab women wear striped

coloured skirts and coats ornamented with shells.

Davies.

WA is the Shan name for a headhunting tribe

found between the Salwin and the Mekong in

Yunnan, lat. 22° to 23", the majority however
being in Burma. They arc shorter, darker, uglier,

and less friendly than the other tribes in Yunnan.

They wear few or no clothes, and have frequent

expeditions for hunting heads. They are probably

the same as the more civilized La tribe.

Davies ; Scott.

WO-NI ^i/g a general name given by Chinese

to hill-tribes in South Yiinnan who speak Lo-lo

dialects. Amongst them are the Pu-tu, Pi-o and

Ka-tu. The A-ka is a Wo-ni tribe which eats dogs.

Davies.

YAO }g is the name given to a race inhabiting

Kuangsi as their headquarters, Kuangtung, Yunnan
and, some say, Hunan. Eoux and Clarke both

say they preceded the Miao and Lolos in Kueichou,

but that none are left in that province now. Their

only remains there are mounds of eaii'th containing •

burnt bricks. According to Chinese tradition their

homea.were like large burrows in the hill-sides.

Davies speaks of them as comparatively new-comers

in Yunnan. Their language is somewhat similar to

that of the Miao.

Davies ; Clarke ; Clark ; Vial (Roux) ; Hosie.

YA-CH'IO MIAO ffif^g is a tribe of Miao
who claim they come from Tonkin. They sacri-

fice to Heaven and Earth once a year, an ox to

Heaven and a pig to Earth. Their women wear

clothes of dark blue and white. Clarke.

Arnold : The Peoples of Formosa; Caldee :

Notes on Hainan and its Aborigines, (China

Eeview, vol. xi, p. 42) ; Clark : Kueichou and

Yiinnan Provinces; Clarke : Among the Tribes

in South-west China; Cordier : Les Mosos
(T'oung-pao, 1908) ; Davies : Yiinnan; d'Ollone :

Les dcrnie.rs Barbares; d'Orleans : Du Tonkin aux

Indct; Henry : TAngnam; Hosie -.Three Years in

West China; Jekemiassen : Loi Aborigines of Hai-

nan. (China Review, vol. xx) ; Johnston : From
Peking to Mandalaij; Lietaed : Essai de Diction-

naire Lo-lo Frani^ais, (T'oung-pao, 1911) ; Le-

GENDEE : Far West Chinois, (ibid. 1909) ; Mad-
ROLLES : Quelques Pevplades Lo-lo, (ibid. 1908)

;

Pottinger : Upper liurma Gazetteer ; Rockhill :

The Land of the Lamai ; Sainson : Histoire parti-

culiire de Nan-Tchao, 1904; Sciiaeffer : The Lois,

(East of Asia, vol. iii) ; Scott : Oazelleer of Upper
Burma; Taylor : Aborigines of Formosa, (China

Review, vol. xiv, p. 121) ; Vial (Roux) : Les Lolos.

ABUTILON. See Fibres, textile.

ACADEMY. See Imperial Academy.

ACCENTORINAE, Hedge Sparrows or Ac-

centors, a Sub- family of the Turdidae. The species

known in China are as follows.

Accentor nipalcn.^i.'', the Eastern Alpine Ac-

centor, found in high altitudes in KaTisu, Mu-p'in,

etc. .'1. erythriipiigiiis, in the hills near Peking,

in N. Chihli and Manchuria. Tharrlinhus strophia-

tu.s, the Rufous-breasted Accentor, in W. Ssijch'uan,

Kokonnr, the Ch'inling range. T. mnnlanrlhis,
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the Chinese Hedge sparrow, in Chihli, W. China,

Manchuria. T. itiniiaculatus, tlie Maroon-backed

Accentor, in the mountains of \V. Ssuch'uan.

T. rubcculoides, in Kansu. T. fvlvescenn, Alashan,

N. Tibet, Gobi desert.

SwiNHOE : P.Z.^., 1870, p. 124; David et

OuSTALET : Lea Oiscaux de la Chine.

ACCIPITRES, the order of birds which in-

cludes the Osprcys, Falcons, Eagles, Vultures, etc.

There are many species in China. Their distribut-

ion is as follows.

Vultur monuchui, the Cinereous Vulture, has

been taken in Chihli, Kiangsu, Chekiang, Fukien

and Mongolia ; Oijps himduytnsis, the Himalayan

Giiffon ; Gypaclus barbalus, the Bearded Vulture;

these three species are rare in China and are found

less rarely in Jlongolia. Otoyyp/ calvus occurs in

Yunnan. Aquilu chTi/saHtits, the Golden Eagle, is

widely resident in the mountainous districts of

China and eastern Siberia. The Chinese take it

with nets, the wings being used for fans and the

feet and head as medicine. A. heliaca, the Imperial

Eagle, is found in Mongolia and in China, especially

in the centiral provinces. ^1. orienialis Cab.,

(.4. claiuja D. & O.) ; some are resident in Mongolia

and \. China, but it is not found in large numbers

till spring. .-1. v\aciduta Gm. Observed in Chihli,

Kiangsu (breeding), Fukien and Kuangtung.

Spizaetus nipalcnsis is resident in Chekiang, Fukien

and Formosa, and in Mongolia. Haliaelus albicilla

L. The White-tailed Sea-Eagle, common through-

out China. Haliailus pdngicus is found in easteaii

Siberia and in Mongolia, but it is rare. Haliactus

Icucoijafter occurs on the Fukien and Kuangtung

coasts. //. leucoryphus, Pallas' Fishing Eagle,

taken at Shaweishan or Gutzlaff. //. leucoccphahis

has been seen in N. China (Soweiiby) and

recorded once from Mongolia by David.

Pandion haliai-tiis, the Osprey, is identical with

the European bird, and is common in China.

HaliastuT iiidus, the Brahminy Kite, is met with

in Kiangsi, Fukien and Chekiang in the summer.

Mihui mcUmotis, the Black-eared Kite, is abundant

in all parts of China. M. /jovinda, the Common
Indian Pariah Kite, is said by David to be found

on the south coast but is rare. Elanus cacr-ulcus,

the Black-winged Kite, vi.sits the South in summer,

and has been taken in Chekiang. Jiutnstur indicus,

the Grey-faced Buzzard-Eagle, occurs on migration

in Eastern China and is found in Manchuria and

in the Western Hills near Peking. Buleo

hemilnsiM, the White-tailed Buzzard, is common
in N.E. China, and on the Yangtze, and strays

down to S.E. China. B. plumipcs is met with in

Eastern China in winter. Acliibute.o straphiatus,

the Himalayan Rough-legged Buzzard, is not un-

common in the north and west of China, and in

Manchuria and Mongolia ; it has been taken in

Fukien and at Shaweishan. It probably occurs

as far as Kuangtung. Circaetus gallicus, the Short-

toed Eagle, was seen by David both in N. China

and Mongolia. Spilornis clieela, the Crested Ser-

pent-Eagle, is found in S. China and Formosa.

S. Tutherfordi occuas in Hainan. Lopho^piza

trivirgata, the Crested Goshawk, occurs in Formosa.

A^tur palumbarius, the Goshawk, is common in

China, especially in winter. It is the bird most

commonly trained for the hunting of hares and

pheasants, and is called Uuang Ying or Yellow

Hawk, though this name more properly belongs to

falco sacer. A. poliopsi", a sub-species of .-1. badius,

the Shikra, is found in S. China and in Hainan.

It is common in Cochin-China. A. cuculuides is

found from the south up to Peking and beyond.

A. soloensis is found in S. China and on the Lower

Yangtze. AccipUer affinis, a large race of A.

virgatus, the Besra Sparrowhawk, has been taken in

Fukien and inhabits Formosa. A. gvlaris, the

Japanese Sparrowhawk, is common in Eastern

China on migration. It is known to the Chinese

by the name Yao J(^ and is used for the chase of

small birds. A. nisu-s, the Sparrowhawk, is found

everywhere and is used in hunting. Circus

cyr.neus, the Hen-Harrier, called by the Chinese

Pai ying \^ ^ ot White Hawk, is seen in most

provinces. C. mclanolcucus, common in Chihli on

migration, rare in S.E. China. C. macrurus has

been seen at Peking and on the Yangtze, but is

very rare. C. pygargus occurs rarely in passage.

C aeruginosus, the Marsh Harrier, is very common,

especially in the South ; it has been seen in

Mongolia. C. spinolotus is abundant in S.E.

China on passage and in winter. Microhierax

mclanolcucns is common in Fukien and has been

taken in Kiangsi and at Nanking. Falco sacer,

the Saker or Cherruq Falcon, is found in Mongolia,

Chihli, Shensi and Ssiich'uan. This bird especially

has the name Huang ying 51 K bellow Hawk.

F. pp.reijrinus, the Pej'egrine Falcon, is common
in China. F. peregrinator, the Shahin, occurs in

S.E. China from the Yangtze southwards. F.

suhhuteo, the Hobby, is found in all parts of China.

Aesalon regulus, the I^Ierlin, is only seen in winter.

Erythrnpui amurensia, the Eastern Red-legged

Falcon, comes up to North China in the spring

where it commonly breeds. Ccrchneis pelcinensia,

the Eastern race of the Lesser Kestrel, is met with

in Chihli. C. alaudariiis, C. japonicu.i and C.

saturatus occur in East China, where they are all

common except the first, which has been taken in

Fukien a few times. Ilieraetus fasciatus, Bonelli's

Eagle, occurs from the Lower Y^angtze to Fukien.

Pernia cllioti, the Eastern Honey-Buzzard, passes

Eastern China on migration.

David et Ocstalet : Lea Oiaeaux de la Chine.
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ACUPUNCTURE, or piercing the flesh with

needles, is an exceedingly common remedy in

China for rheumatism, sprains and other troubles.

It is an ancient science, attributed in tradition

to Huang Ti, and is certainly treated of very

minutely in works of many centuries ago, and
the operation is performed today very dexter-

ously by its practitioners.

At one time the subject excited much interest

in the vest and a great deal was written on it.

The first knowledge of the art as practised in

China seems to have been given by a Dutch
physician, in a work which appeared in London in

1683, and K.aempfer in 1712 in the third fascicule

of Amoenitates Exotirae has a paper on the

subject. A long analysis of the works written

at the beginning of last century for and against

the practice of acupuncture will be found in

Remusat.

Remcsat : SuT VAcupuncture (Nouveaux

Melanges Asiatigues) ; Lockhart : The Medical

Misfionarij in China; Lay : The Chinese a) they are.

ADAM, the Persian missionary, presbyter,

chorepiscopos and papas of China who wrote the

SyroChinese inscription on the Nestorian Tablet.

On the stone his name is given as CniNG ching

fl: j^ of the Ta Ch'in monastery -jk ^. He is

mentioned in a Buddhist work as having helped

to translate a Buddhist sutra, and it is well

known that there are Buddhist terms and expres-

sions on the Tablet.

T'oung Pao, vol. vii, p. 589.

ADEN, S.S., the first merchant steamer

under the Chinese flag. It first sailed in December,

1872. The company owning it would not allow

foreigners to have shares, and it sought, but did

not obtain, the privilege of entering ports not

open to foreign trade. The company developed

two years later into the China Merchants Steam

Navigation Company (q-v.).

EiTEL : Europe in China.

ADMIRALTY, THE, or Ministry of the Navy.
It was not till 1888 that a Ilai Chiin I'amen

tS >|i lS; n was established ; and in 1900 the term

Nai Chiin I'u }£} ifC JJ was first used but the office

was still annexed to the Board of War till shortly

before the fall oi the dynasty. The Republic is

of course making changes in this department. See

Lanij ; Navy.

ADOPTION. In China adoption is not a
matter of personal predilection; it is regarded

from the point of view of the whole family, and
is also a legal duty.

A Chinese withsut a son cannot die happy.
|

Apart from his own di.sabilities in the spirit-world,
|

his ancestors also would suffer through the lack of
I

a representative on earth to attend to the necessary

sacrifices. Hence Mexcius said ' The most unfilial

thing a man can do is to die without a son.' This
is the religious or family reason for adoption.

The law also requires a son-less man to adopt
an heir to his property.

Adoption is of several kinds. In legal or

perfect adoption
( ^^ ,S6u chi) a son-less man

demands one of his brother's sons; or, if there are

none, the grandson of an uncle, then the great-

grandson of a great-uncle, and so on.

If a man (over 16) dies without a son the

process of adoption often goes on and a nephew or

another is made his son.

The rights and- duties of an adopted son do
not differ in any I'cspect from those of one natural-

ly beg.otten.

Other kind.s of adoption are simple adoption

(ilSM'-""" fang], and benevolent adoption (^f|
ch'i yang). In the former a man with or without

children adopts a son or daughter of the same
stock and of a lower generation but incapable of

becoming his heir. In the latter the adopted child

is not of the same stock : the surname is different

or is unknown, and inheritance is therefore barred.

These two kinds of adoption are not dis-

tinguished in ordinary usage ; in either case the

adopted children are called |6 ^ « tzil and |g 7^
i nil 'conventional' or 'charity' son or daughter.

It is said that about five per cent, of Chinese

families adopt children, seventy per cent, of

the adopted being males.

There is another kind of adoption often

practised, based not on legal or religious but on
merely superstitious grounds. When parents fear

they may not be able to rear a child because evil

spirits arc against it or against the family, they

think it possible to cheat the spirits and avert

evil by a pseudo-adoption of the child into another

family.

This superstition even leads to children being

given in adoption to some object such as a tree,

a bridge, an idol, etc.

HoANG : Le Mariagc chinnis.

AGAR-AGAR }fe ?JS , hai ts'ai and ^ ;fti
X'un

pu, '\s got from several species of Algae, Uraeilaria

gigantina, G. sphaerococcus, etc., from the Malayan
islands and Hainan. It is a gelatinous substance

with an irregular spongelike appfarancc. It is

used as food and also as a medicine for goitre,

drojj.-'y and menstrual disorders.

AGARIC. See Fungux.

AGE OF THE FIVE RULERS, THE. See

Five Rulers.

AGLEN, FRANCIS ARTHUR, was born on

October 17, 1860, and entered the Customs Service
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in China in 1888. He was Commissioner at several

ports, and in 1903-4 acted as Chief Secretary to the

Inspectorate-General. He became Deputy Inspect-

or-General in 1910, then Officiating Inspector-Gen-

eral, and finally Inspector-General in 1911, which

position he still holds in 1917. He has received

various honours from the Chinese Government.

AGLIARDI, ANTONIO, archbishop of

Caesarea and later. Cardinal. When the Pope

in 1886 thought of sending a legate for permanent

residence in Peking, his choice fell on Agliahdi,

who accepted his nomination. On objections

being made by France the project was abandoned.

CoRDiEB : Ilistoire des Hdalions de la

Chine, etc.

AGRICULTURE. This subject is of supreme

importance in China, where it is estimated that

two-thirds of the population cultivate the soil.

It is naturally, however, not a subject to attract

the first attention of foreign students of the coun-

try ; few have combined the necessary knowledge

with the necessary amount of travel, and therc-

foo-e comparatively few books on agriculture can

be referred to.

Such books as there are must be read with

caution : for example in one valuable work some

statistics are worked out for Shantung on the

assumption that a mou is one-sixth of an English

acre. More local knowlege would give very dif-

ferent results, since the mou generally quoted

in Shantung is nearly one-half an English acre.

It may be added that in that province one mini per

mouth is sufiicient to provide for the family.

In the thousands of years during which the

race has practised agriculture the art has arrived

at the highest perfection which could be attained

empirically, but the scientific farming which in

the Western world is new is, of couirse, in China

still unknown. The great natural fertility of the

soil, combined with the patient and unceasing toil

of the farmer are the chief factors in Chinese

farming.

It has been said that Chinese agriculture is

intensive rather than extensive. This probably

means that little is done to open up new areas of

cultivation, while everything is done to squeeze

the best result from the land which is worked.

Poverty among the people, governmental inaction,

and the difficulty in depending on the government

to protect new ventures must account for much land

lying idle. Under the Republic, with its Ministry

of Agriculture and Commerce, a new state of

things may be expected.

The methods of farm-work vary according to

local and climatic conditions, but are always of a

primitive style. The plough, for example, may
be carried home on the shoulder at the end of the

day's work : it is probably the plough of many
centuries ago. But in every part of China there

is no difference in the infinite care which is

bestowed on the fields. Manure is valued as if

it were gold ; and wisely under the conditions,

though in these days of sewage destructors it may
seem to us absurd. Cultivation is necessarily

shallow. Rotation of crops is not a common
practice, but it is in use to some extent where it

is found possible. There is very little selection

of the best produce for sowing again ; the average

seed is generally considered as good enough. There

is an almost complete absence of meadow-land,

domestic animals being more economically fed on

cut fodder, with some grazing on hill-sides, etc.

The Chinese are not without knowledge of irrig-

ation and drainage, but difficulties in cooperation

prevent anything being done in such matters except

locally and in a small way.

Grain culture is of such importance in the

national life that, as may be read in any general

work on China, the Emperors used to set tiie

example to the people every spring. Rice is the

chief grain, and is grown wherever possible. Wheat
comes next, after which follow maize, kaoliang,

various millets, hull-less barley, hull-less oats and

buckwheat.

Of beans there are innumerable local varieties

of the soy-bean ; cow-peas are quite important

;

broad-beans are cultivated as a winter crop in the

milder regions, and as a summer crop on the table-

lands and mountain valleys of W. and N.W. China.

Otlier beans, such as gram-beans, adzukibeans,

raoth-beans, etc. are also much grown.

Plants which give oil-bearing seeds are vjry

widely cultivated, such as sesame, rape, soy-beans,

hemp, Perilla, etc.

Fibre plants occupy a good deal of land,

such as cotton, pai ma [ Abutiloii aviccmtac ), hemp,

jute, ramie, etc.

Starchy root-crops are abundant, but are not

as important as in Western lands. The main root-

crops are taros, yams, sweet potatoes, arrowleaf

( Sagiltaria sinensis ), etc.

Vegetable culture is in a high state of per-

fection, and no race can compare with the Chinese

in the way they get succulent vegetables from

small patches of land.

Fruit-growing is practised wherever it pays,

but through lack of scientific culture is not as

successful as it should be. ( See under various

fruit names ).

King : Farmers of Forty Centuries; Meyer :

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Reports; Ric-

hard : Compre/trnsifn flrngraj>hy.

AH LUM CHEONG, the baker whose bread

made some four hundred people ill at Hongkong
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on January 15, 1857. Analysis showed the white

bread contained 60 grains of white arsenic in

every pound. Such anpears to be the meaning

of Eitel's statement, which is unintelligible as

It st.ands. Tlie dose was too heavy to be effective,

that is to say, the sufferers discovered at once

that they were poisoned and drank emetics as

fast as they could be supplied ; those who ate

least suffered most. No one died of the poison

but the health of some was permanently injured,

and the nervous shock through the sudden sense

of insecurity was perhaps worse than the poison.

Lady Bowrino, the Governor's wife, was delirious

for a time and had to return to England.

Ah Lcm's own wife and children were among

the sufferers, and he himself having gone to

Macao that morning was voluntarily i-eturning

to Hongkong when he was arrested. Nor did

his workmen attempt to run away but were

arrested to the number of fiftyono many hours

after. There was not sufficient evidence to

incriminate anyone, but An LtJM as a suspicious

character was o.\pelled from the island for five

years. In a civil action against him W. Tarrant,

editor of the Friend of China, obtained $1,000

damages. It was believed by the whole com-

munity that the attempt was the crime of the

Cantonese officials, with or without the connivance

of Ah Lum. a smaller dose would no doubt

have killed so many of the British that Hongkong

could have been easily attacked and taken.

EiTEL : Europe in China, p. 313.

AHUNG or AMONG IKJ JSf . The title of the

lowest official in the Mohammedan mosques of

China; probably from Persian Ahhun, which is

from a root meaning to instruct.

AIGRETTES, ILE D', a name given by the

French to the i.«land nearest Kuangchow in the

leased territory. It is also marked on some maps

ari I.a Rigaudiere.

AIGUNgt?'!!. '" Heilungkiang province, Man-

churia, is on the southern bank of the Amur,

20 miles below Blagovestchensk and on the opposite

bank. It is one of the seU-opcncd ports of the

Koniura Convention of 1905. The old Aigun was

destroyed by the Russians in 1900 and has never

recovered its former importance, tlio mercantile

community [)rcfcTring to settle at Tahciho (called

by the Kus.sians .Saghalan) directly opposite

Blagovestchensk. I-at. 50° 5' N. ; Long. 126° 29'

K, The population is 25,410.
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according to David, are not found in Mongolia.

These arrive in China at the beginning of the

cold season and go back north again in Ai^ril. .1.

coelicox Swinh. is abundant in S. China to the

Yangtze. A. sala from N. Formosa and .4. waiter-

si differ slightly from A. coelivox of the Pes-

cadores and S. Formosa. Otocorys alpestris,

common in northern Europe and Asia is seldom

met with in China, and then only in the winter.

The Chinese cage it for the sake of its song. They
do the same with 0. sibirica the Siberian Horned
Lark, which is common everywhere in Mongolia

and is found in N. China in the winter.

Oalvrita leautu7iijcttsii is common all the year

round in Mongolia and in the north and west

of China as far as N.W. Ssiich'uan, and is

generally found in the foothills. Ahiudula che-

Iteiisis and Calendrdla brachydactyla are abundant
in Mongolia, coming down in the cold season to

the northern plains of China; the foi'mer breeds

abundantly in Chihli and Shantung. C. diikhurtrnK-

is occurs in W. China and has been laKen ii.

migration at Shawei shan. Mi'loii(icuri/p/i<i rnoiii/o-

tica comes south to China only in small numbers
in the winter, but is found in cages in every

province as the Chinese are especially fond of its

song.

David et Oustalet : Lts Oixeaux dc In Chine

;

(.\laudides).

ALBATROSS. See Tubinoms.

ALBAZIN, a town or fait built on the banks
ul tlie Amur by Khabarov during his e.xpedition of

1648-51 ; it die: not receive its first governor till 1672.

In 1675 Nicolas Siwtak Milescu, returning from
an embassy to Pfeking, advised the inhabitants of

Albazin not to continue their expeditions on the
Amur and to keep on good terms with the Chinese

;

advice that was not listened to, and the Chinese
prepared in li&A to begin hostilities. Albazin was
twice besieged. In the first siege, 1684, thirty or

forty Russians ' including a priest, were made
prisoners and taken to Peking. After some years
they weirc set free but st.iyed in the capital. Per-

mission was given for priests to be sent them for

their religious needs, and this was the beginning of

the Russian Ecclesiastical Mission (q.v.).

In 1689 tae Treaty of Nerchinsk was signed,
by which the Russians were pushed back i'rom the
Amur, and Albazin, after a short and troubled
existence of thirty-eight years was destroyed. It is

probable that some ruins of the fort may still be
seen, and an inscribed monument ha.-; been put up on
the spot.

CORDIER : Hisloire dcf Relutio7t.f dv la Chine,
etc., Ravexstei.v : The liussians on the Amur;
DtJDCEON : The Itusiian Ecclesiastical Mission,

Chinese Recorder, vols, iii & iv ; Innocent : The
Jlti-sian Orthodox Mission in China, ibid., vol.

.\lvii.

ALBION PRESS, a printing press belonging

to J. R. Morrison at Macao, at which the

Anglo-Chinese Calendar for 1833 was printed,

besides a sermon by Dr. Morrison and four

numbers of a periodical called The Evangelist

and Mi'Ti'liinca Sinica. In May, 1833, it was
interdicted by civil authority, the reasons given

being that the publications issued contained

matter contrary to Roman Catholic teaching, and

that the printing press was prohibited everywhere

in Portuguese territory unless the king of

Portugal sanctioned it.

Chinese Repository : vol. ii, p. 92.

ALBUQUERQUE, ALPHOMSG D', the

founder of Pcrtugueic empire in the East, was

born in 1453. After conquering Malacca, he sent

Perestrello to China in 1515, and thus opened

the chapter of modern trade between Europe and

China. He died on December 15, 1515.

ALCAE, the Order containing Auks, Guille-

mots etc., Alcn antiqua Gm., of the sub-family

Alcinae, is Bering's Guillemot ; it is found in the

Formosan Channel.

ALCESTE ISLAND jfJJIS '""' '« '<"'. a s"iall

island N.W. of the Shantung Promontory. The

boat in which Lord Amherst came as ambassador

was named Alrr.<tc, and the island [irobably

received its foreign name at that time.

ALCHEMY, ^ ^^^ /ic« Km. The midi:Eval

theories a.-; to the tran.smutation of metals and the

eli.xir of life exist almost in their entirety in

Chinese thought. Dr. Martin and other sinologues

have made a strong but not complete case for the

origin of alchemy in China ; Watters thinks it

had its origin in India ; and Giles speaks of it as

introduced from the West into China after the

Han dynasty.

Alchemy has been an important branch of

Taoist study. Proceeding from the theory of

progressive evolution (v. Yin and Yang) it was

thought that the various forms of matter (v. Fice

Element!!) gradually changed, and that the essence

of man could similarly be modified. Hence Chinese

alchemy, as in Europe, had two sections :

—

(1) Nei Tan^j^, or spiritual alchemy, in

which by ascetic practices, spiritual exercises,

communion with virgin nature and the use of

natural minerals and vegetable drugs, the body

and soul gradually become transformed into the

substance and spirit of an ethereal being (Hsien jH

with theurgic powers. Many of the Taoist sages

and saints are believed to have thus attained

perfection.

xo
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(2) Wai Tan ^(-^ , or material alchemy, which

aimed at transforming inorganic matter, especially

metals.

The two great desires of men,—perhaps of

Chinese especially,—for long life and for wealth,

are thus combined.

To what e.Ment such practical knowledge of

chemistry as the Chinese have may be due to the

researches of alchemists is uncertain. That several
j

Emperors were deceived by Taoist impostors and
i

drank the Elixir vitae is a matter of history.

Allegorical language similar to that employed

by European alchemists abounds in Chinese books

on the subject, and, as in Europe, there is a

perplexing tendency to alternate the emphasis on,

first, the inner or spiritual process and, second,

the outer or physical process.

Tan ^ or cinnabar (mercury sulphide) is

largely referred t6 as the matri.x from which gold

is produced, gradually by nature or rapidly by art. .

Jade is also an object and material for alchemical

processes.

Martin : Haiilin I'aprrs; and Lore of Cathay;

Chatley : Alchemy in China, (in Journal of the

Alchemical Society). [H.C.]

ALCOCK, RUTHERFORD, k.c.b., d.c.l..

Sir. was born in London in 1809 and died there in

1897. He first came to China in 1844, was Consul

at Foochow, Shani^hai and Canton, and after service

in Japan from 1853 to 1865 he returned to Peking

as Mini.ster. He retired in 1871. His writings

include nothing on Chinese subjects, except the

preface to the account of Mahcary's journey.

MiciiiK : The Kitfjlixhrndn in China.

ALENI, JULES XffiS- Ai Ju liao, was born

at Brescia in 1582, became a Jesuit at 18 and

arrived in Macao in 1610. After some years

spent there in teaching mathematics he was sent

to Peking ; thence he went to Shanghai and to

Yangchow, where he baptised a mandarin as the

first Christian of the district, and followed him

when appointed to Shensi. Later he worked in

Shansi and in 1620 went to Hangchow. Called

to Ch'ang shu "f;
;V.\ he made 220 converts in a

few weeks. The Kolao Yeh retiring to Fuchow
invited him to follow. He went in 1625, and for

some years had very great success in the Province

;

but in 1638 through troubles caused by the

imprudences of members of another Order, he

and other priests were exiled to Macao, the

Christians were per.iecuted and the many churches

fell into heathen hands. Contrary to all hope

.\i.:Nl returned to Furhow the next year. He
was vice-prnvincial of South China from 1541 to

1C48. He died in 1649.

Havret : Tm Slclr rhr/lirnne (if Sinr/anfu,

vol. ii, p. 29, note.

ALFALFA or Lucerne, g ^g mu hsU. Niels

Ebbesen Hansen, professor in the South Dakota
State College of Agriculture, found that this

important forage plant grew in Asia much fur-

ther north than had been supposed. The blue-

flowered variety was found as far as 45° north

latitude in Hi ; and north of that and stretching

away far northward beyond the Trans-Siberian

Railway between 50° and 64° north latitude, was

a yellow-flowered variety. The importance of

this lies in the hope it gives of cultivating profit-

ably the North American desert regions, right up

to the Hudson's Bay district.

Mu-hsii is not uncommon in the northern

provinces of China. Some seed was sent to

England and elsewhere, obtained by HosiE in

Shensi;» In 1912 half a ton of the seed was sent

to Pretoria.

KrRKWooD : The Romantic Story of a

Scienti.^t. in the World's AVork, April, 1908.

ALLEN, HERBERT JAMES, born in India,

where his father was in the Civil Service ; he came

to China as student-interpreter in 1861. He retired

from the Consular Service in 1888 and died in

Wales in 1911. He wrote various papers, trans-

lations, eve, his best-known work being Karly

Chinese Hi.->ti>rij ; or are the Chihcxe Cbno-icf fiirijed?

(1906)

ALLEN, YOUNG JOHN, born in the United

States in 1836, died in Shanghai in 1937. He came

to China in 1850 as a missionary of the Methodist

Episcopal (South) Church, but the Civil War began

soon after, he lost the support of the home church

and he entered the service of the Chinese Govern-

ment, first as teacher then as translator. He was

editor for many years of the ll'an Kvo Kung Pao

'UtA'^Mi w'hich he began at his own expense under

that title in 1875 and carried on thus for some 15

years ; he then edited it for the Christian Literature

Society till his death ;—the most successful of such

periodicals i.ssue<I by foreigners for the Chinese.

ALL SOULS' DAY, a name used for the

Buddhist feast held by Chinese on the 15th of

the 7th moon. See Yii Ian p'ln.

ALMALIK, the Mohammedan name for the

city called Alimali by the Chinese, and Armalec.

Armalegh, etc., by European travellers of the

Middle Ages. It was a seat of rule both for

Tu.-kish and Mongol authority at different times.

It stood somewhere on the Hi river, but its site

is uncertain. It was a Roman Catholic see but

only had one bishop. According to Gams, the

Franciscan Richard of Borgundy was appointed

in 1338 and martyred in 1342. It was the scene

of several other martyrdoms.

Yule : Calhay anil the Way Thither, (1914)

vol. iii, p. 87, note.
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ALMANAC. The Chinese almanac is com-

monly railed Uw.nij li ^]\f or Li pCn ^^ ; but the

official name is S/iih /isien *A"BJ^^. It is a

government monopoly and there is a sevei'e penalty

for issuing unauthorised editions. In its more
recent form it dates from the beginning of the

Ch'ing dynasty, though it had also been issued in

the preceding dynasty. It was the special work of

the Imperial Board of Astronomy, ch'in t'ien chien.

(See Astronomy, Board of). 'There is in it a

certain amount of useful astronomical information,

—the days of the month, the moon's phases, the

equino.xes, solstices, etc. But to most people the

astrological part is probably more important, since

they learn from it the days and hours that are

lucky for every undertaking in life, from a wedding
to taking a bath.

It might have been supposed that the Republic

would have ceased to fool the people with such

superstitions ; but though the almanac has improved

in some respects it is as much as ever the guide to

' lucky days.'

A. P. Parker : The Chinese Almanac, Chinese

Recorder, vol. .\ix.

ALMONDS; there are no almonds grown in

China, but kernels of apricot-stones of certain

species are often mistaken for them and called

almonds. See Apricots.

ALOPEN |BI ai TfC. The founder of the Nest-

orian Mission in China, who arrived in a.d. 631.

See Olopi:n.

ALTAI, meaning Golden Mountains and some-

times so translated in Chinese (^|llc/i"i shan); a

range extending in a southeasterly direction from

Russian tcrritoi-y into N.W. Mongolia. Its highest

peak is 14,000 ft.

ALTAR OF EARTH. See Temph of Earth.

ALTAR OF HEAVEN. See Temple of

Heaven.

ALTYN TAGH, a range of mountains connect-

ed with the K'un-lun mountains, and with them
separating Turkestan and Tibet. They rise to

13,000 or 14,000 feet.

A LUM. See Ah Lum.

ALUM Pei-fnn g ^ is produced to some extent

in Kuangtung and Anhui, but the chief supply
comes from P'ing-yang, a few miles south of Wen-
chou in Chekiaiig. The alum is obtained from the

Fan Shan in the Sung-yang hills, near the

Fukicn border, first visited by Gutzlaff in 1855.

"The alum is taken in stone blocks (tirst split with

fire, and then broken with a sledge hammer) from
the sandstone in which it lies. It is then boiled

and soaked, and carried away in crystals." The

annual output is estimated at 200,000 piculs, some

of which is used in dyeworks. The quality is said

to be very good. Alum is used in making paper,

as a mordant in dyeing, in tanning and in cement

for masonry. The demand increased very much in

1915, owing to shortage of dye-stuffs.

Export abroad, 1914, 29,970 piculs, value

Tls. 60,762 ; 1915, 43,846 piculs, value Tls, 77,583.

A-LU-T'E|ai^^-tJ, the Empress Chia SHUN^flg,

daughter of the Manchu Duke Chung Cn'i ^^&.
and wife of the Emperor T'ung Chih. She was

left with child when T'tjng CniH died, and if she

had borne a son he would have reigned. But this

did not suit the Empress-dowager's plans ; Kuano
Hsii become emperor and A-lu-t'e either committed

suicide as a protest or was murdered. See Bland

and B.\CKHorsE; Annals of the Court of Peking.

AMAH, from Portuguese ama; the word used

by foreigners in China for the Chinese nurses of

their children.

AMARAL, JOAO MARIA FERREIRA DO,
a Governor of Macao. In 1849, finding the free

port of Hongkong was spoiling the business of

Macao, he issued a proclamation on March 5,

ordering that no duties should be collected in

Macao and that the Hoppo's office should be

closed. The Chinese naturally regarded this as

the first Bteo towards- asserting complete inde-

pendence. Many merchants, with their families

and deoendents, left Macao with the Hoppo, and

the streets were deserted. Amaral then ordered

that if more Chinese left Macao without permission,

their property should be confiscated.

On August 22, as he was riding near the

Barrier, eight men attacked him ; unarmed and

having no right hand, he was easily overcome

;

his head and left hand were cut off and carried

away. The Portuguese soldiers took possession

of the Barrier (Porto da Cerco) and Chinese

fort; two British men-of-war came from Hong-

kong, and the American and French officials sent

protests to the Kuangtung Viceroy. The Chinese

were, however, so obstructive that it was not till

January 16, 1850, that the head and hand wore

recovered from them and placed in Amaral's

coffin.

The immediate result of this murder was that

Portugal paid no more rent for JIacao, though

the independence of the place was not recognised

by China till 1887.

Morse : The International Relations of the

Chinese Empire; Montalto de Jesus ; Historic

Macao.

AMBAN IS RK a Manchu word meaning

minister of state AIS- Europeans use it for the

political representatives of China in Mongolia,

12
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Turkestan and Tibet. An attempt has been made
to connect it with the aniliactun of Ciesar, Gallic

War, vi, 15.

AMBASSADORS' ROAD, a name given by
traveller.s to the road between T'eng-yiieh and
Ta-li fu ; it is about fourteen days journey.

According to Richaud a similar name was

given to the road from Canton through the Kan-
chiang valley in Kiangsi, the road traversed by

Macartney, Amherst and other ambassadors on

their way to Peking.

Ward : T/te Land of the Blue Poppy, p. 11.

Richard : Comprehensive Geography, p. 145.

AMBER hu p'o^sQ. Early Chinese writers

describe amber as being the resin of the pine and

fir, which, having sunk into the earth is in process

of time transformed into a lustrous substance of

a bloodred colour, and which when rubbed

possesses the property of attracting mustard seeds.

The first mention of amber by a Chinese writer

is by Pan Ku in the first century of our era, who
states that it was imported from Kashmir. An-

other writer of the same period refers to its being

obtained from the country of the Shans. We are

told that in the same century the amber mines

of North Burma were exploited and amber sent

thence to Yiinnan. Several places in Yunnan are

said by Chinese writers to have produced indigen-

ous amber; but the so-called Yiinnan amber cf

the present day comes from the Burma mines, the

centre of the industry being Maingkhwan, inhabit-

ed by Shans, 110 miles from Y'ungch'ang fu.

Amber was brouglit from Persia in or before

the 6th century, according to the Wei annals, and

in the 10th century tribute of amber was sent to

China from Turfan. Amber, presumably from

India, is much used in Tibet, and is thence trans-

ported to Kansu. In the 17th centijry the Dalai

Lama sent some as tribute to the Chinese Emperor.

As regards importations of European amber

into China, it is known that in the middle ages

Russian amber was transported no Siberia to

Turkistan and thence to China. The Dutch im-

ported amber into Formosa in the 17th century,

and the Portuguese carried it to Macao in the 18th

century, though it is not certain whether this was

European amber or from the Indian Archipelago.

The reports of the Chinese Maritime Customs

show that the chief sources of the present supply

arc Prussia, Japan and the Indian Archipelago.

The amber used in Korea comes exclusively from

Prussia.

Chinese imitations of amber date from early

times. A ISth century account describes imitation

amber as being made from dyed sheep's horn.

The present imitations are made from copal,

shellac, colophony and glass. Amber-coloured glass

beads are made in Po-shan in Shantung, while an

imitation amber is made in Canton from the upper

part of the beaks of cranes.

A powder made from amber is muoh used in

Chinese medicines.

Jet is referred to by Chinese writers as black

amber. See Jet.

Laufer : Historical Jottings on Amber in Asia;

Hirth and Rockhill : Chau Ju-kua.

AMBOYNA, a port in the Moluccas where

the East India Company had a large factory for

the trade with Japan. In 1623 the Dutch mas-

sacred ten or twelve English factors and traders,

on the pretence that they had been plotting with

Japanese to seize the Dutch fortress. At the

time, Holland and England were at peace, but

the Ewglish government was too weak to get

reparation. The Company therefore abandoned

the Japan trade and turned with more energy to

opening commercial relations with China.

Cromwell, in 1654, got £80,000 from the

Dutch government as an indemnity for the mas-

sacre.

Eames : The English in China.

AMERICAN ADVENT MISSION.
IleddquaricTS :—Bo.ston, Mass.

Entered China, 1897.

Works in Anhui and Kiangsu.

The Society's work was begun by Mr. and Mrs.

G. H. Malone, who settled in Nanking in 1897,

opening a school in a Buddhist temple, and holding

services there for two and a half years. Work was

also begun near Wuhu, but all was stopped by the

Bo.xer rising. In 1901, Nanking was i-e-occupied,

and Wuhu and Ch'ao Hsien Ijt |$ (near Wuhu) were

opened.

Nanking is the principal station, and there is

a strong industrial work done there both for boys

and girls, who arc taught cabinet-making, mattress-

making, weaving, tailoring, brass work, baking,

etc. In 1917 the Mission reported.

Foreign workers 16

Chinese assistants 38

Communicants 580

AMERICAN BAPTIST FOREIGN MISSION-
ARY SOCIETY.

Hcadijuiirters :—Boston, Mass. U.S.A.

Entered China, 1842.

Works in Kuangtung, Chekiang, Kiangsu,

Kiang»i and Ssuch'uun.

South China Mission. This Society, like tlie

L.M.S. and other of the older-established Missions,

did not begin its work for the Chinese in China

Proper. As early as 1833, one of the American

Baptist missionaries went from Burmnh to Siam.

and his first three converts were Chinese from

Kuangtung province. The first church formed was

13
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at Jlacao in 1837 ; but when China was opened in

1842, vvorkeJs were sent at once to Hongkong. One

of these, the Rev. 1. J. Roberts, settled two years

later in Canton, where HcNG, afterwards the

leader of the T'ai P'ing rebels was for some weeks

under his instruction, but was refused baptism.

When Htng was at Nanking in 1853, he invited

Mr. RoaiiRTS to go and preach the gospel there.

Mr. Roberts, after various delays did so, and

remained fifteen months willi the rebels, then left

them in dis!.;ust, being unable to inlluence them as

he wished.

Swatow became a treaty port in 1858, and hi

1850 the work from Hongkong was moved there,

the missionaries being familiar with the Swatow

dialect, as they had used it both in Siam and

Hongkong. The work of which Swatow is the

base naturally divide.^ itself into two parts, one

where the Ch'ao-chou j^ fH (Swatow) dialect is

used, and one the Hakka dejjartment. The former

was all worked from Swatow till 1893, when

Ung-kung St Pi) ^^^^ opened ; Ch'ao-chou city

itself being occupied in 1894 ; Kit-yang ftl r^ in

1896, Ch'ao-yangj^^. in 1905, and Ho-po juj gj

in 1907. Swatow is by far the strongest centre,

and has a large hospital, and strong educational

work, including the Ashmohb Theological Seminary.

Medical work is also done at Ch'ao-yang and

Kit-yang. The Hakka work has its centre at

Ka-ying^tg, opened in 1890. Here there are a

Boys' Academy, lower Schools, Girls' and Women's

Schools. Chang-ning ^.^ , in Kuangi'i, opened in

1912, is an extension of the Hakka work northward.

It is four days' journey from Ka-ying.

Since 1913, the A.B.C.F.M. has maintained

work in Canton city in connection with the China

Baptist Publication Society.

lOtef. China Misision. This was begun at Ning-

po in 1843 by a medical missionary. Dr. D.J.

Macgowan, who was the first to succeed in establish-

ing a permanent station here, owing largely to his

medical skill overcoming native prejudice. The

Rev. E.C. 1..0RL) arrived in 1847, and the Rev.

J. GoDDARD was transferred from Siam in 1849, his

son joining in 1868; in addition to other workers.

The work progressed slowly, with evangelistic,

educational and medical branches all represented,

special attention being given to the training of

theological students under the care of the Rev.

H. Jenkins ; this branch was transferred to Shao-

hing in 1889, and finally to Shanghai under the

Union scheme (f. infra).

The second .station occupied was Shaohing ^
^. After the usual delays and disappointments

land was bought in 1869. and the ciuu'ch organized

in 1870. Kin-hwa ^_ ijl was opened in 1883. As

early as 1867, one of the missionaries was invited

to this city by some natives of the place who had

become Christians at Ningpo. He went, rented a

house, and stayed for several months, but was

finally driven out, and no other foreigner went there

till 1883, though woi'k had been kept going by a

Chinese preacher. Dr. S. P. Barchet (afterwards

of the U.S.A. Consular Service) opened a hospital

here in 1894.

Huchow JSg '}[], 60 miles >>'. of Hangchow, was

opened in 1888 after repeated failures caused by

the bitterly anti-foreign .spirit of the literati; and

for some time, the Mission was threatened with

riots. The medical work here is shared with the

M.E. (South) M.
Hangchow was not permanently occupied by

the Society until 1899, though as early as 1866 the

Rev. C. T. Kreyer had organized a church there,

composed of Christians from Ningpo ; but he left the

Mission in 187o, and except for two short periods,

the work was in charge of a Chinese preacher in

the interim. In this city, in addition to the Way-

land Academy for Boys, the Mission has a share

in the Union Girls' High School. The Boys' and

Girls' schools at Kin-hwa, Shaohing and Huchow
are of lower grade, and act as feeders to the

Hangchow High Schools. Ning])0, from its

position, has its own schools of Academy grade.

The Medical woi'k is done at Ningpo, Shao-

hing. Kin-hwa and Huchow, where there are

hospitals.

The Kiangsu work centres in Shanghai and

is educational and administrative. The first agents

of the Mission to reside permanently in Shanghai

came in 1907.

In addition to secretarial, fiscal and adniini.st-

rative work for all the three divisions of the

A.B.F.M.S. the only work in this port is in

connection with the Union College and Theological

Seminary which was opened in September, 1905,

in rented quarters (Dr. R. T. Bryan, President),

and was removed to its own buildings at the Point

in 1907. under the name of Yates College, the

present Head being the Rev. F. J. White, D.D.

Wd't China Mixtion. Woak was begun in

1890, by the Revs. W. M. Upcraft and G. Warner,

at Sui-f'.i in Ssiich'uan. Large reinforcements

arrived within a very few years, and a hospital

was estiiblLshed, and a Bible Training School and

dayschools opened.

Kia-ting ^ S a"d Yachou JS HI were occupied

in 1894, Ning-yuan ^ JS in 1905, and Chengtu in

1909. The points selected, with the exception of

Ning yiian, are all great trade centres, Sui-fu

being the terminus of the great trade tout* from

Burma through Yiinnan to Ssuch'uan ; Kia-ting,

at the confluence of the Min, Ya and T'ung rivers;

Yachou, on the great road from Peking to Lhasa,

and the centre of the tea-trade with Tibet ; while

Chengtu is the capital of the province. Ning-yiian
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is 12 days' journey from Yachou over high moun-
tain passes in the midst of the border tribes. It

was occupied in the hope of planting a line qi

stations to link up eventually with the mission's

work in Burma, but the Intensive Polity (r. infra]

has vetoed tiiis.

In 1893, and again after the Boxer year, strong

reiniorcements were sent from the U.S.A. ; and in

1917, there were 46 missionaries of the Society in

Ssijch'uan.

The Mission has a share in the West China

University at Chengtu {q-i-) and all its educational

work is affiliated to the West China Educational

Union, probably the best-developed scheme in

China. There are in addition to the dayschools.

Senior Primary Boarding schools for boys and girls

at each central station and Schools of Middle grade

at Sui-fu.

The medical work centres round Yachou and
Sui-fu where there are hospitals, Ning-yiian,

where a hospital is already planned, and the Union
Medical School at Chengtu.

Central China Mis.-'ion. Until 1916, the Society

had a fourth sphere of work known by this name.

Work was begun in Hanyang in 1894, by Dr. J. S.

Ahams, and was encouraging and successful. In

1911, however, the Board adopted what is known
as the " Intensive Policy " viz., concentration on

fewer stations, and development of existing wcn-k,

rather than opening up new territory, even if

already assigned to it ; and as the Central China
work was less developed than those of the other

three divisions, it was WMthdrawn. Two of the

centres elected to join with the W.M.M.S. which

was in the district : the rest were placed, continuing

as Baptist churches, under the supervision of the

L.M.S., and retained the Church building and

parsonage at Hanyang. The L.M.S. purchased the

remaining property.

\i'uin(n'.i H'or/:. The first single lady worker

of the A.B.F.M.S. was Miss Aucle M. Fielde.

who arrived in Swatow in 1873, after some years

in Siam. Two others came to Ningpo in 1878-9.

and now in all three divisions there are a consider-

able number of ladies sent out by the Women's
Board of the Society ; in whose charge is most of

the wr/rk done for girls and women.

Statistics for year ending December 31, 1915.

Foreign missionaries 143

('hinese staff 569

Communicants 6.529

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY, THE.
I/c.iiili/iKirlrr." ;—New York.

As early as 1832, the Rev. E. C. Hiudoman of

the A.B.(.'.K.M. (the lirst American Missionary to

China), appealed to the American Bible Society

for " means to prep.ire and circulate the (Christian

Scriptures;" and in response the Society made

its first appropriation for that purpose in 1833,

though the work of distribution was done by
missionaries without any expense to the Society

for 33 yeaas, the funds being used for translating

and publishing.

The BjiiijcvuN and Culbeetson version of the

Bible (See Delcr/ntim' Verxinn) was published by

the Society in 1862, and a share was borne in the

production of Dr. Goddard's Pi,evised New Testa-

ment, (1853) and one in Southern Mandarin (1854)

made by Medhuxst and STJioN.\cn.

In 1336, the plan of selling the Scriptures at

a nominal price was substituted for the former

policy of indiscriminate free distribution, and
native colporteurs were fir.st employed.

An Agent for China and Japan was appointed

in 1875'Ju the person of the Rev. L. H. Gulick,

D.D. who greatly extended the use of native

colporteurs and also employed foreigners in that

cajjacity.

In 1890, Dr. Gclick retired, and was followed

by Dr. L. N. Wheeler, on whose death in 1895,

the present Agent, Dr. John R. Hykes took his

place.

In the period 1833—1915, the Society published

independently 207 versions of Scripture (chiefly

portions), and 37 in conjunction with the other

Bible Societies.

During 1916 nine foreign superintendents in

nine centres, directed the efforts on the field of 334

workers nearly all of whom were Chinese.

The number of sales during the year was.

Bibles "l2,982

Testaments 62,951

Portions 2,198,777

'I'otal direct issues from

the China Agency ... 24,374,552

AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS, THE.

II •lulfiuarturf :—Boston, .Ma^s.

i: lit fred China, 1830.

Works in Chihli, .Shonliimj and Shanfi (Xorth

China Mission); in FiiL-iin (Foochow Mission); and

in Kuun(jlunij (South China Mission).

South Chin\ Mission. The wco-k of the Society

began in 1830, by the arrival in Canton of the

Rev. E. C. Bridcman (q.v.) the first American

missionary to China. He was accompanied by the

Rev. D. Abeel ('/. i'.) of American Seaman's Friend

Society, and they found MoniiisoN of the I^.M.S.

alone. In 1833, came Rev. S. Wei.i.s Williams
(<7.i.'.), and in 1834, Rev. Dr. Peter Parker ('/.r.l

the first medical missionary to China.

The first War (1840) su.spended the work for

five years ; and in 1854, war again interrupted it,

the missionaries being driven out, and all their

property burned. Work was begun again in 1858,

but was discontinued in 1866, when lack of re-
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inforcements, and tho arrival of other Societies,

leil to the work being handed over to them.

In 1883, the A.B.C.F.M. reopened their South

China mission at the earnest request of Cantonese

Christians in California. It was at first called

the " Hongkong Mission " and was begun by Rev.

C. R. Hager in 1883, who worked alone for eight

years. In 1893, the name was changed to " South

China Alission." A church was organized in Hong-
kong in 1897, which has always been entirely sell-

supporting. Work was gradually e.vtended to ten

districts on the mainland, t'anton city itself being

re-occnpied in 1890. The " Chinese California

Missionary Society " has taken a prominent part

in the work, which i.s very prosperous.

In 1847, Mr. Bridgman removed to Shanghai,

but the base of operations was removed to Tientsin

in 1860, and the work in Shanghai htinded over to

other missions.

In 1842, Mr. Abeel (who, though a minister of

the (Dutch) Reformed Church in America {q.v.) was
now working in connection with the A.B.C.F.M.)

began v.irk in Amoy ; but on the Reformed Church
developing a mission of its own in China, (1857),

tho A.B.C.F.M. handed over its share of this work
to the new Mis.<:ion.

FooOHOW Mission. The work here was begun
in 1847, on the island of Tong-cliou i\i rH , in the

river Min, by the Rev. Stephen Johnson, and the

Rev. and Mrs. L. B. Peet, who had all laboured

among the Chinese in Siam ; and within the ne.xt

si.t year.s, ten other workers arrived, including tho

R«v. Justus Doolittle, author of "The Social

Life of the Chinese," and of a Vocabulary and
Handbook.

In 1849, premisses were secured on the present

foreign community side; but the mission centre

was afterwards removed to Ponasang, (JfjiuiU- At
the close of the first decade, ill -health and death

had reduced the thirteen workers to five, and only

one convert had joined them, the teacher of the

boys' school, baptized in 1856. At the close of the

second decade (1867) the whole Mission staff was
only eight, while the converts numbered sixty-four

;

and during this period the first uniform edition of

the New Testament in Foochow colloquial was

published, two members of the A.B.C.F.M. co-

cperating with two members of the M.E.M. in this

work. These two Societies and the C.M.S. divided

tho Foochow field between them at this time.

In 1874. the prefectural city of Shao Wu gRg^,
250 miles from Foochow, was opened. In 1891,

Pagoda Anchorage was occupied in order to reach

more easily the Lower Min and Diong-Io ^ *g

fields which had been worked since 1863 from
Foochow. In like manner Ing-hok, ^|g, . 40 miles

S.W. of Foochow was occupied as a resident station

in 1898, the district having been worked from 1865.

Educational work was begun in 1849, when a

day-school was started. The opening of the first

boys' boarding-school (afterwards developed into

Foochow College) took place in 1853 ; and in 1854.

the girls' boarding-school was opened, now the

Girls' College.

In October, 1916, the Foochow Mission had a

staff of 2^2 teachers, teaching in schools of all

grades, 5,655 pupils; and was a partner in the

Foochow Union Medical, Normal, Language, and

Theological Schools, and in the Fukien Union

College, now the Arts Department of Fukien

University ('/.u.).

Union is also prominent in evangelistic work,

and there are over seventy organized churches.

Medical work is carried on at all four centres.

In addition to other activities, the Foochow Mission

throughout its history has done a great deal of

important literary work in the Foochow dialect,

the translation of the Old and New Testaments

into the same in collaboration with other missions,

te.xt-books, etc., etc.

North China Mission.—Chihli District. This

work was begun by the Rev. Henry Blodget in

1860. Mr. Blouget had arrived in Shanghai in

1854, but his health gave way, and, hoping to

regain his strength in the north, he followed the

forces of the Allies to Tientsin, and for a time

lived in the barracks with the English soldiers,

though his first residence was the temple of the

Goddess 'of Mercy. This temple was afterwards

rented for a place of worship, and services were

held there until 1864. In this year Dr. Blouget

removed to Peking, leaving the work at Tientsin

to two of his colleagues.

Peking was opened in 1854 by Dr. Blodget, and

in the same' year Mrs. Bridgman, widow of the

pioneer missionary of the American Board, took

up her residence in the Tartar city, buying with

her private resources a very fine property not far

from the East Gate of the Imperial city. This she

afterwards gave to the Mission, together with an

adjacent piece of ground, and the buildings thereon,

which were the homes of the missionaries until

destroyed by the Boxers in 1900. Mrs. BiiiDCMAN

had charge of the girls' school till her retirement

in 1868. Another munificent donor to the Peking

Mission was a Mrs. T.ank of Wisconsin, who built

the first Protestant church in the city ; afterwards

this was rebuilt on a larger scale from her estate,

and still later, the Woman's Union College akso.

A number of workers arrived in Peking

between 1864 and 1880, and were there for short

periods, and a printing-press was established in

1869, at which the Peking Committee version of

the Mandarin New Testament was printed and

published. From the year 1880 onwards, when
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Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Ament arrived, the stafi was

placed on a permanent basis.

In 1900, the Press, the cliurch, and the whole

plant of the Mis.<iion both in Peking and out-stations

were destroyed by the Boxers, and two hundred

and fifty of the converts were massacred. The
whole compound was rebuilt in foreign style after

the rebellion was put down.

Tungchow, 15 miles west of Peking, was

opened as a station in 1867, Rev. and Mrs. L. D.

CiiAPiN being transferred from Tientsin for this

purpose. The first converts were baptized in 1858,

and 3 small boys' boarding-school opened, the

nucleus of Tungchow College.

In 1869, Rev. and Mrs. D. Z. Sheffield joined

the staff, and in 1873 a Theological Seminary was

started under the Rev. C. Goodrich. In 1900,

every building belonging to the Tungchow Mission

was destroyed. One hundred and forty of the

native Christian community suffered martj-rdom,

while the city itself was nearly ruined with the

coming of the Allied troops. Two years afterwards,

the station was re-occupied, and in 1903 all the

buildings were completed. The College was rebuilt

as the North China Union College, by union with

the A.P.M. and L.M.S. and under the same scheme

the Theological Seminary was removed to Peking,

where there had also been established a Woman's
Union College.

In Pao-ting fu {J-J^/ff , work was begun as

early as 1873, but land wa.« not purchased till 1884.

In 1900, forty of the Christian community

suffered death through the Boxer movement, either

directly or indirectly, and the three missionaries

who had remained on the station wore killed.

When the work was reconstructed after the

rebellion, closer union with the American Presby-

terians was effected by a redivision of the field,

by the establishment of the Union School for girls,

and the leaving of medical work in the hands of

the Presbyterians.

Kalgan JfijJJD , was opened in 1865 by Rev. and

Mrs. John T. Gi'lick, reinforced in the next tliree

years by four other workers. In 1882, land was

bought, and a church, a hospital, boys' and girls'

schools, with dwelling-houses, were gradually built

by 1893. A promising work was begun among the

Mongols, but through the growing claims of the

Chinese work it had to be given up.

In 1900 more than thirty Kalgan Christians

suffered death at the hands of the Boxers. In 1909

the station was handed over to the Methodist

Protestant Mission (l/.f.).

Shantuny District. After itinerating work had

been going on for twelve or thirteen years in

Western Shantung from Tientsin, the village of

P'ang-chuang, 6 miles from the Grand Canal, and

3

near the N.W. angle of the province, was opened
as a station in 1880. A hospital was built in 1883,

and boys' and girls' schools followed. Although
situated in a very exposed position, the station

escaped quite uninjured in 1900, and only two of

the converts were killed, though many were robbed.

In 1915-16 the station was removed to Techou

jg '^H. with its two hospitals and the boys' and
gills' schools.

Lin-ch'ing chou, forty-five miles S.W. of P'ang
chuang, was opened in 1886. In the upheaval of

1900, some of the converts were killed, and many
pillaged, and the Mission propei'ty much damaged.

For some years after this tlie work was carried on

from P'ang chuang, but was re-organized, and the

city re- occupied, after nearly ten years' absence, and

schools*and medical work re-established, a fine new
ho.spital being completed in 1915.

Shansi district. This work originated in the

Theological Seminary at Oberlin, Ohio, in 1881.

when some of the students decided to form an

•'Oberlin Band" for foreign missionary work. The
field chosen was Shansi, and in 1883 six workers

arrived at T'ai-ku ^ t? on the T'ai-yiian fu plain :

and Fen-chou fu
fJJ- ^^ /jj was opened in 1887. In

the Bo.\er uprising of 1900, six members of the

T'ai-ku station, seven of those at Fen-chou fu, and

more than eighty Chinese Christians suffered

martyrdom, and the Mission property was greatly

injured ; but when the rebellion was over, the

stations were re-occupied and the woi'k continued.

The literary out-put of the North China

Mission has been very great, including the works

(in English) of Dr. A. H. Smith, and (in Chinese)

those of Drs. Blodcet, Goodrich, Sheffield, etc.

Statistics for the whole Mission, January 1, 1916.

Foreign missionaries 155

Employed Chinese Staff ... 450

Communicants (Jan. 1915) ...11,187

AMERICAN FREE METHODIST MISSION.
IJeadfjiinrters :—Chicago, 111.

Works in Ilonan Province.

The work of this mission in China was begun

in 1904, when the Revs. C;. F. Aitleton and G. II.

Scofield were sent out, and wont in the first place

to Ssuch'uan where they studied the language.

In 1906, Miss Clara Leffincwell with two other

single ladies went to Chengchou in Honan, but

died there in the same year. Mr. Ari'LKTON was

then appointed superintendent and went to Honan.

lung-tse SJi'?^ was opened in 1906, Kai-feng fu in

1907" H!id Ch'i hsienlQ % '" 1909- Cheng chon was

relinquished in 1917. In 1917 the Mission reported :

Foreign missionaries 17

Chinese staff 14

Communicants 135
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AMERICAN GOSPEL BAPTIST MISSION.
This mission was formed in 1893 by a number

of missionaries working in Shantung under the

Southern Baptist Convention of U.S.A., who

separated from that Society for two reasons ; first,

to confine themselves to evangelistic work, so as to

raise up a church not relying on foreign money
;

second, to avoid being govei'ned by a Board, as

each missionary wi.shed to be supported directly

by some home church, which was thought " more

scriptural." Seven workers seceded on these

grounds and were shortly after joined by reauits

from America.

In 1894, T'aian ^ gj and Tsining Chou,

Ji|^;^|.[, were chosen as spheres of work; and

afterwards stations were opened in North Honan

and North Anhui.

The chief promoter of this movement died in

1902 ; and by the death of some, and the return

of others to the Board, the ranks were considerably

reduced.

In 1916, one station namely T'ai An, was

reported, with ten foreign workers ; but in 1917

there only remained two.

AMERICAN LUTHERAN BRETHREN
MISSION.

Headquarters :—Minneapolis, Minn, U.S.A.

Entered China, 1902.

Works in Hunan and Iliipei.

This mission has three stations, one in Hupei,

Tsao-yang }gpg, (1902) and two in Honan, T'ung-

pei frjtt(1910) and F'ing-shih chcn jpiElTj, (1911),

and in 1916 re|)Oited thirteen foreign workers.

AMERICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL
MISSIONS. See Methodist Episcopal Mission and

Methodist Epi-^rnpnl (Smith) Mis.iiim.

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION.
Headquarters :—New York.

Entered China, 1843.

This, the largest denominational Society in

(.'hina, has seven Missions, working in the provinces

of Kuanr/tung, Kiamjsu, Chekiang, Hunan, Shan-

tung, Anhui, and Chihli.

South China Mission. The first four mission-

aries, the Revs. J. A. Mitchell and R. W. Onn
and their wive.s, reached Singapore in 1838 and

worked among the Chinese there. When the

five Treaty ports were opened in 1843, it was

decided to enter China, but this was found im-

possible for several years, and in the interim the

missionaries resided in the East India Company's

premises at Macao, where a boys' school was

begun. Revs. A. P. Haim'ER, W. Speer and

John B. French settled in Canton in 1847. They

opened a dispensary and a girls' school in 1851,

and the first church was organized in 1862 with

13 members. Among early recruits were John

G. Kerr, M.D. (died 1901), and Rev. H. Y. Noyes

(died 1914).

Bitter opposition to the foreigners and per-

secution of the Christians were chronic for many

years.

In 1894, an epidemic of bubonic plague swept

over Canton, in which 100,000 perished. The

populace believed this outbreak to have been caused

by the foreigners and a riot ensued in which one

of the chapels was burned (for the third time) and

a Chinese Christian murdered.

In 1900, nearly all the country stations were

wrecked, and the Christians much persecuted.

An e.xtensive propaganda is carried on, in

which emigration to, and return from, the U.S.A.

has played a great part, many who have become

Christians in the States, returning to teach their

countrymen, or sending large sums of money to

support evangelists and pastors.

The Canton station possesses a .splendid equip-

ment, having, in addition to 69 day-schools a

Boys' College and Girls' Seminary, the lineal des-

cendants 01 the two early ventures ; a Kindergarten

Training School, a School for Nurses and throe

Schools for the Blind. The mission started the

Canton Christian College (j.r.) and still shares in

it as a Union institution, and also in the Union

Theological College, and the Hackett Medical

College for Women. The J. G. Keuh refuge for

the insane is well known ; it had 500 inmates in

1916. The David Gregg Hospital is for women

and children.

Yeungkong|tgO: , 112 miles S.W. of Canton

was occupied in 1886. It has Boys' and Girls'

Boarding Schools, and 22 day-schools, a Hospital,

and 26 places for worship.

I.ienchou j^ j\] , 125 miles North-west of

Canton, was opened in 1890, but suffered much

loss in 1900, while in 1905 the station, including

a hospital, was wrecked, and the missionaries (five

in number) killed by a mob. In 1917, there are

Boys' and Girls' Boarding Schools ; a Bible

Institute for Women ; a Theological class for

preachers, seven day schools, and Men's and

Women's Hospitals. The country church-work

centres round 11 out-stations.

Ko-chou ;gi 'fH station dates from 1912, though

worked as r.n out-station for 20 years ; it has 12

day-schools and 22 out-stations.

.Shek-lung ;jj ^| lor many years a sub-station of

Canton, was ojiened as full station in 1915; it

has 17 out-stations, and 10 day schools with

341 pupils.

Hainan was originally worked from Canton, but

was made a separate mission in 1893. An in-

dependent missionary, Mr. C. C. Jeremiassen,

began work in the island in 1881, at the port of

Hoihow, 3 miles from Kiung-chou, the capital.
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He became a member of the A.P.M. in 1885, when
Kiung-chou was occupied. Work had been begun

in Nodoa the year before, and Ka-chek J^ Jgf, the

remaining centre, was opened in 1900.

The Ki'.ingchou Hoihow station has Boys' and

Giris' Boarding-schools and Bible Women's School,

in addition to day-schools. The hospital is at

Hoihow, and adjoins the Jeremiassen Memorial

Church, the two being worked in close connection.

At Nodoa, the church is self-supporting.

There arc 6 schools of all grades, including a Boys'

High School, where the pupils speak 5 different

dialects, and a Girls' Middle School. Ka-chek

has 2 Boarding and 6 day-schools and a Hospital.

The evangelistic and church work in Hainan

ccnlnes round these 3 places and 24 out-stations

;

and a footing has been obtained in the Lui chou

peninsula on the mainland.

The (Central China Mission is the oldest field

of the Mission in China, Ningpo having been

occupied in 1844 by I). B. McCartee, M.D. and

Rev. W. M. Lowrie, (?.f.).

In the next year, a printing press, whicli had

been prepared years before China was opened, was

removed to Ningpo from Macao. It was trans-

ferred to Shanghai in 1860 (See Missioti I'rmsus).

A boys' Boarding School was begun in 1845, but

was removed to Hang-chou in 1867 ; a girl's school

was opened in 1846. The first church was orga".lz-

ed in 1845.

The Ningpo station now has in addition to 18

day-schools, a Boys' Academy with a Chinese

principal and two Boarding Schools for Girls.

The McCartee Hospital is in the charge of a

Chinese physician. A specialty is made of tract

distribution in evangelistic work.

Shanghai was occupied in 1850, instead of

Amoy, which had been entered in 1844, but the

work was much hindered by the T'ai P'ing re-

bellion for some years. The Revs. J. K. Wight and

M. S. Culbertson were the pioneers, and the first

church was organized in 1860. The work here is

largely administrative, and a large number of the

staff is employed in the Shanghai Mission Press,

the largest Mission Press in the world. One mem-
ber is Chairman of the Presbyterian China Council,

formed in 1910 to co-ordinate the work of the

seven missions, and meeting annually ; while

another is Chairman of the China Continuation

Committee {q.v.\. The station has Boys' and

Girls' Boarding Schools, eleven primary schools, a

NBvirs Memorial Institute and a Bible School for

Wumen. There are four churches ; the one in Hong-

kow built itself a new place of worship and a

manse in 1915, at the cost of $5000.

Hang-chou though often visited, was not open

ed as a station till 1859, when the Rev. J. L.

Nevihs and his wife arrived, but were soon com-

pelled to retire, through the^ T'ai P'ing disturb-

ances. The station was re-opened in 1864, and
the first native church constituted in 1866. The
present Hang-chou Christian College and the Girl's

Boarding School' are both Union Institutions ; and
the A.P.M. has nine day-schools with over 300
pupils. There are two country fields with 24 out-

stations in addition to the city work.

Soochow was opened in 1871 by the Revs. G. F.

Fitch and M. C. Schmidt. In this rich city the

beginnings were very difficult and slow, but of

late years the work has made great progress, and
the large city church is practically self-suppoiting.

There is a Hospital for Women, an Academy for

Boys, eight elementary schools, and nine out-

stations.

7^ie North Chiiin Mission has three stations

occupied by foreign missionaries, namely ; Peking,

[186^), Pao-ting fu (1893). and Shun-te fu (1903).

Peking was opened by the Rev. W. A. P.

Martin (q.v.), who in 1869 became President of

the T'ung Wen Government College. The Mission
early established Boys' and Girls' Boarding Schools,

and medical work began in 1880. In 1900 all the

Presbyterian missionaries and Christians in Peking
«eMt into the British Legation, where they remain-

ed during the siege ; but nine-tenths of the country
Christians, and most of the adherents, were
martyred. An indemnity for the destroyed property

was paid on the restoration of order, and the

ground lost was speedily more than recovered.

The equipment now comprises shares in the

Union Theological • Seminairy ; the North China
Union College (to be affiliated with Peking Un
iversity), Union Bible School far Women, Union
Medical College for Women, and a Union Girls'

Boarding school. The mission itself has 15 priman-y

.schools and three boarding-schools. There are

hospitals for Men and Women ; nine places of

worship, and seven out-.stations.

Pao-ting fu fJj^Jg/JJ , was a prosperous station

when the Boxers swept down on it, burning the

hruses, in which four missionaries and three

children perished. The Chinese Church was almost

exterminated. In 1901, a public memorial service

was held for the martyrs, and a better site being

provided for the mission, it rapidly regained its

prosperity.

The station has Boys' and Girls' Boarding
Schools (the latter in conjunction with the

American Board), a Bible School for Women and
14 day-schools, 2 hospitals, 17 places of worship

and 14 out-stations.

Shun-tc fu Hn^fff. has a men's hospital.

Girls' and Boys' Boarding Schools, 4 day-schools

and 4 out-stations. A large evangelistic work is

done both in the city and country.
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The Shantung Mission, said to be "the largest

in t'.ia world," began in 1861, when the Kevs.

J. L. NEVirs, Danforth, and Gayley, with their

wives, occupied Teng-chou, under very difficult

conditions. Cholera and brigandage were raging,

the unrest made the obtaining of funds very diffi-

cult, and the gentry were first suspicious, and, when

a few converts had been made, actively hostile.

The first church was organized in 1862, and

two years later the Rev. C. W. Mateer and his

wile opened a school with six pupils. This gradu-

ally developed into the Shantung College (1881)

and in 1904, was moved to Weihsien as part of

the .Shantung Protestant University (q.v.). A Boys'

Boarding and High School was at once opened in

the emptied College buildings, the teaching of Eng-

lish began in 1913, and in 1915 there were 127 pupils.

As early as 1862, the teaching of girls was begun

;

the present commodious Girls' School was opened

in 1913. There are 38 schools of all grades in the

district. Medical work, begun in 1871, is carried

OT in a iine new hospital opened in 1913.

Evangelistic work made vea'y slow progress

for many years, but there i.s now a large Christian

community.

Chef00 was opened in 1862, by Dr. D. E.

McCartee and wife, the Rev. Hunter Corbett and

wife following soon after. The Shantung Presby-

tery was formed in 1865, and the long itinerating

tours inland begun, for which Drs. Nevius, Corbett

and Mills (of Tengchow) became famous. A great

deal of famine relief work was done in 1878. The

country work is now divided into two districts,

in one of which the Korean Church maintains three

missionaries.

In 1898, a new plant was obtained at Chefoo

;

a museum and industrial work were started, and

there are also many institutional activities, cluster-

ing round the new church opened in 1914.

Educational work is carried on at the English

School for Boys; Girls' and Boys' High Schools;

Mens' and Womens' Bible Training Schools, and

eight primary schools.

Medical work is done by 2 physicians, the

present hospital and dispensary having been com-

pleted in 1913.

Tsi-nan fu gjjtjlfj, w-as occupied by the Rev.

Jasper McIlvaixe in 1872, but work was not re-

gularly established till 1874-5. Mr. McIlvaine

died in 1S81, and in the same year, a riot compelled

all the workers to retire.

Dispon.sary work was begun in 1880, by Dr.

Stephen A. Hunter, and a hospital opened in 1893.

Another for women followed in 1898, vacant land

in the East Suburb having been at last secured, to

which most of tlie work of the Mission has gradual-

ly been transplanted.

In addition to all the activities of the Shan-

tung Protestant University in this city the A. P.M.
itself has a Boys' Academy, erected in memory of

Dr. W. B. Hamilton, and a Girls' High School

besides 40 primary schools in the city and district.

The City Church is a union of the A. P.M.
and English Baptist Mission Christians.

Weihsien was opened in 1883. The city was
intensely hostile to all foreigners. The station

was built, a mile outside the gates, in spite of

the violent placards put up by the gentry inciting

ihe people to murder the new-comers on a certain

date.

In 1900 the whole compound, containing a

church, two hospitals, three boarding-schools, and

a number of residences, was totally destroyed by

the fires of the Boxers ; but all was rebuilt on a

much larger scale after order was restored.

The Arts College of the Shantung Protestant

University was opened hei-e in 1904, but will pro-

bably be ready to remove to the provincial capital

by the fall of 1917, when the buildings will bo

utilized for district work.

The Educational work in Weihsien and district,

apart from the Univea-sity, is very large, includ-

ing a Boys' Academy, a Girls' High School, 6

Higher Grade Schools in the country, and 57

primary schools, 17 being self supporting. There

is also a Bible Women's Institute.

The country evangelistic work is carried on

from 175 out-stations ; the Chinese Christians are

very active in the propaganda, and of recent years

have erected for themselves a large number rf

church buildings.

In 1904, under the University Scheme, two

members of the A. P.M. went to Ts'ing-chou fu

to cooperate in the Theological College. W'ith

the removal of the College to Tsi-nan fu in 1917,

this arrangement will cease.

Tsi-ning chou district had been itinerated for

many years, when in 1890 an attempt was made
to settle in the city. The missionaries were at

once driven out, but returned in 1892. The people

soon became so friendly that in 1900, when all

the foreigners had to leave, their premises and

belongings were not touched. There are now two

good hospitals and a dispensary : the Lauchlin

Academy for Boys : the Kenarden School for Girls

;

a number of day-schools and a Women's Bible

institute. Evangelistic work is carried on in a

field estimated to contain 5,000,000 souls ; and there

are 60 churches and chapels.

Tsing-tao was opened in 1898 after the German

occupation, and the German Governor, Admiral

Oscar von Truppel, gave the mission its compound

in a beautiful situation.

In 1914, owing to the siege by the Japanese, the

work was stopped, and the missionaries had to
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leave. During their absence their premises were

occupied, first by German, and then by Japanese

troops, and were partially damaged and looted.

Work was begun again as soon as the Japanese

permitted the workers to return.

The educational work is done in Boys' and

Girls' High School?, a Women's Bible School, and

56 Primary Schools.

The Christian community of this field is presid-

ed over by 5 Chinese and 2 American pastors.

Several churches have always been self-supporting,

notably that of Tsingtao city, which has built its

own church and manse, school, and Y.M.C.A.

building ; also chapels in the East and West

suburbs. There are 175 outstations worked from

Tsingtao.

Ichou fuJJr>H;(J, 330 miles S.W. of Chefoo,

was opened as a station in 1890, though a largo

work had been going on for many years in the

district, and there were a considerable number

of country Christians. Educational work began in

1894 in 2 primary schools in the city. There are

now an Academy for Boys ; a High School for

Girls ; a Bible Institute for Women, and day-

schools. There are two good Hospitals; a large

itinerating work is done, and there are 7 out-

stations.

Yihsien t^f^ (1905) is in a region where very

little preparatory work had been done. It now has

a flourishing Industrial School, and a Girls' Board-

ing School, besides ten day schools. The medical

work done in ho.'spital and dispensary is subscribed

to regularly by the mine and railroad oflficials near,

for the benefit of their employes. There is a

great deal of evangelistic work done in the district.

T'eng hsien J^ fJE , was opened in 1910. The
South Shantung Bible and Normal School here

with 180 students, is under the principalship of

a Chinese, the Rev. Lin SzE-i. There are aUo a

Girls' Boarding School and ten day schools : a dis-

pensary under a Chinese physician : and eleven

churches and chapels.

The KianijAn Mission works, as its name
implies, in Kiangsu and Anhui. There aoe three

stations, Nanking, Huai-yiian, and Nan Hsiichou.

Nanking was opened in 1875 by the Revs.

'C'HAnLF.s Li:a.man and Albert Whiting, after many
visits and much opposition from the authorities.

Mr. Whiting died three years later of famine fever

in Shansi, where he was doing relief work. Mr.
1,EAMAN in 1917, still lives in Nanking. The force

of A. P. Missionaries in this city is largely connect-

ed with Uni.m work in Higher Christian Education,

in Nanking University (</. r.) and Ginlino College.

The Alission itself has a School of Theology, and
there are also a Girls' High School, and a Trainini^

School for nurses.

There is a large Institutional Building opened

in 1915, containing a large chapel, a Girls' School,

Men's Reading Room and night-school, small dis-

pensary, etc., etc. The wiiole is intended as an

addition to the evangelistic equipment. The church

work centres round 6 city and 8 country chapels.

Huai-yiian ^ig, was opened in 1892, and has

Boys' and Girls' Boarding schools and day-schools.

Medical work is carried on at Hope Hospital, by

meii and lady physicians.—A new Women's chapel

and building was erected in 1915 i'or special class

and evangelistic work among women ; and there

are 22 churches and chapels in the city and district.

Nan Hsii-chou j}j ^^ ;f|'|, opened in 1912, has

Boys' and Girls' Schools in the city, and 3 day

schools in the out-stations. Medical work is being

undertaken, in the first instance in a building

offered by "the elders, the teachers and the mer-

chants" of the city. The whole of the Kiang An
Mission has 27 out-stations, from which evangel-

istic work goes on.

Hunan Mission. The A. P.M. first entered this

province from its field in Kuangtung, out -stations

being established in 1887 and 1889 ; in 1900, some of

the workers settled in Siang-tan Jjfl JSJ? but the Boxer

movement forced them to leave for the coast.

They returned in July, 1901. The station has

(1917^ Boys' and Girls' Boarding Schools, and six

day-schools; and a flourishing medical -work with

Men's and Women's Hospitals. Hengchou '^ ;^)(

75 miles S. of Siangtan, was opened to foreign

residelice in 1902. It has an Evangelists' Training

school, Boarding-schools for Boys and Girls, ten

day-schools, and a Women's Hospital.

Chen-chou ^ f\\ (1904) has Boys' and Girls'

Academy and 10 day-schools, and a hospital, with

a nurses' Training class.

Ch'ang-te-JiJJfi was opened in 1898 by the Cum-
berland Presbyterians. In 1906, this body united

with the Northern Presbyterian Church of the

U.S.A. and its work in Hunan came under the Board

of the latter. A fine new church was opened here in

1915 and there are Boys' and Girls' Boarding

Schools : two day-schools and a Hospital.

Tao-yiian, (1904), is a sub-station of Ch'ang-te,

and has a Boys' Academy, a day-school and self-

supporting medical work under a Chinese physician.

Chang sha, the capital, was not occupied till

1913. Here the mission has a share in the Union

Theological Seminary being one of four uniting

Missions, and in the Union Bible School, and runs

a Girls' High and Normal School in addition

to day schools. The church and evangelistic work

in Hunan centres round the 6 above-named stations,

and 48 out-.-itations.

lAUrary Work. For the litarary work accom-

plished by the Mission as a whole, the catalogues

of the Presbyterian Mission Press should be con-
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suited. Drs. W. A. P. Martin, C. W. Mateer,

John Wherry, J. M. W. Farnham, J. L. Nevius,

W. M. Hayes and many others, have combined to

produce hundreds of works, some in English and

some in Chinese, dealing with religious and

educational matter of every kind.

Statistics of the A. P.M. as given in the

Report published May. 1916.

Foreign missionaries ... 427

C:hinese staff 1,984

Conimuiiicaiits 34.329

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION
(SOUTH).

Iltculijuarters :—Nashville, Tennessee.

Works in C/ichiang and Kiaiir/su, and is divided

into the Mid-China and North Kiangsu Missions.

Mid-China Mi-i-^ion. This was begun in 1867,

two years after the close of the Civil War, by the

ariiva! in Hangchow of the Rev. E. B. Inslee. In

1872, Dr. and Mrs. H. C. DuBose were sent out,

and occupied Soochovv. During the yeai's 1875-9,

owing to the financial conditions in the- Southern

States, no reinforcement was possible, but between

1880-1887, eleven new workers arrived, and between

1888 and 1895 no less than forty-seven were sent,

including five physicians and eleven single ladies.

Tuiig-hsiang hsien ;tS® IS . close to the Grand Canal,

and JT. ^% Kiang yin were opened in 1895.

There was considerable difficulty in securing a

footliold in all these places. For e.\aniple, after

the missionaries had settled in Soochow, it was

said that their residence spoiled the jhuj-shiti, and

thD Chinese who had acted as middleman in the

purchase of the property was beaten with 1000

blows. The Mission therefore had to move to

another part of the city.

From the year 1891, the Mission tried to enter

Ka-shing, but in 1895, had to content itself with

a town nine miles away. In 1905, through medical

work a foothold was at last obtained in Ka-shing

itself. Ch'ang-chow i^j]], on the Grand Canal,

halfway between Soochow and Chinkiang, was

opened by the Mission in 1911, but in 1916, through

depletion of staff was, at least temporarily, vacated.

In connection with the initiation of The
Christian Intelligencer, a paper for Presbyterians

of China, Dr. S. I. Woodbhidce, a member of the

Mission, was stationed in Shanghai. The circula-

tion of this paper is given in .January, 1917, as

7000 weekly. The business manager of the Mission

also resides in Shanghai.

In 1905, in connection with Union Higher

Educational work in theology and medicine, Nan-
king became a station of the Society, which also

has a share in the Union institutions of the

Hangchow Christian College (Boys) and Hangchow
High School (Girls). The total number of schools

of all grades in the Mid-China Mission, according

to the report for 1916, is 49, with an attendance

of 1920 pupils ; and there were 24 theological and

17 medical students at Nanking. Two members of

the Mission are on the staff of Nanking I'niversity

((/.r.), and one physician on that of the Tsi-nan

Medical College. (See H/ianttinij Protestant

University.

In addition to evangelistic, church and educa-

tional work, medical work is carried on in Kashing,

and Soochovv, there being a hospital in each place.

The native assistants number 54, and there are

6 foreign physicians in residence .

The North Kiangsu Mission works from

8 stations, the earliest of which was the treaty

port of Chinkiang, opened in 1885; Ts'ingkiang pu

jplJTiili' ^^''s occupied in 1889, and tffS Suchien,

ill 1894. In each case considerable difficulties

weie met with. In Suchien the missionaries

" occupied for two years a mud hut under the

city wall, where they were plentifully supplied

with brickbats." Hsu chou ^ ^fl in N.W. Kiangsu

was opened in 1896, and a small work there was

handed over to the' Mission from the English

Baptists of Shantung.

In 1900, the North Kiangsu Mission escaped

without injury, being outside the Bo.\er sphere

of action. Since then four other foreign-manned

stations have been opened, namely Huai an }S3ci

120 miles N. of Chinkiang, in 1904; Hai chou JSEWI

on the borders of Shantung and near the Yellow

Sea, in 1908; T'ai choulifll, in 1909; and the

newest station Y'en chcng^WJ, opened in 1911.

The educational work of the North Kiangsu

Mission is represented (in 1916) by 90 schools of

v.-irious grades, with 2000 students, and 101 teachers.

The schools are well-patronized by non-Christian

Chinese of good position, and pay a large part of

their own expenses.

Medical work is done at all stations except

T'hinkiang ; and at Ts'ing kiang p'u, Hsii-chou fu,

and Haichou (or according to its new name)

Tun>; HailUfiS. three new hospitals were complete

and occupied in 1915. A class of men nurses is

a new experiment at Suchien, promising well.

The A. P. Mission (South) has alw.iys considered

all its other work as subordinate to the evangelistic,

and the native church itself takes a large part in

forming new groups of ciKiuirers and opening new

stations.

A.P.M. (South) Statistics for June 30. 1916.

Foreign missionaries 143

Chinese staff 525

Communicants 4.237

AMERICAN REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN
MISSION (COVENANTERS).

1/riiilijiiarfi rs ;— Philadelphia, Pa.

WoVks in Canton province.
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The first two missionaries and their wives

arrived in Canton in 1895, and after spending two

years at the language selected as their centre

Tak-hing ^g on the north bank of the West River,

150 miles from Canton. They were obliged to

leave their work in the Boxer year, but feturned

in the fall of 1901. Loting chou M^^ > ^^^s taken

over from the Christian and Mis.sionary Alliance in

1913. Work was opened in Uoshing on the West

River in 1910 ; and a work begun among lepers

about the same time. The lepers were attacked

and murdered by Kuangsi soldiers during the

revolt in the spring of 1916.

The educational work consists of two schools

for girls, two for boys (grammar-school grade) one

for women and ten primary schools. A kindergarten

was begun in Loting in 1917, and a High School

is proposed for Tak-hing in 1918.

There are hospitals at Tak-hing and Lo-ting

and three dispensaries; and one physician is located

at Canton, cooperating with ten other missions in

medical education.

In January, 1917 the Mission reported :

—

Foreign missionaries 18

Chinese stalT 36

Conjniunicants 469

AMERICAN RELATIONS WITH CHINA.
The first American ship to trade with China went

in 1784, and with many advantages over other

nations the Americans soon took an important share

in the business at Canton. In 1798 the first

American Consul was appointed, and the American

flag was first hoisted at Canton in 1802. In 1821,

they handed over to the Chinese and to unjust

death an Italian sailor named Tehuanova who had

accidentally killed a Chinese woman. Their trade

in tea declined when an English Act of Parliament

(5 Geo. IV, c. 88) allowed the East India Company
to e.\port any goods from China to Canada and

other American colonies. In the Report to the

House of Commons, 1830, the Company stated that

American ships were 20 in 1828, as against 42 in

1826. When the opium was surrendered in 1839

the American merchants gave up 1540 chests through

Captain Eliot. In the succeeding troubles, when
British ships refused to enter Canton, the American

captains signed the required bond to bring no

opium and their trade was not hindered ; they did

a great deal of unlawful business in carrying the

goods of English traders and a good number of

British ships were transferred to the American

flag. In the g."eat debate on the war, held in the

Briti.^h House of Commons on April 7, 1840,

Palmeuston. in defending the action of the Govern-

ment, mentioned that the American merchants in

Canton had appealed to their Government at

Washington to join with England and France in

a blockade of the China coast unless the British

demands on China were yielded to. But the

American Government did not- respond to this

appeal and so had no part in the so-called " Opium

War " which ended in 1843.

In general it may be said that the relationsi

between China and the United States have been

friendly. The position was defined, in 1843, as

one of complete neutrality and friendship, with a

distinct purpose on the part of the United States

to preserve China's sovereign rights and her ter-

ritorial integrity. The friendship on the part of

China was due largely to the decision of the United

States not to allow her citizens to have anything

to do with the opium trade. Again, the United

States Government's aid in the suppression of the

coolie traffic greatly strengthened China's friend-

ship for that country. The appcintment of Mr.

An.son Burlin'Oame as United States Minister to

China, during Lincoln's Administration, was a

most important factor in maintaining good relations

between the two countries. Buiilimoame reached

Canton in 1861. He spent some months in visiting

various treaty ports in order to familiarize himself

with Chinese affairs, and arrived at Peking in 1862.

On reaching the capital he entered into his mission

in full accord with the spirit of friendliness and

forbearance which at that time actuated the

American Government. After si.x years spent in

Peking he was, a^ the suggestion of the great

Chinese statesmen. Wen Hsiang, appointed the

repre.sentative of the Chinese Government to West-

ern Nations, with authority to attend to every

question arising between China and those countries.

His mission had its origin in the proposed revision

of the Treaty of Tientsin of 1858. Unfortunately,

the death of Mr. Btjulinuame at St. Petersburg,

while he was on his visit to the nations, prevented

the consummation of his mission, and the only

nation which immediately acted upon the proposal

for the revision of the treaty was the United Slates.

The Revised Treaty, drawn up by Mr. Sewaud,

was a model of justice and friendliness, embodied

in admirable language.

Many oihvr factors have combined to produce

and maintain that harmony and good will which

have, for the most part, characterised the relations

between China and the United States during the

more than 130 years since they came into close

contact. There have been many able and sym-

pathetic Ministers from the United States to

China; many of the Presidents of the United

States have .shown great wisdom and tact in their

dealings with China ; United States consuls and

advisers to the Chinese Government ; the great work

done by numerous American missionaries ; the

hearty cooperation of many able and well-disposed

Chinese; the work undertaken, in recent years, by
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the China Medical Board Mission ; the work of

Americans in famine relief ; the manifest absence

of "land hunger" on the part of the United States;

etc.,—all these things have combined to give the

Chinese that confidence in the sincerity and good

will of the United States that is so necessary to

harmonious relations.

The one serious drawback to the uninterrupted

harmony between China and America has been the

Exclusion Policy adopted by the latter country.

Article 5 of the Buelingame Treaty recognized

upon the part of both governments the inherent

and inalienable right of man to change his home
and allegiance, and also the mutual advantage of

the freest immigration and emigration of their

citizens and subjects respectively from one country

to another for the purposes of travel, of trade,

or for permanent residence. Article 5 provided

that the citizens and subjects of each country res-

pectively should enjoy the same privileges in respect

of travel or residence as may be enjoyed by the

citizens or subjects of the most favored nation.

Immediately following the adoption of the BuR-
LTNCAME Treaty Chinese immigration into the

United States rapidly increased. Chinese laborers

poured into California and their wages being s)

cheap, they soon began to seriously interfere with

white mechanics and laboring men of all kinds,

throughout the Pacific coast states. The Americans

raised a cry of distress and the hostility to Chinese

immigration became so great that in 1876 a joint

committee of the two houses of Congress was

appointed to visit the Pacific coast and investigate

the character and extent and effect of the immigrat-

ion. Two reports were submitted by this com-

mittee. The majority report recommended the

repeal of the immigration law, while the minority

report as strongly recommended that the law be

allowed to stand. Many attempts were made to

find a solution of the question and the agitation of

the subject passed through many vicissitudes,

especially in the years 1880, 1882, 1888, and 1894.

The net result of it all is that the immigration of

Chinese laborers has been entirely prohibited, and
only Chinese scholars and merchants are permitted

to enter the United States. This failure of the

United States to find a satisfactory solution of the

immigration problem, and her exclusion of Japan-

ese, as well as Chinese, laborers, has also caused

ill-feeling between Japan and America. The boycott

of American goods by the Chinese in 1907 is an

evidence of the illwill engendered in China, also,

against the people of the United States by this

exclusion policy. The present situation is an in-

tolerable one and some satisfactory solution of the

question has still to be found.

The so-called " Open Door " policy was in-

augurated by the United States Secretary of State,

John Hav. In 1900, Secretary Hay secured a

treaty signed by every loading nation, pledging

each to respect the integrity and independence of

the Chinese Empire, and to claim no rights of

trade that were not freely conceded to others.

Unfortunately, the United States Government has

been either unable or unwilling to make sufficiently

strenuous efforts to secure the execution of the

provisions of this Open Door policy, and the results

have not been at all commensurate with the high

hopes that were held with regard to it when it was

first inaugurated. See Emigration; liurlinyame

Miinion, etc.

[A.P.P]

The following is a complete list of United

States Ministers and Chargt's d'affaires at Peking.

Note.—The names of Charges d'Affaires are in

italics ; where they are also indented it signifies

that they served during the temporary absence of

the Minister and not between the terms of office of

two Ministers.

Messrs.

Caleb Cushing Feb. 27, 1844—Aug. 27, 1844

James Biddle. U.S.X. Aug. 8, 1845—Apr. 15, 1846

Peter Parker Apr. 15, 1846—Oct. 10, 1846

A. H. Everett Oct. 10, 1846-June 28, 1847 (Died)

Peter Parker June 28, 1847—Aug. 24, 1848

Com. John W. Davis,

U.S.N. Aug. 24, 1848—May 25, 1850

Peter Parker May 25, 1850—Jan. 31, 1853

Humphrey Marshall Jan. 31, 1855—Jan. 27, 1854

Peter Parker Jan. 27, 1854—Apr. 15, 1854

Robert M. McLane Apr. 15, 1854—Dec. 12, 1854

Peter Parker Dec. 12, 1854—May 10, 1855

Com. J. Abbott, U.S.X. May 10, 1855—Nov. 9, 1855

S. WeUi Williams Nov. 9, 1855-Dec. 31, 1855

Peter Parker Dec. 31, 1855—Aug. 25, 1857

S. n\lh ]y'il!iams Aug. 25, 1857—Nov. 25, 1857

Thomas B. Reed Nov. 25, 1857—Dec. 8, 1858

6'. Wells Williams Dec. 8, 1858—May 18, 1859

John E. Ward May 18, 1859—Dec. 15, 1860

Com. C. K. Stribling,

V.S.N. Dec. 15, 1860—Oct. 14, 1861

S. Welh Williams Oct. 14, 1861—Oct. 24. 1861

Anson Burlingame Oct. 24, 1861—Nov. 21, 1837

S. W. Williams May 5, 1865—Sept. 19, 1866

5 Welh Williams Nov. 21, 1867—Sept. 29, 1868

J. R. Brown Sept. 29, 1868—July 5, 1869

S. Welh Williams July 5, 1869—Apr. 20, 1870

Frederick F. Low Apr. 20, 1870^July 24, 1873

S. Welh Williams . July 24, 1873—Oct. 28, 1874

Benj. P. Avery Oct. 28, 1874—Nov. 8. 1875 (Died)

Chester Holcombe Nov. 8, 1875^Tan. 1, 1876

George F. Seward Jan. 1. 1876—Aug. 16, 1880

Chester Holcombe June 8, 1878^June 19, 1879

James B. Angell Aug. 16, 1880—Oct. 13, 1881

Chester Holcombe Oct. 13, 1881—Aug. 17,1882

John Russel Young Aug. 17, 1882—Apr, 8, 1885
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Enoch J. Srnit/irr.' Apr. 8. 1885—Oct. 1, 1885

('ol. Charles Denby Oct. 1, 1885^July 10, 1898

rf,a.<. Denby, Jr. Mar. 17, 1894—Oct. 27, 1894

rhn$. Denby, Jr. May 14, 1896—Aug. 1, 1896

Edwin H. Conger July 10, 1898—Jan. 14, 1905

// G. Squiers Mar. 11, 1901—Aug. 17, 1901

/. r;. Cooliilge Jan. 14, 1905—June 1, 1905

\V. \V. Rockhill June 1, 1905^June 1, 1909

/. a. Coolidge Oct. 21. 1906—Nov. 23. 1906

T. E. Moore Nov. 23. 1906—Dec. 8, 1906

//. /'. Fletcher Oct. 1, 1907—Apr. 15, 1908

//. /'. Fhtcher June 1, 1909—Apr. 21, 1910

W. J. Calhoun Apr. 21, 1910—Feb. 27, 1913

l>. S. Hdnf.hmnn June 27, 1911—Aug. 11, 1911

E. T. Willinms Aug. 11. 1911—Nov. 12, 1911

E. T. Williams Feb. 27, 1913—Nov. 15. 1913

Paul S. Reinsch Nov. 15, 1913—
/. V.A. MacMurrny July 6. 1914—Sept. 30, 1914

J.r..i. MnrMurray Junel4. 1915-Sc-pt. 27. 1915

Memorandum.

The Legation was located at :

—

Macao from Feb. 27. 1844 to Aug. 27, 1844.

Canton from Aug. 8, 1845 to July 20, 1862.

Peking frrm July 20, 1862 to present.

AMHERST MISSION. Lord Amheusts em-

ba.ssy v.as the second frum Great Britain to

China, Lord Macautnev's (1792) being the first.

The suite included Sir George Staunton, Sir .John

Davis and Dr. MonnisoN. The object was to

promote a better understanding between the two
countries.

It arrived at Peking and left again the same
day.—August 29, 1816. The reason for this abrupt,

inglorious conclusion of the mission was that

immediately after being hurried over the road from

Tientsin to the Summer I'alaco the ambassador

was urged to present himself at once in his du.sty,

weary condition before the Emperor (Chia Ch'ing).

He refused to depart from the previous arrange-

ment by which his reception had been fixed for the

next day. when his baggage, with uniforms,

presents, etc., would have arrived, and he could

appear decently before the Emperor. The pressure

on him was urgent ; he interpreted it as disrespect

to his mission and his .sovereign, and as he

remained firm, he was summarily disniis.sed and
was hurried back coastward the same afternoon.

The explanation of this strange proceeding

seems to be that the officials had assured the

Emperor that the h'o t'ou ceremony would be

performed. On finding with what firmness Lord

A.MHEUST refused to prostrate hinuself. they used

thi.s device to .screen them.sclves; either the ambas
eador. in the excitement of being hustled into the

Emperor's presence would k'o fun, or the failure

of tlie audience would be put on other grounds

than that of the ceremony.

Davi.s : S/.-r/.r/ips nf China.

AMHERST, LORD (the ship so named).

See 1^'jrd .im/iir~t.

AMHERST PHEASANT. See Phennont.^.

AMIDISM, iff J: cAini/ t'li, pure land, a school

of Biiddlii.sni. See Hiiddhisl .'<,/i, „,!•.

AMIOT, JEAN JOSEPH MARIE 3!.^- U,
a Jesuit missionary who was born at Toulon on

February 8, 1718, and was sent to China in 1740.

He mastered Chinese and Manchu, and won the

confidence of the Emperor Ch'ien Lvng. His

wide knowledge enabled him to ascertain and give

to the west much new information about the

Chinese. Most of his varied writings are found

in the Mi'nioire.i conce.rnant I'hii'toire, .... piir

le.i mi.'isionaires de Prkin (Paris 1776-89). He also

issued a Manchu grammar. He died at Peking
in October. 1793.

AMITABHA ; also Amito, etc., |[iij ?g3 li'i: and
there are oliier variations oi the name. At first

the term was impersonal, meaning the ideal, and
boundless light. It was probably a Persian or

Gnostic idea introduced into the Buddhism of

Kashmir or Nepal, whence it reached China via

Tibet. It is not mentioned by Fa Hsibn or Hsuan
TsANG, it is unknown in Southern Buddhism, or

in the earliest Siitras brought to China ; and the

first Siitra that alludes to Amita does not give him
any importance. Ho came to the front early in

the 5th century A.n. When the poetical notions of

the Lotus-school |i|ift^ or Pure-land school jf^i^
concerning a Paradise in the West began to

influciKe the common people Amita became the

favourite Buddha, and is now the most popular

Buddha, in China.

There are various traditions as to his origin.

He is an incarnation of the 9th son of the ancient

Buddha Maha bhidjna jnana bhibhu ; or the 2nd

son of a certain Indian of the lunar race; or he is

the celestial reflex of Sakyamuni, etc., etc.

He is strangely obscure in the early art and

literature of Indian Buddhism, and is in fact

barely mentioned. It is also to be noticed that

the Chinese translations of the principal Amidisl

scriptures,—two in the second century and four

in the third.—are all by natives of Central Asia,

while the chief features of the cult are all

Persian.

ElTEL ; llaildhmd.- ni llinldhi.^in : JonNSTON :

Biiddhint China.

AMOGHA, AMOGHAVADJRA. See I'li

K'MlfJ.

AMOY Kt 1"1 • Hsia mi-n. one of the five

Treaty ports opened to trade by the Treaty o£
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Nanking in 1842. The city is on the island of

Hai-men, in the province of Fukien ; its latitude

is 24° 40' N. and its longitude 118° E.

The chief export was formerly tea, but that

trade has almost entirely ceased, partly owing to

the deterioration of the native growth and partly to

the occupation of Formosa by the Japanese ; For-

mosan teas having been formerly warehoused in

Amoy before being shipped to foreign markets.

Large numbers of coolies went from this port

to the Malay peninsula, but this traffic has also

declined gi-eatly in recent years. The population

is 114,000.

The foreign population is about 280, mostly

residing on the Island of Kulang-su (q.v.).

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports Hk. Tls. 8,855,282 8,106,473

Net Chinese Imports 8,131.567 6,138,067

Exports 3,230,371 5,153,017

Total Hk. Tls. 20,217,220 17,397,562

Pitcher : In and abutit Ammj ; and Fifty

Yenr^ in AmrDj.

AMPHIBIA. There are two distinct faunae

in China ; one tropical and oriental and the other

more or less common to the temperate parts of

Europe, Asia and North Africa. Thus, in Mid-
and North China the Common Frog of Europe
(liana temporarin) and the Common Toad of

Europe (Bufo vulijaris) are met with. The genus

of Fire bellied toads [liombinator] consists only

of three species, of which two are European and
the third Chinese. The little green Tree Frog
{Hi/la arborca) also extends from Europe right

across the temperate part of the continent to

China, where also a closely allied form (Hyla
arborea sincneis) is found even as far south as

Formosa. The Edible Frog {liana e?cuhnfa) is

another European form found in China, extending

certainly as far south as Fukien. The green Toad
{Bufo viridin] from southern Europe extends

through the middle of Asia along the Himalayas
to South-China.

Of the tropical forms the common toad of

India {Bufo melanosticlv^) is found all over South

China, certainly as far north as the Yangtze valley.

and is the common toad found around Shanghai.

The largest Indian frog, the Tiger Frog {liana

ti'jrina) is also found as far north as the Yangtze.

The commonest Shanghai frog {liana limnoc/iaris)

is also the commonest species in Formosa and
extends throughout the Malay Peninsula and
India. The tree frogs of the genus lifiacophorus

also extend from India through China up to the

Yangtze ; while a few species of the family

Enrjystomalidm extend from 'the Tropical Orient

into South China.

The Giant Salamander {Cryplnbranc/iiis max-

imum) is peculiar to North China and Japan. The

Salamanders with the exception of Tylotolriton,

which is found in India and the mountains of

Viinnan, are all northern animals.

As regards the distribution of species, China

is divided into two regions. South China is

included in the Oriental Kegion, which comprises

Southern Asia and the Malay Archipelago ; and is

essentially tropical. North China is included in

the Palaearctic region, which comprises Europe,

the adjacent part of Africa and Asia north of the

Indus, Himalayas and Nanling mountains. The
Nanling mountains, which are only some three

thousand feet high, divide the watersheds of the

Yangtze and the West River. There is, however,

no hard and fast line of division in China.

Fukien, as regards botany, shows an almost equal

intermingling of tropical and temperate forms.

The same holds good as regards Amphibia and

Reptiles, and makes Fukien perhaps the be.st

collecting ground in China.

The Himalayas and other mountains and

deserts of Central Asia effectually prevent the

entry of many northern species into India, but no

such natural obstruction to the migration of species

occurs in China, so that, although Foochovv may
be considered the point of division on the coast

line between the northern and tropical Amphibia,

there is so deep an intersection that, for practical

purposes, it is probably better to take the Yangtze

valley as the middle of the dividing zone between

Oriental and Pahearctic species. [A. S.]

AMPHITRITE, L', probably the first

French ship to go from France to China for

trade. She was sent by the Compagnie de I'lnde

and Sieur Jourdan, but the promoter and soul

of the enterprise was Pere Bouvet. The ship

sailed from La Rochelle commanded by Captain

DE L.\ RoQUE, on March 6, 1698. Pere Bouvet

was on board with eight other missionaries,

among whom was Premare. The Amphitrite

returned to Port Louis on August 3, 1700. Later

she made other voyages to China. The account

of the first voyage was written by de Ghirardini

and also, strange to say, in an anonymous English

work in 1859—a translation of an unpublished

manuscript. This was translated back again into

French, and is given in Madrolle.

Madrolle : Les premiers Voyages fran(^ai.i a

la Chine; Belevitch-Stankevitch : Lc Gout

chinois en France, c. iii.

AMPHITRITE ISLAND, the name given

by the French to the Tung Hai T}i iS island south

of Kuang-chou wan, included in the leased

territory.

AMUR, RIVER. See II ei luny chianr/.

AMURSANAMia^MJ^. a claimant for the

chieftainship of the Mongols, who on being
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defeated fled to Peking (1740) and begged

assistance from Ch'ien Lung. An army was sent

to establish him as ruler of the Mongols in

vassalage to China. He soon began to plot

rebellion, but an e.xpedition was sent against

him : he fled into Siberia and there died, of

small po.\.

AMYGDALUS PERSICA. See Peaches.

AMYOT. See Amiot.

ANALECTS, CONFUCIAN. This is the title

used by Legce fur Luii VufftJJ, iliicuunies and

diaUiijuea, the first of the Four Hooks. It contains

discussions between Confucius and his disciples,

his answers to their questions, and one book full

of the sayings of some disciples. The title may
also be translated iJiye.ilcd Coni^ersatiuns. The
work dates, according to Legge, from the end of

the fourth or the beginning of the fifth century

B.C. and was produced by the disciples of the dis-

ciples of the Sage. The Han scholars who edited

the classics after the burning of the Books had

two te.xts of this work, and another was afterwards

discovered hidden in the wajl of Confucius' house.

The work contains twenty books. It has been

translated into English by Lecge (1861) ; Ku HuNG-
ming, (1908) ; Lionel Giles, (1907) ; Soothill,

(1910) ; into Latin by ZoTTOLl, (1879) ; into French

by CouvuEun, (1895) ; and into German by

VV1LIIEL.M. There are various other translations,

for which tee ('op.i>iF.ii's Hibliiitfie.ca Sinira.

ANCESTRAL WORSHIP. The honours paid

to the dead are so called, though many object to

the word 'wor.<!hip' with its English connotation.

It appears as an established cult at the very

beginning of Chinese history, and it remains to-day

as the chief religious practice of the race. Much
of its present ffirm however dates only from the

Sung period.

Among the common people every household

preserves in a shrine the wooden tablets, inscribed

with names, d.Ttes, etc., in which the spirits of the

dead members of the family are sujjposcd to dwell.

Every clan has its ancestral temple where incense

is daily burnt before the tablets, and twice a

month there are ceremonial offerings of food. On
all occasions when the family life is affected,—by
marriages, deaths, etc., formal announcements are

made to the ancestors. In spring and autumn there

are also ceremonies at the graves.

The good side of this is the filial piety which

is a great moral asset of the race. The sentiments

expressed may be compared with the western

bedecking of the grave with flowers. The evil

side is the fear lest neglected ancestors should

work evil to the family. Love and commemoration

often give place to superstitious fears.

It is obvious that the matter is of prime

importance to Christian missions, and it has caused

much controversy. No one can object to human
honours paid to the dead ; but if the departed

spirits are invoked as tutelar powers, able to work

good or evil to descendants, if the 'worship' paid

them is comparable to that we owe to God, then

Christianity must call it idolatry and condenni it.

Even then, however, there will remain the question

how to deal with it; some attack the system with

direct hostility ; others prefer to arouse no opposit-

ion, confident that virhen Christian truth is accepted,

correct views on other matters will inevitably follow.

The question was so discussed and decided in

the 17th century as to wreck the work of R. C.

Mi.ssions in China. (See liites ConlrovcTsy). Views

of modern Protestant Missions on the matter may
be gathered {10m the lively discussion at the

Shanghai Conference of 1890.

Maktin : Lore of Calhaij ; Records of General

Confehkncb of Protestant M issionaries, 1890.

AN CHI YEN S^iJS. See Yal-ooh.

ANGLICAN CHURCH, CHINESE. See

Ghintinc AnijUcan Chureh.

ANGLICAN MISSIONS. Four foreign mis-

sionary societies represent the Anglican communion

in China, viz., (i) The Church Missionary Society

(including the Church of England Zenana Society),

which entered China in 1844, and has five dioceses

;

(ii) The Domestic and Foreign Missionary Board

of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the U.S.A.

which entered China in 1845, and has three dioceses

;

(iii) The Church of England Mission in North

China, somewhat incorrectly called the S.P.G.

Mission, which entered China in 1863, and has two

dioceses; (iv) The Church of England in Canada

Mission, which entered China in 1910, and has one

diocet'e. See Church Mi.<fi<iiiari/ Surirh/, etc. ; and

Chinr.iiR Amjlifan Churrh.

ANGLO-CHINESE CALENDAR, AN, publish-

ed for most years between 1844 and 1855. in Macao

or Canton at the office of the Chinese Itejwaitorii.

It contained a list of foreigners in China, a list of

Chinese officials, postal information etc., etc. See

.i nijlo-Ch iiicse Knlcndar.

ANGLO-CHINESE COLLEGE AT MA-
LACCA, THE, was founded in 1818, and was

then the only Protestant college east of the

Ganges. Its object was announced as ' the

reciprocal cultivation of Chinese and European

literature.' It had a press, at which very import-

ant work was done, such as the printing of

PufMARE's Xolilict LiiiijiKir Sinirae in 1831. tin'

Delegates' Version of the Bible, etc.

It was founded by Dr. MonnisoN, who gave

£5000 down and £100 a year for five years from

its commencement ; he was President of the
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College till his death. The putting up of the

buildings was Dr. Milne's work, and he was

Principal till he died in 1822.

Chinese RErosixoRY, vol. iii, p. 183.

ANGLO-CHINESE FRIENDSHIP BUR-
EAU, >!• JS. Ag2& C/niiij i'iiiij i/u i hui; a Society

founded in London in 1913 for purposes which are

sufficiently indicated in the name. Members

living in China decided to form a similar Society

in Peking, to work in close co-operation with what

it calls in the same sentence 'the London branch'

and ' the parent Society.'

The object of the Bureau in China is to

give information to students proceeding to

England, to give them letters of introduction and

arrange that they may be met on arrival and be

helped in getting lodgings, etc. ; and also to use

the English Society to recommend Englishmen for

business and professional posts in China. Social

meetings in Peking are arranged for, and a Jour-

nal is published, No. 1 being dated December,

1915. The subscription to the Society is six dollars

per annum.

ANGLO-CHINESE KALENDAR AND RE-

GISTER, THE, 1832, E. I. Co. Press, Macao.

Edited by J. R. Morrison, for three years, after

which he issued the Commercial Guide; the

Kahntlar appeared in 1835 edited by the editor of

the Cuntun lieijisler.

AN H U I S ® a province whose name is derived

fiom its two chief prefectures, An-ch'ing and

Huichou. Its boundaries are Honan, Kiangsu,

Chekiang, Kiangsi and Hupei. Its area is

estimated to be 48.460 scpiare miles and the

inhabitants have been reckoned by different author-

ities at nine millions and at thirty four millions.

Probably the most careful estimate is twenty-three

millions. The Huai river runs through the northern

half of the province and the Yangtze through the

southern, but the two rivers have no connection

within the limits of the province. The northern

part is an alluvial plain foamed by the Huai and

the Yellow River, part of the Great Plain; the

southern is hilly.

Tinder the Ming dynasty it, with Kiangsu.

formed the old province ot Kiangnan. Its literary

name is Huan (^ .

Its chief city is Anking (Nganking) on the

Yangtze left bank, and the treaty port of Wuhu
is within its borders.

RiniAiiD : Compri'Jifirviive Geography ; Havrei :

Sgnuhiiii, (Var. Sin. No. 2).

ANISEED, or Star-anise. The tree which

produces aniseed is confined to small areas in

Western Kuangsi and to Tonkin. It is Illieinm

verum, Hook. Star aniseed is called pa-chiok A ft

ei-jht horns, from the shape of the fruit, which

consists of eight seed-capsules arranged to form a

star. From the amber-coloured seeds aniseed oil

is extracted. The export from Kuangsi practically

constitutes the world's supply, and has increased

considerably of late years, the amount shipped

averaging 12.000 piculs, worth nearly 300,000 Hk.

Tls. Unfortunately the Chinese dealers adulterate

the oil with spirits of wine and kerosene oil.

Aniseed oil is used more as a drug and less as a

spice than cassia oil. i^ee Stitr-aniie Oil.

Illicium aninatum ^ f^ Mamjts'uo is a false

star-anise produced in Japan and imported to

China. It is highly poisonous.

ANISODACTYLI, an Order of birds which

includes the families Coraciidae (rollers), Meropidae

(tee-eaters), Alcedinidae (kingfishers), Upupidae

(hoopoes), etc.

Merops viri/lis and McUttophinjus sivinhoii

occur in Yunnan, and Nijctiomia utiicrtoni in

Hainan. Merops philippinus, the Blue-tailed Bee-

Eater, is a summer visitor in S. China ; and M.
shmatramis has been taken in Fukien and Kiangsi.

Eiirijstomus calonyx, the Broad-billed Roller, is

common in China. Coracius affiiii.< occurs in Yiin-

nan. Alcedo ben/jtdm-'-if, the common Kingfisher, is

found everywhere in China. In S.E. China these

birds are netted in large numbers ; their captors

pluck the back feathers, which they use in making

the well-known kingfisher feathM' jewellery, and

then release the birds. Alcedo grandis, a very

rare bird, and Veyx tridactyla, both in Hainan.

Halcyon pileata, the Black capped Kingfisher, is

found in summer all over China. //. .<Hi^;-«cH.<i.«,

the White-breasted Kingfisher, is found in Hainan,

and from Canton to Slian:j:hai. CaUiidcyun lilw ina,

the Ruddy Kingfisher, is met with in Fcu'mosa.

It has been taken in Fnkien, Kiangsu and Man-

churia. Sauropatis chlori.<, taken once at Shawei-

shan. Ceryle vuria, the Indian Pied Kingfisher,

! is common south of the Yangtze. 6^. bigubris, the

J

oriental Pied Kingfisher, is found in South Chini

to valley of Huaiigho( ?) Tpiipa epopi, the European

Hoopoe, is a common bird throughout China. V

.

ihdica is found in Hainan.

David et Oustalet : Le.< Oifunix dc la Chine;

l/ilcedinides).

ANKING^Ig an ch'ing, or Nganking, capital

of Anhui |,ioviiice, is on the north bank of the

V'angtze, 370 miles from Shanghai in lat. 36° 9' N.

and long. 116° 5' E. : it is a port of call for.- river

steamers. The population is said to be 40.000.

ANN, the name of a British brig which left

Chusan for Macao on March 8, 1842 and was

wrecked on the Formosa coast three days later.

Two men perished in the wreck ; the rest, fifty-five

in number, were seized by the Chinese, stripped

and taken to Tai-wan fu. Tlio jcurney took till
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the 24th and was full of suffering ; some of them
were completely naked in the rain and cold ; they
slept in common jails, twenty-five in a room less

than eight feet square ; they were ticketed like

cattle, handcuffed and fettered, and assured, by
signs, that they were going to be beheaded. From
March 24 to about August 13 they were kept in

prison and terribly ill-treated ; then forty-four

of them were beheaded. Eleven were released in

October. The official responsible for this brutality

as well as for the slaughter of the crew of the

Xerbudda (q.v.) was ordered to be punished : it

is known that he was rewarded.

('hinese Ifepository, vol. xii ; Journals hepl

by Mr. Ciilli/ and Capl. Dcnham.

"ANNA" CASE, THE. In September

1875. a German schooner Anna left Amoy for

Tientsin but was beached and plundered by the

Chinese crew after the two German officers had

been murdered.- The mandarins of the district

near Foochow where the ship was beached seemed

to be in connivance with the pirates and allowed

them to get off with their booty, and the German
Government therefore exacted $39,000 com-

pensation.

ANNALES DE LA PROPAGATION DE LA
FOI, the celebrated missionary magazine of the

Afnocintinn dc In Proj/oijatinn de la Foi (q.v.).

It is a continuation of the other famous series of

Ltltrts Edi/ianti'.'. The fir.st ca/iier as it was

termed, appeared at Lyons in 1822, and was sold

at 50 centimes ; the second in 1823, at 75 centimes

and the third in 1824 at 50 centimes. Then three

cuhiers were issued in 1825, and the six were

published as volume I with an inde.\. The work

has been very popular, and is now illustrated.

Besides the Frcndi edition, still issued from Lyons,

there have been for many years translations into

Germ.in, Flemi.sh, English, Dutch, Italian, Portu-

guese, Sjiaiiish, Basque, etc.

ANSERES, an Order which consists of the

Ducks, Gee.<e and Swans. The species known in

China are as follows.

Anser ferrirnflriK, the Eastern Bean Goose.

.4. seijcliim, the Bean Goose, the most common of

the geese that visit China in their migrations.

A. iiiiddrndnrffi, the great Bean Goose. .1. /crus,

the Orcy Lag Goose, and A. albifronn, the White-

fronted Goose, both are common on the coast,

especially in the South, .-l. crythro/ixu, the Dwarf
Goose or Lesser White-fronted Goose, abundant on

the lakes of the eastern provinces, especially

Kiangsi. .-I. ryi/nnidc.^, the Chinese Goose, comes

from the north in large numbers to winter in

China. Cyijniia olur, the mute Swan seen once at

Peking and shot once at Chinkiang. C. mnsicui',

the Whoopcr, in great numbers in migration ; some

pass the winter in China. C. jankowskyi
Jaxgkowski's Swan, JS'. China to Fukien. C.

dciidi—Dwrn's Swan,—Chihii. Anas boscas, the
Mallard, abundant in the north. A. zonorhyncha,
the yellow-nib duck, resident in China and
Mongolia. Tadorna coniuta, the Sheldrake, com-
mon on the coast. Casarca rulila, the Ruddy
Sheldrake or Brahminy Duck, abundant in Mon-
golia, where it an object of religious reverence

;

it winters in China. Sarcidiurnin melunvnota, the
Comb duck, obtained one year in Fukien. Dafila
acuta, the Pintail ; many pass the winter in the
central and southern provinces. Drndrwyiina
javanka, the Whistling Teal, taken in Fukien and
Kiangsu. Maieca penelope, the Widgeon, common
in S. China in the winter. Chauhlasmus strepcrus,

the Gi(^wall, is found in China but rarely. Spatula
dypcata, tlie Shoveller, common in the winter and
at the times of migration. Nettopus coromande-
tianus, the Cotton Teal, in Central China in

summer, in small numbers. Aix gahriculata, the

Mandarin Duck, resident in southei'n and central

China. Qucrquedula circia, the Garganey or Blue-

winged Teal, China and Formosa. Nettium crcccn,

the Common Teal, .and X. formosum, the Baikal

Teal or Clucking Teal, and Eiinella fnlcata, the

Falcated Teal, these three are common in China and
Formosa, in winter and at the times of migration.

Oidemia carbo, the Eastern Velvet Scoter, visits

the coasts. O. atnericana, the Eastern Black Scoter.

Clamjula glaucion, the Golden Eye, winters in

China. Xyroca ferina, the Pochard or Dun-bird,

common in China in winter and at the times of

passage. X. rufina, the Red-crested Pochard,
Fukien. A', ferruginea, the White-eyed Duck,

' winters in China. X. marila, the Scaup, abundant
in winter on the coast. A', fulii/ula, the Tufted
Duck, common in w'inter. X. baeri, the Eastern

White-eyed Duck, common in winter. Menjui
albcllus, the Smew, common in Central China in

winter. M. serrator, the Red-breasted Merganser

;

M. WKrijnnser, the Goosander; M. squamalui,

Coi:i.i)'s Merganser, these three winter in China.

David et Oustalet : Lcs Oiscnnx de la C/iine;

(Anatides).

ANTEATER, SCALY, Afani.^ dalmanni. is

found at Amoy, in Formosa, in Hainan and

elsewhere in the south. It is described by Swiniioe

in the second paper named below.

SwiNHOE : I'.Z.S.. 1870. pp. 236, 650.

ANTI-FOOTBINDING. Several of the Man-
chu Kniperors issued eiiicts against the custom of

fxiot-binding, the most famous being K'ang Hsi.

who in 1665 issued orders that all parents binding

the feet of children born after the first year of his

reign should be sevcaely punished. Though many
high officials backed up the effort, it was a

1"J
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complete failure, and four years later the edict

was withdrawn. One of Tao Kuang's concubines

once attired herself as a Chinese lady with bound

feet, but was instantly ordered away in disgrace,

and the Emperor never saw her again. As late as

1838, the Manchus threatened sevene punishment

for foot-binding.

After the T'ai P'ing rebellion half the people

in Kuangtung, Kuangsi and Chihli ceased the

practice.

Christian missionaries strongly discouraged

foot-binding among their converts, in many cases

making unbinding a condition of receiving pupils

into their boarding-schools, and in a few jjlaces,

a condition of entering the Church.

The chief difficulties in the way were that

natural leet were in many places associated with

prostitution, and that no husbands could be found

for girls with unbound feet. The attempt was
more successful in the South than in the North,

where the custom was almost universal, slave-girls

and Buddhist nuns being the only exceptions, till

Christian schools arose.

The great majority of Chinese girls, even in

Christian families, still had bound feet, and the

non-Christian part of the population was appaa'ently

still untouched by the new ideas, when in 1895, ten

ladies of several different nationalities formed the

T'ic7i Tsu Hui ^J£-f-, Natural Foot Society, with

Mrs. Abchibalu Liitle as President. This body
at once decided to memorialize the Empress-

Dowager, who as a Manchu, was a natural-footed

woman.

After being drawn up very carefully in English,

and then translated into Chinese, the niemoi'ial was
distributed to get signatures, and nearly all foreign

ladies in the Far East added their names.

The memorial was forwarded through the

Anterican Minister to the Tsung-li Yamen who
thought it a matter which they could not_ bring

before Her Majesty, but offered to keep it on their

shelves. It is believed that it reached the palace

;

but the Anti-iootbinding Edict she issued in 1902

(the last of the many Manchu attempts to alter the

practice) was probably the result of her wish to

curry favour with the foreign, ladies in the capital,

with whom she made special efforts to be friendly

at that time.

The Society also sent memorials and letters

to all Viceroys and provincial governors ; and
public meetings were held in most of the provincial

capitals and many large cities. At these meetings

the President of the Society addressed large Chinese

audiences,—a very great innovation in those days.

Over a million tracts, leaflets and placards were

sent out from Shanghai alone, as well as a large

number from five other centres ; a number of

branches were established all over the Empire ; a

school was opened in Shanghai for natural-footed

non-Christian Chinese girls; and in every possible

way public opinion was educated.

During the Reform movement of 1896-8, K'ang
Vr WEI ^j fjjl^ formed the Pu Ch'an Tsu Hui

^ !!?£.# i" taiiton, which had before long 10,000

members, and after the coujj d'itat was removed

to Shanghai. A considerable number o£ smaller

societies having the same object arose over China,

to what extent directly inspired or stimulated by
the T'ii7i Tsu Hui cannot be estimated.

Eventually, all Viceroys and Governors issued

proclamations against the custom, that of H.E.
Chang Chih-tung being very widely circulated.

The T'icn Tsu Hui issued its " tenth and last

report " in 1906; it was handed over to a committee

of Chinese ladies in 1908, and seems to have shortly

after ceased to function, its work being done, the

societies of Chinese origin taking its place. It

undoubtedly had a very large share in creating a

strong public opinion against the practice of foot-

binding, and the custom has been abandoned by
piactically all people of the official classes, and

though it is still widely practised among the lower

ranks especially in the North, its extinction can

hardly be far distant. See Foot-binding.

Giles : Historic China; lieport of Peking
Hospitti!, 1858; Mrs. A. Little : Intimate China.

AN TE HAI gj'f?^, the favourite eunuch of

Tz'u Hsi the Empress-dowager, in the early days

of her power ; commonly known as Hsiao An <J% 3c

Little An, on account of his small stature. His

power and arrogance were very great and his

influence over Tz'u Hsx such as to give rise to

most scandalous reports. In 1869 she sent him

into Shantung to get money for her privy purse.

It was contrary to dynastic house-law for a eunuch

to leave the capital, and Prince Kv.n'G took

advantage of this to persuade Tz'u An, the

co-Regent Empress-dowager, to sign a decree com-

manding the immediate execution of the insolent

An Te-hai. The sentence was promptly carried

out in Shantung, several other eunuchs being got

rid o' at the same time. Tz'u Hsi knew nothing

of it for some days, when her wrath against Prince

KuNG and the Empress Tz'ii An was very great,

nor did she ever forgive them.

An Te-hai was succeeded by the notorious

Li T^ien-ytnc (^.t-.).

ANTELOPES. There are four species in N.

China, and Mongolia. They are as follows, with

their distribution :

—

Gazclla subgutturosa, N. and E. Mongolia; G.

gutlurosa, Inner Mongolia; G. pr-.ewalshii, Ordos,

Hsinchiang; G. picticaudata, S.W, Kansu, Tibet,

Hsinchiang,
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Of these G. gutturosa is the largest and G.

picticaudata the smallest. Both G. gutturosa and G.

eubgutturosa have an enormous larynx which swells

up in the rutting season ; the former is hence known

as the Goitred Antelope.

SowEHBY : JouTtt'tl, N.C.B.n.A.S., vol. xlvii.

ANTIMONY. See Minerals.

AN TU 'icXH. Antioch, the capital of Ta
Ch'in. See Ta Ch'in, Fulin.

ANTUNG^}}f.was opened as a Treaty Port

by tlie Commercial Treaty with the United Stales

in 1903, but on account of che Russo-Japanese war

the actual opening dates from the spring of 1907.

It is on (.he right bank of the Yalu River, thirty

miles from its mouth. The river is closed by ice

from the end of November to the end of March.

•The Cliine.se population is abouc 40,000 in the

winter, but in the busy months that number is

perhaps doubled by immigrants, chiefly from Shan-

tung. There is a Japanese Settlement with a

population of about 20,000. The port is connected

with Mukden by rail.

A British Consulate was established in 1907,

but was closed again in 1909.

1915 1616

Net Foreign Imports Hk.Tls. 13,563,056 18,507,536

Net Chinese Imports 1,842,430 1,626,365

Experts 8,806,245 8,609,965

Hk. Tls. 24.211,731 28,743,866

ANZER, JEAN BAPTISTE, was born in

1851 at Weinricht, Germany, and died at Rome
in 1903. He belonged to a newly created Mission,

and reached China in 1879, when he was made

pro-vicar in the southern part of Shantung. In

1883 he was attacked by Chinese and left for dead.

In 1885 Southern Shantung was made into a

bishopric and Anzer became bishop there. In 1890

he abandoned the protection of France and

accepted that of Germany ; this gave Germany a

pretext for the seizure of Tsingtau when mission-

aries had been murdered in 1897. See Tsingtau.

APAOKI PnlfXi-S- tiie fi''st I'lilei' of t'le united

K'ilaiis. ,'<cc K'ilanf.

APE'S HILL, 80 called from the number of

monkeys (.Uacnrua cyclopi.f) formerly found there,

is near Takao in Formosa, and Takao is sometimes

called Ape's Hill Harbour, The hill stands alone

and is 1,710 feet high.

APOSTOLIC FAITH MISSIONARIES, are

repi'esontati\ es of a recent leligitnis tlcxi'lopinent

in the U.S.A. and hence have only made their

appearance in China within the last few years.

They show a great tendency towards " hiving off
"

to form other small missions, known as Full Gospel

Mission, etc., etc. They do not. publish statistics,

on principle ; but in the Mission Directory for 1916,

they are given as 82 in number, working in

Shanghai and Soochow ; at Peking, and two other

stations in Chihli ; at Tai-yiian fu, and two other

stations in Shansi ; with one station each in Shensi

and Mongolia. As there is but little organization

either at home or .on the field, there is small

cohesion in the work done, and the personnel is

constantly changing. Their headquarters is at Hot
Spriiii;.';. Arkansas U..S.A. See. Assemblies of God.

APPIANI, LOUIS yi-M^-, a Lazarist mission-

ary, born in Piedmont on March 22, 1663. He was

sent to China by the Propaganda with the title

vice-visitor apostolic, and reached Canton on

August 14, 1699. When the Legate de TocnNON
came to China in 1705 he chose P. Appiani as

interpreter to accompany him to Peking. When
the Emperor angrily ordered the Legate to leave

China, P. Appiani was arrested on the journey

south and brought from Nanking back to Peking

;

then he was sent for trial into Ssuch'uan where

he had worked ; brought back to the capital he was

imprisoned for two years there, then exiled to

Canton and kept in prison there twelve years. Ho
died at Macao on August 29, 1732, and was buried

in the Dominican church.

Favieb : I'eling, p. 172.

APPLES, Malus spp. J^ 3g p'in kuo. The
true apple M. sylvestris does not seem to be

found in China (unless, of course, in a few
foreign gardens). The larger, whitish varieties

cultivated by the Chinese seem to belong to the

M. pruiiifolia group. The fruit is often handsome
in ajuiearance, but it is soft and spongy in texture

and of insipid flavour.

Another group is small and generally red,

and though often mealy the taste is sour. These

trees are probably derived from the wild crab-

apple, M. baccata, which grows all over N. China

and Manchuria and is used as the stock for

grafting all apples on. The crab-apple tree

sometimes reaches 40 to SO feet in height ; the

fruit is very abundant and is about the size of

a green tjea ; it is eaten raw, dried or made into

preserves.

I Meyer : .Agrirultural Explorations, etc.

' APRICOTS, (Prunus armrniacn). --jf
fisinij.

The wild Apricot is common in N. China, and

there are many varieties in cultivation. They are

grafted on seedling apricot stock or on the wild

peach. The trees are generally not grown in

regular Drchards but in small groups, especially

0.1 terraces on the hill-sides.

Perhaps the finest varieties are found in

Shantung. Apricot kernels ^ U , from apricots

grown at Yeriching and Wanping, N. and W.
of I'eking are exported from Tientsin to Europe.

Those are sweet. Bitter kernels grow in many
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districts of Chihli, Honan and Shantung. The
apricots ripen in June and the shipping season

starts in August ; the fruit itself is uneatable.

The.'se edible kernels have given rise to the mistaken

idea that almonds are grown in China.

Meyer : Aijricul/ural Explorations, etc. ; Far
RvsTEnx Eevienv, February, 1915.

ARAHANT, Chinese Lo han {q.v.) the ideal

which Sakyamuni taught that every man should

strive to be. An arahant is one who has travelled

the Eightfold Path, has reached enlightenment

and is .saved to all eternity. For the opposition

of this ideal and the Mahayanist ideal of

bodhisatship see lindhimttva.

ARCHAEOLOGY. Very little archaeological

work has been done by foreigners in China Proper

;

and though the Chinese are keen students and

collectors of their own antiquities, archaeological

research as foreigners understand it is unknown

among them. Immense sums are paid for treasures

which are found by accident, but money is not

applied to the systematic search for what would

illustrate history. Feng shui, the lack of cooperat-

ion, the weakness of the government, the suspicious-

ness of the crowded population, are all against

such enterprises.

The chief work which foreigners have done in

this line has been in the less populous parts of

W. China and Turkestan (Hsin-chiang).

The discovery by Bower, de EniNS and others,

of ancient manu.scripts at Kucha and Khotan led to

the first purely archaeological mission, whicli was

Russian, under Klementz. It went to Turfan in

1897, and found that early manuscripts were so

commonly exhumed that the people used them for

window paper !

In 1902 the Congress of Orientalists organized

an International Association to encourage such

work, the head-quarters being in Petrograd, while

each nation was left free to make its own plans.

Stein, sent by the Indian government, was the first

in the field in 1900-01. Grunwedel next took up

Klementz' work at Turfan, and was followed by

Lecoq. Then France sent Pelliot, who worked at

Kucha in 1907, then went to Urumtsi, Turfan,

Hami and Tun-huang.

The principal spoils of these expeditions were

literary. Vast numbers of Chinese manuscripts

were obtained from every centre, both secular and

religious ; some found near Tun-huang dating back

to B.C. 98, proving very early intercourse ; numerous

Sanskrit works were found, including the oldest

Sanskrit manuscripts known and one lost canonical

work ; Tibetan manuscripts were abundant, especial-

ly on the south side of the desert and in Tun-huang.

Works were found in strange languages which at

first received the names Tokbjirian and Nordarisch.

Further research, however, has resulted in their

being called Kuchan and Khotanese, since they

were certainly the languages used at Kucha and

Khotan. There were also three other Iranian

languages, all in alphabets of Aramaic origin, two
being apparently tongues of Persia (Manichaean

works only), and the third Sogdian (Manichaean,

Buddhist and Christian texts). There were some

Christian texts in Syriac ; some manuscripts in old

Turkish dialects in Runic alphabet, others in

Uighiir, another in Semitic (a fragmentary form),

believed to belong to the White Huns, or

Ephthalites. One of the main results of the Stein

and Pelliot Missions was the finding of a great

library at Tun-huang, containing Chinese, Tibetan,

Sanskrit, Sogdian and "Khotanese" works of the

7th, 8th and 9th centuries. Among other relic of

Nestorianism Stein brought from Tui-fan fragments

of the New Testament of the 9th century and one

fragment belonging to the 5th century.

Besides securing manuscripts these expeditions

examined caves decorated with stucco figures and

with frescoes; statues (mo.stly stucco), paintings

on silk and paper, embroideries, coins, etc., were

also obtained. The civilization thus revealed is a

mixture of Persian, Indian, Chinese, Hellenic, etc.

In 1907 an important Mission was sent from

France in charge of Chavannes (See 'Mission

Arckiologique). It worked especially at the Lung
Men caves in Honan, at the Ta-t'ung fu cave-

temples in N. Shansi, and in Manchuria.

A Japanese mission was organized by Count

Otani and conducted by Tachiba, who brought

back much from Liao-lan, Turfan and Tun-huang.

The Japanese have alfo done some interesting

work in Shantung and Shansi, and have made
important researches in the prehistoric archaeology

of Mancnuria and Eastern Mongolia. Their work

in Korea has resulted in the discovery, among

many things, of the earliest extant Chinese

paintings.

In 1914 an archaeological mission visited Western

China, the members being MM. Gilbert de Voisins,

Victor Segalen and Jean Lartigue. The full results

of their journey are being published, but a brief

account is given in the Jounial Asiatiquc for 1915.

Plates are given, showing some of the Han
sculptures, pillars, etc., which were found. The

art is said to display exotic influence, chiefly

Iranian in character.

The discovery of the Oracle Bones ('/.f.) in

Honan was of great interest and importance in

Archaeology.

According to an announcement in the Journal,

N.C.B.R.A.S. for 1914, it was proposed to. found

an American School of Archaeology in Peking,

but the project appears to have been still-born.
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Stein : Ancient Khotan, 1907; and Ruins of

Desert Cathay, 1912; Chavannes : Mission Archeo-

logique, 1913; Pelliot : Les Influences iraniennes,

etc., 1911, and La Mission Pelliot, 1909;

I3.E.F.E.0., vol. xi, p. 171.

ARCHERY. Chinese historians naturally, and

perhaps in this case rightly, ascribe the invent-

ion of bows and arrows to the period of Huang Ti

and Yao, while the bow-case and arrow-tube are

said to have been made by SnuN, the cover for

the bow being called tuJSf- The bow was in all

probability evolved from the primitive drill-bow.

The S/iu Ching states that the war-chariot of

B.C. 2190 contained an archer, a javelin-thrower and

a charioteer. In later times soldiers practised ar-

chery on horseback as well as on foot. In the

later Feudal period bows were adorned with green

bands and ornaments of ivory and horn, and differ-

ed in size and colour according to the user's rank.

Bowcases to hold two bows were made of tiger-skin

and later of sealskin. Arrows wea-e made of sedge,

tipped with barbs of metal, stone, ivory or bone.

Under the Ch'in dynasty the bow used was four

feet long and made of bamboo, and poisoned arrows

were employed. Later a crossbow was in use

which could discharge 10 iron arrows at once. The
T'ang bows were of mulberry-wood and horn, and

the cross-bows could shoot arrows 300 paces. The
Ming dynasty introduced bows bound with silk.

Under the Ch'ing rule the soldiers practised archery

six times a month both on foot and on horseback,

the greatest experts being from Manchuria and

Ssiich'uan. There were four types of bow, the long

bow over 5 feet in length, u.sed by foot-soldiers, the

short bow 4 feet long used by horsemen, the train-

ing bow used to strengthen the arm, and the

cross-bow. The bows were graded according to

their pull, eighty and even a hundred and twenty

pounds pull being spoken of. The strings were of

silk, gut or strong twine. The Chinese bow is of

the composite type, the outer layer to resist

stretching being of sinew, the inmost layer to resist

contraction being of horn, while a layer of wood
between provides support for both. When un-

strung such a bow goes into a strongly reversed

form.

Not only was archery practised by the army
but by Buddhist and Lama priests e\en in the

Manchu dynasty. Archery was also a favourite

pastime with the common people in ancient times.

Webner : Sociology; BoisReymond : Chinese

Archery (.Tournal, N.C.B.U.A.S., vol. xliii).

ARCHITECTURE. That Chinese architecture

is monotonous is an indi.<;putab]o fact. The model

most generally employed for the majority of build-

ings, be they dwelling honscs, temples or palaces, is

that of the t'ing jj thus described by Bcsuell in

Chinese Art. "This consists essentially of a massive

roof with recurved edges resting upon short columns.

The curvilinear tilting of the corners of the roof

has been supposed to be a sm-vival from the days of

tent dwellers, who used to hang the angles of their

canvas pavilions on spears ; but this is carrying

it back to a very dim antiquity, as we have no

records of the Chinese except as a settled agricultur-

al people. The roof is the principal feature of the

building and gives to it, when finished, an effect

of grandeur or simplicity, of strength or grace.

To vary its aspect the architect is induced occasion-

ally to double or even triple it. This preponderance

of a part usually sacrificed in Western architecture,

is justified by the smaller vertical elevation of the

plan and the architect devotes every attention to

the roof iy the addition of ante-fixal ornaments,

and by covering it with glazed tiles of brilliant

colour, so as to concentrate the eye upon it. The
dragons and phoenixes posed on the crest of this

roof, the grotesque animals perched in lines upon

the eaves, and the yellow, green and blue tiles

which cover it are never chosen at random, but

after strict sumptuary laws, so that they may
denote the rank of the owner of the house or

indicate the imperial foundation of a temple."

The great weight of the roof requires the use of

many pillars, and though stone is common in China

these are generally of wood ; one notable exception

being the magnificently carved marble pillars to

ba seen at the temple of Confucius in Ch'ii Fou,

Shantung. Tlie space between the pillars is filled

in with bricks or blocks of stone, these not being

intended to serve in any way as supports ; in fact

tlie construction is curiously like that of the modern
American building of the newest type, where steel

supports sustain the structure, and the portions

between are filled with concrete.

As Chinese buildings are constructed of bricks

and wood they are most perishable, therefore but

few ruins of note exist ; from the ancient books,

however, we can obtain some idea of the architect-

ure in early days.

Apart from the form described above there

was another known as the jf"nt 31 or lofty tower

;

these T'ai being the first large buildings described

in the canonical books. Three sorts are described

by Busuell; "one intended as a storehouse of

treasure, a second built within a walled hunting

park for watching military exercises and the plea-

sures of the chase, and a third fitted up as an

astronomical observatory." Among later represent-

atives of the T'ai he cites the towers of the Great

Wall, the storied buildings surmounting the gates

of cities, and the observatory at Peking, also a

square tower mounted on a wall.

In addition to buildings Chinese architects

have erected beautiful memorial arches of stone
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known as P'ai lou {q.v.) ; wonderful bridges of

both marble and stone; and, under the influence

of Buddhism, pagodas, or T'a Ig, of infinite

variety.

The cupola does not exist; the structure bear-

ing the nearest resemblance to it being the " stupa,"

or " dagoba " erected over the remains of Buddhist

priests.

Pal;'oloci;e : L'Art Chinois ; Bushell : Chinese

Art; MuNSTEaBERG : C/iincsische Kunstgeschichte

;

BoERSCHMANN : Uauhutist der Ch'mesen. [F.A]

ARCONA ISLAND. See Arkona Insel.

ARDEAE, a Sub-order of Herodiones, (q.v.),

containing the Herons aud their allies. The follow-

ing are the species found in China.

Ardea cinerea, the Common Heron, throughout

the north in summer and the south in winter.

A. manilhn/sis, the Eastern Purple Heron, China
coast provinces ; it sometimes winters in Ssiich'uan.

Hcrodias alba, the Large Egret, and U. intermedia,

the Smaller Egret, both found in the south all the

year round, and in the north in summeir. H.
garzetta, the Little Egret, throughout China. H.
evlophotes, in Formosa and S. China. Dubulcus

coT'imandus, the Cattle Egret, in Formosa and the

southern half of China, in the summer. Butoriies

javnnica, the Little Green Heron, in S. China.

B. amurensis, China coast on migration, Manrhuria

and Formosa. Ardeula bacch-u^, the Chinese Por.d-

Heron, in the south all the year, in summer in the

Yangtze vaUcy up to Ssuch'uan. Nycticornx

griseus, the N'ight Heron, common tliroughcut

China. N. mognifica, Fukien, Anhui, Hainan.

GoTsachius melnnolophwi , the Malay Bittern, in

Formosa. G. gni'wii, Fukien, Shaweishan. Botau-

rin stellinif, the Bittern, in the north. (?) DwpctoT

flavicolUs, the Yellow-necked Bittern, common in

summer in the south and centre of China, and

in S. Shcnsi. Ardelta rinnamomen, the Chestnut

Bittern, passes the summer in China and Man-
churia. A. curtjthma, Amoy, Shanghai, Chetoo,

etc. ; a migrant, China coast, Manchuria. A.

tinenfis, in all parts of China; ManchuTia.

ARENDT, CARL, Professor of Chinese in

the Seminary of Eastern Languages in Berlin, has

written various papers on Chinese subjects and a

grammar of Chinese.

ARGALI. See Sheep, wild.

ARGOLS, the dried droppings of the yak and

camel, used as fuel by Mongols and Tibetans.

ARGOON, half-castes, generally the offspring

of temporary marriages (as allowed by Moham-
medan law) between Turki merchants and Tibetan

women. It is found under Argon in JAESCirKE's

dictionary, and defined as the offspring of mi.\ed

marriages between Chinese and Tibetans.

BocKBiLL : The Land of the Lamas.

ARHAN. ARHAT. See Araliant.

ARKONA INSEL (Arcona Island), the name
given to the small island in the bay at Tsingtau,

immediately opposite to the town. The Chinese

name of this islard is Tsingtau ^ gj green idand,

and the name has been transferred from it to

the town on the mainland. It bears a lighthouse.

The Japanese name is Kato-jima.

ARMEALEC, ARMALECH, ARMALEGH.
See AlmaUk.

ARMY. The Chinese forces consisted till 1895

of the Eight Banners (q.v.) and some Provincial

troops raised in each province independently ; but

these did not constitute an Army in the modern
sense of the term. After the China-Japan war
some attempt at reorganization was made ; five

Divisions of a proper army were raised, but were

disbanded during or after the Boxer outbreak.

Only one Division under YiiAU Shih-k'ai was left

as the beginning of a new army. The new army,

Lu chiin |{g ip land forces, was decreed in 1901.

Only in Cnihli, under YiiANS Viceroyalty, was the

decree effective ; here, between 1903 and 1933 six

Divisions were organized. Then the Lu-chiin Pu
or Ministry of War was established and a scheme
was sanctioned to form thirty-six Divisions within

ten years. In 1937 it was determined to complete

this scheme by 1912. It is obvious that the

Eevoliition and the later divisions in the State

have interfered with the steady carrying out of

any programme. There were said to be '800,000 men
under arms at the date of the abdication, and in

August, 1913 the strength of the regular army was
given as 500,030. Ciitna Year Book, 1916.

ARROW CASE, THE; an incident of 1856

which led to the second war with China. A boat

in the Canton river, flying the British flag, was

boarded by Chinese who pulled the flag down
and carried off to prison 12 men. It was

contended by the Viceroy Yeh that the boat was

Chinese and that among the arrested men was a

pirate ; it is certain that the British registration

of the boat had expired 10 days earlier, but this

was unknown to Yeh. Mr. (Sir Harry) Parkes

demanded the return of the crew and that any

charges against them should be examined at the

British Consulate. Yeh would make no apology

for the insult to the flag nor acknowledge that his

action was -wrong. The incident was the cul-

minating point of many years of insolence, and

the question was not so much the injury to the

Arrow as the inviolability of the flag and the

whole of the future relations between China and

the outside world. Sir Michael Seymour at

once attacked Canton, and the war led to tlio

Treaty of Tientsin.
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ARROWROOT. What is exported from China

to Europe under this name is (1) the Ou fin jfjijjiij',

the flour of the Water-lily root, Ndumbium
spcciiisuin. It is coarse, light-brown, resembling

joss-stick powder. V/iie/i jin gJJ ;tij' is made from

the root joints and is more expensive. It comes

from the Huai river district. (2) Ling fen Bj lij^,

Water Caltrop flour, Trapa bicornis. This is

whiteybrown like coarse wheat flour. (3) Ma t'i

fin &E6.i3J', VVater Chestnut flour, Eleocharua or

Scirpuf luberosun. (4) Ko fin Q {>), the root of

fac/iyr/iizus thunberrjianui, a wild creeper.

ARSENALS. The first arsenal in China of

a western character was begun by Dr. (Sir Halliday)

Maovbtney in 1863.

Macaetney, a British army officer, was then on

special service under Ll Hvng-chanc, and was

painfully making better shells, powder and guns

than the Chinese could produce alone. He took

the opportunity of the Lay-Osborne fleet being

dispersed to secure the floating arsenal which

accompanied it, by letting Ll behold it at work.

It was established at Nanking when that city was

taken from the rebels.

An arsenal was established at Foochow under

^L GiQUEL in 1866.

There are now, according to a list in the China

Year Hook, arsenals at the following places :

Canton, Chengtu, Foochow, Hangchow, Hanyang,

Kai-feng, Lanchow, Nanking, Shanghai, Hsi-an fu,

Te-chow, Tsinan fu, Urumtsi and Yunnan fu.

ARSENIC R 71 /liin shih. The annual

movumeut of this product through Treaty ports

is on an average nearly 1,000 tons, the producing

ports being Hankow and Changsha, and a little

is also sent cut from Kuangtung. The arsenic

is sent mostly to Tientsin and tho Shantung

ports, and then inland to bo used by the peasants

for poisoning insect pests, including those which

attack the wild silkworms. Arsenic in the form of

wplment occurs in many places in N. W. Yiinnan,

the chief mines being near Chaochow, near Tali

and in Mcnghua, etc. See Orpimcnt.

ART, One has but to glance at the articles

on Art in any Encyclopaedia, and to note the

dates upon which the great majority of books on

Chinese Art have been published, and one realizes

that the knowledge, among Occidentals, of thi.s

great branch of human culture is in its very

infancy.

Much study has been devoted to tho subject

within tho last decade, but until further translations

of tho voluminous catalogues and histories com-

piled by the Chinese themselves are available,

until tho ideals of tho nation are more clearly

grasped, dogmatic decisions are most dangerous.

Certain it is that Art which is " the external

manifestation of the idea, the revelation of the

invisible reality through the senses " (Lilly) has

flourished among the Chinese since a hoary anti-

quity ; and since the most important "idea" of

man is that connected with his religion it may be

well to consider briefly the original Religion of

China and its relationship with Art.

This ancient Faith is divided by Chinese

scholars into three periods ;
(i), the Primal-ancient,

a monotheism, a worship of Shang Ti the only

God in Heaven ; this lasted until the rise of the

Chou dynasty (1122 B.C.) and then gave way to a

(ii), clearly defined dualism, when the worship of

Earth was added to that of Heaven, and when a

belief in gods and spirits many and various, be-

came rile in the land. Now, as the Chinese are,

and have been since the legendary times, an

agrarian people to whom the success or failure cf

their crops means life or death, it is not strange

that these spirits should, in their idea, dwell in

the mountains and rivers, the clouds which con-

trol the life-giving showers, and other natural

objects. Of these spirits no images were made,

but symbols suggesting them ornamented the

utensils of everyday use, and the bronze vessels

which served in the religious rites. Thus came

Chinese Art to birth. From that day to this

symbols have played an all-important part in its

each and every branch ; in fact no intelligent study

of the subject is possible without some knowledge

of symbolism.

The third period, known as the " Near An-

cient," stretched to some epoch subsequent to our

era and was materialistic or, more strictly, agnostic,

with echoes of the old monotheism. It saw the

rise of Confucianism and Taoism, as well as the

introduction of Buddliism. Ideals became natur-

all}' mcK'e complex and man, striving to express /

these ideals, developed art in many forms, while he

began to fa.«hion his gods (now becoming more

and more numerous ) in his own image.

The most ancient relics of Chinese art extant
)

are the bronze vessels and tho jade carvings which

date from periods prior to that turning-point in

Chinese hi.story, the rise of the Chou dynasty.

The next medium of which tho Chinese artist

in those far off days availed himself to express his

nascent ideas, was stone, and various carved slabs

dating from the Han dynasty (B.C. 206

—

a.d. 25)

are still to be seen, while the famous " stone

drums " which stand at tho entrance to tho Con-

fucian temple at Peking are the most precious

relics of the Chou.

Pottery next claimed his attention, and ns soon

as the invention of the writing brush ( which inve'i-

tion is attributed to the Gciu;!;*! .\Ikxg T'ien.

appointed by Sniu Huano Ti, B.C. 221—209, to
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Buperintend tho building of the Great Wall ) was

perfected, painting was added to the Arts of China.

This reached its highest point of excellence during

the T'ang and Sung dynasties (a.d. 618—1280)

also known as the Golden Age of Chinese literature.

The various arts were perfected from this

period on ; the magnificent spontaneity of the early

days ga''e way to a polished refinement of gi-eat

charm, which, unfortunately has degenerated in

our day into a conventionalized use of the symbols

which have become stereotyped through tho ages.

It is not too much, however, to hope that a

renais.sance may take place; that when China shall

have passed through the present stage of transition,

to her old vital appreciation of the forces of

Nature,—which appreciation is the very root of

her great Art—she will add that of the best forces

in World Civilization as it develops to-day. To

realize that firm grounds exist for this hope one

has but to converse with a Chinese connoisseur, to

grasp his keen appreciation of all that is best

and greatest in the artistic productions of his Land,

and his realization that the productions t,f the

moment are weak and lacking in vitality.

See Architecture; Bronze; Cloisonne; Em-
broidery; Enamel; Glass; Jade; Jewellery; Lac-

quer, Painting, Porcelain, Pottery, Sculpture,

Symbolism, and Wood-carving.

Paleologue : L'art chinois, 1887; Bushell :

Chinese Art, 1904; Munstebberg : Chinesische

Kunstgeschichte, 1911. [FA.]

ARTHINGTON FUND, THE, was left by

Mr. KoBEiiT ARTHINGTON of Leeds, England, to be

used in opening new work in foreign missions, or

in extension of existing work. Mr. Authington

was a Baptist, but any Mission supported by a body

of Evangelical Christians was eligible to receive

from his bequest; and in addition to Baptist

Missions, the C.M.S., L.M.S., W.M.S., U.M.M.
and Friends' Missions have all received grants for

work in China as well as a number of inter-

denominational Societies such as the Y.M.C.A.,

Medical Associations, Tract Societies, etc. Other

countries besides China have received benefit from

this Fund, which was, roughly, a million sterling.

Mt. Authington died in 1900; and as no endow-

ment was set up, the Fund has gradually been

exhausted.

China Mission Year Book, 1914, p. 507.

ARTHUR, PORT. See Port Arthur.

ASAFOETIDA. See Pharmacopoeia.

ASBESTOS. See Minerals.

ASOKA (A^oka), the Emperor of Maurya,

who reigned from about 269 to 227 B.C. His empire

extended over the whole of India, except the

extreme south of the peninsula, and included the

greater part of what are now called Afghanistan

and Beluchistan. He is mentioned here because

he was the great patron of Buddhism. Many of

his monuments and inscriptions remain, including

an inscribed pillar which marks the traditional

birthplace of Buddh.\.

Hapson : Ancient India.

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD, THE, a term

adopted by certain communities of Christians in

U.S.A. of recent origin. They decline to form

themselves into a sect, and claim to follow the

apostolic form of Christianity more closely than

other bodies of Christians. They have a Mission-

ary Presbytery which is however only an advisory-

body, formed in 1914, at a General Council held

at Hot Springs, Arkansas. They are represented

in China by the Apostolic Faith Missionaries

(q.v.), and the Pentecostal Missionaries, {q.v.);

and the Pentecostal Missionary Union [g.v.) is

classed with these under the heading of " Assem-

blies of God " in the Directory of Protestant

Mis.sions in China, 1916. Twenty-one workers of

the " Assemblies of God " are also given as

associated with the South Chilili and two other

Missions. There are in all 118 names, and in the

case of the Americans, there is a great prepon-

derance of Sranainavian surnames. Tho Mission-

aries derive their support in an unsystematic

manner, either through the above-named Presby-

tery, or the London Headquarters of the Penta-

costal Missionary Union, or through various reli-

gious periodicals or from private sources. They

are all largely independent of any home control

and of each other, and members of any one of the

above-mentioned bodies are by no means willing

lo be called by the names of the others.

ASSEMBLIES, PROVINCIAL. See Pro-

vincial Assemblies.

ASSEMBLY, NATIONAL. See National

Assembly.

ASSOCIATION DE LA PROPAGATION DE
LA FOI, The Society for the Propagation of the

Faith. This celebrated Roman Catholic organiza-

tion was founded at Lyons on May 3, 1822. Its

object was to help the work of the Missions in

heathen lands by prayers and regulated oflcrings

of the faithful. To English readers it cannot but

be interesting to read the passage in the Society's

first call to the faithful : ". . . everywhere is

recognized the need of opposing to the gigantic

efforts of the Protestant Bible Society something

equally well organized in favour of the truth.

Our French Association must always keep the

English Society in mind, and exert itself to do as

much."

( . . partout on a compris la necessite d'opposer aux

yigantesqucs efforts de la societe protestante bibli-

que, quelque chose d'aussi bien combine en faveur de
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la veriti. Notre Asaociution franfaise, doit toujours

avoir en regard la Societ6 anijlaise, it s'ejjorcer de

lui /aire cuntrc-poida).

In view of the importance of this Association

and the difficulty of referiing to its earliest

publications the following translation of an extract

of its rules is given.

Ad majorem Dei gloriam.

Art. I. A pious Association is founded in

France, taking the title of Association of the

Propagation of the Faith.

Art. II. Its aim is to extend the society of

faithful Catholics by helping in every way it can

the apostolic mi.ssionarics appointed to spread

the light of the Faith among foreign nations of

both hemispheres.

Anr. III. It is composed of religious people

of both sexes, whose Christian conduct must

bring down on the enterprise the blessing of God.

Akt. IV. The Association is divided into

divisions, centuries and sections.

Art. V. Ten members form a section, ten

sections a century, and ten centuries a division.

Art. VI. Each division, each century, each

section shall have a chief.

Art. VII. The chiefs of divisions, of cen-

turies and of sections are included in the sections,

and are never supernumerary ; so that the

divisions are composed of only one tliousand

associates.

Art. VIII. The chiefs of century are

nominated by the chief of their division ; they

communicate on the one hand with this chief,

on the other with the chiefs of their sections.

Am. IX. The chiefs of section are nominat-

ed by the chief of their century, and communicate

with him ; each of them has to see to the replace-

ment of members who cease to make part of his

flection.

Art. X. Each chief of division, of century

or of section keeps an exact list of the ten persons

who are under his administration ; he commun-

icates it to his superior chiefs whenever it is

asked for.

Art. XI. In no case may the divisions,

centuries or sections assemble together.

Art. XII. The chief means by which the

Association hopes to arrive at the proposed end

are prayers and gifts.

Art. XIII. To bring the blessing of God
on the Association and on the Missions each

Associate is asked to recite daily a I'aler and an

Ave; it will bo enough if he devotes to this pur-

pose once for all the I'ater and Ave of his morn-

ing and evening prayer ; ho will add this invoca-

tion : "Saint Fhanos Xavier, pray for us."

AuT. XIV^. The Association chooses as

special times of prayer and of actions of grace

The Feast of the Invention of the Bohj Cross,

the day on which the Association was founded

at Lyons, May 3, and the Feast of Saint Francis

Xavier, whom it recognizes as Patron, (Septem-

ber 3). On this day a Mass will bo celebrated

for the success of the Work, in all towns where is

a Council.

Art. XV. Each Associate contributes for

Missions five centimes (one halfpenny) per week.

Art. XVI. The Associates whose zeal

prompts them to give more than a halfpenny

a week will be free to charge themselves, either

alone or in combination with any number of

persons less than ten, with the contribution for

an entire section.

Art. XVII. The chiefs of section receive the

contributions from the members of their section,

and pay the total to their chiefs of century on

the first Sunday of each month ; each chief of

section is responsible for ten contributions.

Art. XVIII. Within the month the chiefs

of centuries pay to their chief of division the

sums they have received from the chiefs of their

sections.

After the Association had been established for

a year, the Pope, Pros VII having already express-

ed his joy in the new organization, he was askad

to make concessions of Indulgences for the Associ-

ates. He readily complied in a rescript which had

the force of a brief. Accordingly the Associates

have plenary indulgence and remission of all sins

on the two Feasts named in Regulation XIV above,

and on one day a month at their own choice

;

always supposing that the Associate has said the

prayers ox the Association, has confessed, taken

the Holy Communion, etc. In addition, every time

the Associate recites the prayars of the Association

or gives an offering for Missions or assists at an

assembly held on behalf of Missions, ho receives

an indulgence of a hundred days. These in-

dulgences, whether plenary or partial, are avail-

able per modum sufjraijii for souls in purgatory.

The first President of the Council of the

Association was His Serene Highness tho Prince

of Croy, Grand Auraonier of Franco, Bishop

of Strasburg and then Archbishop of Rouen. He
first obtained the king's (Louis XVIII) approval

and then sent letters to all the archbishops and

bishops of the kingdom recommending them to

support the Association.

Tho Association at once began tho issue of the

famous Annates de la Propagation de la Foi (q.v.).

In the first year of its existence, when the

Association was only known in Lyons, Avignon,

and a few other places in tho south of France, the

total contributions amounted to 22,915 francs and

35 centimes. After deducting fr. 2235 for expenses
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this was divided eqnally between the three Mis-

sions of the East, Louisiana and Kentucky.

In 1913 the total receipts were Fr. 8,114,983.07

or appro.ximately £325,000.

Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, No. 3,

January, 1824.

ASS, WILD. Equus hcmionus; found in

Chinese Turkestan ( Hsinchiang ). It is probably

E. hemiunua tijpicus not E. hemionus kiang, the

true kiang of Tibet. See Equidac.

ASTER ISMS. ScHLECEL has advanced the

hypothesis that the names of the constellations and
asteroids on the Chinese sphere belong exclusively

to the Chinese and go back to B.C. 17,000; that

these names of Chinese asterisms found on Western

globes have been borrowed from China and added
to; and he supports his hypothesis by many argu-

ments drawn from history, tradition and geology.

SciiLEGEL : L riino'jTdphie Chinoue.

ASTRAEA CHANNEL, the new passage in

the Woosung river made by the Huang-pu Conserv-

ancy. It is just within the outer bar, and
southwest of GotJGH Island. H. M. gunboat

Aslraea was the first vessel to go through it on its

completion in 1909 : hence the name. The Chinese

call it ^i ;]^ iJI hsin shui tao.

ASTROLOGY B. ^ . The fundamental prin-

ciples of Chinese astrology are laid down in the

eighth section of the early document known as

the "Great Plan" (Humj /"ongtJS) which now
forms a chapter of the Shu Ching. It is therein

asserted that climatic change is directly related

tj the moral conduct of the people, and that the

stars, sun and moon, are the means by which such

climatic changes (Feng S/ini }^ 7^ " wind and

lain," q.v.) are produced. With this simple prin-

ciple was later incorporated the cosmical theory of

the Yin and Yang [q.v.). The Five Elements (q.v.),

which are also referred to in the " Great Plan,"

were regarded as the constituents of all hings,

and each could be Positive or Negative (Yang or

Yin) in character. They have mutual affinities, anti-

pathies and "catalytic" actions, and in the heavens

their essences are concentrated in the five planets.

[Mercury = water, Venus = copper, Mars = fire,

Jupiter = wood, Saturn = earth]. The planets collect-

ively form the^-|I^, s/iao yin, the Lesser Negative

Influence. The fi.xed stars have various terrestrial

affinities, especially with certain regions of China,

and collectively form the '}; (^ shao yang or Lesser

Positive Influence. The Sun ( *; {ft , t'ai yang,

Major Pjsitive Influence, or jih) and the Moon
(^F*, ''<" yin, Major Negative Influence, or fi

yiieh) are the dominant factors, their potency vary-

ing according to their positions in the ecliptic ^ j^,

huang tao, Yellow Path) and in azimuth. The
azimuths are indicated by a division of the circuit

of the horizon into twelve sectjrs named after the

"twelve branches." The twelve double-hours into

which the Chinese day is divided correspond to

these twelve azimuthal sectors. The ecliptic is

divided into twenty-eight lunar asterisms or con-

stellations. Each of the azimuth and ecliptic

divisions has affinities with the elements (planets)

and is yin or yang. From this point, the system

is continued rather arbitrarily and the practice of

astrology has not normally proceeded on such rigid

mathematical lines as it did in Europe.

Although it was conceived that conjunctions of

several planets heralded the birth of a sage (a

well-known theory in the west) and that new stars,

comets and other exceptional celestial phenpmena
were. significant, in ordinary practice attention was

concentrated on the computation of fortunate days

and times. The cosmic breath which animates

vegetation, animal life, man and the dead, waxes

and wanes with the cycles of the Sun and Moon,

so that, in the end, all that is required to be

known is the Year (referring to the long cycles

such as that of 60 years, the Metonic or that

period of 500 years in which Mencius thought

sages would reappear—like the Egyptian phoeni.^

in the Clementine epistles), the Month, (referring

to the epoch in the annual cycle), the Day, (referring

to the epoch in the lunar monthly cycle), and the

HotTR, (referring to the epoch in the daily solar

cycle). These four represented by four pairs of

the " sexagesimal cycle " characters express the

moment of birth, of the crisis or of the enquiring;

and by considering the mutual affinities of these

eight characters as referred to the Yin and Yang,

Five Elements, Twelve Zodiacal signs and other

correspondences the astrologer proceeds to prophesy.

DoUE : llcsearches into Chinese Superstitions

;

Dennis : Folk-Lore in China. rrr r. -1

[H.L.]

ASTRONOMY, IMPERIAL BOARD OF,

&i^la. cA'in t'icn chicn. Though generally called

by foreigners the Board of Astronomy this is not

one of the Six Boards, 'and the Chinese term is

chicn not pu glJ.

It was founded in the thirteenth century, but

has done nothing for astronomical science. The
imperial government was merely concerned with the

preparation, printing and distribution of the calen-

dar, a government monopoly. The President of

the Board was generally a prince, and, the post

being more or less honorary, he merely performed

certain official ceremonies but had no knowledge

of or care for astronomy. Below the President

were 196 functionaries, half Manchus and half

Chinese; they included two Directors E IF. c/iicn

cheng and four Assistant-Directors [^ ffiij chien fu.

There were also some sixty students attached to

the Observatory, with an allowance of a tael a
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month, say thrco or four shillings ; and as

astronomy could not lead to any important and

lucrative posts there were few enthusiastic students

who spent all their lives at the Board. This state

of things continued till the beginning of the present

century, when the Empress-Dowager introduced

some changes.

The Board was connected with the Board of

Rites, but it was always more or less independent

of all the other Ministries. Since 1913 it has

been joined to the Ministry of Public Instruction.

An important fact in the history of the Board

is that it provided the door through which Christ-

ianity entered China in the seventeenth century.

Until then the direction of the Board had been

in the hands of Mahammedans, and errors had

crept into the calendar which they were unable

to correct. The Jesuit missionaries were called

in to help and they proved their worth. P. Sabatin

DE Ursis and P. Terrenz were the first engaged

in this work. They were followed by P. Rho,
who* introduced the most important of the mission-

aries in this connection,—P. Adam Schall. He
was in great honour and of great service both to

the passing Ming dynasty and to the incoming

Manchus ; and though after the death of Shun Chih
he fell before the attacks of his enemies whom he

had displaced in their offices and honours, the

work was continued by a worthy successor P.

Verbiest. This official position held by the

missionaries gave them their only right to residence

in Peking for nearly two hundred years. A re-

gulation in the Ta Cli'infj IJui Tien was that two

foreigners should always be on the Board.

The language used is sometimes very vague,

but it should be observed that no missionary ever

held the office of President of the Board ; the

post was that of Director or Assistant-Director.

It is worthy of note also that no French Jesuit

ever held the post, the missionaries engaged being,

mostly Portuguese ; the first French priest em-

ployed in the Board was the Lazarist P. Ratjx.

Le Bl'LLETlN CaTHOLIQUE DE PtKIN, 1915, p. 471.

AUDIENCES. In the East an ambassador
has always been regarded as a messenger sent by
his master but not representing him. This differ-

ence in the eastern and western views has caused

continual trouble.

It is uncertain when the custom of prostrations

before the Chinese ruler began ; the first occasion

on which an ambassador objected to it seems to

have baen in a.d. 713, when an envoy from Caliph

Walid brought presents to tho T'ang emperor
YiiAN TsuNc. Tho envoys of Hartin-ai.-Rasciiid,

.sent in 798 to Tk Tsunc, seem to have performed
the obeisance without protest.

In tho Mongol dynasty there were numerous
embassies from the west, mostly for tho purpose

of converting the Mongols to Christianity. The
rule that friars do not bow before laymen was as

well understood in the East as in the West

;

hence in most cases the question was not raised

during this period. Ic. must also be remembered
that none of the envoys entered China Proper, but

went to Karakorum or elsewhere beyond the

Chinese frontier.

In the Ming dynasty, in 1419, Yung Lo
received an embassy from Herat, and though it

was not from Europe, the account is very inter-

esting because it is so detailed. It seems that

the envoys bowed thrice to the earth but their

heads did not touch the ground.

.

The next mission to refer to is Backhoff's,

from Russia, which reached Peking on March 3,

1655. It left again in September, having accom-

plished nothing, because Backhoff refused to give

his credentials to anyone except the Emperor
himself.

Another embassy arrived the same year from

Canton, sent by the Dutch East India Company
to seek trading privileges. The Jesuit fathers at

the court did all they could to prevent the

heretical Dutch from access to the Emperor, but

in vain. The mission did not scruple to perform

all the prostrations required, at various times and

to various objects. Its success consisted in the

permission for one hundred men to visit Canton

for trade every eight years, twenty of them
proceeding to Peking with tho ' presents ' for the

Emperor.

Ides was the first Russian envoy sent after

the Nertschinsk treaty, but unfortunately wo have

no account of his audience with K'ang Hsi.

In 1720 Ismailoff reached Peking as an envoy

from Peter tho Great, and \^e have accounts left

by P. Ripa and by Bell (<?.i'.). The envoy per-

formed tho nine-fold k'o-l'uu, but only after

demur and on conditions. Ho spems to have placed

his credentials actually in the hands of the

Emperor.

A Portuguese mission under Metello arrived

at Peking in 1727. The envoy carried out the

full h'u-l'ou ceremony and placed his letter in the

Emperor's hands.

Earl Macartney, tho British ambasador, ar-

rived in 1793 and was received by tho Emperor

at Jehol. According to the Brili.sh official records

he did not k'o-t'ou. Several writers with more or

less knowledge of the affair assert that the

ceremony was performed, and the Chinese empha-

tically state BO. Most readers will probably take

the official account as true.

In 1794 came Titzinc and Braam, a Dutch

mission. They only saw the Emperor as ho passed

in his chair, and thoy were shamefully treated,

regarded as a spectacle for the populace, and
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obliged to prostrate themselves in season and out

of season.

At the request of China an embassy was sent

from Russia in 1805. It was under Golovkin, vho

refused the ko'-tou and was therefore sent away

with nothing done.

Lord Amherst's mission in 1816 was also

dismissed without an audience, really, though in-

directly, because Lord Amherst was not willing

to k'o-t'ou.

This long series of combats on the audience

question comes to an end with the case of Ward,

the American Minister, who, in 1859 brought a

letter to Hsien FfeNG. The Chinese made some

truly ridiculous suggestions to get over the difficult-

ies, but Ward was firm in the matter, with the

consequence that the letter was delivered without

an audience.

The right of representatives of Foreign Powers

to reside in Peking was finally settled in 1860

;

but the question how the ministers should be

received by the Emperor was not raised in the

treaty. The death of Hsien F£ng without return-

ing to the capital, with the minority of his

successor, postponed the matter till 1875. Then,

on June 29, the ministers were received without

prostrating themselves or even bending the knee.

This first audience was however not wholly

satisfactory. The edict which granted it used the

same term for the envoys as was used for the

annual tribute-bearers from Korea ; it said they

supplicated permission to present their letters ; and

the audience itself was given in the Tzu Kuang Ko,

a pavilion in the palace grounds where envoys from

tiibutary States were commonly received. (China,

No. 1, 1874 Corresp.) And the whole affair was

afterwards gro.ssly misrepresented in printed reports.

E.xccpt for occasional audiences during the

next year the question was again in abeyance for

fourteen years because of the minority of Kuang

Hsii. Then in December 1890 a much improved

edict arranged for another audience. Once more

however the reception itself was unsatisfactory,

being held in the same pavilion as before ; and

the Ministers at last intimated that they would

go there no more. On November 12, 1894, the

Ministers were for the first time granted audience

in a proper place (the Wenhua Tien) and in a

proper manner. See Embassies.

GuNDRT : China Past and Present; Rockhill :

Diplomatic Missions to the Court of China (Amer.

Hist. Review, vol. ii) : China Review : vol iii.

AUGUSTANA SYNOD MISSION.
JIeadqunrttTS :—St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.

Entered China, 1905.

Works in Ilonnn.

The first missionaries sent by the Society wero

the Rev. A. W. Edwins and wife, who arrived in

1905 and in 1906 established themselves in Hsii-chou

uT ')]]> °" '''^^ Peking-Hankow Railway, this being

the easternmost point of their district. Work has

since been extended to Ju-chou ^jl]], Honan fu

}HJi{ijnj, Yii-choufg^, Kiahsien ^%, and Pao-feng

gfl^. As in all new fields the evangelistic side of

the work largely predominates, but educational

work is carried on, in primary schools, and one

high school, together with a School for the Blind.

Medical work is well developed, and there are

hospitals at Honan fu, Ju chou and Pao-feng.

In 1916 the Mission had 31 foreign missionaries.

AUGUST EMPEROR. See Imperial titles.

AUGUSTINIANS, the Hermits of St. August-

ine, a mendicant Order supposed to have been

founded in 388, but really dating as an Order from

the thirteenth century. The members of the Order

who now work in China belong lo the branch called

Augustiniens chnussCs (shod), or Augustinians of

the Observance. The first in China were P. Martin
de Herrada and his companions who came over

from the Philippines in 1579 (see Dc liada) ; they,

however, only stayed four and a half months.

The Order has given two Bishops to Peking and
its first Vicar-Apostolic to Kiangnan. In the quest-

ion of the rites Bishop rRAN50is de la Purification

and Alvare de Benavente were opposed to the

Pope's decision, but the Order generally was sub-

missive. All the Friars are of Spanish nationality.

Since 1879 they have only had one Vicariat in

China, that of N. Hunan. For 1916 the returns

are 31 European and two Chinese priests, 7529

Christians and 7976 Catechiunens.

They have agencies in Shanghai and Hongkong.

Addis and Arnold : Catholic Dictionary , 1905

;

DE Moidrey : La Uicrarchie Catholique en Chine.

AVALOKITA, the most important of the

Bodhisattvas in Chinese Buddhism. In many
.forms and in many ages he has been one of the

principal deities in Asia, yet his origin is obscure

and even the meaning of his name is doubtful.

It means in its full form (Avalokite'svara),

The Lord who is regarde'd. but it is often given

as The Lord who regards. Though grammatically

incorrect the latter translation suits him, since

he is the personification of divine mercy.

He is not found in the Pali Canon nor in

earlier Sanskrit works, but c. xxiv of the Lotus

Sutra, a chapter which is probably a late addition,

says ha saves frora shipwrecks, robberies, etc.,

from passion, hatred and folly ; assuming every

shape,—Buddha, goblin or what not, in order to

perform his deeds of mercy ; he also grants

children to women who pray to him. This last

power, generally in the hands of a female deity,

is interesting in view of his later transformation

into a goddess.
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This chapter was turned into Chinese

between 384 and 417 a.d.

The Chinese pilgrims Fa Hsien and Hsuan
Tsu.vxG shew that his worship was popular in

India from the fourth to the seventh century

;

its beginnings may therefore be put some century

or two earlier : it would of course become well

established before it made its appearance in

standard literature.

He is somehow connected with a mountain

called Potala or Potalaka, but the connection is

a mystery. The name has, however, been trans-

ferred to the palace of the Grand Lama at

I^hasa and to a Lama Temple at Jehol ; it also

appears in the name of the sacred island P'u-t'o.

In older works of art he appears as a human

youth in the garb of an Indian prince ; later he

is represented with many arms and eyes, the idea

being that he is mighty to see and save the

unhappy everywhere. The symbolism has its

crudest extreme in a monstrous image to be seen

in the Forbidden City at Peking, with literally

a thousand heads and a thousand hands !

He is not an adaptation of any earlier Hindu

god, and does not issue from any local cult, but

is the idea of divine compassion, represented as

effectively as the art and mythology of the times

permitted.

He is often seen accompanied by a female

figure, Tara, which also has perhaps made easier

the transformation of Avaloktta into a female

deity. But it is apparently Avalokita himself

who has been changed into Kuan Yin. To save

mankind from their distresses he could assume

any form, and of all forms the female has seemed

most widely useful for this work, so that it

has become in popular esteem his permanent

shape. Male Kuan Yin3 are sometimes seen in

China. The change was made in China
;
probably

about the twelfth century ; religious sentiment

called for such a female aid in the sorrjws of

existence, and found it in Avalokita who assumed

all shapes and granted offspring to the childless.

The meaning of KuAN YiN VX.'m' is literally

rc'jard sound and is interpreted as She who attends

to the cries of men.

The 'common name for her in English is

goddess of mercy. She is the central figure at

P'ut'o, and receives mjre attention throughout

China than any other Buddhist object of worship.

The resemblances between Kuan Yin in the East

and the Madonna in the West are obvious.

AWABI, i^ Mpco y«> a shellfish imported in

large quantities from Japan. A larger kind comes

from San Francisco. The shells are also imported.

There are two kinds, the black and the white,

the black being superior. It is imported in a

smoke-dried state.

B
BABBLERS. See Crateropodinae.

BABER, EDWARD COLBORNE was born

at Diihvich in 1843, He joined the Briti.=h

Consular Service as student-interpreter in 1866,

and in 1876 was attached to the Grosvenor Mission

which proceeded tj Yunnan to investigate the

circumstances connected with Maucahy's death.

The next year he went to Chungking as Consular

Agent, travelling thither with Captain Gill.

While holding this post he made two important

jturncys in Western Ssuch'uan. and wrote an

account of them not only valuable but very

delightful to read ; it appears in the Supplementary

Papers of The Koyal Geographical Society, vol. i,

1882, under the title Travels and liescarches in

Western China. In 1879 he was appointed Chinese

Secretary at the Legation, but did not leave

Chungking till October, 1880. In 1885 86 ho was
Consul-General in Korea, and soon after was made
Political Resident at Bhamo, where he died,

June 16, 1890.

Bbetschneider : History of European Botanical

Discoveries.

BABU LAND, a name for the indopondent

Lolo country. It is a corruption of p'a p'o M^
climb hill

—
'the land of hill-climbers'. See Lolo.

I'oLLAUD : East of Asia, vol. iv, p. 70.

BADGER. See Mustelida.

BAGSPA. See Baschpa.

BAKTRA, the present Balk, (36° 48' N. lat.,

67° <1' E. long.), a nursery of BiuUlhism in the

seventh century, and still famous fur relics and

monuments.

BAK TRIBES. Some sinologues have thus

translated the Chinese term pai-hsing, since the

ancient pronunciation of pai was probably pak or

bak. They then suppose the march of the Bak
tribes across Central Asia to the Yellow River

and their settlement in China. There arc many
arguments against such a theory, which are fully

given by de Hablez in the T'oung t'ao for 1895,

p. 369.
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BALFOUR, FREDERIC HENRY, came to

China in the silk business in 1370. Later he devoted

himself to literature and journalism. He translated

the Tao te. ching, etc., (Taoist Texts, Shanghai),

and the Divine Clasaic of Nanhua (Shanghai, 1881)

;

and issued Waifs and Strays from the Far East

and Idiomatic Dialogues in the Peking Colloquial,

besides various articles, reviews, etc. He lived for

some years in Japan, then became editor of The
Xorth China Dailij Xcivs from 1881 to 1836. He
retired and lived in London and Italy, dying in

Florence in 1909.

N. C. Herald, June 12, 1909 ; CoRDiEa : Biblio-

theca Sinica, col. 720.

BALFOUR, GEORGE, Sir, first British

Consul at Shanghai, was born at Montrose in 1809.

He entered the army, and ultimately rose to the

rank of General. He was staff officer of the Madras
forces in the first China War, was elected joint

agent for captured public property, was receiver

of the indemnity paid under the Nanking Treaty,

and settled the debts due by the Hong Merchants.

iVom 1843 to 1846 he was H.B.M. Consul at

Shanghai, receiving' his commission as captain in

March 1844. He became C.B. in 1854, and K.C.B.

in 1870. He died in London on March 12, 1894.

BALIS, BALISHI, and other forms : a term

found in mediaeval writings for a certain amount

of Chinese money. The word is probably of

Persian origin, balik meaning a shoe or slipper.

It was therefore no doubt an ingot of gold or

silver, or paper money of corresponding value

;

but its worth varied, and it is not possible now

to calculate it with any exactness.

Yule : Cathay and the ]Vay Thither, (1913),

vol. ii, p. 196; Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Shoe.

BALL, JAMES DYER, was born December

4, 1847, and spent 30 years in Government Service

in the Far East, mostly in the Supreme Court in

Hongkong. He has held the post of Registrar

General in the Colony, and other offices. He is

the author of Things Chinese (4th ed. 1903), and

about a dozen works for students of Cantonese,

Hakka and other dialects.

BAMBOO. Under the genera Ban}br:sa,

Arundinaria, and I'hyllvstachyf, the number of

species of bamboo is very large. The Chinese name
is Chu ^ , the different kinds being distinguished

by a prefix, such as pan-c/iajfeyf, spotted bamboo;
tfung-cJiu )^flr, coir-bamboo, used in the manu-
facture of fans; luchv'^^. Bambtisn arvnditincen.

The uses of bamboo are innumerable. A list

will be found in Chinese Timber and Forest Trees,

by N. Shaw, but even this is hardly exhaustive.

Foi the manufacture of paper two kinds are used

;

The Tz'iichu or the spinv bamboo, a magnificent

species which produces stems 75 feet tall and 8 to 10

inches in diameter, and the Chin-chu ^fi . (See

I'aper). The Nanchu, Dendrocalamus gigantcun,

is even finer ; it is especially useful for constructing

rafts, in Ssuch'uan, and the wood is prized for

chopsticks.

The Chup'u flf Ih or Treatise on Bamboos,

which was published in the 3rd or 4th century,

gives a tolerably complete account of the bamboo,

its names in the classics, and its uses in ancient

times, which differ little from those at present

employed. In the early days of China the bamboo
was found in large forests as far north as the

yellow Uiver, but deforestation, with its con-

sequent dessication, has driven the plant much
further south, though it is still cultivated in Honan.

In Chinese medicine the bamboo plays its part :

the leaves, the rhizome, the thin outside skin, and

the sap, are used as a tonic, anthelmintic, etc.

Bamboo shoots are an important article of diet,

eaten fried, salted, and fresh. In the warmer parts

of China it is the shoots of B. arundinacea and

B. vulgaris which are thus eaten, in the wtst those

of other species, especially Arwidinaria nitida.

The exportation from Foochow, the greatest

producer by far, was in 1914, 130,000 piculs, worth

nearly one million Taels. Very little however goes

abroad.

BAMBOO BEETLE. See Calandra longipes.

BAMBOO BOOKS, a collection of bamboo
tablets covered with more than 100,000 small-seal

(Parker says (/reader-seal) characters, supposed

to have been exhumed in a.d. 281 from the tomb

of HsiANC, King of Wei, who died B.C. 295. They

contained fifteen different works, some of which

have been neglected and probably lost ; but

included the / Ching and annals from the reign

of IIUAKG Ti to near the end of the Chou

dynasty, B.C. 298.

Native opinion as to their authenticity is

divided, but is generally unfavourable.

Lbgge, in the prolegomena to the Shu Ching,

gives both text and translation of the Bamboo

Annals, together with some account of them.

They have also been translated into French

by E. BioT.

Parker : Ancient China Simplified, p. 94.

BAMBOO GROVE, tiii^ chu 'in, one of the

many famous ' clubs ' in Chinese history. It

existed in the third century and consisted of seven

wine-bibbers, the best-known among them being

Lin LiNi;.

BAMBOO OYSTERS, small oysters found at

Foochow, so called because they collect on bamboos

which are stuck for that purpose in the mud.

BANKS. To one foreign Bank, the Hongkong

and Shanghai Bank, a special article has been

devoted, because of the important part it ha^
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played in commercial and political intercourse.

Others have to be left unnoticed.

Native banking is quite ancient, dating at least

from the T'ang dynasty, according to Ma Tuanlin,

but, as in the case of other early Chinese

in.stitutions, its development has not been con-

tinued. Joint-stock concerns have been, at least

till lately, quite unknown, and there has been no

government control of Banks.

Native Banks are of five kinds ; besides the

Shansi banks, a class by itself, which . came

to grief in 1911. These are i, the OfRcial Banks,

which deal with the government taxes, etc. The

Customs Bank was formerly the chief of these

;

now the Bank of China and the Bank of Communi-

cations have taken its place. They receive the

Customs revenue, and Foreign Banks pay govern-

ment loans, etc., through them. In other business

their scope is very limited, ii, The Hui-p'iao

Banks. These are e.xchange banks, set up by

merchants who have business in different parts of

the country, iii. Ordinary Banks doing ordinary

banking business; these failed in large numbers

in 1911. iv. Provincial Banks, which are really

State Banks for the provinces, though they have

shareholders. v, Banks doing regular banking

business on foreign methods but with Chinese

capital. At present these are of small account.

Edkins : Banking and Prices in China; Wacel :

finance in China, and Currency and Banking;

CosTOMS Dkcennial Rkports.

BANNERS, EIGHT, A liif pa ch'i. The eight

divisions of the Manchu army under flags of

different colours. There were under each banner

three subdivisions, Manchus, Mongolian descend-

ants and Chinese descendants of those who joined

the Manchus against the Ming dynasty in the

17th century. The flags were of the colours (in

this order), yellow, white, red, blue, with and with-

out borders. They were three superior and five

inferior. A complete division of each nationality

(kusai,^ ill) cxisttd under each flag, so that there

were really twenty-four banners. They included the

Manchu population of Peking with various gar-

risons in the Provinces. See Garrisons,

BANTAM, a small state in Java, near Batavia;

commercial relations were established there by the

East India Company's first vessels despatched

1601-03. The British were of course hindered in

trade by both Portuguese and Dutch. (Sec

Amhoymt). In 1670 ships wore sent from Bantam
to Taiwan (Formosa) and obtained permission to

trade, granted by the 'King of Taiwan,' Koxinca's

son. He also later gave liberty of trade with

Anioy, and in 1677 the Directors in Kngland wrote

urging that the trade in tea should be encouraged.

This letter may be considered as the initial step

in the tea trade which was later to become so

important.

In 1682 the company sent orders to transfer

the superintendence of the Chinese trade from

Bantam to Surat ; but three weeks before the letter

was received the Dutch, though at peace with

England, attacked and captured Bantam and ex-

pelled the occupants of the Engli.sh factory. Later

the China trade was superintended from Madras.

Fames : The English in China.

BANYAN, Ficus indica, a common tree in

South China.

BANYAN CITY,fffl^ Jung ch'ing, a name
for Foochow.

BAPTIST MISSIONARY SOCIETY, THE,
known in China as the Engli.sh Baptist Missron, 17.1;.

BAPtlST MISSIONS. There are ten missions

of the Baptist faith and order working in China,

viz., eight from the U.S.A., one from Great Britain

and one from Sweden. They are :

—

1. American Advent Mission Society.

2. American Baptist Foreign Missionary

Society.

3. American Gospel Baptist Mission.

4. China Mennonite Missionary Society.

5. Church of the Brethren Mission.

6. English Baptist Mission.

7. Mennonites of North American Conference.

8. Seventh-Day Baptist Mission.

9. Southern Baptist Convention Board.

10. Swedish Baptist Mission.

See under each.

BARBARIAN EYE j)| @ i mu, an insulting

term used by the Governor of Canton in docu-

ments, applied to Lord Napier on his arrival as

Superintendent of Trade in 1834. ' Eye ' is

simply equivalent to ' head ' or ' chief ' ; the

insult lay in i^o use of the other character

meaning barbarian.

BARBARIANS, formerly the common Chinese

estimate of all foreigners. The particular character

IK i once used for it was forbidden in the Tientsin

treaty of 1858, Art. li ; but of course other terms

meaning the same were used instead.

BARBER BOAT; a small kind of boat pro-

pelled by paddles was known by this name in

Canton.

BAR BETS. Sec Zygodactijli.

BARGAIN MONEY S fS ting ch'ien, etc.

The supercargoes of the .Vacclisfield in 1699 found

that, owing to insufliciency of currency and lack

of capital, the Chinese could not deliver them

car^o unless part of the price were paid in advance.

The practice has obtained ever since. In the

Boxer year a good deal of the foreign merchants'

losses were due to such advances.

Eames : The English in China.
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BAR LEY. The classical name was mou iji or IJ:

the modern is ^0 ta mai, etc. It is not very

extensively grown in China.

BARON. See Nobility.

BASCHPA. This title may be found in

European authors in a great variety of forms,

of which Baschpa is the least correct, though it

may be the easiest. 'Phagspa is the best

transliteration of the original ; Phagspa, Bashpa,

Pa-ssu-pa
gi,2;, £i (Giles), Passepa and Pha-kh-

sse-pa l|ift]^jyflil. Baghcheba, Phagpa (PAUTmER),

are other forms, the variety being due to

different authors transliterating from different

languages.

It is a Tibetan title, equivalent to the Sanskrit

liryn, (noble). The name of the person meant may
be transliterated bLo-cros rGyal-mtshan. He was

a Tibetan Buddhi.st priest, who, in 1269 at the com-

mand of KnrBiLAi Khan made a Mongol alphabet of

letters adapted from the Tibetan and written

vertically. Wylie says there are more than thirty

e.\tant inscriptions in this script. It was an in-

convenient alphabet, and before the close of the

dynasty it was superseded by one founded on

Uighiir, which has been in use ever since.

Baschpa was confidential adviser to Khubilai
and converted him to Buddhism.

Wylie : Sur une Inscription Mongol; Ts'ing

wan k'e mung (Introduction) ; Taylor : The
Alphabet; GriInwedel : Mythologie des Buddhis-

mus in Tibet und Mongolei, Leipzig, 1900 ; Giles :

Biographical Dictionary, (sub Pa-ssupa) ; Patj-

THiER : Journal Asialique, 1862.

BASEL MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
IJcachjuartcrs :—Basel, (Bale), Switzerland.

Entered China, 1847.

Works among the Hakkas in Hongkong and
Kuangtung.

The Society has in recent years divided its

field into three districts, known as Southern, East

River, and Moi River.

Southern Division. The first missionaries of

the Society to China were the Rev. Th. Hamberg
(a Swede) and the Kev. R. Lechler of Wiirtcmberg,

who arrived in Hongkong in 1847. Following the

advice of Dr. Gutzl.aff, the latter tried to reach

the Hoklo people near Swatow, but a few years

later he returned to join Mr. Hamberg who was
working among the Hakkas in Hongkong and on

the mainland. In 1851 they organized in the

Colony a church of 60 members. In 1852 a footing

was obtained at Li-h.ng ^f^, in the San-on ^ '-^

district, through a convert from the place, where

after a .short stay Mr. Hamberg baptized ten people.

In the next year he and his wife went inland to

live at a village called Fu-kak 'J^ ^ ; but owing to

village feuds and the consequent fighting and

brigandage life was very insecure.

During the Second War, work was completely

suspended and one of the missionaries was captured

by robbers. After paying ransom for him all

retired to Hongkong and worked for the Hakkas

resident there. Hongkong was made a permanent

station of the Society in 1859. On the return to

the mainland, Li-long was made the centre of that

work. Long-heu B^P, 15 miles from Li-long, was

taken over from the Berlin Mission in 1882

;

Chong-hang kang5g^(5, 8 miles from Li-long was

opened in 1883, and Khi-tseh hung ~\.i
(iji close to

Mirs Bay, in 1879.

Moi River Division. This work was begun by

a Hakka convert, through whose enthusiasm a

hundred persons were baptized in 1862, when the

first missionary arrived at Chong-tschun ;@*J , in

the Chhong-lok jj, |g district. The station was

made a permanent foreign residence in 1869.

Three other places were afterwards opened, in

this same district, viz., Nyen-hang li tc^l^ . in

1866, Moi-lim Igt^C, in 1889, and Chhong-lok JJ »g

city itself in 1908.

The chief station of this Division is Kia-ying

chow ^(Jf.M , opened in 1883. Medical work

was begun in 1893 and a hospital built

in 1905. In the county of Hsing-ning gU ^
Phyang-thong if i(5 , was occupied in 1887, and

I^o-kong ^t§ in 1901. In this year Phyang-thong

station was burnt down by rioters, but was

rebuilt in 1902.

The East River Division contains 6 stations.

In the district of ^]<.^ Yun-an are Ho-shoo wan

iilKJ?-J. (1885) and Ku-tschuk ft-'ti- on the East

River (1879) three days' journey from Nyen-hang li.

Hok-shu-ha iSjLjTjjIC in the Lyung-chhon "e|I|1 district

was occupied in 1886. Later on, three new spheres

of work were entered with the establishment of

stations in the district cities of Ho-yiin fnj jjfi
in

1901 ; Ho-pin jSJ ^ in 1909 ; and Ling-ping chou

iiTiH in the same year.

During the last few years the work of the

Mission has extended into Kuangsi and Fukien,

where there are a number of out-stations.

The Educational work is carried on in 125

schools, including a Theological Seminary at Li-

long : a Normal School at Kutschuk, and another

for girls at Kia-ying (opened in 1915) ; a language

School at the same place ; and three middle schools

at Ling-ping, Nyen-hang and Ku-tschuk. The
foreign leadership in Hongkong and British Kow-
loon was withdrawn in 1914 in consequence of the

European War, and some of the schools have been

temporarily closed. In 1914 the number of scholars

was 4631.

The Literary work of the Basel Mission h.as

been very considerable, including in wen li.

U
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Dogmatics. Ethics, Symbolics, Church History,

and Succcssivi: phases i/i Religion (?) a^fjc^iiifiift

(issued in 1916) from the pen of the late Kev.

Martin Schaub, head for many years of the

Theological Seminary. The Church History has

been translated into Korean. The Hymn book

used by all the German missions is the work of

the Basel Society ; as well as the Lutheran Greater

Catechism, the Church Rules (Gemeindeordnung)

etc., etc. Work in the Hakka language includes

the entire Bible (in character) by the Rev. Otto

ScnULTZE, issued in 1915 by the B. and F. Bible

Society; the Smaller Lutheran Catechism, Books
of prayers and sermons, etc., etc. There is a

monthly paper The Christian Messenger, edited by
Dr. Oehleu, which has 2000 subscribers.

A Hakka-German Dictionary, prepared by the

late Rev. R. Lechler, has been translated into

English, and issued by Dr. MacIver of the English

Presbyterian Mission.

Owing to the War, no statistics later than

those of 1914 are obtainable. These are given

below.

Foreign missionaries on the field, 69

„ on furlough, 24

Chinese staff : Ordained Pastors, 11

„ : Preachers, 137

,, : Teachers, 178

: Others, 22

Church members 10,324

BASILE DE GLEMONA or GEMONA.
See Dro'lo.

BATS m i& pii-n fu, the Order Cheiroptera.

The Chinese have various other names for this

animal, aaf^^./u i, wing-concealer; StjKt yc^ 2/f".

night swallow; ^ j(J^
t'iin shu, sky mouse; jR ij(,

iei shv, flying mouse
; f|lj J^ h.<iii\ s/iti, fairy mouse,

etc. The ioliowing species are found in the North :

lihinolophus feiruvi-eguinum nippon, the Horseshoe
Bat, Chihli ; It. ferrum-equinum, S.E. Shensi

;

Myotia (Leuconce) pei/uiniiii, Chihli ; M. vwupinen-

lie, Ssuch'uan ; M. myatacinus, Saghalien ; M.
ikonnikovi, Amur ; M. myosotia ancilla, S.E.

Shensi; Veapcrtiliu murinua, the Common vesper-

tilio, Manchuria ; I', avpertms, the C/'hineso vesper-

tilio, Cliihli ; Miniuplerua echreibersi chineneia,

Chihli ; /'ipisCrrllus abramue, Chihli ; Murina
hultuiii siibup., Manchuria; I'heolus arirt, the

Long-cared Bat, Shansi ; ICpteaicua ferolinua, thn

Scrotine, Coastal regions ; H. lerotinua pallena,

Kansu.

The above is Sowerdy's list and considering

its recent date it may be accepted as correct.

Regarding South China, however, there is no such

late list. Swinhoe's list of 1870 is here given for

what it is worth, but as many bats are migratory

the same species will be found in North and South

China, but with different names. Allowance must

bt made for confusion in nomenclature, in this and

in other lists of mammals in this work. Swinhoe
records the following south of the Yangtze

;

Cynunycteris amplexicaudata, the Flying Fo.x

;

Megtidcrma lyra, the I-yre-nosed Bat ; Phyllorhina

aurila, the Large-eared Leaf-nose ; P. swinhoii,

Swinhoe's Leaf-nose ; Miniopterus blepotia, the

Red-and-black Bat; Vespertitio jimbriatus, the

Fringed Bat; V. laniger, the Woolly-faced Bat;

Veaptrugo imbricatiia, the Imbricated House-Bat;

K. putveratus, the Grizzled House-Bat; Dysopca

(Mulonsus) rUppelii (?), the Large-eared Tailed Bat;

all the above from Amoy. Vespertilio rujoniger,

the Black andorange Bat, and Vespervgo pipistrel-

lus, the Small House-Bat, both from Formosa ; V.

abramut^ the Chinese House-Bat, Hainan and

Canton; V. molnssus, from Hongkong; Hcotophilui

pumiloides, S. China; S. heathii and S. temminckii,

both from Canton.

La Touche reports from N.W. Fukien the

following : Rhinolophxis luctus and Scotophilua

ornatus, both recorded for the first time in China;

R. pcarsoni; Vespertilio murinus supera7is; Pipis-

Crelliis savii pvlvcratus ; P. abramus, and ^ilurina

leucogastra.

Bats play an important part in Chinese fairy-

lore. They are also much used in decoration, the

' Five Bats ' being common on porcelain, embroid-

ery, etc., representing the ' Five Happinesses."

This is a pun, fu j@ being used for fu j|H happiness.

A similar pun is the depicting a deer ^lu, a symbol

for lu 1% emolument.

SowERBY : Journal, W.C.li.R.A.S., 1916;

Swinhoe : Catalogue of the Mammals of China,

P.Z.H., 1870, p. 615; Thomas : Mammals collected

by Mr. J. D. La Touche, etc., P.Z.S., 1898, p. 769;

DoRc : Rechcrchc.i sur lea Superstitions, p. 475.

BAT'URU Ciy??'! a Manchu word meaning

brave. It was a title bestowed for bravery on

officers who already had the peacock's feather.

See Decorations.

BAYAN (|5'4 po yen, a Mongol chief and

Khubilai Khan's great minister and general, who
completed the conquest of the Empire. He took

Hangchow, the Sung capital, in 1276. His name

means ' great ' or ' noble,' and the Chinese form

of it is sometimes written l^i'HR pai yen, ' hundred

eyes,' in reference to his constant vigilance.

Marco Polo : Travels; Giles : biographical

Dictionary.

BEAL, SAMUEL, was born in Devon on

November 27, 1825. In 1852, he became naval

chaplain, was on the China station, and there

learned Chinese. During the war of 1056 58 ho

acted as naval interpreter. He was a pioneer in

the study of Chinese Buddhist literature, and

ib
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continued his studies in that subject after his

return to England. In 1877, he was appointed

Professor of Chinese at University College, London,
and in 1885, received from Durham the honorary

degree of D.C.L. Ho died in England, August

20, 1889.

His chief works are The Travels of Fah-hian

and Suiir; Yun (1859), A Catena of Buddhist

Scriptures from the Chinese (1871), The Bomantic
Le<j':nd of Sakya Buddha (1875), The Buddhist
Tripitaka as it is known in China and Japan (18761,

Texts from the Buddhist Canon (1878), .-1 Life of

Buddha Inj Asfoi/hosha Bodhisattva (1879), An
Abstract of Four Lectures on Buddhist Literature

in China (1882).

BEALE, THOMAS, born about 1775. a re-

sident in Jlacao, who disappeared on December 10,

1841, and was discovered dead and buried in the

sand five weeks later. He had lived in China

about 50 years.

He had constructed a fine aviary, in which

Reeves' pheasant was kept long before Reeves
took a specimen to England, with many other rare

and beautiful birds from China, India, the

Moluccas, etc. His garden had 2500 pots of plants,

mostly Chinese.

Chinese RErosiTOiiY : vol. ,\i, p. 59. Bbet-

SCHNEIDER : History of European Botanical Dis-

coveries.

BEAN, SOYA±-tl ; Glycine hispida, Monch.
or Dolichos sofa, L. This be.an, so valuable for the

oil which is expressed from it, has come into great

prominence of recent years, owing to the enormous
dimensions of the export trade in it since the

Russo-Japanese War. It is an annual leguminous

plant, peculiarly suited to the climate of Manchuria,
whence it is mainly exported. The oil-yielding

variety par excellence is the yellow bean, of which
nearly 15 million piculs, or not far short of one
million tons, were e.xported in 1915, 90% of this

being from Manchuria, and the balance from
Chihli, Hupei and Kiangsi. There are also white,

black, green and subvarieties, of less value. For
several generations beans, but more especially

beancake, had been sent to South China as manure
for the sugar plantations ; exportation abroad was
prohibited until 1869, when shipments were made
to Japan, which soon became a large customer both
for beans and bean oil ; foreign demand did not
however develop until 1909, when the English oil-

crushing mills started importing from Manchuria.
Since then till 1915 soya beans, cake, and oil have
become leading staples of the export trade, and
£37,000,000 wortli have been exported in 5 years.

The yield )inr acre has been estimated at from
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. according to soil and weather
conditions. In the Far East soya beans are used,

as human foodstuffs, for making soy, bean paste,

or chiang, as tou fu'^^or beancurd, in soups, etc. ;

in cooking instead of rapeseed and sesamum oil

;

and the cake is employed as a fertilizer and for

fattening hogs. In Europe and America the oil 'p

chiefly used in soap manufacturing and the refuse

cake as cattle fodder. Over one million piculs of

bean oil were exported in 1915, Great Britain taking

322,000, Holland half that amount, and Japan
290,000 piculs ; 11,600,00J piculs of beancake went
abroad, almost entirely to Japan. There are now
about 20 bean-oil mills of modern type in China,

and M.-.n.-^huria has hundreds of native-style mills.

The yield of oil is from 16 to 20 per cent. An
official estimate places the total annual production

of beans in China at nine million tons. Besides the

Soya Bean there are many other kinds of bean

cultivated in China, and entering largely into the

diet of the people. The chief of these is Phaseolua

munr/o L, the green bean Lii Tou ^^ , which

contains little oil but is used in the manufacture of

vermicelli.

The annual export of vermicelli, principally

from Chefoo, is considerable—amounting in both

1913 and 1915 to nearly Hk. Tls. 3,000,000 ; it goei»

to Chinese emigrants abroad.
' The Broad Bean, Vicia faba L. and Kidney

Bean, Dolichos lablab L, are others among a number
of species. The exports for 1916 were

Beans, Yellow, Pels. 6,732.209, Tls. 13.786.993.

Beancake, Pels. 11.636.245, Tls. 26,122.751,

Bean Oil, Pels. 1,555.640, Tls. 11.833,167.

Customs Report, SrEci.^L Series, No. 31 : The
Soya Btnn of Manchuria; HosiE ; Manchuria.

BEANCAKE, BEAN OIL. See Beans.

BEARS. See Ursidae.

BECHE DE MERrS^A'" -/"" or .xea slug:

Hololhuria ; a dainty with the Chinese ; found

in the Pacific islands and the Indian archipelago.

It is sometimes over a foot long and two or three

inches in diameter. It resembles the rind of

pork both in appearance and taste.

The value imported in 1916 was Hk.Tls. 1,514,548.

BEE-EATERS, (birds). See Anisodactyli

.

BEILEH jl %pei lei. See Imperial Nobility.

BEITZE El^-/'' tzi'i. See Imperial .Xiihitily.

BELGIAN MISSION, (Roman Catholic).

See Missionaires du Coeur Immacule de Marie.

BELL, JOHN, a native of Antermony in

Scotland. He went to Russia in 1714, and having

some knowledge of medicine and surgery, got

himself appointed on an embassy to Persia the

next year. In 1719 he was attached to the

embassy of Ismailoff from Peter the Great to

K'ANC Hsi. They left St. Petersburg on .Inly 14.

and returned thither on January 5, 1722. having

spent about four months in Peking. He took
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notes of all he saw, and published them twenty

years later. His book includes an account of his

journey to Persia and other travels, and also the

Journal of de Lange the Ambassador's secretary,

who was left behind in Peking as Agent of Peteb

the Great. The first edition was in two volumes

4to., published by FoULis, Glasgow.

Bell : Travels from St. Petersburg in Russia

to riiverfp parts of Asia; 1763.

BELLS. See Musical Instruments.

BENEAGA (also Veneaga). used by John de

Barhos and other historians for Ta mao (q.v.)

It is a Malay word meaning a mart.

BENJAMIN OF TUDELA, a traveller

between 1159 and 1173, who reached the Persian

Gulf, and wrote a little about China, mere

hearsay. His English editor says he was the

first European author to mention China by that

name, but Yule disputes this.

Bergeron : Voyages de Benjamin de Tudellc,

etc. ; Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither;

Wright : Early Travels ill Palestine, (Bohn).

BERIBERI 1$ 4X< <='''"" cA'i and !j§t
%van.

This disease has been known in China for many
centuries. It is found in all latitudes, but is

more common in the tropics. In China it would

appear to be a coast disease, found inland only

along the course of the great rivers.

It is proved to be a ' peripheral neuritis,' and

to be connected with the gathering or crowding of

people together ; but everything else about the

disease seems to be a matter of discussion. For

various theories as to cause, etc., see Jefferys and

Ma.\wi:i,l, Difrrisrs (if Chinti.

BERLIN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
HiddquartKrs :—Berlin.

Knii-red China, 1882.

Works in Kuungtuiig, Kiangxi and Shantung.

Under the influence of Dr. Giitzlaff an

organization known as the Berlin Missionary

Society for China sent out in 1850 its first agent,

the Rev. A. HASsrACH, who in 1856 began work

among the Ilakkas in Kuangtuiig. In the period

1856-69 four men in all were sent, but in 1872 the

Society seems to have ceased to e.tist, and its two

remaining workers with their work were handed

over to the Uhenish Mission. In 1882 the work

was taken over by the Berlin Mis.«ionary Society

(established 1824), with one of the original workers,

(the Rev. F. Hubuig), 450 Christians in si.x

districts, ijnd a Higher Grade School and

Theological Seminary.

The work met with considerable opposition,

the missionaries were repeatedly wounded and

robbed, and on one occasion Messrs. HANsrACii and

HrBiiiG, had their house in the Hui chou ^,'}\\

district burned down by the Triad Society, and

narrowly escaped death at the hands of the mob.

The first permanent station in the interior was not

occupied till 1885.

In addition to Canton city and Hongkong, the

Mission now has nine other stations in Kuangtuiig,

the principal of which is Shin chou ^i>,^ , opened

in 1903.

The whole work is divided into districts called

" lower " and " upper " districts, the latter lies

along the famous old road via the Meilin Pass into

Kiangsi, in which province the Mission has one

station, Nan-an fu jfj'^fff , opened in 1903.

From the beginning, educational work was

much relied on to overcome heathen prejudice and

enlighten the Christians. Mr. Hanspach opened

as many as 150 village boys' schools before his

retiremeiiJ. in 1870. The first girls' school was

begun in 1880. There are now two boys' boarding-

schools, and one for girls at Shiu-chou which offers

a nine years' course ; the crown of the educational

work is the Theological Seminary at Canton now

closed because of the War. Since 1911, the

curricula of the Mission schools have been adapted

to the requirements of the Chinese Board of

Education.

The first medical missionary arrived in 1854,

and began work on the mainland opposite Hong-

kong. Being supported by private funds he worked

for both the Berlin and Rhenish Missions. At the

present time there are no medical men on the

Mission's foreign staff.

A member of this Mission superintends the

so-called Foundling Home of the Berlin Women's

Mis.^ionary Society [q.v.) at Hongkong.

On the occupation of the Kiao-chow territory

by Germany in 1898, the Mission sent to Tsingtao

the Revs. C. J. Voskamp and A. Kunze, who had

both had many years' experience in the south.

Tse mo BpSg, was opened in 1901, and has a

Theological Seminary; and Kiao chow city was

occupied in 1908.

A Cterman-Chinese School was established at

Tsingtao, and a hospital in the near neighbourhood,

worked by a Chinese physician.

Work was carried on without interruption

during the Revolution of 1911, but was stopped by

the siege in 1914; it is now (1917) pmrrodinu' under

various restrictions.

Berlin Mission Statistics (1915)

Foreign missionaries 29

Chinese staff 143

Communicants 6,253

BERLIN WOMEN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY

FOR CHINA was f..rmed in 1849, through the

influence of Dr. Gutzlaff (q.v.), and in 1851 sent

a lady to Hongkong, who began a work for Chinese

girls abandoned by their parents. This institution
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is well-known under the somewhat incorrect title

of the " lierlin Foundling Home." In 1860, the

Mission's unhealthy house in the eastern part of

Victoria was given up, and suitable buildings

erected at West Point. A special branch for blind

girls was taken over about 1896 by the Hildesheim

Mission i'j-v.). In 1916 there were six workers.

BERTHEMY CONVENTION, an agreement

concluded bt-tweun the French Minister and the

Tsungli Yanien on February 20, 1865. It followed

on the Convention of Peking which, by Art. VI
restored to the Church all the projierty taken from

it during the times of persecution ; and it fi.^ed the

actual conditions on which the purchase of land in

the interior for church purposes should be conduct-

ed. In consequence of the obstruction of provincial

authorities, however, the Convention was useless

There were several attempts to make it workable,

but it was not till May 26. 1895 that it was put

into a satisfactory form by the firm demands of the

French Minister GER.\nD.

CoRDlER : I/istoirc dcs Eclat ions dc la Chine,

etc., vol. i, p. 68.

BERTHEMY, JULES FRANCOIS GUST-
AVE, born in Paris, December 1, 1826, was

attached to the French diplomatic service, and

became minister in Peking in 1862 in succession

to M. DE BouiiBOULOX. See Berthemy Convention.

BETEL-NUTS, WM piny long, one of the chief

articles of e.vport from Hainan Island, where there

are large groves of the Areca palm, especially at

Aichow and Lingshui. The trees are planted some

15 feet apart, and bear fruit from the age of

ten to ninety years. Their most prolific period

is between their 15th and 30th year, when one tree

will produce 700 or 800 nuts, valued at about 40

cents. Large herds of cattle are allowed to roam

at will through the plantations, and their manure
serves to fertilize the soil. The groves are said to

be the seat of malaria, especially at the season when
the trees are in flower. Hainan nuts are superior

to those from Singapore, which are imp'orted for

the purpose of adulteration. The nuts, in halves,

are dried in the sun ; each half is wirapped in a

leaf of the Chavcca betel, on which a little lime

has been daubed ; it is then ready for chewing.

It makes lips, gum and saliva a bright red colour.

The taste is astringent. The habit of chewing

the betel-nut is common in parts of South China.

In 1916 Pels. 23,667 were exported : value Tls.

171,808 ; the value imported being Tls. 293,548.

A'otes and Queries on China and Japan, Sept.

1868.

BETHEL, SEAMAN'S FLOATING, THE,
at Whampoa was due to the efforts of the Eev.
G. LooMis, who began to collect subscriptions for

it in December 1848. The cost was $6,000, half

of which was given by foreign residents and half

by the shijiping of the port. The Bethel was

opened on March 19, 1850, when Dr. Legce

preached, the Kev. P. Parker assisted, and a

hymn specially written by Dr. (Sir John) Bowring
was sung.

Chinese Repository, vol. xix.

BIBLE, THE. There seems some evidence to

show that the Xestorians translated at least the

New Testament into Chinese in the fir.st half of the

7th century, but if so nothing of it has survived.

Towards the close of the 13th century John de

Monte Corvino translated the New Testament

and Psalms into Mongolian, but no copies are now

known. The Jesuits who came in the 16th century

only translated selections of the scriptures ; or if

a complete translation was ever made it was never

printed ; and though towards the close of the 18th

century there were various incomplete and possibly

complete renderings of the Bible into Chinese exist-

ing in manuscript, yet when Protestant Missions

began their work no version of the Bible had ever

been issued for popular use.

Strange to say, the first complete Bible in

Chinese was produced in India. Dr. Marshman
of the English Baptist Mission, one of the famous

Serampore trio, ' C^\rey, Marshman and Ward,'

spent 16 years in the labour, assisted by an

Armenian born at ilacao, and printed the complete

translation in 1822. An account of his methods

of work will be found in The Chinese licpository,

vol. iv, p. 253. Dr. Morrison of the London

Missionary Society reached Canton in 1807 and

translating first alone but later with Milne, the

complete scriptures were printed in 1824. The

difference between Marshman's and Morrison's

productions was so small as to make it a matter

of regret that such labour should have been

duplicated. The New Testament was revised (by

Meuhurst, GliTZLAFK and Bribgman) in 1835, and

later, by the effort and enterprise of GiixLAFF, the

Old Testament also. Gutzlaff also modified the

New Testament as prepared by Meuhurst and

himself. This went through ten or more editions

each revised by GiiTZL,vFF. ,

After the opening of China in 1843 the work

of translation became easier and more hopeful and
' the Delegates' Version (q.v.) was finished, the

i New Testament in 1850 and the Old (which was

not strictly speaking done by the Delegates), in

1853. The Now Testament was also translated on

behalf of the Baptists by Goddard, 1853, and he

was engaged on the Old Testament till his death,

when Dr. Dean of Bangkok continued his work.

A revision of the New Testament was also

published by T. H. Hudson of Ningpo; and in

1864 the Russian Mission in Peking issued the

New Testament.
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The New Testament of the T'ai P'ing rebels

was GiiTZLAFf's revision of his own and Medhubst's

version (r. mip.). At first they issued it unaltered,

but afterwards with considerable changes. They

al?o issued part of the Old Testament.

The above versions were all in the literary

style. The first translation into mandarin, the

colloquial medium of two thirds of the Chinese

people, was made by Medhuust and Stronach in

1856 ; but a Peking Committee produced in 1870

the New Testament version, and Bishop Scheue-

SCHEWSKY in 1875 the Old Testament, which have

been the translations most widely used. In 1890

the Missionary Conference Committees were ap-

pointed to prepare ' one Bible in three versions

for the whole of China,' i.e. a high wCn U (literary

style), a low tvCn li, and a mandarin version. At

the nc.\t Conference, 1907, it was announced that

the New Testament was practically completed in

the three versions and the committees were

instructed to arrange for the Old Testament to be

put into win li and mandarin ; and further, from

the two wijii li New Testaments to produce if

possible a single u-i-n li version.

To the names already mentioned may be added

those of CcLBEnTSON, Medhurst, Giuffitii John

and others who translated parts of the Scriptures

in early days ; besides the members of translation

Committees appointed by Conferences. A complete

New Testament in Wcnli was produced by the

Roman Catholics in 1897.

Versions have also been published in the

various dialects, both in character and in ronianized
;

there are Scriptures for the blind ; and translations

into Annamese, Manchu, Mongolian and Tibetan.

Hykes : Translaliona of the Scriptures, etc.,

New York, 1916.

BIBLE SOCIETIES at work in China are

three in number, re,
The British and Foreign Bible Society,

The American Bible Society.

/The National Bible Society of Scotland.

See under each name.

BIBLIOGRAPHY of foreign works on China.

A list of 402 works was given in The Cliinene

l/rpositor;/, vol. .wiii, pp. 402, 657. I'he Cliiiin

Jicview throughout its existence gave in each issue

a list of new books on Chinese matters, and many
such partial lists are to be found in various

Journals and Pcviews. In 1876 there appeared

MoLLENDonFF's Mnnufil of Chinese Hlhliorfrnpfiy,

coming down to 1876 and containing 4639 headings.

The great Bibliography however is ConniEii's

Uibliothera Sinica (q,v,)

For Chinese works there are in English Wylie's

Nolet on Chinese Literature and Mayehs' Biblio-

graphy of the Chinese Imperial Collections of

Literature, in the China Review, vol. vi, etc.

For works in Chinese see Libraries.

BIDLIOTHECA SINICA, by Henri Cohdiek.

This great catalogue of books in western languages

relating to China was first issued in eight parts

in 1878—1895, and contained some eight hundred

pages. It is divided into five sections, (i) works

on China Proper, (ii) works by foreigners in

China, (iii) works on the relations between

foreigners and Chinese, (iv) works on Chinese

abroad, (v) works on tributary countries. Under

these divisions are subdivisions in which the

order is chronological. A supplement in three

parts was added in 1893—5.

A new edition in four volumes, revised and

much enlarged, was issued in 1904-8. Its u.-efulness

would have been increased by an index of authors.

Previous to this very complete work, though

had been many partial lisrts and catalogues, there

had been nothing serious as a bibliography except

VON MoLLENDORFf's Manual (q.v.) published in

1876. See Biblioyrophi/.

BICHO-DE-MAR. See liichede-mer.

BILLEQUIN, ANATOLE ADRIEN, born in

Paris in 1837, died there in 1894, as he was

preparing to return to Peking. He was Professor

of Chemistry and Natural History in the T'ung

Wen Kuan. He received many honours, and

besides various technical works prepared a Fi-cnch-

Chinese dictionary. For a list of his writings see

T'niiii'j I'no, 1894.

BIOT, EDOUARD CONSTANT v.as born at

Paris on July 2, 1803. At the age of thirty,

satisfied with the modest independence which he

had acquired as a railway engineer, he devoted

his time to the study of Chinese under Stanislas

JULIEN. He published many articles on scien-

tific knowledge in China ; they will be found in the

Journal Asialiqve or the Journal des Savants. He

also published Dictionitaire des Noms anciens ct

modenies des Villes . . . dans VEmpire chinnis

(Paris, 1842) ; Essai sur I'histoire de I'lnatruction

puhliquc en Chine (Paris, 1847) ; Mfmoire sur les

colonies militaire.s et aijricoles des Chinois (Paris,

1850); and Le TcheouLi, trad, du c/iin-M. (Paris,

1851). He died on March 12, 1850.

Journal Asiatiqne, 1850, p. 116.

BIRD, ISABELLA LUCY, (Mrs. Bishop), a

traveller who wrote many books descriptive of her

journeys. About 1895. she spent a year and a

half in China, going as far as West Ssuch'uan.

She was born October 15, 1831, in England, and

died there October 7, 1904.

Bishop : 77ic Yangtze Valley and Beyond.

BIRDS. Sec Ornithology.

.^X
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BIRDS' NESTS jffi;S yen wo. The gelatinous

nests of a small swift, or sea swallow, Uirundo

tsculenta, found in the Malay archipelago. They

resemble badly-made fibrous isinglass, of a whit«

colour, inclining to red. When dry they are brittle

and wrinkled, about the size of a duck's egg. The

first quality is perfectly white, the second whitey-

brown, the third or uncleaned is dark-brown or

yellov/ish. Imitation birds' -nests are made with

isinglass and vermicelli. Birds' -nests soup is a

fa\ourite delicacy in China.

The value imported in 1916 was Hk.Tls. 687,365.

BISHOP. The term used by Roman Catholics

in China is Chu chiao ^ fj; (rule church) ; the

Protestant term is Chicn tu BJIJ.

BISHOPRICS, ROMAN CATHOLIC. (1)

The Archbishopric of Cambaluc (Peking) was

created by Clement V. in 1307, and Je.\n de

MoNTECOKVi.vo (Fi-anciscan) was appointed Arch-

bishop and Metropolitan of Cathay. Six bishops

were named to consecrate him and be his suffragans,

but only three reached Cambaluc ; they con-

secrated him and became in turn bishops of Zaiton.

MoNTECORVixo died probably in 1328. The Arch-

bishopric was extinguished in the 15th century,

when the Ming dynasty was being established and

when Christianity disappeared.

(2) Bishopric of Zaiton, either Ch'uan-chou fu

Jj. )\\ ;fj or (;hang-chou fu in Fukien, created in

1313, under Cambaluc. It v/as suppressed in the

Ming dynasty.

(3) Bishopric of Armaleck, Alimalik or Ili-

bdlik, in Hi. A Franciscan bishop was here

towards 1338. (See references in De Moidiiey's

Le. hUrarchie catfioli'jue, p .3.)

(4) Bishopric of Macao. At the Pope's ordojs

Melchiou Miguel Carneieo, s.j., went to Macao

in 1553, where lie died in 1583. On his tomb he

is called jiriiinis Macacn.^is episcopus ; but De
MoiDREY says lie was bishop of China and Japan,

without precise limits, Macao diocese not having

been then established. In 1576 Gregory XIII at

the request of King Don Sebastien created the

bishopric of Macao, dependent on Goa, and includ-

ing China, Tonkin and Japan. Some twelve bis-

hops' names are given up to 1590, when Alexander

VIII created the dioceses of Macao, Nanking and

Peking, leaving the limits to be fixed by the King

of Portugal and the respective bishops, Macao being

reduced to Kuangtung and Kuangsi. From that

date to the pre.'cnt sixteen bishops are recorded.

The effective jurisdiction of the bishops of Macao

does not now extend beyond the Portuguese Colony

of Macao, the Prefecture of Chao K'ing, the sub-

prefecture of Hiang shan, besides Timor, etc.

(5) The Vicariat-apostolic of Nanking was in-

stituted in 1658, with the administration of Peking,

Shansi, Shantung, Honan, Shensi, Korea and
Tartary. The second Vicar-A. was Pere Lo, a

Chinese, the first Chinese priest, at least in modern
times, and the first Chinese bishop. He was a

Dominican. In 1690 (see 3 above) he was made
bishop (eveque), without delimitation of diocese,

but properly speaking the first bishop was
AxEXANDRi Lows CiCERi, nominated in 1695.

Seventeen names are given in all down to 1856,

when the bishopric was suppressed by decree of the

Propaganda and replaced by a Vicariat-apostolic.

(6) Bishopric of Peking, which included

Peking, Shantung and Liaotung, but was reduced

in 1839 to Chihli only. From 1690 to 1856 there

were eleven bishops ; it 'was then suppressed and

replaced by three A''icariats-apostoIic.

Innocent XII in 1696 reduced the diocese

of Peking to Chihli, Shantung and Liaotung, and

of Nanking to Kiangnan and Honan, and of Macao
to the Two Kuang, entrusting other provinces to

Vicars-apostolic. See Vicariats.

BISMUTH. See Minerals.

BITTERNS. See Arthae.

BLACKBURN COMMERCIAL MISSION,
a mission sent by the Blackburn Chamber of

Commerce in 1896-7. Mr. (now Sir) F. S. A.

Bourne of the Consular Service was put in

charge of it. The route followed was from

Shanghai to Chungking by the river, thence to

Ch'eng-tu, to Yunnan fu, to Kuei-yang, through

Kuangsi and Kuangtung to Canton. Mr. Bourne's

report to t-'o Foreign Office was published at

Blackburn in 1893.

HepoTt of the Mission to China of the

Blackburn Chamber of Commerce.

BLACK FLAGS. See Liu Yung-fu.

BLACK HAIRED RACE. See ii Mn.

BLACK JOKE, a schooner which left Macao

on August 24, 1839, and was attacked by pirates

the same night. An Englishman named Moss was

a passenger, a.id he was killed with great brutality.

Only one man of the crew escaped. This murder

took place just at the time when Commissioner LiN

had driven all the British from Macao (See Elliot),

and it caused much excitement among the refugees,

who supposed at first that it was done by the

officials.

Eames : The Kinjlih in China, p. 394

BLACKWATER S»7jt^ei shui, a river men-

tioned in the Yu A'ji/iyjEjJt, probably the Kansu

part of the Yellow River ; though another mention

of it says it flows into the Southern Sea. It is

now in usq as the name of a toibutary to the Min

river in Ssuch'uan, flowing from unknown regions

on the right of that river.

MoBLEY : Chinese Recorder, vol. xlv, p. 101,
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BLAKE, HENRY ARTHUR, Sir, was born

at Limerick, January 18, IS-IO. He was Governor

in Chief of Jamaica from 1889 to 1897 ; he then

became Governor of Hongkong from November 25,

1898, till November, 1903.

He has published China, (l&DO).

BLAKISTON, THOMAS W. A captain of

the British Royal Artillery, who accompanied Ad-
miral Hon: in his trip to open up the Yangtze to

foreign trade in 1861, and then from Yochow went
on a private expedition. The members of this

e.xpedition were. Captain Blakiston himself, and
Lieut. -Colonel H. A. Sarel, both on leave of ab-

sence. Dr. Alfred Barton and Rev. I. Scheres-

CHEWSKY (afterwards Bishop), who acted as inter-

preter. They had with them four Sikh soldiers,

a Chinese writer and two " boys." The little trip

which the officers had planned and which the others

were delighted to join in, was through China into-

Tibet, and then across the Himalayas into North-

western India.

This plan could not be carried out ; the dis-

turbed condition of aifairs in western China made
it necessary for the expedition to turn back ; Tjut

it surveyed more than 900 miles of the river above

Yochow, brought back many valuable observations,

and resulted in a very interesting book.

Though the book was written by Blakiston,

and though this article appears under his name,

there was no leader to the party ; the enterprise

was entirely private, with no assistance from

Government, and the expenses were shared among
the three first-named members of the party.

Blakiston : Five Months on the Yang-tszc;

1862.

BLARINELLA, lUarindla grisclda, a new
Rpecics ol slircw, described by Oldkiuld TiiomaS

;

there are only two known representatives of the

genus, which is related to the earless shrews of

North America. It is found in S.W. Kansu.

SowEUBY : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

BLIND IN CHINA, THE. Chinese records

are very meagre in their references to this subject,

but we find that in the time of Confucius the

blind were already engaged as musicians, because

of their keen sense of hearing, many of the higher

officials having as many as two or three hundred

such among their followers. Confucius himself

showed great consideration for the blind, as is

proved by his interview with the Music-Master

MiEM. {.Inalect!, Bk. XV, Wei Ling Kung, c. xli).

Again, it is said that under the Sung dynasty

the blind learned to sing songs, accompanying
themselves with a kind of guitar, and al.so to tell

fortunes by a sort of phrenology, by necromancy
and other means, a custom which has continued

to the present day.

The Chinese, with their strong sense of family

obligation, take the support of a blind relative as

a matter of course ; and in destitute cases, local

benevolent societies to some extent care for blind

boys and men, by having them taught to sing

impure songs, to tell fortunes, or to do such menial

work as they are capable of. In general, however,

the blind are regarded as worthless and sometimes

almost as social outcasts, there being a wide-spread

belief that the misfortune is a result of w-rong-doing-

personal or relative, so that assistance given to

the sufferer is not a meritorious act.

The lot of blind girls is extremely pitiable;

many are put to death in infancy ; others are kept

shut up in a dark room ; others are sold as slaves

for immoral purposes. The number of blind beggars

in China-js enormous.

The first Protestant Missionary to help the

Chinese blind was Dr. Giitzlaff {q.v.) who rescued

six blind girls in Canton. Two of them were sent

to the Institution for the Blind in Philadelphia

where they still are, (1917), bearing the names of

Fanny and Jessie Giitzlaff. The other four were

sent to England. One subsequently returned to

China, and assisted in Mission work at Ningpo,

but v/as unable to do much to help the blind owing

to ignorance of the Chinese language and customs.

In 18458 Mr. Syle of the C.M.S. started in

Shanghai with local funds a small workshop for

indigent adult blind. This work still continues in

the native city.

During the past forty years, a number of

schools or industrial homos have been started by
Protestant missionaries, in which the blind of

both sexes have been taught to read, and to do
various kinds of work, thus partially supporting

themselves. The brightest pupils have become
teachers of other blind, or have been made useful

in other ways to the missions. At first each mission-

ary devised his own Chinese Braille system and
followed his own lines, the pioneer being Mr.
W. H. Murray of Peking, who invented a
" Numeral Type," and opened a School for the

Blind and the Illiterate Sighted in the capital

in 1874. A few of the newer schools have adopted

existing systems, but even now there are seven

varieties of Braille, and until China has a uniform

spoken language, complete uniformity in Braille

type will be impossible. The schools in Central

China, however, have adopted a single system, in

which a number of text-books and other literature

have been prepared.

The Shanghai Institution for the Chinese Blind

is the newest and the most up-to-date of such

schools. It was founded in 1911 by Dr. John
Fryer, of the University of California, who had
bcccine interested in the Blind during his long

residence of forty years in China, lie gave a
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valuable site of land, Taels 10,000 for building, and

a large endowment, and the Institution was opened

in November 1912, with Dr. Fryer's son at its

head.

Its main object is to train teachers, both blind

and sighted, to teach in other blind schools, which

it is hoped the Chinese Government may open in

the future. A kindergarten course leads on to

four years primary work, in four departments,

Literary, Musical, Industrial and Physical.

English and typewriting are taught to the more

promising pupils, and as the school develops it is

intended to take pupils up to the University. Two
pupils are already working at St. John's University.

The present Government is beginning to make
enquiries as to foreign methods of training the

blind though nothing has been done officially up

to the present for its million blind citizens ; but a

Blind School on modern lines under purely Chinese

auspices, has recently been established at Nan-tung

chou by the progressive philanthropist, Chang
Chien.

In March, 1917, a school was opened in Peking

by E. G. HiLLiER, Esq., c.m.g. in a house lent by

the Chief of Police. See Uillier, E. G.

With regard to Missionary Institutions, it has

been impossible to get any authoritative statement

of what Roman Catholics may be doing for the

Blind ; the following is a list of Protestant Mission-

ary Institutions in 1917.

1. Peking.—Mission to the Blind and Illiterate

Sighted, opened 1874; 72 boys and girls.

2. Hankow.—D.wiD Hill School for Blind,

W.M.M.S. ; opened 1888; 41 boys.

3. Canton.—Ming Sam School for Blind,

A.P.M. ; opened 1891 ; 131 boys and girls.

4. Foochow.—Lin Gwan Fu Tang, C.M.S. ;

opened 1898 ; 78 boys.

5. FoocAuu;.—Blind Girls' School, C.M.S. ;

opened 1900 ; 45 girls.

6. Kowloon.—Blindenheira Industrial School

;

opened 1901 ; 20 girls.

7. IIungkong.—^henezer School ; opened in

1914, as a branch of No. 6 ; 45 girls.

(These two schools belong to the Hildes-

heim Mission for the Blind, Hildesheim,

Germany).

8. Miikdin.—St. Nicholas School for Chinese

Blind Girls; opened 1902; 34 girls.

9. Changsha.—En Nii Hsiieh Hsiao, Liebenzell

Mission, (associated with the C.I.M.);

32 girls.

10. Macao.—Pentecostal Mission Blind School;

opened 1909 ; 23 girls.

Jl. Shanghai. Institution for the Chinese Blind ;

opened 1912 ; 23 boys.

In the Southern part of China several schools

have been opened by graduates of the Ming Sam
School, witli a total of some 80 girl pupils.

BLOCKADE OF HONGKONG, an attempt

made by the Chinese officials to ruin the native

junk trade of Hongkong. It began in October,

1867. The pretence was the suppression of smug-
gling. Canton Customs Steam-cruisers patrolled the

seas and e.xacted duty from all junks except those

going via Canton or Pakhoi. It caused a falling

off of 2222 junks or 117,252 tons in the Hongkong
returns of 1869. The Governor, Sir R. G.

MacDonnell, was hampeired in combating it by
the fact that H.B.M. Consul at Canton, D. B.

Robertson, had supported the Chinese in their

action.

Oorrespojidence and Minutes, HongTcong Cham-
ber of Commerce, Hongkong, 1880 ; Blue Book :

Correspondence relating to Complaints, 1875;

EiTEL : Europe, in China.

BLUBBER, SEA, fgSd^ '""' ''^"> P'h is com-

posed of the dried skins of various sorts of jelly-

fish, and is an article of diet.

BLUE DRAGON l^gg a stellar spirit, the

canonized Texg Chiu-kunc, a general of the last

emperor of the Yin dynasty. He is often seen

with the White Tiger, as armed guardian at the

door of Taoist temples. See While Tiger.

DoRE : Ecchtrches sur Ics Superstitions, Tome
ix, p. 54.

BOAR, WILD. 5i/.s moupinensis is found in

Shensi and Shansi and S. paludosus on the Yangtze.

The largest recorded from the former districts

is 400 lbs. with 10-in. tusk ; larger specimens are

found on the Yangtze. On account of the moun-

tainous character of its habitat it can only be hunted

with the rifle. See Suidoe.

SowERBY : Fur and Feather in North China.

BOARD OF ADMIRALTY. See Admiralty.

BOARDS, SIX. See .Six Boards.

BOCCARO WARE. A fine reddish-brown

stoneware made at I Using "h;® in Kiangsu. The
potteries flourished most in the Ming period. This

faience when first imported into Europe received

the Portuguese name baccara, and is still so called

by foreigners ; the Chinese name is / Hsing Yan.

BusHEiL : Chinese Art, vol. ii.

BOCCA TIGRIS. See Bogue.

BODHIDHARMA, called Tamo ^ fj!;
for short

by the Chine.-^e, was the twenty-eighth of the

Patriarchs and the first Buddhist Patriarch of

China. He arrived in China from India about

A.D. 520, lived at Sung shan, Honan, and died in

528. His birthday is celebrated on the 5th of the

10th moon. On account of his Chinese name and

the fcweign appearance seen in his images many
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have sought to identify him with the Apostle

TuoMAS. He is regarded as the founder of the

Ch'an or Meditative School of Buddhists. See

Ch'an; liu(tdhi<it Scliooh.

Done : Ihchcrches sin Ics Supcretition', vol.

vii, p. 243; Johnston : lluildhist China.

BODHISAT, used by some as short for the

Sanskrit term Bodhisattva, (q.v.)

BODHISATTVA, turned in Chinese into ^{S
p^i^ p'u t'l sa t'o, wliicli has been shortened into

//u ya and pufa. The term means ' essence of

perfect enlightenment.' It is used for one who is

on the way to reach but has not yet reached

Buddhahood.

The older Buddhism regarded a Bodhisattva

as the preliminary form of a Buddha, waiting in

the Tushita heaven till his appointed time to

appear on the earth as a Buddha ; but it did not

suggest that saints should try to become Bod-

hisatlvas or Buddhas, or that Boddhisattvas can

help mankind : these are Mahayana doctrines

;

according to which a Bodhisattva is one who has

vowed to become a Buddha for the sake of the

world's salvation but refrains from entry into

perfect bliss so long as one soul is still left in pain

and sorrow.

This is the Mahayanist ideal as opposed to the

Hinayanist ide.il of the arahant (lohan). The

arahant saves himself : the bodhisat is willing to

lose himself if he can thus save others. This is

of course only a rough division and unfair to

Hinayana teaching. For a brief discussion of the

controversy sec Johnston, p. 65.

The career of a Bodhisattva was early divided

into stages—five or seven or ten. Later Buddhi-sm

used the term chiefly for those in the eaa'lier stages,

hence for monks by the thousand. Generally it

was supposed that none who had once entered on

the career coulu be reborn in a state of punishment,

yet the final triumph was incalculably distant.

A different development created many celestial

Bodhisattvas. The older Buddhism said Gautama

before his last birth was in the Tushita heaven,

where now Maitbeya waits; but since there can

only be one Buddha at a time it admitted no other

Bodhisattvas. The position was attained by virtue

practised through countless e.\istences. But pre-

Kcntly there came to be many such—hardly any of

them having a clearly Indian origin, and all of

them being better known in China. Yet even

among the early Mahayinists these great Bod-

hi.^attvas have not climbed to heaven in the old

way, but they are emanations from or sons of

superhuman Buddhns.

Later there arc mentioned millions of them,

but unnamed ; but in earlier books there arc quite

long lists of names. A few only have definite

personality and importance. Avalokita and

Manju'sri are of supreme importance ; Maitreya

(who is on a different footing), Kshitigarbha,

Samaniabhadka and ilAHASTHAMAi-RAPXA are the

only ones besides who are of much note ; but these

are all-important in Chinese Buddhism. See

separate articles.

Johnston : Buddhist China.

BOGUE, the principal mouth of the Canton

River. The Chinese name is Hu men J^P^ tiger

gate, because Tiger Island lies inside. From this

the Portuguese called it Boca Tigre, and the

English corruption of this name is Bogue. But

the form Bocca Tigris (tiger's mouth) is in more

common use.

The Bogue Forts arc celebrated because from

the early* days of foreign intercourse they have so

often obstructed foreign entrance to Canton and

have been so often taken by foreign forces.

BOGUE TREATY. The same as Hoomun
Chai Supplementary Treaty, (q.v.).

BOHEA gJIS-
''"° ranges of hills in Fukien

on whicli the tea so named is grown.

BONAC, the name of the first French agent

at Canton ; the beginning of French trade there

being in 169iJ. See French relation!.

BONHAM, SAMUEL GEORGE, Sir, Bart.,

K.C.B., was Governor of Hongkong and H.B.M.

Plenipotentiary and Chief Superintendent of Tirade

from JIarch 20, 1848 to April 12, 1854. He had

been trained in the Ea.st India Company and had

served the Colonial Office for ten years.

He found it impossible to get much recogni-

tion of treaty rights from the local officials, and

once started for Peking in the hope of doing

better. Circumstances prevented his reaching the

capital and no tangible benefit resulted, but the

Government was pleased with his diplomacy, pro-

moted him from C.B. to K.C.B. and gave him at

the same time a baronetcy, November 22, 1850.

On principle he put men with no knowledge of

Chinese into Consulships, over the heads of inter-

preters. When he thus treated Mr. Harry Parkks

the latter appealed to Lord Clarendon, and Sir

Geouiie's system had to be reversed.

On the outbreak of the T'ai P'ing rebellion,

and through insurgency in Kuangtung not connect-

ed with that rebellion, Hongkong profited by the

inflow of Chinese and Chinese capital. Sir George

took the bold step of visiting the T'ai P'ing head-

quarters at Nanking, showed the rebels on one

hand that they could e.xpcet nothing from the

British Government, and on the other hand in-

formed the Foreign Office that there was nothing

stable in the movement.

In Hongkong he tried to introduce the begin-

nings of Municipal Government. The Colony's
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finances were in a bad state throughout his adminis-

tration and he was obliged to reduce expenditure in

roany directions. The commercial prosperity how-

ever was very marked. Legal enactments under

Sir George's rule were few ; they were mostly

concerned with reforms in the administi-ation of

justice. He initiated the restrictive policy with

respect to coolie emigration from the island.

Quc.'^tions of currency were much discussed during

this period. On the whole he was one of the most

popular and successful of Hongkong's Governors,

though not the best-remembered. He died in 1863.

EiTEL : Europe in China.

BONZE is the Japanese bo-dz, which was
their pronunciation of the Chinese •/} IH the 5th

ccntuiy way of writing Buddh ; or it may be

Japanese bo-si, the Chinese /a-sAi'A )ig$, teacher

of the law, the title of a full monk.

BOOK OF CHANGES. gJi See / Ching.

BOOK OF HISTORY, gg See &hu Ching.

BOOK OF POETRY. 1^15 See Shih Ching.

BOONE UNIVERSITY, at Wuchang, belongs

to the American Protestant Episcopal Mission,

(American Church Mission).

The pioneers of the Mission arrived at Wuchang
in June, 18&8, and a boys' school was opened in

October. In 1870, land for the erection of a school

was bought, the nucleus of the present Campus.
The new boarding-school took the name of the

UooNE Memorial School, and the education given

was wholly in Chinese, half the time being allotted

to Christian, and half to Confucian books.

From the beginning the aim was to prepare

students for the Christian ministry, but non-

Christians were admitted. The Divinity school was
organized in 1898, with four students.

In 1891, English was added to the curriculum.

A Collegiate Department was formed in 1903, and
graduated seven men in 1905.

In 1907 a Medical School was opened as a

Union institution, but difficulties arose in connection
with it, and it was dissolved. In 1909, the College

opened a Medical School of its own, but after two
and a half years it was decided to send the students

to a Union Medical College at Shanghai formed by
St. Johns and Boone Universities with the Harvard
Medical College.

In 1909, Boone College became a University

and was incorporated in Washington, D.C. After
the Boxer movement the Kev. James Jackson, D.D.
became the Head of the College and began to plan
its extension. In the pre-Boxer days, the Girls'

School and the two ho.«pitals impinged on Boone
College, but all have been moved out, and their

buildings appropriated ; other handsome biiildinqs

have also been added including Incle Hall, built

in memory of the first bishop of the Hankow

Diocese ; Thomas Hall, in memory of the Treasurer

of the Mission in U.S.A. ; and a University Library

which is open to the public, for whose benefit the

University also arranges periodical lectures on

important subjects of all kinds. The present camp-

us occupies 24 acres.

In 1911-12, the University had to be closed

because of the Revolution, but not before the first

"bachelors" had graduated (1911). The first M.A.
graduated in 1915.

The first troop of Chinese Scouts was formed

here in 1913, and the Scout-master has invented a

system of Chinese signalling. The University has

its own y.M.C.A. as well as Debating Society,

Alumni Association, etc. The College students all

devote their Sunday afternoons to outside evangel-

istic work, and all the branches of Y.M.C.A. work

are well manned and supported.

There are four schools in the University, viz.,

Arts and Science. Theology, Medicine, and Chinese

Language and Literature ; and Boone Preparatory

School is a department of the University and under

its government.

Since 1911, the date of incorporation, 37

students have graduated, six of whom are in holy

orders.

In January, 1917, Dr. Jackson retired from ihe

Presidency, and was succeeded by the Rev. A. A.

Oilman, B.A.

At this date the University reported :

—

Foreign professors 12

Chinese professors 21

Other -...nese assistants 3

Students in Divinity 10

,, College 54

Prcj)aratory School 237

BOONE, WILLIAM JONES, S. ^e", one of

the first missionaries to China of the Protestant

Episcopal Church in America. After graduating

as M.D. he reached Batavia in 1837, and worked

among the Chinese there. In 1840 he removed

to Macao, and two years later to Amoy, where

Mrs. Boone died the same year. In 1843 he

returned to the States, and was consecrated

missionary bishop for China in 1844. Having

married again he returned to China in 1845,

and settled in Shanghai. He was one of the

committee of Delegates appointed to translate

the New Testament. (See Delegates' I'pr.«ion).

He was also a delegate for the translation

of the Old Testament, but, with some others

of the committee, seceded and began an inde-

pendent version. In 1852 and in 1857 he again

visited the United States, and in 1863, on account

of Mrs. Boone's health, embarked with her for

Europe. She died at Suez, and he. returnina;

after a few months in Europe, died in Shanghai

on July 17, 1864.
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BORAX JfflSJspVnj sha; occurs in Anhui and

Kansu, but more especially in the lake districts

of Tibet. Borax is refined at Canton and in other

large cities and is used in glazing caockery and

sdupring metals, and as a flux in reducing the silex

in glass, enamels, and other vitreous compounds.

There is also a small amount imported.

Williams : CommcTcial Guide; p. 111.

BOTANICON SINICUM, a valuable work by

Bretsch.sku)e;i ('/•'•)• published in three parts, as

vols, xvi, x.w and xxix of the Journal,

N.C.B.U.A.S.

BOTANY IN CHINA.

HISTOPJfAL—CHINE.SE PERIOD.

Did the Emperor Shen Nv.NG|if jjij, the celestial

agriciillurii't ever exist? And could he be the

author (B.C. 2800) of the most ancient Materia

Medica, the Shin Nung pin ts'ao chimj jjif.L'Ii^^C^t'S.'

One thing only is certain, that is, that from before

the Christian era there existed in China a medical

plant-collection, a classical Pin ts'ao; that is

probably the Hhin Numj pin ts'ao ching. If it

was composed in the time of the Western Han

{206 B.C.—25 A.D.), it must contain earlier materials.

But in order to get from these kinds of writing

the information which interests us most, that is

to say, ideas on ethnography, on the condition of

civilization, etc., what is most important for us

to know in the first place is the date and the place

of their composition. However that may be, after

having been quoted age after age, and then com-

mented on from our 5th century onv.ards, it lost

its individuality, since its text is no longer known

to us except through a work of J108 a.d., the

Cheng hi pin t^'iw ^t^^'^'i. Of the 365 drugs

enumerated in the Hhin A'ung pin ts'ao ching,

about 240 are plants. A good number of them can

be identified, the same names having persisted up

to the present day, or else being associated with

the present-day names by an uninterrupted series

of commentators.

The AV/t !/a K Jit has already the most positive

proofs of antii|uity. It would seem to be the

Lexicon of the i'/iiVi ching ^Jjig ; it would bring us

therefore to the beginning of the Chou, 1100 B.C.

Unfortunately, one might say, it was conii>leted by

Tzu HsiA ^ 5;, Confucius' di.sciple, towards

450 B.C. Moreover, it is written in a stylo of

discAicerting moderation. The commentaries of

Kuo P'o vd Vf: A.D. 276—324 and of Hsinc Ping

JHS3 A.I). 932—1010 are indispensable to understand-

ing it, even slightly. There had been figures

illustrating the text from very ancient times. One
series of these illustrations was due to Kuo P'o/

but they are lost. The present drawings, 256 in

number, go back to the Sung dynasty (960—1280

A.D.) A certain number of them are decipherable;

some others are still of some help to the under-

standing of the text; many are vague and even

incorrect.

The classics, Sfi-u ching, Shih ching, Chou li,

Shan hai ching, contain a large number of names

of plants, but not very many exact data, for the

meanings of these names are often uncertain, to

judge from the varying translations and the

dictionaries.

From the 5th century B.C. onwards, the

Chinese Empire expands in every direction ; the

plants noted have no longer for botanists the same

attraction as before. More important still, after

the adventurous journey of Chang Ch'ien 5ii 3Et

139—126 B.C., some foreign plants become acclimat-

ized ; then the routes from India introduce

agricultui;^! products along with Buddhism. The

story of these importations would be an interesting

one to follow.

To sum up, of Chinese Botany before the time

of our Lord, we have valuable indications, but they

are rather vague, and too scanty.

Since the Christian era, the interest of Chinese

botany changes its character ; it might certainly be

said that the number of Pin ts'ao far surpasses their

value. Nothing but compilations and commentaries

now appear. The following may be mentioned as

being a little above the general mediocrity : the

Nan fang ts'ao mu chuang ^-}j'^:^Vi which is a

work of pure Botany, for the southern part of the

Empire, towards 300 A.D. ; the T'ang pin ts'ao

;jf^|S, an illustrated work of the T'ang dynasty,

between 660 and 670 a.d. ; the Chin lei pin ts'ao,

mentioned above, which preserved for us the

Shin Nung pin ts'ao ching, A.D. 1108; there are

more than 600 illustrations of plants in the edition

of 1468 now before the writer ;' above all, the

Chiu hnang pin ts'ao ^^;^'^., a collection of

plants for use in times of famine or Wild-Plant

Herbal. Composed at the beginning of the 15th

century at K'ai-feng fu, from the indications of

peasants and farmers, it contains 414 plants, 276 of

which are now described, it says, for the first time.

Each plant is not only described, but also drawn,

and these drawings are fairly accurate.

Finally we come to the Pin ts'ao hung mu,

^3?-«i^H' the great classical Treatise on Medicine

(A.D. 1595). It is still no more than a compilation,

illustrated, (one might even say, disfigured) by

engravings which are often indecipherable, copies

or deformations of older engravings. The merit

of its author, Li Shih-chen ^llj-jg:, lies in having

having brought together and preserved what is

best in its predecessors, and in having given a

critique of them which is on the whole a fairly

judicious one. He adds a fair number of

new plants. There are over 1100 species or forms
;

the drawings number 742. There may also be
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mentioned the Kvang ck'un fang p'u /sJSXiu
A.D. 1630, fuller, more correct, and, above all,

better printed than the Pen Wao kang mu, but

without engravings ; and the large Encyclopaedia

T-ii fhu chi ch'Cng, iOjftyiJjJJ ,
A.D. 1726, in which

320 books and numerous illustrations are devoted

to Botany : but this work is again a compilation,

and from the point of view of science marks no

progress. On the other hand progress is shown in

the ChUi wu ming sliih t'a k'no ^jfitl^ifeSlB!^-

A.D. 1848. The author Wu Ch'i-sun §i^f# gives

us. along with some good personal remarks, about

1800 drawings, certainly the best that Chinese

Botany has produced ; many are quite original, and

the de.scriptions are minute enough to extend to

the stamens.

The works on Agriculture ought to be examined

also ; in general, they have the good and the bad

points which we have noted in the various Phi is'ao.

I shall restrict myself to mentioning the Nung
ching ch'uan shu £|^-2:1S, a.d. 1640, because the

author is Hsii KuANC-r-H'i, because it is before the

writer, and because it is really well done and well

illustrated.

We will omit here the books written in recent

years to introduce western botany into Chinese

literature ; they open up a new historical phase.

On the whole, since the fihi'n Nung pin ts'im

c/iitig up to the present time, Botany has progressed

slowly, but surely and in a constant manner. Only,

each author hardly tries to do more than prolong

for a few steps the furrow at which his predecessors

have toiled ; there is no scientific thought, no

original imagination, hardly a care for material

accuracy, no attempt to formulate laws. In spite

of all, however, we owe gratitude to the Chinese

naturalists for this continuity of their efforts in a

single direction. It makes it possible for us to

.follow up the stream of the writings of the past

and arrive at last at satisfactory conclusions. It

is thus, to take as an example the first of the

cultivated plants, the origin of which de Candolle

tries to find {f/Oriijinc def Ploittcs cuUirfex,

Paris, 1883, pp. 23 sqq.)—it is thus that in a paper

on the genus Unphanui given at the Sorbonne in

1914, Mile Trouard-Riolle was able to demonst-

rate that the races of the Chinese Radish have not

varied since the 11th century, and that the radish

of the present day was known in China 500 B.C.

I may be allowed to add that, according to

Bretschneider (Bot. Sin. ii, p. 39) the name

t'u lo pet (lo fe, lo fu) given to the Radish by

the Erh ya is too similar to the Mongolian, Tibetan,

Annamite. and Malayan names {lohiii, laoj)ang,

laphiKj, lohnc) for there not to be a common origin.

The Persian name tump (Itirjnn in Mongolian

comes from it, it is said,) reminds one remarkably

of t'u lo pci. One is tempted to conclude from it,

a little contrary to Bretschneider, not that China

has given the Radish, with its name, to neighbour-

ing peoples, but that all the East and the Far East

have received this vegetable from the West,

through Persia, or even from Persia. This con-

clusion coincides fairly exactly with that at which

DE Candolle arrives (between the Caucasus, Asia

Minor, and Mesopotamia). [.\s regards Japan,

this conclusion ought doubtless to be somewhat

modified ; for apparently the Japanese language has

transferred to a slightly different vegetable the

Chinese name lai /u^Dil, in Japanese rai fu ku,

according to Kaempfer, Amocn. rxot. 823, and in

common Japanese daikon.J

Bibliography : — The preceding data are

nearly all taken from Bretschneider, So/nnicon

sinicum, Part i, 1382, London; Part ii, 1892;

Part iii, 1895, Shanghai. A complete Bibliography

of the subject may be found there.

EUROPEAN'" PERIOD.
This period might commence with Marco Polo,

but let us go on immediately to the 16th century.

The Portuguese establish themselves at Canton,

Ningpo, and Chang-chew fu. and then fix themselves

at Macao: they make known different plants; they

introduce into their country the mandarin orange

and the Sarsaparilla {Sniilnx ijlnhra).

In 1581 the Jesuits penetrate into China, and

during more than two centuries carry on at the

same time the evangelization and the study of the

Empire, particularly the study of its Natural

Hi.story. .Some publish their observations

(Martini, 1655, Boym, 1656) or those of their

fellow-workers (Kircher, 1667) ; many simply send

to Europe letters, notes, very interesting studies,

quantities of seeds or some living plants. Their

names are known, but one must specially note that

of Father d'Iscarville, who from Peking "and

Macao sends (1743) to Bernard de Jcssieu a

collection of 270 species, and also seeds, notes,

small treatises, and a collection of 4050 Chinese

drawings relating to Natural History. The series

closes with a work still considered very important,

Flora ciir/iinrliinens'if. by the Father J. de

I.oureiro, (a Portuguese), Lisbon, 1790, in which

680 Chinese species, especially of Macao, are

described.

During this time, the Portuguese, confined to

Macao, had seen the Dutch and the English

dispute the Chinese market with them. The

former, from their Embassies to Peking (1656,

1666) bring back at any rate good observations

made in the interior of the Empire ; their different

sojourns in the Pescadores, at Formosa, Canton,

and in Fukien permit them to perceptibly increase

our botanical knowledge. Only moderately success-

ful on the whole in their dealings with China, they

succeed better in Japan, and this success is of
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interest to us ; for it has meant for us two works

which for the most part belong to us, Amocnitatcs

exolicae by Kaempfer (1712), and Flora jnponica

by the Swede TarxBEnG (1784).

With the English expedition of 1701, Chinese

Botany enters upon a more active phase, thanks to

James Cuxmngham, whose considerable collections

from Amoy and the Chusan Islands, published by

Peiiveb, Kay, and Pluckexet, came together

finally into the hands of Sloane, to form the

nucleus of the British JIuseum. We may also

mention the learned Swedish travellers Usbeck,

TouEEX, EcKEBEUG, SPAiiMANN (1751 and 1756),

whose collections were described by Lixnaecs.

At the same time, to make use of the treasures

received, large gardens are organized in England,

France, Holland, and Itussia ; Ph. Miller publishes

in succession his eight editions of the Gardeticr's

Dictioimn/, the Hurlua Kewciifii appears in 1789,

and in 1815 through the pains of the two AiTOXS,

Lamauck and the Abbe Poiret edit the plants of

SoxxEiiAT ; t'uuTis' liiititniiiil Mdi/aziiic is founded

in 1786 and has not ceased to appear since ; other

Magazines still, the Bot. Repusitory, the Bot.

Bcgister, last for a longer or shorter time ; the

great florists turn their attention towards China

;

wealthy amateurs cause plants to be gathered at

their e.xpense and purchase vast collections. Banks
and S.MITH in England, Delesseut in France. But

in all this we only touch on the southern part of

the Empire.

Northern China is no less favoured than the

South, (jMELiN, Pallas, and then Bunoe explore

and describe Mongolia, Ussuri, the environs of

I'eking. Later (1840 and onwards) Tatarinov,

Maack, Recel, and Maximowicz continue the work,

especially the two last, Kegel with his TcJilamen

Fliirnr Vnniiririiyi", Maximowk'z with his I'riiiiilitiv

Florae Amiircnfin and his Decades ['lantarum.

From their hands, the torch passes into those of

Przewalski and I'otaxis, who make us acquainted

with Chinese Turkestan, Dzungaria, Kansu, and

Korea.

In 1840, English cannon open China to

European commerce, a result completed by the

An^loFrench expedition of 1860. A wave of

enthusiasm then carries botanists in all direction?.

We can mention only some of the hundred of names

known and honoured in the history of this scientific

campaign. The labours of Haxce, Champion, and

others at Hongkong result in the fine work of

Bextiiam, Flora I/urigli>iiijen.iis (1861) with a

supplement by Hance (1873),—1056+75 species.

Fortune (1843--1851) makes us acipiainted with

Kiangsu, Chekiang. Southern Anhui, Fukien.

H\xcE again, by himself and with others to whom
he communicates his arUour, gathers together in

42 years (1844—1886), from all the provinces and
border-kingdoms, 22,000 species, according to his

reckoning, (but this number should be considerably

reduced). The I'hmtae Davidianac, of the Abbe
IJavid, edited by Fuaxchet (Peking, Mongolia,

Shensi, Kiangsi, Ssuch'uan), counts 1577 species, of

which 247 are new. The Abbe Delavay works
from 1882 to 1896 in the country around Ta-li fu

(Yiinnun) in a district as large as half a French

department ; he reveals to us a whole new flora

there ; he sends to the Mu.«eum of Paris over

4000 species and more than 200,000 specimens.

AuQiT.sTixE Henky vies with Uelavay in Hupei,

in the islands of Hainan and Formosa, and in

Southern Yiinnan. The Abbe Delavay has be-

queathed his zeal in botany to his colleagues of

the Foreign Missions of Paris, who are evangelising

C'hihli, Ssuch'uan, Kueichuu, Yiijinan, and Eastern

Tibet.

The Japanese, who came late to the harvest,

are distinguished by the conscientiousness and

activity of their labours. We might mention

Tciilanteii Florae Lutchucntis of Ito and Mat-
SUMUIIA, the Flora Koreana of Nakai, and other

publications by the same author, the magnificent

collection of works of Messrs. Matsumura and

Havata on Formosa, of which 8 volumes have

appeared, 7 of them being by Mr. Havata alone,

containing 215 plates and 3325 species. We must

also mention, in connection with Korea and

Formosa, an incomparable collector. Father U.

Faurie (died 1916). Finally, wo get good lists of

purely Chinese plants from Kiangsu, Chekiang, etc.,

frcm the hand of Mr. Matsuda.

Altogether the writers established in the great

European museums seem overwhelmed under the

flood of materials which reach them for deiscription
;

a lari^e number of plants have not yet been

published, in spile of the devoted efforts of

several—Hooker, Fuanchet, and now Mgnr. H.

I kvEiLLr. (Bull. Geog. Bot., Ifij/ertoriuni of

Fedde, Flora of Kucichov; Flora of Yunnan in

preparation). On the other hand, the information

necessary for study is scattered in all the

|uib!ications of general Botany, in the Reports of

the Botanical Societies, in special Reviews for the

Ferns {i-.i/. H. Christ), the Mosses ((Jal. Paris),

the Lichens (.\bbe Hri:,) etc. ; and even in the

Floras of Japan (Thuxiu:r6, Sieuolu, and Zuc-

OARiNi, Miguel, Franchet and Savatieh) and of

Indo-Chine (F^eco.mte, Fixet and Oagnei-ain, etc.),

and finally in the Prodrome and its sequels, and in

the great Indexa (KtJNTH, Wali'ERs), etc. To
direct us through this forest, nn invaluable guide

is the Index Florae Sinrnnif, by Forbes and

Hemsley, taken from the Journal of the Linnaean

Society, London. 1886 to 1905, volumes 23, 26, and

36 ;
printed separately in 3 volumes.
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Conclusion. After this wonderful putting forth

of efforts, do we know the Chinese Flora? Not
yet. The Index Florae Sinenm, after having

enumerated 8271 Phanerogams, roughly estimates

those which were then lying hidden in the col-

lections, and arrives at a minimum total of 12,000

species. Again, the discoveries of Delavay and of

A. Hemry were already leading us to suspect what
Mr. HAV.vr.\ (Formosa), after Missionaries in Korea
and western regions, has shown plainly, namely,

that it is not at all enough to e.\plore, even

carefully, the country surrounding a few large

towns, and to pass rapidly through several districts,

even at the favourable season ; there has to be a

methodical exploration through all districts and at

different seasons of the year. To that we have
not yet attained. Let one read in BRETScnNEroEn
{Hist, of EvT. Dot. Discoveries, pp. 1077—1090) the

list, province by province, of the collections prior

to 1898 ; having finished let one count also that

there are not more than 25 species mentioned for

Anhui, and the floral page for Honan is still blank,

the very province where the principal Chinese

PCn-ts'ao were composed.

BiBLIOGEAPHY : — BllETSCHNEIDER : Early

JCurupcan Sesearc/ies into the Flora of China,

Shanghai, 1881 ; Id. : History of European
liatanical Discoveries in China, London, 1898;

ConoiER, Bibliothcca Sinica, col. 442/508, 1498/1532,

3081/86; The works of Messrs. Matsu.mura and
Ito, Xakai, and IIay.\ta are published in two
Reviews : The Botanical Magazine, (Tokyo), Journal

of the Culleije of Science, Imp. Univ. of Tokyo
(each article is for sale separately) ; the Icones

Plantarvm Pormo-^anarum is published by the

Bureau of Productive Industries, Government of

Formosa, Tnihnku. [F.C.]

BOURBOULON, ALPHONSE DE, born at

Troves on December 15, 1809, was attached to the

diplomatic service of France. He was sent as

Minister-plenipotentiary to China in 1851, and
again as Envoy-extraordinarv in 1859. He retired

in 1866.

BOURNE, FREDERICK SAMUEL AUG-
STUS, was born October 3, 1854. He entered the

British Consular Service in 1876, and in 1885-6 was
employed in exploration on the Tonkin border.

He was called to the Bar in 1890. In 1896 he was
Consul in charge of the Blackburn Mission (j.f.).

He was in June 1898 appointed Assistant Judge of

H.B.M, Supreme Court for China and Korea and
Judge of High Court at Weihai-wei. He was
made C.M.G. in 1909. He retired in 1915, and
received the honour of knighthood.

BOUVET, JOACHIM, one of the five Jesuit

priests sent to China in 1685 by Lows XIV. He

was born at Mans on July 18, 1656 and died in

Peking, June 28, 1730.

Together with Gebbillon he was instructor in

mathematics to K'ang Hsi. The Emperor sent him
to Rome as the bearer of presents, and he returned

with ten new missionaries, including Premare.
From 1708 to 1715 he was engaged in a survey of

the Empire, and .iliogether did some fifty years of

scientific work in China. He was much honoured

by the Emperor. His works are. Present Etat de

la Chine, en figures fjran'es pur V. GiFFART sur les

dessins apportes au Itoi par P. J. BonvET, Paris,

1697; Portrait historiqUe de VEmpereur de la Chine,

Paris, 1697. The Library at Le Mans has his

manuscripts, including a dictionary.

BOVIDAE. In N. China and neighbouring

districts there are fourteen species of this family.

They will be found under Yak, S/iccp, Goral,

Serow, Tahin, Antelope.

BOWEN, GEORGE FERGUSON, Sir,

G. C.M.G. ; Governor of Hongkong from 1883 to

1885.

BOWER, HAMILTON, Sir, was born

September 1, 1858, and entered the army in 1880.

While captain in the 17th Bengal Cavalry in

1891, he made a journey through Tibet from
north-west to south-east, from Leh to Batang.

He thus explored at least eight hundred miles of

country that no western traveller had visited

before, most of it over 14,000 feet high. From
Batang he went to Shanghai and then back to

India by sea, reaching Simla twelve and a half

months after leaving it. This journey is recorded

in the Geographical Jouriinl, I, 1893, and also in

the book he published in 1894 under the title Diary

of a Journey across Tibet.

It was on this journey that he discovered the

important manuscript since known as The Bower
Manuscript (q.v.).

He was accompanied by Dr. W. G. Thorold
who made a botanical collection. He found one

flowering plant at a height of 19,000 feet, the

highest known.

He received the Founder's Medal of the Royal

Geographical Society. He took part in the China

Expedition of 1900, and was commandant of the

British Peking Legation Guard from 1901 to 1906.

In 1910 he was made C,B, and K.CB. in 1912,

BOWER MANUSCRIPT, some writings on

birch-bark, obtained by Bower in 1890 at Kucha
in Chinese Turkestan, Thej' are in Sanskrit, and

consist chiefly of proverbs and medicinal lore.

The date of them is supposed to be earlier than

500 A.D. Such leaves of birch-bark had •already

been obtained by DrxREUiL de Ruins, among
whose papers they were found after his murder.

These discoveries led to Stein's explorations,
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The Manuscript has been published in fac-

simile with a translation, by the Archeological

Survey of India. See below.

HoERNLE : The Bower Manuscript, Calcutta,

1893; Laxsdell : Chinese Central Asia; Hoernle :

Asiatic Socieli/ of Uenijal Journnl, 1891.

BOWRA, EDWARD CHARLES, was born in

Kent, England, in October, 1841. After a short

experience in a government office in London (which

appointment, one of the earliest obtained on the

throwing open of the Civil Service to public com-

petition, he relinquished in order to serve as a

volunteer in the Foreign Legation in Gasibaldi's

campaign tor the liberation of Italy) he came to

China in May, 1863 to join the Chinese Maritime
Customs, under the appointment of Mr. H. N. Lay,

then Inspector General. Learning Chinese with

facility, he was sent by Mr. (Sir) R. Hart as

English interpreter and secretary with Taotai Pin
Ch'un's mission to the various countries of Europe
in 1866. A diary of this mission was published by
the Taotai in Chinese. On his return he became
Interpreterin-charge of the Customs in Canton in

1867; Acting Commissioner at Ningpo 1868-70;

Acting Commissioner at Canton 1870-2; Com-
missioner at Canton 1872. In 1873 he went
to Vienna as a member of the Chinese

('ommission to the Vienna E.\hibition of tliat

year, receiving the Austrian order of the Iron

Crown. He died suddenly on October 15, 1874,

while in England on leave. A Chinese student,

a man of wide literary and historical culture, a keen

student of Natural History, especially Hotany, and
a brilliant writer, during his comparatively short

career in China he contributed a number of valuable

articles on Chinese subjects. Among them are

The Manchu. Conquest of Canton; The National

Monuments at Ynishan; The Liu Family, or Canton
during the period of the t'ice Dynasties; Su
Tunypo; Hainan (China Review, 1872-4); a trans-

lation of a portion of the Hung Lou Mi'ng (China
Magazine 1869) ; and an Index IHantarum, sinicc

et latine, in Doolittle's Vorahulnry and Handbook, i

vol. ii. His repOEt on the trade of Ningpo for 1869

ranks almost as a classic in that branch of literature.

Bretschneider : History of European Botanical

Diacoveries in China.

BOWRING, JOHN, Sir, was Governor of

Hongkong, H.13.M. Plenipotentiary and Chief

Superintendent of Trade from April 13, 1854 to

May 5, 1859. He was born at Exeter, October 17,

1792. He was first engaged in commerce, became
known as a linguist, turned to literature and was
the first editor of the Westminxter Review. He
was employed by the Government in various ways,
received from Groningen in Holland the honorary
degree of Doctor lilerarum humaniorum, entered

Parliament, and, having had money losses was
glad to accept in January, 1849, the Consulship

at Canton. Being home on furlough in 1853 he
was knighted and appointed Governor of Hongkong
in succession to Sir George Bonham.

In 1855, with the help of Mr. Harry Parkes,
he succeeded in making a commercial treaty with
Siam. The scheme of training Consuls and
supplying the service with student interpreters is

due to him. In 1854 he went north to the Pei-ho

in a vain attempt to open direct communication
with the Court. He had to deal with the rabidly

anti-foreign Yeh, Governor of Canton, and could

make no impression, though he saved Canton
from the T'ai P'ing rebels by sending a force

nominally to protect the foreigners in the city.

Sir John had the case of the Arrow lorcha (q.v.)

to manage in 1856. In the hostilities which
ensued the foreigners in Hongkong had a very

unpleasant time, the poisoning of the bread from
the bakery of Ah Lum [q.v.] being one incident

in the troubles. Sir John was violently blamed
in Parliament and was replaced as Plenipotentiary

by Lord Elgin. Throughout the slow war the

unrest and insecurity in Hongkong continued, and
the journalistic scurrilities of the Friend of China
and the Doily Prrx.i made bitter the life of the

government : both editors went to jail, but Hong-
kong got a bad reputation in England. Sir John
also suffered greatly through conflicts with the

Council and with law officers, and had much
anxiety over the finances of the Colony, and though
in five years he doubled the revenue he could not

make it equal the e.\penditurc. To decrease crime

he proposed to license the gambling houses, but

the Government in England would not allow it.

Piracy was unusually common during his adminis-

tration, as was natural, because of the Arrow war
and the T'ai P'ing rebellion.

He was not a popular Governor, and was
much reviled by the press at his departure. On
returning home he spent a quiet life, and died

80 years old on November 23, 1872, at E.xeter

where he was born.

EiTEL : Europe in China.

BOXERISM. This is the name given to the

anti-foreign disorders of 1900. The
organizers called themselves JJ^IlRT.

2'he l^ublicSpiriled Harmonious Bond. By others

the band was called ± gl; , Bandits, or gj iffi ^,
The /'ul/licSpirilcd Harmonious Boxers, so termed

from the bo.\ing antics that distinguished it. Tho
fraternity was a revival of an association long e.xist-

ing and never wholly e.xtlnct in Shantung, which

had its rise in political unrest. What had been

under a ban for long was officially recognised and
welcomed in 1900, under tho title of Volunteers.

They received help from Government funds.

The Cult.
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Once started, and officially en-
Magic

couraged, the Boxer movement spread

with great rapidity. As it developed

It Ki'thered strength from certain magical ideas

that possessed the members. Some youths were

found to be susceptible to charms, and were

.sedulously trainetl. These were taught certain

gibberish, and by continuous mutlerings of their

incantations they became inilinlid (igj ^) until

finally they were viidcr the «;;f?/(J:f£). These magic

arts stirred the popular feavour, .«o that the people

in many parts lost their mental balance, and came

under the sway of wild delu.sions. Especially did

the mysterious and miraculous workings of the Red

Lamp Society (401^83) confirm the magic powers

of the initiated, and increase the waves of terror

and inspiration that passed over the people. This

Society was started by a woman ; and young girls

wearing red trousers and girdles joined it in great

numbers. By means of hypnotism, administered

to a youth, whole bands reaped spiritual benefits,

and divine powers de.scended. Millions of spirit-

soldiers came to encamp with the faithful. Then

the inspired came to believe they were endued with

qualities that gave them immunity from dangers,

and made them invulnerable to bullets. These ideas

were assiduously diffused ; and the superstitious

people readily succumbed to these wily arts, so

that generally the whole of North China became

infected. The minds of men were disturbed and

awed by the conceived proximity of spiritual

powers.

Further, the people attributed to foreigners

the possession of similar powers. Hence it was

commonly believed that these spiritual agents did

n-.uch mischief to China. T'nder the guise of

human beings they bought up the cereals of the

land, and paid a good piice for them, in silver

ingots. The cereals were whisked away and the

ingots became ashes. The land was under a cloud

of terrifying superstitions which in pagan countries

is a neces.^ary concomitant of rebellious movements.

Whether the movement was instigated by the

government, or arose independently of it, is not

quite clear : but this much is p]ain, that the move-

ment was led to rely on Imperial favour and

protection ; and a Prince became its President.

The Government in turn was emboldened, by the

rise of such a powerful instrument, to try con-

clusions with the foreigners, and drive them out

of the country. But it did not wholly rely on the

Boxers. It had a fairly well equipped army.

Prepared thus materially and magically the Govern-

ment and the people of North China embarked on

a hazard that was momentous and daring. They
proposed to challenge the world.

It is difficult to trace fully the causes

that led to such a challenge. But it

may be concluded that the sources of irritation had

been in existence for years ; and that the more

recent political events and foreign aggressions com-

bined to stir the Chinese to this action : they, on

their part, being ignorant, conservative and bigoted.

Some of the indirect causes may be found in

the pressure and encroachments of strong nations,

who, through the discovery of steam, were breaking

down the distances of past times. The wars of

1842 and 1860 : the Japanese conquest of Korea :

the French war of 1884 ; these all had left a root

of bitterness. The introduction of the new learn-

ing ; of telegraph wires ; of religion supported by

the sword, and the establishment of churches, called

chiao, (a term most objectionable to the Chinese

mind), disturbed the easy routine of officialdom,

and created alarm in the minds -of the C'onfucian-

ists, who held in great esteem their own doctrine

of civilization. This may be seen in the virulent

Hunan tracts, and the constant hostility of the

literati. Thoughtless discussions about the par-

tition of China, the race for concessions, for

mining rights, and railway building perplexed and

disgusted the Chinese and helped the growth of

hostile feelings.

Some of the more direct and immediate causes

were the Sino-Japanese war ; the seizure of Port

Artliur (1895) : the occupation of Kiaochow, and

the menace to Shantung from a military despotism

that paid very little regard to the feelings of the

people : the proximity of the Germans to the

Taoist settlement on the Lao Shan in Chi Mi
( EDS)

which aroused the fraternity to carry on a pro-

paganda which became widespread against the

foreigner : the coup d'Hat in 1898 : the internal

movement towards reform, as seen in the Reform

Edicts of 1898 ; were some of the more signal and

distinctive acts that combined to bring about such

a state of anger, uncertainty and perplexity as to

lead finally to war. These fires had been smoulder-

ing for long as might be gathered from sporadic

anti-foreign riots. The people also, in many cases,

were getting dissatisfied with the state of their

own government and wanted a change. The Sibyl

was whispering that the years and the dynasty

were full. Further the prevailing distress from

famines and drought was a factor.

The object was complex. (a) Un-
doubtedly the chief aim of the move-

ment was to expol the foreigners and stamp out

foreign religion, f^.^-^}^;. Protect the country and

destroy the forcir/iar became the motto. It was

at first only intended to terrorize foreigners and

convince them that China was no place for them.

Such men as Li Ping-henc :$^^, Hsii T'ung

tffl^. and Kang I^lJtJJ. were strongly in sympathy

with such ideas. They were no longer willing to

yield to these constant foreign demands. Their

Aim.
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ideas were patriotic and they were enraged by

foiciyn dictation, (b) But there were other factors

which must not be forgotten. There were diverse

interests and factions in the State. These were :

(i| an altenipt by the revolutionists to discredit

the Manchus. (ii) Dynastic and Clan factions.

It was the aim of sonic to oust Kuang Hsii from

the throne, and the name of the substitute was

Pv TsCN jijfrtj, son of Prince Tuan (President

of the IJoxers).

The murder of Eev. S. M. Brooks
Symptoms (Oecember 31, 1899), and certain

Outbreak bellicose Edicts (1899) blaming the

(ioveniors for supineness in past

year.<, and exhorting them to more watchful atten-

tion against foreign aggression, indicated disturbed

and unsettled conditions. Letters early in 1900

from missionaries and others warned the Legations

of impending danger. It is clear the Ministers did

not apprehend the gravity of the situation. They
totally failed to see the significance of the first

rtivp d'Ctat of 1898, or of the second, of January,

1900, when the Emperor was deposed : and they

seemed to ignore the transfer of Yii Hsien (the

Governor responsible for the murder of BnooKS)

from Shantung to Shansi. This practical acquie-

scence gave courage to the infatuated reactionaries,

and weakened the authority of the pacific party
;

at the same time the difficulties of British arms

in S. Africa did not pass unnoticed ; the reaction-

aries were not slow in drawing certain inferences,

as that, if a few farmers could win victory over

a great power, il was not .impossible to hope for

a victory for the (^lincse. Further, the transfer of

Tl'Nc Fc-hsian'c from Kansu to Peking was signifi-

cant. At a feast in Sanyiian, Shcnsi, Tcng said

that he was on his way to exterminate nations.

Thus more than a year before the outbreak an

impression was made that China was preparing

itft war.

, If is not quite clear who were res-

Originators. PO"^"*'" ^°'" *he movement. It is

almost certain that the Government
had a share in it, though it is difficult to state

preci.sely how far it intended to go. Possibly the

authorities at first saw only an opportunity in

Boxcrism to further their hazy intentions. Yet it

cannot be said that they acted without popular

support, for the people of Shantung in particular

were enraged by German militarism and the vox
ptip'.iti gave strong encouragement to the Govern-

ment to carry out its own purposes. Thus confident

of national support, and having made the prelimin-

ary preparation, the Government drifted towards

war without definite declaration. It must however

be remembered that the better informed and cooler

brains amongst the Chinesi', led by Kuang Hsii,

opposed such a mad policy, clearly foreseeing the

disastrous results. This was evident at the Imperial

Council called by the Empress-Dowager for opinion

and decision, when sane advice was rejected for a

policy of adventure.

The Since 1898 there had been anarchv

Outbreak 'i t''" Imperial Council Room. One
Peking and party wished to overthrow Kuang
Tientsin. Hsii, another was hostile to such a

movement and opposed the attempt to make P'u

TsuN the true successor of T'ung Cum pjj f§ . The
internal discu.«sion was skilfully suppressed by

creating hatred against the Christian. For the

anti-foreign riots were undoubtedly engineered by

clan and dynastic dissensions. Thus the political

struggle was forgotten for the moment in the

popular cry of " away with the followers of the

foreigner."

It was the severe persecution of the Christians

in the South of the Metropolitan Province that

induced the crisis and determined the issues. The
Christians were accused of turning away the favour

of the gods, a calamity resulting in famine and

distress. Soldiers and Boxers fraternised. Foreign-

ers were warned to leave Peking. Servants

and helpers deserted. On May 28 the railway

between Peking and Paoting was destroyed, the

engineers being bravely rescued by M. and Mme.
Chamot. Others fled to Tientsin, some being killed

on the way ; seventeen missionaries remaining in

I'ao-tiiig were massacred on June 30 and July 1.

As things were looking serious in Peking a composite

foreign guard of 340 men arrived (May 31) ; on

June 2 two members of the S.P.G. w-eie murdered

in (Jhihli. On June 6 an edict was issued pro-

claiming protection to Christians but it was without

avail becau.se insincere. The country was seething

with disaffection and foreigners had difficulty in

getting to the safety of Peking. On the 10th of

June Prince Tuan, head of the Boxers, became

chief of the Foreign Office.

The Great Powers prepared to meet the

emergency. On the 10th Admiral SEYMOUn left

Tientsin with a composite force of 1800; but on

June 24th he was completely cut off, and though

only 25 miles away from Peking was compelled

to cut his way back to Tientsin where he arrived

on the 26th, being helped by a small Kussian force

which had gone to his relief.

Event.x were moving rapidly, and the position

was getting more critical, as was seen by the

murder of the Japanese Chancellor of Legation

SuGiYAMA on June 11th. Tung's soldiers pcirsecuted

Christians during these days and thousands were

hounded to death. On the 13th the Austrian Leg-

ation, etc.. was destroyed. It was about this date

that the Imperial Clun Council, already mentioned,

met and decided on a policy, the warlike clans

voting for war a I'oulrance and carrying their
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point, in face of the wise advice of cautious and
experienced statesmen. Hsii Ching-cii'eng fiT^i'S

Yuan Ch'ang Jg 'iS\. Hsii YuNc-i
'l^. f]] ^

and I^IEN YiiAN fjj yj; , were put to death tor

opposing this policy. The die being cast, Yung Lu

S& Mt > ^^•''s ordered (June 21) to bring in his

troops to attack the Legations, Baron von KtTTLER
having been murdered the previous day. Edicts

were issued ( June 20-25 ) ordering the indiscrimin-

ate extermination of all foreigners : but until the

capture of the Taku Forts ( June 17 ) no declara-

tion of war had been made, and this action led llic

Chinese to put the onus of war on the Powers.

The capture of the forts relieved the serious pres-

sure on Tientsin, which had been severely attacked

and bombarded by Chinese troops. The Arsenal

was captured on July 11th by the Allies, and the

city on the 14th. The relieving force arrived in Tien-

tsi.i on the 18th and organized the relief of Peking.

The refugees were centred, in (a) the British

Legation, ( 473 civilians and a garrison of 400

men, with 2700 converts and 400 servants in the

adjoining compound Su-wang fu) : (b) the

Pei T'ang or North Cathedral, ( three oa- four

thou.sand converts under the leadership of Bishop

Favier helped by 40 French and German marines).

In these two centres the beleaguered organized

themselves, and withstood the half-hearted assaults

of the Chinese, from June 20 until relieved at

3 p.m. August 14th by a force under General

Gaselee.

YiIan Shih-k'ai maintained order
The

Provinces.
in Shantung by a ruthless treatment

of the Boxers. Foreigners escaped

to points of safety, but many native Christians

were massacred and much property destroyed.

Shansi, where Yii Hsien was governor, suffered

most. Fire and sword reigned here, Yii Hsien
himself taking part in killing the Catholic and

Protestant missionaries, to the number of fifty-one,

in his Yamen on July 9th and 11th. Some parties

were able to escape from the South, but through

much suffeiing : others were killed on the roads :

some wandered in the mountains until the storm

blew over. Over si.xty foreigners were killed in

the province, besides those already mentioned as

massacred in T'ai-yiian fu. But a party of fifteen

escaped from Kalgan across the Gobi desert

and reached safety in Irkutsk. Native Christians,

Protestant and Catholic, suffered cruelly, a great

number being put to death.

Foreigners in Honan escaped but not without

many difficulties. Tag Mc and Tuan Fang gave

protection to foreigners and native Christians in

Kansu and Shensi, though the Bo.\crs were active

here too.

There were murders here and there in the

Central and Southern Provinces, the most notorious

being the massacre of Mr. K. B. Thomson and
party, eleven people, in Chii-chou fu on July 21—24.

Chaxs'g Chih-tung and Liu K'UN-i in compact with

the British Consuls did much to control matters

and keep the peace in these parts.

The pro.Kimity of Japan did much towards

quelling Boxer activity in Manchuria, yet there

was much disturbance and foreigners escaped with

difficulty. Bishop Guillon was massacred in

Mukden, and others in other parts. Many Christ-

ians suftered. The Boxer outbreak in Xewchwang
was easily suppressed by the Russians (August 4).

The Chinese attack on Blagovestchcnsk (July 18)

was met with savage retaliation.

. The court fled on August 14th : the
Retrihution.

^.jf^ ^^ Kuakg Hsu being first forced

tj commit suicide. It travelled via T'ai-yiian fu.

That it endured much suffering may be seen from
the Edict giving the Imperial apologia to the world

(February 14, 1901). The Emperor says " on the

journey between CJhang-ping and Hsien-hua, I

attended the Empress-Dowager in ragged cotton

clothing, and we were not able to get so much as

a bowl of congee." Prince Ching and Li Hung-
CHANG were appointed to negotiate with the out-

raged Powers. Sir E. Satow (from Japan) changed
places with Sir C. MacDonald. Li had moved for

peace earlier and asked the good offices of the

Japanese Emperor without result. A message from
the Emperor to President McKixley on the 23rd

July asking his help met with a similar fate.

The Allied armies took possession of Tientsin

and Peking and the adjoining districts. At first

many of the soldiers of the composite body acted

in a brutal and licentious way. Men, women and
children were outraged and murdered and cities

looted. " The once crowded Peking is a desert

and the first few days of foreign occupation have
seen much that need not have occurred, and will

certainly be regretted." (Sir E. Hart). Some
foreignei's came to the captured districts for loot :

a most disgraceful episode.

Count VON Waldersee arrived on September 21

to assume the post of Commander-in-chief of the

Allied Forces. Punitive expeditions were sent to-

Pao-ting fu where the Treasurer and Tartar-General

were executed and othei's punished. Part of the

wall was destroyed and reparation for outrages was

exacted. The expedition destined for T'ai-yiian fu

went no further than the Niang-Tzu Kuan pass, on

the borders of Shansi. The U.S. Minister with

justice protested against the military action of

Count Waldersee round Peking.

Tentative proposals for the withdrawal of

troops were made by Russia and the United States,

but Great Britain refused assent until satisfactory

terms were arranged. Finally a protocol was

signed on September 7, 1901. The more important
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items were (a) an indemnity of 450 millions of taels

;

to be amortized in 39 years. Interest to be 4%
and the tacl to be reckoned @ 3/- (b) An embargo

placed on the importation of arms, and the suspen-

sion of all examinations for five years, (c) Punish-

ment of principal culprits ; and special envoys to

be sent to Berlin and Japan, (d) Cemeteries that

had been desecrated were to be restored, and

restitution of houses and goods was to be made,

(e) The Legation quarters were to bo isolated and

the Taku Forts razed, (f) Guards were to remain

in Peking and keep the right of way to the coast,

(g) Hortatory Edicts were to be published widely

;

and Commercial treaties to be amended, (h) A new

Foreign Office was to be established.

These terms were accepted on December 27 and

the Court returned to Peking on January 7th, 1901.

Local indemnities were paid : but the Protest-

ant Church refused any indemnities for the lives

lost. In lieu of this it was agreed in Shansi to

establish a L'niversity on Western lines, to be main-

tained by the authorities, and under joint control

for ten years at the annual cost of taels 50,000.

The buildings were an additional charge.

Yij HsiEN ; Prince Chi'ang ; Ch'i Hsij ; Hsij

CH'iNG-HSiiEii were e-xecuted. Kang I ; Ciiao Hsii

CHIAO ; YiNG NiEN Were ordered to commit suicide.

Others like Yu Lu committed suicide without the

command.
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BOY, the term cuninionly used by foreii^ncrs

in China to denote the man-servant who waits at

table, etc., not coolie or cook. Cf. the French

use of garron.

BOYM, MICHEL, \-^M Pu Mi If, a Je-suit

missionary, horn in Poland in 1612. Ho rcache.l

Tonkin in 1645, thence went to Hainan and in

1650 to Kuangsi, where he made several converts

at the court of the fugitive Ming emperor Yung Li.

The recently baptised princesses and Constantink

((/.r.) the emperor's son charged him with letters

to the Pope, and ho reached Venice towards the

end of 1652. His mission was a very diflicult

one, and it was not till December 1655 that he

received official answers from Pope Alexander

VIII. A few months later he embarked at Lisbon

with eight companions, five of whom died during

the journey. He reached Tonkin to find the

affairs of the Ming dynasty in a hopeless state

;

but in his anxiety to be faithful to his mission he

plunged into Tonkin to reach Kuangsi by land

;

he was, however, too much exhausted by his

exertions and he died on the Kuangsi border,

August 2i 1659.

He made a word for word Latin translation of

the Nestorian Monument inscription in 1653, which

was published in 1667 by Kircher in China

lUustrata. His acquaintance with Chinese was,

however, not as good as was necessary for such

a task.

His writings include Flora Sinen.'i.<, published

in Latin at Vienna in 1656. A French translation

of it is given in Thevenot's lidalion des Voyages,

1696. In the Vienna edition there is also a

picture of part of the Nestorian Monument. Ho

also translated a work on medicine, giving a list

of 289 Chinese drugs. The manuscript had to

pass through Batavia, and the name of the Jesuit

translator was there removed. The work was

publi.shed with other stolen matter by Andre

Clever at Frankfort in 1682.

Rcmusat : Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiijyv,^, vol.

ii ; Havret : La Stele Chritienne de Singanfv,

Part 2, p. 331.

BRACHYPODINAE, a Subfamily of the

Crateropodulac, containing the Bulbuls. Pycnono-

tus sinensis Gm. ; China to the valley of the Yellow

River. /'. fonno.^ac; Formosa. /'. tairaniis Styan
;

Formosa. P. hainanus Sw. ; Hainan. /'. xanthor-

rhoiis Anderson ; S. China. /'. alricapiUus

Vieillot; S. China. P. burmanicus Sharpe ;

Yiinnan. Olocompsa jocosa L. ; Kuangtung. 0.

flaviventrii Tick. ; Yiinn.in. Hcmixiis castanonotus

SwiNHOE.- Hainan. //. canipennis Seebohm ;

Fukien, Kuangtung. H. flavala Hodgs. ; Yunnan.

lole polli SwiNH. ; Fukien, Kuangtung. Uypsipetes

amaurote.^ Temm. ; Ch6kiang. //. leuroeephalus

Gm. ; S. China. H. concolor Blyth ; Yunnan.

//. nigerrimus GouLD ; Formosa. //. perniger

SwiNH, ; Hainan. Criniger palUdtis SwiNH. ;

Hainan. C. henrici Or.sT. ; Yiinnan. C. griseiceps

Hume ; Yiinnan. Chloropsis lazvlina Swinh. ;

Hainan, Fukien. C. hmdwiekii J. & S. ;
Yiinnan.

C. aurifrons Temm. ; Yunnan. Spizixus semitorques
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SwiNH. ; S. China to the Yangtze. S. canifrons

Blyth ; Yunnan.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux tie la Chine;

Pycnonotides, Phyllornitides.

BRACHYPTERYGINAE, a Subfamily of the

Ctuteropudidae according to the Fauna oj India.

The following Shortwings and Robins belonging to

this giouj) are found in China and Formosa.

Urar/ii/pteri/x sinenfis and JJ. ciirclinae in N.W.
Kukien ; li. cruralis in Y^iinnan ; li. ijondfelloici in

Forinossa. Larvivora obscura in Kansu ; L. davidi

in Ssuch'uan, T'aipei shan (Ch'inling) ; L. ruficeps

in T'aipei shan {Ch'inling) ; L. cijane in N. China

to the Lower Yangtze and probably in \V. China

;

L. sibilan.^ in S.E. China, going north in summer :

it breeds in Saghalien.

BRAHMA. See Fan Wang.

BRANCHES, EARTHLY. See Ci/clc.

BRAND, ADAM, .secretary of the Ides

Embassy to China in 1693. See Ide.i.

BRAVES. Properly Chinese soldiers bear-

ing the character ^ (brave) on their coats behind
;

but often used by foreigners of any Chinese

soldiers.

BREDON, ROBERT EDWARD, Sir, was

born in Ireland on February 4, 1846. He first

entered the army, but retired in 1873, and joined

the Chinese Customs service. He was Deputy

Inspector-General from 1898 to 1908, then Acting

Inspector-General till 1910. The Chinese appoint-

ed him to a Board of Customs, but in deference

to the wishes of the British Government he with-

drew. He was present in the siege of the

Legations, 1909. His honours include K.C.M.G.

(190-1) and many from foreign powers. He grad-

uated at Dublin as M.A. and M.B.

BREMER, JAMES JOHN GORDON, Sir.

was born in 1786 and. like his father and grand-

father, entered the navy. After seeing a good

deal of service elsewhere he reached Hongkong

June 21, 1840, and had the naval command of the

E.\pedition to China after Admiral Elliot retired,

and before the arrival of Sir William Parker,

that is, through the greater part of 1840-41. He
received the honours of C.B. (1815), K.C.H. (1836),

and K.C.B. (1841). In September, 1849, he became

rear admiral, but died on February 14, 1850.

BRETSCHNEIDER, EMILE VASILIE-
VITCH, burn al Riga (?) in 1833, died at Pet-

rograd in 1901. He was Doctor to the Russian

Legation in Peking from 1866 to 1883, retiring

in 1884.

His writings both on botany and geography

are extremely valuable. His lintanicon Sinicum,

which first appeared in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society, N. C. Branch, is a standard work.

Most of his writings are in English. A list of them

is given in the T'oung Pao, 1901, p. 195. The
more important and accessible are as follows :

—

Ta-Ts'in-kuo i^^]^- Chinese Recorder, III;

On the knowledge possessed by the Aitcient Chinese

of the Arabs, etc., London, 1871; Cebcr dm Land
Fu-Sang, Yokohama, 1876 ; Elucidations of Marco
Polo's Travels in Xorth-China, drawn from Chinese

Sources. By the Archimandrite Palladics.

(Journal N.f.B.H.A.S., X, pp. 1-54; Notes

on Chinese Mediaeval Travellers to the West,

Shanghai, 1875 ; Notices of the Mediaeval Geo-

graphy and Ilislory of Central and Western Asia,

London, 1876; Chinese Intercourse with the Coun-

tries of Central and ll'e*Jcrn Asia during the. 15th

century, (China Review, vols, iv, v) ; Mediaeval

Researches from Eastern Asiatic Sources, London,

1888; Archaeological and Historical liescarchrs on

Peking and its Environs, Shanghai, 1876; Early

European Researches into the Flora of China,

Shanghai, 1881 ; Botanicon Sinicum.—Notes on

Chinese Botany from Native and Western Sources,

London, 1882; History of European Botanical Dis-

coveries in China, London, 1898; On the Study

and value of Chinese liutanical Wort.s, Foochow,

1870; Mop of China, St. Petersburg, 1898; 1900.

BRICK TEA is prepared in Central China by

softening leaves, twigs and dust of tea with boiling

water and then pressing the mass together into

brick^. It is much used in Mongolia, Siberia and

Tibei, not only for preparing a beverage, but also

as aJ medium of exchange. It has the advantage

of being easy lo handle and transport.

,

I
BRIDGES. Since the character Jg Hang, a

brWlL;e or \)eani, includes water and wood in its

composition, it has been assumed to jjrove that the

earliest bridges were of wood. This would only

be valid if the character were in its original form.

Bridges in C^hina are of great variety in

material and construction. There are stone bridges

of slabs laid on uprights, or with arches of various

shapes ; wooden ones, simple planks laid on supports

of wood or stone, or arcade bridges, frequently

found in western China, with double or triple

rools; pontoon bridges; bamboo suspension bridges,

planks laid on bamboo ropes of perhaps four inches

diameter ; iron su.spension bridges, planks on iron

chains; and Tibetan or Himalayan bridges of a

single rope of twisted bamboo, one end higher

than the other, across which gravity bakes the

traveller holding on to a pulley or slider. A good

description of these last is given by Ward.
.\ few bridges of note may be mentioned. The

Lu kou ch'iao JSi^'fiS (ch'iiio being bridge) across

the Hun river, ten miles west of Peking, is called

by foreigners the Marco Polo bridge, because

u
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that traveller mentions it. It was later described,

but with curious differences, by Le Comte and by

Magaillans. It was fii'st built in 1189 and rebuilt

by K'ang Hsi. (See Yule's Marco Polo, vol. ii.)

The Polam Bridge near Changchou fu j$>H)!?

ia |Fukien is famous. It is over 800 feet long

(Lhtle) or about 2.000 feet (Phillips). Some of

the stones are of immense size, one being seventy

feet long by five wide and four thick, its weight

being estimated at 107 tons. It dates back to 1208,

and is one of the few ancient works in China. Its

Chinese name is Hutu c/i'iao ^)S.^S> Tiger ferry

bridge, or Chkmij-tung ch'iao {I^i^S, East of the

river bridge. This is according to I'lliLUrs, but

elsewhere the name is given as P'u-iian ch'iao

jjiiffj^g. which has given rise to the foreign name.

Other noted bridges are the I^Q7^ s/iou ch'iao

25i3t6' ^^ Foochow, and some marble bridges at

tlie \\ an shou Shan Summer Palace near Peking.

It is recorded that the Yellow River was first

spanned by a bridge in B.C. 257 by the Ch'in State,

on what is still the high road between T'ungchou fu

and P'uchou fu, near the end of the river's south-

ward course between Shensi and Shansi.

Davies : Yiinrian ; .Iohnstot : From Pelivg

to Mandalny; Ward : The Land of the Blue

Piipp.i ; China Review, vol. x.\ii : Bridjes;

Phillips : T'ounrj Pao, vol. v.

BRIDGMAN, ELIJAH COLEMAN, ??ja3:
born in the United States in 1801, the first

American missionary to China, was sent by the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Mis.sions, and reached Canton in 1829. Two years

later he founded The Chinese Ilcpositori/ and

nranaged it till 1847. He was fir.«t Pa-csident of

the North China Branch of the Ro.yal Asiatic

Society, 1857-59. His chief work in Chinese was

the tran.slation, in collaboration with Rev. M. L.

CuLnEUTSON, of the New Testament.

He died at Shanghai in November, 1861.

BRIDGMAN, JAMES GRANGER, a relat

ive of Dr. E. ('. liiiiDmiAN, wlio arrived in

Hongkong in 1844 as a missionary of the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions. He died in less than seven years, at

the end of 1850, after attempted suicide. He
succeeded Dr. Bridgman as editor of the Chinese

liepositonj for eighteen months, and he published

a tr.inslation of Pkemare's Notitin Limjuae Sinicae

(Canton, 1847).

BRINJAL, Solanum melongena, the egg-plant,

found throughout China.

BRISTLES^S^CAw tKung. There is a large

trade in pigs' bri.stles. mostly with Great Britain,

Fiance, and the U.S.A. The chief producing dis-

tricts are Tientsin (20,000 piculs) ; Chungking

J

(Pels. 15-16,000) ; and Hankow (Pels. 15,000). The

best bristles are about five inches long after

trimming and bundling. They should be thick and

wiry, long and of pure colour, preferably white. In

the region west of Chungking, where the trade has

made great strides, there are many white pigs,

which supply the best bristles in the market. The

collecting season is from November to April, bris-

tles being soft and useless for manufacturing in

the hot months. Kueichou province and Manchuria

also supply the market, which is capable of exten-

sion if the suppliers would but recognise the

neces.sity for careful preparation and grading. The

bristles from South China are inferior. Many

cleaning factories are in existence in the large

centres of the trade. Exportation : 1914, Pels.

50,000. lis. 4,440,000; 1915, Pels. 58,000 Tls.

4,875,000. In 1916 it was Pols. 62,787, Tls. 5,534,684.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY,
The, has its chief headquarters in Uuiidoii. and its

China headquarters in Shanghai, with sub-agencies

at Canton, Hankow, Tientsin, Chengtu, Yunnan fu,

Tsinan fu, Kalgan and Mukden.

The first work done by the Society for China

was to assist in printing the first two Chinese

translations of the Bible made by Protestant mis-

sionaries, Marshman and Lassar's, (Seramporo

1822), and Morrison and Milne's (Malacca, 1823).

Liberal grants were also made to three other

early versions viz., Medhurst's New Testament,

GiiTZLAFP's Old Testament, and Medhurst's New
Testament revised by Gutzlaff. The Society also

aided generously in the distribution of the

Scriptures among the Chinese in the East Indies,

Malaysia, Siam and Cochin China, at a time when

it had been forbidrlen by Imperial edict to print

or circulate the Bible in China itself, and made

grants towards the many voyages of Gutzlaff,

Medhurst and others up and down the coast.

The first agent of the Society was Mr. O.

Tradescant Lay sent out to Macao in 1836, and

about this time Chinese distributors were first

employed. After the cession of Hongkong in 1842,

this colony was made the Society's centre, and the

Delegates' Version (1850-4) was practically financed

by the Society, as also the mandarin version of

the same, first printed in 1857.

In 1860, missionary travel in the interior

became possible under the treaty of Peking, and

Mr. Alexander Wylie ('/.i'.) who had been in

charge of the L.M.S. Press in Shanghai, became

agent for the B. and F.B.S. and itinerated in

seventpen of the eighteen provinces, being the

first Protestant missionary to visit most of the

ground he traversed. He also introduced the

practice of selling the Scriptures at a low price

instead of giving them away.
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At first the sales were slow, but aided by the

employment of Europeans as colporteurs they

increased until in 1875 they reached 100,000. Free

grants were not done away with, but have always

been made on a generous scale ; and as versions of

the Bible were made in the southern eoUoquials, both

in character and Roman letters, the Society printed

and published them.

Corresponding committees were early formed,

the first being at Shanghai in 1849; and in 1879,

an arrangement was made with the C.I.M. whereby

some of its agents combined colportage with

evangelistic work, by which means a very large

number of cities, especially in North China, were

first provided with the Scriptures. The growth in

the use of Chinese colporteurs was also steady,

reaching 115 in 1890.

When at the Missionary Conference of that

year, the "Union" versions were decided upon,

the cost of producing them was divided between

the B. & F.B.S. and the American Bible Society

and the National Bible Society of Scotland which

had now entered the field. Some years later the

whole field was divided into sub-agencies, replacing

the earlier "Corresponding committees" which had

only advising power, and various other inijjrove-

ments were introduced.

Since its first entrance into China the B. and

F.B.S. has brought out in Chinese 177 versions of

Scripture (mostly portions) independently, and 35

in conjunction with other Bible Societies; and 6

in Tibetan, and 5 in Mongolian.

The report for the year ending December, 1916,

gives the following figures :—
Colporteurs partly or wholly em-

ployed 464

Bible-women 25

Bibles, Testaments and (lortions

printed 3,116,168

Volumes issued 2,732,030

circulated 2.316,578

BRITISH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Shanghai), The, was formed in 1915, with the

usual objects of a Chamber of Commerce, but with

aims emphasized by the war. Its intention was to

be a Chamber for China, Shanghai being regarded as

a branch only of a wide organization, and an invit-

ation was sent to all the ports asking business men
and firms to join, and to form local committees.

Members pay an entrance fee of thirty taels

and an animal subscription of the same amount.

The British Consul-General, Sir Everard Fkaser,

K.C.M.G. became Honorary President, and the

the British Commercial Attache, Mr. AnciiiB.\Li>

Rose, C.I.E. the Vice-President. There are 252

members in 1917.

A monthly Journal is issued for the confidential

information of members, the first number being

dated September, 1915, and a Chinese Journal is

also distributed among Chinese Chambers of Com-
merce ; the circulation in 1917 being 800 and 13,000

respectively. A Language School has been establish-

ed and has great success.

BROLLO, BASILIO, a Franciscan mission-

ary, born at Ceniona (often found wrongly written

as Glemona) in Italy, March 25, 1648 ; he left for

China in 1680, worked in Hu-kuang and Siam,

was made Vicar-Apostolic of Shensi in 1700 and

died in that province, on August 13, 1703, accord-

ing to CoRDiER who however gives no authority

;

or July 16, 1704, according to a sketch of his

life published in Italy in 1890; on July 16, 1706,

according to Father Kennellt, s.j. ; or September

17, 1706, according to Father de Moidrey, (La

U iiriinhir Cnt/tolique, p. 46). See Dirtioniiries.

BRONZE. The art of moulding and chiselling

bronze was developed in China in very early times
;

and besides all the references to it in ancient

literature we have many actual specimens of

bronze art which undoubtedly belong to the Chou

and Shang dynasties. According to the Sliu C/iiii/j

the famous Nine Tripods were made still earlier,

in the Hsia dynasty. They were made of metal

included in tribute sent from the nine provinces,

and each had the map of a province carved on it.

But there are now no examples which can be with

certainty ascribed to the Hsia period.

Bronzes are practically imperishable, and earlier

specimens are becoming more instead of less

numerous. It is supposed that bronze vessels with

inscriptions on them were hidden away in great

numbers at the time of the burning of the books

;

but it is certain that they now continue to be

yielded from the soil. In the earliest examples the

form is simple and the ornamentation is severe.

Those before Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, that is,

belonging to the three dynasties Hsia, Shang and

Chou, are considered by Chinese as a first class,

while all later bronzes are placed in the second

class. The Ch'in ^ and Han work is generally in

imitation of previous art, but in the T'ang and

Sung periods a new originality is found.

Bronzes have been for many centuries the

objects of minute and loving study, and there have

been many important works written on them. One

of the best known of these is the Pn ku t'u ^"ii^
issued in the Sung dynasty. The interest is not

only testhetic or antiquarian, but because the

earliest forms of the Chinese written character are

found on bronzes. The Shang inscriptions are few,

but there are many from the Chou period. These

are always incised, while later specimens in the

Han dynasty are in relief. At lca.«t it is so said
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in Streulneck ; but these easy dicta are often

snares to the amateur. Giles, translating Chad
Hsi KV, states that "under the three early

dynasties, inscriptions were cast in intaglio. . . .

From the Han dynaiity onwards the inscriptions

were either in rilievo, ... or they were incised

with tools," etc.

After the form and the inscription the most

important matter is the patina. The colour,

brilliance, etc., of this depend partly on the alloy,

—on the presence of gold or silver with the lead,

tin, etc.
;

partly on the conditions in which the

articles lay buried, the nature of the soil and water

with which they might be in contact, and so on.

Among many famou.-i. bronzes which might be

mentioned, a bowl at the South Ken^^ington Museum
is of great interest and has given rise to much
instructive controversy. Some assert that while

the vessel is possibly antique the inscription has

been incised later ; these include Giles, Chavannes,

Pelliot and Vissiere. Others claim that the bowl

and inscription belong to the 7th century B.C.

Parker, Hopkins and Bushell support this claim.

Bushell : Chinese Art; Paleologtjb : L'Art

c/ihioif; Giles: Adrersaria SiJiica, No. 9;

Stanley: Journal, N.C.Ji.R.A.S., vol. xliii

;

Fergitson : ICarhj Chinese lironzcs, ibid. vol. xlvii

;

Strehlneek : Chinese /'irtoriiil Art; Thom : Tf.A.S.

Journal, vols, i & ii, 1834-5.

BRONZE DRUMS. These are curious

remnants of ancient culture, found from the

Yang-tze down to the Malay peninsula. They are

supposed to be emblems of authority or to be

associated with worship. Hirth has proposed

to class all the aboriginal races who use or have

used them under the name ' Bronze drum nations.'

The northern representatives were Man tribes

of the Ch'u State, but it is impossible to say at

present whether the southern ' bronze drum

nations ' had any connection with China in

prehistoric times or not. See Man-lzu.

Htrth : The Anrient Hi.^tnrtj of China.

BRUCE, FREDERICK WILLIAM ADOL-
|pini.-, the Hon., hrother of Lord Elgin, ('/.'.) was

born April 14, 1814. and died in the U.S.A. on

September 19, 1867. He was sent to China to

exchange the ratifications of the Tientsin Treaty,

but was stopped by the Taku forts (.June, 1859).

After the War which followed this treachery,

Brupe arrived in Peking as Minister-plenipotentiary

on March 26, 1861. The crushing of the T'ai P'ing

rebellion and the incident of the Lay-Osborne

Flotilla belong to his period of administration.

He loft Peking on his appointment to \Va.>ihing-

ton in 1865, having received the lioiiowr of K.C.B.

in 1862.

BUBBLING WELL J^f na A"/ //>«, sea's eye,

a Well at Sliaiigliai, about three miles west from

the Bund, in the road to which it has given its

(foreign) name. The water is foul drainage and

the bubbling is through the escape of no.xious gas

which, it is said, can be ignited.

The well was originally on a canal, and the

water near by is said to have been quite warm
about 3 feet beneath the surface. There was

formerly a pavilion over it with the inscription

" the fountain that bubbles towards Heaven."

Two inscriptions are now decorating it, one stating

that it is the sixth spring of the Empire, the other

announcing that it is the spot where the s.iitras

were listened to. (The reference is to a legend of

some frogs who were much impressed by the reading

of the Buddhist Scriptures).

The Chinese name of the Bubbling Well Poad

is ('hinij an ssii lu JP^^SfSS th" Ching an ssi't or

temple being near the well; it is said to have been

built in A.D. 250.

BUDDHA'S HAND. See Oranges.

BUDDHISM IN CHINA. Chinese writers

give various accounts of the introduction of Bud-

dhism. The Fa Yuan Chu Lin^^^^, completed

in 668 by the Buddhist priest Tag Sinn ij^^, says

that as early as B.C. 217 a native of India (known

in China as I.i Fang ^\\^) arrived with sevent-een

companions at the capital, Hsi an, as Buddhist

missionaries, and that they were imprisoned by

the reigning First Emperor, but were miraculously

set at liberty.

The same work gives a mass of evidence to

prove that Buddhist books were known in China

before the Ch'in dynasty, and says they were

among those burned by the First Emperor, though

it is more than doubtful whether at this time

Buddhist doctrine had been collected in written

form even in India. Another statement (quoted

by HrMUSAi) is that in B.c'. 122, during a military

expedition of the Chinese to a " country beyond

Yarkand," sent by the Han Emperor \Vu Tl, a

gildcn statue of BunnnA was taken anil bnpujjlit

back to the court, with some account of his

religion.

All these statements are questioned by critics.

Yet even if we doubt the existence of Indian

influence on the Chinese thought found in Taoism,

there must have been considerable intercourse with

India from very early times. However, neither

Ssu-.MA Ch'ien. nor the History of llic Western Han

Dynasty (206 B.C. to 24 A.D.) says anything about

Buddha or Buddhism, and it is supposed they

would have mentioned its introduction had they

known of it. Giles however thinks the evidence

for the above stories as good as that for the

authorized version, which is, that Buddhism was

introduced into China in the roign of the Emperor

Ming Ti, (58-76 a.d.) of the Eastern Han. It is
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said that about 63, the Emperor had a dream in

which he saw "a high shining gold image of a god,

which appeared to him, and entered his palace."

A courtier (some say the Emperor's brother),

interpreted the dream by saying the gold image

was Buddha, who thus demanded to be worshipped

in China ; as a consequence, the Emperor sent an

embassy of eighteen men to India, to ask for

Buddhist books and teachers. The messengers

left the capital (Lo-yang, now Honan fa) in 63,

and travelled across Central Asia, until they reach-

ed Khotan. The exact dates both of the dream

and of the return, differ in different accounts.

The cmba.ssy brought back with it images of

Buddha, Buddhist Scriptures, and two Buddhist

monks, Kas'yapa Matanga, known to the Chinese

as Sak Mo TkncJS|^5j|, and Gobarana or Chu
Fa-LAN S^B5> '', Fa-LAN from India. (The

former died soon after his arrival, the second died,

also in China, at over 60 years of age). They

came with white horses, and for this reason, the

first temple, which was erected in the capital, was

called /'(// M(i S.-O, White Hor.'ie Temple. They

soon began the translation of various sacred books,

and a Life of Buddha from northern tradition,

though they do not seem to have translated con-

troversial matter, nor to have stood definitely f\or

Mahayaiiist views. The stream of Indian mission-

aries who followed them continued for 500 or 700

years.

The new religion, though under the direct

patronage of the Emperor, did not make rapid

progress. For 250 years its authorized represent-

atives were all foreigners, whose most important

work was the translation of the Buddhist Canon,

which went on steadily all the time. In the 2nd

century, an Indian translator named by the Chinese

Chi Ktjng-minc, did 40 years' work at Lo-yang,

producing, inter alia, the first Chinese version of

the Lotus of the Good Lnio. Three hundred and

fifty books were produced before the Han dynasty

closed ; and during the Three Kingdoms, trans-

lators were still busy, one jf them being tutor to

the crown prince of the Wu Kingdom, at Nanking.

The first Chinese name among the translators

is found under the Western Chin ^ dynasty.

Buddhism greatly prospered among the less

civilized of the short-lived states of the fourth and

fifth centuries. The second pi-ince of the later

Chao ^ffi (in modern C'hihli and Shansi), gave

permission in 335 for native Buddhists to take

monastic vows : 42 convents were soon erected in

the capital alone : and in 381, nine-tenths of the

inhabitants of North-west China were estimated

to be Buddhists.

The Eastern Chin ^ favoured the religion, and

the 9th Emperor Hsiao Wu Ti (373-397) became a

Buddhist, the first Emperor to do so. About this

time the first ruler of the Posterior Ch'in ^^
state (parts of modern Shensi and Kansu), did the

same ; and his successor was an ardent disciple,

who in 405 gave a title and a hall to Kumarajiva,

(H-v.), and commanded him to retranslate the

principal Buddhist classics, the former translations

having been very poor and not direct from the

Sanskrit. This Indian's name can be seen to this

day on the first page of the chief Buddhist books.

He was assisted by 800 priests, and 300 volumes

were produced.

About this time enthusiastic Chinese Buddhists

began to make pilgrimages to India, bringing back

legends, manuscripts and information ; and in

.«onie cases writing accounts of their adventures.

The most famous of these early pilgrims wns

Fa Hsien }5g {q-v.), who left home in 399, and
returned in 414. (For later pilgrims, see Sung
Yiin; Hsiian Tsang; I Ching).

The Chin dynasty fell in 420, the Tartar Wei
getting the northern states, and the Chinese Sung
the southern ; and with this change came the first

persecution of the Buddhists, both in the North

and South.

Image-making and the building of temples

were forbidden, and in the north the Buddhists

themselves were severelj' dealt with. In 426, the

Wei Emperor decreed that all Buddhist books and
images should be destroyed, and many priests

suffered death.

In 451, however, his successors rescinded

this edict, and. as compensation, permitted a

temple to be built in every city, and 40 or 50 of

the inhabitants to take the vows. The Emperor
himself eventually did the same ; and in 467 he

made an image fifty feet high of brass overlaid

with gold.

His successors, for the most part, patronized

Buddhism. Hsi.\o Wkn Ti abditated in 471 to study

it ; and though the following ruler was reactionary,

his successor in turn favoured it, so much so that

his realm contained 13,000 temples.

The Liu Sung rulers, though at first they

persecuted, followed the example of Wei as to

later toleration, in spite of the opposition of the

literati ; Ming Ti (465-473) was a devout Buddhist,

and put up such a costly monastery in Hunan
that his ministers remonstrated.

The reign of the Southern Emperor Liang

Wu Ti (502-550) marks an era in Chinese Buddhism.

He rivalled Asoka in his enthusiasm, and thrice

took the vows, being redeemed by his mini.sters

the second time at great price.

He rebuilt the Ch'ang-ts'ien monastery near

Nanking, where there was a shrine for relics of

Asoka. In 527, Bodhidharma iq-v.), the twenty-

eighth of the patriarchs, arrived in China from

India by sea, and first visited the court of Liang
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\Vu Ti, but not being satisfied with his reception,

passed on to the Wei Kingdom and finally took

up his abode at Lo-yang. Here he is said to have

Rat for nine years with his face to a wall, wrapt

ill meditation. Wen Hsuan Ti, the first emperor

of Northern C'h'i, compelled Taoists and Buddhists

to discuss their tenets in 555, saying one or other

must be unnecessary. He decided in favour of

Buddhism, and ordered the Taoists to become

bonzes or die. Only four chose the latter.

The first emperor of the Ch'en ^ dynasty

retired, after a four-years reign, to a monastery.

Some years after, the prince of the Northern

Chou prohibited both Buddliism and Taoi.sm, but

his son reversed the father's edict. This is a

fair sample of Buddhist hi.itory in China
;

pros-

perous or declining, according to the tastes or

political necessities of the ruler, but always con-

demned by the Confucian literati.

The Sui dynasty was favourable to Buddliism,

and three collections of the Tripilaka {q-v.) were

made between 594 and 616, while the Annals say

that the Buddhist books outnumbered the Con-

fucian.

The T'ang dynasty was on the whole the period

of Buddhism's ;;ieatest prosperity, but the early

rulers were not favourable. A second persecution

broke out under them, and Kao Tsu suppressed a

number of monasteries. In the second reign,

however, HsiiAN Tsang went to India and was
honoured on his return, and spent the rest of his

life translating by Imperial command the books

he had brought back. The notorious Empress
Wu also was a nun for a time, and even gave

herself out to be Maitiieya, and ordered a new
siitra which made this statement to be distributed

broadcast. Under the Emperor Hsuan Tsung
(713-756) a great per.secution arose. The religion

was prohibited, and more than 12,000 priests were
forced to return to secular life. The Emperor
later modified his views, for the Tripitaka was
published under his auspices in 730. From this

time for 150 years all the T'ang rulers save

VVu Tsung (841-7) were pro-Buddhist. The latter

half of the 8th century, marks at once great

increase of popularity, and growing corruption of

doctrine and ritual, with added ceremonies for

the dead.

Su T.SUNC had a Buddhist chapel in his

palace, and made his eunuchs and guards dress up
as bodhisattvas and genii.

The next Emperor used himself to e.\pound

the scriptures; and when a temple was built to

his dead mother, he appointed 1,000 monks niid

nuns to " say m.iss " every year on the 15lh of

the 7th moon. This is the origin of the ('hinese

All Si>iil.<' Dni/ (q.v.); and was an ofiiiial recogn-

ition of the ceremonies and doctrines which have

endeared Buddhism to the heart of the people,

at the cost of nobler teachings neglected.

The last-mentioned three Emperors wei-e all

patrons of Amogiia, a Cingalese monk who arrived

in China in 733 and became known to the Chinese

a.5 Pu-k'cng ^^, " Xot liiilluw," which is the

meaning of the Indian word. He taught the

Yoga or Tantra doctrine, the chief characteristics

of which are ecstatic meditation (really a kind of

self -hypnotism) combined with mysterious move-

ments of the hands and fingers and the use of

incantations, all for e.\orcistic and magic purposes.

In 819. HsiEN Tsung, hearing that a monastery

in Shensi had a bone of Buddha wliiih worked

miracles every 30 years, had it brought in state

to the capita!; on which occasion Han Yij (q.i'.)

made hisj'amous protest, and nearly lost his head.

Wu Tsung (841-7) was devoted to Taoism,

and violently averse to Buddhism. He describes

the Buddhist temples as " eclipsing the imperial

palaces in splendour," and monks without number
living on the people. He again prohibited

Buddhism, ordered 4,600 large, and 40,000 smaller

temples to be demolished, and their lands confis-

cated. Monks and nuns to the number of 260,500

were secularized, and 150,000 temple slaves set

free. The numbers are probably exaggerated. In

two years, the Emperor was taken ill as the result

of Taoist elixirs, and became dumb; his successor

killed the Taoist instigators of the Buddhist per-

secution, revoked the edict, and began reconstruct-

ion. Yet he also received favourably a memorial

that monks and nuns must get permission before

taking tlieir vows.

The devotion of the T'ang dynasty to

Buddhism has passed into a proverb. De Groot,
however, says that the faith never recovered from

the injury the T'ang rulers inflicted on it.

During the next three centuries, the history of

Buddhism chiefly concerns its influence on art

;

block printing was to give a great impulse to

Confucianism ; but the first Sung Emperor's reign

was marked by the issue of the first printed

Buddhist canon, with a preface by His Majesty.

This dynasty saw 274 new translations, though

these were naturally fewer than in earlier times,

most of the work being already done.

The second Emperor built a stupa 360 feet high

for relics. .Ien Tsung, the 4th Emperor, was not

very much given to Buddhism, but nevertheless

in 1035 appointed fifty youths to study Sanskrit.

Hui Tsung, the 8th Emperor, hated Buddhism,
having been turned out from his novitiate in boy-

hood for misconduct. Ho was an ardent Taoist

and tried to amalgamate the two faiths, in such

a way as to suppress Buddhism. He ordered that

the title of Buddha should be exchanged for one

like those of the Taoist divinities. I'ricsfs were
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iiu longer to be " seiif;," nor monasteries " ssu

yiian." Taoist terms being substituted. The
attempt was a complete failure ; the edict was

reversed ; the Taoist instigator degraded, and

Taoism itself persecuted.

With the Southern Sung dynasty, and the

removal of the capital to Hangchow, eclecticism

in religion prevailed. Thus. Ciiu Hsi studied

Buddhist literature in his youth, and though after-

wards strongly anti-Buddhist, his writings bear

traces of his contact with Buddhist thought. In

fact, the Sung philosophy is more than anything

else the answers given by Confucianism to the new

questions raised by Buddhism. (See Pkihsophy).

The Yiian dynasty consistently favoured

Buddhism, though in a form more Tibetan and

Mongolian than Chinese.

Khubilai Khan, in fact, took up a new

attitude. Hitherto the Empire had been a

Confucian institution, and any other religion was

only a concession. But Khcbiwi converted

Imperial temples, which were really Confucian,

to Buddhist uses ; and put Confucianism in a

secondary place. A census taken at the end of

the 13th century, gives the number of temples as

more than 42,000, and that of the monks as over

215,000.

It was complained of KHrBiLAl's .successors

that they spent 3,000 gold taels in writing

Buddhist books in gilt letters, and committed

other extravagances. There was plenty of literat-

ure published at this time ; including the ninth

Tripitaka, and many translations into ^Mongolian

of Si':tras, etc. It would appear that Lamaism

and Buddhism were not regarded as different

sects. A Lama ecclesiastic was at the head of the

Buddhist hierarchy. It is possible that the

Chinese Buddhism of the time was tainted with

Saktism, from which I'eking Lamaism even to-day

is not free. The last emperor is said to have

hastened the downfall of his house by witnessing

indecent plays in company with lamas ; and these

things caused a reaction in favour of Confucianism.

The first Ming Emperor had once been a

Buddhist monk ; and in his reign we first hear of

secular clergy, who might marry, and did not live

in monasteries, and though decrees were issued

against them in 1394 and 1412, they increased in

number. This shows the influence of Lamaism,

in which celibacy is not insisted on. The Ming
rulers, being the restorers of native civilization,

naturally backed up Confucianism ; but they found

it profitable to conciliate the Mongc>lian and

Tibetan hierarchies so as to get safety on the

north and west. Few of them cared much for any

religion. The third Emperor, Yung Lo, though

educated by a Buddhist priest, yet restricted

ordination, and on one occasion sent into the army

1,800 young men who had come up to take tlie

vows. However, the 11th collection of the Canon,

called ' northern ' because printed in Peking, was

issued with his preface. He sent into Tibet for

Halima (q.v.), gave him high titles, and made his

three chief disciples the chief prelates of the

whole Buddhist church. Since then, Tibetan

clergy (red) have had precedence of Chinese clergy

(grey).

In 1425, the fourth Emperor ordered examin-

ations to be instituted for would-be monks, and

four years later, no monastery was allowed to have

more than 60 ?noiv of land. In 1458 the restriction

of ordinations to once a year was decreed. KstEN

TsuNC was a puppet of the priests but his son

Hsiao Tsung drove out the eunuchs who were

responsible for abuses and extravagances, and he

also burned the Taoist books. In the reign of

VVu TsuNG, who is said to have known Sanskrit,

Mongol, and Arabic, and to have been completely

swayed by the eunuchs, 40,000 Buddhist and

Taoist priests were made. In his successor's reign,

the Confucianists once more memorialized the

throne against Buddhism, but only got the

Buddhist chapel in the Forbidden City done away

with ; for the Emperor, while also favouring

Taoism, distributed the Tripitaka widely, repaired

P'ut'o, and joined in the ceremonies. In the latter

part of the dynasty, new enemies to Buddhism

arrived in the persons of the Jesuit missionaries,

who at once regarded the Buddhists as their

chief rivals.

The Ch'ing dynasty showed but little favour

to Buddhism ; and almost at once ordered the

inspection of monasteries, and limitation of monks.

Shun Chih wrote prefaces to Buddhist books

and, according to one account, took the vows;

but the great K'ang H.si was .stoutly (^onfucianist,

and Yung Ch'knr's harsh remarks on heterodoxies

in his expansion of the Sacred Edict have had

great weight with his people ever since. However,

the lamas from Tibet and Mongolia were always

received respectfully. The 12th Tripitaka collect-

ion vtas issued under Yung Chicng and Ch'ikn

Lung. The latter received Teshu Lama with

honour. The late Empress-Dowager received the

ministrations of the Dalai Lama, and her former

colleague, Tz'u An, was a devout Buddhist. On
the whole the Manchus were less favourable than

any previous dynasty, issuing many restrictions,

and not rescinding them. The effect was to

increase the number of secular clergy, v\'ho were

allowed to have one disciple each.

With the fall of the Manchus. and the pro-

clamation of religious liberty, Buddhism also has

lifted un its head. Its state had, with certain

notable exceptions, fallen very low, but a revival,

partly under Japanese influence, can be noted.
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This Japanese influence is keenly resented, however,

in certain quarters, and when in 1915, among

twenty-one demands made by the Japanese minister

in Peking two asked (1) for Japanese hospitals,

churches, and schools in the interior to have the

right of owning land, and (2) that Japanese subjects

should have the right of propagating Buddliism

in China, the Chinese government refused both

demands.

See Uuddhht Canon : fluddfiift monasteries :

Buddhift Sr/iouls; Sacred Uillg of Uuddhkm,
etc., etc., etc.

Edkins : Chinese liuddhifm ; Hackmann :

Budd/iifm as a Bdiijinn; Johnston : Buddhist

China; Giles : Confucianism and its Rivals;

Parkkr : Sludits in Chini.<K Btliijion.

BUDDHIST CANON. The e.xtant Buddhist

Scriptures in the L'liinese language are called ~ «lt

San Tsamj, three treasuries, which is a translation

of the (Sanskrit Tri/ii/(il,a. In s|)ite of translating

and retaining this name, the Chinese have added a

fourth division.

The divisions are, i Sutra, ij^ ching, works on

doctrine; ii Vinaya. ^/u, works on asceticism and
monastic discipline; iii Abhidharnia, Jg lun, works

on philosophy ; iv jjSJ /-«, miscellaiieoHs works.

The first three divisions or tsamj (treasuries)

are all translations ; the fourth, added by the

Chinese, includes both translations and original

Chinese works.

Just as the Chinese Collection, consisting of

four divisions, should not properly be designated

Tripitaka or San T^ani/, meaning Three Thesauri,

so the collection has no real right to be called a

Canon. It is .simply a theological miscellany, a

corpus scriptoruni sanrlorum, all the very diverse

works in it being, or having at some time been,

of literary or doctrinal value; while the validity

of the collection is entirely dependent on imperial

authority.

The Tripitaka as it e.vists in China today is

only the latest one of several such collections that

have been made. Twelve are enumerated between

the si.xth and eighteenth centuries, the latest five

having been printed, while the rest remainecl in

manu.scri|)t. Each collection included works not

in the preceding one ; but with addition, there

was also e-xcision and compression, so that the

present collection contains fewer works than the

first that was issued, at the beginning of the sixth

century. This is due, not to the rejection of

works which to changing thought became heretical,

or to the critical mind became apocryphal, but

to the fact that many early translations were only

provisional, or incomplete, or partial versions,

which could be superseded by the complete trans-

lation of the whole.

Of the latest three Collections, the first, by
Hung Wu, founder of the Ming dynasty, and the

second, by Yung Lo, differ only in the number of

Chinese works admitted into the fourth division.

They are known as Southern and Northern respec-

tively, one having been printed in Nanking, the

other in Peking. The last Collection, by Yung
Chkng and Ch'ibn Lung, is the revision of Hung
VVu's Collection, with the addition of 54 Chinese
works.

The total number of works included in the

Chinese Canon is 1662, nearly two-thirds of them
being in the first division (Sutras). A catalogue

W2S made of the whole Collection by Bunyiu Nanjio
in 1883, which may be consulted for the sub

division of the Canon. The Catalogue is without

an inde.\ to the Chinese titles, but this lack has

been supplied by E. D. Ross.

A new edition of the Canon appeared in 1913,

known as the " Hardoon Reprint," the e.xpenses of

the undertaking having been chiefly met by the

munificent gifts of Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Hardoon of

Shanghai, who also entertained the scholars

responsible for the work, during the years of their

labours. The most prominent of these able and
learned Buddhists was a monk who bears the

niunaslic name of TsuNG Yang.

There are also two well-known Japanese edi-

tions, published in recent times, one in Tokyo and

one in Kyoto.

EiTEL : Chinese Buddhism; BuNYin Nanjio :

.4 Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of the

Buddhist Tripi/ahi; Ross : An Alphabetical List

of Titles, etc., (Archieological Department of India.

1910) ; Johnston : Buddhist China; Heal : Thr
Buddhi'l Tripitnla in China and Japiin,' <i

r •„/„/,../,,.
. clr,. 1876.

BUDDHISM, HOLY PLACES OF, are gene-

rally found on hills or mountain-tops; and the

word [li, mountain, is commonly used of places of

pilgrimage, even when situated elsewhere. In

many cases, peaks already " holy " have been

appropriated, pai'tially or completely, by the

Buddhists. China, indeed, abounds both with

Taoist and Buddhist mountain-shrines. Four places,

however, have come to be specially sacred to

Buddhism, and pre-eminently objects of Buddhist

pilgrimage. They are i, Wu T'ai Shan JftSillJ, in

Shansi, which from its position is especially the

seat of Mongol Lamaism. The presiding Bodhis-

attva is Manju'sri, {i/.r.); ii, Chiii Hua Shan

:^VlU. in Anhui, whose patron divinity is

Ti TsANG JIS 8i, (7-c.), the Ruler of the dead, and

also the protector of little children ; iii, P'u T'o

Shan JJ pg ||j , off the coast of Chiikiang, where

Kuan Yin {'J-v.) is the main object of worship;

iv, () Mei Shan !Hli]\U in Ssuch'uan, who.io temples

are dedicated to the Bodhisattva, P'u Hsien {g.v.).
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These mountains must not be confounded with

the " Five Sacred Hills," whose sanctity is of

a'l earlier date than Buddhism, and which are

chiefly associated with Taoism. Among the num-
berless mountain-monasteries of Chinese Buddhism,

the above-mentioned four are not the highest, nor

the most famous for learning, nor for founding

a new school, nor have they exclusive rights or

powers ; and it seems certain that their pre-

eminence arises from their position in the land.

It is clearly stated by Chinese writers that the

number of the chosen mountains is f'lur, to connect

them with the four cosmogonical elements of

Buddhism, Air, (\Vu T'ai) Fire, (0 Mei) Water,

(P'u T'o) and Earth (Chiu Hua), the elements

being thus assigned because of certain peculiarities

of situation or climate at each place.

In addition to the four referred to, there are

" eight small famous hills," some of which share

their fame with Taoism. The most important

ironi the liuddhist point of view-, are T'ien T'ai

^ '^ in ('hi'kiang, Wu Tang ff^^ in Hujjei, and

W'u I ff^^, in Fukien. Many other heights famous

in Buddhist story might be mentioned ; in fact

the Shan C/ii/i, lU ^ , or ' History of Buddhist

Mountains in China,' runs into thousands of

volumes.

Pilgrimages to these places naturally take

place at the seasons when the weather is likely

to be good,—roughly speaking, the spring and sum-

mer in the north, i.e. the lower peaks are visited

in spring, and the lofty heights in summer ; while

winter pilgrimages are common in the south.

The pilgrims are mcstly pious laity, but a great

many monks also join them. The calling of the

latter entitles them to free food and shelter at the

various monasteries en route.

Many ' guides,' or books for the information

and edification of both classes of pilgrims e.xist,

and a detailed and interesting account of one of

these is given in Johnston's work. Chap. vii.

.ToiTNSTON : Huddliisl CIniiii.

BUDDHIST MONASTERIES. Probably

earlier Chinese monasteries imitated the arrange-

ments ,it Nalanda and other great Indian establish-

ments, but unfortunately the Chinese pilgrims give

us little information as to the buildings in Indian

monasteries. In China the arrangement is generally

a quadrangular space surrounded by a wall. The
great gate faces south, and either outside of it

or in the first court inside, there is a pool, filled

with red lotus and tame fish and crossed by a

bridge. The sides of the quadrangle are occupied

by dwelling rooms, refectory, guest chambers, store-

rooms, library, etc. The inner space is divided

into two or three courts with a temple in each.

The first temple is called The Hall of the Four

Great Kings 03?^ Ssu l'ii:n waiig containing

figures of being.s who have not yet reached Buddha-
hood. Generally the Guardian of the North, |t /ig

To Wkm is black and holds a pearl and a snake;

KuANG Mu )g g Guardian of the East, is white

and bears a sword ; Jg ^ Tseng Chang, Guardian

of the South, holds an umbrella and is red ; the

Guardian of the West^ || gj Cii'in Kuo, is blue

and carries a guitar. The figures include images

of the four kings, Maiireya (Mi Lei) ^ ^ the

coming Buddha, Wei T'o :^|!'£. a military Bodhisat-

tva sometimes identified with Indra, and very

often Kuan Ti gjg if?, god of War.

The second court is the principal one, and
contains the principal images ; it is called the

Precious Hall of the Great Hero ;^iS't'iSta hsiung

pao tien. Behind the chief altar there may be a

single figure, in which case it is always 'Sakyamuni ;

more often there are three figures, called vaguely

the Three Precious Ones. They are usually

'Sakyamuni and two of the superhuman Bodhisat-

tvas, or Buddhas, Amitabha (0-mi-t'o), Manju'sri

(Wen-Shu) or some other. The central figure is

sometimes Kuan Yin or Ml T'o. The common
e-xjilanation that the triad represents the Biuldlias

past, present and to come, is not correct.

In this Hall, or at the side of it, other Bod-

hi.sattvas have separate shrines : Ti Tsang, Ta
Shih Chih and others. Kuan Yin generally has a

special shrine at the back of the chief altar, facing

the north door of the Hall. The Eighteen Lohan
are arranged along the side walls of the Hall.

The third building is called the Fa fang Jjj '^

and contains only small images. It is used for

the religious e.\ercises of the monks, but there is

also exposition of the Scriptures for the laity, and
sometimes preaching.

In very larg3 monasteries there may be a

fourth Hall, used for meditation, and called the

Ch'an t'ang P^.
Monasteries are of all sizes, and in any of them

the number of monks is always changing. This is

because the monks do a certain amount of wander-

ing ; at one time many may be absent from their

monastery, at another it may be filled with visitors.

A large monastery may have from thirty to fifty

monks ; a very large one may have as many as

three hundred.

Most monks are dedicated by parents while

but children ; a few become monks from sincere

religious conviction after they are men. The
children have the head shaved and wear monastic

garb ; at twenty years old they are formally admit-

ted into the Order. There are three ceremonies,

originally belonging to three stages of the religious

life, but now crammed into the space of a few
days. This is partly because, up to the end of

the Ch'ing dynasty, only certain monasteries held
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the government's permission to ordain, so that

candidates might have to travel some distance,

and would naturally wish that one journey should

suffice for the whole ordination.

At the first ceremony, the candidates are

admitted as novices; two or three days later they

accept the robes and bowl, and promise obedience

to the rules of the I'rtitiiiuik>ik.->ha. The third and

final ceremony is the most important ; it is called

fhou l"u-sa chieh 5^^^ "accepting the Bodhi-

sattva's commandments," that is, the fifty-eight

precepts of the Fan wanij chimj (q.v.). The
candidate's head is branded at this ceremony in

from three to eighteen places, by lighting bits of

charcoal stuck on to the shaven pate.

It seems that burning and branding as parts

of initiation ceremonies were known in India in

the first centuries of our era. but that they were

not commonly practised ; and that they were not

generally accepted in China till the eighth century.

I Chinc, who died in 715, seems to know of

nothing beyond the two fold ceremony for novitiate

and monkhood. The third ordination must be

part of the later phase of Buddhism introduced by

Amogiia (Pu K'ung) about 759.

By these three ordinations the candidate becomes

a /lon/iunij or full monk and takes a new name.

All monks pay obedience to the abbot, and in some

cases the abbot represents the entire clergy of a

prefecture ri'« ii.< the government; but each

monastery is independent in administering its own

affairs and there is no hierarchy outside.

The monks are divided into two classes termed

Western and Eastern. The former are the religious

part of the house, concerned with ritual, etc. ; the

latter manage the business affairs of the establish-

ment.

The diet in the monastery is strictly vegetarian
;

as a rule there are three meals a day, all eaten in

silence. The monks do not go round with the beg-

ging bowl ; they wear the garments prescribed in

Indian Buddhism, but supplemented by Chinese

clothing worn underneath, whatever is made

necessary by the climate.

Either two or three services each day are held

in the principal Hall, the ritual including verses,

responses and chanting, with the presentation of

offerings, tea, rice, etc.

In the course of most ceremonies the monks

make vows on behalf of all beings, and take oath

to work for their salvation. They have also to

deliver sermons and listen to them, and to spend

time in meditation. Some of them also liave to

teach the novices to read aTid recite religious books.

It is usual for the monks to spend some time

in wandering in the spring and autumn. There are

many festivals, some purely Buddhist, some purely

Chinese.

10

As to the laity : they are at liberty to attend

the daily services, which are however primarily for

the monks. Generally the laity worship at any

hour, lighting a few tapers and often trying some

act of divination before the idols. But at certain

seasons, the temples are thronged with lay pilgrims.

The services of the monks are required by the

laity chiefly for funerals. In addition to the

numerous monasteries there are a large number of

nunneries, organized in the same way and under

their control. These are more numerous in the

South than in the North ; and at the present day

neither institution bears the best of characters

;

c.;/., in 1840 all the nunneries in Soochow were

suppressed for immorality ; and a little later the

monasteries (?) in Foochow^ suffered the same fate

on the same charge.

Hackmann : BuddhUtn us a Ihlii/imi, and

Dutldhist Monnstery Life, East of Asia, vol. i.

BUDDHIST SCHOOLS. The history of these

would fill a large volume, yet Buddhism had been

known in China for several centuries before any-

thing was heard of ' schools.' When Bodhidkarma

came in 526, he came as a reformer, perhaps

because his ideas were not acceptable in India. He
founded the Ch'an p^. (Sanskrit, Dhyana) or

Contemplative School ; feeling that too much
attention was paid to sacred writings and outward

observances, he proclaimed that the heart, rather

than the words, of Buddha must be the chief guide

of his followers. Bouhiiuiakma's system has been

called the "Buddhist counterpart of the Spiritual

E.\ercises of St. Ignatius Lovola" ; it is indeed

the way of all mystics ; the tending of the inner

light, the realization of the Eternal as immanent

in the human Soul, through calmness, meditation

and prayer. It had the defects, as well as the

virtues of mysticism, r,<j. leading to the neglect cf

learning, if leading away from priestcraft and

externalism.

The Ch'an school early divided into North and

South ; the former soon decayed, but the latter

flourished, and after the death of the 6th (Chinese)

patriarch, there being no one head to whom to

refer new doctrines that they might be da.ssed as

orthodox or heterodox, the Ch'an school subdivided

into five main branches, and other schools also

arose. Buddhism, moreover, is essentially a tolerant

religion, recognizing " many ways of salvation."

and it took kindly to the idea of different .streams

flowing from the one source, and complementary

rather than antagonistic. Persecution and excom-

muni<'ation have been little known, and division,

amalgamation and interpenetration have been con-

stantly at work among the schools. The immense

size of the Canon was also a factor in the develop-

ment of sects, special teachers emphasizing the

importance of their favourite scriptures.
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The Cliiiiese reckon that there have been ten

principal schools {^ tstinff). According to Hack-
|

MANN, they are as follows : 1. Lii Tsung ^ ^
2. Chu She Tsung ifl^S. 3. Ch'eng Shih Tsung

!&%^. 4. San Lun Tsung Hi^R- 5. T'ien T'ai

Tsung. 6. Hsien Shou Tsung |tt^- 7. Tz'u En

Tfungjg.ia^. 8. Ch'an Tsungj(tji^^• 9. Mi Tsung

5gtf- 10- f'hing T'u Tsung If±^.
Of these, four. viz. Nos. 2, 3. 4. aiul 9, no

longer appear as ec/iools in China, although their

influence remains, and they themselves are found

in Japan. This is especially the case with the

Mi Tsung, also called Chen Yen Tsung [see below).

No. 8, the Ch'an or Contemplative School, has

practically absorbed all the re.st. It subdivided in

the eighth and tenth centuries, as above stated,

into five sects, sometimes from their importance

also called ^ and causing confusion. The proper

term is ^ chia or ' families.' These are named

from the places where they originated ; being, in

chronological order, the Hui-yang, Linchi, Ts'ao-

tung, Yiin-men and Fa-Yen Schools ; of these the

Lin-clii SgiJI is by far the most important. It

began in Shantung in the 9th century. Its founder

died in 868, and his dagoba was erected near

Taming fu in Chihli. Most educated monks of

today profess to belong to this school or 'family'.

It is an interesting fact that it was among the

Chinese, who are supposed to be above all things

a practical [leople. rather than among the people

of India that Contemplative Buddhism was mainly

developed, and it is at this day the prevailing form,

though much modified by alliance with the Ching

T'u or Amidist School. The special object of the

Lin chi Tsung is to teach that while self-

improvement is hard, man has resources in himself

to overcome all difficulties. This doctrine ap-

proaches to Confucianism, and the school is held

in high esteem among the thoughtful classes in

China, who despise the image worship of the

ignorant multitude.

The five .^, the Lii, T'ien T'ai. Hsien Shou,

Tz'ii En and Ching T'u Tsung, are sometimes

called Chiao men 841*^ . as against the Ch'an Tsung,

known as Tsung men g-'P"] . They all agree on the

importance of e.xternals, while differing from each

other on other matters as much as they differ from

the Ch'an.

i. The strictest is the Lii Tsung, also called the

Nan Shan, Southern Hill, School. It was founded

by Tag HsiiAN, who died in a.d. 667. and lays

great stress on the minute observance of the old

Lii (Vinaya) regulations. The chief seat of this

school at the present day is at Pao-hua Shan to

the east of Nanking, where the rule is exceedingly

severe, the priests eating only two meals a day,

drinking nothing but tea, and dressing in black.

ii. The T'ien T'ai School was founded by

Chih I HH, (died 597) and was an attempt to com-

bine esoteric and exoteric teaching ; meditation was

still to have the fir.st place, (though the use of books,

which Bodiiidharma had forbidden, was permitted)

;

and yet ceremonial was regarded as having objective

value. The founder's favourite sutra was the

Mian Fa Lit:n Hun Ching j^^t.i'R^M- ^'*' 1^°""^

was in N.E. Chekiang among the beautiful T'ien

T'ai Mountains, still a great Buddhist stronghold.

iii. The Hsien Shou Tsung originated in the

T'ang dynasty, but is named from a great reformer

who afterwards arose. Its favourite siitra is the

Hua Yen C/n'ni/^^lg' ^'^^ another and commoner

name for the school is Hua Yen Tsung.

iv. The Tz'u En Tsung was founded by Chikh

Hsien ^gon the Wei S/iih f.vn, one of the books

translated by the famous pilgrim Hsuan Tsang,

and insists, as the name "kindness-and-compassion-

school" implies, on the necessity of love towards all

beings, as the highest sign of true religion. It

practises a special kind of meditation based upon

peculiar p.sychological views.

V, The Ching T'u Tsung or Lien ^ ^ , also

called the Amidist or Lotus School, was founded

by a native of Shansi in the 4th century. His

name was Hui YiiAN ,^;g and he lived under, the

Eastern Tsin dynasty. To this school belonged

Chu Hung, the priest who opposed Matthew Ricci

in letters which are still extant, who also founded

the famous Yiin Ch'i g ^J monastery near Hang-

chow. In reality his was quite a distinct inter-

pretation of Buddha's teaching, but there has been

so much borrowing, that a pure Amidist is not to

be found. Some monks say that "Amidist teaching

is Ch'an doctrine simplified for the multitude."

Its especial cult is that of Amitabha, the Huddha

of the West. The favourite scriptures are three

siitras of the Pure Land, which were not the

product of early Buddhism.

This is the form of the religion which, rightly

or wrongly, is supposed to have most in common
with Roman Catholic Christianity, having its

purgatory, its Goddess of Mercy, its elaborate

machinery for delivering the dead from pain and

misery through the good offices of the priests, and

gaining them an entrance into the Pure Land of

the Western Heaven. It is also the form which

is most affected by the ignorant laity, and Kuan
Yin and Amita Buddha are more often on Chinese

lips than any other religious names, both having

endeared themselves to the popular mind by their

devotion to the human race. The school has its

own doctrine of Salvation by Faith, but no punish-

ments are eternal. The mere repetition of the

name Amitabha has saving elTicacy. (See I'ure,

Land School).
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Of the four schools now extinct in China, the

most important is the Mi Tsung
'_^; ^ , Secret

Tcnc/iiii'j Srhoiil, or Chen Yen Tsun(;3lw^ 7 True

Word Sriiiii}!, the latest of the schools of Buddhism
to arise in China. It was introduced from India

in the eighth century. Its principal scripture is

the Ta jih ching;A:3|'J or Sutra of the Srx Buodha
VAiRofANA ; and in its higher forms it is an elaborate

and fanciful pantheism. In its popular use,

however, it is 3 short cut to salvation by means
of spells and ceremonies. The higher teaching of

the School never had much importance in China,

but the use of .spells and magic appealed to Chinese

super.-titioii very strongly, and such ideas now
form a large part of Chinese Buddhi.sm, though

intrrxlucod at such a comparatively late period.

It was introduced into Japan in 805, where it is

known as the Shingon sect, and is one of the

most influential at the present day.

The Chii She Tsung is the Kusha School of

Japan ; the Ch'eng Shih Tsung, is known as

Jiijit.su, and the SanLun Tsung as San-Ron.

Hac-KMANN : Die. Srhuhn din C/iiiuniitrhen

Bitddhi'tnuf ; (Mitth. Seminar, 1911); and liud-

d/iimii If a ft^lii/iiiii ; Edkins : C/iiiifKe Biiddhi'm ;

JdHNsTuN : llinlfl/ii^r t'/nnii. [C.E.C.]

BUFFALO, WATER, bo.< hulmhi.^, an un-

wieldy and powerful animal much in use for

agricultural work in the south. The head is so

set that the whole body may be submerged, with

only the tip of the nose showing above the surface

of the water. The hide is black, with few hairs.

Though the animal is vicious with strangers, it is

generally seen under the control of small boys.

BUGLIO, LOUIS, jflltfi JtTr a Icsuit mission

ary, wa.^ born at Minoo in Sicily, .lanuary 26,

1606. He entered the Society when 17 years old,

and after tsaching for some years in the Roman
College he was sent to China in 1637. He is said

to have written and spoken Chinese with remark-

able ease. He was an excellent draughtsman, and
it was in this capacity that he was assistant to P.

Schall and shared his labours and persecutions

in Peking. He died there in 1682.

BoRMANS : Fcrdinimd Vrrbie.-il; Louvain, 1912.

BULBULS. See /lriirlii//iodinne.

BULLETIN CATHOLIQUE DE PEKIN,
LE, a magazine [)ul)lisliod by the La/arist Mission,

primarily intended for missionaries. The fir.st

number appeared in December, 1913, and it has

been issued monthly since then, with the excep-

tion that it appeared twice a month for two
months. An edition in Chinese is also issued.

The price of the Magazine is two dollars per

ainiuni.

BULLOCK, THOMAS LOWNDES was born

on September 27, 1845, and entered the British

Consular Service in China in February, 1869.

He was advanced to various important posts, and
in 1897 become Assistant Judge and Consul at

Shanghai. In July of that year he retired, and in

1899 he succeeded I.eoce in the Chair of Chinese

at Oxford. He held this post till his death,

March 20, 1915.

His writings are few,—a small number of

papers in periodicals and Proyre.-sice Kxerrifes in

llii- C/iiiii-^c. Written Lringvfi</r.

BUND, Hindustani band, an artificial cause-

way or embankment. In Shanghai the bund of the

International Settlement is 3500 feet in length.

In Hongkong the word priiya is used instead.

BUNDER, from Bund {ij.v.). A word used

in .Shannhai t'cji' an untrue rumour or ciinnrd.

BUNGALOW, (llinJ. lian.jlah), a one-

storeyed luiuse.

BURGEVINE, HENRY ANDREA, an

American, born at Xewbern, N. (,'arolina in 1836,

a subordinate to General Ward, who took com-

mand of the Ever Victorious Army after Ward's
death. By his overbearing manners, by inter-

ference with the civil rule at Sungkiang and in

other ways he made himself obnoxious to

Li Hung-chang, then Fu t'ai or provincial

(jovernor. Li begged General Staveley to remove

BuRGEViNE and appoint a British officer in his

place, but the General declined to interfere.

When Buhgevine's trooos were ordered to Nan-

king they refused to go until their arrears of pay

were given them. In quarrelling with Ta Chi,

the Bank or banker holding the funds, Bcrgevinb

laid violent hands on the money and struck the

banker. For this he was dismissed, Captain

Hoi,r.\ND being placed in temporary command and

Captain Gokdon being recommended for the

permanent appointment.

BuRGEViNE went to Peking to claim redress, but

though Sir Frederic; Bruce and Mr. Buulingame
were strongly in his favour, it soon became

evident that there was no possibility of his

reappointment. He was irritated, weak from an

imperfectly healed wound, and, it is said, in the

habit of taking enough stimulants to disorder his

mind. He got together some one hundred and

fifty foreign rowdies and went over to the rebels

at .Soochow. There was great danger of Gordon's

officers deserting to their old leader. BrncEviNE

seems to have had an idea of entrapping and

seizing Gordon; he also met him and tried to

persuade him to join in an independent campaign

against rebels and imperialists alike; he arranged

with Gordon to desert to him, on a guarantee that

no proceedings .ihould be taken against him or his

officers for their service with the rebels. When
the desertion did take place BtincEViNE himself
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got left behind in Soochow, and it was only by
Gordon's diplomacy and the T'ai P'ing leader's

generosity that he got away in safety. The
Fu-t'ai handed him over to the American Consul,

who, at Gordon's request, agreed to take no

proceedings against him on condition that he left

the country. For some time he lived quietly at

Yokohama, but in 1865 he made a trip to

Shanghai, then to Amoy, where some rebels were

in arms. At Amoy, while drunk, he agreed to

join the rebels once more. A black servant

betrayed him to the Chinese authorities, who
arrested him on the way to the rebel lines and
armed to the teeth. The American Consul

demanded custody of him, but was refused ; the

American authorities having failed in their duty

to arre.st him at once on his return. The utmost

to be obtained from the Chinese was a promise

to keep their prisoner unharmed till the Govern-

nent at Washington had been consulted. He was
sent to Li Hunc-chang; but on the way, at Lan
Chi hsien in Chekiang, he was drowned by the

capsizing of a ferry-boat, June 26, 1865. Enquiry

failed to find any signs of foul play ; but a certain

amount of doubt must always remain about a

death so opportune to two governments.

Wilson : The Ever-Victorious Army.

BURHEL. See Sheep, wild.

BURIAL OF THE LIVING. See Sacrifices.

BURLINGAME MISSION. In 1867 Bur
LIN GAME resigned the post of United States minister

to China, and accepted the leader.'ihip of a Mission

on behalf of the Chinese Government to the

Western powers. After visiting the United States,

France, Prussia and England, he died in Russia,

1870, before his work was fini.shed.

The Mission included J. McLeavy Brown,
(who had been interpreter to the British Legation

in Peking), as First Secretary, and M. Deschamps,

(a Frenchman who had been connected with the

Chinese Customs) as second Secretary ; besides two
Chinese officials and some students. This being

the first Embassy ever sent by China to Western
powers, was a most exciting matter to all interested

in the opening of China to Western influence, and

in a mass of writing on the subject, the most

varying views were expressed. To some it marked
the beginning of a new and better era for China

;

to others it appeared a gigantic piece of humbug.
The movement was certainly prejudiced by the

injudicious and exaggerated public utterances of

Bi'RLiNGAME. The Chine.<ie Government was re-

presented as desiring and intending to introduce

Western methods, but only gradually, as the people

became convinced, and not hastily at the urging of

foreign powers. On the other hand foreigners in

iii China regarded the Government as insincere,

and desirous only to put off all change as long as

possible. The time had arrived for the revision of

the Treaty of 1858 with England, and the

British minister, backed by the mercantile com-

munities of the ports, proposed the immediate open-

ing of China by railroads, telegrajihs, navigation

of inland waters, mining, right of foreign residence

and other means. In the light of later Chinese

history it is clear that such proposals must have

been abhorrent to the mandarins of those days.

At this juncture, Burlingame succeeded in making

a Treaty with United States endorsing the "un-

qualified admission of the right of China to resist

all pressure from without as to material improve-

ments or pa-ogress." (Despatch of Sir Rdtherford

Alcock, November 10, 1868). The Chinese Govern-

ment was at once made strong to resist the British

proposals, and after tedious delay and fruitless

endeavour by the British minister, the new Treaty

was signed with a few petty additional concessions

granted.

To many, the great effect of the Mission, not

only by the Treaty it made, but the change it

brought about in the attitude of Western powers

towards China, was to confirm her arrogance and

seclusive, conservative mind, and contempt of the

foreigner, and to give the victory to the foes of

progress. To others it was a noble attempt to do

justice to a Government placed in a difficult

position.

A decision on the wisdom or foolishness of the

Mission and on the goodness or badness of its

fruits can only be made,—if it is possible to

deride,—after a study of both sides of the question

as shown in the ma.ss of contemp«)rary criticism,

discussion and courespondence. 8fe Ariicriran re-

tutioiif.

V. W. Williams : Ji/fm /iiirlint/inne.

BURNING OF THE BOOKS, THE, an ex-

pression which generally refers to Ch'in Shih

HuANO Ti's notorious deed in B.C. 213. At the

suggestion of Li Ssu, his prime minister, he ordered

the destruction of all books except those on

medicine, divinrtion and agriculture. Within

thirty years the Han dynasty reversed the order,

and pcrhajjs not so much harm was done to literatui e

as is sometime!! assumed. The lacunae, different

readings and general disorder in classics are common
to all ancient literatures. Finding the literati still

in ojiposition SiiiH Huang Ti destroyed {^) some

four hundred of them in the capital Hsicn-yang.

There were other occasions when a clean swjep

was made of literature : Wtlie mentions five

'bibliothccal catastrophes' in his A' -tes on Chinese

Literature.

TscHEi'E : Hisloire du Royaume de Ts'in.
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BURNS, WILLIAM CHALMERS, born in

1815, died at Newchuang, 1868. He was sent to

China as a missionary by the English Presbyterian

Church, reaching Hongkong in 1847. He worked

in several of the ports and left a reputation behind

him for both scholarship and piety. The widely

used translation of Bcny.^n's I'ilijriin's I'rogrrss is

his work, and he wrote some well known hymns.

BUSHELL, STEPHEN WOOTTON, was

born in 1844 in Kent, took his medical degree at

London University, and became medical officer

to the British Legation at Peking in 1868. He
was made C.M.G. in 1897, retired in 1899 and died

at Harrow in England, September, 1908.

He wrjte a number of papers on Chinese

in.scriptions, antiquities, numismatics, natural his-

tory and art; his Chinese Art, (2 vols.) a South

Kensington Museum Handbook, is well-known,

and his CfiineKi- Porclain (1908) is a standard

work. A full list of his writings is given in

T'nung pan, 1908, p. 596. The most important are

(hiiutiil Ciriiiiiir Art {l/ir Wnltrrs C'ollertion),

New York, 1897, and Chinese Porcelain, Oxford,

1908.

BUSTARDS. See Grallae.

BUTTERFLY CHUANG, a title given to the

philosopher Chuang Tzii from a famous passage in

the end of the 2nd chapter of part I of his work"

in which lie likens himself to a butterfly.

BUTTON. The round knob, about an inch in

diameter, worn on the dress cap under the Manchu
dynasty to denote the rank of the owner. There

are nine classes, each being divided into principal

JE and subordinate ^, the former being plain, the

latter bearing the character ^ shou, old ai/e. The
nine classes, beginning with the highest are,

i, transparent red,—ruby ; ii, opaque red,—coral

;

iii, transparent blue,—sapphire ; iv, opaque blue,

—

lapis lazuli; v, transparent white,—crystal; vi,

opaque white,—stone ; vii, plain gold ; viii, worked

gold ; ix, worked gold with two characters {shov),

being the button for graduates of the lowest degree

{/i!^iu ts'(ii).

c

CACIANFU in Marco Polo, is Hu chung fu JoJ

Hi Iff which i.s now P'u chou fu,
r'lYi K }fi '" Shansi.

CAHEN, GASTON, the author of a History

of the Relations between Russia and China in the

time of PETKio^he Great. The author had access

to the archiveX in Russia, and produced mucli

new material. The work was in French, but the

text with some Af the notes was translated by

W. Sheldon RrDjjE in the Nntiona' Review,

Shanghai, 1913-14.

Cahen : Hintoire den ndation-i dr In liuxxie

arte In Chine tout Pierre le Grand (1689 1730) ;

Paris, 1911.
,

CALANDRA LOUQ\PE% or Cerndialonijipef, i

fS^'A ' '"' '""'" ''h'liiiij, the bamboo beetle, which

bores hulcs throU'.;h the bamboo to lay its eggs
i

inside.

CALENDAR OF SUPERSTITIONS. Be
\

sides the Imjierial Calendar with its lucky days, I

etc., for use by all, there is a Buddhist calendar I

for the priests' use. Ch'nn mi'n jih mmj glj H fl SiB

Every day has its feast or fast or duty. Most of i

it is given in Doiir.'s //> i/n rchri siir Ics Siijier-

utiliiiii-. ]>. 391 r/ ..,/.
I

GALLERY, JOSEPH GAETAN PIERRE
MARIE, a distinguished sinologue vho came to

|

China .is a Lazarist missionary, but .apostatized.

He was born at Turin, June 25, 1810, but in 1845

or 1846 he was naturalized as a French subject.

He joined the :1//.<.«/"«.< Etrant/ircs and was sent

to China, reaching Macao in 1836, where he studied

the language under Gon^alves. Besides Chinese

he learned Korean. In his spare time he studied

the botany and geology of the district.

He returned to France in 1842, and the next

year was appointed Interpreter to the French

Consulate at Canton, and was att.ached to DE

I.ACHENi.'s Mission. Returning in 1846 he was

naturalized and took up his abode in Paris. In

1847 he was made Secretary Interpreter to the king

and held this position till his death in Paris,

June 8, 1862. His published works are Dictionnaire

ICnri/rliipidiqtie da la langue Chimme, Macao,

1844 ;
(only vol. I issued) ; the same was translated

into English ; Si/tlemn I'honcticum Hcripturcc

Stnica.

Bretsciineider : llietori/ »/ European Botanical

I)i.'<rot'rrii'ti in Chind.

CAMBALUC, S,.e Khinilmli.i.

CAMBRIDGE REACH, a part of the Canton

river biluw \Vli.iiri|i'i^i, The origin of the name is

said to be as follows. The British ship Cnmbridije,
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900 tons, arriving just before the blocliade, was

sold to Russell & Co., the American firm, who
renamed it the Chesapeake and sold it to the

Chinese. These filled it with powder and ruffians

and sent it to defend the boom below W'hampoa.

The Nemesis was the first to attack it and to

board it. It was set on fire and blown up,

February 1841. In H.vll's Narrative he speaks

of the vessel as ' the Vumbridije formerly known
as the Che.tapeake.'

H.\ll : Narrative of the Voyages and Services

of the Xe>ncsi.<, p. 352.

CAMEL. The camel used as beast of burden

between Mongolia and China is the two-humped

Bactrian camel. It is constantly seen in the

streets of Peking and on the main roads in the

northern provinces. It is found wild in the region

south and east of Lob nor.

CAMOENS (CAMOESI, LUIS VAZ DE, was

born at Li.sbou in 1524. He gave cffence at Court,

and went as a private soldier to-Morocco, where he

lost an eye. Later he went to Goa, where, though

already renowned as a poet, he made enemies by

his satirical attacks on government corruption, and

as a punishment he was sent to take part in the

military occupation of Macao (1558). At the end

of his term of service he returned to Goa, but under

arrest for some intrigue against the Governor of

Macao, and was wrecked on the way. At Goa,

being tried, condemned and pardoned, he was again

arrested for debt ; and it was only after many other

misadventures and seventeen years' absence that he

reached Lisbon. During all his troubles he had

worked at his great poem Os Lusiadas (The Lusiad),

the only thing he ."^aved when wrecked. One of the

sights of Macao is the grotto in which he wrote.

On publishing the work he became famous and

received a pension. He died in 1580.

CAMPHOR, ^chajig; from Cinnamomum
camithiira, Fr. Nees aiid Eberm. The habitat of

the cree is the Nanshan range along the southern

coast, especially in Fukien ; it is also found scattered

in Ssuch'uan, where it grows up to 3.500 ft. altitude.

The wood is much used, especially at Canton for

dre.'sing cases, as the oil contained in it renders it

distasteful to insects. But it is especially valued

for its steareopten, Chang-naol^^, which is largely

used in medicine, either crude and in flakes or

refined in cakes. This is produced by destructive

distillation, i.e. by chipping the trunk, root, and

branches of the tree and boiling the chips in a

covered vessel lined with straw. The sublimed

camphor condenses on the straw and is gathered in

these impure flakes and packed in lead-lined chests.

It is employed as a diaphoretic, carminative,

sedative, anthelmintic, and anti-rheumatic remedy,

for decayed teeth, and in shoes to cure perspiring

feet ; also in the manufacture of fireworks and to

piescrve clothes, although it is not altogether in

favour for the last purpose, as it is thought to

injure the texture of fabrics. In the North it is

always called Ch'ao nao }^Bg, from Ch'ao chow in

Ku.iiigtung.

Until Formosa fell into Japanese hands, that

island was the source of almost all the camphor used

in or exported from China. The supply, situated

in the hills reclaimed from the savage tribes or just

within their borders, was regarded as the property

of the State, and camphor was declared to be a

Government monopoly from the early days of the

conquest of the island ; it was not until 1868 that

traffic in the article was permitted to private dealers,

The annual average export in the years 1865-67, 7,ICO

piculs, was doubled in the three years 18681870.

Exports were well maintained until 1830, when

warfare and fires extinguished the trade for

some years, after which a government monopoly was

again established. In 1890 a demand arose for

camphor, to be used in the manufacture of smoke-

less powder, celluloid, fireworks, etc., and, with

enhanced prices the Government was enabled to

raise a considerable revenue from excise, restricting

the trade to licensed persons. In 1891 nearly

17,000 piculs were exported, and the industry

seemed to promise well. Then came the loss of

the island, with the passing of the trade into

Japanese hands. The world's supply of camphor

is almost entirely derived from Formosa, but,

with State encouragement, China itself could

undoubtedly produce a large amount. After the

cession of Formosa, traders sought for camphor

supplies in Fukien, where the trees grew in

abundance in several prefectures (Kienning, Lung-

yen. Yungchun, etc.). An official from Formo.sa

obtained the sole right to collect, and taught the

P'-'ople to make camphor, and later on the Japanese

sought to obtain the monopoly, but without success.

High profits led to a reckless exploitation of the

industry, and in 1905 there were 20 distilleries in

Foochow, and over 11,000 piculs were exported.

Soon, however, all the available trees were cut

down, and the industry has now become pra.tically

extinct in Fukien. It can only be revived under

government supervision. Efforts have been made

to develop the camphor industry in Kiangsi, where

camphor forests grow in Kanchow and Kian

districts. A factory was started at Kiukiang in

1904, and the average export is now 1,600 piculs.

In South Hupei a syndicate holds the monopoly

of development, a company was granted the right

to exploit the Chekiang camphor, which is found

in Chuchow, in 1903, and there is a small trade in

Kuangsi. In the Shan States of S.W. Yiinnan

there are immense numbers of camphor trees

(hzemao Cmtoma Report, 1900) which await
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development, and especially better transportation

facilities. In short, tlie industry might be revived

and de\ eloped to a very great extent, if State

Mippiirt were o:ily given to it. The e.xjiort in 1916

was pels. 2,377. value Tls. 181,673. [N.S.]

CAMPICION, Maroo Polo's name for Kan
rhou. If ^capital of Kansu.

CAMPO, a name given to the foreign settle-

ment at Ningpo, being corrupted from king pn,

the local jjronunciation of iX'^ chiatnj /iti, meaning
' north of the river.'

CANADIAN HOLINESS MOVEMENT
MISSION.

J/cdflfjiKtrtcrs :—Ottawa.

Works in Hunan, at CJi'miQli
-JjJ |^. (opened

1910) and Anhsmn'j.'^ [i^ (oi)ened 1911), with 7

foreign missionaries in 1916.

CANADIAN METHODIST MISSION.
11 rotiij iiiirtf rs ;—Toron t o.

/:iilircil Chiiin, 1891.

Works in S-^urh'uiin.

The first missionaries of the C.M.M.. eight in

Miinilier, arrived in China in the end of 1891, but

anti foreign riots in the Yangtze Valley prevented

their proceeding inland till early in 1892. They
were led by the Rev. V. ('. Hart, D.U., who had
formerly been the Superintendent of the M.E.M.
in Mid-China. They went in the first j)lace to

Chengtu, already occupied by the C.I.M. and

M.E..M. Kia ting •^^. 100 miles S. of Chengtu

was opened in 1894.

In 1895 anti foreign riots broke out at Chengtu,

and for more than twenty-four hours the mob was

allowed by the Provincial (Jovernmcnt (which had

many thou.sands of soldiers at hand) to work its

will on every mission in the city. Every compound

was looted and destroyed. Both the Protestant

and Catholic missionaries, however, were kept in

safety in the yaniens, and after ten days were sent

off with a strong escort, reaching Shanghai in

safely. The foreign governments whose subjects

had been concerned brought such pressure to bear

upo.i Peking that the Viceroy of Ssuch'uan was

degraded, and indemnities were paid both to

I'rotestants and Catholics. Seven months after

their enforced flight two of the CM. missionaries

were back ; and three months later all had returned

to Kiating or Chengtu, and rebuilding at once

began.

Two and a half years later, the work was again

hindered through disturbances caused by a band

of outlaws known as )'« miin-liii ^BJ^', who
terrorized Central Ssiich'uan for some time.

In 1900. all the members of the Mi.ssion, in

common wilh representatives of most other Societies,

Proleslant and Catholic were sent down to the

coa.^t by Consular orders. The outburst in Ssii-

I

ch'uan did not, however, last very long, owing to

j
the firm hand of a new Viceroy, H.E. Ts'kn

Cn'UN-HsiiAN ^^g. No "foreigners lost their

lives ; but a few Protestant converts, and many
Roman Catholic Chinese were killed, and much
property belonging to the Christians was destroyed.

In 1905, two additional stations were opened,

vh. Jen-shou t; ^- and Jung-hsien ^ !^ ; and in

the ne,\t decade, three more, viz. P'eng hsien g^ JJ

Tzuliu tsing §ji(i?f and Lu chowjg;M^. In addition

to the above new territory a large |)art of S.E.

Ssuch'uan was handed over to the C.M.M. by the

I..M..S. when it withdrew from the province, about

1909. The centre of this field was Chungking,

where the L.M.S. liad begun work in 1888. Since

the transfer to the C.M.M. two other stations

have bcei) opened, viz., Chung chow
,'S. m, and

Fow chow g ^ , 1913.

In the Revolution of 1911-12, the missionaries

had again to leave their .stiitions through the dis-

turbances, and all building was sus))eiided for a

year ; and the European War has once more

hindered the work by preventing much needed

buildings from being put up. owing to strailness

of funds.

The CM. Mif-nun /Vp.w.—This, the first

Mission Press in W. China, was erected in 1897

at Kiating. In 1904, it was removed to Chengtu,

and formally opened in the presence of the Viceroy

in April, 1905.

In 1914, the press turned out over two million

books and tracts ia the Chinese, Tibetan and Miao

languages, (representing over 34,000.000 pages), and

653.000 pages of English. In 1915, it turned out

1,250,000 pages in English, and 28,000.000 pages

in Chinese.

In addition to jirinting Scriptures for the

American Bible Society, and other i-eligious

literature, a great deal of the output is for the

use of the schools under the West China

Educational Union, for the West China University,

and for the Union Schools at Chengtu. Chinese

institutions, such as the 1'o.st Office, the Salt

Gabelle, etc., also give the Press many orders.

Kdurdtiiiitiil H'.(fX-.—From 1892 to 1905, the

educational work was limited to day-schools in

each of the central stations ; but in 1905 one

missionary was specially designated fin' this work,

and two schools of higher grade were at once

begun. Even during the repeated absences of

the foreigners, most of the schools were kept open

by Chinese teachers most of the time.

The Society unites with the F.F.M.S.,

A.B.F.M.S. and MEM. in the West China

University, ((/.c.), the Union High and Normal

Schools, all at Chengtu; and in the I'nion Middle

(High) School at Chungking. There are primary

schools at alt stations and must uut-stalions, and
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all the school work connect* with the W. China

Educational I'nion.

After the Revolution, a very successful Young
Men's (juild was opened at Cluingking somewhat
on Y.M.t'.A. lilies, and Kiatinjr and Chunsi; chow
afterwards followed with similar Institutional

work, these efforts being largely financed by local

Chinese.

Medical work.—There are dispensaries at all

the ten stations, and hospitals at seven of them.

The Mission has already built three General

Hospitals at Chengtu ; the first, completed early in

1895, was destroyed in the same year by the

raoters ; the second was built on the same site and
opened in 1897: and a third fine modern hospital

was built in 1913. Another for Women was opened

in 1915.

At Jung h.sien. the present fine building was

put up in 1914 : and in the same year, an

interesting experiment was made, viz. union

medical work with the Chine.ie of the city; the

C.M.M. providing the building, heavy furniture

and physicians, and having charge of the religious

side of the work, while the city has control of the

patients, collecting fees and paying current expenses.

'J'/ie WoiiKiii's Mi:'fionanj Sncii'lt/ of the Home
Church sent out its first agent with the pioneer

))arty in 1891, and the .schools for girls, the work
for women, and Woman's Hospitals and dispensaries

are mainly in the hands of this au.xiliary.

Stati.stics of Canadian Methodist Mission for

year ending December 31, 1915 (including Women's
Missionary Society),

Foreign Missionaries 168

Chinese Staff 276

Communicants 1,633

CANADIAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION.
f/ciiilqiiiii/' r.< —Toronto.

Ktit-rril China, 1871.

Works in F<iriiin.<(i, Xorth Ihmiiit, and Kutni'j-

lull'/.

/•'ijnii(i.--fi Mixsiaii.—The first missionary sent to

China was tlic Hcv. C L. Mackay, who chose

North Formosa as his sphere. For 23 years he

was practically alone. He settled in Tamsui, and
after a year baptized his first converts, five in

number. For twelve years he met with bitter

opposition, the climax being reached during the

French invasion of 1884-5, when seven of the

largest churches were wholly or partially destroyed.

In addition to work among Chinese, Mr. Mackat
t)reached among the half-civilized tribes of the

N.E. Coast, and the untamed barbarians of the

mountains. He was without success among the

latter, but the former became in the course of a

few years, in name at least, mostly Christians.

This hindered the work among the Chinese, who
from pride of race, refused a religion the despised

Pepohoans had accepted. The native evangelists

were trained peripat^tically—following the mission-

ary in his itinerations, and learning as occasion

.served.

After the dei)arture of the French in 1885,

till 1895, when Formosa was ceded to Japan, but

little active opposition was shown. At the close

of the Franco-Chinese war, the Governor-General

paid $10,000 as compensation for the property

destroyed by the mobs. Better and larger churches

were built with the indemnity, and also a Theolo-

gical College in Tamsui, which in 1914 was moved
to Taihoku. as a Union College for the English

and Canadian Presbyterian Missions. Mr. Mackay
died in 1901. In 1904 the Presbytery of North

Formosa- -^Juite indcjjendent of the Canadian

Church.—was organized, and the first pastor was

ordained in 1906. Shortly after this date, the

work ceased to be reported among China Missions,

having been transferred to the Japan branch of the

Mission.

'J'hc North Honuti Mission was begun in 1888,

the first workers being the Rev. J. Gofokth and

the Rev. J. Fkazer S.mith, M.D. and their wives.

Some months were spent in Shantung, studying the

language and waiting for an opportunity to enter

Honan, and other agents having arrived in 1889,

a beginning was made. Chang-te ^ J§ and

Wei-hui jlj Jgp had been chosen for centres, as being

on the line of the proposed Peking-Hankow railway,

but official hostility prevented their being occupied,

and two market towns—Ch'u Wang, and Hsin

Chen—both on the Wei River, were opened instead.

Even in these quieter places, riots occasionally

broke out. In 1894 a fine site was secured outside

Chang-te city : and about this time a large number
of additional missionaries arrived, and the work

began to flourish. In 1900, however, all the

foreigners were obliged to flee from the Bi)xers,

and divided into two parties, one going north to

Chef00, and one southward to Hankow. The
southern party was attacked, and some were

seriously wounded, but all eventually reached a

place of safety. The mission buildings were

partially or totally wrecked, but the Christians

were not interfered with. When the missionaries

returned in 1901, Ch'u Wang and Hsin Chen were

not re-opened, as it was found ]>c)ssililc t<i enter

both Wei-hui and Huai-ch'ing jig g in 1902.

Tao-k'ow iS n was opened in 1908, Wu an Si 'M
in 1909, and Siu-wu ^jt'" 1912.

In the Revolution of 1911, Honan was one of

the two provinces which did not go over to the

Revolutionaries, through the influence of H.E.

YiiAN Shih-k'ai, himself a native of Chang-te, and

the mission work was not seriously interrupted.

Medical work is carried on in four of the

stations, and a fine well cijuipped modern ho.'<pital
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was opened in Chang-te in 1914. There are Boys'

and ttirls' Schools at three stations, and the Honan
Theolof^ical College at VVeihui (opened 1914).

The higher educational work is gradually being

developed in union with the Canadian Anglicans,

who work in South Honan.

The Mission is responsible for the evangel-

ization of all Honan north of the Yellow River.

The South China Mission was undertaken at

the entreaty of some Chinese converts in Canada,

natives of Kuangtung, who promised to support

one of the missionaries sent. In response to this,

Rev. \V. R. Mackay, M.A., B.D. and his wife

went to Macao in 1902, other workers following.

In 1907 the mission was removed to the newly

opened Treaty port of Kongmoon on the mainland,

the work at Macao being handed over to the

London Missionary Society, and the American

Presbyterian work at Kongmoon being handed

over to the Canadians. A hospital was opened in

1912. and a (iirls' Boarding School in 1916.

Statistics for the year ending Dec. 31, 1915.

Foreign workers 84

Paid Chinese assistants ... 177

Ci.nmiuiiicants 3,215

CANDARIN or CANDAREEN; Chinese

^ /'«, Malay kmiilnii ; the Imiiiin-dth )iait of an

ounce or tael, ij.v.

CANDIDA, the baptismal name of the daughter

iif Hsu Ki'AM-.-cH'i (i/.c). She wa.-i left a widow

at 30, and till her death at 73 she was full of pious

and charitable works. According to Du Halde she

built 39 churches, printed 130 Christian books,

established a Foundling Hospital and did something

for the blind. She died on October 24, 1680.

Hii'toirr li'uiif ilaiiic i hn'lit'miii tic la f'hinc;

Paris. 1688.

CANGUE; Portuguese rtmijn, a yoke jJn chia

\ largo scjuaru wooden frame, fastened on the neck

as punishment for smaller offences. The wearer

has sometimes to stand in some public place and

sometimes has to wear it day and night. It

prevents lyini; down or feeding oneself.

CANIDAE. The dog family of the Cur/iiiurii

is represented in North China by the following

five species; Ctiiiii lii/iiii ti<rhilii7isi.i, the Chinese

Wolf, in Chihli ; C til/iinw, the Wild Dog, in

Manchuria and Kansu ; C rnrtnr, the Corsac Fox,

in Inner Mongolia; Vulpe" lirhilirn^ii', the Chinese

Fox, in Shansi, Shensi, Kansu, Manchuria and

Mongolia ; and ,Vyrtereiilc« 'procyoniiiea, the Racoon

Dog, in Manchuria.

The above list is recent. For South Cliinn

SwiNHOE reported in 1870 the Racoon Dog, from

Fukien, Hankow and .Shanghai ;
Viilpi's honlc, the

.South-China Fox, in .Amoy and Hongkong; I'.

lini ivinttr, the S. China Mountain Fox, in Fukien.

11

SowERBY : Ifectnt Research upon the Mam-
malid, etc.. Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii

;

SwiNiiOE : Catiiloijue. of the Mammals of China,

P.Z.S., 1870.

CANON OF CHANGES. See / Ching.

CANON, BUDDHIST. See Buddhist Canon.

CANONIZATION, a term constantly used by

English authors writing of Chinese worthies. Being

a purely ecclesiastical term its employment for a

merely civil honour is rather unfortunate.

It denotes the bestowal by edict of an honorific

posthumous title. It is often granted many years

after death. Generally with the new name there

is also given a title of nobilily such as £5 duke.

But these are very empty, having no effect on

descendants.

CANrfSSIENNES, 'FiUes de la Charite', a

Congregation of Roman Catholic sisters with

schools, orphanages, hospitals, etc., in Hankow,
Hanchung fu (Shensi), Nanyang fu (Honan) and

Macao.

There are 84 Sisters altogether in China (1916|,

but the Missions de Chine does not indicate how-

many of these are Chinese.

CANTON. The name is an imitation of the

local pronunciation of Kuangtung ^ )( . The

capital of the Kuaiigtung Province, in lat. 23" 7'

10" N., long. 113'^ 14' 30" E., on the Chu Kiang

or Pearl River. From ancient legends it derives

also the names among Chinese of City of Rams,

and City of Genii. It is one of the most important

places in the Emjjire and is the residence of the

Viceroy of the Two Kuang (Kuangtung and

Kuangsi, </. r.) and of the Governor of Kuangtung.

Up to B.r. 110, it w-as the capital (if the kingdom

of Nan Yiieh, which included the present Kuang-

tung, Kuangsi and part of Tonkin.

Canton was the first Chinese port to which

foreign trade was attracted. The Portuguese were

the first Europeans to arrive (1516), but Arab

traders had used the port for centuries before.

The Dutch followed about a century later, and

the English came in 1637. and by the end of the

century nearly all the trade was in their hands.

The East India Comjiany established a factory

there in 1684—their monopoly terminating in 1834.

Five years later Great Britain was at war with

China as a consequence of the insolence and

arrogance with which her traders and officers had

been treated for years, and especially on account

of the manner in which the opium trade was

handled ; Canton was threatened with capture in

1841. but was ransomed for $6,000,000. The war

ended with the Treaty of Nanking, by which

Canton and four other ports were opened to British

trade and residence. The city still remained closed

however till 1857, wheil in the ijecond War it was
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taken and held by British and French troops for

nearly 4 years.

In September 1883 there was a serious anti-

foreign riot in Canton, when part of Sharaeen was

burnt; in the French war of 1884, Canton was

unmolested. There have been no serious disturb-

ances since then, until the Revolution, but piracy

is always rife in the .surrounding country.side.

The foreign concessions at Canton {French and

British) are situated on the island of Shameen.

(7.1-.). The city proper is 6 miles in circumference,

and the whole circuit, including the suburbs, is

about ten miles. The population is 900,000, includ-

ing a large permanent boat-population.

Of late years many improvements have been

made. Electric lighting was introduced (after

previous failures) in 1909 ; waterworks were opened

in 1908, and a tine bund was completed in 1914

after many vicissitudes. The Samshui railway

(30 miles) w,is opened in 1904 ; the Kowloon line

in 1911 ; and the Canton-Hankow line has now been

carried as far as Shiukuan, 140 miles from Canton.

The city is the centre of a net-work of waterways

e.xtending through a great part of the province and

into Kuangsi : its distributing area has decreased,

however, since the opening of the West River

ports to steam navigation.

The chief exports of Canton are silk and silk

piece goods, tea, matting, cassia, and medicines

Among minor exports are ginger, glass bangles, and

fireworks, the last manufactured in and near

Fatshan, a large city in the vicinity. Canton is

renowned for its purely native manufactures, such

as ivory-ware, black-wood furniture, etc., and the

jade market is famous. In modern industry

Canton has not yet developed to as great an

e.\tent as might have been expected. There are

3 brick and cement works, 2 glass and 2 leather

factories, 2 ])aper mills and a cigarette factory.

There are, besides, numerous small enterprises,

(silk filatures, flour mills, etc.), which in the

aggregate make up a considerable volume of

industry. There are oil tanks, situated on the

western side of the river, near a new and growing

quarter of the city.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports . 25,872,846 25.045,582

Net Chinese „ ... 29.558,061 22,958,565

E.xports 48.386,288 61,077.491

Total Hk.Tls. ... 103,817,195 109,081,638

The following is a list of British Consuls since

the post was established at Canton in 1843.

1843, Dec. 30, Francis Coi-eman MACcnEcoR, Consul.

1849, Jan. 4, Dr. Joh.n Bowring, (later. Sir John),

Consul.

1854, Aug. 10, UiTHEUFoni) Alcoik, (later, Sir

llUTHEHKORD), Consul.

1853, Dec. 21, Daniel Brooke Robertson, (later.

Sir Daniel), Consul.

1877, Nov. 9, James Moncan, Consul.

1880, Feb. 25, Arthur Rotch Hewlett, Consul,

1886, Apr. 20, Chaloner Alabaster, (later. Sir

Chaloner), Consul.

1891. A)ii'. 1, ,, Cunsul-General.

1893, June 15, Byron Brenan, (,'onsul.

1899, May 13, Benja.min Charles Geokce Scott,

Consul.

1900, June 9, „ Consul-General.

1932, Apr. 5, James Scott, Consul-General.

1906, Apr. 21, Robert Willia.m Mansfield,

Consul-General.

1939, Jan. 21, James William Jamieson,

Consul-General.

CANTON CHRISTIAN COLLEGE, THE,
a non-.sectarian institution, a university in all but

name, founded chiefly through the exertions of

t the Rev. A. P. Haiter, D.D. of the A.P.M. who
became the first President in 1887. In 1893, the

College was incorporated under the laws of the

State of New York, and a body of trustees appoint-

ed. The work was carried on in rented quarters

till 1894, when some buildings were bought, but

they proved unsuitable.

In 1900, the work was removed to Macao for

safety, returning to Canton in 1904; and in the

next year land was bought and building begun.

While the College was in exile at Macao, a

small girls' school was begun in connection with

it; and in 1905, after the return to Canton, a few

girls were admitted to co-education, at the instance

of two prominent Chinese Christians, one of whom
is now the head of the Chinese Department and

Dean of the Middle School.

In 1913, a separate Woman's Department was

opened, including a grammar and middle school,

specially designed to provide a high-class college

education for the girls of all the Missions in the

province, which have about 5,000 in their schools

of various grades.

The College Department of the C.C.C. offers

courses in General Arts, Natural Sciences, Agricul-

ture and Economic Sciences. It is hoped shortly

to add a course in Medicine, there being already

a Medical Department which runs its own dis-

jicnsary, etc. (See Mrilical Mixxiniiuii/ Sociitij

ill iliiiia),

A Department of Education was organized in

1916, and a " Teachers' College " is planned for

the near future.

(The Agricultural Doji.irtniont is partly sup-

ported by the Kansas State Agriculture College,

and the I'ennFvlvaiiia State College Mission to

China ; and Columbia University and Vassar
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College Christian Associations and other institutions

in the P.S.A. assist in various ways).

The largest division of the College is the

Middle School, and there is a Primary School,

where the boys and girls study together.

The campus covers one hundred acres, on the

Pearl River, about two miles below Canton city;

it has fifteen acres in crops for the Agricultural

Department. The chief buildings are Martin,

(Jran't and >S«asey Halls, four dormitories erected

by Chinese friends of the College, and nine faculty

residences.

The President is the Rev. C. K. Edmi^nds,

B.A., Ph.D., and in 1916 the College reported,

Foreign Faculty 23

Chinese Faculty 31

Chinese assi.-tants about ... 30

Students 526

Students studying in I\S.A. 76

CANTON REGISTER, the earliest Ensilish

paper in ( liijia. .*^it /'/•.

CAPE MERCHANT, a term u.-sed in books

relating to early intercourse between England and

the East. It seems to have been used in two

senses, meaning a head merchant or a supercargo.

CAPITALS. The Hsia capital was at Yang
hsia ^ JJ in tlie modern T'aikang hsien. Honan.

According to the S/iu C/iiii;/ (ffj^) the Shang

capital, first at Po 5J; (Shang cli'iu hsien, Honan),

was moved in B.C. 1400 to Yin J/J in the modern

department of Yenshih (g gip ; the name of the

dynasty was afterwards Yin. The S/iiid kiio ^ g*

nf the Shu C/iinr/ is about the removal of the Chou
capital from Hao f^ (in Ch'angan hsien) to Lo Ji(.

It was issued B.f. 1098, but the actual removal of

the court was not till 769. l.o was 30 // northeast

cf 1.,0-van'.;. The lat?r capitals were

—

Hsien yang tfijl'5- Shensi ; Ch'in dynasty, B.C. 249.

Ch'angan fi ^ ,
(Hsi an fu) ; \V. Han, B.C. 200

and Sui, a.d. 582.

Loyang )^ (g, in Honan; E. Han, a.d. 25;

Chin^, A.D. 280; T'ang, 904.

Chienyeh JBJg, Kiang.'^u; E. Chin }}ffl, a.d. 317.

Pien li.ing vi; )^, (K'ai-feng fu) ; Sung, A.n. 960.

Linan Ki ;^. (Hangchow); Sung, a.d. 1129.

Ycncliing lit i,'f' C'eking) ; Yiian, a.d. 1283.

Nanking iS-Ii • M'ng, a.d. 1368.

Peking 4fc jjr ; Ming, a.d. 1403; Clring, 1644;

Republic" 1911.

CAPOOR CUTCHERY, -'/« ""> H ^ , is the

root of /iarnipfiriii >/itlfjn</<>, which grows in Ssu-

ch'uan and Fukicn. The name is derived from the

Hindustani In/ur-Kiir/iri or root of camphor, from

its camphoraceous odour. It is powdered and

mixed with oil and thus enijiloyed in friction and

plasters. It is used principally as « remedy in

toothache or as a wash in dandruff or sores on the

head ; and to destroy lice.

CAPSICUM. A small-fruited variety of

Chilli-pepper, Uuchiao J)];^ or Copsirum fnitescent',

is commonly cultivated as a speciality of Ssiich'uan,

while both the long and round forms of C. unnuum

are cultivated in many parts of (,'hina, where they

are the most important relish used, being eaten

in the green state, fried with vegetables. When
ri])e they are pounded in a mortar and with water

added form a sauce. They are also roasted for

u£,e as a seasoning, or boiled in oil to impart to it

their pungent flavour. Oil so treated will keep for

an indefinite period. This oil is named layu '^rlll.

Wilson : A Naturalist in W. China.

CARACHARA, CARACORON, forms of

Kara-koiirtn ('/.'.)

CARAIAN, Mahco Polo's name tor Yunnan

province. A\sit found as Karajan, etc.

CARAMORAN, Mahco Polo's and Odohic's

name fur the Yellow River, in Mongol Kara

Moureti. Black Kiver.

CARDAMOMS, INFERIOR, ^. fr. are the

capsules or .seeds of Ainumutn vilhifuin, LouR., or

A. xdiithtiidis and the EUrtorea. Grains of

Paradise is the alternative name of the latter,

which are imported from Siani.

Wild cardamoms 1^ iz. are the seeds of

.1. (fliili(i.--iiiii. Lour. The e.xport of oardanionis in

1916 was pels. .115, value Tls. 6.500.

CARDS (visiting) are in China not cards but

pieces of thin red paper about 7x5 inches, bearing

the name and surname. On the back are often

found small characters stating that the card may

only be used for visiting purposes, etc., not in

business matters. Hanlin scholars and others use

larger cards with larger writing.

During a period of mourning the colour is

different in some cases; in others a special character

or phrase is added.

Red paper was introduced for cards about

A.D. 1500, white having been used before.

Since the Revolution the foreign style of card

has come much into use.

CARMELITES,
)ft S ^ "'"=".'/ '

'""'' '^^

Carnicl d .si. .Joseph at Tu-se-wei is the only

Institution of Carmelites in China. It was founded

February 24. 1869. the .Mother Mauie dk .If.sus

being the first superior and having four French

nuns with her. She died in 1908, after 40 years

in China, and the last of her four companions,

Mother Dominique du Mt. Carmel, died in 1914,

after 45 years in China.

The number of nuns is 27, o| whom 21 are

Sisters of choir and 9 arc lay-sisters (Converses).

J. DE LA SeUVIKHE. //l.-7MI>r (/( I'l .Ui.'M"n il II

Kinnijnnn, tome ii.
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CARNIVORA. This Order is represented in

North China by thirty-nine species and sub-species,

belonging to four Families. See Felidcc, Canidct,

I'rsiihr and Mustelidrt.

CARPI Nl. See John de Piano Carpini.

CASA BRANCA, the Portuguese name for

the city of Ch'ienshan gijlU. on tlie north of the

inner harbour of Macao.

CASSAY, another mediaeval form of Cansay,

Kinsay, etc., the modern Hangchow.

CASSINI CONVENTION, the name given to

a secret treaty signed at St Petersburg by Li

HnNG-CH.4NG and Prince Loeanov as the result

of conferences with Count Cassini in Peking. It

was ratified in Peking in September, 1896.

Dr. Dudgeon, with much difficulty, obtained

it from the Tsung-li Y.imen and it was printed in

T/iK Xorth C/ihia Daily News of October 28, 1896.

In the form given it is, according to Cordier, a

hybrid document, partly the Russo-Chinese Bank
agreement concerning railroads in Manchuria and
partly a short treaty signed by Li Hung-chang
and LoBANOV respecting Kiaochow, etc.

The treaty—if there was such a treaty—gave

permission to Russia to continue the Siberian rail-

way, then near completion, to various points in

Manchuria, and to guard it with Russian troops

;

it also agreed to lease to Russia the harbour of

Kiaochow in Shantung for a period of ten years
;

and it gave to Russia some rights at Port Arthur

and Ta-lien wan.

Cordier : Histoire des Relations dc la Chine,

etc., vol. iii, p. 343.

CASTOR OIL /(/ "'" 5afl!|t ; Iticiim^ roimnniiis.

The plant, which was introduced from Tartary, is

chiefly cultivated on the borders of fields, partly

to prevent cattle straying into them and partly

from considerations of economy. The crushed

seeds are used in Chinese medicine as an outward
application in a large number of diseases, combined
with the oil, or the pulp is taken internally. The
oil, strange to say, was not used especially in

medicine apart from its pulp ; its special use is

for mi.xing the colours for Chinese seals.

CATS fS "'oo. Rats destroy silkworms, but

cats keep the rats away ; hence the superstition

that cats are protectors of silkworms, the picture

of a cat (gfSi ts'an mao, silkworm-cat), stuck on

a wall, being powerful to ward off harm from the

worms.

Cats are also credited with a general power
to put evil spirits to flight—perhaps because of

their being able to see in the dusk. It is saiJ

that in some parts, worship is paid to the cat-

spirit.

DoHE, Ifec/if relief utir leu fiiijierfUliiini, p. 472.

Dennys, Folklore.

CATALAN ATLAS. This is a manuscript
of the date 1375, from the library of the French
king Charles V. It is now in the Mazarin
Gallery of the Bibliotheque Nationale. It con-

sists of six wooden plates each covered with
parchment on both sides, on which is traced the

map, coloured and illuminated in gold and silver.

The lettering is in the Catalan language. China
(Cathay) is very well defined, and Cordiek has

made a valuable study of this portion of the

Atlas.

Cordier : L'Extreme Orient dans /'Alias

Catalan, etc., (in 'Bulletin de Geographic histori-

que et destrijitive,' 1895).

CATCHPOLE, ALLEN, The fir.st president

in China of the East India Company, and King's

Ministea' appointed by William III, He does not

seem to have used his diplomatic powers but

busied himself as President. He had too many
difficulties in Chusan and in 1703 sailed away to

Pulo Condor, an island off Cochin China. For a

year or two there was an effort to develope Pulo
Condor as a trading centre, but the effort ceased

when a firmer foothold had been obtained in

Canton.

Catchpole left England in 1700 and the last

mention that is made of him is in 1703. See Pre-

sident in China.

Eames : The Emjlish in China.

CATHAN, a mediaeval name for China,

connected with Khitan as Cathay with Khitai.

CATHAY, a form of the name by whii'h

China is known in Central Asia. It is derived

from the race called Khitans who occupied the

Sungari basin and establi.'ihed the Liao dyna-sty

in China (a.d. 937 980). Other forms are Khata,

Khitai, and Kitai, which last is used in Russia,

whose acquaintance with China was through

Central .\sia.

CATHCART, CHARLES ( ulonel, sent by the

British Government as special envoy to Peking in

1787. He died in the Straits of Sunda on his

way out. A tablet to his memory stands outside

the Cathedral at Shans^liai.

CATTANEO, LAZARUS SB S S? , was born

near Genoa in 1550 and entered the Society of

Jesus in 1581. He spent seven years in India

before being called to Macao, and after studying

Chinese passed on to Chao chou, 1594. He was

Ricci's companion in his first journey to Peking,

and was sent to Macao to report thereon. After

various charges, including that af Visitor to Malac-

ca, he was accused of conspiracy against the Em-
pire, but his innocence being established he return-

ed to Nanking. Two years later the Grand

Councillor (Kolao) Paxil Hsii, retiring to Shang-

hai because of his father's death, in\itod Pere
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Cattaneo to Shanghai. There Cattaneo founded

a flourishing church, and in 1610 founded also the

church at Hangchow, and in 1620 that at Kia-

t'"g StS- He spent his last years at Hangchow

and (lied there in 1640.

Havket : La Stele chritienne de Singan-fou

ii, p. 11, note.

CATTY, (Malay, Kali), a weight called chin

Jx in China, equal to 1^ lb.<. avi)irdiipois.

CAVES OF THOUSAND BUDDHAS T-lwPl

c/i'ien Fo tung, are caves near Tunhuang in Kansu.

They contained a library of about 15,000 scrolls in

(,'hinese, Tibetan, Mongol and lirahnii script, the

latest dating from a.d. 976-997. Among.'st them is

a Nestorian tract and a Maiiichean manuscript.

The -caves were walled up in 1036 and were

examined by Pelliot in 1908, who acquired for

the French government the more valuable portion

of the library.

Peluot : Une liibliothique MCdiivah

;

B KF.K.O.. vol. viii, p. 501.

CELADON, called in Chinese Lungch'uan yao

fiU & ?<• "'" Ch'ing tz'u 1^ iiS a famous green por-

celain from Chekiang. That prmhiced in the Sung

period was bright grass-green ;, later it bc<anie a

^ri-yi.-ih irn-cn. i r sea green.

Bu.SHELL : Chincfr Art.

CELESTIAL EMPIRE. A common term for

China among foreigners ; probably a translation of

3S W t'ifti i/i'iw, heavenly dynasty, which is

common in Chinese.

The poetical use of t'ieii as an adjective is,

however, no excuse for the absurd use of

'celestial' as a noun to denote a Chinese,—in such

e.V|ire»>ions as ' bright celcslials,' etc.

CELESTIAL EMPIRE, THE, a weekly

Shanghai journal founded in 1874 by Pedro
LouREiKO and iirst edited by F. H. Balfour. It

is now the weekly issue of T/ie S/ianr/ftai Mercury.

CEMENT is manufactured at Green Island,

Hongkong, by the Chee Hsin Co., (established in

1906) ; at Tangshan near Chinwangtao, capacity

600,000 barrels yearly ; and by the Onoda Cement

Co., near Dairen, capacity 150,000 barrels yearly.

There are other works, e.g. at Tayeh, Canton, etc.,

but of smaller capacity. The export from China

in 1916 was pels. 239,328, value Tls. 185,733 ; while

the itnpoit aiuountid to Tls. 964,104.

CENSORS (aiHt !/" 'Iiil', etc.). A body of 56,

under two presidents, stationed in various districts

throughout the eighteen province.". Their duty

was to report to the throne on all subjects connected

with the welfare of the people and the conduct of

government. They were hence called, among other

names, ^H'hT (''/' ""' kuun, eyes and ears officials).

They were at liberty to censure the sovereign for

anything blameworthy they saw in his conduct or

government, without risk ..f being put to death,

though they might be degraded. The whole body,

the Censorate or Court of Censors, with presidents,

etc., was called ^|!|gp^ Tu ch'a Yiian or (literary)

The Censorate is an ancient institution, being

known in the third century B.C. Some modifications

of it as above described were made in 1906, the

two presidents being reduced to one.

CENTURION, the fir.st foreign ship of war

recorded in Chinese waters. It was British, under

Commodore Anson, and arrived in November, 1741.

By great firmness Anson succeeded in getting to

Canton to refit. Later he captured a Spanish ship

and took her into the Canton river. The Centurion's

crew helped to extinguish a great fire in the city,

and Anson was subsequently admitted to a friendly

interview with the viceroy, November 30, 1742, but

could obtain no benefits for traders.

AuBER : China, an Oulliin'. p. 163; Mokse :

Inlcrnntiiiiinl Ifrlritiiiv.".

CERNUSCHI, HENRI, born at Milan in

1821, died at Mentone in 1896. He was of a

wealthy family and a politician. He was natur-

alized in France and after the Franco-German war

he travelled to the Far East, reaching Japan in

the midst of the Revolution. At such a time,

and having both wealth and taste, he was able

to make a splendid collection of works of art.

He crossed €i» China and bought largely there

also. He gave this magnificent collection to Paris

in 1882. The Cernuschi Museum is at the corner

of the Pare Monceau and the Avenue Velasquez.

CERTHIIDAE, a family comprising the

Cieepers and Wrens. Cirlhiti liiiiiiliuriK, the common

Tree Creeper, occurs in Manchuria and Siberia and

IS rare in China Proper, never being seen south of

Peking. C. hiniaJayana is the Tree-Creeper of the

Himalayas and Sikkini, not rare in the hills of

VV. Ssuch'uan and Mup'in; it conies down to the

plains for the winter. Tichodroma muraria, the

Wall-Creeper, with red wings, is only seen in the

winter ; it spends the summer in rocky parts of

high mountains, hunting the spiders which are its

chief food. It has been taken in Chihli, Kiangsu,

Shcnsi, Mup'in, Kiangsi and Fukien. Anurthura

fumignla, the .Japanese Wren, occurs in the northern

provinces, but is not common ; it is also found in

Formosa. A. ncpnlrnfin, the Nepal Wren, is not

uncommon during the cold season in western

Ssiich'uan. /'ii(if/ji/>/ii •xiniimiilii, the Scaly-breasted

Wren, is found in western China but is very rare.

/'. pmitla, the Brown Wren, is found in N.W.

Fukien. /'. jormoixina occurs in Formosa.

Sjielar.orni.t troijlodytoidea belongs to W. Ssiich'uan

and Mup'in. It lives in deep woods on the high

mountains. S. halsueli, a very rare species, is
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found in Shensi. Elachura punctata has been taken

111 N.W. Fukien.

David et OrsxAiEr : Li:^ Oifcaiix ilc la Chine.

CERVID/E. There are eleven species of the

deer family in North China. They are the follow-

ing, their di-^tribution being also given. In the 1

present state of knowledge and nomenclature it is

not possible to give so clear a list for the rest of

China.

Cerni!' jcaiil/iii;)i/i/iis-, Manchuria, f'hihli, Shen-

si; ('. /.««.-•«»'«../.<, Kansu, Hsinchiang ;
('. matitchu-

ricii-o, Manchuria; ('. (lybawnhii. Eastern Man-
churia; ('. 7iiiiiida>iiiiix, Chihli, W. Shensi; Cop-

reahif P!/!/ar(/iiy, Manchuria; ('. Iir(lj<irdi, Chihli,

Shansi, Shensi; C. meUinatiy, Kansu; Mnsr/ivg

i'ibiriciii', Manchuria, Chihli, Shansi ; M. ^ifanlrus,

Kansu, Ssiich'uan, Tibetan Border; Elaphvrii.^

diivid'ianiiK, Chihli. See FAaphurc ; Sihn.

SOWEKBY : Jaiir/ial, X.C./i.R.A.S., vol. ,\lvii ;

Mr'MoiHES cinircniiilit Vhi^tnire iiotiirclli', etc.,

Shanghai.

CHAIRS OF CHINESE have been established

in many We-^teni Univer.'sities. That at Cambridge

was founded in 1888. Sir Thomas Wade was the

first professor, succeeded in 1897 by the present

holder. Prof. H. A. Giles. When Dr. Legge
retired from missionary work in Hongkong a sum
was subscribed by friends to endow a Chair of

Chinese at O.xford, with the condition that he

should be the first Professor (1875). He was

succeeded by Prof. Bullock, 1898. There is now
no Chair at Oxford. There has long been a Chair

at King's College, London, where Samuel Fearon
was appointed in 1847 and Summers in 1853 and

mere recently R. K. Douglas and G. Owen. There

was another at flniversity College, London, where

Samuel Kidd taught and later Lacoupehie and

GF.niiGE Baow.N in 1901. A Chinese Chair is to be

established at the new Oriental School in London.

Owen's College, Manchester has a Chair of

Chinese, occupied by Prof. E. H. Parker.

In The United States there are or have been

several such chairs ; at Yale, where S. W. Williams

taught ; at Berkeley. California, where Dr. John
Fryer is Professor; and at Columbia University,

New York, (inaugurated by Prof. H. A. Giles),

tci which Dr. F. Hirth was appointed in 1902.

.•\t the Petrograd University Ivanov and

Alexeiev are Professors of Chinese; and there is

an Oriental Institute at Vladivostok. M. Edouard
Chavannes is at the College de France in Paris ; M.
Vissi:;re at I'Knilr de" LiiiiijvfK Orimtidis in Paris

;

and AL Courant at Lyons. At Leyden Gustave
Schlecel was professor, and at his death was

succeeded by J, JI. DE Groot (now Professor in

Berlini. Since bis resignation, the Chair has been

vacant.

There are Chairs in Berlin (Forke and de

Groot), in Hamburg (Franke) and in Vienna

(KiiHNERT).

In Hanoi, a Chinese professorship was founded

in 1901 for Professor Pelliot (now of the College

de France in Paris), who was succeeded in 1911 by

H. Maspero.

CHAIR, SEDAN r^^ c/i/Vm tzu. The common
and ancient means of conveyance, especially in

cities, and also on country journeys for those who
could afford it. There were definite rules with

regard to the u«e of chairs. Thus, none biil the

Emperor might have si.xteen bearers; a prince of

the blood had eight ; the highest provincial officials

might also use eight ; all other officials down to

the actual (not e.xpectant) c/ii/i-hskn or sub-prefect

might have four. Also the chairs of officials down
to the Commissioners of Justice, Finance and Salt

were green ; chairs for lower ranks were blue. A
Tai-t'ai'x chair should be blue but he usually had

a green one because of his brevet rank.

Foreign Consuls used green chairs as being by

treaty of equal rank with Taot'aif.

CHALA M ffiS
('/'" '"'0 the proper meaning

being a palisade, such as is found aci'oss the streets

of a Chinese city at night. It is known to

foreigners as the name of the Portuguese cemetery

at Peking. The name is an abridgement of

T'eng kung cha Ian J'gfi^fgSj. The Gulr of T'eng

thp Kiinvch. T'eng was a powerful eunuch of

the middle of the si.xteenth century. The history

of the property is somewhat obscure. It was

given bv Wan Li to the Jesuit missionaries for a

burial olace for P. Ricci in 1610. The place has

since been enlarged by purchases, and there is

now there the Provincial House of the Lazarist

Mission and a Provincial House of the Marists.

In the cemetery there are eighty-eight graves,

including those of Ricci, Longobardi, Schall,

Verbiest and other famous missionaries. Besides

the name Chala the name Shih men 75 F^ stone gates

is commonly used. The position of the property

is on the west of Peking, about three-quarters of

a mile outside the P'ingtzu Men.

Favier : PeliTiy; Bulletin Catholique de

P^kin, 1915, p. 274.

CHALFANT, FRANK HERRING, a mis-

sionary of tlie American I'rcsbyterian Mission,

North, He was born in 1862 in Pennsylvania, and

died at PitUburg U.S.A. in 1914. In 1906 he

published Ancient Chinese Writinfj, in which he

was the first to announce the important find of

inscribed bones in Honan, of which he and Mr.

Coulinc were the first forei,';n collectors. (See

Oriirle l/onee). In the volume Shmituny edited by

Forsyth, he wrote a valuable paper on Chinese

Coins, which has also been issued separately. At
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his death he left a work containing drawings of

all tlic oracle-bones known, with identification of

characters as far as possible, but it has not yet

found a publisher.

CHALMERS, JOHN, was born in Scotland

in 1825, and graduated at Aberdeen University.

He came to Hongkong in 1852 for the London
Missionary Society. He succeeded Dr. Legge in

charge of the Hongkong Mission, prepared a

translation of the Bible in Wenli, and received

the honorary degree of D.D. from his alma mater

in 1878. His chief writings are Tin ()rit/:ii af the

Vhine<(, 1865, Sprcu'atinn.i of the 'Old I'/iilosupher,'

1868, .1 I'orl.il Dktiiinury of tlm Cdntnn Dialect,

1872, Thr Concise Kanij/t<i Dicliuiiari), 1877, and

Struittne of C/iine.te V/i<irartrrf, 1882. He also

did important work in revising the Delegates'

Version. He died in 1930.

China lievicw, vol. xxiv.

CHAM, a corruption of Khun. " The great

Cham of 'I'aitary" (meaning Ckenghis Khan) is

found ill KiiL^'li.'ih liter.nture.

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE.
FOKEIUX. The first organized in China was

that at Canton, established by the British Merchants

on August 25, 1834, to ensure unity of action at the

time when Lord Xapier was trying to force open the

door in China. A General Chamber was formed in

November, 1836. It was dis.solved in Ajiril, 1839,

at the time when the opium wa.s being surrendered,

while the foreign community was under forcible

detention and while the bond was being forced on

them never to introduce opium again. The
Chamber di.'^solved "until the restoration of our

"trade, the liberty of egre.ss from Canton .

"enables the Chamber to serve the community isi

"a legitimate manner."

The Hongkr.ng Chamber held its first meeting

tn May 29, 1861, si.vtytwo firms being original

subscribers. From the beginning it has frequently

communicated directly with the Minister in Peking,

and it rejected the suggestion of a consul ."ome

years ago that all communications should be with

the- Colonial (Jovcrnment.

In 1870 it gave $2,000 towards the Moss com-

mercial expedition up the West River. In .January

1884 it received the privilege of electing one

member for the Legislative Council ; it elected Mr.

T. .Ur'K.soN of the Hongkong and .Shanghai Bank.

Other Chambers are those at Chcfoo, Chnngsha.

Koochow, Hankow, Newchwang, Swatow and

Tientsin. The Shanghai Chamber. British till 1863.

(hen became General. .See Uri/iKh Chamber i>f

Cummrrrr, Shanijhai.

CHINESE. When Yuan Shih-kai was

Governor of Shantung he propr.sed the establish-

ment of a Chamber of Commerce for the province,

and this was carried out ; the regulations may be

found in the Kiaochow Cintomx Decennial Deport

for the period 1892 1901. page 128. In the last

years of the Ch'ing dynasty, when reform was in

the air, the movement for the establishment of

Chambers of Commerce spread all over the country.

In Kuangtung the Chamber at Canton has affiliated

Chambers at many important towns. ».;/. at Saiiiam

(established 1909) and in the Kowloon district, from

whose members two representatives are selected for

the Provincial Assembly. These Chambers are, in

Kuangtung. as elsewhere, powerful factors in the

development of trade. They have in some districts

very considerable powers ; thus at Chefoo they

control the cash shops ; that at Shasi took over

the government during the revolutionary troubles

in 1911. kept the strictest order, regulated the price

of rice, hcl|)cd the destitute and carried out famine

relief works.

CHAMDO ; the Eastern division of Tibet »*7k^
al.so called ^ K'ang, from which geographers

have made Kham and Chamdo.

CHAMPA, a Kingdom of some importance

from the third century till the end of the fifteenth.

It was the southern ])ortion of the present Annam,

and, like Annam, was probably a littoral Kingdom.

From first to last Hinduism of the 'Sivaite

type was its national religion but it also received

Buddhism from China, and one of its Kings was

an ardent Buddhist. I Ching, the Chinese

Buddhist pilgrim, visited the country, and writes"

of it as Lin I ;^ g . The Cham language was

not used for liCerary purposes but Sanskrit. There

are still about 130.000 Chams ; those in Cambodja

are all Mohammedans; tho.se in Annam still retain

some traces of Hinduism.

Maspero : Lc Itinjaumc ilc Chamj/a (T'oung-

pao, 1910-12).

CHAMPLEVE. A kind of enamel-work.

simil^r lo cloisonne. See /Cnamr'.

CH'AN jfi'.
in .Japanese Zen. the Coiilemplatixe

school of Buddhi.sm f(mnded by Bodhidhar.ma,

(q.v.) Practically all monastic Buddhism in China

belongs to this school. See liiiililhisi St-honh.

CHAN BALECH, a name found in the

(.'atalan Atlas. See Khanlialiij.

CHANCJO, in the Catalan Atlas {q.r.) for

Kan chou. in Kansu.

CHANG CH'IEN 5R JJ a minister of Wr Ti

of the ILiii dynasty, was sent, about B.C. 138, on

a mission to the Yueh-chi ^ Sz "ho had con-

quered Bactria, to get their help against the

Hsiung-nu. On the way, he was captured by the

Hsiung-nu and kept in captivity for over ten

years. He then escaped and reached Bactria.

Failing to persuade the Yiich-chi. after staying

with them for a year ho returned to China, being
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again captured by the Hsiungnu, and again,

after a year of captivity, making his escape.

He had started with one hundred followers, • f

whom onlv one returned. He brought back much
information about the countries on the Jaxartes

and the Oxus, and he is said to have introduced

into China the cultivation of the grape and the

making of wine, as well as hemp and the walnut.

He was sent again to negotiate treaties with the

various kingdoms of the west, and by B.C. 115 had

opened up regular intercourse with thirty-six

states. He was made marquis for his services.

An interesting legend about him is given in Giles.

Giles : C/iine.<e liiotjrnphirul Dictionary;

Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither.

CHANG CHIH TUNG ^'i.M a "ative of

Chihli, born in 1835. He became Governor of

Shatusi in 1882. In 1884 he became Viceroy of the

Liang Kuang, and in 1889 of Hu Kuang to carry

out his proposal of a railway from Hankow to

Peking. At Hanyang he started ironworks, cotton

factories and coal mining. In 1894 he became

Viceroy of the Liang Kiang. Later he was made

Grand Secretary and appointed to the Grand

Council.

At the end of 1898 he produced a work which

made a great stir, the Wl'^^ rh'tian hsiieh p'ien.

This has been translated by 1'. Tobar, s.j., (Var.

Sin. with text), and under the title Learn by Dr.

S. I. WooDBHiDGE. It is a powerful plea for reform

in Chinese Education.

He was regarded by foreigners as an honest

patriot and he was noted for fine scholariihip. He
died in 1909 and was canonised as*:-!g Wek Hsiank.

CHANGCHUN &^ Ch'ang Ch'un, a town on

the South Manchurian Hallway at its junction

with the Chinese Eastern Railway.

There is also a line from this place to Kirin.

The town comprises a Japanese Railway town, a

Russian Railway town, a foreign Settlement and

a native town. It was formerly called K'uan

Ch-cMg tzu :SWc^.
CHANGES, BOOK OF, or CANON OF.

So.' / Chill.!.

CH-ANG PAI SHAN S a ill It also has

the name Lou-piii shim ^j^\il A mountain in

Manchuria. Through James' book it is commonly
known as the Long White Mountain. Ch'ang ^
however, means long either in time or space, and

is used here adverbially—the ever-white or con-

stantly-white mountain. The whiteness is not

due to snow, but to a light-coloured gravel and

to the greyness of limestone rock. The mountain

was supposed to be sacred to the Manchu ruling

family, since it was there that their great

ancestor AisiN GiOHo. (not NriiHArnn as HosiE

Bccms to say) was miraculously begotten. There

is much legend connected with it. Its height is

about 8,000 feet. It lies in Kirin province,

some 200 miles east of Mukden, and the rivers

Sungari, Yalu and Tumen have their origin there.

James : The Long White Mountain; HosiB :

Manr/iuria.

CHANGSHA g. jjj lung sands, the capital of

Hunan, on the right bank oi the Siang river, about

100 miles from the Yangtze, in lat. 20"„10' N. and
long. 113° .1' E.

The name first occurs as the 36th and last of

the comnianderies into which C'h'in Shih Huang
Ti divided his empire. Lie Kao Tsu, the founder

of the Han dynasty changed the title and Kingdom
of his military companion, Wu Jui, from King of

Hengshan to King of Changsha in 202 B.C. Jui died

seven months later, but five of his descendants

ruled after him, until in 157, the last died without

posterity. In 155 Liu Fa, the sixth son of the

Emperor, Ching Ti, succeeded to the title as Ting
Wang, and arrived in Changsha with Chia I, one

of the foremost writers and statesmen of the day.

There are still memorial temples to both, that to

Chia I, containing a relic. Ting Wang's son died

in 101, and the title became extinct.

Scarcely anything of national importance occurs

in later days till we come to the T'ai P'ing siege

in 1852. Changsha never forgets that she was in-

violate through a siege of ninety days during which

the Eastern Prince, who seems to have been the

ablest soldier in the rebel ranks, was killed by a

ball from a cannon which was still worshipped

after the Republic began. (Iconoclastic soldiers

have thrown it down from its stand and it is now
lying exposed and neglected).

("hangsha was opened as a treaty port by the

China-Japan treaty of 1903; the Customs House
started on July 1st, 1904 ; a Japanese Consul arrived

in November. A British Consul came the next

year. The German and American consulates were

not opened till the second decade of the century.

The main line from Canton to Wuchang runs

round the east wall.

In 1910, there were serious riots. The Gover-

nor's yamen was set on fire. Most of the foreign

buildings and many of the government schools were

burnt.

There are antimony refining furnaces and other

metals are worked. The low water in winter

interferes with the foreign steamer trade.

The population is estimated at 250,000 to

300,000.

Net Foreign Imports ...

Net Chinese ,,

Exports

Total Hk.Tls.

1915

10,255,902

3,449,756

12,883,676

26,589,334

1916

9,951,696

2,943,213

15,761,316

28,656,225
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CHANG TAO LING S&tglg. often vulgarly

spoken of by foreigners as the first Taoist Pope.

He was born in a.d. 34, probably at T'ienmu

shan in Chekiang, and was descended from Chang

Liang the minister of Lin Pang, founder of the

Han dynasty. He devoted his life to study,

especially to alchemy, magic and the search for the

tCUxir vitae. He was very successful, became

young again at 60, received from Lao Tzu himself

a book of talismans, and at 123 years of age

ascended to heaven. He left his secrets to his

son. He may be considered the founder of Taoism

a-s a system of magic, charms and talismans, a

system by which the ignorant tao shih have ever

since been able to live at the expense of a more

ignorant laity. The Confucian writers early dub-

bed him ' Rice thief.' The Sung emperor Chkn

TsuN'G gave to Chakg Tao-ling and his descendants

the title of True Princes E. S- As to the title now

enjoyed by his successors sec Master of Heaven.

DoRn : llecherche.1 fiir lex fuperKlitinnf : tome

ix. ]). 525; Maykks : Ch'tnife Reader's Manual.

CHAN KUO Iffig. See Fighting States

Period.

CHAN KUO TS'E B5313J Document.^ of fight-

ing Slalei^, a historical work about the 'Fighting

States Period' (q-f.). The word ts'c is also

translated ftrutagems or eounsels. The author is

not known, but the work was revised and

rearranged in the Han dynasty by LitJ Hsiang.

A well-known edition is Chan kvo te'.e chiao chu

•KiiliiltSJi ''.V Wu Shih tag of the Yuan dynasty.

Wylie : Notes on Chinese Literature , p. 25.

CHAO PING ffi Jl The ninth and last

Em])eror of the Sung dynasty. In 1278, the

Emperor Chao Shih having died, the Sung cause

«as nearly abandoned as hopeless, but Li Hsiu-FU

proclaimed Chao Shih's youngest son as Emperor

and continued the resistance to the Mongols.

Early in 1279, a final disastrous defeat was

suffered, and l.i IIsiu-KU leapt into the sea with

t!HAO PiN'C on his back, and the Sung dynasty

came to an end.

CHAO, STATE OF, ffl one of the Three

Tsin f7, or the. three States into which Tsin was

divided in B.C. 451, the others being Wei IJl, and

Han ft. The imperial recognition of it took place

in B.C. 403. The ruling family was of the same

ancestry as that of C'h'in, |{| and Ch'in Shih Huang
Ti was later born to a Chao man by a Chao mother

in the Chao State. It was one of the Si.t Martial

States generally leagued against Ch'in. and it pro-

duced one of the Four Leaders who delayed Ch'in's

final conquest of the Empire. Its capital was in

western Chihli. Like Ch'in it was so situated as

to absorb Turko-Tartar tribes, and to adopt a

good deal of Tartar custom. For example, the

12

king Wu LrNC wore Tartar costume, and intro-

duced cavalry into his army. It had many great

wars with neighbouring States, but it fought

together with them against the common enemy

Ch'in. It was finally destroyed by Ch'in in

B.C. 222.

TsCHEPE : Histoire des Troii Royaumes, Han,

Wei et TcImo; Hirth : The Ancient History of

China.

CHAO T'Ojgfg, a Chinese general- engaged in

the conquest of Yiieh (q.v.) by Ch'in Shih

Huang-ti. On the downfall of the dynasty he set

himself up as King of Southern Yiieh, extending

his sway to the present Kuangsi. He was a

faithful vassal of the Han dynasty when it arose,

till he died in B.C. 215, leaving his throne to his

grandson. * The Han dynasty, when firmly

established, soon reconquered the country, and

poured in military colonists.

CHAPDELAINE, AUGUSTS, an Abbe of

the A/is.s/o/is Elruntjirts working in Kuangsi.

He was born at La Rochelle on January 6, 1814,

and reached China in 1852 ; and was most brutally

tortured and martyred at Si-lin ® j^ February 29,

1856.

This murder was the pretext for France join-

ing with England in the Second War.

CoRDiEP. : L 'Expedition de Chine, 1857-58;

Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, 1855, p. 461.

CHATS. See Saxicnlinae.

CHAO JU KUA ffl }* j£, a member of the

imperial family of the Sung dynasty, who was

Superintendent of Customs at the busy port of

Ch'iian-chou in Fukien, where he came into con-

tact with merchants and goods from Arabia, Persia,

India, etc. He collected a quantity of informa-

tion which he published in a work Chu fan chih

SS ^ "£ 'Rerords of Foreign Nations', (or 'of

Barbarians'). It has been translated and annotat-

ed by HiRTH and Rockhill : Chau Jukua; St.

Petersburg, 1911.

CHAVANNES, EDOUARD, one of the first

of living sinologues, wa.< born at Lyons on October

5, 1865. Since 1893 he has been Profes.'ior in the

College de France, and, since 1903, a Mcmbre de

rinstitut.

He has published some most valuable works;

the principal are a Uanslation into French of Ssu-ma

Ch'ien, Les Mi'moircs historiques de Senia Tsien,

traduits ct annotes, (5 vols., 18951905) ; Documents

fxir les Toukiue. (Tmcs) occidenlaux, (1903) ; Le

T'ai chan, essai de monographir d'tin cultc chinois,

(1910) ; Cing cents Contes ct Apologues exirails du

Tiipilaha chinois, (3 vols., 1910-1911); Mission

Archnilogiijue dans la Chine seplenlrionale, (q.v.);

besides many articles in the T'ounypao, the Journal
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Asiuti'jue, the MOuoin-s cunccTnaiU VAsic Oricntalc

and Ats Asiatica.

CHEFOO ^^. the foreigners' name for a

Treaty I'ort in Shantung; the proper name of

Yen-t'ai JU^ -^ being always used by the Chinese.

C'hefoo is a purely Chinese village on the other

side of the bay.

The port is in lat. 37° 33' 20' N. and

long. 121*^ 25' 2" E. It was opened to foreign

trade in 1858, by the Tientsin Treaty. There is

no Settlement or Concession, but there is a district

recognised as the foreign quarter, which is well look-

ed after by a committee of foreigners which collects

voluntary contributions for the purpose. The port

lacks a harbour and breakwater, but there is hope

that the want will soon be supplied through co-

operation with the Chinese. Work on the break-

water began on September 1, 1915. (See Clie/'w

1/arbour, etc.) It also needs and hopes for railway

communication with the interior. The chief trade

is in beancake, vermicelli, groundnuts and silks

;

there is also a good business done in pongee, hair-

nets, lace and fruit« ; the last being due to the

Kev. Dr. Nevius, who, thirty years ago, grafted

foreign fruits and gave instruction to the Chinese

in fruitgrowing.

The port ships about one hundred thousand

coolies to Siberia every year. In 1893 a wine-

growing company was started on the neighbouring

hills by some Singapore Chinese, and the produce

is of excellent quality, but is not on the open

market. This, the only experiment in viticulture

in China, is described in the Chefoo Cnxloms

Report for 1908. The population is 54.000.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports ... 6.900,571 6,733,290

Net Chinese „ ... 9.831.128 7.857.570

Exports 22.513,560 20,486,972

Total Ilk.Tls. . 39,345,259 35,077,832

CHEFOO AGREEMENT. This resulted from

the murder of MAHCAaY in Yunnan. An indemnity

was agreed on and certain articles aimed at opening

the way between India and Yunnan. Ichang,

VVuhu, Wenchow and I'akhoi were opened to trade.

It was agreed that I5riti.sh importers of opium must

keep it in bond in hulks or warehouse till selling

time, when the importer pays the duty and tlie

buyer the likin tax.

The Agreement was signed by Sir Thomas
Wade and Li Huno chang at Chefoo, September

13, 1876.

By an Additional Article signed at Peking,

March 31, 1890, Chung-king was opened as a Treaty

Port.

It is frequently spoken of as the Chefoo

Convention.

Hebtslet : Chinese Treaties.

CHEFOO CONVENTION. See Chefoo

.itjrceiit'/if.

CHEFOO HARBOUR IMPROVEMENT.
The anchorage at Chefoo is exposed to heavy N.E.

and N.W. winds; and as all cargo is dependent on

lighters the loss to the port has been heavy, since

there are from 34 to 54 days per annum on which

loading and unloading are impossible.

A scheme for a breakwater was first taken up

seriously by the Chamber of Commerce after 1900

;

but it was not till May, 1913, that the "Chefoo

Harbour Improvement Commission" was created,

consisting of the Superintendent of Customs as

Chairman, a representative of the Consular body,

the Commissioner of Customs and the Chairmen of

foreign and Chinese Chambers of Commerce.

It was decided to build a breakwater to the

east and a mole westward, running N.E., enclosing

about 250 acres, to be dredged jiartly to 20 and

partly to 25 feet.

The estimated cost was Hk.Tls. 2,500,000.

The contract was obtained by tender by the

Netherlands Harbour Works Company, and work

was began in August, 1915. The engineer is Mr.

0. C. A. VAN LiDTH DE Jetjde, C.E., who has

written a Report (Kelly & Walsh, 1916).

See Con.'ervancy Wnrlc.

CHEFOO INDUSTRIAL MISSION, THE,
was founded in 1895 by Mr. and Mrs. James

McMuLLAN, previously of the C.I.M. The making

of pillow lane had been taught to a few Chinese in

1894 by a lady of the A. P. Mission, but Mrs.

McMULLAN was the virtual beginner of the Industry

as it exists to-day. In 1895 she opened the Industri-

al Mission School, in which the pupils gave part

of their time to making lace ; and Mr. McMi'llan

opened a business for exporting the lace, and other

products of Shantung, the manufacture of pongee

being afterwards taken up on a large scale, and

other industries, such as drawn-thread work,

embroidery, hair-nets, etc.

The work was carried on in rented premises

till 1902, when premises were built outside Chefoo.

In the same year a church was formed.

An orphanage was begun in January, 1912.

In February, 1917 it is estimated that employ-

ment is given to 10,000 people in the province ; and

with the exception of the Orphanage, the Mission

is self-supporting, i.e. the business side makes good

th*! deficit of the other branches of work.

There is a Church-building which seats 400,

and the communicants number about 100, the

church being part of the Shantung Presbytery.

The orphanages (one for bojs and one for

girls) have fifty inmates ; the four girls' schools

have 368 pupils, most of whom make lace part of

the time, and the two boys' schools have 72.
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The Chefoo Lace was awarded a Gold Medal

at the St. Louis Exposition, and a Diploma of

Merit at the Exhibition of Women's Work,

Melbourne. Another branch of the industrial work

is a printing press from which is issued a monthly

Christian paper, the " Morning Star," and a

number of books and tracts, many of them
translated by the mission helpers.

CHEIROPTERA. See Bats.

CHbKIANG ^ it, a coast province, the

smallest of the provinces, having an area of 36,680

sq. miles with a population of 11,580,000. Its

capital is Hangchow {>j.v.) on the Ch'ien fang river

fS ® tt • I'' has three ports open to foreign trade,

Hangchow, Xingpo (q.v.), and Wenchow (^.f.).

Other important places are Hashing j^g chia /isimj;

Shaohsing J^ ^ celebrated for wine ; and Huchou

Wl i^ The thusan Islands {q.c.) are part of the

province.

CH'hN DYNASTY, THE, (TililE (a.d. 557-589)

was founded by Ch'en Pahsien p|igi}5fc , a general of

the previous (Liang) dynasty. Finally, a Chinese

general, Yang Chien ig 9J. usurped the throne of

Chou, in the north, captured Nanking, dethroned

the last Ch'en emperor, and founded the Sui

dynasty.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

St If- \Vu Ti 557 ^i£ Yung Ting 557

X fit Wen Ti 560 M'if, T'ien Chia 560

X'Uf I'ien K'ang 566

567 iti^ Kuang Ta 567

550 -Xi& 'I'a Chien 569

583 .iltfi Chih Te 583

M{^ Cheng Ming 587

CH'^N, STATE OF m, a pptty feudal Slate

of the (lion dynasty. It was given by Wr Wang
to a descendant, of the Emperor Shpn, with the

rank of Marquis ^. The family name was

Knu IS>,- It adjoined Sung on the south.

Confucius spent three years there when he exiled

himself in disgust from I^u.

CHENGHIS KHAN lS.'ii}S,. '•/•'f'i'J </>{ ^sii;

also written Ckm.iiis, .Iknciz. etc. The famous

.\Jnngol ruler, son of a Mongol chieftain, was born

in 1162 and named TK.MuriiiN, re))roduced in

Chinese as W, Ai 91 T'iih-miirhin. He fought

successfully with various Tartar tribes and in 1206

took the title of Emperor and prepared to invade

China. By 1214 he had possession of all the

country north of the Yellow River, except Peking.

He then made peace with the Chin ^ Emperor,

received the submission of Korea, and in Central

Asia became master of Tashkend. Bokhara and

Saniarcand. He died in Kansu. 1227. He was the

grandfather of Kiiubilai Khan.

CH'ENG HUANG ttSlS The characters mean

the city wall and the moat, and the combination is

fewi Linhai Wai
K ^' Hsiian Ti

^ ± Hou Chu

used as the title of the tutelar god of each walled

city in China, ' the divine mandarin.' Each city

has its own Ch'eng Huang, generally some historic

hero, whose appointment to the office must be

sanctioned by the "Master of Heaven" (q.v.). In

every walled city there is a Ch'eng Huang miao or

temple, and on the 21st of the 5th moon a festival

of the god is held, with processions, etc. The
origin of the cult is supposed by some to have been

in the time of Yao, but it was not popular and
widespread before the Sung dynasty (a.d. 960).

DoKE gives many particulars.

DoRE : Ifcc/icTchvs fur hs SvpeTstitions, etc.,

tome xi, p. 875.

CH'ENG I tl K, younger brother of Ch'Sno
Tzu, and .like him a famous scholar of the Sung
dynasty. He was born in 1033, died in 1107 and
was canonized as Cheng iE Kung. In 1241 he was
adniitti'd to the CoiifuciMii temple.

CH'ENG MIAO g;^. The inventor of the

Lesser Seal Characters and later of Li script, two
successive simplifications of the greater seal

characters. The Li script developed into the

modern (clerkly) style. Ch'eng Miao lived in the

3rd century B.C. under Ch'i.n Shih Huang Ti.

CHENG, STATE OF gt one of the minor

States of the Chou period, an Earldom, adjoining

the Royal domain to the east. The fief was first

granted to a son of the Emperor in B.C. 805, and
held precedence among the States in Chinese

authors ; but though thus important as an orthodox

State closely connected with the imperial house,

it never played a leading part except for a short

time under the guidance of the famous Tzii Ch'an

iq.v.). Its position made it a path between the

great warring States north and south, and it was

only through the mutual jealousy of other States

that it maintained its indeijendence so long. It

was destroyed by Han (one of the divisions of Chin)

in B.C. 374.

Parkeu : Ancient China Simplified.

CH'ENG T'ANG/Sffi 'T'ang the Completer,'

was the Prince of Shang iffi who overthrew the

tyrant Chieh of the Hsia dynasty and founded

the Shaiig dynasty in B.C. 1766. Shu Ching.

CH'ENGTU ;S5|!, is the capital of Ssflch'uan,

standing near the centre of the province, on the

river Min (*£. It is built, like Peking, in a triple

form, Chinese, Tartar and Imperial, but the Chinese

is the most important. The population is 500,000.

The following have held the post of British

ConsulGeneral since its establishment at Ch'engtu

in 1902.

1902, April 5, Alf.xandeii Hosie, (now Sir

Alexander).

1908, Sept. 1, Pierce Essex O'Brien Bitler
;

(did not proceed).
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1909, Jan. 21, William Henry Wilkinson.

1911. May 25, fiiciunn Howard Mortimore.

CH'bNG-TU PLAIN, the only large expanse

uf level ground in Ssiich'uan, the bed of an an-

cient lake, the area being nearly 3,500 square miles.

It contains the provincial capital and seventeen

other walled cities, and the total population pro-

bably exceeds six millions. Its remarkable fer-

tility is due to the system of irrigation introduced

by Li Ping (q.v.) in the third century B.C. He cut

through a hill near Kuan Hsien, led the Min
river through, and distributed the water by a

network of canals all over the plain. These works

have been enlarged in later centuries and are still

kept in remarkably good repair. Vale's paper on

the subject is very detailed.

Vale : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vols, xxxiii,

x.\xvi ; Wilson : A Naturalist in Western China,

vol. ii. c. ix.

CH'ENG TZUgT-, "the philosopher C'h'kng",

whose iiaiiio was Ch'e.vg Had fS^. one of the

most famous of the Sung .scholars, was born at

Lo-yang in Honan in 1032. The substance of his

views is given in his most famous philosophical

work, the Ting Hsing Shu, ^US- He died in

1085, and was canonized as Ch'un Kung |i£& , and

in 1241 his tablet was placed in the Confucian

temple.

In consequence of a remark of Chu Hsi that

he had learned from Chk.n'g Had, Wylie states he

was "a pupil" (Xotes on Chinese Literature, p. 69)

;

and Giles, in his Biographical Dictionary has

perpetuated the error, calling C'h'kng Tzfl ' the

tutor of the great Chu Hsi.' But Chu Hsi was

born half a century after Ch'eng Hao's death.

Srzi'Ki : HiKtnnj of Chinese Philosophy.

CHERCHEN, Marco Polo's Charchan, also

called Charchand^ Chachan, Circian and Ciarcian.

the name of a river in the Tarim basin and of a

city once standing near Lob nor, now reduced to

a single street of 180 yards in length. The stream

there is some 30 feet wide and 3 or 4 deep. The

whole oasis is about 6 miles long by 2j wide.

CHERRIES, 153;^ ying t'ao. The commonest

in N. China are the ' bush cherries,' I'niniis

tomentosa. They are grafted on the wild peach.

Another cherry of N. China is probably /'.

pauciflora; but it is not at all a common fruit.

A dwarf cherry or plum, perhaps P. humilis, is

also found, but the fruit is too sour and acrid

to be eaten raw. All these Chinese cherries are

very small.

Meyer : AgrictiJtuTal Explorations, etc.

CHESS. There are two games in China called

Ch'i written in one case ^, in the other ^, and

both called Chess by foreigners, though the char-

' acter is written with different radicals in the two

cases, being stone and wood respectively ; but

this distinction is not closely observed. The game

called Wei ch'i is played with about 150 counters

I

on each side, on a board with 324 squares and

361 points of intersection of the lines forming the

squares; starting with a clear board, the object

for each player is to occupy as many of the

361 points as possible. It will bo seen therefore that

this ch'i (with a radical showing the counters are

of stone ) has very little resemblance to the game

called chess. See Wei Ch'i.

The other game is unmistakeably the game of

chess. It is called hsiang ch'i ^ {It , and since

htsiang means elephant and one of the pieces is call-

I ed the elephant, the game may be called ' Elephant

j

chess.' Or again, since no doubt often played

j

with ivory pieces though the radical is wood, it

has been called ' Ivory chess.' Again since hsiang

has also the meanings figure, form, resemble, etc.,

the game may be called ' Figure chess,' ' Symbolical

chess,' etc., a justification of such a name being

that while on the two sides the pieces have similar

powers the names, though corresponding, are not

alike ; the pawn, for example, on the one side being

tsu 2^ and on the other ping & , both words mean-

ing soldier.

Chess is mentioned in the Lun Yu and in

Mencics, but under the name^ I. According to

Giles this was ir^i ch'i. The earliest mention of

hsiang ch'i is found in the Ac chih ching yiian )^

ii M S • It is also mentioned in the T'ltng chien

Icang mu, referring to the date B.C. 154. The
invention of Wei ch'i is, of course, referred by the

Chinese to the age of Yao ; Hsiang ch'i is put later,

being attributed to the founder of the Chou
dynasty, about B.C. 1120 ; although it is naively

admitted that it may have originated a few

hundred years later.

The chessboard has, like ours, 64 squares, but

the opposing forces are divided by a blank space

across the board, called the river. There are thus

two separate camps of 32 squares each. Another

dissimilarity from our chess is that the play is

along the lines and at the intersecting points and

not on the squares. The lines are numbered 1 to

9 from right to left. On the back row stand 9

pieces : in the middle being the General, with a

Minister on each side. Further from him right

and left are the Elephants ; next to them the

Horses, and on the furthest points stand the

Chariots. The second row of points is vacant.

The third has two Ballistae (sometimes called

cannon)' on lines 2 and 8. On the fourth, which

is the front row, are 5 Soldiers on alternate points.

Then comes a row of vacant points and then the

river. The four .squares ov rather the nine points

in front of the General and his Ministers, are the
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boandaries within which these three pieces move

;

two diagonal lines cross the space.

As to the movements of the pieces : the Gener-

al moves one point at a time in any direction over

the 9 points to which he is confined. He cannot

be taken, but may take, provided he does not thus

put himself in check. He may not be put or left

on the same line with the opposing General with-

out an interposing piece. Being in check he must

take the checking piece, cover himself from check

by interposing a piece, or move himself out of check.

If he can do none of these things he is check-

mated, or, as the Chinese sometimes say, dead.

The Ministers are limited to the same 9 points

as the General, but they only move on the diagon-

al lines, backward or forward ; each therefore con-

trols only four points. They have no privileges

and when attacked must either be moved or cover-

ed, or they are captured.

The Elephants move diagonally backwards or

forwards two squares at a time if nothing blocks

the way. They cannot cross the river, so that

there are only seven possible places for each to

stand on.

The Horse moves practically as our knight

moves,—one point forward, backward or sideways

and then one point diagonally ; but it cannot leap

over any intervening piece. It is free to move
over the whole board. The Chariot moves exact-

ly as our Castle does.

The two Cannon have also the same movement

as our Castle, with this strange difference that their

attack is not valid except through some intervening

piece. Thus the enemy General is not checked by

a Cannon on the same line unless some other piece

stands between them.

The Soldier moves only forward one point

at a time till it has crossed the river ; it may then

move forwards or sideways a point at a time, but

never backwards; nor does it receive promotion

on reaching the further side of the board.

In all cases the capturing piece occupies the

place of the piece taken. It may be added that

the pieces are not figures as with foreign chess,

but pieces like draughts with the name written

on each.

All evidence seems to show that Indian and

Chinese chess are derived from some common
source.

Wilkinson : Manual of Chincic Chos, Shang-

hai, 1893; HiMLY : The C/iim-ne Game of Cheta as

compared with that practised by Western Nations,

N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal, vol. vi ; Hollingworth :

A short Sketch of the Chinese Game of Chess, ibid.,

vol iii ; Volpicelli : Chinese Chess, ibid., vol xxiii

;

Holt : Notes on the Chinese Game of Chess, Royal

Asiatic Society Journal, London, 1885.

CHESTNUTS, {Caslanea sp.) X r{- U tzu.

The chestnut grows wild in N China, and it is

also more or less cultivated ; but all the trees are

seedlings and vary greatly in the quality of the

fruit. It is quite distinct from the chestnut of

.Japan.

The nuts are roasted in sand with which

molasses has been mixed, and are sold and eaten

in great quantities in every town.

A dwarf chestnut, a shrub a few feet high,

is met with in the higher mountainous districts.

Meyer : AgTicuRural Explorations, etc.

CHI iifS, the family name of Hpang Ti and

tlierefore of the Chnu dynasty rulers, supposed to

be descended from him.

CHIA CH'ING^EThc title of the reign

of the fifth Emperor of the Ch'ing dynasty. He
succeeded his father C'h'ien Lung in 1796. It

was he who rejected Lord Amherst's Mission in

1815. He was a worthless ruler, and the country

suffered severely during his I'eign from pirates,

revolts, etc. He died in 1820.

Bland & Backhouse : Annids of the Court of

Pihiiuj. p. 372.

CH'IANG %. barbarian tribes of ancient

western China, probably Tibetan. The charac-

ter, made up of ^ sheep and \ man, shows they

were shepherds ; or some say the character shows

a monster, a beast with a man's legs, denoting

the Chinese view of them as not being human
creatures.

CHIANG TAI KUNG 4|:*:fi- or CHIANG
tzii Ya ^-f 3^ chief counsellor to WkjN' Wang,
11th century B.C. He was supposed to have

authority over " spirits of the vasty deep,"

hence the inscription often seen written over

doors to repel evil spirits, ^ :Jk ^ ^t lib "Chiang

T'Ai KrNG is here !

"

CHIA-TZU Ip^. See Cycle.

CHIA Yij or KuNC Tzu Chia Yu JLT-*S-
Friiiiily Hdyinijs (of Confucius). This work is

generally ascribed to Wang Su who died a.d. 256,

though it is also said that he found it in the

house of one of the Sage's descendants. It is fur-

ther said that there was an earlier work with the

same title, but it is not known whether the later

book is indebted ta it.

CHI CHA ^tL. •' model man according to

the literati,—the fourth and favourite son of

Shou Mkng, Prince of Wu, who died in B.C. 560.

His father had urgently wished him to succeed

to the throne, and the eldest brother also urged

it ; bill Chi Cha persistently refused. He accept-

ed the fief of Yenling, and is therefore often

alluded to as YenI.ing ,Chi tzu SlgJP^- He
was sent the round of the States to study their

ritual, music, etc., and no doubt also to acquire
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useful knowledge of the political situation. He
died at the age of 90, and his tomb is still to

be seen near his home, between Ch'ang-chou fu

'M 'M !ii and Chiang yin Q, f^ in Kiangsu ; the

iiisciiplion on it is believed to have been written

by CoNFncius himself.

TsCHEl'E : Hi'tuire du lioyaume dc On

;

Paukeu : Anricnt China Simplified.

CH'I DYNASTY, THE, ^IC, was founded

by Hsiao Tao-ch'eng, a successful general, with the

capital at Nanking. It lasted from a.d. 479 to 502

and had seven rulers. Another usurper then took

the throne, founding the Liang dynasty.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

« ^r Kao Ti 479 Mjt Chien Yuan 479

V.4 ^ Wu Ti 482 4i^ Yung Ming 483

WM^ Yu lin Wang 493 !i:M, Lung Ch'ang 494

ift^3E Hailing Wang 494 liK Yen Hsing 494

gg # Ming Ti 494 B^ Chien Wu 494

*5g Yung T'ai 498

y^'^M Tung-hun Hou 498 *7C Yung Yiian 499

m ^f Ho Ti 501 If gtt Chung Hsing 501

CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT. See Superin-

tendp.nt nf Trade.

CHIEH CHIH-T'UI -f^ZW A minister in

the State of Chin, 7th century B.C. Being over-

looked in the distribution of rewards, he retired

to the hills and refused to return. A late legend

says that the repentant prince tried to force him

out by setting the forest on fire, but that Chieh

preferred to j)erish in the flames. This is said

to be the origin of the Han Shih festival {'j.''.).

CHIEH KUEI 5155 the last Emperor of the

H.sia dynasty, who succeeded to the throne in

B.C. 1818, and spent enormous sums of money in

brutal orgies and especially in the amusement of

his favourite concubine, Mo Hsi ^^ . It is

forcibly said of him that his wickedness dried

up the rivers I, 0t, and Lo, iii. Only one of his

ministers dared to remonstrate, KtfAN Lung-fkng

i^%>£> and he was put to death.

Ch'kno Tang rose in rebellion, defeated Chieh

KcEi in 1766 B.C. and sent him into banishment,

where he died B.C. 1763. The Shang dynasty was

then established in place of the Hsia.

CH'IEN ^. A mace or the tenth part of a

Chinese ounce ; also money, i.e. Chinese f«.«/(.

CH-IEN LUNG |£r<f The title of the reign

of an Emperor of the Ch'ing dynasty; the fourth

son of Yung Ceknc whom he succeeded in 1735.

He was great both as a ruler and as a patron

of literature. He waged various successful wars,

but the Empire itself had great peace and

prosperity, the population almost doubling itself

during his reign. His relations with Western

powers were friendly, and he received Lord

MAc.\nTNEY's Mission in 1723, besides Dutch,

Spanish and Portuguese embassies ; but the

preaching of the Christian religion was forbidden

and Christians were persecuted during part of his

reign (1746 and 1785). Amongst other great

literary labours he produced the Catalogue of the

Imperial Library. (See Encyclopaedias). He ab-

dicated in 1795 at the end of a cycle (sixty years)

on the throne, and died three years later.

CHIH FU JJlWi AnoKV the fu or prefecture.

The Prefect, a civil official. There were 183 pre-

fectures in the Eighteen Provinces. The office was

abolished after the Revolution. See Chih hsien.

CHIH HSIEN jfS M A'"""-- the hsien or

di.-lriri. The District magistrate subordinate to

the chih fu. He has summary jurisdiction in civil

and criminal cases. The Prefects and District

magistrates together collected revenue, maintained

order, dispensed justice, conducted literary e.xam-

inations, etc., and generally e.xercised all the direct

functions of public administration. Being—especial-

ly the Chih hxien,—in the closest relations with the

people they were called ^IftlT, father and mother

officials. Since the Revolution the office of Chih fu

has been abolished, and the Chih hsien, now called

II.'>ien chih shih U ^ flJ or Hsien chamj |K g
is directly responsible to the Too yin. See Govern-

ment.

CHIH I ^ g| the Buddhist name of Ch'kn

Tean, a native of Anhui, who at first followed

the teaching of Bodhidharma. Later he rejected

the view that contemplation is all-sufficient, though

he still professed to derive his doctrine from

NAG.xEJfNA whom Bodhidharma followed.

He especially venerated the Lotus siitra. In

575, in spite of the wishes of the Emperor, who
wanted to retain him in Nanking, he went away

to the T'ien-t'ai Hill in Chekiang. He did a

good deal of literary work, and is said to have

founded thirty-five monasteries and to have per-

sonally ordained over four thousand priests. He
died in 597, and the school he founded is known

as the T'ien t'ai school, (q.v.).

CHI HSIANG -fif^, ijood omen; the year-title

of the eighth Manchu Emperor who came to the

throne at 5 years old in 1862. Coins may be found

with this year-title, which was almost immediately

altered, however, to T'rNO Chih ('/. r.).

CH'I HSIUNG -fcSg. See Seven Martial

Slates.

CHIHLI jg.JS direct rule, formerly called 4h

pei Northern Chihli, when Kiangnan was called

j55 nan Southern Chihli. It contains the capital of

China, lacking, the provincial capital being Pao-ting

fu (Jf-JgjJJ. The northern part is hilly, especially

the north-west, where the Wei shan rises nearly

10,000 feet. Most of the province is an alluvial

plain, the deposit of the Yellow River and the
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Pai ho. The Pai ho Q {gj w/iite river is the most

important waterway, navigable to T'ung chou near

Peking. Its chief tributaries join it at Tientsin.

A bar at its mouth makes it difficult of navigation,

and it is closed by ice in the winter. The Grand

Canal has its terminus at Tientsin ; but this

northern portion is of little use.

The chief cities are Peking (ij.r.), also called

Shunt'ien fu ^^0^- I^ao ting with 80,000 inhabit-

ants, Tientsin, [q-v-), Shan hai kuan (30,000), at

the eastern end of the Great Wall, Ch'inwangtao

iq.v.), Hsuan hua g -ffc , Kalgan {q.v.) and Jehol

(</.r.). Pei tai ho ('/.('.), the popular watering place,

is also in Chihli. There are rich coalfields in the

province. (See Knilaii Miiiimj Ailiiiiiiiftralion).

The area is estimated at 115.830 sq. miles, and

the population at 20.930,000.

CHI-KUNG-SHAN fg & llj is a mountain

resort situated on the border of Hupei and Honan,

2.500 feet above sea-level. At its foot is Hsintien,

a station on the Peking-Hankow line, 5^ hours'

railway journey from Hankow, and within an hour's

walk of Chikung shan. There are two valleys

containing foreign bungalows. Mission Valley and

Business Valley.

About 500 foreigners were there in the summer

of 1916, the number in the Mission Valley includ-

ing children being 382, while there were about a

hundred in I5u.«iness Valley.

CH'I-LIN fitgl;, ch'ilin also found romanized

as rh'itiiiij, kitiii, etc. The unicorn of Chinese

mythology. O/i'i is the name of the male and lin

of the female. It is the king of all animals, and

full of gentleness. It has a deer's body, a horse's

hoof, the tail of an ux and a single horn with a

fleshy growth on it. It is only seen when wise

and virtuous rulers are on the throne, or to flatter

some eminent man ; though it may also presage a

disaster, as when one was wounded by a hunter

just before the death of Confucius.

Tlie first recorded apjjearance of a unicorn was

in HuANC. Ti's palace grounds, about B.C. 2600.

Two appeared to Yao and one to the mother of

t^iNKUcius before the sage's birth. It has become,

/like the phoenix, a bringer of children, and its

picture is often stuck on the doors of women's

apartments. /

Done : Jierherrlies hut Us Suprrslitwns en

Chilli, p. 446.

CHIN ^ the title of a Tartar tribe, (some-

times written Kin) also known as Nii-Cbi-n it; if(,

Tartars. They lived to the north of the Khitans,

and were subject to them till they overpowered

them in a.d. 1125. Their chief took the title of

Grand Khan, called his dynasty the Chin (Kin)

dynasty, and as Chin means 'f,o\(\' they are some-

limes called ' the Golden Horde.'

Having conquered the Khitans, they next

attacked the Chinese Empire, took Kai-feng fu,

the capital, demanded hostages and an immense

indemnity, and the cession of parts of the modern

Shansi and Chihli. On their departure, the

Chinese prepared to fight again, but the Chins

icturned, took the capital a second time,

increased the indemnity, and took Hotung and

Hopei. The imperial household was carried into

captivity, and a new ruler appointed to rule

north China as vassal of the Chins. The Yangtze

chiang divided the Chin and Sung territories

;

and the struggle between them lasted till 1234,

when the Chin capital, Kai-feng fu, was taken,

not by the Chinese but by another Tartar tribe, the

Mongols, which later founded the Yiian dynasty.

Nine Chin Emperors had held sway over half

China for 118 years.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title .Vdopted

k

i:
BE

T'ai Tsu

Hsi Tsung

1115 id^ Shou Kuo 1115

^^iplD T'ien Fu 1118

1123 Ji-C^ T'ien Hui 1123

1135 55^ T-ien Hui 1123

^ijj T'ien Chiian 1138

Hj^ Huang T'ung 1141

t^F-SI Hai-lingWang 1149 5cf£ T'ien TO 1149

f\jj^ Cheng Yiian 1153

j]:(5g Cheng Lung 1156

# ^ Shih Tsung 1161 ;^ig Ta Ting 1161

K gi Chang Tsung 1190 g)]g Ming Ch'ang 1190

T^t^ Ch'eng An 1196

^fp T'ai Ho 1201

S5S33E Wei shaoWangl209 iz^ Ta An 1209

^ig Ch'ungCh'ing 1212

^iS; Chih Ning 1213

1213 i^i{i
Cheng Yu

flli^g Hsing Ting

^-;l£ Yuan Kuang

1224 J.Jz Cheng Ta

^'^t T'ien Hsing 1232

gg^ K'ai Hsing 1233

^ Mo Ti or

rf, Hou Chu 1234 &^\ Sheng Ch'ang 1234

CHIN or TSIN Tf • one of the mo.st important

feudal Slates in the Chou Empire. Its situation

was in the elbow made by the Yellow River, with

some territory both west and south of the river.

It was thus the southern part of the present Shan-

si, which still has Chin as a literary name. The

district had been the seat of Empire in the earlier

dynasties. When Chou took the Empire, the fief

of T'ang was given to a son of Wu Wano, the

Chou founder, with the title of Marquis, and in the

ne.xt generation the name Chin took' the place of

T'ang.

The state reached its greatest height under the

Second Protector, WfcN KtjNO (see Ch'uno Eeh,

a* >K Ilsiian Tsuni;

ti tsl Ai Tsung

1213

1217

1222

1224

*
K
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which was his personal name). No other Protector

was able to impart a lasting prestige to his state

at all comparable to that which Chin enjoyed for

the century following his rule. Ch'u throughout

this period disputed Chin's supremacy and the

almost annual expeditions the two made caused

great misery to the unfortunate states which lay

between, especially to Cheng. To a less extent

Ch'i also disputed with Chin. There was, besides,

much fighting between Ch'in and Chin over the

lands lying to the west of the Yellow River and
over the respective influence of the two states on

the Tartar tribes on both banks. It is interesting

to note that Wen Kung was the son of a Tartar

m.other and that some of his children were by his

Tartar wives.

In the final struggle, Ch'in won ; but it did so

under Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, of whose origin there

is considerable reason to believe that it was entirely

Chin (or rather Chao) and not Ch'in.

When the Chin rulers became weak, thiee of

the great families divided the State between them,

in B.C. 451. The new States, sometimes spoken of

as the Three Chin, were called Han (the Honan
part), Wei ^ (the Shansi part), and Chao (the

Chihli part). Wei is sometimes written Ngwei
to distinguish it from the other Wei State lower

down the river. These States were formally

recognised by the Emperor in 403, and the Chin

State was no more.

TscHEPE : Histoire du Iloi/aume de Tshi.

Pahker : Ancient China Simplified.

CHINA— (the name). It has been commonly
accepted that the Ts'in (Ch'in) dynasty of the 3rd

century B.C. gave rise to the name China among
neighbouring peoples. Lately, however, the name
Cina applied to this country has been found in a

Sanskrit work earlier than the Ts'in dynasty. It

has been suggested that Indian traders learned the

name from Malays, that it came into use through

Buddhist writers and was later on associated

naturally with the famous Ts'in. Others claim

that the date of the Sanskrit work may not be so

early as was supposed. See Laufer's and

Pelliot's papers, T'oungpao, 1912-3.

CHINA ASSOCIATION, THE, was founded

in London in 1889. when a meeting was held at

the offices of the P. & 0. Company and resolu-

tions passed, constituting the Association and
appointing Sir George Bowen as President, Mr.

W. Keswick as Chairman of Committee, and Mr.

R. S. GuNDRY as Honorary Secretary. In its

rules and regulations the objects of the Association

are defined to be, to represent British opinion in

political and commercial relations with the Chinese

and Japanese, to promote British trade with the

Far East, and to give facilities for social inter-

course between members of the Association. Later,

it was found that besides the central organization

in London, it was desirable to have also local

committees at the chief commercial centres, and
accordingly committees have been formed one

after another at Shanghai, Hongkong, Tientsin

and Hankow, while the British Association of

Japan is affiliated to the London Committee.

The name "China Association" therefore, though
most convenient, is really too narrow. There are

about a thousand members, embracing every class

in the communities, business, professional and
official. A glance at the annual reports shews

that it has left untouched hardly a single feature

of our commercial or political intercourse, and it

has by memoranda and despatches to the Govern-

ment given much enlightenment and considerably

assisted British interests.

One definite and important act of the Associ-

ation has been the foundation of a school of

practical Chinese, endowed through the liberality

of some members ; it is at present associated with

King's College, but will be transferred when the

School of Oriental Languages has its premises

in order.

The Annual Reports of the Association are

a most valuable record of events and tendencies

in China.

CHINA BRANCH OF THE ROYAL
ASIATIC SOCIETY. In January, 1847, some

residents in Hongkong met and founded the

Philosophical Society of China. On asking the

Governor (Sir J. F. Davis) to become its patron,

he agreed, but said that Lord Auckland, President

of The Royal Asiatic Society, had repeatedly wished

a branch of that Society might be established in

China. The Philosophical Society therefore after

six days' existence became the Asiatic Society of

China, January 19, 1847. On September 7 of the

same year it was reported that the Royal Asiatic

Society had admitted the Asiatic Society of China

as a branch, and the name was then altered again

to "China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society."

Six volumes of Trnnfuclionx were ifru.d, the last

being in 1859, all printed at the China Mail Office.

The North China Branch ('/. r.) is quite a

.separate institution.

CHINA CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL AS-

SOCIATION, THE, is a re-organization and

development of the Educational Association of

China (^.r.) which body at its last Triennial

Meeting in 1912 outlined a new constitution, and

submitted it to all its members throughout China.

It was adopted with a few slight modifications by

an overwhelming majority, and established an

Advisory Council to be appointed by the eight
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educational districts into which China was divided

for the [jurpose.

The Council was to consist of three representa-

tives from each district, as well as an Executive

Committee of nine, and was to meet annually in

April.

The eight educational districts have Branch

Associations which follow in chronological order.

1.—Educational • Association of Fukien, or-

;;anized 1905.

2.—The West China Christian Educational

Union, 1906. (Ssuch'uan, Yiinnau and Kueichou).

3.—The Kuangtung Christian Educational As-

sociation, formerly known as the Educational

Association of Kuangtung, reorganized in 1914.

(Kuangtung and Kuangsi).

4.—The East China Educational Association,

1914. (Chckiang, Kiangsu and Anhui).

5.—The Central China Christian Educational

Association, which had been organized in 1910 as

the C.C.C.E. Union, and changed its name in 1915.

(Hupei, Hunan and Kiangsi).

6.—The Maiichurian branch of the C.C.E.A.,

1916.

7.—The ShantungHonanChristian Educational

Association, January, 1917.

8.—A North-China branch for Chihli, Shansi,

Shensi and Kansu in process of formation.

The main objects of the Association are :

1.—To discuss and publish the findings of the

local Associations on the various educational pro-

blems in China :

2.—To act as a clearing-house for information

on mis.-^ionary education in China and throughout

the world :

3.—To stimulate the promotion of local associat-

ions, and to keep these in touch with each other.

The Association publishes The Educational

Iteviiw each quarter, and certain of its te.xtbooks,

prepared before the reorganization, which are still

in considerable demand.

Since 1914 the Association has had a permanent

Secretary, resident in Shanghai. The first to

occupy this post is the Rev. V. D. Gamewell,
I'h.D., LL.D. (M.E.M.).

CHINA CONTINUATION COMMITTEE.
I lie I liina ('uiitiiniiitidii (^urnuiitlci' nt' the National

Missionary Conference, Shanghai, 1913, is a body
of recognised leaders of the Christian Church in

China elected by delegates to the National Mission-

ary Conference, presided over by Dr. John H.

MoTT, in Shanghai, in March, 1913. This con-

ference was the last of a series of conferences held

at Canton, Shanghai, Tsinanfu, I'eking and Han-
kow. A short conference was held in Mukden
iiniiiiMliatiOy after the National Confcronrr. Each

i:i

sectional conference was attended by missionaries

and Chinese leaders, some of whom were elected

by the various missions and churches of the area,

and sonic were selected by the local committee of

arrangements. The National Committee was a

gathering of experts rather than a general con-

ference. About one half the delegates were appoint-

ed by the sectional Conferences and the remainder

were co-opted by the Committee of Arrangements.

In this way no important phase of mission work

was overlooked, and no group of churches or

missions was unrepresented. In all one hundred

and twenty delegates were present, of whom about

one-third were Chinese pastors, teachers, scholars

engaged in literary work, and leaders in other

forms of Christian service. The China Continu-

ation Coiumittee was appointed by the National

Conference with the following objects :

—

"1. To help carry out the recommendations

of the National and sectional Conferences held in

China in February and March 1913, on behalf of

the Continuation Committee of the World Mission-

ary Conference, Edinburgh, 1910.

" 2. To serve as a means of communication

between the Christian forces of China and the

Edinburgh Continuation Committee, its Special

Committees and the Mission Boards of the West.

"3. To serve as a means by which the Christian

forces of China may express themselves unitedly

when they so desire.

" 4. To promote co-operation and co ordination

among the Christian forces of China.

"5. To act as a Board of Reference when

invited to do so by the parties immediately

concerned."

The Committee is comjjosed of not less than

40 nor more than 65 persons, selected to represent

the different nationalities, ecclesiastical families

and departments of mission work, of whom not

less than one-third must be Chinese.

The Committee carries on its work by means

of Special Committees and an executive staff.

The staff included (1917) a Chinese and a foreign

general secretary, a national evangelistic secretary

and a statistical secretary, with about ten clerical

assistants.

1'ho Special C'oniniittecs include those on a

Forward Evangelistic Movement, the Chinese

Church, the Promotion of Intercession, Theological

Education, Christian Literature, Sunday School

and , Bible Study, Survey and Occupation, and

Business and Administrative Efficiency, Self-

Support, Social Application of Christianity, Train-

ing of Missionaries, Hymnology, and Comity. The
reports of these committees are published in con-

nection with the annual meeting of the Committee,

and llioir " (incHiic«," if approvoil by llii> Cnntiiiu
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ation Committee, stand as the expression of the

unified opinion of that body.

The secretaries of the Committee edit the

China Misifion Year Booh and the China Cliurch

Year Book, the two authoritative annuals in English

and Chinese, relating to the activities of the

Protestant missions and churches, and the Directory

of Protestant Missionaries in China, classified by
missions, geographically and alphabetically.

The China Continuation Committee aims also

to serve as a clearing house of information on all

aspects of missionary work in China.

The Offices are at 5 Quinsan Gardens, Shanghai.

[C.L.B.]

CHINA DIRECTORY, THE, was published

annually from 1850 till incorporated with The
Chronicle and Directory for China in 1376. It was

printed in Hongkong by Shortrede.

CHINA GRASS, or Ramie. See Fibres, textile.

CHINA INLAND MISSION.
lUnilijiiarlcnt :—Shanghai, with Home Centres

in England, Scotland, Switzerland, Canada, United

States, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania.

This, by far the largest Missionary Society

operating in China, was founded in England in 1865

by Dr. Hudson T.4YLor, who had already worked
in China for si.\ years under the Chinese Evangel-

ization Society (q.v.). Dr. Taylor was invalided

home in 1860, and during his stay approached the

principal British Societies then having work at

the Treaty Ports in China, to press the claims of

the interior upon them. As none of them felt able

at that time to e.xtend their work into inland

China, Dr. Taylor, with the help and .sympathy of

a few personal friends, formed the China Inland

Mission, with the following distinctive features :

—

1.—It was to be inter-denominational. •

2.—It was never to go into debt : nor to solicit

donations or subscriptions : nor to publish the

names of its supporters, although rendering annual

accounts of all monies received.

3.—The workers were to have no guaranteed hx-

ed stipend, but were to share in whatever supplies

might come in.

4.—The Head(]uart«rs were to be in China.

5.—The work was to be directed by senior

missionary superintendents, and not by any Home
Board.

6—The programme was the rvenKjr.lizution of

the. whole of China as speedily as possible, accord-

ing to a plan elaborated by the founder of the

Mission. This plan involved (a) the early

occupation of strategic points, such as capitals of

provinces, great marts, etc., (which were generally

very difficult to open), rather than the taking of

lines of least resistance
;

(h) a preponderance of

pioneer work, leaving fruits in many cases to be

reaped by other Missions ;
(c) the complete sub-

ordination of all other forms of work to the direct

preaching of the Gospel.

In the year 1865, when the C.I.M. was formed,

all Ir'rotestant work was confined to seven provinces,

almost all the missionaries (112 in number) residing

in the five Treaty Ports, so that eleven provinces

were wholly without Protestant workers, not to

mention the great Dependencies.

Dr. Taylor's plan made Ningpo, where he had

already resided, the provisional base, with Hang-

chow, the provincial capital, as the first objective.

Thus Chekiang was the first province occupied.

Work in Hangchow was opened in 1866, and by

the end of the year there were four centres in the

province, three of them being inland.

Kiangsu was next occupied, a footing being

obtained in Nanking in 1867, and in Soochow,

Yangchow and Chinkiang in 1868. Nanking and

Soochow were relinquished in favour of other

missions which shortly after arrived. Tsingkiang

p'u, on the Grand Canal, was opened in 1869.

Shanghai, being the headquarters and business

centre of the Mission, was occupied from very

early days, and has a very strong staff working

in handsome and commodious premises given by a

member of the Mission.

Anhui was entered in 1869, Anking, the capital,

being occupied ; and for many years no other

Protestant Mission had work in this province.

In Kiangsi, work was also begun in 1869, and

Kiukiang become the centre of a large itinerating

work.

In 1874 Wuchang, the capital of Hupei, was

entered, chiefly with the intention of extending work

to the nine interior provinces still untouched by

Protestant Missions.

In 1876, the year of the signing of uie Chefoc

Agreement, Shansi, Shensi, and Kansu were visited.

T'ai-yiian fu, the capital of Shansi, was occupied

as a permanent station in 1877, (though relinquished

later) ; Hanchung fu in Shensi in 1879 : T'sin-chow

in Kansu in 1877, and Lan-chou fu, the capital, in

1885. In 1877, Ssiich'uan was reached, and Chung-

king occupied, Chengtu following in 1881.

In 1887 Tali fu, the capital of Yunnan, was

opened as a mission station, though visited as

early as 1881, and in 1887, Kuei yang, the capital

of Kueichou, after ten years of itinerating work.

In 1879, Shantung was entei'ed, a Sanatorium

for the mission and English schools primarily for

the mission children, being started at Chefoo. A

certain amount of direct mission work has arisen

in the neighbourhood.

In Chihli, Tientsin was made a business base

in 1888 : the chief station in this province is Huai-lu

SlJffi opened in 1887.
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Honan was not opened until 1884, when a !

station was established at Chouchia k'ou J^^Q
though itineration had been begun as early as 1875

;

and K'ai-feng fu, the latest of all the provincial

tajjitals to open its gates to missionaries, was not

entered till 1901. There are now 10 other stations

in the province.

Hunan, after nearly 30 years of itinerating

work, was opened in 1901, when premises were

.secured at Changsha and Ch'ang te ^gj. Nanchou
' '"o ^W!H"'3s opened in 1904.

The .Mi.-^?ion has no work in Kukien, Kuangtung,

and Kuaiigsi, other mi.ssions having early occupied

the former two, and in later times, Kuangsi also.

The Dejiendencics are scarcely touched by any

Mission. The C.I.M. entered Tibet in 1897, but

no station is established there ; a certain amount

of work is done however from the centres in border-
|

ing provinces. In Sinkiang, there is one station,

Tihua fu i^fc/fj, opened in 1908, with two workers.

Space dues not permit to follow in detail the

developments of a work which, begun in 1865

through the devotion of one man and his immediate

friends on a "faith" basis, without any denominat-

ional or other guarantees, could report itself in its

Jubilee year as having 225 stations, 1053 mission-

aries, 754 organized churches and 34,830 communic-

ants. But attention may be called to seven great

outstanding facts.

I.

—

T/te internnlionolhing of the Mifsion. This

was no part of the original scheme, wide-reaching

though that was. but was thru.st upon the Mission

from without. In 1887 an American gentleman

(Mr. Hf.-S'hy W. Frost, then living in Western

New York) came to England to invit<> Dr. Taylou

to the U.S.A. with the view of establishing a

branch there of the C.I.M. Dr. Taylor went in

th<? following year and visited Northfield and other

American religious centres, and the outcome was

that 14 workers were sent out in the same year

;

others followed, and a Permanent Council was

formed in 1889. In 1916, the U.S.A. contingent

numbered 114. 'I'his new departure was followed

by similar ones mainly among the Lutheran

Churches of Europe, and in 1917 no less than eleven

Missions are as.sociated with the C.I.M. The

Home Department of each is virtually autonomous,

and all financial arrangements arc, independent, but

in other respects co-operation is complete, as well

as the agreement in aims and principles. (For these

.\ssociate Missions r. infra).

U.—T/ie tlividinij of tin; fi,l,l. This early

became important owing to the inter-dcnomin-

ational character of the Mission : as, men holding

divergent views, e.g. on the best form of church

government, could not well succeed each other in

the same station. The problem became accentuated

when the Associate workor.s arrived, speaking

different languages, and pas.sessing very different

traditions from those of their British fellow-workers.

The first formal division took place in Ssiich'uan,

where all territory east of the Kialing River was

assigned in 1889 to the Church of England .section

of the Mission. (See Anglican Missions). Later,

other divisions of the field took place, especially in

favour of the Associate Missions.

III.

—

T/ie effect of the Boxer Movement. The

Mission being essentially an inland one, and its

pfrsiiniicl so large (nearly 7(X)) it was inevitable

that its losses in 1900 should be very great, and

no fewer than fifty-eight of its missionaries with

twenty-seven of their children lost their lives,

either by massacre, or as the result of privations

endured.' A large number of the native Christians

also perished. Yet in little more than a year from

the outbreak of the troubles, work was resumed in

mo.st parts of the field.

IV.—In 1903, Dr. '1'aylou, finding his health

precarious, appointed Mr. D. E. Hoste as his

successor in the Direction of the Mission. Dr.

Taylor died at Changsha in 1905.

V.—In the years following the Boxer movement

all Missions in China perceived a great awakening

of interest in Christianity, partly due to the dis-

covery of the might of Western nations, as proved

by the capture of Peking, and partly to other even

less admirable motives. This awakening took the

final form of mass movements, and the C.I.M.,

while recognizing the mi.xed motives often present,

decided to instruct all who presented themselves.

The opportunities for preaching incr« ased a hundred

fold, lands and buildings were freely offered, and

crowds came to listen. Moreover the native

churches themselves underwent a great revival.

During the 15 or 16 years since the re: umption of

work after the Boxer movement, the number of

communicants has more than trebled, and a church

of more than 4,000 members has been gathered in

among the aboriginal tribes in the S.W. provinces,

with 7.000 enrolled enquirers, from peojiles wholly

unt^juchcd before.

VI.—At the time of the Revolution of 1911

the lives and property of foreigners were generally

respected by both the contending parties : but

again the C.I.M. suffered by the loss of two

missionaries and six children who were massacred

at Hsian fu by a lawless mob. The general effect

of the Revolution and of the Declaration of

Religious Liberty which followed has been greatly

to increase the interest of the people in Christianity.

VII.—Although evangelistic work ha.s always

been regarded as the main work of the Mission,

the very success ^hich has attended it has led to

other forms of activity, which have been begun

when necessary.
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With regard to medical work, Dr. llrDSON

Taylor, himself a medical man, started dispensary

work at Hangchow as far back as 1866 ; and the

healing of the sick has always been regarded as

second only to the preaching of the Gospel.

While Education has not been employed as an

evangelistic agency, the teaching of the children of

Christians dates from the beginning of the Mission,

and few of the central stations are without a

school ; and in addition to those under direct

Mission control, the Chinese Christians themselves

have opened quite a number. There are several

Orplian schools supported by the Mission, a large

Foundling Home in N. Shansi, and a School for

blind girls at Changsha. There are also Bible

Institutes in various districts for the training of

native pastors and evangelists.

The following are the Associate Missions :

—

(1).—SWEDISH MISSION IN CHINA.
Headquarters :—Stockholm, and Kingsbury,

Cal. U.S.A. Formed in 1887.

Works in Shansi, Shensi, and 38 hsien in Hoiian.

Number of foreign workers in 1916 : 52.

(2).—SWEDISH HOLINESS UNION.
Headquarters :—Torp, Kumla.

lle'jtm ivork in China, 1890.

In 1896, the field between the two arms of the

Great Wall was assigned to this Mission. In 1900,

all the workers, 10 in number, suffered martyrdom.

The work was reopened in 1902, and in 1916 the

Mission reported 31 foreign workers.

(3).—SCANDINAVIAN ALLIANCE MISSION,
representing the Scandinavian Churches of U.S.A.

Headquarters :—Chicago.

Has worked in Shensi and E. Kansu since 1894.

The foreign workers in 1916 numbered 58.

(4).—SWEDISH ALLIANCE MISSION.
Headquarters :—Jonkoping, Sweden.

This mission began work in China in 1892 in

in the part of Shansi north of the Great Wall,

and lost heavily in the Boxer movement in 1900.

The foreign workers in 1916 numbered 15.

(5).—NORWEGIAN MISSION IN CHINA.
Headquarters :—Handsfjord, Norway.

Began work in 1889.

Its sphere is the N.W. mountain district of

Shansi. In 1916, the mission had 5 stations, and

15 foreign workers.

(6).—NORWEGIAN ALLIANCE MISSION.
Headquarters :—Kristiania.

Began work in China, 1899.

Works in Lung Chii Chai, Shensi.

In 1916 there were 4 foreign workers.

(7).—GERMAN CHINA ALLIANCE MISSION.
Headquarters :—Barmen, Germany.

Entered China, 1890.

W urks in Kiangsi and Chekiang in 10 stations,

with 35 foreign workers (1916).

(8),—LIEBENZELL MISSION.
Headquarters :—Liebenzell, Wurtemburg.
The province of Hunan was allotted to this

mission in 1906. It has there 11 stations and 61

foreign workers (1916).

(9).—GERMAN WOMEN'S MISSIONARY
UNION.

Headquarters :— Malche, Freienwalde a.O.,

{!ermany.

Began wurh in 1908, in Ssiioh'uan.

It has 4 lady workers (1916).

(10).—FRIEDENSHORT DEACONESS MISSION.
Headquarters :—Miechowitz, Silesia.

Began work in China, 1912.

Works at Tating fu in Kueichou.

The foreign workers in 1916 numbered 4.

(11).—FINNISH FREE CHURCH MISSION.
Headquarters :—Abo, Finland.

Began work in China, 1891.

Works in Kiangsi. The foreign (lady) workers

in 1916, were 7 in number.

Statistics of China Inland Mi.ssion and its

Associates, 1916.

Foreign missionarie.^ 1,077

Paid Chinese Staff 1,295

Chinese workers, voluntary or paid

by Chinese Church 1,465

Communicants 37,672

Pupils in Day and Boarding-Schools 10,210

CHINA MEDICAL BOARD, THE, a sub

sidiary ori,'aiiizntiun of tlie Rockefeller Found-

ation. It was established in November, 1914. with

thirteen members, in the L'.S.A., and it immediately

proceeded to suggest the re-organization of the

Peking Union Medical College, with the result

that it assumed financial responsibility for the

school, and also reimbursed to the London Mission-

ary Society the co.st of land, buildings and equip-

ment. It further arranged for lower classes of

students to be sent to Tsinan fu, paying to the

Shantung Christian University SIOO.OOO gold for

maintenance and 850,000 gold for buildings and
equipment. New buildings are to be put up in

Peking, fourteen additional acres having been

bought for the purpose.

Other plans are in course of development with

respect to Shanghai, Nanking, Changsha, Canton,

and a great deal has been e.\pended in grants to

hospitals not connected with Medical Schools.

Other activities are described in the paper

referred to below.

Ghf.ene : The Work of the China Medical

B'inrd. China Medical Journal. May, 1917.

CHINA MEDICAL MISSIONARY Asso-
ciation, founded in 1886, chiefly through the
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iiiliutme ot' tlie late Dr. H. W. Boone, of the

American Protestant Episcopal Mission.

A Journal was shortly afterwards started, (in

the first instance quarterly) the first issue appearing

in March, 1887. The first President was Dr.

J. G. Kerr of Canton. There were 29 active,

9 honorary, and 17 corresponding members.

The first general meeting of the Association

took place at the General Conference of 1890, the

chief result of which was the appointment of a

committee to unify medical terminology. In 1908,

a Medical Lexicon was issued embodying the labours

of this committee.

The .second meeting of the Association was held

in Shanghai in 1905, Dr. Christie of the U. F.

Church of Scotland Mission, Mukden, presidirlg.

Dr. CouSLAND of Swatow was lent to the Association

to do translation work. Mr. H. S. V/ellcome (of

RvKROCGHS & Wellcome, the well known English

drug manufacturers) gave £1,000 for this object,

and various r<Iissionary Societies also contributed.

The ne.xt meeting was in Shanghai at the General

Conference of 1907 when the late Dr. G. A. Stuart

of the M.E.M. was president, and a Research

Coniniittee was appointed.

The Association next met at Hankow in 1910,

Dr. Coi'SLAN"!) presiding, and received the report

of the Ke.searcli Committee, whose investigations

had been expressly limited to the study ol

intestinal parasites. The results obtained were

felt to be so valuable that a second Research Com-

mittee, enlarged in number and in scope was

appointed.

The next meeting was held in Peking in 1913,

Dr. i.,or,A>.' of Hunan presiding, and was received

by U.K. YiiAN Sum K'Ai who spoke most warmly

of Medical Mission work especially in connection

with the plague in Manchuria in 1911, and Red

Cross work during the Revolution. The chief

points di.«cusaed were the improvement in Mission-

ary Medical Education, as to standard, and an to

union work, and as to bringing it in line with the

requirements of the Ministry of Education. Co-

operation with the Chinese was also recommended,

as far as possible.

The next Conference was held in Shanghai in

1915; an interesting exhibit demonstrating the

importance of public hygiene was shown, and

attracted large crowds. A permanent Council on

Public Health was created, and as an indirect

result of tlie Association's meetings, a similar

organization on non-missionary lines, called the

National Medical Association of China {</.v.) was

started in 1916.

Tlie 1917 Conference was held at Canton in

.(ainiary, and was a Joint Conference of the CM.
M.A., and the National Association, and separate

as well as united meetings were held. Eighty-one

members of the former were present and eighty-

eight of the latter. They were warmly received

and greatly honoured by the enlightened and

democratic Governor of Kuangtung, H.E. Chu
Ch'ing-lan, 3iK;j|]. The C.M.M.A. supported

two imjjortant memorials presented to the Govern-

ment by the National Association.

The C.M.M.A. in addition to other activities

received four important Reports from the Research

Clommittee embodying the results of systematic

and scientific enquiry into the physical and physio-

logical conditions of the Chinese.

The Association's influence has greatly increased

during the last few years, and in addition to the

formation of the N.M.A. two other important

developments have taken place.

1. L^gely as the result of representations

made by the C.M.M.A. to the Edinburgh Con-

tinuation Committee (Medical Missions section) a

British Advisory Board on Medical Missions has

been established, which will have a great effect on

all medical missionary work in China.

2. The Kiangsu Educational Association, non-

missionary and purely Chinese, called on the

C.M.M.A. to help in fixing anatomical, chemical

and other terms for use throughout all China. The

fir.st sessions were held at the K.E.A. headquarters

in Shanghai in January, 1917.'

The membership of the C.M.M.A. in January,

1917 was 550.

CHINA MENNONITE MISSIONARY SOC-

iety. The.

licadquariers :—Hillsboro, Kansas, U.S.A.

Works in Shantung and Honan.

The first missionaries were the Rev. and Mrs.

H. C. Bartel, who arrived in China in 1901,

representing a community of German Mennonites

in the U.S.A. Ts'ao hsicn «y U and Shan hsien

IB (J , in Shantung were opened in 1905, and the

former is still the principal station. Ts'ao-chou fu

Iff W Iff
^''"^^ opened in 1908 ; and Honan was entered

in 1914, when Yu-ch'eng fStl^ was occupied. In the

same province, Liu-hojjp }SJ, (1915), and Suichou

Dife W' ^""^ "'*"' worked. Ning-ling hsien ^ ta iPS

is to be a foreign-manned station in the near future.

At Ts'ao hsien there is orphanage and indust-

rial work; a school for the blind, and a boarding-

school for girls, with 270 pupils in all.

In 1917, the Mission reports :

—

Koreign missionaries 29

Chinese staff 51

Church members 127

Outatations 15

CHINA MERCHANTS STEAM NAVIGA-
TION COMPANY. This Company was, in 1874,

dcvelo))cd out of a fuinicr Company (See Aden).

Its object was to trade with ports not open to
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foreign commerce, a monopoly which it did not

obtain, and ultimately to kill all the foreign

coasting trade. It was practically created by Li

HuNGCHANG and was well backed up by Chinese

Merchants, especially in Hongkong. It was offici-

ally recognized and had the privilege of carrying

north over one-third of the annual tribute rice.

In 1877 it bought up the Shanghai Union Steam
Navigation Company ; and on October 20, 1879 it

sent the steamer Hochung to Honolulu with a

lari^e number of emigrants. The Company was,

after a time, quite successful, but it does not seem

to have done much damage to the foreign ship-

ping interests.

EiTEL : Europe in China.

CHINA MONUMENTS SOCIETY, THE.
A Society formed in Peking in 1908 by foreigners

with the object of securing " complete suppression

of Vandalism in China by foreigners, or due to

foreign influence or agencies, and the protection

of China's antiquities, monuments and all cultural

objects, for the benefit of mankind, and especially

with reference to the welfare of Chinese society."

See Royal Asiatic Soc. N. C. Branch, Journal,

1912, and various publications of the Society.

CHINA REVIEW, THE, or Notes i- Queries

on the Far Eai-l : begun in July, 1872 by N. B.

Dexnys in Hongkong, and issued every two
months, coming to an end with vol. .xxv, No. 6,

.June-July, 1901. The second editor was Dr. Eitel.

CHINA-ROOT, fu ling ^1^ ; Paehyma cocos.

A fungus growth on the roots of fir trees, used
both as a food and drug. It is found in the form
of large tubers, which do not readily decay, and
are said to occur unchanged after lying in the

ground for thirty years. The substance probably
consists largely of pectine, and is free from smell

or taste ; the hardest and whitest is the best. It is

ground up, mi.\ed with rice flour, and made into

small square cakes for consumption. It is used
as a nerve tonic and sedative.

Havbet {Province tie Nijanhoei) gives the
following account of the preparation of fuling :

Squared pieces of fir are placed in the soil and a
cutting of fuling is applied and covered with sand,

when, after a few months, new tubers form, growing
into the wood. Unfortunately the district of Lu-an
has been deforested by this culture.

Smilaz pseudo-china is the China-root of the
South, where it takes the place of Paehyma. The
latter is usually much larger. Smilax is e.\ported

to India and Burma ; its use par excellence is in

syphilitic diseases.

CHINA'S SORROW. The Yellow River; so
called by the Emperor Chia Ch'ing in his will,

1820; fpf ^tpm /i'.iS ^. See Yellow River.

CHINA SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION, THE,
{Headi^urirler.'-, Shanghai), an interdenominational

branch of Protestant missionary enterprise. The
1907 Centenary Missionary Conference appointed

a Sunday School Committee. In 1910, at the Con-

vention of the World's Sunday School Association

at Washington, D.C., the Rev. E. G. Tewksbury,
formerly of the American Board of Missions, was
cho.sen as National Secretary. The China Sunday
School Union was organized a few months later.

The '" China Sunday School Journal." a monthly

in English for teachers first appeared in January,

1915. Two monthlies in Chinese are also issued

for scholars. Various Chinese Lesson Helps are

issued, and a Teacher-Training series in both

Chinese and English.

In addition to the production of suitable

literature, the Union aims at promoting the best

methods in Religious Pedagogy. Books of its

Teacher-Training Course are used in Schools and

Institutes of Method and in Theological Seminaries.

A Teacher-Training Certificate has been issued to

some 800 Chinese leaders who have been examined

in courses of Religious Pedagogy.

The following statistics will indicate something

of the extent of Sunday School work in China :

Number of Sunday Schools 3,025

„ Scholars 165,282

„ Teachers 7,375

Weekly issue of Lcison A'otc literature,

180,000 copies.

Number of copies of Teachcr-l^raining

series sold, 5,000 each of six books.

CHINA TRADE ACT, THE, properly 'An

Act to regulate the Trade to India and China,'

(3 and 4 Will. IV, c. 93). It fixed the date,

April 22, 1834, when the East India Company
should cease to exist; it created the office of

Superintendent of Trade in China ; and provided

that the Superintendents might be empowered by

Orders in Council, to create a court of law for

trying offences committed by British subjects in

Chinese territory.

Eajics : Tlf Eng'ii'h in Chin<i.

CHINAWARE is distinguished in the Customs

export list from " pottery and earthenware."

Dr. BuSHELL in Chinese Art, includes under

pottery, in its widest sense, every production oi

the fictile art, comprising all kinds of earthenware

and stoneware, as well as porcelain, its higheist

achievement. As regards the trade in these goods,

it is either inter-provincial or for the use of Chinese

abroad. The value of " chinaware " exported

averages nearly 3 million taels annually, and of

pottery and earthenware nearly 2 million taels.

The former is almost all from Kiukiang or Swatow,

Kiukiang sending out rather more than Swatow.
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The second class is more evenly distributed among

the ports, but the bulk comes from Shanghai and

the Kuangtung ports. The famous old Imperial

potteries at Chingtechen, which were almost ruined

by the T'ai P'ing rebels, now turn out a good

deal of chinaware, (that sent from Kiukiang), but

it is sadly inferior to the old wares. The Kuang-

tung chinaware is from three centres, 1, Pakwoh,

on the northern border of the province, near Anioy;

2, from Yangchuii, in Chaoching prefecture ; 3,

from Yangchiang, also in the south of the province.

This last i.? more ambitious than the former

(which chiefly regard domestic use) ; and turns

out architectural ornaments, cisterns, fish bowls

and flower pots, etc. These wares are named

Kuang yao (Kuangtung pottery). The other leading

centre, from which Shanghai is supplied, is I-hsing,

on the western .shores of the Taihu. The factories

at Liling, in X.E. Hunan, have been revived of

recent years.

At one time it was feared, in the trade in

S. China, that Japanese articles would drive out

the heavier Chinese ware ; but the former went

out of favour owing to its sameness and fragility,

and the latter gained on account of its strength.

The reproduction of antique shapes also stimulated

the demand.

The materials used are two sorts of earth, one,

petuntse (fl^^l a hard, white, fusible quartz;

secondly, kaolin (^ ^), decomposed felspar of

granite, which are imported to Chingtechin from

other places in Kiangsi, and from Anliui.

The export in 1916 amounted to Hk.Tls. 1,787,399.

Kiukiang Custo.m.s Decennial IlEroRT, 1901.

[N.S.]

CHINA YEAR BOOK, THE, an annual

which first appeared in 1913 under the editorship

of H. T. Montague Bell and H. C W. Woodhead.
The Ureal War prevented its publication for the

year 1915, but it was issued in 1916. It contains

a large and valuable amount of information,

especially with regard to the year's commerce,

finance, etc.

CHIN DYNASTY, LATER f$ tJ . S,- /'.i.

CHIN or TSIN DYNASTY dC, also called

the Western Tsin, was established in a.d. 265, as

the outcome of the strife betwen the ' Three

Kingdoms ' (7. i'.) It was founded by Ssu-ma Yen
after the Shu-Han kingdom had been conquered,

and he soon proceeded to the conquest of Wei.

The capital was at Loyang. The Hsiung-nu soon

laid claim to the throne, took Lo-yang and carried

off two Tsin Emperors in succession. The Tartars

were then masters of the whole of North China,

and the Tsin capital being removed to Nanking,

the dynasty is from a.d. 317 known as the Eastern

Chin or Tsin dynasty.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

K^ Wu Ti 265 $J& T'ai Shih 265

;gJi5 Hsien Ning 275

^I^ T'ai K'ang 280

^RE T'ai Hsi 290

^*- Hui Ti 290 M^. Yung Hsi 290

7Jt^ Yung P'ing 291

TCK Yiian K'ang 291

7%M. Yung K'ang 300

7k^ Yung Ning 301

•k'M T'ai An 302

Ai.31: Yung Hsing N

7hS Yung An I

Jttft Chien Wu I

7K^ Yung An )
5tg.ll Kuang Hsi

jg-fff- Huai Ti 307 /ji^ Y'ung Chia

Sc^r Min Ti 313 it^ Chien Hsing

TsCHErE ; Hi.<toire flu Itoyaumc de

CHIN or TSIN DYNASTY, EASTERN,

^ ^. a continuation of the Western Tsin, but

with its capital at Kiang-ning (Nanking). The

eleven Emperors of this dynasty were all weak

and incompetent. It began in a.d. 317, and in

420 it gave place to the Sung Dynasty.

Dyn. Title Accession iieign Title Adopted

304

306

307

313

Tsin.

7C ^ Yiian Ti

m <(< Ming Ti

K fr Ch'eng Ti

^ K'ang Ti

^fr Mu Ti

a W Ti

^ 35 Ti Vi

^jfl]^ Hai Hsi Kung

WiS:^ Chien Wen Ti

^mkf Hsiao Wu Ti

317 %^ Chien Wu 317

A^ T'ai Hsing 318

7J4g Yung Ch'ang 322

323 ic® T'ai Ning 323

326 W^\ Hsien Ho 326

*58l Hsien K'ang 335

343 JEtc Chien Yuan 343

345 7jtfU Yung Ho 345

fi^ Sheng P'ing 357

362 |i>ffl Limg Ho 362

flfi^ Hsing Ning 363

U66 i:a T'ai Ho 366366 XV\ 'i"ai Ho

371 ;lS3c Hsien An 371

373 ^Sflt Ning K'ang 373

;*:>i; T'ai Yuan 376

Mc -Tr An Ti 397 l?^=t' l-ung An 397

ycM Yuan Hsing 402

KS Lung An 402

-h% Ta Hsiang 402

Tcfflt Yuan Hsing 403

^Re I Hsi 405

JS % KuuK Ti 419 Tci's Yuan Ilsi 419

TscHEi'E : llUtoirr du Jtoynume de Tsin.

CH'IN DYNASTY, THE.Jg tZ (B.C. 255 206)

though shortlived was a most important dynasty;

it accomplished the destruction of the feudal

system, and brought the whole of China under one

ruler. Cii'i.N Sum IU'ani; ti the founder, (11. c. 246)
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was the first ruler to take the title of Huang Ti.

He extended the empire, built the Great Wall to

check the Tartars, and burnt the classical books.

See S/ii/i Huang Ti; Great Wall; Burning of /ioohs.

Dynastic Title Accession

iB U ^ Chao Hsiang Wang 255

^- X 3r. Hsiao Wen Wang 250

jS S T- Chuang Hsiang Wang 249

if!c £F. Cheng Wang 246

tb M: * Shih Huang-ti 221

rUftlL'T'- Erh Shih Huang ti 209

CHI, NORTHERN DYNASTY :!b^{E a short

dynasty of the Epoch of Division between North

and South. In 550 it succeeded the Eastern Wei
and twenty-eight years later it was swallowed up

by the Northern Chou ; which was soon after con-

quered by the Ch'en dj'nasty.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

A.D. A.D.

Al:* Wen H-siian Ti 550 35t% T'ien Pao 550

S ^ Eei Ti 560 ^^ Ch'ien Ming 550

#Bg-/??- Hsiao Chao Ti 560 ^SH Huang Chien 560

StSS^ Wu Ch'eiig Ti 561 *^ T'ai Ning 561

JnlrS Ho Ch'ing 562

1& & Wen Kung or ?<fc T'ien T'ung 565

^ ± Hou Chu 565 K^ Wu P'ing 570

KIb Lung Hua 576

35ffi2 An Ui Wang 576 ^.1 Te Ch'ang 576

ft ± Yu Chu 577 »^ Ch'eng Kuang 577

CHINESE AND JAPANESE REPOSITORY,
THE, a magazine issued monthly in England un-

der the editorship of the Rev. James Summehs,
beginning July, 1863. It contained many articles

reprinted from T/ic Chinese Rtjiository. It only

completed the third volume.

CHINESE ANGLICAN CHURCH. Since

1912, the eleven dioceses of the English, American

and Canadian branches of the Anglican communion
in China have been one Chinese Church, known as

the Holy Catholic Church in China, Cluing Hua
Sheng Kung Hui ( '!' 1^ |g if-^).

This did not involve any rearrangement or sub-

division of dioceses, in each of which the bishop

with the Diocesan Synod manage internal affairs

;

while every three years, each diocese sends its

hi.shop, with four clergy and fo\u' laymen, to the

General Synod.

At the first General Synod, which met in 1912,

it was proposed to form a new diocese, and a

committee was appointed to consider the matter.

At the second General Synod it was decided to send

two delegate.s to Shensi to report on the suitability

of that province for the proposed new missionary

work, and as the result it was decided that as many
parts of Shensi were not occupied by any other

Mission, work should be begun at once with the

view of establishing a twelfth diocese there. The
responsibility for this new departure lies in the

hands of the Chinese Church, all eleven dioceses

assisting by supplying volunteer workers, and

apportioning funds for the first three years.

A Chinese bishop will probably be appointed

in a few j'ears ; but until this time the episcopal

oversight will be in the hands of one of the

neighbouring bishops—the first appointed being

Bishop White of Honan, followed by Bishop

NoRRis of the North China diocese.

CHINESE COLLEGE at Naples, (Collegia

(lei Cinai), was toiindccl by Pere Matted Ru"A,

the formal opening taking place on July 25, 1752.

P. RiPA (i/.i'.), after his return from China had

seven years' hard work before he could get this

Institution founded. The Pope promised his ap-

proval when it should have been established, and

provided Ripa found the funds ; the Propaganda

objected to its location at Naples ; the Emperor

CiHRLES VI encouraged it but with certain difficult

conditions.

It was opened with five students who had

accompanied Ripa from Peking. It consisted of a

College and a Congregation ; the former Avas to

qualify young Chinese or Indians for missionary

work in the East, at the e.\pense of the foundation,

the students taking five vows ; the latter was for

ecclesiastics who would teach without payment and

who took no vows.

It was reorganized in 1889. See liipa.

CHINESE ENGINEERING AND MINING
COMPANY. Scp A'dilan Mining Ailniini.<tniCion.

CHINESE EVANGELISATION SOCIETY,
The. The formation of this society was one result

of the deep interest aroused by the missionary

voyages of Guizlaff (q-v.) up and down the toast

of' China in 1831-1835. It entered China in 1853,

and worked chiefly in Ningpo. Dr. Hudson

TAiXoa {q.v.) was the most prominent of the small

band of workers sent out. After he was compelled

to return home through ill-health in 1860, he

resigned his connection with the Society, and

f(iunded the China Inland Mission. Two or three

years after this the older Society ceased to exist,

anil some members of its Home-Committee became

referees for the C.I.M. The workers on the field

resigned, or were accepted by other Missions.

CHINESE MISCELLANY, THE. A volume

published in Shanghai soon after 1850, but with-

out date, place, or author on the title-page. It

contains a paper on silk manufacture, one on

Shanghai, from native sources, and two others.

CHINESE ORIENTAL COLLEGE. See f.-ri

/ Kiiiin.
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CHINESE RACE, THE. The origin of the

Chinese people remains an unsolved problem. The-

ories have been put forward to connect them with

Egypt and with North America.

Some ftudents claim that there is strong
]

philological evidence to show the early Chinese seat

was in the Mesopotamian valley. It is claimed

that they came into China from the west and

that they found an earlier people in possesision

of the land. The earliest reliable history shows

them in the Yellow IJiver valley, first higher in its

cour,-e and afterwards lower, and ignorant of the

Yangtze basin. The inference is that they came
from Eastern Turkestan, from Lobnor, along the

north side of the Altyn Tagh and Nan Shan ranges,

past the sites of the present Sining and Lanchow
to the Wei valley, then down the Wei into the

Yellow River valley. It is supposed by some thaf

these early immigrants were the ancestors of the

historical Chou JSt race; that tiicy had their home

in the Tarim valley, then a pleasant land, now a

waste howling wilderness, where Stein has un-

covered the remains of a prosperous civilization
;

that -they were driven out by the beginnings of

that desiccation which is going on still. Wherever

they came from, there is proof that they were

agricultural. It may be taken for granted that

they mingled with the aboriginal races of the land

they conquered ; that remnants of these people have

remained unabsorbed ; and that the (.'hinese of the

south are nearer to the original type than those of

the north, who have been for centuries in contact

with Tartar tribes.

The more modern students, however, regard

the philological argument as proving the direct

opposite of the above theory. The languages of

Eastern Asia have been groujied under the name

Sino-Tibetan, and since they are unmistakably

one tongue the above theory implies that not only

China but Indo-China, Siam, etc., were overrun by

the same Mesopotamian conquerors, r.ho retained

and imposed their lainguage ; which seems impos-

sible.

There may or may not have been a conquering

race coming from the West— it cannot be proved

or denied ; but if it came it must have lost its own

tongue, since Chine.se, as proved by its rnnneclions,

was not that tongue.

CHINESE RECORDER AND MISSIONARY
JOURNAL, THE. Tins mag.i/.ine d.ites from

May 1H6H It was begun by the Rev. S. L. Baldwin

of Koochow and printed there as a monthly journal

with 264 pages in the year, at S2.00 per ann.

From February 1870 to M.iy, 1872 its editor was

the Rev. J. Doomttle. It was then suspended,

but in January, 1874 Mr. Alex. Wvlie issued it

again, with the American Presbyterian Mission

14

Press in .Shanghai as publishers. It appeared

bi-monthly, making an annual volume of 480 pp.

at $3.00 per ann. Dr. S. L. Baldwin was editor

again in 1878, and Dr. A. P. Happer in 1880.

In January 1885 Dr. Gulick became editor and

the magazine from March 1885 has been issued

monthly. In the earlier years when foreigners

were few and the Recorder the only magazine, it

contained many paper,s of the highest value on

general and scientific topics, by such writers as

Edkins, Bretschneider and Kingsmill. But in

later years it has naturally confined itself more to

subjects more closely related to missionary work,

and now publishes very little of general or

sinological interest.

CHINESE REGIMENT, THE, a fine regiment

which wal raised .it Wcihaiwei. e.Trly in 1899. By

February, 1902, it mustered over 1,300 men, but

orders were then received from home to stop

recruiting, and soon afterwards instructions came

to reduce the regiment gradually till it vanished.

During the Boxer troubles the regiment was in

action twice in the leased Territory to put down

risings ; then 363 men of all ranks took part in the

fighting in Chihli, and were present at the taking

of Tientsin ; the losses were about 12 per cent.

The men were well disciplined and loyal.

Colonel C. D. Bruce, afterwards well-known in

Shanghai, was most active in the formation of the

regiment.

Barnes : On Active Service with the Chinese

Jfrr/iment.

CHINESE REPOSITORY, THE, a monthly

magazine begun by BnrncMAN with Morrison's

help, and afterwards edited by S. Wells Williams.

The first number was issued in Canton, May, 1832;

and the last, which included a full index to the

20 volumes, in December. 1851. About 21.000

volumes were printed in all, but 6.500 were

destroyed in the burning of the Factories in Decem-

ber, 1856. The complete set is therefore very hard

to get. The work is valuable not only because of

its rarity, but because of the amount of information

it contained respecting those far-off d.iys. It gives

some partiiiilars about itself in vol. v. p. 159.

CHINESE SCIENTIFIC BOOK DEPOT,

THE, an agency in Shanghai with branches in

several ports for selling all kinds of useful

literature to the Chinese. It was founded in 1885

by Dr. John Fryer, and was kept nn a self-

supporting basis. It expired in 1911.

CHINESE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL

SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, THE, was founded

in Peking in 1915, its objects being the study of

Law. Politics. Sociology, Economics, etc.. and

fellowship among those interested in these studies.

It issues a quarterly Review, which is free to
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members of llic Association : the first number is

dated April, 1916. The subscription for ordinary

Members of the Association is six dollars per

annum ; for life members one hundred ; and for

endowment members, two hundred dollars. In

1916, the Members were about 150, rather more

than half being Chinese.

CHING Sll
jmnjle or bru^ltiiUMil. See Ch'u,

State of.

CH'ING DYNASTY, THE, )i IE- The Ming
dynasty had at tlie same time to resist invasions

of the Manchus and to struggle against internal

rebellion. The rebel Li Tzii-CH'ENC (q.v.) entered

Peking in 1644 and the last Ming Emperor com-

mitted suicide. The Ming general, Wu San-kuei,

fighting against the Manchus, then joined forces

with them against Li. The rebel was destroyed

and Shun Chih established the Ch'ing or Manchu

dynasty.

At first the Southern provinces supported

various descendants of the Ming rulers, but the

Manchu army defeated thcni in succession, and

compelled the Chinese to shave the head and wear

the queue. A Grand Council, formed of two Chinese

and two Manchus, was established in Peking.

K'ANG Hsi, warrior and scholar, completed the

conquest of China, and subdued Koxinga and the

last supporters of the Ming dynasty in Formosa,

who had driven out the Dutch. A rebellion broke

out in the South from 1674-8. Central Asia was an-

nexed in 1696. Embassies arrived from Holland and

Russia. In 1689 there was a conflict with Russians

on the Amur, and in 1719 came an embassy from

Peter the Great. The Jesuits were in great favour

at court, helping the Astronomical Board, but in

the reign of Yung Chemg most other missionaries

in the country were banished, and their churches

destroyed'. ('h'ien Lung was a great warrior,

suppressed rebellions in S.W. China and Mongolia,

subdued the aborigines, and exacted tribute from

Dynastic Title. A

fill.®^^ Chao Tsu Yiian Huang Ti

R ifl. it :Si ^r Hsing Tsu Chih .,

^m.m^'^'- Ching Tsu Yi

gllSlii-'Tr Hsien Tsu Hsuan ,.

;*:ailra^*- T'ai Tsu Kao
;t:^3:^# Tai Tsung Wen „

1«:iffl#^# Shih Tsu Chang ,.

?B irl -t :S ifr Sheng Tsu .Jen

t»:^.^'^Ti5- «li'h Tsung Hsien ,,

i51Sf'tiJli^ Kao T.sung Shun ..

tinr4^^tr Jen Tsung Jui

M.'^^fk^^r Hsiian Tsung Ch\>ng

^^18:^^ \V6n Tsung Hsien ..

ISSr^.^*- Mu Tsung Yi

^^a^*- T6 Tsung Ching .. ..

(Deposed 1912, title not yet conferred).

the liurniese and Gurklias. Macaktney arrived on

u Mission in 1793, and Amheiist in 1805. The

First War, the so-called Opium War, took place

from 1840 1843, resulting in the Treaty of Nanking

and the opening of ports to foreign trade ; by the

Second War, the "Arrow" War, 1856-60, the French

and British allies compelled the Chinese to receive

resident foreign Ministers, besides opening more

Treaty ports. The T'ai P'ing rebellion, (1850-1864),

iasted during the reigns of Hsien Feng and

T'UXG Chih, and a Mohammedan rising took place

in 1857. Foreign Ministers were first received in

Imperial audience in Peking in 1873. More treaty

ports were opened by the Chefoo Convention in

1875, and they increased in number till the end of

the dynasty. There were disputes with Russia

over Hi in 1881, and war with France in Tonkin in

1884-5, while collisions with Japan over Korea in

1885 resulted later in the China-Japan War of

1894. The ooccupation of Kiaochow, Port Arthur

and Weihaiwei by Germany, 'Russia and England

respectively in 1898 were factors that brought about

the Boxer outbreak against foreigners in 1900.

The Empress-Dowager and Emperor fled from the

Allied foreign forces marching on Peking, and

established their Court at Hsi-an fu for two years.

After the almost simultaneous deaths of the Emperor

KuANG Hsii and the Empress-Dowager Tz'ii Hsi

in 1908, the succession fell upon the infant Hsuan

T'UNC. Dissatisfaction with the Manchu rule

resulted in the rebellion of 1911 organised by

Sun V.vr-SEN, and the establishment of a Chinese

Republic in 1912. with Yuan Shih-k'ai as President.

The earlier Manchu emperors were great

patrons of literature, large dictionaries and ency-

dopredias being published. The Sacred Edict was

begun by K'ang Hsi and expanded by Yung

Chkng. See Manchvs ; K'an'j Hsi; Boxerism; etc.

[As this page is going to press HsiiAN T'cng

has been again put on the throne (July 1, 1917).]
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CHINGHAI. See Koko Nor.

CHINGHIS KHAN. See ChemjhU.

CH'ING MING i^M, t-'ie gieat festival with

which, louardb tlie uiid of the second moon, the

Chinese greet the spring. Formerly it was the

time of rekindling the fires which had been ex-

tinguished for three days, (.See //«/( Shili). The

feasi is universally observed, and while it is a time

of pleasure-making, pic-nics, etc., it is especially

the time when honour is paid to the departed spirits.

E\ery family presents offerings before the tablets

and graves of their dead ; and the graves are

'swept,' tidied up and repaired. There are indicat-

ions that these practices were ob.«erved 700 B.C.,

and they may be compared with similar customs

among other peoples as well as with tlie 1 hrisCian

Easter.

DooLlTTLE : Social Life oj the (^fiinexe; Die

Groot : Les fetes anntieUes a Emnni.

CH'ING, PRINCE, or CH'ING 1 KUANG,
R ?S Wl. grandson of the Emperor Cu'ien Lunu's

17th son, and therefore of the same generation

as HsiEN 1'"kno. On the dismissal of Prince KuNi;

in 1884, Prince C'h'ikg succeeded him at the head

of the Tsung-li Yamen. He was then a prince

of the third order ; he was promoted to the

second order on the Empress-dowagei''s fiftieth

birthday and to the first order in February, 1894.

ile joined the Admiralty Board in 1885, and

succeeded I'rince C'u'vN" as President in 1891.

He died in February, 1917.

CHING T'AI LAN j^ij^ I'le common name

in Peking for cloisonne work ('/. i'. ). The name

conies from the reigntitle of the seventh Ming

Emperor.

CHING-T^ CH^N jaMlfJ?, ••''£ v'^-'-^^
celebrated

for the manufacture of porcelain, both for imperial

use and for private sale. It is in Kiangsi, on the

left bank of the Ch'ang river, gj£. It derives its

name from the third emperor of the Sung dynasty,

who.«e reign-title from 1004 to 1008 was CiiiNii Te.

Porcelain was made there, however, before the

place was so named. J 'ere D'ENTiiKCofXES described

the factories in two letters dated 1712 and 1722,

and the letters remain correct to the present as far

as the general methods of manufacture are con-

cerned. The place suffered severely in the T'ai

P'ing rebellion and has never recovered. In fact,

in the Customs Dccrnninl Itepnrln for 1911 it was

stated that the factories were practically doing no

work. Attempts have been made of late years to

revive the old glories of the place, but a taste has

already been formed for foreign porcelain, and the

(Itniand at Chingte chen is rather for coarser kinds.

From (Jhing te chen the porcelain is sent down the

river Ch'ang to the Po yang lake and across the

lake to Kiukiang; it is thence distributed through-

out China under the name Kiukiang porcelain, to

distinguish it from the Imperial porcelain sent to

Peking by the Grand Canal. See Porcelain;

Chinaware.

JuLiEN : Hiitoire et Fahricatiim de la Porcelaine

chinoise, 1856, Clenxell : Report on a Journey in

the Interior of Kiangsi, China No. 2, (1905).

CHING T'U TSUNG. See Pure Land
School.

CHINHAI or CHINHAE fijl rif '/" « l<"i, a

hsien city of t'hekiang, at the mouth of the Yung
chiang j^ Jt on which, about fifteen miles up, is

Ningpo. The population is about 35,000. The
place figures a good deal in the First War, as it is

on the mainland thirty miles or so from the Chusan

Islands,' then occupied by the Briti.sh. It was

taken on October 10, 1841, after desperate resistance.

CHINKIANG flil chfn chiawj, a Treaty Port

on the south bank of the Yangtze, 40 miles from

Nanking and 160 from Shanghai, opened to foreign

trade by the Treaty of Tientsin, 1858.

The meaning of the name is 'guard the river',

and its position where the ascent of the Yangtze

can best be forbidden and at the point where the

Grand Canal crosses the river has made it an

important place since very early days,

Mahco. Polo's account of Christianity in the

place is confirmed by local records. (See Ncstorian

Christians).

The Briti.sh captured it in 1842 and thu,« cut

off supplies by the Canal, and the T'ai P'ing rebels

held it from 1853 to 1857, leaving it in ruins. In

1889 a mob destroyed half the foreign buildings.

The population is 128,000. A very glowing future

was at one time prophesied for ('hinkiang, owing

to its favourable ])osition, but these hopes have not

been realised. The foreign trade is dwindling

away, e.specially since the Shanghai-Nanking and

the Tientsin-Pukow railways have been working.

The chief export trade is in bean-cake, .sesamum

seed and groundnuts. There are no local industries.

1915

Not Foreign Imports 7.563,085

Net Chinese 6,085.658

E.\ports 5.503,842

Total Hk.Tls. ... 19,152.585

1916

8,698,122

6.268,667

4.977.282

19,944.071

CH'IN LING ''<
4'ft, a range of mountains

rising to 16.500 feet, on the boundarv of Shensi

and Ssuch'uan. One of the Five Sacred Mount

ains. the flua shan Vf;(l\. is in this range.

CHINNERY, GEORGE, an Irish artist who

lived for many years in Macao and died there

in 1852. His best-known work is the portrait of

Dr. MoniusoN. painted in 1829, and now in the

Hongkong City Hall I,ibr.nry. .A good deal of
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gossiping information about him may be found

in Hunter's ////,-• af Old China.

CHIN SHIH \^-^ mlvaiicing scholar, one who
passed the third examination for what foreigners

usually designated the degree of Doctor. The
examination was held every three years in Peking,

and only chit jcn (q.v.) who had not taken office

might compete. See Cliinnuj ijiiiin.

CH'IN SHIH HUANG Tl. See Sliih

Huang Ti.

CH'IN, STATE OF^, (often written TS'IN).

This famous feudal State, which ultimately united

all China under one rule, occupied the territory

now called Shensi and ])art of Kansu. This was

the original home of the Chou house. It was a

frontier State, having the HsiJung Tartars to

north and west. Though Ssuma Ch'ien traces

the family history back through the previous

dynasties, the earliest reliable fact is that the

Chou Emperor Had employed Fei-tzu f^-J- to look

after his herds of horses, and invested him with

the small territory of Ch'in as an 'attached' State

(fu-i/muj), in B.C. 908. It is the same district as

is called Yung chou ^'X] in the Yu Kiinr/, and was

in the present Kung-ch'ang fu in Kansu. A later

ruler was made Margrave, and when the Emperor
Yu was killed by the Tartars and his successor

moved the capital from near the present Hsi-an fu

to Lo-yang in 781, the Ch'in ruler was made an

earl, the State became a direct fief of the Emperor

and the original' territory of the Chou family was

handed over to it. All this was on condition of

punishing the Tartars and permanently recovering

the territory from them, a task not easy, the first

earl losing his life in battle in the attempt.

This removal of the imperial capital and rise

of the Ch'in power on Chou's old patrimony is

one of the most important points in early Chinese

history, as well as being the beginning of trust-

worthy chronology. The central power had owned
its weakness and from this date counted for less

and less, while the greater feudal states for five

centuries fought among themselves till Ch'in won
the Empire.

Although the Ch'in rulers, (whose family name
was YiNO H), drew their descent from Huang Ti

himself, it must not be forgotten that in the eighth

century B.C. both rulers, and people were half

Tartar both in blood and civilization. All the

states in contact with barbarians became more
virile by the intermixture of blood and by constant

warfare, not to mention their larger outlook on life,

while the purely Chinese 'orthodox' middle king-

dom, strong in ritual and ceremony only, became

of less importance except as a prey.

The Ch'in State, though regarded by the

orthodox as semi-barbarous and though it borrowed

its literary statesmen from other States, w-as with-

out a rival in military genius. Its most important

ruler was Duke Mu g, b.c. 658, who had a Chinese

adviser and also a very able Tartar adviser of Chin

^ descent. He became Protector (i/.f.), that is,

leader of all the' feudal States, though this never

had formal recognition. He conducted bloody

wars against his neighbour Chin, but his chief

glory is his enormous extension among the Tartars

westw'ards. The question whether it was this Duke
Mu or the Emperor Mu who made great journeys

as far as the Tarim river will be noticed under the

article Mu. According to the Shih Chi he added

twelve small States to his principality during his

reign of thirty-seven years, and increased his

territory by a thousand li. At his death in B.C. 621

one hundred and seventy-seven people were buried

alive in his tomb. (See Sacrificee).

During the next two centuries Ch'in made no

further conquests in China, but conquered the

kingdoms of Pa g. ^"'^ Shu ^ (now forming

Ssuch'uan). It was in the period B.C. 360—340

that Ch'in made its most important progress.

Under the guidance of a 'princely adventurer' from

another State, called \Yei Yanu, ('/.r.) a code of

laws was issued, the civil and military administ-

ration was reformed, the capital (which had had

many removals) finally fixed at Hsien-yang igj^.

and many other important reforms introduced :

Ch'in resources were so well organized that a

century later it ruled all China. At the date of

these reforms it is estimated that the population

of Ch'in was about three millions, in forty-one hxicn.

In the fourth century B.C. the States had been

practically reduced to the six (or seven) called the

Six (or Seven) Martial States (q.v.) -fcS||. Of these

only Ch'in and Ch'u, each already possessing a

third part of modern China, could hope to possess

the whole. Each sought for alliances with other

States, one iii an east and west, the other in a

noi'th and south direction, causing the period to be

known as the Perpendicular and Horizontal Period

(q.v.). In the year 364 Ch'in cut oft 60,000 Wei

heads ; 80.000 more in 331 ; three years later 82,000

Tartar heads; in 314 Han lost 10,000; in 312 Ch'u

lost 80,000; in 507 Han lost 60.000 and in 304 Ch'u

lost 20,000 heads. Pai Ch'i S|£, the celebrated

Ch'in general killed 240,000 Han people in a single

battle ; in 275 cut off 40,000 Wei heads, and 50,000

Han heads in 264. In the year 260 he accejited the

surrender of 400,000 Chao troops, guaranteed their

safety and then proceeded to massacre them to a

man. In 267 Chin lost 26,000; in 256 Han lo.st

40,000 and in 247 her last 30,000, while Chan in 256

also lost her la.st 90,000. The Chinese comment-

ators reckon one million four hundred thousand

lives as the price paid to unify the Em))ire ;
and

there is no reason for doubting the figures. Ths
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Imperial territory was taken by Ch'in in B.C. 255

and with the death of the Emperor Nan in the

same year the t'h'in dyna.sty really began ; but it

was not till b.c. 221 that Chung, Earl of Ch'in,

having overthrown (h'u and Ch'i took the Empire

as Shih Hu.*ng Ti or First Emperor.

Ch'in still remains the literary name of Shensi.

Pakker : Ancient China Simplifieil ; Tschepe :

Hiftoire (lit Jioyaume tie 7's'in; Ssii-MA Ch'ien :

ii/li/l Chi, (ClIAVAN'KES).

CH'IN WANG S£E- See Imperial Nobility.

CHINWANGTAO ^=ES. l<'"g of Ch'in's

island, on the Liao-tung Gulf, about ten miles west

of Shanhai kuan, in lat. 39" 55' 15' N. and long.

119''-38' E. The port is never closed by ice, and

the pier and breakwater are so constructed that

vessels can load or unload in any weather or state

of tide, straight into or from railway trucks. It is

on the main line from Mukden and Newchwang to

Tient.sin. Its advantages as a port were discovered

by the Chinese Engineering and Mining Co., (now

the Kailan Mining Admini.stration). From Decem-

ber. 1897, the Post Office landed mails there during

the season of ice in the Pei-ho ; and in December,

1901 the port was definitely opened to trade.

The port v^'as selected as one of those for the

embarkation of coolies for South Africa in 1904.

At present the chief and almost sole article of

e.xport is coal, and this trade is increasing.

The name is due to the fact that T'AI Tsung

of the T'ang dynasty, when he was Prince of Ch'in

spent some time here while pre|]ariiig war against

Korea in the 7th century A.n.

The population is about 3,000.

1915

Xet Foreign Imports

Net Chinese ,,

Exports

Total Hk.Tls

3,498,751

1,269.076

5.842,115

10,609,942

the

1916

2,614,794

1,102,543

5,712,426

9,429,763

SriuriiliicCHIPMUNK, EutamiiiA, of

family (Si|ui] iiLs). .See Unihnls.

CH'I, STATE OF, 5«f, a feudal State of the

Chou period, between the Yellow Pivcr and the

sea, occupying parts of the modern Shantung and

Cbihli. It seems to have been open to the sea,

but the Promontory was always in possession of

barbarous tribes. The Yellow Hiver, as it then

ran, divided Ch'i from Chin 'S '"I'l Yen. The

fief was granted by the Chou founder to his chief

adviser, (not of the royal hou.se but with the

clan-name Chiang 3? . a'"! descended from mythical

royalty), with the rank of Marquis fg. Its capital

was at Lin-chih gg^jS , which city still retains that

name as a lifitn of Shantung. After the date of

the enfeoffment, for some three ('enturies there is

little known. The first marquis distinguished

himself by encouraging trade, manufactures, fish-

eiies and salt production. Five centuries later,

Kuan Tzu (7.1.) made the country prosperous by

the same means. It became a lu.xBrious State

with a gay and splendid capital. It was one of

the most civilised and ritualistic of the States,

but never had the lofty spiritual status of Lu,

and like the other northern States, it was always

in close political and social touch with the Tartars.

Its great duty as a frontier State was to defend

Lu, Wei and Sung from the Tartars, and it was

.said that Duke Huax, with his minister Kuan Tzu.

saved China from becoming a Tartar province.

In B.C. 894, the reigning prince was boiled alive

at the Emperor's order for some political offence
;

this was avenged two centuries later. In 688.

Ch'i had become so important that the -Emperor

commissioned it to act with authority in the

matter of a disputed succession, the first example

of such deputed authority. Duke Huan came to

jiower in 683. and tock Kvan Tzu for his miriisU-r.

In 679 he became the first Protector of China.

(See Protector).

A prince of Ch'en fji took refuge in Ch'i in

671, and his descendants were ambitious. The

name Ch'en was changed, it is not known when

or why, to T'lEX [11 . In the year 481 Tikn Hkng
assassinated the ruling jirincc. and in 391 the

T'lEN family took the ( h'i throne. Their title

was formally recognized by the Emperor in 378.

There were seven rulers of this new line before

the State submitted to Ch'in, B.C. 220. '

Besides Kuan Chung or Kuan Tzii, Ch'i pro-

duced the philosopher Yen Tzu ('/.i'.). The name

Ch'i is still used as the literary name of Sha itung.

Pauker : .iucient China Simplified.

CHIT. From the Hindi chitthi, a letter

or note. A term used among foreigners in China

for letters, notes, I.O.U.s, etc.

CH'IU CH'ANG CH'UN,
gp, fi # ;

pn-ptrly

fR iffl ^ ChMu Ch'u-chi, Ch'anu-ch'un being a

name adoi)ted by himself. (This is Professor

Giles" own correction of the entry in his liiuyraphi-

cat Viilioniinj).

A noted Taoi.st, born in 1148 in Shantung. His

fame was such that Chenghi.s Khan (not Kiiubilm

as slated bv Hiciiaud* invited him to the court;

the letter and answer are given by Uiiktsch.meide i.

The sage left his retirement and went to Yen

(Peking) but found the Khan had gone west; in

sjjite of his age he proceeded to Per.sia and there

found Chenghis. The journey there and back took

three years! and a journal of it was kept by one

of his disciples. (See ll-n yii rlii). (Jn his return

ho lived in Peking where giound was given him to

build a monastery on Ch'iung hua Island. He

died .Tuly 27, 1227, and the Pai Yiin Kuan ftSW
a monastery sliU to be seen outside the U.^^i pirn
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nii'ii ggtJiF^ was built to receive his remains. His

birtliday is celebrated there every year on the 19t.h

of the first moon.

The novel named Hsi yu chi, translated in jiart

by Dr. T. Richard under the title A Mission to

Heaven and ascribed to Ch'iu Ch'angch'un is

a later anonymous work.

BiiETSuHNKiDEii : Mediaeval Hiseaic/tes; Giles :

Bingruphirnl Dirtionary ; Richard : A Mission to

Heaven.

CHIU HUA SHAN ;!L^Hj. one of the Four

Sacred Hills of Chinese Buddhism, is about 20

miles south of the Yangtze in Anhui i^rovince. Its

patron divinity is Ti Tsang Pusa J|^ji|i, vrho opens

the gates of purgatory and rescues .sjiffering souls.

The first Buddhist hermit to live there was Pet Tu,

an Indian pilgrim who arrived in a.d. 401. The
old name of the mountain was Chin Tzn shan

;/lT'UJ> hecause of nine outstanding peaks, but it

was given the name of Chiu-hna Shan ;^^ill Xine

I'lowers Hill by the great T'ang poet Li Po. Not
long after his visit, there came a holy man, Chin
Ch'iao-chio, from a foreign land, either. Siam or

Korea, whose sanctity gave the hill its fame, for

he was supposed to be an incarnation of Ti Tsang

Pusa. The oldest buildings were destroyed by the

T'ai P'ing rebels, who also burnt a .scholars' retreat

built on the site of a cottage where once Li Po
resided. The chief monastery is Hua-ch'eng Ssij,

founded in the 8th century. A pavilion behind it,

which fortunately escaped destruction by the rebels,

contains the set of Buddhist Scriptui'es presented

by the Ming Emperor Wan Li. Another of the

sights of Chiu-hua Shan is the gilded mummy of

a revered abbot who died at the beginning of the

19th century.

KuPFER : Kill Hua Shan (East of Asia, v(;l. iv,

J).
45) ; .Johnston : Buddlii.-<t Cliimi.

CHI YUN. See Dietionaries.

CHOP, liS or ^S^ tzu liao, a mark or brand

or name ]iut on goods, cra'responding to some ex-

tent with the Western trademark. Thus a part-

icular "chop" of tea means tea with a certain

brand on the chest, showing it comes from a certain

tirm. The term is used rf cour.se of foreign goods

also. The word may be derived from the Cantonese

pronunciation, (chap), of Cg^ rha, to puncture, or

from the Hindustani chapnn to stamp or print. The

Grand Chop, ^IfL hvug tan or ^% Jnimj pei, is

the port clearance given by the Customs. The

name is literally red chap, because of the big rod

seal .stamped on it.

CHOPCHOP, from Cantonese pronunciation

of -.iSS (/>''/' /''/') meaning ' quick, quick ' or

' make haste.' A 'pidgin'English expression.

CHOPSTICKS. The bamboo, wood or ivory

pair of sticks with which the Chinese take up food.

It is recorded that ivory chopsticks were first used

by (,'hou Hsin of the Shang dynasty. The word
' chop ' is the Cantonese pronunciation of ^ chi,

quick, (see Chop chop), the Chinese name of the

implements being k'litii tzi't 'P[J-, /laslcneri.

CHORTEN. The Tibetan name for ,^tupa

(q.v.J.

CHOSEN 5'JS'f' '^^^ Japanese transliteration

of the two Chinese characters forming the official

name for Korea. In Mandarin they are chao hsien

' dawn-freshness," and formerly the name belonged-

to a district in the north west of the peninsula.

CHOTSCHO. See Turfan.

CHOU DYNASTY Mii (bc. 1122—255), the

longest, and in many respects the must interesting

and important of the dynasties. China's three

greatest Sages belong to the latter half of the

Chou period,

—

Lao Tzii, Confucius and Mencius
The dynasty was founded by Wu Wang, of

the Chou State, on the destruction of the Shang
dynasty. Fiefs were then granted to members
of the royal house, to other supporters, and to

representatives of preceding dynasties, that the

necessary sacrifices might be continued. The
system thus developed was successful as long as

there was gratitude, personal or hereditary, to

the ruling house ; but this became gradually

weakei- ; and especially after the central power

had confessed its impotence by removing its seat

to Lo-yang and giving over its original patrimony

to Ch'in, the Emperors became of less and less

account, while the greater States fought and

intrigued for centuries for leadership, till all were

swallowed up in the new dynasty of Ch'in.

The Chou rulers never used the discredited

title of Emperor. Ti ^, but used the new title

of King, M'mig 3£ instead. In vassal States also,

as the central authority grew more weak, this title

was sometimes usurped. Leading States one

after another to the number of seven in reality,

became Protectors, though only five were officially

recognised ; this period was called that of the

five Leaders or Protectors, 3£fQ ll'ii Po and lasted

from B.C. 685 to B.C. 591, though the last Pro-

tector was really appointed in B.C. 492. Mean-

while the Imperial Domain shrank to the territory

lietween the Y'ang-tze and the river Lo.

The Chou rule was largely based on ritual,

ceremony and red-tape : the Cfioii hi is an extra

ordinary proof of the minute regulations by whicli

the empire was governed. The more orthodo.x

Chinese States clave to this and were conservative.

Lu in the days of Confucius being a marked

example ; while the great frontier States with a

considerable admixture of barbarian blood would

lay more stress on military strength ; the outcome

being seen in the burning of the books by the
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i(>ii(|iieriiig ( liiii luler. See i'rutcctors; Faiilul

liEi:i:E : Sim (hiinj, I'li'un Ch'iu, etc.;

HiUTH : Amiriil J/istury of China; Parker :

Anilriil ChiiKi .Siiiiplipid; Fabeb : /fi.<e of the

Chou Dynii'ty (Chinese Recorder, vol. xxxiii).

Dynastic Accession Dynastic Accession

Appellation B.C. I
Appellatimi B.C.

5t3-. Wii WaiiK 1122 tg at Chiiig Wang 618

)&. Ch'eng ,. 1115 {S ZE Kiiang ,, 612

tita: K'ang ,. 1078 ^ i 'J''"g ., 606

B3£ Chao ., 1052 fiS 3E Cliien „ 585

fsa: Mu 1001 ^ m. un^ ,. 571
'

4^:X. Klin- 946 Jk 2 Ching ,. 544

aa: i .. 934 §t £ ching „ 519

:?ZE Hsia.. ,. 909 56 i Yiian „ 475

W,£ I ,. 894 iaS£ Cheng Ting „ 468

Ja3£ Li ,. 878 # 3: K'ao „ 440

S?. Hsiian .. 827 S«gffi Wei Lieh „ 425

m3L vi. 781 3? a: An ., 401

T3-: l"in]; ,. 770 Si i 1-ieh ., 375

*iHi Huan .. 719 Si S Hsieii ,, 368

jfEiE Chiiang ,, 695 ESSHI ShenChiiig ., 320

f5¥3-: Hsi . ,. 681
I #< i Nan ., 314

J«i,:3-: Hui .. 676 'M.JH[^ Tung Chou

A'-d Hsiarig .. 651 Chun 255

CHOU DYNASTY, LATER. S,,- Firr

hi/iiiKti'

.

CHOU KUAN. See Ch.,u Li.

CHOU LI JSIig <"• Chou Kuan ^-g-, '//<< r.'/ioi;

Itili . or 77ir Ofjiii's nf Chou. An amieiit work,

suppo.scd by sonie to have been written by ('hou

Krsf;. brother of the founder of the Chou dynasty

(B.f. 1122) ; by others taken as a forgery of a

thousand years later. Chu Hsi and Ma Kdanc-

us however consider it a work of the early Chou

period. It gives the official services of all officers

at the (;hou court. It was translated into French

by E. BroT in 1851.

HlOT : /><• 'I'rhfoii li.

CHOU, NORTHERN, DYNASTY Jt a tZ\
a short dyna.sty of the Kpoi li of Uu i.-ioii between

North and South. It succeeded Western Wei in

557. Later it absorbed N. Ch'i, but was kooii itself

overcome by Ch'en.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title .\dopted

A.n. A.i>.

jjlJgc^ Hsiao iMin Ti 557

;q ^r Ming Ti 557 Rjit Wu I'h'eng 558

it ^r Wn Ti 561 f*S Pa" Ting 561

>-ifiI T'ien Ho 566

JBtft Chien Ti- 572

^ Iff Hsuan Ti 578 ftS^f Hsii.an Cheng 578

JzlS, Ta Ch'6ng 579

15? ^{ ChioK Ti S80 Aft Ta Hsiang 580

>0k Ta Ting 581

CHOU, STATE OF ^, a principality of the

.Shaug dynasty, which took the Empire from
Shang in B.C. 1122. The first ancestor claimed

is Ch'i ^ , Mini.ster of Agriculture to Yao,

B.C. 2286, now worshipped as the god of Agricul-

ture. Shcn gave him a small fief, T'ai, on the

river Wei. Of a descendant, Duke Litr, it is

.said by Ssu-siA Ch'ien th.at he became a Western
Tartar and had his city in Pin ^ (present

Pin-chou ^, jl-H near Sanshui = 7)^ in Shensi).

A later descendant. Tan Fc J^.^ ('/•''•) moved
further south in 1325 to Ch'i, on account of

barbarian incursions from the north. The plain

-south of Ch'i received the name Chou ^ . Tan
I'l' had three sons, Tai Po, Chung Yung and
Ch'i 1a. . The last had a brilliant son whom
Tax Ft- wished to come to the throne : the elder

brothers therefore went away among the bar-

barians and founded the Wu State. Ch'ang, ^
the brilliant grandson, afterwards known as

WiJN W,\NG, moved his capital acro.ss the Wei to

Keng gj , S.W. of the pre.sent Hsi-an fu, and it is

said he divided his Chon tc.ritory into Chou and
Chao (see Shao Kimg), giving Chou to a younger
.son. Tan ^, famous as Chob Kung or Duke of

Chou.

\\kn Wang suffered uii<ler the infamous last

ruler of the .Shang dynasty, Chou Hsin,- but even

Chou Hsin did not dare to put to death a man
with Wen Wang's reputation ; the Duke was

therefore sent to prison at Yu-Ii in modern
Honan, where he spent three years in studying

the Eight Diagrams and producing the / Ching.

His eldest living son obtained his release by the

gift of a beautiful girl to the tyrant, and the

Duke proceeded to increase his strength by war
with some of the near States. Fa, ff the oldest

son living, succeeded, and is better known as

Wu Wang. He overthrew the Shang, and

established the new and famous Chou dynasty.

Lkgge : Shu Ching and Shih Ching: Fabeu :

7?iV-o of the Chou Dynmty (Chinese Recorder,

vol. xxxiii) ; Himn : The Ancient Hiitory of

China.
A

CHOU TZU, whose name was RlJiM Ciioc

I'UN I, the first celebrated philosopher of the .Sung

dynasty, born in 1017, is only less important than

Chu Hsi, who, about a century afterwards, in-

herited, adopted, and perfected his views. Chop
Tzil held several high offices, but afterwards left

public life and gathered round himself a number

of brilliant disciples. He died in 1073, and was

canonized as x(<£ ^U'^'* Ts'ung. He was the fir.st

to take the expression ;{; ft t'ai chi from one of

CoNFUCiu.s' appendices to the / Ching, and give

it a more profound philosophical interpretation as

that nucleus in the Infinite from which creative

energy is set free. He also it was who selected
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the l-'oiir Books as representing what is most

fundamental in Confucianism, to be studied along

with the Five Classics. He wrote a great deal,

but only two works now exist; the ;icS!S *'"' '''"

I'll, or "Diagram of the Lltimate Prijuijile." and

the j^jB '"";/ '^f'u, or General Treatise.'' The
former has been translated into German by

Gabelentz, and tlie main part of the latter by

Gr.miE.

CHOULTREY, an Indian word, fmiud in

b("jks of travel in .S. China a century ago. It

denotes a rest-house. These were found on the

main roads in the south, built and supported at the

emperor's e.xpense, and were primarily for military

and other officials.

Diary of a .Iouhney Ovehlanh, etc., London,

1822; ViLi; : llohson-Jobum.

CHOW=CHOW. A preserve of orange peel,

ginger, puiiiolo rind, etc., in syrup.

CHOW CHOW WATER, an e.\pression the

origin of which is unknown, meaning a 'race' of

water or overfall of water or eddies, cross-currents,

etc.

CHOW DOG, n\eaning edible dog, the name
given to a Chinese dog introduced into England

more than a century ago; it is now a fashionable

and favourite breed found in all big dog-shows.

DvN'BAR : The ('/I'lir-l'/ifiir. London, 1914.

CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE.
Heiidqiiurtirs :—New York.

Entered Chirui, 1888.

Works in Anhui, Hunan, Hupei, Kiangsu and

Kuangsi. The field is worked under the four Con-

ferences of Central, West China, South China, and

Shanghai. The Society is interdenominational, and

lays special stress on evangelistic work. Its object-

ive in the first instance was Tibet.

Centml China Ct/nference.—The first missionary

was sent to Wuhu, where a commodious Receiving

Home was bnilt for the new missionaries expected.

The local work finally became established in South

Wului, from which centre it spread through a

radius of 75' miles, in which the foreign-manned

centres are Nan-ling hsien fj^JSI^, Ts'ing-yang hsien

If PS SS '""1 Wan-chih j^ ilh. Wuchang was opened

in 1893 to provide a business and forwarding depot

for projected work in Hunan and Tibet ; and later

became the centre for Central China, instead of

Wuhu. During the last decade an .agent has been

placed in Hankow. As early as 1896, three C. and

M..\. mi.is!onaries did pioneering work in Hunan,

and narrowly escaped martyrdom. After many
disappointments Ch'ang-te ^^f^ was opened in 1897,

and (hangsha in 1899, the Society's representative

being the first foreign resident. The only other

staticui in this province is Han-shou hsien J9^|$J^.

West. China Uun/crencc.—In 1894, two C. and
M.A. missionaries went to Kansu, choosing the

southern part for their field, as the China Inland

Mission was in the north. The first station opened

was T'ao chow f^/JJ- """' "^® headquarters of the

Conference. Two years later an entrance was

effected into Min chow ikj^ 'J|| , and in 1899 a town

was occupied just across tlie Tibetan border. A
riot soon occurred there, the Mission projjerty was

destroyed, and the workers had a narrow escape.

In 1900, all w-ere obliged to flee to the coast, but

in 1903 they returned, and now, in addition to

T"ao chow and Min chow, occupy Ti-tao chow

^ iB. ffl (1902) and Cho-ni j^ J|£ (1905). Promising

work is done among Chinese, Mohammedans, and

Tibetans.

Sijuth China Cuiiference.—The Mission may
justly claim to have been the pioneers in Kuangsi,

the last province except Hunan to permit missionary

occupation. Up to 1895 no foreigner had been able

to reside permanently in it, and a band of C. and

M.A. workers destined for it were obliged to stay

at Canton and Macao until they could proceed to

their objective, making house-boat trips up the

We.st River till they gained a footing. In 1917 the

Mission reports nine stations which form a line

from Wuchow, just inside the eastern border

of Kuangsi, along the upper course of the West

River to the boundary of French Indo-China. A
branch work has sprung up over the border, with

two stations, ri':. Tourane in Annam and Haiphong

in Tonkin, and seven missionaries. This is now

regarded as a separate Mission, though for the

pre.sent administered from Wuchow.
/'Jarlier vjnrk in North China.—Previous to

1900, the Mission had a large and promising work

in N. Shansi (outside the Great Wall) and the

eastern plain of Mongolia. This district had been

assigned to the Swedes, and by 1896 there were

60 workers, with head(iuarters at Kuei-hua ch'eng

Sf 'fhlS. and far-reaching plans had been made for

linking up with Kansu, and also with Ta-t'ung fu

^ ^ jj^ on the south. Work was begun at Kalgan

as a base for Mongolia, and carried right on as far

as Urga.

By 1900, there were 15 stations and 200 con-

verts. When the Bo.xer outbreak occurred, the

Swedes were in especial peril because of their

isolation ; 21 adults and 15 little children suffered

death at the hands of the Boxers. Of the re-

mainder, one party of 16 escaped north over the

desert, and reached the Trans-Siberian Railway

;

another jiarty fled south, and finally got to Hankow.

The work was completely broken up, and though

the Chinese Government made generous com-

pensation and was willing for the missionaries to

return, it was for several reasons deemed inadvis-

able to re-open the field ; and the six stations in
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Shansi were transferred to the C.I.M. and its

Associates.

A start was made in Peking in 1891, through

Mi.-s Uouw, a wealthy associate of the Mission,

who chose her own workers and financed the work.

In 1900 all the buildings were destroyed, and Miss

Uocw herself was so broken by her terrible ex-

periences that she died not long after in the U.S.A. •

and the work lapsed.

Tientsin was occupied in 1895, when Rev. and

Mrs. J. WooUBEnRY arrived to attend to the

business of the N. China Mission. They also

began evangelistic work in English among the

students of the Government Medical and Naval

Colleges, which was exceedingly successful. The

class graduating from the Medical College in 1900

all received baptism. On the break-up of the N.

China work, Mr. and Mrs. Woodberry removed

to Shanghai, and opened school work there. In

1917, there are altogether 150 students in the Boys'

Academy, Girls' Seminary (each with primary

department), and the kindergarten. Coeducation

is used in the upper classes. A church to seat 500

will be completed during 1917, when a Chinese

pastor will bo secured, and evangelistic work

extended.

Statistics for C. and il. Alliance, 1916 :—

Foreign missionaries 93

Chinese assistants 194

Communicants 2,294

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE SOCIETY FOR
CHINA.

H iiidijnurtert :—Shanghai.

FoinidctI, 1887.

The object of the Society is stated to be, "The

publication and circulation of literature based on

Christian principles, throughout China, her colonies,

dependencies, and wherever Chinese are found,

especially periodical literatwe adapted for all

classes."

The China Missionary Conference of 1877 had

urged "the extension of the work of preparing and

distributing of Christian literature," and had

appointed a School and Text-bonk Committee.

One result of this action was that in 1884, the

Rev. Alb.xander Williamson, LL.U. of the U.P.

Mission- of Scotland, formed in Glasgow the

Chinese liook and Tract Society, which was after-

wards changed into the Society for the Difjmion

of Christian and General Knowledge among the

Chinese. In 1906, the present name was formally

adopted.

Dr. Williamson died in 1890, and the Society

seemed in danger of extinction; but in 1891, Dr.

\V. MuiRiinAD of the L.M.S. took temporary

charge, and in 1892, the Rev. Timothy Hiciiard

of the E.B.M. wa."t made secretary, a position which

he held till his retirement in 1915. He was

succeeded by the Rev. J. HorKYN Rees, D.D. of

the L.M.S. A Depot for the sale of C.L.S. literature

was opened in Honan Road in 1897. A site for

new bookstore premises was purchased in 1907, but

in 1917 is still being let for other purposes, the

profits accruing to the Society,

In 1909 the work was much aided by the

erection of fine new offices, Sir Thomas Hanbury

having bequeathed Tls. 20,000 for that purpose.

Owing to the nature of the Society's work,

results are difficult to give ; but the dissemination

of its books and periodicals among the civil and

military officials of all ranks, both in and out of

office, the heads of schools and colleges and the

literati in general, contributed very greatly in

awakeniiig China to the advantages of Western

learning and civilization, as well as in removing

many of the deep-seated prejudices entertained by

Chinese of the old style against Christianity.

In later years, especially since the Revolution of

1911, the sales have been almost stationary, owing

to the great activity displayed by the Chinese

themselves in the translation and preparation of

text-books, etc. ; but as these are generally non-

Christian, if not anti-Christian in tendency, there

is still a large sphere of usefulness open to the

C.L.S.

The periodicals which have been issued by

the C.L.S. are, 1. Ta T'ung Pao ;A:IM H. a general

magazine first issued in 1904; 2. Chiao Ilui Kung

I'ao Si-^iil&.a magazine for Christians, first issued

in 1891; 3. Nil To Pao iffS^li, for women and

girls, dating from 1912.

The well-known Wan Kuo Kung Pao KBJfi'M
was issued for fifteen years by the C.T>.S. (See

.Mien, Y. J.).

In addition to periodicals, the Society has

issued over 500 works and its catalogue for 1916

gives 433 books and pamphlets for sale. All pub-

lications are in the Chinese language.

The Society has always aimed at indirectly

assisting all missions, and is therefore inter-

denominational, different missions at different times

releasing such members as were deemed specially

suitable for literary work, while supporting them

as before. The present (1917) editorial and dis-

tributing staff (not including Dr. Richard, Secret-

ary Emeritus) contains the names of three Baptists,

one Congrcgationalist, one Canadian Presbyterian,

one English Friend, and one Anglican; while

members of several other Societies give part of

their time.

CHRISTIANS' MISSION, NINGPO, A small

company of E[i:,'Iish ladies, working on undenomin-

ational and "faith" lines. The work was started

bv two sisters, the Misses E.A. and L.M. Hoi-wood.

1&
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111 1917 there are seven foreign workers and a

Chinese pastor, who supervises the church work.

There are a number of outstations ; educational

work is carried on for both boys and girls, but the

main emphasis is laid on cvan^'elistic effort.

CHRONICLE AND DIRECTORY FOR
CHINA. JAPAN, (etc., etc.) THE, published

annually from 1863 at the- Daili/ Press OfRce, Hong-
kong. In 1876 the China Directory was incorporat-

ed with it. It is now entitled Directory and
Chronicle, etc.

CH'iJAN CHOW^^H, often called Chin chew,

in Kukien, generally regarded as the Zayton of

JIarco I'OLO, though Phillii'S made out a very

strong case for Chang chou ^JH being Zayton.

Hence Khubilai Khan sent his expeditions to

Java and Japan, and here the Arabs traded. It

superseded Kanpu, and itself in turn gave place

to Amoy.
Yule : Marco Polo; Phillips : Two Mediaeval

Fukiin Tradintj Port^, T'oung Pao, 1895-96.

CHUANG TZU ^^, whose name was Chuang

Chod j£^. was born about B.C. 330 in the state of

Liang, in modern Anhui, and was a contemporary

of Mencius. He was entirely devoted to the Taoist

philosophy and wrote the work which from a.d. 742

has been called 'J'he Holy Canon of A^an Hua,

Nan Hua, in Ts'aochou fu. Shantung, being his

place of retirement. Many legendary anecdotes

are preserved illustrating his cynical wit. He spent

all his energy in glorifying Lao Tzii, and attacked

the Confucian philosophy with great skill. His

teachings were not much valued until later ages,

but rose to fame in the eighth century under the

patronage of the T'ang Emperor, HsiiAN Tsung.

See iVan Hua Ching; Taoism; Philosophy.

SvzUKi : History of Chinese Philosophy;

Glles : Chvantj Tzu, Mystic, Moralist and Social

Heformer; Legge : Texts of Taoism, (Sacred Books

of the East).

CHUANG YUAN!i;i7c- The successful

candidates in the C/iinshih (q.v.) examination were

further tested in an examination held within the

palace and therefore called tien shih ^ ^. The

student who came out at the head of the list was

called chtianij yiitni.

CH'IJAN HSCJCH P'lEN ffj^jg , a work on

education. See Chanij Chih liinr).

CHUENPI CONVENTION, an agreement

made between Captain Charles Elliot and Kishen

in January, 1841, after the forts at Chuenpi and

Taikoktciw, outside and on each side of the Bogue,

had been taken. It gave Hongkong to the British

Crown, an indemnity of six million dollars to the

British Government, allowed direct official inter-

course on equal terms, and reopened Canton to

trade.

It was not acknowledged by either Government.

KisHEN was degraded and sentenced to death (See

KiSHtN") ; Elliot w^as severely blamed because the

terms were quite inadequate. Si.x million dollars

would hardly pay for the confiscated opium and left

nothing for the expenses of the expedition, or for

debts owing by the bankrupt Hong Merchants ; the

cession of Hongkong was accompanied by some

conditions about payment of duties ; and Chusan

was evacuated. The convention was disavowed,

Elliot was soon after recalled, hostilities were

begun again and resulted in the Treaty of Nanking.

CHU FAN CHIH IJj S i£ . Chao Ju-kuas
work on Chinese and Arab Trade in the 12th and

13th centuries. See Chao Jukua.

CHU HSI ^M > the famous commentator and

expounder of the Confucian classics, generally

known as Chu Tzu. He was born in 1130 in

Fukien where his father (an Anhui man) was

holding office. He was a precocious child, and he

became a chin shih at 19. After obtaining office,

he studied Buddhist and Taoist teachings for some

years, and some say he was actually once a Buddh-

ist priest ; but later, under a profound philosophical

teacher, Li Tbnc, he became an ardent Confucian-

ist. He encouraged, however, a belief in future

retribution as beneficial for governmental purposes.

After holding various provincial offices, and being

several times summoned to Court to offer advice

on literary and governmental matters, he was in

1180 made Governor of Kiangsi, where he applied

himself diligently to carrying his theories into

practice. He was accustomed to retire from time

to time to the White Deer Grotto Sl^iM "ear

Ruling, where he revived the so-called University.

With the assistance of his pupils, he revised and

brought up to date Ssuma Kuang's great History,

adding notes and comments. His greatest work,

however, was done in connection with the Confucian

classics. His writings are very numerous, and

include an epitome of the teachings of his master,

Li T-vng. He died in 1200, and in 1241 his tablet

was placed in the Confucian Temple. He was

canonized as 3; g Wen Li.

Chu Hsi's commentaries on the classics, and

exposition of the views of the Sung scholars, of

whom he was the chief, have been for subsequent

centuries the standard of orthodoxy, though in the

latter part of the Ch'ing dynasty a number of

scholars arose who threw doubt upon his doctrines.

He considerably modified the older Confucian

teachings; e.g., though on the one hand he re-

affirmed the Mencian doctrine that man is by

nature upright and that he can unaided attain

perfection, on the other hand he pressed the

agnostic side of Confucianism unduly, perhaps in

his effort to get a consistent system out of disjointed
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and fragmentary utterances. His philosophy, while

based on the / Vhinrj, was that of a thoroughly

materialistic evolution, recalling the views of

Haeckel. His identification of ^ Heaven with
jjjf

li struck a blow at the old Confucian idea of a

personal God, from which it has never recovered.

But if J3 '^'"' ^^ interpreted as that Eternal

principle of Itight which all intelligent Theists

conceive as being the Essence of God's being, and

which His will freely e.xpresscs, the chasm between

Chu Hsi and those who believe in Divine Person-

ality may not be so great as it appears.

The influence of his study of Buddhism may
be seen in the systematic nature of his philosophy,

and in his attempt to solve the mystery of the

source and power of evil, which the ancient sages

had not atten)pted. See ConfucumUm; P/iilosup/iy.

Giles : Confucianism and ils Rivals; Biogra-

jihical Diet iunanj; Le Gall : Le Philosophe. Tchou

Hi (Viir. i<m.]. [C.E.C.]

CHU I <^}J rtd coat, a god of literature, the

helper of backward students in their e.xaminations.

He and K'lei Hsing are the inseparable companions

of Wkm (.'h'anu and have secondary altars in his

temples.

UoRE : Ihclierchcs sur les Svper»lilions, vol. vi,

p. 50.

CHU JEN ^A upra'sod man; the term used

for a scholar who passed the second examination,

generally called in English Master of Arts. Sec

Vliin.nhili ; f/siu /x'ai.

CHU KIANG T^U, I'l^arl liiver, is the north-

ern mouth of the Si kiang West liiver (q.v.). It

branches off at Sanshui hsien, passes Fatshan and

Canton, and enters the sea through the Bocca Tigris

between llon;,'koiig and Macao.

CHU-KO LIANG BfiJSi'i- *•"• 181-234. A
native of Shantung. L.IU Pei sought him in his

scholarly seclusion and obtained his help in the

attempt to gain the Empire. He defeated Ts'ao

Ts'ao and made Lin Pei Emperor of Shu (SsCi-

ch'uan), one of The Three Kingdoms, founding the

dynasty called the Minor Han. Ho is said to have

carried his arms southward into Burma, and he

tarried out three campaigns against the Wei State.

Various cunning war-devices are attributed to him,

such as bows to shoot several arrows at once, and
" wooden oxen and running horses," which no one

now can explain. He has always been the favourite

hero of the Chinese, and his tablet was admitted

to the Confucian Temple in 1724.

CHUNAM, an Indian word, meaning prepared

lime; used in China to denote a mixture of lime,

oil anil .•<;in(l fur makini,- pavements.

CH'UN CH'IU ^pt fpriiifjs and autumnf, the

title of the classic, the last literary work of

CoNfUcius and specially itMiintMJ by him as his.

It contains the annals of the Lu ^ State for 242

years up to within two years of the sage's death,

i.e. from B.C. 722 to B.C. 481. The title, which

was already in use, implies that the annals

are recorded under the four seasons, and two are

used to represent the four.

It is a very meagre work and has been compared

with the headings to chapters in an Eni;lish Bible.

Tso ;£, said to have been a disciple of Confucius,

made a commentary and included annals of other

states besides Lu, so that his work is relatively

like the chajjters of the Bible compared with the

headings. This is the Tsu Chuan, [ij.v.) There

are also less valuable commentaries by Kunu-yani:

Kao and Ku-liang Ch'ih, both of the 5th century

B.C. but probably later than Tso-ch'iu Ming.

The ,prolegomena to the classic in Legge's

translation deal with it most sevea'ely. Legge says

there is not the slightest tincture of literary ability

in the composition, and declares that the work

ignores, conceals and misrepresents facts.

The suggestion has been made by Grube that

both the book and the commentary called Tso

Chuan are from the pen of Confucius; but this is

not at all likely.

Legge : Classia, vol. v.

CHUNG CHIA TZU #5}?^ . See Lolo.

CH'UNG ERH ^%. double ears, the personal

name of the son of Duke Hsien of the Chin ^
State, born in B.C. 696. He was the son of a

Tartar mother. When his father, at the instigation

of another Tartar concubine who wished her own

son to succeed, sought to kill him, he fled to the

barbarian tribes in tiie north, where he took a

Tartar wife, and to Ch'i, where he again took a

wife. After nineteen years of adventurous wander-

ings he returned to Chin, took the throne as Duke
Wen and was appointed second Prutettor. He
died in ii.c. 628. See Pni/'.clor.

CH'UNG-HOU sti J^ A Manchu ofHcial, born

in 1824, and Superintendent of Trade residing

at Tientsin when the massacre of June 21, 1870

took place there. He was regarded as innocent of

actual connivance though probably a stronger

official might have prevented it. He was sent to

France with a letter of apology, and is the lir.st

Chinese official of rank who ever visited the West.

While ambas.sador at St. Petersburg, he negotiated

the Treaty of Livadia in 1878, ceding a large

portion of Hi to Russia. Being denounced by Li

HuNo-CHANG, Tso TsuNG-T'ANG and Chang Chih

TUNG, he was sentenced to death, and foreign

Ministers tried in vain to save him. It was only

in response to a letter from Queen VicToiiiA that

he was pardoned. He died in 1893.

CHUNGKING IRK rfi'unij i/rin;/, in Ssii

chuan, llii' iliiit c 'iniiiiercial piirt of Westei'n
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China, is important as a distributing centre, having

great banking facilities. It is on the Yangtze,

some 1,400 miles from its mouth, in lat. 29° 33' 56"

N. and long. 105° 38' E., and stands on a high

rocky bluff which makes a peninsula at the junction

of the Chia-ling with the Y'angtze. It has a good

wall round it, some five miles in length, with nine

gates ; the city is lighted by electricity.

It was opened to foreign trade by an Additional

Article (1890) to the Chefoo Agreement of 1876.

The first steamer to get up to Chungking was

Mr. Archibald Little's 9-ton launch the Lccc/ivan,

which arrived in the low-water season of 1898.

The British gunboats. Woodcock and Woodlark,

arrived on May 6, 1899, and the first merchant

steamer, the Pioneer, on June 20 of the same year.

Revolutions, rebellions and riots have inter-

fered much with the development of trade. The

ordinary rise of the river there is 75 feet, but it

has been as much as 108 feet. The chief articles

of e.xport are silk (yellow), goatskin, hides, bristles,

and, sent through from the Tibetan border, mussk,

rhubarb and other medicines, and wool. The

population is 517,000.

1915 1916

8,697,530 6,310,330

9,771,546 8,755,030

16,537,260 17,803,414

35,006,336 32,869,774

CH'UNG-MING ^ gJJ ,
(Tmng ming and

Tfong miti'j); an alluvial island in the Y''angtze

estuary. It has about one million inhabitants, and

has many Roman Catholic village communities,

originated by Hsii Kuang-ch'i (q.v.) in the

beginning of the 17th century. There are now

(1917) fifty-eight R.C. Christian communities on

the island with 13,461 Christians.

Havuet : L'llc rle Tsong-ming (Var. Sin. I).

CHUNG T'ANG 'ji ^central hall; the title

of address for a Grand Secretary (q.v.). Thus

Li Hung-chang is often called Li Chung fang, to

the confusion of foreigners who do not know

Chinese. (Cf. Kvng pan).

CHUNG WANG &3.lloyal prince, the most

famous of the princes made by the Heavenly Prince,

leader of the T'ai P'ing Rebellion. He rose from

the ranks to be created prince in 1859. From 1860

to 1864 he was the mainstay of the movement. He
lived up to his title and was only prevented by

loyalty from escaping at the last. Before being

executed he wrote an account of the rebellion which

has been translated by W. T. Lay, but it is out

of print; a typewritten copy is in the librajry of

N.C. Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai.

See T'ai P'ing Rebellion.

CHUNG YU fil> tfi (literary name Tzu-Lu

T- K )• I"or some time an intimate disciple of

Net Foreign Imports ...

Net Chinese „

E.xports

Total Hk.Tls.

Confucius, he afterwards entered the public .service

in Wei. His parents were poor and he had been

accustomed when young to fetch rice for them

from a distance. In his wealthier years he grieved

for old days of poverty and filial service, and he

has accordingly been included in the twenty-four

e.xamples of filial piety. He was killed by con-

spirators against his chief the Duke of Wei. He
was bold, and Confucius complained of his rash-

ness.

1-EGGE : C/iinefe Classics, vol. i, prolegomena,

p. 87.

CHUNG YUNG. See Doctrine of the Mean.

CH'UN, PRINCE Ss ^ £• The first to bear

this title was I Huan ^H, the seventh son of the

Emperor Tag Kuang, younger brother of Hsien

Feng and of Prince Kung (the si.\th son), and father

of TsAi T'lEN the Emperoi- Kuang Hsii. He had

married the sister of Tz'u Hsi, and Tz'u Hsi put

the son of her sister on the throne in defiance of

law and precedent. T'ung Chih having left no

son and Kcang Hsii being incapable of acting as

his heir because he was of the same generation,

there was much fear lest Prince Ch'un should

.become the founder of a new line of Emperors, and

thousands of Memorials were sent in against the

selection of his son, and one Censor committed

suicide in formal protest.

The Prince, as the Emperor's father, sought to

resign all the offices he held, but he was retained

in an informal way as adviser to the Empresses-

dowager when they wanted advice. His first-class

princedom was made hereditary for ever, instead

of its sinking one grade in each generation as is

the rule.

Later on the Emjjress-dowager ordered that

in all important matters the Grand Council before

advising the throne should consult Prince Ch'un,

thus making him really head of the executive.

This increased the fear and suspicion lest, T'ung

Chih being left without an heir. Prince Ch'un

should be the head of a new line, and a storm of

opposition arose. The Empress-dowager explained.

On January 1, 1891, Prince Ch'un died. He

was an able though dissolute man, and he had

always been a favourite with the Empress-dowager.

His offices included Chamberlain of the Palace,

Head of the Navy, and Commander of the Manchu

Field FoT'-e.

The second Prince Ch'un was Tsai Feng, son

of the first, and brother of Kuang Hsu. He

married, by the Empress-dowager's orders, the

daughter of Jung Lu, and their son was put on

the throne with the title Hsuan T'ung, thus mak-

ing still more possible the new line from Prince

Ch'un and the cutting off of the elder line with

the childless T'ung Chih.
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In the Peace Protocol of 1901 ihis Prince was

designated to go to Berlin and express the Govern-

ment's regrecs for the murder of Baron voN

Ketteleh.

On his son being made heir to T'ung Chih al

the death of Kuang Hsii Prince Ch'cn was appoint-

ed Regent, and held this position till the Revolu-

tion and establishment of the Republic in 1911.

CHUN WANG SI. See Imperial Xobiliti/.

CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN MISSION.
Ilffulijuarlers :—Elgin, 111., U.S.A.

Works in Shansi in the 2 centres of Liao chow

^^ and P'ing-ting chow qs^^, with 17 foreign

workers in 1916.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN CANADA,
MISSIONARY SOCIETY OF THE.

Iltacl'juarter6 :—Toronto.

Entered China, 1909.

Works in Ilonan.

The Anglican Conference held at Shanghai in

1907 appealed to the Anglicans of Canada to under-

take work of their own in China ; and the latter in

response decided in 1908 to "send out a bishop and

clergy to establish a, mission in some province as

yet untouched by the communion." The province

selected by the Canadians and sanctioned by the

Anglican (/'onference in China was Honan ; and

the bishop chosen was the Rev. William C. White,

who had worked in Fukien under the C.M.S. since

1897.

Bi.shup White went to Honan in 1910, taking

with him four well-qualified Chinese assistants lent

by the C.M.S. in l''ukien, as well as two from the

American Church Jlission in Hankow.

Having regard to the general conditions in

China at the time, ts well as to the requirements

of Honan in particular, the Mission adopted the

policy of "eianijilization tfirovr/h education with

the aim of building up a self-supporting, self-

governing and self-e.xtending church."

K'ai-feng fu, the capital of the province, was

selected as headquarters, and work was begun in

native houses until land could be purchased and

buildings erected ; and educational work was begun,

looking towards a Christian Univci'sity for the

province in the future. As the result of the

evangelistic work already done by the Canadian

Presbyterians north of the Yellow River, the China

Inland Mission south of it, and other missions, a

considerable church was already in existence, for

which well-trained native helpers and pastors were

required ; these missions therefore, welcomed the

new-comers, and engaged to use, rather than

duplicate, such educational advantages as they

might offer. The Canadian Anglicans also made
themselves responsible for the evangelization of the

prefecture of Kuei-te Kiif. . whose 300,000 inhabit

ants were absolutely without any Christian workers.

Medical work was no part of the original

scheme for K'ai-feng fu, but the need appeared so

great that a hospital and medical school were soon

started. Another hospital at present (1917), in

native quarters, is run at Kuei-te city, but is

expected soon to have a modern plant.

In September, 1916, the Mission reported :

—

Foreign workers in holy orders ... 6

Physician 1

Lady workers 8

Chinese helpers, ordained 1

I

. „ lay 17

! Communicants 89

Non-communicant members 61

Total number of scholars 337

CHLM1CH OF ENGLAND MISSION,
NORTH CHINA.

Headquarters : London.

Entered China, 1863.

Works in Chihli, Shantung and Manchuria.

This work is sometimes called a mission of the

" Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in

Foreign Parts " (S.P.G.), but as a matter of fact,

though largely helped by this Society, it is also

supported by special funds.

Diocese of North China.

The first S.P.G. worker for the Chinese, Dr.

.1. A. Stewart, reached Peking in 1863. He found

there the Rev. J. S. (afterwards Bishop) Burdon.

In 1864, however, it became necessary for the

S.P.G. to cease working in Peking, and its operat-

ions there were suspended for ten years.

In 1872, an anonymous offer was made of £500

a year for five years for the founding of a new

mission in China, which resulted in the Rev. C. P.

(later Bishop) ScoiT and the Rev. M. Greenwooh
being sent out. These two missionaries reached

Chefoo in 1874, and began their work among the

Chinese in the next year, making tours in the

interior from time to time.

During the famine of 1878-9, Mr. Scott and

others of the Mission helped in famine relief,

mainly in Shansi.

An anonymous gift of £10,000 having been

made in England for the endowment of a new

bishopric in North China, Mr. Scott (who had

been made Canon of the Shanghai Cathedral in

1877), was consecrated in London in 1880, and

I became the first Bishop of North China, i.e., of

: Chihli, Shansi, Shcnsi, Kansu, and Honan.

On his return to China in 1881, he made his

headquarters at Peking, and the work of the

C.M.S. with its 26 Christians—the result of 17

years' toil^was handed over to him, the one

remaining C.M.S. agent joining him.

Yungching hsien ^^fjlfg 40 miles S. of Peking

anil Ho-chien fu }liJ|H]/ff were opened in 1880; and in
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1893, work was begun in Ch'i Chou jiH^M't , 40 miles

S. of Pao-ting fu.

On June 1st, 1900, Rev. H. V. Norman and
Rev. C. Robinson were murdered by the Boxers,

ar Yungching, together with several of the native

Christians : a new church in the district was also

destroyed by fire. In 1903, the diocese was divided,

Shantung, with the exception of the German
territory, being constituted a second bishopric,

and Rev. Geokfkey D. Iliff was consecrated as its

bishop, while Manchuria, which was formerly under

the Bishop of Korea, was transferred to the North
China diocese.

Ch'i Chou became a resident station in 1904 :

and the Rev. Frederick Day was killed there in

1912 by disbanded soldiers on his remonstrating

because they had taken one oi' the carts with which

he was travelling.

Bishop Scott, after 40 years' work in China,

resigned in 1913, and was followed by the Rev.

Frank L. Norris. In this year also, the first

native priests were ordained in the North China

diocese, namely, two Chinese who had been made
deacons in 1905. The Cathedral at Peking was
built and consecrated in 1907 ; a hospital (St. Luke's)

and dispensary in 1906; the Boys" School (with one

hundred and twenty pupils in 1915), was started

in 1910 ; the Girls' School (St. Faith's) in 1903.

St. Faith's Home for women's work had been

opened in 1897, the P'ei Hua i^'^ School for

upper class girls began in 1912 ; a school for

catechists in 1913 ; and a hostel for two hundred

students in Government Colleges in 1914.

The first Diocesan Synod was formed in 1916.

The Mission sends its students for their higher

education to Boone University, Wuchang, to

St. John's University, Shanghai, and to Hongkong
University.

Dioreie of Shantung.

In the year 1878, when Mr. SroTT and Mr.
Gref-Nwood were making one of their many tours

into the interior from Chefoo they visited T'aian fu

^3e)R' which was then unoccupied by any Society,

and decided to make it one of the stations of their

mission. There was a good deal of opposition to

be encountered, but property was bought in 1839.

when missionaries entered into residence. Work
was begun at ^ppg P'ing-yin 50 miles from T'aian.

in 1879 but the city was not occupied by foreigners

till 1893. Yen chou fu ^ ^^ Jff was opened in 1909,

and t^ g T'ung-ch'ang in 1915.

On December 31st 1899, the Rev. Sydney
M. W. Brooks was murdered by the Boxers un

hi.s way from T'aian to P'ing yin. Jfr. Brooks'

body was recovered and buried in P'ingyin, where

the memorial cluirch of St. Stephen perpetuates

his memorv.

There are Boys' Schools at T'ai-an (opened

1887) at P'ingyin (1895) and at Yen-chou fu (1913)

and a Girls' School at T'aian (opened 1897). Girls'

Schools were opened at P'ing-yin and Yen-chou at

the same time as those for boys.

The first advancement to the native priesthood

in Shantung took place in 1913 at T'ai-an ; two
Chinese deacons who had been ordained in 1910

becoming priests.

The first baptisms at Yen-chou fu took place

in 1914, although as a consequence of anti-British

feeling stirred up by some German residents because

of the great European War, the work was adversely

affected. For a time all the girls and some of the

boys were withdrawn by their parents from the

Mission Schools.

The mission has succeeded in gaining a footing

in Chii-Fu |Hj.$., the native city of Confucius, and
in 1915, a fine property was offered to them of

which war-time economies precluded the acceptance.

In 1915 the first portion of the T'ai-an fu

Cathedral was finished and consecrated ; it will

seat 400 worshippers.

Since 1906, the Mission has co-operated in the

Shantung Protestant University's Arts College at

Weihsien, and their first contingent graduated in

1913, three of whom at once began to teach for

the mission.

Besides work for the Chinese, the Mission

ministers to foreign Anglican communities at

Chefoo, Peking (British Legation Chapel), Tientsin,

Weihaiwei, Dairen, Mukden, and Newchwang.
Statistics for year ending December 31, 1916 :

North China Shantung

Diocese Diocese Total

Foreign clergy 15 10 25

Chinese „ 2 6 8

,, Helpers unordained 17 39 58

Communicants 726 882 1,608

Non-communicant members 745 558 1.303

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY FOR
AFRICA AND THE EAST.

II iiiil(jmirti'rs :- !.• nilon, England.

Works in t'ltkien, Kuanr/xi, Hunun, CliHiamj.

Kuanf/tunij, Ssuch'umi and Yunnan Provinces and

Honrikong ; with five dioceses.

Diocese of Chkkianc. The first Missionaries

of the Society to reach China were the Rev. George

Smith (afterwards Bishop of Victoria) and Rev.

T. McClatlhie, who reached Shanghai in 1844.

Work was begun in Ningpo in 1848, by Rev. R. H.

CoBBOLD, ar.A. and Rev. W. A. Russell. The

work was hindered by the T'ai P'ings fur more

than a year, but after they had been put down,

the Rev. G. E. (afterwards Bishop) Moule opened

Hangchow (in 1864) and thus established the first

Protestant mission station in inland China.
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Work was begun at ^is$, Chuki, as early as

1877, through the influence of a native of the

place who had learned Christianity at Ningpo, and
in spite of great persecution, it was very success-

ful. The city was opened as a foreign-manned

station in 1894 but the premises were burnt down
in 1900 by a mob. Shao-hsing was opened in 1870

and g;I|'| T'ai-chou in 1892, though work had been

carried on without foreign residence for some years.

In 1872, China north of lat. 28° was constitu-

ted a separate diocese and Dr. Uussell became the

first bishop. In 1879 he died, and the bishopric

was divided into two, viz., Mid-China and North

(.'hina ; and the Rev. G. E. Mocle was consecrated

the first bishop of the former diocese. He retired

in 1907 and was succeeded in 1908 by Dr. H. J.

MoLONY. Since 1912, what used to be the Mid-China
Mission, has been called the Chekiang Mission, the

diocese including that province only. The Shanghai

work of the C.M.S. is under the e2)iscopal over

Aight of the American bi.shop, and is self-supporting.

There is an Institute for the Blind in the native

city.

T/ie chief rdurational work of the Chekiang

Mission is carried on at Trinity College, Ningpo,

founded by the Rev. J. C. Hoake, afterwards

Bishop of Victoria; at the Anglo-Chinese College,

Shanghai : at the Mary Vaughan High School for

girls at Hangrhow ; and there are boys' and girls'

boarding schools at four other stations, the pupils

being mainly from Christian families.

Miuliraf work is carried on at Hangchow whore

in opium refuge and hospital was opened in 1871.

Iti 1886 the present large hospital was built under

Dr. D. Main, who also has under his care one of the

largest Leper Homes in China, a fine Sahatorium

and a Medical School. Medical work in Ningpo
began in 1886, when the settlement doctor gave four

years of voluntary work. The hospital was after-

wards enlarged, and a woman's hospital added. The
Medical work began early at T'ai chow, and a fine

hospital was built there in 1905. In 1916 two of

the three ho-'pitals were clo.scd through the absence

of the doctors at the Great War.

DiOfESE OF KuKlEN'. Work began in Foochow

in 1850, when the Rev. W. Wilton, M.D. and the

Rev. H. 0. .lArKSON arrived. The difficultioa were

grctt ; the staff was small : and it was eleven years

before the first converts were received, when the

London committee had nearly decided to abandon

Foochow in favour of Ningpo.

In 1864 all the mission property was destroyed

by a mob, but was rebuilt in the next year.

Rev. J. R. (afterwards Archdeacon) Wolfe

arrived in 1862. He died in 1915 at Foochow,

after more than fifty years' work.

The Dublin University Mission began work

in connection with C.M.S. in 1886, taking over the

district of jg^ Funing, near the Chekiang border,

and, since 1911. this auxiliary has taken charge of

Trinity College, Foochow, which includes St. Mark's

College, an Anglo-Chinese College, and Middle and

junior boys' schools.

In 1893, the Rev. and Mrs. R. W. Stewart,

with two of their children and seven ladies, were

massacred by Vegetarians at Whasang. See A'u-

chiiii mossacrc.

In 1906, the Fukieu mission, which had been

under the Bishop of Victoria, was constituted a

separate diocese and the Rev. H. McE. Pkice of

Japan was consecrated as the first bishop.

The chief educational institutions are at Foo-

chow, including Union Medical and Theological

Colleges, Trinity College, the Stewart Memorial

School for Women, boarding-schools for boys and

girls, and Schools for the blind ; boys' and girls'

boarding-schools are also established at most

stations.

There are seven hospitals in the diocese, and

Asylums for Lepers at five centres.

Diocese of Victoria. This is a missionary, as

well as a colonial diocese. Mission work was begun

in 1862 by the arrival of the Rev. J. Stringer.

The first Bishop (Dr. G. Smith), the third (Dr.

BURDON) and the fourth (Dr. Hoare) were all

C..NLS. missionaries. Bishop Hoare was drowned

ill a tvphoon in 1906, and was succeeded by Bishop

Lander. In Hongkong, the Chinese Church is

.self-supporting with Chinese clergy. The Mission,

besides supporting day schools, is responsible for

four institutions, which are now in connection with

Hongkong University, viz., St. Stephen's College,

founded 1903, which is almost self-supporting : St.

Paul's College (1850) for the training of clergy and

catechists : St. Stephen's Girls' College, and St.

John's Hostel.

Work is also carried on on the mainland, four

centres being open in Kuaiigtuiig Province, namely

Canton (1898), Kowloon, where there is a Girls'

orphanage, Limchou fu fK^Hjff (1902), and Pakhoi

(1886).

At Canton the mission has an interest in the

Union Theological College, opened in 1914
;
and

maintains both boys' and girls' schools. At Pakhoi,

there are mens' and womens' hospitals, two

asylums for lepers, and boys' and girls' schools.

Diocese of West China. In 1891 the Rev.

J H. HoRSBDUGH with a party of fifteen, arrived

in Ssuch'uan to open work on lines similar to those

of the China Inland Mission. Great difficulty was

experienced in getting a footing, but in 1894

Chung pa il»« was occupied, and other towns

shortly after. Until 1895, the West China Mission

was part of the Mid China Diocese, the Bishop

no
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being resident in Hangehow nearly two thousand

miles away ; but, in that year, the Rev. W. W.
Cassels, who had been working in the C.I.M., was

consecrated the first bishop of the diocese of West
China. As in the case of other Ssuch'uan missions,

work has been often hindered by disturbances,

such as the riots of 1895 and 1898 : and in 1900,

under consular orders, all the staff withdrew to the

coast. Other disturbances took place in 1909, 1911,

and 1913.

Bi,shop Cassels has episcopal jurisdiction over

both C.M.S. and C'.I.M. missionaries in Ssuch'uan.

In 1916, the mission reported 13 foreign manned
stations, including Chengtu and Chungking. The
work is mainly evangelistic. There is a Diocesan

Training College at I'ao ningf^^, and a hospital

at Mien chou f^.^'H (1911) as well as boys' and girls'

schools, and the Mission co-operates in a, Hostel

in Chengtu, as also in the West China University.

Diocese of Kua^'gsi-Huxax. This was formed

in 1909 out of the diocese of Victoria and embraces

Hunan, south of lat. 28" and Kuangsi north of the

West River. Archdeacon W. Banister was con-

secrated its first bishop.

In 1899 the Rev. L. Bvrde and his wife were

sent to Kueilin, and the first convert there was
received in 1902.

In 1903 Yung chou fu /j<.J'H/ff '" Hunan was

occupied; Hing-chou fu gg^Hff in 1910; and in 1911

Hsiang tan jfOi^was taken over from the American

Church {Protestant Episcopal).

In 1910, serious riots broke out at Ch'angsha

the capital, and all mission buildings were burnt

;

and under consular orders the workers at Y'ung

chou fu retired for a time to Hankow.

The work is chiefly evangelistic, but at Kueilin

medical work is done, and elementary schools have

been opened in several places.

The C. E. Zenana Missionary Society began

work in Fukien in 1884, when Miss Goncii arrived,

who afterwards married the Rev. J. C. Hoare. The

C.E.Z.M.S. ladies now (1917) number forty, and

of these three are qualified medical practitioners and

eight are trained nurses. Two of the latter work in

the Native Hospital at Foochow, which is support-

ed locally. The Womens' Hospitals are at Foo-

chow, Dong Kai, and Lo Y'uan ; and more or less

dispensary work is done at all the stations (eleven

in number) where the C.E.Z.M.S. works, in

addition to evangelistic work among the women
and schools.

The Kuangsi-Hunan diocese also has 2 agents

of the Society. The statistics of the C.E.Z.M.S.

are included in those of the C.M.S.

Statistics for year ending June 1, 1916.

Dioceses of (a) S. China
;

(b) Kuang.xi
; (c) Fukien

;

(d) Chekiang; (e) W. China.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) Totals

Foreign clergy 14 9 22 18 17 80

Foreign unord-

ained workers 36 12 81 65 41 235

and women
Chinese clergy 7 20 24 51

Statistics to December 31, 1915.

Chinese unord-

ained Assist- 150 30 694 175 64 1,113

ants & women
Communicants 1,292 214 5,167 2,556 551 9,780

Non-communi-

cant members 1,408 125 5,850 3,245 319 10,947

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND MISSION.
//uadquartcm :—Edinburgh.

Works in Ichang and neighbourhood.

The first missionaries of this Society to China

were the Rev. Geo. Cockbuiin, M.A. and three

colporteurs, the latter being partly supported by

the National Bible Society of Scotland. The party

arrived at Ichang in 1878. In 1890 Dr. W. PmiE,

the first medical missionary, arrived, but died in

1893.

It was not till 1890 that the Mission was able

to put up its own buildings including a dispensary

and hospital. In 1891 a riot occurred which

compelled the missionaries to retire for a time.

In 1897 the first workers of the Women's Association

for Foreign Missions arrived, and in 1917 there are

five of its representatives in the field, superintend-

ing, in addition to evangelistic work, girls' day and

boarding schools, industrial work, an orphanage

and a Women's Bible School. In 1915, this

Auxiliary built the Buchanan Memorial Hospital

for Women and Children.

Owing to the many changes in the small staff.

it was not till 1898 that settled out-station? were

occupied. In 1917, there are fifteen of these, the

chief being I-tu 'ft Sl>, about 30 miles from Ichang.

In 1901, a fine new hospital and church, with

residences, were erected outside the city. Shortly

after this a Theological Institution and High

School was begun, and there are primary schooU

in 1917 with about 200 pupils.

Statistics for 1915-6.

Foreign missionaries 15

Chinese staff 28

Communicants 524

Non-communicant members ... 368

CHUSAN ^!lj chou shan, ship hills, a group

of about one hundred islands, all hilly and fertile.

The chief island is Chusan itself; it is about

20 miles long and 6 at its greatest width. On it
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stands Tinghai, the governmental capital of the

archipelago. East of the main island lies the

famous l"u t'o (<?.i'.).

In 1700 the East India Company had a factory

a*. Tinghai, and in 1703 a special mission was sent

there with a view to opening np trade with Che-

l.'iaiig, and establishing a factory at Tinghai or

N'int:po. Klint {'j-v.) was the head of the mission,

which was vigorously opposed by the authorities

in Canton. It is possible however that after

Flint's visit to Tientsin trade with Ningpo might

ha\e been permitted, if Flint had not ventured

there a second tnne without permission.

One of the objects of M.martnev's Mission

was to obtain permission to trade at Chusan.

Chusan has several times been in possession

nf the British. It was first taken in 1840, and

again in 1842. when it was held till the payment

of the indemnity agreed on in the Nanking treaty.

It was taken again in 1860.

In the forties, when Great Britain might have

claimed either Chusan or Hongkong or both for

her own, there were many who held strongly that

< husan would be the better possession. There are

probably some who think so still, in spite of the

xplendid success of Hongkong.

By the Convention of Bocca Tigris, made by

Davis in 1846. China was bound never to cede the

uplands to any other power.

CHU, STATE OF,M, also written TSC, one

of the largest and most powerful of the Chon

fiuilal States. The fief was granted by the second

of the Chon rulers with the title Viscount -J-,

R.c. 1077. 'l"he family name was Mi ijg. The title

of King was sometimes usurjjcd, and Chu must be

regarded, like Ch'in, as both feudal State and in-

de|iendenl Knijjire ; it was subject to Chou only

when it suited to be so.

The position of Ch'u was south of the orthodox

States, a buffer-state between China and all the

baibarian South. It must be always borne in mind,

however, that as far as its administration and

capitals were concerned it was never south of the

Yangtze. Its first cajiital was above the Ichang

gorges; a later one was Ching-chou fu in the jiresent

Hupei ; the country extended eastward to the sea.

All this territory was named The Jungle, C'/u'ji'/ JflJ.

a name which is still seen in Ching-chou fu and is

u.sed as the literary name of Hupei. It was into

this Jungle that Hie two jjriiiccs went who founded

the State of \Vu ('/. c), which later lay between

Ch'u and the sea. The administrative part in the

north was Chinese, but the mass of jjopulation

southward would be barbarian. The people of

Ch'u are spoken of as bearded ; no Odes from Ch'u

arc included by Conflxics in the Shih Ching; the

Ch'u laws were very severe and the rule wa.«

16

tyrannical and absolute. In later times Ch'u

produced a certain amount of high-class literature,

but this may be put down to her policy of annexing

minor Chinese States. (See Elegies ol Ch'u; and
Li Sao).

It became the Protector State in B.C. 638.

Towards the end of the Feudal period it waged
bloody wai'S with Wu, which it extinguished in 438,

with Ch'i and finally with Ch'in, between whom
and itself lay the last fight for the Empire. Ch'in

finally conquered in B.C. 222.

Parkek : Ancient China Simplified.

CHU Tl ;}i:;!:. See Yung Lo.

CH-U TZ'U. Sec Eh<jies of Ch'u.

CH'iJ YUAN g/g also called CH'U PING,
JU ^ , a loyal minister of the Ch'u Slate. Ho was

a great tavourite till displaced by a rival. He
then wrote a poem JA San [q.c), still famous,

to warn his sovereign, but the warning was

disregarded, with the result that the Prince, war-

ring against Ch'in, was captured. Cn'ii YiiAN found

himself no more in favour with the succeeding ruler,

and he drowned himself in che Mi lo vHJS river.

B.C. 295. The Dragon-Boat Festival is in his

honour, when rice is thrown on the water to pro-

pitiate his spirit. See Dragon Boat.

OiLEs : JJi'igra/thical Dictionary; etc.

CHU YUAN-CHANG ^ifc^- See Hung Wu.

CINCLINAE, the Dippers, a Sub-family of

Turdidae. The following arc known in China.

Cinclus pallasii, Pallas' Dipper, Manchuria.

Chihli. V. .<ouliei, South China to Yangtze. C-

niariUi. Formosa. C. ai'tatieun, Ssuch'uan. C-

rii.':hiiiiri( ii.'if, Ssucli'uan, Kansu.

CINCALAN, a name in the Catalan Atlas

U/.v.]. It is the Arabic Sin Kilan, the name given

-by Arabs and Persians to Canton. In Odobic a

dozen whimsical variants of the name are used.

CINNABAR. See Mineral)'.

CIRCIAN. See Cherc/icn.

CISTERCIANS. See Trappiyl.'.

CITRUS. Sec Oranges.

CIVETS. Several species are mentioned by

SwiNHOB from S. China, including Vicerra zibetha

\j., the Indian Civet, from Canton to near Shang-

hai, in the Chusan Islands and Hainan; Viverricula

nuilacrennii Gm.. the Little Spotted Civet, common

in S. China. Hainan and Formo.-sa : Paguma larvata,

the Gem-faced Civet, in Kuangtung. F\ikion and

1 Formosa.

SwiNHOE : Cutalitguc nf the Mamniuh oj China,

etc., P.Z.S., 1870.

CLAIRVOYANTS are common in S. China,

and are much con.-^ultcd by Chinese who wish to

communicato with the dead. The deity appealed
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to by incantation seems to be the spirit of the

Pleiades. A fairly full description of the mode of

piocednrc is given by Eitel in A'otes mid Qufiies,

vol. 2, p. 19, and in Dour, liecherchcs t>ur /cs

!>ii/iti^titii>iis en OTiiiir, vol. 1, p. 139.

CLASSICS. The present arrangement of the

classical books of China is supposed to have

originated in the Sung dynasty. It includes nine

works, five being called f^ chin;/ and four being

called ^ .«/)«. Cliinij signifies first the warj)

threads of a web ; then, what is regular and assures

regularity. In regard to books it indicates they

are authoritative on their subjects. The five Ching

are canonical works, to be received as law. Shu

merely means wi'itings or books.

The five Chin;/ are 1, / Chin<j gf^or Hook of

(Jhan<ic>-. 2, Shu Chinij gl^ or Hook of Hiiloiij.

3, Shih Ching gfjs;; or Hook of Otiif. 4, Li Chi

jg •[! or Itecord of Uite.i. 5, Ch'un C'h'iu # f^
SpiiiHj and Autuntn,

Of these only the Ch'un Ch'iu can properly be

considered as the work of ('onkucius. The / Ching

has appendices by him.

The e.\pression the Four Books IS^ is an

alibrcviation for the Books of the Four Philosophers,

E3-f^S- 'il'i^y '"'6) l- -''"" ^''' Id IS °^ Confucian

Anulcct^; it is occupied .with the sayings of CoN-

KUCius. 2, Ta Hfiieh ^^ The Great Learning,

supposed to be the work of T.'-knc, a disciple of

Confucius. 3, Chung Yung ifi ^ Doctrine of the

Mean, ascribed to K'uno Cm grandson of CoK-

FUOCS. 4, Mi'ng-lzu, ^ ^ 'J'hc workx of MENfirs.

This arrangement is defective, ina.smuch as the

'J'a Iliiieh and Chung Yung are found In the /./ Chi,

being respectively Book 42 and Book 31 in that

work.

The oldest enumeration gives only the five

Ching, sometimes made si.\ Ching by the addition

of the Yo Chi Ig 12 Itecord of Mufic, now one of

the Books in Li (.'hi.

.'\nother enumeration gave nine Ching, and in

the famous compilation of the Classics by the

second emperor of the T'ang there are thirteen

Ching; viz., /; Shih; Shu; three editions of

Ch'un Ch'iu with annotations by Tso-cn'HT Ming

yStSRiy) .
KvNG-YANC Kao ij ^ jg and Kuliano

'^'IH SSlt* •'
/'' ('''[ Cf'ou Li ^ ills ; / /..• «iii

l.un Yii ISijS ; l^rJi Ya ^ f£, a dictionary; Hniiin

Ching ^jfgf. Classic of Filial Piety; and Mcng-tzu.

Of the.se Mencics, TjVU Yii, Ta Hniie.h, Chung
Yung and H.fiao Ching, were spoken of as Hsiao

Ching, /]> <S5 Smaller classics.

The only complete translation of the Four

Books and I'^ive Ching is the English translation by

Lecge, a 'monument of Anglo-Chinese scholarship.'

See separate articles on each.

CLEPSYDRA, 3Sjg king lou, the water-clock,

ail apparatus fur marking time by the leakage of

water from an arrangement of jars. There was

formerly one called T'ung lou hu in the Drum
Tower at Peking ; and there is one still in use at

Canton, said to be eight centuries old. It consists

of four copper jars placed on steps, and the water

trickles down to the lowest, where a floating

indicator marks the hour. It is arranged to run

for twelve hours.

CLIPPERS, vessels built for speed and u.scd

in the opium and tea trade in the thirties and

onward of last century. The earliest were

American, for while the British trade was a

monopoly of the East India Company, there was

no need in it for haste, and the East Indiamen

were known as ' tea waggons.'

After the E. I. Co. charter ceased in 1834

competition began in the building and sailing of

fast ships ; betting encouraged racing ; in 1856

began the custom of paying each season a premium

of £1 per ton of freight to the tea-ship first

reaching London.

In the si.xties, British designers and builders

hud beaten the American from the field, and

competition then became keen between the Clyde

and Aberdeen.

The opening of the Suez Canal and the use of

steam brought the clipper trade to an end.

huBBOCK : The China Clippers; C51asgow, 1914.

CLOISONNE, from French cloixon, a partition,

cnanu'l work made by soldering to a metal ground

a narrow ribbon of copper, silver, or gold, following

an intricate design or pattern, so as to divide the

surface into cells. The workman fills in the cells

with moistened enamel colours, and then fires the

piece, several firings being required to completely

fill the cells and correct any pitting of the

surface. He then poli.shes with pumice and cleans

with charcoal. The art was jirobably introduced

by Arabs in the Yiian dynasty and was called

/'« long ch'ien ^ BP ? or Byzantine incrusted work

(see fa Ian). During the Ming dynasty there was

an important revival in the art, which was called

Ching t'ai Ian j^ ^ ^ cloisonne. K'ang Hsi

cloisonne resembles it. The work of the Ch'ien

Lung period is more finished and more harmonious

in colouring.

BUSHELL : Chinese .Irf; rALliOLOGUE : I^'.irt

rhinois.

CLOVES X ^ ting hi-iajig, nail incense; so

called because the shape resembles a Chinese nail,

~f. Chad Ju-kua says that officials at Court had

to have them in the mouth when speaking to the

Emperor. They are chiefly produced in the

Moluccas.
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COAL. The first mention of coal in Chinese

literature is by Liv An |^ $ (Hr.Ai Nantzu) who
died B.C. 122. He calls it pini/ fan 'jijf,^ ice-

c/iarc.iul, it has also been termed fu±, t'nn earth-

charcoal, f/iih 'Ji t'liii. .stone c!i.ir(o;il and }nii ^.
See MiHI- nils.

COAL HILL fiE lU viei slum, also called

Ching .-ilian jj |lj I'tusj,, 1 1 Hill and Wan fui shan

HS^ lU- ^ ''i" '" 'he grounds north of the palace in

I'l'king ; it is said to be a mass of coal stored there

for use in case" of siege. Its height is about 150

feet; there are five or six pavilions, etc., on it,

built in the Ming period : the hill itself dates from

the Yuan dynasty. It was on this hill that the

last Ming emperor hanged himself.

Favier : I'eking.

COCCYGES, an Order which contains the

''uckoos. ZiinrloslomuK triftis, met with in Hainan.

Ctntroputf sinensis, the Common Coucal or Crow-

Pheasant, resident in Hainan and in the southern

provinces as far as Chekiang. 0. bcngalcnsis,

resident in Hainan and Formosa and the southern

provinces. I'hidi/nam is honornta, the Indian Koel,

IS a common bird in Hainan and S. China, and
travels to \. Anhui. Coccijstes coromandus, the

red winged Crested Cuckoo, is found in S. China,

to the valley of the Yangtze, and probably goes

further north. Surniculus luguhri,':, the Drongo
IJuckoo, passes the summer in central China.

I.'accnionlis nitniliiius, the Rufous-bellied Cuckoo,

is found in S. China during part of the year, from

Ssiich'uan to Fukien, and in Hainan. Chrysococcyx

tnaculatu.^, the Emerald Cuckoo, a very small bird,

is found in Ssuch'uan and in Hainan. Hierucoccyx

'IMrvfrifiidis, S. China to the Yangtze; U. fii/jieri/-

tlirii', in East C'hina. (,'uiuliis niirroptrrus, the

Indian Cuckoo, occurs in S. China to the Yangtze

\ alley. C mnorin, the Common Cuckoo of

Europe, common all over China. C. saturnlus, the

Himalayan Cuckoo, in all parts of China in .summei'.

V. pidiiicfp/ioliis, a small cuckoo found in S. China

in the summer, to the Yangtze valley.

David et Oustalet : Am Otse/iux de. Id Chine;

(Cuculides).

COCKCHAFER AFFAIR. A lieutenant of

IIM- uuiiliciat ( iHkiliali'r was pelted by villagers

while rowing with some of his men on the river

near Swatow in 1868. He landed, and the villagers

fired at the boat's crew. The fire was returned

and the British then pulled away, but a thousand

villagers intercepted them and wounded eleven at

once by firing from the high banks. The boat

only got past after eleven Chinese had been killed

and many wounded. Being unable to get any
apology through the officials, a small squadron was
sent up the river, H.U.M. Consul Alabaster

accompanying it ; and on January 29, four hundred

and fifty men were landed and burned two villages

with no casualties, and with liUle loss to the

enemy. A Chinese gunboat present tacitly ap-

pro\ed, and the authorities were probably pleased

to have the unmanageable people taught a lesson.

The effect in Swatow was said to be e.\cellent, as

the turbulent villagers had hitherto been regarded

as invincible.

COCKS 4i|!|, /.««</ '•/(/, are supposed, on the

evidence of the ,S/i'i/i Uiii O/iin;/, to protect houses

from fire. The picture of a red cock is therefore

often seen stuck on a house wall. Since ghosts

retire about sunrise it is supposed the cock chases

them; hence it is a potent demonifuge, used at

funerals and weddings : a white cock is put on the

coffin in funeral processions to clear the road of

demons. -Co^f. : Ifcc/iiTc/ics siir Irs Siiperstitiiin.'.

CO HONG, the foreign name for the guild of

merchants at Canton, formed in 1720, no douljt

with official support, superseding the Emperor's

Merchant {'/.v.) who had been appointed in 1702.

The guild proceeded to regulate the prices at which

goods were to be sold to foreign merchants, and

the supercargoes protested and refused to do busi-

I

ness. It was abolished, but almost immediately

revived. In 1755 orders were given that abso-

lutely all trade with foreign ships must be througn

the Guild.

The Co-hong was unmercifully squeezed by the

officials with the result that in 1771, many of

the merchants were bankrupt and it was dissolved.

This was said to be done in the foreign merchants'

interests, and cost them Tls. 100,000. In 1782, a

body of twelve or thirteen merchants was char-

tered called the Hong merchants ; it was the Co-

hong under a new name and is often called hy

the old. It formed the only means by which the

foreign traders could communicate with the

government. The Viceroy both took the Hong
merchants' money and held them entirely respon-

sible for all the foreigners did ; and the foreigners

on the other hand were full of protest and rebel

lion ; the Co-hong was thus between the hanmier

and the anvil. They undoubtedly got their reward ;

it was worth, in one case, an entrance fee of Tls,

200.000 to become a Hong merchant; when Canton

had to jjay a ransom one member of the Co-hong

gave a million taels from his own purse ; and

Ho\v<iUA, the best-known of thcni, estimated his

wealth in 1834 at twenty-si.x million dollars.

These figures show the enormous difficulties un-

der which foreign trade was carried on for a cent-

ury, and indicate one factor among the many

which produced the .so-called Opium War.

The integrity of the dealings between the

Company and the Co hong seems to have been

remarkable, though on the other hand it seems to
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have been common for Merchants to fail for

millions which would then be repaid in instalments

without interest.

The Nanking Treaty abolished the system

and repaid to British subjects three niillion dollars

owing by insolvent Hong Merchants.

Eames : The Englkh in China; Morse : In-

ttnuiiiiiniil re'.ations of the Chinac F.mjiirf

;

f^TTEL : Europe in China.

COLAO (or Ko laol. See OkiikI Hci:iflaiij.

C0LLE3GE, THOMAS R., a surgeon of the

East India Company, who, in 1827 opened at his

own e.xpense an Ophthalmic Ho.'spital in Macao.

After the first year the expense was met by the

foreign community. It was the first institution for

the relief of indigent natives which was supported

by voluntary contributions of foreigners, though

some medical work among Chinese had been done

in 1805 by Mr. Alexander Pearson and in 1820

by Mr. Livingstone, . both surgeons of the East

India Company. In 1818 he became with Drs.

Parker and Brtdcman the founder of the Medical

Missionary Society in China, the first such Society

to be formed. He was President of it for forty

years.

Chinnery painted a picture representing him
engaged in his good work. He died in England

in 1879. See Parker, Peter.

COLLIE, DAVID, of the London Missionary

Society, sailed from Portsmouth on November 8,

1821, and reached Malacca on June 26, 1822, having

delayed two months in Madras where Mrs.

Collie died. In 1827 he became Principal of the

Anglo-Chinese College. The next year his health

gave way as the result of heavy work, and he was

sent to Singapore, but died on the way, when only

one day at sea, February 27, 1828. His works in

English are (1) .-l»i .Abridr/enient of Sacred History,

.Malacca, 1826, written for the use of the students

in the College, (2) The Chi-nene CIa.<<.nral wdrk.'s,

common?!/ ealleil the foiir Booh.i, trons^aterl and

iUiii'trated with notes, Malacca. 1828; this work

was published after his death.

(Wylie) : Memorial.-' of /'roli'.-^lnnt .Vi«.-i(i«

arie.' to the Chini.<c.

COLLINSON, SAM. .<ep S,-„;,-/:o./inh.-i».

COLQUHOUN, ARCHIBALD ROSS, was
born in March, 1848. off the Cape of Good Hope.

In 1871 he entered the Indian Public Works
Department. In 1881-82 he travelled from Canton

to Bhamo, seeking the best route for a railway,

and wrote the account of the journey in Acrosn

Chrijee. He has been Tima correspondent in the

Far East and elsewhere, and has travelled much in

all parts of the world. His publi.shed works are

numerous; those connected with China are Acronii

Chryse, 1883; Amongst the Shan.', 1885; Report on

Itriilwuij Commvnicatiiin/ heti'M-cti India and China

(joint author), 1885; China in Transformation,

1898; The " Overland " to China. 1900.

He died December 18, 1914.

COLUMBAE, The Order of birds which

includes the Pigeons and Doves. The following

are the species known in China. Treron nipalensin,

in Hainan. T. formofae, in S. Formosa. Spheno-

cercn.' fororiu.--, in Formosa, and at Shaweishan.

Usinotreron hicinctn, in Hainan. Carpophnga aenca,

the Green Imperial Pigeon, and C. gri.seicapilla,

both in Hainan. Vendrotreron hodgsonii, the

Speckled Wood-Pigeon, in W. Ssiich'uan in the

moimtains. .ihocomy-s pvlchricoIli.<, the Ashy

Wood-Pigeon, in the interior of Formosa. Columba

intermedia, the Indian Blue Rock-Pigeon, in the

northern half of China. C. rupcstris, the Blue

Hill-Pigeon, the commonest species in the north

and west of China. C. punicea. Hainan. Macro-

pijgia tuxalia, the Bar-tailed Cuckoo-Dove, in

Mu-p'in and N.W. Fukien. and .1/. minor in Hainan.

Chalruphaps indica, the Bronze-winged Dove, in

Hainan, Formosa, Yiinnan and W. Ssiich'uan.

'I'lirtvr orientali^. the Eastern Turtle-Dove, Formcsa,

all China and Mongolia. T. chinensin. Central and

South China, Formosa, Hainan. T. risoriitu, the

Indian Ring-Dove, N. China, occasionally on Yang-

tze and in Fukien, the borders of Mongolia, and

S. Shensi. T. hiniiiU.<, the Red Turtle-Dove, S.

China.

David et Oustalet : Lcs Oiaeaux de la Chint.

COMMERCIAL PRESS, THE, .i printing firm

establislipd ill .Shaii,i,'hai in 1896 with a couple of

presses. It began later to publi.sh school text-books,

and was registered in the Board of ( 'ommerce as a

limited Company, tne of the first of such institutions

in China. It is a purely Chinese business, with

a capital of two million Mex. dollars. Its total

number of employes is 2.800, and these are treated

on Christian principles ; meals, hosjiital, savings

bank, .Sunday rest, etc., etc., being all features of

the firm's policy. The founders were Christian

men, the management is done in a Christian .spirit,

and one of the rules of the Company is never to

pnlili.sh anything of an anti-Christian character.

COMPAGNIE DE LA CHINE, LA, a Com
panv V ith the monopoly of French trade with

China. There were three of these Companies

formed one after the other. The first was founded

in 1660 by the efforts of a Rouen merchant named
Fermanel. The rules stated that the principal

idea of the Society was to facilitate the passage

of bishops appointed by the Pope for the"conver-

sion of China. The king, Loi'is XIV, under

Mazarin's influence, encouraged the enterprise by

the promise of prizes to returning .'^hips, but there

do not seem to have been issued any letters-pat-
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ent. The Fronde, however, and the war with

Spain had made money scarce, the necessary cap-

ital was not to be got, and the Society 's'lirnnoiiit

foiite de copitaux.'

After the return of the Amp/iitrile (q.v.) from

her first voyage to China, a second 'Company of

China' was established and registered on Novem-
ber 9, 1700. and in October 1705, letters-patent

were obtained. After a short e.\istence, embit-

tered by many disputes and a great lack of pro-

fits, the king took from the Society its monopoly

in 1711.

In 1712 a ne^' Company was formed, named,

like the second one, the Compagnie Royale de la

Chine, and the next year letters-patent were issued

establishing the Society's monopoly for fifty years.

The Company was, however, killed the very ne.xt

year by the protectionist policy of the government,

for its ships returned loaded with silk to find

that in their ab.sonce a decree had been issued to

forbid the import of silk. The Company was

later amalgamated with the C'ompagnie de I'lnde.

Madrolle : Les I'remiers Voyages franfau

(I In Chine; Belevitch-Stankevitch : /.'• (toiii

C'/iin'ii.< rn Frnnrr.

COMPOUND, the term generally used for the

walled enclosure within which foreigner.* live. The
derivation of the word is uncertain, but it may
come from the Portuguese cnmjmnhn.

COMPRADOR E, f{ j^ moi pun, negotiator of

purchases; from Portuguese rm/iprnr, to buy. The
term for the Chinese agents nsed by foreign

merchants to do their buying and selling.

CONCESSION, a piece of ground leased by

the t bii]i.-c lu a foi'cign government and sub-let

t<j western merchants ; while a Settlement is an

area within which western merchants may lease

land directly from the Chinese owners—which is

generally done by perpetual lease. In either case

it is understood that the police control shall be in

the hands of the foreign power : a right which the

powoi- delegates to a Munici])al Council.

Bol'RNE : III port uf the Mi-sion to (y'liiiin of llie

lilm khiirn Vhniiiher iij Cominerre, p. 15.

CONCUBINE ^ c/rie/i. Concubinage is

leiiigniM',! liy ( hiriese law, the issue taking rank

after that of the wife ^ c/i'i. The concubines'

children treat the wife as mother, monrning at her

ileath for the full period of 27 months ; while the

real mother if she dies before the wife, may only

be mourned for 12 months. Imperial concubines

were termed i/iiiiii-/ /.-ii-i/ei J^ i'{ <r|l if of the first

rank. I,iii i fil for the second, f'i for the third. /<'/«

flK fiM til,- fuiirtli an.l Inn j,„ ju y^ f„r the fifth.

CONFUCIANISM is that body of teachings

<ulled by CoNKl'cirs from the more ancient sages

uf l.'hina, which was commended and enforced bv

his teaching and e.\ainplc, handed down by his

immediate disciples, consolidated by Mencius, and

cast into its present form by Chu Hsi, and which

has ever since been the orthodoxy of the race.

It is spoken of both as a religion and a philosophy.

Most foreign critics, and some Chinese, deny that

it is a religion ; and as it discourages all belief in

a Personal God, does not use prayer except to

" inform " the spirits of important events, and

leaves personal immortality out of its scheme,

except in so far as ancestral rites are concerned,

Confucianism can hardly be called a religion in the

Western sense of the word.

There are, however, points in the teachings of

Confucius and Mencius which might have develop-

ed s:uch a religion. For example, there is evidence

in the AnaUrts that Heaven was not an impersonal

term to Confucius, that prayer was resorted to by

him, and that his cautious attitude towards the

" spirits " was based on reverence and a sense of

limited knowledge, rather than on doubts of a

future existence. Whatever may have been his

view of their meaning, he is very insistent on the

importance of sacrificial rites to the spirits of the

dead.

In any case, Confuciani.sni ha.= at least been

for millions a substitute for religion.

Again, Confucianism has been described as a

philosophy; and it is true that by the Sung scholars

a cosmogony, based on the / Chimj. was carefully

thought out, and incorporated with the more

practical doctrines. But neither a .system of

Philosophy nor a Religion was what Confucius

had at heart ; he was interested in one philosophical

subject only. Ethics, and chiefly with Ethics as

applied to the art of government ; and though in

the course of ag^s his cult has changed considerably,

it has never departed from the Master's central

idea. The sy.stem of public examinations in vogue

till recent years made proficiency in his teachings,

or rather, a close knowledge of his books, the sole

requirement for holding office; and Confucius

himself spent the best part of his life at courts

trying to influence the rulers, devoting himself to

teaching his pupils the art of government, only

after he failed in this.

There is historical evidence that with the rise

of the Chou dynasty, came a gradual cleavage in

the ancient thought of China. The main division,

more akin to Taoism, was inclined to the Shang

dynasty, while the smaller division, which was to be

by far the more important, received the support of

Confucius, (whose favourite hero was Cuou KuKO),

and was greatly developed through him.

In his day. the Empire was in confusion, the

central government weak and the feudal lords in

perpetual strife. Confucius' remedy for the ills of

the time was education; not a universal education.
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liut tliat of (jitUed inoii, and «veii these were to be

educated in the first phice us officials.

His ideas finally prevailed, but not without

encountei'ing grave opposition, both in the "Burn-
ing of the Books" and from rival theorists. Taoist

teachers, and such vigorous thinkers as Mo Tzu,

HsiiN Tzu and Yang Tzi disputed with the

orthodox Confucianists ; Buddhism, Mohammedan
ism, and in later years, Christianity, set up rival

systems, and all had considerable success. Yet all

put together had but little effect on China comi)ared

with the cult of Confitiits, which is a wonderful

reflex of the typical Chinese mind, with its dislike

of metaphysics and its common-sense view of

morality. This, with the moral eminence of the

Sage himself, accounts for its becoming supreme.

(.'oNFUCius left no exact or ordered statement

of his doctrines, his one original work being the

V/i'mi c/i'iii, the Annals of his native State. His

followers collected his teachings in an unsystematic

way, and also handed down the classics he had

edited. As against occultism, and magical arts,

Confucius emphasized the near and the every day

duties ; but apparently accepted without question

the cosmogonicai ideas of the ancients, their system

of divination and their sacrificial customs, from the

sacrifice to Heaven or Shang Ti performed by the

Emperor, down to the ancestral rites of the

humblest pea.sant. It was left for later generations

to systematize the cult, and considerable changes

took place, though the intention was merely to

expound the ancient doctrine.

Confucianism as we have it is a noble and .self-

consistent body of ethical doctrine based on the

following jjrinciples :

—

i. The Universe is regulated by an Order

which is moral in its essence, ii. Man is the crown

of things, the universe in liltiv, and as such is

morally good by nature, with Heaven-conferred

power to remain good, free-will being taken for

gi anted. This doctrine is implicit in pre-Confucian

teachings, was re-.stated by Mencius, and is a chief I

cornerstone of Chinese thought, in spite of
|

Hsiin Tzu who maintained that human nature is

evil, and Yanc Hsiuno, who held that it has both

good and evil elements. Mencu's (like Bishoj)

HuTLEii) believed that man has egoistic and altruislic
j

elements, both i/ootl. iii. Men do wrong (1) :

through lack of knowledge and (2) from the force
i

of bad example, iv. The remedies are therefore
i

education and good example. The former is

difficult to acquire, and only the few can have it,

but if these few are the officials, they will, besides

governing well, also furni.sh the examples necessary

for the common people, v. The education necessary

for officials is both inward and outward ; the

individual must rectify l^m.^elf before he can

rectify others. The outward means of development

are (1) the all-sufficient teachings of the ancients,

learnt by heart and exhaustively studied, and (2)

a close attention to all the sacrificial ceremonies

and rules of decorum for social intercourse, extend-

ing to the most meticulous care about small things,

even in solitude. (See Analects, Book X, for the

Master's punctiliousne.ss). With this may be com-

pared I^ascal's dictum that a strict observance of

all the Church rituals is finally conducive to Christ-

ian faith and piety, vi. The inward means to be

employed is a constant reverence for one's own
nature as a moral being, with special emphasis on

watclifulness over self in solitude when ordinary-

inhibitions are absent. This acting in secret as

though there were witnesses is " Sincerity " as

taught in the Doctrine of the Menn. vii. As to

the contents of goodness, (a) the fundamental virtue

is Jen {z , for which our terms kindness, bene-

volence, sympathy, fellow-feeling, etc., give far

too poor a connotation. It is rather the " Love
which worketh no ill to his neighbcur.'' Such

words are hard to define, and have many uses,

and so we find that Ji'n is sometimes used for the

foundation virtue and sometimes for its various

manifestations in conduct. As elaborated by

Mencius, it is the altruistic side of human nature

working spontaneously, (b) The second great virtue

is / ^, justice or righteousness, which is the

checking of the egoistic impulses when required in

the interests of altruism, (c) The third is Li jp9.

very inadequately translated by "propriety" ; the

proper performance of ceremonies and rules of

decorum which have both subjective and objective

value, (d) The fourth is Chih ^, intelligence, power

of sound judgment and discrimination. These four

are Mencius' elaboration of the C of C'ONFUCitts.

(e) A fifth, Ilfin •^, fidelity to one's word, faith-

fulness, has been added, and the five together make
up the Wu ch'oitfi %'^ , the five vh-tues, which

comprise the whole duty of man, and are the moral

counterpart of the five elements, ^ fj . The
Ccnfucian claim is that when a. man educated

in the above way takes office he will be able to

" renovate the people," while if the times are out

of joint and office becomes intolerable he has a

fountain of strength in himself and can " go hia

w.\v alone."

The comparison of such a moral system with

that of Stoicism has often been made. Its limit-

ations are also obvious. Confucius did not diagnose

correctly the moral situation of man. The problem

of evil is not faced ; it is scarcely evaded so much

as ignored. Confucianism has also failed to satisfy

the deepest instincts of the human heart, and

Buddhism and Taoism have had to supply the

de.iciency. On the other hand, the morality taught

is high and noble ; the doctrine of the uprightness

of human nature lias made for democracy ; the
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pvils of a priesthood have been avoided, the officials

from the Kmpeior . downward being the priests.

\n divination is jiractised in Confucian temples;

idolatry is discountenanced, even the multiplication

of images of Confucius being discouraged ; while

the insistence on filial piety is the greatest moral

asset of the race. The cult has held together the

Chinese social fabric for ages, and will be one of

the greatest factors in shaping its future.

Sec (,'iiii/iiciii!' ; Minciii.^; I'fiUofuphi), etc.

Legce : Chinese Cla^eia; Faber : .Sy-'fcmtt/iV

Diijrit nf the Doctrines of Confucius, Hongkong,

1875; Mind of Minciu.?; Giles: Confucianiivi

and its Itiiiih ; 1'akker : China and Bcliijion;

Htuilirg in Chinese Religion; Suzuki : History of

Chinese Philosophy. [C.E.C.]

CONFUCIAN TEMPLE, ^ ^\ win mico.

Every town in China must have a temple to the

•Sage—a prefectural city (/«) which is al.so the chief

city of the rhou or hsiin thus possessing two or

three such buildings.

The plan is always the same, three courts in

a south to north direction, except that the third

court in seme cases may be placed cast of the .second.

The main building, the temjjle jjroper, is on the

north side of the second court. The whole

enclosure was left without a south gate until some

student of the district had gained the high place

of rhuiinij yiinn (q.v.) ; this gate when made (and

some other parts of the temple) were only used by

the Emperor or a rhiiiimj yutin. The temple walls

are red ; this, and many other things and names

about the place, recall the Chou dynasty, in which

CoNKurius lived. A careful and clear description

will be found in Watters' book.

Two Confucian temples deserve special men-

lion.—that at Peking where the chief building is

over 80 ft. long with pillars 40 ft. high. In the

court are the famous stone drums {'/.«.). The other

temple is that at Ch'ii-fou, the Sage's home. The
main buildiiig is 70 ft. high and 134 ft. long, and

it has fine pillars of carved marble. There is an

image of Confucius.

Watters : .1 Guide to the Tabbts in a Tem/de

of Confucius; Favier : Pd-iiiij ; Edkins : Visit to

the Home of I'onfurius, Journal. N.C.B.R.A.S.,

vol. viii.

CONFUCIUS, the Latinized form of KuNC
Fu Tzu, the " p..ilosopher K'ung," the name of

China's greatest sage, who has been revered for

ages as the fountain of wi.sdom and virtue. His

ancestry has been traced by cert.iin of his followers

to the semi-mythical Yellow Emperor, B.C. 2700;

and, after the sjjread of liuddhism, a number of

leg'Mids were invented as to the circumstances of

his birth, evidently in imitation of those concerning

BuuuilA. These, however, are generidly discredited

even by the Confucianists themselves. Apart from

these fantasies, it seems that he was of good

pedigree; for he was descended from a half-brother

of the last Sliang Emperor, who had ruled the

feudal state of SungJjJ, with its capital at Kuei-te

fu, in Honan. About two and a half centuries

before Confucius the reigning duke abdicated in

favour of his younger brother ; this compelled tlie

5th generation to follow the custom of founding a

new clan, and taking a new name. The name
chosen was that of K'ung JL. The great grandfather

of the sage moved northward from Sung into Lu, .

ui modern Shantung, to escape from an hereditary

feud, and (,'o.nfucius' father was a military official

of Lu, brave in nature and commanding in person.

This official had had nine daughters by his wife,

and a esippled son by a concubine, and greatly

desiring another son. when over seventy years of

age he married quite a young girl, who bore him

Confucius in the year 551 B.C. at a village called

i§
2[i in the modern district of j0 7/5 , Ssu Shui.

The fatlier died when the son was only three years

old, and the widow removed to Ch'u-fou j^ JfL

in the modern Yen-chou fu. The boy had some

of the characteristics of old men's sons, being very

sober-sided, and finding his chief amusement in

grave imitation of ceremonies, while his favourite

toys were the paraphernalia of the sacrifices. He
was married at 18, and a son was born to him the

ne.xt year. He also had at least one daughter, for

we hear of his giving one in marriage. He is said

to have divorced his wife, but this is not certain.

The son was apparently not very .sympathetic

with his father, whom he predeceased ; he never

became fahiou's, and we know very little about

him; but his son, K'ung Chi iL'I&> better

known as Tzii Ssii ('/''.) was a well-known

teacher and expander of his grandfather's

doctrines. On his marriage, Confucius was given

a small post as keeper of granaries in his native

state, and afterwards became superintendent of

parks and herds. He seems to have then collected

round him a number of pupils, after tlie manner of

the teachers of Greece. He was an ardent student

of History, and visited the Imperial city (then Lo-

yang. the modern Honan fu) to study the archives,

with the declared intention of deducing sound ideas

on the principles and practice of good government.

During this visit an interview is said to have taken

place between Confucius and Lao Tzii, who was

keeper of the archives. The latter delivered

himself of some severe criticism while the former

was nonplussed by the transcendental ideas

Lao Tzu expressed. The whole story of the

interview is discredited, because it rests on the

authority of Chuani: Tzu, who is supposed to have

invented it to glorify Lao Tzu, and belittle

CiNrrcii-s.
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The latter, on his return from Lo-yang,

folhjwed his master, the Duke of l.v, into the

exile which civil war had forced upon him ; but

the next Duke promoted the sage on his return,

time after time, till he became Minister of Justice;

and marvellous accounts are given of the speedy

iniprovemeut in the people's condition and morals

when he held the office. The ruler of the neigh-

bouring state of Ch'i was much alarmed at this

impruvement, and sent the Duke of Lu a number

of beautiful girls and fine horses to divert his mind

froiii his reforms. This proved successful ; so that

at 57 years of age CoNFUCirs left in disgust, and

employed the remainder of his life in what the

modern missionary would call " evangelistic and

literary work." In the former, he met with

ill-success; for though he and his followers visited

many of the feudal courts, to preach his doctrines

.Tiid exhort the rulers to virtue, none would listen,

and at least on one occasion, the sage narrowly

p.«caped with his life. After 12 years of wandering

he returned to Lu to edit the classics of the

pievious ages, and the Five Canons of to-day are

substantially as he left them. With the exception

of some of the Appendices to the / Chiiuj, his one

original work was the # ff^ S/jrimj and Autumn

Jiinal<. a record ofLu, said to have been written

tn .show the necessity of a strong centra! govern-

nient. The rest of his time w-as spent in teaching

his di.^cijiles, who are said to have membered 3000

in all. 76 of whom became his life-long adherents.

The chief of those was Yen Kvi, who pre-deceased

the ilaster. Neither the rulers nor the common

people appreciated Confucius, and he died in

479 B.C., under a sense of failure as regarded his

mission, and of foreboding as to the future of his

country. His death, which was mourned at his

tomb by his disciples for three years, was taken

very quietly by those for whom he had agonized,

though the Duke of Lu built a temple for him,

and instituted sacrifices in his honour which were

continued until the accession of the First Emperor.

The Imperial Government gave no recognition of his

memory until nearly 300 years after his death.

Yet had he not been widely renowned as a sage,

the First Emperor would not have had to "burn

the books." It was the re-discovery of these texts

under the Han dynasty, which gave his doctrines

the place they have ever since held in China.

.Since that time every new line has paid respect

to the memory of CoNFUcres, the Emperor some-

times sacrificing in person at Ch'ii-fou where he

is buried, and bestowing new titles on him ; of

which H |g or Most Perfect Sage, given by the

Sung emperor Ci;kn Tscxg, in a.d. 1012, has been

confirmed by all later rulers.

The sage's personal name must not be pro-

nounced, but "mou" a certain person, substituted ;

nor must it be written in full, one stroke being

always omitted. Not only has Confucius himself

been honoured in every conceivable way short of

absolute deification, but in accordance with Chinese

custom his ancestors have been ennobled, and many
honours and titles have been given to his des

(L.idants. For example, T'ai Tsung in a.d. 979

bestowed po.sthumous honours on the forty-four

generations of the descendants of Confucius, and

exempted descendants in the future from all

taxation. In 1233 the direct male repre.sentative of

the family was given the title of %'^& Wiihhj

Holy Duke; and in 1294, Khubil.^i Khan granted

two estates near the Grand Canal, where it crosses

the borders of Kiangsu and Shantung provinces,

fo:' sacrificial purposes. The place of the hereditary

Duke CoNFUrirs at the Imperial Court was equal

to that of a Grand Secretary, i.e. he " ranked

immediately below the Imperial princes."

At the present time, every city in China, large

or small, has a Confucian temple, at which twice

in the year ceremonies by local officials are per-

formed. It is true that, at the Revolution of 1911,

this worship was for a short time discontinued,

and the study of the Confucian classics was dis-

couraged in the schools. But in June, 1913,

'resident YiiAN Shih-k'ai issued a mandate urging

the study of the classics ; in the next September.

Co.N'Fucius' birthday was celebrated with universal

e.i;hu.=iasm. In February, 1914. the President

issued another mandate urging the nation to pay

the custi.mary honours to the sage, announced that

he would personally do so, and encouraged, but

did not command, the homage customary in schools

to the tablet of Confucius. Officials unwilling or

unable to conduct the cei'emonies were to find sub-

.slitutes, while, as against the Confucian Revivalists

and others, he declared that the ancient rite of

worshipping CoNFUClus /lad notliini/ to do with

Tcli'jiun (tfun'j chiao). See Cotifuciuninm.

Legue : Ohinene 6'/«-<cii:s, vol. i ; Giles : Cuii-

fnriiini''iii iind its l{ic(di<; liioijni/./iirol Dietiomiri/

;

Parker : Htvdies in Chinese Retit/ion; Life, Labours

and Dortrinr of Confuciu.^, Woking. 1897. [C.E.C.]

CONGEE, a word derived from the Tamil

L-anji, and in use all over India for water in which

rice has been boiled. It is met with in early books

about China. The ])roper Chinese would be

;;-/ rhou J^Jjij.

Yri.E : Hobiun-Job^on.

CONGREGATIONAL MISSIONS. Four

Soeretius arc rpjiMrtcd umlpr tl]i> Invading in the

Directory for 1916. They include :

(1) The London Missionary Society, the

pioneer Proteslant Mission in China; (2) The

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions, the pioneer mission of the U.S.A. in
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China
; (3) The Scandinavian Alliance Mission of

North America, working in Mongolia
; (4) The

Methodist Protestant Mission, affiliated with (2).

Sei- unfit r i_nch lilh'.

CONGREGATIONS, MISSIONARY, (Roman
Catholic). The R. C. Missions in China are in

charge of eleven different Congregations, besides

the Macao bishopric which is not directed by a

Congregation.

The following is the complete list, with

statistics for 1916.

Macao bishopric, founded in 1576 as suffragan

of Goa and having China, Japan and Tonkin as

diocese. Its jurisdiction today only e.xtends to the

Colony of Macao, Chaoching fu, part of Timor,

and the Portuguese Missions of Malacca and

Singapore.

There is one Bishop, 57 European and 8 Chinese

priests, and about 40,000 Christians.

Vicars- Priests Christ-

apostolic Eur. Chin. ians

Foreign Missions of Paris 12 376 226 318,973

Franciscans 10 288 141 241,595

Lazarists 10 189 232 529,955

Foreign Missions of Milan 4 105 56 59,160

Scheul Congregation 5 168 46 101,247

Dominicans 2 21 10 59.481

Jesuits 2 178 88 329,363

Seminary of S.Paul of Komel 10 6 14.625

Sttyl Congregation 1 66 17 86.150

Augustinians 1 31 2 7,529

Cong, of S. Francis-Xavier

of Parma 1 12 6,427

Totals, including a Pre-

fecturc-ap. & a Mission 52 1.494 834 1,827,172

There are other Congregations working in

China but not in charge of defined territory, and

there are many Congregations of women. See

separate titles, Liizariftii, Srheut, etc.

De MoinnEV : Le. Ilitrorchie Calholiqur

;

CalendhierAnnvaire, Zikawei, 1917; Les Mis-

sions i>E Chine.

CONON, BISHOP OF. Sec Maifjrot.

CONQUEST ISLAND, a name given to the

island of Chiang Hsin Ssu jI'C>t!^ in the Ou river

opposite Wcnchow.

CONSERVANCY WORKS IN CHINA can

bo divided into two distinct groups, viz :

(a) Works carried out under foreign super-

vision, either the result of treaties between

China and the Foreign Powers or the

initiative of the foreign communities in

treaty ports.

(b) Works carried out entirely without pres-

sure from without, or in other words purely

Chinese works.

17

To the first group belong the Whang-poo Con-

servancy, the Hai Ho Conservancy, the Liao

River Conservancy and the Chefoo Harbourworks.

To the second group belong a number of works,

all very important but so extensive that it would

be impossible here to mention them all. Moreover,

with e.Kception of a few they can, according to our

Western conception of river conservancy along

scientific lines, hardly be called conservancy works.
.

The exceptions are, the Hwai River problem,

the Si-kiang conservancy and the Grand Canal

improvement scheme ; but the remainder, of which

the most important are the Yellow River problem,

the Yangtze, the rivers in Chihii Province, the

Siang Rivor with the Tungting Lake in Hunan,

the greater part of the Grand Canal, are all pro-

blems dealt with in the Clrinese way or in other

words eiftirely void of any rules by which hydraulic

problems are governed. It is a sta'ange fact that

in a country like this with a civilization about

four thousand years old, where more than in any

other part of the world the very existence of a

great part of the population d.pends on the state

of the waterways, so little about the real science

of river impTovement is known. I do not mean
to say that in the old days there was nobody who
had a fair knowledge of elementarj' hydraulic rules,

for many old works still in existence would prove

the contrary, but hydraulics was never taken up as

a science and was consequently never taught. The

reason is that those wca-ks which can be considered

to have been more or less scientifically carried out

were merely the fruit of one man's brain and

with the death of that man his knowledge died with

him and therefore did not serve as a foundation

for future work ; so that later hydraulic engineea'S

could not profit by the experiences of their pre-

decessors. Thus the knowledge of river engineer-

ing remained largely individual and never rose tj

the status of a science born from the experience

of others. Hence also the fact that to the present

day the same methods are adopted as were in use

a few thousands of years ago, and the furthcir fact

that although much energy and money have been

spent conditions have not only remained as they

were but are in most cases even worse. Undoubt-

edly the firm belief that water, instead of being

ruled by natural laws, is subject to the influence

of numerous gods who, in the foi"m of frogs,

snakes, turtles, etc., sometimes show themselves

to us mortals as the Chinese pretend, has made it

more difficult still for river engineering to become

a science. Even one of the first rules of river con-

servancy, namely, " that the improvement of a

river is a problem which cannot be solved effi-

ciently by taking one section of the river in hand

only," has never been understood and we see

therefore invariably that if something is done !o
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a river it is only of a local nature and never

forms a paat of one scheme for the entire river.

The sum contributed by the Central Govern-

ment during the year 1915 to those local works

or Hiver improvement Bureaux as they are called,

amounted to far over three million dollars ; and as

we may safely assume that more than twice that

amount is spent by the local authorities, eithea-

officials or gentry, in addition to what the Central

Government pays, we arrive at a total of at least

ten million dollars for ordinary works only, without

taking into consideration the special grants made
by the Government in case of casualties. As
moreover those works consist exclusively in re-

pairs to dykes but never in training the stream,

in other words, works that do not prevent future

disasters, all the money spent this way is but

dead capital bearing no interest whatsoever. But
if we add to the sum thus spent per annum—prac-

tically uselessly—the millions and millions lost

every year by the ever returning inundations, we
arrive at such an appalling figure of total loss that

it is to the Western trained mind incomprehensible

why other methods than those existing have not

long ago been adopted.

It is fortunate, however, that more enlight-

ened Chinese have felt the necessity of another

policy ; and so we see, first in Kiangsu the Hwai
fiiver Consei'vancy Bureau arise on the initiative

of Chang Chien, 9nd then in Shantung the Grand
Canal Improvement Bureau of which Pan Fti is the

originator. In both Bureaux, the work is carried

on according to the rules which scientific river im-

provement demands. A third instance of modern
methods being adopted is the West River im-

ptovement due to the initiative of the gentry in

Kuangtung under the Directorship of Tan Hsia-

HKNC.

Jloi-eover the Government, at last aware of the

supreme importance of a uniform central conserv-

ancy policy, established in January, 1914, follow-

ing in this the advice of Chang (,'inEN, then Min-

ister of Agriculture and Commerce but also China's

authority on rivers, -a National Conservancy BuTeau,

of which he was appointed Director-General. This

is the first step the Chinese Government took to-

wards an efhcient and systematic solution of perhaps

the most important ])roblem in China. But al-

though the feeling which brought about the

existence of the Bureau was undoubtedly genuino,

the result thus far obtained is not vei'y great.

Not only were the actions of the Bureau curtailed

by lack of funds but what is more serious the

Government has failed to give the Bureau the

assistance which it should have had, so that at

present most of the Conservancy Bureaux in the

different parts of the country still work entirely

independently of the Bureau and go on following

the old methods by which not only millions are

spent in vain but bitter fruits will be harvested

as well. Possibly the Government was and still is in

many instances unable to give assistance because

the very fact that the people at large do 'lot

under.-itand the necessity of expert advice, that

they do not see the necessity for an improvement

according to scientific rules, combined with tlie

great personal interest which they have in a matter

which is to their limited view of such a particular,

private and local nature, bring.? it about that any

interference is looked upon as an infringement on

their rights and is therefore in most cases bitterly

resented. Only a strong government is able to

cope with that evil.

The lack of sufficient support was one of the

reasons that Chang Chien resigned his ofKce, which

was a severe loss. Fortunately, however, the

Bureau found in Pan Fu, appointed in September,

1916, a successor whose energy and keen sense of

the necessity of modern methods of river engineer-

ing and of central supervision promise much for

a final success.

The work of the National Conservancy Bureau

consists in furthering conservancy schemes in the

different pan'ts of the country, in giving advice,

in seeing to it that if works are taken in hand this

is done according to the rules laid down for

scientific river improvement, in short, that no

haphazard methods are followed but that all work

done is subordinate to one general scheme of

improvement. Moreover, the Bureau is collecting

data on the various rivers so as to have, when
the time for an improvement arrives, as much
information as possible on hand, without which

no proper scheme can be made. Apart from this

the Bureau is doing actual work in connection

with the Hwai River Scheme and the Grand Canal

in Kiangsu, for which already extensive surveys

have been made and data collected. Furthermore

the Bureau is connected with the South Grand

Canal Conservancy Scheme in Shantung. The third

work that was mentioned as being based on modern

methods, viz., the Sikiang Improvement Works,

although subject to the Central Government, falls

without the Bureau's influence. As this is in direct

opposition to the main principle, i.e. that in the

interests of an effective conservancy policy all

works should be under one head,—the State, by

means of an organ specially founded for that pur-

pose,—the National ("onservancy, this fact is to

be regretted very much, notwithstanding the happy

fact that the work has fallen into competent hands.

Other works carried out according to modern

methods do not exist; but the Bureau has already

in many instances been able to introduce, be it

as yet to a small degree, many improvements, and

there is no doubt, for the signs are already there,
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that all over the country the old system is mak-
ing place, though reluctantly, for nioie advanced
ideas.

The Hwui Ho Conservancy. The Hwai River

rises in Hunan, drains through various tribut-

aries an area of about 50,000 sijuare miles west of

the Tientsin-Pukow Hailway, then flows eastward

and traversing the Provinces Anhui and Kiangsu
with a very gentle slope reaches finally the Yellow

Sea through the Yangtze. Before 1324 the Hwai
had its own outlet to the sea, but since the Yellow

Hiver usurped its bed, abandoning the same again

in 1853 after having raised it to such an e.\tent

that it is useless as a river bed, the Hwai River

has (luring those si.x centuries as well as possible

emptied its waters into the Yangtze. As the

connections with that stream were however very

imperfect the whole Hwai area has during -that

|)eriod been subject to many serious inundations,

which by their frequency brought the inhabitants to

such a state of destitution that famine belongs in

that region to the common occurrences. The flood

of 1914 devastated an area of 21 hsien and the

total estimated loss of the crops on the land

alone represented a value of over twenty million

dollars (§20,000.000.00). How much more serious

the floods must have been befoie 1853, when
occasionally the Yellow River added its water to

those of the Hwai, is evident, and the deplorable

state of affairs can therefore cause no wonder.

Much has been done to bring relief and the Govern-

ment also spent much money, but never was the

problem properly studied until 1910 when Chang
Chikn, who had always been very interested in

the Hwai River problem, with the aid of the gentry

in the affected area took the first step to an

effective and systematic scheme of improvement.

Fully aware of the necessity of adopting modern
method.s, he established in Kiangsu and Anhui
a Surveying Bureau with a view to surveying the

Hwai River area and to collecting such data as

are necessary for a proper project.

It is on this survey that in the summer of

1914 the Board of Engineers nominated by the

American National Red Cross Society, which for

years past had already done much for relief work,

based their re|)ort on the Hwai River Conser-

vancy Project, in which they recommended the

improvement of the present outlets towai'ds the

Yangtze River.

The region to be benefited is the area south-

west of the old Yellow River bed, bounded on

the west by the Tientsin-Pukow Line, and the

neces.sary works will be only carried out in that

district. The upper Hwai River and its tribut-

aries will not be touched, but they will neverthe-

less profit by the proposed works.

The total area benefited will cover roughly

7,386,000 acres or 44,316,000 mou.

The revenues which will be received annually

accruing from the improvements will amount to :

—

from ta.xes on land §2,136,000.00

from revenues on the Grand Canal

and other canals % 225,000.00

Total $2,361,000.00

The cost of the works is estimated at $60,

000,000.00 not counting discount and interest,

which, if bonds are issued at 90% bearing 5%
interest, would after a six-year construction period

bring the total cost of the project up to $90,000

000.00.

Owing to the European War the agreement

which was in January 1914 enteied into by the

Chinese Government with the American Red
Cross Society, empowering the latter to raise a

loan necessary to carry out the works, and of which

one of the issues was the sending out of the Board

of Engineers above referred to, was in January

1915 extended for a further period of one year,

and in 1916, as the war still lasted, it was extended

again. Up to now no definite settlement has been

arrived at.

The South Grand, Canal Improvement in Shan-

tung. Since the bellow River, having broken

through its north dyke not far from Kai-feng Fu,

flooded the lowlying country in the southwest of

Shantung, and crossing the Grand Canal found an

outlet to the sea by usurping the bed of the Ta-

Ch'ing Ho, the entire drainage system of this low

country became upset. Not only the Ta Ch'ing Ho

—

a branch of the Wkn Ho—lost its free outlet to the

sea, like the Hwai in the south six centuries earlier,

but the Grand Canal and the connections of the

various rivers with the lakes which served in lime

of freshets as storage basins got silted up. The
consequence is that at present every year serious*

inundations occur, which ruin the crops and even

render large areas of land permanently unfit for

cultivation.

Here, as in the Hwai River district, the

Government did much for relief, but no stepS for

a radical improvement were taken until Pan Fu in

the end of 1914 started a Surveying Bureau at

Tsining chou, in order to study conditions in the

way that modern river-engineering demands. Based

on that survey and the data collected it was possible

at the end of 1915 to draw up a general scheme of

improvement, so that early in 1916 negotiations

could be opened with an American contracting firm

for the construction of the necessary works and

the financing of the scheme. The result was that

the firm undertook to float a loan of 3,000,000.

dollars Gold, being the amount necessary for the

I
.-!
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works. The bonds were to be issued at 90% bear-

ing an interest of 7%. When however the con-

tract was finally signed, with the sanction of the

Central Government, in September 1915, Japan

intervened, basing her objections on the Kiau

chow Treaty. At present it seems likely again

that a solution will be found, so that the works,

which will not only benefit Shantung but also

Kiangsu, because they will have a good effect on

the part of the Giand Canal in that Province,

will probably be commenced in the near future.

The funds necessary to cover the loan will be

derived from taxes on the reclaimed lands and tlie

properties benefited by the improvement. As,

according to a conservative estimate, si.x hundred

thousand (600,000) muu of land can be reclaimed

there will be ample funds to pay off the debt and

interest accumulated.

The Si Kiuiuj or the West River Conservancy.

This conservancy was also started at the end of

1914. It comprises the West River in Kuangtung

and its tributaries with a view to prevent the

serious floods which repeatedly take place in that

a-egion. The initiation was by the gentry, leading

merchants and charity institutions who, after the

extraordinary serious flood in 1914 made represent-

ations to the Central Government with the effect

that Admiral Tan Hsia-heng was appointed

Director-General of the Board of Conservancy

Works of Kuangtung. The Board, aware of the

necessity of abandoning the old system of river

conservancy, asked the assistance of a foreign

expert, with the result that early in 1915 a survey

was commenced entirely in accordance with what

scientific engineering demands. This survey, com-

prising the valley of the West River in Kuangtung

Province, its tributa/ry the Kwei Kiang and some

parts of the main river in Kuangsi, was completed

in June, 1916.

The entire river has a catchment area of

' 339,000 square kilometers, its sources are in Yiin-

nan, whence it runs first along the border of Kuei-

chow, then traverses Kuangsi and Kuangtung

where it debouches into the sea.

Based on this survey and the various data

collected the conclusion arrived at was that a

lowering of the high water level in order to

prevent floods is not ju.stificd either from an

economical or technical point of view, but that

the object of flood pi-evention can be obtained by

a dyke system if this is properly constructed and

maintained to a sufficient elevation. The total

outlay necessary for this project is estimated to

amount to 34,000,000.00 Hongkong dollars. About

one third of the work, requiring an expenditure of

11,396,000.00 Hongkong dollars and comprising

the reconstruction of the dyke system of the River

between Kilometer 160 to 304, is proposed to be

done fir.st, divided over a period of six years.

The necessary funds are to be raised in the

Province by way of taxation. A decision has not

at present been taken.

See H uanif //it Conscrvaneij : Chffoo Hfirbimr

Ii'"/7.-.
'

|H. v.D. v.]

CONSOO FUND, THE, was instituted in 1779

to be a reserve for the payment of any Hong
Merchant's liabilities who became bankrupt. To
form it J. tax of three per cent., sometimes raised

to six per cent., was imposed on almost all goods.

V\'hile the foreigner, however, had to bear the full

burden of this tax, the greater part was never

actually jjaid into the Fund, but used by the Hong
Merchants ; while such part as passed to the Fund
was appropriated by the imperial authorities for

all kinds of expenses. When a crisis arose fifty

years later, through the insolvency of the Hong
Merchants, there was nothing left of the Fund.

This was one cause of the first war, and in the

Treaty of Nanking the Chinese Government agreed

to pay three million dollars in settlement of the

Hong Merchants' debts and the Co-hong v\'as

abolished. Eami:s ; Tin- /'ii'/li.<h in Cliinn.

CONSOO HOUSE, Jffjf-^ (/"".'/ hai,<i hui

luiiii, a fine building in Canton, in Chinese style,

owned by the Hong i'lerchaiits {Q.r.) collectively,

and regarded as one of the 'sights' of the place in

old days. It was the Council Chamber for the

Factories up to 1839, and this has misled some

people to suppose that Coiisuo is the Chinese pro-

nunciation of Counril; whereas it no doubt is the

foreign pronunciation of l;un<j so 'J^f^ , or Guild.

The house is still standing, at the top of Old

China Street ; but no early plans of the district

are extant and its reconstruction is therefore

difficult.

CONSTANTINE OF CHINA. See Ileleu,

Enipn ss.

CONSTITUTION, THE. Immediately after

the establishment of the Rejiublic the National

Council at Nanking adopted a Provisional Con-

stitution (March 10, 1912). By Art. 53 a National

Assembly was to be convened within ten months,

which should adopt a Constitution. Till that Con-

stitution was promulgated the Provisional Con-

stitution was to have full force.

The National Assembly was elected in Decem-

ber. 1912. A year later the President dissolved the

Kuoniin tang, and thus destroyed parliamentary

government by making a quorum unobtainable.

The President then created the Political Council

lkfh'& M ^'*f n.7 '"^'^ ^"' ' appointing the members

himself. This recommended the establishment of

an elected assembly, the Constitutional Council

S^J ft '& sJS
^'" f" '"" '• This was stated by the

J'rcsident to be the organ for the amendment of the
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Provisional Constitution. In six weeks, on May 1,

191-1, it produced the Constitutional Compact, or

Amended Provisional Constitution.

On the death of Yii.\N Shih-kai in 1916, the

country fell back on the Provisional Constitution of

the 1st year ; while Parliament has been making

the new Constitution ever since.

In criticising these Constitutions, or others

still to be made, it should be borne in mind, not

only that the masses have never been educated to

appreciate constitutional government, but that the

(-'onstitutionmakers themselves have mostly had

no great experience cf such government even in

foreign lands. The results must be largely

academic, experimental and unsatisfactory. See

(joccrniiient.

China Year Hook ; . China Mission Yeau
Book ; National Hkview. ,Jiily 1, 1916.

CONSULATES GENERAL. There are se-

ven British Consulates-general in China—Canton,

t"heng-tu, Hankow, Mukden, Shanghai, Tientsin

and Yiinnanfu. Under each of these names will

be found the chronological list of tlmsc who have

held the post.

CONTENDING STATES. .See Fijhtin.j

.Slillis I'.rintl.

CONVENTION CURRENCY, the proper

name tor tlie ."sliaMgliai tael, the convention being

that at .Shanghai 98 taels by weight on the scales

settle a liability of 100 taels in money of account.

See Tail.

CONVENTION OF CHUENPI. .See Chi„^n-

pi ('"lirrnfiifli.

COOLIE. The origin of this word is variously

given, i, Hindi, Koli, a race in India; ii, Tamil,

hull, wages; iii, Turkish, Kuli, a slave. The

name given by foreigners to Chinese labourers,

navvies, menials, etc

COOLIE TRADE. Macao was the head

<|uartcrs of this infamous trade, though Hongkong
for a time had a share in spite of various regulations

against it. The Hongkong traffic was finally stopped

in 3855 by the l'/iinri>f /'im.iriir/ers Ail, (18 & 19

\'v. cap. civ). Coolies were at first easily hired for

Cuba, Peru and elsewhere at four dollars a month,

but in time the demand was far greater than the

supply. Kidnapping was then resorted to, and a

Commission which reported after careful enquiry,

found that the majority of the coolies in Cuba had

been 'decoyed abroad and not legitimately induced

to emigrate.' The Portuguese rulers of Macao
were very unwilling for investigations to be made,

but as the result of urging by the British govern-

ment after the Commission in 1873, they finally

do.sed the 'barracoons' where the coolies had been

confined before shipment, and the trade ended in

1875. During the 25 years it had continued about

half a million coolies were taken away. Though
called 'contract emigration' it was pure slavery and

reproduced all the horrors of the slave trade,

especially with respect to the treatment of the

coolies on board ship, their sufferings and high rate

of mortality.

EiTEL : Europe in China; Williams : Middh'

Kin'jdoiit 25 25.

COOPER, THOMAS THORNVILLE, a

Briton, born in 1839, who in 1868 travelled

to the eastern border of Tibet and lieard of

a road which, however, he was not able to

traverse, running from Batang to a town on

the head waters of the Brahmaputra. Peturning

to Shanghai he attempted in 1870 to cross from

Calcutta.' In 1878 he was murdered at Bhamo by

j

his escort.

I He published Juurnid of Ocerlmtd Jiiiirnei/

' from C/iinu towards I/idia, Calcutta, 1869; Travels

of a Plonirr of Commerce in Piijldil and Petlicoals.

COPPER. See MineraU.

COPPERAS. See Mineral.

CORDIER, HENRI, was born .it New
Orleans. U.S.A., on August 8, 1849, and was
educated in Paris. After some time in London he

reached China in 1869 and stayed there till 1876.

On his return he was attached to Giquel's special

mission. In 1881 he received his appointment to

the Paris School of Oriental Living Languages
(Ecole dc.1 lanr/ues orient(di's Virantfs) wliere he has

remained ever since. He has been President of the

.Soriele de (iemjrajjhie, Member of the Societi Asia-

ti'iue. Member of the Instilut de France, etc., etc.

! He has written so much on Chinese subjects

that it is impossible to attempt any list of his

works. .Students will always be grateful to him
for his Uibliotheca Sinicn (q.v.) and for the T'ovnij

Pao, a review which he created and which he still

edits. His Histoire des Relations de la Chine avec

les Puissances occidenlales is a valuable work ; it is

frequently referred to in these pages.

CORMORANT FISHING is carried on in

ma!iy paits ni (liina. friiUi ( aiiton to Shantung.

The practice was mentioned by Odouk" at the

beginning of the fourteenth century. The birds

are all reared in captivity, the eggs being hatched

under a hen. The price of a bird before being

trained is, or was, from three to ten shillings; the

value is perhaps trebled after training. They are

taught by being driven into Water, with a string

attached to a leg, live fish being then thrown in

for them to pursue, and they learn to go an<l

rnme at different calls. A string is always fixed

round the throat while thpy fish, to prevent the

prey being swallowed. Their fishing days last for

about five years, after which they become old and
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sulky. The fisherman sits in his boat or raft with

perhaps a dozen birds perched on the edge of the

craft or diving at his signal. Descriptions may

be found in scores of books of travel, such as

Kortune's, Gordon Cumming's, etc.

CORWORANTS. See Sfeganopodes.

CORNELIAN ^Jg. There are mines, now not

worked, in Ka.st Manchuria and elsewhere; but

most is imported from India, etc.

It is made into beads, buckles, ear ornaments,

etc., and e.xported from Canton. The best are

flawless and bright-red, others reddish-yellow.

The stones themselves are amber, red, and white.

CORUNDUM STONE. Found near Tengyueh

(Yunnan), ami ust-d in the cutting of the local

jade-stone, which is polished by means of copper

discs sjirinkled with corundum powder and revolved

vertically by a treadle.

CORVINAE. This subfamily includes the

(.'rows, iNla.u'pies, Jays, Nutcrackers and Choughs.

Those found in China are all resident species, with

the exception of the Eastern Carrion Crow, the

daurian and black Jackdaws and the Nutcrackers.

Corvus corax is found all the year round in

Mongolia, and in winter it comes down into Chihli

province. D.wiD says that in Peking this bird is

known as Ta-tzu kuan-ts'ai ^-f-'^iM o'' Tartars'

coffin, because it helps to devour the corpses which

the Mongols expose instead of burying. C. Irvail-

lunti is found all over China, generally in inhabited

regions ; in Peking, where it is abundant, it does

good work as a scavenger. C. oricntalis, is the

far-eastern race of the Carrion Crow of Europe;

it differs from ('. levaillanti in having a much less

powerful beak and in the metallic reflections of

its plumage being purple instead of green. It is

found on migration on the China coast and was

seen by Swinhoe in the Nan chao Islands south

ot China. C torquutus is one of the most charac-

teristic of Chinese birds, most abundant in the

.southern provinces but found all over China except

in the mountains.

Fniijilegvs jimtinotor, the East Asian Rook

;

Lycos (lauricnf, the Eastern Jackdaw ; L. ncr/lectxts,

closely allied to the European Jackdaw ; Fregilua

ijrfifulus : F. hrachypua Swinhoe, a short-footed

variety of the common Chough ; Niicifraga leptor-

rlii/nchiiK B\. and N. fieiiiispila with the Magpie, the

Azure-winged Magpie, three Jays, two Tree Pies,

three Urori.iKue are other species of this sub-family

found in China, with Xucifraga iiw.ilotii in Formosa.

David et Odstalbt : Les Oiseaux de la Chine.

COSMAS, the first Greek or Roman writer

who speaks of China in a matter-of-fact way. lie

wrote between 530 and 550 a.d., and appears to

have been an Alexandrine Greek. In his earlier

life he had been a merchant, and had visited the

Persian Gulf and Ceylon, and was therefore called

Indicopleustes. He became a monk later, and

wrote a Universal Christian Topography. In

the book are some references to China, under the

name Tsinista.

YcLE : Cathay and the Way Thither, vol. i,

p. 25.

COTTON ijf^ 1[^ mien hua, from Gossypium

hcrhaceuiit. Cotton and cotton fabrics appear to

have first reached China from Central Asia, as the

earliest Chinese name for them fl*, or & ^ po ot

pat tieh is certainly from one of the Turki languages.

A later term was hu pei "fi^ or chi pei ^ ^
which is the Malay word kupas. Other terms came

into use later, and the present names of the cotton

shrub, mien, and of cotton, mien hua seem to have

been coined after the introduction of cotton cult-

ivation and spinning into China in the fourteenth

century. Until then most cotton, both raw and

manufactured, was imported from Hainan and

Indo-China, though some cotton fabrics came from

Java, Borneo, India, Persia and even Asia Minor.

Cotton is grown chiefly in the Yangtze and

Yellow River basins and in Chekiang province.

(.'ultivation is increasing in Shansi, which is a

promising area. The amount produced was roughly

estimated at 400,000 tons in 1908, but since then

there has been a considerable increase, and the

crop in 1916 is estimated at nearly 500,000 tons.

Although shorter in staple than Indian cotton, the

Chinese product is whiter and better prepared.

The Shcnsi cotton is the best in China, being derived

from American seed. Shantung cotton is prized for

medicated cotton on account of its whiteness. In

the Yangtze belt the plant is sow^n in the spring

and harvested in autunni. but in Chihli it is sown

in November and picked in September. The
average yield is said to be forty pounds per mov.

The people of China dress in cotton from head to

foot, even their shoes being made of many layers

of cotton. Other uses are for bed curtains and

coverlets, mattresses, portieres, awnings for stalls,

sails and boat-awnings. Attempts to introduce

American seed have not met with success, as the

cotton deteriorates in a few years. There is much
room for improvement in the selection of seed and

methods of cultivation.

The principal centre of cotton manufacturing

is Shanghai, where there are (1916) 23 mills ; in

the cotton district of Kiangsu there are 15 more

(at Haichow, Wusieh, etc.), and in Chekiang

several others. The Hankow-Wuchang mills are

also important. There are now upwards of 70

modern mills in China; the production of yarn and

cloth is rapidly increasing ; and in 1916 the Indian

and Japanese yarn imports were sensibly affected
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by Uiis increase. It is interesting to record that

the first cotton mill project was started in 1878 by

the Shanghai Cotton Manufacturing Company :

building was begun, but, owing to official oppos-

ition and intrigue, the project hung fire until 1889,

when work commenced ; in the following year

Chanu Chihtung opened a factory at Wuchang,

and following the Treaty of Shimonoseki (1895),

which gave to foreigners the right to engage in

manufacturing industries in China and to import

machinery, development was rapid. Cotton, which

at that time cost Hk.Tls. 12 per picul, has now

almost doubled in price ; unfortunately adulteration

by watering was for years the bane of the trade

;

but in 1911 a Cotton Testing House was set up in

Shanghai, which rejects all cotton containing more

than 15% of water. The e.xport, which was

726.000 piculs in 1915, ro.«e to 851,000 j)iculs in 1916.

Chinese cotton is only J inch to J inch in staple,

and, used alone, is only suitable for spinning low

counts. Imported cotton has therefore to be mi.\ed

with it, and this increased from 364,000 piculs in

1915 to 407,000 piculs in 1916.

It is estimated that there are now in China,

1.250,000 spindles, turning out nearly three hundred

million pounds of yarn, and about 5,000 looms,

producing over fifty million yards of cloth per

annum. The export of raw cotton in 1916 was

pels. 851,037, value Hk.Tls. 17,091.973; and the

nnport of cotton goods Tls. 136,679,386.

IIiiiTH and RocKHILL : Chao Julnm. [N.S.]

COUNCIL OF STATE. .See Grand Counril.

COUNTRY SHIPS were those English ships

which sailed between India and China, not belong-

ing to the Kast India Company, but sailing under

its licence and general control.

COUPLET, PHILIPPE, ffifflg! Po Yimj

li, a .Jesuit missionary, one of an interesting group

that sailed together, Vbubiest, de Eougkmont and

i)K. DouviLi.K being the others. He was born in

1623 at Malines. He reached China in 1658. In

1680 ho was sent by his superiors to Europe, partly

to get recruits for the mission, and partly to en-

lighten the Pope in the matter of the Chinese rites.

While in Eurojje he published the large work en-

titled Confucius Sinarum 1'hilosophii.i, containing

translations of the Ta IJsiieh, Chvny Yung and Lvn
};/. ConxET was only editor of the volume, the

names of I'P. iNToiiCErrA, Hi;im)Tiiiitit and i>E

PornE.MoNT apjicaring with his own on the title

page. He also issued a most useful list, fir.st in

Chinese and then in Latin, of the members of the

S(jcicty of Jesus working in China. This Cula-

Idijui, after passing through many editions, became

the valuable but now unobtainable Cala'ogus Pn-

trum issued by P. Pjistek in 1873. Sec Jeiuit.'.

He started back to China in 1692, but during

a storm was crushed and killed by a falling box.

CoRBiER : Nouvaaux MHanges Orientmtx 1886

p. 411 ; BosMANS : Vcrbient; Louvain, 1912.

COURT DIALECT. The dialect of Peking,

also called Mandarin and hnan hnn. See Mcmdarin
dialed.

COURTEENES, WILLIAM, Sir, obtained

from King Charles I a licence to fit out a com-

mercial expedition to China, in spite of the the-

oretical monopoly of the East India Company. To
him belongs the credit of initiating English trade

with China. The expedition was commanded by

John Weddell (q.r.).

CoTjRTEENEs' Association was amalgamated

with thejT'ompany in 1649.

Kamks : The Eiu/U^h in China.

COURT GAZETTE. See Gazette, J'eL-li,,/.

COURT OF FOREIGN CONSULS, THE,
was established in 1869 in Shanghai by a Memor-

andum signed by the Ministers of Great Britain,

Prussia, France, Russia and the United States,

and published with the revised Land Regulations

which came into force that year. The Memorandum
says the Court is to be "established at the begin-

ning of each year by the whole body of Treaty

Consuls," its function being to enable individuals

to sue the Municipal Council.

It consists of three Treaty Consuls chosen annu-

ally by the Consular body.

!Maclellan : The Story of Shanghai.

COUVADE, the extraordinary but widespread

eu.stom of the husband taking to bed when the wife

gives birth to a child. It is found amongst

aborigines in Kueichou, and Marco Polo Bk. ii,

Ch. 50 records it of people on the borders of Tibet.

COUVREUR, SERAPHIN, a French Jesuit

in the S.E. Chihli Mission. He was born on Jan-

uary 14, 1835, entered the Society (m September 23,

1853, and arrived in China on April 30, 1870.

He has prepared many valuable works, includ-

ing Dictionaire. classiquc de la langve ehinoise (in

order of radicals) ; the same under the phonetics

;

Prlii Dirtionnaire Chinois-fran^ais (radical order) ;

Dirlionarium sinieolatinum ; Guide de la convcT-

salion (French-English-Chinesc) ; Choix de Pncu-

mcnl* (Chinese text with French and Latin trans-

lation) ; also the Four Hooks, the Shu rhing, Shih

rhing and Li rhi, text, French and Chine.se Irans-

l.ilion. and notes.

COVID, a corruption (probably Indo-Portu-

guesc) of the Portuguese covado, a certain measure

of length. In European settlements both in India

and China, the word was formerly in connnon use.

In China it will now only be met with in reading
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works of the early jiai't of the last century. It was

used for various lengths in different districts ; in

one place it is defined as thirteen inches. Giles

gives it as equal to 14.1 inches English.

Yi'LE : Hobson Jubfon; Giles : Glossary of

Jlrferciicv.

COWRIES, -shells found (amongst many places)

ill the I'escadores and, according to Fauvel, tin

the Shantung coast. They have been used in many

parts of the world as the medium of e.xchange, but

perhaps in China earlier than elsewhere. They

were so used by pre historic aborigines, and were

continued as currency among the Chinese till

interdicted in Ch'in ^ 338 B.C.

The peculiar Chinese coins called Ant's nose

money and Ghost's head money (see A'umifmatics)

are also called Huo pei ch'ien ^0,11, and name

and shape indicate that these metal coins were

meant to be instead of the cowry money. The date

of the coinage according to Lacouperie is about

600 B.C. and the place the kingdom of Ch'u.

Cowries are worn as ornaments by Li-ssu women

on the Tibetan border, which suggests to Kingdon

Waui) a connection between these people and a sea-

faring folk ; but it is perhaps only a survival of

a custom common when cowries were the currency.

Lacouperie : Metallic Cowries of Aiicie7it

Cliinii. .Journal, R. A. Soc., vol. xx, part 3;

Watm) : Thi Land of the. lihic Poppy, p. 142.

CRANES. See Grallae.

CRATEROPODINAE, a large subfamily of the

Crntcropodidae. (O.vtes, Fauna of India, Birds,

vol. I). It includes the Laughing-Thrushes,

Scimitar Babblers, and many of the Babblers. In

the genus Pnnidtiirhiiuis the bill is much com-

pressed, is slender and much curved downwards;

the birds are called Scimitar Babblers. P.

erytlirocnemis lives in the interior of Formosa.

/*. (irariviix is found in the mountains of S. Shensi

and N. Ssuch'uan, and on the Hupei—Hunan

border. It is said to be kept in the house in some

districts to destroy parasitic insects. P. swiiihoci

lives in the wooded hills from Fukien to South

Anhui. P. musiciis is a Formosan species, described

by SwiNHOE in Journal. X.O.Ii.P.A.S., (1860). /'.

niyroslellalus is found in Hainan. P. stridulus

SwiNH. is found in Fukien, and P. styani Seebohm

on the Lower Yangtze. Plerorhinus davidi was

discovered by David in Chihli, and is very common

in the Western Hills near Peking; it is also found

in Manchuria and in S. Shensi. Babax lanceolatus

is common on the highest wooded hills of Mup'in.

Ssuch'uan, and is rare in southern Shensi. It

has been taken once near Foochow. Trochalo-

pleron taivanum is only found in Formosa,

where it is very wide-spread, in mountains

and plains alike. Dryovasirs chinrnsis, the Black-

throated Laughing-Thrush, seems to be confined

to the borders of Tonkin and China. I), perspicil-

latus is a large species found in S. China and S.

Shensi, mostly in cultivated land near human
habitations. D. poecilur/iyiiclia belongs to Formosa.

D. sannio, the While-browed Laughing-Thrush,

is widely spread in the southern provinces, especi-

ally to the west. D. castonotis, Garrulax monachus,

G. se.mitorqitata, and G. schmackeri are only found

in Hainan, where they are resident. G. albigularis,

the White-throated Laughing-Thrush, occurs in

the wooded mountains which separate Ssuch'uan

from Tibet and Kokonor. G.rnficeps is a variety

of the last-named species, found in Formosa. G.

picticollis was discovered by Swinhoe in Chekiang

and is found from Fukien to South Anhui.

C'indosoma lunidatum was discovered by David

in W. Ssijch'uan ; it has since been found in Mu-
p'in, W. Kokonor and even S. Shensi. C. maximum
is a large bird, found only within narrow

limits, in the highest forests of Mup'in at

10,000 feet altitude. C. arthe.misiae is similar

to the last in habitat and habits. A fourth

bird of this genus from Yiinnan is lanthocincla

bieti. I. cinereiceps occurs from Fukien to S.

Anhui. Dryonattes berthemyi is found in the

wooded hills of W. Fukien. Trocftalopteran

formosum lives in the ' highest forests of \V.

Ssuch'uan, only descending when obliged to by

the snow. T. canorum is very abundant in the

southern provinces, but its northern limit is South

Shensi. It is a favourite cagebird among the

Chinei:e, not only for its song, which they consider

better than that of any other native bird, but also

because it is combative and can be used as a fight-

ing bird. T. milni is found in the mountains of

W. Fukien. and T. blythii on the western frontiers

of Ssuch'uan ; it is fairly common at Mup'in and

in western Kokonor. T. cllioti also belongs to the

same district, but is found also in N. Sstich'uan, in

Shensi and in Kansu. T. morrisonianitm is

peculiar to Formosa.

David et Ovstalet : Lrs Oisrmix dr hi Chine.

CREEK POINT, a name found on earlier

charts fur wli.it is now called Chinwangtao Bluff.

CREEPERS (birds). See Certhiidae.

CREMATION is the most general method of

disposing of the corpses of Buddhist monks in

China. At one time even Buddhist laity were

cremated, but in 1370 an Imperial decree was i.ssued

forbidding it. The corpse is arranged in a sitting

posture, clothed in an outer garment of crimson,

and placed in a square chest. Nearly every large

monastery possesses a crematorium, a circular or

many-sided chamber about seven feet high. Sandal-

wood is the fuel supposed to be used. Cremation

takes from six to twelve hours. The ashes arc

l;lG
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then stored I'ur a time in a red bag or in an urn,

hut are eventually thrown intu a pit beneath an

All-mingling Pagoda" Jf |nj tj?. Cremation is

also practised by the .Mantzu aborigines of

S^uch'uan.

The practice is essentially Buddhist in origin

and was frequent in the Yiian dynasty ; indeed, the

expression 'they burn their dead' is very common
in AlARfo Polo's acrount of his travels. It may
never have been accejjted among the masses, but

the practice has been much more common in

< hckiang, Kiangsu and Kukien than is generally

admitted.

Yetts : Xotes un t/ie IJi.</Mi<al of liuddhift Dviid

III I'hina, Journal, R.A.S., vol. .\liii ; De Groot :

'///- /,'< /;./;.) !/.< Si/,ti„i ../ riiiiiii, vol. iii. p. 1391.

CRICKET FIGHTING. Two well selected

crickets arc put into a pan and teased with straws

till they fall to furious fighting, which lasts till one

is dead or disabled. It is an occasion for betting

and is chiefly seen in the south.

CROSSOPTILON, the Eared Pheasant. See

I'htufunt^.

CROWS. ( I'f VHitlt

CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN MIS-

SION, (American). This Mission had its home
headquarters in St. Louis, Mo. and entered China

in 1897 in the persons of Rev. T. J. Preston and

Dr. and Mrs. 0. T. Lor:AN. who opened work in

lh'angt6 ^'<g, in Hunan, in 1899. In 1902, the

lirst converts were received, and in 1903 a hospital

and a girls' day-school were opened. In 1906, the

the home church united with the Presbyterian

Church (North), and thenceforward the C.P.

Mission became part of the sister society, the

workers, converts, and plant being transferied (o il

CUMQUATS. Sec Oramjci.

CUMSHAW, a present, sometimes used for

bnckshcesh.' Il i.s derived from Jg -^1
' grateful

thanks." pronounced lu'nn fin in the Amoy dialect

and Kiiiii 'iiii ill Cantonese.

CURLEWS. See Umiailne.

CUSTOMS. See Milriliwi ('n.^lnmn.

CUTTLE FISH, gta, rA'c/i yu, etv., Svpia

nffiniiii/i', an iinpirtant article of trade in Ningpo,

the fishery being in the shallow and muddy waters

of the Chusan Archipelago. The black fluid which

the fish secretes and ejects at will is w.isted by the

'hinese. It was formerly supposed to be the

material u;:ed in the manufacture of Indian or

• hinese ink; but this is an error. The cuttle-lish

bone, u-ed formerly as pounce in F.iirope. is in

China used as medicine.

Bowha : Cii.iloiii.i III /I'll. Ximi/in. 1H5K.

18

CYCLE tjl ^, chia-tzu. The Chinese cycle

is a period of 60 years, each year being distinguish-

ed by a name of two characters. The characters

are taken, one from the Ten heavenly stems, ^ ^
the other from the Twelve earthly branches % %
The ton stems in order and the twelve branches

in ordeii- are given below. The first stem with

the first branch is ^ -J- chiatzu, the first year

of the cycle. Tne second stem with the second

branch gives the name of the second year, i-ch'ou

2< 31 1 and so on to the tenth stem and tenth

branch. The eleventh branch is then joined with

the first stem, the twelfth with the second stem,

and so on. Sixty years can be numbered in this

way. after which chia-tzu comes again and a new
cycle begins. The present cycle began in 1854,

and the year 1917 is therefore "X H ting-ssu, being

the 54th year in what is sometimes called the 7oth

cycle.

The system is attributed to Huang-Ti, 2637

B.C., but it is certain that before the Han dynasty,

B.C. 206, there is no evidence of the stems and

branches being used to mark years but only days

and hours, etc.

The cyclical signs play an important part in

divination, the twelve branches also mark the

twelve (Chinese) hours ch'cn ^of the day and the

twelve points of the compass ; and stem and bran-

ches are used in many other ways. (See Giles'

Dirlionury, Tables Vd, Ve.).

Buddhism has invented twelve spirits as tulers

of the cycle,—the twelve Yiian chia % Ip or Yiiin

h'cn yzS • Their names and pictures may be seen

in Do'ir.'s book, llrrhinrlnn sur hs Suiic.n>tilii>ns.

Stems.
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The use of this cvrle may be traced in Chinese

literature as tar back as the first century of our

era. According to Chavannks' researches the

invention is due to Turiiic tribes and was introduced

into China by the Hsiung nu who occupied N.E.

Shansi ; further, the system was carried into Egypt

and modified when the country became a Roman
province. Halevy contends that the cycle has an

Egyptian origin ; that by the Christians the names

of the twelve sacred animals were then used as

symbols of the twelve apostles; and that the system

was carried to Turkic tribes by Coptic missionaries.

This hypothesis seems destroyed by the exist-

ence of the cycle in China in the first century.

There is a mass of writing on the subject, a list of

the most important references being given in

Chavannes' paper named below.

Chavannes : //C Cycle Turc dcs douze Animaux,

in T'oung-pao. 1906 ; Halevy : Nourel/cs Cimsider-

ationx fur le Cycle Turc def Aniinavx, ibid.

D
DAIREN, tlie lapanese form of the Chinese

Ta hen Jz i£ <""' 'be -same as the Russian Dalny ;

a port in the south of the Liao-tung peninsula, i'l

lat. 38° 55' 44 ' N. and long. 121" 37 7" E. But

the Chinese village of Ta-lien i.s 7 miles away on

the opposite side of the bay.

The place was only a small village when the

Russians leased it from China in 1898. but in a

few years it was converted into a fine town. The

lapanese took possession at the beginning of the

war of 1904," and have continued to improve the

place. The harbour works are on an extensive

scale and include some thirteen thousand feet of

breakwaters. The town is lighted by electricity

and has an electric tramway system ; there are

large railway works and an important cement

factory near the town ; many bean mills with and

without modern machinery, a government labora-

tory and agricultural experiment station, a dock,

and other establishments. The trade is increasing

rapidly, and great hopes are entertained for the

future of the port. It is the terminus of the South

Manchurian Railway connected with the Trans-

Siberian line. The population is 40,860.

It was made a free port in 1906, and has a

Chinese Customs House for goods crossing the

boundarv of the leased territory.
"

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 27.615.276 35.954,742

Net Chinese „ 7.333,246 9,113,801

Exports 48.885.640 54,708,247

Toi.-il Hk.Tls. 83,834,162 99.776.790

DALAI LAMA, termed in Chinese ^MlJAfif

r/iiii hiniij to f/ii/i, The Uianioiid Great Teacher, the

chief lama of Tibetan Buddhism and the temporal

ruler of Tibet. Dalai or Ttde is Mongolian for 'the

ocean,' and is sometimes translated 'the All-embrac-

ing." The title was first given in 1576 by .\lta.s

Khan, Prince of Turned, to the chief lama of Lhasa,

who came to him in the Ordos. It was also applied

retrospectively to the four preceding Grand Lamas

of the Gelupta sect (the Yellow clergy) ; and it is

thus said sometimes that it originated with the

founder of the sect, TsoNGK'.\rA, about 1400. The

present Dalai Lama is the 13th. The re-incarnation

of lamas is an early belief, mentioned in the 13th

century by Rx'bruck. Each Dalai Lama is supposed

to be a re-incarnation of Avalokita. The visit of

the Dalai Lama to Peking in 1908 is fully described

by RofKHlLL.

MorKHii-i, : Dcliii /.omiif of l.ho'n, T'oung Pan,

\ol. xi, 1910; Waddeli. : 77,- Huddhi-m „j Tilnt

;

Grenakd : Tihrt.

DALAI NOR, a lake in Mongolia, near the

bonier of Manchuria, one hundred miles north of

Dolon ncr. Its circumference is about forty miles,

and it lies at 4,200 feet above sea-level. Prjeval-

SKY gives a list of the numerous birds he found

on the lake. Piuevalsky : Afmiijotin.

DALNY. See Dmrtn.

DANES' ISLAND (and French Island), in the

Chu Chiang Delta, some ten miles below Canton.

According to Hvnter, the names were given

because Danes and French had in early times the

privilege of occupying storehouses there while they

overhauled their ships after their long voyages.

He speaks of tombstones to be seen on the islands

in his day.

Another account is that they were so called

because the one was the burial place for the Danes

and the other for the French. English. Swedes and

Dutch.

After the killing of an English sailor by French

sailors about 1754. the two islands were appointed

as places of recreation for foreigners, in order to

lessen the number of quarrels and disturbances.

Finally, according to Bretschneideu, the name

Dane's Island prcjperly belongs to the island called

by foreigners Whampr a ; while the real Whampoa
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is an i.<land on the opposite side of the river.

Thus Danes' Island was the anchorage for foreign

shijis for 150 years, but under a wrong name !

Hunter : The Fan Kwm: in Cantun ; Chinese

Repository : vol. i, p. 222 ; BiiETScHNEiDEa :

lliflirij iij EiiTiiiiinn lliitinnrtil Di.irin-friin in

f '/litid. p. 633.

DANISH LUTHERAN MISSION.
J/i-mh^iiitrftr^ :—Ciipt'nliai;eu.

Works in Maniliuria :— (a) in Liadtung I'l-nin

sula, ceded in lb95 by the .Scotch and Irish

I'resbyterian.'. (b) in the western" half of Hei-huii;-

diiang Province, and (c) in Harliin.

The first missionaries of the Society arrived in

China in 1893, and ilanchuria was chosen as their

field. Port Arthur and Ta ku shan :kJSi\il were

opened in 1896, Siu-Yen |ll|tl «4 "i 1898, and Feng-

huang ch'eng SlStfi in 1899. During the Boxer

troubles missionary work was prohibited at Port

.Arthur, and the three other stations were wrecked.

After 18 months these latter were reopened and

in 1902 Antung $ ^ was added. The Rnsso

.Japanese uar again checked the work, but in 1906.

normal conditions returned, the prohibition at

Port Arthur was rcnuned with the departure of

the Russians, and K'uantien j!S ^ ^^^ occupied.

In 1911, the province of Hei-lung chiang was

entered, a station being opened at Sui-hua fu

8c (b Iff ; a"d Harbin was entered in 1912.

This mission specializes in evangelistic work,

and has not developed much educational or medical

ac'tivity, but it has since 1912 been represented on

the teaching .^taffs of the Inion Arts and Medical

((jjleges at Mukden, which it .shares with the Irish

Presbyterian and I'nited Pree t'hnrcli of Scollarul

Mis-ions. Statistics, 1916 :
—

Foreign workers 47

Chinese assistants 109

t 'ommunicants 764(1915)

D'ANVILLE, JEAN BAPTISTE BOURGI-
GNON, " lirst c;(o;,'raphcr iif tin- Kiiii,'." was

born in Paris, July 11. 1697, and died on .lanuary

28, 1782. He prepared for Du Halde all the maps

for the .Jesuit's great work. Some were reduced

from the maps made by the .Jesuit Fathers in

China for K'ano Hsi ; but a great deal of original

work was added by D'Anviu.e, and some maps were

entirely designed by him. They were also thrii:e

published as an .Atlas, once to ac<ompany the

edition of Du Haluk printed in Holland in 1736,

once in Paris, c/icz Dezauiiib, withimt date, and

again to accompany the Able IIkosiek's Descript

ion, ill 1785.

The original maps arc preser\ed in the Nation

al Library in Paris.

('oi(l)tEU : />« linldr i-t d'Aiiiilh. in Hecueil

d-- M ^moires Orientaux, 1905.

DATES (fruit). ' Red dates ' hung tfao are

Jujubes ('/.c.) ;
' Black dates ' hi-i Ixua are Persim-

mons ('y.i'.). The export of black and red dates

in 1916 was Tls. 284.145.

DATES (in time). There are two ways in

China to record a date ; first the method of the

Cycle (7.1'.), the year 1900, for example, being

known as the Kinij tzii yciir j^-f . Tliis system

has the disadvantage that the Ar/i;/ Izii combinat

ion is repeated every sixty years ; some further

indication is therefore required as tu the particular

cy<'li

.

The other method is by the reign-title, nien-

hiiii (q.v.), of the emperor, with a number; for

instance, K'ang Hsi, 20th year, means the 20th

year of the reign of the second ruler of the Ch'ing

or Manciu dynasty, who ruled under the nicnhau

K'ANG Hsi.

DAVID, ARMAND, Abbe, a Lazarist mission-

ary and a noted naturalist. He was born in France

near Hayonne in 1826 and died in Paris in 1900.

He entered the Congregation of the Mission in

1848 and devoted ten years to study. On arriving

in Cliiiia in 1862 he was ."set apart at the request

of the J-'rench government for research work in

Natural History, the expense of his journeys being

provided by the government. Having first e.xplored

the neighbourhood of Peking he went into Southern

Mongolia for seven or eight months in 1866. A
.second jouirney took him through central China and

eastern Tibet in 1868-70. After a short visit to

Euroi)e he made his third and last journey, 1872-74.

going over a great extent of China Proper. His

health was then so bad as a result of his arduous

work that it was necessary for him to return finally

to Europe.

His discoveries were many, both zoological and

botanical, and there are many species called by

his name The Elaphure will always be the most

striking if not most important of his discoveries,

in view of the swift extinction of the species. Of

plants he estimated that he had collected about

3.000 species, but not all of these reached Europe.

He made a Natural History Museum at the Pei

T'ang in Peking, which was of great service in

breaking down the prejudice of the officials, who

frequently visited it. The princesses from the

palace were also frequent visitors, and it is said that

the Empress-dowager herself went there incognito.

When the Pei T'ang was removed the Empress-

dowager desired that the Museum should be left,

and it was presented to her and used in the

education of Kuano Hsu.

On his return to Paris he created another

museum of Natural Iliston-y at St. Lu/.are for

the use of young missionaries.
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A goud account of his life and labours is to be

found in a series of articles which he contributed

to the periodical Lcs Mmsions CatholiijMS, and a

first-rate resume of his journeys and their i-esults

—

especially botanical—is given by Buetschneider.
CoBDjEa : T'ounij ]jaa, 1901 ; Les Missions

Catholiques, 1888 : De qvclqucs services rendw,
etc. ; BnETSCUNEiDER : History of European Dotani

cul Discoveries in China, vol. ii.

DAVID'S DEER. See Etuiihure.

DAVIS, JOHN FRANCIS, was born in

London in 1795 and died on November 14, 1890.

In his youth he had served on the staff of Lord
Amheust's Mission to China. He spent the best

part of his life in the service of the East India

Company, was a member of its Select Committee at

Macao and Hongkong, and retired in 1835 as a

Chief Superintendent of Trade. On Sir Henry
PoTTlNOER leaving China D.wis was appointed

Superintendent of Trade under the Foreign Office,

and Governor and CommandcrinChief at Hong-
kong under the Colonial Office. Ho was a scholar

and a philanthropist, but he does not seem to

have given much satisfaction to Hongkong as

a diplomatist and governor, and when he left

Hongkong in March, 1848 there was no public

farewall or banquet; the leading paper of the

Colony stated that he was 'unpopular from his

official acts and unfit for a Colonial Government
by his per.'sonal demeanour and disposition.' He
had been made a baronet in 1845.

His chief worlcs are Pocseos Sinensis Comment-
arii, On the Poetry of the Chinese, London, 1829

;

Ilnn Koong tsew, or the Sorrows of Hnn, London
1829; San-yv-low, or the three Dedicntcrl ]lniimi>

. . . Canton, 1815; Chinese Xovels, translaliil

from the oriyinnls. . . . London, 1822; The
Fortunate Union, a Romance translated from the

Chinese original, London, 1829; /lienWun-Shoo,
Chinese Moral Maxims, . . . London, 1828;

The Chinese, a general Deserijilinn of the Empire
of China and its Inhabitants. . . . London,

1836. The last-named work has been often reprint-

ed, and has been tran.«lated into French, German,
Dutch and Italian.

ElTEL : Europe in China; T'OUNC \'.\t>. vol. iii,

1892, p. 535.

DEAF, SCHOOLS FOR CHINESE. It is

es'.imated that there arc 400.000 deaf-mutes in

China. Three schools have been opened by Pro-

testant Missionaries. 1. The earliest of these, for

deaf boys, was started privately at Teng-chou fu

in Shantung in 1887 by Mrs. C. K. Mills of the

A. P.M., who had been engaged in similar work in

the U.S.A. The school was removed to Chefco
in 1898 after Dr. Mills' death, and was given the

name of The Charles Roger Mills Memorial
School. A department for girls was added in 1907.

In 1910, the work, till then entirely supported by
voluntary gifts, became a part of the regular work
of the Presbyterian Mission (North).

One of the special aims of the school is to train

teachers who, under Chinese control and support,

can e.\tend the work.

In 1917, there were twenty-two boys and
twenty-two girls in attendance, with six teachers,

three men and three women. Two foreign lady

workers, one of them being Mrs. Mills, are

provided by the Mission.

2. A small school was opened in Hangchow in

February, 1914, by a Chinese Christian who had
studied the methods in the Chefoo school, being

drawn to do so through an elder brother, a deaf

lad, having been taught there.

3. A class for deaf girls, in coiuiection with

the Girls' School uf the Methodist Episcopal

Mission at Kut'ien near Foochow, is taught by a

Chinese lady trained in Chefoo.

At Nan T'ungchou
ffj ijB. ^fj , in Kiangsu,

a school has been opened for the deaf by Chang
CiiiF.N, late Minister of Agriculture and Commerce,
as part of a large philanthropic scheme for benefit-

ting his native district. The teacher is also from

the Chef'O Normal Class.

DE ANDRADE: two Portuguese brothers of

this name opened the chapter of intercourse

between China and Portugal. The one, Fernao
Pe;!ez, reached Shangch'uan (St. .John's) in 1517,

with four Portuguese and four ISIalay ships. He
had on board Thomf Pires, sent by the governor

of Goa as envoy to the Chinese emperor. Behaving

in a conciliatory manner he was permitted to take

two ships up to Canton. The ne.xt year, however,

his brother Simon arrived with one ship and three

junks, and behaved so badly that the Chinese were

forced to drive both the brothers from the coast,

while I'lRES suffered imprisonment and perhaps

dwith. See /'ortuiji/rse llrlntinns ; Pires.

DEATH-BLOWTO CORRUPT DOCTRINES.
A vile Chinese book issued about 1850 and circulated

by magistrates in Shantung, charging all manner

of most repulsive ob,scenities on the teachers of

Christianity, It was translated into English under

tlie above title by Drs. Nevius, Mateer and

Hartwell, in order that foreign public opinion

might be ttirred and the book suppressed.

The authiT v.as said to be T'anc Tzu-shesg,

Fantai of Hupei. who distributed it gratis to

officials in 1862.

DECORATIONS, ORDERS, etc.. g ij) thauj

kun'j. Under the Empire the chief distinction for

merit was what foreigners generally call The Yellow

Riding Jacket, %• ^ # huiimj ma /cua, or ^5 tt-

hfinij huu. The Travelling Jacket, the most coveted

reward for military service. It was given to Go.idon

and to Gkjuel. A similar high distinction was The
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Jarket with Sable Tails ^lijj!|,1Hi- tut su tian kun.

There was also the privilege ot using Purple reins

§gS tzi't r/iiiinij, or Yellow Reins 3|S hnomj chinng.

Such reins were properly used by princes, but the

honour was bestowed on distinguished officials.

Another distinction of practical value to aged

officials in frequent attendance at Court was the

privilege of using a horse or a sedan-chair within

the limits of the Imperial city.

'The decoration of the Feather or Plume ?}) ji

liiKj chill, the principal distinction for public

ser\ice, had two divisions, the Peacock Feather

ILi^^ i-»/i<7 c/i'ur/i ?in;/— again divided into three

cla.~.<u<, and the Blue Feather ^{i^ Ian limj. collo-

ijuially known as the (row Feather ^^^^55 '""

hmi tillJ.

Another distinction was the bestowal uf the

title Pa-fulu, representing the Manchu word

bdt'uru (brave); this was only given for active

service in war, was accomjianied by a laudatory

epithet, and carried with it the right to the Peacock

Feather. \t least one European, General W.
Mbsnv, has received this honour. As to orders

similar to European, the Empire till its last year

only had the Order of the Double Dragon SSi$M.
.'huiinij /mm;/ Jinn haimj, which was instituted in

1881, for the decoration originally of Ministers of

Foreign Powers at Peking. Later it was given to

other foreigners al.so, and was then arranged in

five divisions, and the divisions in classes. After

1938 the Order was also given to fhinese officials.

On March 20, 1911, the Imperial sanction was

given to an elaborate system of decorations jj|| TTc

liiiiii c/ianij, including red, blue, black, and yellow

dragons, but the dynasty fell that year.

.\ccording to the present Republican system, of

Civil orders there are now ten, the lirsl being the

('.rand Cordon, which is reserved for rulers of

niin'ries. Then follow nine grades of the Chia Hiro

SJ y^ which is awkwardly translated in English

lv\( client Crop,' or more pleasantly in French as

i'Epi d'Or." The insignia of the order is a grain-

ear, as seen on the copper coinage ; it varies in size

with the grade; the colour.s attached also vary, a«

follows :

—

1st class—Yellow with red border.

2nd class—Yellow with white border.

3rd cla«s—Red with white border.

•4th class—Red with white border.

5th clas»--Rcd with white border.

6th class—Blue with red border.

7th class--Blue with red border.

8th class—White with red border.

9l1i class— Black with white border.

.V sash also belongs to the higher grades.

.Military (or naval) honours are of the two

kinds : the order of The White Eagle, and the

Order of lii/i Hu % j^ The Striped Tiger, with

nine grades ; the former carries an honorarium with

it, the latter carries none.

An additional honour, which is supposed to

correspond with the British Victoria Cross, is the

Badge for Meritorious Service.

Brunneht and Haoei.stiuim : I'n.'cul lUiij

I'lilitiail Orijanhatinn of I'liinu. 1912 . MaYKRS:
Tin- f'/tinrsr Govcrninrnt.

DEER (emblem). The word fii ^ deer, ami

the word jj^ hi good fortune, being pronounced

alike, the deer has become an emblem of happiness

or emolument and may often be seen in pictures

with the god of lyngevity, etc.

DoHc : Ifecherrlifs i^iir lt:i ,S'u//''r.-7(V/»«.<, p. 474.

DEFENCE CREEK. In 1853, when Shanghai

was tlireatencd by the T'ai-P'ing rebels, a mass

meeting of foreign residents was held on April 12,

with the British Consul, Mr. KuTHEnioitD Alcock,

in the chaii-. On the suggestion of A. G. Dallas,

it was decided to dig a trench and make a paved

road to the west of the English Settlement, where

there was already a ditch; with the Huang pu en

the east, the Yang-king-pang to the south, and

the Soochow Creek to the north, the settlement

would then be defended on all four sides. The

trench was dug, and for sixty years was known

as Defence Creek. It was culvcrtcd in 1915-16.

Its position was on the western side of 'Thibet

Road, etc.

/'fipp.rti rei^VPCtin-j thi- f'irll W'fir In f'/n'nrr.

;irv.<,-ulitl tn tliK Hiivs-r uf l.<,rtl.<. 1853; ])[). 9—15.

.l/();!Si: : I iiln iintiuniil //ihilimii nj tin- ('/liiiisi

/'Jni/iiip.

DE HARLEZ, CHARLES-JOSEPH, (Mgr.)

was born at I-iege in 1832 and died in 1899. He
became a prie.st and after occupying other posts

was made Professor of Oriental Languages in

l.ouvain University, teaching Sanscrit, Zend,

('hinese, Manchu, etc. In his last years he devoted

himself to Chinese and Manchu only. He was a

voluniinous writer. See ConDlKit's Jtihliut/irrd

Sliiirii fur his works.

DELEGATES' VERSION, A translation uf

the New 'Testament into Chinese book language,

finished in 1850. The Delegates were Messrs.

Mkdhi'hst, Mil.sk, Stronach, Bridcman and

B'ishop UooNE, appointed by the .several Missionary

Societies. 'The delegat^-s also proceeded to translate

the Old 'Testament, but a division soon took place

among them. The more active members of the

former committee continued their work in the .same

stylo and completed the translation in 1853; but

it is not .ttrictiy correct to call this the Delegates'

version. See biblf.

Chinesk Recouoeh I, p. 148; III, p. 19.
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DE MAILLA, JOSEPH ANNE MARIE DE
MOYRIAC, a Kreiicli Jesuit niissioiiaiy, born in

Iseie, December 15, 1669, arrived in China 1700,

and died at Peking on June 28, 1748. He had a

deep knowledge of the Chinese and Mancliu

languages and translated the main substance o)

the T'umj Chiin Kamj Mu into French, prob;ibly

using both the original and the Manchu version.

His translation was published by .Abbe (1i!i)Sik:i

in 1777 in thirteen quarto volumes under the title

iiittitirt iri' in'ritlf (If hi Chini\

DEMONIFUGES igJR pi hsieh. These are

very numerous ; cash from the mouth of the dead
;

the impress of a mandarin's seal ; willow branches

;

the imperial calendar, are all supposed to ward off

evil if carried on the person or kept in a room, etc.

I)oi;f : I'lr/ierr/iix .«i/r Irx Siij)cr>'titionx, p. 348.

DENGUE, an Indian name for a particular

kind of fever, called by foreign physicians in China

%^^,^. '/ti'll f'l"l;l />' ihrllij.

DENNYS, NICHOLAS BELFIELD, occupied

various positions in the Far East—in the Navy,

the Consular Service, etc. He v\as proprietor and

editor of the Vh'uiii Moil and first editor of T/if

(-'hiiui Review. He wrote FiilhUire. iij China and

(with W. Y. Mayehs and ('. King) The Treutij

I'drt-i iif China inid Ju/jan. His Handbool: of the

Cimtiin Ve.niarular was widely used ; and when

living in Malaya he produced some works on those

land.s.

He arrived in China in 1863. and died in

Hongkong in 1900.

DENTRECOLLES, FRANCIS XAVIER, a

French Jesuit missionary, noted as the writer of

two letters descriptive of the manufacture of

porcelain at Ching-te chen, or, as he writes it,

Kim te tchim. The letters are dated 1712 and

1722, and were printed in the I.eltrtx Kdifiaiiie." el

Curieii.ie.' ; they may, however, be more easily

read elsewhere : they are given, for example, in

Hvshell's f)e'rri/ilii>n nf Chiiie.^e Pntteri/ and

/'•tri e/ffl/t.

DE RAOA, MARTIN, also called Martin de

Heukada, an Aiigustinian missionary, a native of

Panipeluna in Navarre. With several other mis-

sionaries he was sent from Mexico with the

expedition for the conquest of the Philippines, and

arrived there in 1565. In 1574 Luzon was attacked

by a Chinese pirate, but the Spaniards defeated him.

This good deed led to a conference between the

Spanish Governor and the Chinese commander who

had been in pursuit of the pirate, and it was agreed

that a mission should be sent into Fukien. De Raha

and Friar Gehonlmo Marim were chosen. De Rada

had already felt such an enthusiastic desire to

evangelize China that he had proposed to some

t^hine.ie merchants to be carried back by them as

a slave. The mission landed at Kanhai on July 5,

1575, went to Chinchou and to Fuchow and re-em

barked at their port of arrival on September 14,

1575. They were thus less than three months in

the country, according to the account given by

Majok in his introduction to the Hakluyt Society's

re-issue of Mendoza's History. In other works it is

stated that de Rada spent three years in China and

was then beaten and driven out. Favier in his

I'ekinij, and the Bulletin Cathaliqiie de Pekin both

tell the story so, but give no authorities. Accord-

ing to Major the mission was wrecked on its way

back, and rescued by a Spanish ship. De Rada
died at Manila in 1577.

His narrative of the visit to China was carried

home to Philip II by the Friar MA'tiN who had

been his companion, and the result w;>^ the embassy

in which Mendoza took part. The embassy, like

DE Radas mission^ was a failure ; but it led to

.Mhsdoza's collecting de Rada's narrative and

others, and from them making up his UiKtnrij of

China.

Mendoza : History of China; Major : Men-

doza's History of China, Introduction, Hakluyt

Society, 1853 ; Favier : Peking, c. vi ; Le Bulletin

Cathf,!i.ii,e de P,l:in. 1915, p. 198.

DESGODINS, AUGUSTE, of the Snciitc de..,

Miiisions etrnni/eie.i de I'tiri.s, was born in France

in 1826 and died near Darjiling in 1913. He
started for Tibet in 1855, but got shut up in Agra

in the Mutiny. Failing to enter Tibet from India

he settled in W. Ssuch'uan. His writings, nearly

all on Tibetan subjects, include a Tibetan-French

Dictionary. A list of them is given in the T'liumj

Pw,. 1913. p. 783.

DES VCEUX, GEORGE WILLIAM, Sir, wa.^

bcrn in 1834. After occupying various posts in the

West Indies and elsewhere, he was appointed

Governor of Hongkong in October. 1887. Ho
resigned and retired on May 7, 1891. and died

December 15, 1909. He became C.M.O. in 1877,

K.C.M.C. in 1883 and G.C.M.G. in 1893. He
published .1/// Ciiloninl .Serriee, etc., (1903).

DEVA tS^- •' "cneial term for all t'.Le god.'i

of Brahminism and all beings who dwell in the

six Dt'va lokas : they arc subject to metempsychosis.

DEVERIA, GABRIEL, was born in 1844 in

I-'raiue. He went to China as student interpreter

in 1860. and after filling several posts returned to

France in 1876. In 1882 he was made secretary-

interpreter in Chinese in Paris, and in 1889 became

Prcfcssor in the Ecole des l.angues Orientalcs

Vivantes. He had been promoted Consul General

in 1888 and made ofHcer of the Legion of Honour

in 1896. He died in 1899. A list of his many

writings is given in the T'oxinq-pao. 1899.
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DIAGRAMS, EIGHT. See Pa kua.

DIALECTS. .Mandarin or Kunn hua is the

.•^j,i)!ifn lanniiagi: of about two third.o of China.

There are three forms of it, spoken typically

in Peking. Nankint; and Chengtu. The Pekinge.se

though considered by sinologues as a debased form

of the language is the Court speech, used by all

oflM-ials throughout China. It wculd seem absurd

(o lall mandarin a dialect, since it is the tongue of

LS'J.OOO.OOO people.

.South of the Yangtze basin there are eight

well-defined dialects. Of these the Canton speech

is one of the niont important. It is much nearer to

.early Chinese speech than mandarin is. It is very

regular, and easily put into character. The Amoy
dialect, spoken by some ten millions of people,

differs very widely from the book-language. The
Konchow dialect has a much narrower range ; the

reading and spoken sounds appro.\iniate more closely

than in Amoy. .\i Ningpo the idioms are similar

to the mandarin, but the proportion of unwritten

sounds is so great that no attempt has been made
to write the colloquial in Chinese character. The
Shanghai dialect has also marked affinities with

mandarin, though rpiite unintelligible to a native

of Peking.

DIAMONDS :fe Hi] 5 are found in .Shantung

and on tln< \ uiuianHuinia frontier, but just on the

Burma side. They are not favourite gems of the

( hine.se. They are used to cut glass and to drill

holes in clamping and mending broken porcelain.

DIAMOND StJTRA, THE, Chin knn.j chin.j

^H'lS' called in the original Sanskrit I'rajnn-

I'lirniiiilu; one of the most metaphysical of the

works ascribed to Gautama, esteemed in China

above almost any other Siitra. It is known in

Tibetan, Mongol and Manchu translations. The

fir.<t (hine.se translation was made by Kumauajiva

(384 417), and another is ascribed to Hsuan Tsan'C

It has been translated from Sanskrit into

English by Max Miilleb, and into French by

Dn Harlez; and from Chinese into English by Beal

,".nd by (Je.mmell; and there are other Eurojican

translations.

Beal: Juurnal, Iliiijtil Afiiitir Sucirl;/, 1854-5;

i)E Haiilez : JiiiiriKil A.<i<ili(jui\ 1892; Gem.meu. :

77,1 Dininniiil Sutrii. London, 1912.

DIAZ, EMMANUEL, (>><m.,T); $^j|S Limn
III. a .lesuit Father \)orn in Portugal in 1559. He

reached M.icao, became Hector of the College there,

then was sent as Visitor to Nanking, Nanch'ang,

and Chao-chou. In 1608 he reached Peking, and on

his return to Macao reported so favourably on his

conferences with Ricii. that the powers of the latter

were confirmed and he became independent of the

Rector of Macao. Diaz then worked and bore

persecution at Nanch'ang ; in 1609 hi- again became

Rector of Macao. In 1622 he was made Visitor

of the mission stations, and ten years later was

appointed Father General Visitor ior China, Japan

and Tonkin. He died at Macao in 1659.

Havret : 1m Still' i/iri'tii line dc Hiin/iiii Imi,

ii. p. 55, note.

DIAZ EMMANUEL K^jIS ^'"'"J ^l""", a

Jesuit Father, the yoiinfjer of that name, born in

Portugal in 1574. Having finished his studies at

Goa he taught theology for six years at Macao and

went to Chao-chou in 1611. He was driven thence

by the haired of the littrati. He was then sent

t:> visit all the existing missions. After the perse-

cution of 1616 and the consequent e.xile to Macao
he was sent to Peking in 1621. Two years later

he was made Vice-provincial of the China Mission,

and occ\»ijied tliis position and that of Visitor

during 18 years. After labouring in many cities

and writing many works in Chinese he died at

Hangchow in 1659. His grave is still to be seen

there. Havret : La Stile c/in'titnne de Si->ii,an f)ii,

ii, p. 330, note; MoULE : Chinese liecordcr, vol.

xxi p. 509.

DICAEUM, a genus of the Kamilj- Diiueidar.

It comprises the Flowerpeckers. D. cruentatiim,

the Scarlet-backed Flowerpecker, is found in China

from FuUien to Yiinnan. f). tniniilliini is the

smalle.n of all the birds of the Far East, and is

only found in Hainan. I), ii/ni/iertus Hodgs.,

common in .South Cliiiui. />. fnnnnsiim, lati'lv

discovered in Formosa.

DICRURIDAE, a Family of the Order of

/'ii-feri'. comprising the Droiigos. liiiihnnga

Iriirwjeiii/x, the White-Cheeked Drongo, is found

at certain seasons in the central provinces,

and twice a year may be met with in small

numbers in Chihli and even in Manchuria. B.

cineracea, is found in Hainan and S. China. Ii.

iitra, the Black Drongo, occurs throughout E.

China, is resident throughout the lower hills and

the plains of Formosa, and in Hainan. Chibia

liiiltintnlta may be found in summer spread all over

China. Chiiplin hriiiinitina, the Bronzed Drongo,

resident in the mountains in the interior of

Formosa.

David et Oi-stalet : Lcs UUenux de la ('!iin<\

DICTIONARIES. See Lrxkoijruphy.

DIOSPYROS. Sci- I'irximiii.in.

DISTRICT MAGISTRATE, Jll JJ r/./7i hfiin.

{If. v.).

DIVORCE. The /ioi>k- of HHih mentions

sc\i-ri (lili-cls for which a man may divorce his

ife
( lU^) :— i. sterility of male infants: ii. adult-

ery; iii. disobedience or neglect of parents-in-law;

iv. a bad tongue-; \. theft; vi. jealou.<y ;
vii. an
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incurable disease. But any of these seven reasons

is not sufficient for divorce under three conditions

;

i. if the wife has mourned three years for her

father-in-law or mother-in-law ; ii. if the husband,

foiinerly poor, has became wealthy ; iii. if there are

no relatives left in her father's family to receive

her. But these three conditions will not avail if

the defect is adultery cr neglect of parentsin-law.

If husband and wife cannot live in harmony,
they may agree to sepaiate, and the wife can return

tn her father's family, but may not marry again.

A divorced wife may not be sold by her

husband. A women who has been divorced may
marry again. Hoanc. : l,c Mur'tmji: rhiiwit.

DOCTRINE OF THE MEAN, THE, ip /^f,

the third of the Four BooUs. The English name

is Legge's ; the title has also been translated The
Midilh Way. I'linnrinhle Milieu, The Universal

Order, etc.

It is Book 31 in the Li Chi, but it was also

studied as a separate work at least as early as the

beginning of the fift'n century, A.D. It is generally

accepted as the work of K'ung Chi commonly

called Tzo Ssu ^,®, grandson of Confucius. See

Clai^i'ics. Legge : Chinese Classics, vol. i, p. 35.

DOGSKINS are made up into rugs for sleeping

mats and clothing. The hair is long and thick and

of all colours, from a rich black through all shades

and combinations of brown, yellow and grey to

pure white. The last are the finest. There are thou-

sands of dog farms dotted over S.W. Manchuria and

E. Mongolia, where from twenty to some hundred.s

of dogs are reared annually as a source of wealth

;

e.;/., a bride will have as her dowry a number of

dogs in proportion to her fatlier's means. Nowhere
else ill the world are found such splendid dogskins

for size, length of hair and quality, as the extreme

cold develops there. A full sized robe is 80" by

68 . taken from eight dogs. The dogs are cruelly

strangled when eight months old, in midwinter, the

coats being then at ihelr best. The exjiort in 1916

was Tls. 690,940. ( "usTOMS Rei'obts.

DOG, WILD; Cmiis al/iinus; there are two
varieties in t'liina, one from the Tibet-Kansn

borderland, the other from tlie Manchurian forests;

they are gradually getting scarcer. They are closely

related to the Red dog of the Deccan. It is said

they work together in packs of from forty to a

hundred, killing out the deer.

SowEHBY : Journal, .V.6'./i./i'..l..S'., vol. xlvii.

DOLON NOR, Mongolian for seven lakes, a

town ill .Mdii-iolia o.i the road from Peking to Jehol

by the Ku pei k'ou (jiass) ; it is 150 miles north-east

(il Kalgan. Chang-chia k'ou. The ('hine.><e name for

the (I'ace is Kama miao. There are about 20,000

inhabitants, mostly Chinese. The lakes from which
the place got its Mongol name are now dry.

Macautney's embassy was taken to Jehol by
this route. Prjevalskv : M^/i/fuli'i.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN MISSIONARY
.Society of the Protestant Episcopal ( hiirch in the

U.S.A. (American Church Mission).

Ueadqunrt era :—New York.

Entered China, 1835.

Works in Aiihui. Hunan, Hiipei, Kiangsi and
Kiangsu.

The field consists of three missionary dioceses,

Shanghai, Anking. and Hankow.
Tiie fir.st missionaries of the Society in China

.

were the Revs. Henby Lockwood and F. R.

Hanson, who reached Canton in 1835. As there

was little hope of doing effective work there, they

left almost at once to work among the Chinese

in Batavia.

The early years were full of disasters. Mr.
I.ockwood's wife, a daughter of Dr. Medhurst
{q.v.), died in a few months. Mr. Hanson with-

drew through ill-health in 1838, Mr. Lockwood
following him in the next year ; and the Rev.

!

W. .1. Boone, M.D. and his wife, who had reached

Batavia in 1837. were left alone. In 1840, the

,
BooNES both broke down, and went to Macao to

recuperate. They never i-eturned to Batavia, for

the Home Board pressed for the removal of the

Mission to the mainland of China, and Dr. Boone
chose Amoy as his future residence, partly for

climatic reasons and partly because he had learned

the dialect.

Mrs. Boone died early in their stay at Amoy.
and in 1843, Dr. Boone went to the U.S.A. to

appeal for more workers. He returned with a

party of nine, and landed in Shanghai in 1845, it

having been decided to begin work in the Yangtze

Valley with Shanghai as a base, rather than to

return to Amoy. This date, therefore, is regarded

as the time when the Mission in Uhina began its

work as nt present ronxtiluted.

Diocese of Sham/hai.—Dr. Boone had been

consecrated Mi.ssionary Bishoj) to China while on

furlough, and took up his residence in Shanghai

with his party. The first convert was baptized in

1846, an Amoy man, who had been with Dr. Boone
to the United States; and in the same year a boys'

school was opened, the humble beginning from

which have .sprung St. John's University at Shang-

hai, and Boone University at Wuchang. Edu-

cational work for girls was begun in 1851 by a Aliss

Jones, and the well-known Miss Lydia Fay.

Translation of Scriptures. Catechism, etc.,

followed, and missionary excursions into the country

were frequent in spite of ofTicial restrictions on

travel, and some tentative medical work was

started.
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In file meantime, great trials fell upon the

personnel : there were a number of deaths, and

some retired through broken health, while in

( 'hefoo, where the Bishop had tried to plant a

station, one worker suffered martyrdom at the

hands of a mob in 1861. In consequence of these

reverses, the educational and medical work had to

be suspended, and the evangelistic staff dwindled

to two, Mr. (afterwards Archdeacon) Thomson,
and Wong, the first convert, who was ordained

priest in 1863. The American Civil War also

affected finances, and on the field the T'ai P'ing

rebellion was a great hindrance. To complete the

di.sappointments, the Hishop himself died in 1864.

For two years the Mission was without a head,

and then from 1866 to 1877 Bishop Williams

had the oversight both in China and .Japan—an

impossible task.

Bishop Williams' successor in the China Field

was the Rev. S. I. J. Scherkschewsky (j. r.). who
had arrived in 1859, and who was consecrated

Bi.shop of .Mid-China in 1877. Next year he

established St. John's College at .Jessfield, Shang-

hai, with the two existing boys' schools as a nucleus.

Bishop ScHEUESCHEWSKY met with a sunstroke

in August, 1881, which caused paralysis, and made
him a cripple for the rest of his life ; and when
recovery was seen to be impossible, he resigned his

jurisdiction in 1883, and spent his remaining years

in translation work. He was succeeded by Bishop

Boone's son, the Rev. William Jones Boone, born

and brought up in China. During this episcopate,

the work of the Mission was greatly extended.

Hankow had been opened in Bishop Williams'

time, (see below), and tlie six hundred miles which

separated it from the earlier s[)hcrc at Shanghai,

was bridged by work at Chinkinng, (afterwards

given up), Wuhu and Anking ; and 300 miles beyond

Hankow, Sliasi was opened, as well as Ichang,

one hundred miles further.

Bishop Boone died at Hankow in 1891, and

was succeeded by the Rev. F. R. GiiAVES, who had

arrived ten years before.

While all these developments were taking place

on the upper Yangtze, the work at Shanghai was

extending in every direction. St. John's College

had added a department of English in the early

eighties; St. Mauy's School for Girls was opened

at Jessfield in 1881 ;
permanent medical work was

begun under Dr. H. W. Boone, son of the first

bishop, and St. Luke's Hospital built ; and there

were other activities too numerous to mention.

In 1902, St. Elizabeth's Hospital for Women
and Girls was opened ; a new building in connection

with St. Luke's was put up in 1903 ; and in 1906,

St. John's was incorporated as a University.

In 1916. the Mission reports itself as planning

to remove St. Luke's to a belter site, and to again

extend the medical work ; also to remove St.

Mary's Hall from Jessfield, that it and St. John's

may both expand.

The work in the Shanghai diocese is highly

centralized, fifty-five of the ninety-two workers

given in the Missionary Directory for 1916 being

stationed in Shanghai ; while the remaining thirty-

seven are divided among seven stations. Of these.

Wusih ^ JS, was opened in 1900. This centre has

a hospital, and a fine church was consecrated there

in 1915, which was destroyed by fire in 1916.

Sonchow was occupied in 1902 ; Y'angchow in 1907

;

and Nanking in 1903, specially with the view of

working among the higher classes.

Dinrcie. of Haukoio.—In 1868 work was begun

at Wuchang. A boys' school was opened in 1871,

the nucleus of the present Lfniversity, and some-

what later a school for girls, now SL Hilda's.

Medical work was begun in 1874 under Dr.

Bi'NN, who was obliged to retire five years later,

through the ill-health of Mrs. Bunn. About this

time other workers also were compelled by sickness,

or by the needs of the Shanghai district, to leave

Wuchang, and for some months one man, the Rev.

S. R. J. HoYT, was alone, and with the help of

two partially -trained Chinese, kept going the boys'

and girls' boarding-schools, the three chapels, the

hospital and the dispensary.

Hankow, where the work had been super

intended from Wuchang, was made a central station

in 1885, and in the same year the Divinity School

of the Mission was transferred from Shanghai to

Wuchang.

In 1889. a Catechists' Training School was

opened in Hankow, which was to have a great

share in the development of the mission ; ana very

po.ssibly the evangelistic work of these trained men

was one cause of the anti-foreign outbreak in 1890-1.

The whole of the Yangtze Valley was disturbed,

and at Shasi (opened 1886) the Mission property

was burned.

'J'he result of the evangelistic campaign men-

tioned above was that 379 were baptized in eleven

month.s—a phenomenal figure for tho.sc days. In

1892, a new church was opened in Hankow

;

it was the largest in Central China, and could

accommodate fourteen hundred. An English depart-

ment was opened in Boone School in 1892. A

college cour.se was added in 1902, and in 1909 the

college became Boone University.

The Medical work in Wuchang is reported in

1916 as undergoing long-needed expansion,—the

work deserving better hospitals than are at present

in use.

\ long-required division of jurisdiction took

place in 1901. and the field was divided into two

dioceses, the Province of Kiangsu, with Shanghai
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as see city being one, and the Hankow diocese

taUinf; the remainder. The first Bishop of tlie

new diocese was Rev. J. A. Ingle, who had been

in China 10 years. He died two years later at the

oar'y age of thirty-eight, and was succeeded by the

Hev. L. H. Roots of Hankow.

In .1909, the Aniei-ican Lutheran Jlissioii in

Hankow was handed over to the American Church,

as the Lutherans wished to concentrate on the

newlyopoiied province of Hunan. This province

liad already been occupied by the American Church

abo, Chang.-iha becoming a permanent station hi

1902, under a native clergyman, the Hev. S. C.

Hi'ANc. In the " rice riots " of 1910, the mob

Icotcd the Jlission property, but: tlic missionaries

were not injured.

After the Boxer rising, BnoNt! College was re-

( pcned with 100 students. "Boone Library" was

built in 1910, and a Xormal School for Women was

begun in Hankow in 1912.

Ill 1911, when Hankow was the centre of the

I!c\olution and the native city was burned by

the Northern army, many of the Christians suffered

grievously. All the institutions in Wuchang were

closed for several monthij, and other work was

taken up. Ur. MacWillie of St, Peter's Hospital

was President of the Red Cross work, and even

St, P.M'l's Cathedral was turned into an auxiliary

hospital. The missionaries cared for the sick, the

wounded, and the homeless, and buried the dead,

preaching the Gospel as thoy worked.

Dioee"'; of Ankiinj.—Anking was opened as a

station with foreigners in charge in 1895, when

Dr. and Mrs. Merrins went there to begin medical

work. Ten years later, St. .Iames' Hospital, was

built, the finest at the time in Central China. By

1910 the work centering round Wuhu (opened 1885),

Anking. and Kiukiang (1901), had developed to

such an extent, that it was decided to divide the

Hankow district into tv/o dioceses. The new-

diocese was to comprise Anhui, and Kiangsi north

of 20°- N, Lat. Anking was chosen as see city,

and the Rev. I). T. Huxtincton of Ichang, was

consecrated as first Bishop. The Cathedral, the

largest church in the China Mission, was completed

in 1912, and very strangely, " The great city

temple w.is dismantled almost at the same time.

The building was white-washed, and made into a

market and most of the idols were thrown into the

river,"—part of the great movement against

idolatry which was set going by the Declaration of

Religious Liberty proclaimed at the establishment

of the Republic, On the whole this is one of t'ne

most successful and encouraging Missions in China;

and its educational work is rapidly rivalling that

of the two older dioceses.
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In 1904, a niunber of philanthropic Chinese

offered to assist in the work, and the offer was

accepted. They opened a Receiving Home in the

most notorious quarter of the settlement, and also

secured by their influence the enactment of new
municipal regulations favourable to public morality,

especially one limiting to 15 years the age at which

girls might enter the brothels. One result of this

wa^ that a large number of kidnapped children

were freed, and given into the charge of the

Mission, which in 1906 opened a Children's Home
in the country at Kiangwan, near Shanghai. In the

same year, an Industrial Home was opened, where

the girl.-^ could be taught to work towards self-

sui)port.

In 1912 the Jlunicijjal Council pressed the

.Missiun to undertake the care of the strayed, stolen

and abandoned children found in the streets of

Shanghai by the police, and guaranteed the

necessary finances from time to time. The request

wa.s acceded to, and a Home for Waifs and Strays

wa.s begun.

In .January, 1917, the Mission reported 8

foreign lady workers, 36 Chinese assistants, and

420 women and girls in their care.

DOUBLE DRAGON. See I),roration^.

DOUGLAS, ROBERT KENNAWAY, was

born ill lJc\oii, 1838, and died in Eiiglaihi in 1913.

He entered the Consular Service of China in 1858,

and left it in 1865 to take a post in the British

Museum, where he was Keejier of Oriental Books

and MSS. at the time of his retirement in 1907.

He was Professor of Chinese in King's College,

London University, and was several times Vice-

President of the Royal Asiatic Society. He was

knighted in 1903.

His published works arc V'/c Lunijimi/fx and

/.il'rntiiri: iif Chiiiti, (1875) ; Citnjiiriiniiem and

T<i',if„i, (1877); China, (1882); .1 Vhincfe Manual,

(1889) ; C/iine'c Slarif^, (1893) ; Snciefy in China,

(1894); The Life of Li liunij-thanfj, (1895); China,

(1899), in Stcry of the Nations Series; Europe and

lh> Fur f:a<t, (1904).

DOVES. See Columhnr.

DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL, The festival

so called by the westerner is one of the most im-

portant in the Chinese year and is known as ^ |g
liiiin i/'ini/. According to Db C.uoot the naino in-

dicates that the festival is properly that of the

.~iiiiiincr solstice, though now held earlier, on the

5lli day of the 5th moon ; while the offerings, the

prominence of the dragon, etc., are with the object

of procuring sufficient rain. The jiopular account

is that the feast is to commemorate the death of

Cii'ii ViiAN (</. r.), who drowned himself in the

3rd century B.C., that the offerings are to appease

his spirit and the racing boats arc in memory of the

search for his body.

The dragon boats are narrow, seating two men
abreast, and are from fifty to a hundred feet long;

they are moved by jiaddles while drums and

gongs make a great din. Races are run for

small prizes.

Besides the out-of-door celebrations, which of

course are what the foreigner takes most notice of,

there are ceremonies performed in every home,

offerings to ancestors, etc.

De GnooT : Lf-t Frte» annmlles n Emnui.

DRAGON FLOWER SOCIETY, THE,
is said to liave Ijl-cii fuuMclc<l by \.ii \{v\\, who is

also regarded as the founder of the Hsien T'ien and

Wu Wpi Societies ('/.''.). The sect is of Buddhist

crigin. 'tlie name Lung Hua is sometimes given to

Buddhist mcna.steries ; it w^ould seem to have some

affinity with the White Lotus sect (q-r.) and it is

recorded that the Lung Hua Temple and Pagoda

near .Shanghai was a White Lotus centre before the

11th century.

In contrast to the Hsien T'ien sect, the mcnibeis

are drawn from the lower and middle cla>ses and arc

much more numerous. All arc vegetarians and their

places of meeting are called Vegetarian Halls

The teaching is eclectic, and all manner of Con-

fucian, Taoisl and Buddhist saints and worthies

are worshipped, in addition to many gods and

goddesses; but as with the White Lotus Society,

Maitkeya is the favourite. All members are under

the control of a Bi.shop who resides in Fukien and

has the title "Empty tf the Empty"
Nine degrees of officials are under him and at their

meetings in addition to recitations of sutras and

other religious e.\ercises, elaborate e.>iertions are

made to help the souls of the dead. The initiation

rite is part of the consecration ritual of Buddhist

monks, and private devotions are considered veiy

important. .See Secret Sulx.

Chi.nese Recouueh, 190S, p. 474: Dr. Cimot:
Si-rtoriniih-'in , ett'.

DRAGON, THE, S'i
Iuikj. In China the

dragon is a benevolent beast, not connected with the

power."-! of darkness as in the West. It is the

symbol of fertilizing rain, the god of w.aters,

especially supplicated in times of drought or Hood.

Its importance must therefore be very great among

such an agricultural people as the Chinese; hence

its prominence, especially at the summer festival.

Hence also itjs benevolent life-giving services have

been compared with good ailministratiun by officials,

and the dragon became the symbol of imperial

dignity.

In its .shape it is probably derived from the

crocodile, once commr.n in China, which hides in

the winter and appears again in the spring. Ini
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agination has embellished the creature till it has

become a most artistic beast, worthy of its high

position in the ornamental world. For art's sake

it must be hoped the Republic will spare it.

De Groot : Les Fetes annuelles a Emoiii;

1'en ts'ao kang mu ; Huai Nan Tzu ; Dennys : T/ie

FiilkhiTC of China.

DRAGON KINGS g|3E, l^tng wang. Chinese

mythology honours a number of men with this title,

and the Indian origin of their names shows the

superstition to be Buddhist. The lists of them
differ in different authors. Dore gives names,

pictures and stories concerning them.

Dore : Jifichrrrhfit sitr try Stipfrsfitimii^y tome

vii. p. 234.

DRAMA. The drama is not indigenous to

China, but was introduced together with the novel,

by the Mongols in the Yiian dynasty. Prior to

that, solemn dances or posturing, accompanied by
chanting, had been performed on ceremonial

occasions. It has been assumed that because actors

still call themselves "Students of the Pear-Garden"

—the Pear-Garden being the name of a Conser-

vatoire established in 720 a.d. by the Emperor
HsiiAN TsUNG of the T'ang dynasty, for the training

of young musicians, that the actors' profession

existed at that time. But the training at this

college was limited to the teaching of instrumental

music and the singing of dramatic poetry. In 736

a troupe of barbarian musicians performed plays of

a •:ort called Yo-yu ^ ® at the Imperial court.

But it was not till the Mongol dynasty that the

drama came to China to remain.

The majority of plays acted in China are those

composed in the Yiian and the early Ming
dynasties, and the airs to which the recitatives are

sung are chiefly melodies of the Yiian period.

There were 85 dramatists of the Yiian dynasty, of

whom 4 were courtesans and 11 were anonymous
writers. They compo.'ed 564 plays. The best-

known collection of Mongol plays is the Yiian r.h'u

hiuan Ua eld 7C iBl i5! SS ?!) containing 100 plays

in 8 volumes. The moVt famous of these is "The
Orphan of the Chao Family." which was translated

into French by the Jesuit missionary Phkmare in

1731. The most interesting of the Yiian plays is

H<ii Hiiiontj Chi or " The Story of the Western
Pavilion " by Wang Shih-fc. Of the Ming plays,

by far the most celebrated is P'i Pa Chi, (q.v.) or

" Story of the Guitar," by Kao Tzii-ch'enc,

first performed in 1404. It is regarded by Chinese

critics as the masterpiece of Chinese drama.
K'anc Hsi was a great patron of the drama,

gorgeous representations being given in his theatres.

Cii'iEN Lu.s'G also encouraged the drama, but owing
to the fact that his mother had been an actress,

he forbade any women taking a pari on the stage,

a rule which has obtained to the j'l'fsent day.

.•V well-known dramatist of this reign was Hung
Ssii-KANG. The most famous playwright of the

19th century was Li-Y'ii, some of whose plays are

based on Buddhist legends.

The Chinese play resembles the European in

its division into acts and scenes. The dialogue is

interspersed with poetry which is sung, and which

resembles the recitative of European opera. There

are two kinds of plays, the " military," or

historical play, and the " civil " play, which is

often a farce. The majority are short, from half

an hour to an hour in length, though there are

long ones found in books, from which short extracts

and given on the stage. Actors are engaged by

trade-guilds, magistrates and wealthy persons to

perform on special occasions, a play by a large

troupe costing from S3.00 to $10.00. There are

also theatres in all large cities where plays are

acted all the year except at the New Year

festivities. The Chinese theatres at the treaty

ports show the influence of foreign drama by

introducing curtains, wings and scenery. In some

theatres in Shanghai a modern style of acting

has been adopted, which abandons the old stage

conventions, and the orchestra, but shows a

deplorable tendency to borrow from the detective

stories of the foreign cinematograph. .\ popular

actor in Shanghai is sometimes paid .§1000 a month,

while famous actors in Peking receive even larger

pay. Plays are usually performed in the Pekingese

dialect of Mandarin.

Actors are of a low social cast*. The descend-

ants of an actor for three generations were forbidden

to compete in examinations. One reason for this

contempt for the pi'ofession was that the children

of slaves were brought up to be actors. Training

begins between the ages of nine and fourteen.

The boy must undergo .strenuous physical exercises

tc become a skilful contortionist, and practise

vocal exercises to become a good singer, for long

sustained passages of recitative must often be

rendered in a single breath. He nuist have a

perfect repertoire of between 100 and 200 plays, as

there is no prompter on the Chinese stage. The
parts of women are taken by boys and men, some-

times by eunuchs.

Chinese plays are moral in character, exalting

\irtue, exposing vice, and exhibiting the comic and

the pathetic sides of life. Great liberty is taken

with the text, however, and many objectionable

gags are introduced by the actors. The plot is

usually of a simple character. One striking feature

of the Chinese stage is the absence of properties.

Actors, musicians and theatre attendants occupy

the stage together. Emperors, generals, magist-

rates, doctors, coolies, courtezans, gods and demons

are all represented, and the costumes are often
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magnificent. Theie are five classes of characters

ill a play :—1. the hero, ihimj <£, who wear.s a

black beard, 2, tan H[ the female characters.

3, ihinij jj, secondary characters, 4, //lojfc, and

5, ih'iiu 31 different minor parts.

Chini'sc Plays translated by foreigners :

—

frf .lenne Orphelin de la Famille de Tchao Pbemare
An Heir in Old Age Davis
The Sorrows of Han Davis
l^'IIistoiro du Cercle de Craie .Stanislas Julif.k

I.cs Intrifjues d'une Soubrette Bazin Aino

I.a Tunique Confrontee (Joining the

Shirt) by Chang KcoriN, a courte.san

La Chanteuse

Le Ressentiment de Teou-Ngo by
KrAN Han KiNi:

L'Histoire du Luth (P'i Pa Chi)

Bazin: Thn'tlre Cliiniii<; Macoowa.n : lli.^l-

riimir Xatm, .lournal. N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xxi

;

t'/iiiir'c TAriilriivih. Ibid., vol. .\.\ : Giles:

('hh\'.<4 LUrrntvrr.

DREAM OF THE RED CHAMBER ^n ^ l!!

huii'j lull ii.inij. One of the best known, and

probably the best of Chinese works of fictio.i. The
proper title of the book is Jg if SB ^ ffMuE tiint/

/j'iii;/ /jii I'll x/ii/i I'itu rlii, but ii i.s generally known
by the shorter name. The Enijlish title is a mis-

translation of this name, but it would be too late

now to correct it. The book is in Mandarin, and,

like most such works in Chinese, is of great length,

filling about four thousand octavo pages. About
four hundred characters appear in the story, and

their drawing is most skilful. It abounds in humour
and pathos, and is invaluable for anyone who W(juld

stuily the social life of the Chinese.

It is supposed to belong to the latter part of

the 17th century ; but the author is not known ; it

ha< been attributed to Ts'Ao Hsuehch'in. WSJ^t-
A very good rifiiiiu' of the story by Professor

tiiLEs will be found in the Journal of the

N.C.B.H.A.S., for 1885. (vol. xx), transferred with

some additions to (ilLEs' Vhiii^sc Lilvralun.

A translation of the first |iart of the work was

published by H. Joly.

DRONGOS. Htc Dirninila,

.

DRUMS. Sue Mu.ti.iil /„.'/, i,,i,(„t.'.

DRUM, SACRIFICE TO THE. It was a

very ancient custom to sacrifice to the regimental

drum before a fight. YiiAN Shih-k'ai is said to

have performed this rite even in 1900 when marching

against the Boxers.

Pabkeu : Anriint China Simjitifird, p. 32.

DRUMS, STONE, important relics inscribed

with the characti'i' used in the early part of the

Chou dynasty. They are ten large water-worn

boulders, roughly chiselled into the shape of .short

pillars Ij to 3 feet high and averaging 7 feet hori-

zontal circumference. They are much weathered, so

that oil one stone no characters remain, and only

one has the inscription nearly complete.

They were discovered early in the T'ang
dynasty, half buried in .some wa.ste land in Feng-

hsiang fu HL^lJfJ in Shensi. which was the ancestral

territory of the founder of the Chou dynasty.

The inscriptions are in the great seal script ;^g
III chunn, a separate ode on each stone, each

apparently commemorating some hunting or fishing

excursion or excursions. Most authorities assign

them to the period of HsiiAN Wang, b.c. 827-782;

their authenticity has been doubted, but not by
many. The original number of characters was about

700; an author of the Sung dynasty speaks of 465;

one in the Yiian dynasty mentions 386 ; in the

Ch'ien Lung period there were only 310.

Happily a rubbing was taken in the Sung
dynasty and facsimiles preserved and engraved on

stone in the period Ciiia Ch'ing ; it contains 462

characters.

At the beginning of the ninth century the

stones were placed in the Confucian temple at

Feng-hsiang fu ; but in the troublous times of the

Five Dynasties they were dispersed and lost sight

of. They were got together again in the Sung
dynasty, and when the court fled before the Liao

Tartars it took the drums and set them up in

the new capital, Pien Ching v1;jg, in 1108. When
the capital was taken by the Chin ^ Tartars in

1126, the conquerors carried the drums to Peking,

where they were, more or less neglected till the

Yuan dynasty. But in 1307 they were placed in

the gate-way of the Confucian temple, and have
remained there ever since.

The Chinese literature on the subject is

voluminous. In the N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal the

first reproductions of the inscriptions are given,

with the text in modern form and a translation,

the whole having been prepared by Dr. Br.SHELL.

Joi-iinal. X.C.ll.lt.A.S., vol. viii.

DRUSES or DRUZES. A mysterious people

vvho have been known in the Lebanon mountains

since the twelfth century, but whose origin is un

known. They themselves state that they came
from China; they expect at the end of all things

to be reestablished in their ancestral home, and

meanwhile all good Druzes, at their death, are

supposed to go to China.

Craija.M :— Jiiiiriiiil nj Ihf dvnipuiihii-dl Smiili/

1853. p. 262.

DUCKS. See Amercs.

DU HALDE, JEAN BAPTISTE, a .Jesuit

]iriesl who.'ie fame rests on his 'Description

geographique, historiipie, chronologique. politique

do rEmpIri' di' hi Chine '. This work was
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published in Paris by Lemercieh in four folio

volumes in 1735. There are two English translations,

the earlier being in four octavo volumes, dated 1 736 :

the translator was R. Brookes, and the edition is

incomplete and unsatisfactory. The next was
jjublislied by E. Cave in two folio volumes, one in

173a. one in"l741.

l)u Halde was born in Paris, February 1, 1674,

entered the Society in 1692 and died on August 18,

1743. On the death of Le Gobien, Du Halde was
chosen to continue the series of Lettres Eilifiantes,

and the volumes ix-xxvi were edited by him. It

was the large amount oi surplus material that gave

him the idea of preparing his Dc'criptiun, in which

he used the manuscripts of twenty-seven of the

Je.suit missionaries. He was never in China..

Cordier : Diillohle et d'Anvillc, in Eecueil de

Memoires Orientau.x, 1905.

DUKE. See Xohilitij.

DUNN, JOHN GEORGE, a Shanghai mer-

chant, afterwards s])ecial at;eiit of The Eastern

Extension Telegraph Co. His name is given here

because he was chosen by Li Hung-chang as a

.iie.^sengcr to the Superior of the Lazarist Mission

in Paris with a view to settling the difliculty about

the Pei T'ang by the appointment of a nuncio or

legate from Rome. The mission was nearly a

-•success : Mgr. Agliardi accepted the nomination

and DvNN announced the date of departure for

China ; France, however, interposed and the legate

was never sent. See Agliardi; Protectorate of

Mi^s'ions.

CoRDISR : Histoire des Relations de la Chine,

DUNYN-SZPOT, THOMAS IGNATIUS, a

Jesuit Father born in Podlachia in 1643. Very

little is known of him, but the Society of Jesus

preserves in its archives three manuscripts by him,

on the Missions in China and on Chinese history.

Havket : /.a Stile Cfiri'tiiniir de Si-iujnnftni,

ii, p. 71.

DURAND-FAREL, CHARLES LOUIS
MAX I ME, sent on a mission to China by the

FiLiuh .Minister of Public Instruction, has written

some medical works in that connection. He was

Associate Member of the Academy of Medicine.

Born in Paris in 1815, he died there in 1899. For

his writings sec T'oiimj I'lm. 1899.

DURGAN or DORGUN, ^ggl? To -V/i kun.

The name of the Manthu Regent who established

the Ch'iiig dynasty by putting his nephew on the

throne with the title Shun Chih.

DUTCH FOLLY, a small island in the river

near the south-west corner of Canton, " French

Folly " being another at the south-east corner. It

is sail that it was granted to the Dutch in the

seventeenth century for trading purposes, but that

they began to fortify it, and were then driven off.

The Chinese proceeded to build a fort there, and

called it Pearl of the Sea Fort t;^!^?^^ hai chu

DUTCH RELATIONS WITH CHINA. The
relations of Hclland and Spain at the end of the

sixteenth century in Europe are to be borne in

mind. Portugal was supremely influential in the

Far East ; and Portugal and her dependencies were

administered by Philii' II of Spain, the archenemy
of the Netherlands.

The Dutch being unable to get Chinese jiroduce

through Lisbon, in 1595 sent a great trading ex-

pedition round the Cape to Java. In 1598 a second

one was sent, and as a result the Dutch East India

Company was formed in 1602. It not only had a

trade monopoly but exercised sovereign powers in

the settlements it made, which included Cape Colony

and Ceylon. It massacred ten or twelve English

at Amboyna (<j-v-) in 1623. Having failed in an

attack on the Portuguese at Macao, the Dutch took

the Panghu island in the Pescadores in 1624, and

thence made a successful expedition to the main-

land. Thereupon the Emperor gave them permission

to settle in Formosa and trade there if they would

give up the Panghu island ; or according to another

account they left being defeated by the Chinese.

They settled at Taiwan fu, Formosa being in reality

a No-man's land, built a fort named Fort Zealandia,

expelled the Spanish from Kelung in 1642 and

became masters of the island. In 1662 Koxinga

tock Fort Zealandia after a nine-months' siege and

the Dutch retired to Java. Their forts at Taiwan

fu and Tamsui are now parts of the British

Consulates.

Attempts to trade at Canton being again frust-

rated by the Portuguese an embassy was sent to

Peking in 1655 under Peter de Goyer and Jacob

DE Keyser, merchants of Hatavia. The envoys took

rich gifts which they themselves termed tribute,

they knelt thrice and 'knocked heads' nine times,

the complete kotow (<;.r.); but all they obtained

was permission to send an embassy accompanied

by four trading ships once every eight years.

They do not seem to have taken advantage of

this generous permission, but after the retreat from

Formosa a splendid embassy was sent in 1668

under Lord Peter van Hoorn. a Privy Councillor

and chief Treasurer of India. H was receivisd in

very friendly style by the Emperor Kanc Hsi, but

the Dutch got no particular benefit through it. On

the contrary they were enrolled among vassal states.

were summoned to send naval aid in an attack on

Formosa, and obeyed. They carried on a certain

amount of clandestine trade in Fukien ports, buying

permission each time, and it was not till 1762 that

thev established a factory at Canton.
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III 1798. after Macartney's Embassy, another

Dutch embassy was sent under Isaac TitSingh and

A. E. VAX Braam. These were more humble than

their predecessors even, and their self-abasement

has been described in scorching terms in Williams'

Miildh Kiiii/dom; De GuigneS, who was present

as a guest, also describes their reception. The only

result of the embassy was to increase the self-

complacency of the Chinese : the Dutch got nothing.

During the next century there has been no

intercourse which requires special notice.

The following is the complete list of all the

-Ministers and Charges d'affaires who have re-

presented the Netherlands in Peking.

Ian Helenus Fercdson, Minister-Resident and

Consul General from 1870 till 1895.

!•'. M. Knobel, Minister-Resident and Consul-

General ; nominated January 22, 1895 ; credent-

ials presented November 11, 1895 ; departed

November 27, 1901.

.Jonkheek .John ]>oi;r)OX, Charge d'affaires ad int.,

November 27, 1901—January 31, 1903.

W. J. UunENDYK, Charge d'affaires ad int., .Jan-

uary 31. 1903—October 30, 1903.

JoNKnEER Adolk Jacobus van Citters, Envoy

E.Ktraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

;

nominated .June 10, 1903 ; credentials presented

November 20, 1903; departed October 1, 1908.

W, .1. OrnENDYK. Charge d'affaires ad int., October

1. 1908-April 19, 1909.

JoNKHEER Frans Beelaerts VAN Blokland. Envoy

E.Ntraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary;

nominated March 13, 1909; credentials present-

e.'I April 22, 1909.

DYER, SAMUEL, a missionary of the London

Missionary 8(x.iety, born at Greenwich, .January

20, 1804. He reached I'cnang on August 8, 1827,

and, being in feeble health, remained there instead

of proceeding to Malacca. He devoted a good deal

of his time to the cutting and perfecting of Chinese

metal type. In 1835 he removed to Malacca, devot-

ing liiniself there to the printing office and to

type-founding. In 1843 he went to a Conference of

missionaries at Hongkong, then just open, but fell

ill on the return journey, was put ashore at Macao

and died there on October 21, 1843. He was buried

by the side of Dr. Morrison.

Davies : Mcmiiir o/ the livv. Stiiiiiiil Di/rr.

London. 1846.
.

DYE-STUFFS. The following are the chief

ilvi-: iii'wIiHx'd in China :

—

Blue; from so-called "indigo" plant, tiin j^
which name is given to (1) Strnhilniit/irn flociiili-

foliuii, central and western China, (2) Iniliijofiro

liiirtDTw, a leguminous shrub of South China

largely grown also in India, (3) funtis linrtoria,

(4) I'nlijijnnum linctorinm, the Dyers' Knotwecd,

grown in Manchuria, Hupoi. and other districts

in N. China. Indi'jo/ira is the most widespread

of these.

The chief indigo-growing districts,—and cul

tivation, which had been dying out under the

competition of aniline dyes, has since the war been

resumed on a considerable scale,—are the Sungari

basin in Miinchuria, the districts of Anhui on the

Yangtze, parts of Kiangsi and Hu))ei, central

Chekiang, and, in the south, the hinterland of

Pakhoi and the West River in Kuangsi. Three

crops of leaves are gathered annually in the best

districts and one mow of land yields 700 catties

in a good season. The shoots are steeped in

concrete pits in cold water for several days, when

they are removed, leaving a greenish-coloured water

which, after being well stirred and exposed to the

air, becomes darker. Slaked lime is placed in the

water to precipitate the indigo, the water is drained

off, and the dye is left.

The inter-provincial trade in indigo, used to

dye the "blue gown", was at one time enormous,

but export abroad was never very great, as the

dry article required in Europe is not produced.

At the beginning of this century foreign artificial

indigo and .aniline dyes began to oust the native

indigo, and in 1914 the trade had died down to

a small figure. The export of liquid indigo for

1916 was Pels. 90,059, value Tls. 765,613.

Red ; the best known red dye in China is

safllower, Ciirt/ianiU!! tinrtiiriui' or hiitKj hu<t jjil^.

the seed of which is said to have been originally

brought to China by Chano Ch'ien from Turkestan.

The chief centre of production is, or was, for there

is now little demand for this beautiful dye, central

Ssuch'uan, though it is also cultivated near Ichang

and in N.W. Anhui. The red worsted cord, for

which Wuhu was famous all over the Empire, was

dyed with Ssich'uan safflower.

Tlic lialsun. ImpntirtiK bohniiiiiin, or /I'li;/ hsivn

'"'" M (Hi ?£ •
'' "s^fl '" combination with

alum as a fingernail dye, called hni-na, apparently

in imit<atiun of the Arabic henna. Other plants

used for the same purpo.se are Ajirhii.<ia tinctoria

in the north and f./iwimiii in the south : the Latter

produces the familiar rouge employed by Chinese

ladies. Madder, Ruhia cordi/oliii, the Chinese

ch'ien Ix'ao is a creeper whose stems and roots are

used to dye a deep red, whence its name jnnfci

'"'""Uil^f^- -^ purple dye is got from the bark of

l,ithii.<iiiiii,iiin rrjithriirhhiin, tzi'i tx'iM ^Tf. , now

used chiefly as a drug in the northern and centrnl

provinces. The colouring matter is brightest if

the plant is dug up in spring. Formerly 4,000

piculs of this dye were exported from Chefoo

yearly and sent to the south. Snppan-wood dye

from Malaysia and the Phillippines is an important

article of import.
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Yellow; Tunnevic ^j^(7'i"«;/ hiinnfi is the pro-

duce of Curriiiiiii lovi/ii, yii rhiiit^-^, found in Ssu-

fh'uan and Tibet and also on the West River delta

and in Formosa, whence it is imported to China.

The powdered roots are used for dyeing cotton cloth,

especially women's clothes. The export of this

dye from Chungking reached the e.xtraordinarily

high figure of 60,000 piculs in 1912, apparently

owing to the failure of the Indian crop. The plant

is still extensively cultivated on the Lower Min

in Ssuch'uan. The export for 1916 was Pels. 26,659

;

Tls. 110,365.

A yellow dye for silks and cottons is obtained

from the buds of Sojihora jnponica the huai x/iii

M ig, a familiar tree widely scattered over China.

The Kitrlrrutcritt, also named huai, is used for the

same purpose. The Ganhnia flurirln prcduces a

yellow dye u.sed for .staining woods.

(Ireen
;
green dyes are obtained from the leaves

rif llhniniiii^ tinftoriu-': and other species of buck-

thorn. The bark of two varieties is boiled together

in Chekiang to produce the dye, which is very

expensive, and therefore sparingly used, mostly

for grasscloth. It is a very permanent colour, and

constitutes the sap-green of water-colour painters.

The pigment is named lU-chiiin JS ^. It has been

almost totally displace.! by aniline dyes, and the

same fate has overtaken the dye obtained from a

species of Polijiioninn in Ssiich'uan.

Black ; the "nutgalls" produced by an insect

on the lihiis javanka, the fu-yang tree |S ^ , are

extensively employed for dyeing fabrics, especially

silk, black. The cloth must first be dyed blue.

This process has been elaborately described by

HosiF, in his report on Ssuch'uan. Mixed with

cochineal and other colouring substances the powder

from the galls (Chinese wu jiei (zt't %^^), pro-

duces grey, brown and fawn tints. See NufijdU".

As a dye for silk the cupules of two very

common oaks, the hiia-H ^WH, and hnu I'o-li JgSil^

are employed. Used with sulphate of iron a dye

is produced very similar to that extracted from

the Vnllnnea oak of Asia Minor. In dyeing silk

with this dye the fabric does not require to be

dyed blue first. This dye is used in Manchuria,

Hupei, and the West generally. In the country

di.stricts of Ssuch'uan local use is made of the

leaves of the walnut, alder, tallow-tree, etc., for

the same purpose, and soot from pine-wood, mixed

with millet spirit, is also used.

Brown; the dye yam, f/iii tiniKj
3J|f JJ, or false

gambler yields a dark brown dye and tanning agent,

commonly used in Yunnan and exported thence to

Tonkin. It is also widely grown in Kuangsi, and

shipped to Ki:angtung from Wuchow. It is used

for native and foreign cottons, grasscloth and silk,

and furnishes the lustrous dark brown waterproof-

looking coliur .so much affected by the Chinese

in summer. If a darker colour is required, alum

and nutgalls are added, and in Canton the juice of

green or unripe persimmons is frequently applied

as a varnish to the outside of the cloth. It is

waterproof, and per.spiration does not show upon

it ; to remove dirt only superficial washing is

necessary. [N. S.]

DYNASTIC
C/iiiiii.

HISTORIES. Sw H,>t,jri>:' uf

DYNASTIES are divided into jE cheng and

fig p'u'ii, or j)rincipal and partial ; the former having

possessed the whole of the contemporary China,

the latter only a portion. Of the former there are

Iwer.tyfour from the Chou ^ to the Ch'ing

dynasty. The others include some of importance,

suoh as N. Wei, Chin, ^, etc., but most of them

were of short duration and little interest. All will

be found under their respective headings.

Oii.F.s : Dktiunanj, Table III ; Hoang : Concor-

tiriiivc firx Chronologies Xeomeniquef, Appendix I.

E

EAGLES. Several species are found in North

China. The golden eagle {.Iquila chrymctM) is so

called because of the colour of its long neck-feathers.

It is as big as a good-sized turkey and its spread

of wing is about six feet. It is found all over

Kansu, Shensi and Shansi, and is very common in

Mongolia.

The spotted eagle (A. rlniii/n) is a nnicli snialliT

bird, found in both North and South China.

The white tailed sea-eagle {Hali'Miis ulbkillu)

belongs to N. China. Though a sea-eagle it goes

up river courses far inland. It is about as big as

the golden eagle, but is lighter in colour, has a white

tail and a heavier bill.

A related species is the so-called bald-headed

eagle (//. leucoccphalus) which is found even away

from river courses and in mountainous districts.

Perp lUviD once saw in China an eagle of the

mnch larger species il. pi-l'tijiiiiy, which is .said to
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breed in great mimbers in tlio Sea of Okhotsk. It

is remarkable for it« enormous yellow bill. See

Ai-ripitrci^.

SowERBY : I'm and Fnathcr in North China.

EAGRE, a name formerly used for the

phenomenon on the Ch'ien t'ang river, now generally

spoken of a^j the Hangchow Bore. The name was

used, of course, for bores anywhere.

Macgowan : The Eagre of the Tsivii-torKj Hirer;

Journal, X.C.B.R.A.S., 1853 4.

EARL. See Nobility.

EARTHQUAKES, have been common enough

in I'hiiia, and history records again and again that

taxe.>> were remitted in certain districts because of

loss by an earthquake. One is mentioned as

destroying 6,000 lives in Honan in B.C. 70, but

generally the loss of life is slight because of the

style of building.

The important works on this subject are BioT,

CMiilogue ijaiiiral des Trcmblements de Terre . . .

obfervet en Chine depiiis Its tempi anciens jusqu'd

nos jours, (1841) ; F. Omori, Treinblemenls de

Tirre en Chine, (1899); E. H. PARKEn, A list of

Chinese Earthquake.?, (1909); and P. Pierre

HoANti, .S.J., Ciitidogue des 'I'miihlfnunls de Terre

signaler en Chine, 2 vols., (1909 and 1913). The
last-named work is the latest. It was the last work

of Pere Hoang ; he finished the first volume at the

age of 80 after three years' work on it and died the

ne.vt day.

It i.s a list of earthquakes recorded in Chinese

annals from B.r. 1767 to a.d. 1895, arranged ac-

cording to provinces, with latitudes and longitudes

and dates ; the total number is 5793. This work

was is.fued as No. 28 of the Varitlts fiinologigues,

and a second volume, prepared V>y P. Tobar, ha.s

been numbered 28 bis.

In spite of keen research the data still seem

insufficient for decided conclusions as to periodicity,

etf. Giles : .idversnria Sinica, No. 9.

EAST OF ASIA, THE, a magazine published

quarlirly in .Shanghai from .January, 1902 to

October, 1906. It was illustrated and non-political.

It was also issued, with slight differences, in

German as Der Fcrne Oaten. Both were edited by
('. Fink.

EBENEZER MISSION.
//iiidfjiiiirlers :—Toronto, Ontario <'anada. An

offshoot of the South Chihli Mission {q.v.) working

in ^ yj US Piyang h.sien, Honan, with 5 foreign

workers in 1916.

ECHO DE CHINE, L'.a French daily news-

paper in Shanghai, founded in 1895.

ECLIPSE. The earliest eclipse of the sun

recorded in Chinese history is tliat which took

place in the reign of Yo ^ (b.c. 781-770), recorded

20

in the Shih Ching Pt. II, Bk. 4, Ode 9. Nature

was supposed to show thereby its disapproval of the

Emperor's conduct with regard to Pad Ssu (</•('.).

The date (28th cyclic day in the beginning of

10th moon) was Augu.st 29, 776 B.C. and Chavannes
tlaims it is accurate to the day. Reliable chronology

begins with this date.

In the Ch'un Ch'iu Confucius records 37

eclipses of the sun between B.C. 720 and B.C. 481.

Of these according to E. H. Parker twelve are

fairly correct and the rest remain to be examined.

The common idea of an eclipse is that a

moni^ter is swallowing sun or moon ; gongs and

drums are used vigorously to drive the monster' off

and save the luminary. The Chinese terms gj
jih shih, ^ §J yiieh shih, mean the eating up ot

Ihp sun and moon respectively.

EDKINS, JOSEPH, B.A., D.D., was born

ill tiloncestershire in 1823, graduated at London

University, and arrived in Shanghai in 1848 as an

agent of the London Missionary Society. In 1861

he opened Tientsin to the Society and in 1863 went

to Peking. He received the honorary D.D. from

Edinburgh in 1875. In 1880 he became translator

to the Imperial Customs of China, first in Peking,

then for the last fifteen years of his life in

Shanghai. He was a noted philologist and had a

wide knowledge of Chinese literature. His Chine.'ie

works are numerous and his Chinese liuddhiam,

I/rlii/ion in China, China's Place in I'hilologij and

The Religious Condition of the Chinese are well

known. He died in Shanghai, 1905.

For a list of his works see Chinese Ihcorder,

vol. .\.\.\vi, p. 282.

EDRISI, a geographer who wrote under the

patronage of Roger II of Sicily. His account of

China, written about 1153, is meagre and confused,

and contains many names which it is impo.ssible to

identify. Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither.

Parker : .ineient China Simplified.

EDUCATION. A recent work on this subject

by a Chinese begins with the obvious statement that

"the beginnings of education in ('hina can bo traced

as far back as the beginning of her civilization."

This may be said of any people, but it is typical of

i

the Chinese desire to attribute everything they have

to the days of Yao and Shun. Because it is said

that "Yao examined his officers every three years"'

; he is regarded as originating the niodern competitive

I examination.

Omitting reference, however, to education as

mentioned in the earlier part ot the Shu Ching, we

find that in the Chon dynasty there were two kinds

j
of school, one kind in the capital and one kind in

the country, in the imperial domain and in the

feudal states alike. We are expected to believe

that each hamlet ISl lu (twenty-five families) "had
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its hall of stiiily calU'd ,'ihii 5^ ; each village a school

called heiiiiKj ^ or h^ii ^ ; each district a school

called hfii J^, and each department of a State a

college called h^iang ^." Every day "all the

inhabitants of each village, men and women, in

going out to the fields in the morning and in return-

ing home in the evening, received instruction in the

halls of study." The in.struction was given by

"men of strong moral character," officials retired

from public service at 70 years old. Truly a Golden

Age ! As an enthusiatic NewChina student says,

the Chou ideal represented "a combination of

Spartan and Athenian ideals of education."

• This wonderful .system however began its

decadence in the eighth century B.C. ; and though

schools existed in the days of Confucius and

Mencius, the.y were private ventures, without

government supervision or aid. These philosopners

had not only to exhort the state to do its duty,

they al.so provided the chief material and text books

for all Chinese education down to last generation.

The Han dynasty was marked by a great

revival of learning, and educational work was

reorganized under Wu Ti (140-86 B.C.). China

became filled with schools. It must be noted

however that public offices were not, as in earlier

times, filled with .successful students alone ; there

were al.-o other ways to civil emifloyment. Further,

by education being henceforth confined to one system

of iihilosophy, it became conservative and formal.

During the three centuries after the Han
dynasty, education, like all institutions, had an

irregular and troubled time. Not to mention

ordinary schools, the T'ai Hsiieh >lc ^ and the

Kuo Tzu Hsueh (later Kuo Tzii Chien q.v.) g J-?l

were opened and closed again several times. Con-

fucianism had to contend with Buddhist and Taoist

influeiice,>( during this period. The practice of

selecting officials by examination fell into abeyance

and offices became more or less hereditar.v.

With the coming of the T'ang dynasty education

colleges established in the capital, the Kuo Tzu
was once more reorganized. There were six

colle,ges established in the capital, the Kuo Tzu

Chien being the chief and controlling the others.

In the country every village had its school. The
Five Classics were the chief part of all education

and officers were selected by a literary examination.

In 740, the Han-lin Yiian was established, a kind of

Imperial Academy attached to the court and largely

devoted to the study of difficulties in literature.

After the first century of T'ang rule, Taoists

returned to favour and colleges to study Taoism

were instituted, of equal rank with the Confucian.

Changes also took place with regard to the selection

of officials.

The Sung dynasty restored the Kuo Tzfi Chien

uud other college? extinguished during the Five

Dynasties Period, and organized i>rovincial schools.

Law, Medicine, Mathematics, etc., also had special

schools which, however, did not last long. The
system of examination was laid down, and rules made
which have lasted almost till the present. Selection

of officers by competitive examination was the rule,

especially towards the close of the period. Two
Sung philosophers who had a great influence on

education were Chu Hsi and Wang An-shih.

The Kuo Tzii Chien was once more o|>ened by

Khvbilai Khan, schools were encouraged and the

examination system re-established, but with Mon-

golian for the Mongols added. In the middle of

the dynasty, there were 24,000 schools in the

country, but it is said that many had only a nominal

existence and the imperial decrees were not fully

carried out. Probably the same is true in all

dynasties.

The famous Three-Character Classic 3 ? tS
Sim tzii chitKi was jiroduccd in this period, by

Waxg Ying-lin.

During the Ming dynasty there were many
decrees for the re-organization of colleges and

schools, and once again every village was provided

for, on paper at least. The competitive examin-

ations were also modified. The philosopher and

educationi.st Wamg Yang-min'g lived during this

period.

Of the Manchu dynasty we have the usual

announcement that it restored the Kuo Tzii Chien.

The great literary monarchs, K'ang Hsi and his

successors, promoted education both Chinese and

Manchu, and once again a very com))lete system

seems to have been decreed, with monthly, quarterl.v

and annual examinations in all schools and colleges

!

It is stated that this last ]>erfection ruined the

provincial -schools, because students soon found that

promotion depended on attendance at the examina-

tions, not at the school.

Comijctitive examinations reached their fullest

development. Education was not sought for its

own sake but for office ; and the State cared for the

education of the people only so far as it might thus

supply itself with servants.

The educational isy.stem which thus lasted for

centuries until the end of the nineteenth may be

briefly described as follows :

—

When about seven years old a bov began school

life. His first book was the Three Chnrwinr C'liissic

('/.I'.). The characters were learned by sound and

shape, but the meaning was not explained at first.

The learning was done b.v chanting or shouting,

a few words at time, till the whole had at last been

got by heart. As each pupil shouted a different

part of the book in his own key and according t^j

the strength of his lungs, the din and discord were

striking. The master heard each boy repeat what

be had learned, the pupil turning his back that he
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mii^ht not glance at the open book. He thus

learned some 400 chaiacters.

He then attacked in the same way the Thousand
Chiiriirter 67«-<?ic (q.v.), thus adding a large number
of new characters, after which he began on the

serious work of his scholastic life, the I''uur liuoks.

These were all committed to memory by shouting,

and after a time explanations were given of the

parts already learned. At the same time the student

learned to write,—a long and difficult labour.

When soma way on in his course, he also learned to

compo.'^e an es.say or wi'n c/iaiit/ {'/.v.) according to

very artificial rules of composition. Then poetry

was attempted.

The youth next sat for two test examinations

which would qualify him to enter the contest for the

degree of bachelor /i.«(« Is'tti (q.v.). This last ex-

amination wa.s held twice every three years in each

prefectural city, and lasted one day. If successful,

he became nominally a servant of the State, might
wear official dress and could purchase from an
official, or get by influence, some subordinate civil

post from which he might work his way upward.

Or the bachelor might proceed with his .studies

of the /''i'i« Chi»fir.< (q.v.). then .«it for the master's

degree, rhii j{n (q.v.). This examination was held

triennially at the provincial capitals and la.sted nine

flays. Accurate knowledge of the Four JIoo/ch and
/'ice. Vliiffiis with considerable skill in composing
e.ssay and poems were required.

There might be thousands of competitors, while

only a few tens of passes were permitted.

The successful candidates might then pass to

the triennial examination at J'eking, for the

Doctorate, rhin .</ii/i, {g -^ advancing sc/iolar.

There might be ,>^onK- eight or nine thousand
candidates. A fir.-t examination was a repetition of

the r/iii ji'ii examination; it lasted three days, (not

consecutive), and was simjjly to select the three or

four hundred best scholars who might proceed to

the examination for the doctorate. But even this

number was reduced by a further preliminary ex-

amination which latcd only one day. Then came
the real examination for the degree. Successful

<iin(li(lales then sat for the examination called

tun nhih, as being held within the |>alace ; it lasted

line day. The ten successful candidates at the

head of the list had special honour, being presented

to the Kinperor, etc. ; the first three could leave

the palace by the central portal, while others must
use the side doors ; they were entertained by the !

• .Mayor of the capital ' fSJi "liiin t'ien, etc. ; the
first of the three, and therefore the first scholar in

the empire in that examination was termed
i/iiiiinr/ yiiaii and became First-class com[iiler in the
Han lin Yiian.

After this a further examination of the new
doctors was held, tlie best of them becoming

Members of the Han lin, others secretaries, sub-

prefects, etc., etc.

With the opening of ports in 1842 a certain

amount of western education was introduced by the

Protestant missionaries, and increased in quantity

and influence year by year. After the Tientsin

treaty (1860) the need was evident for translators

and interpreters, in order to carry out diplomatic

intercourse with the various Treaty Powers, and in

1862, the T'liny Wen Kuan R) 3: 6S "as established

in the capital for the training of otiicial interpreters.

In 1866 it was first called a College, science was
added to the language curriculum, and in 1869,

Dr. W. A. P. Mahtin was made President. Two
auxiliary .schools were opened in Canton and .Shang-

hai.

After this various schools were opened, for

mechanical engineering at the Kiangnan Arsenal,

for naval students at Foochow, etc., etc.

Apart from these sjiecial foundations, the intro-

duction of some mathematics into the public ex-

aminations was a .striking change, though it was a

merely nominal improvement at first, in the absence

of capable teachers or exaniincis. The publication

of Cha.NG ChIII Tl'NO's IKl^j^ r/i'unn hsiiih p'iri,

had a very powerful effect on education. Serious

reforms began after the Boxer Outbreak. In 1903

a Committee of Educational Affairs, p )^{g irsiicM

\Vu Ch'u, was established, and developed in 1905

into the Ministry of Education $ SC Hsiieh Pu.

Detailed and far-reaching schemes were prepared,

and some progress was being made when the Re-
volution threw all things into disorder. The Re-
public has been too much occupied and inipoveri.«hed

to deal very effectively with education so far, hut

at least it is certain that the anti(iuated .system

which bad lasted too long is now .swept away for

ever.

P'ING WkN-KUO : '/'/le Ohinase SijKlrm of I'ulilii-

Ellurn/ ion ; Lkvvis : 'J'/ie Kdtirotinnid ('om/iii'xt of

Ihf For Kattt ; Etienne Zi, S.J.. I'roliiiv di-.< F,x

t:niinf littiToiirs (Var. Sin.. \ii. 5).

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHINA,
The, was founded iji .May, 1890, by sonic teacliers

present at the (ieneral Missionary Conference held

that year in Shanglvai. The Conference had at its

disposal the books, blocks, etc., of the School and
Text book Series ('/. c.) which had dissolved, and it

handed all over to the new Association. Thirty-five

members were enrolled. Seven triennial meetings

were held in Shanghai, the last taking place in 1912.

During these 22 years, the Association published

a considerable number of textbooks, and did a

good deal of terminological work, while the triennial

meetings were stimulating and helpful to missionary

educators. In 1912, the membership was over 500.

but it was felt that a radical change in organization
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was necessary to meet the changed conditions in

China. The sales had greatly declined, owing to

the Chinese themselves liaving begun the publication ;

of text-books, and foreign firms also coming in as I

competitors; while the great impetus given to '

Western education by the establishment of the

Hepulilic, demanded that a more aggressive work

should be done than was possible on the old lines.

In 1915, therefore, the Christian Educational As- i

sociation of China (17.1".) was formed, on the
J

foundation of the earlier Association.
'

The Educational Association published (1) a '

"Monthly Bulletin," which (2) became in January,

1908 the Monthly Educational Review and (3) this
j

was made a quarterly in January, 1912.

EGG BOATS. See Tnnka.

EGGS. The e-\port of eggs has become very ;

important in China of late years, and in 1915 the 1

total exports e.xceeded Hk.Tls. 8,000,000. In 1914
}

a million and a quarter Taels worth of frozen eggs i

were sent to Great Britain alone, and over double

this value of fresh and preserved eggs were sent to

Asiatic ports. But the chief trade is in aruumen

and yolk, the value amounting to nearly five

millions (half to Britain). This trade is confined

to Tient.«in, Kiaochow, and the Yangtze ports,

Hankow having about a dozen albumen factories.

The preparation of albumen is merely an evaporat-

ing process, requiring no chemicals or preserving

materials—only cheap eggs and labour, which,

especially the former, are abundant. Dried albumen

is used in cotton printing, also in the manufacture

of biscuits. The preserved yolk is chiefly used in

the preparation of glove leather {WvJiu Trade

Bepurt, 1899). Other uses of yolk are for leather

belting, and of albumen in photography. One picul

of eggs makes 64 catties of albumen and 35 catties

of yolk. 1,000 duck's eggs or 1,300 to 1,600 hens'

eggs are counted to one picul in. weight.

The albumen is churned and put into large

hogsheads, where it ferments for a period ranging

from five days to two weeks, according to the

temperature. The volatile constituents rise to the

top and the usable portion is drawn off from the

bottom, mi.xed with a little ammonia and evaporated

in a special room in shallow pans by heating

through worm flues. The result is clear, trans-

parent, amber sheets, which are cooled and ventilat-

ed, and placed in air-tight tins ready for e.xport.

Preserved eggs are an important item in the

feast of the Chinese epicure.

In 1916 the export was as follows. Egg

albumen and yolk. Pels. 288,346, Tls. 7,702,403;

Fresh and preserved. Pels. 535,134, Tls. 4,629,074.

EIGHT DIAGRAMS. Pee Pa Kva.

EIGHT DIAGRAMS SOCIETY, A Jb or Nine

Palaces ;^^ Society, i.e., the diagrams arranged in

a circle, plus the centre. A secret sect said to have

been founded towards the close of the Ming dynasty

by one Li Hsien-t'ien $J&5^, or about the begin

niu^ of the Ch'ing dynasty by one Han Ku-TZil

jJU ^ ^. They may be one and the same, for Edkins
considers the first name is an assumed one, Lr

re])re-enting LaoTzu {w'hose surname it was), and

Hsien-t'ien the "former heaven," referring to the

Fu Hsi form of the Eight Diagrams as opposed to

that of Wen Wang. The founder was a poor

labourer to whom one of the Taoist genii in the

guise of a mendicant monk gave a revelation of the

Great First Cause as %(S. or SS ^ ^ fit. "'he Un-

begotten.," or the "Unbegotten Venerable Mother"
;

no thought of sex is included, guardianship or

providence being the leading thought. The epithets

All-Merciful, Most Holy, Highest, Incomparable

etc., are used in speaking of the "Unbegottcn,"

and in various ways the idea approximates to that

of God as conceived by Christianity.

Li is supposed to have thus become an incarna-

tion of the "Unbegotten," and he proceeded to

develop his doctrine on the basis of the Eight

Diagrams, choosing eight followers, one for each

diagram, secretly to spread his religion.

The sect allied itself with political movements

at the time of the great Mohammedan rebellion in

Kashgaria, assisting the Emperor (K'ang Hsi) in

crushing the rebels. Li declined both office and

money, seeking only toleration for his followers,

which is said to have been informally given. For

some reason, the meetings of the sect began to take

place at night, which was always a reproach in the

eyes of others, as men and women joined in them.

It seems certain that the Society altered its aims

and became anti-dynastic, though this was unknown

not only to acolytes, but to the majority of members,

who only regarded it as a religious organization.

The Society is one of the largest of secret sects,

and i.s widely spread. The organization is simple.

The eight branches are again divided into four

Military and four Civil, with different methods of

arriving at the desired results. There are three

grades of officers who alone can receive new

members. The meetings are held at the equinoxes,

solstices, and other fixed times; contributions are

compulsory at the chief meetings. Religious ex-

ercises, of which deep breathing and the reciting

of charms are an important part, are followed by

a feast, and by a clairvoyant seance. The medium

is known as K\ BE, or the Clear-eyed One, and is

often a woman or girl, whose chief duty seems to

be to .scrutinize the life and heart of the members

to detect insincerity or other unworthiness. A short

list of some of the literature of the Society is given

in the Chinese liecorclcr, 1886, p. 4.

Chinese REcf>nnEi;. 1886, pp. 1, 64, 245.

EIGHTEEN PROVINCES l" A « shih pa

fhentj, a common name for China proper. The
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provinces have varied in number, and have not

always been called shtng. Xot to go back to more
ancient times the empire in 629 a.d. (T'ang dynasty),

had ten tao m, Knan-nei BS ftt Hotiing }6f ^,
Ho-iian jSIJlq. Hopei jij fl:- Shan nan lUI^. Lung-

yu
PJ5 ^, Huainan }(| ]{{, Kiang-nan j£ Jg, Chieh-

nan jgij jj^, and Ling nan ^ /fg.

T-Ai TsvNG of the Sung dynasty (976-998)

made fifteen /i, |}, l.'hing tu Tungjg^^, (hing-

tn Hsi JR)|Jg§, Ho-pei, Ho-tung, Shensi, Huai-

nan JSffi- Hunan, Hu-pei, Fukien, Kiangnan,

Ssuch'uan, Kuangtung, Kuangsi and two Che-kiangs.

The present arrangement into s/ieiig dates from

the Yiian dynasty, when, with the two metropolitan

provinces rji f( ^ Pei Chihli and Nan Chihli (or

KiansiianI, containing the northern and southern

Capitals Pei C'hing (Peking) and Nan Ching

(Nanking) respectively, there were •instituted

thirteen '|' S fx i5"
•"' 'ambulatory' departments.

As far as the territory (not the official rule) was

concerned the Ming dynasty made no change, and

the names were the same as today, with the

exception that it remained for the Ch'ing dynasty

to constitute Kansu from part of Shensi, to make

Kiangnan into Anhui and Kiangsu, and Hukuang
into Hupei and Hunan. This brought the number

to eighteen. Secret Societies often used the expres-

sion T/ie Thirteen Provinces for China because they

sought to restore by revolution the old state of

things.

At one time (1905) a nineteenth was made by

the division of Kiangsu.

To the eighteen provinces of China Proper

niu.H be added the three Manchurian provinces

H^Vf" Shengking, Kirin and Hei-lung chiang.

Besides the ordinary name each province has

another, derived from ancient territorial nomen-

clature and used for literary purposes. Lists are

given in Giles' Dielionarij, Mayers' Header's

Miiniiiil and Rkhaud's Gcixjrapliij. {See separate

arlirles).

EIGHT IMMORTALS, THE, /^^ pa Imen

arc a group of eigjit, who are venerated by the

Taoist sect as having drunk the Eli.xir of Life or

otherwise obtained immortality. 'I'heir names are

I'hnngli Ch'iian, (hang Kuo, Lii Tungpin, Ts'ao

Kuoch'iu, Li T'ieh-kuai, Han Hsiang-tzu, Lan
Ts'ai ho and Ho Hsien-ku, but the lists vary. The
legends told of them may be found under their

names in Mayers' C/iiinfie Jtnuhr'n Munual or

in Giles' Hiinjrapliirnl Dirtinmir)/ or in Dohe,
Hreherches siir leu SuperKtitiinm, tome IX. As a

group they are not mentioned before the Yuan
dynasty, though the individual legends are found

earlier.

EIGHT-LEGGED ESSAY. See 11', ehiiiiii

EITEL, ERNST JOHANN, Ph.D., studied in
Tubingen and, after a brief pastorate in a Lutheran
Church, was sent to China by the Basel Mission in

1862. In 1865 he joined the London Missionary
Society, and in 1879, he left missionary work to
become Inspector of Schools under the Hongkong
Government and private secretary to the Governor
(Sir .loHX Poi'E Hennessi). He wrote a great deal,
in German, Chinese and English, including HUtorij
of the Hakkas, Three Lectures on Uuddhism, Hand-
book for the Student of Chinese Uuddhism, Chinese
Dietioiiary in the Canton Dialect, Feng shut, and
Europe in China, the History of Honr/konij; besides
many articles in Reviews and Magazines. He was
also for many years editor of the China Review.
He ended his life as a Lutheran pastor in Adelaide,
S. Australia. He died in 1908. A complete list

of his writings is given in the T'oung Pao.
T'ouNG Pao, vol. x ; Chinese REcoRnER, 1909.

ELAPHURE. Klaphurns davidianus, a deer
discovered by David and called by the Chinese
S.=ii-i)u-hsiang ^Tf.^, and often confused by them
witli the reindeer. Its habitat was the Imperial
Park ^ i^, south of Peking. It is doubtful
whether it was indigenous or brought by the

Manchus.

It probably e.xisted wild in the region south-

west of Ko-ko nor, and perhaps also in Eastern
Manchuria. A Manchu traveller, who wrote in 1777,

records its existence in Tarbagatai f^^l^llo'a
The proper Chinese name for it is jl vii as

proved by vox Mollendorfk in his paper cited

below.

David slates that in 1865 ho himself saw a

herd of about 120 of these animals in the Imperial
Park, but that it was extremely difficult to obtaia
one, because, as in England once, the penalty for

killing a deer was death. No doubt the Manchu
guardians of the park killed and ate as they wished,

but it was a different matter to sell any portion

of the beast outside the grounds. Bushell states

that he was accustomed to ride there among herds
of them, but that in 1894 the park wall was breached

by floods and the deer escaped, to be devoured by
the famished people. It is generally suppo.scd to

have been killed out during the occupation by
foreign troops in 1900.

The colour i.<! a reddish-grey, becoming more
or less brown in the male, and with blackish marb-
ling in the summer. It drops its horns after the

winter solstice, and the young are born in May or

June. The animal has the feet of the reindeer,

the horns of the deer, and the long tail of certain

antelopes.

No living specimens have been procurable in

China for some time, and the animal must be con-

sidered as extinct in a wild state; but the Duko
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of Bedford has about one hundred head in England.

A female specimen may be seen in the Museum of

the Hoyal Asiatic Society (North China Branch)

in Shanghai.

Sfupulixinny means 'four dissimilarities' ; the

C'hinese say it is not like the horse, not like the

ox, not like the deer and not like the goat. But

there are other explanations of the name.

D.wiD : Jonrnnl d'un Voyage en Mongolie,

p. 44; VON MoLLENDORFF : Journal, N.C.B.B.A.S.,

vol. xi, p. 72: Sowerby : ibid., vol. xlvii, p. 71;

BusHELL : Notes and Queries on China and Japan,

vol. iv, p. 29; Swinhoe : /'./..S., 1870, p. 134;

BusHELL : ibid., 1898, p. 588.

ELDER BROTHER SOCIETY, /... hi,, hui

S ^ & • -^ secret brotherhood which had been

known for some time to exist, when three member-

ship tickets were found in 1886 on a man arrested

in Shanghai. The Yangtze valley riots in 1891 were

believed to have been caused by Elder Brothers,

the object being to embroil the Manchus with the

foreign powers. An early origin is claimed for the

cult in Ssueh'uan ; in its present form it dates

from the beginning of the Manchu rule, but while

anti-dynastic it was pro-T'ang and not pro-Ming.

The Society builds itself on three famous

friendships recorded in Chinese annals, and each

member calls the others "Brother." There is an

elaberate ritual, a system of secret signs with many

grades of membership, and there is said to be a

considerable resemblance to Freemasonry. The

Society, which consists of eight guilds, early divided

into East and West, the latter being the stronger,

e.iipecially in Ssueh'uan, Kansu and Shensi. In

1900 they became more bandits, and in 1911, getting

the upper hand of the Revolutionaries, with whom
they had allied tliemselves, they were responsible for

the massacre of at least 10,000 Manchus in Hsi-an

fu, as well as of some of the missionaries. See

iS'Trci Sects.

ELEEPOO, another way of writing Ti.ii-it
;

used liy Davis aiid others. See Ili/tii,

ELEGIES OF CH'U.'^^CA'u tz'i, a col-

lection of the poetry of the Ch'u State, consisting

chiefly of the poems of Cu'ii Yuan, including his

famous Li Sao. The style of writing is unique,

on account both of the time and the country. Many
editions have been issued, including one by Cue

Hsi. See Ch'ii Yuan; Li Sao.

Wylie : Notes on Chinese IMerature.

ELEPHANTIASIS, a disease apparently con-

nected with the presence of Filaria buncrofti. As

a iiule the leg or legs become swollen, perhaps to

many times the natural size. See Jeffeevs and

Maxwell, Diseases of China.

ELEUTHS, also called Oliut Mongols or Oloth

Mongols ; the meaning of the name probably being

'separated.' They are western hordes, inhabiting

the country from the Selenga and Orkhon sources

to the T'ien shan 3^ [Ij and I'pper Irtish. They
are divided into four branches, the best-known be-

ing the Turgut branch, which, two centuries ago,

carried their conquests and migrations to the Volga.

The horde of which De Quincey wrote his famous

description was the Turgut branch of Eleuths.

Yule : note in Prjeva/sly's Mongolia, vol. i,

l>. 231 ; RocKHiLL : Diary of a Journey in Mongolia,

etc. ; HowoRTH : History of the Mongols.

ELGIN, LORD, Earl of Elgin and Kincardine,

was appointed by the British Government as High

Commissioner and Plenipotentiary when the Second

War {q.v.Ji began ; he reached Hongkong on July 2,

1857. His action was hindered, first by the

necessity of diverting soldiers to India, where the

Mutiny had broken out, then by the lateness of

the arrival of Baron Gros and the French forces.

It was too late to proceed north, so Canton was

stormed and the Commissioner Yeh seized and sent

to Calcutta. The forces then went north and took

the Taku forts, with the result that the Treaty of

Tientsin was signed by Lord Elgin on June 26,

1858. After a visit to Japan he left Shanghai on

November 8 to select the three ports on the Yangtze

which were to be opened to foreign trade. He
then left Hongkong on March 4, 1859, met in

Ceylon his brother the Hon. F.W.A. Bruce, the new
envoy to China, bearing the ratification of the

treaty, and reached London on May 19. As was

natural since most of the foreign trade was British,

the lead in the negotiations had been given to Lord

Elgin ; his policy served British interests well,

while he spoke truly in saying 'I have been China's

friend in all this.'

When Bruce, proceeding to Peking fcr the

ratification of the treaty, found the Pei-ho blocked

and was repulsed in the attack on the Taku forts.

Lord Elgin was sent out as Ambassador extra-

ordinary. He, with Baron Gnos, the French

Ambassador, reached Hongkong on June 21, 1860,

after being wrecked at Point de Galle and losing

all their effects. Tfiey then joined their forces, the

British being at Talien wan and the French at

Chefoo. In the advance to Peking, in the midst

of negotiations, Parke.s and others were treacher-

ously seized and imprisoned, a number of the party

dying of their ill-treatment. The Anting gate at

Peking was opened to the Ambassadors after they

had threatened force. Lord Elgin gave orders for

the destruction of the Yiian Ming Yiian, which

had been already looted by the French troops,

as a punishment for the treachery and brutality

used to the Paukes party. The Convention of
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t'ekiiig was then signed on October 24, 1860, and the

ratifications of the Tientsin Treaty of 1858 were

exchanged.

He (lied as governor General of India in 1863.

ELIAS, NEY, was born in Kent on February

10, 1844. He became a Fellow of the Royal

Geographical Society in 1865, and studied under

the Society's instructors. In 1866 he went to

Shanghai in connection with a mercantile house,

and in 1868 volunteered to e.xjilore the old and

new courses of the Yellow River; the account of

the expedition wa.s publi.>;hed in the journals named
below.

In 1872 he made a difficult and dangerous

journey across the Gobi Desert ; the results were

given in a pivper to the Royal Geographical Society.

He received the founder's Gold medal, and his

services were retained by the Indian Government.

He was second in command of the overland

nn-ssion to China which turned back because of

Makuary's murder. He afterwards did a good

deal of travel in Turkestan, Afghanistan, etc., and

retired from the service in November, 1896. Ho
died in Dondon, May 30, 1897. He was made
CLE. in 1888, but never accepted the honour.

Most of his writings are in the secret archives

of the Indian Government; those published and

having reference to (.'hina are The New Bed of the

YrUow Itiver, Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., 1869; No'tes

of a Jouriicij to the Xew Course of the Yellow

1/icer, R. Geog. Soc. Journal, 1870; A Journry

Ihrovijh Western Monijollri, ibid., 1873; Visit to

the Valley of the Shiieli in \Vistcr7i Yiinnan,

ibid, .\lvi ; liitrodiictiiry SLitch of the lIi<tory of

the Shans in Upper Burma and Western Yiinnan,

Calcutta, 1876.

[Wheeleu] : IJictionnry of National Biography.

ELIOT, CHARLES NORTON EDGECUMBE,
Sir, wa.s burn in 1864, and eduratfd at I 'lu'lt<;nliam

and at Balliol College, Oxford, where he took

many honours. He was 3rd Secretary to the

Embassy at St. Petersbin-g from 1888 to 1892;

was at Con.stantinople from 1893 to 1898; was

Charge d'affaires in Morocco in 1892 and 1893; was

in IJulgaria, 1895, and Servia, 1897; was Secretary

tr, the British Embassy at Washington in 1898,

British High ('(jmmissioner at Samoa in 1899; Com-
missioner and Commander-in-chief for the British

East Africa Protectorate, Agent and Consul-General

at Zanzibar from 1900 to 1904. He then resigned

and became Vice-Chancellor of the Sheffield

University. In 1912, he became the first Principal

of the Hongkong University. Ho was made C.B.

in 1898, and K.C.M.G. in 1900. He is known as a

linguist and as a student of Buddhism.

His published works are .-1 Finni'<h (Irammar,

(1890) ; Turhvy in L'u/i./i-
, (1900) ; The Last Africa

/'rolcctoraie, (1905); Letters from the Far h'ast,

(1907) ; with many pajiors on Marine Zoology.

ELLIOT, CHARLES, not to be confounded
with his cousin Admiral George Elliot, was a nep-

hew of the first Earl of Minto, and was born in 1801.

He entered the Royal Navy in 1815, and attained

post rank in 1828, after which he was not on active

naval .service but spent two years in Britisli Guiana
as Protector of Slaves. In 1834 he was sent to

China with Lord Napier [q.v.) as Master-attendant
to the Commission. On the resignation of J. V.

Davis he was made Third Superintendent in 1835,

and in the same year, on the resignation of Astell,

he became Second Superintendent. In June, 1836,

he became Chief Superintendent, though nominally

this office was abolished. At first his troubles were
in getting into direct communication with the

Viceroy, but soon the question of the opium trade

became all-important. The trade was e.vpanding

and there was an enormous amount of smuggling,

and Elliot was regarded as responsible for all.

The situation began to be acute in 1837, and in 1839

the crisis came with the appointment of Commis-
sioner Ian. Immediately, foreigners were ordered

to surrender all opium and were meanwhile for-

bidden to leave Canton. At great personal risk

Elliot at once went to Canton and demanded
liberty for the foreigners; but in a few days, on

March 27, 1839, he found himself under the

necessity of delivering up to the Chinese all the

opium in the hands of Briti.sh subjects. He refused

however to sign the bond promising that opium
should never again be brought, and he ordered all

the British to leave Canton ; he left with the last

of them on May 24. The Chinese were then willing

to resume trade, but Elliot gave orders that

British ships should not proceed to Canton, pending
instructions from England!

Trouble was precipitated by a drunken riot at

Kowloon by British and possibly American sailors,

in which a Chinese, Lin Wei-hsi, was killed.

Elliot tried and sentenced to fine and imprison-

ment five sailors who took part in the riot, but
could not find the man or men to whom the death

was due. The Chinese were dissatisfied and sought

to cut off all supplies from British ships, besides

ordering all compradores, servants, etc., to leave

British employ. The Governor of Macao was
called on to expel all Engli.sh merchants and their

families, and they all departed in haste for Hong-
kong in all sorts of vessels.

In this time of anxiety the British were with-

out any gun-boat for their protection ; and their

fears were much increased by the Black Joke affair

(q.i'-). War junks hindered the British on their

ships from provisioning at Kowloon and IFongkong,

tliouyh the nalivcs were willing to tell, till Elliot
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lost his temper and opened lire on the junks from

H.M.S. Volage which had arrived on August 31.

Insistent demands were made for the murderer

of Lin Wei-hsi, a most pereni]3tory one' being sent

on October 25, with an order that the British ships

should either enter the river or else sail away, under

penalty of complete destruction by lire. Elliot in

reply sent the Volatje (28 guns) and the Hyacinth

(20 guns) for the protection of the merchant ship-

ping. Twenty-nine war junks advanced, apparently

to att-ack, but offering to withdraw if Lin Wei-hsi's

murderer were produced. In self-defence the

English opened fire, destroyed four junks and

damaged the rest : this was the beginning of the

First War, wrongly called the Opium War.

By June, 1840, war-vessels and transports ar-

rived ; and the blockade of the" Canton river was

established. Admiral the Honourable George

Elliot, cousin of Chaeles, brought a commission

which appointed himself and Captain Chakles

Elliot respectively as first and second Commission-

er, procurator and plenipotentiary.

The two went north and reached Tiughai in

Chusan on July 6 ; it had been occupied by

C'ommodore Bremer the day before. They

established a blockade of Ningpo and the Yangtze

mouth, and went to the Pei-Tio. Two months were

spent in negotiations through Kishen; the pleni-

potentiaries reached Macao on November 20.

Three days later Captain Charles Elliot became

sole plenipotentiary through the resignation of the

Admiral. Negotiations with Kishen at Canton

were begun and were broken off on the question of

ceding Hongkong. Elliot however, after the long

experience of merchants and their families living

on ships with no base for trade, was firm ; he

proceeded to take the forts at Chuenpi and

Taikoktow outside the Bogue on January 7, 1841 :

next day negotiations were resumed.

The Convention of Chuenpi {q-v.) resulted, by

which Hongkong was ceded ; six millions of dollars

agreed on as indemnity to the British; and official

intercour.se allowed on a footing of equality. This

was promptly disavowed by the British government

as being altogether inadequate and contrary to

instructions given; Elliot was recalled and Sir

Henry Pottingeu succeeded him.

Morse : International lidalions of the Chinese

Kmpire; Eamks : Tin: Eixjli'h in Vhinn.

ELLIOT, GEORGE, the Hon., RearAdmiral.

See Elliot, Charles.

EMBASSIES. The following complete list of

embassies from European powers to China is by

Pero L. Pfisier.

1521.—First Portuguese embassy, Thomas Prafes,

sent by King Don Emmanuel. It was un-

successful and Pibes was cast into prison.

1655.—First Dutch embassy, Piehre de Gover and

Jacques de Keyser, sent by the Dutch

India Comjjany to Shun Chih. (They seem

to have been received in the Throne Hall).
'

1656.—First Russian embassy.

1661.—Second Dutch embassy, I. V. Cami'EN and

C. Nobel, sent to Shun Chih by the Dutch

India Company.
1664.—Third Dutch embassy, Pierre van Hoorn,

sent to Shun Chih by the Company.
1670.—Second Portuguese embassy, Don Manoel

DE Saldagna, sent to K'ang Hsi by

Alphonso VI.

1676.—Second Kussian embassy, sent to K'ang Hsi.

It had been twice refused admittance.

1689. -Third Russian embassy, Feodor A. Golovvin,

sent to K'ang Hsi by the Regent Sophia,

for the delimitation of the frontier.

1693.—Fourth Russian embassy, Isbrants-Ides,

sent to K'ang Hsi by Peter the Great.

1705.—First Papal embassy, the Patriarch Thomas

Maillot de Tournon, sent by Pope Clement

XI, to arrange the question of rites.

1715.—Fifth Russian embassy, Thomas Golwin

and Laurent Lange, sent to K'ang Hsi by

Peter the Great.

1719.—Si.Kth Russian embassy, Leon Wassiliowitlh

IsMAiLow, sent to K'ang Hsi by Peter the

Great. Lange remained in Peking as Agent

of the Russian Mission, (r. sup., 1715).

1720.—Second Papal embassy, the Patriarch Me/.

ZABAKBA, sent to K'ang Hsi by Clement XI.

1725.- Third Papal embassy. Fathers Carmes,

GoTHARD and Ildephonse sent to Yung
Cheng by Pope Benedict XIII.

1726.—Third Portuguese embassy, Don Alexandre

Metello de Souza y Mene.ses, seiit by King

John V to Yung Cheng.

1726.—Seventh Russian embassy. Count Sawa

Wladislawitch Ragousinskt, sent to Yung

Cheng by Catherine I.

17.53.—Fourth Portuguese embassy, Don Francois

Xavier Assis Pacheco y Sampayo, sent to

Ch'ien Lung by Joseph I.

1767. -Eighth Russian embassy, Khapoytow, sent

to Ch'ien Lung by Catherine II.

1793.—First British embassy. Lord Macartney,

sent to Ch'ien Lung by George III.

1794.—fourth Dutch embassy, Titsingh, sent to

Ch'ien Lung by the Dutch Republic.

1805.—Ninth Russian embassy, Counts Golowkin

and PoTOCKi, sent to Chia Ch'ing by

Alexander I.

1808.—Tenth Ru.ssian embassy, sent to Chia Ch'ing

by Alexander I.

1816.—Second British embassy, Lord Amherst, sent

to Chia Ch'ing by George III.
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1820.—Eleventh Russian embassy, Timowskv, sent

by Alexander I.

It will be seen from this list that France,

Austria and Spain have sent no embassies to Peking.

Havret : La Utile chritienne de Simjan-fou,

ii, p. 225, note; K., Audiences granted to Western

f^iirni/s, ill rhina Review, vol. iii, p. 67; Jamieson :

'J'/ie Triljiilari/ Xnlinns of China, ibid., vol. xii,

p. 94.

EMBERIZINAE, a Subfamily of Frimjillidat,

comprising the Buntings. The following species

are known in China.

Plectrophenax nifalis, in C'hihli occasionally in

winter. Calcarius lapponicus, common in the

North to the valley of the Yangtze. Emberiza
passerina, common in northern provinces. E.

pi/rr/iidiiin and A', continentnlis, N. China to valley

of Yangtze. E. eleijan-^, Chihli to Fukien and at

Mu-p'in. E. piixillu, the Little Bunting, throughout

China in winter. E. rustica, found in winter to

the valley of the Yangtze, and even as far south

as Fukien. E. fiicnta, the Grey-headed Bunting,

throughout China. E. c/irysopfirys, common in the

north in migration. E. trixtrami, C'hihli to Fukien

in winter. E. godlewshii, the Eastern Meadow-
Bunting, Chihli to West China. E. cioidee,

in Mongolia ird in the hills all over China. E.

lfiicoiepha!a, the Pine-Bunting, in N. China and
the Ch'inling mountains in winter. E. personata,

taken at Shaweishan on migration. E. .•podocephala,

the Black-faced Bunting, China generally ; very

common in Central China in winter. E. melanops,

comes to breed in Yangtze valley. E. sulphurata,

in S.E. China. E. rutila, the Chestnut Bunting,

and E. aureola, throughout E. China on migration.

Milo/ihuK iiielanictrruK, the Crested Bunting,

resident in S. China. Junco siemsseni, N.W.
Fukien. Fiimjilliiria variabilif, taken at Shawei-

shan on migration.

Davii) et OrsTAi.ET : Acs Oiifeaux de la Chinr.

EMBROIDERY. The art of needlework is

nearly as <ild as that of weaving. So soon as

fabrics were made the need for embellishment arose.

It is due to the impermanence of the materials

that embroideries more ancient than the old bronzes

do not now e.xist. Inasmuch as the art of

embroidery is largely one dealing with work in silk,

and sericulture having originated in China some
4.000 years ago, it is reasonable to conclude that

embroidery also originated in China. Some of the

earliest embroideries still existing were discovered

by AunEL Stein in the hidden chapel of the Cave
Temjile of the Thousand Buddhas at Tun huang
and date b.ick to the 10th century.

Stein dcsnibcs a large embroidered picture

nil silk of BrnniiA and his disciples, with good

dia.ving and harmonious colouring; a cushion cover

:'l

with floral ornament and tracery resembling that

used in Chinese embroidery of the present day

;

together with some silk tapestries and damasks.

Although Khotan was a sort of half-way house

between Eastern and Western Asia, it is probable

that these embroideries were of Chinese design

although influenced by Grseco-Buddhist art as

developed in Central Asia ; the technique and the

whole treatment of these Stein embroideries is

frankly Chinese.

In dealing with any department of Chine.se

art it may be remembered that China was a mature

nation long before any of the present European

nations existed. Printing originated in China 400

years earlier than in Europe. The art of China, as

we see it preserved at the present day in Museums
and elsewffere, represents the result of a very com
plete and slow-moving evolution. As in other art.s,

so in embroidery and allied textile arts, religion has

been a potent influence, particularly Buddhism.

The other influences which inspired textile orna-

ment were the ceremonies of the court and oflicials,

whose robes and trappings, especially during the

T'ang dynasty and later periods, gave full scope

for the decorative artist. These were later reflected

and elaborated in the co.stumes of the theatre. It

may be noted that of the costumes and trappings

of the Buddhirt religion, court oflicials and the

theatre, the most resplendent were intended for

masculine adornment. In China it has ever been

the male bird that was most resplendent and

outwardly attractive.

The consummation of art textile work came

in the reign of Ch'ien J-cng, a.d. 1736 to 1795.

when the most beautiful tapestries, brocades,

damasks and embroideries were produced. The
subsequent decline of taste and art craft was

gfiadual, but during recent years the decadence

has been accelerated since the country was flooded

with factory-made goods. Perhaps the last stage

is represented by the so-called " Canton embroid-

ery " made to meet a " foreign taste," which is

s,vnonymous with vulgarity, and for the special

delectation of the globe trotter, who-'e pockets the

Chinese know too well how to empty. The aver-

age globe-trotter likes realism and prefers pure

imitation of natural forms to the formal fancies

of earlier date which have made Chinese art the

individual thing that it is held to bo to-day. It

is scarcely necessary to say that the modern
" Canton embroidery " with its meretricious orna-

ment has practically no artistic merit and is

merelv a product of a period of crude commercial

ism. Art textile work, so far as China goes, has

sung its swan song and it will probably be many

years before the art spii'it will a;;.ain dt'sccml among

the people.
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Embroidery is essentially a personal art and

requires so little apparatus as to render it the

most accessible and commonly practised of all art

crafts. This fact alone, making for keen com-

petition, tends toward a comparatively high degree

of excellence. Considered as an art of expres-

sion, apart from its decorative value, embroidery

his its own particular virtue, cei-tain textiles

and surfaces in Chinese work, such as the plumage

of a bird and the colour and surfaces of flowers,

being rendered by the needle with a beauty and
truth beyond the ordinary range of pictorial art.

In the retinue of beauty, among her sister arts

of design, embroidery holds a special place.

DESIGN. So soon as, by the observation of

beauty and incident, certain superior workers

found that art did not consist in the imitation of

nature, real designs would be evolved, and, as

these became repeated, they would be stored up

in the memory and transmitted to the next gener-

ation to be finally recorded in books. Such books

have been available in China certainly as early as

the Sung dynasty ( 960-1279 a.d.). Later there

were books for the special use of embroiderers, with

woodcuts of conventional designs and decorative

schemes. The Chinese aire indebted to plants,

flowers, and fruits for many of their best designs.

That these are rarely a mere imitation of the

original shows the Chinese to be good designers,

for natural forms are only of real value for design

after they have passed through the artist's brain.

The peach, peony, pomegranate, narcissus and
lotus are treated so as to be full of rhythmic

vitality and in keeping with the best conventional

and aesthetic ornament. They apjjear £o have the

right perception of wliat detail to suppress and
what to retain. They appreciate the worth of

simplicity in ornament and know the value of

an empty space. They practise restraint in decor-

ative design. If one takes a good piece of hand-
woven work or embroidery, it is seldom that any
part of the decoration can be removed without

sacrificing the general effect.

As a rule Chinese design in textile work is

very conventional and there is little growth, the

pleasing effect being obtained by good arrangement
and colour. Their figures are drawn with vigour

but the details, such as hands and feet, are usu-

ally incorrect. In some cases, especially where
the elements of decoration are symbolic, they are

scattered without apparent design, the pleasing

result being due to colour and the use of gold

thread. In the matter of background the Chinese

appear to have a passion for restless motives.

While, in Europe, it is a generally recognised

principle of design that the background should

serve to show up the subject to the greatest ad-

vantage and not detract from it by asserting it-

self in any way, in China it is often necessary to

scrutinize a piece of work to find out which is

the principal subject and which is secondary

matter. Thus, in the coat badges {ji'u tzu) the

background frequently consists of recurrent curved

cloud and wave forms suggesting continuous

motion : this would be considered wrong by a

European designer but, in China, by frequent

acquaintance, especially with the virtues of the

Chinese fret, it produces a result giving complete

artistic satisfaction.

Recurrence in art expresses repose and is fre-

quently used for border patterns, in which the

Chinese are past masters. A boader is required to

give a sense of completeness. The elements used for

border decoration are chiefly drawn from the key

pattern and the svastika with its numerous modifi-

cations; from bats usually alternated with a written

character such as shou ^ or A.?;^, floral scrolls,

dragons and birds. A corner will nearly always be

found treated in a satisfactory manner by the

Chinese as they are quite at home with geometrical

patterns—the Chinese appear to have used the

Grecian fret before the Greeks.

The Chinese make a quite special use of winged

creatures in textile ornament. Birds, bats and

butterflies may be considered the particular decor-

ation of Chinese embroidery and hand-woven work.

Butterflies are worked with marvellous nicety and

wonderful vitality. There is no slavish imitation

of nature and these insect forms are idealised in

a beautiful way. The bat is perhaps the most

frequently used of all elements of decoration partly

because of the beauty of the idealised animal and

also because it is the emblem of happiness. Birds

are drawn with admirable spirit and spontaneity.

In the use of cloud and wave forms the Chinese

approach perfection, as may be seen in the fine

C'h'ien Luni/ tapestries, in which also some amazing-

ly good work is got in on the dragon and phoenix

motives. In dealing with designs used in Chinese

textile ornament an important point to note is

their antiquity. The embellishment of silk was

one of the earliest art crafts and the decoration

invented for this purpose has been repeated in

other arts. The comparatively modern arts of

porcelain manufacture and enamelling on metals

found in the old emlfloideries and brocades the

chief inspiration for their patterns, most of which

were copied with little modification from the older

textile art. The examination of embroideries and

woven work will in a large pi-oportion of cases show

how beautiful a factor of ornament in Chinese art

is the written character.

('OLOUR. Colour is the chief charm cf

Chinese art textile work. Even where the design

is weak, the gloi'ious massing of colour captures

the eye and brings complete sati." fact ion. In the
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same manner the large use of gold thread both

in embroidery and woven work, much increases

the richness of the effect. Many of these richly

wrought fabrics show an oriental splendour, which

the occidental appreciates more when they are

toned down by considerable fading. In the East

there is a craving for brilliant colour doubtless

due to the intensification of the rainbow hues

of life. When new, the colours are a trifle flam-

boyant sometimes ;but it is more than probable

that the Chinese, with their reverence for age,

think beyond the present and purposely make the

original colours too bright in order that the final

result after years of mellowing may be the more
perfect. 1 hey certainly have this in view in

painting pictures.

In embroidery we look for colour in mass

rather than line work. In Chinese embroidery

Die colour schemes ai-e most brilliant, the blues

being especially good and satisfactory, the yellows

and oranges less so. The colours are usually high

in tone and harmonize well in most cases. They
have the effect of making our low-toned Western

work appear very subdued by comparison.

By the use of French knot foi' filling in forms

the Chinese obtain the fullest colour value, the tint

being reflected from the depths of the projecting

knots and producing a very deep and intense

effect unattainable by other moans. Satin stitch

worked with floss silk gives very pure and lively

flat colour effect and shading. The colours in all

the best embroideries and woven work appear to

be vegetable in origin. The pure blue was derived

from indigo, the reds and yellows from satflower :

the scarlet* from madder.

METHOD OK WORKING AND MATERI-
ALS. The matrrioln used in Chinese embroidery

are flosh silk, gold thread and a tightly twisted

variety of .silk like English pur.sc silk. The floss

silk is an untwi.sted glossy silk which is used for

tilling spaces, producing a lively effect of light

and shade when the direction of the stitch is

changed. It is also used for shading, at which

the Chinese are particularly clever, formalising

their work in a way which is veay decorative. The
gold thread is usually made of tinsel twisted

spirally round a scarlet silk core. • It seldom

tarnishes and is almost invariably fi.xed in position

by couching with yellow silk. It is very frequently

used for outlining floral and other ornament; in

s()irals for representing the sun and the centres of

flowers ; in masses when a particularly rich effect

of cloud or sea is required ; and in borders for

meanders.

The .iti/i-/ir:i used are simple and few in number,

namely : (1) Satin stitch, and long and short stitch

which is a development of it. (2) French knots.

(?>) Stem stitch. (1) Couching. (5) Chain stitch.

which is worked beforehand and applied to the

material afterwards and (6) Split stitch.

In Chinese work the outlines are quite true,

most remarkably so for stitchery : they never seem

to lose their drawing. The design is, of course,

first drawn with a brush.

The colour and workmanship in Chinese em-

broider}- are in most cases so e.xcellent that they

compensate for any deficiencies there may be in

design. Compared with Western embroidery that

of China shows few stitches. All the stitches,

on the other hand, used in China are used in the

present day in the West. From the Western point

of view there is too much couched outline in

Chinese work : this is considered a quick way of

hiding a poor margin : couched outline makes a

clear line, however, and is the only way of using

gold thread in embroidery. The use of French

knot to fill in forms is one of the characteristics

of Chinese work. The Chinese satin stitch is

usually perfect work, spidery in its fineness, as is

also their shading ; in both of which they make
special use of floss silk. In Chinese embroidery

the te.\ture of the ground material is nq^ shown

so much nor is the twist of the silk made to give

its value to the ornament so much as in Western

work. But in the actual skill with the needle

the Chinese appeajr to be far ahead of most

Western embroiderers.

The Chinese use pretty much the same imple-

ments as the Western world and embroidery is

mostly worked in a frame pivoted on two upright

supports.

Chinese embroidery is the model for good Hat

treatment of plant forms. Their method of work

is almost unap])roacliable. They produce marvel-

lous effects, often with one or two .shades, mainly

with their skill in placing the stitches, the direction

of which they constantly change, obtaining a plea

sant play of light and shade. They frequently

use the method of voiding, that is to say, leaving

the ground to show between the petals of flowers

and leaves in a manner which is somewhat like

the use of ties in stencilling. Their manipulative

skill is wonderful. They have certainly reached

the top notch in French knot. The term " French

knot " is somewhat of an anomaly considering the

special freipiency and delightful effect of its use

in (.'hinese work. In China it goes by the name

of " Peking " stitch, although most of it comes

from Mid-China, especially Soochow and Hang-

chow.

The articles most frequently embroidered are

costumes, temple hangings and shrine cloths, shoes,

pipe-cases, purses and fans. In some of the fans

the ba<-k and front are precisely similar, the ends

of the tlirc.uls being neatly concealed.

I
A. S.I
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EMIGRATION. In the Western sense of the

term eniii;iatiuii can hardly be said to exist for the

Chinese. Ancestral worship and the cnstom of the

entire family assembling at stated times make it

generally impossible for Chinese to go abroad with

the intention of settling there. Besides this, in

former times the Chinese laws forbade a native to

leave China : the offender was liable to death if he

returned and the crime might be visited on his

family left behind. Yet for centuries Chinese have

left their country, especially coolies from the south-

ern provinces. The ofHcials are, however, to-day

generally opjjosed to any new experiments in con-

tracted coolie labour. An attempt was made to

.ship coolies from Shanghai to Mexico, but at the

last moment the officials forbade it. At Niugpo a

similar experiment ended in the coolies being fetched

back from Singapore. Futile attempts have also

been made at sending coolie labour from Fcochow
to California. In 1902 the French made an unprofit-

able venture with coolies sent to Madagascar.

On the other hand there is a constant stream of

these so-called emigrants to districts they have long

been in touch with. For many years a hundred

thousand or more have gone annually from Swatow
to Siam and the Straits, and though 75 per cent,

return it is calculated there are three million abroad.

Even larger numbers go frcm Canton. From Kong-

moon large numbers go every year, even to America

and Australia, some four million Mexican dollars

being the annual sum sent home or brought by them.

Thousands go from Samshui to Australia each year,

and from Kiungchow thirty thousand a year go to

Singapore.

Emigration of Chinese to the United States has

been the most difficult problem to arise between the

two countries. In spite of the law large numbers

went abroad in the nineteenth century as coolies

to Peru, Chile, Cuba and elsewhere. (See

Coolie Trade). From these countries, where their

treatment was shameful, large numbers found their

way to California, and many more came there direct

from China. In 1870 the census shewed there were

about 56,000 Chinese in the States, nearly all west

of the Rocky Mountains.

By the Buulingame Treaty rf 1868 the right of

voluntary emigration was recognized. It was not

long however before American labour became angry

and at Los Angeles in October, 1871, slew 15 of these

voluntary immigrants. Other affairs of the same

kind took place along the coast. In 1876 a com-

mittee was appointed by both Houses of Congress to

study the problem, and in 1879 Congress sought to

violate the Bi'Rlingame treaty by restricting, almost

to the point of excluding, Chinese immigration.

The President, Hayks. vetoed the Viill, but he sent

three commissioners to Peking who were able to

make a new treaty (November 17. 1880). allowing

the Staites to limit or suspend to a reasonable extent

the immigration of Chinese labour but not to pro-

hibit it. Chinese students and merchants were still

to be allowed free ingress. In 1882 Congress

pajsed an act supposed to be founded on this treaty,

prohibiting all further entry of Chinese labour for

twenty years. President Arthur promptly vetoed

this as not being justifiable under the treaty.

It seems somewhat amusing to find that the re-

striction was then reduced to a term of ten years

only, from 1882, and then, in 1892, continued for

ten years further : it is easier to sin by instalments.

During the first ten years many difficulties arose.

For example, labourers already in the States were

allowed to visit China and return to their work

;

but in spite of certificates it was often one coolie

who went and another who came. There was also

extensive smuggling of Chinese labourers over the

Canadian border.

Stricter regulations were put in force in 1884,

but the feeling against Chinese became such that

in 1885 there was an atrocious massacre of them
in Wyoming, followed by others at various points

(m the Pacific coast.

The Geary Act, May 5, 1892, was entitled

An Act to prohibit the coming of Chinese persons

into the United States. Supplementary legislation

required that duplicate photographs of all Chinese

in the country should be filed with government

officers for the purpose of identification.

Another effort was made in 1894, not to pass

laws in accord with treaties but to make treaties

suit the laws. A new treaty in that year debarred

all Chinese labourers from entering the States, except

returning coolies who had lawful wives and families

in the States, or $1,000; this jirohibition being to

last for ten years w-ith a possible prolongation.

One of the objections against the (Chinese is

that they do not become citizens of the United

States ; yet at the same time the law forbids their

being naturalized.

There have been similar difficulties connected

with emigration to Canada and to -Australia; but

the numbers have been smaller and there have been

no acute political trouble.? arising from the question.

There are only 35,000 Chinese in Australia, and the

numbers are kept down by a heavy poll-tax. In

the United .Slates there are 150.000 Chinese.

EMMANUEL MEDICAL MISSION.
Headquarters :—Glasgow, Scotland.

W'orks at Nanning J^ ^ in Kuangsi, with three

missionaries in 1916.

EMOUI, the French way of writing Amoy.

See Amoy.

EMPEROR. The emperor was called Huani/
Ti or l/„r,,rj •^/I'liij ^^ or

I", J:. A title of

respect was Tim T:ti 3^ -J- .Son of Heaven, .ind a
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|ioj>ulai- title was 'The present-day Buddha' -j^ -^

CT & ('/''I'i'J I'liin t'l) ijeh).

The Emjiress was called lluaiiij Uuu Jj J^.

and her title of respect was Mother nf the State

01 <J A'h(i iini. See Imperiitl Tillrs.

EMPEROR'S MERCHANT, THE. See Co-

hong.

ENAMEL, called by Chinese ja Ian fjj gg,

is a vitrecjus glaze fused to a met-allic surface. The
name /« Ian is said by some to mean Frank or

France. The Chinese ascribe the introduction of

the art to the Arabs, but some authorities believe

it al.so came overland. The time appears to have

been in the Yiian dynasty. There are three kinds

of enamel-work—cloisonne enamels, (see Cloisonni),

champleve, and painted enamels. In champleve

enamels the cell walls inclosing the enamel colours

are actually imbedded in the metal foundation.

Painted enamels on copper are usually known as

•juiKj Iz'i'i if {jj, forcii;n porcelain ; those on porcelain

nre called 'janrj ts'ai f^ f,}.
(The first Chinese

painted enamels were copies of foreign enamels and

of foreign porcelain). Painted Cantonese enamel

was made for the Persian, Siamese and Armenian

market. No important copper painted enamels

have been made since the Ch'ikn J.,ung period.

IJfSHELL : C/iiiicse Art.

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS. The Chinese have no

works rorresponding to the Western encyclojiaedias.

They have, however, a very important da.'^s of books

called /,('/ .'/ill
)Jj ^, in which subjects are placed

iiiKler categories {lei) and illustrated by extracts

from various authors who have written on the

subjecl>. Ki.r tjit-r^,- works sfc /,' / >7'//.

ENGLISH BAPTIST MISSION.
lli-iKlqiiarterf :—I>ondon.

KiiUred China, 1845.

Works in Shantung, Shansi and Shensi.

Shortly after the opening of the five Treaty

Ports, two English Bajjtist Missionaries vrere sent

out to China, reaching Ningpo in 1845; but in a

few years it was found necessary to hand over the

work to others.

In 1859, another start was made at Chefoo, and

in the course of sixteen years, eight agents were

sent out. The work was hard, the results were

small, and in 1875, only one worker (the Rev.

Timothy HirnAUD) remained. In that year the

work at Chefoo was handed over to the I'nitcd

Presbyterian Mission of Scotland.

Shfiulinnj Mi.-tttinu.—This mission, r/x at inffivnt

I'in'tilutid, dates from the yenv 1875, when Mr.

Rk'Haui) chose Ch'ingchou ff^Hi 250 miles W.
of Chefoo, as his new station. He aclopted as his

pollrv., "the offering of the Gospel in the first

place to the worthy," being led to do this by

a siinion fif the celebrated KnwAltii TiiviNC. This

line of procedure brought him into touih with a

considerable number of followers of the secret sects,

numerous in Mid -Shantung, some of whom after-

wards proved to be very staunch and satisfactory

C(jnverts.

In 1876, Mr. Kichaui) was joined by the Ivev.

A. G. Jones. These two devoted men were soon

called upon to distribute famine relief ; and with

Chinese assistance they ministered to 70,000 persons ;

but before long, Mr. RicnAitD went to Shansi to

assist in distributing relief funds in that still more
stricken province, while Mr. Jones was left alone

with the work in Ch'ing-chou fu. At one time he

had six hundred orphans on his hands.

The popularity caused by famine relief was
but short-lived ; Mr. Jones met with grievous

opposition and persecution, his water-supply being

poisoned, and himself threatened with .stoning, and
for some time he was virtually a prisoner. Rein-

forcements arrived in the early eighties, and in

1887, a Theological Training School was opened
under the Rev. J. S. Whitew'KIGHT, and a Boys'

High School under Rev. S. Couling.

The Theological Training School was expanded
into the Gotch-Robinson College in 1893, and in

the same year a new Boys' High School was built.

Both these institutions were merged in 1904 into

the Shantung Proteftant University (q.v.)

In connection with the Theological Training

School, a small collection of interesting objects was
early made for the enlightenment of the students,

who also used them as a means of attracting out-

siders. The result was so satisfactory that the

collection was developed into a Museum (built 1893),

and this branch of the work broke down a great

deal of opposition to Christianity, and became
widely known through the province.

In 1888 the county town of Tsou-p'iiig
JjjJ

ip

was opened, and from here evangelistic work was
begun over fourteen counties ; three-quarters of

the district lies in a region subject to Yellow River

floods, and is very poor ; but in less than ten years

there was a membership of 2,000. Tsou p'ing as

a foreign-manned station was closed in 1915, the

large mart of Chou-ts'r.:'. J3 ^, 8 miles distant,

which had been opened in 1903, taking its place.

In 1900, owing to the iirmness of H.E. YiiAN

.SiiiH K'Ai, then Acting-Governor of the province.

Shantung came off lightly compared with .some

other provinces ; nevertheless 130 Christians suffered

death in the Tsou-p'ing field, and many more had

their homes destroyed. Since that date, develop-

ments have been many in all departments of the

work.

As a basis for work north of the Yellow River,

Pei ('li(.|| ;]tgj ill j)|}!{v Pu-t'ai, was opened in 1903.

Ill 1904. in connection with the opening of the

Shaiiliiiig Protestant University (</i')i two mission-
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aries and their wives were sent to Jjl jtj Wei hsien.

40 miles east of Ch'ing-thou fu, to teach in the

Arts College; and in the same year, Tsi-nan fu,

the capital of the province, was at length occupied,
though intermittent attempts had been made to

this end tr<jm the earliest days of the Mission.

Here was built shortly after, in connection with the
Vniversity, the Union Medical College (opened

1910). with hospital (opened 1915). The Tsi-nan
Institute {</.r.) was built in 1906.

In 1913 it was decided to move botii the Arts
College at Wei hsien and the Theological College
at Ch'ing-chou to Tsi-nan, and building was begun
in 1915, to be completed in 1917.

The Shantung Mission in 1916 reports 4

Associations, eighteen pastors all supported by tlie

native church, and an evangelistic committee of

foreigners and Chinese in equal numbers.

Shansi Mission.—Dr. Richard, with relief funds,

reached T'ai-yiian fu -k^lff, the capital of the

l)rovince. in 1877, side by side with the C.I.M.,
two of whose members, the llevs J. J. Turner and
F. H. James, were afterwards transferred to the

Baptist Mission. Opium-smoking was fearfully

l)rcvalent, and success came more slowly than in

.Shantung, for after 13 years' work, there were only
30 converts.

Dr. RirHARi) was one of the first missionaries
to aim at directly influencing the niandarinate, and
for 3 years he gave monthly limelight lantern
lectures, then a great wonder, to the many e.\pect-

ant officials and others, on all manner of subjects.

Evangelistic work was also systematically carried

on in the neighbouring counties, and .small day-
schools opened. The Mission was reinforced in the

eighties by 7 workers; Hsin Chou ^j^ was opened
in 1885. and Tai Chou ^^ ^ in 1892. Just before
the Bo.xer outbreak, the meniborshi)i in Shansi was
256. with 150 scholars in elementary schools.

In 1900 every E.B.M. missionary on the field

in Shansi suffered death by order of Governor Yu
Hsien. (See Dr. Edwabds" Firp. and Sword in

Shiinsi. Of converts 120 weie killed, and all were
shockingly persecuted, and Mission property was
destroyed. In reconstruction after 1900 Dr. Moir
DiT.NfAN took a leading part. The premises were
partly rebuilt by the Chinese Government, and the
Chinese Christians gave one-tenth of their indem-
nity to rebuild chapels.

Dr. Richard, then working in Shanghai, also

mediated between the Government and the Protest-
ant Mi.ssions which had suffered loss, urging the

establishment of a TTniversity, with Chinese and
Western faculties, in lieu of indemnities. Thus
aiose Shajisi Cniversity (i/.rA. The first Principal

wa- Dr. Mont Dinian, who died in 1906.

In the Boxer year, the Shou-yang Mission

(v-r.) was taken over, all the workers there having

been massacred. In 1903 Dr. and Mrs. E. H.
Edwards, formerly independent workers in T'ai-

yiian fu, joined the E.B.M. and two new hospitals

were built in place of the one destroyed.

The Revolution of 1911, while disturbing the

work, was neither anti-foreign nor anti-Christian in

character, and indeed opened the way for new

efforts. In 1915 the Mission provided a 'ouilding

for the Y.M.C.A., and reports success in reaching

the young men, and a general spirit of enquiry, new
in this field.

S/ir/tsi Mi.-<sioii.—Mohammedan rebellions hav-

ing depopulated Shensi, the Chinese government

for some time encouraged immigration, offering

land at nominal prices, and guaranteeing freedom

from taxes for three years. Among some thousands

of emigrants from Shantung, were a small number

of Christians. Of these, some fifty belonged to the

English Baptist Mission, who, arriving in 1889 in

2jf.M San-yiian hsien, built Fu-yin ts'un jg ef'hf

'Gospel Town,' one of the few Christian villages in

China. .Vs there were at that time no missionaries

anywhere near, the Revs. A. G. Suorrock, B.A.

and Moin Duncan, M.A. were sent from Sliansi in

1891-2, the Christians having pleaded for foreign

pastors. Mr. Duncan returned in 1902 to be the

first Principal of Shansi University, but not before

he had opened Hsi-an fu, the capital of the

province, as a mission station. In 16 years,

Fu-yin ts'un had become the centre for 60 out-

stations, had been provided with a church capable

of seating 500 persons, and the church members
totalled 1,000. It was found, in course of time,

that the work could be better carried on from

San-yiian city, which the C.I.M. had yielded to the

E.B.M. in 1893, and foreign workers were gradually

withdrawn from Fu-yin ts'un. As reinforcements

arrived, the work was developed by the opening of

Boys' and Girls' Boarding Schools, and of Medical

work.

In 1900, all the missionaries were obliged to go

to the coast, but there was no serious persecut-

ion of the Christians, nor destruction of mission

property, owing to the firm .stand taken by H.E.

TrvN Fang, then Governor of the province.

Yen-an fu i^'^Jff, was opened in 1910. as well

as Suite chou, afterwards transferred to the

American Board.

In 1911, during the Revolution, the missionaries

were in great peril, owing to the Ko-lao Hui ('/.i'.)

getting the upper hand of the Revolutionaries, with

whom they had been supposed to be allied. Most
missionaries were obliged to flee to the coast, but

the doctors and several others remained behind to

render service, and for seven months an e.\tcnsivc
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Red Cross work was done impartially for Imperial-

ists, Revolutionaries. Ko lao Hui men, and civilians,

which won the gratitude of the Chinese government

as well as of the local officials and people, and
opened many new doors of usefulness.

The Shensi Misssion has a remarkable problem

to deal with, in that it works not only among the

natives of Shensi, but also among immigrants from

Shantung, liupei and Ssuch'uan, who, owing to the

clannishness of the Chinese, are very difficult to

combine in one organisation. It is also remarkable

for the large measure of self-support attained, the

strong initiative of the native churches, and for the

large number of foreign workers who have died, m
the midst of usefulness and honour.

The /{ii/itii't Zi'iiiiiiti Mi.'fii)n has l)een working

in China in connection with the General Society since

1893. It has agents in all three of the above-

mentioned provinces ; but the statistics of this

auxiliary are imludcd in those of the older

organization.

Statistics 1915 16.

Foreign workers 129

Native workers '. 201

Organized Congregations 283
( iiiiitTiuniiaiits ... 7.875

ENGLISH PRESBYTERIAN MISSION.
J/cadijuartem :—London, England.

ICnUri'd China, 1847.

Works in Fukien. Kuangtung and in Formosa.

Avuii/ Mission.—The Rev. W. C. Burns was

the first missionary of the Society. He reached

China in 1847, and with his colleague. Dr. James

II. YoUNC, worked in Hongkong and Canton for

some years, after which they removed to Amoy,

where the Dutch Reformed Church of America,

and the London Missionary Society were already

working.

In 1863, the first Presbytery in China was

constituted as a union of the converts of the Dutch

Reformed and English Presbyterian Missions, which

arc of the same faith and order.

In 1866 work was begun at Ch'uan chou fu

&WJff (Chin-chew fu), 60 miles from Amoy, where

long and persistent opposition on the part of

officials and gentry was experienced. This was the

first inland station of the E.P.M. A Hospital was

opened in 1881.

In 1914 "Westminster College School" was

established in place of the Roys' Middle School,

which, with n (iirls' School, had been begini early

in the station's history.

Evangelistic work was begun at Chang pu j|t}|||

in 1880, and a hospital was started in 1889. It has

Boys', (Jirls' and Women's Schools.

Eng chhun f\t, J|^ was openi'd in 1890. and .•»

hospital was built about 1894. which is Ihc official

Opium Refuge.

In 1881 the Amoy presbytery was divided into

two and a Synod organized in 1894.

A Theological College was opened in Amoy as

early as 1866, and a middle school was addeu a

little later. After a time the former was made a

L'nion Institution for the two Presbyterian Missions,

the Dutch Reformed undertaking the Middle School

work for both.

The Middle School became known as the

Tm.mage College in 1914 and works for all three

Missions operating in Amoy.

The Anglo-Chinese College is a union effort of

the E.P.M. and L.M.S.

The Swfitiiw Mi-<si'i}i works from three centres,

Swatow, Chaochou fu and Suabue.

The work was begun in 1856 by Mr. Burns
taking up the threads of what had been done by

Pastor Lechler of the Basel Mission, who had

been compelled to leave in 1852.

In addition to evangelistic work a hos|)ital was

opened in 1863, a Curls' Boarding School in 1873,

a Theological college in 1874. and Boys' Boarding

School in 1876. At first all instruction was given

in the vernacular, but in 1905-6 an Anglo-Chinese

College was opened, teaching both in English and

in Chinese. It was largely built by local subscript-

ions and both Christian and non-Christian students

were admitted.

A small printing press was established in 1B81,

to work in the romanized colloquial.

Swatow Presbytery was formed in 1881, and

at first included the Churches in Hakkaland, but

in 1900 It was divided into two, and a Synod

established. Swatow Hospital has been repeatedly

rebuilt. In 1915 the accommodation was greatly

increased by the building of a large new ward

;

to this a local merchant generously gave more than

82.000, as a thank-offering for benefits received.

Chaochou fu jijlljtljff .
af-*-''' """'J' stormy e.x-

periences, was settled in 1888, and a hospital was

shortly after opened.

Suabue f|l|^ was opened in 1898; this station

is supported by the Young People of the Presby-

terian Church of England, and has a hospital and

a Boys' Boarding School.

Thv Uahka Mi^'iim was opened ficm Swatow

in 1870, and in 1882 Wu-king fu Ji. i^_ "g, wa.s

chosen as a centre. Owing to the difference of

language it was found convenient to disjoin the

Hakka from the Swatow work in 1880. Wu-king fu

has a Theological College, a hospital. Girls' and

Boys' boarding-schools, and a printing press, work

ing in romanized llaklsa and also in character.

Samho pa HMfll "'''* oi"'"*''' »" ^'"' centre for

the North of Hakkaland in 1902, and has a High

School and Hospital.

ICm
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Shang-haiig Jh 4/t was opened in 1914, with

medical work in native quarters. A hospital was

built in 1916.

Formosa Mission.—The E.P.M. began work in

Formosa in 1865, led thereto by the fact that the

j;reat majority of Chinese there are emigrants from

Amoy. Medical and evangelistic work was begun

in Taiwan, the capital, but the opposition en-

countered was .so great that it was found necessary

to remove to a place 30 miles south for a time.

In 1868, severe persecutions of Christians, both

lioman Catholic and I'rotestant, broke out.

The occupation by Japan in 1895 changed the

aspect of the mission's work in many ways.

Medical work was not so urgently required, owing

to the fine hospitals established by the conquerors

all over the i.sland, and a school for the blind

started in 1890 by Rev. W. Campbell was practically

sujierscded by the school established by the Covern

inent, which adopted Mr. Campbell's system of

writing devised for his pupils.

When Taiwan (the name of whicl> the Japanese

altered to Tainan) was about to be besieged by
them the K.P. missionaries were able to save the

city by the judicious suggestions and arrangements

they made.

In 1916, there were three foreign-manned

stations in Formosa, Tainan, Takow, and Shoka
(or Chianghoa) ; the first with Theological College

and Middle Schools; tlie third with Boys* schoc]

(opened 1913) ; and all three with hospitals.

Since 1912, the E.P.M. has united with the

Canadian Presbyterians to form one Synod; the

theological students are trained together ; and a

Union College at Taihoku for the purpo.se is

decided upon but deferred because of war economies.

There are 23 foreign missionaries, 6 ordained

Chinese, and 4050 communicants in Formosa in 1917.

Women's Work.—The Women's Board of the

E.P.M. had in 1916 a total of 30 workers in the

( hina field, including 4 women doctors.

Statistics for year ending December 31, 1915

{iifil imllid i III/ Formosa).

Foreign Staff 79

Chinese ,, 596

Communicants 8,175

Baptized nnn Communicants 3,945

ENGLISH RELATIONS WITH CHINA.
See Grvnt Uritain and Chiim.

ENVOY, CHINESE. The first envoy sent

abioad In modern times was Ch'ung Hotj (q.r.)

after the Tientsin Ma.ssacre. The first resident

Envoy sent abroad by China was Kuo Sunc-tao

5B S iS «<""' '" 1876 to the Court of St. .lames'.

Ti>e Chinese now have Ministers at all the more
important foreign Courts.

EQUID^ ; lliere are probably three species of

the horse Family in Chinese territory ; viz :

—

Equus hemiimu.^, and E. caballus, in Chinese

Turkestan ; E. prjevalihii, Chinese Turkestan and

W. Mongolia.

SowERBY : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

A
ERH YA ^ }§ jipfiriiKj the slondurd, an ancient

W(;rk .siinictiines ascribed to the twelfth century B.C.

and also to Tzu Hsia, the disciple of Confvcius,

buiii B.C. 507. It was once included in the

Confucian Canon. Chu Hsi, however, says we are

not ju.stified in accepting it as ancient. It was

first edited by KtJo ' P'o (a.d. 276-324) with a

commentary. It is a dictionary of terms. See

Lexiroi/riiphy.

ESMOK. See Szemao.

ESPERANTIST MOVEMENT IN CHINA.
For a considerable number of years, individual

Chinese had been studj'ing Esperanto (chiefly

through ccntact with Russians in whose country the

language originated), when in 1909 the first Group

was formed in Shanghai, where a few score pupils

attended free evening classes.

The first effective step in propaganda was taken

in 1912, in the first year of the Republic, when the

"China Esperanto Association" was formed, with

Mr. K. C. Shan as the first President, having its

headquarters in Shanghai. Morning and evening

classes are held, and tuition by correspondence

carried on—the latter with at least 1,000 pujjils. •

There are Grr.ups in Canton, Peking, Changsha,

Tientsin, Hankow, Hongkoni;, Kirin, etc.

The movement has been much retarded by the

unsettled conditions in China, by the prior claims

of English for commercial purposes, and lattei'ly, by

the European War. The organ of the Association

is lid Hinn lirileto, translated as '^ §, or Chinese.

.Sffir. which first appeared in January. 1916, and is

issued montlily.

ETIQUETTE, CHINESE, As in other East-

ern lands the rules of polite behaviour are exceeding-

ly elaborate. Innumerable formalities govern the

intercourse of subjects with the ruler, subordinates

with superiors, children with jiarents, and there

are special ceremor.ies to be observed at visits,

diiniers, weddings, funerals, birthdays, and fest-

ivals. Etiquette prescribes certain styles of dress

and modes of travel, and regulates deportment in

standing, sitting, meeting friends, etc.

To give details on these regulations is manifestly

out of the question. It may be remarked, however,

that polite behaviour and observance of the rules

of eti(|uette are not neglected amongst the humblest

and poorest classes. Coolies and peasants will,

before eating, a.'k others to partake, will offer the

right seat to anyone entering a room, will u.se the
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prujier salutations or mode; of address, etc., as

naturally as the wealthy and cultivated. It is

(erlaiii that much misunderstanding has been created

through the foreigner, content with his own system,

i>ften scorning or at least ignoring the Chinese ideas

CI what is polite. While he himself is in a position

to understand that manners differ in different lands,

the untravelled Chinese conceive either that lack

of Chinese manners means lack of all politeness

—

which produces contempt for the foreigner, or that

every transgression is an intended insult,—which

produces antagonism. Yet theio are few foreigners

so careful and instructed as not to do things evei-y

day in their intercourse with Chinese that must be

construed as cither intentional rudeness or barbar-

ian ignorance.

In these matters, as in many others, a great

cliange is coming ever Chinese society ; which is

sufficient reason for not giving here any of the rules

of etiqustte ; they will be found in the works

referred to below.

Si.MOX KioNC : La I'olilcsse cfiinoisc (Var.

Sin.) ; Christie : Chinese Recorder, vol. xxvi ; Wae-
REN" : ibid., vol. .xxix; .Jones : ibid., vol. xxxvii.

EUNUCHS iif,;i. They were employed in

the Imperial Palace, 3,000 for the service of tho

Emperor and smaller numbers for others of the

Imperial family. The descendants also of the eight

.\lanchu chiefs who helped to establish the Ch'ing

dynasty had to use them. They were drawn mostly

from the province of Chihli, and were condemned

to this life while quite young, by their parents, for

tho sake of gain, or were driven in later life to the

voluntary sacrifice through poverty. Their use in

China seems to date from tho Chou dynasty

(1100 B.C.), and so far as they appear in Chinese

history they have always been, as might bo

expected, a curse and 'open sore' in the State.

They have two large cemeteries seme miles west of

Peking. Tho whole cf this revolting subject is

very fully discussed in Stent's paper.

Stent: Journal, N.C.Ii.R.A.S., vol. xi

;

Matignon : Sujierftitiont, Crinjc- et Misire en

Chine, 1893.

EURASIANS. A name, of apparently modern
origin, for children born of European parentage on

one side, and of Asiatic (Asian) on the other. The
Chinese characters K 55 K ,

proposed by some as an
equivalent for the English term, would not be

generally understood without explanation. But if

the name is of modern origin, the race to which it

applies is not. The mingling of Europeans with
A.'iatics was as much a fact of ancient as it is of

modern times. Before the Christian era, the East
and the West met together both in Eastern Europe

22

and in Western Asia, as also in parts of North
Africa. Jews and other oriental traders were found
in Rome and in all the principal cities of Greece,
and Roman soldiers and Roman officials, as well as
men of Greek race, were resident in Asia Minor and
in Palastine. Of these facts there is abundant
evidence in the New Testament, and especially in
the book of Acts. There we read [Chap, xvi, 1]
of Timothy, a chosen companion of St. Paul in his
missionary journeyings, that he was an Eurasian,
his father being a Greek and his mother a Jewess.
Of Felix, a Roman Governor of Judea, we are told
[Acts xxiv, 24] that his wife was a Jewess.
Referring to such facts as these. Sir William
Ramsay says "The Roman Emperors regarded the
Jews as faithful friends and subjects and granted
or confirmed many privileges in their favour.
There can be no doubt that the Jews married into
the dominant families. Tho case of Timothy's
mother may be safely regarded as typical; it is

an example of the flood of light which the rational
study of that great historical work [the Acts] throws
on Roman social hi.Hory in the Eastern provinces."
Tho Eurasians of modern times in India, Ceylon
and the Far East are, many of them, descendants
of European adventurers who came out .to India
in the lEth, 17th and 18th centuries. Goa was tho
first territorial pos.session of the Portuguese in
India. Alphonso D'ALBEiiQCEP.QrE desired, in 1510,
to make it both a naval base and a colony. He
encouraged the men who accompanied his expedition
to marry native wives and to settle on the land as
farmers, artisans or retail traders. The descend-
ants of these men and of other Portuguese who at
a later date setthd in China, principally in Macao
and in the neighbourhood of Ningpo, retain for the
most part the Portuguese name and nationality.
They are more or less a community by themselves
and are recognized members of the Roman Catholic
Church. They are still probably more numerous
in Macao than in any other part of China. Their
number in that place was returned in 1895 as being
3,108 Portuguese of Macao birth, 177 born in other
Portuguese possejsions, and 615 natives of Portugal

;

total, 3,838. The Shanghai Census returns for the

International Settlement in 1915, (exclusive of

residents in the French Concession) gives tho

number of the Portuguese as 1,323 out of a total

foreign population of 18,519. It seems impossible

to give any even approximately correct statistics as

to tho number of other Eurasians, either in

Shanghai or elsewhere in China. In the Shanghai
census returns for 189D a note was added to tho

effect that among tho entire foreign population in

tho International Settlement wore 41 Eurasian
adults and 101 Eurasian children. In the censu.i

for 1915 no estimate of the Eurasian population
«,.oT|i-^ In have been attempted.
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It remains to say something of the present

status and of tlie future prospects of Eurasians

in the Far East, although this is not the place to

deal with these matters in detail. This much,

however, may be said : some well-meant attempts

to benefit Eurasians that have been made in the

the past, must be held to be quite inadequate to

meet the real and imperative needs of the situation

to day. The Thomas Hanbury School in Shanghai

"founded for the purpose of a Day and Boardinir

School, first for the education of Eurasian children,

and secondly for the education of others than

Eurasians" is a much-needed institution. It has

done, and is doing, a good work for the destitute,

or jiartly destitute, children who were present to

the thought of the benevolent founder whose name
the School bears. A full account of the institution

and of its work appears in the Shanghai Municipal

Kepnrt for 1914.

But no fuch institution as that can do anything

to meet the deepest need of the Eurasian com-

munity in China as a whole. The average Eurasian

in China is neither in a state of destitution nor

anxious to receive favours in lieu of rights. Many
such persons, and their European or American
friends, are feeling keenly that a slur is being cast

iin them and on their parents which in the case of

many, at least, is wholly undeserved. Complaints

tif this treatment have been strongly voiced recently

in the public Press in Shanghai, (see e.g. A'or^A

C/iiiiii Hrralil. 1916-17, Vol. c.xix, Nos. 2540, 2542

and 2549; and Vol. c.xxii, Nos. 2582 and 2583),

especially, but not e.\clusively, in connexion with

the rights of British Eurasians to receive their due

in the British Army and as volunteers. During the

present war a number of them have distinguished

themselves alike by their patriotism and by their

bravery. Why then should they be refused the

pifjper recognition of their British inheritance? All

movements in history against class-privilege and

caste-distinctions have for a while been stoutly

resisted, but in spite of such resistance there is

always in Christian society, where it is not in a

state of decadence, a steady influence at work in

the direction of giving liberty and social justfce to

all classes, however much some of the super-man

race may still favour that caste system which is

cliaracteristic of Indian paganism, but is entirely

"|i|iosed to the whole genius of New Testament

ethics. There is here, however, no cause for

despair. On more than one occasion proposals made

in Shanghai and elsewhere in China to exclude

Eurasians from the Public Schools have been

.successfully i-esisted by the good sense and right

feeling of a majority of the ratepayers. The result

has justified the policy, children of Eurasian birth

showing constantly in the com|)etition of .school life

that they were in no respect inferior either in ability,

diligence or conduct to their school fellows of wholly

European or American parentage. The same force

of good sense and right feeling is already work-

ing in other quarters and is bound gradually to

ameliorate the social injustice from which many
Eurasians are now suffering. [A.F.I

EUROPEAN INTERCOURSE WITH CHINA.
See Foreiijn lutercDursf ; S//riiiix/i, Frviirh, etc.,

EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION OF NORTH
America.

I/rr/flqud/lrif! :
—('le\cland, Ohio.

/'Altered China, 1904.

Works in Hunan and Kiieichou. The chief

station in Hunan is Shen-chou fu ^ j^ opened

in 1905, where two schools, a mission press, and

industrial training are in full operation (1916).

The chief station in Kueichou is T'ung-jen fu

Mi^^ > opened 1913, where a hospital with 100

beds was completed in 1916. Stntislirs (1917) :

Stations occupied by foreigners, 2 ; Foreign workers,

13. Chinese assistants, 24 ; Communicants, 74.

EVANGEL MISSION.
Hiiulnuarlvrf :—Oakland, California, U.S..\.

Works at Shiu-hing SIR '" Kuangtung, since

1904, with four missionaries in 1916.

EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN MISSIONARY
Society.

Heudqiiarterf :—Gaylord, Minn., U.S.A., It

had two missionaries in 1917, working in Hank(jw.

EWO. The Chinese styh> or name of Messrs.

.lardiiie, ^latlieson & Co. (q.r-).

EXHUMATION. The removal of bodies is

of very frequent occurrence in C'hina. where burial

is not in public cemeteries but in ground belonging

to the family. It may be that the land passes into

other ownershi)), or geomancy may show that the

place of burial is not pleasing to the departed.

There is much ceremony connected with the

removal, the formalities having been first fixed in

the T'ang dynasty and revived, after long disuse,

in the Ming dynasty. A full description of the

ceremony may be found in The China Rei-itw,

vol. XXV, p. 176.

EXTRATERRITORIALITY arises out of

incompatibility of laws, giving rise to an iiiiprriiim

til iiiipi'ii".

In the earliest times the traveller was protected

by no laws, but with the extension of Roman

domination, the assumption was that the traveller

carried his own law with him.

But by degrees law became paramount, and law

of locality was not set a.side for convenience of the

tra\eller. Europeans who first came to the Far
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East were subject to lex loci, though long before
|

the signature of any treaty the British asserted and

maintained their right to privilege to the full extent

of their power. Hut practically the rights to life,

liberty, and the jiursuit of happiness were only

enjoyed in the small foreign settlements or

' factories.'' and there are cases on record of

English and Americans causing death and being

executed by the Chinese after arrest and trial, even

though the death was the result of accident.

The principle that in cases of litigation between

foieigners and Chinese the case shall be tried by '

the proper officer tf the defendant's nationality and I

the law administered shall be the law of the

nationality of that officer, has been secured by two

wars and by treaties with seventeen Powers. The
principle was accepted in the earliest treaties of

hmd powers made with China, (Nerchinsk, 1689

:

Kiakhta, 1727), and even earlier, in the agreement

with Ko.xiNU.*. 1620; but the Enitlish, .American and

other maritime powers at Canton early in the nine-

teenth century had no such privilege ; it was gradual-

ly obtained by treaties from 1842 onwards, its full

expression being found in the Chefoo Convention

of 1876. No foreigner in China is now subject to

('hinese law, as regards either his person or his

property. Picgott : E.etrii/i irilnriiilili/.

F
FABER, ERNST, wa? born at Koberg in South

CciiriMiiv oil .\],iil 25. 1839. He studied at Hasel

and Tubingen, and then took special courses in

Natural History at Berlin. He arrived at Hong-

kong as an agent of the Khenish Mission on April

25. 1865 and worked in the interior cf Kuangtung.

In 1880 he resigned his connection with the Rhenish

Mission and worked independently, settling in

Hongkong in 1883. In 1885 he joined the General

Evangelical Protestant Missionary Society, or Wei-

mar Mi.ssion, and moved to Shanghai the next

year. He received from the .Jena University the

degree of IJorfor Throhiijiiif in 1888. As soon as

Tsingtao became German he removed thither, but

died the next year, 1899.

He was a line scholar as well as a devoted

mis.--ionary ; besides valuable contributions to our

knowledge of the flora, etc., of the country, he

published many works of value in Chinese, German
and English. Among his best-known books in

English are .1 Si/Ktiinntii: Diijei'l of l/ie Doclriiiiy

t>/ finifuriiin; Thf Mind of .Wfnriit.-*; Infrodurtiim

til //if Srifiiff of t^/iiiiftif Ufliijioii ; and I'lfhifttirir

i hiiiii.

FACTORIES, the celebrated buildings where

foreigners had their only foothold in China during

the days when all foreign trade was confined to

Canton. The word must not be understood to

mean places where things are made. The factories

were the residences and business places of the

ftulini', or agents, of the East India Companies of

the different foreign nations. They lay between

the west suburb and the river, 300 feet from the

water, and extended in an east and west direction,

that is, parallel with the stream, for a thousand

feet.

There were thirteen of them, including one

occupied by Chungqua, (or later by MiNciiUA),

one of the Hong merchants (f/.r.); and their order,

from west to east, was as follows : the Danish,

separated by New China Street (with Chinese

shops in it) from the Spanish ; then the French :

Chungqua's factory; then Old China Street, beyond

which came the American, the Imperial (Austrian,

doing Belgian trade), Paou Shun, (occupied in part

by the Dent firm), the Swedish, the Old English

and the Chow-chow or Mixed; Hog Lane came

here, then the New English, the Dutch, and tin-

Creek Factory.

The Chinese names of these are as follows

;

the spelling is as found in books made in the south,

but the characters are added with the iiorthciii

romanization.

1 Danish, Wmig he S| JS II iinng ch'i, Yellow flag.

2 Spanish, I.iiy sumj g 5U hii xuiuj, Luzon.

3 l-'rench. Kiiw liuuij J^ ^ Kim Inimj, High public.

4 Chungipia, Mun yum- jg ig H'"" .'/«"«, Ten

thousand fountains.

5 XnwvKixn. Kwiinij yunn. JSJ ilif A""/i;/ ,v""'i. Wide

fountains.

6 Imperial. Mn yimj .' jj Twin eagles.

7 I'liw nhiin % M /•"" 'lii'ii. Precious and

prosperous.

8 Swedish, Sui Jjii (the name for Sweden).

9 Old English, Lumj f/nm K NTl C.loriou.sly

prosperous.

10 Chow chow, A'«;i</ Inr ^ jt; /'I'lii/ I'lii, Great and

affluent.

11 .New English, /'"(/• "" (ifc ffl /'"" /(", Ensures

harmony.

12 Dutch, T.^ii/i cc ^ tt Clii I, Ass.nibli'd rinhl

eousness.

13 Creek, K wo S jfll / '"<. .lustice and peace.
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The national names probably survived from

the fir.«t tenants, but do not imply continued

occupancy.

Each factory consifted of rows of three-storeyed

buildings one behind 'the other, parallel with the

frontage and numbered from front to back. An
arched passage pierced each row. The Danish had

seven row.s, the Dutch eight ; the others each had

fewer, the American fewest.

A row is hong }f and h<!nce the alternative

name of Forei'jn Hongs given to the Factories.

The terms 'factory' and 'hong' are often synony-

mou?, but generally the factors used the word

'factory' of the residence and hong rather for the

whole considered as a place of business.

The sjiace in front of the factories or the space

between Hog Lane and Old China Street, was paved

and walled in to the east and west. This made The

Square, and it was to this and to Jackass Point,

the landing stage, that the foreigners were re-

stricted. Even rowing on the river for pleasure

was forbidden. The younger ones might sometimes

make a bold excursion to a temple in the suburb,

or to White Cloud Mountain, but this was contrary

to the Chinese regulations and was always attended

with danger.

Behind the Factories ran the street called

Thirteen Factories Street; it still exists, with the

same name. To the east lay the Hongs of the

Hong Merchants.

The factories were owned by the Hong
Merchants individually,—chiefly by Howqtja and

PwANKEiQUA,—and were rented by the factors.

It was within these limits that the merchants

were confined during the shipping season ; that

Morrison spent the earlier part of his time in

China, and that the foreigners were practically

imprisoned by Lin until all opium had been sur-

rendered to him.

Very irksome rules were made for the residents,

as that only eight Chinese employes might serve in

each factor}' ; that there must be no rowing on the

river for pleasure ; that no foreign wcmcn or arms

should ever be admitted, and so on. Through the

goodnature of the Hong Slerchants frequent in-

fringements of these rules were winked at : except

the rule against women and weapons, which was

strictly enforced. The factories were nearly all

destroyed by "fire in 1822 and rebuilt, and again in

1843. After SEVMorR's bombardment in 1856 they

were razed by the Chinese. They had served for

a hundred years; but the victorious foreigners

returned to occupy a better spot,—Shamcen.

Hunter [Hits of Old China), gives a plan of

the F.actories, but plan and te.xt do not quite agree.

A dilTerent plan may be seen in the Chinefe Ue-

pnfilory and another in Lloyd's book (v. inf.).

It must be borne in mind first, that no con-

temporary plan of the early factories is extant,

and next, that they were more than once rebuilt

in whole or in pai't, in consequence of fires, and no

doubt with alterations.

HTINTE3 : The Fan Kwac nt Canton, and Bilf

of Old China; MoilS3 : The Trade and Administ-

ration of China, p. 282. Chinese Repository,

vol. XV, et jiossim; Lloyd : From Ilnnylon^ to

Canton.

FA HSIEN it- B{. The religious name of a

Buddhist priest, a native cf Shansi, 4th and 5th

century B.C. His family name was KuNC H. He
went to C'h'ang-an (Hsi-an fu) to study Buddhism,

but finding insufficient material there he started in

A.D. 399 for India with several companions, hoping

to obtain a complete set of the Buddhist Canon in

its original language. He went by land, but

returned by sea, reaching home A.D. 414, having

visited Ceylon and Sumatra on his way. He settled

in Nanking and wrcte, or dictated to an Indian

Buddhist, the account of his travels. It is known

as Fo /,M0 i:hi ].". 131 lie Records of Buddhi.st king-

doms. This lias been translated into French by

R:mus.\t, with notes by Kl.\proth, and into Eng'i-h

by Beal, (1869, with a revision in 1884 in his

Buddhist Records of the. Western World), by Giles,

(c. 1875), and by Legce, (with text, 1885). See

t\'ATTEr.s : Fa Ilsien and his En^li^h Translators,

China Review, vol. viii ; also N.C.B.R.A.S.,

Journal, vol. xxi, p. 314.

Fa Hsien spent the rest of his days in translat-

ing the books he had brought from India, and died

at the age cf eighty-eight.

FAIRY FOXES. &ee Foxei.

FALCONS. See Arcijntres.

FAMILY SAYINGS OF CONFUCIUS. See

Chia Yii.

FANS. The primitive fan developed gradually

from birds' wings and from leaves. A fan of

pheasants' feathers is recorded to have been made

by Kao Tst'NG of the Shang dynasty. WtJ Wang
is reputed by others to be the inventor (1122-1115).

In 1105 B.C. fans were used to keep off the dust

raised by charict wheels. Ivory fans are mentioned

as being invented in 991 B.C. The round fan con-

sisted ol a frame-work of bamboo, wood, or ivory,

over which silk was stretched. We hear of a decree

issued by Hsiao Wu (373-397) forbidding the use

of silk in fans ; a similar command was given by

An Ti in 405. Scon after the establishment of the

Yuan dynasty, an official of the South-East barbar-

ians Avas laughed at for carrying a chu t'ou ff^ eH

fan. Tl'.e folding fan was the invention of the

Japanese, introduced into China through Korea in

the 11th century a.d.
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The following kinds of fans are made in China :

banibco and paper; bone: bone and feather; bone,

ivory and paper ; feather, ivory and bone ; feather

and sandalwood : feather and tortoise-shell ; ivory

and satin; lacquered and paper; lacquered and

tiJi ; mother of-pcarl ; bamboo with paper cr silk
;

peacock's feathers : palm-leaf ; etc.

The met expensive are those of mother-of-pearl.

Ornamental fans are made in large quantities i.'.

Canton, and the fine fans made from eagle and

other plumes also exported. Sunwui, in the West

River delta, is the seat of the palm-leaf fan

industrj- (sec Palms). Of these fans over 50 millions

are imported from the Strait.', in addition to the

Chinese production. Hangchow is a great centre

of foldable oiled-paper fan manufacture ; 3,000,000

pieces are made there yearly ; at Nanking the paper

fan industry employs nearly 70,000 people ; Ningpo

is another centre ; a great variety of paper fans is

made there, from the plainest kinds costing less

than S3 per hundred tc those which are decorated

and have carved handles and cost ten times as much.

The manufacture cf cheap paper fans, similar

in size to those imported from Japan, is said to be

driving the foreign article out of the market. The

value of imported palm leaf fans in 1916 was

Hk.Tls. 442,292, and the export of fans amounted

to Tls. 540.354.

Customs Decennial REronTS, etc. ; Giles :

Hhtorir. Chinn; Mrs. I-ITTLF, : Intimate China;

Wehner : Sori'ijor/t/ (China).

FANG SHENG k' *, "Uase life. It is a

meritorious act, according to the Buddhists, to buy

and release captive bird.s and animals, and societies

are formed for this and similar purposes. The

practice is said to have begun in the reign of Liang

\Vn Ti, ijEt^fr A.D. 502—550, who was himself a

Buddhist monk.

FANG TAN iJj fjl square document; a term

used in Shanghai to denote a title-deed to land

issued in place of the original deed when Io.st, etc.

There arc various explanations of the meaning,—as

that the character ftl I'ien (land) is square; that the

document itself is square, and that the seal on it

is square. flii.Ks : Olosmri/ of lirference.

FAN-I-MING I 29 ?i f, 3S. a Sanskrit-Chinese

Glossary, cr Collection of names turned from

Sanskrit into Chinese, maile by l'\ YiiN fi'.S?. about

A.n. 1150. The preface has been translated in

T'oiinj I'ai, 1910, p. 407.

FAN QUI, flf
barbarian devil, the term of

revilement used for foreigners in southern China.

The equivalent in the north is Yartfi luci tzii,

»lf 1l ? foreign devil. These terms, once so ex-

cessively common as to be often used without

malice, are less and less heard at present.

T/ie Fan-Qui in China in 1836-7 is the title of

a book de.<!criptive of life in China, by C. Toogood

Downing. (London, 1838).

FANTAN,^- }!3 fan fan, a method of gambUng

with cash, fan meaning number of times, and fan

meaning to apportion.

A heap of cash is covered by a bowl ; the

question is what the remainder will be after the

coins have been divided by four. Stakes are placed

on numbers 3, 2. 1, 0. Coins are then subtracted

four at a time till a remainder is left. A winner

receives three times his stake less seven per cent,

for the good of the bank, besides his origin.il stake

;

thus a dollar en a winning number brings a profit

of two dollars and seventy-nine cents. Slakes may

be put midway between two numbers or nearer to

one than ip the other ; in case of one of the numbers

being the correct number, payment is made accord-

ing to rules, but less of course than when the

stake is put right on the winning ;uimber.

The game is famous or infamous in the South.

In Hongkong it is illegal; in Canton it is sometimes

permitted, at other times not ; the changes of policy

respecting it being due to the financial needs of

the province and to the views of the local officials.

It is a monopoly in Macao, and is the chief

source of revenue there. In 1916 tenders were

received for the purchase of the monopoly for five

years from July 1, 1917. Eleven tenders were

received, the highest being Mex. $1,286,660 per

annum, equal to .ibout £120,000 sterling; the lowest

being 5610,000 per annum. The payment during

the previous period was .S603.000 per annum.

CrLlN : T/ie Camltlimj Gamca of the Chinese

in .America.

FAN WANG tt 5. Buahma, who has been

made by the Buddhists into an attendant or vassal

of Buddha. He may be seen occupying this

position in various temples in company with Yii-Tl

3i '^ the supreme god of the Taoists.

According to some Indra, Fan Wang and Yii-n

arc the same, god of heaven, in Chinese TisiiiH

^ ^ or T'lEN-Ti sniH ^ ffr f.?. The Taoists seem

to have borrowed him from liuddhisin under the

name Yii-Ti as their supreme god, and now the

Buddhists in some of the temples represent Yii-Ti

with Fan Wang as vassals and attendants of

BvDDHA. He is sometimes represented as feminine.

I)0!ir. : Jlecherchcs stir lei> !<uperstitions, tome

vii. p. 210; Wiegeh : Teilef pliilnsophiqiies, p. 327.

FAN WANG CHING Jt .T. fl Urahma's Xct

Clo/iKic. the monastic (Vde in Chinese Buddhism,

which has more or less taken tho place of the

previous recensions of the Vinaya. De GnooT says

that it is "the centre of gravity of the Church, the

marrow, tho heart, the axis on which turns the

whole existence of tho monks." It is said to have
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been translated into Chinese by Ki'Maiujiva in 406,

being one chapter out of some Sanskrit work. The

original is unknown; but some of its contents are

such as might have been produced in China at a

later date. It exijounds a late and even degenerate

system of Buddhism, for example, branding oneself

as a religious practice ; and there is no evidence

that, even if translated early, it had any great

authority before the eighth century. The Hinayana

is several times denounced in it as heretical, but

on the whole the spirit of the book is a lofty one,

urging to charity and all good works. The work

seems to be known and honoured in all Buddhist

monasteries throughout China. It has been trans-

lated and commented on by De OnooT, who also

gives the text.

De Groot : l.v Code du Mahuijdna e,n Chint.

FAR EAST, THE, a monthly journal, illus-

trated by photograjihs, is.sued simultaneously in

Tokyo. Shanghai and Hongkong. The first number

(New Series) ajipeared July, 1875, an earlier series

having been published in Japan. J. R. Black was

publisher and proprietor, and the Journal was

(irinted at the Celefliol Empire Office.

FARGHANAH. See Khohnnd.

FASTING Pg ^ ch'ih sv. The Buddhists have

many fast-days, when wine and all fie.sh and vege-

tables of strong flavour must be avoided. A short

list of such days is given in Dobe's book Ifechcrcheg

."»; I'x Su/jcrr'tili'iii'. p. 314.

FAUVEL, ALBERT AUGUSTE, was bom at

Cherbourg. November 7, 1851. He came to China

in the Customs Service in December, 1872, but

wlien the war between China and France broke out

he joined the Messageries Maritimes as Inspector.

While in the Customs he was stationed at Chefoo

for about four years, and it was at that time that

he began to be interested in natural history. He

made .several journeys in the interior of Shantuni;.

He is especially remembered as the discoverer of

the .\lligator in China. He died at Cherbourg,

November 3, 1909. His works are as follows :

—

Trip of a Xotiirrdiitt to the Chinese For East,

(China Review, vol. iv) ; The Wild SiU--ti)onns of

Ihr /'roriiier of ShttntuiKj, (ibid. vol. vi) ; Allitjfitora

in China, (Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xiii)

;

I'ruiitiiindes d'un X/itinalifte, etc., (Mem. Soc. Sc.

Nat. de Cherbourg. 1880) ; The Wood of the Tea

ItoxeK, (China Review, vol. xii) ; La Province

ihiiioixe du l.'hdnTotinfj, 1890-2.

Cokdieu : T'oiinrj /'"", 1909, p. 700; Buet-

S(HNB11>EH : History of Eiim/n'oii lintiiiinnl l)is-

iiiffri'S In China.

FAY. LYDIA MARY, was the first American

single woman to come to China as a missionary.

She was sent by the .\merican Vrotestant Epis-

copal Church to Shanghai, where she started a

Boys' School, which was the seed from which

St. Joh.n's University grew. She hart a remarkable

knowledge of the classics and of the .Shanghai

dialect, and was commended by Dr. S. Wells

Williams in the preface to his Dictionary. She

died in 1878.

FEAST OF LANTERNS. See Lonl.ms.

FEATHERS. In 1913 over a njillion and

three-quarter taels-worth of duck and fowl feathers

were sent out from the Treaty Ports, almost all of

which went abroad. This is one of the articles

in which every port has a share, but chiefly the

Yangtze towns, (especially Wuhu and Shanghai),

Kowloon and Nanning. Luchow, Anhui, is the

leading producer. Pedlars collect the feathers and

.sell them to the dealers. Large quantities were sent

to the bedding factories at Berlin and Stuttgart.

Duck and goose feathers are preferred, but fowl

feathers are mi.xed with these, washed in congee

water to prevent detection. The quills are split

and filled with sand or gypsum to add to the

weight. But these malpractices are less frecjuent

than in the past. The .Ssuch'uan feathers have a

! good reputation.

'l

Chicken feathers are used to make dusters

or as manure.—for which nothing is rejected in

China.

Wing feathers of the eagle are maile into fans.

The little egret, once common in Ssuch'uan,

has been almost wiped out of existence. King

fishers* feathers are used in crnamental work of the

various kinds, especially of Canton.

FEI YEN JUj^, a celebrated beauty of the

1st century B.C. She was the concubine and after-

wards the Empress of (Jh'kng Ti.

FELID/E. This Family of CarTiivora is re-

jjresented in North China by some nine specie.*,

distributed as follows.

Felis lii/ris lonijipilis, Manchuria. Corea. Chihli,

Shan.-si : A', purdns rillnsa, Chihli, Shansi, N. Shensi,

Kansu ;
/'. fontanieri, S. Shensi; F. eatiis, Chihli,

f^hansi ; /'. manid, N. Chihli. Mongolia; A'.

eupliliira, Chihli ; A', ihinensis siibsp. Shansi. .Shensi
;

A', mirrotis, S. Shensi; A', isfihellina, Tibet. Kansu,

Manchuria.

Swinhoe's list for South China gives A".

tiijris. F. pardiis. F. niaeroielis, F. luverrinn, F.

chinrnsis. Some of these may be identical with

tho.se named above. See Tiijir; Leopard; Mnind.

SowERBY : Iferent Researches, etc., .Journal.

N.C.B.R.A.S.. vol. xlvii ; Swikhoe : Catalo,/iii- r./

Mainniafs.

FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE EAST,
.Society for ))romoting, was formed in London mi
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1831. I'he first worker married Dr. (iuTZLAff.

The best-known early missionary was Miss

Ai.DKitsF.Y. who, after workiii|^ in Java and

Singapore, arrived in Hon^kon;^ on the very day

the five treaty ports were opened. She went to

Xingpo, and there opened t/ir first viin^ion ijirls'

t/ioiiI in Chiiin in 1844. She died in Australia

in 1857.

In 1899, the Society cea.'ied to exist, its agents

joininR the ('.M.S. in Koochow and Hongkong.

FENG-HUANG. See l'h,„uix.

FENG SHUI ^iK "i'ld (iiid u-atitr. (The

outward and visible sign.s of celestial Yang and Yin).

The art of adapting the residence of the living

and the dead so as to co-operate and harmonize

with the local currents of the cosmic breath

(Yin and Yang, 'y.r.); often incorrectly called

geomancy."

It is believed that at every place there are

special topographical features (natural or artificial)

which indicate or modify the universal spiritual

breath (^ Ch'i). The fonns of hills and the

rlirviliitiif of watercourses, being the outcome of

the moulding influences of wind and water, are

the most important, but in addition the heitjhts and

fornix of buildings and the directions of roads and

bridges are potent factors. From instant to instant

the force and direction of the spiritual currents

are modified by the motions of the sun and moon,

(see Axtrolinjij). so that at any particular time the

directions of the celestial bodies from the point

considered are also of great importance.

The professor of Feng Shui employs a jM-yan

|;;raduated astrolabe with compass) to observe

directions and astrological harmonies, while at the

same time he notices the fnrmx which the s|)iritual

forces of nature have produced.

By liilixiiiim-' (dragons and other symbolic

figures on roofs or walls, pagodas on hills, or

bridges) and rharnm (pictures of spirits or "^'words

of power" inscribed on paper scrolls or stone

tablets), the unpropitious character of any particular

topography may be amended.

.\rlificial alteration of natural forms has good

or bad effect according to the new forms produced.

Tiirtnons jiatlvs are preferreii by beneficent in-

fluences, so that straight works .»u<h as railways

and tunnels favour the circulation of maleficent

breath.

The dead arc in particular affected by and

iililc to use the cosmic currents for the benefit of

the living, so that it is to the interest of each family

In xiriire and prcucrve the vioxt auxpirious environ-

mini fur Ihr i/riiir, the ancestral temple and (lie

home.

There is a copious native literature on the

subject with elaborate rules, plans and theoretical

information.

EriEL : /'t«;7 Shui; Uoke : Urxnanhcx inln

Chinese Siij/erstitions; De Giioot : Thn }ieli;/iou.<

Si/ftcm. nf China. [H.C.|

FENG TAO ••Jl H, a politician who served

under ton Emperors of four diffei'ent houses, but

is famous as the inventor of block-printing. He

was born in A.u. 881 and died in 954, just before

the close of the T'ang dynasty.

FENG-T'IEN FU. S,.,- Muh/m.

FERGANA or FERGHANA. Sec I<h,d„nd.

FERNANDEZ, JUAN, a Franciscan friar of

the province of St. John the Baptist.

He was born at -Almanza in Spain in 1655 and

arrived in China in 1697. He was in Kiangsi in

1705 and at Canton in 1717, as shown by his letters.

A manuscript dictionary compiled by him and now

in the possession of Dr. G. E. Mohbison states oic

the fly-leaf that it was finished at ('hang-te fu

(Honan) in 1724. This however may be an error,

as this date is after the banishment of missionaries

by Y'VNG Chknc. In the same place he is called

Juan Feunandez Seiirano, but the addition of

Sehbaso has not been exi)lained.

He left China in 1726, went to Me\ico, returm'd

to .Mmanza and died there on February 5. 1735.

See /ji'xii'oi/riiphi/.

CiVEZZA : Sar/j/in di /lihlioi/rafia i/rni/rciliin

s/nrii-a ctnor/rdfira San francvxrmui, 1879; Coudiei! :

/liljliothr.ra Sintca, col. 1192.

FERNANDEZ, SEBASTIEN, ^ oHi i^ <''"""'

Mini/jin. was born in Kuangtung in 1562 ot

wealthy parents, and was the first (-'hinese to enter

the Society of Jesus. He was a companion to Kirci

and suffered the cangue, the bamboo, prison and

torture in Peking, Hangchow and elsewhere. He

died in 1622.

Havbet : La Slf/r rhriliinni- d- s'l /</"" '"".

II, p. 11, note.

FERNE OSTEN, DER, a (iernian magazine

issued in Shanghai in conjunction with The Far

Kaxt, having the same editor and printer. It ended

with its third volume. 1906.

FERREIRA, GASPARD, R itf iM /"'' <'f<''

Lnii. a Jesuit Father, born in Portugal in 1571.

Having completed his theological studies at Macao

he was sent to Peking in 1604. l-ater he was sent

to Chao chou jffl I^H to the church founded by Ul( ri

23 years before. Here he was .accused, comlennicil

and driven out in 1612. Fleeing to Nan hsiang

ffi ttl I'e carried on successful work till obliged to

flee again in consequence of the persecution at

Nanking. He wont to Honan, then fnmi 1630 t(j
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1635 was at Chien ch'angjg g in Kiangsi. In 1645

he retired to Canton and died there in 1649.

Havret : La Stile chrilienne de Si-mjan-fou,

II, p. 23, note.

FESTIVALS. The Chinese have many fest-

ivals which are not oblrudcd on the notice of the

foreigner. Some of the more important ones,

however, are observed so genera.ly as to affejt fere ^n

intercourse. The chief arc connected with the

seasons and with the worship of ancestors, not

with the worship of CoKiucius, Buddha, or any

deities, though of course these also have their turn.

New Year {(j.v.) is the greatest of the feasts; all

debts are paid, or supposed to be paid, before the

old year dies, then all business is at a standstill and

all the world devotes itself to pleasure, paying

vi5its, dressing in fine clothes, making presents,

feasting and idling. There are also, however,

offerings to the gods, to parents and to dead

ancestors. The rejoicings last till the 15th day,

but these days include other feasts and ceremonies,

and must not be thought- of as a fortnight of simple

idling.

On the 15th is the Feast of Lanterns (see

Laiittriii, Feast of). This closes the New Year

festivities and opens the shops again. The foreigner

sees the precessions and the mild illuminations, but

knows little of the ceremonies, offerings and

worship connected with the feast.

Omitting smaller feasts the next universally

kept of the Chinese festivals is Ch'ing Ming fg M
the fifth of the twenty-four solar periods into which

the year is divided ; it falls on April 4-5. It is

sometimes named the Festival of Tombs, for it is

at this time that special thought is given to the

dead, to whom formal offerings are made, while

their graves are put in good order. It was anciently

the day for the re-kindling of fires, which had been

extinguished three days before. (See Han Slii/i).

It is also a time for picnics and e.\cursions into

the country, and houses are decorated with foliage.

Various things connected with this festival remind

the Western student of the Christian Easter.

On the fifth day of the fifth moon comes the

great summer festival, for which there is no special

name, though the foreigner calls it, from what he

sees of it, the Dragon Boat Festival. The Dragon

is much in evidence at this time. It is the symbol

of fructifying rain, so important in such an agricul-

tural country. (See Dragon-boat Fcstha]).

The Midsummer fete is not vei-j' important;

but with the coming of autumn with the seventh '

moon there is another great festival, consecratea '

to the dead. On the first day tf the moon the gates

of purgatory are opened, and the hungry ghosts

troop forth to have a month of enjcyment of the

good things provided for them by the pious. It is '

especially on the fifteenth of the moon that liberal

offerings of food are set out, paper money is burnt

for the enrichment of the dead, and masses are

said for the release of the unhappy ghosts. The
festival itself is a Buddhist introduction due to

Aiio^HA/ though of course the worship of ancestors

and offerings to them did not originate in China

witli the coming of Buddhism.

, By foreigners this feast is often called All

Souls' day; the Chinese name is Yii Ian p'en, iq-v.),

which is the transliteration of a Sanskrit word.

The 'harvest festival' takes place on the

fifteenth day of the eighth moon, and is the great

feast, of autumn. Excejjt that it is a time of

general enjoyment and holiday-making there is

nothing to attract the foreigner's notice. It is

much the same with the festival of the winter

solstice in the eleventh moon, when again there

are special offerings to the dead.

With the clcise of the year, as at the beginning,

there are important ceremonies. The Kitchen god

ascends on high to give his report on the household's

conduct during the year, and he iis well feted before

his departure on the 24th of the twelfth moon, a

paper chariot is burned to provide his conveyance,

etc. Offerings are also made to other domestic gods,

more or Icj's house-cleaning takes place ; the talis-

manic papers stuck over the doors, etc., are renewed :

debtors are sought for ; creditors are avoided

;

and en the New Year's Eve the whole people spends

the night in eating and drinking and firing off

crackers,—a watch-night service but, with little

solemnity in it.

De Groot has made an elaboi'a'.e study of these

and other feasts as they are actually observed at

the present day in Amoy ; and in the more im-

portant of the festivals there can be little difference

throughout the whole country.

His work is not merely descriptive; but the

origin of every custom is sought for, and its

connection with the ancient superstitions of other

races. Many matters connected wi'h the festivals

may seeili trivial or merely quaint and picturesque,

but may acquire great significance when brought

into comparison with usages that obtained in Egypt

or ancient Greece or Rome.

De Groot : Lcs Fetes annuelles a Einoui;

DoRU : liecherchee sur lea Superstiliont, etc. ;

DooLiTTLE : Social Life of the Chinese.

FEUDAL STATES feS US- The earliest legends

of Chinese history tell of a number of states

governed by hereditary princes owning other princes,

or eventually one emperor, as overlord. Hence the

title "feudal." The operling words of king Wu
in the documents of the Chou dynasty contained
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ill till' S/iii I hiiiij are paraphiii^ed by Leuuk (in

accordance with the best ('hiiiese exposition) :

"Ah. ye hercHilary princes." Although king \Vc

made great changes in the personnel of the princes,

he only perpetuated an old institution, he did not

inaugurate a new one.

The central princii>le of the institution was

ancestral worshi|). When the descendants of any

given prince were prevented from sacrificing in the

ancestral temple, the state was said to be destroyed.

As long as the clan worship was continued the

state continued. Hence, we find amongst the earl-

iest arrangements made by king \Vu were the

appointments, or confirmation of existing appoint-

ments, to five fiefs where the five imjierial families

of the past might be honoured. It is interesting

to note the po.=ition and insignificance of the five

centres :

—

Ancestor Kief Modern natw
HlANT. 'I'l (hi .Shunfien, Chihli.

Vao Chu Tsinan. Shantung.

Shtn Ch'en (henchow, Honan.

Yii (Hsia) f'h'i Kaifeng, Honan.

T'ANO (Yin) Sung Kneite, Honan.

(The last named is the only one that attained to

any cnnsideral>le rank in the Chou days).

King \Vr had a large number of brothers, and

many of these were made lords, but none of their

fiefs became famous. On the other hand, a nephew
and a son gave rise to descendants of front rank.

The son of the duke of (liou. Po Ch'inc, was

invested with the'State of Lu {}, southern Shantung.

Lu prided itself on being the foremo.st state as

regards conformity to ritual. In military matters

it never passed the second rank. It was always

under the orders of one or other of its neighbours.

King Wu's son, Ch'kng, was playing with a

younger brother and in sport made him a feudal

lord. "Of what fief? " enquired the Grand Be-

corder who, it would seem, had to be in attendance.

"I was only saying it in fun," rcjilied the boy king.

But the Recortler would have no light speech from

the king, so a fief had to be found and the boy lord

became ruler of T'ang, or as it after came to be

called, Chin (fl), the immense tract of country

north of the bend of the Yellow Hiver, the modern

Shan.-i. Kremi the middle of the seventh century

B.<\ to the beginning of the fifth. Chin was by far

the nnjst important of the Chinese states. One
other member of the imperial family was already

ruling when king Wu came to his throne, but it

was away in the wild, unknown .«onth-east, beyond

the Yangtze. When the future king Wbk waii a

babe it was announced that he would be a man of

importance. His father was the third son of the

grandfather. The first and second sons, therefore,

afraid that the inheritance would not pass to their

young nephew if Ihey stopped tit home, went forth

23

to the savage lands afterwards named Wu §<..

Their descendants are first heard of in the Tsu
(.'/iiitin in B.r. 583. Away on the north-east, the

border lands including the plain on which Peking
now stands, were named \'en Jj^, and given to Shih
the duke of Shao, whose military prowess has

almost overshadowed the fact that he also was a

half-brother of king Wu. In B.C. 805, the son of

king HsuAN was given a new fief, Cheng {|g. Even
to tliis day the novelty has not worn off the name,
for the county is still called llsincheng (i.e. "New
Cheng"); it lies in Honan. All these (and many
others) were occupied by members of the Chi ( JfS )

clan. The Rites (rarely infringed) strictly forbad

intermarriage.

•lust ."outh of Yen and north of Lu [i.e. in

modern *north Shantung) a state was carved out

for CnrAXn Tai KfNC, the most valiant and very

f.iithful adherent of kings Wkm and Wu. It was
called Chi ^ and till the beginning of the fifth

rpiitury was of first rank. The family name was

Chiang |g.

Lastly, mention must be made of two other

states the rulers of which were untouched by king

W'v—in all probability he knew nothing of one of

them. The lands on and over the north-west bounds

that were known to the Chinese of the twelfth

century B.r. were then occupied by the Ying {'St )

family. When Ciior Hsis" was being overthrown,

the lord of Ch'in ^. as this state was called, was

away preparing a marble sarcophagus for his over-

lord. When he came back, the overlord was de-

feated, dead and buried. The faithful follower at

once committed suicide. King Wu ordered that

this lord .should be buried in the sarcophagus he had

prepared for his king, and confirmed his son in the

fief. This was the state that eventually overthrew

the Chou empire and its feudalism. To the south-

west, reaching to the Yangtze, Kay the lands of Ch'u

25 . the rulers of which were called Mr (j|g ). They

c.une to rival both Chin and Ch'in, and at one

time it seemed possible that they would succeed

to the heritage of empire. Ch'u, Wu and the still

more remote Yiieh were, however, really outside

the pale of the feudal lords gS fc? , and Ch'u for

long boasted of this fact. On the other hand,

Ch'in, which was suspect, made every effort to

.show itself inside the pale. (Its efforts really

showed the ccntrary). No bar sinister pvei- attached

itself to Chin; but its position ensured constant

influx of fresh Tartar blood, and kept the race

mui h more vigorous than that of the intermarrying,

petty lords of the centre, (who, though they had no

intermarriage on the father'.-; side, had little else

on the mother's side).

We really know very little about the actual

working of the feudal system until we come to the

days from which «c have contemporary records,
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.e. about the eighth century B.C. There are three

large collections of tractates on the ritual to be

observed, viz. the C/tuu Li, the / Li and the Li Chi.

But we do not know that at any time all the

minutiae of form and ceremony were observed.

Certainly when we come to the contemporary

record.s, there was but little of the ritual fulfilled.

The emperor was a mere shadow of the august

monarch that the rites picture to us.

It is difficult to point to any thing good that

the feudalism of earlier days did for China. It

may have been a temporary necessity in the trans-

ition from a period of tribal to national govern-

ment. But its prolongation through the centuries

of the Chou dynasty was a twofold curse to the

people. In the first place, it prevented China from

realising its unity. In the second, it was the

direct cause of innumerable and incessant wars.

"There is not a single righteous war in the whole

of the Annals" was the common sense verdict of

Mencius (vii, bk. 2, Legge, p. 354). When we

remember that the Annals embrace the whole period

from B.C. 722 to 432, and that no year is without its

story of war, we can picture somewhat what an evil

it was to all classes of the population. Ch'in Shih

Huang Ti deserves more credit than he usually

gets for ridding China of feudalism. It attempted

to rise again with the new Han dynasty, but Liu

Kao Tsu was too wise and too strong. Whatever

divisions have since arisen in China, they have

never been a mere revivification of the feudalism cf

the olden days. (.SVe uiirier sr.jiaiutc titles).

[G.G.W.]

FIBRES, TEXTILE.
aBUTILON, ?g M cli'ing-ma, the fibre of

.Abutilon nvicninnr, cultivated as a summer crop in

Western C^hina up to 3,000 feet altitude. The fibre

is of inferior quality, less valuable than that of

true hemp. Most of the "hemp" which goes down
river from Ssuch'uan is, according to Hosie, the

fibre of this plant. It is greyish white, tinged with

a silvery, lustrous colour. The plant is also widely

cultivated in Northern China, Mongolia, and Man-
churia, where it is misnamed "jute." As it does

not rot when wet, it is used for making fishing

nets. Tientsin "jute" is largely used locally ; when

sent to Europe it is (Customs lieport, 1899) used

for adulterating purposes, coming into competition

with a fibre grown in New Zealand.

HEMP 'X M hiioma in South China, /> M
hsiaoma in the North; Cannabis satira, or the

common Russian hemp. It is found throughout

China Proper and Manchuria, and produces a fibre

which is of universal use. The stems grow to eight

feet in height ; harvested in June, they are steeped

in water, sun-dried and bleached by burning sul-

phur, after which the fibre is removed ; it is in

great demand for textile and cordage purposes, the

coarse cloth making bags or mourning raiment for

the poor. The fibre of the autumn croji, which is

tougher, is worked into the bodies of jiaint brushes

or even of Chinese pens. The woody stems are

burnt and the ashes, mixed with gunpowder, enter

into the manufacture of firecrackers. Hemp oil

is used as an illuminant in Ssuch'uan. The leading

e.xporting centres are Chungking, Changsha, Hang-

chow, and Wuchow. E.\portation abroad, 1915,

Pels. 75,000, value Tls. 850,000; 1916, Pels.

143.799, Tls. 1,699,371. It goes chiefly to Germany,

Belgium, and Japan.

JUTE, chinij-ma ^^, Corchorns cnp-^vlnris is

sparingly cultivated in Eastern Ssijch'uan, but is

not e.xported from that province. A little juto may
be cultivated in Chihli and in Kuangtung. It is

also named Huang ma ^M-
Other fibres used by the Chinese are that from

the bark of the Stcrculia jilatanifolia, or wu-t'ung

tree, hence named t'un(/-m(i ^ !^, used for making

cordage, but of no commercial importance ; also

"Pine-apple Hemp," [q.v.)

The fibre of Musa tcxtilis is also used for mak-

ing cordage. The e.xport in 1916 was pels. 101,390,

value Tls. 493,970.

RAMIE, Chu-ma ^Jft, lior/imerin tiirca, also

known as Nsicn-ma (f^M), the most important

textile plant in China, is cultivated mostly in the

central valleys of Kiangsi, in Hupei, and in Ssu-

ch'uan, where it also grows wild. It is however,

found in all the warmer parts of the country up

to 4,000 feet altitude. It is the China-grass of

commerce, and is being exported in growing

quantities, especially to Japan. In 1903 less than

2,000 piculs were exported, in 1913 over 170,000

piculs worth Hk.Tls. 2,500.000. The fibre is bleach-

ed in hot rice-paste and sulphur and woven into

grass-cloth (q-r.) or used as twine for making

fishing nets, which are exported to the Straits

and Siam.

Ramie is one of the strongest and finest fibres

known. It is extremely durable, and is said to be

less affected by moisture than any other fibre, but

is .somewhat lacking in elasticity. It has a brilliant

silky lustre, can be dyed readily, and is exception-

ally long, the ultimate fibres varying from 3 to 16

inches in length. It is easy to cultivate and thrives

in almost any soil ; in China, however, it is usually

grown in red clay containing sand. The fibre is

prepared in China almost entirely by hand. The

stems are first stripped, and the cuticle removed

by scraping and washing, a tedious and expensive

process. In the resulting product the fibres are

embedded in a gummy substance; the getting rid

of this is not carried out in China, but is effected

subsequently in Europe by chemical means.

The production of ramie, so far as it can be

gauged from Customs statistics, is greatly on the
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increase, the quantity of original export from ports

having increased from 265,000 piculs in 1913 to

318,000 in 1915. Of grassdoth, which is made
from it, the exportation averages 30,000 PcU., worth

Hk.Tls. 100 each, of which (jiiantity half is exported

abroad. Formerly it was crroneou.sly entered in

the Custuni.* Returns as hemp. The export in 1916

was pels. 210.931, value Tls. 2,821,208.

Imi'ehul Institute Hclletiv, vol. iii. No. 1,

1905. [N.S.]

FIGHTING STATES PERIODEH. The
last tuo centuries of tlic ( liuu dynasty are known

by this expression. The Fighting States were

those contending for Empire, Ch'in, Wu, Ch'u, etc.

See Seven martial States. The period begins at

different dates according to different authorities,

from B.C. 480 to B.C. 403. Taking the earlier date,

the history of the period of the Chan Kuo Ts'e

would follow immediately on the Tin Chnan. The
later date is that at which Ssu-ma Kuang's great

History begins, and is the date when the Emperor
showed his impotence to help his vassals by re-

cognising the States of Han, Wei and Chao,

divisions of the great State of Chin «.
Pt.litically it was one of the worst times in

Chinese history, yet some of China's great writers,

philosophers, patriots, etc., Mencius, Yang Chu,

Mi Tzu, C'HtJANG Tzii and others, arose during this

period; and Parker calls it "the true period of

Chinese chivalry".

Parker : Ancient China Simplifird ; Hirth :

The Anriint Histurij of China.

FIGS /'icu.s carica, ig f£ 3S "'" f>"^ ^"'"'- I"

N. China the fig is only grown as an exotic, in pots

and tubs. In milder regions a few large specimens

may sometimes be seen in the open, but the fruit

docs not seem to be much cared for by the Chinese,

and it is not extensively cultivated.

Meyer : .tt/rirullurnt KxploTatiiin', etc.

FILIAL PIETY ^ h.iiao. This term, so

impcrtant in ( liinese social and political history,

i.s much more comprehensive than the English

translation of it would indicate. Hniao is the

basis of the virtue we call humanity, and is also

extended to rulers and made the basis of the

political structure. Thp word is found at the very

•ml^et of Chinese history, in the Canon of Yao

^ igl {Shu cliiiuj I, 12), where it is said of Shun

that "he kept harmony by filial piety' IE SR Kl #.

FILIAL PIETY, CANON OF, # j® Hsiao

rhinij. .\ work said to have been written according

to the teaching of Confucius, by his disciple

TsE.VGTZu. There are however objections to this

view, and the authorship remains uncertain. The

work was lost at the liurning of the Books and

recovered, like others, from a wall where it had

been hidden. There are two texts, not very dif-

ferent but much disputed over.

It has been translated into English with notes

by Fabeu in the Chinese Recorder, vol. x, and by

BiUDGMAN in Chinese Repository, vol. iv, and into

French by i)E RosNY and Cibot.

FILLES DE LA CHARITE, a religious

Society with temporary vows of a single year,

founded by St. Vincent de Paul in 1633. It was

the first society of women to come to do Christian

work in China. Its first work was begun in Macao
in 1843, but the Sisters removed later to Ningpo

and in 1863 to Shanghai. In Shanghai they

furnished the nursing staff at the General Hospital

for nearly fifty years, withdrawing in 1913. They
work in all the Vicariats which are in the care of

Lazarists,—having the same Superior-General as

that Order. See Jaurias, UUene de.

Planchet : Lea Missions de Chine.

FINCHES. See Frimjillidae.

FINGERNAILS. It is a custom to allow all

or some fingernails to grow as long as possible, as

an indication that the owner does not have to work

with his hands. While it holds chiefly among

women, the more wealthy, and the literary classes,

it is also affected by some poorer people through

mere foppishness. But in the nature of things the

custom cannot be very wide-spread. In some cases

silver sheaths are used to protect the nails.

FINNISH FREE CHURCH MISSION. See

China Inland Mission.

FINNISH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
Ill luiijunrters :—Hebingfors, Finland.

Entered China, 1901.

Works in N. Hunan. The first missionaries

were Rev. H. Sjoblom and wife.

The head station of this Mission is at }^'fS

Tsing shih. (opened 1901) and work is also carried

on at Tze-li jg fl], and Yung-ting 7Jc^, which were

both occupied in 1907; and the Mission contributes

one professor to the Union Lutheran Theological

Seminary at Shekow, near Hankow. There are

boys' and girls' high schools, and a number of

primary schools.

In 1916, the Missirn reported 22 foreign workers.

FIRECRACKERS i^fi^lk, which are used

daily in China for all kinds of celebrations, are

manufactured in Hunan and Kiangsi, but are a

speciality of the district of Yimpu in Kuangtung,

between Fatshan and Canton, and of Taileung.

The cheapest kind is made of gunpowder rolled

up in coarse bamboo paper, with a covering of red

paper, that being the colour of good omen. Roman

candles, rockets, fuses, wheels, etc, are also made.

Of late years alum lias been used to neutralize the

smoke in them.
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Total original exportation is about 200,000

piciils yearly, that is, before the war, which ha?

naturally reduced the manufacture. The amount
e.xported abroad is not very great, thcugh some goes

to the United States. The export in 1916 wa.s of

the value Tls. 3,510,961.

FISH (emblem). The fish is used to signify

abundance or wealth, which arises from the words

yii JE^ fish and i/ii |^ superfluity boiiiL; pronounced

alike. Cf. lu ^ and hi g^ , or fu tg and fu iKJ.

FISHERY PRODUCTS ; which inchide, be-

sides fish, agar-agar, bichodeniar, isinglass, sea-

weed, awabi, etc.. have always occupied an import-

ant place in the "sundries" item in the import li.st
;

in the sixties they comprised one tenth of this item.

In 1894 the import amounted to over five million

taels. in 1904 to Tls. 8,657,000 and in 1913 to over

Tls. 15.000.000. .Japan has an important share of

this total.

FISHES AND FISHERIES. In ( hina the

Fish is abundant, the species are numerous, every-

body, more or less, fishes, and everybody er.t^ fish.

So one would expect to find in Chinese books of

Natural History copious details on Ichthyology.

Moreover, there would be obvious interest, both

scientific and sinological. in being able to determine

the species indicated by the ancient classics.

As a matter of fact, to take two examples, the

^(^ Krh !/<i gives a list of 18 or 20 fishes which

it is very difficult for us to identify from the mere

text, and even with the help of actual pictures,

as the latter do not always correspond with the

text. The ;4'c:^J^g Pen ts'ao kang iini gives about

50 fishes ; but the illustrations are very rough and

the text inexact ; it is therefore of little value.

More will be found, but nothing better, in general

('hinese works (Dictionaries, Histories, etc.); con-

sequently, the Lexicons, translations, and com-

mentaries published by Europeans have been able

to extract from the Chinese sources no more than

the latter contain, that is to say, some vague

generalities, and some errors.

From the sight of drawings of fishes, executed

by Chinese artists from nature, and sent to the

Museums of Europe, savants such as Bloph,

l.AorPEDE, Valencieknf.s, Richardsok, and Basile-

wSKi have been tempted to make up descriptions

and names of species. It has been an almost

fruitless labour. However, as present day resources

are more ample, there may be profit in taking up
the task again according to the plan indicated

by MoLi.ENDOKFF {T/ie Ve.rtehralu uf the Province

of Chihh—Joiirmil of X.V./i.R.A.!<., 1877) : that

is, to scientifically determine the species on the one

hand, and, on the other, to find the Chinese name
(or rather, names) of each species, by consulting

fishermen and Sinology, remembering that the

ancient classics have in mind the basin of the

Hoangho and the shores of the Yellow Sea.

Altogether. Europeans did not begin to know
the ichthyological Fauna of China till the 18th

century, through the explorers Osbeck, . HouT-

TUYX, and Thun'BERG, and, for sea-fishes, through

the captains of the deep sea. In the 19th century,

many collectors, even if they were specialists in

other branches, sent to the Museums specimens of

Fishes—J. Reeves, Swinhoe, Dabhy de Thiehsant,

the Abbe A. David, to mention only the best

known. The specimens sent by J. Reeves, Sen.,

serve as basis for Richardson's work. Report un

the Irhthyohnjif of the Sea-i of China and Jitpan,

published in 1845. Buidcman in his ChreetoiKothi/

(1841) gives a list of 246 species of Fishes with

their Chinese names, from a series of drawings

which he had obtained through Beale and which

had been executed under the eye of a "foreigner."

This foreigner was Reeves, and the drawings were

a copy of those which Richardson had used (Cf.

Bretschneider, History of Euroypun Botanical

DlfcortrieA in China, I, 257). In 1843, Richardson

had published several species, especially Cantonese,

in the Zoology of the voyage of the Sulphur.

John RussELr. Reeves continued his father's work

and sent from Macao some ichthyological specimens.

The ichthyological collections of Swinhoe have

been published by GiiXTiiEa (.-iTin. and Maij. of

Xal. Hi»l., Sept. 1873, pp. 240-250; Nov. 1873,

pp. 377-380; Feb. 1874, pp. 154-160), to whom we

owe other articles also on the Fishes of China {ibid.

1838. pp. 429-435; 1889, pp. 218 229; 1898, pp.

257-263). Dabry de Thiersant himself published

a volume, I.a I'i.'tciculture et la I'cche en Chine

(Paris, 1872), with descriptions of new species.

I'nfortunately diiXTHER could say of this publi-

cation ;.
" The figures as well as the accompany-

ing notes are the work of persons not conversant

with the rudiments of descriptive ichthyology."

In his preface, Dabuy announced the coming

publication of 850 species, which would have been

the large.st ever made on Chinese ichthyology. It

was never produced ; no doubt some of these species

appeared under the signature of Sauvage in 1873

anrl 1874. The ichthyological harvest of the Abbe

David amounts to almost nothing. Some Fishes

sent from Kiangsi arrived in bad condition ; some

new species were however described by GuiCHENOT.

The following also are entitled to a place among
collectors : Simon, published by Cuichknot and

Bleeker; Styan at Ningpo, published by G. A.

Bori.ENGEu; (P.Z.S., 1905, Part I, pp. 268 sqq.)

;

Whitehead in Hainan, published by G. A.

BovLENCER (I'.Z.S., 1899, Part IV. pp. 956 sqq.)

;

M. DE LA ToucHE at Chinwangtao, published in

the Derennial I/eporlf of the Chinese Customs
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(19021911), Chiiiwanjjtat, pp. 176-179. Some other

publications must not be omitted : Baszlewski,

Ichthyogruphia Vhitiuc borealix, Peking 1852, in

Nouv. Mem. Soc. Nat., Moscow, X, 1855; Jouan,

in Mi'm. Hoc. Nat. Sc. de Cherbounj, 1866 and

1863; Kneb, in the Itfiie der Oesterreir/ii-ir/ipii

Fr'ijtillK Siivfirrii uiii die Erde, Zoolojjischei'

Thei!, I Bd. ; Facvel, Prumpniides d'lin Nntiirnlixle

daiiK I'Archi/irl C/nifnu, t.'hcrbourf;, 1881; MoLLEN'

UOUFF, already cited, pp. 105111. 1877; aiul part-

icularly Bleekeh. MiiiiiiirK fur Ips (i/prinoide.'< de

C/iiiii', Amsterdam, 1871. One may add. On the

t'Uhe> nj Yarhind. by Khancis Uay (P.Z.S., 1876,

pp. 781-807) ; A C<dlccti<m of Fre.^/i-w'iter f'i^/ies

frnm ('urea, by Tate Regan (P.Z.S. 1908 pp. 59 63).

Altoi^ether, if to the species contained in the

above named works are added those of the general

Ichthyologies, and those which are to be met with

mole or less scattered in the Reviews, we shall

arrive with difliculty at a total of a few hundred
species, both deep-sea and fresh-water ones. The
t.'ataloijuK (if the yifhex of Jii/jriii by D. S. JoUDAN,
S. Tanaka, and J. O. .Snyder, Tokyo, 1913, totals

1236 items. Chinese Ichthyology is still almost

unknown.

This is the table of the principal grouits as at

present established :

MARSIPOBRANCHIATA.
Lampreys certainly there are, but they have

not yet been catalogued.

ELASMOBRANCHIATA (Sharks, Rays).

SelacOiuAE : I'miiryllinm hnbcri HiLGENDOIlF,

ChilosnjUiuni. iiidii:um Gm., Steijontomn ti(jrinuni

(Im., Orer/,t!t)l/u.i jiiiiiiiiiriiK Regan, Ci/iiiris Mfmmit
Bleeker, S/jhi/nia zi/i/acnn L., TriiiliK feijUium

AL h H., ('(irchiinidiin iiirrhiiruiK L.

BatoVdae : Dixvdhntun finennh, Blo< ii, U<ija

ktnojei M. & If., I'terojdatea japoiiim T. & S.,

Don i/nl i-< akiijei and Xiiijei M. & H.

CTENOBRANCHIATA.
Order of the Ganoidea, .Suburder of the

Chondrosteioea.

Acii-ENSEIUDAE : (.Sturgeons) : Aei/j, n^er M<md-
•rhiiritu.i Basil., A. d<ibnjiiitti» Di'mfril.

Poi.YonoNTIDAE : I'seiihunif i/linliiis Marten.s.
Order of the Teleostea, .Suborder of the

Physostoma.

.SiLURIllAE : Ttlehi/iilriif .^ilivmU I<.\<.'E1'EI)E,

I'linifdiiriif ii-mliii I,., Uhiiiiiliiiiini^. Liiiciifsiii,

l.iiiliniirw, etc.

Mv(Torilll)AE : Aii/^i/hik iI,i,„j,iIih T. & S.

SaI..MO.NII)AE : I'lremjlug^UA d/tiie/ix 'l\ & S. ;

the existence of the Trout is probable; (hmeriit
ill iilex Steini). ; Sidiiiix thiiieiinin OsiiK'K.

EsofiDAE (Pike) ; Allnda ctdpes L.

Clui'eidae :

Anchovies : ICinjrdiiliK jii/inniiii T, & .S., A'.

rhiliien^i.'' GiiNTHER. etc. ; I'niliii rinxiit

T. & S., etc.

Herrings : Olupcu Kuwid T. & .S., Ktriinnii''

microjjus T. & S.

Shads : Ilhha elonr/ata Bennet.

Sardines : fiardinelln zuniui Bleeker.

Sc'OMBREsociDAE : Ti/liicurus unustomella C'.&V.,

Ili/poramphiis sujori T. & S., Oi/pieiurus [Exocet)

hiruiulu Steind., C. brachydactylun GiiNTHER.

CoBiTiDAE (Loaches) : Mixrfunni!: iiiii/iiil/ii-uiiilii-

till! GiiNTHER.

CyI'RINIDAE : Carp : C
i/
jir in ii < rnriiio L. ; Gold

fish: t'liraxi'iii--' aiirtitw Bleeker; Barbels: Htvti-

lj(irhif< harbm T. & S. ; Gudgeons : Oubiu Sauro-

(jiibiii, /'.'eiidoijubioj Pxeudoraihora /larra T. & S.,

Sfirciiehillrhthi/.' niiieiiKix Bleeker ; Breams : Eluj)-

lrhthi/.i Jjiiinbiisn Bleeker, Lticlobnima typw
Bleeker, Acnnthobrtima, Culter, HeiiiicuUe.r,

Ti iixiibruiiih, l'.<eudijlouhiiiii ; Bleaks : among which

are two of the four species of ^ ^ chiu yii,

Leiirixciii' idelluH Val. and L. avfhiii/j.< Basil., the

two others being Hi/pophtrdmichthi/.i iiobdis and
H. rniilitrix Bleeker. There may also be mentioned

the Xeiiuei/pri-i and the Ops/iriichthi/i', of which
one species, O. acanthotjenys Boulenger, found at

Xingpo by Styan and in C'hihli by M. de la Touche.
rivals the ('nrfLiiiiis auralus in beauty.

.Sub-order of the Apoda.

SVMBUANCHIDAE : Miiituptenis jiiviiiiiiiu Lac.

^ ^\ liiiiiiiij shii/i.

Anguillidae : Ain/iii/ln hniijii/iiisif Gray. .1.

jripiinicn T. & S., f1 JJ! p<ii .'hiiii.

CoNGERiDAE ; (,'imi/er rii/i/ari.i Ci'v.

MuUENiDAE : Gymnothurax reticuldii.i Bluiii.

Sub-order of the Physoclista.

Gadoidae : Ophior.ephidua arijns Cantor.

Pleuroneitidae : (Soles, Plaice,) : Zcbriaf

zebriniis T. & S., Clidoderma a-iperriiiium and
varieijalum T. & S., some I'lteudorhumhiii', lihini

plaijiifia, I'lntiiph ry.

.SphYRAENIOAE : Sphi/riii ml /lim/iiii' GiiNTHER.

MUGILIDAE : Miiijil cephidiif L.

Sro.MBRiDAE : (Mackerel) : Si-unibir dinjn Ayues,
Sriiinherniniirw ehiiiensiK C. & \., Cyhiuiii ijracilr

GuN'rHER, Krheneiif nmierntei< L. (Heniora).

Stroma ruiDAK : Slrunmliindi y iinienlrii.t ( Kuph
rasen).

Carancidae : Cnriinx iinniitu< KoitsKAi..

.Xll'HIiDAE : Siphin.i ijhidiii.i L.

.Si iaenidae : Sriiiiiiii (dliifliirn liiiii., dwi'iiiiiieri

C. & v., ('iiri:inii jiipiniirii T. & .S. , niiin iinil

II iiii/iietiionn ('. & v.,

PEIlfinAE : Diplupriiin bifnsriutus, Kl'IiL,

Lubriix /iiyii Basil., /.nteidnlinix jiipniiinm C. & \'..

I'ltTiimelnpiiii hiniml; Bl.oi'il. I'irrit fiiurn Tg.
;

some ICpiiiepheliii, J,iiliiiiiii<. Xi/ihnii.

MULLIDAE : I pelieil" trin/ii/ii Hicll., I /ieliri>ide.i

Kiibril till 11.1 T. & S.
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Seriianidae : Siniperca cfivntsi and f/iuo7iA<i

Basil.

Pristipomatidae : some Hapalogenys, Diagram-

ma, Dentex.

Sparidae : Sparus aries T. & S., swinhonis

GiiNTHER, some Lethrinus, Pagrofomus, Evynnis,

O'irella.

Chaetodontidae : Chaetodon, Platax, Abudef-

duf sordidus Fohskal.

Balistidae : Monaamtftiis chme?isis Osbeck.

Tetrodontidae : Spheroldes spndicevs (Rich.),

ocellaltis (Osbeck), rubripes T. & S.

Scori'aenidae : Sebastiscus jnarmoratus C. & V.,

SKbastes nigromaculutus GiiNTHER, Pelor japonicum

and sineiiKf C. & V., ^rorpanopfk, Ilfinitriptertts.

COTTIDAE (Miller's Thumb) : .some Ceratocutttm,

Trachidcrmichthys, Myoxocephalits, Megalocuttits,

PuTocottus, VcUitoT, Psychrulutes, Platycephalus,

Thysanuphrys.

Triglidae (Red Gurnets) : Chnitiduniclithys

kumu Less. & Garn., Lepidotrigla alata Houtt.

micrnptcra GiiNTHER.

Gastrosteidae ( Sticklebacks ) : Gaffro.<tetis

fiiieiii-is GuiCHENOT.

Syngnathidae : Sy7igj>athus acu<imUis GiiNTH.,

Hippocampus histrix Kaup.

Trachinidae : Sitlago jnpnnica T. & S., Latilus

auratus Kishinoitye.

Lophiidae (Frog-fish) : Lrtphiofmiis setigeru.^

Vahl.

Gobiidae : Mogurnda obsctira T. & S., Elentns

oxycep/iala T. & S., sinensis Lac, pomatophila and

swinhonis GiiNTHER, Apocryplcs c/iinensis OSBECK,

Pcriophthalmus cantonensis Osbeck, schlosseri and

kodreuteri Pall., Acant/iogohius /tasta and flavi-

manits T. & S., Chadurichtliys stigmatias Rich.,

taeniatus GiiNTHER, Lophiogobius occllicauda

GiiNTHER, Parapercis pulchella T. & S., Calliurich-

thys olidus GiiNTHER, japonicus Hodtt.

Cepolidae : Aranthocepola limbata C. & V.

Irusensterni T. & S.

HeteuolepidotaE : Agrammvs r/grnmmus T.&S.,

Vhirus hexagrammus Pall.

Blenniidae : Ernogrammus hexagrammus T. & S.,

Anarrhichas fascial us Bleeker.

Mastacembelidae : Mastacembelus sinensis

Bleeker.

Trichiuridae : Trichiurus japonitus T. & S.

Bibliography :—In addition to works already

named. Notices sur leg peinturcs cliiyioises des

Cyprinoides deposee.s au Museum de I'Universite

de Groningue par M. J. Scnn van Basel (Amst.

Verslag. Acad. VI, 1872, pp. 117-121).—Peuny :

Appendice au Dictionnaire fran^nislalinchinois,

Hisluire naturellc, 5e Part., Ichthyologie,

pp. 67-74, (rather inaccurate). Cuvier et

Valenciennes : Histoire naturelle des Poitsons.

MilLLENDOHFF : Tmuts in China (China Review,

vol. vii, pp. 276-278). [There appears to be a

true species of Trout, with the Chinese name

fSH&i'M. ^'''' ^'" 'J''^-
Temminck & Schlegel : Fauna

japonica, Pisces, Amsterdam 1850. On the

Cyj)ri7iu4 auratux L.. commonly called the Goldfish,

may be read Cdv. and Val., op. cit., vol. 16.

pp. 101-121, W. F. M.ayers, Goldfish Cultivation

(Notes and Queries on C. & J., vol. ii, pp. 123-124),

Leon Vaillant in Bull. Soc. Ace., 1893, pp. 488-498,

etc. (Cf. CoRDiER, lUbliotheca Sinica, 2nd edition,

cols. 387-528, 1536-1538 and 3078). [F.C.]

FISHERIES and PISCICULTURE.
It is inaccurate to say that Fishing is not

regulated by law in China ; but as a matter of fact

it i.s ruled less by the code than by custom. These

customs are as burdensome and as tyrannical as

the strictest law, but at the same time, they are

frequently excellent, as for instance the one which

prohibits fishing at the spawning period. They
hardly affect any but professional fishermen, while

the law is concerned only with fishing on a large

scale—and little enough with that. Amateurs are

practically exempt from all restrictions. In

general, one might say that the regime of the

Chinese fisherman is absolut-e liberty, tempered by

competition and by the demands of the authorities.

All the implements of fishing known in Europe

are in use in China : floating lines, sinking lines,

motionless lines—with and without bait, harpoons

with 3, 5, and 7 teeth, different small nets in all

their varieties, square nets of all sizes, conical

weighted hand-nets, triangular sand-nets, triple-

meshed nets, wicker snares and wire-baslcets, and

various drag-nets. We may note as rather special

what have been called hammer-fishing, mirror-fish-

ing, and cormorant-fishing, with some other in-

genious methods and some intelligent industries.

The world of fishermen is, as it were, a social

class apart, curious to study, and fairly exclusive

as also is the fishing population of the coasts of

Europe, and perhaps also that of the small river

boats. The work makes severe, sometimes very

severe demands, but it also brings with it many

hours of rest, and altogether suits the character

of the Chinese labourer fairly well. As for the

profits, they vary ; they depend to a large extent

on the man's professional skill ; they seem to

suffice for a livelihood, but, in general, no more.

In spite of very active fishing operations, fishes

do not seem to diminish in the Chinese waters.

One of the causes of this is the care which is

taken from time to time to pour fry into depopulat-

ed streams and canals. As a private industry, this

practice has received the name of Pisciculture, or,

from those who might consider that term rather

ambitious, that of Aquiculture. Fish go ui> the
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largo rivers, often very high up, to spawn ; special

men gather the eggs, surround them with special

precautions, feed and tend the young fish which

hatch out, and, transporting these "water-chickens"

by boat, send them at low price to the owners of

lakes, ponds, and of any pieces of water. These

owners, onco they have put the fry into their fish-

ponds, have merely to wait for the development of

the fish, which takes two years for the species

thus cultivated. At the end of this time, individ-

ual fish of from 8 to 10 lbs. are caught. Authors

assert that with time they would reach the weight

of from 25 to 50 lbs. ; but for more than one

reason, this would be of no practical advantage.

The species admitted into the fishponds, the

domestic fishes, 5^ ^ c/im yil, are LcucUcus idcUus

\\L., ch'iiiij l/ii^'^; Ij- udhiops Basil., ts'ao yil

^)5^ hiiiin yii
SS.'ff/.'t IIyii'ipl'thalmichthys nobil'i.^

lil-KKKEit, yiiiHj yu ajf(, imnrj (pan) I'ou yii ^^M^
(3S &) i

II- "lolitrix Hleekeb, lien tzu yii, pci lien

till yii (Q) ^i'^S- To the same distinction the

carp, C'y/iriniis carpio L., li yu HSl,, is often

admitted, and sometimes the Oitlunjj/iithi.-i anjus

Cantoii, /,-, yii gsf^.

Among the best fish for the table may be

mentioned the Shad, Alnwa chc yii Dabry,
s/ii/t yii Ifl)^, some perches, or rather, some Basses

and some perch-pikes, Lubriix liiyii Basil, lu yil

gg]^ ; Ijiitri:l(il)riix jnponicu.<, (C. & V.), lu yii,

ill Izii yii M ?
3?it ; some .sea-perches, ^Umperca

rhuaUi and cliuimt.n Basil, hoa tsi yii ;tEP^ and
liiinm/ tiii yuSS^flii 'he Blue River sturgeon,

Ariprii/trr tldliryiniii.i DuMF.niL, hiinnf/ yii iJJ fj,

;

some ('orbs, Conina siiia, .s7/iA chcou yii, C gi 3^

;

the Belt-fish. Tric/iiunis j(tpi»iicus T. & S. tui yii

liiiiLiDcitAi'iiv :—Dabuy ub Thieusant op. cit.
;

Kauvel op. Cit. ; Pol KonniOAN, Cttvseric sur la

Pi'e/ie fiuvialc en Chine, Shanghai, 1909; Morrison,
Notes on the Physical Aspects and on the Food-

fifhes of the Liuo Basin (in Ann. Nat. Hist. 1898,

jip. 257-263) ; Coiidier, llibl. Sin., col. 3078/80.

[F.C.]

FIVE CLASSICS, THE, JLI"? "•" ching. The
five canonical books which, with the Pout Books
(q.v.), constitute what are called the Chinese
Classics. They are the / ^ chimj, or Book of

Changes; the 67iiA Pf chimj, or Book of Odos ; the

Shn Hf ehiu'j or Book of History; the Li Chi g} ,1C

or Canon of Uites ; the Ch'un Ch'iu iflt |^ (Springs

and Autumns) or Annals (of CoNrtuius). This
arrangement dates from the Han dynasty.

Si I iiiiilir eitih name.

FIVE DYNASTIES, Epoch of the, 5. f^
wii Ini. A period of 53 years with five ephemeral
dynasties between the T'ant; .and Siiii'.' perimls.

The art of block-printing is said to have been

invented in the Posterior T'ang. The five dynasties

with their rulers are as follows.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

The Posterior Liang Dynasty

T'ai Tsu AH 907 K'ai P'ing ^^907
Ch'ien Hua Ig-'pQll

Mo Ti or^^orJI*!^ Cheng Ming fiWJ 915

Chun Wang 913 Lung Te g|i£-921

The Posterior T'ang Dynasty ^£ IJsifE-

Chuang Tsung JE^ 923 T'ung Kuang jSj^t 923

Ming Tsung gq^ 926 T'ien Ch'eng 5^;^ 926

Ch'ang Hsing fi® 930

Min Ti gg^ 933 Ying Shun mM 934

Kei Ti ori|fpor^£
Lu* Wang 934 Ch'ing T'ai ^.^ 934

The Posterior Chin Dynasty i£ ^ Ig.

Kao Tsu il5 H 936 T'ien Fu -fy^ 936

Ch'u Ti or m •?}} or

Shao Ti or '}; ^ or

Ch'i Wang ^ £ 942 K'ai Yun ^il 944

The Posterior Han Dynasty ^^J^|E.
Kao Tsu g; aa 947 T'ien Fu J^jia 936

Ch'ien Yu ^ii^ 948

Yin Ti IS ^ 948 Ch'ien Yu |J;|fi 948

The Posterior Chou Dynasty ^J^lg.
T'ai Tsu i:aa 950 Kuang Shun Jjjlllfl 951

Shih Tsung ttj:^ 954 Hsien To Bl^.054
(already in use

under T'ai Tsu).

Kung Ti ^^ 959 Hsien Tc gjii 960

FIVE ELEMENTS, THE,^ iff; the five con-

stitucnt essences of manifested nature, viz :—Metal,

Air, Fire, Water, Wood. They are .specified in the

most ancient philosophic document in China ("The
Great Plan"; see Astroloijy) and have ever since

been considered to bo the fundamental forms of

matter, just like the four elements of Greek philoso-

phy (c/. Plato's Timaeus). In post-Confucian times

they were assofiated with Yin and Yang ('/.f.), and
the Sung school (particularly Chou Tun-i and

Chu Hsi) expounded a scheme of cosmogonic

genealogy as follows :

—

T'AI cm ("drait Limit
'

- ritiiimtt')

nVK El.EMEXT.S

THE MAS!I-I>l.l>

According to Chu Hsi, the fivo elements ora

not identical with the fivo objects whoso names

they bear but aro subtle essences whoso nature is

hnwpvcr bf'st t!nnif''^f'''l l>v Hi"**' jive nliji'cf^.
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The five elements aie identifieH with tlie inf pUnictri and a cfjiiiplete scheme of afTiiiities or

'(i]ires|>oiKleiK'ps"" has heen (levelnped as shown in llu' fr.llcjwin}; tahlo.

Name
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An interesting hnalogy with the Sephiroth of

the Jewish Kabbalah is provided by the Five 1

elements each with dual polarities, making Ten
emanations in all.

The "Map of the (Vellcw) River" and "the

writing of the Lo (River)," which consist of certain

arithmetical combinations of numbers, are universal-

ly associated with the Five Elements.

('aiu's : C7/ini-(,- I'hilofiiiihij. [H.C.]

FIVE GRAINS, THE, 3L»5 wu ku; hemp,

millet, rice, corn, and beans.

FIVE REGIONS. China was divided by

Pope Leo XIII in 1376 into five ecclesiastical

regions or synodal regions. For the list of

V'icariats belonging to each region see Planchet; '

for the decree see de Moidkev.
|

Planchet : Les Missions iJe CMiir; de '

MoiDntY : l.a Hiirarcliie Catholique en Chine.

FIVE RELATIONS S fife.
»« lun, the five

:

cardinal relations among men, according to Con-

fucianism, viz., those of husband and wife; father

and son ; elder and younger brother
;

prince and

officer; friend and friend.

FIVE RULERS, AGE OF, ifflE Wu Ti Chi

(B.C. 2852-2205), is chiefly legendary. This period

was governed by nine rulers, of whom the following

five are famous and give the name to the period.

Fn Hsi, who is said to have invented picture-

writing, instituted laws of marriage, taught fishing

and rearing of domestic animals, and the rudiments

of music; SHicN-NuNC, who taught husbandry and

the u.5e of medicinal herbs ; Huanr-Ti, who invented

the cycle of sixty, built vessels and fixed weights

and measures, while his wife taught the people to

rear . silkworms and weave silk. The period of

Yao and his two successors is regarded as the

Uolden Age in China. Shun, instituted religious

rites, sacrificed to Heaven and formulated rules of

divination and a code of punishments. I

Dynastic Appellation Personal Appellation

;*:' 5J T'ai Hao •KjRX? Vu\\f.\ Shih 2953
|

(SSi^ P'ao hsi Shih

VfSiSz Shennung Shih 2838

fAshS: Lieh-shan Shih

mt^Si Yu-hsiung Shih 2698

t?l*<i5 Ilsien-yuan Shih

^XSk Chin t'ien Shih 2598

uMSi Kao yang Shih 2514

JS %Si Kao h.sin Shih 2436

2366

fW;jfJ5 T'aofang Shih 2357

>flt^l6 Yu yii Shih 2255

FIVE SACRED MOUNTAINS .li &i ">" V"-

Tluso are. the eastern, iJjE |I| T'ai Shan in Shantung
;

the southern, ^\\X lleng Shan in Hunan ; the west-

ern, 3SiE lU Hua Shan in Shcnsi ; the northern, '|tl lU

24
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Cantdii. and used as pleasure resorts, for suppers,

wine parties, etc. They are mucli frequented by
prnstiliites but are not used as brothels.

ScMi.KCEi. : .1 Canton Floiver-Boat, London, 1894.

FLOWER-PECKERS. See fMcmum.

FLOWERY KINGDOM, THE, a name used

by foreigners for ('hina, in consequence of the

Chinese using fiua'^, which means flowers, as a

name for the country: Cliinuj huiiiY'^, 'central

hun' being the usual form.

FLUTES. See Musiral Iimtniin'jnts.

FLYCATCHERS. See Muscicapidae.

FLY-WHISK, called "yak's tail" gM
c/iu wci, is a wliisli of horse-hair or vegetable fibre

used by Buddbi.st and Taoist priests. In Buddhi.sm

it signifies obedience to the first commandment—not

to kill. In Taoism it is regarded as an instrument

)i magic. Its origin is Indian. Alany Buddhist

images are represented holding it.

Yetts : Di/^pofal of Buddhist Dead in China,

(R.A.S. Journal, 1911); De Groot : Lc Code dii

M'lfioyrina nn Chinr.

FOGO, FUGUJ, FUGU, names found in the

Catalan Atlas for Foochow.

.

FO KUO CHI CTgtIC. See Fa Hfia,.

FONTANEY, JEAN DE ^it^M, born Feb
ruary 14, 1643, in the diocese of Leon. He was
the Superior of the five. .Jesuit priests sent to China
by I.,ouis W\.

They left Brest on March 1685 and arrived

in Siam in September. After nine months there

they left for China, but on account of storms had
to return. Learning then that the Portuguese were

opposed to their landing at Macao, they took

ship for Ningpo, and arrived there in July, 1687,

more than two years after leaving France. Three
months later the five missionaries were ordered by
the Emperor to go to Peking. After working in

Nanking for some time and making a journey to

(.'anton to seek justice from the Portuguese who
did all in their power to hinder the work oi the

French, Fontaney again went to I'eking. He
returned twice to Europe on mission business, in 1699

and 1703, and finally in 1720 according to Rf.musat
;

but this must be an error ; see below. At his first

retnrn he brought home some Chinese books which
were deposited in the King's Library. He did no

important literary work; there are two letters from
him in the Lrttres Kdifianti), volumes vii and viii

;

he also contributed some memoranda to Bu Halde's
work. He died at La Flechc on January 16, 1710.

PrMVSAT : Xinifrniix MiJam/is Afintiqucs.

FOOCHOW §g^. the capital of Fukien, in

lat. 25" ,59' N. ; long. 119°. 27' E., on the Min river,

34 miles from the sea ; steamers anchor at Pagoda
Island, nine miles below the city.

Fc.ochow is a literary and administrative centre,

but has also considerable industries and trade.

The best known of the former is the celebrated

lacquerware, the preparation of which is secret.

The output has increased very much of late, owing
to e.xtended demand. Tgbacco and fruit are other

products e.xtensively cultivated ; and paper, from

the bamboo groves which are a feature of Fukien,

is a very important industry. The timber, camphor

and tea trades have declined very largely, camphor

especially, having been jjractically extinguished by
wanton wastefulness. A match factory and two
saw-mills deal with timber products.

The population is given as 624,000.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 5.527,777 6,583,194

Net Chinese „ 4,638,961 4,002,382

Exports 9,081,041 9,529,034

Total Hk.Tls. 19,247,779 20,114,610

FOOTBINDING. The Chinese have the

custom of compressing the feet of girl children

with tight linen bandages. Great pain is given

in the process, and the result is a completely de-

formed foot and the gait of a cripple. The custom

does not obtain among Manchus, Hakkas, hill-tribes

of China and Formosa, or the boat population of

Canton ; otherwise in most provinces it is ])ractically

universal.

The origin of the custom is unknown, though

it is attributed to one imperial concubine or another

of 10 or 15 centuries back. Such various dates and

persons are named in this connection that it does

not seem worth while to mention any of them.

The practice was forbidden by K'ang Hsi in

1664, but the ])rohibition was witlidrawn four

years later.

The binding of a girl's feet begins between the

ages of five and eight. Bandages of strong white

cotton cloth, 3 inches wide and 6 feet long, are

wound tightly round the foot, bending the four

little toes under the .sole, so as to narrow the foot.

These bandages are tightened every day, causing

great pain to the child, who is compelled to

keep walking so as not to let the circulation cease.

.\fter the first year the fool is bandaged in a

different manner, the hcei being drawn tightly up

to the ball of the great toe, so as to shorten the foot.

The fashionable length is 3 Chinese inches. The

bandages are so placed that the foot does not form

an angle with the leg, but seems a prolongation of

it. The bones of the instep arc made to bulge and

form an arch resembling the crescent moon. The

foot and leg atrophy and the skin shrivels. A
Chinese writer has declared that one girl out of ten
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(lits from the aftereffects of foot binding, sup-

puration and gangrene often occurring, causing the

limb to fall off. During the last decade or two
there has been a great change in the practice of

this barbarous custom. See Antifuolbindimj :

(iiililen Liliei.

Chink.sk Uei'ositoiiy : vol. iii, p. 537; Gii.w :

C/iiiiii; GiLKS : lli'toric China; Far East : Feb.,

1877; Kepokt of I'ekinc Hosi'ITAl : 1868; Mrs.

A. l.rrTl.K : Inl\iiiiitt' Chiitn.

FORBES, FRANCIS BLACKWELL, an

American, came to China with the diplomatic mis-

sion of \V. B. Reeu of the U.S.A. in 1857. He was

afterwards a merchant in Shanghai (Kussell & Co.).

He was President of the N.C.B. Royal Asiatic

Society for some years, and helped to build the

Society's premises in Shanghai. Being an enthusi-

astic botanist he began in 1886, in the Linnocan

Society's Journal, An h'miini:rolion of all the plunts

known from China I'Tojier, etc., now known as

Forbes and Hemsley's work. He died at Boston

in 1903.

Buetschneideb : Ili'-tonj of Ktiri)j)f,an liotan-

!,>,,' /Hi, nri'riir-- in China.

FOREIGN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY So-
ciety.

J/eail<junrlcrg :—Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

Knlered China, 1886.

Works in Kiangsu, Anhui and Ssuch'uan.

This Society represents a denomination whose

members wish to be known as 'Disciples of Christ,'

jr more simply still, ' Christians.'

KiinKjxu.—The first missionary to be sent to

China was W. K. Macklin, m.d., a Canadian. He
wa.s shortly after joined by several other workers,

including Uev. A. F. H. Shaw, an Englishman,

(who died afterwards of typhus fever, contracted

while doing famine relief work), and Rev. F. E.

Meigs (died 1915). Nanking was chosen as the

spliere of work, and a hospital and dispensary were

started near the Drum Tower, and another dispen-

.xary on the further side rf the city, near the South

(iate.

A boys' boarding-school was also opened,

which later became the Nanking Cliristian College,

and afterwards developed (1) into the Union Christ-

ian College, in confunction with the American

Presbyterians, and (2) in 1909 was merged with the

Methodist University into the University of Nan-

king.

The building up of a church and opening of

oul.itations wore begun at once, and a girls' school

was started in 1892.

In 1915, the Chinese Church (pf the Mission

jt Hsia kwaii, the Port of Nanking, erected a SI.000

.school building on their own land at their own

expense.

An extension of work in Kiangsu was begun
at Shanghai by Rev. .James Wahe in 1890, especially

in the mill district. The manager of the Chinese

mills later presented the Mission with a school-

bnilding in appreciation of its work. A .school and
Christian Institute were worked for some years in

Hongkew, but, the Mission having decided to con-

solidate its work by confining it to Mandarin-
speaking districts, the Shanghai workers were
gradually transferred, and the work itself closed

in 1917."

Nan T'ung chou
fj^ ii, '^H , on the north bank of

the Yangtze, 75 miles from the sea, was opened
in 1895. •

Anhui.—The original plan of the Mission was
to run a line of stations north from Nanking to

Kai-feng fu, and with that in view, work was
begun at Chu chow jg; '>|'l

in Anhui on the north

side of the Y'angtze in 1887, and at Feng-yang fu

in 1889, but the latter place had to be given up for

a time, as the missionaries were stoned out and
their landlord put in prison. Since then the

American Presbyterian Mission (North) has opened

up the di.strict, and it was therefore left to them.

In 1903 Po chow was opened, but owing to the

lack of missionaries, the work could not be con-

tinued. Wuhu was opened in 1889. and Wuwei
chou mS/Hi) iit fifst an outstalion from Wuhu,
!ir 1915, and Lu-chou fu /^^IjfJ, the ancestral

home of Li Hdng-chang, in 1897. A church,

capable of seating 800 people, was opened in the

last-named place in 1915.

^VMc/l'Mfl^I.—Batang C ^ was opened in 1903,

where 8 workers, including two medical inen, carry

on with gratifying success their medical, evangel-

istic, and educational work.

Statistics, 1917 :—
Foreign missionaries 48

Chine-se Staff 148

( "ornmiinicatits 1.440

FOREIGN RELATIONS WITH CHINA.
The intercourse of China with European nations

will be found under separate headings (see Sj>anish

Rflationit, French Itelatiimx, etc.) ; but it is neces-

sary to give a brief sketch which .shall include other

and earlier intercourse.

The Sinini of Isaiah and the Sinae of Ptoi.emy

may or may not refer to the Chine^^e : the question

seems still undecided. But there is no do\il)t that

both Pliny and Ptolemy write of them under the

name Seres (q.v.). It is also generally agreed that

the Chinese Ta Ch'in -k 3S means the Roman

Empire, or at least the .Syrian Province. Greek

classical writers also make undoubted reference to

China (see Cosmnit ; Taii^/an) and it i» thus ()uite

certain that at the beginning of our era there were

trade routes across Central Asia open between

Europe and the Far East. That conditions in
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Turkestan were very different in former days from

those of to-day is proved by recent excavations,

which show a high state of culture to have once

existed in that region.

In the second century traders began to come

by sea also ; and in the seventh factories in Canton

and elsewhere were opened by Arabs, duties began

to be exacted, and an overseer of foreign trade was

established at Canton.

In the seventh century, Nestorian missionaries

came to China, and have left proof of their presence,

in the Hsi-an fu tablet.

Two Arabs, Wahab and Abu Zaid, have left

records of their visits in the ninth century, and on

the other hand we have the narratives of travel

to India by Buddhist pilgrims, beginning with

Fa Hsien in a.d. 400.

During the T'ang dynasty (618-907) both Arabs

and Persians had a large trade at Ningpo, Hang-

chow, Ch'iian chow (Zaitun) and Canfu (near

Hangchow). Abu Zaid narrates that at the

capture of Canfu in 877, there were a hundred and

twenty thousand Mohammedans, Jews, Christians,

Parsees, etc., all engaged in commerce. During the

Sung dynasty, according to the standard histories,

there was a vast amount of trade, especially with

the Arabs, whose business centre was at Palembang
in Sumatra, and there was also active sea traffic

with Shantung. Chinese vessels certainly went as

far as Zanzibar.

The conquests of Chenchis Khan . opened the

way for many travellers ; Rubruquis, Odoric,

MoNTECORviNo, and Marco Polo being the best

known.

A change took place on the setting up of the

Ming dynasty, whose chief aim was to make all

neighbouring countries tributary to the purely

Chinese dynasty. Naval activity did not promote

commercial intercourse, and for the first hundred

and fifty years of Ming rule there is hardly the

slightest foreign intercourse recorded except out-

ward expeditions and the coming of tribute bearers.

The land routes were closed by the hostility of the

Mongols and the Yiinnanese.

In 1511 the Portuguese took Malacca, and in

1516 Albuquerque sent Perestrello to Canton.

Next year Fernando Perez de Andrade with eight

vessels was sent and was well received. But his

brother Simon arrived in 1518, and proceeded to

fortify Sanshan (q.v.) and to act the pirate. He
was expelled. Other Portuguese settled in Ch'iian

chow and Ningpo, but were slaughtered or driven

out in 1545 and 1549, because of their lawless and
outrageous conduct. Mendez Pinto's excursion tu

rifle the tombs of the seventeen Chinese kings, may
be taken as a sample of Portuguese behaviour.

They made their footing good again at Sanshan,

Lampacao, and finally at Macao, where they have

remained ever since. Their intercourse with China

until recent times has been almost entirely com
mercial, not political.

In 1582, RuGGlEUO, the Jesuit missionary, suc-

ceeded in doing what Xaviee wished to do, and

entered China; Ricci in 1601 reached Peking and

opened the long chapter of modern Christian Mis-

sions in China. Spaniards from the newly-seized

Philippines made some slight attempt to enter

China, but most of their trade at first was with

certain Chinese who were in Manila before the

Spaniards, and whose junks came from Foochow

and Amoy. In 1603 and in 1662 there were immense

massacres of Chinese in the Philippines, due both

times to Spanish fear lest China should conquer

the islands.

The Dutch came next, at enmity of course

I

with Spain and hence with Portugal at that time.

;
They attacked Macao, but were repulsed. They
then occupied an island of the Pescadores. This

the Chinese made them exchange in 1634, for a

settlement in Formosa, (which did not belong to

China). They were driven out by Koxinga in 1662,

and had comparatively little to do with China

afterwards, though they sent one or two Missions,

and, according to Chinese accounts, promised, in

1655, to send tribute every eight years.

Russian intercourse with China had begun ear),

ier than the Dutch, but it was, of course, overland.

At first Russians were no doubt nothing more to

the Chinese than another barbarous tribe of the

north from Western Asia. In the Yiian dynasty

Russian mercenary guards were used at court ; but

Russia is entirely absent from the records of the

Ming period. Russian history, however, relates

! that envoys were sent to Peking without result in

1567, 1619, and 1653. Difficulties between the two

nations on the Amur led to the Treaty of

Nertchinsk in 1689, China's first treaty with a

foreign power. A second treaty was made with

Russia in 1727, when the Russian Ecclesiastical

Mission was established in Peking, though it pro-

bably originated earlier.

The English appeared in China somewhat later

than the Dutch. Queen Elizabeth sent envoys in

1596, but they perished at sea before arrival. In

1637 WeIddell's ships reached Macao, but they

were naturally not recommended to the Chinese by

the Portuguese, and it was only by violence that

he could enter Canton and sell his cargoes. In 1664

the East India Company sent .ships, but again the

Portuguese intrigued and no business was done.

The Company made an agreement with Koxinca

to trade with Formosa and consequently with Amoy,

but such an arrangement was, of course, obnoxious

to the Manchu rulers. In spite of Portuguese mis-

representations, the Company gained a foothold at

Canton. Attempts were made to trade at Ningpo
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and elsewhere, but from 1684 to 1840 practically

all foreign commerce was carried on at Canton.

France has figured very little in China poli-

tically or commercially until recent times ; her work
has been almost entirely religious. RrBRi'Qris, the

Franciscan friar, was sent by Louis IX in 1254, to

the Mongol court, but he never entered China
Proper. In 1688, Lonis XIV sent the first of the

French Jesuits who have since done so much for

the country ; and there was a certain small amount
of French trade at Canton. In 1856 however,

('HAri>EL.\iNE's murder caused the French to join

with the British in the Second War.

The story of 'factory days' in Canton will be

found under Factories, Hong Mcrchnnts, etc. The
history of the opium question will also be given

separately. By the First War the British opened five

ports to international trade, and in the Second War
France and Great Britain opened Peking itself to

the Ministers of all foreign powers, besides a

number of ports for the trade of all nations. Mis-

sionary work throughout China has received pro-

tection as the result of these wars, and Great

Britain moreover acquired the island of Hongkong.
In more recent times, Japan has become an

important factor in Chinese history, and to her in

1895 China lost Korea and the island of Formosa,

and in 1905 leased away (to Japan in place of

Piussia) the Liaotung peninsula.

Germany was almost unknown to China till

quite lately, and is supposed to have been favour-

ably regarded for her comparative submissiveness.

In 1897, however, she took forcible possession of

Kiaochow, ostensibly because of the murder of two
German priests. This led to the occupation of Port

Anthur and Dalny by Uussia, Weihaiwei by Great

Britain and Kwangchou wan by France. At
present, 1917, Kiaochow (Tsingtau) is German no

more, but neither is it returned to China, andl its

future is undecided.

America first traded at Canton in 1785 and
shared in the old factory life. By treaties in 1844,

she obtained the advantages which Great Britain

had won by war, and in the Second War got lier

treaty even before France and England. By
Buhlinga.me's treaty of 1868, America disclaimed

nil wish to meddle in Chinese matters and agreed

to admit Chinese immigrants. But later treaties

have much modified this benignant attitude.

Belgium has been little heard of in China

e.xcept in connection with railway and other

concessions.

I'ortugal, the first of European comers, never

obtained any treaty with China, strange to say,

till 1887. From 1582 till 1849, the Portuguese paid

five hundred tacls a year to the Chinese government

for the rent of Macao. After the murder of the

Governor A.maiial in 1849 the rent was paid no

more, but it was not till 1887 that Macao was

officially recognised as a pcssession of Portugal.

All the treaties made between foreign Powers
and China will be named under Treaties.

Lists of all the Ministers who have represented

Foreign Powers in Peking will be found under

the articles dealing with the relation of each Power
with China : see American Relations, French Relat-

ions, etc. In some cases, however, there is no

such article, the relations having been of small

historical importance. The lists in those cases are

given below.

Axitriallmigarij.—hist of I. and R. Austro-

Hungarian Ministers and Charges d'Affaires in

China.

1871, April 23rd to 1874, March 21st; Heinrkh
Freiherr von Calice.

1874, March 21st to 1877, April 22nd; Ionaz

Freiherr vo"n Schaeffer (Karl Bitter voN
BoLESLAWSKi, Gerant from 1877, May 3rd to

1879, September).

1879, January 26th to 1883, March 4th ; MAXiMitlAN

Ritter Hofker von Hoffenfels.

1883, March 4th to 1888, January 18th ; Karl Graf

Zaluski.

1888, June 20th to 1893, November 27th; Rudiokr

Freiherr von Bieoeleben {Heinhioh Graf

CouDENHOVE, Charge d'Affaires).

1895, September 10th to 1896, December 26th;

Christoph Graf Wydenbruck.
{T/ie above named all having resided at Tokyo).

1896, December 26th to 1905, June 27th; Moritz
Freiherr von Czikann (Artuh von Rosthorn,

Councillor of Legation, Charge d'Affaires).

1905, September 10th to 1911, March 25th ; Eugen
Ritt«r von Kuczynski (Wilhelm Ritter von

Storck, Secretary of Legation, Charge

d'Affaires).

1911, March 25th to ; Arthur von Rosthorn
(KuNO Graf Des Fours, Secretary of Legat-

ion, and Rudolf Weinzetl, Councillor of

Legation, Charges d'Affaires).

Belgium.—The Legation with all documents

having been destroyed in the Bo.\er troubles it is

impossible to obtain more information than follows.

liaron Carl de Vinck de Deux Ori'. was appointed

Minister in Peking about May, 1896. and

left on April 6, 1899.

M. 10. do Cautieu de Mauihienne, Charge

d'Affaires; April 10, 1899 -May 15, 1900.

M. loosTENs, Minister; May 15, 1900—Ajjril 17,

1904.

Baron E. de Gaikfier d'Hestroy, Charge d'Affaires
;

April 17—May 30, 1904; the same, appoinled

Minister; May 30, 1904—November 21, 1905.

M. E. DE Prelle de la Xiei'pe, ChargtS d'Affaires;

November 21, 1905—June 8, 1906.
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Baron A. Ghenier, Minister; June 8, 1906—June

15, 1909.

M. E. i)E Prelle de i,a Nieppe, Charge d'Affaires

;

June 15, 1909—May 26, 1910.

M. E. DE C'arher de Marchienne, Minister; May

26, 1910—Marcli, 1917.

Baron J. DE VlLLENFAClNE DE SoRINNES, Charge

d'Affaires; March 1917—July, 1917.

M. Paul May, Minister; July, 1917—

Itahj.—In the following list some of the earlier

dates may not be e.\actly correct and the list of

Charges d'Affaires is not complete. The term

Voiiiiiiandp.r is a translation of Ouinmcndatorc, and

indicates an Order of knighthocd, not a military

rank.

l.,ist of successive Italian Ministers in China,

and dates of appointment.

Count ViTTORio Sallier de la Tour, Mar. 31, 1867

,, Alessandro Fe' d'Ostiani, Mar. 7, 1870

,, Raffaele Ulisse Barbolani, Feb. .22, 1877

Chevalier Ferdinando De Luca Dec. 12, 1878

,,
Alberto Pansa, Dec. 5, 1889

Commander Alessandro Bardi, Feb. 8, 1894

,,
Renato De Martino, Mar. 6, 1898

Marquis Giuseppe SALVAGO-RAfiGi, Mar. 23, 1899

Count Giovanni Gali.ina, Dec. 19, 1901

(^'onimander Carlo Baroli, July 11, 1904

(,'ount GiuLio Cesahe Vinci, Nov. 3, 1907

Commander Federico Barilari, May 23, 1910

Count Carlo Sforza. June 25, 1911

Baron f'ARLO Aliotti. Nov. 18, 1916

Chargis d'Affaires.

Don 1..IVI0 BoRGiiKSE. Charge d'Affaires from

March 13, 1907 to March 11, 1908.

Chevalier Giuseppe Brambilla, Charge d'Affaires

from March 11, 1911 to June 24, 1911.

Chevalier Daniele Vare, Charge d'Affaires from

September 29, 1915 to November 17, 1916.

CoRDiER : Hiftoire des delations de la Chine

nvi'C les ]jui>!saiice> occidenlalet ; MoRSE : Inter-

mUional Relations of the Chinese Empire;

Callahan : American llelatian.' in the Far East;

Spekr : (.'hina and the I'.fl.A.

FOREST LAW, THE. In August, 1912,

the Republic instituted the Ministry of Agriculture

and Forestry, including a Department of Forestry.

A nursery was established in the grounds of the

Temple of Heaven, and a Bureau of Forestry for

Kirin Province was instituted ; but there was no

definite policy or correlation of efforts. In 1914,

this Ministry was combined with that of Industry

and Commerce, forming the present Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce ; at the same time the

Department of Forestry was combined with the

Department of Agriculture. This organization,

mendy nominal as far as Forestry was concerned,

lasted till January 15, 1916, when the Forest Service

was inaugurated as an annc.\ to the Jlinistry of

Agriculture and Commerce. This must be regard-

ed as the real beginning of Forestry in China.

A number of Forest Laws have been promul-

gated under the Republic, but little effect has yet

been made to take advantage of their provisions

or comply with their restrictions. For e.xaniple, in

August, 1914, were issued "Regulations governing

the granting of Concessions in the National Forests

in Manchuria," containing eighteen articles. It

does not seem necessary to give these here in full.

They provide for the concession to Chinese subjects,

or Chinese Corporations, of the timber in national

forests, the ma.ximum area in each grant being two

hundred square //, and the maximum term twenty

years. The costs are $100 for every ten square

(i, expenses of investigation and survey
; S50 for

a certificate of concession ; $10 per annum for

inspection ; $200 deposit for each ten square li,

and eight per cent, stumpage charges on the selling

price of all logs sold from the forest.

On November 3, 1914, the Forest Law in 32

articles was promulgated, by which the Government

classed all forests not in private ownership as

Government Forests. Any forests might be made

Reserved Forests by the Ministry of Agriculture

and Commerce, indemnity being allowed. Idle

government-owned hill-land might be granted for

reforestation purposes to Chinese subjects up to 100

square li at a time ; §20 to $100 cash security was

to be given for each lot, returnable with interest

if, at the end of five years, it was found that

satisfactory work had been done. In case of

culpable neglect to improve the lot during the first

year, the concession was to be cancelled and the

security money forfeited. Land thus granted was

to be free from taxes for five to thirty years.

Punishments were fixed for thefts in forests, for

firing forests, for injuring trees, removing boundary

marks, etc.

This Fure<t l.uic was followed in June, 1915

by Detaihid Jtetjulutions for its enforcement and

Iletjultttiiins for Encouraijing lieforestation.

It was on December 22, 1915, that Chou Tzu-

CHi, Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, present-

ed a petition to Yuan Shih-k'at, then Em])eror-elect,

stating the intention of the Ministry to establish a

National Forestry Service and submitting sixteen

Regulations, here given in full.

Art. 1.—The Ministry of Agriculture and

Commerce intends to organize a National Forestry

Service as an annex to the said Ministry. The said

Service shall administer the forestry affairs of the

whole country according to the Forest Law and

its Detailed Regulations.

Art. 2.—The staff of the National Forest

Service shall be composed of one Director-General

and two Co-Directors. The Vice-Minister of the

Ministry shall be ex-ofTicio Director-General. Other

officers shall be appointed by the Central Govern-
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meiit. The three Directois shall manage the affairs

of the Service in accordance with instructions from

the Minister. The Forest Service shall also main'
tain technical foresters, who are to be appointed

from among those who have obtained the required

knowledge and experience in forestry.

Art. 3.—The provincial administrative centres

shall temporarily serve as forest stations. When
n.ressary to meet the demands of the work the

Forest Service may, with the approval of the

Minister, establish additional forest stations.

Aht. 4.—A technical forester shall be appointed

and assigned to every large forest station. It shall

be t.lie duty of such an official to carry out the

instructions of the Ministry and of the Civil

Governor of the Province.

AiiT. 5.—When no forest stations have been

designated, the Forest Service may, after due

investigation of local conditions, and with the

approval of the Ministry, draw up a working plan

and put it into execution.

AiiT. 6.—A candidate for the position of Pro-

vincial Forest Commissioner shall be one who has

knowledge of forestry and who is well versed in ad-

ministrative work. The Ministry and the Governor
of the I'rovince shall jointly submit a petition (to

His Majesty) for appointment.

Art. 7.—The Forest Service shall enumerate

the duties of the Forest f'ommissionors and draw
up regulations for their work, which shall be put

into execution after approval by the Ministry.

Art. 8.—The e.xpenses of the Provincial Forest

Commissioners shall be included in the budgets of

the respective provinces.

AiiT. 9.—Each district (hsien) shall annually

provide a sum of more than $200.00 to be expended
for encouraging reforestation.

AuT. 10.—The Forest Service shall cooperate

in and increase the collection of forest taxes, and

shall recommend regulations looking to the improve-

ment of the law governing forest taxation and the

administration thereof.

AriT. 11.—The Ministry shall decide upon the

number of divisions to be created in the Forest

.Service and shall fix the duties of each. The
number of officers shall be governed and limited

by the annual budget.

Anr. 12.—The Forest Service may increase the

number of temporary employes whenever necessary.

AiiT. 13.—The Ministry shall draw up rules

for the guidance and government of the officers and

employes of the Forest Service.

Art. 14.—The Forest Service shall formulati'

rules and regulations for the various divisions, for

the approval of the Ministry.

Art. 15.—It it should be found that these

regulations are incomplete, the Ministry may rectify

them from lime to time and memorialize for

approval.

Art. 16.—The above regulations shall become

effective when sanctioned.

On January 3, 1916, the Council of State

promulgated a reply to this petition, approving of

the creation of the National Forest Service. The
formal opening of the service took place on the

16lh of the same month. See Forestry Service.

[F. S., abridged].

FORESTRY SERVICE, THE. With the

establishment of the Hepublic there was an im-

mediate recognition of the importance of Forestry,

of the loss China has suffered through the wholesale

destruction of forests in past centuries and of the

need for taking immediate steps to remedy the

situation. Chang Chien, when Minister of Agricul-

ture aiid Commerce, got some progressive forest

laws promulgated, but the first real beginning of

Forestry in China was in .January, 1916, when the

Chinese Forest Service in the Ministry of Agricul-

ture and Commerce was inaugurated. This was
largely due to the foresight and patriotism of

Chou Tzu-chi the Minister of Agriculture and

Commerce. The Minister is at the head of the

Service, and the Vice-Minister is exofficio Director-

General. The Adviser in Forestry and a Chinese

act as co-Directors, and an English forest expert

(Mr. W. Purdom) is attached to the Service.

The general policy adopted is (i) to lessen the

high price of timber and fuel arising from the

pre.sent scarcity, by the judicious reforestation of

public lands now lying idle; (ii) to regulate stream-

flow by the reforestation of important river-.sheds

;

(iii) to protect such public forest resources as still

exist; (iv) to encourage and assist private activities

in the same direction; (v) to conduct a vigorous

pro-forest propaganda throughout China
;

(vi) to

train Chinese in the various lines of forestry work.

It soon became evident that to secure efficiency,

economy and harmony in these activities a more

specialized organization of the Service into Div-

isions was necessary. Six Divisions were therefore

created in February, 1916 : they are as follows.

(1) The Difi^ion of Invc.itignlidii. This is for

the provision of data, with regard to peculiar con-

ditions of soil, climate, sociological conditions, etc.,

etc. Much information has already been collected

by scientists, travellers and missionaries, but it

requires to be all examined and correlated before

it is of use in the new work.

(2) 'J'/ie llefnrentation Divi<i(>n. This is at

present the executive of the Service and the branch

which will bo best known to the public. The work
of this Division includes the establishment of

nurseries, the collection of seeds, transplanting to

permanent locations, etc.

(3) yVi'. Provincial Division. This Division

has supervision of all forestry work carried on in

the provinces, except projects such as forest
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nurseries established and maintained by the Forest

Service itself. Provincial Forest Commissioners

will be appointed, and will be under the control

of the Chief of this Division.

(4) The I'ropaijanda Division. This will en-

deavour to make the forestry movement a popular

one, instead of purely 'official. It will seek to

enlighten all classes, from high officials to peasant

farmers, through newspapers and magazines, by

issuing circulars and pamphlets, by lectures and

informal talks, and by a text-book to be used in

schools.

(5) jT/ie Division of Education. The duty of

this Division is to provide a corps of secondary

a.ssistants or rangers, who can be educated in China.

For the present it is necessary that sucli highly

trained foresters as are required be obtained

by sending students abroad.

(6) The Clerical Division. This has charge cf

all copying work, translating, etc., and of the non-

technical personnel of all kinds.

It is proposed to establish later two other

Divisions, the Division of Foreign Management and

the Division of Cooperation. The former would

concern itself with the administration, by cori-

servative technical methods, of existing public

timber lands, that the present generation may
receive the greatest benefit possible from forest

resources without decreasing those resources to the

injury of generations to come.

The Division of Cooperation would give advice

as to important details of reforestation on a large

scale to those possessing large areas of land now

more or less unproductive. Railway Companies,

Universities, Corporations, Institutions and private

owners may thus be expected to cooperate in a

wide extension of reforestation with little or no

cost to the Central Government. Such private

enterprise, when once its financial success is

demonstrated, should far outstrip anything that

the Government can do.

Appropriations for the work of the Forestry

Service are at present made directly by the Central

Government through the Ministry of Agriculture

and Commerce. Funds can, however, be expected

in addition from various sources ; some might be

provided by the system of cooperation mentioned

above ; the provinces should make appropriations

for the maintenance of forest commissioners and

staffs ; and much might be obtained from the sale

of young trees from government nurseries ; there is

already a demand for such trees, and by selling at

a low price, so as to encourage the planters, it

might even be possible to cover the whole expendi-

ture on the nurseries.

Many minor works will also be undertaken by

the Service, such as the preparation of text and

reference books ; an English-Chinese Glossary of

Foi'estry terms ; a Dictionary of Chinee Forest

Trees, with botanical and local names, habitat, etc. ;

a Forest Map of China, or at least the beginning

of one ; the collection of wood specimens, of a

forest Herbarium, of minor forest products, etc.,

etc. All such work will go far to .lelp in managing

and increasing the forest resources of the country,

thereby improving the comfort, prosperity and

well-being of the inhabitants, in the present and

the future.

[F. S., abridged].

FORMOSA. The Chinese name is T'ai wan

^ ^ great bay ; the name Formosa is Portuguese

and means The Beautiful ; Ilha formosa, beautiful

isle. It is between 21°,56'—26° 23' N. lat. and
between 120^.—122° E. long., separated from the

Chinese mainland by a channel about 100 miles

wide, and nowhere more than 100 fathoms deep.

The length of the island is about 210 miles, its

greatest width about 70, its coastline some 450

miles. A mountain ridge runs north and south, the

highest peak being Mt. Sylvia (11,300 ft.). The
western slope is the more- gradual, and on this side

Chinese colonists live, the east of the range having

been left to the unconquered aborigines.

Formosa appears first in Chinese history under

the name Liu chiu (Loochoo) ; two expeditions being

sent to the island in the Sui dynasty, 605—606 a.d.

{M^ Tuan-lin). It is not mentioned again till

1430 A.D., as it was barbarian, sending no tribute;

but it cannot be doubted that during these centuries

Chinese immigrants from Fukien would be gradually

settling there. In 1620 the Japanese tried to found

a colony, and had some amount of trade there when
the Dutch first arrived.

European connection with the island arose out

of the struggles between the Portuguese (Macao),

the Spaniards (Philippines), and the Dutch (Java).

The Dutch took possession of the Pescadores,

and after much fighting and parleying agreed to

give them up in exchange for Formosa,—over which.

China had then no rights. They went there in

1624, and built at Tai-wan the Fort Zealandia.

Two years later the Spaniards established them-

selves at Kelung (Fort Santissima Trinidad), and

in 1629 at Tamsui ; but they were driven out by

the Dutch in 1642. The overthrow of the Ming
dynasty in China caused a large emigration to

Formosa, and the Dutch were not wise enough to

conciliate these settlers. Koxinca {q-v-), not being

able t-o resist the Manchu power, attacked the Dutch

and drove them from Zealandia in 1662, though

it is possible they held Kelung and Tamsui till

1668. Koxinca, his son and grandson, ruled the

island till 1680, when it passed under MancTiu

government, and formed part of the Viceroyalty of

Fukien and Chekiang. In consequence of the

murder by aborigines of shipwrecked crews a futile

expedition by the Americans against the island was
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made HI 1867, and aucther, more successful, in

1874 by the Japanese. In 1885 it was attacked by

France. In 1887 Formosa became a separate pro-

vince of China, and at the close of the Chino-Japan-

cse war it was ceded to Japan, 1895.

iMBAVLT-HrAiiT : L'lU h'ormofii, 1893; Mackay :

h'rom Far Formom, 1895 ; Davidson : The Island

'</ Formosa, 1903; f'AMrBEi.i. : Thf Island of

F'irwi3o, 1896.

FORTUNATE UNION, THE, the name under

which English readers know the novel Hao Ch'iu

C/iiian (IliSfJf;. The author is unknown, but he pro-

bably wri.ie at the end of the Ming dynasty,—about

A.D. 1600. The first translation was given to the

English i)ublic as early as 1761, the translator being

unknown ; since which we have those by Sir John

Davis and others, complete or partial, besides

Frendr and Oerman renderings, generally of the

farly English translation. Baller has also issued

the Chinese te.xt with English notes for the use of

students of the language.

CoRDiEli : liihliothcra Sinira, col. 1755.

FORTUNE, ROBERT, burn in Scotland, Sept-

ember 16, 1812 ; ho was apprenticed to gardeners

and then spent two or three years in the Royal

Botanic Gardens in Edinburgh. He was then ap-

pointed in 1842 as Superintendent of the hot-house

department of the Royal Horticultural Society at

Chiswick. The next year that Society sent him to

< hina. He made four journeys to that country,

and wrote four valuable books. Until his day

almost nothing was known of the flora of China,

except of that in the neighbourjiood of Macao and

Canton, and to a slighter extent, in the Peking

district. Some small collections had been sent or

brought home, but they had been neglected or over-

l(/oked. But Foutdne not only visited all the ports

then opened to foreign trade : he also explored some

interesting parts of Fukien, Chekiang and Anhui,

and brought away very rich collections ; besides

which he had had the advantage of a thorough,

practical training.

The account of his first voyage is given in

hi- Tlirfp Yrfim W'andi.riiuji' in the Surthcrn Pro-

niirin : northern in tho.se days not meaning what

it means now ; Kiangsu and Anhui were his furthest

north. He was sent by the Horticultural Society

of London in February, 1843, and reached E;ngland

again in May, 1846, having explored the districts

of Hongkong, Canton, Macao, Amoy, Foochow,

Ningpo, Shanghai, Soochow, Chusan Islands, etc.

In 1848 the East India Company sent him to

China again, to get the finest varieties of the tea-

pl.int, with implonients, etc., for the bcnelit of the

Company's plantations in India. He left England

m June, 1848. and after visiting the important tea

districts and sending many plants l" India he

arrived in Calcutta in March, 1851, with 2,000

young tea. plants and 17,000 germinated seeds. In

September of the tame year he left for England.

During this expedition he sent home sixteen letters

which were published as Xotes of a Traveller, in

the Gardeners' Chronicle : they contain many details

not included in the book published later.

The same applies to letters written during his

third journey ; they appeared in the same magazine,

under the title Leaves front my Chinese Note-book,

and are fuller than in the book, Ilcsidence among
the Chinese. This expedition was also for the East

India Company, to get more tea-plants, etc., and

especially to get seme tea-makers. He left England

probably in the beginning of 1853. He again travel

led far and wide in the interior, visiting also For-

mosa;,sent thousands of plants to the Himalayas,

engaged tea manufacturers, and concluded his suc-

cessful journey by a visit to the Punjab, reaching

England in December, 1856.

In the summer of 1860 F'ortune started once

more for the Far East, to collect natural history

specimens and works of art. In this trip he went

twice from China to T' kyo (Yedo), and also visited

Peking. He reached England again in .lanuarj-,

1862.

Bhetscuneider gives nearly a hundred pages

to the botanical results of FoHirNE's travels; it

appears that he introduced into England about one

hundred and ninety species or varieties, all new to

England except as herbarium specimens, and one

hundred and twenty of these were entirely new to

science.

Fortune spent the rest of his days farming in

Scotland; he died on April 13, 1880. His writings

are Three Years Wanderings in the Northern Pro-

vinces in China, . . . 1847; .1 Journey to the

Tea Countries of China, . . . 1852; .4 Peeidcnce

among the Chinese, . . . 1857; Yedo and Peking^

. . . 1863 ; Notes on the liotuny of Jajian, (Garden-

er's Chronicle, 1861) ; Two Visits to the. Tea Count-

ries of China, . . . IQSZ; Lcai-es froinniy Chinese

Note Book, (Gardener's Chronicle, 1854. and re

printed in China Mail, 1854).

BitETSCHNEIDER : Hisliiri/ III Kiniiiiiiin linliininil

l)i-<(-iii-erii's in (.'hina.

FORTUNE TELLERS ^. f|T ft'O
arc mentioned

ill Chinese history iis early as the second century

B.i;. Modern fortune tellers use two methods,

either requiring six characters for year, month and

day of birth, or else eight characters, the extra two

being for the hour of birth. From the eight

characters, pa tzu K"f, the fortune teller knows

a person's future lot.

FOUQUET, JEAN FRANCOIS !(?. -Jl/iW^
'

Frencli Jesuit inissicmiiiy, was born in 1663. and

reached China in 1699. He, mure than any other
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iif the missionaries, sought the Christian religion

in the riU'ly ('hinese writings, till the classics

became for him an allegory ; every liill was Calvary ;

the ancient Emperors were the patriarchs, and in

the analysis of Chinese characters he found the

cross and other instruments connected with the

]*assi</n.

lie returned to Europe in 1720, and published

a Chronological Table in which, for the first time

in Europe, a list of the Nien luto or reign-titles,

so important in chronology, was given. An in-

structive letter of his appears in the LetlrcK

Kdifiniilif, vol. V. He brought home a large col

lection of Chinese books which became scattered in

many libraries.

The date of his death, which took place in

France, is not known.

rjEMUSvr : Xovrtrnix Mihiniji'S Asiatiquef.

FOUR BOOKS, THE, Eg B «« «'"«• These

(ire the preliminary j)art of the Chine.se students'

cour.se before passing on to the Five Classics. They

are i. Tlic Great Learning ;^^ ; ii. Doctrine of the

Mrnn tj) ^ ; iii. The Analects t^^ ; iv. The works

of Mencius jg J-. See each title separately, and

Classics.

FOUR FAMOUS HILLS, THE, Ea;A:^|Il

ssii to miii'i shan. These are the hills of China

mo.st im|)ortant in Buddhist history and the chief

pilgrim resorts. They are, in the North, Wu-t'ai

shan in Shansi ; in the West, 0-mei shan in Ssii-

ch'uan ; in the South, Chiu-hua shan in Anhni ; in

the East, P'u-t'o shan in the Chusan Islands.

Wu-t'ai and 0-raei are connected with the begin

nings of Buddhism in China; Chiu hua and P'u-t'o

did not come into prominence till Buddhism had

already j)assed the zenith of its pro.sperity. Chiu-

hua, it must be noted, was not in the South of the

China in which it became famous, but it is in the

.South of classical China.

They are connected with the four elements of

Hindu and Buddhist cosmogony, and they are also

associated in legend with four great Bodhisattvas

or Pusas

—

Wkn-shu, P'u-hsien, Ti-tsanc and

KuAV-YiN. See Jiiiddhism, Holy Places of.

FOUR GARRISONS, THE, M ^jj ssil chen,

:il Krst rstalilished by the T'ang dynasty under the

name Hsi chiln 'gg ^ , western garrisons. It was

the Chine.se organized power in the Tarim valley,

the four garrisoned cities being Khotan, Ka.shgar,

Kucha and Tolmak ; for the last-named place Kara-

shahr was afterwards substituted.

Chavannes : Documents sur les Toti-Hue oc-

cidvntaiix; Stein : Ancient Khotan.

FOUR LEADERS PHl^, «s" hno, sometimes

translated Kour Nobles, Four Princes, etc. ; four

men of different States who in the third century B.C.

delayed by their antagonism the final victory of

Ch'in. They were Mknc Ch'ang ChGn g^^g"
of Ch'i; P'INC YiiAN CuiiN Zp Jg fl' of Chao

;

HsiN Ling Chun ^KSS of Wei; and Huang
HsiEH i^ % of Ch'u; the last alone not being of

princely blood.

FOURMONT, ETIENNE, was born at Herb
lay, near St. Denis, on June 23, 1683. He was

greatly devoted to Latin and Semitic studies, but

on the death of a Chinese, Huang, who had begun

a Chinese Dictionary in Paris, Fourmont undertork

not only the preparation of six dictionaries (Chinese-

Latin, French-Chinese, etc.), but also to have the

necessary Chinese characters engraved. He had

already been associated with Huang in the prepara-

tion of the dictionary and had been ordered by the

Regent to continue it. The story of his difficulties

in the matter shew him to have been a vain man
who did not understand his own inferiority to those

students of Chinese who had .<;pent a lifetime in

China. His treatment of the MS. Oi Puf.makk's

Notitia TAngnne Sinicae and of ether such MSS.

entrusted to him was very unworthy. His works

on Chinese are Mediiationes Hinicae, 1737 ; Lingtmr

Sinarum Grammatica Duplex, 1742. He died on

December 19, 1745. See Lexicography ; Grammars.

CoRDiBn : Fragments d'vne Histoire des Etudes

Chilloisrs, 1895.

FOX 5Bi )!E '"' '', yulprs t.'chiliensis, is very

common in Chihli and elsewhere in N. China.

CUinis hootc is from S. China, and is said by

Swinhoe (Amoy) to be identical with the European

r. i^ulgaris. Under another Chinese term, '^ %,

sha hu meaning sand fox), C. corsac, the Fox of

the steppes, is common in Mongolia and N. Chihli.

I', linciventer, the S. China Mountain Fox from

Fukien, is described by Swinhoe in his Catalogue.

SowERBY : Recent Research, Journal, N.C.B.

R.A.S., vol. xlvii ; Swinhoe : Catalogue, etc.,

P.Z.S., 1870.

FOXES, FAIRY, or Fox Bewitchment JESJjg

hu li thing. The superstition about demons appear-

ing in a form something like a fox is very wide-

spread. The creature has a man's ears, gets on

roots and crawls along the beams of houses. It

only appears after dark, and often not in its own

shape but as a man or a beautiful girl to tempt to

ruin. Numberless stories of the foxes as girls are

found in light literature. People live in great

fear of them, and immense sums of money are

expended to keep on good terms with them by

offerings, incense, meats, tablets, etc. They ofte'i

"possess" a man, who then commits all manner of

extravangances and claims to be able heal disease.

Some wealthy people ascribe all their good fortune

to their careful worship of the fox.

DoKE : Rccherches sur Us Superstitions, p. 461;

Giles : Strange Stories from a Chinese Studio;

I'J-l
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Wattbrs : 'C/iittefe Fox Mijlhx,' Journal, N.C.B.

K.A.S., vol. viii.

FRANCE AND CHINA. See French relations

uilh China.

FRANCISCAINES MISSIONNAIRES DE
Mai'ie, a (.'oiigrogalioii of women which has shown

iL'inarkable vitality and vigour, opening new
establishments every year. Since September, 1913

they have provided the nursing staff for the General

Hospital in Shanghai. .Seven of their number were

massacred at T'aiyiian fu iji the Boxer rising.

FRANCISCANS. .See Minur or Frnnrl.^raii

Fmifs.

FREEMAN-MITFORD, ALGERNON BER-
Iratn, lirst Haruii l!ti)i;sii,\LE of Kedesdale, Li.C.N'.O.,

K.C.B., was born in 1837, and died August 17, 1916.

He spent about a year in Peking in 1865 as a

Secretary of the British Legation. His best known
books are on Japan, 'I'lilef of Old Jajxm, etc., but in

1900 he issued a volume of letters entitled The
.\ir.i.hr til /',/.lii;/ (sic).

FRENCH ISLAND. See /;</;,.,«• /.-hn,l.

FREEMASONRY. See Afiifonrt/ in China.

FRENCH RELATIONS WITH CHINA.
The Kieiii-h Last India ('(jnipany, like the English,

used to send out ships under supercargoes who went

and returned with the vessels; but in 1757 they

.sent some who were to reside in Canton. The
earlier interests of France in China were neither

mercantile nor political but religious. In 1776,

however, a consul named P. C. F. VAUyUELiN was

sent by the king ; but it does not appear that any
such official received any recognition before 1829,

either from the local authorities in Canton or from

IVking.

In 1780 one of those frequent cases of homicide

occurred and the ('hine.«e demanded the doer of the

deed. He was French, and the French Consul

gave him up to be strangled. This was the first

time that the Chinese had been allowed to put to

•leath a foreigner for killing a foreigner.

The chief supercargo of the French factory,

.1. 1!. Piiiou, was appointed agent for the French
government in 1802.

After the British had obtained .the Treaty of

Nanking Lacke.ve obtained a treaty for the French
which of course included all the general advantages
of the British treaty, but he added some articles

referring to the missionary question. This is the

Whampoa Treaty of 1844. In 1857 Baron Orgs
joined in the e.xpedition which we call The Second
War, the cn*i/» belli for the French being the

Chinese denial of justice for the murder of P6re
( IIAI'DKI.AINF. ('/.!•.); and oncj more, in their treaty

of Tientsin the French seeiM( il new privileges for

the church.

The British, by the Most-fuvourcd-nation clause

{<J.v.) also gained these advantages for British

missionaries.

In 1854 the French at Shanghai broke their

neutrality and joined with the imperialists to drive

the Triad Society from the city, which they had
occupied for fifteen months. The French lost a

good many men, and as a reward they gained more
land between the city and the river, adding about

700 yards of river frontage to what the concession

liad already.

The Tonkin War broke out in 1882, first with

the Black Flags in Tonkin, then with China, part

of the ('hinese fleet being destroyed at Foochow
and an attack being made on Formosa. The treaty

of peace was signed on June 9, 1885, giving to

Francg» ten million taels and the soverefgnty of

Tonkin.

The Tientsin Massacre of 1871 and the leasin'.^

of Kuangchou wan are written on separately.

As already mentioned the interests of France

in China have been mainly religious, or rather have

been connected with the church, from the day when
Loris XIV, not withput national and political

motives, sent the five Jesuit priests to Peking in

1685. It was by the French treaties that all

religious Christian missions have gained rights in

('hina : by Art. .\.\ii of Lacrene's treaty. Art. .\iii

of the French Tientsin Treaty, 1858, Art. vi

of the French Peking Treaty, and the Behthemy
(q.v.) Convention of 1865. France thus naturally

and actually became the protector of the Roman
Catholic Church in China. All passports for

Roman Catholic missionaries were issued by the

French authorities as though to Frenchmen, no

mention of the missionary's nationality being made.

It is ea.sy to see that this position of France was of

great political value. On the other hand it was

inevitable that as its value became more manifest

and other powers sought for more advantages in

China, the protectorate of missions would be

attacked. Such powers were at a disadvantage in

not having enough strength in the East to protect

their nationals; the Chinese made difficulties if a

change was proposed; often the missionaries of

other countries preferred things to go on as they

were; and the Pope could hardly be expected to

wish that King Humbeiit, for example, slnjuld

become the protector of the Italian missionaries.

In 1882 Germany announced that she intended

to protect German Missions, and said that this was

a political necessity to her. In 1890 the Pope, not

being in a condition to resist Berlin, permitted

Bishop Anzer, newly appointed in Shantung, to

choose between France and Germany, ami he was

obliged to choose Germany. See I'mlei Ininle n/

Miffionr.

1 '.ir.
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Tliu fiillowiiit; is a complete list ul' tlie Ministers

who have represented France at Peking.

M.M.
De LAGHE.Nr, Charged with a mission and having

the powers of Envoy extraordinary and Minister

plenipotentiary ; 9 August 1843.

FoTiTH-RouEN (Alexandre), Envoy and Charge

d'Affaires ; 19 January 1847.

De BorREOULO.N', Minister; 20 February 1851.

BouRrE, Minister plenipotentiary; 15 April 1852.

Ue Bourboulon. Minister pleniputentiary ; 19 Oet-

obei- 1852.

I.e Baron Gros. Ciminiissioner e.xtriiordiiiary ; 14

May 1857.

1)E IkiuRBOVLON, Envoy e.xtraordinary and Minister

plenipotentiary ; 6 March 1859.

].e Baron Gnos, Ambassador e.xtraordinary and

High Commissioner ; 7 March 1860.

Bkkthemy, In diarge of the Legation as Minister

plenipotentiary; 14 October 1862.

Heuthemv. Envoy e.xtraordinary and Minister

plenipotentiary ; 9 October 1853.

Le Conite i)E Lam.emand, Envoy e.xtraordinary and

Minister plenipotentiary ; 28 November 1856.

Dk Geofroy, Envoy extraordinary and Minister

plenipotentiary ; 3 June 1872.

Le V'icomte Brenier de Montmorand, Envoy extra-

ordinary and Minister plenipotentiary ; 30 April

]876.

PiOiRrE (Albert), Envoy extraordinary and Mini.=ter

plenipotentiary; 23 January 1880.

Tuicou, temporarily representinf; tlie French

(Joverimient as Envoy extraordinary ; 15 May
1883.

Patenotre, Envoy extraordinary and Minister

plenipotentiary ; 12 September 1883.

CouoRDAN, Charge d'Affaires; 15 October 1885.

CONSTANS, Envoy extraordinary; 10 June 1885.

Lemaire, Envoy extraordinary and Mini.ster pleni-

potentiary ; 10 July 1887.

lirRARD, Envoy extraordinary and Minister pleni-

potentiary ; 3 October 1893.

I'lCHON. Envoy extraordinary and Minister pleni-

potentiary ; 29 December 1897.

BEAr, Envoy extraordinary and Minister pleni-

potentiary ; 19 March 1901.

DuBAiL, Envoy extraordinary and Minister pleni

jjotentiary ; 5 July 1902.

Bai'ST, Envoy extraordinary and Minister pleni-

potentiary ; 30 December 1905.

Jacqufn de Margerie, Envoy extraordinary an:i

Minister plenipotentiary; 10 April 1909.

CoNTY, .\lex. Robert, Envoy extraordinary and
Minister plenipotentiary; 31 AFay 1912.

FRIEDENSHORT DEACONESS MISSION.
See (.'hind I iihinil Mi^fnni.

FRIEND OF CHINA, THE. The organ of

the Anglo-Oriental Society for the Suppression of

the 0]>iuin Traffic. Tlie first nunil>er was issued

April, 1875.

FRIEND OF CHINA, THE, a paper cf

whii'i the first iiunilu'r apiicarcd in Hongkong,
March 17, 1842 : a week later it was incorporated

with the lIon<jhi»ig Gazette, and was issued witli

the double title up to voL 17, (1858). J. Robert
Morrison was the first editor, and the fifth was

William Tarrant, (1850). Getting into trouble

with the authorities after vol. 17, Tarrant, then

edilcrpropriitor. began a new series, vol. 19, in

Canton. In 1861 publication ceased, but began

again in Shanghai in 1864, (vol. 22), and continued

till 1869. Except for a short interval in the last

year Tarrant continued as editor till his own fail-

ing health caused the paper to die a natural death.

During mo.*;! of its long life it was issued twice a

week, but it began as a weekly and ended as a

daily paper. The last volume was issued daily

under the title '77ie Friend of China mid SliipjjiiKj

dazettf.' Its editors were in succession, J. R.

Morrison, (founder of The Hon<jl;ong Gazeflt],

James White, Dr. Satchell, John Carr, William

Tarrant, C. Treasure Jones and W. Tarrant.

Tarrant died January 26, 1872. See Overlmid

Friend of China.

Shanghai Budget, March 28, 1872 : Cordieu :

/I I IIIi 'it /lira Sinira. col. 2411.

FRIENDS' FOREIGN MISSIONARY As-
sociation (of England).

Htadqiiartera :—London.

Entered China, 1884.

Works in Ssiich'uan province, especially north

and west, from Chungking.

Miss H. Green, the first worker, was sent to

Hankow in 1884, to proceed later to Ssuch'uan ; in

two years, however, bad health made her leave the

Mission.

In 1887 Mr. and Mrs. R. J. David.son arrived

in China, going in the first instance to Shensi, to

fill a temporary gap for the C'hina Inland Mission.

In 1889 they went to Ssuch'uan, and rent«d pre-

mises at T'ung-ch'uan fu, v^ ^l| /(J but were obliged

to consent to the cancelling of the lease, as the

landlord had been put in chains by the officials,

only to be released if his tenants left the city.

In 1890 the Mission was e.stablished at Chung

king, and preaching, dispensary and educational

work all begun, with the help of new arrivals from

England. The first converts were received in 1891.

two T'ung-ch'uan men, and three others, the first

fruits of Chungking, in 1893 ; in which year also

two large plots of property were purchased, while

a third was added two years later.

In 1897 a station was opened in the district of

Tung-ch'uan, at She-hung hsien, H'jft though the

prefectural city, from which Mr. and Mrs. Davidson

190
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hail been thrust in 1889, was not, occupied till 1900,

only to be evacuated immediately because of the

Boxers.

In the years 1895 and 1898, the work was much
impeded by riots and rebellion, and in 1900 all the

foreign missionaries were obliged to leave, and were

absent about 6 months at the coast. The native

Christians kept up the services faithfully during

this time.

After the missionaries' return, mission work in

'I'ungch'uan city was reopened in 1902, and

stations e.stablished at Ch'engtu, Sui-ning hsien,

i£^ and T'ung liang hsien ^<itj^ in 1904.

.\n Institute for reaching the merchant classes

of Chungkifig was opened in 1910, with a reading-

room well supplied with books, newspapers and

games, a small museum, and short lectures en

popular subjects. This proved so successful that

Institutes on similar lines were soon after opened

at the other four stations. The (.'hungking Institute

was rebuilt in 1913 with money contributed by the

lily merchants and a few cf the foreign comniunify
;

and to it is attached an orphanage supported by the

members (who are mainly non -Christian) though

Christian truth is regularly taught to the children.

A training school for evangelists was opened at

<h'engtu in 1910.

Since the Revolution of 1911, no anti-foreign

feeling is manifested, and "boundless opportunity

for Christian work" is reported.

During the Second Revolution in 1913 the work
of the Mission was much hindered by unrest and
rebellion, Chungking being captured first by the

rebels and then by Yiumaii loyalists, who proceeded

to light with the Ssuch'uan loyalists.

Since 1913 the ('hinese have been given more

power in the management cf affairs, being A.ssociat-

etl as Ins])ectors or Managers of the Primary

schools in Chungking, beside« being members of

Educational Committee executive, etc.

Mriliriil wnrh.—From the fir.sl the Mission has

1,'iven much attention to this, and as soon as

Chungking was opened, a di.'^pensary was started;

but as two other Mi8sif>ns afterwards began vigorous

medical work there, the Friends gave theirs up, and

;iiade T'ung ch'nan their chief medical centre, with

a Hospital for Women and a Dii-pen.sary for men.

.\ IIo.<|)ital was opened at Sui-ning in 1915.

tJiliirritiuiKil work-.—This also dates from the

begiiniing of the Mission. The Chungking girls'

dayschooP was opened in 1891, and a boarding-

school iM 1902, since moved to T'ung ch'uan. The
boys' day-school was opened in 1892, and the board-

ing school in 1898. There are day-.schoi.ls at all

stations, and most of the educational work is

afhliated to the West China Educational Union.

.\ Inion Middle School wa.s opened at ('h'engtu

in 1909. worked bv the Friends', the Canadian

Methcdist, the American Methodist Episcopal and
American Northern Baptist Mi.ssions. A Union
University is also worked by these four Missions,

and a Union Normal School was opened in 1915.

Statistics for 1916 :

Foreign workers 40

Employed Chinese 115

Church Members 400

FRIENDS' FOREIGN MISSIONARY Soc-
iety of Ohio.

Hifidqiiriilcrs : -Alliance, Ohio.

Wi.rks at two stations in Kiangsu.

The first American Friend Missionary to China

was Miss Esther H. Butler, who arrived in Nan-

king in 1887, but first took a temporary post as

nurse Jn the M.E.M. hospital. In 1890 land w-a.s

purchased and building begun. A hospital was

opened in 1895, in connection with which the I'nion

Nurses' Sthool is now run.

Uu-ho >'i -(^ , 25 miles from Nanking, was <»

copied in 1898, and a hospital built in 1907.

There is a girls' Boarding School at Nanking,

and one at Lu-ho for Boys, each having 60 pupils.

There are al.so five day-schools, with 116 pupils.

In .\pril 1917 the Mission reported :

Foreign missionaries 9

Chinese staff 20

Church members 400

FRINGILLIDAE, a family comprising the

Grosbeaks, Finches, Buntings, etc. David and

OusTALET give some forty species of the two former

groups as found in China. The more important

of these are as follows :

—

/•'riiii/illii tiuintlfrinijilhi, the Brambling, very

common in the cold season in central and southern

provinces. Filiii/illuuda ncmoricoln, Hodgson's

Mountain-Finch, in the wooded hills of W. China

and on the Kokonor frontier. Lcucoslkte hni-n

minucha is found during the coldest seasons in the

mountains of N. China and in E. Siberia.

./ujiiil/iii.< cnnitcnii". is a bird of Ureenland, but

it regularly visits N. China every year. .H. liiiririiiy.

the Mealy Red poll, also comes to the northern

provinces in the winter and is not uncommon.
( '/i/;n//i/y/:a ..vini'ro, in great numbers in all the

provinces. PuriiUtinda daridiano is a rare bird

found on the highest jilateaus of Mongolia, /'yn/itii

pttronia, the Rock Sparrow, is found in Mongolia

and in ('hihli province. Passer mnntntius, the

Tree-Sparrow, is found abundantly all over China

and in Formo.sa ; it builds chiefly in towns and

villages about the houses, and only sometimes in

trees as it generally does in Europe. /•*. Tutilans,

the Uuddy Sparrow, inhabits Formosa and the

mountainous parts of central China from Fukien

to Ssuch'uan. MijrerohiiK mrhmoxoiilhtis. the

in:
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Spotted-winged Grosbeak, comes in small numbers

to pass the summer in the wooded mountains of

W. Ssuch'uan. Iltsptriphona affini/, the Allied

Grosbeak, has been taken at Mu p'in. Pycno-

rhumphua carneipts, in W. China. Eophona

magnirostrU, Hart., the Masked Grosbeak, is found

widely in the wooded mountains of W. China, and

occasionally in Chihli. It is popular with the

Chinese because of the ease with which it is taught

little tricks. The Japanese bird (I'L personnta) has

been taken in Fukien. E. melnnura is common at

all .seasons in central China. A', m. migratoria

Hart, winters in S.E. China and in summer

it advances to the northern provinces. Cncco-

Ihiiiustis viihjiiris jiipoiiicuf, the common Haw-

HiK-h, is common in N. China. Pyrrhvla

ijrifcivenlris, the Grey-bellied Bullfinch, is found

in Manchuria and eastern Siberia and in very

small numbers in N. China. P. erythac-us, Beavan's

Bullfinch, is fairly common in W. Ssiich'uan at all

seasons. P. rirJccttl occurs in N.W. Fukien. P.

iirizanica and P. oivxtniii, in Formosa. Erythrospiza

mongoUca, the Mongolian Desert-Finch, is common

at all seasons in the bare hills of N.W. China and

the neighbouring parts of Mongolia. Carpodacus

erytJirinus, the Common Rose-Finch, is a common

bird of passage in China. Procarduelis nipalenfis,

the Dark Rose-Finch, has been taken at Mu-p'in

and is probably resident in that region. Propasser

Ttifeiis is very common in eastern Siberia and spends

the winter in the northern provinces ; it has been

taken in Chihli and in the Ch'in-Iing mountains.

/'. tiifasciatui has been seen in W. Ssuch'uan but

is exceedingly rare. P. pulcfierrimus (P. darid-

i(//i«,s M.E.) is found in the high mountains of N.E.

China, as far as Ch'in-ling mountains and Shensi.

and in Mongolia. P. edwardsi, MiLNE-EnwAnns'

Kose-Finch, is quite the most common of the

Finches in S.W. China. P. verreauxii has been

taken at Mu-p'in. P. vinaceus is found in the

wooded mountains of W. Ssuch'uan, but is not

common. /'. f(nmv»anui is found in Formosa.

/'. Ihura, the White-browed Rose-Finch is met with

in the high mountains of W. China, but is exceed-

ingly rare. Uragus sibiricus is common in all

seasons in E. Siberia, whence it spreads into

Manchuria and N. China. V. fanguinolentuii differs

little from the last and is resident in Manchuria.

li. lipidm is resident in the Ch'in-ling mountains

and in S. Shensi. Loxia albiventris, the Chinese

('ro.ssbill, is seen in Chihli most years, but in small

numbers. L. himtdayona is found in the high

mountains of western China, especially in the

district of Mu-p'in.

For the Buntings see Emherhinne.

David kt Oustalet : Les Oixeaiij- de la Chint.

FROGS. See Amphibia.

FRONTIER, TREATY OF THE, also called

Trudy of Kiaktu (q.v.).

FRYER JOHN, LL.D., born in England in

1839, came to Hongkong as a teacher in St. Paul's

College, in 1861. He afterwards removed to

Shanghai and took up traiLslation work for the

Chinese Government and started the Chinese

Scientific Book Depot ('/-i'.).

In 1894, he left China and was made Professor

of Oriental I^anguages and Literature in the L'niver-

sity of California, becoming Professor Emeritus

in 1915.

During his residence in Shanghai he founded

the I'lilytechnic, now one of the Municipal Council

Sciiools, and in 1911 he founded a School for the

Chine.'re Blind (see Cfiiiicse lllind).

FU j@ happiness, a character seen very ccm-

monly over the doors of dwelling-houses. It is

generally written or printed on diamond-shaped red

paper. The time for pasting up such characters is

at the New Year, and if a death has occurred in the

household during the past year the paper must not

be red but white, green or blue.

Pere Dore states that the cu.«tom originated at

the beginning of the Ming dynasty and was imposed

on the people by the conquerors. He gives the

C hinese authority for this statement ; but as a few

pages later he says that the 'Five happinesses'

A'w, Lu, Shou, //«! and Tf'ai were first stuck above

doors in the Sung dynasty, one may conclude that

the other story is a Chinese myth and that the

usage is a mere superstition.

Doar : Ifecfierc/ies xur les Siipersliliona en

Chine, tcme ii, pp. 301—3.

FUGUY and FUJU, names for Foochow found

in Mar';o Polo.

FU HSI -Kg B.C. 2953. The first of the Five

Emperors of the legendary period. Miraculously

conceived, he was born after 12 years' gestation.

The teachings attributed to him are hunting, fishing,

the keeping of flocks and herds, cooking of food,

the making of musical instruments, etc. He also

constructed the Eight Diagrams on which was after-

wards based the Book of Changes (/ Ching) ; he

made some kind of calendar and regulated marriage. •

FUJU and FUGUY, names found in Marco

Polo for Foochow.

FUKIEN CHRISTIAN UNI VERSITY, THE,
is in process of formation by the .si.x Protestant

Missions working in Fukien, viz, the A.B.dF.M.,

the ('.M.S., the L.M.S., the Methodist Episcopal

Foreign Board, the Presbyterian I'hurch of England,

and the Reformed Church of America. In March,

1911, a committee was appointed which drafted a

ccnslituticm, according to which (1) the standard

of matriculation was to correspond to that of London
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ami i.f Vale Universities, (2) inaiidariii was gradual-

ly t"i become the nicdiuni of instruction and (3) the

I'niversity was to be situated at Foochow. The
financial resijonsibilities of the cooperating Missions

were also arranged.

The first definite start was taken with the Arts

Department which w;is opened as the Fukien Union

College in February, 1915, in hired quarters, with

eighty-oi:e students enrolled (seventy-two of whom
were Christians), and a faculty of nine, Chinese and

foreigners. In July 1916 a seccnd Committee was

formed to organize such schools as might be found

suitable as dej)artments of the University, and to

obtain a charter so as to grant degrees.

The educational system of which this University

is the crown has eleven High Schools, and numerous

l,o«er Schools, with a total of about 25,000 pupils

in .lannary, 1917.

FULIN, j^ :^ .., 1^ gj, also /•« lawj Jf, KR ; a

name used in nu<li:i<.>viil times to replace the earlier

name ol Ta Ts'in, and therefore standing for Rome
or at lea-st for the eastern part of the Human empire.

But there is much controversy over the term, and

'the Mystery of Fulin' has come to be a well-known

e.xpression. It has been taken as derived from the

Greek ;roXtv. and therefore standing for Con-

stantinople, much of its description supporting this

view; it has again been asserted that it is etymolo-

gically impo.-sible it should be ;to\(v • It has been

stated that much connected with the use of the

name seems to have an ecclesiastical stamp, and

that the term was introduced by the Nestorians

;

it is also said to have been in use in a slightly

difTcrent form long before the arrival of the

Nestorians. An extraordinary theory has been put

forward that it stands for Bethlehem, since the

pronunciation of the characters at that time was

probably Bul-lim or Biit-lam. Chavannes accepted

this at one time but later rejected it.

In the works named below various references

to other books or articles where the matter has been

discussed will be found.

HinTH : t'/iinii and l/ir. linmiin Orimt ; YuLE :

t'-ithin/ mill l/ir. Wni/ T/iilfir.r ; HniTH : T/ic Mi/xlcry

I'l fulin: Pmi.i.irs : China Jifview, vol. vii, p. 412;

< IIAV^WES : T'oung Pun, vol. v, p. 37, iintr.

FUNGUS : (or Agaric) :^i'^mti I'r/i. wood ear

This li<'hon, I'ezizn nurirvlntn, liirnenln pohjiricha,

or Kxiilin aiiriruln jxidnc, grows e.s|)ecially on oaks,

but also on the sophora, paper mulberry, elm,

willow, and mulberry (the last kind is considered

by the Chinese to bo poisonous). It is an indis-

pensable delicacy at all Chinese feasts, and has

also medicinal properties, giving lightness and

strength to the body and strengthening the will,

and aiding in the cure of hemorrhoids. For the

raising of fungus three conditions are essential :

1, the presence of oaks ; 2, granite hills ; 3, a humid

atmosphere with sufficient heat in summer. These

conditions are especially fulfilled in Shensi, on the

southern slopes of the Ch'inling Mountains, - the

Han valley, whence large quantities are exported

to Hankow. The Chinese cut a large number of

small oaks and remove the branches, leaving, hov\--

ever, the bark intact. They are then leaned against

a long trunk placed horizontally at a height of

6 feet, and in the following summer the brown

fungus appears on the dead trunks, to be collected

j

as it grows. A long period of rain is favourable to

the development of the fungus, which when cul-

tivated grows naturally on decaying stumj)s.

Fungus is also produced in the mountains of West
ern Hapei and in Ssiich'uan and Kuangsi. The
"original export" is about 30,000 piculs yearly.

The export for 1916 wa,s pels. 9,900, value

Tls. 428,619. [N. S.].

FURTADO, FRANCOIS, ffii^ig? /'« /•'«« -7,,,

a .Jesuit Father, was burn at Fayal (Azores) in 1587.

He reached Macao in 1620, and was sent to Kiating

to learn Chinese, then to Hangchow, where he

appears to have stayed till 1630 engaged in writing

books. He then went to Shensi, built a church and

residence at Hsian fu and was made Vice-provincial.

From 1641 for seven years he governed the northern

j

district; then in 1651 being made Visitor he travelled

all over Kuangtung, and died at Macao in 1653.

IIavret : La HtHc c/trelirimK de Siu'j'infuu,

11, p. 55, nolo.

FU-SANG. A country eastward from China,

j

10,000 li in circumference, with a tree 20,000 feet

high, whose fruit makes men immortal.

Shiji Huang-Ti fitted out an expedition of

young men and maidens in 219 B.C. to seek this

land. Gradually, as for example, in the Records

of the Sui dynasty, it was identified with ,Ta[)an.

Later on foreign writers took the old fable as

a proof that a Chinese Buddhist monk had dis

covered America a thousand years before Columbus !

De LJtjignes originated the theory in 1764 ; Klaproth
showed its absurdity; Neumann raised it again in

1841, and was followed by Eichtal, 1'aravey and

LoBscHEin, and in 1875 C. O. Leland published

the whole argument in a book, "fu Samj or t/ir

dincovery oj America bij O/iinr.'r liuddlii.it priests

17 l/ie fifth century." Buetschneideis the follow-

year exposed the hollowness of the theory.

Leland : ^'« Sang ; Bretschneider : Ucbcr das

Land fuSantj, etc.

FU YUNG pWtft adjunct function, a sub-\\nssal

' State in findai limes, having no direct communi-

I

cation with the Emperor. According to Mencih-S

a /« </un'j was about fifteen English miles in extent.

I'.IO
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GABELENTZ. Sec Von thr (lubi'lnilz.

GALANGAL, Mimihi offiiinaruw : % g liamj-

i/nanij. or mild ginger" : a medical root cultivated

especially in Kaochow, S.W. Kuangtung, but grown

elsewhere in the province. The root is about two

inches long by halt an inch in diameter, has an

aromatic odour, and tastes like mixed ginger and

pepper. I'sed as a tonic, it is e.xported almost

solely from Kiungchow, where it goes for shipment

from the Leichow peninsula on the mainland op-

posite, to .Japan and to California, for the u.se of

Chinese emigrants there. The export for 1916 was

JVls. 14,734, value Tls. 26.758.

GALLINAE, the Order which includes Pheas-

ants, I'artriflges, (irouse. Peacocks, Turkeys,

Fowls, etc., etc. The chief species in China are

as loUows.

IthaijtHcs cruentus, Yerkalo. /. kuseri,

Mekong River, N.W. Yiinnan, Burma, Shan States.

/. geoffroyi, W. Ssuch'uan. /. sinfmis, Shensi,

Honan. I'avo rnulicus, the Burmese or Javan

Peafowl, probably in Yiinnan. LoyhuphoTiu

Ihuysii, Mu-p'in, W. Ssuch'uan, Yiinnan, Kueichou.

Tetraophanis ob.-'cunis, in Mu-p'in. Crossoptilon

mmttchuri'cum, in Chihli and Shansi. C. auritum,

N.W. SsCich'uan, Koko nor and perhaps Kansu.

C. libetcnum, on the West Ssuch'uan frontier.

I'ucro^ia xanthuspila, Chihli. P. xanthospila

ruficollis, Shensi, Kansu. /'. vieytri, Yiinnan, Tibet.

/'. jiirrliaiiii, Anhui. /'. ihirwini, Chekiang, Fukien.

/' .ityani, Ichang (Hupei), Fukien. P/insianus

lurquatvjs Gm. from Canton to the Yellow River.

/'. kiuiKjsuen.ii.^, Yellow River northwards including

Chihli, S. Manchuria and Korea. /'. paltosii

RoTHSCH., N. Manchuria. /'. elrauchi Pnzw.,

.\mdos plateau, S. Kansu. /'. berezownkiiRoTHSCU.,

S. Kansu and N. Ssuch'uan. /'. decollatus Swinh.,

S.E., S. and Central Ssiich'uan, E. Yiinnan and

W. Kueichou. /'. eleijans Elliot, S.W. Ssiich'uan,

W.Yunnan, N. Shan States. /'. fonnotanus Swinh.,

Formosa. Cnlophiisi-s rllinii SwiNH., Chekiang,

Fukien. C. wiA-nrfo O. Grant, Formosa. Synnaticus

rttvesii, in the mountains north and west of Peking,

in those .separating Shensi from Hunan and Hupei

from Ssuch'uan. Thaumaha picta, the Golden

Pheasant, in the southern and south-western

provinces, as far as S. Shensi. T. amhtrstiac, the

high mountains of W. Ssiich'uan, Yiinnan, Kueichou

and E. Tibet. Gennacm nycthcmenis, the Silver

Pheasant, Fukien and Chekiang. H- whitcfieadi,

Hainan. G. nnrlersoni, S.W. Yiinnan. Eupjocnmut

sioin/tuii, in Formosa. C'eriornis teniininckii,

Temminck's Tragopan, in West and S.W. China,

including S. Shensi. C. caboti, Cabot's Tragopan,

in the mountains of N.W. Fukien, probably also

central Fukien. Callus femtgineus, the Red
Jungle-fowl, Hainan, and perhaps the southern

parts of Yiinnan and Kuangsi.

David et Odstalet ; Les Okcaux de la Chine,

(Phasianides).

GAMBIER |fS;# I iiriinn 'jawbiir Rox».

An astringent used m tanning, exported from

Canton.

G.ANFU. See k'aiip'u.

GANNETS. See .sy, ,/„«„;„„/. >.

GARNIER, MARIE JOSEPH FRANCOIS,
born at St. Etienne, .inly. 1839. Fron\ 1862 to 1866

he was Inspector and Prefect of the district of

Cholen (.Saigon), and was promoted to Lieutenant's

rank. He was then chosen to assist in the Ex
pedition to e.xplore the Mekong valley. It was a

dangerous and difficult work, in which the leader

dp: Lagrie died; Garnier brought the expedition

to Shanghai after two years of travel, during which

4,200 miles were geographically det^-rniined for the

first time. In 1870 he received the Patron's Gold

Medal of the Royal Geographical Society.

He served in the army defending Paris, 1871

:

then returned to China to prepare him.<elf for travel

in Tibet, but was called to Cochin-China to take

charge of an expedition into Tonkin. He fell into

an ambu.sh and was killed, December 21, 1873.

GARRISONS, FOUR. See Four GarrKionf.

GARRISONS, MANCHU. The Provincial

garrison towns
( g-^JtpJ5. ko shing chu fang) were

as follows ; in Shansi, Sui-yiian, Kuei-hua, T'ai-

yiian fu ; in Shantung. Ch'ing chou fu, Te-chou

;

in Honan, K'ai-feng fu ; in Kiangsu. Nanking,

King k'ou (Chinkiang) ; in Chekiang. Hangchow-fn,

Chap'u; in Fukien, Fcochow ; in Kuangtung,

Canton; in Ssuch'uan. Ch'engtu; in Hiipei, Ching-

chou fu : in Shensi, Hsi-an fu ; in Kansu. Ning-hsia,

Liang chou, Chuang-liang- t'ing ; with ITrnmtsi,

Barkul, Ku.ch'eng and Turfan, within the Kansu

juriMliclioii.

GASPARD DE LA CROIX or DA CRUZ,
a Dominican prie.st who has the honour of being

the fir.st missionary to arrive in China in the

nindern period of missions, and the first of any

to arrive by sea. He was a native of Evora. He
i<ailed for the East Indies in 1548 with twelve
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('Oiii|iiiiii(iiis ; allci' liuiltliii{L; a coiivenl at Ciua and

another at Malacca, he proceeded to Cambodja,

and at lust landed in China in 1555-6. It is stated

that his labonrs were not withont success, that he

passed several years in China, having some narrow

escapes from death, and that he was at last driven

out by the mandarins. He returned to Portugal

in 1569. refused to be made Bishop of Malacca and

died in 1570 in attending to victim.s of the plague

in IJsbon. He left an account of China, written in

Portuguese, and published in black-letter at Evora

in 1569-70 under the title Tructudo em (jue se

coiiliini iiiiiito i>i>r ei<towo as caugas da Ohina con

mill:' /iiirlii-uliiri dadrs ;/ 'Wci do Begun dormuz.

Men'Iioz.\ : Ilialimj itj I'h'iim, Introduction,

Hakluyt Society, 1853; Axdp.e Maiuk : Mii'fionx

/J'uniiiirfiiiifft.

GAUBIL, ANTOINE, a lesuit mi-s.^ionary,

was burn in Avcyron, S. Krance. on .luly 14, 1689,

and reached China on .June 28, 1722. Ho took

1'arennin's place and taught Latin to Manchus

training for Russian interjircterships. He trans-

lated a life of Chkxohis Khan, (llii'loirr. dc. (,'en-

trlii.^rini, Paris, 1739), some T'ang Aiuials (in

Mrinoires citiieriiiiiiU VhUtoire, . . . dcs diiiioi.",

ch. .w-xvi), the S/iii C/iiii/j, (edited by De Guignes,

Paris, 1770), and published TraiU de la Chronoloijic

c/iiiioifr, Paris, 1814. He also left many manu-

scripts, some of which have been published by

CoiiDiEn in the T'ouiuj /'an.

He was scientific, sound and critical in all he

wrote, and De Oi'ignes considered him the cleverest

and most learned of all the .Jesuit missionaries

ill Cliiii.i. He died in Peking, .July 24, 1759.

GAUTAMA ^'g^. The priestly name of

tlie .S'akv\ f.iniily; a name of S'akvamuni.

GEARY ACT. Chinese immigration into tho

United States was forbidden by the Treaty of

November 17, 1880, but for some time the law was

.not strictly enforced. In May, 1892, Congress

voted an Act in nine sections to prohibit the entry

of Chinese and of persons of Chinese descent. Thi.s i

Act is known as the Geary E.\clusion Act. The

Tsungli Vamin protested against a law which was

oppressive and not in accordance with existing

treaties. In 1893 the .Supreme C'ourt declared that

the Act was a constitutional measure, but that it

would net be carried out 'through lack of funds.'

See l''iiiiijration.

GEESE. See .l;i.«ffc.i.

GENERAL EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT
Missionary Society.

I/iiiil(jiinrtcrs :—Berlin.

Kiilend C'/ilii'i, 1885.

Works in Shantung.

2i\

This Society, sumctimos known as the Weimar
Mission, was formed on interdenominational lines

in Weimar in 1884. In 1885, it secured the well-

known missionary and sinologue Dr. Ernst Faber

i'/.r.) formerly of the Rhenish Mission, as its first

worker in China, who at first devoted himself to

literary work in Shanghai, when he was joined by

Pastor ]'. Kranz in 1892. The latter resigned in

1902. When the German government ac<piired the

territory of Kiao chou in 1898 Dr. Kaber removed

there, but died in 1899, leaving I'astor P. Wji.mf.i.m

the sole representative of the Society. In 1901.

a boys' school was opened, and a Faber Memorial

Hospital was built. A girls' school was opened in

1905 under Miss H. Hi.UMHARm'.

I'he ]n'ogranime of this Society tliffers from

that ot'inost missions, in that it does not seek to

add aniither church to the many now existing in

China. It specializes in educational, literary and

philanthropic work, and hands over to other

Societies tho.se Chinese who through its teaching

ln'cniiic Christians.

The list of Dr. Faber'.s books in English,

Chinese, and German is a long and noble one, and

Dr. Pastor Wilhelm, who in 1911 received the

degree of Durtor Therilogiae from .Jena University,

has contributed a number of works, including

translajtions into (jrerman of the Lun Yii, Mciiiiii.^,

the Tao Ti Cliimj, Chuamj Tii'i, lAeh Tzil and

('hinese Fairy Tales, which are all published, while

the <'hia Yii, Ta Hsiirh and ('/uiin/ Yiiii'j aro

translated but not yet published.

In .January, 1917, the Mission reports :— The

boys' school has now a higher primary school, a

middle school, and a normal school department

with a special higher course in Chinese literature

and philo.sophy. The number of students is 70

(before the war, 200).

The girl."*' .school has a primary and a niiddlc

school course. The mniiber of pupils is 20 (before

the war, 80).

The work in Kao-mi city which was opened in

1900, and where a hospital and dispensary was

carried en. has been temporarily given over to the

American Presbyterian Mission.

Statistics :—

•

Foreign Missionaries 3

Chinese .\ssistants 8

Schools ...... 2

Scholars HO

Hospital 1

GENGHIS KHAN. See Chntghif.

GENTRY. See Shfn Shih.

GEOLOGY OF CHINA, THE.
1. ! Ill rndiii lion and /lislonnil iri'ifw.

Unlike astronomy, geology as a science was

quite unknown to the ancient Chinese. Good
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descriptions of many minerals and fossils are to

be found in ancient Chinese literature, for example,

the famous trilobite Drepaiuira was mentioned by

CoNFUtius/ coal and most of the commoner metals

were produced ages ago by miners with remarkable

knowledge of the underground conditions; but the

constitution, structure and history of the earth

were as little understood in China as in Europe.

The first qualified geologist to visit China was

Pv.Mi'ELLY, an American, who made short trips in

C^hina and in Mongolia; but the real foundation

of the geology of China was made by von
HicHTHOiEN and von Loczy, whose great works

stand even to-day as classical storehous-;s of

geological information. Among the more recent

workers, B.mley Willis and Blackweldeu in the

north, and Depeat and Mansuy in Yiinnan are

particularly important, as they collected much
detailed and precise stratigraphical and palaeonto-

logical data. We owe our knowledge of the

north-west regions mainly to the Russian geologists,

Obhutchov, Bogdanovitch, and MnscHKETOV, and

more recently to Futteueb. Finally, mention is

due to many Japanese publications which give

interesting information on the mineral resources.

'J'he Cliine.-ie Geological Survey was formally or-

ganized in January, 1916, though much field work

had been done before that date.

2 Gcncrnl structure.

China Proper and its dependencies may be con-

veniently divided into seven geological divisions :

the North eastern, the Central, the Yangtze Valley,

the .South-east Coast, the South-west Borderland,

the Tibeto-Turkestan and the Mongolian.

The first of these divisions consists of Man-

churia, C'hihli, Shantung, Shansi and Northern

Hnnan. It may be divided into two appro.vimately

equal areas ; the one is the alluvial plain built up

by the Liaoho, the Peiho and the Huangho ; the

other half consists of mountainous country formed

either by Precambrian rocks, as in the Wutai

region, or by palaeozoic limestone of great thickness,

as, for example, the Taihang range bordering the

great plain of Chihli and Honan. In or near

these mountains are extensive coal basins overlaid

by the younger red sandstone and loess, which

cover very wide areas. In this division the effect

of lateral compression is usually not very intense

except locally, but its chief features are due to

normal faulting and relatively gentle folding of

the strata.

Central China consists of Shensi, Kansu.

Southern Honan, Xorthern Hupei, and Anhui.

It is naturally divided by the Tsinling range into

two distinct regicins. -North of that range and

separated from it by important normal faults,

extends the shale and sandstone region of Xorthern

Shensi where petroleum occurs in several horizons

;

to the south is a high massif chiefly composed of

palaeozoic limestone and deeply cut by the tribut-

aries of the Yangtze river. The Tsitiling range

itself is a continuation of the Middle Kunlun; it

is characterised by abundance of igneous intrusions

which greatly metamorphosed all the intensely

folded sedimentary beds, including perhaps part

of the Jurassic formation. Great masses of

crystalline and gneissic rocks extend far into

Southern Honan and Northern Anhui.

The Yangtze valley division, as the name
implies, coincides more or less with the valley of

the Yangtze river. Its western end includes the

Hed Basin of Szechwan, the boundaries of which

corresponds roughly with the political province of

that name. It is a vast basin surrounded at the

periphery by massive limestone, the age of which

ranges from Ordovician to Permian. The interior

of the basin is filled up by sandstones of great

thickness, through which the Jurassic coal and

the older formations crop out along certain anti-

clines and faults. To the south and the east we

have the provinces of Kueichow, Hunan, and

Kiangsi, and Southern Anhui and Kiangsu, situated

chiefly on the southern side of the Yangtze river.

Here sedimentary rocks from Permian to Cambrian

in age, are gently folded into anticlines and

synclines largely dissected by numerous and im-

portant rivers. Considerable coalfields exist in

this region, extending from the north-west margin

of Chekiang south-westward into Southern Anhui,

Northern Kiangsi and Eastern Hunan ; between

the coalfields. Palaeozoic limestone and Precambrian

phyllite or schist also occur over wide areas. In'

Western Kueichow, marine Triassic with inter-

bedded coal series form great undulating plateaus.

The South-east Coast includes Chekiang, Fu
kien, and Kuangtung. It is on the whole a

mountainous country with fjord-like valleys run-

ning right into the sea, indicating that sinking of

the land has been taking place. Fringes of islands

of the same geological constitution as the mainland

point to the same conclusion. Except the Sikiang

delta, (which is made up of recent alluvium),

granite, gneiss and younger porphyries are the

characteristic rocks of this region, though palaeo-

zoic coal still occurs in isolated places.

The South-west Borderland runs from Western

Szechwan into Yiinnan and Kuangsi. Except in

the last province, where the palaeozoic limestone

is only moderately folded, lateral compression left

very important marks on the landscape. In Yiinnan

the sedimentary rocks varying from Triassic to

Cambrian are all intensely folded and sheered,

whilst the Szechwan-Tibetan borderland is formed

chiefly by palaeozoic and metamorphic rocks with

numerous granitic intrusions. Coal occurs in

several horizons from Upper Permian to Middle
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Carboniferous, but owing to the deep folding and

frequent overthrusts, good workable basins are

comparatively rare.

The last two d:\isions both lie outside China

I'ropcr, but they differ widely in their character.

The ^loiigolian Highland consists almost entirely

of nietaniorphic and gneissic rocks, with only hero

and there isolated patches of Palaeozoic formation

and Jurassic coal basins. Its southern boundarj-

is formed by faults of enormous magnitude separat-

ing it from North-eastern and Central China and

Turkestan ; thus it forms a great block e.\tending

from Dsungaria lo JIanchuria. The Tibeto-Turk-

estan division, on the other hand, is characterized

by the great folded mountain ranges of Central

Asia ; the Ticnshan, the Nanshan, the Kunlun

and the Himalaya form parallel ranges cutting

across the country in the East-west direction. The
sedimentary forinations consist of Tertiary sand-

stone, Jurassic coal, and limestone and shale from

Permian to Silurian in age, all of which are in-

tensely folded, the lower Palaeozoic beds being much
nictamorphosed by intrusive granites.

3 Slrnliiiraphy anil fjeoloijical history.

In China, as in the other parts of the world,

the Archean group underlying the whole sediment-

ary sequence consists of gneisses with abundant

intrusions of igneous rocks. The famous mountain

of Taishan in Shantung is the typical locality,

hence the system is called the Taishan complex.

Hoiks of ujidoubted sedimentary origin occur first

in the Algonkian, which is composed of different
\

kinds of schists and phyllitcs interbedded with

quartzite and marble. In Northern China this

metaniorphic series was first described by von

KKiirHOFEN and after him by Bailey Willis,

under the name of the Wutai system, from the

typical locality in Northern Shansi. Above it

is the Huto system of Willis, consisting of two

series : the lower one is composed of quartzite, but

the upper of a thick limestone containing num-

erous flint concretions. This limestone is not

metamorphosed, but its Precambrian age is well

established by its stratigraphical relation and the

complete absence of fossils.

The presence of fossil remains begins with the

( ainbrian. In the north-eastern provinces the

typical Cambrian formation is represented by two

stages; the Manto shale and sandstone and the

Kiulung limestone which is often oolitic and

conglomeratic. In both, trilobites are extremely

abundant. Similar fossils have been found in

Kaftern Yimnan in psamitic rocks of dominantly

yellowish red colour. Again, the Yiinnan (.'ambrian

differs from the (Oiitcmporaneous deposits of

North eastern China in its smaller thickness,

showing that the ('.iinbrian seas in the south-west

were not so tranquil and constant as in the more

• northern part of China. From Cambrian to

Ordovician the relation between land and sea was
not much altered, as the deposits of the two
periods are always conformable and closely similar

in petrographical character. While in Yunnan
the Ordovician is represented by psamitic beds of

small thickness, it forms in the Y'angtze Valley and
in the north massive and pure limestone almost

1,000 metres thick. Different names have been

given to this iu:portaiit formation ; for instance,

in the north it is known as the Tsinan limestone,

but it is termed Kisinling limestone in the middle

Yangtze basin.

After the Ordovician period conditions became
widely different in the different parts of China.

Whilst the north-eastern provinces were, at the

end «jf Ordovician time, already uplifted by

epirogcnetic movement to form a low land en whicli

neither erosion nor sedimentation was very active,

marine deposition continued uninterrupted in the

Yangtze Valley and in the south-west. That there

was no break in sedimentation between the Ordo
vician and the Gotlandian, is well pioved by

such beds as the Szetien graptolite shale in western

Yiinnan, and the green shale of Northern Szechwan

which contains Orthis caVigTamma in the lower

part and OrthU bourchnrdii in the upper horizon.

From Gotlandian to Devonian the strata still

continued conformably, with similar phases, though

the fossil fauna gradually changed. Indeed, the

Devonian fossils from Eastern Y^iinnan, Western

Szechwan, Northern Shensi and Kansu are among
the best known palaeozoic fauna of China. They

show clearly the great extension of marine con-

ditions in this period. How far the Devonian

sea extended in the south-east direction is a

question which has not been settled; the Nanking

sandstone beds, underlying the Sihia limestone

with Lower Carboniferous corals, and overlying

the Ordovician limestone with .ifii/i/ius exjinti.ii.',

are completely barren of fossils.

The north-eastern part of the continent, which

had emerged from water at the end of the Ordo

vician period, received no deposits until the Upper

Carboniferous time, when plant life flourished on

the low land which was only occasionally invaded

by the Carboniferous seas, in which thin limestone

beds were deposited in interstratification with coal

bearing formations. In the other parts as a rule

the marine ijhases were much longer. Marine

fossils of Lower Carboniferous age have been found

in widely separated localities, such as Kiangsu,

Hupei, Szechwan, Yiinnan and tlio north-enstcrn

provinces. After a temporary regression giving

place to deposition of .Middle Carboniferous coal

scries, marine water came over again to develop a

thick limestone formation, with which may be

identified more or less correctly the Wu.shan, the
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Kit;iu, arid the Fusulina limestone of the different

authors. Above it the I'ermo-carboniferous coal

series which is especially important in Southern

Anhui and Northern Kiangsi, attests another

marine regression, to which quickly succeeded a

I'orn'ian transgression forming another series of

limestone. The marine phase seems to be quite

continuous from Upper Carboniferous to Permian

in Yunnan.

Towards the end of the Palaeozoic era a

general emergence took place throughout the whole

of China, though the way in which this was effected

was different in the different provinces. The

elevation of the northeastern part was definite in

Pernio-carboniferous time, and no later marine

sediments have ever I een deposited. In Kansu and

Kokonor the marine phase still quietly continued

from Permian into Triassic. In Yiinnan, Triassic

beds of marine origin containing Myophoria and

Tiarliyceras overlie unconformably the Palaeozoic

series.

At the beginning of the Jurassic period the

Chinese continent was definitely established.

Marine water made no more incursions, but

numerous and large inland basins were formed,

giving rise to extensive mcsozoic coalfields whicli

are to be fouiid in most of the provinces.

Deposits younger than Jurassic consist of

conglomerate, shale and sandstone oi continental

origin, the last being predominant. The prevalent

colour is red, indicating perhaps a dry climate.

This red sandstone series is e.xtremely extensive
;

it forms the Red Basin of Szechwan, the plateau of

Northern Shensi. and the "Ueberkohlensandstein"

of Central Shansi, as well as isolated hills in the

Yangtze Valley. It may probably be correlated

with the so-called Grbi formation in Kansu. Turk-

estan and Mongolia, which is known to be Ter-

tiary ; but owing to the complete absence of

palaeontological evidence such identification is still

very uncertain. In northern Chihli the red series

is overlaid by volcanic porphyritic rocks.

As already suggested, the Post-jurassic series

indicates a prevalent arid climate. This condition

seems to have continued well into recent times,

for it is under such conditions that the characteristic

formation of the loess has been deposited. The

loess is a yellowish loam with a peculiar vertical

cleavage and usually without distinct bedding

planes. The origin of this deposit has been the

subject of some discussion, but now von Richt-

iiofen's idea that it was mainly due to wind action

is generally accepted with some slight modifications.

It is found both on mountains and in the valleys,

covering up older rocks irrespective of their age.

The deposition of loess probably began in Eocene

time, but as c;ih be seen everywhere in Northern

China, it is being taken up and rcdejiositcd by the

wind even at the present time. Besides the loess

there are many isolated deposits of conglomerate,

sandstone or clay, mostly lacustrine in origin, the

age of which cannot be older than late Tertiary.

The most important Quaternary deposit is the

delta alluvium which forms a national economic

factor in enabling the very dense population to

produce rich cereal ciops. Scientifically the form-

ation of deltas nas prevented the invasion of the

sea on a sinking coast, for there are clear indications,

such as the drowned valleys and the fringing

islands, that the Chinese coast has been subsiding;

the growth of the mighty deltas has been able to

keep pace with, and, in places, to overtake, the

slow movement of secular sinking.

4 I.iterotiire.

It is impossible to give a com|)lete list of the

literature, but the more important works are the

following :

—

PuMl'ELLY : Geiilogicnl Be^earchea in Cliina,

MonrioHn and Japan, 1867; VON Richthofen :

Cliina, 5 vols., 1877; Muschketov : Turkeslnn,

(in Russian), 1886: P.ocd.anowitch ; Einiije Bcmerk-

umjen ueber da.i .-iixteni des Kiicidiin. and several

other papers, mostly in Russian, 1892-1895; von

LoczY : Die wixsenscha/t'ir/ie Eri/vbnisge drr Beise

deti Grafen lida Szer/ieni/i in Oniaaien, 3 vols.,

18931899 ; Obrutchov : Central Ana, Xan^han and

Norlhern China, 2 vols., (in Russian), 1892 1894;

FuTTERER : Diirch Asien, 1902; Leclere : Etude

gvaUxjiqiie et minierc des Provinces c/iinni-fea

voixines du Tonhin, 1902; Bailey Willis and

Blaokwelder : Jfcearehes in China, 3 vols., 1907;

Lan-tenois : Ifcsidtats de. la MinMon iji'oloijiqiie it

niiniire ait Yiinnan meridionid, 1907; Y'okoyama :

Plant Fosnih from China, 1907; Dei'RAT and

Mansuv : Etude iji'ulugiqiie du Yunnan uriental,

j
1912; Yabe : ^VsiY Coral.< from China, A'nrea and

Japan; ConCTN Brown : Cnntribniion to the

Ceohujy of the Pnn-iine ,,f Yunnan. 1912.

rw.H.w.i

GEOUGEN, the name found in (Iibbon for

Jii-'jin or Juiin juan, (q.v.).

GERBILLON, JEAN FRANCOIS, 36 !ft

C.'iani/ Ch'iiKj, a Jesuit Father. Ixu'ii at Verdun,

June 11. 1654. died at Peking, March 22. 1707. He

arrived in China in 1687 and in Peking in February

of the next year. He learned Maiu-hu very quickly

and, with Pereyra, was employed by K'ang Hsi

as interpreter in the matter of the Nipchou

(Nertchinsk) Treaty of 1689. He prepared Ele-

menta lintfuar Titrlaiirae.

GERMAN CHINA ALLIANCE. Sec China

Inland Mi--<ion.

GERMAN MISSIONS (Roman Catholic).

.See Hoeieti du Verbe Difin de Steyl.
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GERMAN RELATIONS WITH CHINA an-

of course only recent. Germany's determination

to look after her own Roman Catholic missionaries

is treated under PrntertOTiite of Missions. In 1895

she joined with France and Russia to prohibit the

cession of l.iao-tung to Japan. Three years later

she sent the 'mailed Sst' and occupied T.^ingtao

(i/.i-.), and in 1900 made the other unhappy and

much-quoted utterance about no Chinese daring

again "to look askance at a German.' Because of

the as.<a.ssination of the German Mini.ster it was

the German von Waldeusee who commanded all

the Allies' forces during the Bo.xer troubles.

A few months after the outbreak of the

Great War, Tsingtau and all that pertained to it

was clean lost to Germany ; and in the .spring of

1917 China broke off diplomatic relations with her,

and declared war on August 14.

In spite cf the overbearing attitude of Germany

it must be recognized that China has had useful

lessons in the rise and pros-verity of Tsingtao ; in

the road-making and aff<>resta;ticn round that place;

in the railway taken through the province and the

working of coal-mines ; and in the German pro-

motion of education. With all drawbacks, these

things have been a distinct gain to the Chinese.

The following is a complete list of the Ministers

who have represented Germany at Peking.

Graf EtLENBL'iic. 1861 (special Mission).

Herr von Rkhhs.s. 30lh November 1872—9lh April

1873.

Herr von Hhandt, 21st March 1875—28lh March

1893.

Kreihcrr Schenic 7.v SfiiwEiNSBEiu:, 13lh .July 1893

-23rd .June 1896.

Herr von Heykinc, 15th August 1895—1st .June

1899.

Kuiherr voN Kefteleh, 29th June 1899—20th June

1900.

Kreiherr Mvmm von Schwaiizen.strin, 19t!i July

1900- 24th April 1906.

Graf VON Rex, 25th Decpmbcr 1906—25th March

1911.

Ilcrr VON Haxthausex, 15tli .\ugnst 1911—3rd

June 1914.

II. ir \nN Hint/e, 18th January 1915.

GERMAN WOMEN'S MISSIONARY UNION.
See t'/nntf hiltinti .\li>"'tini.

GHISLAIN, JEAN JOSEPH, a priest of the

Congregation of the Mission, that is, a Lazarist,

sent with I'erc Raux and the Frere ('nAiii.Es I'ahis

to take the place of the Jesuits at Peking when the

Society of .Jesus was suppressed in 1773. He was

born at Salles, diocese of Cambrai, on May 5. 1751,

and died on Augu.st 12, 1812.

GHOS, a peculiar variant of 'joss' {q.v.) used

in TIte Fan qui in China by C. T. Downing, 1838;

it occurs as ghos-paper, ghos-pidgeon, ghcs-house,

etc.

GILD, an alternative spelling for Guild, (q.v.).

GILES, HERBERT ALLEN, one of the fore-

most of sinologues, was born on December 8, 1845.

and became .student-interpreter in H.B.M. Consular

Service in China in February, 1867. After occupy-

ing various posts he retired as Consul at Ningpo

in April 1891. He was appointed Professor of

Chinese at Cambridge University in 1897, in succes-

sion to Sir Thomas Wade. He has the honorary

degrees of M.A. (Cantab.) and LI>.I). (Aberdeen).

He has always been a keen controversialist, and

has dealt ruthlessly with all that he considered

false scholarship in Chinese studies. Much amuse-

ment as well as instruction may be got from the

perusal of his 'sparring' with Parker and other

sinologues in the pages of the China Iterieic and

elsewhere.

Two of his sons. Bertram and LANfEi.oT, are

H.B.M. Con.suls in China, while another, 1>ioxel.

is keeper of Oriental Books and MSS. in the British

Museum.

The following list of his works is complete

except fcr articles in reviews, etc., not republished.

Stranrje Stories from a Chinese Studio; Oenis

of Chinese Literature ; Historic China; Chuamj

Tiii,—Mystic, Moralist and Social Heformer;
Chinese Sketches; Records of the liuddhislic

Kinijdoms ; Remains of Lao Tzu; From Swatow to

Canton (Jcerland ; Chinese Poetry in Emjlish Verse

;

History of Chinese Literature; China and the

Chinese; Chinese Pictorial Art; Adversaria Sinica;

Iteliijions of Ancient China; Chinese Fairy Tales;

The Civilization of China; China and the Munchiis;

A Chinese liioijraphical Dictionary ; Calaloijui' of

the Wnde Tjihrary; Freemasonry in China: and

several aids to the study of the language. The

greatest of his works is the Chim se F/ii/li-ih

Dictionary, of which the second edition was issued

in 1912. For English scholars this great dictionary

I h.as practically superseded all others.

GILL, WILLIAM JOHN, was born at IJanga-

lore in India in 1843, and obtained his commission in

the Royal Engineers in 1864. After serving some

years in India he inherited a hand.some fortune and

proceeded to indulge his passion for exploration.

He first travelled in Persia, and read an account

of the journey to the British A.ssociation : it was

published in the ireoijrd/ihicol Minjazine for Octo-

ber, 1874. He then stood thrice for parliament

but was not elected. He next took a trij) in N.

Cliihli and Liaotung. Then he went to Ssilch'uan

with Babek, travelled into N. Ssiich'uan alone
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where no European had penetrated before, then in

company with Mr. (General) Mesny to Batang,
Tali fii and Bhamo, where he arrived in Novem-
ber, 1877. For the geographical value of his work
he received the gold medal of the Royal Geograph-
ical Society and another a year later from the
I'aris Geographical Society. In 1880 appeared his

bcKiU The River of Golden Sand, a very fine book,
but not representing the scientific value of his work :

that may be better seen in the report published in

the Joiirnid of the Hoxjal Oeof/raphical Society,

vol. .xlviii. He made two other journeys, in

.Vfglianistan and in Tripoli, while on leave; he was
then sent on special service with special rank to

Kgypt. In the Sinai peninsula be and Professor
Palmkb were murdered bv Bedouins, August 11,

1882.

BuET.SfHNErDER : Histon/ of European Botani-

cal Discoveries; Yule : The Times, October 31, 1882.

GILMOUR, JAMES, the "apostle of Mon-
golia," was born near Glasgow in 1843. He gradu-

ated at the University there in 1867, studied

theology at Cheshunt College, and was sent to

China by the London Missionary Society in 1870.

The L.M.S. bad decided to re-open its early work
among the Buriats in N.W. Mongolia, which had
been forbidden in 1841 by the Czar ; and Gilmotje,

aspired to undertake this task. China was in a

bad sitate when he arrived ; the massacre of Tien-

tsin had taken place in the preceding June, and
the attitude of the Chinese Government was most
unfriendly, but GiLMOun, after a short stay in

Peking, where he began the study of Chinese and
Mongolian, started off with a Russian merchant on

a trip from Kalgan to Kiachta. From August,

1870 to November, 1871 be travelled incessantly,

sharing .Mongol tent-life, and learning the language.

In April, 1872, he went to the agricultural

Mongols north east of Peking, but decided that as

they spoke Chinese, they could be evangelized by
missionaries from Peking, and from that time he

devoted himself to work on the Plain. He married

in 1874, and his wife shared his wanderings and
privations till her death in 1885. After that event,

he worked alone until almost the close of his life.

He died in Tient^sin in 1891, of typhus fever.

His end was undoubtedly hastened by his privat-

ions.

Though much beloved and respected by the

M<;ngoIs, to whose bodies and souls he ministered

with the greatest ardour, he died without having

baptized one of them ; but his work laid firm found-

ations for others to build on. He wrot« Amonq
the Monrjoh, a sincere and simple acccyunt of his

e.xppriences. Of this book the Spectator said,

"Robinson Crcsoe has turned mis?ionary ; has

lived years in Mongolia and written a book about

it."

LovEiT : James Gilmour of Momjolia, 1892:

Chinese Recoiider : vol. .\.\ii.

GINGAL. See Jini/al.

GINGER, Zingiber officinale, g chiang, is

grown in the hilly districts in the north west of

Kuangtung, where there are extensive plantations,

and at Shiuhing. In parts of the West River

delta the crop succeeds rice.

It is also grown all over Ssuch'uan, and in

the central provinces, and is much eaten in the

green state as a condiment and corrective. That
grown in the southern provinces is much less

mucilaginous than the product of the Yangtze valley,

and therefore much better adapted for making
preserves and sweetmeats. Preserved ginger, most
of which is from Canton, is called T'amj-chian'j

jfg ^ ; the taste is inferior to West Indian ginger.

As a drug ginger is used to stimulate dige.ition, to

quiet nausea, and in the treatment of dysentery,

and dried ginger is used for constipation, urinary

difficulties, etc. The e.xpoi-t in 1916 was Pels.

64,065, value Tls. 201,306.

GINSENG : Panax (/insemj; A^ jen shen, is

the medicine par excellence, the dernier rcfsort when

all other drugs fail. It was reserved for the use of

the Emperor and his hou.sehold, and conferred by

Imj)erial favour upon high and useful officials when

they had a serious breakdown in health. It was

obligatory for Governors to have some of the best

quality on hand for sale at some hundreds of taels

per ounce ; the Co-hong also had to undertake the

sale of it, and was thus kept in debt to the Govern-

ment. The principal Chinese name is derived from a

fancied resemblance to the human form. The genuine

ginseng of Manchuria, whence the largest supplies

are derived—in the remote mountains—consists of a

stem from which the leaves ."jpring, of a central

root, and of two roots brinching off. The roots

are covered with rings, from which the age is

ascertained, and the precious qualities are increased

by age. In the time of Tag Kuang ginseng was on

the verge of extinction and its collection was

forbidden by Imperial decree. It is cultivated,

but this kind is less valuable than the wild root.

With a view to giving a false appearance of age

hairs are tied round the roots, but a practised

eye can detect the deception. {Xiwchwan'/ Cuxtonig

lieport, 1865). In 1891 Korean ginseng was worth

Tls. 10-14 per catty. Sometimes roots of special

goodness are worth Tls. 250 per catty ; the usual

price for native ginseng was Tls. 80. There was

at one time a large importation of American ginseng,

but this has now ceased. The importation in 1916

was worth Tls. 3,761,505, and the export was pels.

85.213, value Hk.Tls. 219,370.
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GINLING COLLEGE, a Union College for

Women for the Yangtze Valley, situated at Nan-
king, of which city Ginling ^ ^ chin ling, or

(iolden Kidge is an old classical name. Five

Mission Beards cooperate in the College, viz., the

A. I'.M. (North) and the Women's Boards of eacli

of Uie following American Missions : Northern

Kajitists and Methodists, Southern Methodists, and
the Foreign Christian Mission. Work was begun in

September 1915, in temporary quarters, (a large

official resid'?nce having been rented) with a Faculty

con.«isting of four foreigners and four Chinese ; and

a nucleus of 10 students. There are, however, fifteen

or more Christian Girls' High Schools in the

Yangtze Valley which will act as feeders for the

College and preparations are being made for

Normal and other cour.ses in addition to these in

Philosophy and Science now running. The College

is likely to have a great future. The President is

Mrs. Lawrence Thuk-ston B.S. ; and the Trustees

are the same as for the University of Nanking.

GIORO or CHIORO, the Manchu surname of

the rulers of the Ch'ing dynasty. The remote

ancestor of the Manchu chieftains is supposed to

have had the name Aisis GlORO or 'Golden race'

;

hence the title of the Chin or Kin (golden) dynasty

of the 12th century. The term is used for members
of collateral branches of the Imperial family, who
are distingui.shed by a red girdle. Hence in common
Chinese they are called 'Red girdles'; the proper

Chinese designation is Chiieh lo IKB .

GIQUEL, PROSPER MARIE, a French naval

officer, emplriyed in the Chinese Customs, who got

together a French-Chinese force of 400 men in the

time of the T'ai P'ing rebellion and did very good

work with it. It grow to 1,500 men. In 1866 he was

appointed to establish the .\rsenal at Foochow with

the title of Director.

He was the only foreigner besides Gordon to

receive the honour of the Yellow Riding-Jacket.

GLASS. There are two Chinese terms for

glas.-i, (i), liu li ^Sff or pi liu li gyilffi an early

transcription of the Sanskrit vaidanja or Pali

frlunjri, probably meaning rock-crystal. This term

is in the .S'/iho Wen. (ii), Po li j^ fji, which tran-

fcribes in a contracted form the Sanskrit spa/itika,

rock-crystal. This word dates from the fifth

century a.d. Liu li is used for opaque glass of all

colours, including glazes and enamels
;
po li is

the term for ordinary tran-'parent glass. China

received glass from the West about a.d. 110,

chielly from Alexandria. The art of making it,

according to Chinese histories, was introduced

overland into Shansi and by sea to Nanking, early

in the fifth century. The industry has been

carried on ever since. In modern times the chief

producing centre has been Po shan in Shantung.

It iis al.«o made in the Kuantung leased territory.

In glass-cutting the Chinese 'have e-vcelled.

HrRTH and Rockhill : C/iau Julcua, p. 227

:

BnsHELL : Chinege Art, vol. ii ; T'oung Pao, 1891.

GOATS K I NS. The trade in untanned goatskins

arose tlirough the disturbance in the New York

market created bj' the war between Chile and Peru

in 1880. Agents were sent to China among other

places, and through them hints were obtained as

to the preparation of skins, and the local custom of

drying them in the sun was discovered to be the

cause of the ill success of experimental shipments

made previously. These skins are used fcr boot

tops and also for bookbinding. Tanned skins and

rugs are also exported, and the trade has grown to

enormous proportions, nearly ten million pieces of

all kinds having of late been exported in one year.

The skins are used as floor and carriage rugs and

as imitation furs, the longer and more wiry hairs

being plucked but. The best skins are found in

the west. Their quality gradually deteriorates as

their place of origin lies further east. They came

from Shensi, Honan, Anhui, Ilupei, and Shantung,

but a strong trade has sprung up more recently in

Ssuch'uan skins, and Kueichou .and Kiangsu also

supply a limited number. In the Great Plain

almoft every peasant group possesses several goats.

The pioportioiLs of the export trade at the most

recent date are as follows : Tientsin, 43 per cent. ;

Chungking, 24 ; Hankow, 18 ; Icliang and Shanghai,

5 to 7 per cent. One of the chief markets is

Pochow, Anhui; the trade is in some districts in

the hands of the Mahommedans.

The export in 1916 was untanned skins 9,888,271

pieces, value Tls. 5,466,044 ; tanned skins 494,771

pieces, value Tls. 485,729. Customs Rei'ORT.s.

GOBI J^ig ko pi (desert), a name for Mongolia,

al.so called S/ia mo, f^jg (sandy waste), and f/an hiii

if. }g (rainless sea). The name is especially applied

to the lowest part of the Mongolian tableland,

which is almost entirely a stony and sandy desert.

The Gobi Desert has an altitude of two thou.sand or

three thousand feet, and undulates with hills of

one hundred to eleven hundred feet high. See

Miiiiijiilifi ; IInn Hni.

GOD OF LITERATURE. Sec ir,« Ti.

GODOWN ; a warehouse, from Malay rjodund

ol" rfi'duii'f.

GOES, BENOIT DE, a Brother in the Society

of Jc.-us, was born in 1552. Ho was a soldier in

India till he entered the Society in 1588, and was

ordered to explore the land-route to Peking. Start-

ing from Agra in Octciher, 1602, he reached Yarkand

in eleven months, after incredible hardships. He
stayed there a year, then towards the end of 1605
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leached Hu chow jjfj f^ in Kaiisu. Moliaiiiniedans

there told him the Jesuits were in I'eking, and he

sent to let Kicci know of his arrival. 1'. Ricci

sent Fe. Feunandez to his succour, but he reached

Sii chow only a few weeks before de Goes died,

probably poisoned by Mohammedans, in April, 1607.

Uri'cker, IJinoit de Ones, (ICtmles rvluj'n'usc$.

1879).

GOH. See ll'd Vh-i.

GOLDEN LILIES ^^. A poetical term for

a woman's bound feet; said to date from Tpng-

Hi'N Hou ^-^^A.n. 500, who said of his dancing

concubine, 'Every step makes a lily grow.' See

FfKlthiftdi/KJ.

GOLDEN HORDE. Sec t/,,„ dt/iunhj.

GOLDEN ORCHID SOCIETY. See Hccret

Serts.

GOLDFISH, Cyprinus (luruhix or Oarasshiit

"""Ill's Linn, gg ^ f/,i j/„, g=J- f^ fu yii. ^ Jg
iliin yii. There is a large number of varieties to

be found all over China, with great variety of

names. It is a question whether the gold-coloured

fish is ever to be found in a state of nature.

Sec BibIioi,'raphy under Fix/irx. p. 181.

GOLD, TO SWALLOW. A mere euphemism,

mcauing to commit suicide with poison. It is used

of officials, who, when condemned to death are

sometimes graciously allowed to commit suicide.

Many, both foreigners and Chinese, have understood

the phrase literally ; even Davis .seems to have

given credence to the error; see his China durimj >

lite War, vol. i, j). 202.

GONCALVES, JOACHIM ALPHONSE, a

Lazarist missionary and sinologue, lie was born

in I'ortugal in 1780, and reached Macao on June 28,

1814. Here he spent the rest of his life teaching

in the College of St. Joseph, and studying daily

both Mandarin and Cantonese Chine.se. His works
have had only a limited use, through being written

either in Portuguese or in Latin. According to

Callerv. they were 'rich in materials but entirely

destitute of theoretic explanations.' His Latin

works are of small value ; the others place him
among the most eminent sinologues. He died on

(October 3, 1844. Callerv's Memoir is very in-

teresting and plea.sant.

Gon^alves' publications were Gruiitiiiutlea

Latiiia (1828), Arte China (1829), IJiccionario Pot-

tuguez-China (1831), Diceiotiario Cliina-Portvyucz

(1833), Vocahularium Latiiio-Siutrvtii (1836), Lexicon

manuah Latino-Slnieiim (1839), Lexicon magnum
Latino-Sinicum (1841). A manuscript dictionary

also was left complete at his death.

Callbry : Nnlire, /lini/rnp/iiijiir, etc., translated

in Chinese Jte/msitnry, vol. .\v, p. 69.

GONGS. See Musical Jnstrumcnti!.

GORAL, Crotrar/u.-i. a goat-like animal belong

ing to the Family lioiidic. The species in N. China

and their distribution are as follows :

—

I'nitrai/it.i rinereuy, N.W. Ssiich'uan ;
/". ijri'rui,

N.W. and W. Ssiich'uan; I', niyer, N.E. Ssuch'uan,

N.W. Hupei; U. aldriijeaniis, I-chang, Central

Hupei ; V. arnuuxianiis, Chekiang; I', ntditeanun,

Manchuria ; U. caudntug, N. Shansi, Chihli.

Sowerby : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

GORDON, CHARLES GEORGE, was born

in Woolwich on January 28, 1833. and was killed

in Khartoum on January 27, 1885. In 1860 he tt.ok

part, as Cajitain of Engineers, in the Expeditionary

force sent to Tientsin and Peking. The same year,

when Shanghai was in danger of being taken by the

T'ai P'ing rebels, a force of Chinese irregulars had

been formed by Ward, and paid for by the Chinese

Government, to withstand the rebels. In 1862 it

had been assisted by detachments from bcth the

British and French forces, Gordon taking a pro

minent part as senior Engineer officer. Ward fell

in an assault near Ningpo and was succeeded by

IJuRGEViNE, who was shortly afterwards dismissed.

In March, 1363, Major Gordon was given the com-

mand. Under his leadership the "Ever-Victorious

Army" captured Fu-shan, raised the siege of

Chan-tzii on April 5, captured Tai-tsan on May 3,

Quinsan on May 31, Woo-kiang at the end of July,

and Soochovv, the stronghold of the rebels (who

were now being a.ssisted by Burgevine), in Novem-

ber. The city was surrendered to Gordon and

Li Hung-chang, under promise of life to the

Wangs, who were then executed by Li's orders.

At this act, Gordon resigned his command, and

refused a gift of Tls. 10,000 from the Emperor.

He was induced to take up his command again, and

in March—May of 1864 cleared the district round

the T'ai-hu of rebels, being wounded at Kin-tang

on April 5. Chang-chow was taken on May 11, after

which the Army was disbanded. The Emperor

gave him the rank of Ti-tu and the distinction of

the Yellow Jacket. With the assistance of Parkes,

Gordon established a camp of instruction outside

Shanghai, largely drawn from his disbanded troops,

to .serve as a disciplined force for the defence of

the settlement. He left China on November 24,

1864. He was invited to Peking in 1880 to command

a Chinese army against Russia, but he advised

peace and declined to enter the Government service.

See T'ai P'inq Pehellion.

GORGES, THE YANGTZE. These .are five

in number and occupy about 150 miles, from I-chang

to Kuei-chou fu. The river is narrowed to about

one third of its usual width and the wat«r is from

three io four hundred feet deep in some places.

Limestone cliffs rise to 2.000 feet or more in height.
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GOUGH ISLAND, a new island foinied by the

silting of the inner hai' at Wu-siing near Shanghai.

Sec Aslrifa Vltctniu}.

GOUVEA, ANTOINE DE, ^«]:kVcHoTa-kua,
a Jesuit Father boin in 1592 in Fovtugal, who,

after a stay in Goa reached China in 1636. He
.tudied the language at Hangthow, then proceeded

to Wiuh'ang, where in two years he baptised over

two hundred adults and built a church. He then

Went to Fdochow and to iitlier places, but his work
was largely ruine<l by the troubles of the Tartar

conijue.-t. In 1652 he was at Soochow and in that

year there were 2,359 baptisms in Kiangnan. He
then returned to Foocliow and rebuilt the church

there. In 1665 he was arrested, taken to Peking
and e.xiled to Canton; there in 1669 he was made
Vice-provincial. After the exile he returned to

t'oochow to look after the twenty four churches

which had depended on him before the persecution.

He died there in 1677.

HAVnET : Lii Slilc chritiiniic ilu Siiujuii/ou,

II, p. 68, note.

GOVERNMENT, THE REPUBLICAN.
J.i.-l •// l/ic JJif/i itiil IuilL/ieiiiti:iil /JLjiarlments

o/ Ihr Chincge. Government (based on the "List

of Officials"— Chih Yuan Lu flj? ft fct —an

official publication of the Cabinet, for the last

quarter of 1916.

The Presidency (Ta Tsuiig T'ung :^ |$, iK).

The Vice I'residency (Fu Tsung T'ung sA&W. )

The Senate (Ts'an 1 Yuang^lK)-
The House of Kepresentatives (Chung 1 Viian

The Cabinet (Kuo \Vu Yiian glJSK;).
The Office of "Chiang Chiins" ((Jliiang Chiin Fu

The Audit Department (Slu'n Clil Yiian 5Sf "I Pc )•

The nine Ministries (I'u JJH).

The Peking ( icnd.innerie (I'u Cluin Tung Ling

Ya Men JJ>'t:8tSlll(SfP9)-

The Central .Sail Administration (Yen Wn .Shu

ISP'S)-
The National Tobacco and Wine Administration

(Ch'iian Kuo Yen Chiu Shih Wu Shu ^^
ii^fWilMS'S)-

The Kevenue Council (Shui Wu Ch'u ifftfSjS).

The (leneral Staff (Ts'an Mou Pen Pu ^iat*Sl5)-

The Supreme Court (Ta Li Yiian ^ g f^).

The National Conservancy Bureau (Ch'iian Kuo
Shui Li Chii i Ma 7«C ?l| R ).

The Department of Mongolian aTid Tibetan Affairs

(Mcng Tsang Yuan '.K ?8i K)-
The St;ile Historiographer's Office (Kuo .Shih Kuan

The (iovernment of the Metropolitan District

(Ching Chao Tgf ^t).

27

The Governments of the Provinces (Sheng ^) and

the Special .Vdinini.^jtrative .\reas (T'e Pieh

Ch'u Yu }$«IJI£^).

The Presidency.

The President is elected in accordance with the

terms of tlie Presidential Election Law, of October

5, 1913, which forms the only part of the permanent
Constitution which has been passed and put into

force. Article 1 provides that "a native of China
over forty years of age, possessing citizen's rights

complete and unimpaired, who has lived in the

country for upwards of ten years, is eligible for the

Presidency of the llepublic." Election is by an

electoral college composed of the two Houses of

the National Assembly sitting together. The term

of office is five years, subject to one re-election.

Th^ duties of the President, until the per-

manent Constitution is promulgated, are as set

forth in the Provisional Con.stitution of Mai'ch 15,

1912. That instrument provides that the President

is the source of all e.xecutive powers. He promul-

gates the laws and issues orders for their execution.

He is the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and

Navy. He appoints and removes all civil ami

military officials on his own responsibility, e.\cept

in the case of the appointment of members of the

Cabinet, Ambassadors, and Ministers, when the

concurrence of the legislature is necessary. With

the concurrence of the legislature he can also declare

war and conclude treaties. He can introduce bills

and veto legislation, but his veto may be overridden

by a two-thirds vote of legislature.

The President may be impeached by the

legislature for high treason after a majoiity vote

of three-fourths of a quorum consisting of more

that four-fifths of the total number of the members.

Tilt'- \"n:c. I'rcsidenci/.

The office of Vice President is also provided

for in the Election Law cf October 5, 1913. The

election is held at the same time as that for Pie-

sident. Article 5 provides that the Vice President

succeeds to the Presidency, in case the post is

vacated, and serves to the end of the President's

term.

yVic Xii/i<iiiul A-'ftiiihlij.

The National Assembly is constituted in accord-

ance with the law for the organization of the

National Assembly of August 11. 1912, which jiro-

vides that it shall be made up of a Senate (Ts'an

I Yiian '% ;,ti^^'\
and a House of Kepresentatives

(Chung f Yiian ^ 1% '^^). The Senate, for the

mo.st part, represents the provinces, each Provincuil

Assembly electing two Senators. Additional re

presentation is provided in the Senate for Mongolia,

Tibet. Ch'inghai. the Central Kdneational .Society

(Chung Vaiii; Hsiieh Hui lUifc*^). a"J ll'«
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Chinese rosicliiig abioad. Tlie House of Hepreseiit-

atives is designed to represent the people, each

province being allotted a certain number of Re-

presentatives, in accordance with its population,

on the basis of one for every 800,000 persons.

Mongolia, Tibet, and Ch'inghai also send delegates.

Senators serve for si.\ years, one-third retiring

every two years. Representatives serve for three

years.

The powers of the National Assembly are as

laid down in Article 19 of the I'rovisional Con-

stitution, which reads as follows (this Article being

in force as regards the National Asscnibh' until

superseded by the passage of the permanent Con-

stitution) :

Article 19.—The Advisory Council .<haU have the

following powers :—

(1) To pass all law bills.

(2) To pass the budgets of the I'lovisioiial

Government.

(3) To pa.«s laws of taxation, i-f currency,

and of weights and measures for the

whole country.

(4) To pass measures for the calling of public

loans and to conclude contracts affecting

the National Treasury.

(5) To give consent to matters provided in

Articles 34, 35, and 40.

(.Vote

:

—Article 34 refers to the appoint-

ment of members of the Cabinet, Article

35 to the declaration of war and the con-

clusion of treaties, Article 40 to the

declaratici) of a general amnesty).

(6) To reply to inquiries from the Provisional

Government.

(7) To receive and consider petitions of

citizens.

(8) To make suggestions to the Government

on legal or other matters.

(9) To introduce interpellations to members

of the Cabinet and to insist on their being

present in the Council in making replies

thereto.

(10) To insist on the Government inve.'tigating

into any alleged bribery and infringement

of laws by officials.

(11| To impeach the provisional President for

high treason by a majority vote of three-

fourths of the quorum consisting of more

than four-fittha of the total number of

the members.

(12) To impeach members of the Cabinet for

failure to perform their official duties or

for violation of the law by majority votes

of two-thirds of the quorum consi.^ting of

over three-fourths of the total number

of members.

77i« rahinrt (Kuo \Vu Yuan S^^).
The Cabinet is composed of a Premier (Kuo

Wu Tsnng Li ^m&M), and the Ministers

of the nine Ministries (Pu ^) of Foreign

Affairs (Wai Chiao ^^), Interior (Nei Wu ft g5).

Finance (Ts'ai Cheng ^^Sii). War (Lu Chun ^^),
Marine (Hai Chiin ^ Ip), .Justice (Ssu Fa n] ft).

Education (Chiao Yii fi'^). Agriculture and Com-

merce (Nung Shang .^ ^ ), and Communications

(Chiao T'ung ^ iS)

The members of the Cabinet are provided for

in Cha|)ter V of the Provisional Constitution, which

states that they shall assist the President in assum-

ing responsibilities and shall countersign all bills

introduced and all laws and orders issued by the

President. They and their deputies may be pi'esent

and speak in the legislature.

Article 19 of the Provisional Constitution pro-

vides that the legislature may insist on the presence

of members of the Cabinet to reply to inter-

pellations. It may also insist on the Government

investigating into any cases of alleged bribery and

infringement of laws by officials. The .same Article

further provides that the legislature may impeach

members of the Cabinet for failure to perform their

official duties or for violation of the law by a

majority vcte, which is slightly less than that

required for the impeachment of the President.

I

Eight Councillors (Ts'an I^ |g) are attached

to the Cabinet Office. There is also a Secretariat

j

(Mi Shu T'ing $ii 55^,), made up of a Chief

Secretary (Mi Shu Chang |i;. S:^), si.\ Secretaries

(Mi Shu Jf^ g), twenty Senior Clerks (Ch'ien Shih

^IH), and fifty si.x Junior Clerks (Chu Shih ±.5t ).

Four .semi independent Bureaus are connected

with the Cabinet; the Bureau of Laws (Fa Chih

Chu r£3ilJ^fll. the Civil Service Bureau (Ch'iian

Hsii Chu ^m ^j), the Bureau of Statistics (T'ung

; Chi Chii tgis\-l§l). and the Bureau of Printing (Yin

j

Chu Chii Pjjf?^).

!
The Audit Department (Sh6n Chi Yuan ^FstK)-

i A system of auditing the Government accounts

is provided by a law, dated October 3, 1914. All

Government offices throughout the country are

obliged to submit monthly reports of their receipts

I
and Expenditure* to the Audit Department at Peking

for inspection and verification.

' The Department is also entrusted with the

' work of auditing the accounts of the whole country

I

for the fiscal year and submitting suggestions to

the President.

The officials of the Department are as follows :

The Auditor (ieneral (Shen Chi Yuan Y'uan

Chang ^iTlKKfi)-
The Assistant AuditorCenoral (Shen Chi Yuan

Fu Yuan Chang ^f glKfilJ K:S '
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Three C'hiel's (Ting Chang H& ) of each of

the three Bureaus; into which the Depart-

ment is divided.

Fifteen Auditors (Shen Chi Kuan 56 sf- 'jj ).

Twenty-seven Assistant Auditors (Hsieh Shen

Kuan Ksaf'ti')-

One Chief Secretary (Shu Chi Kuan Chang

Five Secretaries (Shu Chi Kuan ^fiE'S')-
Accountants (Ho Suan Kuan ^'ijf.'^).

The Ministries (I'u ^).

The organization of each of the nine Ministries

is similar. Each has a General Office (Tsung Wu
1"'"!? i8f. 65 Sl)y which is entrusted witli the keeping

of the archives, the management of accounts, and

other matters relating to the internal affairs of the

Ministry. Each has a number of Departments

(Ssii BJ), varying in immber from three to eight,

which divide the routine work of the Ministry.

In each Ministry there is one Minister (Tsung

Chang JftS), and at least one Vice Minister (Tz'u

Chang ^ fi )• The Ministries of Foreign Affairs,

Marine, Justice, Education, and Agriculture and

Commerce each have one Vice Minister, the other

Ministries having two apiece.

The officials ne.xt in rank to the Vice Minister.^

are the Councillors (Ts'an Shih %>#), of whom
each Ministry has four, e.xcept the Ministry of

Education which has three. Their duties consist of

Forei'jn Af/uir/>.

Political Affairs

(CluMig Wu Jic^ )•

Commercial Affairs

(T'ung Shang ji g).
Intercourse

(Chiao Chi ^ [S)

Interior.

Civil Administratif.n

(Min.Chih jjiffil.

Lands

(Chih Fang ?$JS)-
I'olice

(Ching Cheng '^iSn).

Works (T'u Mu ± Tji ).

Ceremonies

(Li Su iBfS).

Health

(Wei Sheng'iKlE).

drafting laws, orders, and documents, under the

direction of their superior officers.

Xext in rank are the Chiefs of Departments

(Ssu Chang tj) g).
Xext come the Secretaries (Mi Shu ^'j S ),

usually four in number.

After the Secretaries come the Senior and

Junior Clerks (Ch'ien Shih ^ ili. and Chu Shih

^^), varying in number from 134 in the Ministry

ot the Interior to 66 in the Ministry of Education.

These officers are not found in the two Ministries

of Marine and War, where the clerical staff is on a

different basis.

Finally each Ministry, with the exception of

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, employs a number

of technical men (Chi Cheng jjj jp. and Chi Shih

&±\
Ministers and Vice Ministers are appointed

directly by the President, the appointment of

Ministers being subject to the consent of the

National Assembly. Officials between the grades

cf Councillor and Senior Clerk, inclusive, are re-

commended by their superior officers and the heads

of their Ministries to the President, who appoints

and commissions them. Officials of the grade of

Junior (.'lerk and under are recommended to office

by their superior officers and commissioned and

appointed by the head of the Ministry.

The following table shows the Departments

into which the Ministers are divided :

Finance.

Taxation

(Fu Shui M iffi).

Accounts

(K'uai Chi ^gf-)
Currency

(Ch'iianPi ^^%)
Public Loans

(Kung Chai ij f?J

'

Treasury

(K'u Ts'angig f&

War.

.M ilitarj' Administration

(Chiin Heng %. % ]

Military Affairs

(Chun Wu %^).
Ordinance

(Chiin Hsieh %1f^).
Commissariat

(Chiin Hsu '^\<.%).

Medical (Chun I 'i^i Q ).

Law (Chun Fa \\!. ft ).

fjivestock

(Chiin Mu '-If 4ft ).

Marine.

Naval Administration

(Chun Hengqifri)

"Naval Affairs

Chun Wulptt).
Ordinance

(Chun Hsieh % ^).
Education

(Chun Hsueh :>1C gl V
Commissariat

(Chun Hsii % ffl?)

Law
(Chun Fa]|CS)

Justiee.

Civil .\ffairs

(.Min Shih

^ 'riniinal

Affairs

(HsiuK Shih

JflJ *)•

Prisfnis

(Chien Yii

Eilucatinn.

General

Education

(P'u T'ung Chiao

YuWiilJt (?).

Technical

Education

fClmari AL'ii Chiao

Popular

Education

(She Hui Chiao

.lijriciilliirc inul

Commerce.

Mining

(K'uang ClRMigJdrt ).

Agriculture and

Forestry

(Nung Lin .?4;H: )

Commerce and

Industry

(Kong Shang I ^j ).

Fisliing ami

Stock liaising

(Yu Muii(i4t)

Connniiniciiliimii.

Railway

.\clniinistration

(l,u Cheng UJjJc).

Posts

Vn Cheng UiX )

Telegraph and

Telephone

.Vdministration

(Tien Cheng HJrt ).

Shi|)ping

(Hang Cheng ftsfe).
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7'Ae Central Sail Administration (Yen Wu Shu

The Central Salt Administration is constituted

in aecurdance with the terms of Article 5 of the 1

Chinese Government Reorganization Loan Agree-
j

nient, of April 21, 1913. While independent of

the Ministry of Finance, it is closely associated

with it by reason of the fact that the post of

Director General (Tu I'an "g j^) must always be

held by the Minister of Finance, while that of

Chief of the Administration (Shu Chang gf ^ )

has always been occupied by one of the Vice

Ministers of Finance.
I

Within the Administration a Chief Inspectorate
I

has been organized, as provided in the Article of

the Agreement above mentioned, which reads in

part 'as follows :

"This Central Salt Administration w^ill

comprise a Chief Inspectorate of Salt Revenues

(Chi Ho Tsung So iffjifS ^.M) under a Chinese

Chief Inspector (Tsung Pan J&jSlll). ""d a

foreign Associate Chief Inspector (Hui Pan

^iS); who will constitute the chief authority

for the superintendence of the issue of licenses
j

and the compilation of reports and returns of
j

revenues. In each .salt-producing district tliere

will be a branch office of the Chief Inspectorate

(Chi Ho Fen So J^ii'^S^f'Ji), under one Chinese

and one foreign District Ins])cctor (So Chang

JVf &) who .shall be jointly responsible for the

collection and deposit of the .salt revenues. The i

engagement and dismis.sal of these Chinese and

foreign District Inspectors, and of the necessary

Chinese and foreign staff at the Chief and

Branch Inspectorates, will be decided jointly by

the Chinese and foreign Chief Inspectors, with

the approval of the Minister of Finance."

'J'/{' S'litiniuil Tiihurrn unci Wiiir .t<lmini'<triiliiiti

(Chiian Kuo Yen Chiu Shih Wu Shu t^ g JS

This is an independent de))artment, created

January 21, 1916, to take charge of the public

sales and ta.\ation of tobacco and wine for the

whole country. The direction of the Adminisiration

is in the hands of a Director General and an

Associate Director General.

'J'lir Ud-enue Council (Shui Wu Ch'u ifftgjil)

The Revenue Ckiuncil was created by an Edict,
|

dated May 9, 1906, to take charge of the Maritime '

Customs. Supervision over the Customs is exercised

through the Inspectorate General of Customs at

Peking and the Superintendents of Cu,>itoms (Hai
[

Kuan Chien Tu j^ gS UJ ff ), who are stationed at

the different ports.

The principal officials of the Revenue Council

are the Comptroller General (Tu Pan 'gMJ). the

Associate Comptroller (Jencral (Hui Pan •§j^J ), a

Councillor (T'i Tiao ^ J^). and an A.ssistant

Councillor (Pang T'i 'Jiao ^^tggi).

'J /i<: .Xiitidiiol Conner niiici/ liurcuu (Ch'iian Kuo
Shui Li Chu ^ H 7K ?l] ^)
This Bureau was established for the purpose of

dealing with questions of river conservancy. It is

independent of but closely allied to the Ministry

of Agriculture and Commerce, because of the nature

of its work and because the post of Director (Jeneral

(Tsung Ts'ai ^, iU) of the Bureau has been occupied

from the first by the Minister of Agriculture and

Commerce. The immediate direction of the affairs

of the Bureau is in the hands of the Vice Director

(Jeneral (Fu Tsung Ts'ai MRWiV

Thii A(hiii/u.<trative Coiiil (P'ing Cheng Yuan

The Administrative Court was organized for

the purjiose of trying impeachments of officials.

Deliberations take place before one of the three

Sub-Courts into which it is divided. The principal

officials of the Administrative Court arc the

Chief of the Court (Yiian Chang jl';^ & ). who
exercises supervisory control over the affairs of the

whole Court, and fifteen Judges (P'ing Shih H^ ^ ),

who sit in the Sub-Courts.

The Mr/r'>jii)lil<in Uiflrict (Ching Chao ^^Is).

The name of the Metropolitan District was

changed in 1914 from "Siuin T'ien Fu" m 3^ /^ to

"Ching Chao" 5C jife, . >» accordance with the

decision to abolish the term and office of Fu

(Prefecture).

The Metropolitan District comprises an area of

about one hundred miles square, centering around

Peking and including twenty District Cities

(Hsien jtj). The chief official is the Governor

(Ching Chao Yin Jr ^t,^1, whose seat is at Peking.

He is independent, of the Chihii provincial

authorities and responsible only to the Central

Government. Within his jurisdiction his functions

corresjjond with those of a Governor of a province.

l^riivinrial (j'livernmciit.

The chief civil authority in each province is the

Governor (Sheng Chang fi&), who is appoint.ed

directly by the President. His jurisdiction in each

case extends over one province only, the old

grouping of provinces which existed during the

Manchu regime having been abolished.

The Governor exercises supervision over the

Taoyins, District Magistrates, and other local
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officials. Tlie District Magistrates arc appointed or
I

dismissed by tlie I'resideiit at the recoiiiniendation

of Ifie (jovoriior. The Taoyiiis aro apjjointed

directly by the I'l-esideiit and carry on their work

under the supervision of the Governor.

The Uovernor may issue provincial Orders

(Sheng Ling
ijf ^ ) and may suspend the Orders

issued by the Taoyins, District Magistrates, etc.

He also exercises control over the militia and, in

ca.xe of necessity, may re(iuest the co operation of

the regular military establishment.

The ordinary functions of the Governor are

e.\ercised through the Administrative Department

(Cheng \Vu Ting j^fjrK) of his office, the Chief

of which (T'ing Chang ifij^) is an official appointed

directly by the President. The Department is

divided into four Divisions (K"o
;fjf

) : of General

.•\ffairs (T.sung \Vu JfegJ), Interior Affairs (Nei \Vu

rt 1^), Educational Affairs (Chiao Yu tit Hf ), and

Industrial Affairs (Shih Yell S!^)-
Kvery six months the Governor is required to

submit a report to the President on the records of

the various officials subordinate to him or under his

supervision.

In each province all matters connected with

finance arc under the direction of a provincial

Department of Kinance (Ts'ai Cheng T'ing Mit^^),
which is practically a branch of the Ministry of

Finance. It is under the control of the Ministry

and also under the supervision of the Governor of

the province. The principal official in the Depart-

ment is the Chief of Department (T'ing Chang

The Department of Finance exercises general

control over the officials of the province who collect

taxes, who may either have tax collecting as their

sole duties or who have such duties added to other

functions. The former are more under the control

of the Department, the latter more under the
control of the Governor.

The District Magistrates who collect taxes are
in a different position from that of other tax
collecting officials, being subject to the 8upervi.sion

both of the Dopartinent of Finance and the Gover-
nor. They are not subject to removal by the

Department of Finance, which can only report them
to the Covernor. Returns of taxes collect<'d by
them are sent through the Governor and thence
thr.ugh the Department to the Ministry of Finance.
Appriintnients and removals of District Magistrates
who coiled taxes ai'e decided by the Governor and
rejiorled by him to the Ministry of Finance.

The relation of the Governor to judicial matters
in his province is similar to his relation to financial

niallors, but his p9wers in this regard are more
extensive. The principal judicial authority in the

province is the Chief Judge of the Higher Court

(Kao Teng Slicn P'iiii Ting T'ing ('hang IIS ^ ^
^i^. S5fi'. '^^ supreme court of the province.

He exercises his functions both under the direction

of the Ministry of .Justice and of the Governor.

The latter's control over the judiciary is assured

by his power to fix the apiiointments as well as the

dismissals, rewards, and punishments of the

officials in the law courts, courts of procuration,

prisons, etc., where no courts of the new style

(Shon Chien T'ing ^®l^) have been established.

He also passes on the estimates of receipts and

exj)enditures of the judiciary in his province which

are prepared by the Chief Judge and submitted to

him and also reported to the Ministry of Justice.

Finally, the control of the Governor over the

judiciary is assured by virtue of the direct

supervision which he exercises over the District

Magistrates, most of whom still exercise judicial

functions. These officials are also under the

supervision of the Chief Judge, to whom they must

submit reports and by whom they are subject to be

inspected.

In addition to the i)Ower of supervision over

the finances and the judiciary the Governor in the

past has sometimes been given control over the

regular military establishment of his province.

During the di.sturbances of the last few years it ha^

frequently happened that the post of Governor has

been combined with that of "Tu Chiin" ff ^ or

Military Governor.

This latter is the principal military official of

the province, under the direct orders of the president

and the supervision of the Ministry of War and the

General Staff (Ts'an Mou Pen Pu MSH^a^i )• '''he

post was originally known, after the First lle-

volution, as "Tu Tu" g|! ff ; after Juno 30, 1914,

the tit'f; was changed to "Chiang Chiin" i|f ip ; and

on July 6, 1916, it was again changed to its

present form.

For the purpose of maintaining order vvitliiu

his jurisdiction the "Tu Chiin" may move troops

and use military force, either when requested to do

so by the Governor of the province, or at his own

initiative in times of emergency. In either case he

must report his action to the President, the Ministry

of War, and the General Staff.

In addition to the supervision exercised over

the Governor by the Ministries of Finance and

Justice and. under peculiar conditions, by the

Mini.stry of War, as outlined above, it is further

|)rovided that each of the different Ministries at

Peking exercises supervision over the Governor in

matters appertaining to its particular work. The

Ministries may issue instructions to the Govornor

regarding such matters and, it they consider that

ho has acted in conflict with law or over.steppcd

1
his authority, they may petition the President f ' r

' his decision.
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The Ministry of tlip Interior occupies a peeuliar

position in relation to the Governor. The hvtter is

required to keep it informed of all his recommend-

ations for the a[jpointment, dismissal, etc., of the

District Magistrates and other officials under his

jurisdiction, as well as of the arrangements made
in his Administrative Office.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs maintains

representatives in the provinces to conduct the local

intercourse with foreigners. These are the Special

Commissioners of Foreign Affairs, or Diplomatic

Envoys, (Wai Chiao I'u T'e P'ai Chiao She Yiian

The. Taijyln.

Each province is ilivided into a nnniher of large

divisions, varying between two and seven, called

"Tao"
( J§ ), each under the jurisdiction of an

official called "Taoyin" (iif>-).

The Taoyin acts under the supervision of the

Governor of the province. Within his jurisdiction

hisi powers are similar to those of the Governor.

He may be clothed by the Governor with authority

to e.xercise supervision over the District Magistrates

within his jurisdiction in connection with their

functions as tax collectors and judges, such super-

vision being exercised under the direction of the

provincial Dejjartment of Finance and the Higher

Court. Heports must also be submitted regarding

this part of their duties to the Governor.

The Taoyin exercises general supervision over

all other acts of the District Magistrates within his

jurisdiction. He may issue Orders (Tao Ling iS^)
and may cancel Orders issued by the District

Magistrates under him. He may submit recom-

mendations to the Governor for the appointment,

reward, or punishment of such District Magistrates

and he may, in case a vacancy occurs, fill it by a

temijorary appointment.

Like the Governor the Taoyin is also given

authority to use the militia in his jurisdiction and

to apply to the regular military forces for aid when

occasion therefor arises. In doing this last,

however, except under extraordinary circumstances,

he must send his application through the Governor.

Finally, the Taoyin has the right, in matters of

great urgency or importance, to petition the Pre-

sident direct, in which case he must report his

action to the Governor.

Tlif District Maf/istrates. .

The district Magistrate (Hsien Chih Shih

m ftl 4jl 1 is the chief civil authority in the third

and smallest division of the province—the District

(Hsien IS).—the number of which in each Tao

varies greatly.

The typical District consists o£ a walled town

and its surrounding country.

The duties of a District Magistrate are varied.

Excejjt in the important centres he is usually the

principal judge in the District, exercising his

functions, as has been stated, under the supervision

of the Taoyin, the Governor and the Higher Court.

He is also usually the chief tax collecting official

in his District, acting under the supervisicjn of the

Taoyin, the Governor, and the provincial Depart-

ment of Finance. Within the scope of his authority

he may issue Orders (Hsien Ling It^-^). He controls

lesser officials in. his District.

The District Magistrate is the principal police

officer of his District, whether the police force is

irregular and of the old style, or whether a modern
District Police Station has been established In the

latter case he occupies the jiosition of Chief of thu

District Police Station (Hsien Ching Ch'a So

So Chang m^^f'pji&].
In matters of importance the District Magis-

trate has the right to petition the Governor direct,

in which case he must report his action to the

Taoyin.

Like the Governor and the Taoyin the District

Magistrate is given control over the militia in his

District, and he may request the co-operation of

the regular military forces.

T/i e Police
,

T/ie Local Police Departments (Ti Fang Ching Ch'a

T'ing tft:;???3giS).

Under the terms of a Presidential Mandate

issued in August, 1914, it is provided that Local

Police Departments shall be established in each of

the provincial capitals and commercial centres, to

take charge of matters relating to policing, public

liealth, and fire prevention. If established in a

city which is the headquarters of a Governor, it

comes under the hitter's jurisdiction.

The Chief of the Local Police Department (T'ing

Chang SSfi), is recommended to office either by

the Taoyin or by the Governor. The latter forwards

the recommendation to the Ministry of the Interior,

which' in turn petitions the President to make the

appointment. The Chief of the Local Police

Department may issue police regulations subject to

the ai>proval of the President. He has the power

to cashier his subordinates and in general he directs

the affairs of his Department subject to the super-

vision of the Tacjyin or Governor.

Thr District Puliie Stations (Hsien Ching Ch'a So

These may be established in the Districts or

else the Districts may rely for their police force on

the local trainbands (Pao Wei T'uan fS i^ M)-

Where a District Police Station has been established

the District Magistrate is the Chief of the Station

(So Chang fjf^ ) Sub-Stations may be established
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in a District. The detailed regulations to govern

the work of the District Police Station are drawn
up by the District Magistrate and referred, through

the Taoyin, to the Governor, by whom they are

fixed and then reported to the Ministi-y of the

Interior.

Thf /'fiiii'j I'tilice Department (Ohing Shih Ching
C'h'a Ting ]R gip ?« >g E )•

The organization of the I'eking Police Depart-

ment is similar to that of the Local Police Depart-

ments, the principal difference being that the former

is under the direct supervision of the Ministry of

the Interior,

LP.P.T.]

GOVERNORS OF HONGKONG. The follow-

ing is a list of lliose wlio have held this post.

L'ntil the appointment of a British Mini.iter to

reside in Peking (1860) the Governcr and f'om-

mander-in-('hief of the Colony of Hongkong and

its dependencies was also H.H.M. Plenipotentiary

and Minister-extraordinary and Chief Superintend-

ent of Trade.

Sir Henhy Pottinc.ki!, k.c.b., June 26, 1843.

Sir Jonx PnAXfis Davis, k.c.b., May 8, 1844.

Sir Samtel Gkorue Bdnham, k.c.b., March 20, 1848.

Sir .John Bowrino, r.L.n., April 13, 1854.

Sir Hkhitles (Jeoroe Hobeht Eobinson, September

9, 1859.

Sir IlicnAiii) Ghave.s MacDonnell, k.c.m.c, c.b.,

.March 15, 1865.

Sir Arthur Kennedy, k.c.m.c, c.b., April 16, 1872.

Sir .Idhn I'oi'E Hennessy, k.c.m.c, April 22, 1877.

Sir (iEouGK Ferguson Bowen, cc.m.g., March,

1883.

Sir Gboiige Wili.ia.m Des Viki'X, k.c.m.c, October !

1887.

Sir William Kobinson, c<'.m.c, December 10, 1891. '

Sir Henry .\rtiii"r Hi.ake. cc.M.fi.. November 25, '

1898.

Sir M.MiHEu Nathan, k.c.m.c, July 29, 1904.

Sir Freiierkk Deai.try Luoard, k.c.m.c, July 28,

1907.

Sir Pranci.s Henuy May, July 4, 1912.

See each of these names in separate articles.

GOVERNORS OF PROVINCES. Tnd.r the

Manchu- and in tlii' lii.-t \iMrs nf the Kepublic the

provinces of Chihli, S.suclruaii and Feng-t'ien were

administrated by a Viceroy jjt'Q l.'unij lu, alone,

while all other provinces, either singly or in pairs,

had a (Jovpriior
j(g fff/iiun fit, (ci llo(|uially called

fit t'fii JJCg), .•<rinie nf them a Viceroy as well.

After the liepublic was established the oHice of

Vii^eroy was abulished and each jirovin<'e .separately

was ruled by a (iovernor who was entitled ^ 'jif

lu-lti.

After the Revolution of 1913 YiiAN Shth-k'ai

separated the civil and military powers, giving the

chief civil official in each province the title ^ ^5 nj

//'«n ail slii/i and the chief military official that of

Jiflf ^ cliiamj c/tiin. In 1915 these two officials were

made to reside in different cities, the civil governor

generally occupying the provincial capital.

After the succes.«ion of Li YiiAN-HUNc the

titles though not the functions of these officials

were changed again, by a decree of July 6, 1916

;

the civil governor became ^ ^ shing chang, and

the military governor "fj ip tn rhiin. See Goiern-

mevt, Itepublican.

Mayers : 'I'/ie C/iinese Government; Belt-

CHENKO : Present -fl'iy Organization, etc., (1912).

GRfliCE EVANGELICAL MISSION.
Ihiiilijuiutirs :—Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.

Works at Kikungshan in Honan, with five

missionaries in 1916.

GRALLAE, an Order which includes the

Rails, Cranes, Bustards, etc. The following are

found in, China.

(lallimda chloropu,-!, the Moorhen, China
generally and Formo.sa. Amaiirornis p/inenicnra,

the White-breasted Water-hen, S. China. Porzana
enjthrothorax, all over China and in Formosa.
P. puaiUa, the Pallas' Crake, China general-

ly. P. pai/lulli, Eastern China and AL-inchuria.

Hypiitaenidia striata, the Blue-breasted Banded
Rail, S. China and Formosa. Uallus indicue,

throughout China and Manchuria. U. aquaticxts;

Lower Yangtze, Amoy. Fulica atra, the Coot,

China generally and Manchuria. Grui> lUfordi, the

Eastern Grey Crane, China generally. G. mnnackus,
N. China and Yangtze valley. G. vipio. in N.E.
China, Yangtze valley, Manchuria and Siberia. G.

jiiponewi/, in Manchuria ; seldom .south of the Wall.

G. levroijerantix, the Great White or Siberian Crane,

in passage in Manchuria, and occasionally in N.
China. Anthropoidcs virgo, the Demoiselle Crane,

in Mongolia and the western frontier of China,

both sides of the Great Wall. Otin dybowskii, the

Eastern Great Bustard, central and northern China
and Manchuria, Korea, etc.

Davio kt Oustalet : Lex Oi«eaux ile la C/iine,

(Gruides, Glides, Rallides).

GRAMMARS, ETC. It is disputed whether
the structure of Chinese allows the term grammar
to be properly ajiplied to it. The word is used here

as the most convenient heading for some remarks
on the works used by the foreigner in learning

Chinese. The number of such books has increa.s'ed

BO enormously that many pages would be required

to give even a mere list of names.

The early Runuui C.itliolic missionaries prepared
aid.s for tlienisi'lvi>,< and fur newcomers, but these
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generally remained in manuscript. A number of

such MSS. may be seen in the Hunterian Museum
of the Glasgow University. The first to publish

was Varo {ij.v.), in 1730. Foukmont followed with

a Grammar founded on Varo. Marshman of

Serampore wrote Clavi/; Sinica or Elements of

Chinese (rraininar (1814) and in 1815 Morrison
issued a Gmmmar of C/iinfsc. In 1822 Rfmusat
published EUmens ile la ijriimnmire cfiinoise.

G0N9ALVES' works (Granimatka Latina, 1828, etc.),

were in Latin and Portuguese. The A^otitia

J.iiii/iKie Sinirae of Frfmare first appeared in 1831

;

an English translation by 3. G. Bridgman was

issued at Canton in 1847. Bazin, in 1856, printed

(Iritmmiiire Mandarine.

After this, as foreigners in China increased in

numbers, the aids of all kinds for students of the

language become too numerous to mention; but the

best known were those by Edkins {Grammar of

C'lilluijiiial C/iinese] ; Su.MMEUS (Handhuok of the

Chineie Lanijuage, Grammar and Chrestomathy)
;

LoBSCHEiD (Grammar of the Chinese Language)
;

and there were many which were useful for a time

or for a district, which are now forgotten. It will

be noted that, so far, there has been no hesitation

in speaking of Grammar.

Later, however, such books took the form of

Progressive Lessons, Manuals, and Collections of

idiomatic phrases. Giles, John Ross, W. A. P.

Martin, Dyer Bai.i. and a score of others published

such works in English ; but the two which have

been the most used are Wade's YiL^yen TzH-i-rh Chi,

1867, (see Tzu-erh Chi), and Mateer's Course of

Mandarin Lefsunf (1892) ; the former being for

many years the manual for Consular and Customs

services, the latter, appearing much later, being

then more used by missionaries.

Waue issued at the same time with the above-

named work on the Colloquial ancther course in

Documentary Chinese, Wvn-chien 'J'zuerh Chi. A
similar work prepared for the use of Customs

students is Hirth's Text-book of Documentary

Chiniit. The same author has published a valuable

small book, Xotrs on the t'hinc.'te Documentary

Style.

Two important works by the .Jesuits must be

named ; the Cur.'ux Lilteraturae Sinen.<iif by Zottoli,

in 5 volumes, and Jiiidimentu de Parler et de Style

ihinois by WiECER, in 12 volumes.

These are but a few out of many. Hopkins,

Hir.LiER, Bullock, iMBAi'i-T-Hfart, Vissikre.

Boucher and many more must here be merely

mentioned.

Since the 'new Chinese' came in with .Tapanese

influence, the increase of newspapers and the general

educational awakening, there has been a new crop of

works meant to teach it.

Morgan's Vhineie Spcalctr and W'enli Styles,

Mrs. Mateer's A'cic Terms for Uld Ideas, Orro's

Translations from Modern Chinese, De Bruin's

Introduction to Modern Chinese, and Baller's

ll''('n-/» Lessons are amongst the newest w'orks. See

also Lexicography.

CoiiDTEU : Ilihliiitht:ra .Sinira, col. 1650.

GRAND CANAL iJ} fBJ yii ho, imperial river;

j£ jSJ yiin ho, transport river; R^ J5J rh'a ho, river

of locks. The great canal connects Peking and

Hangehow, about 650 miles apart. The credit of

its construction is often given to Khubilai Khan
;

but it had already e.xisted in parts for a thousand

years ; on making Peking his capital he added the

northern part of the canal so as to make through

communication between Peking and the old Sung
Capital, Hangehow, The portion between the two

great rivers, the Yellow River and the Yangtze,

was first made in the Chou dynasty, about 485 B.i'.

by channels joining the various lakes of that dis-

trict, and it was altered from time to time during

later centuries as need required, as lakes became

shallow, etc. In the Sung dynasty it was cdiitinued

to Hangehow which was then the Capital, making

it some 430 miles long. The northern portion from

the Yellow River to Peking was made by Khubilai

Khan at the end of the 13th century; it was some

500 miles in length and made the total length of

the Canal some 1.200 miles; the e.\act length as

given in Gandar's elaborate study is 3.630 li.

Oandar : Le Canal Imperial, (Var. Sin. No. 4).

GRAND COUNCIL or State Council '^ »S JS

chiin (hi ihUi. was instituted in the Shitn Chiii

peri(j(l (1644 62) and was the highest authority in

the empire after the enij)eror. It might be called

the emperor's Privy Council, where state business

was transacted daily from 4 to 6 a.m. It was

composed, in later times of five Ministers, Manchus

and Chinese, who held other offices. The title,

which means literally 'Army-plan place,' .shows it

was originally a military council.

GRAND SECRETARY. The Grand Secret-

ariat [Jj RH iiii kii, inner hall, was the Supreme

Council under the Ming dynasty, but was in practice

superseded later by the Grand Council ('y.r.). It

then formed a Court of Archives with four Grand

Secretaries, two Manchu and two Chinese, with the

title (colloquial) r}i g chung fang central hall, or

(literary) $ f|} tsai hsiang. The office, with its

nominal duties, was the highest honour to which an

official could attain.

T'nder tlie -Ming Emperors the familiar title

was /,() lai> 19^, Elder of the (nei) ko. This was

written Cdhm by the Jesuit missionaries.

GRANT, JAMES HOPE, hern July 22, 1808,

was appointed commander of British troops in the

Anglo-French e.vpedition of 1860 against China,
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witli the rank of Lieutenant-General. It was he

who had the task of destroying the Yuan Ming

Yiian. He died March 7, 1875.

GRAPES, Vitis vinifera, jfj^ j/u I'lio. The

grape is not a native of China but was brought

from eentral Asia by Chanc Ch'ikn in the second

century B.C. The first mention of it in Chinese

literature is in S.su-ma Ch'ien. There mu.'st have

been several varieties introduced, to account for the

number of varieties now found in N. China.

A white grape grown near Hsiian-hua fu is the

most expensive of all Chinese grapes, and is only

to be had in limited quantities. The berries are

much elongated. They can be kept, with care, till

February. There are also seedless white grapes in

N. China. I'urple grapes also are grown, in several

varietie.x, central Shansi being especially noted for

them. One variety, if put in baskets and placed in

cool cellars, can be kejjt for almost the whole year.

\'ine.< are always trained over arbors or some

such supports, with very long main leaders. After

the first frost in October the vines are taken down,

pruned and if neccs.'yiry coiled up, and are then

buried to protect them from the severe cold of

winter.

.Several species of wild grajjc arc found, F.

iiiiiiiriitfis and others. From some a fairly gocd

wine is made.

Meyeii : .iijriciilturiil Kxjiliiratioiii<, etc. ; Bret-

sniNEiDEii : lldliiiiiriiii Shiliiiiii, I, p. 25; Marco

l'oi.o. c. 37.

GRAPHITE. S..,, Mun,<,h.

GRASS CHARACTER 1^^ ts'nn tiu, the

Chinese running hand, used in business but not in

official documents. It dates from the Ch'in ^
dynasty, about B.C. 220.

GRASSCLOTH.JCifl;, the name given to cloth

woven inini raiTiic, liciiip, pineapple fibre, or from

any mi.\ture of Ihe.se. There are many qualities,

the best closely I'e.sembling foreign linen. The value

of the export in 1916 was Hk.Tls. 1.710,336. See

Filnif, tixtilr.

GREAT BRITAIN AND CHINA. Ihe re-

lations of Orcat Uritain with China, both in peace

and in war, have been more important during the

last two or three centuries than those of any < ther

I'ower.

The story opens with the arrival of Weddell

in 1637 and includes the long and varied experience

of the Fast India Company down to 1834; the

A.MHEli.ST aiul Maiartsey embassies; the First

War, ending with the Treaty of Nanking in 1842;

the cession of Hongkong; Gordon^ victories over

the T'ai I"ing rebels; the Second War, ending with

the destruction of the Summer J'alace and the

Treaty of Peking in 1860; Marciahy's murder; the

opening of many ports to foreign trade ; down to

the leasing of Weihaiwei in 1898.

All these matters are dealt with under separate

articles.

The total trade between Great Hritain and

Chinese in 1914 was Tls. 127.000.000, the percentage

of China's whole trade being 13.8 with Great Hritain

or 49.0 with the British Empire.

The following is a i:omplcle list of all Ministers

who have represented Great Britain at the court

of Peking.

1853, December 24, Sir .John Bowiiino, Plenipoten-

tiary and Chief Superintendent.

1857, April 17, James Bruce, Earl of Elgin and

Kincardine. Special Mission.

1859, January 14, Hon. F. W. A. (aflerward.s Sir

Fiuwertck) Bruce, Envoy extraordinary and

Minister plenipot^ntiary.-

1360, March 20, James Bruce, Earl of Elgin and

Kincardine. Special Mission.

1865, April 7, Sir Ruthehfort) Ai.cock, Envoy

extraordinary and Minister plenipotentiary and

Chief Superintendent of British trade.

1871, July 22, Thomas F. (afterwards Sir Thomas)

Wade, Envoy extraordinary and Minister i)leni-

potentiary and Chief Superintendent.

1876, February 21, the same, with new credentials.

1833, July 1, Sir H.mRY S. Parkes, Envoy extra-

ordinary and Minister plenipotentiary.

1885, May 2, Sir R. Hart, Envoy extraordinary

and Minister plenipotentiary. (Did net take

up appointment).

1885, November 24, Sir J. Wai.sham. Envoy extra-

ordinary and Minister pleni|)otentiary.

1892. April 1, N. R. (afterwards Rt. Hon. Sir

Nicholas) O'Conor, Envoy extraorditiary and

M inister plenipotentiary.

1896, January 1, Sir C. M. (now Rt. Hon. Sir C. M.)

MacDonald, Envoy extraordinary and Minister

plenipotentiary.

1900. October 26, Sir E. M. (now Rt. Hon. Sir E.)

Satow, Envoy extraordinary and Minister pleni-

potentiary.

1906, May 31, Sir .John N. Jordan, Special Envoy

extraordinary and Minister |)lenipolentiary

ml. inl.

1906, October 26, the same; Envoy extraonlinary

and "Minister plenipotentiary.

[1909. February 24. the same; Special Ambassador

extraordinary to attend the funeral of the

Emperor Kuang Hsiil. See Treiitic^.

GREAT LEARNING, :k 9> '''" ''"''''•> "'°

second of the Four UooUs. Its authorship is un-

certain, though it is usually ascribed to K'UNG Cm
a grand.son of Confucius. Us dale seems certainly

the fifth eenturv B.C. It was added as a chapter to
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the Li Chi in the 2nd century a.d. by Ma Yung.
According to Chu Hsi and others the meaning of

the title is Learning for adults, as Edait hsueh is

Learning for the young. See Classics.

Legge : Classics, vol. i.

GREAT TRAVELLER, THE, ;A:itA ta /I'ing

jin. Hiot's term for an official named in the Chou
Li; the chief authority in charge of all dealings

with the States, and the reception of amba.ssadors

or visitors to Court. He, with a junior colleague

called the "Small Traveller," had constantly to

examine into the condition of the populations of

the Feudal States, and keep the Emperor informed
of everything going on within the Empire. He was
subordinate to the Board now called Hsing Pu Jft] Si>

Hoard of Puninlimcnts ; (see Six Boards). '

BiOT : Le Tc/ieou Li; Hibth : The Ancient

Ili^tori/ of China.

GREAT WALL, THE, called by the Chinese

ffi S fi iffi
"'"" ^' ch'aiif/ ch'Unrj, 'the myriad-?i'-

long wall.' It is the wall built by Shih Huang Ti
against Tartars after trying for ten years to over-

come them. It began in the present Kansu and
reached to Liao-tung, advantage being taken of all

naturally fortified places in constructing it. There

were al.so .«ome portions existing of previously built

walls which were utilised. Its length in a straight

line is 1,300 miles, but its actual length is 1,500

miles. Its height was from 15 to 30 feet ; it varied

in height, in material, etc., according to the im-

portance of the different localities ; stone, brick

and earth being all used in its construction. Within

the wall were camp.i, on the wall were towers, and

outside were moats and ditches, making the whole

defence very effective for the time, so long as the

guards did their duty.

There are, according to Rockhill. two Great

Walls, one called pien ch'Cng ^ !£ frontier wall,

extending from the Gulf of Chihli to the west of

Kansu; the other called the Ch'ang ch'eng ;g ^
long wall, or Watt li ch'Cng J^ M, liS niyriad li wall,

branching off near the eastern end of the other,

encircling the northwestern boundary of Chihli

and following the range which separates that pro-

vince from Shansi for several hundred miles. The
former is faced with brick as far as east Shansi,

after which it is mere earth ; the latter is faced

with brick or stone throughout it« whole length,

and is a much greater work.

It is stated that besides 300.000 troops, all the

criminals of the land were set to build this wall,

including many literati. The difficulty of feeding

them and the suffering they must have endured can

be judged from the statement that of 182 loads of

grain despatched only one would reach its destin-

ation, the rest being eaten or sold along the road.

It was repaired under the Ming dynasty,

(HsiEN TscNG, 1464—87). It has now become a

mere geographical boundary, military posts being

maintained only at the passes. The most important

of these are Shan-hai kuan at the eastern extremity

;

the Kalgan Pass (Chang-chia k'ou) in the N.W. of

Chihli ; the Yen men ^ P^ (Goose-gate) Pass, N. of

Shansi ; and the Chiayii ^ jjg Pass at the extreme
west.

Within the wall is often spoken of as Kuan nei

^ ^ and without the wall as K'nu wai p ^.
Tscur.i'E : Hi^toire dti lioijaume de C'h'in, c. v;

Rockhill : The Land of the Lamas, p. 8.

GREBES. See Pygopodes.

GRIFFIN. A slang term, applied to untrained

ponies newly imported from Mongolia to Shanghai

;

and also to young men newly come to Shanghai

from the West.

GROS, JEAN BAPTISTE LOUIS, was born

at Ivry-sur-Seine on February 8, 1793. He entered

the diplomatic service, and was made a Baron in

1829. Ho was sent as special High Commissioner

in China in 1857 and signed the Treaty of Tientsin

between France and China, after the allied forces

had taken Canton and the Taku forts ; he was sent

again as Ambassador extraordinary and High Com-
missioner in China in I860, when, after entering

Peking he signed the Additional Convention of
October 25, 1860.

De Moges : Souvenirs d'une ambassade en

Chine, (or English translation, 1861).

G ROSIER, Abbe, was born at St. Omer, March

17, 1743, and died in Paris, December 7, 1823. He
was Canon of S. Louis du Louvre, and later was

librarian to H.R.H. the Count D'Artois. He is

known as the author of an important work which

first appeared in 1785 as the thirteenth and last

volume of Mailla's Ilistoire de la Chine; its title

was Description Gtnirale de la Chine. The third

edition of it was entitled De la Chine, ou Descript-

ion generale de cet Empire ; it was in seven volumes

and was published in 1818-20. The work was re-

viewed by Remusat, who speaks of it as a good

resume of the Lettres Edifiantes, DuHALDt's work

and the Mlmoire^ of the French missionaries, put

into convenient order and enriched with some useful

additions. It was translated into English, German

and Italian.

Remusat : No-ii>-'a\ix Melanges Asiatiques,

p. 233; CoRDiER : liibliotheca Sinica.

GROSVENOR MISSION. After the murder

of Mai'.c;.uiy in Yiinnan a Mission was sent by Sir

Thomas Wade to make enquiry into the matter on

the spot. The members of the Mission were the

Hon. T. G. GnosvENon, Second Secretary of the

British Legation, A. Davenpout and E. C. Babeu,
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of the Consular Service. Blue Book, China, No. 3,

(1878).

GROUND-NUTS (Peanut.s) : if£ ^ hua-ahCng;

also ii 1£ J£ ch'anfj shing kuo : Arachis /lypogea.

Grouiid-iiuts have been cultivated for centuries in

South China ; but not until more recent times north

of the Yangtze, for they are not mentioned by the

historiographers of the Macautney and Amheiist

Embassies, who described all the crops they saw.

Tliey are now, however, cultivated all over China,

from Central Manchuria to Hainan. Ground-nuts

flourish best in a sandy loam and require an

abundance of sunshine during the growing period,

without too much rain. These conditions exist in

the valley of the Yellow Kiver, in E. Shantung and

S. Chihli and part of Honan, which are now the

chief exporting districts. Large quantities are also

produced in the old bed of the Yellow Eiver, in

N. Kiangsu, and also along the seaboard of Chihli

towards Shanhaikuan. Sowing is in early spring

and the harvest in October. Cultivation is cheap

and causes little trouble, and the returns are good.

There are two kinds, the large and the small. The

former was introduced from the United States by

missionaries to Shantung and is called the foreign

peanut. The soil in which they grow is sifted, so

as to obtain even the smallest nuts. They are

eaten roasted as in the West or are used in con-

fectionery. The oil is used in cooking, lighting,

and to adulterate the more expensive raije-seed oil

;

the refuse cake, for manuring purposes, is sent to

Kuangtung, and the shells are used to fatten pigs.

The oil production is one-third by weight of the

nuts, or even more under favourable circumstances.

Until the nineties little of this protluct was shipped

abroad, but with the development of railways in

North China the trade advanced by leaps and

bounds. In the Lower Yellow Eiver region, where

the land has been covered with sand by successive

floods, nothing will grow but groundnuts, but since

the demand from foreign countries set in, the

farmers have jdanted vast areas with the crop, and

the trade has assumed great proportions. In the

West the extension of the oil industry, for soap-

making, for macliinery lubrication, etc., has created

the demand to which India and China respond more

and more yearly. The cake is considered as one of

the best for live stock.

The suppression of opium has been another

contributing factor in the growth of the trade

;

lilyflowers, a less paying crop, liave also been sup-

planted in the Huai River region.

Although there were large shipments from the

north to Kuangtung in 1896 (600,000) piiiils, mostly

from Chinkiang) the foreign trade did not develop

until 1909, since when it has expanded enormously.

In that year the production of Shantung was

estimated at four million piculs [Kiuochow Trade

lie-port); the total "original export" from all ports

was over one and a half million piculs, worth

Tls. 5,400,000; in 1913 (the last year before the

War) the figures were respectively 2,286,000 piculs,

worth Tls. 10,000,000, and just over one million

exported abroad. France takes over one-third.

The annual movement of oil is from 350,000 to

400,000 picul.i, valued at about Tls. 10 per picul,

of which 250,000 piculs annually are exported

abroad. The tendency is for an increase of the

shipments of oil .as against those of see<I. The
export in 1916 was, kernels, pels. 424,917; in shell,

pels. 216,840 ; value Tls. 1,812,251 ; cake, pels. 38,430,

Tls. 77,558; oil, pels. 561,512, Tls. 6,000,494.

Customs Reports. [N.S.]

GRT)USE. See Gallinae.

GRUBE, WILHELM, was born at Petrograd

in 1855 and died near Berlin in 1908. He was

Professor of the Far Eastern Languages in Berlin

University. He spent two years (1897-9) in Peking,

and published various works in German on Chinese

Literature, Philosophy, etc. ; a complete list is

given in T'oung J'uo 1908, p. 594.

GUARDIAN. The honorary titles Senior

Guardian of the Heir-aiqiarcnt ;iJc-3^:te(% T'ai Izd

t'ai pao, Junior ditto, ^^^ (^ T'ai Izii sfiao pao,

are very high honours.

Holders of the latter title were addressed as

Kung pao 'palace guardian' ; thus Sir Robert Hart,

who received the honour in 1902, was ^. S tSt •

GUAVAS, Psidium cattleyamim $Sl,^^, chi

fhih kuo. This fruit is never seen in N. China;

it is sometimes met with in Central China as a pot-

plant : in the South, however, it is grown in regular

plantations.

GUILD, This name is given by foreigners to

three Chinese institutions :—(i) the Kung-so ^ji ff\

(public hall) or trade union, representing the

'craft' or mistery' of the West, (ii) the Hui-kuan

^SB, the club of fellow-provincials in an alien pro-

vince; (iii) the Hanse or "Guild Merchant," which

is a very rare institution in China.

i. The trade guilds have been formed indepen-

dently of the government, and hence historians have

ignored them. It is difficult to procure any docu-

ments relating to their origin. The Ningpo Bankers'

Guild claims that it was founded in the Han dynasty

or even traces its origin to the Chou dynasty.

Owing to dynastic disturbances and rebellions, many

trade guilds can only trace their history back for a

century or so.

Miiiili<:rship.—.Ml <raftsmen of one kind in a

city become members of the guild of their craft to

escape the ostracism which would otherwise be their

lot. Sometimes a certain trade in a city is entirely
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ill tlie hands of aliens : c'j., in Wenchow the crafts

of needle-making, fish-hook making and gold-beating 1

are entirely in the hands of aliens, and they are

forbidden to teach Wcncho.v men.

Ailministration.—The officers of a Guild generally

consist of a manager and a Committee elected

annually, each serving in rotation as manager.

Each member serves in turn on the committee.

There is also a salaried secretary, a literary man
who communicates with the officials when necessary,

and appears in court as the legal representative of

the guild. He also collects subscriptions from the

monibers for charities and public works. The Com-

mittee convenes meetings to regulate prices, to fj-x

standard weights and measures, to regulate sales

by credit, rates of storage, insurance, packing, etc.

Each Guild has its own rules and may alter them as

often as exigency demands.

lie venue.—'Vhe income of Guilds is acquired

chiefly from ta.xes on the amount of the members'

sales, by entrance fees and by fines. The members'

books are examined periodically and those, with

false accounts are heavily fined, or are expelled.

Jiiri<dlitiim.—Disputes between members are

settled by arbitration at a meeting of the Guild.

The Guild also helps in the expenses of a law-suit

of a member, it it be thought a worthy one.

Rewards are given for the discovery of thieves or

^tolen property, and any member found concealing

a robbery or receiving stolen goods is heavily

fined, and if he refuses to pay the fine, is ex-

peUcd. All intercourse with an expelled member

is forbidden, and any member having dealings

with him is heavily fined. The Shanghai Tea

(hiild has or had a rule that no members should

have dealings with a firm in litigation with a

foreign firm until the case is adjudicated. For

breaches of regulations, members are fined, the fines

ranging from temple candles, a feast or a play, to

considerable sums of money ; or are punished by

expulsion and boycott. Personal violence is some-

limes inflicted on rebellious members, occasionally

resulting in death. The members are expected to

render assistance at fires and the Guild often has a

fire engine of its own. It subscribes to the funeral

expenses of its poorer members, sometimes present-

ing the coffin.

Guild-hall.—The more important Guilds have

a building where the members transact business and

have feasts and theatricals. Usually there is a

shrine to some patron deity to which the members

do obeisance at the annual meeting.

Journeymen occasionally form a temporary

association to combine against their mast<?rs on

account of some grievance, and sometimes .strike for

increase of wageis. Apprentices serve from three

to five years, and at the end of their term contribute

a sum towards expenses, or pay for a play. Many

(iuilds limit the number uf apprentice.'-, and regulate

the hours of work.

ii. The Hui-kwan is of older origin than the

trade guild, and probably existed as far back as

the T'ang dynasty. A Kiangsu club is referred to

in the Ming dynasty. Membership is open to all,

whether officials, business men or others, who come

from the home province. A salaried manager and

honorary committee are elected annually, and there

is a salaried secretary.

lii'vtnui'.—Members pay to the club a per-

centage of their profits or earnings, and co-provincial

officials subscribe fixed sums, the highest probably

being Tls. 600 paid by a Viceroy to the Hujiei Guild

in Foochow.

The Guihl l/uildiiu/, like that uf the trado-

guild, has a special deity presiding over it. It

serves as quarters for co-provincial officials passing

though the city. The Guild has a .special mortuary

where coffins of members are stored before being

sent back to the native province, and it pi'ovides a

cemetery for the members. The various provincial

Guilds in Peking assist poor scholai-s of their pro-

vinces who come up for examinations.

The Guild controls the trade between the home

and the alien province, promotes the general in-

terests of its members and protects them from the

jealousy of native firms. Any di.spute between its

members is settled by the Guild, but where a

member has a law-suit against a man not of his

province, the Guild prosecutes on his behalf if the

step is sanctioned by all the other members and

helps to defray expenses.

iii. The 'Guild merchant' or ajisociation of all

the merchants of a locality to regulate trade is a

rare institution in China. Morse names the only

three well-marked in.«tances, the Great Gifild of

Newchwang, the Swatow Guild, and the former

Canton Co-hong, (q.v.).

Mon.sE : The Cilds nf China; K. : Chinese

Guild.", N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal, vol. xii ; Mac-

GowAN : Chinese Guilds, ibid., vol. xxi.

GULLS. See I.aHdue.

GUM BENJAMIN, 3c,&§, f'« /'•-' h.<ian(i,

balsamic resin from Stj/rnx benzoin, is imported

from Borneo and Sumatra. Its oil is benzoin oil,

used medicinally, as a perfume (incense) and in

tanning.

GUM MYRRH, j^ag, an import, is the exuda-

tion from ISitl.<iiiinHlrtulri>n nii/rrha, Nees. It is

used as a purifier.

GUM OLIBANUM, ^^. from India and

Africa, obtained from slcnis of several species of

lioswellia : used medicinally powdered or as plaster,

and as a perfume (frankincense).

GUMPACH, JOHANNES VON, a German
by birth, but naturalized m England. He was
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employed as Professor ol Astinnoniy by (Sir)

lioBEUT Hart for the T'ungwcn ('olle(,'e, but proved

recalcitrant. A flippant account of him may be read

in I)r Mautin's .1 (.'ijrh nj Cril/itii/, p. 304, but the

other side may be read in the appendix to a work
by von Gi'mpach, T/ie liiirliinjainc Misxion; a

p'lli^ical diido^urp, etc., 1872. In this he gives

what he called 'a clear, succinct and impartial review

of the Mi.ssion by an eye-witness of its mysterious

birth.' Succinct it is not, e.\tending to some 600

pages ; and impartial it is not, being full of violent

animo.sity and vituperation cf Hart, Burlingame,
Maiitin, Wade and others. But it is a curious and
interesting volume.

GUNNY, a coarse kind of cloth, made from

the bark of a tree and used for covering bales, or

frir ba^s. etc. See /''/7;/rx, t''jrfiff.

GUNPOWDER. Opinion is much divided as

to the invention of gunjiowder by Chinese and the

earliest use of firearms among them. It is stated

that the ' fire drug ' ^ §(§ him yitch, whose name
seems to indicate a fcreign origin, was introduced

from India in the fifth century A.Ii. But it was

not used for firearms apparently until the middle

••f the twelfth century. According to Schlegbl the

Mongols lined cannon in 1232.

Mayers : On the Inlrotliirliini iiiiil ti!<e nj (Inn-

piwrlir, etc., Journal, N.C.n.n.A.S., 1870; Martin :

/.ore iif ('iilhiii); WiLLIA.MS : Miililli' Khujilum,

vol. ii, p. 89; Sciii.ecei- : On tin' Innnlian iinil ttue

ii/ Firr iirnii, etc., T'oung Pao, 1902.

GUTZLAFF ISLAND, called by the Chinese

;*; ^. 'I'll r/iih or ^Hj^ '/''/ c/i'i fluin ; an island at

till- inoutli of the Yangtze, south of the Southern

ihannol, opposite Pootung Point and seventy miles

from Shanghai. It has a lighthouse 283 feet above

liigb-watcr level, and is an important telegraph

station, where si.x cables land. It is named after

GiiTZLAFF, the missionary and Chinese secretary to

the Hongkong government.

GUTZLAFF, KARL FRIEDRICH AUGUST,
bora in I'onierania, Germany, in 1830, an agent of

the Netherlands Missionary Society, was sent out to

Batavia in 1827. Later he went to Siam, and while

there learned the Fukien dialect from Chinese im-

migrants. His Society refu.sed him permission to

go to China, but he went there nevertheless, in a

Chinese junk. I'lnding it impossible to make an

entrance, he enlisted as Chinese interpreter on

opium-ships. In this way he travelled up and down
the coast for some years, visiting Tientsin in 1831,

preparing tracts in Chinese, making a translation of

the whole Bible, and printing it at his own expense.

At Dr. IVIorrison's death in 1834, he succeeded to

his position under the British Government, and at

the beginning of the war in 1839 wa* third Inter-

preter during the negotiations leading to the Treaty

of Nanking, and was for some time Superintendent

of Chusan. He was then Chinese Secretary to the

Hongkong Government from 1843 to his death in

the colony in 1851. During these years he continued

his zealous missionary efforts, sending out native

agents at his own expense, and urging the Missionary

Societies to send out more men specially for the

int<'rior. He was very greatly deceived by his

native helpers but his zeal never failed, and he was

the originator of all the German Missions in South

China. GiiTzi-AFK Island at the mouth of the Yang-

tze is named after him.

His publications include 61 in English. 2 in

Japanese, 1 in Siamese, 7 in German, and 5 in

Dutch. Among them are Joiirn/il nf 'J'/irrr Vni/ntjes

mi the C/iinn Const; (.'Iiinri Opened; and Skrtrh of

Chinese. Hixtori/ (in German and English). Munich

has a complete collection of his Chinese works.

GYPSUM. See Minerals.

4

H
HAAS, JOSEPH, was born at Pil.s.i. jn 1847,

and was drowned at Poo-too in 1896 while bathing.

He came to China in the service of a German firm

in 1867, but after studying Chinese be became

Interpreter, Consul and Consul General for Austria-

Il'.irigary in Shanghai. Ho was Librarian of the

N.C.Ii.R.A.S., and wrote a few papers.

HAI HO jjjfM, tl'c name by which the Pai ho

i.-* knnwn at Tientsin, below the terminus of the

Grand Canal.

HAI HO CONSERVANCY. See Cvnscrvmicy

Wi,rl-.

HAI-KUAN TAEL. Sec Tml.

HAINAN ijjtivj, a large island close to Kuang-

lung ami making part of that province. It is 185

miles in length, (north-east and south-west), and

120 in breadth, with an area of 13,900 sc]. mile-«.

The lowlands are very fertile, aiul the mountains

of the centre and the south rising to 6,000 feet,

contain a good deal of mineral wealth. Chinese
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inhabit the fringe of coast land; in the interior are

the Loi. (See Aborigines).

The capital city of the island is Kiungchow,

near the northern end, with its port Hoihow, open

to foreign trade. There are no other towns to name,

the island being still very undeveloped.

HAKKAS. A distinct and virile strain of the

Chinese race, mostly found in the hilly regions of

Kuangtung, Kuangsi, Kiangsi and Fukien. They

speak a dialect different from those ^of thes* pro-

vinces, and are also distinguished by cleanlier habits

and by the unbound feet of the women. It is only

possible to give a rough estimate of their numbers

but there may be some fifteen millions of them.

Where they originated is an unsolved problem ; but

it is supposed they emigrated from Honan in the

4th and again in the 9th century. Some went to

Chekiang and Fukien, others to Kiangsi. Many,

who settled amid a civilisation not very differe»nt

from their own, would blend and be today indis-

tinguishable from the Southern Chinese. Others,

who settled among the wild tribes of Fukien, woufd

preserve their Honan speech and customs, and these

are the present Hakkas. In the Sung and Mongol

dynasties many of these migrated to (Moichu)

Kai yin ^ K in Kuangtung, the families now there

tracing their ancestry back some 20 generations.

The Hakkas have emigrated in large numbers

to the Dutch East Indies, Borneo, The Straits and

Burma. There are said to be half a million in

Formosa and there are many in Hainan.

Notes and Queries on China and Japan, vol. i

;

Chinese Recordeu, vol. xxiii.

HALIMA, or KALiMA,II&itfii, a Tibetan priest

willi sucli a reputation that Yung Lo sent an em-

bassy to bring him to court. On arrival he was

asked to say masses for the emperor's parents, and

after the ceremonies there were various supernatural

manifestations, auspicious clouds, heavenly dew,

white elephants, etc., etc. Yung Lo thereupon gave

to Hauma the titles Prince of the Great Precious

Law, BuDUHA of the Western Paradise, etc. His

three chief disciples were made Ta Kuo Shih ;>cSl6f

Grand State I'rece.ptors and chief prelates of the

whole Buddhist church.

HALL OF CLASSICS, Pi yung kung J? m ^
belonging to the Kuo tzd chien, was built by Ch'ien

Ltjng near the Confucian Temple, in the N.E.

corner of Peking. It contains 3,000 stone tablets

inscribed with texts from the classics. At stated

times the Emperor used to go there to expound the

classics. In the grounds are a stone and porcelain

p'ailou and an ancient sun-dial. See Jtnpcrial

Academy.

Favier : Piking ; FiSHER : Guide to Peking.

HAM I, B&5gffi! Ilo-mi t'ing a town in Eastern

Turkestan (Sinkiang) on the old south road (T'ien

shan nan hi); also found on maps as Khamil. The

population is 5,000 or 5,000.

It has a fine Buddhist temple and a splendid

mosque dating from 1420.

HAMILTON, PORT. See Port Hamilton.

HAMSTER. Sue .Muridae [Vricetulus and

Phodopun).

HANBURY, THOMAS, Sir, was born in

London, 1832 and died at his residence near Venti-

miglia in March 1907. He was a merchant in

Shanghai, was known as a philanthroiiist, and has

left his name connected with a school which he

founded there. The Hanbury School, chiefly for

Eurasian children, now one of the schools controlled

by the Municipal Council; and with a Sailors'

Home, The Hanbury Institute.

HANCE, HENRY FLETCHER, was born in

London on August 4, 1027. After receiving a very

good education in London and Belgium he came at

the age of 17 to the new colony of Hongkong, and

in September 1844 entered the Civil Service. He
devoted his spare time to collecting and describing

the plants of the Island, and in 1849 he received

from the University of Giessen the honorary degree

of Doctor of Philosophy. In 1854 he was trans-

ferred to the Superintendency of Trade in China,

under the control of the Foreign Office. In the

burning of the Factories of Canton he lost his books

and botanical collections. The Superintendency

was abolished on the establishment of the British

Legation in China in 1859, and for a time he had

to go back to his old post of Senior Assistant in

Canton, but in 1861 he was made Vice-Consul at

Whampoa, twelve miles below Canton. There he

lived for some twenty-five years, collecting and

describing the local flora as he found leisure, as

well as examining what was sent to him from other

ports of China. He also made several botanical ex-

cursions in Kuangtung and Hainan. He was

Acting-Consul three times at Canton, and in 1886

was ajjpointed Consul at Amoy, but he died a

month after his arrival there, on June 22. His

herbarium amounted to 22,437 specimens and was

left to the British Museum. Many plants have

been named after him.

A list of papers written by him on botanical

subjects, to the number of 222, is given by Bret-

SCHNEIDER.

Parker : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xxi,

p. 309 ; Bretschneider : Hiftory of European

Botanical Diseoceries in China.

HAND BAY, a small bay in the Ta lien wan.

Like other bays there it received its name when the

British forces were there in 1860. Captain Hand
was in command of a vessel.

SwiNHQE : Narrative of the North China

Campaign.
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HAN DYNASTY, iJf|E. Called Westtm^Han
(Xrom its capital beiug at Ch'angan) or Earlier gt|

Han. It was founded by Lin Pang (<j.v.), a man
of peasant origin, in B.C. 206, after some years of

fighting against the second C'h'in Emperor. The
dynasty lasted 231 years under 15 rulers. (See

below). Almost every reign was troubled by in-

cursions of, or e.xcursions against the Hsiung-nu

|tg J!J . The new Emperor repealed the decree of

Chin Sum Huang Ti as to the destruction of

books, and was the first Emperor to sacrifice to

Confucius. AVkn Ti was a great patron of

literature and modified the barbarity of punish-

ments. Wu Ti made great conquests, extending

the empire on the South, and annexing part of

Korea and Tonkin. He was entirely given over to

Taoist magic. Overland trade with India, Parthia

and Mesopotamia was begun. Buddhism, according

to jsome accounts, was now first heard of in China.

An envoy who travelled as far as to the Oxus, on

his return introduced the grape and pomegranate.

Incapable rulers brought about rebellions which

weakened the empire, and Wang Mang usurped the

throne for some years, but he was finally defeated

by princes of Han and the dynasty was re-established

as the Later Han.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

B.C. B.C.

Kao Ti or

Affl Kao Tsu

SS^tJ- Hui Ti

BSJg Kao Hou
Lii Shih

W6n Ti

Ching Ti

3X5

fktr

K-iTr Wu Ti

BR ^fr Chao Ti

55 ^f ILsiian Ti

206

194

187

179 ti-TC Hou Yiian 163

156 i|ijt; Chung Yiian 149

^StC Hou Yuan 143

140 ytTC Chien Yiian 140

7C>t Yiian Kuang 134

ytm Yiian So 128

TCjgt Yuan Shou 122

TcflB Yiian Ting 116

jfcS Yiian Feng 110

jtcVl T'ai Ch'u 104

jak T'ien Han 100

;*:J& T'ai Shih 96

'i£m Cheng Ho 92

^TC Hou Yiian 88

86 jgTC Shih Yuan 86

TtSS. Yiian Ffng 80

j(;Jp Yiian P'ing 74

^i^i^ Pen Shih 73

iUgj Ti Chieh 69

TtK Yiian K'ang 65

Jiplff Shen Chiieh 61

ifll Wu Fiing 57

ftjg Kan Lu 63

^ggjl Huang Lung 49

Dyn.

7C^

Title

Yiian Ti

Ch'eng Ti

Accession Reign

B.C.

mm

Title Adopted

B.C.

S.^ Ai Ti

Ping Ti

Ju Tzu Ying

mm
6 m^

A.T).

Ch'u Yiian

Yung Kuang
Chien Chao
Ching Ning
Chien Shih

Ho P'ing

Yang So

Hung Chia

Yung Shih

Yiian Yen
Sui Ho
Chien P'ing

Yiian Shou

Yiian Shih

Chu She

Ch'u Shih

48

43

38

33

32

28

24

20

16

12

8

6

2

\.D.

1

6

8

Hsin Huang-ti,

Wang Mang,
Usurper 9J&!1®

im
HuaiyangWang 23

Ti Hsiian Sj!§ Keng Shih

Shih Chien Kuo 9

T'ien Feng 14

Ti Huang 20

23

HAN DYNASTY, LATER. There have been

two dynasties with this title ; one, the second part

of the great Han dynasty (see Han, Later) also called

Eastern Han ; the other, the unimportant partial

dynasty of the jieriod of the Five Dynasties (7.1'.).

HAN DYNASTY, MINOR JSMIE- This

name is often used for the Epoch of the Three

Kingdoms, since the Chinese regard the kingdom

of Shu, with its capital at Ch'cng-tu, as the

legitimate successor of the Han dynasty, though

it lasted a shorter time than the other two.

The Shu ruler belonged to a branch of the Han
Imperial house, (Liu). See Three Kingdoms.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

BBSJtf? Chao Lieh Ti 221 ffiSt Chang Wu 221

^± Hou Chu 223 flt^ Chien Using

Yen Hsi

Ching Yao
Yen Hsing

223

238

258

263

HAN FEI TZU W^-^. » ""^'"'1 philosopher

who (lied nbiiut ii.f. 233. He occupied an independ-

ent pn.<ition, being a disciple of HsiiN Tzfl (q-v.),

while his treatise on government showed the in-

fluence of Lao Tzu's doctrine of passivity (wu wei).

He was an expert in criminal law. He was at one

time in office under the prince of Han, to whom he

was kin, but afterwards entered the service of

the C'h'in ruler (later SniH Huano Ti), and was

at first much esteemed for his talents. He fell.
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HANGCHOW ENCYCLOPAEDIA SINICA

however, a victim to the jealousy of a rival official

who represented that Han's connection with the

Chinese Emperor would be harmful to Ch'in. He

was imprisoned, and poisoned himself in despair.

Some fragments of his works remain.

HANGCHOW tJtW- ^^^ "P"'^' "f Chekiang,

is in lat. 30'' 12' N., and long. 120° 12' E. It was

opened to foreign trade in 1896 (by the Japanese

Treaty), and is on the Ch'ien-fang river at its

entrance to the sea, in a narrow unnavigable bay.

Before the terrible destruction wrought by the

T'ai l"ing rebels, who devastated the city and

district, Hangchow was one of the most famous

cities of China for its wealth and beautiful scenery,

the West Lake being celebrated for its temple-

crowned hills.

Hangchow is not, for China, very ancient,

having been founded in a.d. 606. It was the

capital of the Southern Sung dyna^sty in the 12th

century, and was described, under the name of

Kinsay by Makco Polo, who visited it in the

13lh century. Hangchow has for centuries been

noted for its silk manufactures, many thousands of

people being employed, but many have been thrown

out of work bv the fancy for foreign satins ;
there is

now a foreign-style filature. Other manufactures

for which the city is noted are fans (oiled -paper)

scissors, and tin-foil. Of recent date are a cotton

mill, and soap and match factories.

The Grand Canal commences at Hangchow;

the Shanghai-Hangchow railway, (105 miles), was

opened in 1909, in which year the first Provincial

Assembly also met. The population is 594,000.

1915 1916

Net l.-oreign Imports 2.966.640 4.321.876

Net Chinese „ 4,202.666 3.64 ,570

Exports 12,822,168 13,161^301

Total Hk.Tls. ... 19,991,474 21,157,747

HAN HAI.^JS a Chinese name for the

Mongolian plateau. Han meaning dry and hai

meaning sea, the idea has been held that the district

was the bed of an ancient .sea. Geology does not

t-upport this theory; hai no doubt refers to the

flatness of the land and Imn to the dryness of the

climate : 'the rainless sea' is more correct than

' the dry sea.'

HANISTES, or morchniuU hinuslex. See

llunniftr^.

HAN itU. See Han, Sono of.

HANKOW, in lat. 30» 35' N., long. 114° 17'

E., is one of three cities at the junction of the Han

river and the Yangtze, the others being Hanyang,

across the Han, and Wuchang, on the opposite or

south bank of the Yangtze.

This concentration of population in the very

centre of China, and on the Yangtze at a point

which can be reached by ocean-going steamers,

renders the group of cities the most important com-

mercially in China. Hankow was (jpened in 1862,

the gro.ss value of the trade then passing through

the Customs amounting to less than Tls. 30 millions :

the figure is now si.\ times that amount. The open-

ing of the railway to Peking in 1905 caused a great

development of trade with the north.

The commercial history of Hankow since the

Boxer outbreak has been one of continuous "boom,"

with occasional set-backs. In the decade ending

the 19th century the average annual gross value of

the trade was only Tls. 63 millions, whereas for the

years 1907 to 1916 it was 138 millions, and in 1916

174 millions.

Hankow is a collecting and distributing centre

for goods from many quarters. Here come by rail

sesamum and goat-skins from Honan ;
beans, silk,

cotton, hides, gypsum, etc., from the Hupei plains,

I and nutgalls, varnish, wood-oil and vegetable tallow

I

from the W'estern mountain regions, down the

rivers Han (from Shensi) and Yangtze, and from

Hunan, though part of this trade no longer comes

to Hankow since the opening of the Hunan ports.

Large quantities of raw material are also brought

to Hankow for the factories there, which are

rivalled in importance only by those of Shanghai.

Besides the Arsenal (at Hanyang) and Mint (at

Wuchang) and the railway and electric light works,

there are the celebrated Hanyang Iron and Steel

works, which draw their supplies from Tayeh

(Hupei) and the Pingsiang Colliery (Kiangsi)
;
two

engineering works, chemical and brick-works, anti-

mony refining works, kerosene oil tanks, 5 flour

mills 9 oil mills, 3 cotton works and 1 silk factory,

5 paper mills, 2 soap factories, besides tobacco,

wool, tea factories and 3 hydraulic press factories

for pressing hides, etc.

The population of the three cities is 1.321.000.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports , . 43.306.528 49.159.373

Net Chinese ,
15.634.508 19.551.322

Exports 101.963.686 106008.792

Total Hk.Tls. ... 160.904,722 174,819.487

Since the establishment of the post in Hankow

the following have been the British Consuls or

Consuls-General,

1860, December 27, William IUymond Oikgell,

Consul.

1864. .Tanuary 25, Walter Henry MEDHunST (later,

Sir Walter), Consul,

1871. August 17, Patrick Jose™ Hughes. Consul.

1880, February 25. Chaloner Alabaster (later. Sir

Chaloner), Consul,
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1886, April 22, C'HEiSTorHEii Thomas Gardner,
C'onsul.

1893, June 15, AiEXANDER Frater, Consul.

1893, December 1, I'elham Laird Warren (later,

Sir I'elham), Consul.

1899, October 12, the same, Consul-General.

1901, July 1, EvERARD DrNCAN Ho.ME Fraser (now
Sir Everard), Consul-General.

1911, January 22, Harrv English Fulford, Consul-

General.

HAN, LATER or EASTERN, ^ or :^ g||E
(a.d. 25 214) was founded by Kuang Wo Ti, after

the crushing of the usurper Wang Mang. The
capital was moved to Lo-Yang and the empire was

divided into thirteen provinces under governors

responsible to the emperor. Succe.ssive rebellions

were subdued, one being raised by a chieftainess

in North Annara. In consequence of a dream

Ming Ti sent envoys to India to enquire about

Buddhism. In his reign a dyke was made 30 miles^

long, to prevent the overflow of the Yellow River.

Ling Ti Ig ^ had a struggle with the Eastern

Tartars (Tunghu), gave great encouragement to

learning, and instituted the system of literary

e.xaminations for official posts. Towards the end

of the period, arose the usurpers Tung Cho i^j .^

and Ts'AO Ts'ao, whose rebellions brought great

disorder and the downfall of the dynast}'.

Greater intercourse took place with the West,

Roman traders arriving in Cochin-China, and a

Chinese embassy being sent to the Persian Gulf.

An infiu.\ of Buddhist missionaries from Samar-

Uliand took place.

The Han dynasty or dynasties lasted 426 years

under 25 rulers, and was a period of much glory.

It may be called the first national dynasty, and the

term Mi-n oj Hun ^ \ ov Sona of IIan ^ ^
still used by Chinese as the nearest approach to a

national designation, shows the estimation in which

this dynasty has always been held.

See //an Dijnusty.

Dyn. Title Accession Reij,'" Title -Xdopted

A.D. A.D.

25 jltE5 (liien Wu 25

ipTC 'liuiig Yiian 56

58 _,j^2p Yung P'ing 58

76 jg^ Chien Ch'u 76

TCfll
'i^iian Ho 84

35t|p Chang Ho 87

89 ;,jj^ Yung Yuan 89

^(jR Yiian Hsing 105

106 'jj2ji Yen P'ing 106

107
;,j^fjj

Yung Ch'u 107

Jj T'ai (or

Tj-^jj
Yiian) Ch'u 114

,j^aj Yung Ning 120

jlf^ Chien Kuang 121

5Sit Yen Kuang 122

29
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Court for China and Japan. Together with this

office he was Consul-General for Shanghai from 1891

to 1897. He was knighted in 1895.

HANNISTES or Hanistes, the word used by

the French for what the English call Co-hong ({.i-'.).

HAN SHIH ^^, cold food, a Chinese festival,

held immediately before Ch'ing Ming, the great

Spring Festival which falls on April 4-5. For three

day.s no fires are supposed to be kindled ; hence the

name of the feast. Ch'ing Ming was anciently the

great day for the re-lighting of fires.

The feast is said to have its origin in the death

of Chieh Chih-t'ui [q.v.], but this is only a late

e.xplanation, and De Groot connects the extinction

and re-kindling of the fire with similar ancient

practices in the West.

De Groot : Lea Fetes annudlement ceUbries I'l

Kmmii.

HAN, SONS OF, p|^. A term by which all

Chine.se, except those of Kuangtung, name them-

selves. It derives from the Han dynasty (q-v-).

HAN, STATE OF ji?, one of the Three Chin

^ or three titates into which Chin was divided in

B.C. 451, or by imperial recognition in B.C. 403.

It was one of the Hix Martial States leagued against

Ch'in, and furnished one of the Four Leaders who
hindered for some time the final victory of Ch'in.

It destroyed the State of Cheng and moved ite

capital thither as being better fortified by nature :

hence the ruler is sometimes called King of Cheng
Cheng Wang. After many wars it was finally

extinguished by Ch'in in B.C. 230.

TscHEi'E : Histoire des Roi/aumes Ildii, Wei et

TcJiWi; HiRTH : The. Ancient History of China;
Parker : Ancient China Simplified.

HAN TZU HSl I m^WB- The dictionary

of Basii.k he (Je.mona. .See Lexif<njrap/ii/.

HAN TZU HSl I PUisi^mi^m, Kxaproth's
supplement to de Guignes' edition of Basile de
Gemoxa's dictionary. See Lexicoijraphy.

HAN WEN KUNG. See Han Yii.

HAN YU ?$iji born in Honan in a.d. 768, was
one of the greatest men of the T'ang dynasty, being

\ great as a statesman, philosopher and poet. -He
made the celebrated protest to the Emperor Hsien
TsuNG on his sending to Shensi for a miracle-work-

ing bone of Bdddha, and having it conveyed to

court in state. Han Yii was banished for this to

fill a post in the wilds of Ch'ao Chow in modern
Kuangtung, and would have been executed, had not
powerful friends at court interceded for him. He
worked well at civilizing the semi-barbarous people
ot his district, and was eventually restored to

favour. There is a story that he was afterwards

converted to Buddhism by a monk named Tai Tien.

His poems and essays are regarded as perfect

model.*, both in style and originality. As a philoso-

pher he is chiefly known by his theory of human
nat ure.

He held that men are not all born alike, some
being innately good, some innately evil, and others,

compounded of the two. He thought he had thus

reconciled the teachings of Mencius and HsiiN

Tzu, and for a time his doctrine was accepted,

though afterwards Mencius' position was re-affirmed

by the Sung philosophers.

He died in 824, and was canonized as JJC . He
is generally known as Han Wen Kcng. His tablet

was placed in the Confucian temple in 1084.

HAD, la. The capital of the early Chou
dynasty, situated near the present Hsi-an fu. The
capital was later removed to Lo-i ^ g in Honan.

HAG CH'IU CHUAN. .See Fortunate Union.

HAPPER, ANDREW PATTON, born in

Pennsylvania in 1818, died in Ohio in 1894. He
was a medical missionary of the American Presby-

terian Mission, North, who reached China in 1844.

He wrote on the 'term question' under the pen-name

of Inquirer. See Canton Christian Colleye.

HAPPY VALLEY, THE.^^iiilj huany ni pu.

yellow mud creek. A valley m Hongkong some

30 acres in extent, used as a race-course. On the

hillside are the various cemeteries of the Colony.

HARBIN i^fSm Lat. N. 45".45' ; Long. E.

126''.'.38', is in the Ashiho district of Kirin jirovince,

Manchuria, on the river Sungari. It derives its

existence from the fact that it was made, in 1898,

the junction for the Port Arthur and Vladivostock

lines of the Chinese Eastern Railway. Before that

date it was a tiny village. There were 12,000

foreign inhabitants in 1901 and 35,000 in 1903, when

the railway was thrown open to regular traffic.

The town developed enormously during the Russo-

.laiianese War, when it was the supply base for the

Ru.ssian armies. There are three divisions of the

foreign town—Old and New Harbin, and the

Pristan ; and there is also the Chinese quarter of

Fukiatien, which the plague ravaged so teri'ibly

in 1911.

The industries of Harbin are growing in im-

portance. There are 19 flour mills in the district

(10 in Harbin itself), producing nearly 140,000 tons

yearly, and 20 large bean-mills, turning out 224,000

tens of beancake. The Chinese population is 28,600.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports — —
Net C;h!nes6 „ 1.279,769 1.420,605

Exports 3,648,629 2,739,912

Total Hk.Tls. ... 4,928,398 4,160,517

HARDOON REPRINT. See Buddhist Canon.
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HARES. See Lfporida.

HART, ROBERT; born in Ireland, 1835, he

died at Great Marlow in Bucks, in 1911. He went
to China in 1854 as student-interpreter in the

Superintendency of Trade at Hongkong, then entered

the Consular Service. In 1859, during the Anglo-

French occupation of Canton he was made Inspector

of Customs in that city. The Shanghai native city

being in the possession of rebels, the Custom House
was opened in the foreign settlement with a Joint-

In.spectorate of Great Britain, United States and
France. In 1861 the Collectorate of Foreign

Cufitoms at the Treaty Ports was granted regular

powers by the Central Government, and the manage-
ment was placed in the hands of Mr. Lay (^.i;.) who
at that time was in charge of the Shanghai Collect-

orate. J.,AY resigned in 1863 and Hart was ap-

pointed in his place. He then reformed and re-or-

ganized until the Maritime Customs became the one

dependable and sub.iitantial source of revenue for

the lm[ierial Government it has ever since been.

In the Boxer outbreak he was treated with

shameful ingratitude, his home destroyed, his per-

sonal belongings lost; yet he persisted in loyalty

to the Manchus ; but in 1906 they inconsiderately

and rudely, without consulting him, tried to divide

his authority by appointing high Chinese officials to

control Customs under the title .SViui wu chit. Hart
resigned ne.\t year ; the resignation was not accepted

but he received a year's leave of absence, which

was renewed each year till he died.

His activities were not limited to the Customs
Service : he was keenly anxious to help China on

the intellectual side as well as the material. This

was seen in his establishment of the T'ung Wen
Kuan (<?.«.), in the special publications of the

(aistonis and in the encouragement given to authors

of various works on Chinese subjects. He also

counted for a good deal in the negotiations between

the Tsungli Yanien and foreign powei"?. It was
partly he who inspired the Bi'ulingame Mission;

he arranged terms after the Franco-Chinese war of

1884, and had something to do with every important

matter in foreign and Chinese intercourse during

forty years. He was actually named as British

Minister in May 1885, but returned to his post as

Inspector-General of Customs or I.(!., since ho was

indispensable there.

His life on its political and administrative side

can never be written, since all the records of earlier

negotiations, diplomacy and ortMirizalion were des-

troyed in the Boxer troubles.

His honours included a hnrnniti'V (1895), and

thirteen grand crosses from European Sovereigns,

besides Chinese honours, including the ennobling of

three generations of his ancestors. His statue has

been put up on the Bund in Shanghai. See

Maritime Customa.

ConDiEH : Hietoire ties Bduliuna de la Chine,

etc., vol. i, p. 165.

HA-TA-MEN. The Manchu name of one of

the gates of Peking, called in Chinese Ch'ung-wen

men >X-tC\'']-

HAUGE'S SYNOD MISSION.
Htadtiuarlcrs :—St. Paul, Minn. U.S.A.

Entered China, 1891.

Works in Honan and Hupei.

(Named from Hans Nielsen Hauce, (1771-1824),

a celebiated evangelist in Sweden).

The first three missionaries settled in Hankow
to get the language, and after two years opened

work in^Fanch'eng UIJ ^ in Hupei, but were much
hindered by official opposition. This is the mis-

sion's chief centre, and has a hospital and boys'

and girls' high schools.

In 1897, T'aip'ing tien jk'PE was opened,

work was begun at Hsin-yeh Jjjf Honan, in 1903,

and within late years Ki kung shan gj fi- lU and

Teng chow ggyH, have been opened. The Mission

also maintains oiip professor at the Union Lutheran

Theological Seminary at She-kow near Hankow.
In 1916, the Alission reported 22 foreign workers.

HAVRET, HENRI, .Jesuit missionary, born in

France in 1848, died at Sicawei in 1901. He had

entered the Society in 1872, and came to the Kiang-

nan Mission in 1874. Resident at Wuhu he barely

escaped in the riots of 1891, his papers and those

of P. Pfister (q.v.) being lost. Being then ap-

pointed rector at Zikawei he began that valuable

series the Variitts Sinologiqxies, in which appeared

his important work Tm Stile chriticnne de Si-mjan-

fuu. A list of his works may be found in the

T'onnij I'ao, 1901, p. 387.

HAWKS. See Mciyilres.

HAWS, Crataiijus innnatip.da SS^ suan cha or

(Ij ^ shan cha, and it has various other Chinese

names.

In North China these are carefully cultivated

in orchards of grafted trees, and there is quite an

extensive trade in the fruit. The haws are of a

bright red colour, of an agreeably sour taste and

fairly hard ; the best are as big as a good-sized

crab-apple'.

The fruit is much used by the Chinese in making

preserves and sweetmeats. Foreign residents offen

make an excellent jelly from it. One variety is

sliced, dried and kept for winter use; it is either

made into a drink which is considered very whole-

some, or slewed with sugar.

The best haws are grown in Shantung, especially

near T'ai-an fu.
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Seedlings are abundant , bearing a smaller and
sour fruit, which is an excellent substitute for ci'an-

berries.

The stock used for grafting the larger- fruited

varieties on is the wild C. pinnatifida. This

generally has large thorns, while the cullivated

trees are without them.

Meyer : AgricvUural Kxplorations, etc.

HAYTON I, also written Hethtjm, a king of

Little -Armenia, living at Sis in C'ilicia, who paid

a visit to Mangd Khan at Karakorum. He seems

to have started at the beginning of 1254, and he

reached home again at the end of July, 1255. Some
account of his travels has come down to us.

Yule : Calhay and the Way TJiither,

HEAD-FLATTENING. This practice e.xisted

in the earliest times. It was common among the

Tunguses. The settlers that reached China about

B.C. 2282 flattened the skulls of infants so as to

produce a tapering shape above and a broad one

below. The custom was noted in Kashgar by the

Buddhist pilgrim HsiiAN Tsaxg in the T'ang period.

In the Sung period the practice was in force in

Korea, Manchuria and Ka.shgar, the children's heads

being flattened by stones. Under the Manchu
dynasty it was a common practice among Manchus

to lay infants first on one side and then on the

other to ensure a long narrow head. During the

T'ai P'ing rebellion the distinguishing test of

Manchus was the shape of the head.

Martin : Le..< Dcfurmutions Cranicnnci en Chine,

(llevue d'Ethnographie II) ; China Eeview : vols.

-xiii, p. 44, xiv, pp. 171, 220 ; Chinese Recohdeh :

vol. iii, p. 163; Lacoui'EHIE : Bahijlonian <£; Oriental

Review, vol. vi, pp. 192, 264; Macgowan : Ethnology

(>/ Eastern Asia, .Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. i,

1858, p. 105.

HEAVEN - AND- EARTH SOCIETY. See

Triiid Society.

HEDGEHOG fij tg Izu wei. Four species are

known in X. China. Like most Intectivora they

are found where there is moisture and vegetation.

One species however has become adapted to the

desert conditions of the arid Ordos. The species

with their distribution are Erinncctis etirnpceuf

arnvrctifiK, Manchuria; K. dealbatus, Chihli, Shan-

tung; K. miodon, Ordos Desert, N. Shensi ;
/•'.

hughi, S. Shensi.

HEI LUNG CHIANG JP.jSajl also called Wu
Lung Chiang, the Chinese name of the Amur. Hei

and V\'u both meaning hluch, the names are generally

translated Black Dragon River. TI'u lung is how-

ever Chinese for the Seal (Phoca), and as seals,

especially P. nnmmularis, mount very high up the

river and arc much hunted by the Gilyaks, it has

been suggested by Schlegel that Seal River is the

correct name.

The Amur is formed by the union of the Shilka

and the Argun, and is navigable during half the

year for 1,500 miles for boats drawing four feet of

water. Its total length is 2,500 miles.

The Mongol name of the river is Kara iiiutnen,

' black river.'

Ravesstein : The Iltissians on the Amur;
Little : The Far East.

HELEN, THE EMPRESS, one of the con-

cubines of the Emperor Tien Ch'i at the close of

the Ming dynasty. The legitimate empress being

dead, .she received the title of Empress Dowager.

She became a Christian, and received baptism at

the hands of P. Koffleb. She followed the for-

tunes of the fugitive Yung Li, the last of the

-Mings, the nephew of T'ien Ch'i, and she is noted

for having written a letter to the Pope. This letter,

with one from her chief eunuch P'ang Achille, was

taken to Rome by P. Michael Boym ; but there

was great delay in the matter, and the answer did

not come before the death of the empress. In her

letter she states that it was through her influence

that the Empress Mary, the mother of the emperor

;

the Empress Anne, his legitimate wife ; and the

Empress Anne's son Constantine, had received

baptism. The letter is preserved in the archives of

the Vatican, and has been translated by Du Halde,

by Parkee, and recently into French in Le Bulletin

Catholique.

She is said to have died at Yiinnanfu during

the flight of the court, but another account says

she died at Tien chow, and was buried in Nan-ning

in Kuangsi.

Le Bulletin Catholique pe Pekin, 1915,

p. 430; Backhouse and Bland: Annals and

Memoirs of the Court of Peking; Parker : Con-

temporary Review, Jan. 1912.

HEMIPODII, an Order which consists of the

Heniipodes or Three-toed Quails. The following

are found in China.

Turnix dussumieri, the Little Button Quail, in

Formosa. T. blanfordi Blyth, D. & C, all

through China. T. taigoor Sykes in Formosa and

S. China.

n. k 0. Les Oiseaux, etc., Tetraonides (part).

HEMP. See Fibres, textile.

HENGSHAN ^ ill is a mountain in Central

Hunan which is traditionally identified with the

"Southern Peak" or "Nanyo." The name Heng-

shan is given to the county in which the mountain

stands and to the county town (situated on the

bank of the Siang, 27" 11' N. lat. ; 112° 44' E. lat.).

Locally, the name " Hengshan " is so identified

with the county and "Nanyo" with the mountain

that even on directing stones one reads "Right :

Nanyo; Left : Hengshan."
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Hcngshan is named in both parts of the Yii

7'iiOute of the Shit (Legge, p. 112, 130). The Four

Peaks (apart from references to the Minister at

the court of Yao and Shun who was so named) are

mentioned in the 67iu7! Canon (Legge, 35) and the

I'hou Officers (Legge, 531). Although there is no

statement in the text identifying Hengshan with

the Soutliern Peak, there is no reason for question-

ing the correctness of .the tradition. But there are

good reasons for not identifying the present Heng-

shan with the mountain referred to in the Classic.

\Micii the Yii Tribute was written (probably not

earlier than the seventh century B.C.) nothing south

of the Yangtze was known. The references to the

mountain in that work are best explained, if it were

situated above the entrance to the Tungting lake;

there is nothing to indicate on which side of the

Yangtze it was.

The earliest dated reference to the mountain

occurs in Ssu-ma Ch'ien, in his chapter on Cii'iN

Stim Huang Ti (Chavannes, II, p. 154). In B.C.

219, Sunt Huang Tr toured to the Hengshan which

i.s apparently identified with a "Mt. Siang" which

in its turn is connected with the two daughters of

Yao who became the wives of Shun. Legend con

neots their graves with an island just inside the

Tungting lake—which would fit in quite well with

the statements of the Ssii-MA te.\t (as indeed would

any other place which could be got at when sailing

from the Huai on to the Y'angtze !)

At the break up of Shih Huang Ti's empire,

the title of King of Hengshan was given to Wu Jul

in B.C. 206. Four years later, Hengshan was incorp-

orated with Huainan, and \Vu Jui was given the

title of King of Changsha. There can be no doubt

that the latter kingdom must be put farther south

than the former, i.e., the Hengshan of B.C. 200 lay

north, and not as now, south of Changsha. The
Heng.'ihan title was revived from 164122 and given

to a scion of the royal family. But Ssuma gives

no indication in his Table (Chavannes, iii, p. 93)

as to the position of that Hengshan.

By the first century B.C., the Chinese power
had e.Ntended to Canton and beyond. Some time

between B.C. 200 and 100, the frontiers of empire

had caused the "Southern Peak" to be moved to

the South of Chang.sha. After that, there would
be no opportunity for moving it from the position

it mu.st have gained by that time and which it

occupies today.

Aneroid readings made by visitors to the top

indicate a height of between 4,000 and 4,500 ft. for

the highest peak. The range is some 20 miles long

from north to south and runs parallel to the Siang

at a distance of about 10 miles to the west.

At the southern extremity of the range is the
Peak named Koulou on which the Yii Tablet stands.
Legge has shown in his Prolegomena that the
monument is a comparatively modern fraud.

A few miles from the Great Temple is a large

monastery named the Nant'ai Shih. The found-

ation dates from the Ch'en dynasty ; and history

says that the first Buddhists to go to Japan started

from this monastery. Japan has presented the

monastery library with a complete set of the Bud-
dhist Classics in commemoration of the event.

The eighth month is the special month of

pilgrimage. A few years before the end of the

Mauihu rule, the number of pilgrims who worship-

ped at the large temple at the foot of the mountain
was probably little short of a million each eighth

month. The numbers have greatly fallen off since

the establishment of the Republic. The Great

Temple now standing took the place of a still larger

one that was burnt down some two hundred years

ago. Thg present building is about 90 ft. high.

The chief idol is called Shkng Ti, Holy Emperor.

There are a considerable number of temples

on the mountain side; most of them are Buddhist.

None of the Taoist temples are large.

Warren : Three Sites in Ihinan, etc., N.C.B.
R..A.S. Journal, vol. xliii. [G.G.W.]

HENLE, RICHARD, a priest of the German
.Steyl Mission, born in 1863 in Germany. He came
to China in 1889, and was murdered together with

Pere NiES in Shantung in 1897. These murders
led to the German occupation of Kiaochow. See

Tfin^tau.

HENNESSY, JOHN POPE, Sir, Governor of

Hongkong from April 22, 1877 to March 7, 1882.

There seems to have been incessant turmoil through-

out his period of administration, due to complete

incompatibility between the Governor and the

governed. There was perpetual strife in the Legis-

lative Chamber, and at one time there was a threat

to bring the question of his rule or misrule before

Parliament. He was knighted in 1880.

HENRY, AUGUSTINE, a doctor of medicine

and a very successful botanist, (not to lie confused

with Benjamin C. Henry, also a botanist and also

I

called Doctor). He arrived in Shanghai in 1881 in

,
the Customs Service. He was medical officer at

Ichang from 1882 to 1889, and not only himself

studied the almost unknown flora of the district but

also employed (.'hinese collectors. He further used
' his leave in making journeys of exploration, with

j

the result that his Hupei and Ssuch'uan plants in-

cluded about five hundred new species and twenty-

five new genera. He continued his researches in

Hainan for a short time, then in Formosa and later

in S. Y^iinnan. By 1896 he had increased his collect-

ion to 5,000 species.

He has written Chinese Names of Plants

(Journal, N.C.B. R.A.S., voL xii) ; Notes on the

Economic liotani/ of China; Chinese Jute and
Hemp (Customs Publications, No. 16, 1891) ; and
other papers in the Kew Bulletin and elsewhere.

See Botany.
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BREtsGHNBiDER : European Botanical Discover-

ies in China.

HENRY, BENJAMIN C, a missionary of

the American Presbyterian Mission (North) who
arrived in China in 1873. He has been an en-

thusiastic botanist and has made valuable collections

of plants during his travels in the interior. He
is the author of an interesting book of South China

travels, Ling A'lim, London, 1886.

He is not to be confused with Dr. Augustine
Henuy, also a well-known botanist.

BuETSCHNEiDER : Kuio/iean Butanicul Discover-

ies in China.

HERMIT KINGDOM, THE. A term used

for Korea on account of its isolation up to 1882.

HERO ft A real or perfect man, the second

grade of attainment in Taoism, higher than Immorial

hsien and below Saint "S^sheng. With these the

body, though not changed to pure spirit, is so subtle

and free from the laws of matter that they can fly

at will from world to world.

•WiF.GER : Taotsme; Doue : liecherches siir Ics

Superstitions en Chine, tome i.\, p. 487.

HER 00 1 ONES, an Order which includes the

Ibises, Spoonbill?, .Storks and Herons. The Sub-

order containing Herons, Bitterns, etc., will be

found under Ardcae ; the other species found in

China are as follows.

SUB-OUDER Ciconiac (Storks). Family

Ciconiidae. Leploptilus javanicus, the smaller

Adjutant, in Hainan and Kiangsi. Ciconia boy-

ciana, the Eastern White Stork, found in N. China

and Mongolia. C. iii/jra, the Black Stork, in N.

China, Mongolia, S.^u'chuan and Kiangsi. Psendii-

tiintulus leiirnrrphdhis, the Painted Stork, on the

coast, from Kuangtung to Chihli.

SUBORDER Platalcae (Spoonbills). Family

Plataleidac. Plalalea leucorodia, the Spoonbill,

Formosa, ^longolia, Kuangtung, Chihli, Fukien,

etc., but not common. P. minor, the Lesser

Spoonbill, Kuangtung to Kiangsu.

FAMILY Ibididae (Ibises). Ibis melanoce-

yhala, the White Ibis, in S. China, and in small

numbers in the north. /. nippon, the Japanese

crested Ibis, Chekiang, central and N. China.

Plegadis falcineUus, the Glossy Ibis, on the S.E.

coast.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiscaux dc la Chine,

(Ciconiidcs, Plataleides, Tantalides).

HERONS. See Ardeae.

H ERR ADA. See De Rada.

HERVEY SAINT-DENYS, MARIE JEAN
Leon D', Marquis, was born in Paris in 1823 and

died there in 1892. He studied Chinese under

Stanislas Jclien and became Professor in the

Collige de France in 1874. A list of his numerous

writings and translations is given in the T'oung

Pao, 1892.

HETHUM. See Haylon I.

HEUDE, PIERRE, a French Jesuit priest,

born .June 25, 1836. He arrived in China in

January, 1868. He was a zealous naturalist, and

was stationed at Zi-ka-wei near Shanghai, but made

at least five journeys of exploration in mid-China.

He formed a valuable Museum of Natural History

-at Zi-ka-wei and has written many valuable zoolog-

ical papers, most of which appeared in the import-

ant series created by him and entitled Mimoires

concernant Vhistoire naturuHe dc I'cmpire chinois,

(Zi-ka-wei). His most important work is Conchy-

liologie fluviatile de la province de Nanking (Paris).

He died at Zi-ka-wei, January 3, 1902.

Bretschneider : History of European Botanical

Discoveries, p. 870 ; Toung Pad, 1902, p. 38.

HIDES, cow and buffalo, form a very consider-

able item in the export trade of China, and are

e.\ported from every port, nearly 17,000,000 Taels

worth having gone abroad in 1915. The export

trade began in the late seventies, especially from

Hankow. In 1877 there was a strong demand for

the Yangtze Valley hides for military accoutrements

for the troops engaged in the Russo-Turkish War.

The trade received a severe set-back owing to the

hides being imperfectly cured, larvae having emerged

from them on the voyage to Europe on one occasion,

causing severe damage to the woodwork of vessels

carrying these goods. Cattle have since 1880 been

.specially reared for the hide trade in the Great

Plain of China, and, curing having been put on a

satisfactory basis, the trade has developed to its

present great proportions. The export in 1916

amounted to Tls. 17,581,462.

HIGH CARTS '^1$. kao chii, a name given

to the Uighurs, who, living north of the desert,

were accustomed to vehicles instead of always

riding. See Uighurs.

HILDESHEIM MISSION FOR THE BLIND,
a German Ladies" Society, which grew out of the

Berlin Foundling Mission (q-v.) in Hongkong.

Work began in 1890, after it was found impossible

to educate the blind girls with those who could see.

In 1899, beriberi broke out among the girls, and all

were moved to Macao. In 1902, the Hongkong

Government granted the Mission a site in Kowhwn
on which a Home was built, to which the children

were removed from Macao in the same year. Two
branches of the work have been formed, one in

connection with the Berlin Mission, at Shiu-chow £u,

and one at the Basel Mission station of Ka-yin chow,

near Swatow.

In 1916, seven lady workers are reported.
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HILL, DAVID, Wesleyan Missionary Society's

missionary to China, was born at York, December

18, 1840. He reached China on March 26, 1865 and

was stationed at Hankow, removing to Wuchang

in 1867. Having travelled and preached in the

district of Wusiieh, he went to live in that town,

on the river, some 120 miles below Hanlcow. In

1878 he went to Shansi and spent two years in

famine relief work. For this work he adopted
( 'hine.se dress and continued to wear it to the end

of his life. He returned to Hankow and Wuchang,

where he spent the rest of his days, going to

England on furlough twice in the 31 years of his

missionary work. His chief joy was itinerant

preaching, but he was keenly active in promoting

various institutions for the temporal and eternal

welfare of the people. His life was a life of most

beautiful devotion and self-denial. He died on

April 18, 1896, and was buried in Hankow cemetery.

See \i\ski/an Miffioiiari/ Society.

Baiiber : Da rid Flill, Missionary and Saint,'

Hfllieu : Life of David Hill; ConNABY : IJarid

IliU. l/ii- Apo.'tolic Chinese Mi.<'.'io7wry.

HILLIER, a family of which throe numbers

have done important work in China.

Charles Batten Hillier came in juiui! p.).-.ition

on a merchant ship, joined a business firm which

failed in 1842, and was, the same year, made clerk

in the Hongkong Police Court. He worked hard

at Chinese and obtained steady promotion till he

was C'hief Magistrate of the CJolony and Member
of the Legislative Council. In 1846 he married the

daughter of the missionary Dr. W. H. Medhurst,

Chinese and foreigners had unlimited confidence in

his integrity, and it was regarded as a great loss to

Hongkong when he was appointed in 1856 as

H.B.M. Consul in Siam. He died the same year.

(NoHTON-KvsiiE : History of the Laws . . . of

Homikonrj).

Walter Caine, his son, was born at Hongkong

in 1849. He became a student-interpreter in China

iii 1867, and after being Assistant Chinese Secretary,

then Chinese Secretary, in Peking, then Consul-

General in Korea, he was Professor of Chinese in

King's College, London, from 1904 to 1908. He
then became Adviser to the Chinese Government

til! 1910. He was made K.C.M.G. in 1897 and O.B.

in 1903. He now lives in London. His published

works are The Chinese Lawjiiaije and how to learn

it, (1907); An En<ili'hChinese Dictionary, (1910).

Edwarti Guy Hillier was born in 1857, the

younger brother of Sir W. C. Hillier. He entered

the service of the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking

Ccirporation in 1883, and has been Agent of the

Hank in Puking since 1891. Ho has engaged in

the negotiation of various loans to the Chinese

(Jovernment from 1895 to the present. Since 1896

he has been totally blind. He was made C.M.G. in

1904. See Homjkonfj and Shanghai Bank.

HIMLY, KARL GEORGE FRIEDRICH
Julius, born at Hanover in 1836, died at Wiesbaden

in 1904. He was Interpreter in the German Con-

sular Service in China, retiring in 1875. A list of

his writings, which are nearly all in German, is

given in the T'ounij Fao, 1904, p. 624.

HIMMALEH, an American brig sent by the

owners, ULirHAM & Co., to Borneo in 1837, with

both missionary and commercial aims. G. T. Lay,

then agent for the British and Foreign Bible

Society, went as a passenger, with the Rev. Edwin
Stevens of the American Board Mission. The
instructions to the captain (Fraser) said, "While
you are proposing the opening of commercial inter-

course, let*it be seen that you concur in their [Lay's

and Stevens'] wish to gain a footing for medical

and Christian residents." The captain was also

warned to avoid Spanish and Dutch settlements, or,

if obliged to visit them, to say nothing of his com-

mercial purposes. Stevens died at Singapore on

the way down, and his place was taken by the Rev.

J. T. Dickinson of the same Mission. The under-

taking was not very successful. Lay wrote an

account of the voyage ; it forms the second v'olume

of the work named below. See Morrison, Ship.

The Claims of Japan and Malaysia upon Christen-

dom, exhibited in A'otes of Voyages, etc ; New
York, 1837.

hTnAYANA, /] ^ hsiao ch'eng, literally

' small conveyance ' i.e., the simplest vehicle of

salvation. The primitive form of the Buddhist

doctrine, its characteristics being the presence of

much moral asceticism and the absence of quietism

and speculative mysticism. An advanced phase of

dogma succeeded it, Mahayana [q.v.) with a less

important connecting link, Madhyimayana. The
o;'iginal meaning of the three terms expressed the

comparative powers of saving, i.e., conveyance to

Nirvana, in the three orders of Sainthood.

The name Hinayana is not accepted by canonical

Buddhists. A more correct terra is Theravada or

'School of the Elders.'

HIRTH, FRIEDRICH, was born in Germany
in 1815, and .stiulicd at Cutha, Leipzig, Berlin and

elsewhere. From 1870 to 1897 he was in the Chinese

Customs .Service, being in the Statistical Depart-

ment in Shanghai from 1878 to 1888. Ho was Pre-

sident of the North China Branch Royal .Asiatic

Society for the years 1886-87. On the founding of

the Chair of Chinese at Columbia LTniversity in

1932 ho became the first Professor, and has held

the position ever since. He is a corresponding

Member of quite a number of foreign learned

Societies, and has written several very valuable

book^. His works are as follows :

—

Textbook of
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Ducumentary Chinese, Shanghai, 1885-1888; China

and the Roman Orient, 1885; Notes on the Chinese

Documentary Style, 1888; Ancient Porcelain, 1888;

Ohinesische Studien, 1890; Ueber fremde Einfiusse

in der Chinesischen Kunst, 1896; Scraps from a

Collector's Notebook, 1905; Chinese Metallic Mir-

rors, 1907; The Ancient History of China, 1908;

and, (in collaboration with Rockhill) Chau Ju kua,

St. Tetersburg, 1911 ; with various other monographs

and contributions to periodicals.

HIRUNDINIDAE, a Family which comprises

the Swallows and Martins. Hirundo rjutturalis, the

Eastern House or Chimney Swallow, is the common

swallow of China, Mongolia and eastern Siberia;

it is abundant in Formosa and is probably resident

in the south of the island. U. erylhrogastra, the

American Swallow and H. tytteri occur on

migration in E. China. H. nipulcnsis is very

common all over China and Mongolia. It comes to

Peking before the common swallow and departs

later. H. striolata is resident in Formosa. Cotyle

riparia, the Sand-Martin, is fairly common in the

northern provinces during most of the year, except

in Kansu ; it is also found in Mongolia but is less

common there. C. sinensis, the Indian Sand-Martin,

is found in Formosa. C. fohkienensis La Touche,

in the southern half of China, as far north as the

valley of the Yangtze. Ptyonoprotjne rupcstris the

Crag-Martin, is very wide-spread through N. and

W. China and Mongolia. Chelidon laijopus, the

Siberian Martin, is very common in E. Siberia, and

is found in the Western Hills near Peking and at

Mu-p'in in Ssiich'ujcn, and in the central provinces,

but it is not seen in great numbers in China. C
ddsypus, the Black-chinned House Martin, has been

taken at Shaweishan. C. kashmiriensis summers in

N.W. Fukien, also in W. China.

David kt Ovsjalet : Les Oixccux de la Chine.

HISTORIES OF CHINA.—CHINESE.—In

Chinese literature historical works hold a high

place, and, as is natural in so ancient a country, are

very numerous. They are divided into three main

classes.

I.—The Dynastic Histories, called iEjfi, ching

shih, form the first class. The History of each

dynasty is prepared after the dynasty has ended,

and is on an accepted plan. The plan includes

three sections. (1) Imperial Records, ^fC Ti chi,

giving an account of each ruler of the dynasty.

(2) The second section is called sS chih, Memoirs.

It consists of monographs on ]g li. Chronology

;

f3 'i. Rites; |g yo. Music; JflJ hsing, Jurisprudence;

^ g; shih ho, Economics; J(P gU chiao asu, Slate

sacrilices; ^ 3!c Cien win, Astronomy; 3£ ^j

wu hsing, Elements ; t|| S '• ''> Geography ; and

Ifl ^ i wtn, Literature. (3) The third section is

called Jlj (f lifh chuan. Narratives, and contains

biographies of important persons of the dynasty,

and such accounts of foreign countries as there

may be. Such is the general plan of a Dynastic

History, though it may be deviated from. Ssu-ma

Ch'ien's Shih chi j^ |Q may be regarded as the

model. For each of the dynasties down to the Ming

there is such an official history.

Compilations of these histories have appeared at

different times, and the present collection is known

as The Twenty-four Histories. Every such collection

begins with the Shih chi of Ssu-ma Ch'if.n ; the

authors of the other twenty-three, with the perit (1

covered, are given by Wylie and by Cordiee.

II.—The second class of Chinese histories is

called jjg if. pien nien. Annals. The Ch'un ch'iu

^ i^ of Confucius ' is the typical work of this

class. The chronicle is consecutive, but under each

year the history is divided into the various subjects.

The earliest work of this class is the liumboo

Annals
•flf ^ ^2 H-, but these may not be authentic

records . After those already named the mozt

celebrated work is ;«: ^ >i gS ^'-" <^^'^ t'ung chien,

by Ssii-MA KuANG. The period covered is, roughly,

from B.C. 400 to a.d. 960. The same author wrote

elucidations of his work, tablets, complementary

volumes, etc. Other writers produced commentaries

and e.xtensions. A century later the work was re-

constructed and condensed by Chu Hsi, with the

title jESI913 T'ling chicn kang mu. This also

was fuilowud by elucidations, researches, revisions,

etc. A new and inclusive edition appeared with the

imperial imprimatur in 1708.

III.—The third class of histories is named

IE^/IJ^ <^'" *'"'' y^" "'^ or- Complete Records.

J'he writers of such works are not bound by the

plan of the Dynastic Histories, nor do they confine

themselves to mere memoranda in chronological

sequence. They take general surveys of selected

subjects. The Shu Ching ^f^ may be considered

l!ie authority for this class. The first example is

jSEICft^Tlt T'ung chien chi shih pen mo by

\ iiA.N .Shu JaflS of the Sung dynasty, who dissected

Ssu-ma Kuang's T'ung chien, bringing the m.itter

under separate headings.

The above are the three great divisions of

Chinese histories ; but there arc many historical

works ncjt coming under these categories.

(1) £'Jit. /*'<'' *''''' cover the same ground a.v

the Dynastic Histories but do not adhere to the

arrangement of those works. The earliest known is

a history of the Chou dynasty, probably written

before our era began. It is entitled the iS J3 fi

i" Chou shu, and only portions of it are extant.

(2) Another group is named jfigitl^ tsa shih or

Miscellaneous Histories. The If^SlSU chan kuo ts'i

or History of the Warring .States is a well known

example.
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(3) A class which is extremely important to tha

student of history is that called |8 •^ ^ 38 chau ling

t<ou i, 'Official Documents.'

(4) A large class coming under the heading

Histories is that termed ® IE cAua?; chi, Biographie.-^.

At least one such work is believed to date from some

centuries B.C. This is a memoir of Yen Ying,

supposed to have been a disciple of Mo Tzu ; the

author is not known. Besides an enormous number

of separate biographies there are works treating of

classes, such as mathematicians, Manchu officials,

ei<.'. ; and since each Dynastic History has a section

devoted to biography, the total amount of such

literature is very great.

(5j Another and more limited class is ^ j^
s/ii'A ch'ao, Historical Excerpta according to Wyue's
translation. These are collections of extracts from

historical works, after the example of Confucius,-

who is supposed to have compiled the hundred

chapters of the 6/iu Chiiuj from an earlier work in

3,240 chapters.

(6) One mere group is that named Jjjgji tsai chi,

which consists of annals of independent states

bordering on the Imperial China. The earliest

example is a history of the States Wu $4 and

Yiieh ^, from the 12th to the 16th century B.C.

(7) Finally there is a small class entitled B^-^
shift ling, Chronography, dealing with the matter of

the seasons.

FOKEIGN.—There is a great amount of writing

on Chinese hi.story by Western scholars, but there

are few works which profess to cover the whole of

the vast period of China's recorded e."cist«nce. The
m.ost complete native history, T'inig chien kang mu
(v. sup.) was translated more or less fully by

De Mailla into French, (llisloim gini-.Tulu de lit

Chine, mi-HS). BouLGER in 1881-84 published a

llislury oj Chinii; Macgowan in 1897 issued This

Imperial Hinlunj of China; and there are useful

small works in English by Hawks Pott and by

Li Ung-I'INC. Most of such writers, however, deal

with a particular period; and the number of such

partial histories, from works of the early Jesuits

down to those on the T'ai P'ing Rebellion is very

great. l..Aroi"BE'rTE's paper on the work already

done will be found very useful. See T'nng chicn

kanij vtu; atdniu Ch'icn.

Wylie : ^f'(llis on Vhincfe. Literature; CoRDiea .-

Ilibtiolheca Hinica, col. 557 ; Latoukette : A Survey

of Work done by Western Students, etc., Journal,

X. C.B.I'.. A. S., vnl. xlvii.

HOANG, PIERRE, 3tMfl « r^^fX I'ci mei),

was born at Hai men JfJ P") in 1830 and died in 1909.

He belonged to the secular clergy of the K.C. Mission

of Kiangnan. He was the author of a great many
works in Latin, French and Chinese, published at

Zikawci, including several volumes of the series

\'nriites Sinologiques. A list is given in the T'oung
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I'ao, 1910, p. 139, but it does not include some

works published posthuraou.sly.

HOI HOW, ^Q hai h'ou. See Kiungchoiv.

HO-LAN SHAN. See Ala shan.

HO-LIN jfni^ ov Ila-ln-ho-lin II& $1] f(] t|c . The

Chinese name tor Kaiakorum (^-i'-).

HO-LING IbI 1^ has generally been taken by

Chinese and by foreigners following them to be Java.

ScHLEGEL however says it is Java minor, i.e.

Sumatra. T'oi'nu Pao, 1898.

HOLLAND AND CHINA. See Dutch Uelal-

ions with China.

HOMICIDE. In the earlier intercourse at

Canton a good deal of trouble arose as to jurisdiction

in cases of homicide by foreigners ; and there were

many silth cases. In Macao the Chinese had kept

criminal jurisdiction in their own hands, even in

cases where one foreigner killed another. Ljunu-

stedt states that foreign murderers were executed

by tile Chinese executioner up to 1805.

In 1689, on the Defence, the first East India

Company ship allowed at AVhampoa, a Chinese was

killed by the crew. Some of the crew wera then

cut down and the surgeon was mortally wounded ;

after which the mandarins demanded Tls. 5,000

;

they refused to accept Tls. 2,000 and the ship then

left Canton.

The accidental death of an officer of the Hoppo

took place at Whampoa in 1721, and led to the

arrest at Canton of several men of the Cadogan.

It was a mere attempt at extortion, and the firm

representations of the supercargoes brought about

the release of the men and the punishment of those

who had arrested them.

In 1722 the gunner's mate of the King George

shot from his boat at a bird and killed a Chinese

boy instead. Tls. 2,000 were paid as compensalion,

out of which the boy's parents received Tls. 350.

There were frequent quarrels at Whampoa

between French and English sailors and in 1754

an Englishmen was killed. On the English demand-

ing justice from the Chinese authorities the French

trade was stopped till the alleged murderer was

surrendered. There was a general act of grace the

next year and he was then released. It was in

consequence of this affair that Danes Island and

French Island were set apart for foreigners' re-

creation grounds.

At Macao, in 1773, a Chinese was killed and an

Englishman, Francis Scott, was arrested for homi-

cide. He was tried by the Portuguese and fully

acquitted, but the Chinese demanded that he .=hould

be tried by them. .Vfter some resistance to this

demand the Portuguese gave way : the man was

tried by the Chinese and executed.

In 1780 a French sailor on the Sticcess killed, in

self-defence, a Portuguese sailor of the Stormont.
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He took refuge with the French Consul, but after

many days was given up to the Chinese, who
publicly strangled him. This was the first case of

Chinese executing a, foreigner for killing a foreigner.

In 1800 there was a case in which a ship of

His Majesty was involved. H.M. schooner Pro-

vidence fired on a boat which refused to answer on

being hailed under su.spicious circumstances. One

Chinese was wounded and one fell overboard and

was drowned. The captain refused to surrender

the man who fired except on condition that he

himself might be present at the trial, and he made
counter-charges of attempted theft. The vfounded

man got well ; the Chinese thought the drowned

man might have thrown himself overboard ; the

matter ended there.

In November, 1784 a Chinese was killed by a

gun fired from the Lady Hughes while saluting.

The Chinese authorities demanded the surrender of

the gunner and were told he could not be identified.

The supercargo went to Canton to explain the

matter, but was tnere decoyed into the city and

arrested. He was well treated but was held res-

ponsible for what had occurred on his ship ; and

it was later found out that if this measure had

not succeeded the Chinese were prepared to arrest

the President of the East India Company's Com-
mittee. The merchants, English, French, Dutch,

Dani.-h and American, joined to order armed boats

up from their ships to protect the factories. To
procure the release of the supercargo, however,

there was no way but by the surrender of the

gunner. What sort of a trial he received is not

known, but he was strangled on January 8, 1785,

under orders from Peking. A comparison of dates

shows that these orders were given before the trial.

In a drunken brawl of sailors on February 24,

1807, a Chinese was killed, and the officials de-

manded the guilty man. An enijuiry was held on

the Nf/,/unc to which the sailors belonged, but it

was impossible to find out who struck the fatal

blow, nor could the Chinese, though the Hong
Merchant Mowqua offered a reward of twenty

thousand dollars for the identification of the cul-

prit. Trade by English ships was stopped for two

monihs by the affair. At last an investigation was

held by the ("hinese magistrate at the factory, the

Captain of the Neptune being present with Sir

George Staunton and the Select Committee.

Fifty-two men were examined, and one Edward
Sheen was fixed on as guilty of accidental homicide.

He was detained in the English factory till the next

year, when he was rfleased on payment of the fine

prescribed by Chinese law in such cases, Tls. 12.42,

(about £4).

In 1810 the death of a Chinese was alleged to

have been caused by an English sailor, but there

was no proof of the fact and the ship even was not

identified. Clearance of English ships was at first

refused, but was then granted on condition that

the guilty person, when discovered, should be

puni.shed according to the laws of England.

In 1820, November 23, a Chinese was accident-

ally shot in a boat at Whampoa. Just as an in-

vestigation was about to be made a butcher on the

Company's Duhe of York went mad and killed

himself. It saved trouble to assume that he was

the man sought for, and the family of the deceased

was severely dealt with by the authorities for

doubting it.

In the next year the Company's ship Lady
Melville was somehow involved in the death of a

Chinese woman. Money was given to prevent the

affair being put into the hands of the officials.

It is said that such cases of hush-money were

innumerable.

In the same year, September 23, 1821, an It-ilian

sailor named Terranova, on the American ship

ICiaili) at Whampoa, dropped an earthen pot over-

board and killed a woman, in a boat alongside.

His surrender being demanded and refused the

American trade was stopped. Then a trial by the

Chinese magistrate was allowed to be held on hoard

the ship. The trial was a mockery of justice, but

the ship's officers put the man in irons in agreement

with the sentence, but did not then surrender him.

The trade was still stopped, and after another week
Terranova was sent to have a second trial in the

city. No foreigner was present ; the wretched man
was again condemned, within twenty-four houis he

was strangled, and his body was sent on board

the Emily.

A few later ca.ses might be added as well as

a series of assaults on foreigners for which Chinese

were punished by their own authorities. The above

li.st shows the difficulty of early intercourse with

a people whose ideas on the administration of justice

were so different from our own and whose attitude

was so arrogant. All these cases and more besides

are/ given by Morse.

Morse : International Relations of the Chinese

Empire.

HONAM Jjij ffj
south of river, a suburb of

Canton, lying opposite the city on the other side of

the river. It has grown enormously in recent times,

and now extends two miles along the water-side

and has 200,000 inhabitants.

HONAN Ml^j *""'^' of river, the name of a

province which lies almost wholly south of the

Yellow River. It has Chihli and Shansi to the

north. Shantung, Kiangsu and Anhui on the east,

Hupei on the south and Shensi on the west. Its

area is 68,000 sq. miles and its population 25,000,000.

It is a very fertile plain except in the southwestern

part, where the most easterly of the Kunlun spurs
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have a height of 7,800 feet. The important rivers

are the Yellow Hiver and the Huai ho fJJJSJ ; the

former made iis most recent change of direction in

Honan, turning nortlnvard near K'ai-feng, the

capital.

The best known places are K'ai-feng fu and

Uonan fu ; to the west of the latter city is the

celebrated Lung men {q-v.). From the legendary

days of Fn Hsi the capital of the Empire has

several times been in Honan. (See Ciijntah). The
literary name of the province is Yu QJ and of the

capital, I'ienliang v1> iS.

HONG 'u. The Chinese word means a row or

scries and is applied to warehouses built in rows.

The factories (q-v.) in Canton being built so were

called Hongs and the name was specially applied

to the native commercial houses connected with

foreign trade. The name has come to be used of

all business firms.

Hfiice I lit' term ' hong merchants.'

HONGKEW Join '""'i/ J-'ou; from the local

pronunciation of the characters, which mean 'rain-

bow port.' It is the part of Shanghai lying north

of the Soochow Creek, often called the American

Settlement. See Shanghai.

HONGKONG; ffji an island in 22" T_9'

N. lat. and 114" 5'-18' E. long., off the coast of the
j

Kuangtung province, some 40 miles E. of Macao
and 90 miles S. of Canton, and belonging to the

Ladrone group ; a British Crown Colony, ceded by

China in 1841. The island is about 11 miles long

and 2 to 5 miles broad, with a coast line of 27 miles.

It is a mass of hills, rising to 1,900 feet. The

Chinese characters of its name are of doubtful

meaning but Fraijranl Slrcanii is the most accepted

translation. The place has no history prior to its

occupation by Great Britain.

For some years before the first war with China

it had been recognized that British trade required

a place of freedom from the ve.vatious control of the

Chinese authorities. In 1840 Hongkong was used

as the headquarters of the British e.xpedition and

declared a free port, but it was not till the Nanking

Treaty of 1842 that the cession of the i.sland was

formally recognized by the Chinese Government.

Its rapid progress at first was soon checked by the

heavy mortality from fever consequent on the

breaking up of the malarious soil, and the abandon-

ment of the place was discussed. It is now con-

sidered healthier than most places in the same

latitude. In 1860 Kowloon peninsula (q.v.), already

leased in perpetuity to (Sir) Haury Paiikes by the

Governor General of the Liang Kuang, was ceded

by the Convention of Peking to Great Britain.

In spite of some fluctuation the growth and pro-

gress of the ('olony have been remarkable. In 1915

the total civil population of the Colony was 509,160,

being 13,320 non Chineisc and 495,840 Chinese.

The value of the trade is about £50,000,000

per ann., and in 1905 a Parliamentary paper showed

that in respect of tonnage Hongkong was the leading

port of the world.

The Colony is administered by a Governor,

aided by an E.xecutive Council of five official and

two unofficial members. There is a Legislative

Council with eight official members and six unofficial.

HONGKONG & SHANGHAI BANKING
CORPORATION, THE. The bank was founded

on the 6th of August, 1864, when a meeting of

interested merchants and others was held in

Hongkong at which the following resolution was

passed :

—

" That the persons present do form a

Provisional Committee for carrying out the

object of the following Prospectus :

—

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking

Company, Limited.

Capital $5,000,000.

In 20,000 Shares of $250 each.

To be Incorporated by Charter.

Provisional Committee.

Hon. F. Chomley, Esq., (Messrs. Dent & Co.)

A. F. Heard, Esq., (Messrs. Aug. Heard k Co.)

T. Sdtherland, Esq., (Superintendent,

P. & O.S.N. Co.)

G. F. Maclean, Esq., (Messrs. Lyall Hill & Co.)

Douglas Lapraik, Esq.,

W. Nissen, Esq., (Messrs. Siemssen & Co.)

H. B. Semann, Esq., ( Messrs. Oilman & Co.)

\V. SCH.M1DT, Esq., (Messrs. Fletcher & Co.)

A. Sassoon, Esq., (Messrs. D. Sassoon Sons & Co.)

Robert Brand, Esq., (Messrs. Smith Kennedy

Pallanjee Framjee, Esq., [& Co.)

W. Adamson, Esq., (Messrs. Borneo Co., Ltd.)

G. S. Helland, Esq. (Messrs. I. Bund & Co.)

RuSTONJEE DhIMJEESHAW.

Counsel,

E. H. Pollard, Esq.

" The Scheme of a local Bank for this Colony

with Branches at the most important places in

China has been in contemplation for a very long

period. The local and foreign trade in Hongkong

and at the open ports in China and Japan has

increased so rapidly within the last few years that

additional Banking facilities are felt to bo required.

Tlie Banks now in China being only branches of

Corporations whose headquarters are in England

or India, and which were formed chiefly with the

view of carrying on exchange operations between

those countries and China, are scarcely in a

position to deal satisfactorily with the local trade

which has become so much more extensive and

varied than in former years. This deficiency the

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Coaipany will
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supply and will in fact assume the same position

with relation to this Colony as the Presidency

Banks in India or the Banks of Australia in their

respective localities.

" The est.iblishment of a Mint in Hongkong
providing an adequate supply of proper currency

will under a local Banking medium be essential to

carry out its operations and the almost certain

disappearance of the existing Compradoric system

so far as money is concerned will also ensure Banks

becoming in course of time the exclusive medium
for the transaction of the monetary operations

connected with trade. . . .

" The Bank will commence ojjerations simul-

taneously in Hongkong and Shanghai. ... As
circumstances render it advisable the Bank will

establish Branches at other places."

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Com-

pany, Limited, commenced business in April, 1865,

with a capital of $2,500,000, being 20,000 shares of

S250 each, -3125 paid up. The Head Office was

established in Hongkong, and the first Chief

Manager was Mr. Victor Kresser, a Frenchman.

The first Manager of the Shanghai Branch was

Mr. Bavid McLean.

In 1866 the Bank was incorporated under a

Hongkong Government Ordinance and the title

was altered to The Hongkong and Shanghai

Banking Corporation.

The -ehares of $250 of which $125 was paid up

were subsequently changed to $125 shares with an

uncalled liability of $125.

The Capital of the Bank was increased at

various times from the original 20,000 shares to

120,000 shares of $125 = $15 millions, at which it

stands at the present time (1916) with Reserves

of :—

$18,000,000 in Silver,

$15,000,000 in Sterling @ 2/- =£1,500,000

invested in the British Government

4^% War Loan,

and in addition to above Reserves :

—

$ 250,000 Marine Insurance Account,

$3,027,000 carried forward in Profit and

Loss Account.

The following are the increases of capital

which have taken place :

—

Original Capital 20,000 shares ... $ 2,500,000

Increased in 1866 to 40,000 shares,

but not fully paid up until 1872

when the Capital was S 5.000,000

Increased in 1883 to 60,000 shares $ 7.500,000

Increased in 1890 to 80,000 shares $10,000,000

Increased in 1907 to 120,000 shares $15,000,000

The Dividend on shares is paid on a sterling

basis, and during recent years the distribution has

been £2.3/- per share half-yearly with a bonus of

5;'- at the end of the year, making £4. 11/- per

share per annum equivalent to nearly 36% per

annum on the capital taking exchange at 2/- to

the dollar.

At the start the Bank had offices only at

Hongkong, Shanghai and London, but a Branch was
opened in Japan in 1866 and shortly afterwards

offices were established in the principal ports in

C'hina as well as extending to India. A very fine

building w-as erected a few years ago for the London
Branch.

The Bank steadily expanded its activities to

various parts of the world, and at the present

time it has 34 different offices established at :

—

Amoy London
Bangkok Jiyons

Batavia Malacca

Bombay Manila

Calcutta Nagasaki

Canton New York
Colombo Peking

Dalny Pcnang

Foochow Rangoon
Hankow Saigon

Harbin San Francisco

Hongkew (Shanghai) Shanghai

Ipoh Singapore

Iloilo Scurabaya

Johore Tientsin

Kobe Tsingtau

Kuala Lumpur Yokohama
During the period 1870 to 1875 the Bank had

a series of lean years, when its fortunes seemed

at the lowest, but, from 1876 onwards its position

steadily improved. From that time, the prosper-

> ity of the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank was as-

sured, and has continued unbroken ; a material

contributing element in this success being un-

doubtedly the fact that its Head Office and

Directorate were domiciled in Hongkong, and its

policy directed by men thoroughly acquainted

with local needs and conditions.

Apart from the services the Hongkong and

Shanghai Banking Corporation has rendered to

British trade generally in the Far East, its name

has been most prominent in connection with Chinese

Government loans, of which it was the pioneer, and

of which it continues to be the most representative

channel. A list is given at the end of tJii« article.

The first Chinese Government Loan was ar-

ranged with the Foochow authorities and was

floated in 1875 for £539,748. 18/- {i.e. Tls. 1,720,000

or $2,398,884) of which in January 1875 £352,700

of the Bonds were offered to the public. Interest

was at the rate of 8% per annum, the issue price

was £95 with exchange 4/li per dollar.

During the ten years which followed, the

Bank issued six loans for the Chinese Government
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both in silver and in gold, for comparatively small

amounts. In 1894 and 1895, during the Chinese-

Japanese War, the Bai]k issued two loans, one in

silver for Taels 10,930,000, and the other in gold

for £3,000,000. The agreement for the latter loan

was signed at the Tsungli Yamen on Chinese New
Vear's Day, 1895, when the official Seal of tha

Ministry had to be brought out for the purpose,

an unprecedented relaxation of immemorial Chinese

tradition.

In 1895 the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking

Corporation, with the approval of the British

Foreign Office, entered into an agreement with

the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, representing a grouj)

of German financial houses headed by the Disconto-

Gesellschaft, for the joint financing of Chinese

Government loans in London and Berlin ; and

under this arrangement the Chinese Government

5% Gold Loan of 1896 and the ^% Gold Loan of

1898, each for £16,000,000, were negotiated and

issued jointly by the two Banks, the proceeds

being applied to the payment of the Chinese

indemnity e.xacted by Japan after the war.

In 1898 when a movement began for the

financing and construction of railways in China,

the Bank, in conjunction with Messrs. Jardine,

Matheson & Co., formed the affiliated Company
known as the British and Chinese Corporation.

Ltd., for the financing and management of railways

and other industrial enterprises, and its name has

since become widely known in connection with

railway development in China. Its formation was

followed later by the creation of a similar affiliated

Company known as the Chinese Central Hallways,

which included important French interests.

In 1909 the agreement of 1895 between the

Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and the Deutsch-

Asiatische Bank for the financing of Chinese

Government loans was extended to admit a

French group represented by the Banque de

i'lndo-Chine, the combination being enlarged later

by the admission successively of American,

l{ussian and Japanese groups, represented re-

.«poctively by Messrs. J. P. Morgan & C"o. of

New York, the Russo-Asiatic Bank, and the

Yokohama Specie Bank. It was this consortium,

known as the " Sextuple Group," which in 1913

negotiated with the Chinese Government the Re-

organization Loan for £25,000,000; ihu American

group, for political reasons, drojiping out of the

negotiations on the eve of their conclusion, and

leaving the British, German, French, Russian ami

Japanese groups as the final signatories.

The Hongkong and Shanghai Bank has a

British Eastern staff of 204 members ; its present

('liief Manager Is Mr. N. .1. Stabb, apjiointfd in

1910. Of the names which have earned distinction

in the service of the Bank, by far the most
prominent is that of Sir Thomas Jackson, Bart.

Appointed Chief Manager in 1875, Mr. Jackson
directed the affairs of the Bank until his final

retirement in 1902, and it was under his wise and
far-seeing policy that it attained the position which

it now enjoys. ' On his retirement from the Chief

Managership, Sir Thomas Jaokson joined the Lon-

don Commiioee of the Bank, of which ho continu-

ed to be an active member until the time of his

death in 1915. He was knighted in 1899, and
created a Baronet in 1902.

Sir Thomas Jackson's personality was marked
by a simplicity, straightforwardness and geniality

which made him universally beloved by the com-

munity in the Far East, to whom he was affection-

ately known as " T. J." Speaking of him at

the first meeting of shareholders after his death,

the Chairman of the Court of Directors said :

—

"There can be no better tribute to his memory and
work than the position the Bank now holds. Great

and many as were the public services he rendered,

his most enduring monument is the standard of

commercial morality which he set throughout the

Far East. Nothing that was not generous, nothing

mean or underhand, could abide his presence, and

he leaves to those who follow a noble and inspir-

ing example of unselfish devotion to duty."

Sir EwEN Cameron, K.C.M.G., was Manager
of the Shanghai Branch of the Bank from 1873

till 1889 ; and, as the strong and able lieutenant

of his Chief and colleague in Hongkong, is entit-

led to rank equally a.s one of the founders of the

Bank's prosperity. In 1890 he became Manager
of the London Branch, where he rendered valuable

service to the British Government by his advice

on Chinese financial matters, for which the honour

of K.C.M.G. was conferred on him in 1900. He
retired on account of ill-health in 1905 and died

in 1908.

Sir Chakles Addis, after a long career in the

Far East, was appointed a Manager of the Lon-

don Branch of the Bank in 1905, which post he

still continues to hold. He I'eceivcd the honour of

knighthood in 1913, in recognition of his services

as head of the British group in connection with

the negotiation and issue of the Chinese Reorganiza-

tion Loan.

Mr. E. G. HiLi.iEK, C.M.G., was appointed

agent of the Bank in Peking in 1891. In 1896.

following the strain of the negotiation of the

.Vnglo-German Loan of £16,000,000, he lost his

sight. Blindness, however, did not prove a bar

to carrying on his special work, and he is at

present the representative of the Bank in its

official relations with the Chinese Government and

in the negotiation of loans. lie was made a

C.M.G. in 1904.
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HONGKONG UNIVERSITY, THE, came into

existence in 1911; Sir F. Lucaro was the first

Chancellor, and Sir Chables Elioi {q.v.) of the

University of Sheffield, was appointed first Principal

and Vice-Chancellor, and in October 1912, teaching

in three Faculties was begun.

The nucleus of the University was the Hong-

kong School of Medicine for Chinese, founded in

1887, which had done a modest but valuable work

for twenty years, witliout any buildings of its own.

Having received §60,000 from the bequests of two

Chinese gentlemen, and a site from Government,

this institution in 1908 appealed to the public for

funds to extend its work. The idea of a University

had been suggested as far back as 1905, and an

alternative scheme was now drawn up whereby the

School of Medicine, instead of building for itself,

should become the Medical Faculty of a University.

Various difficulties having been overcome the Hong-

kong Government gave a site of 23 acres, Mr.

H. N. MoDY gave the buildings and j^repared the

land at a cost of about §345,000, and an Endowment
and Equipment fund was started, which before the

end of 1909 amounted to more than one and a

quarter million dollars. To this fund Messrs.

IknTERFiELD & SwmE, with their allied firms, gave

S40,000; the Chinese government also subscribed;

the Governor of Canton, having first assured him-

self that the standard of the University was to

equal that of the University of London, gave his

warm support, and invited contributions from the

Canton province ; the Chinese, both of Canton and

Hongkong, gave generously ; the Governors of the

Straits Settlements and Macao, and the Shanghai

Municipal Council recommended the scheme ; and

from as far north as Mukden, and as far south

as Australia, wealthy Chinese sent donations.

The foundation-stone was laid in March 1910,

when Mr. H. X. Mody was knighted by the order

of His Majesty King Kdwaiu) VII, who also com-

manded that scholarships bearing his own name

should he established fnr lirilish subjects. The

site given by Government is 200 feel above the sea,

and commands a fine view of the harbour. The

buildings were calculated to accommodate 500

-tudenls, with capacity for extension—and besides

the class-rooms, laboratories. Great Hall, libraries,

etc., include residential quarters for the Staff and

for undergraduates; and a large playground has

been provided. The University is also close to the

Hospitals.

The wish of the Committee of the University

was to begin with the two Faculties of Medicine

and Engineering as the mo.st urgently necessary

fnr the development of China and amelioration of

her conditions, but a Faculty of Arts was added

owing to pressure broui,'ht by the Chinese residents

in the colony.

The University, while specially intended for

the benefit of the Chinese, is open to all, irrespective

of race, nationality or creed ; the degrees conferred

are equal to those of the University of London

;

and as one of its avowed objects is the formation

of character, all students are required to reside,

either in missionary hostels, or the quarters provided

by the University itself.

Another object is to promote a good under-

standing with the Chinese Government, and this

would seem to have been attained, to a large extent.

The Chinese in the Straits and in Canton have given

munificently ; the President of the Chinese Republic

gives five scholarships of the annual value of 3400,

and Canton Province has given twenty scholarships

of S300 annually.

There js a Consulting Committee in London in

addition to the Court, Council and Senate in Hong-

kong.

The number of students in 1917 is about 200.

HONG MERCH.'\NTS. See Co-hong.

HOOMUN CHAI TREATY, also called the

Bogue Treaty. This was a supplementary treaty

-signed by Sir Henry Pottinoer and Kiying at the

Bogue, October 8, 1843. It was abrogated by

Article I of the Tientsin Treaty of 1858 ; but some

of its provisions were embodied in that treaty,

notably the "most-favoured-nation clause," Art. viii

in the old, was repeated in Art. liv of the new

treaty. It is not given in Hertslet's Treaties, but

will be found in the Chinese Repository, vol. xiii,

in the Customs volume of Treaties, Conventions,

etc., and there is a precis of it in Mayers' Treaties.

HOOPOES. See Anisodactyli.

HOPE, JAMES, Sir, the British commander

of the squadron which brought the allied ministers

north in 1859. He did not reach the rank of

admiral till 1870. He arrived at Singapore in April,

1859 to replace Sir Michael Seymour. In June of

that year he received the disastrous check at the

Taku forts, and was severely wounded. He was in

command of the British fleet in the expedition which

was sent the next year as the result of this outrage.

He was born March 3, 1808 and died at Linlithgow

in Scotland on June 9, 1881.

HOPKINS, LIONEL CHARLES, was born

in 1854 and came to China as si udcnt interpreter

in 1874. He was Vice-consul at Shanghai in 1895,

Consul at Chcfoo in 1897 and Consul-General at

Tientsin from 1901 to 1908, when he retired from

the service and was honoured with the Imperial

Service Order. He is a keen student of early

Chinese, and has written a number of papers on the

Oracle Bones (q.v.), on Chinese numismatics, Chinese

numerals, etc. These have mostly appeared in the

R.A.S. Journal.
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HOPPO, the official at the head of the Maritime

Customs in the earlier trade with foreigners at

Canton. Representing the Ministry of Finances

{p SB A" P") he was dubbed with this title in error

by the foreigners.

Another derivation of the name is from hoipu,
the truncated form in Cantonese of Yiieh Hat kuan

pit 'gi^MSC Controller of Kuangtung Maritime

Cu.stoms. Williams gives ho po JSffg boatmaster

as the origin. The office was always lilled by a

Manchu. generally by a member of the Imperial

family ; it was abolished in 1904.

Mouse : Tlie GihU of China.

HORSE, WILD; there are probably two species

in Chinese territory, the Tarpan, Eqmtx cabatlus,

in Hsinchiang, and K. i>rJKvahl;ii in Hsinchiang

and \V. Mongolia. It is a question whether the

latter is an indigenous wild horse or is descended

from escaped domestic horses. See Equida.

HO SHANG *n ^. The ordinary Chinese

term for a Buddhi.st priest.

HOSHIGA-URA. See Star Ihuch.

HOSIE, ALEXANDER, born January 16,

1853, was educated at Aberdeen and appointed a

student-interpreter in the British Consular Service

in 1876. In 1881 he succeeded E. H. Pahkeu as

Consular Agent at Chungking, and from that centre

made several important journeys, making a great

many valuable observations on matters connected

both with natural history and with trade. In 1893

he wrote a valuable report on Formosa, where he

had been Consul, giving much important inform-

ation on geography and on the economic plants of

the I.sland. He was Commercial attache in China

from 1905 to 1908. and was a member of the Opium

Commission at Shanghai in 1908. He was knighted

in June, 1907.

His works are Three Years in Western China,

1830 ; Miinchuriu; On the Trail of the Opium

Popjji/, .1914 ; besides a large number of Ifej/ortu

(on Formosa, on Ssuch'uan, the Eastern Frontier

of Tibet, etc.).

HOUQUA, HOWQUA, etc., the best known

and must inipurtant of tlie Hong Merchants. His

surname was Wu (Cantonese No), and Wu How
Kdan g iu "^ '5 given in the Chinese ne/msitori/

as 'the original name.' His name proper was

Wu TcK-YiiAN. The termination 'qua," in this and

other well-known examples (Mowqua, Mincqua,

etc.), is honorific or respectful, equivalent to our

Mr. or Esquire. It stands for kuan "b", an official.

The business name or hno of the firm was Ewo 1§^
\\\ accounts of him speak, not only of his

perfect probity,—for which all the Hong Merchant*

were remarkable so far as their dealings with

foreigners were concerned,—but also of his friend-

liness and extreme generosity.

His fortune was immense, being estimated at

one time at 326.000,000 : and when Canton was
ransomed for si.x million dollars, the Hong Mer-

chants subscribing two millions of it, Houqua's

contribution was $1,100,000. He was also called on

to subscribe $1,000,000 towards the $3,000,000 agreed

on by the Nanking treaty as due to British

Merchants.

Hi- died on September 4. 1843. at the age of 75.

HSIA DYNASTY jr
|E, so named from a

small State in Honan, was founded by the Great

yu, who had drained the flooded country and

received the throne from Shbn. From his time the

succession became hereditary, the family name being

Ssu ^. The Empire then contained one or two

millions of Chinese, apparently colonists among
aborigines. There is little reliable I'.istory of such

a remote period, but it is suppo.>-ed that bronze was

then first cast and precious metals first used as

media of exchange. Seventeen sovereigns held sway

and the dynasty lasted 439 years. The last ruler

was infamous for cruelty and voluptuous living, and

was driven out by Ch'eno T'anc. who founded the

Shang dynasty.

Dyn. Title Accession Dyn. Title Accession
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have influenced the Chinese. Here Molianimedanism

first secured a hold in China, Buddhism and
Nestorianism flourished and the Jewish Colony

settled.

HSI CHEN. See Four Garrisons.

HSIEH CHIA ^^ or Hsi chia; commercial

agents for Mongols and Tibetans, on the Kansu
frontier. Their duties are hereditary. As ksieh

r/iia means resthome or rest-family, Eockhill refers

to Hrc's mention of Maisons de repos, and surmises

that a former duty of the hsieh. chia was to keep

free inns for Mongols and Tibetans.

RocKHiLL : T/ie Land of the Lamas.

HSI EN FENG li? S the reign-title of the

seventh rulei' of the Ching dynasty, whose personal

name was I CHU Ij^^. He was the fourth son of

Tag Kuang and was born iTi 1831. He succeeded

his father in 1851, and had a troubled reign, shew-

ing himself not at all equal to his task ; he w»s

weak and in general contemptible as a ruler. The
mo.=;t important deed of his reign was to receive

Vehonala {<l-v.) as a concubine, and make her the

mother of a son ; thus introducing into Chinese

hi.^tory the remarkable woman who is universally

known as the Empress-dowager. The T'ai P'ing

Uebellion filled a good part of his reign -and was

not suppressed till after his death. The Second

War with England had place at the end of his reign,

and when the allied English and French forces were

advancing on Peking he weakly fled to Johol, leaving

I'rince Kuuo to do the best he could with the

foreigner. He never returned to the capital, dying

in .lehol in 1861. His successor was T'ung Chih,

his infant son by Yehoxai,a, with the Empress-

mother and the Empress-Consort as co-Regents.

HSI EN SHENG ^-^ elder born. The equi-

valent of our title Mr. It is especially used as a

noun meaning a teacher.

HSIEN TIEN ^^ 'Former Heaven' or

' Preceding Heaven ' Society, a secret sect said

to have been founded by one Lo Huai JBUS in the

reign of the Ming Emperor Wan Li (1573-1620).

The same man is also credited with founding the

Lung Hua and Wu Wei Societies (q-v.). Lo Htjai

in what is described as his 49th existence was born

in the prefecture of I^aichou in Shantung. He was

t.rdained as a Buddhist priest on Chiu Hua Shan,

lint his teaching is a mi.tture of the Three Religions.

He travelled much, and died in Peking, where he

i.-i said to have worked miracles, and so turned aside

the Emperor's wrath, always ready to burn against

Societies.

The sect is non-ritualistic and opposes outward

.show, and there is no propagandism. The initiation

consists in a vow to keep the five commandments of

;n

Buddha. The members are mostly well-to-do ; their

meetings are generally held in each other's houses,

men meeting with men and women with women, the
object being the recitation of sutras, and edifying

conversation. They are all vegetarians, and spend
a good deal of money in buying up animal life.

De Groot has described them as he found them
in Amoy, where they were very numerous. See
Secret sects.

De Groot : Sectarianisvi and the Religion of
Ihe Chinese.

HSIEN YUN (Kit. a name found in some
books meaning the Huns ; an early designation of

Hsiung nu (q.v-).

HSI LING g®, the western tombs of the

Manchu emperors. See Mausolea.

HSI.SHIH or Hsi tzu Bij" JS or H ^. The
must beautiful of women in Chinese tradition. She
was sent as a present by the prince of Yiieh to the

Prince of Wu with the' intention of ruining him ;

the plan was a success.

HSIUNG NU iqiX, Western Tartars of Mon-
golia, fir.st heard of in B.C. 318 when they allied

with five Chinese powers against the menacing

attitude of Ch'in. They are the ancestors of the

Huns and Turks.

1'arkeu : Ancient China Simplified, p. 150.

HSIU TS'AI '^yf, cultivated talent; a graduate

of the lowest rank, generally translated in English

as bachelor of arts. See Chii jtn; Chin shih, etc.

HSI WANG MU. See Si wan<j mu.

HSI YU CHI jg-glE- There are two well-

known Chinese books with this title, and a great

deal of confusion e.\ists, not so much because of

there being two, but because foreign writers who
speak of one generally ignore the other.

The important one is the record of the travels

of Ch'iu Ch'ang-ch'dn (q.v.) who went from Shan-

tung to the coui't of Chenghis Khan in Persia in

1221-24. It was written by Li Chih-ch'ang, one

of his disciples, who accompanied him and kept a

journal. It has been translated into Russian by the

Archimandrite Palladius, and Pautiiieb translated

part of it, badly, into French. The important

parts of were done into English by Bretschneider :

he makes no mention of the other book with the

same name.

This second work is of a very different nature

;

it is a popular novel, based on the travels of

HsiiAN TsANG to this extent and no further, that

the chief personage is called by HsiiAN Tsang's

posthumous name and that he travels in search of

Huddhist books. It begins with a stone monkey

hatched out of a stone egg who becomes Master of

the Horse to the chief Taoist divinity. Most people

vsiU regard it as a hotchpotch of puerile absurdities.
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It has, however recently been partly translated and

the rest summarized by Dr. T. Richard as an

Epic and Allegory and one of the world's master-

pieces of literature. His translation has the title

A Mission to Heaven. He takes it for granted that

it is the work of Ch'iu Chang-ch'un, but Giles

says otherwise. In his Chinese Literature Giles

gives a very brief outline of the book but does not

there mention the other work of the same title nor

does BiCHARD mention it anywhere. It is known

to the Chinese as the Hon or Later Hsi yu chi.

It may be well to add that there is a third

work with a similar name, the Hsi yii chi l?? IjE JB
which is the genuine travels of Hsuan Tsano

Giles : Chinese Literature; Bretschneider :

Mediaeval Researches, vol. i; Richard : .1 Mission

to Heaven, 1913.

HSiJAN CHUANG. See Hsiian Tsang.

HSiJAN TSANG ^m^ or Yuan Chuang ^^
and various other furni.s ; the "style' (official name)

or the religious name of the celebrated Buddhist

pilgrim Ch'kn I. He was born in Honan, a.d. 600,

and in 629 he set out secretly from Hsi-an fu for

India. In 645, having first obtained the Emperor's

permission, he returned, bringing 557 sacred books

and 150 relies of the Buddha. He spent the rest

of bis life in translating the books and also wrote

the account of his travels, the well-known Hsiyii

ilii W isE IE "o' '° '^^ confused with Hsi yu chi

H jS IE (?•'•)• This has been translated by

Stanislas Juliex in 1857, by S. Beal in 1884. and

by Thomas Watters, whose work, edited by Rhts
Davids and S. W. Bl'SHELL, was published post-

humously in 1904.

HSUAN TU -IS ISJ suspended way. a name

occurring in Hsuan Tsang's travels. It was crossed

by Pan Ch'ao with an army, (After Han Records

Sfc^lE)- It is identified by Wylie with Hindu

Kliush. Chinese Recorder, vol. iv, p. 52.

HSiJAN T'UNG ^^, the reign title of the

tenth Emperor of the Manchu dynasty. The ruler's

personal name is P'u I }!|fi5 and he is the son of

Prince Ch'un and nephew of the preceding Emperor

KuANG Hsii. He was born on February 11, 1906,

and succeeded to the throne on November 14, 1908.

On February 12, 1912. he abdicated, being allowed

however to retain the title of Manchu Emperor for

life. On July 1, 1917, while these pages are in

the press the young Emperor has been restored

by General Chang HsiiN ; but the restoration is a

finseo.

The following table is of use to show the re-

lations of the Manchu rulers from Tao Kuang to

HsiiAN T'ONG. The dates are the dates of accession.

TAO KIANO (18S1)

J»t xon 4th son 6th fim Ttfi son

I Wei HSIEX FENG (1851) Prince Kcnc rrince (H-VN

KU.\Si; Priiicf

TsAl I'um TMNC CUIII(l»U2) TsAi CllEMi 1I.SI(18'5) lil'c.v

(Hiiiipted)

r-L- Wei
i ailoptfd nephew)

HSIAS
TTNGCliUfi

HSiJ KUANG-CH'I ^.^r^i was born near

Shanghai about a.d. 1560. He rose to the Han-lin

degree and became acquainted with Ricci, helping

him to translate books on mathematics, astronomy

and firearms. He was baptized with the name
Paul. He memorialized the Emperor with sug-

gestions for the defence of the Empire, was made
Censor and ordered to raise troops. He found,

however, that his advice was neglected, and he

withdrew from active life. He was recalled when
his help was needed, but was later disgraced, and

this occurred twice ; but in 1628, on the accession of

Tsi;ng Cheng, he was restored to his rank, and

later arrived at the highest offices. He died in

1634. He was a friend and protector of mission-

aries, and the great Jesuit establishment near

Shanghai called Zi ka wei or Hsii chia hui ^ ^ ^
perpetuates his name. His grave is at the village

of that name. His daughter was baptized by the

name of Candida (q.v.).

HSUN-FU JSIft. The Governor of a province

(before the Revolution). The common designation

was Fu t'ai ^^.

HSiJN K'UANG, '^ ^, known as HsiiN Tzu

or t!ie Philosopher HsiiN, was a native of the State

of Chao, born in 340 B.C. He was a high officer

of sta'.e. and spent most of a very long life in the

Kingdom of Ch'i. At eighty-six years of age he

was impeached and retired to Ch'u, where he

gathered a group of disciples including Han Fei Tzii

(g.v.) and Li Ssu [q.v.). He died at the age of 120.

He is best known by a philosophical treatise in

thirty-two "books" in which he upheld with great

force the doctrine of the innate badness of human

nature, as a basis for his system of corrective ethics.

He resembles Hume in some of his views, notably

as to the artificial nature of society. He empha-

sized the value of the canonical books, and laid

the greatest stress on ceremonial and on music as

educative influences, thus opposing Mo Tzu.

Suzuki has a thoughtful estimate of his jjlace in

Chinese thought.

Suzuki : History of Chinese /'hilosnphy; Giles :

lliogroph ical Dictionary.

HSU PAUU. See Hsu Kvany-ch'i.
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HSU SHEN sTtft- a "ative of lionan, of the

tlie first century of our era. He wrote a famous
rominentary on the Five Claxnic-^, but is best known
as the author of the Shuo Wen iq-v.).

HSU, STATE OF, ff, a very small feudal

State of the ( luni period. The rulers had the same
ancestry as those of Ch'i.

HUAI NAN TZU jiffj^ the literary name of

the Prince of Hiiai Nan, a grandson of the first

Han H^niperor. His name was Jfll ^ Liu An. He
was a devoted Taoist, and a great searcher after

the eli.xir of life, and other magical treasures. He
was a contemporary of Ssii-MA Ch'ien, who relates

that he .spent all his propertyin his occult pursuits,

and that he died by hi.? own hand, when discovered

plotting to succeed to the throne. The later Taoists

however, insist that he attained to immortality and
was possessed of wonderful supernatural powers.

He embodied the results of his researches in a book

called /Jiiiiij lir/i r/niiin 1$ f^l ff, {'/<'), familiarly

known as (the treatise of) I/urii A'nn Tzu. It is

one of the standard works of the Taoists.

HUANGPU CONSERVANCY. The Huangpu
IS a tributary channel chiefly maintained by tidal

actiun, which connects the lake system in the

.Southern Yangtze Delta with the Yangtze at Woo-
sung. It derives its principal importance from its

i

relation to Shanghai, which is on the left bank

15 miles from the mouth. Spring tides averaging

about 12 feet in the mouth of the Yangtze Estuary i

diminish to 10 feet at the mouth of the Huangpu and

form a strong wave with rapid currents which

sweeps up that river even to the easternmost of

the lakes ( "Hsi Tai" or "Tien Shan" ).

The accessibility to Shanghai from the sea

depends on the bars at the mouth of the Yangtze

and the Huangpu. The latter river had two bars,

the inner and the outer Woosung bar with 12 and

18 feet of water at ordinary low water respectively,

which early proved to be serious obstacles, and were

the subjects of a British " Blue Book " in 1874.

In 1876 two reports by engineers were submitted

to the Consular Body of Sh.inghai, but it was not

till 1889 that any actual work was done. Dredg-

ing having been tried but proved ineffectual, Mr.

.1. DE UiJKK was called in by the Shanghai General

Chamber of Commerce in 1897 and reported on the

continued deterioration which was proceeding, and

made certain proposals. Ahne.ve 17 of the "Boxer"

I'eace Protocol of 1901 comprised "Regulations for

the Improvement of the Cour.se of the Huangpu"
and a Conservancy Board was appointed. No steps

wore lalion to fulfil this agreement and in Septem-

ber, 1905, a now agreement was signed. The

Conservancy Board was to consist of the Shanghai

Taotai and the Commissioner of Customs and the

,

Chinese Government undertook to provide twenty
annual payments of 460,000 Haikuan Taels.

Mr. DE RijKE was appoinied engineer and work
was begun in 1906. The "Ship Channel" was closed
in 1910 and the new fairway (

" Astiraea Channel,"
formerly the "Junk Channel" ) was dredged. The
"Inner Bar" was thus eliminated and by a train-

ing wall running out inco the Yangtze the "Outer
Bar" was washed out, so giving a minimum depth
of 20 feet at average low water as well as a clear

600 feet width all the way to Shanghai.
At the end of 1910, when the total expenditure

reached some 6.500.000 Shanghai Taels. funds were
lacking the work was discn-ganized and Mr. de
RiJKB left.

Tlie work was, however, not even half complet-
ed. Silting was noticed in the "Astraea Channel"
in 1911 and in October, Mr. H. von Heidenstam,
who succeeded Mr. de Ruke as Engineer-in -Chief,

submitted a "Project for the Continued Whangpoo
Regulation,'' with complete plans and estimates,

showing that Tls. 6,000,000 spread over ten years

would be required for the continued regulation.

After some negotiations with the Oovernmeiit it

was agreed in April, 1912 to proceed, and a

Conservancy Tax of 3% on the Customs duties and
Is per mille on duty-free goods was authorized.

The Board (which now included the Harbour
Master) was supplemented by a Consultative Com-
mittee of six members, one from each of the five

leading shipping nations and one selected by the

Chinese Chamber of Commerce.
Work has proceeded regularly since July, 1912.

Pheasant Point (a sharp convex near the mouth)
was cut away and a contract for four million cubic

yards of dredging was let. A second training wall

at the mouth on the right bank was also built and
various groynes and reclamations have been made
with favourable results. In 1916 the Board acquir-

ed its own dredging plant and dredging of the

convexes at Shanghai (Pootung Point) and Nantou
is now being executed.

The regulated channel shows now in 1916 a

depth of 24 feet at ordinary low water over a

width of nearly 600 feet right through from Woosung
to Shanghai.

Several large dredging and training works are

planned and will bo executed according to pro-

gramme of the 1911 Project.

Elaborate hydrographic surveys have been

made both of the Hiiangpu and of the Yangtze

Estuary with a view to scientific treatment of the

problem.

The tax imposed in May, 1912, has yielded

about half a million taels per annum, but decreased

somewhat during 1915 owing to the war.

De Ruke : Report nn Whangpno liiver frnm

Sliiiiiijhdi ildii'iiwnnl. 1898; VON Heidenstam:
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Project for the Continued Whangpoo Regulation;
1911. Second Edition, 1912; Report on the

Hydrography of the Whangpoo, 1916; Report on
the Yangtze Estuary {in relation to the Whanc/poo),
1917. [H. V. H.]

HUANG Tl or Huong Shang ^± or ^ ^
The Emperor. Other titles are l"icn Tzu )<, ^,
Son of Heaven; ±^ Chu Tzu, Lord, etc.

. See Imperial Titles.

Maters : Manual of Chinese Titles.

HUANG Tl, ^^ the Yellow Emperor, one of

the legendary rulers of China, B.C. 2698-2598. The
invention is ascribed to him of wheeled vehicle.s,

armour, ships, pottery, etc. The phoenix and the
ChH lin appeared at the end of his reign in approval
of his wise and beneficent rule.

HUl HUl II]|3). The common term for Moham-
medan. The word /lui means to return, and the

attempt has been made to explain hui-hui as equi-

valent to 'Islam,' denoting return and submission to
God; or the return of the body in death to the
earth and of the mind to the path of truth ; from
illusion to reality, etc., etc. Another theory derives
the name from Hui-ho or Hui-hu a people of

northern Mongolia, Uighurs or Ouigour.< ; another
regards it as a corruption of Arabic ya akhouya
" my brother," and again it is the Chinese
onomatopoeic name of those with unintelligible

speech, comparable with the Greek pipSapoi etc.

The origin of the term may therefore be regarded
as an insoluble puzzle.

It appears first in the records of the Liao
dynasty (a.d. 917). See Mohammedanism.

Hroomiiai.l : Islam in China.

HUl YUAN ^^, A.n. 333 416, a Buddhist
pries-t whose name in the world was Chia Jlf. a

native of Shansi. He is regarded as the founder of

the I'ure Land School of Buddhism, though at least

one of the books of the School had been translated

into Chinese at a much earlier date. In early life

h3 was an ardent Taoist, and it is said that after he
was converted to Buddhism he still used Chuanu
Tzu to enforce his jireaching. He was born in 333,

established him.>^elf at Lu feng in Hupci in 373 and
taught there till his death in 416.

HU KUANG jjq;^-, the old name of a province
jnow divided into Hupei and Hunan. The two are 1

together still called by this name, or by the name
Liang Hu \^\^ Two Hu.

HUMAN SACRIFICES. See Sacrifices, hu-

man; Suttee.

HUNAN f|fj^ South of the lake, a central

province with an area of 83,398 sq. miles and a
population variously estimated between 21,000,000
and 23,000,000. It gets its name from the Tunc-

t'ing Lake, which occupies about 2,000 sq. miles of

the north-eastern corner of the province. The pro-

vince itself is practically the area drained by three

large rivers with their tributaries. The Siang jffl,

Tzu ;^and Yiian jjc rivers all rise outside the south

side of the province. The Siang enters the province

in the centre of the south, the Tzu, somewhat east

of the south-west corner, the Yiian, somewhat north

of that corner. Including the navigable waters of

the tributaries each of these rivers offers nearly

1,000 miles of waterway. Each river has an import-

ant town on its bank not far from the lake, where

in presteamer days cargoes could be transferred

from the shallow boats used in the upper waters

to the deeper boats more useful across the lake and

on the Yangtze ; the Siang has Siangtan ; the Tzu,

Yiyang, and the Yiian, Ch'angte. Each also has a

city of prefectural rank • about mid-course ; the

Siang, Hengchow ; the Tzu, Paok'ing ; the Yiian,

Shenchow fu. These six cities, with Yochow (which

stands at the Yangtze entrance to the lake), are,

after Changsha, the most important in the province.

The Siang is the largest of the three rivers; in its

basin stand half the county towns of. the province.

The mountains which separate these rivers and

their tributaries from each other have not been

scientifically surveyed. The Sacred Peak of Nan-

yoh (see Hung shan) is some 4,500 ft. high ; but

further to the west in the ridge separating the Tzii

from the Yiian, a western traveller registered a

barometer height showing 5,500 ft. at the pass.

The people of Hunan are a characteristically

rice-eating people : small-boned, active, wiry. In

many of their characteristics, e.g., clannishness,

love of travel, willirjgness to scrap old methods and

use new, they are midway between their southern

Canton and their northern Hupei neighbours.

The people do well in developing the agricul-

tural possibilities of the low lying plains round the

Tungt'ing Lake and Siang valley ; but only moder-

ately, as regards the possibilities of forestry—along

the rivers one comes to astonishingly beautiful woods

of bamboo and other trees alternating with miles

and tens of miles of barren hillsides ;—not even

moderately well as regards the mineral wealth.

Only hand labour has so far been used (even though

the example of Pingsiang, just over the Kiangsi

border is ever before their eyes, as all its product-

ions are transported through Hunan). Yet with

the mere scratching of the soil the wealth is such

that it is evident that with proper machinery and

abundant capital, the riches might surpass the

dreams of avarice. There are not only the useful

minerals and metals, coal, iron, tin, copper, anti-

mony, but, after spates, gold is washed out of some

of the river sands, and many of the important newly

discovered metals such as tungsten have about the

best percentages of any such ores yet worked.
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In 1902, a railway was constructed for the

I'ingfiang mines running to C'huchow on the Siang.

Tliis was extended to (Jhangsha in 1911 (by exceed-

ingly expensive and very poor workmanship under

Chinese direction). Part of this line is now included

in the Canton-Hankow railway which will shortly

(1917) be opened from Changsha to Wuchang.
Extension of the Pingsiang line on to Nanchang

will bring Changsha into connection with the Yang-

tze at Kiukiang. Mining lines connecting Paok'iug

with the south are also projected. There is a small

light railway of 10 miles in connection with the

Shui-k'ou shan mines (lead) and the Siang above

iiengchow.

In addition to the mineral exports the province

does a good trade in rice, tea, timber, beans, hemj^.

wood oil and wheat. Also in such manufactures as

lire-crackers, paper, paper umbrellas and some por-

celain (from Liling).

The history of the province barely goes back

as far as the Chou dynasty. (For legends connected

with the earliest times, see N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal,

vol. xliii). Though the old name of Ch'u is affected

(JS ffi is used by scholars for
jjfj ffj), the feudal

kingdom of Ch'u only touched the northern fringe

of the province. Only one Hunanese name is con-

nected with that State, viz. Cn'ii YiiAN (</.«.),

B.C. 332-295. Ch'in Shih Huang Ti in one of his

progresses entered the province. His grandson, with

whom his line became extinct, was sent to Chenchow,

in the far south of the province, to die. For the

ilan relationship with Hunan, see Chanrjslia and

I/(7t<i c/i«7i. One brilliant name at the very begin-

ning of the Sung School of Philosophy, that of

CuoiJ Tun I, is connected with Hunan. In the day.s

of the T'ai P'ing rebellion the province suddenly

sprang into the very front rank. The rebels entered

the province in 1852 and were immediately subjected

to a heavy defeat by Chiang CHUNG-viiAN, the com-

panion of Tseng Kuo-kan. Escaping by a land

mute on the ©iist of the province while Chianc

wailed for them on the river, they arrived at Chang-

sha which they besieged for ninety days. In spite

iif mines which they exploded under the walls they

were unable to enter the city, and raised the siege.

It was this initial success that led to (he employment

of Hunan .soldiers, who, under Tsemg Kuo-fan (and

with the help of General Gordon) finally jjut down

the rebels.

Ilunan was always proud of the share her sons

bad in saving the dynasty. At one time, it is said

tli.it out of six viceroys, five were Hunanese. For

the remainder of the Manchu days, it was an un-

written law that the great viceroyalty of Nanking

siiuuld be hold by a Hunanese.

In the recent movement resulting in the Re-

imblir, Hunanese had their share. Tho.ie who only

kiKiw !lic lir.li: anrl rowardici- tli^l rlisLrriircd the

closing days of Huang Hsing's life would hardly

credit the dare-devil work he did in earlier days.

Tsai Ao was the first to take up arms against Yuan
SniH-K'Ai"s imperial projects. Sung Chiao-jen,

who was assassinated in Shanghai in 1912 was one

from whom much was expected. The first Re-

publican Governor, T'an Yen-k'ai, like the second

President, is a clean-handed, patriotic man who
would prefer the quiet of his home to the cares of

office. [G.G.W.]

HUi^JCHUN ?^!#, Lai. N. 42° 53'; Long. E.

131° 18', is situated near the point where the

Russian, Korean, and Chinese frontiers meet in East

Manchuria. It was opened by the Manchuria Con-

vention of 1905, but the Customs did not begin to

function until 1909.- Hunchuii began its existence

as a military post in 1714. The trade (in beans and

farm products, and game) is small. The population

is 2,610.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 239,885 336,657

Net Chinese „ 100,873 —
Exports ... 205,247 269,728

Total Hk.Tls. ... 546,005 606,385

HUNDRED NAMES. See /'ni /i.-Zn;/.

HUNG HSIU-CH'UAN m^^, a Kuangtung
man, born in 1812, who was the leader of the

T'ai P'ing rebellion. He learned something of

Christian doctrine in his youth, became a fortune-

teller, and joined a society called the Society of

God, rising to be its head. In 1836 he announced

himself as brother of Christ and collected many
into a kind of Christian sect. In 1850 he began the

rebellion, styling himself ^ ^ T'ieii-won</ or

Heavenly Prince. He committed suicide im-

mediately before the end of the rebellion in 1864.

See T'ai l"in;/ liehdJinn.

HUNG LEAGUE. .Scr Tumt s.wU-.h,.

HUNG LIEH CHUAN fjfi Sli fij , one of the

standard works of the Taoist canon, more generally

known by the name of the writer Huai Nan Tzu

((/.I'.). The title is said to be equivalent to J^ Jfl't^l

or (he Story of the Great Light.

HUNG LOU MENG U\%S!-. .See Z>mim «/

tlic lit:d t'/i(tinMer.

HUNTER, WILLIAM C, an early American

resident in Canton, reached China in February, 1825,

after a voyage of 125 days from New York. After

studying Chinese at the Anglo-Chinese College in

Malacca, he was employed by the firm of Russell

& Co., an<l became a partner from 1837 to 1842. He
died nt Nice in June, 1891. He was the author of

two books, issued in 1882 and 1885 respectively,

and republished in 1911. They are The Fan Kirac

"I I'niiton and Hit» nf OH China,

lib
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HUNTING RESERVES, IMPERIAL, ^ m
a vast track of hundreds of miles set apart early in

the Maneliu dynasty for preserving large game and

for exercising Imperial troops in hunting. It is in

the Jeh ho (Jchol) region.

HUNG WU iJt^. The reigning title of the

founder of the Ming dynasty. He was a native of

Anhui named Chu YiiAN-cnANG, born in 1328 of

very poor parents. When parents and brother had

died from hunger he sought to enter the Buddhist

priesthood, led a wandering life for some years,

then fought under Kuo Tzu-HSiNG against the

J\Iongol dynasty. He made himself prince of Wu
in 1364 and four years later Emperor of the Great

Ming dynasty under the year-title Hitng Wu, with

his capital at Nanking. The last Mongol Emperor

died in 1370, and though invasions by the Mongols

continued for some time their re-establishment was

hopeles.s. Hung Wu tcok the whole country and

ruled it with wisdom, being a great patron of

education and literature. He modified the system

of examinations which lasted till this century,

published a Penal Code, abolished such punishments

as mutilation, prohibited eunuchs from holding

office, made Buddhism and Taoism state religions,

and asserted suzerainty over Korea. In his old age

he became suspicious and de.stroyed many of those

who had helped him to the throne. He was

popularly known as the 'beggar king.' He died in

1399.

HUN YUAN MEN j^tcH . a sect which is

strong in Manchuria. It was founded in the

W.\N hi period at the beginning of the 17th century

by Han P'iao-kao of Chihli. It has no temples or

priests, but meets in private houses under paid

leaders, and has been described as a bi'anch of the

Taoist sect worshipping Buddha. The members

are, of course, vegetarians.

IxcLls : Chineff liecindcr, vol. xx.xix, p. 270.

HUPEI x^-^. a province in the Yangtze basin,

formerly making with Hunan the province Hukuang.

The division between them was made by K'ang Hsi.

The area is 71,428 sq. miles and the population

35,280,000. The name, meaning 'North of the lake,'

refers to the Tung fing lake. Its literary names

are Ch'u JS and O "|5. Its adjoining provinces are

Honan and Shensi on the north, Shensi and Ssu-

ch'uan on the west, Hunan and Kiangsi on the south,

and Anhui on the east. The province is elongated

cast and west, in which direction the Yangtze flows

right through it. The Han river enters from the

north, falling into the Yangtze at Hankow, and is

navigable throughout its course in the province.

The Eastern K'un hin spurs occupy about half the

area, rising to 11,000 feet ; the rest of the province

is a fertile jilain, producing cotton, rice, corn and

tea ; and there are many lakes.

The chief city is Wuchang . , on the south

of the Yangtze; opjiosite to it are Hankow (j.f.)

and Hanyang, the population of the three cities

being nearly two millions. Besides Hankow, Hupei

has the treaty ports of Ichang and Shasi (^.r.).

Hankow is connected with Peking by a railway

which is being extended southwards to Canton.

HUTUKHTU or Khutukhtu DfUKH, Mon-

golian for Saintly. The class of dignitaries so called

is a marked and essential feature of Tibetan Bud-

dhism. The Mongolian term is interpreted into

Chinese as 4)|^A 'he one who return.s, an Avatar.

Each hntul/itu at death comes forth re-embodied in

some new-born child.

They wei'e at first only known in Tibet, but

the .system has now overspread all Mongolia.

The number of hululchtti,—to which class the

Dalai Lama and Panshen Lama belong,—is one

hundred and sixty. They are familiarly termed

fB CT A«o Fo or living Buddha.

The official generally known among foreign read-

ers by this title is the Cheptsuiidampa Ilutukhtu,

the Metropolitan or Patriarch of the Khalka tribes,

with his residence at Urga. He ranks third among
the Lamaist hierarchy. He acts as spiritual collea-

gue to the Chinese Agent at Urga. His title Chep-

tsundampa is Tibetan for 'venerable best' ; he is

also called by the Sanskrit word T'drandtha, (a

name of doubtful meaning), being regarded as the

re-incarnation of that Tibetan lama and author.

Brunnebt and Hagelstrom : Prei^ent Day
Piilin'cal Or,/aniza/iim of C/iinri, 1912; Mayers:
i'liiiiefe Government, 3rd ed. p. 119.

HWAI RIVER CONSERVANCY. See Con-

fcrvfinri/ Worl:'.

HYMNOLOGY. Few Christian hynnis have

been written by Chinese so far, but many hymnbooks

have been issued by missionaries. Thus Dr. Nevius

published one in 1864, replaced by one produced by

Drs. Mateeu and Nevius (221 hymns) ; Dr. Griffith

John put out the Hankow hymnbook in 1876, (200

hymns) ; Drs. Goodrich and Bloduet issued the

Peking hymnbook in 1877, (315 hymns) ; Archdeacon

MouLE a collection of 221 hymns ; Mr. Woodruff

a book of hymns with accompanying tunes, and

Rev. ,J. Lees a hymnbook of 429 hymns in 1891.

The last was founded on a work of 1862, which

contained 56 hymns by Eev. W. Burns and 61 by

Dr. Edkins.

At the present time the majority of the larger

Missions have their own collections, and many of

the smaller Missions also. Nearly all the hymns

are translations of Western favourites, some of

which appear in twenty different versions.

The majority of Chinese Christians being simple

and unlettered folk, the missionaries' tendency has
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been to sacrifice literary merit to edification, and

many cf the most widely-used hymns, tried by the

standards of I'hinese poetry, are pitiful doggerel.

Probably the best collection from the point of view

of style is that used in the Basel, Berlin and

Uhenish Missions in Kuangtung. It would seem

that, generally speaking, the genius of the Chinese

language is more aUin to solid and stately hymns

than to the lighter type with repetitions ami

choruses; but, as in the West, the swinging, easily

learnt tunes of the latter, gain them popularity

in spite of fopble words.

HYPNOTISM, mentioned in Chinese literature

as far back as the middle of the seventeenth century,

is used as a means of enquiry into the future and

also for the cure of serious illness. It is used in

great secrecy, being an offence against the law.

Giles : The Civilization of China, p. 67.

I, ^, a general name found in the /.(' Chi for

barbarian tribes on the east boundaries of China.

Sumo important tribes lived on the bank of the

Huai ri\er and round the present Hsii chou in

Kiangsn. They were gradirally absorbed by the

Chinese civilization around them.

The structure of the character would imply that

Ihey were known as users of the 'great bow' { ;^

ijreiit, '^ a buw). This is the character forbidden

by the Tientsin Treaty of 1858 to be used of the

Briti.sh Goveriunent or subjects in Chinese official

documents.

IBIS. See Herodioncs.

ICHANG,
5j[ g / ch'uiKj, a treaty port in

Ilnpci on the north bank of the Yangtze, in lat.

30'" 44' N. and long. 111".18' E., 397 miles above

Hankow and 1,000 miles from the sea. It was

opened to foreign trade by the Chefoo Convention

or Agreement of 1876. The district is poor and

scantily pojjulated, and Ichaug is only important

as a port of transit for goods going to or coming from

Chungking; there are now five steamers running

between the two ports. The Ichang Gorges begin

some ten miles above.

The population is about 40.000, the foreign

residents numbering 187. The chief articles of ex-

port trade are beans, grain, sesamum seed, vegetable

tallow and wood-oil. Work on the IchangWanhsien

railway was begun in 1910.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imparl. 1.144,896 1.429,897

.Net Chinese .. 703,569 1.685,492

E.N ports 3.052,114 3,514.062

Total llk.Tls. . 4.900,579 6,629,451

Hook (or Canon) ofI CHING, a t^. //"

Chaiiijv.i, one of the Classics, perhaps the oldest of

all. The Diagrams ('/.f.) or Trigrams which are

the nucliMis of the work, are ascribed to Ku Hsi

about 2800 B.C. The / Chimj consists of expositions

of these. The text consists of sixty-four short

essays by Wen Wang, father of the founder of the

Chou dynasty, thirteenth and twelfth centuries

B.C. He is said to have written them while in

prison. The.se are called Tuan ^. They are

followed by a commentary supposed to have been

also written in prison by Chou Kung son of Wkn
Wang ; this is called Hsiung £. The remainder

of the work consists of ten sections said to have

been written by Confucius; these are named "h S|

^hih i, Ten Wings.

The book is regarded with the utmost vener-

ation by the Chinese, but in spite of thousands of

expositions its meaning remains dark. Foreign

students have given the most varied views on the

subject : it is a political work, enigmatically written
;

or it is a lunar calendar; or it is a vocabulary, with

notes, of a non-Chinese language.

Being a book of use in divination it is said to

have escaped being burned by Ch'in Shih Huang
Ti. It is revered by Confucianists and Taoists alike

It has been translated into Katin by the .Icsuit

missionary Regis (1834-39) and others ; into French

by Philastue (1885. 1893), and de Hauli'.z, (1895),

and into English by Legge, (1882).

Wylie : Notes oh Chimsi: /.itiroliirf ; Giles:

Chinese /.iteraliiie ; .James : Chinise Unorilrr, vol.

xxis. p. 334.

IDES, EVERT ISBRAND, a German .sent by

Peteh the Great to Peking in 1693-95. The Czar's

letter was not received, because his name took

precedence in it of the Emperor's (K'ang Hsi).

Iues wrote a not very trustworthy account of his

Journey, and the secretary of the Embassy. .\i>am

BiiANi). wrote another.

I.G., a common designation of the Inspector-

(ieneral of Chinese Customs.

I HO CH'UAN,
.'>t'e /Itixt ri.-<iii.

(Righteous Harmony Fists).

2-t;
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I HO YUAN, fig JfU g a name lor the Suinnier

Palace at Peking. It is taken from the Li Chi or

Book of Rites.

I HSING YAO. See IScmro H'ure.

I LAN FU. See Sansing.

I LI, §* ^, a district now included in Sinkiang.

It lies to the north of the T'ien Shan, a triangular

wedge in the mountains, belonging geographically

to Mongolia rather than to Sinkiang. The chief

town is Kuldja. Hi is close to the Russian border

and was occupied by Russia in 1871 for the pro-

tection of her own frontier during Yakub Khan's

rebellion, but was nearly all restored to China by

the Treaty of St. Petersburg in 1881.

ILIPU, ^''M.'fei a Manchu who was Viceroy

at Nanking at the beginning of the First War in

1840, and was appointed High Commissioner for

affairs in Chekiang, in view of the British having

occupied the Chusan Islands. The plenipotentiaries

having been got away from the Pei ho by Kishen,

made an armistice for Chekiang with Ilipu, and

arrived at Macao on November 20. When the

Convention was made which ceded Hongkong it

was disowned by China early in 1841, and among

other officials punished for the state of affairs

Ilii'U was degraded and sentenced to be banished

to Hi. In March, 1842, however, he was recalled

to act with KiviNC as plenipotentiary at Canton,

and was one of the signatories to the Treaty of

jNanking in August. He died the ne.xt year while

High Commissioner for Canton affairs.

Mouse : T/ie International Relatione of the

Chinese Umpire.

ILTIS, German gunboat of 489 tons, wrecked

on the Shantung coast. It left Chefoo with sealed

orders on July 23, 1895, probably for Kiaochow,

which was already an object of desire. After round-

ing the northern point of the Shantung Promon-

tory it met the force of a terrible typhoon and was

driven on Flat Rocky Point, nine miles north of

the south-ea^ern point of the Promontory, tiear

the bay of Sang-kou. Of eighty-nine officers and

men only twelve escaped ; the boat went down with

the rest, who sang to the Kaiser and the flag as

they died. There is a handsome monument on the

Bund at Slianghai to commemorate the tragedy.

ILTIS HUK, a small headland east of Tsing-

tau. Missionaries of the interior of Shantung have

there liiiilt cottages for summer rcsidenco.

IMBAULT-HUART, CAMILLE CLEMENT,
born in 1857, died at Hongkong in 1897.

He reached China as student-interpreter in

1878, and was French Consul at Canton and

Chevalier of the l.egion of Honour when he died.

A list of his various works is given in the T'ounij

Pao, 1899.

IMMORTALS. In Taoism imraortality is the

result of ascetic practices combined with the taking

of proper drugs etc., which develop the vital forces

and make the man independent of a material body.

Such a man may seem to die, but death is only a

metamorphosis ; the Immortal quitting his body

ranges through the universe at will, enjoys perfect

health and has nothing lacking to his happiness. .

i'he term for an immortal is fUl Hsien. There are

in Taoism two grades higher than the Immortal :

the Hero and the Saint.

DoRi; : J{ic/ierches fur leg Superstitions, tome

ix, p. 486.

IMPERIAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
jgJ^Ei Kuo Tzu C/iicn. An assemblage ol titled

literary dignitaries with its seat in a large group

of buildings near the Temple of Confucius in the

N.E. corner of Peking. In the centre of a quadr-

angle here is a fine specimen of Chinese archi-

tecture, where each sovereign once in his reign was

supposed to sit as President and read an essay of

his own before the assembled scholars of the

Empire. Students of the Academy were called

chien sheng ^<fe.- Imperial Aeademy is used by

some foreign writers to denote the Hanlin Yiian.

Martin- : Lore of Cathay (An Old University).

IMPERIAL CLANSMEN. See Yellow airtlles.

IMPERIAL NOBILITY. Members of the Im

jierial House of the Manchu dynasty had one of

the following titles.

1.—Ho-shc Ch'in wang fn®iffi.EE. Piince of fisrt

order.

2.—To-lo Chiin wang fJllSni. P'ince of second

order.

3.—To-lo Pei-lei |t M fl fJ • I'lince of third order.

4.—Ku-shan Peitzu gllllM-f-, Prince of fourth

order.

5.—Feng-en Chen Kuo Kung ^E^®&^ .
Imperial

Duke of first degree.

6.—Fi-ng-en Fu Kuo Kung -^MJiSS, Impciia'

Duke of second degree.

7. -Pu ju Pa fen Chen Kuo Kung ?fiAA^&M<&-
Imperial Duke of third degree.

8.—Pu ju Pa fen Fu Kuo Kung ;?A ASflfiKfi'

Imperial Duke of fourth degree.

9.—Chen Kuo Chiang Chun fB^H^lir, Noble of

Imperial lineage, ninth in line of descent.

10.—Fu Kuo Chiang Chiin BDSlt?^, >«'oble of

Imperial lineage, tenth in line of descent.

11.—Feng Kuo Chiang Chun ^MH^fi^, Noble of

Imperial lineage, eleventh in line of descent.

12.—Feng-en Chiang Chiin ^M!l*5p, Noble of

Imperial lineage, twelfth in line of descent.

Some of these titles are Manchu words in

Chinese dress. The ranks were generally reduced

each generation ; thus the son of a pei-lei was a
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peitzu, the title in this way becoming extinct in the

thirteenth generation.

'J'here were exceptions to this rule ; some titles

were given with 'the right of inheritance for ever,'

f/iifi hit wanij t'i jU; |B ^^. This was the case

with the Ironc<i|jped Princes, SSJg-jpBE t'ieh

iiiau tzii waiHj, descendants of the eight Manchu
princes who helped in the conquest of China;

they are all, by right of perpetual inheritance,

Princes of the first or second degree, (Ch'in Wang
or (.'hiiii Wang).

Besides, the honour of a perpetual title was

given to others, as, for example, to Prince Kung,
Prince Ch'ing and Prince Ch'un in the lato years

of the Manchu dynasty.

Descendants of Hsien Tsu gf( jj£ the founder of

the dynasty are called Tsunij S/ii/i ^ ^ Imperial

(.'lansmen, or Yellow Girdles ('/•"•)> while collateral

relatives of the Imperial House are called Gioro

and Wed Girdles, {q-v.).

Meltchenko : Presenttlai/ Political Orr/aniza-

fiitll, eti'.

IMPERIAL TITLES. The most distinctive

and important of such titles is T'ien Tzu j^'J-, Son

iif Iltacnn or Son of God, since this designation has

been applied to all Chinese sovereigns from remote

antiquity whatever other titles they may have had.

Yu applies it to himself in a speech reconded in the

Sliu t'hinij.

The character Ti ^ is of doubtful derivation

but its meaning is connected with lordship and

government. It was anciently used for God, both

alone and in combination, as IIu.\ng Ti ^j!^ August

Ruler, and Shang Ti J:^ Supreme Ruler. It was

also used for the ruler of all under heaven and

we then translate it by Emperor. History applies

it posthumously to the most ancient sovereigns of

the legendary period, and it was in use down to

the end of the Shang dynasty.

The Chou rulers all used the title tvanrj 3E.

which is generally translated as King. The reason

for this change is not stated, but it has been suppos-

ed that the former title Ti had been so greatly

discredited by some holders of it that a change was

necessary, and a comparison has been made with

the hatred of the llomans for the title Rex. As

the central authority of Chou grew weaker the

feudal States usurped this title, beginning with the

semi-barbarian Ch'u in the eighth century B.C., and

in the fourth century nearly every one of the great

princes called himself by the imperial title wang.

On overthrowing the Chou dynasty the conqueror

arrogated the title Ti, the first time it had been

claimed by a reigning sovereign ; he added to it the

old tiMin Huang J^ Aii'/iixl, and ruled as the First

August ICmperor, J&jiji^ S/d/i Huang Ti. liCgendary

history had the Thn-e Huang Followed by the Five

Ti; by the combination of the titles for himself

:i2

while still alive the new ruler reached the height of

arrogance and shocked true Chinese feeling.

NevertJieless the title, once introduced, has

been in use ever since, with Huang shang ^ J;,

T'ien Wang 3^2, HcavtiUy Kiny, Yuan Hou tc ;g.

Soveiei'jn. Chili Tsun i|©, inofl. Honourable, Wan
Sui Yeh KSSSj ^ortl uf Ten 'f/iomand )(<//'.

etc., etc., till the coming of the Republic.

INFANTICIDE. There is considerable con-

flict of u|iiuioii as to the prevalence of infanticide

in China at the present day. Authorities such as

Dr. DuDGKON, Dr. Lockhart, Prof. Uilk.s, Bishop

MoiTLR, Dr. Martin and Dr. G. E. Morrison believe

it is not more practised than in Europe. On the

other hand. Sir J. Barrow stated that in Peking

alone 24 infants daily were thrown out to die and

were coll»cted by cai-ts at night ; Mr. Douglas
asserts that in Fukien 20 per cent, of the female

infants were destroyed ; Mr. Michie stated that it

was of very common occurrence among the poor

;

missionaries in Kuangtung Jiave said that in certain

districts only one out of three females is allowed to

live
;
parents in those parts are obliged to go to

other places to purchase wives for their sons.

Places specially mentioned in connection with the

crime are Canton, Poochow, Hinghua, Amoy, Tsung-

ming, Ningpo, Hankow^ and Kiangsi province.

Giles called a symposium on the question in

1885; as will be seen by reference to the N.C.li.

Il.A.S. Journal the opinions of seventeen contri-

butors were as equally divided as possible.

That Chinei-e recognize it as a more or less

common practice seems shown by the "baby

towers" and "baby baskets" provided for exposed

infants by Buddhist nunneries. In Ningpo before

the T'ai P'ing rebellion there existed a native

association calling itself the Society for Saving

Infanta, which fined parents convicted of killing

their children and gave to poor parents a cash

bounty on the birth of a female child. A pamphlet,

entitled Save the Children was circulated in the

5th year of Kuang Hsii containing a prcx-lamation

from the Viceroy of f'anton against the practice,

and republishing five penalties enacted against it in

the reign of Ch'ien Lung.

Infants are sometimes suffocated by means of

paper dipped in vinegar and laid over their faces.

More often they are drowned. Occasionally they

are buried alive. But the usual way is to neglect

them or leave tliem to die. As a rule only female

infants are killed, but Matignon speaks of de-

formed or weakly male infants being destroyed.

The chief cause of infanticide is poverty, the

(larcnts being unable to pay the marriage expenses

of daughters or to bring up a large family. The

grandmother .«ometimes destroys a female infant

out of anger that it is not a male. Munlering

children in order to use parts of their bodies for
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medicine is stated to be not infrequent and is

mentioned as a capital crime in the statutes.

Giles : Adversaria Sinica; Douglas : Society in

China: .TouRNAL, X.C.D.B.A.S., 1886.

INDEPENDENT LUTHERAN MISSION.
Works in Tang-hsien. Honan. It had two workers

in 1917.

INDO-CHINESE GLEANER, THE, a maga-

zine begun by Dr. Milne. Tlie first number is for

May 1817, and was printed at the Mission Press,

Malacca. It was "published quarterly or as often

as matter can be furnished." The work is now

exceedingly rare.

INK, CHINESE ^ mei, is made from i—oil

of .<;e.saniuni, rape-seed, or tvu-funi/; ii—varnish;

iii—pork fat. The lampblack made by the com-

bustion of these substances is classed according to

the materials and the grade of fineness, and also

according to the time taken over the process of

combustion. The paste made of this lampblack has

some glue added, and is beaten on wooden anvils

with st«el hammers. Two good hammerers can

prepare in a day eighty pieces, each weighing half

a pound. A certain quantity of musk or of Baroos

camphor, for scenting it, and' gold leaves, are

added ; the latter, the quantity of which varies from

20 to 160 to the pound, being to give a metallic

lustre. The materials thus prepared are moulded

in moulds of carved vrood, dried (which takes

about 20 days in fine weather), and adorned with

Chinese characters in gilding. About 30 or 32

average-sized sticks go to the pound. There are

over a dozen grades. Nearly all writing is done

with this ink, rubbed down on a stone slab, and

applied with a paint-brush of hair of sable, fox,

or rabbit, .set in a bamboo holder. WrHD Consular

Hkport, 1896.

The best sort of ink is the Chin mei ^ g,
produced from t'ling-oil soot and that from lamp-

wick grass JE^. It also contains a sort of isinglass,

15 B made from fish-maws l8i.]|t; a preparation of

camphor called tK^; musk; and a liberal sprinkling

of gold-leaf ^ Ss- It '^ made in Peking and An-

hui, and sells for almo.st its weight in silver.

Rubbed on the lips and tongue it is considered a

good remedy for fits and convulsions. The second

quality of ink is that from Anking, made by Anhui

men only; it differs from the former in having less

musk and gold in it. The ordinary ink is Yen mei,

made from resin ^ W or its soot, the best

cow-glue ^A^, a very little camphor, and with

gold only as characters outside. The commonest

kind is made of coarser soot and glue, and

is named S ^- This is used for writing large

characters on posters, etc. The best inkstands are

rare, being usually treasure-trove of the Ming
dynasty ; they are made from a paste produced by

grinding jewels, calleid ^Si ^'id sell for fancy

prices. The next best are those made from i^ 5'
A rare sort is made from Talifu marble. The com-

monest kind is called ^ ^ , a cheap mixture of

paste and mud. The export in 1916 amounted to

Tls. 67,327.

WuHU Consular Report, 1896; China Review,

vol. ix, p. 256.

INSECTIVORA. These mammals arc generally

foiind in damp, well-vegetated districts, where

insects are more abundant ; some, however, have

adapted themselves to desert conditions. See

Heih/ehn,/ ; Mule; Shrew.

. INCENSE. See Joss-stick^>.

IN SHAN |^(lj, yin shan, the mountains north

of Shensi, lying east and west and blocking the

course cf the Yellow River to the north. They are

well wooded.

INSTITUTION OF THE HOLY FAMILY,
an Institution in Shanghai, dating from 1894, and

managed by the Auxiliary Nuns. There is a school

for Portuguese girls with 281 scholars, a free school

for Manila girls and a day-school for Chinese girls.

The number of nuns engaged is twenty-two. The
Institution receives a grant from the Tntcrnational

.Municipal Council.

INTERCALARY MONTH, ^^ jun yueh,

a tliirtceiith month in the year, added seven times

in nineteen years, to bring the lunar into correspond-

ence with the solar year.

There have been several methods of inserting

this extra moon. That at present in use requires

the following conditions ; the winter solstice must
fall in the 11th moon, the summer solstice in the 5th,

the vernal equinox in the 2nd. and the autumnal

in the 8th ; the extra month must not include the

passage of the sun from one zodiacal sign to another

;

the 1st, 11th and 12th moons must not be duplicated.

INTERLOPERS, a term used for merchants

who, without any leave or licence, would do trade

with China to the detriment of the East India

Company. The Company would sink much capital

in gradually building up a market, while an

interloper, desiring simply to make profit on a

single voyage, would suddenly cut in and undersell

the Company. At the beginning of the 18th century

the Company obtained statutary powers for dealing

witli them. Eames : The Enrjlixh in Chinn.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHINA,
The, the name given in 1897 to "The Mission among
the Higher Classes in China," which was begun in

1894. by Rev. (now Dr.) Gilbert Keid, M.A. of the

A. P.M. Dr. Reid withdrew from that Mission for

the purpose, as it did not see its way to undertake

such an enterprise, which, indeed, appeared at the

time almost hopeless, in view of the prejudice and
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I fiiiservatism of tlie mandarins and literati generally.

I)r. Reid began in the end of 1894 to open and extend

acquaintance with Chinese of the higher classes in

I'eking. meeting with numberless rebuffs and dis-

appointments. An "official sanction" however, under

the Board of Foreign Affairs was given to his pro-

jects in 1897, and a number of high officials, includ-

ing Lt HuNC-CHANC, promised their support.

Development was delayed by the rnujj d'etat of

1898, and l)y the Bo.xer movement, but in 1903 it

was decided to establish an " International In-

stitute " at Shanghai, some Chinese of the place

giving the site (on the .-Vvenue .Joffrk in the French

( oncession) at a cost of $25,000, while the buildings

were erected with foreign money.

The Institute was incorporated in 1906 as a

Limited Liability Company, with joint control by
( hinese and foreigners, by a charter under Hong-

kong ordinances ; but aft«r the outbreak of the

European War, the registration was witlidrawn,

British law conflicting with some of the Articles

of Association.

The Institute has thrice received the sanction

of the Chinese Foreign Office, and is registered there.

There is an Advisory Council of sixty members
(only forty in 1917), an Executive Committee of

fifteen, and five Trustees.

The object of the work was defined from the

beginning as "the promotion of friendly relations

between Chinese and foreigners, and between Christ-

ians and non-Christians, the progress of China

in general as well as co-operation with her higher

classes in all that affects that, progres.«," etc., etc.

The methods employed during the twenty-three

years since the work began have varied considerably

from time to time, but social intercourse has always

been the chief. For some years a school was carried

nn (closed in 1910) ; literary work has been done,

and a monthly paper published, called the Institute

Itrronl ; a Conference of Heligions, a Ladies' Inter-

national Club, and a Museum chiefly of Chinese

commercial exhibits, which was intended in course

of time to be an International one, have been other

activities.

The number of members has averaged 150 yearly.

.\ number of foreign workers, both honorary

and salaried, have at one time or another been

connected with the Institute, but in 1917, the

foreign staff consists of Dr. and Mrs. REin.

For various reasons the War has adversely

.ifforU'd the Institntf. and its fiittiri' is miccrtnin.

INTERNATIONAL REFORM BUREAU.
llnulqiinrleTf :—Washington, D.C.

Thcii' is one agent in Chinn, Incatfd in Veking.

INTORCETTA, PROSPER, MflJi?. a Jesuit

missionary in China, born in Piazza in Sicily, in

1625. .\t si.steen he ran nwnv from the study of

law, determined to give his life to missionary work.

He was sent out in 1656 with P. Martini and
fifteen other missionaries . of the same Order.

In 1559 he left Macao and entered China, going

in the first place to Kiangsi. There he had
great success until success aroused persecution,

and at the instigation of Yang Kuang-hsien
he was arrested, taken to Peking, beaten and
sent to prison at Canton. Twenty-four fellow-

prisoners, after they had replaced him by a mission

ary from Macao, sent him to Rome to plead for

prompt help for the suffering Mission. He returned

to find the prisoners set free, and he went to settle

at Hangchow, where he lived through another

period of persecution in 1690 and died on October

3, 1696. He had translated some of the classics

into Latin^but these works are now either unknown
or extremely rare.

Remtjsat : Nouveaitx Melanges Asiatiques.

INVENTIONS. It might seem that the

Chinese are the lea.st original and inventive of all

civilized peoples, and that the world Li indebted

to them for nothing except tea and silk.

On the other hand, many inventions which have

had great effect on the world's progress have been

credited to the Chinese, only the inventions were

not spread through the world and were of small use

to the Chinese themselves. Thus gunpowder, the

mariner's compass, printing, etc., have been claimed

as early Chinese inventions ; yet in each case the

same thing had to be independently originated in

the West, while the Chinese have got small profit

from their earlier knowledge.

Foreign students have of course been keen to

sift the evidence on these matters, but so far there

is no perfect agreement with respect to the three

important inventions named above.

The purely Confucian scholar of only twenty

years ago would not admit that there could be any-

thing new under the sun : all would be found in

Chinese literature and history. Every Western in

vention had been at least foreshadowed and hinted

at in Confucian books; at the worst the knowledge

might be regarded as lost with lost literature ; but

nothing new could find hearty acceptance unle.s,s it

could be considered as a mere return t<j earlier

native knowledge and methods. And this applied ^
to everything, from bicycles to constitutional

government! Thus the Duke Tsai Chih in a

8peec:h in England calmly assumed that the compa-ss

and gunpowder were both Chinese, and doubted

whether in the latter article " oui' germ " had

developed to the benefit of mankind.

[t seems unfortunate that foreigners have done

much to support such conceited views; indeed,

Giles says that the Chinese did not claim the

mariner's compass but that tJie honour has been

thrust on them. He further declares that the
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"south- pointing chariot" about whicli lliere lias

been sucli nonsense written, was not a compass but

a mechanical carriage, .whicli, from its description,

will not work. At the same time Giles thrust

other lionours on them : the taxicab is undoubtedly
Chinese, because in the ninth century a.u. they

made a cart in which a drum was struck mechani-
cally after a certain number of revolutions of the

wheels : it was called the 'measure mile drum cart.'

Then follows an article on Tracee of Aviation in

A/iciciit China, and we may have some Chinese
scholar e.xpressing regret that "their germ" has

develojjed into the Zeppelin !

It seems strange that no one has solved the

mystery of the Eight Diagrams by claiming them as

the • germ ' of the Morse alphabet ! But in the

Chi/Hi Review Martin and Macgowan discussed the

early telephones and phonographs of China. See
(I'lin/j'iwder, etc.

Giles : Adverxarin Sinira; CHINA IIeview :

vol. xiv, p. 164.

IREN, a name for the Nosu aborigines, given

(together with liahii) as another name for them by
Pollard in East of Asia, vol. v.

IRISH PRESBYTERIAN MISSION.
JiriulqiKirlirs :—Belfast, Ireland.

Entered China, 1869.

Works in Manchuria.

This Mission began in the year after the death

of the Eev. W. C. Bukns at Newchwang, and in

response to his dying appeal. Dr. Joseph M.
HuNTEK and the Rev. HtJGH Waddell were the

first missionaries. 'I^he latter retired through ill-

health in 1871, and Rev. J. Carson replaced him.

Other workers followed in 1884. From the begin-

ning, an informal agreement obtained between
the Irish and Scotch Presbyterians that the former
would concentrate on the western part of the

territory, and the latter on the eastern, and since

1891 'the Chinese converts of the two Missions have
formed one church.

Newchwang was the first station started by the

pioneers on arrival; and Chin-chou fu ^ ^H flj.

(1885), ^ ^ Hsin-min (1888), Moukden (1889),

g} §J Kuang-ning, and f£ R flg Faku-ting both

ojit'iied in 1891, are the six stations occupied in

Sheng-king Province.

In Kirin Province, the oldest station is K'uan
ch'eng tzu jS iS ?• (known to travellers on the

Manrhurian railway as Ch'ang ch'un) which was
opened in 1886, and Kirin city, and Yii-shu ting

lill^ KB .
Ijotli occupied in 1891.

Ill 1889, the Zenana Mission of the Irish

Presbyterian Church began to send out ladies to

Manchuria.

From the beginning of missionary effort here,

much greater success attended preaching than was

met with in other parts of China. The principal

reason given is the weakening of clan influence and

old idolatrous customs among the immigrants from

Shantung and elsewhere, who form the greater part

of the population. A second reason may have been

the united front presented by the two Presbyterian

Missions who for many years were the sole Pro-

testant propagandists in the country.

The Chino-Japanese war of 1894-5, with its

blow to Chinese pride, resulted in a great increase

of enquirers ; and though great care was exercised

in receiving converts, it was not always possible to

discriminate between the worthy and the unworthy,

till the Boxer movement in 1900 came and winnowed

out the latter.When the danger then became acute,

the missionaries in the southern part of the field

escaped to Newchwang, and those in the north to

Vladivostock. Of the Christians 300 were mas-

sacred : many saved their lives by recantation, but

some of these returned afterwards to the Cliurch.

In the Russo-Japanese War 1904-5 mission work

was partially stopped for a time, and Mission

property in some cases injured, but in most of the

stations the foreigners were able to stay and help

the many refugees, suffering from famine, disease

and exposure.

In the year 1906, the Native Presbytery formed

its own Missionary Society, to finance and control

the sending of (yhinese missionaries to distant

parts of Manchuria and to Mongolia. In 1908, a

great revival swept over the Presbyterian Church

of Manchuria, as well as over the Danish Lutheran

converts.

Two great disasters have also been experienced ;

the plague which began in December, 1910, in which

Mukden and K'uanch'engtze especially sufiered

;

and the fearful floods of 1915, which hindered

evangelistic work and did great damage to the

mission property at Hsin-min.

Educational work.—The Mission joins with the

other two missions working in Manchuria in the

Manchuria Christian College, and in the Union

Medical College, and with the Scottish Presbyterians

in the Theological College, all in Mukden. Every

station except Mukden, has middle schools for boys

and girls, the latter staffed by the Zenana Mission,

which also runs Girls' Normal Schools at K'uan-

ch'engtze and Hsin-min fu. At this last station

a Normal School for boys was opened in 1916.

Medical work has been emphasized in the

Mission from the beginning and a large proportion

of its workers are physicians. Though hospita.1

work has not been so imperative since the Japanese

have flocked into Manchuria, as they have estab-

lished modern hospitals in nearly every large city

;

yet there is still ample room for the Missions'

activities in this branch of work. The Irish Pres-

byterians have nine hospitals, viz., at Kirin, two.
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men's and women's : at K'uanch'cngtze, the same :

at Ilsin-min and Ncwchwang, hospitals for men,
and at Fakuting, Kuang-iiing, and Chin-chou, for

women.

Statistics for the year ending December 31, 1916.

Foreign missionaries 44

Chinese staff 397

(/'omnmnicants 10,146

Non-communicant members 2,280

IRON. See Minerals.

IRON-CAPPED PRINCES. See Imperial

Xubiliti/.

IRTISH, a river wliose upper waters are at

the western boundary of Mongolia. It drains a

cultivated valley on the south side of the Altai

mouiitalii.'i.

ISINGLASS, a g yii c/iiao. No isinglass

proper, manufactured from the dried air-bladders

of fish, appears to be imported into China. The
isinglass or fish glue of the tariff is said (Williams,

Vnmmcrr.iiil Guide, p. 95) to be made from the

noses and sounds of a species of carp caught in the

Ganges. This fish glue is prepared in thin,

diaphanous sheets, which are used in water colours

for porcelain painting, in giving a lustre and
siirfiu-e to silks, and in the manufacture of Indian

ink ; it has countless uses, but is not employed as

an article of food. In addition to this import, a

large quantity of clarified seaweed from Japan is

also introduced into China and known by the name

of isinglass. This is used entirely as an edible.

The import in 1916 amounted to Tls. 341,982.

ISLAM. .See Mohammedanifm.

ISONTOCK, the term found in Auber's China

fur Tsunij-txtk or Tsunrj tu jHf, ^, viceroy or

governor-general of a province.

ITALIAN RELATIONS WITH CHINA.
See Fiiriiijn Relations.

IVORYWARE, a speciality of Canton, where

very fine carved work is turned out; the. carved

balls, containing from 3 to 20 interior balls, and

taking three months' labour to execute, are part-

icularly noteworthy. Fans, chessmen, card-cases,

pajjer-knives, billiard balls, and many other orna-

mental attides are made ; for native use ivory is

made chiefly into chopsticks, inlaid work, mouth-

pieces of pipes, rings, and foot-measures.

I YIN, ^ -^ the minister of Ch'kng T'ang,

Prince of Shang and first Emperor of the Shang

dynasty. He assisted in the campaign against

Chieh Kuei, last Emperor of the Hsia dynasty.

Later on lie banished Ch'knu T'ang's grandson for

misconduct and did not let him return till he had

promised to be good. He was a wise minister and

of great value to the State. There are sundry

absurd traditions about him.

JABGU, the title given to the chief of the

Western Turks in the si.vth and seventh centuries,

qagan being the corresponding title among the

Northern Turks.

Yule : Cathay and the Way thither, vol. i, p. 58.

JACKAL, ify^ kou huun, ffi:j{3 yeh Icon, jjjjj
r/('ai Icou, Jf ^ yeh kan, etc. It is met with in

Shantimg, Shensi and Liao-tung, and is described

by Chinese writers under various names. In the

Krh-ya the male is said to be ciUed huan and the

female hmri : hence the latter has sometimes been

translated jackal instead of wolf.

JACKASS POINT, the landing pl.ace in front

of the F.iclorips in old d.iys at Canton, and the spot

where the Inhabitants of the Factories took the air

in the evening. HrxTEii : Bits of Old China.

JACKSON, ARTHUR C, a missionary physic-

ian of the U.F. Church of Scotland (1885-1911)

who arrived in Mukden in November 1910, to join

the teaching staff of the Union Medical College

there. When the pneumonic plague attacked the

city, he volunteered his services, but after a week's

labour, died of the disease. His memorial service

was attended by the Viceroy, and the Chinese

Government decreed Taels 10,000 to his mother,

who gave it to the College.

JACKSON, THOMAS, Sir, was born June

4, 1841 in Ireland. He went to the East in 1864

to the Agra Bank, joined the Hongkong and

Shanghai Banking Corporation in 1866, and was

made Chief Manager in 1876. In 1899 he was

knighted and received a baronetcy in 1902, in

which year he retired. A bronze statue of hira

has been set up at the north side of the Bank in

Hongkong. See Hongkong and iihimg/iai Bank.

"^ JADE is the name given to two kinds of hard

stone, nephrite and jadeite. The word is derived

from the Spani.sh ijnda, the colic, the Mexican jade

being called by the Spaniards the colic stone.

Nephrite means kidney stone.

Nephrite is a silicate of calcium and magnesium,

of specific gravity 2.4 to 3.18, and hardness 6 to 6.5.
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Jt varies in colour accoi'ding to the proportion of

iruu it contains. The Chinese divide nephrite into

nine kinds :— (1) the colour of clear water, fin g;
(2) indigo blue, /;i i^

; (3) moss green, pi ^ ; (4) tlio

colour of kingfisher feathers, fa ^ ; (5) yellow,

l.iin ig ; (6) cinnabar red, chiunij ^; (7) blocd red,

"" " ^ ; (8) lacquer black, fisieh ^ ; (9) opaque

white, cfia ^.
Jadeite is a silicate of aluminium and sodium,

of specific gravity 3.2 to 3.41, and hardness 7. It is

more vivid and more translucent than nephrite.

The Chinese have three names for jade : yii 3E'

a general term for Khotan nepluites ; pi yii S 5-
for a dark green jade, including nephrites from near

Lake Baikal and jadeites from Yiinnan; fei ts'ui

^ ^, an emerald green jadeite from Burma.

Jade has always been greatly prized by the

Chinese for its supposed medicinal virtues, for its

translucency, sonorousness, colour and highly polish-

ed surface. Ancient jades of the Chou and Han
periods were obtained from China proper, the chief

mines at those times being Lan-tien and Feng-hsiang

fu in Sheiisi and Nan-yang in Honan. Other places

where jade was subsequently found were Ssuch'uan,

yielding a whit« jade stone and a black "'ink jade,"

iiiu yii ^!E, the Lu-yung river in Tonkin, and the

Liuyang river in Hunan. After the 11th century

the native supply seems to have come to an end.

In 1891 jade was found in the Nanshan mountains

of Kansu.

Most of the jade in China during the last

2,000 years was obtained from Khotan, the first

mention of it by Chinese writers being in the reign

oH Wu Ti (B.C. 140-86). It is quarried in the

Kunlun mountains, found in the rocks of the

Karakash river and in the beds of streams near

Yarkand. It is also transported into Yiinnan from
Burma.

Although jade is associated with Canton,

famous for its jade ware, the stone is not now-

mined in China, but west of Myitkyina in Upper
lUirma, whence China obtains all her jade. The
only other mines known are in New Zealand. The
Burmese mines were discovered by the Yiinnanese

in the 13th century and the stone was taken to

Canton in its rough state overland. It now,

however, goes via Rangoon. There is a mine of

coarse jade 20 miles north of Kuanhsien, in Ssu-

ch'uan, but only a few piculs a day are extracted.

The stone is brought down to Chengtu and made
into ornaments (HosiE. H^nch'uon. p. 95).

The most ancient jades in China arc implements
ling up in Shensi and .Shantung and near Kalgan,

attributed to some aboriginal race. In the Chou
dynasty (B.C. 1122-255) ceremonial jade tablets were
worn by the Emperor, and plaques and discs of jade

were employed as insignia "f rank f'"'r princes and

officials. The Emperor also used jade memorandum-
tablets, and even in the last dynasty Imperial

documents, essays and poetry were inscribed on

jade. An ancient jade astronomical instrument is

described in the tihu t'liimj. Jade used in barter

is mentioned by a writer in the 7th century B.C. and

coins of jade were used in the first century a.d. Jade

seals were employed in the Han period. Girdle-

pendants, clasps and buckles were worn in the

Chou dynasty, sword-ornaments under the Hans,

while in the time of the T'ang dynasty jade girdles

came into fashion at court. As the stone was

supjiosed to have the property of preserving flesh

from decay, jade amulets were bui-ied with the

dead in the Chou and Han periods. Amulets in the

form of a cicada were placed on the tongue of the

corpse, the cicada being an emblem of resuiTection,

while others in the form of a fish, emblem of watch-

fulness, were placed over the eyes. The other

apertm-es of the body were closed with jade, and

jade weights were placed on the body and in the

sleeves of the shroud. Many other objects in jade,

such as mirrors, were buried with the dead.

Different designs of jade are exhibited by
different dynasties

; jade of the Hsia dynasty has

elaborate carving and inlaid precious stones or

gold wire ; that of the Shang dynasty is simpler and
inscribed with worm-style characters ; that of the

Chou dynasty is more elaborate with inscriptions

in Great Seal characters ; the Han jade was simple

in design, the Sung showed a bold style of carving

;

under Hsuan Tk of the Ming dynasty and Ch'ies

Lung of the Ch'ing dynasty vei-y beautiful jades

were produced.

The chief centres for jade-carving at the present

day are Canton, Soochow and Peking. The lapidary

works a treadle with his feet and uses tools smeared

with abrasives. There are four kinds of paste

employed for this purpose in Peking :
" yellow

sand " from quartz crystals, " red sand " from

garnets, " black sand," a kind of emery, and
" jewel dust " from ruby crystals, with which the

jade is finally polished. The tools used are, first

an iron saw, then a circular saw to shape the jade,

after which it is carved in relief with lap-wheels,

pierced by diamond drills, or cut by wire saws.

A tubular drill is used to hollow out the interior of

vases. Polishing tools are of fine-grained wood,

gourd-skin and o.\ leather, .smeared with ruby dust.

.lade objects have a large variety of uses.

Sacrificial vases, incense-burners, pots and ewers,

bowls and cups, thumb-rings, ear-rings, bracelets,

and hair-pins for personal adornment, linked chains

as tokens of friendship, Ju i, mirror-stands, and

combs as betrothal gifts, locks for children's necks,

pen-rests for students, statuettes, carved screens,

sacred peaches, 2JC'megranates, the eight Buddhist

emblems for altars, are "samples A study of the
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objcrts made in this hard stone is of inestimable

value for the comprehension of Chinese psychology.

A magnificent catalogue of the articles in the

liishop collection, housed at the Metropolitan

Museum of New York has been published, and

I reats of jade from the artistic point of view.

BusHELL : C/iine.fe Art; Latjfeii : Jade;

Strehlneek : Chinese Picforinl Art.

JADE GATE, T? fj ;/« mc7i, the most western

gale of the (iiuat Wall, through which passes the

road from Kansu towards Chinese Turkestan. It

is supposed to derive its name from the jade im-

ported from Turkestan passing through it.

JADE IMPERIAL GOD. .See Yn-humuj-

.'ImiKj ti.

JAGGERY, a word sometimes found in books

on China of a century ago. It denotes coarse

brown sugar, made from the sap of palm-trees.

It is an Indian word, and is another form of the

word sii'/itr, both being corruptions of Sanskrit

"(irkiira, Malay rhakhara, Portuguese jaijara.

Yule : Ilobxon-Jn/ison.

JAMETEL, MAURICE, Professor of Chinese

in the Erole. den Jyanijuex Orientalex vivmites in

Paris for a few months before his death. He was

born near Paris in 1856 and died in 1889. A list of

his pnhliiations is given in the T'ovnij I'no. 1892.

JANG 10, the name found in the Catalan Atlas

for Yangchow, In Marco J'olo it is Janguy, and

in Odohio .lamathay or Jansu.

JAPANESE RELATIONS WITH CHINA.
It is long since Japan first came into touch with the

I liinese. It was in the roign of the Emperor Chu
.\i W" f[ 3^ ^ when, according to the ChrnnidifS, a

Korean scholar, Wa ni I •(::, brought the Analects

of Confucius and a Chinese poem consisting of

one thousand different characters (-f-^3t c/i.'ii-ti

(ii win). The date is said to have been a.d. 2b5,

but it is not certain. There is another early

.Japanese record which states that in a.d. 57 or in

the 86th year of the Kmperor Sci JiN Wit^Ji^.
the (iovernor of Ito pf

JJl in Chikuzen ^ ijlf

communicated with the Chinese authorities and

received from them a seal with the characters

lH^JRBSI- '"ic Prince of the country Ito of

Mail.' This suffices to show that there was

communication between the two countries at this

early date, whether official or not ; most of such

communication having been with the Japanese in

Kiushu ;/lW Island.

The first official intercour.se was in the 6th

year of the Emperor Yuryaku iftH^JSili , A.u. 461.

An envoy from the \Vu dynasty ruler came to Japan,

and return envoys were sent by .Japan two years

later.

International relations date from the 3rd year

of the period Ta Yeh iK^ in the Sui pg dynasty,

or the 15th year of the Emperor Sri ko Jg^ of

Japan : A.D. 607. In that year Imoko Ono Sf j5^^
was sent with a State letter to the Sui ruler.

In Chinese history it is mentioned tJiat in the

20th year of K'ai Huang ^^g (a.d. 600) a Japanese

envoy was sent to WicN Ti jX^. the Sui ruler, but

no mention of it is found in any Japanese work.

The main object of Ono's mission was to get

Huddhist books direct from China, instead of as

formerly, from Korea. In the following year the

Chinese Emperor sent Fei Shih-ch'ing ^ifrg^ to

Japan in company with Ono, the object being,

apparently, to study the geographical conditions,

mannei-s and customs, etc.

In 8M, or the 6th year of the Emperor Uda
^^ MiCHiZANE SucAHARA <§}§.'& ft was appointed

envoy to the T'ang (^ ruler, but for various reasons

the mission was not sent. Previous to this many
Buddhist priest.s from Japan had studied in China,

the best-known being Saicho ;gg and Kukai ^ }g
or KOBO taishi V'T&it.tM-

In the time of KiyoiiOHi Talra -^pj-f^. about
a.d. 750, the port of Hyogo ^^ (the present Kobe
1^1 ^ ) was opened for trade with (.^hina. Trade
was also carried on in Kyoto ]r J|i. Xaniwa JJgJf

(th-; present Osaka i^WL), Hakata (ilj[ |J in Kiushu
and at Tsuruga ^K on the coast of the Sea of

Japan.

In 1276 Khubilai Khan sent 100,000 men ic.

attack Japan, under the Cenerals A Ta-hai |1pI§^JS
and Fan WfiN-HU 5f^Jgg; but the Japanese resistance

was such that none of the enemy landed, while a

storm destroyed the ships. Trade was of course

much interfered with, but it was rc.*unic<l when the

Ming gH dynasty was established.

What the Japanese term Wako and the Chinese

Wo kou gjjg, that is, Japanese raiders, were com-
mon on the Kiangsu and Chekiang coasts in the

Ming dynasty, and even later in Fukien and Kuang-
tuiig : at one time they occupied Formosa.

When Hideyoshi Toyotomi BI E 3? S was
prime minister of Japan he tried to attack (!'hina

through Korea. The .Japanese defeated the Ming
general Tsu Ch'kng-hsun ID. ;^ 2JI| at P'ing jang

2plJ| in 1592, the first year of IUnuoku %f^ ol

Japan, and the fighting continued for some years;

but at Hideyoshi s death the .Japanese troops left

Korea. This affair also was an interrui)tion to the

trade of the two countries.

At the fall of the Ming dynasty help was sought

from Japan but was not given.

Under the Tokogawa ^.)\\ regime in Japan
Japanese merchants were forbidden to engage in

foreign trade; up to that time the chief trade with

China had been at Ningpo.
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After the Restoration in Japan that country

sought to end the period of closed doors by making

treaties with foreign powers and by sending consuls

to attend to trade matters in China.

A dispute arose, however, with regard to

iMirniosa. In the 4th year of Meiji Wlff; (October,

1871) natives of Miyakojima g' £ fcl and Yayeya-

iiiajima A S ill ll? several times drifted in junks

to the nortliern part of Formosa, where the abori-

gines are very savage, and some 54 Japanese fisher-

men were there murdered. The Chinese colonies

were in the west of the island and the aborigines were

not under the control of the Chinese Government,

which, indeed, was the reply of the Chinese author-

ities when negotiations were first opened. The

Japanese therefore appointed Lieut. -General Saigo

ES ^ fiJ; IS "IS Governor General of the area occupied

by savages in Formosa, with five war-ships. In

1874 he attacked the aborigines, killed the chieftain

and made eighteen tribes surrender. Then the

Japanese army, with its head-quarters at Kuei shan

fi 111 1 Ijegan the work of pacification. China made

her protest, declaring that Formosa was Chinese

territory, demanding the evacuation by Japanese

troops and asserting that if anything in the island

needed to be rectified representations should be made

to China who would take all responsibility. S.mgo

replied that negotiations must be referred to the

Japanese Minister at Peking. Toshiisuchi Okubo

;/C^(Sf'JM ^^'^s s^"*- ^'^°^ Japan, with powers to

conclude peace or declare war. The negotiations

with Prince KuNG ^ iS 5E were ended after six

weeks through the mediation of Sir Thom.as Wade,

the British Minister : China paid Tls. 100,000 to the

families of the murdered fishermen and Tls. 400,000

for the expenses of the expedition, and Japan agreed

to evacuate the island. The indemnity was quite

inadequate, but the negotiations had also the result

that the Loochoo Islands were recognized as

Japanese.

Further complications followed later respecting

the relations between Korea, China and Japan.

China tried to act in Korea as though that country

were under China's suzerainty. But Japan had

made a treaty with Korea in 1876, recognizing her

independence and opening some of the ports to

trade. Other Powers followed this example ; in

1877 Great Britain and Germany, in 1878 Russia

and Italy, and in 1879 France all concluded treaties

with Korea, yet China was always interfering in

Korea and extending her influence there.

In 1882 there were riots ; Korean rioters burnt

the Japanese Legation, and Mr. (later Viscount)

Hanabusa ;tE S il H .
the Japanese Minister to

Seoul, had to escape on to a British vessel. He

returned later for negotiations, while China sent

Wo Chang CH'iNr. ^fig. YiiAN Smn-K'Ai gittSU

and Ma Chikn fnUNr. .CaJifiA, with trwps lost^tt!e

the riots. A new treaty was made with Korea, and

Chinese influence much increased.

In 1884 there was another attack on the Japanese

Legation in Seoul ; Yuan Siuh-k'ai instigated the

Koreans to cause trouble, while Kim Mo-kin ^5^
and others tried to effect some reforms. The

Japanese obtained an indemnity from Korea, but

the whole matter being of vital importance

HiROBUMi Ito "(later Prince Ito, who was killed at

Harbin by a Korean assassin) ^^ flf 3t was sent

to China in 1885 to settle the pending questions

finally. An agreement was reached, (1) tliat both

China and Japan should withdraw their troops

from Seoul
; (2) that the Korean king should be

advised to introduce foreign training for his army;

(3) that in case China or Japan wished to send

troops to^ Korea it should be previously arranged

between the two powers by written despatches.

On the 27th May, 1894, on the 27th year of

Meiji, owing to the intrigues of China, Km Mo-kin,

the Korean Reformer, was killed by an assassin in

Shanghai. When Kim's remains were being taken

to Japan they were stolen by Chinese police, taken

to Chemulpo on a Chinese man-of-war, and were

cut to pieces and thrown into the Han river.

There were riots in 1894, too serious for the

Korean government to suppress ; she asked for

China's help, and Li Httng-chang, then viceroy of

Chihli, sent six battalions of troops under General

Yeh Chih-ch'ao Ig iji^. Japan was informed of

it, with the assurance that the troops would be

withdrawn as soon as the internal troubles were

settled. Japan's reply was to the effect that she

had never recognized Korea's dependence on China,

and she sent Mr. Otoki iz&^ii' (later Baron) as

Japanese Minister witli a mixed Brigade to Seoul,

escorted by a naval landing party.

YiiAN Shih-k'ai proposed that both sides should

withdraw their troops, but as he insisted on Korea

being regarded as a Chinese dependency tliere was

no way to negotiate, and war began on August 1,

1894. By the treaty of peace. March, 1895,

negotiated by Li Hung-chang and Hirobcmi Ito,

Japan obtained the cession of Formosa, and would

have also added to her territory the southern part

of the province of Mukden ; but owing to the inter-

ference of Russia, Germany and France she had

to accept in lieu thereof an indemnity of Ku-p'ing

taels 30,000.000. Russia, later on, obtained the lease

of Port Arthur and Dalny, thus providing herself

with a naval base ; she had also built the so-called

Chinese Eastern Railway through Manchuria down

to Dalny and threatened Korea with the establish-

ment of another base in Korea.

If Korea and China were both so strong as to

protect their own independence against foreign

encroachment, then there would be no danger to

Japan. If, on the other hand, they are weak and
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at the mercy of a third power, then the existence

of Japan also is menaced and insecure. That was

tiie reason for tlie war with China ; and now Kussia

became a menace to the independence of Japan,

since neither China nor Korea could resist tlie ex-

pansion of her influence.

War with Kussia began in February, 1904 ; but

two events previous to that must be noted. In 1900

Japan had taken part in the expedition against the

Boxers, and her troops had shewn themselves not

inferior to the Kuropean forces there present. In

January, 1902, the first Anglo-Japanese Alliance

was made,—an attempt to check Uussian expansion

in the Far East.

Japan was victorious in the war with Russia,

witli the result that Manchuria and Korea were not

left in the hands of a strong power which could

thus threaten Japan's existence.

.Japan found it necessary to annex Korea,

becau.se of the amount of intrigue there, detrimental

to the former country. In 1906, at the second

llayue Conference a secret emissary from Korea,

acting without reference to Japan, protested against

Korea not being included in the Conference. The

Powers declined to take any action. On October

26, 1909, Prince Ito was assassinated, and in the

next year things in Korea were in such a state that

Japan was obliged in self-protection to annex the

country.

Japan has always respected the independence

of China, short of endangering her own. The pre-

servation of China's int-cgrity, the policy of the

open door and e<|ual opportunity, have been agreed

on in the Alliance with Great Britain, and there

is the same agreement with France, Russia and the

United .States.

There al.'o aro.se the Faku-men Railway ques-

tion. Tlii.s, as well as the questions of the Chin-

chow-Aigun and Tsitsihar Railways, is due to

intrigues of the Chinese to create prejudice against

Japan and to check her influence in Manchuria.

If these railway schemes were simply and genuinely

for the benefit of China, Japan could make no

protest ; but the concession-hunters were, un-

wittingly, utilized by China against the interests

of Japan, and a protest became necessary.

After the Revolution of 1911 a Re-crganization

Loan was arranged with the four Powers Great

Britain, France. The United States and Germany

in 1912 ; and Russia and Japan joined in later on

condition that the loan should not be used in

Manchuria and Mongolia.

When the Great War began in 1914 Japan was

at first a neutral Power ;' but as the German base

at Tsinglao proved to be a menace to the interests

of Japan's ally Great Britain. Japan joined the

belligori'iits and in joint acliuri with Great Britain

captured Tsingtao.

'.:i

At the end of 1915, when there was a movement

to restore the monarchy with Yuan Shih-k'ai as

Emperor, Japan joined with the other powers

interesited in giving a warning to Yua.n of the

dangers of such a course.

In common with the European Western Powers

concerned Japan is desirous of preserving China

intact as a State. Being, like Great Britain,

France, Russia and the Unit-ed States a credit

state, it is to the interest of Japan that (.'hina's

financial autonomy should be secured, and that

there should be good administration on modern

line>, instead of endless political disputes.

In January, 1915, Japan, with a view to .settling

all questions pending with C'hiiia and securing a

lasting peace in the Far East began negotiations

through the Minister in Peking, Mr. HiOKi 0SiS
An agreement was signed on May 25, 1915. This

agreement has been muth criticized, but Japan

claims that a careful examination of it shews she

has no ambitions in China, but sought to clear up,

once for all, the disputable points between the two

countries. The opposition to Japan, displayed

throughout China, was due to internal political

reasons connected with the ambitions of YiiAN

ShiiI-k'at. Had China agreed to the desires of

Japan she might have increased her revenue by the

export of war materials to Europe, instead of gain-

ing nothing in the way of trade through the war.

Commercial relations between China and Japan

have become very intimate and Japan's share of

traile in {;hina has been much increased.

The following are the percentages of Japanese

trade in 1916, as published by the Statistical Depart-

ment of the Chinese Maritime (Customs, and they

are given side by side with the Briti.sh percentages

for the purpose of comparison.

Japanese British

Tonnage Total trips 10.60 16.89

Tonnage emijloycd ... 27.53 40.72

Trade Foreign trade 36.49 35.00

Coast trade 22.70 40.63

Total Foreign and coast 28.96 38.07

lieveiuie Duties on cargoes 35.21 37.34

Tonnage dues 34,05 40.94

Opium likin 19.13 77.87

Total dues and duties 35.04 37.74

[T. S.]

The following are the Ministers and Charges

d'Affaires who have represented Japaji at Peking.

Akivosiii Yamada (General, afterwards Count),

November 1873- February 1874.

SAKi.Mrrsu Yanaciwaka (Ciuint), February 1874—

December 1874.

YuttEi Mom, November 1875—May 1878.

Ki SiiisniDo (afterwards Count), March 1879 -

March 1881.
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BuYo Emomoto (Admiral, afterwards Viscount),

August 1882—October 1885.

Sabuko Shioda, December 1885—May 1889.

Keisuke Otoki (afterwards Baron), June 1889.—
JuTAUo Ko.MtJRA, Charge d'affaires till July, 1894.

Tadasu Hayashi (afterward Count), Jlay 1895—
October 1896.

FuMio Yano, March 1897—December 1899.

UoNSUKE Hatashi, Charge d'Alfairea for three

montlis :—September, October, November, 1899.

ToKUJiHo NisHi (Baron), November 1899—December
1900.

JUTARO KoMUUA (afterwards Marqui.s), December
1900—September 1901.

Yascya Uchida (afterward.s Viscount), September

1901—June 1906.

GoNSUKE Hayashi (afterwards Baron), June 1906—
June 1908.

HiKOKicHi Ijuin, June 1908—July 1913.

Enjibo Yamaza, July 1913—May 1914.

YuKiCHi Obata, Charge d'Affaires, June 1914

—

August 1914.

Eki Hioki, August 1914—July 1916.

Ydkichi Obata, Charge d'Affaires, July 1916—
August 1916.

tloN'SUKE Hayashi (Baron), August 1916

—

JARDINE, MATHESON & Co., an important

and long-standing British firm founded by Dr.

William Jardine of the East India Company,
Mr. James Matheson (later Sir James) and Mr.
H. Mauniac. At first M.atheson remained in

India, Magniac was the agent in Canton and Macao,
while Jardine travelled between. On the extinct-

ion of the East India Company the firm as above
named was established in Canton and Macao about
1834. Jardines sent the first free ship with free

tea from VVhampoa, Mai'ch 22, 1834. Till then it

had been a licensed firm, sailing 'country ships'

((/v.). In 1842' business was transferred to Hong-
kong. The firm has always been prominent in all

efforts for the welfare of the colony. Among other

good deeds, Mr. Joseph Jardine, as recorded in

the preface to Legce'.s Clmxics, undertook the

e.xpense of carrying that great work through the

press.

It became a private I.,imited Liability Company
in 1905. The firm is known by the Chine.'ie name
/Jwo t§ ?n (i ho), a very old hong name. See
Houqua; Factories.

JARDINE STEAMER. See Slenm VreKch.

JASPER POOL SOCIETY, JJg 1, yao ch'ih.

(The reference is to the fabled Lake of this name,
which, according to Buddhist and Taoist legends,
liew at the foot of the jade-stone Tree of Life in the
forests of chrysophrase belonging to Si Wang Mu,
(</.!•.) in the K'unlun Mountains).

This, one of the most important of the Vegetarian

Sects of China is of course Buddhist in origin.

It claims to have arisen in the reign of Liang

Wn Ti and to have had Ta-Mo (Bodhidharma)

as its fir^t Tsu Shih or "I'alriarch." Several later

jjatriarchs were Chinese priests, but the sixth was a

layman and ever since only laity have been admitted

to the sect, the priests having another. The Tsu

S/ii/i is supreme wherever the sect extends, having

ten S/ii/v ti under him and fifty four Tiny h'any

who are district teachers and managers. Below

these are various other officers. Wine is forbidden

as well as meat, and all desire of wealth and all

indulgence in anger must be forsworn. Silk must

not be worn, and a cat must on no account be kept.

Entrance fees are compulsory and other contribut-

ions towards the printing and distribution of tracts,

and the preservation of animal life, etc., ai'e ex-

pected.

The use of contemplation and the constant

reciting of the secret books of the sect, are part of

the means used to escape the wheel of trans-

migration. In 1902 the fifteenth patriari'h had been

already twenty one years in prison at Hanyang, on

a false charge of being the leader of a White Lily

contingent, wliich was brought against him by a

scholar w'hom ho had offended. His followers of

the Jasper Pool Society numbered 100,000, but were

not connected with political intrigue. A full

account of this sect is given in the C'/iiiirxf Ttn-onhr.

vol. xxxiii. See Secret Sects.

JAURIAS, HELENEANAIS MARGUERITE
de, was born on May 1, 1824. In 1844 >1k- entered

the (.'ompagnie dc Filles de la Charite and in 1855

was sent out to China. She first laboured in

Ningpo, where she had to leave her work for eight

months because of the T'ai P'ing rebels. She was

next sent to Shanghai where she was asked to

organize what is now known as the Municipal

General Hospital. The nursing staff has been pro-

vided by the same Com|)any, (Sisters of Charity of

St. Vincent de Paul) from the time she organized

it in 1863 down to Se|)tember 1913. She was next

sent to Peking and spent the rest of her days at the

.len Tzu t'ang Orphanage, passing through the

agony of the Boxer siege to die immediatoly deliver-

ance came,—August 21. 1900. The book named

below is the story of her life.

Mazeau : L'Heruine (In Pttany, Hi'lhie tie

Jourittx,

JEHANGIR, leader of a rebellion in Kashgaria

in the reign Tag Kuang, 1825. He claimed to be

the de.scendant of native chiefs, whose rights had

first been recognized by the Manchus but later taken

away. The government - by Chinese officials had

been very oppressive and unjust, and the people

rallied in great numbers to the standard of revolt.

An army sent from China suppressed the rebellion
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altpr many engagements, an<l t<x)k .iKHANiiii! prison-

er. He wa,s brought to Peking and there executed.

JEHOL *(lJ»J5"i j^' ^^ t^''' (^'^^ 's written evl

\<\ the French) " hot river,' a city and prefecture

also called C'h'engte fu Jjc'i^jfi: about one hundred

miles north of Peking and in Chihli beyond the

Great Wall. It wa.s formerly the country seat of

the (hincj'e Eniperor.s, whose palace and park have

a surrounding wall of fifteen miles in length. There

are many monasteries in the iieighbourhoud. The

chief of these was built in 1780 after the model of

the Pan.shen Erdeni's fortre-sstemple, at Tashi-

lumbo in Tibet, for his reception when he came to

join in the celebratio'n of Ch'ien Lung's seventieth

birthday.

In 1793 Lord Macartney was received there by

(,'h'ien l>tiNc, and Chia (.'ii'ing died there in 1821.

Tao Ki"ANc; ceased the annual visits and gave up

the costly hunting e.stabli.shnient there. During the

invasion of the North by the Allied armies in 1850,

HsiEN Fenu (led to Jchol and died there the follow-

ing year.

JENGHIZ. See Chnujlnf.

JESUITS. ''The .Jesuit.s are the real founders

of the missions of China," writes M. H. Cordier

(art. China, col. 672). The first of the Society to

set foot on any Chinese soil was St. Francis Xavikr,

who died November 27 or December 2, 1552 in the

island of Shang-ch'uan ^Sancian, Saint John's)

without having been able to reach Canton. After

him, Alexander Valicnani (died 1606), Michael

iU'cfiiERi (died 1607). Francis Pasio, (died 1612)

suc( ceded in entering ( anton, Macao and Chao-

k'ing (Kuangtung). but net the interior. This

honour was reserved for Matthew Ricci (15521610).

.\rrived ac Macao, (1583), he passed from Chao-

k'ing to Nan-ch'ang (Kiangsi) in 1588, from there

to Nanking (1595). In 1595 and 1598 he stayed for

some time at Peking, where he definitely settled in

J600. He was the first Superior of the Peking

.^1issinrl. The Fathers Loncobardf (1610) and i>A

RoCHA (1622) succeeded him with the same title.

Father Emmanuel Diaz, junior, was the first

Vice-provincial of China, (1626). The vice- province

comprised Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, German,

Swiss, and Belgian .lesuils, with few French.

In 1685, Louis XIV .sent six Jesuits to the

Far East. Father Tachard remained in Siam, but

Fathers FoNTANEY, BoCVET, Le CoMTE, t^.ERBILLON,

and i>E ViSDELOr arrived in China in July, 1687.

They founded the celebrated Freiuih Mission of

Peking, which, being placed under the protectorate

of the king of France, had its Superior independent

of the Vice-provincial ; its fust .'^upel ior was Father

DL FONTANEV (1687).

The .lesuits had, at the time of the suppression

of the Society (1773), four churches at Peking.

The northern (Pei-fang) belonged to the French

mission ; the southern (Nan-t'ang) to the Portuguese

mission; the western, (Si fang) and the eastern

(Tung-t'ang) were dependent cm the vice-province.

The vice-province and the French mission each had

its cemetery outside the walls of Peking, Sha-la-erh

(see Chala) for the former, Ch'eng-fu-sse for the

latter.

In the interior of (jhina a great number of

Jesuit residences were to be found, some dependent

on the vice-province, others on tJie French mission

;

the Fathers in this way evangelized the provinces

of Chihli, Shansi, Shensi, Shantung, Honan, Ssu-

ch'uan, Hukuang, Kiangsi, Kiangnan, ('hekiang,

Fukien, Kuangtung, and Kuangsi. (For a list of

the residences see Pfister & Sica, ('iita!»;/us, p. 59).

It is well known what pai't was played at Peking by

the Jesiiit scholars'—astronomers, mathematicians,

geographers, and historians, and by their .artists,

musicians, and mechanicians. Even at the time of

the most furious persecutions they remained in

fa\our, and more than once brought about a

mitigation of the persecuting Edicts. The most

noted among them have articles dedicated to them

in thi? Encyclopedia, so we confine ourselves here

to indicatng the collective works nhich we owe to

the Jesuits of China.

1.—The Maps of China, undertaken by the order

of K'ANG Hsi, and executed between 1708 and 1718

under the direction of Father Tartoux ; his collab-

orators, with the exception of Father Bonjour,

an Augustinian, were Jesuits.

2.—The Descri/jlian iji'iif/raijhiquc ric to Chinr,

drawn up by F""ather i)U Halde (Paris, 1735), from

notes furnished by 27 missionaries. (See Dv Halde).

3.—The numerous letters which appeared in the

collection of Lettres ICdijiuntcs el Ciirieiwes, (34

volumes, 1702-1776).

4.—The Mrmoires concernont I'/iisliiirc, Iff

.ir/VncM . . . des Chinois, sent mostly by the

Fathers i\MiOT and Cibot, edited by Father

P.UOTIEU, Breqiucny, and others (Paris 17761814).

(See Amiot).

5.—The fine collection of sixteen engravings

ordered by the Emperor K'ien Lunc. to com-

memorate his conquests in Central Asia ; the artists

who drew them at Peking were .Tesuits, with the

exception of John Damascene, an Augustinian.

They were engraved at Paris under the direction

of C. N. Cochin.

Of the role of the Jesuits in the question of the

Chinese ceremonies, we have nothing to say here, a

special article having to be devoted to this matter.

(See Rite.i Controverfij).

X number of Portuguese Jesuits were recalled

from China and imprisoned in Portugal at the time

of the persecution of Pombal.
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After tl'ie news of the suppression of the Society

by Clement X1\' came to Peking (September, 1774),

the Jesuits there continued to live on good terms

with the J^azarists who had replaced them ; the

last member of the old mission of the Society in

China, Father Louis be Voirot, died before

October 1815. The Jesuit bishop of Nanking, Mgr.

(loDEFHOU) Xavier de LAiMBEfKHOUEN, dicd on

May 22, 1787, in a small Christian comnuinity in

the neighbourhood of Shanghai, and was buried in

the Christian cemetery near Soochow.

The native priests and Christians kept their

Jesuit missionaries in memory. So, as soon as the

news of the re-establishment of the Society by

I'lus VII (1814) was known to them, they took

steps to obtain the return to China of the brethren

of Eicci. Letters are extant from the native priests

and the Christians of Peking and Nanking to the

Very Eev. Father Roothaan, general of the Com-

pany, and to the Sovereign Pontiff Ghecory XVI to

plead this cause. (1832, 1833, 1839). On his side,

Mgr. Louis de Besi, nominated Vicar-apostolic of

Shantung by Orbgoiiy XVI in 1839 and administ-

rator of the bishopric of Nanking, which comprised

the three provinces of Kiaiigsu, Anhui, and Honan,

asked by numerous letters addressed to Rome that

Jesuits should be sent to help him in his heavy

task. On January 13, 1840, a letter from Cardinal

Fhansoni, prefect of the Propaganda, invited the

Very Rev. Father Roothaan, general of the

Company, to send three or four fathers to Mgr.

de Bf-SI. Fathers Claude Cotteland, Benjamin

BiU'EVRE, and Francis Estkvb offered themselves

for this mission, and sailed from Brest en April 28,

1841. By September 23 they were at Manila, and

on October 21 at Macao; being driven out by the

Portuguese government, they took refuge in the

Chusan Islands, which the English had just taken,

and from there they reached Shanghai; Fathers

Gotteland and Estkve arrived there on July 11,

1842, and Father Brueyre rejoined them some

months later. In the years which followed,

numerous missionaries were sent to help them.

According to the new decisions of the Propaganda,

each Congregation or Society of missionaries had

charge of one or more missions. The Jesuits re-

mained then in Kiangnan, under the jurisdiction

of the administrating bishops of the diocese of

Nanking. In 1856, as they formed the cjuasi-totality

of the missionaries of Kiangnan, the Propaganda

formed this Mission (provinces of Kiangsu and

Anhui) into a Vicarial-apostolic entrusted to the

Society ; the first Jesuit Vicar-apostolic of Kiangnan

was Mgr. Andrew BoRONtBT.

We cannot in this place describe the apostolic

labours of the Jesuits in Kiangnan ; let it s\iffice to

say that the Vicariat, which numbered in 1842

between 50,000 and 60,000 Christians, counts in 1916

231,721 baptized and 85,620 catechumens. There

are 188 Jesuits there, of whtm 38 are natives. The

principal works of the mission of Kiangnan were

established at Shanghai, and at the village of

Zi-ka-wei, 8 kilometres from the town. During

the first years of their stay in China, the Jesuit

missionaries were occupied by the work of the

apostolic ministry, and then by the terrible trials

of the T'ai P'ing rebellion, and could not devote

themselves to the scientific work which had been the

cause of so much of the influence of their prede-

cessors of the Peking mission. Directly peace was

re-established by the exploits of the "Ever-

Victorious Army" of Gordon, Mgr. Lancuillat,

successor to Mgr. Borgniet, and the Jesuit

Superiors, had the idea of taking up again the

tradition of their Mission. Zi-kawei was chosen

to be the principal centre of the scientific labours

of the mission. First there was established a

meteorological, astronomical, and magnetic obser-

vatory (1873). At present only the Meteorological

Observatory is at Zi-ka-wei; the Astronom'ical

Observatory is at Zo-se, near the Church of

the Pilgrimage, 30 kilometres frcm Shanghai, and

the magnetic observatory is at Lu-kia-pang, half

a league from the station of that name, on

the Shanghai-Nanking Railway). The Zi-ka-wei

Observatory is well-known for the warnings it

gives to ships, which enable them to foretell

the coming of the dreaded typhoons several days

ahead. It ))ublishes every day a chart of the

meteorological state of the (Jhina coasts, and every

month a report of the state of the temperaturo.

The directors of the three observatories have

published many notes on the observations made at

their institutions. The Museum, which was estab-

lished at Zi-ka-wei in 1872, contains rich collections

relating to the flora and fauna of China; the

directors of it have issued six volumes of Mtmoirce

toncernant I'/iistoire nutUTellc. dc Vfhnfhe chinoue.

Another scientific work is due to the Fathers of

Zi-ka-wei : the VarUth .tinoloijiqnes , a series of

studies on the religion, history, geography, legisla-

tion, and social condition of the Chinese ; the 46th

volume appeared in November, 1916. The Cursuf

littrraliirae nhtictic of Father A. ZoTTOLI, S.J. iq.v.),

the Gvngraphie. de Chine of Father L. Richard

(English edition by Father M. Kenelly) the

Ihiuseole. du language, mandarin of Father Boucher,

and a great number of classic works testify to the

intellectual activity of the Fathers of Kiangnan.

All these works are issued from the press at

T'ou-se-we, near Zi-kawei. This press, together

with about ten. other workshops, is entrusted to the

management of the Jesuit Brother coadjutors

;

about 300 orphans, brought up at the expense of

the work of the Holy Childhond. are learning trade.-;

there which are making them capable of maintaining

them.selves.
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The Kiaiigiian Mission publishes in France a
|

fjuaitcrly review, Uclalinn.~ di; C/iinc.

The .Jesuits have yet another mission in I'hina,

the southeast Chihli Mission. In 1856, at the

request of Mgr. MocLY, CM., the Propaganda

divided the vieariat of C.'liihli into three; the

Jesuits had tlie eastern part, except for Tientsin,

which continued to belong to the vicariat of Peking.

The first vicar-apostolic of south-east Chihli was

Mgr. Adiiian Languillat, bishop of Sergiopolis.

According to the Returns for 1916, this Mission

counts 97,652 baptized Christians, and 834 catechu-

mens. Several of its members, especially Fathers

L. WiEUEn and S. Couvrectr, have distinguished
j

themselves by fine sinological work. (See articles

under their names). The headquarters of this

Mission is at the village of Chang-chia-chuang, near

Hsien-hsien in Hochien fu. In 1916 there were in

south-east Chihli 83 .Jesuits, of whom 22 were

natives. Numerous letters from the Fathers of

.southeast Chihli are to be found in the quarterly

Review China, Cfijhm, and Madagascar. Most of

the .Jesuits of the two Missions of Kiangnan and

Chihli are French : the Kiangnan Miction is under

the Province of j'aris, and that of S.E. C^hihli

under the Province of Champagne (having its

headquarters at Reims).

liiBLiouiiArHY.—On the history of the eai-ly

Jesuits of China, the necessary information will be

found in the first two chapters of the anonymous

work La Mintion de Kiangnan (by H. Havret, s.j.)

Paris, 1900. The best general resume is that of

M. H. CouDiER in the article China : Sncirhj of

Je-'if, in the Calholic KnryiJopaedia, vcl. 3, p. 672,

sqq. On the history of the missions of Kiangnan

and of S.E. ('hihli, see J. de la Servikue, Hisloirc

di: la Mixsinn d\t Kiangnan, T'ou-se-we, 1914;

I..EROY, F,n Chine, mi Trhr-li sudest, Lille, 1899.

On the scientific works of the Jesuits of the old and

the new Society, consult Sommervogel, liibliothigue

del ftrrivaini de la Cnmpagnie de Jeans, article

Chine, vol. 2, col. 1140 sqq., and notices of the

principal Fathers ; and H. Cordier, Bibliotheca

aiiiira, col. 1036 sqq. The Catalogxis Patrum ac

Frolnim, S.J. qui a miirte S. Francinri Xaverii

in .S'l'nM adlabnravcrnnt (Fathers Ppister and SiCA,

late.st edition, Shanghai. 1892) is out of print for

the first part (1552-1779), and will be shortly

re-edited. The second part (18421916) was re-edited

in 1908. but is not on sale. S.

JET, 5Jjfl ff'' P'". '•' called by ("liinese black

amber. A Chinese writer in the 7th century stated

that it was dug out of the desert 300 li south of II si

chow near Turfan. A Chinese ])hysiclan of the

11th century says it was found 100 feet deep in the

soil in the district of Ki.To ho. This was transpnri-

ed to China and lasted till the lltli century when

the supply ceased. A powder made from it was

much prized for its medicinal virtues.

JEWELLERY, Although jewellery does not

play a very important role in Chinese Art a note

on the subject is necessary, especially as the

Jewellery of purely native design is rapidly giving

way, (notably in the Treaty Ports where the

"fashions" of ( hina are set,) to that made in

Western form.
" Jewellery is of course," (to quote from

lUsHELL), "much employed in common life by the

Chinese, as in most other eastern countries, as a

convenient means of investment of their savings.

In the absence of any gold and silver coinage, the

precious metals are most readily kept in this way,

being under the constant supervision of the wearer

as portable property. He deems solidity the most

desirable quality of the rings and bangles wliich

are the usual forms, and looks on weight and

purity of metal as more likely to retain their value

than artistic workmanship. Sometimes a plain

flexible rod or band of god or silver is worn round

the neck or arm, .serving like the gold chains and

rings worn by our knights in the middle ages as

a present proof of respectability, and a ready

resource in case of emergency. Bullion is more

safely carried in this way, than as the shoe-shaped

ingots in a purse tied to the girdle, and pieces can

be easily snipped off as occasion requires. All

objects of this kind are made of pure metal

without any alloy. The jeweller stamps the name

of his shop inside the ring or bangle and thus binds

himself, by guild law and custom, to buy it back at

any time by weight, without questioning the quality

of the material.

"For jewellery of a more decorative character

the Chinese employ most of the technical methods

known in the west, and supplement the simple tools

at their command by an infinite patience and

dexterity. Thus, plates are pressed in moulds,

hammered in repousse style, carved in elaborate

openwork designs, and finished with the graving

tool.

"In the art of filigree work the Chinese jeweller

has attained such proficiency as to make it in some

degree distinctive of the country. This is occasion-

ally executed in gold, but more commonly in silver

gilt, the gilding being added to prevent tarnishing

as well as for show. An effective addition to the

filigree work is an inlay of the accompanying

details with the turquoise-tinted plumes of the

king-fisher {/ei-ts'ut) which is almost peculiar to

China.

"I^namelling is a more durable combination than

feather work, and this is also widely practised.

The Hark blue vitriable enamel obtained from the

nalivc cobalt ifcr<ius ore of manganese is a fiivnurilo

inlay for silver ubiecls, the Dale turquoise blue
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affurdi'd bj' coppi'i- boing nioiL- used with gold ; but

both tints are sometimes combined in one scheme of

decoration. Another special branch of the

I'lianieller's art consists in the preparation of

imitation stones and jewels in coloured fltixes of

appropriate tint, which so often take the place of

real stones in Chinese jewellery.

"Precious stones, when they are used, are not

cut in facets, they are merely polished and set

en cobnrhon. The gems, and the pearls, which last

are highly appreciated when of good shape and

fine lustre, are always drilled through and fastened

to the setting by fine wire."

It is interesting to note that many of Bfshell's

remarks throughout the article, other than those

quoted, though written but yesterday, are to-day

(1917) true but in pari;—Chinese jewellery is passing

through the fiery furnace of transition which is

testing all in.stilutions, all ideals, all arts, both

fine and useful in the land which, for centuries

was considered by its inhabitants as being in the

forefront of civilization.

BusHELt, : Chinese Art. [F.A.]

JEWS IN CHINA. The .Jewish colony at

Kaifeng fu in Honau was fir.'^t made known to the

Western world by Ricci in tlie 16th centurj', and

was visited and written about by other .Jesuit

missionaries of the next century. In 1850 the

London Society for promoting Christianity among

the .Jews got a deputation of two natives to visit

the colony, and the results were published the next

year in a book by Rev. G. S.mith, with translations

by Dr. MEDHtjnsT of some inscriptions. Dr. W. A.

V. Martin paid a visit to K'aifeng fu in 1866.

There were then seven left out of seventy families,

numbering from three to four hundred persons, and

the Synagogue was in a state cf complete ruin.

They could not trace their tribal pedigree, never

met as a congregation, had no Sabbath and no

circumcision, and seemed on the point of merging

into the heathendom around them ; their one

distinction being the custom of picking out the

sinew from the flesh they eat,—a custom which has

given them their name among Chinese of '£"iao chin

Chiao ^ aj ft (pluck-sinew sect). In spite of

various attempts to help them, both by Jews and

Christians, their condition seems to have gone

from bad to worse since then.

The sit-e of the Synagogue was bought in 1912

by the Mission of the Church of England in Canada,

which works in the city.

Summarizing all the information ribtained from

inscriptions, by .fesuilvs and others, it aj)pears that

.lew.t came to China during the Han dynasty,

probably soon after a.d. 34, when they were

terribly persecuted in Babylon ; but it is possible

that they came earlier for purposes of trade.

Their Scriptures are now deposited in many
Western museums, etc.,—British IVluseum, Oxford

and Cambridge Libraries, Yale (.'oUege, Hongkong
iVIuseum, etc. They are none of them ancient.

There appear to have been Jewish Colonies in

Ningpo, Hangchow and elsewhere in former times.

There are many articles on the subject in many
•Journals ; probably the best books to consult are

those by Adler and ToBAE.

Mabcus N. Adleu, 0/n7i(sc Jews; Perlmann,
Iliftory of the, Jetcs hi China (1913) ; Tobar,

Tnscriplionit Jtiii^cn de K'ai-fonij-fou (Var. Sin.);

iViARTiN, A Cycle of Cathay, p. 353 ; Smith. The
Jews at K'nifenii Fu; Wylie. Chinese Itepofitory,

.vol. XX.

JINGAL, from (he Hindustani janr/al , a swivel

or a large musket. It is the Chinese blunderbuss,

about twenty pounds in weight. It is fired from a

fixed swivel or with the barrel resting on a man's

shoulder.

JINRIKSHA, from .Japanese words meaning
ni'iii-jiinrcr rehiclc; a light two-wheeled conveyance

drawn by a man or men and used for one or two

passengers. It is said to have been the invention

of an American mi.ssionary in Japan .about 1870.

The use of it has spread to all parts of the East

where theie are suitable roads.

JOB'S TEARS, t* ji'n mi, Coix larhryma

jiihi L. This grain plant, erroneously termed

"pearl barley" in the Customs export list, is very

much cultivated in China. Its name is derived

from the tear-like shape of its capsules. The seeds

are said to possess diuretic and cathartic properties,

and are used medicinally, although they are also

boiled and made into gruel, or addeid to flour cakes

in small quantities to attract buyers. The plant is

said to have been introduced to China by the famous

Ma YiiAN in 49 a.d. The largest unhuUed corns .ire

strung into rosaries by priests. A wine is made by

fermenting the grain, and is given in rheumatism.

HosiE : Sstich'van, p. 10; Manchuria, p. 180;

StI'AIIT : Chinrsr Mnliiia ytnlira. p. 122.

JOHN DE PLANO CARPINI, or .John of

Pian de Carpine, a Franciscan friar, derived his

name from the place now called Pian la Magione,

fourteen miles from Perugia. He was at the head

of a mission sent by Pope Innocent to the Mongols.

He left Lyons on April 16, 1245, delivered his

letters to Ktjvuk Khan, not far from Karakorum,

on July 22 of the next year, and brought back to

the Pope the Khan's haughty reply in the auttmni

of 1247.

D'AvEZAC : Uecvcil de Vnyayes el dc

Mimnires, vol. iv ; RocT<HlLL : The, Journey of

William of Ihihruch, etc., (Hakluyt Society. 1900) :

BEA7XEY : The Texts and Versions of John de I'lano

Carpini, etc., (Hakhiyt Society, 1903).
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JOHN DE' MARIGNOLLI. See MarUjnuUi.

JOHN, GRIFFITH, D.D., was born at Swan-

sea in 1851, miiwd in Slianj;liai as a missionary of

the London .Missionary Society in 1855, and settled

in Hankow in 1861, where he remained till the

beginning of 1912 when he returned to England and

died six months later. He had remarkable ability

and sULiess as a street chapel preacher, and was

also well-known as a translator of the new Testa-

ment.

JOHN OF FLORENCE. See Mari,j,,<,IU.

JOHN OF MONTE CORVINO was born

about 1247, in Ilaly, but in wliaL district is doubt-

ful, the honour being claimed by two places of the

.-lame name. He became a Franciscan monk, and

after many years' work in the near East was sent

by Pope NnoL.xs IV to carry letters to Khubilai

Khan. He probably reached Khanbaliq (Peking)

in 1293, but it is not known whether he saw

Khubilai, whose death took place early in 1294.

H is succe.-s in Khanbaliq or Cambalec was so great

that in 1307 an Archbishopric of Cambalec was

created, with unusually amjjle powers, and seven

other Krancitcans were sent out to be suffragan

bishops under the new metropolitan. Only three

of these reached Peking ; they consecrated the new

.archbishop, and all three were in succession bishcps

of Zailun. Th* Khan, (probably Khubilai's

grandson), is said to have been baptized by him :

but almost every Khan of the dynasty has been

reported as a convert.

He was the first Archbishop of Cambalec

and in effect he was the last ; for though others

were appointed it does not appear that any of iheni

ruled from Peking or even reached it.

John of Monte Corvi.vo died in Peking about

1328, more than eighty years old ; and Kaviek stales

that there were about 100,000 converts by that lime.

Yule: t'nlhui/ and l/ic ll'i/y Tliitln.r; Ua

CiVEZZA : Utoria Universal cletlc Mimiune Finii<:n'-

cane.

JOHN OF PIAN DE CARPINE. .Sec J„/,n

ti' I'hnri f 'ill jnin.

JOHNSTON, REGINALD FLEMING, was

born in Scotland, 1874, and educated at the Univers-

ities of Edinburgh and O.xford. He carried off

various prizes and graduated with honours in the

School of History at Oxford. He passed the e.\-

amination for the Indian and Colonial Civil Services,

1893. and was appointed to Hongkong, where he

Actea as Clerk to the Legislative and Executive

Councils, and as Assistant Colonial Secretary,

1899 1904 ; and as private Secretary to the (Joveriior,

1900 1902. He was transferred to Weihaiwei to

act as Secretary to the Government and as Magist-

rate, 1904. In 1906 he was appointed to the newly-

create*! post of District Officer, Weihaiwei.

On Chinese subjects he has written From Peking

III Mdndolai/, 1908 ; Lion and IJruijiin in Northern

China, 1910; Hiuldhisl China, 1913; and has con-

tributed articles on Chinese subjects to The A'iiif-

tfinth Century and After, The Quest, and other

periodicals, and to Dr. Hastings' Encyclopaedia

of Udiijion and Ethics. He is a Fellow of the

lioyal CJeographical Society, Associate of the Society

for Psychical Research, Member of the Royal

Asiatic and the Folk-lore Societies, etc.

JOLY, H. BENCRAFT, of the British Con

sular Service in China, translated Hung luii niemj,

('I'lie Dream of the Red Chamber) in 1892.

JORDAN, JOHN NEWELL, Sir, was born

in Ireland on September 5, 1852, and was appointed

as student-interpreter in t^hina in 1876. After

filling various offices, including that of Minister

Resident at the Court of Korea, he was appointed

Minister at Peking in 1906.

He has received tlie honours of C.M.G. (1897),

K.C.M.G. (1904), K.C.B. (1909), and G.C.I.E.

(1911).

His only publication is some Translations of

the I'lhinij Gazette.

JOSS. A corruption of the Portuguese Dios,

Cod ; used by foreigners and in pidgin-English for

idols. Hence joss-house, a temple ;
joss-sticks,

incense, elc.

JOSS-STICKS, nl' S ^ il'i'i eh\'n hsiumj.

I

'hour' or 'time' incense, are used in religious cere-

monial. The finest are made of the dust of sandal,

garoo, and other fragrant woods mixed with cedar

or fir and just enough clay to stick them together.

Nutmeg refuse is also sometimes added. The

Chinese make them three or four fathoms long, of

a uniform size, and burn the coil in their shops for

the fragrance and to mark the time; it is from this

last use that the native name originates. They are

exported mainly for the use of the emigrants in the

Straits, etc. The export in 1916 amounted to

Hk.Tls. 324,740.

JUAN JUAN, jfig
it)ri</<//(T.<, a contemptuous

name giv.u lu a Turkii' tribe by the Toba Emperor

T'Ai \Vu. When first heard of they were named

,Iu J6n IS A. which Gibbon, following French

authors, writes Ccouijcn. They belonged to tlio

Hsiung-nu .stock. They later founded a sort of

empire with a capital probably somewhere near

Karakorum ; but the Toba emperors nearly exterm

inated them in three great expeditions towards the

end of the fifth century ; and in the middle of the

next century their destruction was completed by the

Turks, in a massacre outside Hsi-an fu. They arc

not mentioned again in Chinese history.

Pahkeh : .1 Thousand Years of the Tartars;

Ym.K : Cathay and thr Way Thither, vol, i, p. 58.
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J U I . 'to iS 'as you like it' ; an article of peculiar

shape ami generally called a sceptre. It is how-

ever, not a symbol of royal power, and it seems

to have been in use in China before the arrival of

Buddhism. Ch.\o Hsi-ku {13th century a.d.) states

that it was originally made of iron, was used to

point the way and for self-defence ; that it was

really a blunt sword. Later it was used as part of

ceremonial regalia and was made of jade, amber,

lacquer, etc. It is now given as a token of good

wishes to a friend.

Giles : Chineae Pictorial Art, p. 159; Parker :

China and Edigion.

JU JEN, BgA- See Juanjuun.

JUJUBES, Zizijphus sativa, Jjj Uao. This has

come to be translated ' dates,' and the fruit is

commonly called by that misleading name among

foreigners : it is not easy to see why. The jujube

is an important cultivated fruit in North China,

and there are probably quite a hundred varieties.

It prefers a porous, alkaline soil like the loess, a

light rainfall and a dry, cold winter. The tree

is remarkable for the amount of neglect it can put

up with : it is about the only fruit tree round

whose roots the soil need not be cultivated ; it pro-

duces equally well where the ground is trodden

hard as stone.

The fruit is generally brown and shining and

very plump when fresh ; when dried it shrivels and

becomes more red. Different varieties are eaten

fresh, dried, preserved in sugar, stewed or snioked.

Among the hundred varieties may be mentioned

the ton hu tsao or seedless jujube, grown near

Laoling in Shantung. It is said to be the only

seedless variety in all China—and, indeed, it is not

absolutely seedless, but the kernel Ls so soft that

one eats it without perceiving it.

The mi tuno or honey jujube is not a variety

but a preparation for w-hich the C'/iin tzu ti<ao is

chiefly used. These are boiled in sugai'ed water

then dried for a couple of days. They a:e slightly

boiled again, then partially dried. The skins are

ne.xt slashed slightly and the fruit boiled again

in a stronger solution of sugar, honey beine

added for the best grades. They are then dried,

and the best kinds can be sold at 40 Mexican cents

a pound.

One jujube tree has great ornamental value,

the Ziz!//j/iif: snlini tnrliinsii, called in Chinese the

/-««;/ cliiia tfiw sliu 8|/RSi^ '''' dragon-claw jujube.

It has peculiar gnarled and twi.stcid branches and is

much prized by the (-'hinese. The trees are pro-

pagated by grafting on the wild jujube; they are

very rare.

Finally, the wild jujube Z. saliva fpinosa grows

on every city wall in the North, and in many waste,

stony places. It has troublesome thorns, especially

on the smaller bushes, and is often used as fencing.

The fruit is small and pleasantly sour, and is eaten.

The Jujube is known as Hung tsao or Eed
date to distinguish it from the Ilei tsao, Black

date, the Persimmon {q.v.).

Meyer ; Ayricultiiral Explorations, etc.

JU LAI FO, in JfJfB. 'lie Sanskrit Tathagata,

a title of Buddha. The words mean literally "the

BcDDHA who came thus." The Sanskrit might

equally well mean "who went thus," but the Chinese

long ago, rightly or wi"ongly, adopted 'came' and

not 'went.'

JUMPING RATS aiid Mice. This family of

Hoileutia should have been placed under Dipodidae

the name of the Family. There are six species

known in N. China and neighbourhood, their names

and distribution being as follows :

—

Allactaga viomjolica, Mongolia, N. Shansi, N.

Chihli; .-i. lonijior, Kansu ; Dtpus sowerbyi, Ordos,

N. Shensi ; Zapus setchnamis vicinus, Kansu ; Sicigia

cimrolor, Kansu, Manchuria ; S. caudata, Sagalhien.

SowERBY : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

JUNG, 9K> barbarians of the West. The
character consists of -p kaii, a shield, and ko i^,

a spear. There are seven kinds of them mentioned

in the 2'«o Chuan, and accounts are given of their

attacks on Ch'i, Lu, Ts'ao and even on the Royal

Domain. Their seats were in (modern) Chihli, in

(modern) Honan, etc., but there were more tribes

than the Tso Chuan has occasion to name, and they

were in greatest strength in the north-west, where

Ch'in expanded at their expense besides getting

practice in war with them. According to Hirth
the name is connected with the name Hun ; they

are also known as Hsien-yii, Hun-yii, Hsiung-nu,

etc., and were probably Turkish tribes; the usual

appellation for them and other northern races is

Tartars.

Leuge : Chinese Classics, vol. v., (proleg.);

Hirth : The. Ancient History of China.

JUNGLE, THE. See Ch'u, State of.

JUNG LU, ^iSi a Manchu. played a leading

part in Chinese history during the days of the

Empress-dowager Tz'ii Hsi. He was a kinsman

and a playmate of hers in childhood and common
report says that she was betrothed to him from her

birth. Other rumours say that improper relations

existed between them for years. These reports are

only recorded here because of the importance they

had in the politics of the period.

JuNu Lu was one of the better type of Manchus
;

he was extremely loyal to the Empress-dowager

from the beginning of her Regency when she crushed

the Ts.u YiiAN conspiracy with his help, for over

forty years down to his death in 1903. This does

not mean that he always agreed with her or that
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lip escaped disj^race at lier hands. Ho was not in

a!,'icfnient with her in her emi)loyinent of the

Boxers, bnt he did not desert her, though his

position was one of great danger. Ho was always

meliorate in his views, and he was thus suspected

by both sides, reformers and conservatives alike. It

is also probable that his attitude was much mis-

understood by foreigners. Without having any

friendshi)) for them he saw the madness in the

attempt to destroy their Legations, and they were

perhaps saved through his hanging back while others

were rushing on to the e.\tremest measures. The

pjUijircssdowager disregarded his warnings, and his

position, while out of her favour and op])Osed by

Ka.nc I, Prince Tuan and other fanatics, was very

insecure. When the madness had passed, the

fugitive Empress-dowager had still to turn to him

and found him .still as trusty as he had always been.

The most dramatic time of his life was in 1898,

when the Emperor decided on a iDtip d'itat which

failed and the Empress-dowager decided on another

which succeeded. Kuang Hsii knew that the first

step in getting rid of his aunt must be the getting

rid of her faithful Jung Lu. He gave definite

orders to YiiAM Shih-k'ai to proceed to Tientsin,

where Ji'Ng Lc was Viceroy of Chihli, and put

him to death at once. Yuan went down by the first

train and tcld Jung Lu all about it. .)ung Lu went

up to the capital by sj>ecial train and told the plot

to the Empress-dowager. After leaving some of his

own guards in the Forbidden City he returned to

Tientsin, while his mistress, early the ne.xt morning,

seized and imprisoned the unhappy Emperor.

At the time of his death he had attained the

highest honours which a^ subject could reach,—he

was Grand Secretary and Grand Councillor. But
he had another kind of honour. By Tz'u Hsi"s

command the second Prince Ch'un had married

Jung IjU's daughter, and the Empress-dowager had

promised that if there were a son of this marriage

he should be heir to the Throne. The promise was

kept and .Jung Lu's grandson became the Emperor

HsiJAM T'UNU.

Jung'Lu died Aiiril 11, 1903, at the age of 67.

Bland and Backhouse : China under the Urn-

j/i<>'i'-l)<)W(iij<'r.

JUNK, (Javanese juiuj, a large boat). A
Chinese sailing vessel.

JUTE. See Fibres, Icxlilc.

JU YAO riclg. Porcelain of the Sung period

made at Ju-chou J^ ^.

K
KAAN, The title u.^^cd by Maiho Polo for the

Great Khan ; the supreme ruler of the Mongols

;

Khan being applied to subordinate princes. See

IJniiii.

KAFAROV. hoe /W/«r/ii«.

KAIfInG FU, in lat. 34° 43- X. and long.

Ill" 24' E., is the capital city of llonan and stands

about 100 li south of the Yellow lliver. The capital

of Fu H.S1 is supposed to have been here in 2800 B.C.

I'nder the name Pien-liang ?t« JK it was the capital

of the Sung dynasty in the 10th century. It has

the special interest of being the homo of a Jewish

colony (see Jrwn in China). The place hiis lost

much of its former importance, but trade has

ivvivcd with the coming of the railway. The chief

industry is in groundnuts. The population is

about 200,000.

KAILAN MINING ADMINISTRATION, an

as.«(>ciati( n of the Chinese Engineering and Mining

Company an<i the Laiichow (Company. The former

Com|iany was formed in 1878 as a ('hiiieso Company
and registered in 1900 as a Briti.vh or international

:ii

2C,

company under British law. The Lanchow Com-

pany opened mines in the vicinity of the Kaiping

mines. A long dispute with the Chinese govern-

ment followed, as to the exclusive rights of the

foreign company to the Kaiping coalfield.

The struggle ended in the amalgamation of the

two companies under an agreement ratified by the

British and Chinese governments. Each company

retains its own share capital.

The output of the mines from July 1, 1916 to

.lune 30, 1917, was 2,928,584 tons.

KAIPING MINES.
Ailiiiinittrutiiin.

Kiiihiii Mininij

KALGAN, a corrupt I'orm of the Mongol

hiilhii, a mart, the town called by the ('hinese

Changchia k'ou SliSjjri- 't is an important trad

iug centre on the edge- ul' Ihe Mongolian plateau,

4,000 feet above the plain, and some forty miles to

the north of Peking. It lies at the foot of a pass

leading up to the plateau itself, a thousand feet

higher : this is the easiest of such passes and

therefore the mojt used.
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The tea for Kiissia is sent this way in the

winter season, when half a million ramels are said

t(i be used in the tiansporl.

The jiopulation is estimated at 30,000.

KALMUK. See Mimyolh.

KALPA, an Indian term, much used in

Buddhist writings, meaning a jieriotl of time

sufficient for the formation and destruction of a

material universe.

KAMBALOU. See Kh,inl>nl„i.

KAMTON, the Portuguese way in former times

of writing ^^-j^ Kiiniig liinrj: from which has come

the name Canton.

K'ANG, JiC, a bed built of brick or earth so

that it can be heated with a fire underneath; largely

used in North China.

K'ANG HSI, [^ ge the third son of Shl'N

CHlHjllgf^, was born in 1665 and died in 1723.

He was the second ruler of the Ch'ing dynasty,

and succeeded to the throne when he was eight

years old. His name was £ JP, (not ^ as in

Giles). He was one of the most remarkable men in

history, and the usual wonders which herald the

birth of great men are recorded in his case,

dragons, strange lights and what not. It is stated

that each of his eyes had two pupils; his

forehead was broad, the mouth handsome ; his

nose was 'mountainous' (but note that Le C'omte

says it was small), and his ears big ; the lower part

of the face was agreeable. He had a stentorian

voice, and was over the medium height, though

not tall; his face wiis pleasing, though strongly

pock-marked. Unusually bright eyes gave g'-eat

vivacity to his features. (See portrait in Le

Comxe's Memoirs and Ob-ser cations). As to

character, he was very truthful. He had extraord-

inary ability in learning, and a marvellous memory.

Five days before his death Shun Chjh delegated

the care of the boy to two Kegents and appointed

four A.ssistant Ministers of State. All ti ok the

I'ath of loyalty before the corpse.

K'ANG Hsi took up the veiiis of Govei'nraent

in the fifth moon of the eighth year of the period

and broke up the power of the regency, being angry

at the illicit assumption of Ao Pei, a Mmister,

and others.

His was a dominating and active personality,

and the administrative acts of the empire, whilst

(hey were modified by the dynastic laws, and the

advice of his ministers, were to a great extent the

t'X])ression of his own will. Grouping his acts,

personal and administrative, round his own ideal

of 'Peace for the Empire and Prosperity for the

People' it is possible to gain an impression of the

man.

A^ to peace for the Empire, he had barely

reached the age of manhootl when he had to face

powerful enemies on every side ; there confronted

him the Southern Confederacy with great armies

led by the valiant \Vr Sas-kuei in league with the

Princes of Fukien and Kuangtung; he had to

subjugate the ruler of 'Shensi, and wrest Formosa

from Koxinga; he sent great armies against Mongol

princes who disputed rights and territory with him.

These things required all the energy and sagacity

of the young monarch.

.\s to the prosperity of the people, their welfare

was a constant concern in all his plans. He alway.i

aimed at pui-ity in the administration. He was

careful of the public funds. He was frugal in his

personal habits, and simple in his dress. His

palace expenses he compares favourably with the

lavishness of the Ming Court, which employed

thousands of attendants, while he was satisfied

with 500. He had reduced his expenses to 70,000

taels, a tenth of the amount used in his father's

time. Yet he scattered his treasures lavishly on

the empire. He constantly remitted taxes and

wiped out provincial deficits. In the 51st year

of his reign he remitted 33,054,697 taels poll and

land taxes, saying it was more important to help

the people than to hoard up imperial wealth. He
begged a Governor at a farewell audience to find

out the causes of the peojjle's poverty, which should

not exist in such a wealthy country ; and told him

to use his own name and authority to frighten all

niouopolists and oppressors of the people. He
|)ersonally wrote a motto j^tjlMi Incorruptibility,

Carefulness, Diligence, for all officials, and

constantly sought out means of relieving the

sufferings of the people. He dealt umnercifuUy

with all unjust officials and put to death high and

low who were found guilty of maladministration

or usurpation of authority. He initiated relief

works for distress : and forbad the distilling of

wine in Peking when there was a scarcity of corn.

He was most liberal in the times of devastating

droughts and calamities, at one time sending

300,000 taels to Hsi-an fu in the time of plague, and,

at another, a great gift of corn to Korea. He was

angry with the Peking Government for calling in

everything to the Central Treasury, thus depleting

proxincial funds which inevitably would result in

draining the people's money. He often abolished

likin poits, as being detiiniental to trade : and

made light taxation a cardinal article of policy.

Public Works of utility were initiated and great

attention was paid to the dredging of rivers. The
Yellow River in particular had much attention. A
commission was appointed to find its source. The
report is curious and interesting, describing the

distant sources which seem to lie in the clouds and
inaccessible parts. Another time its tributaries,

etc., were mapped out with a view of preventing
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iimiidatiun. These undertakinga he practically

Mi|)priiiteiided by frequent visits of inspection,

ile prohibited officials squeezing prisoners, and

issued a severe decree against unju-st claims tu the

land made by the Manchu comjuerors, ordering

that what had been snatched from the Chinese in

the past should be restored immediately. (See

Hfi's Chri'titmil ij ill C/iiiia, vol. iii, pp. 41-43 for a

moving e.xample). Character was to weigh more

than scholarship and cleverness in the selection

of magistrates, and all attempts to sell office to

increase the revenue failed to gain his approbation.

In other ways too he sought more efficiency.

He reformed the Kalendar, making Vkrbikst the

.\str()nonier Jtoyal.' Manchuria was remapped
a;cording to Western methods. Father BofVF.T

niea.sured China. Nowhere did he find more

difficulty in reforming abuses than in the literary

examinations. Even in Uie Hanlln Academy there

Were unfit members. Monthly inspection was made,

and those whose Wenli and penmanship were

deficient were e.xpelled. Frequently examiners, as

well as candidates who had illicitly gained a degree,

were beheaded or transported.

Thus in the attempt to reform the admini.stra-

tion he was indifferent to persons; regents, personal

friends, exalted officials, suffered the severest

punishment when found guilty : and it does seem

that after years of such measures fear and awe were

instilled into the official mind.

Yet he was not unreasonable, for often he

would e.xhort the higher officials not to be too

strict witlj their colleagues, "since the difficulties

of administration are many, and you should not

be too exacting but take a broad and generous view

if matters."

The currency and finances of the empire had

ill- constant attention, and there was frequent

minting of good copper cash. In the 21st year

294.851,480 were minted. The revenue that year

is put at 26,331,685 laels and the census gives the

population at 19,431,753. But this may only give

the adults.

Books and literature were a passion with him.

Editions of the Cla.ssic8 in fine type were printed.

Heojile who had valuable and rare hooks were

invited to have them re-issued at the imperial

expense. Under his sujierintendence many valuable

works Were produce*!, the most noted being

[fi S.? ^ iRl 'I'he great Imperial Dictionary in 42

|iiirts. Finished in the 55th year.

iftl.^tftS An encyclopaedia (jf literature in 450

part-. Fiiii.shed, 49tli year.

iS i itSI S -^ collection of famous essays, in

64 p:!rl^.

IW §= Mi W -^ Dictionary of classified literary

phrases arranged according to subjects and

words, in 240 parts. Finished in the 58tli year.

S" JS ^ fell A selection of phrases from great

authors, in 64 parts. Finished, 61»t year.

"^ 6iifn ^ -^ collection of famous historical and

philosophical Writers, in 160 parts. Finished

in the 9th year of Yung Chkkg.

W ^ iS il? '^ dictionary made with the rhymes of

words as basis. The origin and use of characters

up to the Han times are minutely given.

106 i)arts. Finished, 50th year. A Supplement

in 112 parts was finished in the 55lh year.

These bo<;ks were done under his personal

supervision. A full list of the works may be found

iij the g. la il ,^, 97-103 sections.

As to his personal habits, he was an active man,

and kept himself fit by different bodily e.-<ercises,

intended to give agility and vigour to the frame

and render it capable of supporting great fatigue.

He .spent much of his time with the army, or in the

chase in the mountains of Tartary. Continually on

horseback, he practised the bow, the musket, and

the crossbow. "1 was able," he says "to bend a

bow fifteen times as strong as the ordinary one,

and shoot arrows of thirteen palms in length."

At the same time he held Councils of State in the

tent and camp.

He made many tours, often going South to

inspect the conservancy work, lodging at the

Yamens, and staying with the Viceroys. In the

42iid year he took an extended tour to Shansi and

Shensi, returning to the capital by way of Honan.

V'EnBiEsr sometimes accompanied him. He was

much attached to the Father, and indeed friendly

to all the missionaries. Whilst he granted many

personal favours to them, he did not second their

propaganda. He refused the request of Verbiest

for permission to erect chapels and actively

propagate the faith.

K'anu Hsi's attituile towards religion is uncei'

lain. That he was a freethinker is evident. He

was not averse to puppressing temples, and the

gift of a church to the I atholics shows he was not

hostile to the Faith. He was ready with counsel

on the term question, and in the matter of ancestral

w..rshi|), but angry that his advice was not

followed. The quarrels between the .lesmts and

Dominicans alienated him from both. He took an

academic view of religion, rather than held a

personal faith. Having no definite creed, many of

his acts show that he was far fr.im being free from

superstition.

He was a great student of the Chinese Classics,

and translated the history of China into the TarUr

language. He formed a library of the best Chinese

books, "and ein|.loyed the best men to translate

these into his native tongue. He reached a fan-

degree of perfection in the arts and sciences. He
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studied geometry, astronomy, medicine, anatomy and

otlier branches of physical science. Ho established

in his Palace various ateliers where he employed

the most skilful artists and workmen- He also, it

is said, had Europeans to train the Chinese in

Western art, painting, engraving, sculpture, enamel-

ling, and work in steel and copper.

The annals of the times are full of his lectures

on science and geography. He used to pride him-

self that he knew every river and mountain in

China. He was pre-eminently the preac/ier and

ichuolmaster. Ta Ch'ing Huang Ti Slii'ng llsiin

and his numerous edicts afford a specimen of his

eloquence. He was a thinking man and had a

great propensity for writing. Sixty parts of the

Slif'ng Jhiin ai'e by him. The funeral sermon on

the death of his mother is touching. The style is

chaste and elegant. These sermons .show that he

was an enemy of routine and sought for men of

mind. He continually _
urges his ministers to

diligence and warns them against all forms of

depravity.

Withal he was full . of friendliness and

bonhomit. He would often invite friends and

ministers to spend a day with him in hia gardens

by the lake, fishing and writing poetry. The fish

caught he ordered to be given to their wives.

"Remember your wives in your pleasures," was his

motto to them. He used to send presents of scrolls

and greetings to aged officials bidding them eat

well and be happy. "Think of me, as I do of you."

In the feasts at the palace, he passed the cup

round, assuring his guests that if they drank too

much he would have them conveyed home decently.

Guests generally had to write a line cf poetry to

follow his.

He was a most dutiful son and, when ibsent,

wrote a letter every day to his mother. He wore

calico when she died in the S6th year of his reign.

On the 11th day of the 7th moon and the 61st

year of his leign he fell ill, and died en the 14th.

He bequeathed the succession to his fourth son,

"who is most like me, and is most capable of filling

the post; let him succeed me."

He married three times, his last wife surviving

him. He had twenty-three sons. "I am the father

and root of 150 sons and grandsons. My daughters

must be more numerous .still. I leave the empire

peaceful and happy," he says in his will. He was

canonized as ^H-t^^JJ'.
Ai,L.\N : .UiiLirn iif Cdlhiuj; Boulger : Hi»t(try

iij aliiiKi; BouvET : /'orlrait hii'lori(juc cli' VKm-
jx'TCur lie. la C'/iine; De Mailla : Ilifttiire Ghierale

lie la Chine; Du Halde : Hiflury of China and

Lettrts Edijiunttii ; Hue : Christianilij in China;

Magaili-ans : Nuueelle J/elaliun ile la Chine;

BE.MUSAT : Milonyes \.<;.,/;,,,„:< y^^Ok : SSniiSS.
[E.M., abridged]

K'ANG YU WEI, g|^i^, al.so known as

K'ANG Nan-h.u ^ [!§ ji^, ii scholar who had the

chief share in persuading Kcang Hsu to issue the

Reform Edicts of 1898. When the conp d'itat took

place, six of the Reformers were summarily e.\ecuted,

but K'ang escaped. It was ordered that he should

be sought for and, when found, put to death by the

ling ch'ih process. He has lived, however, not only

to see the Republic established, but to take part in

the futile attempt of Chaxg HsiiN to restore the

Manchu dynasty in July, 1917.

He is a native of Kuangtung, remaikable as a

scholar, and has earned the title of The Modern

Sage. See Reformers.

Bl.\nd and Backhouse : China vniler the

Rmprcsf-Dinvager ; Bland : Recent Events, etc.
;

JilTTt.E : IiitiiiKife China.

KANKALI, from the Turkish for a cart; a

name f(jr the Uighiirs, who are also termed Kao chii

jg $ //'.'//' enrlf. See T'i'jhurn.

KANP'U or KANFU, .spelled Ganfu by

Marco Polo, is generally supposed to have been

a port on the north of the Hangchow Bay, half-

way between Hangchow and Chapu. In the T'ang

dynasty it was the chief port in China, and the

only one at which foreign trade was permitted.

Arab and other traders were driven thence in the

ninth century to the number of nine hundred,

according to Chine.se annals. The port is now

silted up and lies high and dry.

There is another theory, however, due to

KiNGSMiLL and Neumann, that Kuan^ (chou) fn

or Canton is meant, and that no such port ever

existed in Hangchow Bay.

Cordier's Marco Polo : vol. ii, p. 198 ; Little :

The Fur East. p. 112; KiNCSMILL : ibid., quotation.

K ANSU, "If ^, the most north-western province

of China, the third in point of size, having an area

of 125,483 sq. miles, with a population of 10,386,000.

The name is derived from two of its principal cities,

Kanchou and .Suchow. Till the Republic it was

ruled together with Shensi by a Viceroy, the two

province.^ being known as Shcn-kan. Till 1882 the

j

whole of Hsinchiang was included in Kansu. Its

literary name is Lung fig.

I

The province is mountainous, especially to the

X.W., where the eastern extension of the K'un-lun

mountains rises to 20,000 feet. • The chief range is

the T'ien shan 55|ll. The peculiar shape of the

province in the north-west is due to its lying between

the Alashan and Mongolian desert on the north,

and the high table-land of Tibet on the south :

this narrow strip is the gateway to Central Asia.

The Yellow River runs right across Kansu ; it

is not navigable, but with its tributaries it enables

the plains to be irrigated and thus enriches the

province. Lanchou, with half a million inhabitants,
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is the capital. There arc Mongols and Tanguts in

the i)rovince and a large propcrtion of the population

is Jlohainmcdan. The great Mohammedan rebellion

(1861-78) and the massacres by which it was sup-

pressed, an.. 11 Til f<ir the present tliinness of the

population.

KAN WANG, -f^^, i<hitl(l priiire, cousin of

the T'iiM W aiig, leader of the T'ai P'ing rebellion.

He joined in 1859 and was made Prince and Prime
Mini.ster. He was a man of great ability. He was

e.xecuted after the fall of Nanking in 1864. See

V'ff/ f*'utij /f'h'-f/iint,

KAN YING, -y-ilS, one of the otTicers used by

Pan ('h'ao in his great campaign in Central Asia.

Ill A. (J. 97 he was ordered to proceed to Ta Ts'in,

that is, to Syria as a province of the Roman
Empire. The purpose of the expedition is uncer-

tain. He reached T'iao-chih #fe$, a country on

the Persian (Julf, but there he heard such an

account of the length and difficulty of the sea

journey that he gave it up and retraced his steps.

(ilLKS: Hiiii/rfiji/iiriil Dir/imiiiri/ ; Yur.E :

Ciilhoy mill tlir Woi/ Tliilhir.

KAN YING P'lEN S?!Ej^, J I'- 'i«"k oj

UfWttrd.^ anil /'iiiti-''/iiti'iif-''\ a Taoist work but often

in a Hudilhist dress, attributed, though with little

certainty, to the Sung dynasty. It is a very popular

book and large quantities are distributed gratuit-

ously. A short sketch of its contents is given in

IIiLEs' C/iiniKit Literaliire, and a full translation

will be found in DoOLiri'LE's Xiuculniliinj.

KAOLIANG, X ig kao Uamj 'high grain,'

Sitrijliuiii luli/ftn-, the staple grain of Manchuria,

al.«o largely grown in many parts of China north of

the Yangtze, taking the place which rice occupies

in the south. Sown in April, it grows to a height

of 8 or 10 feet by September, when it is harves.ted.

It.s uses are manifold, liesides furnishing the greater

portion of iho daily food, in the form of a palatable

porridge, it supplies an alcoholic drink, thatching

for houses and bains, matting for summer sheds

and winter doors, and for packing, fencing, bridging

and house-building, and fuel where coal or wood
is too dear. Brooms are largely made from this

" broom-corn." No part of the plant is wasted.

Eight pounds of seed are sufficient for an acre,

which yields in good years over half a ton of grain.

The green blades are gathered before the grain is

fully ripe and stored for winter cattle-fodder, and

the roots are pulled up and used for fuel.

Kaoliang is, however, a bad crop, as it requires

much from the soil and gives nothing in return.

According to KiNu the yield per acre of kao-

liang fuel in Shantung is 5,600 lbs., worth about $10,

and of grain 48 bushels. (pp. 158, 255). In

Manchuria 35 bushels of 60 lbs. weight is an

ordinary crop. In all such calculations it is import-

ant to be sure of the size of the rnoii quoted.

IIosiE : Manchuria, pp. 176, 359; Kino:
Farmers of Forty Centuries.

KAO LIN, M, at '^-a^ fi'i(/, high ridge. A kind

of earth consisting of the rotted felspar of dis-

integrated granite, found in Kiangsi, near Santuao

(Kukien), etc. See C'hinaware.

KAO TZU •§ ^, a philosopher contemporary

with Mencius, who has not left any writings of his

own, but is known to us by his disputations with

the latter concerning human nature. He denied

freewill. Mbncius : Bnuk X!, etc.

KAPILAVASTU, near which is the birthplace

of S'akva.muni, ill wliat is now known as the Nepaul

'I'erai. Jts ruins were visited by HsiiAN TsaNC,

who plates them N.W. of (jorukpoor (hit. 26° 46'

N. aiul long. 83" 19' E.).

KAPOK, the product of Kriudiiiilron uii/i,i,l

in/nuin, the cotton tree, which Hoiirishes in the two

Kuang provinces.

KARA K'lTAI, or Hlack K'itai, an important

though .short-lived empire of Central Asia before

the coming of Chenohis Khan. It had more or less

authority from the Caspian to the borders of China.

The empire was named K"itai as being founded by a

member of the imperial family of the K'itan or

Liao dynasty, escaped from China when that dynasty

was overthrown by the Golden Tartars (Chin

dynasty). The term 'black' was added by Moham-
medan authors either as implying inferiority to the

original K'itai or because the K'itai were infidels.

To the Chinese the empire was known as the Hsi

Liao cr Western I.,iao, and it lasted from 1125 to

1212, when it was overthrown by Chenohis Khan.

See K'ilinis.

The rulers were as follows :

—

Dyn. Title Acession Reign Title Adopted

t£^ Te Tsung 1125 SiSS Yen Ch'ing 1125

l{jf€ K'a'ig Kuo 1126

fjEJcJnKanT'ien Hon 1136 1^^ Hsien Ch'ing 1136

t^>jl •'en Tsung

;*5£ Ch'cng T'ien

pfe± Mo Clui

HowoiiTH : T/i

1142

1154

1168

1142 ^K Shao Hsing

1154 jjjiia Ch'uiig Vu

Sisi'. Huang Te

iEcS Ch'ung Te
1168 yij^ T'ien Hsi

Xtirt/irnt FrontitijiTi of t'/iitiit,

.Journal. R.A.S., 1875 ift fi'q.

KARA KORUM, Marco Polo's Caracoron, a

Mi.ngol name mtaning 'The Black Camp.' It was

founded, according to Chinese historians, in thp

8th century, and was on the upper Orkhon river,

south-west from Urga. It was chosen by Chenohis
Khan as his capital

KARA MOUREN, Uacl- river, the Mongol

name for the Yellow River and for the .\mur. See

(.'iiriiiiiiiraii.
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KASHGAR ENCYCLOPAEDIA SINICA

KASHGAR, ^MiB Sliu fu hsien, known in

early Chinese writings by many names, an important

town in Eastern Turlcestan or Sinkiang, situated in

the north-west of the Tarini basin. It has given

its name to the whole region, which is often called

Kashgaria. It is on the tJreat South Eoad (T'ien

shan nan lu) and is an important commercial centre,

the trade being principally with Russian Turkestan.

The population is between 60,000 and 70,000.

It is first mentioned in the Han annals, when
(ham: Ch'ien opened up the west, and Kashgar
became a Chinese protected State. Pan Ch'ao al.«o

took it. Buddhism was introduced probably in the

second century, a.d. Fa Hsien visited it in 400,

and HsiiAN Tsanc about 643.

The relics there unearthed by Stein are com-

paratively few, probably because it was, by its

po.silion, early exposed t-o the zeal of Moham-
medanism.

Lansdell : Chinese Central Asia; KritoPATKiN :

K'lKlitiaria, Calcutta, 1882.

KASHGARIA. See Turkeflan.

KASHING, H^ C/iia hsinrj, in Chekiang, is

50 miles from Shanghai on the Shanghai-Hangchow-

Ningpo Eailvvay. It is a sub-station of the Hang-
chow Customs and was opened in 1895. The city

was severely handled by the T'ai P'ing rebels. It

i.s famous for its gauzes and silk neckties.

KiNG CHIH T'U.^JHJI], (Illustrations of

Husbandry and Weaving). An album of forty-five

wood engravings with verses, published in 1696 by
(ommand of K'ang Hsi. Wylie first pointed out

that a work with the same title had appeared in 1210.

X.'i the later book Hibth recognized a tendency to

use the rules of perspective, probably learned from

Jesuit painters at Court. The earlier work is lost,

but l.AUi'F.B discovered a Japanese reprint of 1462,

and a very interesting comparison can therefore be

made of the Sung drawings and the re-drawn

pictures of the K'ang Hsi edition. In 1739

Ch'ien Lung ordered a new edition to be prepared,

in which the earliest poetry is omitted and new
matter, both verse and prose, is added.

The work has been reproduced in German by
IhTo Franke, (King tschi Vu, Ackerbau und
Heidenijrwinnunfj m China, Hamburg, 1913), with

full notes and explanations, and with both the older

and the newer illustrations.

KENNEDY, ARTHUR EDWARD, (k.c.m.g.,

I. B. ), wa.s tiovcrnor of Hongkong from April 16,

1872, to March 1, 1877. He had little diplomatic

business with foreign countries, and the one

troublesome and important diplomatic matter with

tlie Chinese Government,—the Customs Blockade,

—

was discus.sed exclusively with Downing Street.

During his rule the various departments of the

Civil Service were improved, and great attention

was given to legislative measures. The revenue of

the Colony was at a stand.still, and few public works
were carried out. There was a marked decrease

in crime, including piracy. The currency questiou

caused a good deal of di.scussion; it was at this

time that the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank first

issued one-dollar notes. In response to local appeal

the Admiralty began a new survey of the coast

from Hongkong to Woosung. Emigration was
legislated on, and efforts were made to keep the

colony clear of tlie dishonour which wa* due to

Macao for its infamous coolie trade. The Customs
Blockade of Hongkong continued to irritate. One
result of the blockade, however, was to cause

Chinese merchants to discard junks for foreign

steamers. An attejnpt was later made to oust

foreign by Chinese steamers; the China Mei-chants

Steam Navigation Company (q.v.) originated at

this lime and with this object.

Sir AuTHCB very much encouraged intercourse

with the Chinese, asking them to social gatherings,

etc., at Government House, and inviting them to

bring their petitions and grievances direct to him.

Some years of e.xperience changed his views as to

this method, and his practice.

Great progress was made in educational work
in his day, both secular and religious.

The memory he left in the Colony was pleasant,

though he had done less work than some former

Governors ; and when he died some si.\ years later

(June 3, 1883), a statue was erected to his honour

in tlie Public Gardens.

ElTEL : KuTiipe in China.

KERAITS, formerly an important tribe oL

northern Mongolia, whose place of abode cannot

however at present be fi.xcd with any exactitude.

I'rince and people became Christian early in the

eleventh century, and all later references in history

regard them as Christian. In the early part of the

thirteenth century it wa« to a Kerai't prince that

the legend of Phester John was applied. Kerait

Christians played a great part in the Yiian dynasty.

The mother of Maxgu and (5f KiifBn.Ai was a

Kerai't princess.

Pelliot : ('hirlirii.i d'A.'ir unhulr. etc.,

T'oung-pao, 1914.

KERR REFUGE FOR THE INSANE, wa..

opened in Canton in 1898, through the exertions of

Dr. J. C. Kerr of the A. P. Mission (died 1901).

As early as 1872, Dr. Kerr brought forward the

matter of establishing such a Hefuge, but the effort

failed for lack of funds. The Missionary Con
forence of 1890 gave its approval to the project, and

in 1892, Dr. Keur himself presented the site to the

Committee in charge of the scheme. The buildings,

put up in 1897, with accommodation for fifty

patients, were given anonymously.

:.'70
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III -lidy, 1917, three resident plivtiiciaiis are

reported as connected with this Institution, the only
|

"iiH' of Uic kind ill Cliina.

KERSHAW, J. G. a resident in the South

who collected butterflies during seven years and

iteacribed them in '/"Ac />'««( ^/^- ' IIniKjkitmj

;

(Kelly and Walsh, 1907).

KESHEN. .SeeA"iW('«.

KETTELER, CLEMENT AUGUST, 15aroii

von, was born at I'ots^dani, NovLiiibcr 22, 1853. He
chose u military life for a time, then entered the

tonsillar service, and was sent as inlerpreter to

Veiling and to (."anton. After being secretary to
:

the Embassy to Mexico he was appointed to succeed

Haroii von IIkvki.vc a.s niinister-plenipotentiai-y at

Peking, .luly 15, 1899. He was assassinated by a

• 'hiiie^ie soldier who shot him as he went to the

Tsiiiigli Yamcn, June 20, 1900. A memorial arch

has been erected on the spot where he was killed,

111 the Hata men Street. It has inscriptions in

('hine.':e, IJermaii and Latin, expressing the

Enipevfii's re-let for the outrage. See Hoxerimn.

KEYING. >n^ Ki'/ing.

KHAKHAN. See Qagan.

KHALKA, a Mongol tribe. See Mongolia.

KHAMBALU. The Mongol name, lor llie

'rariui- (itv ill I'cUiiig. See Khanhaliij.

KHAMIL. fioe /lami.

KHAN, rTjp, a .Mongolian term for 'prince.'

See Kiliin.

KHAN BALIQ, tlie city of the Kliaii.' Other

.-.pelliiigs of the name are Khanbalig, Klianbalik,

Canibaliic, (.'ambalu, etc. The capital of the Yuan
dynasty. The Mongol capital was Karakoruni

('/.I'.). KiirKiiAi, the fifth Oreat Khan and

the tiisl of (hem to rule China, nioxcd the capital

t<j Von chiiij; (near I'eking), the (Jhin^ dynasty

capilnl. The Chin Tartars had driven the Chinese

Siiiig dynasty to Hangchow, and the Mongols

founded the Yiian dynasty on the ruins of both

Sung and Chin. In 1267, KHniii.Ai built Khanbaliq

to the north-east of Yen chiiig. 'i'he Ming dyna&ly,

alter sonic years at Nanking, removed to the Cliin

and Yiian capitals, and the new designation of

Peking arose. A de<scription of Khanbaliq with

its twelve gates and other glories will bo found in

.M MHO I'OLO.

KHITANS. See A'.<an.».

KHOKAND, also called Karghaiiah, Kergana,

etc., u city on the Syr Uarya in the south of

Itussiaii Turkestan, and capital of the district

Kergana. Scnrvi.KU .-tates that the town is quite

modern, having been built a hundred years ago.

The district was known to the Chinese in nn. i'lif

times. See Chamj CJi'ien.

KHOTAN, called by the Chinese Yu-t'ien ^- ^^
etc., the principal city in the south of the Tarini

valley. It was founded by colonists from the two
directions of India and China, but some Iranian

inlluence was also present.

After Chang Ch'ien's mission, Khotan sent an

embas.sy to Cliina. Pan Ch'ao conquered it again.

Ka Hsien visited it in 400, and speaks of tens of

thousands of monks. After troubled centuries

during China's weak period Khotan was incluided

by T'ang in the Four Carrisons. The T'ang annals

speak of Zoroastrians there. HsiiAN Tsang visited

the place in 644. Till the end of the eighth century

Chinese political influence remained potent, but then

Tibet ended it, and Chinese annals are silent about

Khotan for a century and a half. Then embassies

were sent, probably seeking help against the Moham-
medans, w'ho, however, conquered the district at the

end of the tenth century.

It seems certain that the Indians who heljied

to found Khotan in Asoka's reign were not

Buddhists. The introduction of Buddhism is

definitely staled to have been from Kashmir,

404 years after the death of the Bujjdha, when
Vairoi.'ana, an incarnation of Manju.s'ri, brought

both Mahayanism and a new language.

It is in the neighbourhood of Khotan that

Stkin hjis carried out his remarkably fruitful

researches. Stein : Ancient Kliotrin.

KHUBDAN. a^ie Khumdan.

KHUBILAI KHAN, .g.ii:.?;!, was the grandson

of (hknuiiis Khan and was born in 1215. His

brother Mangu entrusted him with the management

of his Chinese provinces, and it was while proceeding

with the conquest of (Jhiiia that Kiit'Bii.Ai took the

throne on his brother's death. With Bayan as his

general, he pressed on the Sung empire till in 1276

Hangchow surrendered. Peking had already from

1264 been his capital, and the title 'Yiian' for his

dynasty was fixed in 1271.

He sent exjieditions to Japan, Burma, Annam,
etc.. but they were none of them successful : that

to Japan ended in disaster. The Mongol writing

was formed at his orders (see Buschpa) ; the

Imperial Academy was openc>d in 1287 ; the Calendar

revised in 1280 ; and paper money was brought into

use in 1285. He sent an expedition to explore the

source of the Yellow River, and he made the

northern portion of the Ciand Canal,—eome 6(X)

miles. Marpo Polo reached his court in 1274.

Kili'RiLAl was an ardent Buddhist, but he

tolerated all religions except Taoism. He died in

1294, and wa.s buried north of the Oobi with no

monument. He was canonized as Siiiii I'sr ^^ rfill

i!71
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KHUMDAN, a name louiul iiiider the form

KliiilKlan, in the desciiptii n of Taugas (7.1'.) by

I'HEoi'nyLAiTus. It is sufficient in itself to prove

that Tanjjas is China, for it is the name by which

(h'ang-aii ^^, the modern Hsian fu ^^]ff, was

known to the Turkish and West Asiatic nations,

and it occurs repeatedly on the Hsian fu Nestorian

tablet in the Syriac part of the inscription.

PAUTHiEn regarded it as a transcription of the

name ('h'ang-an; Neumann took it as representing

Kungtien ^ |g the palace or court ; but Yule
(quoting Hartmann in Diet. de. I'lslam, art.

Chill'-), says it is Khamdan or Khan fang, the

Emperor's Hall, that is, Ch'ang-an or Hsi-an fu.

Yl'LE : Ciitluiij imrl the Wdj) Thither, vol. i,

|i. 31. (1915).

KIAKHTA, TREATY OF, also known as the

I"reaty of the Frontier, a treaty between Russia

and China, was signed at the Chinese frontier,

near Kiakhta, on October 21, 1727, as the result of

Sava Vladislavitch's embassy. It settled the

boundaries of the two empires, fi.\ed the number
of merchants to be admitted to Peking at two

hundred every two years, opened trading-marts at

Kiaktou, S«lingga and Nertchinsk ; a church was

built in Peking, freedom of worship allowed, and

four priests with si.'c students of the language

permitted to reside in the capital, etc. The Article

relating to Frontier offences was altered by a

supplementary treaty, October 18, 1768.

See Iiusfiim relations with China.

Hertsi.f.T ; Triulicf.

KIANGN^N, (he natne of a province in the

iMing period. In the Manchu dyna.sty it was divided

into the present two provinces of Kiangsu and

Anhni. See A'iV/«;/j<i.

KIANGSI. Before the Sung dynasty the

country from Kueichou to the sea, all south of the

Yangtze and north of the Canton province, was

one enormous too jg or Circuit called Chiang nan

}I jf|,
or South of the river. Iti the Sung 'dynasty

tliih was divided into six Lu J|f, of which two

retained the names of Chiang-nan east and Chiang-

nan west. Chiang-nan tung and Chiang nan hsi

became shortened afterwards into Chiangnan and

Chianghsi (or Kiangsi), a name which, without this

liiv-torical exjilanation is quite inapprijjriat*, as it

means Wr.^t of the Jiiver.

The province of Kiangsi has an area of

69,498 sq. miles, and a population of 26,532,000.

It hiis Anhui and Hupci on the north, Hunan on

the west, Kuanglung on the south and Fukien and

Chi'kiang on the east. Most of the province is

hilly, though the hills do not rise beyond 3,200 ft.

c.Kccpt on the Fukien border. In the north there

Ls low ground, associated with tlie Poyang lake

(7.C.). lis chief river i.s the Kan chiang |ft it

whiih pa.sscs right from the southern boundary to

the Po-yang lake, and so discharges into the Y'ang-

tze, which just touches the northern boundary.

The great road called the Ambas.sadors' Road {q.v.)

runs up the Kan kiang valley, then crosses the

.Mei-ling pass ('?. i'.) into Kuangtung.

The capital is Nan-ch'ang fu '^^Itf, the

population of which is 300,000. Ching-te chen (ijr.r.),

celebrated for porcelain, is in Kiangsi, and another

well-known place in the picvince is Kuling {'j.v.).

There is one treaty port, Kiukiang, {<].v.).

KIANGSU, ttM- almost the smallest but al.so

almost the most thickly populated of the Eighteen

Provinces. Its area is 38,610 sq. miles and its

population close on 24,000,030. Its name is derived

from the two cities Kiangning (Nanking) and Soo-

chow. It has Shantung on the north, Uonan and

Anhui on the we.st, Chekiang on the south, and the

Yellow .Sea to the east. The whole province is an

alluvial plain, with very few hills. It has several

large lakes, the chief being the T'ai hu :i(( ^ in the

south and the Hung tse ;yt j^ in the north. It

includes the lowest portion of the Yangtze and has

no other important rivers, but it« canals, especially

in the south, are innumerable. The most fertile part

of the jjrovince lies south of the Yangtze.

Nanking ('/.r. ) is the capital, and Soocliow is

equally important and famous. Other largo towns

are Wusih (200,000 inhabitants), Snngkiang (50,000),

Chenkiang (Chinkiang), Shanghai, Y'angchow and

Ts'ingkiang p'u. Some of these are described

separately. There are five j'orts open to foreign

trade ; Shanghai, Nanking, Chinkiang, Soochow and

W'oosung.

At one time Kiangsu and Anhui were one

province, with the name Kiangnan. (See Kininjni).

The literary name of Kiangsu is \Vu ^.

KIANG, TWO. Sea f^i'i/i.j Kianrj. .

KIAOCHOW (Chiao chou), Bftt, a city of

Shantung on t'hiao-chou Cay in the south of the

province. It was formerly of importance for trade,

but the harbour has been allowed to silt up.

When the Germans took Tsingtao at the entrance

to the Bay the name Kiaochow was often used for

the territory, and appeared for instance on their

postage stamps ; though the city of Kiaochow was

well outside their sjjhere of authority. Sec Tsimjlau.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Impwts 6,002,671 18,896,318

Net Chinese „ 874.934 5,032.322

Exports 6,318,642 22,934,187

Total Hk.Tls. ... 13,196.247 46,862,827

KIDD, SAMUEL, born ne.ix Hull in England

in 1799, reached Malacca as an agent of the London

Mi>sionary Society in November 1824. Three years
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later he was made Professor of Chinese in the Anglo-

Chinese Collejje, and on the death of Mr. Collie

in 1828 he succeeded as Principal. In 1832 his

health obliged him to return to England, and he

was never well enough to be sent out again. After

three years of pastoral work he was appointed

Professor of Chinese Language and Literature in

University College, London, in 1837. The appoint-

ment wa-s for five yearw, and before it wa« renewed

he died, in June, 1843.

Besides works in f'hinese he wrote critical

notices of Dr. MonRisoN's books, inserted as an

appendi.v to the Memoirs nj Morrmyn; and the

work by which his name is best known, China,

or 111 lift rat inns of the Hijmholi, Philunophy . . .

of the Chinese, London 1841.

WvLIE : Mv>iii,rifih i:i T'rntfxtmit ]fi<.<i,Jtiijii'.^

Ill Ihe Chinese.

KIDNAPPING. The term ha* been much used

in accounts of ijic First War, when the w'aylaying

or enticing away of British soldiers or sailors was

the only way for th& Chinese to get any victory.

Large numbers were thus kidnapped and j)ut to

death by the officials during the Briti.sh occupation

of Chusan. (See Davies : Chi^ta durin/j the. War).

Besides this special use of the term, it is con-

stantly employed for the crime which is very common
in China of carrying off young children either to

hold for ransom, or to sell into slavery. A Chinese

.Anti-Kidnapping Society has existed for some years

ill Shanghai, and has done good work, first in

rescuing kidnap[)ed children, then in caring for

them, teaching them trade.', etc.

KIELER MISSION.
Iliatlijuarlirs : Kiel, Cermany.
/Jnlircd China, 1897.

Works in Canton Province in Pakhoi and l.im-

thou fu. with three f(,reign mi.asionaries in 1917.

KIKUNGSHAN. See Chi Kuiuj Sh„„.

K'l LIN, ftltjy;. See Ch'i lin.

KIN DYNASTY. See Chin.

KING. See Imperial tilles.

KINGFISHERS. See Aniaodactyli.

KINSAY, an old name for the modern Hang-
(h(,w, found in Mauco 1'olo. It is simply the

Chinese Ching shih j!,i|)ip, 'the capital', being the

Southern Suivr capital from 1127. Its name was
then LinanJJfl^. The form Quinsay is al.so

found.

KIN TAN CHIAO, ^;;^-|ji Chin Inn c.liiao the

Keligion of the Klivir of Hold, or cf the Pill of

Lnmortalily, shows by its name its Taoist origin,

for as early as the third cenlin-y B.r. the Taoist

akiieinists pretended to h;^ve discovered a magic
compound which could turn baser metals to gold

»5

and confer innnortality. It has also been known
as the Ssuch'uan Society since 1814, when sedition

was discovered and punished among its members in

that province. The sect is said to date from the

T'ang dyna.sty, and to be the most numerous in

all north and west China, and to include large

numbers of earnest seekers after truth. In 1891,

15,000 members were massacred by tJie Government
on a charge of sedition, but the Society, though
often compelled to unite its members for self-

defence, was not of political origin. A suggestion

that Nestorian influence may be traced in some of

its doctrines is found in the China Mis.<inn Haml
bouk (1896). See Scen:l Seels.

KIRCHER, ATHANASIUS, a Jesuit and
one of the most learned men the Society has

produced. He was born at Ghyzen in Italy in

1602, ani> after entering the Order he worked at

Wiir/.burg, at Avignon and then in Rome, where

he died in 1680. He wrote many books, among
them ('hina nioiiiimenlis qua gaeri^f qua prnfnni.<

ner. non variis naturae et artis speclaculi.<,

ulianiniijut reruin. ntenturabilium arijuinenlis

illuslrala; first printed in Amsterdam in 1667. It

is generally referred to as China lUu.itralu, or in

its Froncli translation. La Chine lUiislrie.

K I R I N , '^ i^ chi lin, the capital of the province

of the same name, is in Lat. N. 43° 49'
; Long. E.

126" 46' on the left bank of the Sungari, which

rises in the mountainous regions on the south-east.

Its existence as a town of any importance dates

from about 1650, when docks were established there,

and the forests began to be exploited for ship-

building. It was made a department in 1726, a fn

in 1880, and was opened by the Komura treaty of

1905, as a "self-opened mart." The trade is chiefly

in timber and its manufactures (coffins, furnitniv,

carts, junks, etc.), and tobacco and bean oil.

KISHEN, Ef ^ ch'i shan, a Manchu, brought

up at the Court and of handsome appearanc'e,

insinuating manners and great ability, a personal

friend of the Emperor Tao Kuang.

In the First War with (,'hina, when the British

fleet was at Taku in 1840, Kishen wefs Viceroy of

Chilili and was commissioned to treat with the

enemy. Ho and C.aptain Elliot met on .\ugust 30,

and it was arranged that negotiations should be

taken up at Canton, the Chine.se idea being, of

course, simply to remove the foreigner lus far from

Peking as possible. Kishen was appointed High
Commissioner in Kuangtung in place of [..in, who
became \'iceroy there. He was in favour of con

ciliation and i)rocrastination. but Lin led a party

in favour of war. The cession of Hongkong was a

diHiculty which caused negotiations to be broken

off once, but it was agreed to by a Convention of

January 30, 1841. The Convention was disavowed

iTi
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by both Governments; Kishen was degraded and

left Canton in chains on JIai-ch 12 ; his property,

which has been estimated at the value of ten millions

sterling, was confiscated, and he was condemned to

death.

However, later on in the same year he was sent

again to see what he^ could do to placate the

foreigner ; but English and Chinese alike showed

contempt for him, and in May, 1842, his sentence

having been commuted, he was banished to the

Amur.

The terms of the Nanking Treaty, however,

so much harder than his Ccnvemion, were his

justification, and he was sent as Resident to Lhasa.

Abbe Hue found him there and had a good deal

to do with him. It was by him that the two

missionaries Hue and Gabet were expelled from

Tibet. They state that he was afterwards Viceroy

in Ssuch'uan.

Davies : China durinij the War; Hue : Travels

in Tartary, Thibet and China, vol. ii.

K'lTAI or Khitai, a corruption of K'itan (q.v.).

Also given as plural cf K'itan in Mongol.

K'lTANS or Khitans, %H Eastern Tartars,

were a Tungusic people ; Ihe name sur\ ives in Cathay

and the Russian Kilal. Their home for centuries

was east of the Khingan Mountains and north of

the river Sira. They were subject sometimes to the

Khakans of the Turks and sometimes to the Chinese

Emperor ; but early in the tenth century A-pao-chi,

a chief of one of their tribes, united the whole

people under himself and then subjugated the

adjoining nations frcm the Korean Sea to the Altai.

The ruler of the Later Chin Hk^, in return for

help received from the son of this conqueror gave

him a large piece of Northern China, and engaged

to pay. him annual tribute and to acknowledge his

supremacy. The ne.\t Chinese ruler nut liking these

terms, the K'itans overran all the country north of

the Yellow River, and established the Liao jg
Dynasty. The capital was at first Liao-yang, but

it was moved to Peking. When their power was
broken after. two centuries of rule, they went west

to Kashgaria, and there founded the new dynasty

called Western Liao or Kara K'itai (Karakhitai),

(q-v.) black K'itans.

The first ruler of the Western Liao is said to

have invented for himself the title Gurkhan. The
rulers of the Liao dynasty were as follows

;

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted
A.D. A.U.

907 ji|iJt Shen Ts'e 916

3c If T'ien Tsan 922

555fl T'ien Hsien 925

927 3)5g(( T'ien Hsien 925

1iJi3 Hui T'ung 937

:fii;-ij Ta T'ung 946

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

ia^ Shih Tsung

^^ Mu Tsung

ja^ Ching Tsung

|g ^ Sheng Tsung

^ ^ Hsing Tsung

m.m Tao Tsung

Ji %¥ T'ien Tsu

Yule : Cathay

p. 145.

A D.

947 3^88

951 Pg'S
968 {^S

91'$-

983etffl

1031 ^p:ijg

1055 j*!p

AS
mm

1101 ^{.

and the H

T'ien Lu
Ying Li
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KITCHEN GOD, THE, ^^^ Tsao chun, also

known as fi] (\\ ;!J; ^ ssil minij tsao chiin, etc.

DoRc has gathered over twenty different accounts

of his origin from Chinese books, and it must

therefore be considered as unknown. It would

appear, however, that his worship dates from

\Vu Ti, a devctce of Taoism, and was in connexion

with alchemy, in B.C. 133. His picture is stuck up

near the cooking-stove in every home ; his chief

duty is to apportion to each member of the family

the length of their days ; he also bestows wealth or

poverty, and he notes and reports to heaven all the

good and bad cf the household. Besides more

frequent reports, he gives an annual one at the end

of the year, when it is the universal custom to burn

the picture, putting a new one up after the New
Year.

Dour : Jfreherehe.< itttr lett Siiptri^fitiunii, etc.,

tome .\i, p. 901 : China Review : vol. vii, p. 419.

KITE, an armed brig of the British, which at

the time of the First War in 1840, got wrecked near

Chapoo. Several survivors, including the wife of

the sailingmaster, were taken by the Chinese, load-

ed with leg-irons 18 lbs. in weight, and put in cages

3ift. high. They were thus carried some days'

journey to Ningpo, and were afterwards kept as

prisoners from September till the next February.

Scott : Xarratirc nf a Jtecent Imprisonment in

< 'hniti lifter the Wreih uf the Kite; 1841.

KITES, (birds). See Accipitrc'.

KITTYSOL, a name given to the Chinese

bamboo and paper umbrella. The word is a cor-

ruption of the Spanish ov Portuguese quitasot.

Wenchow is the chief place of manufacture, half

a n'lillion being exported annually from that port.
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KIUKIANG, ^LrXc^"' c/iioiitj, 'nine rivers,' a

treaty port on the Yangtze, twelve miles from the

outlet of the Poyaiig Lake, 458 miles above Shang-

hai and 142 below Hankow. It was opened to

foreign trade in 1861. The chief export trade is

in tea, porcelain from the factories at King-te chen,

grass-cloth, ramie, tobacco, beans and paper. The
city, which is a prefectural city (/u) of Kiangsi

was destroyed by the T'ai P'ing rebels, but has

recovered its prosperity and the population is

estimated at 70.000. Southward are the Lu Shan

I3t\il among which nicuntains is Ku-ling (l-v.).

The British concession, the only foreign

concession in the port, is on the river bank above

the city and adjoining the north-west corner of the

city wall. It has about 1,500 feet of river frontage

and a depth of some 600 feet. There is a munici-

pal council elected annually.

A railway to the provincial capital Nan-ch'ang

(87 miles), has been in course of construction for a

long time. It has now reached the river bank

opposite Nan-ch'ang, but the river has to be bridged

and it will be some time yet before the trade of

Kiukiang is much benefited.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 11,182,258 12,614,416

Net Chinese ,, ... 6,981,601 6,361,145

Exports .. 21,114,261 23,431,435

Total Hk.Tls. ... 39,278,120 42,406,996

K I UNGCHOW, K) ffl Ch'iuwj cfioii, the seat of

governnK-iit in tlio i.^land of Hainan. It was opened

to foreign trade in 1876 by the Tientsin Treaty,

but was afterwards neglected for 18 years. It is

three miles from the actual port, which is called

Hoihow it) p lini h'ou. Kiungchow has a popula-

tion of about 50,000 and Hoihow of about 30,000.

The harbour needs dredging, as loading and unload-

ing can only be done at certain stales of the tide.

The island remains undeveloped and indeed largely

unknown. The trade is therefore so far not great.

Half the e.xports is m.ide up of sugar and pigs,

sesamum .«eeds and dried fruits being ne.\t in

importance.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 3,486,066 3,706,775

Net Chinese „ 196,216 24,924

Exports 2,561,234 2,386,188

Total Hk.Tls. ... 6,243,516 6,117,887

KIVEN. The French transliteration of ^
a book, or section of a book ; most commonly written

i/iiinn by English writers.

KIYING o, KEYING, ^ .)£ C/,.-i Yin,,, n

Manchu and an Inijjeri.il ( lun.Mnan or Yellow Girdle
('/. I'.l. Ho arrived at Nanking with iLirc, as High
Conunissioner nt the moment when Sir Henhv

PoTTlNXEK was aljout to attack the city, August 9,

1842. On the 29th he was one of the signatories to

the Treaty of Nanking. He was made Viceroy

at Nanking and six months later, on the death of

Ilii'U, became High Commissioner for foreign aflairs

at Canton, and then, in addition to that office.

Viceroy at Canton. There he so behaved in his

most difficult post as to win high praise from the

foreigners who had most, to do with him. In

February, 1848, he was called to Peking and made
President of Board of War ; but in 1850, on the

accession of Hsien Feng, he was degraded, fr.r

reasons which are not clearly known.

In 1858, when the Envoys of the Allies w^ere at

Tientsin, Kiying once more came to the front with

his honours restored and with full powers to treat,

but it ivill never be known whether he had
volunteered to act, with a view to re-establishing his

position, or had been put forward by the Chinese

government as being the best man to deal with

foreigners ; he was received so bruscjuely, or even

brutally, that he at once retired. It was Mr. Lay
who suddenly produced an old memorial to the

Emperor in which Kiying, to save himself from
degradation, had defended his apparently friendly

relations with the barbarians at Canton. The aged

statesman was staggered by the rebuff. A fortnight

after this failure he was condemned to summary
decapitation, but as an Imperial clansman was
allowed to commit suicide. He was 72 years old.

One important act of his was the memorial to

the Emjjeror in favour of Christianity, to which he

was urged by L.\grene in 1844. The resulting

rescript and prcclamation gave toleration to Roman
Catholicism and Protestantism alike.

Morse : The International Jfelation.-i of f/ir

67/tnt'jo Empire; Eames : The. Knglinh In China;
I'niNivSK Tlivi>os[TOHY. pax/'iin.

KLAPROTH, JULES HENRI, was born on

October 11, 1783. He began to study Chinese when
oidy fourteen, with the help of Mentzel's incom-

plete vocabulary and an imperfect copy of Diaz'

Chinese-Spanish dictionary. He studied at Halle

and Dresden, and at nineteen he published at

Weimar the beginning of his Afiatii<chci< Maija.<in.

This led to his being called to Russia in 1804, and

he was appointed interpreter to Golovkin's embassy

to Peking. He made a long detour to reach

Irkutsk, then proceeded with the embassy to

Kiakhta where he studied Mimgol and Manchu and

made a collection of books. After reaching Urga
and then being refused permission to go to Peking

the missiiin returned to Kiakhta whence a journey

of exploration was made to the east. He reached

St. Petersburg again in 1807, after twenty months'

absence, and was welcomed with honours and re-

wards. The Russian government then sent him to

explore in Georgia and the Caucasus, but for eome
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unknown reason he did not publish an account of

this difficult and interesting journey. Being then

sent to Berlin to superintend the printing of the

Catalogue of Chinese and Manchu books in the St.

Petersburg Academy, he took the ojjportunity of

getting his dismissal from the Russian service. He
had been dissatisfied with his treatment. After

working at Warmbrunn and losing manuscripts

through the inv;usion of the district, he went to

Italy and visited Napoleon in Elba. He i« said to

have engaged himself to write for the Emperor, but

Waterloo prevented. He went to Paris in 1815 and

.stayed there *he rest of his life. At HriiBOLDT's

request the King of Pru,ssia in 1816 gave KLArROTH

the title of Professor of the Languages and

lyiterature of Asia, with a good salary, funds for

publishing his works, and permission to stay in

Paris till they were completed. He spent the rest

of his days in his favourite studies, varied with

bitter and stinging criticisms and discussions. In

1834, he paid a visit to Beilin for health's sake, but

returned to die in Paris on August 27, 1835. A
few of his many works are Aisi(itii>i/ics Mtnjusiii, 2

vols., 1802; Iiifcriplion de Yu, 1811; Suyjilcment

till Diet, chinois du liasile de Glemona, 1819;

Catiilui/iie des licree et manuscripts chinois et

viniitc/iuus de In hibliotheijne de Berlin, etc., 1822;

V/ire.ilumat!iie muiidclwu, 1828; with a large num-

ber of ai'tides on Chinese matters scattered through

his other works or in the Bio<jrapliic Unirerselle,

Joiiniid Anialiqiie, etc. A more complete list will

be found in the C. and .7. Repository named below.

Chinese and -Japanese Repositohy, vol. i; Journ.\l

.-VSIATIQUE. 1835.

KLECZK0W3KI, MICHEL ALEXANDRE,
Count, was born in Galicia, February 27, 1818. and

was engaged in the Shanghai French Consulate, in

1847 ; he was naturalized as a Erencliman in 1850,

and was attached to the French Legation at Peking'

in 1854; he was charge-d'affaircs from June 1, 1862

to April 11, 1863. He was then recalled to Paris

iis secretary-interpreter of Chinese, and gave a

course of lectures at the Sorbonne. He was

ajjpuinted Professor in the Ecole dea langues

"ririitahs vivaiiti'» in 1871, and died March 23, 1886.

He published Ciiurs de Chinois jiarli: et ecrif, 1876,

and a Discourse delivered at the Sorbonne, 1869.

CoRDiER : Histoirc dfs Ifelatimix de la Chine, etc.

KNIFE MONEY J] i$. Ancient Chinese coins

of bronze, somewhat resembling a foreign razor-

blade in shape and size. See Xiimi.''mntir.'.

KOFFLER, ANDREW XAVIER, a Jesuit

missionary born in Germany. He reached China in

1649 and died in 1660 in Kuangsi. He was attached

to the Ming court when the refugee emperor YuNC

Li was trying to hold Kuanglung, and he baptized

the Emperor's mother, wife and son, besides large

numbers of the clan, high offiuials and eunuchs.

He fell into the hands of a band of Manchu
soldiers and was killed by them on December 12,

1660,—the first martyr in Kueichou. It is said that

his real name was not Koffler but Wolfgang.
See Helen, Einpres".

Backhouse and Bland : Annul-.- luul Minmirs

of the Court of I'el-inj; Bi'LLetin Catholique de

l-ikin, 1915, p. 294.

KOKO NOR, also written K'u k'u nor, the

Kolco lake, also used as the name of the district

called in Chinese Ch'ing hai ^ }g, clear or blue sea;

which was made into a province of China by imperial

edict in 1911. It lies in the north-east of Tibet, in

land formerly called the Tangut country. The lake

IS 10,700 feet above sea-level, and is an ellipse 200

miles in circumference and 2,300 square miles in

e.vtent. No doubt it once communicated with the

Ts'aidam, which was then an immense lake that

overflowed to the Lob nor. Now Lob nor and

Ts'aidam are reedy marshes and Koko nor a closed

basin, an example of the desiccation which ha« been

going on in Central Asia for ages.

The inhabitants are Mongols (Eleuths), 29 tribes

or banners, and Tangouths, 40 tribes.

KOLAO SOCIETY. See Elder Brother

Sticit /!/.

KONGMOON.flPI Chiang men, 'river gate,' a

Treaty Port in the West RiVer delta, now some
thirty miles inland in spite of its name. It is 87

miles from Hongkong and 45 from Macao. It was

opened in 1904 by the Mackay Treaty. The city

is on a creek, but the Customs House is on the West
River, two miles away, where a foreign settlement

has been made. A railway runs south through a

fertile district to Towshan, 83 miles away; and the

Railway Company has steamers ruiniing to Hong-

kong, eight hours journey, in connection with the

trains.

The e.\port trade consists in palm-leaf fans,

tobacco, paper and joss-sticks.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 3,571.968 6,721,783

Net Chinese ,, — —
E.Nports 1,103,202 1,530,949

Tot-al Hk.Tls. 4.675,170 8,252,732

KORKHAN, 'khan of khans", the title of the

ruler of the Karak'itai Mongols. It has been sug-

gested that this word, corrupted into Gorkhan and

Jorkhan, was carried into Europe by Syrians as

Jcchan, the Jewish form of John, and that hence

arose the stories of Prester John. This explanation

is given by Yi'LE in his Marco I'ulo, voL i, p. 205,

(1st ed.).
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KOUANG TCHEOU WAN, )gJH^, a bay

which, with surrounding territory, was leased to

France for ninety nine years by tlie Convention

of 1898, the area of tlie leased land being 84,244

hectares or 325 square miles, with a Chinese popula-

tion of 189,000. It is on the Kuangtung coast,

opposite Plainan, and about 230 miles west of

Hongkong. The harbour is an excellent one, the

port is free, and trade is in a promi.^ing condition.

The place is under the authority of the Governor

Ccneral of Indn ( 'IiIiki.

K'OU CH'IEN CHIH, '^'M.Z, the first bearer

of the Taoist title T'ien .^/lifi 3t|ip. He was a

Taoist priest with the surname Fuchkn, a native

of Chihli. He settled on the southern slope

of Sung shan and studied magic, until Lao Tzu
appeared to him, appointed him head of the Taoist

religion, gave him a book full of talismans and

told him he ought to take the title of T'ien Shi/i.

He took the book to the Wei emperor T"Ai \Vn Ti

(a.d. 424) who favoured him and bestowed on him

the title.

Ssi-.MA KuANG, T'unij c/iien Icnnij «iuM4i3IEB
IJoHE : BecJierchcM sur les Sujieretitiuns, tome

i\, p. 540.

KOU LOU STONE. See Taht.t of Yii.

KOUMDAN. S.ft K/iiinuloii.

KOUMISS, KUMIZ, KIMIZ, an ardent spirit

prepared from marcs' milk, the habitual drink of

the .Mongols and other Asiatic nomads. It is made
by putting fresh mares' milk with a little sour cows'

milk or curd into a horse-skin ve.ssel ; when acid

fprnientation begins the liquor is violently churned

with a stick. After 3 or 4 days the drink is ready.

It will keep a long time and is regarded aji very

beneficial in pulmonary complaints. It is more or

less an intoxicant, according to the degree of

fermentation, but Mohammedan converts from

nomad tribes continue its use though abstaining

from wine.

KOWLOON, XHi. '''•>' '""'J' the mainland

c'ppo.sitr llif i>laml I
1' II' igkong. Hongkong having

been ceded to Ureal Britain in 1842, it was not till

1860 that Kowloon was acquired. Biture had then

sent an ultimatum to China, and during the month
while an answer was awaited it would not have been

legal to use any force. He therefore sent orders to

Sir H. Robinson in Hongkong, who put Mr. (Sir)

HMiiiy I'ahkes to work ; and he succeeded in renting

about two square miles of the mainland together

with .Stonecutter's Island for the sum of £120 per

annum I No wonder that Sidnf.y Hbhbkut, Secretary

lor War, exclaimed that the Chinese were the mo.st

extraordinary people in the world I Troop.s occupied

it on March 18, 1860. The same year, by the

Convention of Peking, October 24, KowloiiU wa?

ledcd to Creat ISritain.

In 1898 an agreement was made to cede to

Creat Hrilain for ninety-nine years a total area of

376 square miles including 90 sq. m. of islands.

The district is called the New Territory, and it

has been already much developed, especially by

reads and by the southern portion of the railway to

Canton. The Chinese population is estimated at

80,000.

The control of the Customs statisns on the

mainland near Hongkong was handed over to the

Imperial Maritime Cu.itoms in 1887, and a source

of friction between the Chinese and Hongkong
(Jovernments thus came to an end. A considerable

trade is carried on with the Hinterland, and since

the opening of the Briti.sh section of the Canton-

Kowloon railway, in October 1910. the traffic kas

increased. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 30,862,729 30.159.083

Net Chinese „ 4,592,685 4,882,928

E.\pcrts 11,182,958 12,001,472

Total Ilk.Tls. ... 46,638,372 47,043,483

Railway Traffic.

Net Foreign Imports ...

Net Chinese ,,

Kx ports

Total Hk.Tls.

1,560,115 1.825,465

452,248 1.132,350

2,012,363 2,957,815

KOWSHING, ,1;R£ kao shai;/, the name of a

British boat employed l;y the Chinese government

to transport troops to Korea when war with Japan
was imminent. She was met by .lapanese men-of

war, and as the Chinese troops would not iiUow their

foreign officers to surrender, she was fired at and

sunk and over a thousand lives lo.-t, .Inly 25, 1894.

KOXINGA or KOSHINGA, etc., fg M Jg
Aim /ifiiiij yell, 'lord of the country's familiA*.

The name, by whicli he is best known, of Chkjnci

Cn'KNG-KUNG IgU \&, ^). He was the son of a

Chinese father from Fukien and a .lapanese mother.

Both his father and he fought against the Manchus
when they were establishing their dynasty. The
father at la.'^t submitted, but Koxinga remained

hostile and with his fleet of 3,000 junks became

master of the sea and ravaged the coasts. Failing

to retain Fukien he established him.self at Ch'ung

ming Island at the mouth of the Yangtze (1656).

Next year he went up to Nanking, taking various

cities on the way ; but he was defeated with heavy

loss and retreated to Amoy. Here he was sought

by the Manchus, but he destroyed their fleet (1660).

The emj)eror then took the extraordinary measure

of removing 10 miles inland all inhabitants of the

<(iast and river line between Canton and Nanking,

destroying Ihi'ir villages and towns and leaving to

Koxinga no Impi' of supplies for his fleet The la-t
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representative ot the Ming rule, in whose cause

KoxiNGA was fighting, was killed at this time, and

there was thus no further hope of the fleet being

assisted by risings among the people. Koxinca
determined therefore to establish himself finally in

Formosa. He was of cour.se supported by Chinese

immigrants there, whom the Dutch had not treated

judicicusly. He reached Taiwan on April 30, 1661,

and besieged the Dutch Fort Zelandia from June 1

to February 1 the next year, when it was sur-

rendered. During the siege he took many Dutch
prisoners in the neighbourhood. One of these he

sent to treat for him with the fortress ; but this

hero, a Protestant clergyman named Hambrocock
or HAMBRorcK played exactly the part of Eegulus,

etjcouraged the garrison to hold out, and returned

to be massacred by Koxinga with about 500 other

prisoners. The defenders of the fortress were

allowed to depart with their arms, etc., and the

Dutch rule came to an end.

The new sovereign was naturally more acceptable

to the Chinese than their foreign masters, but

Koxinga refrained from taking the imperial title.

He began his rule well, establishing schools, making

roads, etc. But in 1562, he sent the Dominican

Father Ri'cci to Manila to demand that the Philip-

pines should recognise his suzerainty, with the

threat that otherwise he wculd deal with the Spanish

as he had with the Dutch. This demand natumlly

caused troubles in JIanila between Spaniards and

Chinese, in the midst of which a Chinese captain

fled with his ships to Formosa and announced the

false news that all Chinese in the Philippines had.

been massacred. This report put Koxinga into

such mad fury that after five days he died. His

son and grandson continued his kingdom till it

passed to the Manchus.

Koxi.VGA was only 38 when he died ; he was

ambitious, but with some traits of nobility; a man
of great boldness, resolution and intelligence, just,

though severe to excess. His energy and might

made him a terror to the Manchus and an object of

fear to the foreign peoples in the East.

KO YAO, ^^l Porcelain of the Sung periid,

twelfth century. It was the manufacture of a

potter called Chang the Elder, and is distinguisli-

ed for its fine crackle. The name has since been

extended to all porcelain with crackled monochrome

glaze of all shades of celadon, gray and white.

HvSHEi.L : Chinese Art, vol. ii.

KUAN CHUNG, ff f j- , or Kuan i wc ^%^.
a native of the ('hi State who became Minister of

State there and died B.C. 645. The speculative

work called Kimn Tzu =3=^ is attributed to him,

but it seems more probable that it is a forgery of

Rcme centuries later. The friendship between Kuan
Chung and Pad Shu-ya, the former minister, was

so strong that they are referred to in China as

Damon and Pythias are in the West.

His policy made Ch'i into a wealthy and

influential State, and he has been called the father

of institutions that have been of the greatest im-

portance in the economical development of China;

e.g. the taxes on salt and iron.

Among other methods to attract traders it is

.<tated in K'ang Hsi's dictionary, on the authority

of the C/ian kuo ts'i, that he appointed houses for

prostitutes in the capital of his state.

His master was the famous Duke Huan.
HiETH : Ancient Histonj oj China; Legge :

China Rfview, vol. i, p. 370. (Given also in

HiRTH ; f. sh/a).

KUANG CHOU WAN. See Koiwny-tcheou

wan.

KUANG HSiJ, it%t 'jlorwrn succession, the

reign-title of the last ruler but one of the Ch'ing

dynasty, whose personal name was Tsai T'ien {( ^.
When T'ung Chih died in 1875, his consort

A-lu-t'k was with child, and if she had borne a son

she would have thereby supplanted the Empress-

dowager Tz'u Hsi, who, though mother of the late

Emperor, had been only a secondary concubine.

Tz'u H.SI, however, ignored the claims of the unborn

child, and A-lu-t'k did not live to become a mother.

The possible successors to the throne were

first P'ti LuN, a grandson of the eldest son of

Tad Kuang ; he was of a lower generation than

T'ung Chih and could therefore perform the proper

sacrifices ; second, the son of Prince Kung who was

the sixth son of Tao Kuang ; he, however, was

nearly seventeen, and would therefore soon have

taken the power into his own hands. Tz'ii Hsi"s

preparations having been made—including military

—a Council of Clansmen with five Chinese officials

was called ; Tz'u Hsi brushed aside the proposition

that P'u Dun should succeed, on the ground that

his father, Prince Tsai Chih, who was present, was

only an adopted son of Tao Kuang's eldest son ; she

also put aside the nomination of the son of Prince

Kung, the 6th son of Tao Kuang, and herself

proposed Tsai T'ien, son of Tao Kuang's 7th son

Prince C'h'un and the Empress-dowager's sist«r.

The vote of the Council appointed Tsai T'ien, and

Tz'u Hsi immediately sent a strong guard to bring

the child to the palace. He was then four years old.

The decision was contrary to dynastic law, and

was strcngly opposed. Tsai T'ien (or Kuang Hsui,

being of the same generation as his predecessor, had

to be the adopted heir of HsiEX Fkng his uncle,

with the proviso that when he had a son, that son

should be T'ung Chih's heir. Alu-t'k is supposed

to have committed suicide as a protest; though this

is not the only supposition with regard to her death :

Wr K'o TU, a Censor, committed suicide at the
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time of TTkg Chih's funeral, four years later;

and the many troubles of the Kuang Hsii period

are put down by the superstitious to the fact that

T'DNG Chih was left without an heir.

The young Emperor seemed to cleave to

Tz'u An, the co-Regent, more than to Tz'ii Hsi ; and

though Tz'ii An was too amiable or poor-spirited to

cause much trouble on her own account, she was

sonii'tinic? urged and backed by Prince Kuni; to take

independent action; (see An Tij/iai). There was

a sharp quarrel between the Empress-dowager in

1880 at the Imperial Tombs on a questicn of pre-

cedence; it was quickly followed by the mysterious

illnes-s and quick death of Tz'u An, and henceforth

Tz'u Hsi was the sole Regent.

In 1887 Kuang Hsii completed his 17th year,

but she was urgently petitioned to continue her

control of affairs for a time, and it was not till

February, 1889, that she passed her powers over to

the Emperor on the occasion of his marriage to

her favourite niece, the daughter of her brother

the duke Kvei Hsiang. She then retired mere or

less from active interference with government.

The Emi)erur's father, the first Prince Ch'l'n,

died in 1891, un January 1.

In 1895 China was humiliated by Japan.

Tz'ii Hsi knew full well where to place the blame

for the wretched condition of the army and navy.

She defended l.l Hung-chang, whose position

between the Japanese and the arrogant and ignorant

.Manchus had been most difficult, and she heaped

Ijlame on the Emperor for acting without her know-

ledge and consent; which is not likely. It is said

that the long years of bitter relations between them

began at this time, and that the Emperor's Consoi't

was also henceforth ijuite alienated from him, while

the death of his mother, Tz'u Hsi's sistei-, in 1896,

made the position more hopeless.

The important leaders at the Court at this time

and later were Wkng T'vng ho, formerly the

Emperor's tutor, and representing the more liberal

South: Hsu T'vng, formerly T'ung Chih's tutor,

a conservative, and to all intents and purpo.ses a

Manchu at heart, though a Chinese: Rang I. a

most bigoted Manchu; and K'ang Yv wbi whom
WpNC introduced to the Emperor. I'rince Kvng
died in 1898; and it was among these factious

elements that the Emperor's plans of reform were

born. The first Heform Edict brought the Empress-

dowager into action ; she professed sympathy with

reform, but tightened her hold on the management

of affairs, the first result being the dismissal of

VVi:NG T'l'NGHO. The Emperor fell more and more

under the induence of K'ang Yv-\vei and issued

one Hcforni Edict after another, while the Empres.-.

looking on, grew more and more suspicious. The

con.servatives at last begged Tz'ii Hsi (o resume

power, while on the other hand K'ang Yl'-wei was

urging on the Emperor the necessity of seizing and

suppressing her.

15}' August, 1898, the Empress-dowager was at

one with the reactionary party. The Emperor was

seeking the help of YiiAN Shih-k'ai, with a view to

first killing Jung Lu and then seizing the Empress-

dowager. She, still ignorant of this plot, ordered

the arrest of K'ang Y'u-wei, who was immediately

warned by the Emjjeror so that he escaped to

Shanghai. The simplest and best-known part of

the whole story is that the Emperor then entrusted

the details of his plot to Y'uan Shih-k'ai, who,

having promised faithful perf6rmance straightway

went and told all to Jung Lu. The immediate

result was that the Emperor was seized and confined

to the small island in the lake, the island called

Ocean Tyrace. His reign was finished though

the title of Emperor was left him, and Tz'u Hsi

entered on her third Regency. It is probable that

fear of trouble with the southern provinces, but

more especially the express warnings the Empress-

dowager received from some of the foreign ministers,

were the only reasons for Kuang Hsii being allowed

to live. Six of the reforming party had been

arrested and were put to death, and K'ang Yu wei,
hiANG Ch'1-ch'ao and Sun Yat-sen were condemned

to be executed when they could be caught. Some
leading reactionaries whom the Emperor had dis-

mi-sed were restored to office. Tz'ii Hsi came

more and more under the influence of Kang I,

but she put out many comforting edicts and had the

brilliant idea of charming the ladies of the Legations

by inviting them to the Palace. At the same time

she dream'ed of a nation in arms and ordered the

local train-bands to be drilled in Chihli, Fengt'ien,

and Shantung. The Boxer outbreak {i/.r.) followed

in 1900, with all its virulence and indecision, till cm

August 15, the Court fled from the capital. The

Emperor was in a common cart with P'u hUN on

the shaft. It was some days before the cart was

exchanged for a mule-litter, then for a .sedan chair.

All through this period, though some decrees were

issued in the Emperor's name, he was a nonentity.

Ill January of 1900, he had been made to beg for

I"u ('HiiN. the son of Prince 'J'i'an, to be Heir to

T'l'NG Chih and successor to the throne. Oji the

punishment of Prince Tuan, the appointment was

rescinded in November 1901. The Court having

returned to the capital, the Foreign Ministers were

received in Audience as arranged in the Peace

Protocol, but the Empress-dowager was in the higher

seat and the Emperor in the lower.

Any particular that may be given as to the

Emjieror's life or mind is no more than an un liil.

I.iltle can be recorded beyond the facts that he was

absolutely helpless ill the power of the Empress-

dowager, that his health was bad and ever getting

worse, and that he died in November 1908. The
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most varied estimates have been made of his in-

tellectual and moral powers, but the time to fully

understand him has not come.

Bland and Backhovse : China under t/ic

Kinpreff-do wager.

KUANGSI, ^Jl the broad west, an inland

province, adjuiiiiiig Kuangtung and forming with it

Ihe Two Kuang, (Liang Kuang). It is a wild, mount-

ainous province, the most thinly populated one of

the eighteen. The area is 77,220 sq. miles, and the

inhabitants 5,142,000. The hills are not more than

about 3,000 feet in height, but they occupy the whole

province. The Si Iriang (West River) with three

tributaries are the chief waterways ; the West River

runs right across the province to enter Kuangtung,

and part of its Kuangsi course is navigable for

steamers. Sugar-cane, rice, cotton and maize are

the more important products, and there is great

mineral wealth though it has been little worked.

Kueilin tM^H^? crw.sirt (jriive is the capital city,

with 80,000 inhabitants, but Wu chou ^ ^H is the

most important city of the province and the centre

of all its trade. It is on the Sikiang, two and a

half days abve Canton. There are three jioits open

to foreign trade, Lungchow t'ing f|;>|'I^. Wwchuu lu

and Nanning fu.

The population consists of Cantonese (I'unti),

Hakkas and abcrigines. The literary name for the

province is
'.J H i'ue/i hxi.

KUANGTUNG, \^^, the broad east, the

most southern of the provinces, and better provided

with harbours than any other. It includes the

island of Hainan. Its area is 100,000 sq. miles and

its population 31,855,200. It has Fukieil, Kiangsi

and Hunan to the north. Kuangsi and Tonkin to the

west, with .sea on the .•^outh and east. E.\cept for

the great delta of the Pearl River the province is

U'ountaiuous, the hills rising in the north to 6.500

ft. Its rivers are the Sikiang M }!('/'') "' West

River, with two large tributaries, the Reikiang

^t fl. or North River and the Tuiigkiang J; ^ or

East River, which together drain most of the

province; with the Hankiang ^ Jx in the extreme

west. The delta is very fertile, rice, sugarcane,

wheat, tea, tobacco, groundnuts, ginger and oranges

being the chief products. There are extensive coal

fields in several districts.

Kuangchou fu, known to the western world as

Canton, is the capital. {See Cnnton). Other import-

ant cities are Chaoch'ing fu 3^}^!ff, Fatshan ^ ill

with half a million inhabitants; Shih Lung ^ f|;

Swatow, {q.v.), etc. There are six ports open to

foreign trade. Canton, Swatow, Hoihow (in

Hainan), Pakhoi, Samsshui and Kiangmen or Kong-

moon. (See under each heading). Three portions

of the province have been ceded to foreign powers

;

Hongkong (with Kowloon) to Great Britain, Macao
to Portugal and Kuangchow wan to France.

The literary name for the province is Yiieh

tung ^ ;^ More than half the population consists

of Cantonese (Punti or pin tl -^ i^) ; there are

besides Hakka (q-v-), Hoklo (from Fukien) and

aboriginal peoples.

KUANG, TWO. See LimKj Kiinng.

KUANG YAO, l,R?E, the general term for the

ceramic lauductiuJi ct the Kuangtung province. It

is all stoneware, no porcelain being made in Kuang-

tung, though large quantities are carried from

Ching-te-chen to be enamelled and re-fired in

Canton. Btjshell : Chinese Art, vol. ii.

KUANG YUN, ^-Sa. See Lexicography.

KUAN-TI, M^, 'ailed Kuan Y it ig ^ and

other names, is the Chinese Mars, the god of war.

He was born in the modern Shansi and was a hero

of the period of the Three Kingdoms. He was a

loyal supporter of Liu Pei who became first Emperor

of the Miner Han dynasty. Being taken prisoner

by HsuN Ch'iian he was executed in a.d. 220, at the

age of 58. PosthunKJUs honorific titles were bestowed

on him by several .emperors, and Wan-li of the

Ming dynasty deified him. He has sacrifices on the

15th of the 2nd moon and the l3th of the 5th. His

temple is called Wu sheng miao K^-©!, and he is to

the military what Confucius is to the literary

classes, and in addition he has somehow come to be

regarded as a god of literature.

DoRE : Keiherches .snr les Hupcrstitinns, vol. vi,

p. 54.

KUANTUNG or KWANTUNG, 'i? ifS , east of

the barrier, an alternative name for the Manchurian

province Shengching, also called Liaotung.

It is now also used for a portion of that

province, for the 'leased territory" in the extreme

.south, about 1.300 square miles in area, which was

leased in 1898 to Russia for 25 years. (Convention

of Peking). After the Russo-Japanese war the

leased territory passed to the Japanese by the

Treaty of Portsmouth, 1905.

It is often wrongly spelt Kuangtung or Kwang-

tung, as in Noukegaard's The Great Siege and in

Herslet's Treaties, where Kwangtung, North

China and Kwangtung, South China, are carefully

distinguished in the index. Kwangtung is the

province of which Canton is the capital.

KUAN TZU. See Kuan Chung.

KUAN YAO, •« 3g. imperial or official por

celain, the term being properly applied to Sung

ware made at the imperial potteries at K'ai-feng

fu and Hangchow. The name is still u>ed for the

productions of Ching-te -chen.

BusHELL : Chine.<e Art, vol. ii.

KUAN YIN, JRt?. The Chinese goddess of

Mercv. See Avalokita.
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KUAN YIN TZU, wliose name was f^ §
I'in Ufi, the olficial who, according to Ssu-ma

Ch'ien, was in charge of the "Pass" between the

Chinese Empire and the stat« of Ch'in, when

I.AO T/.u ('/.I".) arrived there on his way to retire-

ment and obsciuity, and at whose request the sage

i« said to have written the Tao Ti' Cliini/. Therefore

the work whidi now bears the name of Kiiati Yin

Tzi'i, if authentic, would antedate both Chuang Tzu

and LiKH Tzu; but the internal evidence proves

tonclusively that it is of much later date, though

embodying isome early Taoi.^t teachings perhaps from

the lips of Ki'AN" Yin Tzu himself. Its existence

Is said to have been known in the Han dynasty,

after which it was lest for a time. As it stands,

it i.« full of the ideas of Mahayana IJuddhism, and

may well date from the Sung dynasty. It is

apparently an attempt to unite in one .sy.stem the

Taoist and liuddhist doctrines. Some extracts have

bci-n made by SuzvKl. who thinks the whole woi-k

"full of profound philosophical reflection." It does

not appear to have been trau^^lated into any

European tongue.

Suzrui : J/i'tDii/ nj C/iiinMr /'/iiln'i'/t/n/

;

Parkku : S/iiiliff III Cliiiii^r Ifilii/iiiii.

KUAN YU. See Kimii Ti.

KUBLAI KHAN. See Klmhilni.

KUCHA, feSJ drill tzu, in the Tarim basin

on the (Jreat South I{oad between Turfan and

Kashgar. It was already a flourishing city in the

secund century B.C. It appears to have been an

Aryan colony speaking the language known as

Ti.kharian B or Kuchanese ; .*ee An-hniiliiijij. The

Han records mcMtioEi it, but it is net spoken of as

a seat of Hnddliisni till the Former Ch'in, when

it was said to have a triple wall and a

thou.Mand slupas and temples.

Ill 383. the Former Clrin g|j|g dyna-^ty subdued

Kucha, and among other captives took Ku.mauajiva

(</.!. I to China. During the next three centuries

there are many references to the place, which is

much praised for its fertility, wealth, religious

istablishnients and music.

H.siiAM TsANG visited and described i(. In

658, it was made the seat of government for the

territory known as The Four liarrisons. \Vi' K'UNO

visited it about 788. after which the next mention

of it is in the eleventh century, when it was under

the I'ighiirs. though liuddhism was evidently nt t

extinct.

Chavannes : DiiciiiiiriilK fiir lo '/'iiiiLiiir orri-

iliiilfiiix ; Stkin : \ifiiiil Kh'itmi.

KU CHENG MASSACRE; Ku < b<iig •£ ffi

is 90 miles N.W. of Foochow, and Hua shan 1$ |II

or Hwa .sang, where the massacre actually took

place, is 12 miles from Ku ch'eng. l)n Huashan

the Church of England Mission had a Sanatorium,

36

and here a sudden attack was made by some hund-

red or two hundred members of a Vegetarian sect

which had been giving trouble to the local officials.

The attack was made in the early morning of

August 1, 1895 ; nine foreigners were killed on the

spct, Kev. K. W. Stewart and his wife, Miss

Nellie Saunders, Miss Toi-sy Saunders, Miss

Hessie Newco.mbe, Miss Elsie Marshall, Miss

LrcY Stewart, (not related to the other Stiewarts)

Nurse Lena Yelloi', and Miss Annie Gordon.

Several others received severe wounds, two Stkwahi

children dying of their injuries.

KU CH'iJAN HUl, -S^ASI '11"' f""''-^'-

Chinese work on iiiill\i' cuius-, is.-ued in 1864. See

X itiiti-<in(itir>=.

KUEJCHOW, S;M1. /'"''/""' ili.<trirt, a south-

ern pr()\iii(c, has an area of 67,182 sq. miles and a

population of 7.650,000. It has Ssuch'uan on the

north. Yiinnan on the west, Kuangsi on the south

and Hunan on the east. .Seven-tenths of the pro-

vince is mountainous, the valleys lying at some 6,000

feet and the hills rising to 9,000 feet. The chief

river is the \Vu chiang .f'j {I which flows into the

Yangtze ; the Hua chiang •(1; ft and Liu chiang igp Jl

flow south into the West Hiver, which for some

distance is the southern b{)undary of the province.

There is a good deal of mineral wealth, which is

neglected.

Kuciyang fu g (!g Iff . "itli 100.000 inhabitants.

is the capital city.

The province has only been part of the Chinese

empire for two centuries, and part of it remained

independent till 1869. The Chinese form only one

fourth of the p(j))ulation, the rest being aboriginal

tribes, Miaotzu. I chia. Chung chia and Lolo.

(Sec .lliorii/ini'n).

The literary name fur the province is Ch'ien Jf.

KUEI HSING, flS., the god of literature,

and di.-triliulor of literary degrees. Originally the

constellation K'lici ^ was worshipped as god of

literature, and was supposed to be the palace of

WicN Ch'ang [ij.r.). I>ater K'mi Jg in the constel-

lation T'r.sa Major was substituted. The origin of

K'l'Ei HsiNi; as a god, and of Wkn rn'ANc; and the

connection between these two is very diflicult to

unravel from the Chinese texts. Both are Taoi.st

products.

DoRr : llirhirrlifx mir li'n Siiiiirntilinnii. vol. vi,

p. 45; Mayers in X.C./l.lf.A.S. Journal, 1869.

KUEI RIVER, tfe JT. /.""' /.•'"«;/, a river rising

iji the north east of Kuangsi and falling into the

West liiver at Wuchow. Its upper waters and

those of the Siang river are joined by a canal, thus

providing a waterway between Canton arul the

Yaiigl/.c pnrts. See Siiiiiij liiirr.

KUEI WANG, <ii- See Yung Li.
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KUEILIN FU, mW, the capital of Kuaiigsi,

in lat. 25;, 16' N., long. 110° 18' E. When Shih

Huang Ti annexed Yiieh in 216 b.c. he named the

new province Kuei lin or Cassia Grove. The city

wall, built in 1341, resisted the storming of the

T'ai P'ing rebels. Above Kuei lin is the Kuei lin

Pass over the Nan Shan, leading to the Siang river

valley. The population of the city is 80,000. The
industries are insignificant, and consist in tanning,

paper-making and unibrellamaking.

KU LANG SU, iSjKil, drum wnvt island;

so named because of the booming noise made by

the sea on a hollowed rock : a remarkably pretty

island west of the harbour of Amoy, a third of a

mile from the city and having a circumference of

about three miles. It was given over by China as

an International Settlement in 1903, and the

Consulates and nearly all hcu.ses of foreign residents

are found there, though business is generally done

on the Amoy side.

KULDJA. See Hi

KULIANG, aJIK, a well-known summer resort

in Fukien is situated on hills nine miles east of

Focchow. The temperature never exceeds 85°, F.

About a hundred houses are owned by foreigners on

the hill.

KU-LIANG CH'IH, Wi^^Sk^, author of a

commentary on the Vli'un C/i'iii, which like those

by Tso-CH'iu Ming and Kung-yang Kao is reckoned

as a secondary classic. He lived in the fifth cent-

ury B.C.

Legge : Cltii'sics, vol. v., {proleijomena).

KULING, the name given by foreigners to a

health resort at the foot of tlie A'« iiiu linij fi ^ ^
]?ull Range or Ox Ridge, in Kiangsi. (Richakd
gives it as ;;l SI c^'» ''"!/, Nine Ridges). It is

reached from Kiukiang, without much difficulty

iiow, since there is a motor service across the plain

to be continued soon halfway up the mountain.
The history of the spot as a summer resort began in

1895. The place is some 3,500 feet up. The census

taken on August 1, 1917 showed a foreign population
of 1,731. There are 320 houses, besides a church,

a nipilicil ball, etc.

KUMARAJIVA, called the nineteenth Western
patriarch of Huddhism. His father was a native

of Kashmir who lived in Kucha. The son went to

Kashmir for his education, returned to Kucha as a

Mahayanist, and became noted as a teacher. He
was among the prisoners taken by hii Kuano, the

general sent by Fu Chien of the Former Ch'in
dynasty, who destroyed Kucha in 383. He stayed
with Lii Kuang in Kansu till 401, then went to the

court of Yao Hsi.NG, second ruler of the Later Ch'in
dynasty.

He translated many works into Chinese, but

it is probable that his knowledge of the Chinese

language was not very profound, and his translations

have been generally superseded. He died about 412.

Giles : JJiugrap/iiccd Dictionary; Edkins :

Chinese Uuddhivm; Bunyiu Nan.iio : Cut. itf

'J'rrinslatidn of Buddhist Tripitahu.

KUMDAN. See Khuiiuhw.

KUMIS. See Koumiss.

KUMQUATS. See Oranges.

K'UNG CHI, JLlft, a grandson of Confuctus,

born about 500 B.C., and author of the •}' J^ Chung
Yung or Doctrine of the Mean. His tablet was

placed in the Confucian Temple in 1108.

Giles : Hiiigrajihicat Dirlionnnj.

KUNGMOON. See Kongmoon.

KUNG PAO, g 1%, pnlacc guardian; the title

of addre.'is fi r those who held the honorary post of

Junior Guardian of the Heir apparent. See

(rvardian.

KUNG, PRINCE, properly Prince of Kung,

g( i^3£, (personal or quasi-surname ^ gjj) born

in 1832. He was the sixth son of the Emperor Tag
Kuang and brother of Hsien Feng who gave him

his princely title in 1850. He was a member of

the commission which in 1858 tried Ch'i Ying

(Ki Ying or Keying). When Hsien Fkng fled to

Jehol at the ajjproach of the Anglo-French forces

in 1860, it was on Prince Kung that all the respon-

sibility lay of making the best terms possible with

the foreigner. The Tsung-li Yamen was instituted

the next year, under his presidency. At the death

of his brother Hsien Feng, a conspiracy to seize

the regency was crushed by him ana the

Empress-dowager
;

(sec 'J'sai Yiion Conspirarvy).

The Empress-dowager by special decree made
his title of ch'in wang iKi, Prince cf the blood,

to be hereditary for. ever, but she always bore

him some ill will, and four times at least he

suffered degradation, though perhaps only for a

day or a week : the strong hand was always there

to keep him in his proper place and punish

presumptuous pride. His son was proposed as

successor to T'ung Chih, but Tz'u Hsi would not

have it. From 1884 to 1894, he was in retirement

;

then he was called back to office, and from that

time till 1898, when he died, he was highly thought

of by foreigners.

K'UNG SHU-LIANG HO, fLiK®ife I'he

father of Confucius, remarkable for strength and

stature. He married a second time at 70 years old.

Confucius being the ofL-ipring of this marriage: and

he died when his son was 3 years old, B.r. 548. His

tablet is in the Confucian Temple.

Giles : Biographical Didionnry.
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KUNG-SUN CHIAO. See Tzu Chan.

KUNG TZU CHIA YU. See Vhia Yu.

KUNG-YANG KAO.ii^:^, author of a

conimeiituiy on the C'/i'un Ch'iu, considered as a

secondary classic like the commentaries of Tsoch'iu

Ming and Kf liang Ch'iii. He lived in the fifth

century B.C.

Leggc : i'liineic Chif^ics, vol. v., [prolegomena).

K'UN-LUN MOUNTAINS, ^'i^ m !c'un lun

ghaiiy also written K'Wi'u luii. A name both geo-

graphical and mythical. In geography it means the

great range of mountains which begins in the Pamirs

in the west, divides Tibet from Chinese Turkestan,

nnd dwindles away ea.stward in the hills which

divide the Yangtze and Yellow River basins. The
range is regarded by geologists as the true backbone

of Asia, being an earlier elevation than the Him-

alayan chain, south of Tibet.

In legend K'un-lun is a mountain of Central

Asia, perhaps to be identified with Hindu Khusli

;

but Taoist and other fables make it the central

mountain of the world, 10,000 li in height. The
Hsi W:\\G-MU (q-v.) lives there with her fairy

legions ; there is the fountain of immortality and

thence flow the four great rivers of the world.

Many of the legends arc evidently Hindu in origin

and K'un-lun is the same as Sumeru.

KUO SUNG-TAO, ydJgjfS a native of Hunan,

the first resident Envoy ever sent by China to any

other nation. Ho was sent to Creat Britain in

1876 ; Dr. (Sir) Halliuay M.\CAr.TNEY accompanied

him as English Secretary, and also Mr. (Sir) W. C.

HiLLiER. He returned to China in 1879 after an

uneventful tenure of office, and died in 1887.

CoRDiEK : llistoire des Relations, etc.

KUO TZU I, JB^iS, a native of Honan, born

in A.D. 697. He spent a long life in war and was

one of China's most successful generals, subduing

rebellions against the T'ang rule during four reigns.

He died in 781, and has been canonized as Chung

Pabkeu states that Kuo Tzu-I was suspected

of being a Nestorian Christian.

EuKtNS : Kwo Tui yi, Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S.,

vol. xx.w.

KUO YU, S 1§, State Speeches or Remarl-e

concerning the States; a work taken by mcst to he

by Tso-CH'in Ming, historical matter accumulated

by him when preparing the commentary on the

('h'lin ch'iu. It is sometimes called Wui rhium.

Wylie : Notes on Chinese Literature.

K'U-P'ING TAEL. See Tail.

KUSAI. A Manchu term, written Qj in

Chinese, denoting a national division (Manihu,

Mongol or Chinese) under each of the Eight Banners.

LAC. /.»/,/,.

LACOUPERIE, ALBERT TERRIEN DE,
born at Havre in 1845, died in London in 1894. A
rever.ac tjf fortune in the business world drove him

abroad. He went to ].iOndon, and through the

influence of Yui.E and others whom he interested,

he was charged with the work of preparing the

catalogue of Chinese coins in the British Museum.
Later he was appointed Professcr of Chinese at

I'niver.'^ity College, the students' fees being his only

reward. His life in England, where he was natura-

lized, was a constant struggle with poverty.

In his studies and writings he was very

\ersatile, and brought forward many new theories

with much eagerness, giving rise to keen discussion.

The western origin of Chinese civilization is perhap.-.

his most interesting theory.

.\ iiini|)lete list of bis many and varied writings

is given in the T'oinnj I'an, vol. v, p. 428 i7 teg.,

and, of course, in Coruieu's liihliothccu Hiitica.

LACQUER, There are no e.\act records of it«

origin in Cliijia though the art can be traced to the

SiMig dynasty. The medium used is lac, obtained

mainly from the lac tree [Rhus veriiiri/rra), rh'i shu

^ ^ cultivated in Central and Southein China. The
white resinous sap, which becomes black on exposure

to air, is drawn from the tree during summer nights,

collected and brought to market in a .semi fluid state

or in cakes. It is then ground and pressed through

hempen cloth and made into a viscous fluid.

The lac is first prepared and coloured, I lien it

is applied with spatula and brush in successive

layers to the surface, varying'from three to eighteen,

each layer being dried before the next is added
;

finally the lacquered surface is ornamented with

painted designs, or carved before it has cooled.

Wood is the usual groundwork.

Yellow transparent lacquer CDiilains gamboge;

i>n amber laoquer contains pigs' gall and vegetable

oil ; the best red lacquer is made by grinding
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cinnabar with the raw hic ; black lacquer contains

ircn sulphate or charcoal
;
golden yellow is jjrepared

by adding powdered gold ; silvery white, by adding

silver dust, etc.

Chinese lacquer is divided into two kinds

—

painted, hua ih'i ?£^, carved, tiao cli'i ftl^-

Canton and Foochow produce j)ainted lacquer.

Carved lacquer, chiefly a vermilion red, is made at

Peking and Soochow, but nothing of importance has

been produced at either place since the Ch'ien Lung

period. Both kinds are sometimes inlaid wth pre-

cious stones or mother-of-pearl. The art reached

its culmination under Ch'ien Lung (1736-95), but

it has always been inferior to that of .lapan, which

leariil it from China.

BusHELL ; Chini.<r All, vol. i.

LADRONES, the I'ortuguese name for the

pirates who, at the beginning of the nineteenth

century, were very bold and strong on the southern

coasts. It was estimated that there were 25,000

men with 500 or 600 sail, well organized in five

divisions. Most of the vessels were between 70 and

150 tons, but there were some of 200 tons, carrying

twelve guns. Both merchant ships and coast towns

were liable to attack, unless they had previously

paid for e.xemption. The ladrones were under the

rule of a woman, the widow of one of their former

chieftains. They increased so much that the ( hinese

sought the help of the Portuguese who cruised with

six ships for six months between Macao and Canton,

receiving 80.000 taels for expen.-es. In 1809 the

pirates had increased to the number of 70,000 with

1.800 shij)s. but the policy of cutting off snpi)lies by

keeping all vessels in port, combined with (juarrels

among the pirate leaders, broke their ])Ower. Some

went over to the Government and were well

rewarded, ('hi.sese Kei'ositoky : vol. iii, p. 68;

L'.wis : T/ii C/iiiirsc, c. iii.

LADRONE ISLANDS or Ladrones, a group of

islands southea.'^t of Macao, so named by the Portu-

guese as being the haunt of pirates. The Chinese

name is Lao wan shan. Hongkong is properly in

this groiqi.

LAG0MYID;€, the l-amily of i)ikas or tailless

hares. Six species are known from N. China, their

names and distribution being as follows :

—

Ochiiloim ilaiiurirti, Mongolia; O. Iniljortli,

Shansi, Shensi ; (J. iiiiitectoit, E. Kansu ; O. cuinfu,

\V. Kansu ; (>. cun^a morDsa, S. Shensi ; O. .'i/rinx,

S. Shensi, S.W. Kansu; O. furilla, Shansi.

SowEitBY : Journal, N.C.B.H.A.S., vol. xlvii.

LAGRENE, THEODOSE MARIE MELCHIOR
Joseph, sent to C'hina in 1843 witl> the title i.f

envoy-extraordinary and Minister-pleni|)otentiary of

France, was born in Picardy, March 14, 1800. He
signed with Ch'i Ying the treaty of Whampoa in

1844. Pere Callbkv was interpreter in this Mission,

and issued the correspondence connected with the

Treaty and also a Jc-urnal of the ' diplomatic

ojierations;' but this, by Laghene's orders, was left

unfinished. Returning in 1846 Laguene was made

a peer of France. He died on April 27, 1852.

ConniEK : 7/i'.y lidutiom da la Chiiie, etc.

LAKH. A Hindi word meaning one hundred

thousand.

LAMA i$| UJ^, a Tibetan word meaning 'the

superior one ' and corresponding to Sanskrit i ttaiii.

The title of all Tibetan Buddhist priests and monks,

by courtesy, though strictly applicable only to abbots

and the highest monks. See Liiiiiiiixm ; Dalai Lama

;

I'niixli' II. Waddell : Iliiilil/iifiii I'f Tibet.

LAMAISM IS the form of Buddhism which is

found in Tibet, and Mongolia, and in the .smaller

Himalayan states. Previous to the introduction of

an already corrupt Buddhism into Tibet in the

seventh century a.d. under a warlike ruler named

Srong Tsan Gami'O, nothing is known of Tibetan

hLstory. This chief had as wives a Chinese and a

Nepalese princess. Both were Buddhists, and under

their influence the ruler accepted the new faith.

The Nepalese Princess seems to have had the

greater influence, for the Tibetan written language,

which dates from this time, is founded on Sanskrit.

This first ruler, though not very much of a saint,

was later canonized as an incarnation of Avalokita

on account of his services to learning and civilization.

The new faith made very slow ])rogress for the first

century, but a later chief sent to India for monks,

books and further enlightenment, and Gl"iiu RiMio

Che (the Glorious Teacher) is said to have responded

to the appeal, to have built in a.d. 749 the first

Tibetan monastery and instituted the first order tf

lamas. This man, who brought a band of his dis-

cij)les with him, came from the northern part of

Kashmir, a land full of magic and demons, and was

a pronounced Tantrist. The original Bon religion of

Tibet, which has -some affinity to the magical side

of Chinese Taoism, was full of tormenting >pirits.

who were worshipped with human sacrifices and

magical rites only understood by the Bon priests.

The Glorious Teacher was welcomed by the people

,is a great deliverer, thcugh the priests of the ancient

faith oppcsed him. The final result was the mixing

of the already corrupt Tantric Buddhi.sni with the

Bon superstitions.

The writing.s brought from India by Guiu'

Ui.Mi'o Che and his followers were translated in the

ninth century, and the Tibetan Canon formed.

It is difficult to ascertain the truth about the religion

of this period, as the works attributed to the

Teacher were written long after hi,s death : and

different sects early made their appearance. The
monks and the monasteries continually extended

their sway over the people, except for a brief
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persecution in the lOtli century, which was ended

by a lama murdering the ruler who had caused it.

Ill the eleventh century, a famous reformer

named AriSA arrived, and spread a new interpreta-

tnjn of the old doctrines. The rise of the Mongol

dynasty iu China had great consecjuences for

J.amaism. Chenghis Khan had conquered Tibet,

and when Khubilai Khan founded the Yiian

dynasty he greatly encouraged Buddhism in both

the forms in which lie knew it. He was the cause

of i.amaism being introduced into Mongc Ha, and of

the Tibetan canon being translated into Mongolian.

In Tibet itself the Emperor recognized the head

lama of one of the principal sects then existing,

—

the Saskya school,—as Head of Tibetan Buddhism,

and gave him tributary rulership over the country.

The Saskya sect became so powerful that under the

Ming dynasty the leaders of other sects were given

similar honours, as a matter of state policy.

In the fifteenth century a great reformation

look place in Tibet through a lama named TsoNO

Kai'a from north-west China. It was known as

llelugpa (or Cclupa, etc.), and possibly some in-

fluence e.xcrted by Christianity in Central Asia may
have been a contributing cause. The change was in

the direction of a more elabcrate ritual and organiza-

tion ; and at this time was brought in the idea,

.tincc so potent, of leaders being regarded ;is re-

incarnations of previous leaders, or of Bodhisattvas.

When TsoNG Kai'a died his successor was believed to

be his reincarnation ; and the fifth of this succession

received recognition as temporal sovereign as well

as religious leader. The Chinese government made

him Itegeiit of Tibet, allowed the title of Dalai

l.ama ('/.'.). and built him a jialace at Lhasa. With

this change of status, came change of doctrine as

to the re-incarnations : the Dalai l>ama was so longer

a reappearance of the reformer TsoNt: Kai-a, but

was AvALOKiTA (or Paiimai-ani, known in China and

Japan a< Ki'AN Yin or Kwannon). For some time

I he (lelugpa sect, thus made supreme in Tibet,

)ier.sccuted all the others, but at last toleration was

brought in, and the rivals each established re-

incarnated Bodhisattvas as their heads, e(|ual in

holiness lo the Dalai l.aiiia, if lacking his temporal

power. The Imperial Chinese government always

kept a nominal suzerainty over Tibet, and had the

prinrip.d share in choosing the child in whom the

IT liiiarnation of .A VAI.okita was to take place at the

ileath of a Dalai Lama.

It is ditficult to estimate the numbers of those

who profess i^amaism, the area being wide, popula-

tion scanty and information vague. The 4,000,000

or so (if Tibetans may be considered nearly »ll

Lamaisls. and Mongolia has about 2,000,000 of

them. In the Indian .Slat«s there may be some

hundreds of thousands. Even ill Kurope there is

n remiiunl of Kalmuck Tartars on the Volga and the

Dull who hold this faith, but for tlic past hiiiidnil

years they have ceased to be under the control ot

the Dalai Lama. The principal sects of Lamaism

after the Gelugpa are the Kargyupa, and the

Saskyapa, both founded in the eleventh century,

and the Ningmapa, which claims to represent

Buddhism as it was first introduced into Tibet by

UuRU RiMro Che.

The Gelugpa is the strictest of the sects, as

well as the most ritualistic. It is the only one

which demands celibacy of its lamas. They are

known by their yellow headgear and clothing. The

Kargyupa sect believe that their doctrine has come

direct from Arii-BrDDHA himself, not through any

of the Bodhisattvas. They were originally hermits.

'J"he Saskyapa sect regard Manju'siu as their

chief patron. They are specially strong in the

ii'atter <ri magic. They wear red hoods and coats.

The Ningmapa, or old Lamaists, also mo.stly wear

red caps and clothes, but .some of the subdivisions,

which are largely intermi.xed with Bon d( ctrines,

are known by a black head-dress. The Tibetan.s

recognize in all eighteen sects of their religion.

The chief features which distinguish Lamaism

from either Northern or Southern Buddhism

are : 1. The hierarchical character of the priest-

hood ; with its two great divisions, of the degrees

of re-incarnated personages or divine beings, and

the degrees of the ordinary human iiionkhoid.

2. The large proportion of monks to laity.

Kvery family, generally speaking, gives one .'oii,

mostly the eldest, to a religions life. A large

monastery may contain as maiiy as 10,000, and there

are over 3,100 monasteries in Tibet.

3. The disappearance of the higher Buddhist

conceptions from among the peo|)le. Future recom-

pense in another life fcr evil doing in this, the

Tibetan has learned from Buddhism, and little else;

and from the old Bon religion he has retaiiiod a

lively and constant fear of evil spirits.

4. A» a result of the constant dread of these

two things, there is an all-prevailing use of charms,

especially of the sacred formula, "Ommani padme

hum." and of the reading of the canon. Written

charms are swallowed in sickness, attached to walls

and carried on the i>er.soii ; and prayer (lags, and

prayercylinders, (incorrectly termed prayer wheels)

are found everywhere. So pressing is the need

for magic that even the numerous lamas do not

sndice to satisfy it, and a large number of lay

wizards also exist who are connected more or less

loosely with the monasteries.

5. The enormous number of objects of worship,

including, in addition to the usual Buddhist deities,

(as .seen, for example, in China) a large number of

tutelary deities, early gods of the Bciii religion and

Lamaist .saint-s and .sages. See Ihilni Lninii. etc.

Wahhell : Hiiild/iiiiii «/ Tihil; Hai'KMANN :

It mill his in UK a Ueliijion. [C.E.C.]
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LAMA TEMPLE m Pekiii;,'. HiWS' V«n;/ //..

I.uitij, was originally built by the Eniiiei'or Yung
t'HKXG of the Maiuhii dynasty as a palace, and there

t'H'iEN Li'NC spent his childhood. In 1740 Ch'iex

I.VNi: gave it over to Lama priesls, and built them

a college where novices were taught prayers and

litanies in the Tibetan tongue, the exorcising of

demons, astronomy, history and medicine. In its

most flourishing slate the monastery contained 1600

lamas, but now there are scarcely 400 inmates. The
first Abbot was sent by the Dalai l.ania in Lhasa as

his representative at the I'eking capital. Amongst
the notable sights are two large bronze lions and a

colossal statue of Maitreya in sandalwood, 75 feet

high.

LvDwiG : Yiinij llo Kuihj, East of Asia, 1902.

LAMPACAO (with various ether .sijellings, such

as Langpitsaou), an island at which the Portuguese

were permitted to trade after 1542. In 1554 the

trade was concentrated there, instead of at Sancian

or Sanshan (q.i'.), which was closed. By 1560 there

were some five or six hundred foreign traders settled

on shore there ; but this is tile last menticn made of

the place, and to-day it seems impossible to identify

the island, though it must be almost in sight from

Macao.

IvJUNGSTEDT ; Ilistiiricul Sketch of the Portuijuei^c

Sf'tt/t'lHPIltS.

LAN CHOU FU SaM'I/fJ, tlie capital of Kansu
province, lies in the centre of the Province and on

the right bank of the Yellow River. lU population

is given by KREirNuii and Richaeu a.s half a million ;

RoCKHiLL says it is from seventy to eighty thousand.

It was the post of the Governor of Shensi and Kansu
(Shenkan). The chief industry is the preparation

of tobacco, and is mostly in the hands of Shensi

pe';ple ; Rockhill .states that a fourth of the in-

habitants are Mohammedans.
RorjiiiiiM, : T/ir Ldtiil III till- /.(iiiKis.

LANCHOW MINES. The.se coal mines are in

the nei;ihbourhood of Kaiping, adjoining the mines

of the Chinese and Engineering Mining Company.
They are worked by the J.,anchow Minii]g Company,
which was founded in 1908 and has its seat of

administration in Tientsin. The Company is now
associated with the Chine.se Engineering and Min-

ing Company; see Knilan Miiiimj Adminintmtiim.

Its capital is three million taeU, of which one-sixth

has been advanced by the Board of Finance.

The coal is bituminous and ."specially suited for

the manufacture of coke.

LAND OF DEEP CORROSIONS, THE, a

free translation of N</(iii> iiroi/ rhi. a classical name
for Tibet. It is used by WaiU) and Edgar to

designate the district where the Mekong, the Salwin

and the Yangtze rivers (low in parallel, deei)ly-cut

courses.

Edgar: Jouiiml, .\ A.'. li.lt. A.S. , vi.j. .\lv
;

W AitD ; 'I'lic Linul i)j the lilut I'opjjy.

LANG, 'ADMIRAL,' captain in the British

Navy, was Connnander of the I'ei-yang fleet for the

(.'hinese till 1890, when his position became untenable

through the intrigues of Chinese officials and ho

retired.

LANG YAO Blig, porcelains of the early

K'ang Hsi period with either apple green or

sang-de-bcEuf glaze. Yao means kiln and Lmuj is

for Lang T'ing-tso, who was Viceroy of Kiangsi

and Kiangnan at the time.

BusHiSLL : Chinese Art.

LANIIDAE, the Family containing the various

kinds of shrikes, the minivets and cuckoo-

shrikes. The shrikes are solitary birds with

harsh notes. Some species impale their prey

on a thorn and then tear it to pieces.

Lanius S])he7iocercus is found in S. Mongolia and

E. Siberia, but in the winter it comes down to

N. China and has been taken in Kiangsu and

Fukien. L. lahtura the Indian Grey Shrike, is

said by David to be less rare than the'former

species at Peking. //. tephruni>tu.<, the Grey-backed

Shrike, belongs to India but is not uncommon in

western Ssuch"uan. L. sehaeh is a large bird found

in all the southern provinces and as far north as

Shensi. L. fimcatus, the Dusky Shrike, is met with

in the south up to Foochow and also in Hainan.

A. tigrlnii^ is not uncommon in the central provinces,

especially in Kiangsi, and goes north in the summer
to Manchuria and Siberia. Jj. buccp/ialus occurs

in the north of China. It winters sparsely in

Fukien and is common in winter on the Lower

Yangtze. It breeds in Eastern Siberia. L.

liicif)>iensi.'>, the Philippine Shrike, is found in all

Eastern China, both on passage and as a sunnnor

visitant. It is this species as a njle that the

Pekingese use for the chase of small birds, and

they also keep it for its song. A. criftritii.'i is the

Indian Red-tailed Shrike; it is found in summer in

E. Siberia and probably pas.ses through central

China on migration. To this species is closely

allied L. si//jc)r(7io.?H,<. Te/ihinilunii.f pelviriis, the

Nepal Wood-Shrike, has been taken in Fukien and

Hainan. The genus I'erierocotiin comprises the

Minivets, which are strictly arboreal birds. /'.

hreriioflrif goes to pass the summer in Manchuria

and may be seen in spring and autumn at Peking.

The Chinese, though clever in their treatment of

birds, cannot keep this species in captivity beyond

a few days. /*. igneus, the Fiery Minivet, passes

the summer in the wooded hills of west China and

Mu p'in. /'. i/rifviytilurif Gould is common all the
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year round in Formosa and Fukien and has been

found in Hainan. I', speciofus, the Indian Scarlet

Minivet is apparently a resident in the interior of

Fukien. Compared with the other Minivets met

with in China it is larger and its plumage is more

brilliant. P. fralcrcu/us is the Burmese Scarlet

Minivet ; its colours are the same as in the preceding

species, but it is a smaller bird ; it is resident in

Hainan and widely spread there. /'. cinereus

regularly visits Eastern China and goes in summer

up to Manchuria and the Amur ; in Peking it is

seen but rarely. /'. cantunen^is or Swinhoe's

Minivet is very common in South China but does

not go north of the Yangtze ; in aiitumn it migrates

to IndoC'hina. /'. rosens and /'. slanfiirdi are

found in Kuangtung. Of the Cuckoo-Shrikes there

are three species found in China ; Craucalus

rexpineti, resident in the interior of Hainan,

Formosa and Fukien ; C'ampujj/iiKju vteUnwpttTa,

which is common in the southern provinces ; and

t'. satiiratd, which differs little from the last and is

common in Hainan but not met elsewhere in China.

Pavid i;t OrsTALET : Le^ Oifpinix lie. la Chine,

(I.aniidc.-. rciicrocotidi'S. ('anipc''|)hagidi'.<i).

LANTERNS, FEAST OF, jtS ffi th,u chkh,

etc. This is the festival ranking ne.\t in importance

to that of the New Year. It dates from the Han
dynasty, .some two thousand years ago, being

originally a ceremonial worship in the Temple of

the First Cause from the 13th to the 16th of the

fir.st moon, bringing the New Year festivities to a

close. Lanterns were not part of the festival till

siirae eight hundred years later, and three hundred

years later still two days, making six in all, were

added to the feast by Imperial authority, l^anterns

are lighted in abundance on the 15th, the great day

of the feast, though the prettiness of the multi-

tudinous lights is impaired by the mcon being full;

terrific paper dragons are supported and moved
I'.long the streets in realistic fashion by men whose

bodies arc concealed while thoir legs are in public.

In the evening innumerable paper lanterns are

carried by the people or are hung in abundance

along the streets. Crackers without number are

also' let off. The candle-ends from the illuminated

dragons arc eagerly sought for by childless women,

and the dragons' eyes will give complete success to

a brooding hen. Large quantities of a special cake

or dumpling are consumed at this festival. See

reflivah.

I)i: (t::o(>T : A/.* Fi'te.-t atniuet/eit n Kmtnti.

LAO KAI ^Dfl, the French town at the

Ti.nkin Vnnnan frontier, divided by the Nam-ti

river from the first Chinese town Ho K'ou. This

is the limit of navigation on the Red River, 300

miles from its mouth. It is a clean town, with

few t,'hinese in it since there is a heavy poUta.v.

IjITTLE : Aernf.1 YHidiidi.

LAO TZU ^^, also called Lao Chun ^ g-.

and Lao Tan ^ ^ , the reported founder of the

Taoist religion. Lao Tzu may be translated in

several ways; Old Philasopher, or Old Hoy or Old

Child or even the Ancient Philosophers. To
account for the name of "Old Boy," a fantastic

legend says that his mother bore him from her left

side after a gestation of eighty years, and that at

birth he had snowy hair and beard, and all the

usual marks of advanced age. This account further

says he was an incarnation of the supreme celestial

being of the Taoist worshij) (hence the name
Lao Chiin) ; and that his birth took place in

B.C. 1321. Legends of many kinds have been woven

round his name, though no countenance of the

supernatural is found in the Tao Tii C/iitig attributed

to him ; and "the fabulous stories seem to have

arisen after the arrival of Buddhism, to compete

with the marvels told of Buddhist objects of

worship. All that is really known about him is

found in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's Hixtorieiil Memoir.^, where

we learn that he was born in 604 B.o. and was

therefore an older contemporary of Confucius.

Hi^ surname is said to have been Li i|S, and his

name was Erh %, Ears. His native place was in

the modern Honan, and he was keeper of th'e

archives at Lo Yang, the capital of the Chou

dynasty, where he is said to have been visited by

Confucius. The interview was not very successful,

IjAO Tzu delivering himself of certain caustic and

critical remarks, and of various transcendental

opinions which made the orthodo.x sage compare hmi

to "a dragon soaring above the clouds." This story

rests upon the authority of Chuano Tzu, and

though not improbable in itself, is supposed to have

been invented by the latter to turn Confucius into

ridicule.

Lao Tzu is said to have foreseen that the Chou

dynasty was near its fall, and to have retired into a

stale beyond the western frontier, about 500 B.C.

The official in charge of the Pass, (see Kuan Yin

Tzu) begged the sage for a book of his teachings,

and the Tiio Tf Cliinij (q.v.) was prepared and

handed to him, after which Lao Tzii went westward

and was seen no more ; but in later ages, various

traditions arose, such as that he went and converted

the Tartar.o, etc.

He was canonized by Kao Tsung cirea 666 a.d.

as jib J:, TC2 ji ^ > fl'^ Great Supreme ICniperm

((IT ij(ifl) uf the Dark First Cause. In a.i>. 743, the

Kmperor HsiiAN Tsung added ;fc Jt ^ 2^- '''''/'•

Veiiirahle I'rinee of the Great Siipre?iie. By Taoists

he is worshipped as the first of their Trinity.

I"an Ku and Yii Huang Shang Ti, being the

other?'. See Taoi'ini ; Tno 7V ('him/; San t'h'imj.

Paukeii : Sliiilie.i in I'hineur ifrlii/iDn; Giles :

liiof/raphieii! I)iiti,iniiri/ and CiinfiiriiiiiiKm nnil it.i

Uinils.
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LAPPA, calied by the Chinese jttfl; Kungpak
(Kuiig-pei), an island forming the west side of

Macao inner harbcur at a distance of 1 to I5 miles.

The Customs opened a station there with several

sub stations, for reasons fully given in the Customs

reports. Tlie Cu.stoms returns shew a falling off

which is largely due to the proximity of other ports

and the opening up of new steamer lines, etc.

I'iracy is very common in the district.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 1] ,740.818 10,335,168

.Net Chinese 594,920 418,408

Kxports 5.260,860 3,548,659

|(,tal Hk. lis. ... 17,596.598 14,302,236

CisToMs Decennial Rei'outs; 1892-1902.

LARiDAE, a l-'amily of the Order Gaviiit ; it

consists of the tiulls and Terns. The following

species are Unown in China.

I.iini-' ainuf. I., /lirciis, I., ijluucm, L.

(lliiiirismnf, L. offini", Jfi>!S(i triiliir!i/hi; these are all

found on the coast. J,. cro.wirw.-Vri.s on the coast

and I'd yang Lake. ^-. <ri.7li/iwH«.<, the Yellow-legged

Herring Gull, and A. r>'ijiie, both on the coast and

in Mongolia. L. riililniiitlus, on coasts, rivei's, lakes,

etc., especi,illy in the north. L. bniiuieiceit/ialus,

ill China and Mongolia. A. sain)(hri'i, common on

fresh water in China and Mongolia. /lydroprogite

C(i<pi(i, the Caspian Tern, China coast and different

parts of the interior. Sterna bcrgii, the Large

Crested Tern, China coast, breeding in the islands

north of Formosa. Ili/rlmc/iflidon /ii/bridn, the

Whiskered Tern, resident in Formosa; Lower

Yangtze; rivers and on the coast. //. leucnptera,

the White-winged Hlack Tern, coast and interior of

China, and in Mongolia. Sterna flin-ialilis, the

Common Tern, coast and rivers. S. lutujipeiivi.-:,

Nordmann's Tern, N. China and Mongolia. S.

melaniiuchen, the Black-naped Tern, south and east

coasts. 5. diiiKjaUi, S.E. China coast. .S'.

(inaedhetn, the Panayan Tern, in the islands of the

southern and eastern coasts. S. fuUijinit^o, the

Sooty Tern, on tlie roast and in migration in the

interior. S. media, the Allied Tern, Fukien coast.

S. anglica, the Gull-billed Tern, China coast.

Ste.rmda ."iiien-'lf, the White-shafted Tcrnlet,

throughout China, on the coast and in Mongolia.

f,';/.7i.« Candida, on the south coast. .Inniii' st<didii.<.

the Noddy, eastern coast of Korniosa and S.E.

China coast.

David ET OvSTALET : Les Oi)>rau.r dr hi Chine,

(Laridesl.

LA RIGAUDIERE, the name given by tlic

French to an island at the entrance to Kuangchou

wan, included in their leased territory. The Chinese

name is Nanchou ((| ^.

LARKS. See .l/»«(//(/(/e.

LAUFER, BERTHOLD, was born at Cologne

in 1874, was educated at Cologne, Berlin and

Leipzig, and went to the United States of America

in 1898. He has been a member of several important

expeditions, to Eastern Siberia, to China, etc., the

latest being the Mrs. BLAfKSTONE Ex])edition to

Tibet and China in 1908-10. Since 1911 he has held

the post of Curator of Asiatic Ethnology in the

Field M;iseum of Natural History, Chicago. . He is

Fellow or Member of a number of learned Societies,

east and west. His works are numerous and

important; they include Vnnlributionf In I'npuhn

UeUyiun uj Tibet, 1898; The Decoratit-e Art uf the

Amur Tribrx, 1902; Chinese I'otlery of the, Hun
Vxinaftij. 1909; liumanee of a Tibetan Queen; China

(jntre Siuipi uren ; Jade, a Study in t'hinefie Archceo-

lotji/ and lieliijiitn. 1911 ; Xotes on Turifuni.* in the

Kasl, 1913; t'hinr.ie flay Fitjure.-, vol. i, 1914; The
Dianiiind. a Study in I'hinexe and Hellinixlir I'ldh

tare, 1915; Hetjinninijii itf l*orcetain in China, 1917;

besides a great number of monographs, articles and

reviews on archaeology, religion, Tibetan literature,

ethnology, etc.. in Engli.ih, Cierman and Frencli.

LAUGHING THRUSHES, v, Crat,ra,,odina<:

LAW.— Though Chinese law, in the earliest

stages known to us, had passed beyond the primit-

ive condition of a set of cu.stomary rules, it never-

theless retained, throughout the whole period of

Chinese history until the most recent times when

the Monarchical form of government was over-

thrown, .several primitive characteristics. The

most noticeable of these were that laws were not
,

primarily enacted with the object of ensuring \

justice between man and man, but had for their
^^

prime motive the securing of subordination of the \

ruled to the ruler ; and that the laws enacted were

punitive, vindictive, and the result of ex-cathedrii

declaration, rather than reformatory and made by

coiusultative bodies after mature deliberation and

discussion. The reason of this is to be sought in

the national type : the sovereign was regarded as

the father, with ab.solute authority, of the people ;

he or his agents decreed the law, or rather, the

appropriate punishment, for each offence as it

occurred ; and the father of each family was also

the autocratic arranger of matters concerning the

home: whilst mercantile affairs were settled by

prominent merchants or, in later times, usually

the guilds, or the village elders. With the main-

tenance of private rights in civil or industrial

questions the state had thus generally no concern.

Viewing Chinese law in relation to the social

structure, we easily see why the most heinous

offences of man against man are not put first in

the primitive body of laws. Thus, sundry offences
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not involving the lives of the rulers may be

punishable with severer penalties than the actual

mnrder of one private citizen by another. The
j

king Kns the law-maker, and " the various cere-

monies to be observed in marriages, funerals and

mourning, hospitalities, religious worship, and the

conduct of hostilities ; the measures of capacity,

length, weight, etc. ; and the written characters

of the language :—these were all determined by

imperial prerogative. To uinovate in thcni was

a capital offence." {Canon of S/iun, par. 8; Dact-
yl

rine of Mean, ch. 28). In the earliest stages of

Chinese law we find none, and throughout its

history very little, of that differentiation and

heterogeneity which &re pree.«.<!ential to progress.

There are very few of the various branches of

European systems, without which modern Western

law would hardly seem to be law at all. Legis-

lative, judicial, and executive functions have never

been completely differentiated in the Chinese

system. It has remained during almost its whole

course what we know as public law (constitutional

and criminal), and if we e.\elude the general

regulations concerning the government and the

special rules concerning sacrifices, etc., we find

that what remains of the earliest enactments which

have come down to us is a body of laws practically

all falling under the heading of criminal law.

An account of early Chinese law must thus resolve

itself into a description of what were declared

to be crimes and what were the respective puni-sh-

Micnts assigned to them.

We find the first mention of these in the

classical Sfiu China, or Canon of History (q.v.).

We there read (Canon of Shun, par. 2) ; Shun

" gave delineation ot the statutory punishments,

enacting banishment as a mitigation of the five

great inflictions; with the whip to bo employed

in the magistrates' courts, the stick to be employed

in schools, and money to be received for redeem-

able crimes." Inadvertent offences and tho.se which

might be caused by misfortune were to be par-

doned, but those who offended presumptuously or

repeatedly were to be punished with death. The

five punishments E M •"'« >i^'"9 here alluded to

were :— branding (on the forehead) ^ mo, a

tattooing of the face lo mark a criminal off from

the rest of the community, inflicted on tho.sc who

" did not act according to right or did what they

ought not to do;" cutting off the nose Jjlj /'/, on

those who " altered or disobeyed the sovereign's

laws, changed the style of clothes, carts, sedans,

etc., or who wounded, stole, committed adultery,

or created disturbances harmful to the govern-

ment;" cutting off the legs at the luicos fllj
yiieh

and amputating the knee cap IH pm, for climbing

over walls to steal, undermining or damaging city

gates, destroying bridges, etc. ;
castration g liimj,

37

for rape, illicit intercourse, etc. ; and death ;A:g?

ta p'i, by various modes of execution, for assisting

rebels against the government, robbery with

violence, etc. These " five severe penalties
"

might, on the grounds of compassion, doubt as to

the law, royal consanguinity, or exceptional merit,

ba commuted to banishment d£ '"' to a greater or

less distance, which was looked upon as a lighter

punishment than those attaching to the graver

crimes. Slighteo- offences than those punishable

with the five severe penalties or with banishment

were punishable with whipping ^ pien, employed

against officers in the courts, and flogging j^ p'u,

against those in the schools.

Obviously we ai'e here not at the beginning of

things, and indeed it is evident that this system

was in existence at least under Siton's predecessor

Yao, and also that it may not have originated with

him ; and it is necessary to note this because native

scholars, in order to explain the discrepancy be-

tween the existence of these cruel punishments and

the alleged happy and relatively perfect condition

of things in the times of Yao, Shun, and Yii

the great examples of the perfect ruler, have

maintained that, though there were the laws and

punishments, there was really no necessity to put

them in force, for so high was the general level of

morality that it was not even necessary to close

a house-door at night and lost articles were left

where found until the owner returned for them.

Laws and punishments existed merely as deter-

rents, and in those cases where, according to some

authorities, they had to be put in force, it was

still sufficient to make an example, literally, of

the offender, for instance, by clothing him in a

conspicuous garment, this, .so it is alleged, making

a greater impression than the infliction of the

appropriate penalty. But though it' is pleasing

to find an approach to a veritable Eden assigned

to the earliest periods of Chinese history, the

argument is stultified both through being made to

fit the facts, or alleged facts, instead of giving

an acceptable explanation of them, and also

through evidence which goes to prove that criminal

conduct of different kinds existed which was

irreconcilable with the alleged state of perfect

virtue and perfect happiness. Though things may

have been worse later on. they were not so perfect

under Yao, Shun, and Yij that the object of right

social living was attained merely by the enactment,

without the enforcement, of laws. But this Pt

least may be said, that under these early sovereigns

the great blot on subsequent Chinese legislation,

and a sure and certain symbol of absence both of

civilization and comprehension, or at least fulfil-

ment, of the right object of punishment, namely,

the blot of the extending of punishments to the
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offender's descendants or other relatives (regarding

the family or clan as the individual), was, so far

as can be ascertained, nonexistent.

Yii (2205-2197 b.c), to meet the " growing

disloyalty," instituted the punishment of mutil-

ation—a cruel penalty which was retained by the

Shang and Chou dynasties. In this Early Feudal

Period we read al.<;o of such barbarous punishments

as " mincing " gS '"" ^'x^ " embracing the red-hot

pillar " (or " Heater "), walking a greasy pole

so as to fall into a burning pit, etc., the diabolical

inventions of the tyrants Chieh Kuei (1818 B.C.)

and Chou Hsin (1154 b.c), which, however,

helped to bring about their downfall. At the

beginning of the Later Feudal Period ( Chou

Dynasty) we find drunkenness connected with

treason punishable with death, the same penalty

being inflicted on anyone who delayed military

operations by not arriving at the appointed time.

Strangling, confining by fetters, manacles, stocks,

the " cangue," t!!||
chia, chaining to the market-

stone, etc., were further methods of punishments,

though some degree of leniency was shown by the

substitution of amputation of the feet for amput'

ation of the legs. Beyond the vindictive character

of the punishments in vogue, we find a further

sign of the primitive state of the law in the exi.st-

ence of the lex taliojii.i, which is advocated in the

classical Li Ch i. It is expressed in these words :—

" With the "slayer of his father one should not

live under the same heaven. With the slayer of

his brother, one should never have to seek his

sword (to deal vengeance). With the slayer of

his intimate friend, one should not live in the same

state (without seeking to .slay him)." It received

the emphatic approval of CoNFUnr.s, and its spirit

has permeated the Chinese mind throughout the

whole course of their history. Altogether there

were in the early part of the Later Feudal Period

a total of 3,000 punishable offences, including 500

punishable with death and 500 with branding or

feet amputation. Crimes punishable with death

were robbery, murder, unfilial. unbrotherly, un-

worthy, and factious conduct on the part of

officers, splitting words so as to break the force

oi the laws, confounding names so as to change

what has been definitely settled, practising corrupt

ways so as to throw government into confusion,

making or using licentious music, strange garments,

wonderful contrivances, and extraordinary imple-

ments, persisting in hypocritical conduct and being

disputatious in hypocritical speeches, studying

what was wrong, giving false reports about the

appearance of spirits, about seasons and days, and

about consulting of the tortoise-shell and stalks

(divination).

There were certain exemptions and mitigations.

Children under seven and men over ninety were

exempted from punishment, and women from the

punishment of tattooing and feet-amputation.

Iiistead of being castrated, a member of the king's

clan had his head shaved, being thus publicly

stigmatized. No punishment was meted out to

the slayer of a robber or of rebels attacking

towns and villages. And there were fines, on a

graduated scale, in lieu of the severer punishments

already referred to; whilst a certain amount of

leniency was shown to imprisoned offenders during

the most trying seasons of the year.

In 950 B.C. the aged King Mu, having decided

on a reform of the criminal law, the Marquis

Lii, Minister of Crime, was appointed to carry it

out. The result was the Lii Hsing, or " Lii on

Punislunents," which we find embodied in the

fihu C/iiii{/. It was not a code properly so-called.

Generally, this piece of legislation aimed at avoid-

ing as much as possible the infliction of the death

penalty, capital crimes being reduced in number

from 500 to 200, and the punishment of castration

being made more lenient, while the regulations

respecting the punishments of branding and amp-

utating the nose were made stricter. It was,

however, .subjected by Chinese writers to the

criticism that it introduced, for the first time on

an extensive scale, the system of accepting money

fines for the most heinous offences, a method

which has been followed in the legal code of every

subsequent dynasty. But, despite this criticism

(the force of which must be admitted, though the

system probably saved the lives of many innocent

people), we must give full credit to King Mn for

his expressed wish to " make punishments a

blessing " and for the foresight of his dictum

that " the proper end of punishments is to make

an end of puni.shing." Moreover, the procedure,

precepts, and forms prescribed were of a character

which would do no discredit to modern Western

systems.

The " three stock " law, according to which

the three family connections of a criminal were

executed with him. was introduced by the State

of Ch'in ^ in 746 b.c.

During the Feudal Period the laws of the

" Son of Heaven " were supposed to be those

whicli governed the " Middle Kingdom " as well

as the whole array of feudal states, but after 771

B.C., when imperial decadence set in, the vassal

states "drew up and published laws of their own."

The early Chinese held the same sensible view

as the early Engli.sh jurists respecting codification,

disapproving it as being a mould into which all

kinds of cases had to be made to fit (though they

did not go on to the establishment of a system of

c(iuity). The advent of written law was supposed

to connote decay of government; it was thought

that if the people could refer to a written text,

thev would resort to devices to evade the letter of

\/
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the law. Nevertheless, by 650 B.C. codes began

to appear. In that year a code, about which very

little is known beyond that it was regarded as

e.\treinely severe, was compiled by Tsang Wsn-
CHVNu, a statesman of l.,u ; between 581-521 B.C.

primitive codes were represented by sets of laws

cast on iron trijiods ; and in 536 B.c. a penal code

for the regiilatioil of punishments was drawn up.

The latter, which is said to have been the real

foundation of subsequent Chinese criminal law,

was compiled by Tzu C'h'as (Kcnc-sun ("h'iao),

chief Minister of the State of Cheng (part of

modern Ilonan), and was of a comparatively mild

character, but when it was cast on metal for the

information of the people it met with the opposi-

tion of the officials, including Confucius, who
regarded it as conducive to the undermining of

authority. The great sage himself was, like the

majority of Chinese jurists, obsessed by the

" insubordination " idea of law. He was chief

magistrate of the town of Chung Tu and later

Minister of Crime in Lu (500-496 B.C.). His

classification of crimes was (i) offences against

heaven and earth
; (2) professing spiritual matters

so as to cause rebellion
; (3) opposing human

relationships
; (4) confusing civilization ; and (5)

manslaughter. He is credited by Dr. Legge

{C/iinefe C/osxicc, I. Prol. p. 74) with " an

approach to our jury system," on the ground that

" when any matter came before him, he took the

opinion of different individuals upon it, and in

giving judgment would say, ' I decide according

to the view of so and so.' " But if this was an

approach to the jury system it was the nearest

the Chinese have so far made. He also administer-

ed a severe lesson to superiors and parents for

neglect in training, leading to crime : " A father

having brought some charge against his son,

CoNFUcirs kept them both in pri.son for three

months, without making any difference in favoui-

of the father, and then wished to dismiss them

both. The head of the Ke was dissatisfied, and

said, ' You are playing with me, Sir Minister of

Crime. Formerly you told mc that in a State or

a family filial duty was the first thing to le

insisted on. What hinders you now from putting

to death this unfilial son as an e.\amplo to all the

people? ' CoN-FUCirs with a sigh replied, ' When

superiors fail in their duty, and yet go on to put

their inferiors to death, it is not right. This

father has not taught his son to be filial ;—to listen

to his charge would be to slay the guiltless. The

manners of the ago have been long in a sad

condition ; we cannot expect the people not to be

transgressing the laws.'

Though further sets of laws were cast on

tripods, none seems to have had any permanent

influence. The code which proved to be the e.N-

emplar of all subsequent codification was that

known later as the " Law Classic " drawn up by

Li K'uei, {/a K'uei Fa Cliiwj) a statesman in the

service of the first ruler of the Wei State, in the

4th century B.C., but said by some writers to have

been first put in force undei' the Ch'in dynasty

(255 B.C.) From this time on, each dynasty adapt-

ed the code of its predecessor to its own time and

circumstances. The " Law Classic " was divided

into si.x sections, the first three relating to practice,

the fourth to general administration, and the last

two to an exposition of offences. It " represented

all that was best in the laws of the different feudal

states." It is remarkable that among crimes pun-

i.shable with death it included polygamy (despite

the sanction of Confucius), but the intention may
have been to stop the then prevailing practice of

" making wives of concubines."

Further bodies of laws which may be classed

as codes? were tho.se of Shkn Fu-hai (Shkn Tzu) and

KuNG-sux Yang (also called Wei Yang and Shang

Yang) of the Han and Ch'in States respectively.

They represented a party known as Fa Chia, or

" Legalists," who advocated the rigorous enforce-

ment of severe laws as a means of ensuring peace

in the disturbed kingdom. Their work is assigned

to the year 351 b.c. They settled the law of

mutual responsibility (which has practically always

been so marked a feature of Chinese legislation)

whereby a crime involved ten families and five

neighbours. " They also arranged the punish-

ments of being involved in the death penalty, of

mutilation, of death (by various means), of pierc-

ing the skull, wrenching out the ribs, and boiling

in a cauldron." Being cut in two at the waist

was the penalty for faijing to denounce an offender.

In the S/iu t'liiiKj, which provided us with an

account of " Lii on Punishments," we find also a

i

description of the procedure in force during the

Feudal Period. It is best quoted without abridge-

ment :

—

" When both iiarties are pre.sent, with their

dicumcnts and witnesses all complete, let all the

judges listen to the five-fold statements which may

be made. When they have examined and fully

made up their minds on those, let them adjust

the case to one of the five punishments. It the

five punishments do not meet it, let them adjust

it to one of the five redemption-fines ; and if these

again are not sufficient for it, lot them reckon it

among the five cases of error.

" In .settling the five cases of error there are

evils to be guarded against ;—being warped by

the influence of power, or by private grudge, or

by female solicitation, or by bribes, or by appluat

ions. Where such things are, the offence becomes

equal to the crime before the judges. Do you

examine, and prove yourselves equal to every

difficulty."
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We now come to the Monarchical Period of

C^hinese history (221 B.C.—1912 A.i>.). The " First

Emperor " abolished the laws of the ancient kings
and established laws of his own, known as the
" Xine Laws," the severe character of which (at

least when the decline of the dynasty caused the

laws to be made even severer than they were at

first) may be judged from the nature of some of

the punishments decreed. Anyone who discussed

a book or a poem (in violation of the embargo
on the ancient literature) was executed and his^

body exposed. Ministers guilty of treason were
cut in two at th« waist and their three clans

exterminated. Slander of the government was
punished by execution of the criminal and his

whole family. Generally, crimes involved the

criminal's family as well as his five neighbours.

For these barbarou.s laws the Hans substituted

first the less severe " Three Laws " (for murder,

death, and for wounding and robbery in proportion

to the gravity of the offence) and later the stricler

" Nine Laws," founded on the similar body of

laws made by the Ch'ins but devoid of those of a

grossly vindictive nature.

In 187 B.C. the " three stock " law was
abolished, and eight years later sons were no

longer involved in their fathers' crimes. The
author of this lenient decree, the Emperor Hsiao
Wex Ti (179-156 B.C.), also abolished the punish-

ment of mutilation and reduced the severity of

other punishments, but the substitutif.n of flogging

for mutilation was found frequently to cause the

death of the criminals, and had itself to be

mitigated. Castration was still inflicted, the

historian Ssu-MA Ch'ien bping thus puni.-hed in

98 B.C. for extenuating the conduct of a defeated

warrior. Further steps in the direction of leniency

between 148 and 6 B.C. being supposed to have led

to increase in crime, the throne was memorialized

to revert to the formef standard. The Hans,

besides the usual exemptions on account of age,

etc., allowed commutation of the death penalty

for fines, purchase of official rank, or (179 B.C.)

contributions of grain. Sons concealing their

parents' crimes, or robbers killing robbers, were

pardoned.

Various fresh codes were issued, and by

A.T). 89-105 the number of puni.shable crimes having

increased to 4,989, of which 610 were punishable

with death, an attempt was made to reduce the

total to the orthodox 3,000 of ancient times.

Crimes now puni-shable with death were rebellion,

illegal acts towards parents, etc., selling people

into slavery, wearing embroidered silk by mer-

chants ; with shaving the head or compressing the

feet, housebreaking, wounding, adultery, receiving

bribes, etc. ; with tattooing, adulteration of coining

metal ;—with fetters, casting implements or boiling

salt illegally, etc. Extreme cruelty still character-

ized the punishments, though only three of the

Five Punishments of the " First Emperor " were
in force, namely, branding the face, cutting off

the nose, and amputating the feet (or toes). The
latter was applicable to 500 offences. Driving a

cart over a criminal's legs, or beating them with

a cudgel was the prototype of the modern Manchu
punishment of bruising the legs with a stick

forcibly held down by two lictors. Criminals

sometimes had their legs pierced with a gimlet,

or were allowed to die of cold or hunger.

The general character of Chinese law above
indicated remained practically unchanged for the

next 1,000 years, the principal alterations and
enlargements noted bj' Chinese writers having
taken place in the Wei, Chin, Ch'i, Sui, T'ang,

Sung, Yiian, and Ming dynasties (220 B.C. to

1544 A.D.), and it will be unnecessary to follow

out in detail the increasing or decreasing of the

severity of punishments or the modification of old

laws and the making of new ones. It will be

sufficient to pass to the laws of the later Monar-
chical periods. Following on several previous

codes, notably that of Kao Tstt of the T'ang

dynasty which was, however, more of a guide for

judicial officers than a set of laws for the inform-

ation of the public), the great Emperor Yung Lo
(a. I). 1403-25) drew up what was a code in the

modern Western sense of the word, and upon this

was based the well-known Ta Ch'ing Lii Li, the

I-aws and Statutes of the Great Ch'ing Dynasty,

which remained in force during the whole of that

period '(a.d. 1644-1912). The lii were the laws or

cardinal principles (/«« strktuvi) based largely

upon the Yung Lo code, which were promulgated

when the dynasty had become firmly established,

and which remained unaltered. The li were

supplementary statutes (though not to be described

as exactly equivalent to our body of equity) which

modified and extended the original law, adapting

it to the time and circumstances. These were con-

tinually added to, and revised every five years.

The Ta C/t'ing Lii Li were thus the laws of the

Mings, founded on the YuxG Lo code, modified so

as to include the Manchu customary law, and

adapted to meet necessary changes. They were

issued in the 5th moon of the 3rd year cf

Shun Chih (lune, 1647).

The Penal Code (lii) was divided into seven

main sections comprising General, Civil, Fiscal,

Ritual, ISIilitary, and Criminal Laws, and those

relating to Public Works. The punishments pre-

scribed, which were not confined to criminal cases,

were :— beating with the light bamboo ^ ch'ih,

with the heavy bamboo |Jt rhinrij, transportation to

a short distance for a few years tiE l''"- banishment

to a long distance for life ^ Uv, and death
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Ji£ feu by strangling or decapitation. Originally

the Mancliu code sanctioned only two kinds of

punishment—death and flogging. The latter was

also applicable to women, but in practice this

barbarous section of the Code soon fell into di.>iuse.

The barbarous punishments of ^ jljl Ihig ch'ili,

" lingering death," or " slicing to pieces," for

high treason, parricide, for women who killed their

husbands, and murderers who killed three persons

of one family, and of the "stomach-cutter,*" applied

on the overthrow of the Jlings to those who refused

to adopt the Manchu coiffure, weie inventions of

the Chinese emperor Jen Tsung (a.d. 1023-64).

The instruments to be used in punishment were

also carefully defined in the code : a flat, polished

piece of bamboo of stated shape, weight, and

dimensions ; the cangue (c/iia), a frame or collar

of dry wood 3 feet square and 30 lbs. in weight,

which whilst worn prevented the criminal from

sleeping or feeding him.self ; iron chains, handcuffs,

fetters, and two instruments of torture for com-

pressing the anklebonei* (generally for men) and

squeezing the fingers (generally for women). The

two latter were used when necessary, in cases of

robbery or homicide, to extort confession, without

which no criminal could be punished. Besides

these forms, legally sanctioned by the Code (sect.

404| and by an edict of the Emperor K'ang Hsi,

various other forms of torture were freely practised

in all the yamens and prisons throughout the

empire, being, as a rule, more genei-al and more

cruel in the south than in the north, practically

the only check on their use being the fear that,

if used in excess, the official responsible might be

reported, and replaced in office by a favourite of

his superior.

Capital crimes, besides high treason and par-

ricide, included serving a foreign state, practising

magic, stealing sacrificial implements, imperial or

ofliclal seals, or 120 ounces of silver, counterfeiting

coin, robbery and kidnapping by violence, opening

a coffin, homicide, etc. Banishment was the

punishment for kidnapping by stratagem, attempt-

ing to minder, charging with killing, striking an

officer, beating a disobedient son or grandson to

death, adultery, abduction, etc. Transportation

was for indecent assault, criminal intercourse with

a relative, procuring abortion, etc. Bambooing

was for Iheft, entering a house at night, quarrel-

ling and fighting, a wife striking her husband,

abusive language, fornication, accidentally setting

fire to one's own house, making false weights and

mca.iures, gambling, etc. There were also the

usual exemptions on account of age, imperial re-

lationship, etc., and redemptions by means of fines.

• Tbis pniilsliincst ol iiitttiig In two at tlip waist anise onl ot

a :<olnmoiilc (Icclsluii hi u ca^e of blifutiiy. Id wblcti the mini wa«

orilcrc'l ti be cut in two nnil Mich rlntm;in( toM t't m irry on'* hnlf
'

Besides this codified king-made law, edicts

were issued by the high provincial authorities, in

case of public matters requiring regulation. These,

which revived some old law or modified it to suit

the case in question, had the force of law, provided

they were reported to the proper Board at I'ekiiii;.

and they gave rise to a sort of common and un-

written law, to which in country districts com-

pliance would be enforced by the councils of elders, i

The first part of the code (the lii) was translateiV^

into English by Sir Geouge Staunton. Writing

in 1810 he refers to the estimation in which

the code is held by the people :— "All they seem

to desire is its just and impartial execution, in-

dependent of caprice and uninfluenced by cor-

ruption." And as to the code itself :
—" By far

the ni^st remarkable thing in this code is its great

reasonableness, clearness, and consistency, the

business-like brevity and directness of the various

provisions, and the plainness and moderation in

which they are expressed. There is nothing here

of the monstrous verbiage of most other Asiatic

productions, none of the superstitious deliberation,

the miserable incoherence, the tremendous no7i-

!e(juilurs and eternal repetitions of those oracular

performances—nothing even of the turgid adulation,

accumulated epithets, and fatiguing self-praise of

other Eastern despotisms—but a calm, concise, and

distinct series of enactments, savouring throughout

of practical judgment and European good sense,

and if not always conformable to our improved

notion.? of expediency, in general approaching to

them more nearly than the codes of most other

nations. ... In everything relating to political

j

freedom or individual indcjiendence it is indeed

woefully defective ; but for the repression of dis-

order, and the gentle coercion of a vast population,

it appears to be equally mild and efficacious."

In forming a just estimate it must also be

remembered that the object of this body of laws,

like that of its predecessors, was primarily the

maintenance of authority and secondarily the pro-

tection of individual rights ; and that, in the

absence of a knowledge of sociology, a science not

then existing, it was probably as nearly as possible

' under the circumstances adapted to the state of

society it was intended to deal with. And the

small advance of that society in sympathy and the

higher sentiments is seen in the embodiment in the

Code of the barbaric clause providing for the

imprisonment of an innocent child or grandchild

I of a rebel with a view to future punishment by

emasculation and slavery on attaiimient of the

prescribed age. " Nor will the law allow an

octogenarian and bedridden mother of a rebel to

commute by fine her sentence of slavery. Relatives

I may bo kept in prison for twenty years awaiting

' confrontation with cscap"'! reb<>l»— althouph them
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selves guiltless." We here see brought out once

more the main characteristic of Chinese law referred

to at the beginning of this article.

Towards the end of the Monarchical Period,

as a result of the " lieform Movement " arising

out of the fear that China would be unable longer

to resist foreign aggression, a code of laws, based

on Western systems, was drawn up. It was named
Chan Hsiny Jisiny Fa Lit, or " Provisional

Ciiminal Code," and contained about 300 articles.

It substituted hanging or strangling for decapit-

ation and imprisonment for bambooing. It re-

mained in force until the end of the Ch'ing

Dynasty, was adopted in large measure by the

Republican regime, and has continued to be the

recognized legal instrument to this day, though

ignored at will by Yuan Shih-k'ai {who had planned

to .'^upplant it by a code of his own) during the

suspension of Parliament (1913-6). Before its

suspension the Parliament had passed onh' one

measure, the Presidential Election Law, and since

its reassembling has been chiefly occupied in

framing the Constitution. [E.T.C.W.]

LAY, the name of a family which, for several

generations, has played an honourable part in the

story of Briti.«;h intercourse with (,'hina. The first

of his line, as far as China is concerned, wa.s George
Tradescant Lay, who married Mary Nelson, a

niece of the naval hero. He was attached to

Beechey's expedition in 1825-28 and, with his

fellow-naturalist Collie, sent a collection of plants

from the Loochoo and Bonin islands,—the first to

reach Europe. He made further collections at

Macao and Canton.

In 1836 he reached China again, as agent of

the Briti.sh and Foreign Bible Society, went on the

trip of the Himmuhh (<i.v.), and wrote an account

of the journey.

He then entered the British Consular Service

and acted as interpreter to Sir Hlnry Pottinger's

expedition (1840-42). He was made Consul at

Canton in 1842, at Foochow in 1844, and at Amoy
in 1845, and died there the same year.

He wrote a number of papers in the Chinese

Eepofitory, and also published T/ic C/iinesc us theij

arc.

His children were Horatio Nelson, William
Hyde, Walter Thurlow, and Amoy. Of these the

first is the best-known. He w'as appointed student-

interpreter in the Consular Service, September 5,

1849, but resigned on June 8, 1855 to become
Inspector of Customs at Shanghai. He accompanied

Lord Elgin as assistant Chinese Secretary and,

according to Morse, was very hectoring and
truculent in his meeting.' with the Chinese envoys,

and especially with the hapless Kiyinc. The tariff

and trade rules of the 1858 treaty arc recognized as

being Lay's work.

He was made Inspector-General of Customs in

May, 1859. Three years later he obtained the

Queen's licence to enter temporarily the military

.service of the Chinese Government. The mis-

carriage of the project known as the Lav-Osborn

Flctilla is described under that heading. It led to

his dismissal in 1864.

In Japan, in 1869, he arranged a loan of twelve

millions sterling at twelve per cent., rejjayable in

twelve years. The money was to build a line from

Osaka to Tokyo with a branch to Yokohama. He
seems, however to have misunderstood the English

financiers on whom he had depended : the loan was

placed on the Stork Exchange, and his connection

with the Government and with the railway came to

an end. (Younr/ Japan, 1883). His wife was a

daughter of Dr. Legge, the sinologue ; of his nine

children only his youngest daughter seems to have

been connected with the Far East.

G. T. Lay's second son, William Hyde Lay,

born in England, 1836, became student-interpreter

December 5, 1853 ; he served at Shanghai as Vice-

Consul, at Kiukiang and at Tientsin, where he was

Consul at the time of the massacre.

He died at Chefoo, where he was Consid, in 1876

at the age of 40. Of his children, William George
is (.'ommissioner of Customs at Swatow, and Arthur
Hyde is H.B.M. ConsulGeneral at Seoul.

G. T. Lay's third son, Walter Thurlow, is

the only one surviving ; he became student-inter-

preter in 1861 but resigned in the following year.

He hjis since been Ccmniissioner of Customs, and

has one daughter living in Shanghai.

The fourth son, Amoy, was also Commissioner

of Customs.

LAY-OSBORN FLEET. In 1862 Horatio
Nelson Lay, the Inspector-General of Customs, was

instructed by Prince Kung to obtain and fit out a

fleet of steam-vessels, to arm them and enlist

foreigners for them. I>ay was then in England on

furlough, and the written instructions were sent

through Mr. Robert Hart. Mr. Lay was authorized

by an Order in Council to enlist men and equip

vessels for the Chinese service. He purchased eight

ships and engaged Captain Sheraru Osborn as

Commander of the fleet. According to the contract

between thesd two, Osborn was to be under the

direct orders of the supreme authority, transmitted

to him only through Mr. Lay.

When OsBOHN, however, reached China with his

fleet, he found the intentions of the government
were far different ; it was hardly to be expected iTiat

Chinese officials would consent to be 'hands off' in

such an affair as a fleet, and Osborn found tliat he

was to be placed under the orders of Chinese. He
objected, but Prince Kuxg refused to ratify his

former arrangement and Captain Osborn resigned.

Experience had shewn the Chinese tliat without
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departing too much from their old ways of misrule

it was always possible to raise a European force by
paying for it ; and they were therefore not ready
for such a great change as to keep a fleet of their own
and yet leave it under foreign management. The
question then arose as to the disposal of the ships;

it was important that fully armed vessels should

not be «old to any power engaged in war; they were

sent to England and India and there disposed of.

Mr. Lay was considered to have acted thrcugh-

out in a perfectly honourable and di^jnified way, but

he seeni.< to have entirely misunder.'-tood the Chinese

character and to have thought that he could become
more of a dictator than of an agent. With the best

of motives and aiming only at China's progress, he

grasped at more power and higher consideration

than could be given him. He was liberally treated

by the goverimient as far as payment was concerned,

but was dismissed frcm the Customs service in

November, 1864, and Mr. Hart was appointed in

his place.

Blue Book : China. Xo. 2. (1864).

LAZARISTS, properly The Congregation of

the Mi.«-ioii, founded in 1625 by S. Vincent de

Pacl. Lazarists were sent to China by the Propag-

anda in the 18th century. In 1780 they were sent

by the Pope to carry on the work of the Jesuits,

who;e Order had been suppressed. In 1839 Mongolia

was made a Vicariat and entrusted to the Lazarists.

They now have ten Vicars-apostclic, 189 European

priests, 529,000 Christians and about 35,000 .scholars.

See ('i)liijn-i/rilionri; Virnrinti'.

LEAD. See Minrmh.

LEATHER. The manufacture of Chinese

leather differs widely from European methods, the

gelatinous hide being cured by heat and not by

tanning. The process is described in Hosie's

Sitiiih'iiuii. p. 79. The hides of horses, mules, and

asses are treated in a different manner. They are

superior to those of the o.\, buffalo and yak. The
former are used for binding and decorating

Chinese shoes, the latter for shces, straps, scabbards,

etc. Iveather is coloured black and green by pine

.toot and foreign paint respectively. The idea of

stall fed o.\en for producing superior leather, as

practised in Europe, has not penetrated into China.

There are now large leather factories at Canton (2)

;

Shanghai (2) ; Tientsin (2) ; Harbin and Hongkong

;

while the (.iovcrnment controls three factories, at

Ytinnanfu. Wuchang and Chengtu, for military

purposes. Nanning is another centre, but the

leather is not tanned by modern methods. The
"triginal" export of leather is about 70.000 piculs,

(if which 60 per cent, is from Canton. Exportation

nil, as that which goes to Hongkong is returned

to Chinese ports.

I-ealher manufactures imported only constitute

a small item at present : Tls. 731,000 worth of

leather boots and shoes were imported iu 1912 (the

record year).

The figures for 1916 are. Leather imported,

Hk.Tl.-i. 7,541,505; Exports, (original). Leather,

Hk. Tls. 1,247,933; Leatherware, Hk. Tls. 266,452.

LEATHER PAPER, a famous tough kind of

paper made in Kucichou province. The name is

due to the translation of p'i ^ as leather, whereas

it al.so means bark; the paper should be called bark

paper, being made from the inner bark of the

IJri>m<i>notia pajiipifcra.

HosiE : Three Yearf in Western China.

LECHLER, RUDOLF, a missionary of the

Basel Missionary Society. He was born in Wiir-

temberg in 1824, came to China in 1846, and after

52 years' work in this country went home to

Germany and died there in 1908. He was one of

the founders of Basel Mission work in S. China,

and its director fcr forty years. See lia.^el Mission.

HACEii : Chinese Recorder, vol. xxxix.

LE COMTE, LOUIS, ^m ^'' 'l^'"!/. a Jesuit

father, born at Bordeaux in 1655. He was one of

the six missionaries sent in 1685 to reinforce the

French mission in China. He arrived in 1687, and

worked in Peking, Shansi and Shensi. He was sent

home in 1692 to represent to the Superiors the state

of affairs, and died in Bordeaux 36 years later.

Havuet : /.a ,'ilile chretienne de Si-nr/an/nii,

II. p. 44, note.

LEEBOO, CAPTAIN. See /.« Winchiny.

LEES, JONATHAN, a missionary of the

London .Missioii;uv .Society. He was born at

Manchester in 1835, reached China and Tientsin in

in 1U62, and died in 1902.

LEGATIONS, APOSTOLIC. There have been

three legations sent by the I'opc to China : 1,

Cardinal J>E T'ournon in 1702; 2, The Patriarch

John Ambrose Mezzabarba, in 1719; 3, Two
Carmelite Fathers, Gothard and Iluefonse, in

1725. These last had no great success and were

soon back again. See Toubnon ; Mezzabarba.

De .MoiijREV : //« Hifrarchie Cathnlique en

Chine, p. 41.

LEGGE, JAMES, M.A. LI.D.. one cf the mo.st

famous of Sinologues. He was born at Huntley,

Aberdeenshire in 1814, and graduated in Aberdeen

University. In 1839 he proceeded to Malacca as a

missionary of the London Missionary Society. In

1843 the Anglo-Chinese College there, of which he

was Principal, was removed to the ncwlyacf|uircd

Colony of Hongkong, where he remained during the

whole of his missionary life. He removed to

England in 1873, .A chair of Chinese was ccnstit-
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uted in Oxford University in 1876, and Dr. Legge

became the first Professor. He died in 1897.

His fame rests chiefly on his sane, scholarly

and critical translations of the Chinese classical

writings; but he wrote and translated a good deal

besides. For the complete list of his works see

T'uunij I'ao, vol. ix, supplement, (Henri Oorditr;

Leg Etudes chinoises).

H. E. Legge : James Leijije, 1905.

LEI SHU,S5l5,or works cf reference arranged

under categories, and generally called in English

IwHi/duiiaediad. The Chinese have many such

works, some dating from very early times. The lei

.</(« differ in two respects from the western works

with which they must be compared : in the absence

of an alphabet the arrangement is according to

subjects ; and the articles are not newly written

but are extracts from earlier authors. The more

important of these works are given in more or less

chronological order below.

lirh Ya ^ 3(|. This is rather a dictionary of

terms, probably dating from the fifth century B.C.

The classification is into 19 categories, as follows :

liSl
hu, Explanations. (Ij f/iim, Mountains.

« yen, Terms. 7J1 *'''"*, Waters.

Dl| hsiin, Instructions. ^ ts'no, Plants.

^ ch'in, Relationships, tjc "n<, Trees.

^ kuri'j, Buildings. jg ch'ting, Insects,

g ch'i, Utensils. fj, yii, Fishes.

m y«e/(, Music. ^ nicw, Birds.

55 fii'ti, Heaven. Bit s/iuu, Animals,

ift f,. Earth. ^ ch'u, Domestic

JC ch'iu, Hills. Animals.

T'ung Tien, i£ Jft , was compiled by Tu Yu

4j;ft about 800 A.D. It deals with the vai-ious

departments of governmental administration, and

has 9 divisions :

—

^ ;g s/iih hiio, Food and goods, (Economics),

g ^ hsikm chit, Choosing Candidates.

li^'g' chill kuuii, Government Offices,

jjjg li. Ceremonies.

fS^ yiieli, Music.

J£ Jjing, Army.

Jfi] hsinij, Punishments.

}^ Sj; chou chiin, Geography.

iS KS P""" /<"'?) Defences.

The work has since been continued down to

about 1736.

Win Hsien T'limj A'Vdi, -SC flj ifi # . I'J'

Ma Tcan-lin, published in 1319. This is based on

the T'tinrj Tien, but the 9 sections are expanded

into 24, and 5 new categories are added, some of

which are outside of the scope of the earlier work,

i-iz. official administration. The new categories are

t^ ?S Bibliography. £ K Uranography.

^ ^ Imperial Lineage. ^tSj JR Phenomena,

ij SI Appointments.

This work has been extended by supplements

down to the eighteenth century.

These last two works, together with the history

by SsiiMA KuAXG called T'umj -cliien jfi ^, are

often called the Three T'ung, = ifi san funj.

T'ai P-inij Yii Lan, :fe-4^^^. This is the

first of the works that should have the title of

Encyclopaedia, as it deab with the whole range of

human knowledge. It quotes on every imaginable

subject from 1,690' works cf which it gives a list.

It was made by order of T'ai Tscng, second

emperor of the Sung dynasty, was finished in six

years, (a.d. 987), and called T'ai P'inrj Pien Lei

;fe^iSiS ; 1^"* after the emperor had read the

whole of it in one year the title was changed to

T'ai P'iny Yii Lan (Yii lan meaning imperial in-

spection). It was divided into 55 sections. After

six centuries, when perfect copies were not to be

got, it was reprinted (1572), and again in 1812.

Yii Uai,^^,^, the work of Wang Yinglin, was

in 21 sections and 240 sub-sections. The author

died in 1296, but the book was not published

till 1351.

It was not properly a hi shv, that is, it was

not arranged under categories but on the basis of

a Rhyming Syllabary. Four odd volumes are in

the Chinese Library of the British Museum and

there are a few elsewhere.

Yuan Chien Lei Han, jJUg^S, the most

accessible and most generally useful of the com-

pilations of K'ang Hsi. It was b;u=ed on an earlier

work, the T'ang Ijei Han ^^S, of Yii Anch'i

of the Ming dynasty ; which again was drawn from

four T'ang dynasty compilations.

The work took nine years to complete, and

appeared in 1710. It is divided into 45 categories

and is verj' much on the same plan as the Yii Lan,,

'but it contains half as much pgain of matter.

The i'«n!7 Lo Ta Tien ^^^^ docs not strictly

belong to Lei shu, since its arrangement was not

according to categories of subjects, but followed

Hcng Wu's Syllabary of It/iyints S3 )(?S3£ 1'"' /"

ch'tin yii. This enormous work contained 22,937

chiian. It was finished in 1407. The interest is

less in the structure and contents of the book than

in the history of the copies prepared. The original

was kept at Nanking, but two copies of it were

made in 1557, and preserved in Peking. At the

fall of the Ming dynasty the original and one copy

perished. The other copy, nearly complete, was

kept, bnt not cared for, in the Han-lin College till

1900, when the Boxers fired the Library, which

adjoined the British Legation, and the last copy of

the work was destroyed ; though a few score volumes

were afterwards picked up by foreigners.

Ku Chin T'u Shu Chi Ch'Cng •& -^ E jlf J£ /*

K'ANC Hsi appointed Ch'kn Mb^'G-lei, a pardoneil
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rebel, to execute this great work ; but YnxG Cheng
no sooner came to the throne, (1723) than he sent

Ch'kn into bani.-hnient. It is probable, however,

that the work was by that time finished, though it

did not appear till 1726. The best idea of the scale

on which the work was done is given by comparing

it with the Kncijdupatdia liritannica it contains

between three and tour times as much matter as

the English work.

There are six main divisions, but the actual

categories are 32 in number. They are as follows :

—

^^ ch'ie.n h^iamj, Celestial Signs.

^ ^ sui kung, Seasons.

Kffi '' /") Astronomy, Mathematics.

1^ gj^ «/(« ching, Various Jlanifestations.

Up ^ k'un yii, The Earth.

IjE^ chih fang, Governmental Uepartments.

Ill )\\ efian cli'ium, Topography.

i& '^ /"*'" '> Foreign Countries.

^1^ huung c/ii, Imperial Court.

•^ 153 /.««</ ivf'i, Palace Doors.

"g" ^ liitaii c/i'uiig, Officials.

3^ g c/iia fun, Natural Kinship.

Jfejit chiao i. Social Intercourse.

Jgjjf shih tfu, Genealogy and Biography.

Alt J6" «/"/', Human Affairs.

m£ kuei yiian, Beauties of Inner Rooms.

IgfU t «A«, Skilled Occupations.

iff J5 '/"i" '. Religion.

Ai& ch'in ch'ung, Animal Kingdom.

]|[pfC li'ao mu, Vegetable Kingdom.

tS^ ching chi. Canonical and other Literature.

Stir hniie/i fining, Philosophy and Ethics.

SC^ win hsiielt, Literary Forms.

if fft tzii hiiiich, Study of Characters.

iSflt hsiian chii, Official E.\aminations.

il^ ch'iian king, Official Appointments.

3^ XS. Mil huo, Food and Commerce.

IS! fi? li I, (/'eremonial Usages.

JK ^ ijiich lii. Music.

?KjEJt juug ching. Military Administration.

jjf #1) /miiiiig hsing. Law and Punishment.

?X k'au hung. Handicraft.

h. must be observed that the English titles

above do not profess to be translations of the

Chine.ic titles, many of which are indeed untrans-

latable. A comparison between the lists given by

Ki.APnoTii, Mayers and L. Giles will show this.

The Chinese titles themselves also are inadequate

indications of the contents of each .section.

The work was printed from types cut (not cast)

in copper, the actual number of types being perhaps

230.0{X) ; and it is said and generally believed that

one hundred copies were printed, a few on fine,

white paper as presentation copies, and the rest on

yellowish paper.

The British Museum possesses probably the

only complete copy of this edition to be found out-

38

side of China. It is on yellow paper and is bound

in European style in 745 volumes. The Berlin

Konigliche Bibliothek has about four-fifths of the

work. The Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris has a

nearly complete copy on white paper, the missing

portions being filled up from the second edition.

Two later editions have appeared ; the first of

these, according to information given to Prof.

HruTH, was 2'riiited iii an edition of 250 copies by

the Tsung-li Yamen, which fi.\es the date as after

1852. It was printed in Shantung, probably from

wooden blocks. The only matter added is a list

of errata, and the book is an alraa>^t e.xact facsimile

of the first edition.

Pelliot, who was the first to mention in print

this second edition, has had later information than

the above, to the effect that it was printed by photo-

lithograp4iic process about 1895-98, at the expen.se of

the Viceroy Liu K'ux-i.

A reprint in a smaller size was made by a

Chinese .syndicate, the work being carried out by

Majou Brothers in Shanghai. Movable leaden types

were used and the printing occupied 3 years, being

finished in 1888.

An Alphabetical Index to the Encyclopaedia

was compiled by L. Giles of the British Museum,
in 1911. This contains a vei'y valuable Introduction.

Klaproth was the first foreigner to give any

notice of the work.

Klai'Uoth : Journal Aeiatique, 1825, tome ix,

p. 56; Mayers : C/ii'«a Itcview, vol. vi, p. 218;

L. Giles : An Alphahelical Index to the Chinese

lincydo'paedia; Macgowan : Journal of R.A.iS.,

N.C.B., 1859, vol. ii, p. 170.

There are other collections which might be

noticed here, but the above are the most important

;

(thers can be found in the works referred to below.

Wylie : Notes on Chinese Literature, section

'Cyclopaedias;' Mayers: IJibliogra/ihi/ of the

Chinese Imperial Collections of Literature, (China

Review, vol. vi).

LEKIN.

LEMONS

See LiLin.

See Oranges.

LEONTIEFF, MAXIMUS, a priest of the

Russian (hlhci.lux ( liijnli, who was one of the 45

prisoners taken when the (hinese captured the

fortress of Albazin [g.v.) in 1685. They were all

brought to Peking, and Father Leontieii- ministered

to his little flock in the N.E. corner of the Tartar

City, using a small Chinese temple duly fitted up

for the services.

Ten years afterwards, the metropolitan of

Tobolsk, in sending a communion cloth, and recog-

nizing the little community, ordered that preaching

among the thincse should begin, and prayers bo
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offered for the Chinese Emperor. This was the

actual, though not the formal, beginning of the

Rus.'^ian Orlhodox Mission in China. Father

Leontieff died in Pelcing in 1712. His grave is

unknown. Chinese Recorder, vol. xlvii, p. 678.

LEOPARDS. The leopard is plentiful in the

hills of Chihli, Shansi, Shensi, and Kansu, the

species being the Manchurian leopard, I'c/is vi/hm.

The true Chinese leopai-d, /•'. /oiitanieri, has its

habitat in .Ssuch'uan, e.xtcnding into S. Shensi. The
.Snow leopard, /''. vncia, is a Tibetan animal, but it

may perhaps occur on the borders of Kansu ; its

skin is plentiful in the market. Swinhoe says the

leopard {F. pardus) is found in various parts of

S. China; this is probably /•'. /'/ntanleri. See

FrlidiE.

SowERBY : Jountol, X.V.li.R.A.S., vol. xlvii

;

SwiNHOE : Cnhiloijiie of Miimmiil;^ of China, P.Z.S.,

1870.

LEPOR I D/E ,
the Hare Family. Eight species

are known from N. C'hina and neighbourhood, their

names and distribution being as follows :

—

Le.pm swinhoei, Shantung, Chihli; /,. swinlioei

eubluttus, Shensi, Ordos ; L. swinhoti sowtrbijtt,

N. Shansi; L. lolai, Mongolia; L. mandn/iuricus,

Manchuria; L. limidus sultfp., Unghalien; L.

etcliuencnsis, S.W. Kansu; L. coremius, Corea.

SowEUBY : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

LEPROSY, "the most ancient and persistent

of diseases," has been known in China from very

early times. The symptoms are described in ancient

Chinese works on medicine, and curative treatment

outlined. According to the highest authority on

tropical diseases, China has probably more lepers

tlian any other country ; estimates vary from
150,000 to 300,000, but are not worth much.

The disease is very unequally distributed, being

somewhat rare in the dry north and north-west.

In S.W., Central and S. China, it is common,
especially in Fukien, Kuangsi and Kuangtung with

their damp heat. It is very prevalent round Canton
city. The suBerers are congregated in .so-called

" leper villages," but nothing systematic is done
to treat them or to stamp out the disease. Some-
times a generous official may make a grant-in-aid

;

but In some places lepers are regarded as "accursed

of Heaven" for some wrong-doing in this or a
previous existence, and even stamping out the

disease by murdering the diseased has been
advocated in some quarters. In the meantime
lepers marry lepers, and the disease is said to wear
itself out in three or four generations. In spite

of ignorance, filth, poor food, etc., leprosy does not
,

seem to be on the increase in China.

The Mission to Lepers (a British Society) assists

to some extent various Protestant Missions in work

for their relief. Homes have been opened where

they are housed, clothed, fed, taught Christianity,

and reverently buried at last in the graveyard of

the "Heme."
The Church Missionary Society has a number

of Leper Homes, those at Hangchow, Foochow,

Pakhoi and Hok chiang being the chief; the

Khenish Mission has a large asylum at Tungkun;

at Wuchow there is a small leper home under

C 'hristian supervision.

The one Home for Lepers in the interior is that

belonging to the London Missionary Society at

Siaokan, 40 miles from Hankow. It was opened in

1899, and can accommodate 160.

The American Presbyterian Mission (N.) is

building a Home at T'eng hsien in Shantung for

70 lepers.

Ball : Tliiiuia Chinese ; Fowler : Leprosy in

China, in Chinese Kerorder, vol. xlvi.

LETTRES EDIFIANTES ET CURIEUSES;
a famous Jesuit missionary publication. The biblio-

graphy of this work is most confusing ; it takes up no

fewer than 30 columns in Cordiek's Bibliotheca

Sinica. It was begun in 1702, and the first few

volumes are very rare in the original edition. They

were reprinted and the series continued by Le Clerc,

the collection extending down to vol. xxxiv in

1776. Another edition has been issued by Le Clehc

of the earlier volumes, down to vol. xii, 1741. A
new edition in 26 volumes divided the Letters, the

volumes being entitled (in French) Memoirs of

America, Memoirs of the Levant, etc. The volumes

xvi to xxvi inclusive are concerned with China.

There are also many translations of the series, in

whole or in part, in various languages. In 1808

there was published Choix des Lrttres Edifiantes,

in 8 volumes, of which the first three deal with

China.

Xouvelles Lettres lidifianles, concerned with

the Missions of China and the East Indies, is in

8 volumes, the first being published in 1818 and

the last in 1823.

LEXICOGRAPHY. NATIVE WORKS.—
Native Chinese dictionaries may be divided into

three categories; i. Analoijical dictionaries, arranged

by categories of subjects; ii. Graphic dictionaries,

arranged by radicals, iii. Phonetic dictionaries,

arranged by rhymes. This triple division is con-

cerned only with the mode of classification of the

words contained in the dictionary. Besides these,

however, it is necessary to make a place for the

g!o.s*ai'ies of a particular work or a series of works,

and also to say something about polyglot lexicons

and dictionaries.

Analogical Dictionaries.—It would seem that

the most ancient works of ('hinese lexicography

nnist be placed in this category.
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Traditionally, the first Chinese lexicon is the

ff }ft i^ih i/n, the original compilation of which is

often attributed to the Duke of C'hou (12th century

B.C.) ; it is included in the "Thirteen Classics."

But there cannot be any doubt that the work is

much more recent; its publication cannot be placed

earlier than the second century before our era.

It then comprised three chapters. At present the

/i>/( j/a is generally divided into ten chapters; it is

accompanied by a commentary by jjj {^- Kuo P'o

(276-324), and a subccmmentary by fflS g Hsing
I'lNO (9321010).

The & IS !iS 'S'"/i chou p'icn however, mu.st be

placed before the Erh ya, though there is no reason

to attribute it to a supposed ShihX'hotj who would

have lived aljout 800 B.C. ; the work was doubtles.s

of lirca 300 B.C. ; there remains nothing of it e.\ccpt

scattered citations.

The same is true of the ;§'nHj^ Ts'any hfie/t

p'ieii, of which a fragment has, I believe, been

identified by Mr. Lo Ciikn yii in a tablet of Sir

AuREL Stein's.

On the other hand we still possess the ^ f,t S
Cfii c/iiii chang, edited by & }ff Shih Yu in

48 32 B.C. and a portion of which has been found

by M. C'havas.s'es in some tablets of the Han Period

e.thumed by Sir AuREL Stein. It is a short

analogical vocabulary, without any gloss. Almost

all the>e ancient lexicons were more or less in

rhythm or in rhyme.

A place apart must be made for the -)j %
Faiiij yen, at the present time divided into thirteen

chapters. The attribution (which is very doubtful)

of this work to igftH Yang Hsiung (b.c. 53—a. d. l&i

is met with for the first time at the end of the

second century of our era. It is a collection of

dialect words from different jiarts of Northern and

Central (^hina. Although the work has come down

t(i us with many alterations, and although the

Chinese script lends itself badly to precise phonetic

notations, the Fatuj ym will be a very valuable

source of information about ancient Chinese speech

when the study of early Chinese phonetics is more

advanced.

The ff fs Shih mhig of JiJ g.? I-iu IIsi (2nd

century of our era), in eight chajiters, defines the

Chinese words as a rule by hcunophones, which gives

to the work somewhat of the appearance of a col-

lection of puns : it is not, however, to be dis-

regarded.

The ^ftt Kuan;/ yn of ^ f5 Chang I, which

dates from the middle of the 3rd century of our

era, and is divided int-o ten chapters, is a vocabulary

arranged by categories, with occasional brief ex-

planations. The pronunciations shown were added

in the Sui period.

There is no rotmi here lo continue this enumera-

tion of analogical dictionaries down to recent times;

it is a class fallen into desuetude : their utility to

us ceasing when they can no longer be invoked as

ancient sources of Chinese in the days when the

other le.\icographical types did not yet exist.

Graphic Dirtionarif.s.—In these the arrangement
is according to the system of radicals; but the

number of these radicals has varied.

The earliest dictionary arranged by radicals is

the iXS; S?^ S^ttio wen chieh tzu, generally called

for sh(ji-t The Shuo u'in. It was the work of nip tft

Hsu Shen, and was presented to the throne in

A.D. 121 by his son ftf ^ Hsii Ch'cng. (Contrary
to the commonly received opinion Hsii Shen, who
was then ill, survived as late as, perhaps, near

A.D. 150).

The ahuo ivCii contains 10,600 characteis arranged
undai' 540 classifiers ; these characters are given in

the seal form
( <J» g /k^/oo chuun) with the corres-

ponding forms in the Han script; Hsii Shen sf %.
explains the grai)hic origin of each character. The
.S/(«') Win has come down to us not without

alterations and additions, generally improvements,

due to the brothers {gj gg Hsu Ch'ieh (920-974) and

1^ U Hsu HsiiAN (916 991). The pronunciationii

given do not belong to the original Shuo win; it is

usually said that they wei-e added when alterations

were made in the tenth century, but a manuscript

copy fragment of the Hhuo win which is supposed

to date from the T'ang dynasty and which has been

reproduced several times during the last half

century, already contains them. Modern t^hinese

scholars have worked a good deal on the Shuo ivin;

for Euroj)eans its use has been facilitated by

('halmebs' I'hoiiclic Shuo win.

Between the Shuo wen and the Ciraj)hic or

Phonetic Dictionaries of the sixth century, of which

we shall .soon have to speak, progress was made in

two matters, both of advantage to the Icxicograplipr,

The first was the invention of the Jx. V} f<'n ch'ieh

which, by the n.se of two characters, one giving the

sound of the initial and the other the sound of the

final, allows the graphic representation of each

character. (For example, ^ lu |8 wii, in fanch'ieh

l(u-fw)u or lu, serves to mark the pronunciation

of JJ III). The paternity of this system, invented

under the influence of Sanskrit scholars is ascribed to

•gg i^ Si'N Yen (3rd century of our era). The other

advance was the systematization of the fcur tones,

established by ;'^j|if; Shkn Yo (441-513), in his S
Ssii fhinij, a treatise which is now lost, but the

data of which passed into all later dictionaries.

Among the Graphic Dictionaries to which these

innovations were applied, the most ancient that we

possess except in .scattered citations is the 3; JJ
>« p'ien of SSSiEKn Yeh-wano (519-581), finished

in 543. This work is divided into thirty chapters,

and the characters arc arranged under 542 radicals,
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which is almost exactly the system of the .SViuo wen.

Tho I'll p'kn has not come down to us, however,
ill its original state. It has been revised, in 674 by

ffiSS Sun Ch'iang, and again in 1013 by f^ $^ if-

Ch'en P'eng-nien. The modern editions are

derived from this last revision. Some years ago
however, two fragmentary manuscripts of the T'ang
recension were rcjiroduced in Japan and in China.

The fll^-f-gj Jyiinij hun nhou chicn in four

chapters, finished by the Buddhist monk fj JSj

HsiNG Chun in 997, has this interest, tliat it is one
of the very rare works composed in North China
in the Liao period and still existing. It gives

26,000 characters, of which many are vulgar forms
not noted in other dictionaries.

Without delaying over intermediate works of

less importance we may pass at once to the great

dictionary camj)iled by impeiial order under the

Manchu dynasty, the ^gg^^ A''o«j/ Hn tzit iiun,

completed in 1716. It gives 49,000 characters,

arranged under 214 radicals. In spite of its great

l)0[)ularity this dictionary contains a good number
of mistakes, which the $ * 55; JE '-^-i'' >>'n /^'ao

'/"'";/ of 3E 31 ::t Wang Yin-chui (1766-1814) has

not completely corrected.

A new dictionary, which is a sort of revised and
corrected A 'ant/ H^i tzu tieit, has been compiled

recently by IDC IS }S ?^ Ou-yang P'UTS'rN, ^ |§
Hsii K'AO and f£ ^ ^ Wang Ch'anglu ; it was
published at Shanghai at the end of 1915 under the

title t})5^;^^A^7(«/i;/ /lua ta fzu tien. The order

of (he 214 radicals has been altered ; some neologisms

have been introduced ; the meanings are better

classified and distinguished than in the K'ang Hsi
tzii thn; but there are still a good few faults

inherited from preceding dictionaries.

'I'here also appeared at the Commercial Press

in Shanghai in 1915 a work of the first rank, the

j^ig ?':'« yiian. It is an encyclopaedic dictionary,

arranged according to the 214 radicals, and full of

valuable information. The definitions and e.xplana-

lions are clear and precise. There had j'reviously

been no work of this kind in China.

Phonetic Dictionaries.—These are aiTanged

according to rhyme?. This system of classification

only began to be adopted in the si.xth century, and
then in works which have not come down to us.

The first such dictionary of which we have more
than occasional citations is the -KfUll Vh'ich yiin of

I^S W Lf Fa-ven, in five cha])ters, finished in 60.1,

the characters being classed under 204 rhymes.

The C'/i'ir/i yiin was amended for the first time in

677 by ^^Wi'a Changsun No-yen, then a second

time in 751 under the direction of ^'tfi SrN Mien :

from the time of this second revision the title was
changed to g|^ 1

'(">'./ yiin- Revised yet once more
under the direction of pjj ^ if. Ch'6n P'eng-nien

and others in 1011, the 7"ang yiin became then the

^5^S1!^J!£S3 ''" *i'"".7 ck'nvij //»/« huanfj yiin,

ov 'Kiuuij; villi revised under the Sung;' it seems
in fact that the name of Kiiiinij yiin had been

substituted for T'tinrj yiin between 751 and 1011, in

an intermediate revision about which we have but

little information. This Kuang yiin of the Sung
period includes about 28,000 characters, arranged

under 206 rhymes. All the modern editions are

derived from the 1011 recension. Sir Auuel Stein

and myself, however, have recovered from Tun-
huang several specimens of the T'ang recension;

there is especially, in the Stein collections at the

British Museum, an almost complete example of

the work, printed apparently in the tenth century.

It would be in vain to attempt a detailed history

of the work of Lu Fa-yen until this new material

has been studied in detail.

Along with the Kuan;/ yiin must be noted, in

the Sung period, the comjjilation of the ^ SI

Cfii yiin, by 5(c j|/f
SuKU Cn'i, T IS. Ting Tv and

others, finished in 1039 and containing 53,523

characters,; and that of a work of smaller extent but

very popular, the 189 nK 5S} §. Li pu yiin li<> of

Ting Tu, completed in 1038 and giving only 10.000

characters.

The 7w' jni yiin Ho of TiNG Tu was re-cast in

1252 by gl] JH Liu Yuan, who reduced the 206

rhymes to 107.

The l^' Jg-g-^ Chun.j yimn yin yiin of ^£*if|
Cliou Te-ch'ing dates from the twelfth century;

for the history of the Chinese vocal sounds it is an

interesting work : the jiifhiny, which had already

disappeared in northern China, is suppressed in the

book, but Chou Tk-ch'ing still di.-^tinguishes tho

three nasal finals, —«,—?«,—717, reduced to-day to

—n and

—

ng by the jjassing of

—

m into

—

n. This is

the .system, moreover, which is certified to us in the

fourteenth century in the transcriptions of Chinese

words into the 'j/hng^-pa script.

Directly after the establishment of the Ming

dynasty, a new dictionary was made by iin])erial

order, the iftSt JT. ffl ^""!/ •'" chi'n;/ yiin, complete

in 1375. It contains about 12,000 words, and the

jihonetic wear and tear of the language has brought

about a great reduction in the number of rhymes;

there are only 76 of them.

However, in the seventeenth century the young

Manchu dynasty gave up the classification of the

Nvng Wu c/n'nr/ yiin and returned to the number

(less one) of Liu YiiAN ; from that time there were

106 rhymes ; it is the system which flourishes to-day.

The best-known lexicographical work which

appeared under the Manchu dynasty and is classified

by rhymes, is the enormous "Gradus ad Parnassum"

entitled MtCfiAM ^'''' '''<'" ?/"" /" compiled by

imperial orders in 1704, with a supplement, the

8H fS J& 'S' ^ "" /" ''"'' '' compiled by imperial

orders in 1720. There is in it an enormous number
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of expressions o£ two or three characters, arranged

under the rhyme of the last character ; each of

these expressions is illustrated by quotations, with

the sources indicated ; but the quotations are not

always correct, and often are hardly intelligible,

because they are not accompanied by any ex-

planation.

Glossaries.—There have appeared in China many

glossaries of a particular writer or of a particular

series of works. The expressions of which the

glosses are given are not classified, but they are

numbered and explained in the order of their

appearance in the original text.

The most celebrated work in this category, so

far as concerns the classical literature, is the 1^^
19 % Ching lien sitih wen of M'^^ ^^ Tbming,

in 30 chapters ; the preliminary matter is dated 583,

but the work was no doubt not finished till a good

few years later. The Chinij ticn sfiih wCn is a

glossary of the Cla.ssics (not including Mencius but

including Lao Tzu and Chuaxg Tzu) as much from

the point of view of the form of the characters as

of their pronunciation and their meaning. It was

very much altered in 972 and even since that date

it has not been very well preserved ; two inanu-

scripts from Tun-huang, now in the National

Library in Paris, give us in part the original

wording of the work for the portions which relate

to the Shu c/iinij and to the / citing. Especially

by that which refers to the Sfiu ching one sees from

these manuscripts that the recension which has been

handed down has retained not more than half the

original text.

The principal Glos-saries besides the Ching ticn

nhih win are those which relate to Buddhist works.

The earliest is the — ij)|5 efS f ch'ieh ching yin i

by ^ JSi lIsiiAN-yiNG (middle of seventh century).

There are several others, not less valuable, also

dating from the T'ang dynasty and relating either

to the whole Buddhist " Canon " or to seme

particular work in it.

In imitation of the Buddhists the Taoists in

their turn compiled a general Glossary of their

" Canon," but this work has not come down to us.

Vdcahuliiriei' of Fnrtign Tiingiics.—By their con-

tact with neighbouring peoples, then because of

Buddhism, and (inully through the establishment in

North China of non-Chinese dynasties, the Chinese

were early led to study foreign tongues and to

facilitate that study by Lexicons. The biographical

chapters of the Siii lligtonj shew us the existence

from the fourth to the sixth century of quite a

literature relating to the language of the Hsienpi

and to that of the Wei of the To-i'A family ; but of

all these works none have survived to our day.

The most ancient works of this class which,

thanks to Buddhism, have come down to us, are

concerned with the Indian writing and lexicography ;

most of them were lost in China, but have been

recovered in Japan.

A Manual, with glossary, for the study of the

hsi-hsia language has been unearthed by Colonel

KoZLOV at Khara-khoto.

But, for the period previous to the Manchu,

and apart from Sanskrit lexicons, the most numerous

series of the works of this nature consists of the

Vocabularies made for the Bureau of Interpreters

during the first half of the Ming dynasty. It is

by these Vocabularies that we know of the language

of the Jucen or ^ Chin (12th century), thanks to

a manuscript in Berlin, to which must now be added

a manuscript at Hanoi. There are some series of

these Vocabularies of the Bureau of Interpreters,

more or less complete and of various dates, in the

principal Libraries of Europe.

.Under the Manchu dynasty there appeared a

good number of Chinese-Manchu dictionaries,

Chinese-Mongol, etc. One of the best-known is the

E9SSfi§5t^ 'Ss" i'' ch'iny win chien, a tetraglot

dictionary (Chinese, Manchu, Mongol, Tibetan),

which even becomes pentaglot by the addition of a

Turkish version, not published, it is true, but

represented by a beautiful manuscript in the British

Museum.

Bibliography :—WATMns, : A\-jo;/.< «« the

Chinese Language, Shanghai, 1889, pp. 20-101.

[P.P., translated by Editor].

FOREIGN WORKS.—The early Roman ( atholic

missionaries prepared a large number of dictionaries

for their own use ; but such remained as a rule in

manu.script ; a goodly number of these manuscripts

are scattered among the great libraries of Europe
or in private collections ; but many have perished.

Some of the more important may be mentioned.

Pere J. Cobo ; Lingua sinicu ad certain revucala

methodum, quattuor distinctis characlerum ordini-

4h.s, generali.'tsimis, generalibm, spr.cificis et duali-

bus, scu vocabulariuin sinense. This may be the

earliest of such dictionaries, but no copy of it was
brought to Europe.

Ricci wrote a dictionary, and it may bo that

his was the earliest. Kircher, in hie China Illuf-

trala, (p. 118) states that he had a copy of it, and
that he would have published it if any one would
have borne the expense. No copy is known to

exist to-day.

Pere Collado is said by Leo Allatii's to have

made a dictionary of Chinese, with Latin and
Spanish explanations, in Chinese and Latin char-

acters, printed at Rome in 1632. No such book was
ever printed, though it is always possible that the

dictionary was actually made and sent to the

Propaganda to be printed. A Japanese dictionary

appeared in that year, without Chinese characters,

and perhaps this has caused Allatius to make his

mistake.
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I'eie TRjcAfi/i jiriiited a work in China entitled

MS5H S Il'^i jii erh mu tzi't. This is mentioned

as a dictionary and in fact in Coiidier's ISibliothcca

Siiiica it leads the list ; but according to Kemusat
it is merely a syllabary, of no use except to Chinese

wishing to learn a little l^atin. Copies of this are

to be found in various European libraries.

Pere Gabriel Magalhaens or Magaillans wrote

a 'J'raite rfes httres et de la langue cftinoise, pour

ceux qui viciinent prirhrr dans eel empire; but from

what he himself tells us of it one cannot tell whether

it was a vocabulary or a grammar. It was printed

in 1626.

P. Alvarez Semedo, according to P. Coui'LET,

prepared a dictionary both (.'hinese-Portuguese and

Portuguese-Chinese, but death prevented him from

finishing it and it was never printed.

P. Chr. Herdtrich is also said by Couplet to

have made a large Chinese-Latin Vocabulary, which

was put to pre.ss; but nothing more is known of it.

P. BouvET made a small Chinese-French vocab-

ulary, which was discovered early last century in

the Library at Mans.

Fra Juan Fernandez. Dr. G. E. Morrison
has a copy in manuscript of a Voeabularium Siniee

et Latiiie, on the fly-leaf of which has been written,

"Ce dictionnaire Chinois-Latin a ete redige par le

missionaire Espagnol Fra Juan Fernandez Serrano,

ft tcrmine le 29 Novbre 1724 a Chang-Te."

Fernandez is known as a Franciscan missionary.

but the addition of Serrano to his name is un-

explained.

PP. Dominique de Nieva, who died in 1606,

Michel de Benavides, who died in 1607, J. B.

Morales, who died in 1664 and Fra G0N5ALEZ de

San Pedro, who died in 1712, are all credited with

having written vocabularies, but no copies of the

works are known to exist now.

Other dictionaries mentioned by Remusat are

one by P. Pareenin, one by PP. Premare and

Hervieu, to be seen in the National Library at

Paris, a Chinese translation of the Vorahuleirio dclla

Cru<ea in three folio volumes, a fine Latin Chine.se-

Manchu dictionary, also in three folio volumes, and

one by P. Diaz of which a copy is kept in the

Berlin ]..ibrary. The last-named work has 7,160

characters in alphabetic order and with Spanish

tran.slations.

Some of these references it will be observed are

vague and useless.

The most noteworthy of these early dictionaries

is that by Basile de Gemona (see Brollo). There

are various manuscript copies, from 1714 onwards,

with the title gJ^H?? 'i«" <.-" ^*» <•

It was first printed in 1813, as Dictionnaire

chitiois, fran<;aii et latin par M. de Gnignes, It was

published by order of Nai'OLEOn the Great. It is

however nothing else than Basile de Gemona's

Dictionary, now first printed, after lying in manu-

script for more than a centurj-. De Guignes altered

the work in some slight resjiects not to its advantage,

and published it as his own work, though he say.s

in the preface it is on the model of Basile ok

Gemona. In 1819 Klaproth published a sui)i)lement

(v. infra), in which there is a critical e.xamination

of DE Guignes' work by Remusat, (not by

Klaproth, as is generally supposed). Remusat
e.xposes the pii'acy very effectively.

The dictionary is in folio, and has lvi4-1114

pages of very thick paper, and is therefore most

unwieldy. It was reiiublished without the French

at Hongkong in 1853.

Unpplimcnt ait Dictionnaire Chinoii-Latin du

P. Basile de Glemqna (sic) (imprime en 1813 par

les soins de M. de Guignes), publie d'apres I'ordre

de &a majeste le roi de Prusse, Fkedkeic-Guillame

III, par Jules Klaproth. A Paris, de I'imprimerie

Royale, M.DCCC.XIX.
This supplement has a preface by Klaproth

and a Critical Examination by Remusat of DB

Guignes' book, in both of which the piracy of DK

Guignes is forcibly pointed out.

With Dr. Morrison the Protestant Church 1

began its work in this direction. His great work

was printed at the expense of the East India Com-

pany, Morrison himself receiving 500 copies. The
work is entitled A Dictionary of the Chinese

[juntjxiaije. (5 vols. 4to., Macao). It is in three

Parts ; the first is the Tzii-tien ^ A in three

volumes, published as follows; vol. i in 1815

(pp. xviii, 930); vol. ii in 1822 (pp. 884); vol. iii

in 1823 (pj). 908). The second Part, H'u chil yiin /«

jS.^^ Jff . is in two volumes : vol. i giving Chinese

and English arranged alphabetically, appeared in

1819 (pp. XX, 1090); vol. ii, containing various

indexes and Tables, a synopsis of ancient forms of

characters, etc., was published in 1820 (pp. vi, 178,

305). The third Part is English-Chinese and it

ajipeared in 1822 (pp. 480). The second part was

reprinted at Shanghai in 1865.

Klaproth made violent attacks on the dic-

tionary, with absurd charges which reveal both an

evil temper and ignorance. This pretty (juarrel may
be enjoyed by those having access to the Asiatic

Jdvrnal and the Journal Asiatiqxie for the years

about 1830-32. See also Morrison's .letter given

in his Memoirs, vol. ii, p. 452.

A singular controversy arose through Gallery

in the Introduction to his Systcma Phonetirum

asserting that the dictionary (Part II) was nothing

but a translation of one compiled by Roman Catholic

missionaries, of which he possessed a copy.

Morrison in his preface says that Part II was

founded on the ll'it chii yiin fu of Ch'bn. Strange

to say, however, the book by Ch'kn was so rare

that JuLiEN tried from 1828 to 1844 before he could

obtain a copy, when Morrison was at once

vindicated.
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Morrison also wrote a dictionary of the Canton

Dialect, printed at Macao in 1828 ; a second edition

of it appeared at Calcutta in 1840.

GoNjALVES prepared several Dictionaries, but

their usefulness was much limited through their

being in Portuguese or Latin. They are Dictionario

C/iimiPurtuguez et Purluijucz-China, Macao, 1831-

33; Vocabulario latino-sinicum, Ma<:iW), 1836; Lexi-

con iiKinunh LulinoHiiticuni, Macao, 1841; Lexicon

tiiiiijiiiun Latino-^iijticunt, Macao, 1841.

\V. H. Medhukst produced .1 Dictionary of the

HoLkein Diiihrl, with 12,000 characters, in 1832,

the printing not being actually finished however

before 1837. Tlie Trtmilatiun of a VoyiipaTative

Voioliularij of the Chinese, Corean and Japanese

Litnijuu'jes (1835),. by Philo-Sinensis, is also his

work. He ahso published a Chinese and English

IJiclionury, 1842-3; and an English and Chinese

Dirtionnry, 1847-8; each in 2 volumes.

Callkry's important work Sysleiua Phoneticum

Srripturue Sinicai: appeared in 1841 at Macao. This

dictionary gives 12,753 characters arranged under

their jiriniitives or ])honetics instead of under their

radicals. 'J'his w'as followed by the Dictionnaire

Eiiryitiijii^iliijiie de In langiiK chinoise, of which only

the first volume appeared (1844).

S. W. Williams Usued an English Chinese

Vociihulary in the Court Dialect in 1844. It was

produced by the Office of the Chinese Repository in

Maca^i. The work has an Introduction one fourth

as long a« the Vocabulary and an inde.\ to assist

speakers of the Canton and Foochow dialects.

He also made a Tonic Dictionary of the Chines:

J.itnijiiiigi' in the Clinton Dialect; it was printed at

the office of the Chinese Repository in Canton

in 1856.

The Syllabic Dictionary, by the same scholar,

was issued first in June, 1874. It was founded on

the Wit Fang YUun Yin E ^1^ 7C a^ (j-^-)) ^ voca-

bulary of the year 1700, and it contains 12,527

characters. The romanization was his own, but it

hnn not been used much by other writers and in

1909 a new edition was published arranged accord-

ing to Wadk's .xystem. This was prepared by a

committee of the N. China Mission of the American

Board, to the College of which Mission Williams

had presented the property right in the Dictionary.

The original work was published by the American

I'resbyterian Mission Press in Shanghai ; the other

issue is in a reduced size by the N. China LTnion

College at Tung Chow near Peking.

An inde.x to the dictionary, arranged according

to Wade's orthography, had already been issued

by James Aciieson in 1879. •

.loHS ('halmers of Hongkong, besides dic-

tionaries of Cantonese, issued in 1878 the very useful

Concise Dictionary of Chinese, often called the

('tinrisr K'ang Hsi. Lobsciietd published an

English and Chinese Dictionary in 1866 and a

Chinese and English Dictionary in 1871.

One of the most widely used Vocabularies was

that of Geouub Carter Stent, first published in

1871. Its popularity was largely due to its clear

arrangement of two-character and three-character

phrases. The 3rd edition (1898) was revised by

MacGillivray ; it then became MacGillivbay'.s

Vocabulary "on the same principle as Stent's

Vocabulary."

Doolittle's Vocabulary and Handbook must be

mentioned, though the dictionary portif n was not

probably much used.

The great Chinese-English Dictionary by Giles

first appeared in 1892. It contained 10,859 charac-

ters, and used Wade's system of romanization. It

became very popular among serious students as

being the most complete so far, and a second edition

improved and enlarged it.

In 1896 PoLETTi published a Chinese-English

Dictionary with 12,650 characters.

An Analytical Chinese-English Dictionary by

Baller contains 6,089 characters which are analyzed

and illustrated by 40,000 examples of their u.sage.

Soothill's Students' Four Thousand ^ ami

General Pocket Dictionary is a small work arranged

on the phonetic system with some new features. It

has had great popularity and several editions have

appeared since its issue in 1899. Goodrich's is

another well-known and handy Pocket Dictionary.

A number of .small works must remain un

noticed ; and it is impossible to enumerate the

dictionaries of dialects. Dyer Ball, Eitel,

Mac'GOWAN, Edkins, Chalmers and many others

have produced dictionaries other than mandarin.

So far most of the works named have been in

English, because such are more numerous than

others and of more interest to the majority «t

readers. It must not be supposed however that

there ai'e not equally valuable works in other

tongues. It would be strange if the French, who

have taken such a lead in siiiological work, and the

Russians, whose connection with China was so early,

should not have done important work in lexicography

of Chinese. Pauthieu and Rf.musat are names of

early note. Recently Couvreur has prepared

dictionaries French-Chinese and Chinese-French of

mandarin, and also a Classical Dictionary ; and there

are various other smaller French works by Rochet,

Le-Maire and Giqvel and others. Many dictionaries,

etc., by French authors are in Latin. In Russian

the Dictionary of Palladius and Poi'OV has run

to several editions. Other Russian lexicographers

were Vasiliev and Petchourov. Schlegel pub-

lished a very fine Dutch-Chinese Dictionary in four

volumes in 1882 91. There are variouvs such works

in German, but none which it seems necessary to

name.
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Of English-Chinese dictionaries there have been

several of late years, prepared by Chinese in Hong-
kong or Shanghai. That published by the Com-
mercial Press in Shanghai has been very popular.

The most modern is that by Hemeli.vg, published

fur the Customs in 1917.

Ke.musat : Mi'lanijes Asiatiques; CoRDiEa :

liihluitheru Hinka, col. 1588.

LI M- '^he Chinese unit of road measurement,

equal to 1894.12 feet English. But like all Chinese

measure.s it varies in different localities.

LI A! TANG, a general who always worked
loyally with VVaiid and Gordon, and did good

service. He was a native of Kiangsu, and he

accumulated great wealth during the struggle with

the rebels. The Fab East : 1877, p. 105.

LIAMPO, the name of either Ningpo or the

suburb of it occupied by Portuguese colonists in the

si.xteenth century. See Portuguet'e liclalions.

LIANG DYNASTY ^ |2 (a.d. 502557) was

founded by Hsiao Yen, who took the dynastic title

of Wu Ti, and was a great patron of learning. He
is noted for his attempt to take Hsiang Yang, as a

step in the conquest of Wei, by the building of an

enormous dam, which led however to great des-

truction in his own army instead of drowning the

city. During his reign Bodhidharma settled at

Lo-yang. Wu Ti ended his life as a Buddhist

monk.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

S^ ^\Vu Ti 502 ?£ g T'ien Chien 502

^ Si P'u T'ung 520

^ i£ Ta T'ung 527

i{)Aifi (hungTaT'ung 529

:fZ m 'I'ii T'ung 535

i|);^^ ChungTaT'ung 546

;*: jg T'ai Ch'ing 547

|BIS;<!fChien Wen Ti 549 ^ Sf 'i'a Pao 550

SSSEEYu changWang 551 X j£ T'ien ChSng 551

yt #Vuan Ti 552 7J;

itfB^ * heng yangHou555 ^
®[ ^Ching Ti 555if.3

;*:

|g Ch'eng Sheng 552

J35 T'ien Ch'eng 555

^ Shao T'ai

2p T'ai P'ing

LATER

555

556

LIANG DYNASTY, LATER. See Fire

LIANG KIANG mU, tbe two Chiang or

Kiang ; formerly the two provinces Kiangnan and

Kiangsi ; now that Kiangnan has been divided into

Kiangsu and Anhui, the term .*tands fur the three

provinces.

LIANG KUANG ^^, the two Kuang, the

name used for the two provinces together, Kuang-

tung and Kuangsi.

LIANG, STATE OF. See Wei, State of.

LIAO CHAI CHIH I ^ji jg ,^^ , a collection

of tales coniplutud in 1679, by i"u Suxu-ling (</.«.),

but fir.st printed by his grandson in 1740. The
title has been rendered Pastimes of the StnTly,

(Williams), and Record of Marvels or I'ales of the

Genii, (Mayers). It is literally Liao library records

strange, the word liao fl|l being a fanciful and
untranslateable term for the author's private library.

From a 16-volunie edition Ulles has translated 164

of the best tales under the title given below. The
stories include tales of genii, of Taoist magic, of

imaginary lands and of every-day life. The style

is considered perfect, but its terseness makes it

e.xtremely difficult to read.

Giles : St-raiuje. Stories from a Chinese Studio.

LIAO DYNASTY. See K'itai and Kara K'itai.

LIAO DYNASTY, WESTERN. See Kara
K'itai.

LIAO RIVER CONSERVANCY. See Con-

servancy.

LIBRARIES. There are libraries of Chinese

books abroad and libraries of fore'ign works on

Chinese matters. Both these subjects should be

fully treated in this article, but circumstances make

it necessary to mainly confine these notes to one

library in each class.

The account of the British Museum Chinese

Library, only to be regarded as rough notes, has

been contributed and concludes with the writer's

initials.

British Museum Chinese Library.—The Chinese

works in the Oriental Dej)artment of the British

Museum total upwards ut 50,000 jjin. Owing to the

fact that the collection was allowed to grow up in

a haphazard manner through purchase or present-

ation, there are numerous imperfections and dupli-

cates. The major portion of the books have been

bound in European style, but an effort is now being

made to retain, wherever possible, the original

(-'hinese cases (t'ao).

The Confucian Classics are well represented in

various editions, and there is also a fair collection of

standard historical works, including a complete

modern edition of the 24 dynastic histories. Among
the works on topography may be mentioned the

Tn Minij J T'ung C/iih :hM~^t^'M' °'' Description

of the Empire, as well as the lalui- Ta Ch'ing I

T'ung Chih :^^ — ^j£. The section devoted to

hfterodo.x ])liilusophers is noteworthy for the very

large number of difforLiit commentaries on Lao Tzu's

Tail Ti: Ching Jii|gt5- There are also several

editions ,of Chuang Tzij and other philosophers of

the Chou, Ch'in and Han dynasties. The library

is rich in encyclopaedias : all the more important

ones, from the T'ai P'ing Yii Lnn :fc-T'^5S ^" '•''e

T'u Shu Chi Ch'ing ^fi%)S, "ill be found here.
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Of the latter work, the Museum is fortunate in

possessing a copy of the original edition of 1726,

printed on yellow paper and bound up into 745
stout volumes. It also gives shelter to 5 volumes
of the still greater manuscript encyclopaedia I'uiiy

Lo Tu Tien 4^18A jSt which was almost entirely

destroyed at Peking in 1900. Among the indis-

pensaUe dictionaries and similar works of reference

are included good editions of the P'ei Win I'liii Fu

11 X Uffi '"'^ ^^''"' ^-'' ''''' ^'"^'i ®t^*S*i, K'AXG
lisi.s .standard dictionarj' and the S/niu U\ii jftjiC-

Poetry ajid belleclettres geneially occupy a con-

siderable space on the shelves, while fiction and the

drama are also adequately represented. Practically

the whole of Buddhist literature is comprised in the

two great collections 7'« Teumj C/iimj JtfS&W. a'"'

the even more extensive supplement priiitiil at

Kyoto in 1905 and 1912 respectively.

In old and rare editions the British Museum is

/not particularly rich. It includes, however, a

folding volume printed from blocks in 1099 a.d.,

containing part of a Buddhist siitra ; three similar

volumes printed in Japan in the 12tli and 13th

centuries; a few books of the Yuan dynasty, and

some beautiful specimens of Ming printing, more

especially a I'alace edition of the JJnii Tzii Chili

T-uiiij V/iien A'anij Mu Jji vj ffi ii IE ,13 B dateJ

1476. Early illustrated books are a Life of Buddjia

(14S6) and a moral treatise in Chinese and Korean

(1518). Besides the last-named, there are several

very fine Korean editions of Chinese works.

Various Jesuit works in Chinese include a treatise

fin "The True Conception of God," by Matted
Kiici, j)rinte<l in 1603. Among those most useful

jiroductions of tlie class known as ts'ung nhu, or

collections of reprints, the Museum has recently

acquired the following : V/ii/i pu tiu c/iai tn'uinj .i/iu

$U -7 & !@ X Si 'S'/ii'A wan ch'iian lou Wumj shu

"h S ^ ffliSS. " « !l'"(l ''*" '^/"' ilivn jtan ts'uiiij

"/ui 5^5ti;i5»-$ffi jSli. ""J """'y others. The

) « /mil fliiiii jduij i:/ii i s/iu 3i S lU ^ $it '{^ S ''*''

most interesting collection of incuniplctc and frag-

mentary '.vdiks, and the H'k liii ihniiij kii l.i'uin/ piiii

aVIf''^ He SUSi contains an enormous number of

different works having reference to Hangchow and

its neighbourhood.

Owing to the early invention of printing,

Chinese manuscript.'! are comparatively rare, and

few ancient specimens were believed to have

survived until Sir Auiiel Stein brought home his

huge collection of manuscript rolls from Tunhuang,

two or three thousand in all. The majority of these

are Buddhist sutras, but fragments of other works

are also found ajnong them. The work of cataloguing

these rolls has unfortunately been indefinitely post-

poned by the war, but it has been ascertained that

they range in date from the 5th to the 11th centuries

of our era. Even older arc the inscribed |>ieces of

3!)

wcod and bamboo which have already been deci-

phered by Chavannes and published in a learned

treatise. These go back to about the year 100 B.C.

The Museum has also acquired a considerable col-

lection of inscribed bones, which were dug up in

Honan, and may be assigned with certainty to the

second millennium B.C.

About the works dealing with China, there is

not very much to be said. Most of them are

scattered throughout the General Library, but there

is also a collection of Anglo-Chinese books, chiefly

translations, in the Oriental Department. Thanks

to the copyright act, all the books on China

published in this country or in the Colonies are, or

should be, in the British Mu.seum. .The majority

of those published on the continent have also been

acquired. On the other hand, a large proportion

of thpse works that have been issued at Shanghai

and in other parts of China are still wanting.

[L.G.]

There are three other considerable collections

of Chinese books in England. That at Oxford (the

BAfKHousE Collection) is perhaps the most valuable

of all ; but it has not been described except in an

article which appeared in the Timn.-s on December 2,

1913.

The collection in the Cambridge University

Libiaiy includes that made by Sir Thomas W.ujh

during forty years' residence in China, and presented

by him to the University in 1885. A catalogue was

published in 1898 by his successor in the Chair of

Chinese, Professor Giles, shewing a total of 883

Chinese and Manchu works in 4304 volumes.

The third great collection is at Mani-hester, and

it has already been catalogued.

KiDb, Professor of Chinese in University

College, made a Catalogue of Chinese works belong ..-'

ing to the Koyal Asiatic Society. The Society

printt/l 500 for the use of its Members. The works

are not numbered ; no Chinese characters are used ;

a few explanatory lines are given under each title.

The Library was presented by Sir Geokoe Stavnton

in 1823, and consisted of 186 works in 2610 iti'n.

It was said to be inferior to none in Europe at that

time except to RoiiEUT MoiiiusoNS and the national

collection in I'aris, which had 4,000 works. (See

Axidtic Jduntiil, vol. xvi, 1835, p. 271). Dr.

Moiiiiison's is preserved in the London Missionary

Society's Hou^c ; the East India Company also had

a Chinese library; so had London University

College, the works having been presented by Jekemy

Bentham and Olinthus GuEGOuy.

One volume has been priiiteil < f Lmil

CUAVVFOKu's llihliiithira Liiiihsiiiiiii, including the

Catalogue of the Chinese books and manuscripts.

The Jfilitiiil/ih/iir Xiiliiiniilf in Paris has a

valuable collection, and Coruieh has made a

l.'iilaloijiif (lis Alhuiiis c/iinois el ourrmjff riliili/.^

oO."
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a la Chine coiiferci'ii mi Cabinet (its Estamiiis.

(See Journal Asiatique, 1900; also Maurice
CornAXT, Cntaloyue den Livres ' r^inoM, careen?,

japunais, etc., 1900).

Leyden University has a collection of Chinese

works ; the catalogue was published by Schlegel at

the time of the 6th Congress of Orientalist? at

Leyden, 1883, with a supplement in 1886.

The last to mention is the Newbehiiv Library

in Chicago. For this Library Laufer collected 1215

wcr!<s in 21,403 volumes. They are Tibetan,

Chinese, Jajjanese, Mongolian and Manchu, but the

great majority are Chinese. A descriptive account

was published in 1913.

Other libraries which deserve an extended

notice ai'e those at Hanoi (Ecole fran^aise de

rExtreme-Orient) and at Zi ka wei, (Jesuits,

Kiangnan Mission).

Of foreign books on Chinese matters we mention

only one collection.

The library of Dr. G. E. MonuisoN at Peking

is the most complete collection of works on China

ever made. It was begun some five and twenty

years ago, before the owner had any idea of

residence in China ; and as far as a liberal ex-

penditure of money combined with a keen and

affectionate interest could make it so, the attempt

to form a comprehensive collection of works in

every language and every subject on China and

its dependencies past and ijre.^ent has been remaik-

ably successful.

Among the treasures of this Collection are a

copy of the first Latin edition of Marco Polo,

printed at Antwerp in 1485 ; and the first Italian

edition, Venice 1496; fifteen different editions

earlier than the year 1700; and many later editions

in various languages. Sir Joiix Mandeville is also

well represented, the earliest editions being the

Latin one of 1485 and the Italian of 1486. The
first Portuguese edition of Mexdez Pinto (1514)

is in the library, as well as the first Spanish and

the first English editions. The dictionaries and

grammar.'! number over four hundred. There are

several early MS. dictionaries including a MS.
Chinese-Latin dictionary by the missionary Padre
Juan Fernandez, finished at Chang-te fu, 1724.

Other dictionaries there are of Mongol, Manchu,
Tibetan, Turki, etc., and the smallest pocket-

dictionary of most recent date finds its place with

the rest.

There are some books to which a personal

interest is given by the marginal notes of some
former owner or otherwise. Thus there are a

number of books from the library of Beckford,

the author of Valhek; and from the Duke of

Norfolk's, the Duke of Cambridge's and the Duke
of Hamilton's libraries. There is a copy of

De Guignes' Vpyage a Pil-in with the accompany-

ing atlas of plates coloured by the author himself,

specially bound with an adulatory letter for

presentation to Prince Talleyrand. Among other

interesting rarities there is the log-book of the

Karl of Atihburnham, written by the fifth officer

and illustrated by him with exquisite pen-and-ink

sketches of Canton, Macao, etc., as they were at

that early date, 1757. There is also the original

log-book of the I/wn frigate which brought out the

Macartney Embassy in 1792 4, besides Macartney's
Diary and Letter-book, a Common-place Book in

Macartney's own hand and several volumes of the

Macartney manuscripts.

The library possesses a complete and hand
somely bound copy of the Chinese Itepuaitory, as

well as complete sets of Blue Books, Customs
publications, Journnl Ai^iatiijuc and other reviews

and journals dealing with China : with such rare

sets as the China Punch, The Indo-Chinese Gleaner,

etc.

There is an unusually large collection of books

on the Ornithology of China ; rare works on various

departments of Natural History ; a collection of

the works on Chinese Art, many very costly and

some hardly now to be obtained at all; such

as W. T. Walter's C'ollectinn uf Porcelain,

Thompson's Catn/o//ue of Blue and White Porcelain

with Whistler's illustrations, etc.

The library also includes a large collection of

maps and engravings, etc., connected with China,

many of unique interest; such as the twenty-four

engi-avings by Helman, both coloured and uncolour-

ed. Foils Meuiorables den Empereurs de la Chine;

the Victories of Ch'ien Lung ; two volumes of

original drawings and watercolours by Chinnery
;

the Costumes of China, original watercolour paint

ings by Alexander, the artist who accompanied

.Macartney's Embassy, etc., and the collection of

manuscripts in three volumes dealing with the

Jesuit-Dominican controversy over the question of

Ancestral Wor.^hip in China, formed by the learned

Canoiiico Ghiselli.

A valuable ])art of the library is the extra-

oidinary collection of pamphlets dealing with

China; many of these by their very insignificance

of appearance have become exceedingly scarce, but

every one that can be found is brought to enrich this

unique library. Magazine articles dealing with

China published in various European languages find

their proper places in this collection.

It might have been hoped that the Library

could have become a permanent attraction to

Peking, where it is naturally 'at home.' In August,

1917. however. Baron Ivvasaki bought it for

£35.000. By the conditions of sale it will be housed

in Tokyo, will always be available for the use of

students, and will always be called The Morrison

Librarv.
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LI CHEE (LItchi finengU) gft, one of the

most populai' fruits of S. China. The plant is

strictly semi-tiopical, and is found on the coast as

far north as Koochow, but not beyond. It requires

a, rich soil and plenty of moisture, and is not easy

to propagate.

The fruit is eaten fresh, dried, or canned ; some

people even think it is improved by being canned.

There are many varieties, differing in size,

colour and flavour.

Meteb : Ayrirultiiriil I'.xpluralioni', etc.

LI CHI @gC. "«« ^^""^^ of R't<^'!, one cf the

Five C/iliKj or (.lassies. There are two other works

with Li, ritual, in their titles; the / Li and the

C/iou Li; the three are often called the Three

Rituals, San Li.

The //(' Cfii as a collection in its present form

belongs to the scccnd century of our era. The
nucleus of it, according to Chc Hsi, is in 'Treatises

composed by dit^ciples of the seventy di.«ciples,'

which were reco\ered after the destruction of books

by Shih Hvano 'I'l. These were added to, collated,

commented on and condensed, until about a.u. 200,

when they had the form in which we know the work

totlay, in forty-nine booki?.

Lggce's translation is under the title 'I'he Li

Ki m Collection of Treatisen on the liulen of

Propriety or Ceremonial Ufw/es.

''allery in 1853 published a French translation,

but it was not of the complete work. This incom-

pleteness is indicated in the Introduction, but not

on the title-page. .^lkxandeu Wylie translated

the whole, but did not publish it. Lecge's is there-

fore the first complete translation into any European

language. It was published in 1885 in the series

T/ii' Snrretl Hooks of the East.

LICIUS, the Latinized form of Lieh Tzu
('/.I-.), (in the model of Mencius for AIenc Tzii, etc. ;

used first bv Faber.

LIEBENZELL MISSION.
.1/,,,,,.„.

See Cliinn Inland

LIEH TZU, JfiJ ^. sometimes Latinized as

Licius, a Taoist philosopher who lived in the 5th

and 4th centuries B.C. Almost nothing is known of

his life except what is told us in bis book. His fufl

name was Lieh Yu-k'ou JiJ 8J Hli > ""^ 1'® figures

largely in the writings of Chcang Tzu, who claims

for him the power of riding on the wind. From
several facts, such as that Ssil-MA C'h'ien

never mentions him, one of the Sung critics was of

opinion that he was not a real person but bad been

invented by Chuang Tzu, and hence that the book

ascribed to him must be a forgery. This view,

however, did not meet with acceptance, and his

work is included in the great ('atalogue of the

Imperial Library made under Ch'ien Luxe in the

18th century. It is new divided into eight books,

and while it contains a good deal of teaching pro-

J

bably set down by Lieu TziVs immediate disciples,

it has been much modified and added to by sub-

seijuent editors who belonged to the later and

I
decadent period of Tacism.

i The sjiecial points of LiEH Tzu are the cosino

j

goiiical discourses in Book I, which are the clearest

I statement we have of Taoist teaching on that

I subject, the account of Yang Tzii's dcctrines in

Book VII, the respectful attitude taken towards

!
( 'oNi'CC'ius in Book IV, and the racy and appro-

I priate stories with which he illustrates his meanings.

LiEH Tzu was first edited, in the 4th century

A.I), under the Eastern Chin dynasty, by an official

named Chang Chan, who wrote the best commentary

on the work.

]

Lm'.h Tzu has been translated into French by

Ch. BE Haulez (1891) in hisj Tcxtes Taoiitei; into

I (Jerman by Fabeu, 1877 : and two partial trans-

lations have appeared in English, one by F. H.
' Balfour in Tjeaces from my Chinese Hcrapboo/:

(1887), and one by Lionel Giles in Taoist

'. 'J'eiir/iinijs, Wisdom of the East series (1912).

LIEH YU-K'OU 51] SJig. SeeLiehTzu.

LI FAN YUAN f},^^J^, manafie-feudal office,

the Chinese Colonial Office, instituted in the 17th

century to attend to relations with Mongolia, Tibet,

etc. It was abolished by the treaty of 1858 so far

as it dealt with western nations, the Tsiiwj-li YamCn
taking its place.

In 1906 it was reorganized as the Li Fan Pu,

SB Board of Dependencies.

LI-FOURNIER CONVENTION, an agreement

signed at Tientsin uii .May 11. 1884, by Li HuNG-

chanc and Captain Foiunieii of the French navy,

I for the settlement of the diHicully in Tonkin. It

provided for the removal of Chinese troops from

Tonkin, for trade on the common frontier and for

I the waiving of the indemnity claimed by France.

I

A strange dispute arose later with regard to erasures

! in the document, Li and Fouhnier' giving each

other the lie. No European had witnessed the sign-

ing t>i the l.'onvention and two C'hineso officials who

had been present agreed with Li's statement on the

matter.

LIGHTHOUSES. The lighting of the China

coasts is in the care of the Maritime Customs.

,
According to the 1917 Keturns there arc 195 Mights,'

exclusive of light-vessels, beacon;;, etc., the total

including the.se being 1266. .See Maritime Cuslonif.

I

Customs : Kl-^t of LiijhthouKvs, etc., 1917.

{

LI HSIU-CHEN. .'!ce Chumj yS'anij.

' LI HUNG-CHANG $|{8i?c, born in Anhui

A.u. 1822. Ho fought against the T'ai P'ing rebels,
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and for his services vvas made Governor of Kiangsu

ir. 1862. He killed the rebel leaders, who had

surrendered Soorhow on condition that their lives

should be spared. After the rebellion was sup-

pressed he was made Earl. In 1867 he was Viceroy

of Hu-kiiang, and in 1870 of f'hihli. In 1874, by

a forced march from Tientsin to Peking, he ruined

a formidable conspiracy and enabled Kuang Hsii

to be proclaimed Emperor. He signed the Chefoo

Agreement, started the China Merchants' Steam

Navigation Company, and in the settlement of the

Tonkin question accused the French of a breach of

faith, which led to 'reprisals' and the partial des-

truction of the Chinese fleet at Foochow. The war

with Japan broke out in 1894; at its close he was

sent, shorn of honours, to sue for peace, and owing

to his attempted assassination by a Japanese got

better terras than he might otherwise have done.

In 1896 he made a long tour of western lands, being

greatly feted everywhere. He died in 1901.

He seemed generally in favour of progressive

measures, but jirobably had little kvc for foreigners

as such.
I

LIKAN. See Ta 'J\<-in.

LI K I EN. SeeTuTs'in.

LI KIN S£&> ^" inland ta\ on the transit of

goods. The first mention of it in its present form

was in 1852, when the Governor of Shantung institut-

ed it in re>-'ponse to demand made on the province

for funds to suppress the T'ai P'ing rebellion. The
idea of the ta.x is, however, said to have originated

with the Tao-t'ai Yao some years earlier. It was

extended throughout China about 1863. The bar-

riers for collection of the tax are very numerous

where the population is thick and trade large.

There is a tariff, but it is practically ignored, the

local collectors having very large powers especially

in fixing rates of exchange. The tax was originally

one tenth of one per cent, on the value of the goods

;

it is now estimated that goods passing through one

province pay five per cent., and passing through

several proviiices as much as twenty per cent, of

their value. The total collected is jjrobably some

thirty million taels per annum.

By treaty stipulation foreigners importing and

exporting goods pay to the Maritime Customs seven

and a half instead of the regulation five per cent.

duty and are then exempt from the likin tax ; but

this has never been adhered to. The foreign Powers

have long tried to get the tax abolished, in the

interests of all trade, both local and foreign, paying

extra duty to the Maritime Customs : but the

difficulty lies in the Customs being State while the

likin is Provincial. Two treaties have been signed

dealing with the matter, the British known as the

Mackay Treaty in 1902, and the Commercial Treaty

between the United States and China in 1903 : but

both have proved abortive.

Wackl : Finmicc in China, p. 380.

LI LIEN YING $ii55., the favourite eunuch of

the Empress-dowager Tz'u Hsi for forty years until

her death. Before becoming a eunuch at the age of

sixteen, he was a shoemaker's apprentice at Ho-

chien fu, and the common people therefore gave

him the nickname Cobblers'-vvax Li, as Backhouse
translates it, ^^^ /"«-/i>/Vw Li, or Li the tanner.

He seem.s to have had the virtue of loyalty to

his mistress, but there is not much else to his credit.

By .squeezing on a scale without precedent, he

became immensely rich ; his hoard is said to have

fallen into the hands of the French troops in 1900,

but after the return of the Court in 1902 he had time,

before the Empress-dowager's death in 1908, to

make another fortune estimated at two millions

.sterling. By his advice, the funds supposed to be

for the use of the navy, were diverted to the re-

building of the Summer Palace. This contributed

to China's defeat by Japan in 1894. His powerful

influence was, of course, used entirely against re-

form ; both the roup d'etat and the Boxer rebellicn

were largely due to his advice. While at Hsi-an fu,

he and his fellow-eunuchs impoverished the whole

province by their depredations. On the Court's

return to the capital his influence was even greater

than ever, though he wisely used it then in favour

of a certain amount of reform. He died in 1911.

LILYFLOWERS, chin chtn tn'ui ^^J-^;
IJcmiiroriil/is fldvi/. A staple article of export from

t-'hinkiang, growing along a narrow belt running

along the 34th parallel of latitude, through Kiangsu,

Anhui and Honan, and between the 115th and 119th

parallels of longitude, where the land lies several

feet higher than the plain of the Yangtze at

Shanghai, and the soil is poor and sandy. The
flower has not been an important article of diet for

more than a few decades; it is now, however, so

much sought after that it is regularly cultivated

between potatoes and cabbage. The young bulbs

are replanted, seed being apparently never u.sed.

The flowers are jilucked in spring, dried in the sun,

steamed, trodden down in a I'linij, and packed for

conveyance to the nearest mart, where they are

redried and packed in large bales. The original

price is about $3.00 per picul.

The flower alone is eaten, as a vegetable relish

with pork, etc. It is 4 or 5 inches long, light

brown in colour, with yellow petals. The best

kinds come from (/h'enchou-fu in Honan. The
export for 1916 amounted to Tls. 453,177.

China Kevibw, vol. xix.

LI MA-T'OU. See Ricci.
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LIMICOLAE, an Order including Plovers,

Snipes, Curlews, etc. The following are met

with in China. Vanelliie vulyarif, the Lapwing or

Peewit, all over China in the winter, but it retires

to the north in the summer. Microsarcops ciiiercus,

in China, Manchuria and Mongolia; it breeds on

the Yangtze and probably in many other parts of

China. /Injilop/erus vciUralis, the Indian Spur-

winged Plover, in Hainan and Yiinnan. Sarcogram-

niiis utrhiuc/inlif, in Yiinnan. Squtitarola helvetica,

the Grey Plover, passes up and down the coast,

and winters in S.E. China. Charadrius fulvus,

the Eastern Golden Plover, in China and Mongolia

in passage. Ochlhodrowui vrcdiis, the Eastern

Dotterel, in E. China and Mongolia. O. geoffroyi,

the l.,arge Sand-Plover, on the coasts of China, in

pas.sage. (>. moiignlieiis, the Les.ser Sand-Plover,

Mongolia, and at certain seasons in eastern and

southern China and in Hainan. /ligiulilu placida,

the Long-billed Ringed Plover, all over China,

though not in great numbers. //?. dubia, the Little

Ringed Plover, in Mongolia and the whole of China.

.£. ulexundrinu, China coast. /K. dealbaia, S.E.

China. Glnreola orUntalif, the Large Indian

Pratincole or Swallow-Plover, in China generally,

Mongolia, Manchuria. Ilaeinatnpru oscvUms, the

Sea-pie or Oystercatcher, on China coast; breeds

near Chefoo. Streptilas iiilerprcf, the Turnstone,

common on the coasts. Ihidnrhynrhiis strutlierisii,

the Ibis-hill, in the mountains of the north and

west, and in Mu-ji'in. A'ltmcnius variegatus,

Eastern Whinibrel, in all parts of China. A^.

urijiiata, the Curlew, in passage, in China and

Mongolia. N. ryinwpuK, in great numbers in

China, in migration. A', minuluf, also common in

migration. JAmoxn novaezelmidiae, China coast

and from the Ordos to S. China. L. melrmuroides,

China coast. Tere/cia cincrra, the Terek Sandpiper

or Avocct Sandpiper, on the coast of China.

Iferurvironlra anocelln, the Avocet, China coast;

in summer in the river-mouths of N. China, on the

Yellow River, and in Mongolia. Himantopus

cundidua, the Black-winged Stilt, China coast.

'J'otmum glotlin, the Green.shank, very common in

all parts. 7'. ffagjirililif, the Mar.sh Sandpiper or

iiittle (ireenshank, in Manchuria and in China, but

rare. 7'. fiiKcu.i, the Spotted Redshank, from

Mongolia to Canton. T. cididris the Redshank,

very common in all parts at the times of migration.

T. orhriipu.', the Green Sandpiper, abundant

migrant and jiossibly resident; by the water-

courses everywhere. T. glareolii, the Wood Sand-

piper, China generally. T. brevipet, China coast,

in migration. T. hijpnhucxu, the common Sand-

piper, throughout China. Colidri.i nrcnaria, the

Sanderling, on the coast, in winter and in migration.

Tringn cra.tflroflrif, the Ea.stern Knot, on the coast,

at the times of passage. T. acwninata, the Asiatic

Pectoral Sandpiper, China coast ; common in the

seasons. T. platyrhyncha, the Broad-billed Stint,

in Formosa, and in small numbers in China, at

times of migration. T. americana, the Pacific

Dunlin. 7'. Tiificollis, the Eastern Little Stint. T.

tcmmmchii, Temminck's Stint ; these three are

common on the coasts. T. subarquata, the Curlew

Stint or Pigmy Curlew, common on the coasts

and in Mongolia. EuTyntnhynchus pigmaeua, the

Spoon-billed Stint, China coast. MacTorhamphtis

taczfinowshii, the Snipe-billed Godwit, in Mongolia

and China, but not wide-spread. Scolopax rusticula,

the Woodcock, Mongolia, China generally. Gal-

Ihiagn solitaria, the Himalayan Solitary Snipe,

Mongolia, Chihli, Lower Yangtze, Shensi and

Mu-p'in. G. slcnnrn, the Pintail Snipe, in migrat-

ion. G. roehitis, the Common Snipe, common in

all par^s. G. gallimdn, the Jack Snipe, Fukicn,

Lower Y'^angtze, Chihli. Hoxtmtula coptrtfif, the

Painted Snipe, as far as N. Chihli in summer;
resident in S. China. Lobipes fiyperborcus, the

Red-necked Snipe, and Phalaropus fulicarius, are

winter visitors.

David et Oustalet : Jjr'i Oisc.m/x dc la Chine,

(Charadrides, Glareolides, Scolopacidcs, etc.).

LI MIN g^ a term used in the Great. I, raining

will) lel'eri'iice to the Chinese people, and explained

in K'akg Hsi"s dictionary as 'black haired.' The
passage in the Great Learning is (S 16 -f Si ^ IS
(.\. 14), and Legge's translation is 'preserve my
sons and grandsons and black-haired people.'

Some doubt has been thrown on this rendering

01 the term. One suggestion is that since the

conijiosition of the character in its earlier form is

Krain-l-man-l-millet or water, it points not to the

colour of the hair, but to the distinctive mark of

the first Chine.se immigrants, viz., that tiicy were

already an agricultural people.

Little : The Far Eaxt . p. 195

LING CH'lH^jgi, the punislinicnl translated

cutting into ten thousand pieces.' it was not

quite so bad aji that, but did include the horror of

cutting away portions of flesh from the living victim

before the rmip dr. griiee was given. Nn doubt it was
ivt some times more brutally and compli'tply carried

out than at others, and those extreme cases have

twice, at leiust, been photographed to adorn and
assist the sale of foreign books : in one case the

illustration was mercifully perforated to facilitate

withdrawal. The punishment, with other barbarous

accompaniments of the death-penalty, was abolished

by an edict of the Empress-dowager in 1905.

LING NAM 5'rt [fj.
ling nan. .south of the range.

This nii'aiis ' south of the Plum Range,' Mci Ling
' {q.v.), and is used to denote the Kuangtung and
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Kuangsi provincps. There is a book with this title

concerning these provinces, written by the Rev.

B C. Henry.

LINGUISTS, the term always used for the

interpreters in early days of trade with China. It

was foibidden to any Chinese to teach Chinese to

a barliarian. I.LOTD (?. r.) in 1699 and Flint (q.v.)

in 1747 seen to have been the only servants of the

East India Company to acqnire the language up to

that time. The linguist therefore became an im-

portant institution, and between Hong Merchants,

linguists and corapradores, the difficulties of foreign

trade were enormous.

In 1685 is the first record of the charges for

linguists, which were at that time one per cent,

on the transactions for the ship on whose behalf

they acted. They were naturally extremely incom-

petent in translation, even if they had wished or

dared to be honest in the case of petitions presented

to officials ; they originated pidgin-English, and in

its early days it was worse than now.

In 1814, Sir George Staunton gained for the

Company the privilege of addressing Chinese officials

in the Chinese language,—and by that time there

were excellent Chinese scholars among the Com-

pany's servants.

The inteipreter of the British Clonsul is still

called his liiii/nixt in the Treaty of Nanking, 1942.

l^AMKS : V'/ifi Enijlixh in China.

LINGYIN 'S.Wi' """I's retrial; a group of

famous temples in a beautiful glen among.st the

Hangchow hills. The monastery is reputed to have

been founded by an Indian monk named Hri Li in

A.n. 326. There are many rock sculptures and a

seven-storied '' Pagoda of the Classics." K'ang

Hsi paid many visits to the Temples. The place

was sacked and burned by the T'ai P'ing rebels.

('loud : Hunijchnif.

LIN NGAN E^3c' '''*' "'lU'e given to Hangchow
by Kao Tsr.NC, when, having been defeated by tlie

Chin ^Tartar.- he transferred the Sung ('ai)ital

there in a.d. 1127. It is the Kinsay ]r SS (capital)

of .Marco I'oi.o. .See Hamjihow.

LINSEED, the produ<l of J.innm n-iilali'-^i'

mum, is exported from Kalgan, but is grown also

in S.siich'uan. In 1911 it was predicted that it

would become one of the staple exports if the too

common practice of adulteration were not indulged

in ; and this prediction .seems correct, since the

exportation in 1912 reached 442,000 piculs, worth

over Hk. Tls. 2,000,000. This has .-ince been re-

duced, but only on account of the war. Linen is

not at present manufactured in China.

The export for 1916 was Pels. 202.499, value

Tls. 559.995,

LINTIN f^ fj* linij lind, meaning 'lonely,'

not, as one writer gives it, 'the solitary nail' ; an

island at the mouth of the Canton river and north-

east of Macao. From 1821 to 1839 it was the centre

of the contraband trade in opium
;
permanent store-

ships were kept there during the winter months.

The trade was carried on quite openly, and net till

1836 was any attempt made to check it.

In May 1858 a large fleet of pirates was des-

troyed there by H.M.S. Surprise.

LIN TSe HSi) ;H;BlJM5, generally known to

foreigners as Commissioner LiN, a native of Fukien,

born in 1785. At the age of 55 he was Viceroy of

Hu-Kuang (Wuchang), which proves that he was

a man of unusual ability. In December 1838 he

was appointed High Commissioner to deal with the

situation at Canton and to carry out the Emperor
Tag Kuang's anti-opium policy. His powers were

such as had only thrice before been given to any

subject during the rule of the Manchu dynasty.

Eight days after his arrival in Canton, on

March 18, 1839, he issued an order to the foreign

merchants to surrender every particle of opium in

their possession that it might be burnt, and further

to give a bond, in a foreign language and in Chinese,

declaring they would never again bring opium in

their ships. An order was also given to the Hong
Merchants to see the foreign merchants were

obedient to the law, with a threat that otherwi.se

one or two Hong Merchants would be executed.

On.ly three days' grace was allowed. The next

day the Hopj)o issued an order that no foreign

residents should leave ; they were prisoners at large

in their factories till tbe surrender of the opium.

On March 27 Captain Elliot, Chief Superintendent

of Trade, found it necessary for the preservation

of foreign lives and property to order that the

opium should be given up, making himself

responsible for the delivery of 20,291 chests. To
this fateful transaction a touch of humour is gTven

by the fact that two I'arsee firms having by accident

duplicated their lists the total amount actually in

Canton was short of the promised figure by 523

chests ; this amount had to be bought from a ."hip

from India in order to surrender the stipulated

number of chests, and it was not paid for till tlie

indenniity had been received !

Other difficulties naturally followed ; Lin gave

orders on .lanuary 5. 1840 to close Canton forever

to Briti-sh ships ; shortly after he issued a graduated

scale of rewards for the capture and destruction of

Britifh ships and the capture or killing of Britons :

the scale was raised considerably in February, 1841.

Thus I-IN brought on the First War, wrongly called

the Opium War. He was, of course, both ignorant

and arrogant, but he served the Emperor faithfully

and was a sincere patriot. He was degraded for

his failure and in 1843 bani.shed to Hi. After two

years there he was recalled and made Acting-

Viceroy of Shensi and Kansu, then Governor of
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Sbensi, then Viceroy of Yunnan and Kueichou. He
died in 1850.

Dr. (Sir John) Bowuing wrote a very full

account of him, including his earlier life, in the

'J'niiifact inns of the China lirnnch of the Roynl

Aifintic Society (not to be confused with the North

China Branch), in Part iii, 1851-52.

MojtSE : Internuliunnl Jhlations of the Chinese

Kmi/in : CiiiNKSK TiErosiTOKY, pnsfiiii.

LIOTRICHINAE, a Subfamily of the

Crateropodiflae. The following are found in

China. Liothrix lutea, Scop. ; South China to

Chekiang. lAocichla steeri, Swinhoe; Formosa.

Pteruthius rickrtti, O. Grant; Fukien, Yiinnan.

/'. nifirtnlrii, Blyth ; Yiinnan. AUotrius paltidus,

A. Dav. ; Fukit'u, S.iucb'uan. Cutia nijialensis,

Hoous. ; Yunnan. Minla jenloni, J. Vebr.
;

Si'uch'uan.

LI PING ^ jyt.
a prefect of the Shu ^ district

in Ssuch'uan, whu in the Ch"in dynasty (255-206

B.C.) began the great work of irrigation which has

made the Ch'eng-tu Plain one of the riche.st and

most thickly populated areas in all China. See

Ch'eiiij til f'Inin.

LI PO, $ Q also called l.i Tai Po, generally

regarded as China's greatest poet. He was born in

Ssiich'uan about A.i>. 705. He led a dis.'^ipated and

wandering life, sometimes in favour at Court, some-

times ill disgrace. He was une of si.x in Shantung

known as Thi: .Six Idlers of the Bamboo lirook

It fi? ^ i£ "'"1 later was one of an equally hard-

drinking band called The Eiijht Itiimottdls of the

W'inecii/t jS ({> A (Hi • He was drowned from a

boat through a tipsy and too successful effort to

embrace the reflected moon, in a.d. 762. E.xamples

of his poetry may be seen in translations in (.iiLEs'

Chiiirsr LileratuTp.

Ka.mks ; Tht' /'J/njlish in Chino.

LIQUORICE "tr^t hants'uo; Clyeijrrhiza; a

drug vciy highly prized by the Chine.se, small

quantities of it entering into nearly every prescrip-

tion intended for internal use. (.1. echinitln and (1.

<j/)(l)ifi grow plentifully in northern China, but the

best liquorice is the root of (•'. urulrn.ii«, the product

of the grasslands north-west of Sungjian in Ssii-

ch'uan. It stands ne.xt in importance to ginseng in

Chinese pharmacy. As an export it is fent mostly

to Japan, but 8.000 piculs were bought for the

Cnited Slates in 1915.

Kxportation : 1915. Pels. 32,000. TIs. 335,000;

1916. IMs. 32,664, 'ils. 315,142.

LI SAO, UStSS ^a//i"!/ I"'" Tioiihlf, a celebrated

poem considered by all learned Chinese as one of

the most difficult things in their literature. The

poet was Ch'u YiiAN, (r/.v-). It has been translated

into (ierman by .\ii;rsT l'n/.MMi:it (18521: into

French by d'Hervey de Saint-Denys in 1870; and

by Legge into English in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society, 1895. See also Giles, Chinine

Literature, p. 50.

LI SSU $ JEff . a native of the Ch'u State, and

later niinijiter of Sum Huang Ti ; it was he who
suggested the destruction of the books. He was a

pupil of HsiiN Tzu. After the First Emperor's

death he fell a victim to the intrigues of a eunuch,

and was sawn asunder, 208 B.C. He is said to have

invented the form of writing called the Lesser Seal.

LITERARY CHANCELLOR ^ j^ Hsiieh

eheiij, lliL' iiniviin.ial Diifi lor ot' Eilucatiuii, col-

loquially called *jt -^ Hsiieh fai. A special appoint-

ment usually filled by official.s with high literary

degrees from Peking acting for three years. They

presided at the Pret'eclural examinations and gave

the degi'ee of hsiu ts'ai to the successful.

LITERATI, a term which should properly

include all men of education in China whether in

office or not. It seems generally used, however, to

refer only to unemployed scholars, while the others

are termed officials. It thus includes graduates

waiting for a post, graduates preparing for further

examinations, unsuccessful examinees who devote

themselves to teaching, and those qualified for

(official life who prefer to live as 'retired scholars.'

LITTER. The mule-litter is a common means

of tra\el throughout North China, especially in

hilly districts. Two long parallel poles are bound

on opposite sides of two frames which fit on the

saddles of two mules, one in front and one behind.

To the portion between the mules are attached

arches of bamboo from pole to pole. The arches

are covered with cheap matting under which

shelter the traveller spreads his bedding and his

baggage and himself on a rough support of ropes.

These litters are named shun-tzii $f ^ in Shantung.

A more permanent and comfortable kind, in which

the traveller's portion is made of wood instead of

matting, is called fo chiao jflifig, etc.

LITTLE, ARCHIBALD JOHN, a merd.ajit,

traveller and writer, lie was born in i^ondon, 1838,

and arrived in China in 1859. He was the first to

get a steamer up to Chungking. (See Cininijkinij).

Ill 1388 he published Through the Yumjtze Gorges,

and in 1901, Mount Onii und Jlei/ond. He also

wrote i.n the geography and geology of The Far

IJiiKt in the series 'The Regions of the World'

(1905). He returned to England in 1907 and died

the ne.xt year. After his death Mrs. Liitle publish-

ed his Across Yiinmin. and (f'lennings from Fifty

Years in China.

LITTLE SISTERS OF THE POOR, /V^,«.,

.Soiur.-- lie.'' I'liiii-i''. 'I'lic-c nuns began work in

all
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Shanghai in February, 1904. They busy themselves

only over the aged poor, of whom they support three

hundred. The imniber of Sisters is twenty.

LI TZO CH'ENG ^g)S, born in Shensi in

A.D. 1606. In 1627 he got into trouble over the

land-tax, and two years later he became a brigand,

calling himself General Ch'uang gg. After fleeing

into Ssiich'uan for some years he appeared at the

head of a band of desperadoes in 1640, overran parts

of Hupei and Honan, and was .soon at the head of

a considerable army. In 1642 he took K'aifcng fu,

losing his left eye in the assault ; two years later he

had conquered the whole of Shensi, proclaimed

hinjself fir.'<t Emperor of the Great Shun ^ (Ig

dynasty, with Yung Ch'ang ^ g as his reign title,

and marched towards Peking. The Ming Emperor

sent for Wu San-kuei, who was fighting in tile East

against the Manchus, but before his arrival a gate

was treacherously opened to the rebel and the last

Ivling Emperor hanged himself. Wu then attacked

the conipieror in Peking ; Li was obliged to retreat

vve.<tward, and after two defeats his army began

to melt away ; for a time he held Wuch'ang, tJien

lied down the Yangtze and was killed in Hupei in

1645.

He was a great leader ; his army was well

disciplined and cared for, and though in the earlier

part of his career he terrified the Empire by his

atrocities, he put such methods aside as soon a* he

saw that hi.-; purposes could succeed without them,

LIU AN SlJ3f. See Iluai Xmi Tzu.

LIU HSIANG 5Jl)l6], a celebrated author and

pbili .sopher, born in 80 B.C. He was a leading

member of the Imperial Commission appointed by

HsuAN Ti of the Han dynasty to edit and annttote

the ancient classics after their reinstatement. He
was much inclined towards Taoist speculations, and

wrote a treatise on the Fire Elemcnls from material

which is .said to have been supplied him by a super-

natural visitant. He developed the ideas cf TsoJ'

Yk.n ('y.r.). Two of his books are considered models

of style, viz., the Hifturij of the Hun di/nnsti/, and

a collection of stories to illustrate womanly virtues.

He (lied in B.c. 9.

LIU KUNG TAO. See liVi /iiii wci.

LIU MING-CH'UAN f ij Jg f^S ^ ""''^e of

Anhui, born in 1838. He fought as a volunteer

against the T'ai l*"ing rebels and received the

Yellow Jacket in 1864. In 1884 he wa* Military

Commissioner in Formosa, and made a valiant

defence against the French in the north of the

island. When Formosa was made a Province he

became first Governor ; he made a railway, and

laid a submarine cable from Tamsui to Foochow,

intrcjduced the telegraph and oj)ened coal-mines. In

1890 he was made President of the Hoard of War.

He retired in ill health,—the result of wounds and

long residence in Formosa, and died in 1896.

LIU PANG Sl)?f>. "'as born in the modern
Kiangsu, B.C. 247. When a rebellion arose against

the First Emperor he became a leader of rebels and
later was made Duke of P'ei, his birth place. After

various fighting en behalf of the resuscitated Ch'u

state he was made Prince of Han. He then fought

with his rival Hsiang Chi, losing in the battle of

P'eng Ch'eng over a hundred thousand men.

Ultimately he gained the upper hand and was

proclaimed as first Emperor of the Han dynasty

in B.C. 202. He died in B.C. 195.

LIU PEI gljdi, a native of Chihli, born A.n. 162

of royal blcod, but e.\tremely poor. At first he

was opposed to the encroachments of T.s'ao Ts'ao,

(i/.f.), but later became very friendly with him.

Then he conspired against him and henceforth they

wei-e rivals. He had the assistance of Chuko Liang,

and when the Han dynasty came to an end, he

assumed the title of Emperor of Shu. Though Shu

was only one of the Three Kingdoms, yet his

dynasty, called Shu Han Ml^j is regarded as the

legitimate successor of the Han dynasty. He died

two years later, a.d. 223.

LIU PU. See Six C'lii.'sc.v of t'/uinirlers.

LIU PU. See Six Boards.

LIU SHU. See Six Cla.<$es of Character.

LIU T'l. See Six Forms of Writimj.

LIU SUNG DYNASTY. See Sun.j [Liu).

LIU YUNG-FU Shki& "i- Liu Erh, known as

leader of the Black Flags. He was born in Kuangsi,

1836. He and his men were a band of outlaws, but

on trouble arising with the French in Annam he was

engaged by the Chinese and given official rank.

See Ulavl; /•7o</,v.

LIVADIA, TREATY OF. See Treaties.

LJUNGSTEDT, ANDREW J., Sir, kni|;ht of

the Swedish Koyal Order Waza, President of the

Swedish Factory at Macao. He died at Macao,

November, 1835, aged 76. He was the author of

Conlribxilion to an Uislnrieal Sketch of the I'ortu-

ijuece Settlements in China; Contribution to a

historical Sketch of the Uonuin Catholic Church at

Macao; Description of the City of Canton; etc.

LLOYD, one of the Council of five chosen to

assist the East India Company's President in China

in 1699. He was selected because of his knowledge

of Chinese, and he is said to have been the first

Briton to learn the language.

LOANS, CHINESE EXTERNAL, See //..//.y-

kiiiHj anil sliiiidjlnii Bank.
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LOB NOR, a lake of Chinese Turkestan, about

lat. 40° X. and long. 90° E. It lies on the

eastern edge of the Tarim basin, at the foot of

the Altvn range. It is a sandy swamp, receiving

the drainage of the basin, and in it the Tarim
river itself disappears. There seems to have been

a town called Lob near the lake. M.\Rfo Polo
has Lop.

LOCH, HENRY BROUGHAM, companion of

Sir Hakky Pahkes when they were made prisoners

at Tung chou. He was then secretary to Lord

Elgin, and wrote the account of the Mission;

{/'ersuiiol Xarralice of Occurrences . . . 1860).

He was born in 1827, was created baron in 1895

an<l died in 1900.

LOCKHART, JAMES HALDANE STEWART,
Sir, was born in Scotland, May 26, 1858, and was

educated in Edinburgh. He was appointed a

Hongkong cadet in 1878, and later filled various

offices in that colony, twice receiving the thanks of

H..\I. (iovernnient for .services done. He was made
C.M.C. in 1898, and K.C'.M.G. in 1908. In 1902

he was appointed Conimi.^sioner of Weihaiwei and

still holds that' post in 1917.

His published works are .1 Maiiiiul <;/ Chineie

Qiiiitiilioiix ; The I'unenci/ of the Farther Eiist;

The Stewart f.ix 1,/iiirt ('nllfrlinn of Chinese Cupptr

Colnn, 1915.

^ LOCKHART, WILLIAM, of the London

Mi.s.sionarv .Suriily, was b'lin at Liverpool in 1811,

and died in London, 1896. He was the second

medical missionary to ('hina, Dr. Peteu Pakkbii

being the fir.'t. He reached Canton in 1838, worked

there, at Macao, till expelled with the other English,

and at Hatavia, then went to (husan during British

(K'cnpation and made a hospital there. When the

evacuation took |)lace he went to .Shanghai, arriving

there the day the port was opened, and in 1844

opened a Chinese hospital which he managed till

1857. The next year he went to England, but re-

turned in 1861 to foinid a hospital in Peking. He
retired in 1864. Besides medical reports, etc., he

proiluced u Xotice of Chii'iaii, in the Chini'iii: }{e-

jjoititorij, vol. X, and in 1861 a book. The Medical

Min.iioiinrij in China. His own library of Chine.se

bcoks he presented to the London Mission House

in Londi n, where it is kept as thf Lo'kmaiit

Library.

Wylik : Mmioriah of I'rotrstatit Mi'«ionuriei>.

LOESS. (LOSS), a deposit of yellowish earth

fiinul in Asia from the ('as])ian to Shantung. It is

in .--<jme regions a hundred and fifty feet in thickness,

and is very fertile. It is abundant in North China,

especially in Shansi. There has been nnich discus-

. sion among geiilogisits as to its origin, but it is now
generally accepted that it is the last great marine

40

alluvial deposit scattered and laid down again by
tJie action of winds. This theory is due to von
KicHTHOFENy the portitn of his great work in which

j

he discusses it has been translated by Edkins in

I

The Chinf'e Jtcrmdcr fur 1882. See Gcoloiji/.

!

LO FOU MOUNTAINS Hi? ill, sixty miles

1
east of Canton, and seventy north of Hongkong

;

the highest point is given as 4,150 feet. Mr.
Bocunk"s book describes an e.xcursion to them in

1892. V. S. A. BoritNE : T/ie Lo-Fnu Muuntaiii.^.

LO-HAN H^, in Sanskrit Arahan (q.v.).

I
The proper meaning of the Chinese is given a,s

worthy, excellent, etc. According to Buddhists the

j

Lo-han have penetrated the mysteries of heaven

and earth. Doue speaks of thera as 'bonzes of the

West who have made a reputation by tlieir origina-

I

lity and remarkable ugliness.' Others describe

them as' saints. They are generally spoken of as

the eighteen Lo-han, -f" A ^ jUs/ti/t pa Lo hnn, and

! this is the usual number tunnd in temples and in

Buddhist books; but the number of them is some

times raised to five hundred.

In Indian and in early Chinese Buddhist works

they appear a« sixteen only, and they are called the

patrons and guardians of Sakyamuni Buddha's

religious .system and of its adherents.

When they were fir.st introduced into Buddhist

temples, or when the number was raised from

sixteen to eighteen in Chinese temples, is not

known.

Pictures of the Eighteen Lolian and specimens

of the extravagant .stories of thcni will be found in

DoRF.'s work, together with a list of their names.

DoRE : Becherchcs sur le/i SiqnTntitiovs en

('hinf, tome vii, p. 214; Watteks : The Kiijhlein

Iji) him uf Chinese lluildhi-t Templef.

LOI. See .l/ii}i:'jine.-<.

LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY, THE.
//eiidi/iiiirlrr/t :—London, England.

Entered China, 1807.

Works in Hongkong, and in Canton. Kukieii.

(hekiang, Kiangsu, Chihli, and Hujjei. Though

inter denominational by constitution, this Society is

chiefly manned and sui>ported by the Congregational

Churches of (Sieat Britain and .Vustralia. It was

the Hr.st Protestant Mission to enter China, and its

first representative was Pobeut MoitiiisiiN {q.v.),

a Scotch Presbyterian, who after studying the

Chinese language for three years with a Cantonese

in London, was sent out viii America, and was

kindly received by the residents in the East India

Company's factory at Canton. As it was impossible

for foreigners to undertake direct mission work at

that time, Mduhison was glad to get the jiost (pf

translator to the Company in 1809, which gave him

a .secure footing in the place. In 1813, Rev. Wru.iAM

Milne ('/.r.) arrived; and in the >ann^ year,
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Morrison finished his version of the New Testa-

ment. Six years later, the two colleagues had

prepared the whole Bible ; and in 1821, Morbison
completed his Dictionary. The first convert had

been baptized in 1814, but the difficulties of the work

were so great that .only ten persons were won for

Christianity in the first 25 years. Seeing the im-

possibility of reaching the Chinese in China, Milne
early made a long tour in the Malay Archipelago, to

visit the chief Chinese settlements, distributing

literature and seeking suitable headquarters for

mission work; and as the result, centres were opened

in Batavia, Penang and Singapore. In 1821, an

Anglo-Chinese College was founded at Malacca

under Milne, who also had charge of a printing

press. (See Mmion I'resses). The Kev. W. H.
Medhuiist, who had arrived in 1816, took charge

of a second press in Java, with an orphanage and a

school for Chinese children.

As early as 1830, two of the Canton converts

itinerated in the interior, travelling 250 miles, and

distributed 7,000 tracts among students at examina-

tion centres. This is the earliest attempt made by

Protestants to reach the literati. Amongst other

workers sent out before the opening of Hongkong,

may be mentioned Dr. William Lockhart (q.v.),

the first medical missionary from Europe, who came

in the year 1838, S. Dyer {tj.v.) Dr.B.HoBSON, James

Legce, (1840) (q.v.) and Samuel Kidd (q.o.). As
soon as Hongkong was ceded to the British the

Anglo-Chinese College was transferred thither ; and

in 1843 it was decided to open a Theological

Seminary in Hongkong ; to begin medical work

there; and to occupy the five newly-opened Treaty

ports.

In pursuance of this scheme. Canton was re-

occupied ; Dr. Lockhart and Mr. Medhurst pro-

ceeded to Shanghai ; a mission was started in Amoy
in 1844 ; Dr. Milne's son, the Rev. W. C. Milne
also went to Ningpo, but this port was soon

abandoned ; and in 1861, the Rev. Joseph Edkins

iq-v.) who had joined the Shanghai staff in 1845

settled in Tientsin, thus founding the North China

Mission ; and from this port as a base Dr. Lockhart
w^nt to Peking and opened work there. In 1861,

another member of the Shanghai staff began work

in Central China, when the Rev. Griffith John,
following up a tour taken by the Rev. William
Mi;iRHEAD, moved to Hankow.

As at present constituted the L.M.S. has five

districts in China :

1. The South China District, with its chief

centre at Hongkong, and stations on the mainland

at Canton (1807) and Poklo fg M (1850).

2. The Shanghai District.

3. The North China District, with strong staffs

of missionaries at Peking (1861) Tientsin (1861) and

Siao (hang ajjjg, (1888), Ts'angchou Jft ;H1 , (1895),

and representatives at T"ungchow in union work.

4. The Central China District, where the

principal centre is Hankow (1861), with other

stations at Wuchang (1867), Siaokan^igE, (1880),

Huangpei |^BJ[, (1898) and Tsaoshih ^ ffj, (1899).

5. The i'ukien District, with Amoy as the

oldest station, (1844), in addition to Changchow

if ^, (1862), Huian hsien SiS^ (1866) and Ting-

ciiow
i'X yH (1892).

With the changed conditions under which

missionaries now work, the day of missionary

sinologues would appear to be over, but any list

of them consists very largely of L.M.S. names;
Legge, Morrison, Milne, Medhurst, Edkins,

Wylie, and Chalmers, being the most outstanding.

The Mission has also been famous for its

preachers ; the kings of them all being the Rev.

William Muirhead, D.D. of Shanghai, who for

53 years preached the Gospel constantly, and Dr.

Griffith John of Hankow ; and others too

numerous to mention have adorned the evangelistic

side of the work.

The Medical and educational sides were also

insisted on from the beginning, both being started

in the early days, one at Macao, and the other at

Singapore.

There are to-day, hospitals at Hongkong,

(where a hostel connects with the University) ; at

three of the four centres in the Fukien District; at

four of the five stations in Central China ; at

Shanghai, (from which city the L.M.S. works both

in N. Chekiang and S. Kiangsu) ; also at Peking,

Tientsin, Siaochang, and Ts'angchou in North
China. (See AMeclica! Missions).

The principal educational institutions are in

Shanghai, Tientsin, and Hongkong. The Union
Medical College in Peking, taken over in 1916 by
the China Medical Board, was in the first place the

contribution of the L.M.S. to the North China

Educational Union.

During the last 10 years, 190717, the principal

developments have proceeded along the following

lines.

1. (.'ijiicentnitiiin.—Wurk in Ssiich'uan (Chung-

king District) Hunan and parts of Chihli has been

given up—so that more thorough intensive work
may be effected.

2. Institutional Work.—The Mission has been

making successful efforts to develop this side of

its work and institutions such as the Anglo-Chinese

College, Tientsin, the (Jriffith John College, Han-
kow, and the Medhurst College, Shanghai, etc., have

either been started or largely developed.

3. Co-operative Union Work.—The Mission

has wherever possible welcomed union movements
especially in Institutional Work. In Canton the

Mission is affiliated with the Union Theological
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College—a union of eight Missions, and also with

the Union Theological College, Amoy. The Mission

has also its share in Union Medical training in

Central and N. China. In North China also it is

sharing in Theological and General Kducational

Union work.

4. An important development of the Society's

work is the formation of an Advisory Council on the

Field, consisting of nine representatives from each

of the five centres and others specially co-opted,

with a permanent Secretary. A similar Chinese

Council, advisory and representative, has also been

formed. Both Councils meet annually at the same

time and place.

5. The Chinese Church is being formed into

Local and District Councils, the D. C.'s appointing

their own representative to the Chinese Advisory

Council.

6. In each centre developments are taking

place in the matter of self-support and self-govern-

ment—purchase of land and erection of buildings

worthy of the Church.

7. Strong efforts are now being made to carry

on a forward movement in the Missions' evangelistic

and church work.

Statistics for the year ending Dec. 31. 1916.

Foreign Force 158

Chinese Staff 248

Communicants 11,403

LONGANS, Euphoria liiiiijiin, g^ R[J luvg yen,

' dragoji's eve,' a near relative of the lichee. The
fruit is smaller than the lichee and not so pleasant

to eat when raw, but when canned it has a flavour

superior to the lichee. It also is semi-tropical,

having its northern limit about Foochow, but it

is hardier than the lichee. The fruit is naturally

brown but is artificially changed to a chrome

yellow. It is eaten fresh, canned or dried. There

are several varieties.

Meyer : Ai/ricullurnl Er/ilorntions, etc.

LONGOBARDI, NICOLAS g^ ^ Jfi A""!/

lliKi iiiin, a .)esna MisMonary, iKjrn in Sicily in

1559. He reached China in 1597. He laboured first

at (hao chow where he suffered from persecution

and slander, but in 1609 he was called to I'eking and

there received the last instructions of Ricci. He
was opposed to Kicci in his view of the Chinese rites,

yet Rifcr appointed him his successor as Superior

of the Jesuit Missions in China. When T'ien Ch'i

recalled the missionaries to Peking Loncobardi was

one of the first to return. In 1636 he went to

Tsi-nan fu in Shantung and made some converts

among the mandarins, but was driven out by the

Mnddhist monks. Up to the age of 79, however,

he used to go every year on foot to Tsinan fu to

instruct the converts. After apostolic labours re-

warded with apostolic success he died in 1654. The

Emperor Shun Cum who admired him contributed

to the e.\penses of his funeral.

Havp.et : La Stile chrtticnne cle Singanfoii,

II, p. 22, note.

LONG WHITE MOUNTAIN, the title of a

well-known book by H. K. .James describing a

journey in Manchuria. For the mountain see

Ch'aiiijpai ^han.

LOO CHOO ISLANDS ^li^liu c/riu, a chain

of islands stretching between Japan and Fonnosa,

171 square miles in area having 170,000 inhabitants.

They were formerly independent but paid tribute

and homage to both China and Japan. In 1874 a

dispute arose between these two countries concerning

the islands. The people are manifestly of Japanese

origin, and the dispute ended in a treaty by which

China acknowledged Japan's right to their posses-

sion.

LO P'AN|g*g, astrological compass, literally

" reticulated plate.''

This instrument is largely employed by pro-

fessors of Finij-Shui (q.v.) and Astrology (q.v.).

It consists of a baked clay disc, si.\ or more inches

in diameter, with a magnetic compass about one

inch diameter in the centre. The disc is covered

with yellow lacquer and is inscribed with si.\teen

or more concentric circles, subdivided by radial

divisions, with appropriate lettering.

It synthesizes all the accepted Chinese theories

as to the cosmic harmonies between the quasi-living

energies of nature (see Yin and Yang and FivK

Elements), time-relations as indicated by the sun

and moon and the directions in space from any

point on the earlh.

The arrangement of the circles varies slightly,

but the following .system is common :

—

(1) The Kight Diagrams (I'a Kua, q.v.).

(2) The eight numbers of the magic square,

(not including 5, which is understood to be in the

centre).

(3) Twelve sectors, named after the Pa Kua
and by four pairs of "sexagenary cycle" characters.

(4) The twenty -four celestial mansions or

" heavens."

(5) The twenty-four characters :—>.<., four

of the I'a Kua, eight of the "stems" and the twelve

of the "branches."

(6) The twenty-four fortnightly climatic

periods of the solar cycle.

(7) Seventy-two sectors, of which si.xty are

named by pairs of se.xagenary cycle characters.

(8) One hundred and twenty sectors, of which

forty-eight are named by pairs of cyclic characters.

(9) The twenty-four characters as in (5) but

shifted 7i degrees anticlockwise.

(10) Similar to (8) but with different pairs of

cvclic characters.
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(11) Sixty Koctors with jiairs of cyclic

cliaiiicters.

(12) Same as (9) but witli tlip radii shift-ed

Tj degrees clockwise from those in (5).

(13) Similar to (8) but with different characters.

(14) Sixty unequal sectors with cyclic charac-

ters.

(15) Allocation of the five elements to (14).

(16) Three hundred and si.xty divisions alter-

nately numbered with odd numbers corresponding

to the extent of the Lunar Asterisms.

(17) Same as (16) with marks rcftrring to

significance.

(18) The names of the twi'iily eight (uneiiua))

Ulnar asterisms.

(19) The ijlanets (with sun and moon) corres-

jionding to the asterisms.

Caiii's : Chiiii'si: Ocivltinii, Monist, vol. -\v,

\t\K 500 554 ; DoitE : Chinese Siiperstiliotis.

LH.C]

LOQUATS, from //( l.n-ul. the Cant<iiiese pro-

nunciation of ^ }S '" f '"'» rush-orange ; Eiiobotryu

jdjiuiiica, the medlar; also called |H;itB p't p'a,

hi wu, etc. This fruit is probably indigenous in

Central-eastern China. A region noted for its

cultivation is the Tang hsi district in Chekiang,

where loquat orchards stretch to the horizon.

The finest of the many varieties cultivated is

the pui j/i p'a or white loquat. The different

varieties are all grafted on seedling stock.

It is considered a very jirofitable fruit to grow,

though apparently a good crop is only expected every

second or third year. The village of Tang-hsi alone

exported in one good year some twenty thousand

dollars' worth of the fruit.

Meyer : Ayriciilhiral /''.rp/uKiliunf, etc. ; Yl'LE :

Hoh.-ii)H-Johsoii.

LORCHA. The word is from the Portuguese.

The name given to a snuill vessel whose hull is of

western build but whose masts and sails are Chinese.

LORD AMHERST, THE, a private ship .sent

in 1832 by tlie Ka-^t India I 'onii)any from Canton
to the North-eastern coasts of China, with a view

to opening up more extended intercourse with the

country instead of being confined to the port of

Canton. The voyage was projected by Mr.

MAUJoniBANKS, President of the Committee of

Supercargoes, without any authorization from the

(.'ourt of Directors. Mr. LiN'nsAY, a Member of

the Factory in China, was in charge of the mission,

and UiiTZLAFK the missionary went as the inter-

preter. The object as stated was "to ascertain how
far the Northern Ports of China might be gradually

opened to British commerce ; which of them was

most eligible, and to what extent the disposition

of the natives and the local governments would be

favourable . to it." Since Mr. Lindsay was in-

structed to avoid giving the Chinese any intimation

that he was acting in the employ of the East India

Company, he reported himself in writing to Chinese

authorities as the Commander of the vessel, which

he was not, and moreover under a false name,

(Hugh Hamiltcv, his Christian names), and stated

the ship was from Bengal : after which it is interest-

ing to note the frequent references in the Report

to the bad faith of the Chinese. In the Report

printed by the Government it is good to see that

the Company severely blamed Mr. Lindsay, and

indeed disapproved of the whole unauthorized pro-

ceeding.

The expedition occu(iied 192 days, went as far

north as Weihaiwei, visited Korea and the Loochi o

Islands, and cost 16,942 taels net "at 6s. 3d. the

tale."

Ilipotl iij Vroccedinij^ on a Voyage to the

Xiirtkan I'orii of China in the Ship Lord Amherst,

J-ondon, 1834; Papers reJatin/j to the Ship Amherst,

[*i('], t)rdered, by the House of Commons, to be

printed, 9th June, 1833. Gutzlai-'F : Joumnl of

Three Voynijrx alon(j the Conxl of China.

LO SSU MA, jgSff.Si, a name which Sciileoel

took to mean the narwhal and to be of unknown
origin. According to Lauker, however, the word

is a regular transcription of rofinpnix, signifying

the walrus.

Laufeu : Arahir. and (,'hine.<c Trade in Wtilru.y

anil A'arTcfial Ivory, T'oung I'ao, vol. xiv.

LOTS, CASTING, h g|- pu liw, a common
method of divination with Chinese, though the

phrase 'casting lots' is not a suitable one. Two
oyster shells or much more commonly two pieces of

bamboo root are used, which are thrice thrown en

the ground. At each throw the concave sides may
be both down, both up, or one facing down and one

up. The various combinations have their meanings

already printed in a book, on referring to which

one knows what the answer of the gods is to the

question asked.

DoKE : Iteeherchet xur lea Siiperslilionf, p. 243.

LOTUS SCHOOL. .See I'ure Land School.

LOUREIRO, PEDRO, the author of an .Ih;//<>-

Chinese Calendar, 1776 1876, publi.shcd in 1872 at

Shanghai. He was also the originator of the

Shanghai paper The Celestial Empire on July 4,

1874, with I'". H. BAi.Korr, a-s editor.

LOWDAH, or LAODAH ^:^, old .jreat one,

a term used by foreigners in Shanghai and up the

Yangtze to denote their head boatman, .\mong

Chinese it is used to mean the skipper of a junk.

LOWRIE. WALTER MACON, was born in

Pennsylvania on February 18, 1819, and was sent to

( 'hina by the Presbyterian Board of Foreign

Missions, sailing on January 14, 1842, and reaching
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Aliuao on May 27. He then proceeded to Singapore,

bnt f(;ntrary winds made it necessary to enter

Ixlaiiila. Alter a month there he went on in another

shij) and was wrecked 400 miles from land. Ke-

turning to Manila he went back to ilacao in a leakv

boat which made the port with difticulty.

In 1845 he removed to Ningpo, having in the

interval been twice in danger at sea. In May, 1847,

he went to Shanghai as one of the Delegates

appointed to translate the New Testament.

Kecalled suddenly to Ningpo, he went to Chapoo

and, in spite of contrary winds, took ship for

Ningpo on August 19, 1847. Eight or ten miles out,

the boat wa-s attacked by pirates, and l.owuiE was

tlirown overboard and drowned.

('hinese Kepositouy : vol. xvi, pp. 462, 638;

vol. xi.v, p. 491.

LUCERNE. Sec .1 //«//«.

LU CHIU YUANIlA-ll. lWO-92. A famous

(onfucianist, a fellow student, as were his four

brothers also, of Chu Hsi. He founded a school

which oppased the latter's interpretation of the

classics and is tliercfore considered heterodo.v. He
was canonized as ^ 3c Wen An.

Suzuki : U'l'lDTy »/ Chinese I'hilosoylty.

LUGARD, FREDERICK DEALTRY, Sir,

was boiM on .lanuary 22, 1858. .Mt.-r a good deal

of military service in the Afghan War and in

Africa, ho became Governor of Hongkong from

July 28, 1907 to 1912.

During his admini.stration, and largely through

his efforts, the Hongkong University (q-v.) was

founded. He afterwards became Governor-General

of Nigeria. He was made C.B. in 1895, K.C.M.G.

in 1901. and G.C.M.G. in 1911.

He has published Out Kiist A/rira I'^mpire,

(1893).

LU HOU SB, the wife of Liu I'a, founder

of the Han dynasty, who owed much of his success

to her. On his death she became regent for her

young son. She destroyed one of the Emperor's

sons by a concubine, and also put the concubine to

death with dreadful torture, making her own son,

the young emperor, look on the woman's agony.

This sight drove the boy mad, and the mother then

usurped all autlupiity till she died in B.C. 180.

LUNGCHINGTSUN 81 #)fj. is in Kirin pro-

vince, and is one of the four marts in the Yenki

diftricti of East Manchuria opened by the Chino-

Korean Frontier Agreement of 1909. The trade is

almost entirely in imports. The population is 670.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 351,533 284,549

Net Chinese ,,
— —

Exports 91,532 112,577

LUNGCHOWJS^I, a town opened to foreign

trade by the ( (uiNention with France of 1887. It is

in Knangsi, near the Tonkin frontier, on the Tso

river ^ jx above Nanning. The trade is insigni-

ficant, the railway from Haiphong and Hanoi to

l^angson or Namkuam having diverted business from

Lnngchow ; and no improvement is to be looked for

till the line is continued 60 kilometres further to

Lungchow itself. There is also some prospect of

the line being continued northeastwards; (see Far

A/'(/.v7< ;« I/evicw, November, 1915). The population

is 13,000. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 95,481 66,958

Net Chinese ,,
— —

E.vports 15,510 11,866

Total Hk.Tls. ... 110,991 78,824

LUN<3 CH'UAN YAO m&U- f'e Sung por-

celain commonly known as (Jeladon, made in Che-

kiang. It is distinguished by its bright grass-green

hue, likened by Chinese to that of fresh onion

sprouts. BusHELL : Chinese Art, vol. ii.

LUNGKOWg|n.» sniall port on the north

coast of Shantung, opened to international trade

in 1915. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 145,091 470,899

Net Chinese „ 278,117 2,930,739

E.\ports 204,440 456,240

Total

LUNG MEN

Itk.Tls 627,648 3,857,878

a defile 30 li south of

Total Hk.TU 443,065 397,126

Honan-fu, containing cave temples and rock sculp

tures representing Buddhist deities. The defile is

called Lung Men, "Gate of the Dragon," because of

a tradition that it was cut by Yii with the help of

a dragon, in order to drain off the inundations of the

Yellow River. The oldest grottos are those carved

out by the orders of the Wei Emperor Chb Tstjng

(500-515) in honour of his father and the Empre.ss-

dowager. Later carvings were made in the T'ang

dynasty. The figures number some thousands and

vary in height from two feet to sixty feet, which is

the height of one colossal Buddha. Traces of

Indian art are very evident. At the time of the

T'ang dynasty there were ten temples at Lung Men.

('iiAVANNES : Le Journal Asiatique, vol. xx,

p. 133; and Miision Arehcnlor/iqur. dans la Chine

S*'^ifrnf rionn/''.

LUNG WANG fiH. See lh,i.,,inhin.js.

LUN YU. See Aiialccli.

LU SHUN K'OU, igUfiP.tl'e Chinese name

of I'oit Arthur, {'l-i'-]-

LU, STATE OF?f, a principality of the feudal

days, founded by the brother of the founder of the

Chou dynasty (12th centuiy B.C.), his title being

Marijuis; he is better known as Chou Kunu. The
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fief was situated in southwest Shantung, south of

the (h'i State. Politically it always remained a

petty State, but it. was the most highly cultivated

and may be considered as almost equal to the

imperial capital in matters of ritual, sacrifice, music,

deportment, etc. This was largely due to the fact

that the founder, Confuctos' great model, had at

the beginning modified the local manners instead

of partly adopting them as Ch'i had dene, and had
introduced the customs of three years' mourning,

etc. The State had special privileges, such as the

right to use the imperial music of all past dynasties,

and it had the custody of ancient objects,—the bow,

scepti-e, etc., presented by Wn Wang and his

successors. The earlier rulers of Lu were advisers

at the imperial court and ruled the fief from a

distance.

rojFUcirs was born in Lu in '551 B.C. In

B.r. 517 tlie reigning Marquis was driven out by
the intrigues of the great families and died in e.xile

ten years later. Confitcius became chief councillor

to his sucee.*sor and drove into exile one of the most

powerful agitators. For many years Lu was a kind

of henchman to Ch'i, and it was extinguished by

Ch'u in B.C. 249.

Parker : Ancient China Simplified.

LUTES, See Musical histrii/uc/iU.

LUTHERAN FREE CHURCH MISSION.
JJi uiltjiicrtirs :—Minneapolis, Minn., I'.S.A.

Entered China, 1908.

Works in Honan in two .stations, viz., Suichow

and Kueite fu (opened 1916). There are five

workers in 1917.

LUTHERAN MISSIONS. In January, 1917,

there were seventeen Lutheran Missions working in

China, exclusive of those associated with the C.I.M.

Of these, three are the long-established Basel, Berlin

and Rhenish Missions, whose combined membership

in Kuangtung forms the largest Christian com-

munity in the province. These three Missions were

founded, and are still maintained, by the Lutheran

and Reformed (C'alvinistic) churches of Germany
and Switzerland, thus anticipating later "union"

movements. They hold a united Conference every

three years.

Thirteen Lutheran Missions work in Central

China, i.e. in Hunan, Hupei and Honan. Most of

them are at present small, and only five of them

ante-date the Boxer year, four of these latter being

European in origin. Since 1900, eight American

Lutheran communities have begun work in Central

China. Four of these have united to build and

support a Union Lutheran Theological Seminary at

She-kow, near Hankow, and discussions are being

carried on with a view to the corporate union of

Bome of these central Missions of the same order.

The three American denominations known as

the Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran Synod in the

II. S. A., Hacge's Synod, and the L'nited Lutheran

Church cf America (itself formed in 1890 by the

union of three bodies) will celebrate the 400th

anniversary of the Reformation in 1917 by amalga-

mating, when their three Missions in China will

also become one, probably under the name of the

"American Lutheran Mission."

In April, 1915, a Union Lutheran Conference

was held at the She-kow Theolcgical Seminary, when
delegates from eight of the Lutheran Missions of

Central China were present. The que-stions of

C'hurch organization, of a Union liturgy and litera-

ture, and of a Union College were discussed and

crmniittees formed to deal with them. In October,

1916, a second meeting was held, reporting progress,

and in August, 1917 a further Conference will be

held in which it is expected other Lutheran Missions

besides the eight above-mentioned will take part.

The names of the seventeen l^utheran Missions

are :

—

1.—American Lutheran Brethren Mission.

2.—Augustana Synod Mission.

3.—Basel Missionary Society.

4.—Berlin Missionary Society.

5.—Danish Missionary Society.

6.—Evangelical Lutheran Missionary Society.

7.—Finnish Missionary Society.

8.—Hauge's Synod Mission.

9.—Independent Lutheran Mission.

10.—Lutheran Free Church Mission.

11.—Lutheran Synod Mission.

12.—Norwegian Lutheran Mission.

13.—Norwegian Missionary Society.

14.—Rhenish Missionary Society.

15.—Swedish American Missionary Convenant.

16.—Swedish Missionary Society.

17.—United Norwegian Evangelical Mission.

LUTHERAN SYNOD MISSION.
}/i iidijiiorlirs :

—

(hicagu. III., L'.S.A.

Entered China, 1912.

Works in Honan. at Kuang chou ^^. Kuang
shan 5tlll. and Hsi hsien ,@, 8|, all opened in 1913,

and at Kikungshan. Li 1917 the Mission reports

13 foreign workers.

LU TSUNG, flS^, an important School of

Chinese Buddhi.sm. Lit is taiv and is the trans-

lation of Vinaya. It was founded by Tao Hsiian,

(595-667), and, like the T'ien-t'ai School, had its

origin in China. It is based on Indian authorities

but does not imitate any Indian sect. The founder,

as seen in his writings, had his bent towards the

practical rather than the mystical, and wrote bio-

graphy and on literary history and church govern-

ment rather than on subtleties of doctrine. Pro-

bably in consequence of his own observation of
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monasteries he in>isted that morality and discipline

must lie at the base of the truly religious life.

The chief monastery of the School is at Paohua

shan in Kiangsu, where there is more strictness and,

it is said, more learning than in other monasteries.

Only two meals a day are permitted and no drink

but tea ; while much time is spent in learning and

reciting the sacred te.xts. See Buddhist ScliooU.

Hackmann : liuddhisni as a Ihli'jion.

LU WEN-CHING S S: ^ ,
commonly known

among foreigners as Captain Leeboo. He was a

Fukien man and was once table boy in the British

Consulate at Shanghai. The Consul sent him to

Scotland to be educated. Having learned some

French and some navigation, he became commander

of a Chinese gunboat, and saved his ship at Foochow

in 1884 when the French destroyed part of the fleet.

For this act he was banished. Returning in 1889,

he was again in command of a gunboat when

Wei hai wei was taken by the .Japanese, and he was

again degraded.

LYNX. The lyn.\ is found in Man<huria and

also in Kansu on the Tibetan border, but whether

in both cases it is Felis isabeUina is not certain.

The Kansu form has a finer fur and is larger.

SowERBV : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

LYONS MISSION. See Mis.<i,ji, Lymmiisv.

M
MACACUS TIBETANUS. See M„tiknj.<.

MACANAYA, a brave and intelligent Manila-

num, who helped Waud to cajjture Sung-kiang in

1860, and afterwards was Ward's oidc-dK-cdinii.

MACAO {!ft PI .1" inai, situated on a rocky

peninsula ot the island Hsiang shan in 22" 11'30"

N. lat. and 113" 32' 30" E. long., occupied by the

Portuguese since 1557. Nothing can be produced

to show on what terms the place was occupied.

The Portuguese were either allowed to settle there

for purposes of trade because it was a barren rock,

or they were granted the place as a reward for their

fighting against pirates. They had already been in

the neighbourhood for some decades and occupied

or frequented several island.*, notably St. John's

{San Ch'uan) where St. Francis Xavier died and

was buried in 1552. At first a kind of tribute was

.sent to the Emperor, but later a ground rent of

500 taels per annum was paid. The place was

dependent on Uoa, and was administered by a

Portuguese Governor and by a resident mandarin.

It had its share in all the troubles connected with

the rivalries of Dutch, Spanish and Portuguese,

but as trade increased the difticulties of residence

at Canton made Macao prosperous. The East India
( 'ompany had an establLihrnent there, and up to

1843 it was the only residence for the families of

merchants and missionaries working in Canton.

In 1845 the Governor Feiikeiiia do Amahal refused

to pay ground rent any longer, declared Macao a

free port, and turned out the Chinese Customs.

For this he was barbarcusly murdered in 1849.

After long difficulty a treaty was made in 1887,

formally recognizing the Pcjrtuguese .sovereignty.

JIacao has a long splendid history in connection

both with trade and with missions. In the first

British War with China it maintained neutrality

but suffered much from Chinese for such assistance

as it could give the British. It provided a foothold

for MonnisoN and other Protestant missionaries,

though it hampered them sadly in their religious

work. The chief Portuguese poet Lius de Camoes

(Camoens i/.r.) lived here for some years and here

wrote part of his Liixiad. With the rise of Hong-

kong the commercial importance of Macao declined,

and its fame was tarnished later by the infamous

coolie traffic (ij.v.). Its harbour is silting up, and

its position now is only that of a quiet retreat and

sanatorium. It lives chiefly on it«) fan fan

gambling houses. There was a military revolt in

favour of the Republic after the revolution in

Portugal, and the religious orders were expelled.

In 1901, 1904 and 1909 attempts were made to

delimitate the Colony, but without succe.>«, and the

actual possessions of Portugal in China are i>till

unknown in extent. A concession was made for a

railway to Canton, but work has not been begun.

The population is about 4,000 Portuguese and

80,000 Chinese. The net toUls of the trade (from

Lappa) in 1916 was 14,000,000 Taels, against

17,000,000 for 1915.

Thomson : Ui'lorical Landmarks of Macao,

Chinese Recorder, vol. xviii ; Ljungstedt : His-

loriial Ski'Ic/i of I'orluijtiew Selllimcnt.^; IJE Jesi'S :

llisttiric Macao.

MACARTNEY, EARL. Geouoe, Eahl Ma-

CAiriNEV was bi.iii )ci Inland, May, 1737 and died

in England, March 31, 1806.
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He was sent out to China in 1792 as a special

Ambassador, with a )arge staff of persons qualified,

in one way or another, to make the mission a

success and to impress the Chinese. Mr. Barhow
was the surgeon and Sir Geouge Staunton, the

Secretary ; both wrote standard accounts of the

Embassy. Staunton's son, eleven years old, went

as page to the ambassador.

Lord Ma('artney reached Taku on Augu.st 5,

1793. On their journey up the Pel ho the junks

which carried them had flags flying, on which were

the words ''Ambassador bringing tribute from

England."

On reaching Peking the mission was lodged in

a house close to the Yiian Ming Yiian. The ambas-

sador was here advised to spend time in practising

the K'o-t'ov, but he refused to perform that cere-

mony unless a Chinese or Manchu of equal rank

with himself should k'ot'ou to a portrait of King

George IIL To make this clear beforehand it

was decided to put it in writing, which was done

with the aid of young Staunton, who had learnt a

good deal of L'hinese on the voyage. The Emperor

agreed to forego the K'o-t'ou and the Mission pro-

ceeded to Jehol and was very well received by him.

After being entertained there for some days. Lord

Macartney returned to Peking ; and the Emperor

followed a few days later, received the offered

presents, gave a return letter for King George and

dismissed the Mission. The Embassy had been very

well treated, but it cannot be con.^^idered to have

done any good : the only impression made on the

Chinese was, it is said, that England was a tributary

state.

Lord Macartney left Peking on October 7,

1793, and travelled by the Grand Canal to Hang-

chow, then after visiting Chusan he went up the

Ch'ien-t'ang river and by other waterways all the

way to Canton, arriving there December 16.

Barrow : Travels in China; Staunton : An
Arrnunt uf an Embassy from the Kimj of Great

lintnin til thi- I'.tii [H'r'ir i)f tJhuKi.

MACARTNEY, SAMUEL HALLIDAY, Sir,

was born in Scotland on May 24, 1833, graduated

in medicine at Edinburgh I'niversity, and entered

the .Army Medical Department in 1858. He served

in the Second War, then resigned his commission

and for two months was secretary to Burgevine,

and was afterwards attached to Li Hung-chang in

suppressing the T'ai P'ing rebellion. It was through

bis advice and efforts that the first modern arsenal

ill China was established. He had been doing his

be.st to provide improved arms with incompetent

Chinese workmen, when the Lay-Osborne Flotilla

was sold, and he persuaded Ll to buy the floating

arsenal attached to it. This was first set up in

Soochow, and later moved to Nanking. AL^cahtney

was Director of it till 1875 when he was di.^missed

through the usual Chinese intrigues. He was,

however, re-engaged almost at once to accompany

Kuo SuNG-TAO, the first Chinese ambassador to

England. He became Councillor and English

Secretary to the Chinese Legation in London, and

held that post till December, 1905, when he resigned,

some si.x months before his death. The arrest and

imprisonment of Sun Yat-.sen in the Chine.se

Legation was one important episode in Macartney's

official life.

In 1864, expecting to remain in China all his

days, he married a relative of one of the T'ai P'ing

leaders. She died in 1878, and in 1884 he married

a French lady.

He had a Chinese decoration and he was made
K.C.M.G. in 1885. He died on June 8, 1906.

Most critics review his official work very

harshly, and he was said to have been "more

Chinese than the Chinese."

BouLGEK : The fAfc of Sir Hii/liilm/ Marrirtiii'i/,

London, 1908.

MACDONALD, CLAUDE MAXWELL, Ht.

Hon. Sir, was born on June 12, 1852. He entered

the ai'ray, and served in the Egyptian Campaign of

1882 and the Suakim E.xpedition of 1884; he also

held appointments at Zanzibar and in Nigeria. He
was H.B.:M. Minister at Peking from 1896 to 1900.

and when the Bu.xers besieged the Legations he was

put in command of the Legation quarters by the

foreign representatives. In 1900, he was appointed

as Minister to Tokyo.

He has received the honours G.t'.A'.O. (1906),

K.C.M.G. (1892), G.C.M.G. (1900), K.C.B. (civil

1898; military 1901), and was made a Privy Coum'il-

lor in 1906.

MacDONNELL, RICHARD GRAVES, Sir.

C.B., Co\eriiijr of Hongkong in siicct».«ioii to .Sir

Heiuiles HoBiNSON, from March 15, 1865, to .\pril

22, 1872. He was a scholarly man. and he had

had ex|)erience as Governor of Gambia, of South

.Australia and of Nova Scotia. In Hongkong he

found an empty treasury and many public works

unfinished. He became a determined reformer and

had great success. The Blockade of Hongkong

(7.1.) began during his administration. He revised

the constitution of the Legislative Council. He so

regulated the finances of the Colony, in spite of

unusual commercial depression, as to bring it from

a state of insolvency to a condition of financial

stability ; this was done chiefly by a Stump Act.

He succeeded in getting the Government to sanction

an Ordinance to licence the gaming houses, with a

view to suppressing them. He incurred by this

action a good deal of obloquy from the class which

would rather ignore evil than regulate it, but what

wrecked his scheme was the anger of the Goveni-

ment, at his apparent disobedience in raising

revenue from vice.
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During his term of office, the Mint, ostalilished

Ihrec years before, was closed and sold because it

did not pay.

He was a very energetic and severe disciplinarian

and \ery much reduced crime in the Colony, besides

being very successful in the repressing of piracy.

He understood the needs of the Colony better than

most Governors, and was one of the ablest to hold the

office. After leaving Hongkong, he retired from
the service and died on February 5, 1881.

ElTEL : Europe in Vliinu.

MACE, from Hindoo mmliii; the foreign word
used for Chinese cA'icnU, the tenth part of a Hiiiiij,

ounce, or tael.

MACGOWAN, DANIEL JEROME, was born

in .Massachusetts in 1814. He came to Ningpo as

a medical missionary under the American Baptist

Board of Foreign Missions in 1843,- and opened a

hospital for Chinese, but closed it three months

later. After a trip to Bengal, where he married,

he returned to Ningpo and re-opened the hosjjital

but a.< the agent of another Society. After short

residences in several ports he went to Paris and

London, and delivered lectures on China and Japan

in the United Kingdom; then in 1862 went to the

United States and served as a surgeon in the Civil

War. He returned to China as agent of a syndicate

that proposed to carry a telegraph line to China by

the Behring Straits, and henceforth he lived in

Shanghai. In 1879, Sir IJoBEin' Haut gave him an

appoiiitment in the Customs Service. He died in

Shanghai on .July 20, 1893. He was a gifted man
with wide knowledge, and wrote a good many

articles on China which are of value. Some are on

botanical subjects ; a list of these is given by

BnETSCHNEinER. Others are in the Chincne lit-

corilcr, the Jciininl, N.C.B.R. A.S., etc.

Wylie : Mriixiricih of I'rolcntunt Missiondiici;

BnETS'-HNElDEU : Uislonj of Knrirpiiin Huliiiiicul

/Ji.<rfn'Prif'.f in Cliinn.

MAC KAY TR EATY. Sec Trealy of Shnwjhai.

MACROCHIRES, an Order which includes

the Swifts, Nighljais, etc. The following are the

chief species found in (,'hina, with their dis-

tribution. Ci/psetus pekiiKimix, found in the

fummer in Chihii and in Mongolia. C. pacificuf,

the Large While rumpcd Swift, is found on a'l

the China coast during the warm months, and a

few have been observed in Ssuch'uan. ('. tub-

fiirrnlu^, the Malay House-Swift, is met with on

the S. China const and in Formosa. ('. iiifuiiuilw,

the Eastern Palm-Swift, is found in Hainan.

Arriiitlii/llin riiiiiliirHlii is found in bttli North and

South China, and has been taken in Mup'in.

A. iji'jimirn, the Giant Spine-tail, (probably llirunil-

innpiit corhinchinriifiit Oustmxt), is a largo bird,

which has been found breeding in the small islands

41

south of Hainan. Miicroptmjx coronalus, the

Indian Crested Tree-Swift; this bird is included

by P. David on the strength of his having seen it

on the coast. Caprimulgug jotuL-a, the Japanese

Nightjar, is common throughout China and

Mongolia. U. mimticolo, Franklin's Nightjar, is

found in the southern provinces and in Formosa.

David et Oustalet : /,<'« Oi^eaux dr la Chine,

(Caprimulgides ; Cypselides)i

MAD MARINES, Jack 'I'aii's name for Maii-

dariiis, in the First War.
Davis : China duriiuj thr War, vol. i, p. 241.

MAFOO, .n^ ^ horse-man, the Chinese groom,

stabli' hoy, etc.

MAGALHAENS, GABRIEL DE, 2^ X ,B
.l;i win s-iii, a .lesuit missionary, belonged to the

family of the illustrious navigator. He was born

at Pedrogao in Portugal in 1611, entered the

Society in 1624, and was sent at his own request to

Goa in 1536, where he taught philosophy for one

year. He then proceeded to China, arriving in 1640.

He had a great gift for mechanical science and was

associated with Sciiall in his work and sufferings

in Peking. He wrote Traite des hitres el, de la

fAinijtie chinoife, printed in 1626, no longer to be

found. He died there in 1677. .

BosMA.S'S : /'irdiiKiiid \'i rhic.-l . Louvain. 1912.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS, FOREIGN.
See I'refs.

MAGIC 3< jijij «.« fhu. The whole range of

magic art finds illustration in Chinese thought,

practice and romance. There is a special association

of magical notions in connection with Taoism, but

both Buddhism and Confucianism admit magical

theory and a certain amount of practice.

The subject may be divided arbitrarily into a

raimber of categories, as follow :—

(1) Snlf-cullure aiming at the extension of

human faculty in both this and post-mortem

existence. (See Taoium; liuddhifin ; Confucianism).

This aspect of the subject necessarily merges into

that of religion.

(2) Control of spirits. The evocation and

conjuration of the four grades of spirits, (A'l/ri J^,

fill SJ, Hsirn ^ and .S7it'/i i(i|\). In this connection

there is a strong tendency to emi)hasise ancestral

relationship. Kuei is apparently a remote and

unhoiuiured ancestor, Ilu, an irresponsible sprite

of doubtful lineage, Hfien, an exalted soul self-

developed away from normal lines, and Shin, the

regular typo of an ancestral spirit properly developed

and maintained by the influence of posterity.

(3) Knowledge of (he Future. Chinese

philosophy recognizes a quasi-mathematical order

in events and considers that the po-sibilities of

the present conditions may be investigated so as
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to disclose future jnobabilities. At the same time

there is a parallel line of thought which indicates

belief in the theory that a special psychic etate is

necessary before correct prophecy is possible. This

condition may be produced by prayer and fasting

and ritual. See Astrolorjij.

(4) Control of the clemciitf. All things are

regarded as possessing a form of pulsating life,

(See Yin and Yanij; Five Elements; Alchemy;
Aetrology) which if properly studied enables the

student to find points d'appui by means of which

great natural changes can be produced. The souls

of the dead influence climatic conditions in a manner
dependent on the physical setting of the tomb, the

ance.-tral temple, etc. See /'('«;/ Shiii.

(5) Miscitltinvdiix Minor I'racticn. The use

of charms and talismans is widespread. They have

medical and sjiiritual application and arc in nearly

all cases based on theories as to the S])iritual efficacy

of the classical .-scriptures cf the three cults and as

to cosmic "sympathy."

As to the genuine occurrence of "magical"

phenomena, see I'fijehic Phenvnivna in China.

There seems little doubt that various forms of

abnormal psychic activity occur as frequently in

China as in ether countries, if not more so ; but it

would appear that undue importance has been i

attached to their significance and that empirical

methods of dealing with them have, as usual, led

to an immense amount of charlatanry and super-

stition.'

Dour. : Hesearches into Chinese Superstitions

;

De Groot : Religion in China; Chat'ley : Magical

Practice in China, N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal, 1917.

[H.C.]

MAGPIE, The, is held sacred by the Manchus
because according to their legend some generations

after AisiN Gioro (^.r.), his family was almost

e.xterminatcd by a rebellion ; one young man,

Fan Chachin, was left ; he fled, and as he was

pursued, a magpie settled on his head so that his

pursuers tock him for the decayed limb of a tree

and passed him by. An annual feast is held at

that place. See also Corrinac.

How.M'.TH : Xor/hrrn Frontagers.

MAH ASTHAM APR APTA, the Bodhi.sattva

who is named in China Ta Sum Chih ;^^M most

jnighty. Chapter xi.\ of the lyctus Siitra is given

up to him, but it gives no very clear idea of his

personality. He is one of the trio which rules the

Western Paradise, and is often represented on the

right of Amitabha, while Avalokita (Kuan Yin) is

on the left in the place of honour.

MAHAYANA, a schocl or sect of Buddhism
which became important in India about the begin-

ning of our era. The word means great vehicle; in

Chinese the translation is ;^ f^ ia ch'ing; vehicle

or conveyance meaning the means of arriving at

salvation. It is contrasted with Uinayiina, small

vehicle, (/J\|||/is(oo ch'ing), which name has been

imposed en the earlier, more conservative school.

The Chinese pilgrim I Ching, who saw both schools

in India, says "Those who worship Bodhisattvas and

read Mahayana siitras are called Mahayanists, while

those who do not this, are called Hinayanist.i.

"

It was less monastic than the older Buddhism,

mere emotional, more ornate, more disposed to

development. The two schools are sometimes spoken

of as Northern and Southern Buddhism; but this

is not correct, except in the sense that the Mahayana
was developed by influences which were prevalent

in the north and not so prevalent in the .'^outh.

The sy.stem is characterised by transcendental

speculation, and fanciful degrees of meditation

replacing the practical asceticism of the Hinayana

(</.)•.). Among its special features are a belief in

Bodhisattvas. and in the power of human beings

to become Bodhisattvas; the altruism which makes

one work for the world's good, giving over to others

whatever merit one may acquire by virtue, the aim

being to become a Bodhisattva, not an Arhat ; and

the doctrine of salvation by faith in a Buddha—
usually Amitabita— and the invocation of his nanu-.

Mahayani.st doctrines are expounded in works much
later in date than the Pali Canon and apparently

all were composed in Sanskrit. See Buddhism.

MAIGROT, CHARLES, a missionary of the

Missions Ltrangeres de Paris. He sailed for China

on March 25, 1581. In 1684, he became pro-vicar

of Fukien ; the same year he was made Adminis-

trator-General of the Missions of China. In 1687

and 1696 he was Vicar-Apostolic of Fukien, and in •

1695 was appointed Bishop of Conon, being con-

secrated at Kia-t'ing in Chekiang on March 14, 1700.

He was charged by the Popes Innocent XI and

Innocent XII to examine the question of the

Chinese Rites. (See Rites Controversy). In 1693

he published a Mandate condemning them. This

made the controversy intense. After thirteen years

of it he found himself with the Legate de Tournon

in Peking ; his ignorance of Chinese was sadly ex-

posed ; with several others of the Legate's suite, he

was loaded with chains and narrowly escaped

sentence of death. He was banished and returned

to Rome, where he died in 1730.

Favier : Peking, p. 170-2 ; Launay : Memorial

de la Sr,ri('lt' de Missions-Etrongercs.

MAILLA. See £>e Mailla.

MAITREYA, called in China Mi iOfi?ii6 ; the

most important of the Bodhisattvas after Avalokita

(Kuan Yin) and Manju'srI (Wkn Shu). He is the

only Bodhisattva recognized by the Hinayana,

because he, like Gautama, is a human being who,

in innumerable existences, has made himself worthy
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of Buddhahood, while the others are superhuman in

their origin. Yet he is very little mentioned in the

Pali t'anon. In the Lotus Sutra he is prominent

but 8till subordinate to Manju'ski, and after a time

he became entirely secondary in importance to both

Manju'sui and Avalokita.

He now waits in the Tushita heaven till the

time comes for his appearance as a Buudha en

earth, the fifth of the series. The appointed lime

is said to be 5,000 years aft«r tlie entrance of

b'akyamuni into Nirvana.

His images are very common. He is generally

represented either as standing or as sitting in

western fajhion, not cross-legged. But in China he

is most often found as an indecently fat priest with

a large smile. It seems that in the Liang dynasty

there was a priest named Pu Tai who was regarded

as an incarnation of Maitreya, and who was much
caricatured. This cheerful priest has superseded

the Bodhisattva. He is generally known by

foreigners as The Laughing Buddha, or the

Buddhist Messiah.

MAIZE, Z(« Mfiis; tl * P"" "'' cv 5 ig ^
yiifliu^hit. Cultivated in all the hilly districts of

China and in the north generally, often between

other crops such as beans. It occupies tlie ground

from April to June. 17 lbs. of seed are required to

sow an acre, which yields from 900 to 1,100 lbs.

An autumn crop can be grown on the same soil.

The grains are separated from the cob by stone

rollers, aiid coarsely ground by millstones. The

roots, stalks and empty cobs are used for fuel,

and spirits are made from the grain. In 1915,

p<l3. 580,000, worth a million tacls, were exported to

Japan from Maiicluiria.

MALAN, SOLOMON CAESAR, burn in 1812,

diid in 1093. He s|)ent some years in India, was

a prebendary of the I'hurch of England after his

return, and wrote several works tn Chinese subjects,

including one on the "term question," and some

translations.

CoRWKR : T'ouH'j I'lKi, vol. v, p. 411.

MALOO.Jj; J3 /lor.fc road; properly any high

road, but ihiclly known to foreigners as the Chinese

term for the Nanking Road in Shanghai. This is

also called Ta Maloo or Great Maloo, the streets

parallel being called first, second, third Maloo, and

so en.

MAMMOTH. The S/iui 1 Chin^j ftili Jf. g?.

a work attributed to Tung-kanu so )|; 'Jj Jl/J (2nd

century B.C.), but, as now extant, dating from the

4th or 5th century of our era, has, in a dissertation

on the "Northern Regions," a detailed description

of the Ck'i Shu Jg Jg^, which is considered by

foreigner.'* to refer uiKiuestionably to the mammoth.

In the Cyclopaedia of K'ANcnsi published in 1710

there is another passage of ggme length relating to

this "monstrous animal of the rat kind," which is

also called fai it/iu ig£ Jg. (mole) by the Emperor in

one of his recorded addresses.

From the fact of the mammoth remains being

found embedded in ice or frozen ground, the idea

may have obtained that it was of burrowing habits.

The name is borrowed from the ancient AV/i Ya,

where fin s/iii is defined as ift '!» fi'^', "that which

moves in the soil," and a reference is made to some

immense creature of the rat tribe.

Mayers : C'/ihia Review, vol. vi, pp. 275 6.

MANCHOULI
ifi5 iiU Jg..

in Heilungkiang pro-

vince, Lat. N. 49- iQ- ; i^ong. E. IH*' 28', is the

western terminus of the Chinese Eastern Railway,

some si.xteen versts east from the Russo-Chinese

frontier. It was opened as a trade mart in 1905,

ajid made into a fu in 1908. It is a centre of

Mongolian wool and "marmot" or tarabagan skins.

There are 2 breweries, 4 distilleries and a toap

mill. The pneumonic plague epidemic of 19101911

entered Manchuria through this place. The popu-

lation is 4,500.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 4,497,316 2,985,916

Net Chinese „ 86,334 316,225

Exports 1,874,433 16,123,946

Total Hk.Tls. 6,458,083 19,426,087

MANCHU LANGUAGE, THE, is compara

tively easy lu aripiiic ; ;uid fur tliis reason, the

American Commissioner in China in 1844 seriously

suggested its adoj)tion as the language of diplomacy

between the Western and Chinese governments. It

is an agglutinative tongue with a well-developed

grammar; for example, there are eight parts of

speech, and the moods and tenses of the verb are

expres ed by as many as 23 different affixes to the

root. Mancliu is al|)habetical in its elements, but

ill practice, .syllables are regarded as the units of

the written language, thus following the Mongolian,

from which it is derived. Six vowel sounds are

represented and eighteen consonants, all of wliich

vary in form, according to their position in the

word, or the lettei's which follow, etc. Ten special

marks have been introduced to assist in transcribing

Chinese words ; while two vowel sounds arc without

special form.

The foreign element.* in Manchu arc cliicdy

Mongol and Chinese. One-third of the dictionary

consists of words taken over without alteration from

the latter, and there are olher_ forms of borrowing.

The Manchu literature was said in 1892 to contain

about 250 works, nearly all translations from the

( hinesc, prepared under the patronage of the

earlier Ch'ing emperors. It is improbable that

much has been added since.
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The ancestors of the present Maiichiis who
conquered the north of China in the 12th century

and founded the Chin (^ ) dynasty—the Niichen

Tartars—were without any written language, but

Aki'Ta, the first Emperor, decreed in 1119 that one

should be provided for them ; and a later Chin ruler

added a second set of letters in 1145. When the

Chins were driven out by the Mongols, they gra-

dually lost this script, which was however studied

in China even under the Mings. "Eighteen books in

this Niichen character are still preserved in the

Imperial Cabinet Library at Peking," wrote Wylie
in 1855, and various stone tablets in the script still

exist.

NuRHvcHU, iq.v.), the real founder of the

Manchu pow-er, finding his people in need of a

written language, decreed in 1599 that one shcmld

be made, based on Mongolian, which for diplomatic

reasons had already been studied by selected

Manchu youths.

The script thus obtained was revised in 1632

by a Manchu in high office named T\ Hai ^ J^.

He added a number of characters, and divided the

whole syllabary (of more than 1.300 syllables) into

twelve classes. In 1629 he was commanded to trans-

late into Manchu various standard Chinese treatises
;

and in 163944 the histories of the Liao, Chin and

Yuan dynasties were added by another minister.

From this time great pains were taken to promote

the knowledge of Manchu by the Manchus. The
.study was made compulsory and frequent examina-

tions wei'e insisted upon. K'ang Hsi and Ch'ien
Lung were exceedingly active in translation and
dictionary work ; and books were compiled in

Chinese for the use of Chinese students of Manchu,
among them the Vli'ing ]Vcn C/i'i MCikj, ^- st ?? ^
a standard work published in 1729.

The Ru.ssians were the first Europeans to study

the language seriously. As one consequence of a

,
treaty made in 1728, a number of young Russians

began to be sent from time to time to Peking to

study. They learned both Manchu and Chinese,

but all the official business between the two countries

was transacted in Manchu ; and grammars, diction-

aries and translations from Manchu into Russian

soon began to appear.

The Roman Catholic mis.sionaries who worked
in Peking in the 18th century eagerly acquired the

Manchu tongue, both as a way to Imperial favour

and as a means of improving their knowledge of

Chinese writings through the Manchu translations.

Siich men as GEnBiiLON, De Maiixa, Verbiest and
Amiot were expert Manchu scholars, translating

European scientific workj? for the throne, making

Manchu grammars and dictionaries for Europeans,

and giving much valuable information on the subject

in the Li'tlrrs Kdifiantes, etc. They also translated

some Christian literature into Manchu. but an edict

of CiUA Ch'inc;, published in 1805, prohibited this

being read. From this time, the Uovernment began

to show jealousy of foreigners acquiring the

language, and Protc-itant missionaries did not as

a rule attempt it. The B. & F. Bible Society,

however, issued the New Testament in Manchu,
from St. Petersburg in 1836, George Borrow being

in charge of the work; and Wylie translated the

Cli'iii.j Wrii Ch'i Mviuj in 1855.

The first iseparate work in English on the

subject was by Meadows, (v. in/ni). Vox
MoLLENDORFF wrote the first Manchu grammar in

Engli.sh as late as 1892. A long list of the

Russian, Roman Catholic, and other works relating

to Manchu is given by Cohdies.

Meadows : Tra/iflcitions froiti the Manchu, ivilh

an lissai/ on the Lim;/iia'je, 1849 ; Wylie : Trans-

lat'wn of the Ts'iiu/ Won K'e. Mnmj with Intro-

durlorii not ex, etc.. 1855; Von Mollendorfk :

Mhtirhu Grriiiimnr, 1892; Kfsiiy on Manrhii Liti-ra-

lure, C.B.R.A.S. Journal, vol. xxiv; CoBDiER :

nihlinthirn Sinicn, cols. 2752-2760.

MANCHURIA, called by the Chinese :^ H ^
lii/ii/ .<iiii .-/ii'iKj. the Three Ea.stern Provinces, and

other names, has been part of the Chinese dominions

since the latter were conquered by the Manchus in

1644. It lies between 38° & 56° N. Lat., and 116° &
143° E. Long., and it is bounded on the N.E., N.,

and N.W. by Siberia, on the S.E. by Korea, on the

S.W. by Mongolia and Chihli, and on the S. by the

Gulf of Liaotung and the Yellow Sea. Its area is

363,700 square miles, and following the census of

1910, (which hor.-ever was reckoned by /i'/ws»'/i"W.-),

the population is estimated at about 15,000.000. Of

! these, the Manchus are only a small proportion.

There are millions of Chinese, chiefly emigrants

from Shantung, besides Tnnguses, Buriats, Koreans,

etc.

Geographically, Manchuria is divided into two

distinct parts; the northern, which is chiefly watered

by the Sungari, the V.ssuri and the Nonni ; and the

southern, which is drained by the Liao and the

Yalii rivers. Both divisions are for the most part

mountainous, with an exceedingly rich plain in each.

Manchuria has a very fertile soil, and great mineral

wealth ; and many of the mountains are covered with

forests. The highest of the great range.s, though

least in extent, is the Ch'ang Pai Shan ('/.f.).

Politically, Manchuria is divided into three

provinces, ShC'ngking flS^r in the south. Kirin * ^
in the middle, and HeilungUiang ^ SI JX i" t''?

north. Until 1907, the country was governed from

Peking as a separate possession, but in that year,

the three provinces were made a vice-royalty, with

the Viceroy's seat at Mukden (also called Fengtien

fu ^35jff and .Shengking), the ancestral home of the

Manchu dvnastv. This administration was howiver
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altered after the Revolution of 1911, in common with

that of the rest of the country.

There are two railway-lines in the province.

That from Manchouli to Dalny is in two parts :

the northern, known as the Chinese Eastern Railway,

under Russian control, runs from Manchouli to

Changchun ; the second, from Changchun to Dalny,

is under Japanese control. There is also the Shan-

hai kuan-Mukden railway, an extension of the

Government North-China line, which runs from

Peking to Tientsin and Shanhai kuan. (See

I/uilwai/i).

For the leasing by China of the Liaotung

Peninsula, first to Russia and then to Japan, see

Jdi'^iiin Ilulalioiis and Japanese linlalioiis.

The chief ports are Newchwang, Port Arthur,

Dalny or Dairen, and Antung ; the chief inland

international marts are Aigun, Sansing, Harbin,

Manchouli, Suifen ho, Hun chun, Lungchingtsun,

and Tatungkow (see under each name). There are

sixteen other places (including Mukden) which have

been declared "ojien," but they are undeveloped

and Cu.stoms dues arc not as yet collected.

See Kuantumj.

MANCHUS. The word means I'lirr. It is

the name of a clan of Niichen Tartars, who lived

north of Liaotung in what is now called Manchuria.

The Manchus' heme was in the district some

30 miles east of Mukden; under a chief named

NfitilA'HU, it became the head of all the clans.

The Emperor Wan Li had assisted Nt'iiHACHu's

opponent? ; this led to an invasion of Liaotung in

1618 by a force of 40,000 Manchus. Mukden and

Liaoyang were captured and the inhabitants were

made to shave the head,—the first mention cf this

sign of submission. The Manchus failed in their

attack on Ning yiian, becau.'e cannon, some bor-

rowed from the I'ortuguese at Macao, some made
by tlic Jesuit fathers in Peking, were used against

them. NuniiAritu made Mukden his capital, and in

1629 thi! Manchus, having conquered Korea, invaded

(liina. Rebellion broke out in China at the .same

time ; Li Tzu-fH'KNC assumed the title of Emperor

and invested I'eking, whereon the Ming Emperor

rummiltcd suicide. Wu San-kuei, the Chinese

general appointed to resist the Manchus, entered

into an alliance with them, so as to destroy the

rebel Li. A great battle was fought near Shanhai

kuan, and it was the appearance of a large force

of Manchus which decided the day against the

rebels. DriiGAN, (or Dorcitn), the Manchu Regent,

then entered I'eking and established tlie dynasty

called Ch'ing Jj^ (which has the same meaning as.

the word Manchu, 'pure'), in a.d. 1644. (See

MANDARIN, frcjni the Portuguo.«e mimdiir to

eonimand. A Chinese official, civil or military,

having the right to wear a button (l-v.). Also the

language spoken in official intercourse throughout

the land, which has become the vernacular of

two-thirds of China. See Dialects.

MANDARIN DUCK, yuan yang
,'Jg Jl and

fg iS Ji.-'l cli'tli, Aix ijuhrnuhitd. Termed inaiicltirin

!L- being considered superior to other kinds. The
enibleni. among (Iiiiiese. i.f conjugal fidelity.

MANDARIN ORANGE, ftf Lun. The Chinese

loose-skinned orange, the common kind being some-

times called the coolie orange. (See Oranges).

MANDEVILLE, JOHN, Sir, the ostensible

author of the book cf travels pa.'sing under his

name, composed in French soon after 1350. As
far as the travels in Asia are concerned the work
seems to be plagiarized from OnoRif, John de

Plano Cari'ini and others. Even his name i« now
supposed to be fictitious.

The book was remarkably popular and has been

translated into many languages.

Wauner : Dkliouary of Natii})iiil Hid'jrdp/iy.

MANGANESE. See Minerah.

MANGROVE BARK, llhizophera mangle;

^ ;i^ /.Vm ;/'i, is imported from Siam and Singapore

tor the sake of the e.xtract got from it which is

used for the purpose of dyeing the nets, sails and

cordage of native fi.shing and other craft, and so

preserving them from the action of mildew and

damp. The bark of the mimosa is sometimes used

for the same purpose, but it does not give the same
burnt-umber dye, and is said to be comparatively

ineffective. For tanning, mangrove bark" is little

cared for ; for although it contains a large pro-

portion of tannic acid, it is said to fail in filling up

the pores of the hide. It does not appear to be

used medicinally, though both the bark and fruits

are excellent astringents. Average annual import

for last 10 years, 136,000 piculs valued at 227,000

taels—one-thiid going to Ningpo, where the fishing

industry is important.

MANGU 31 -ff maig ho, a Khan of the

Moiigols, grandson of Chenghis and brother of

KilLBiLAi, A.D. 1253. He, with his brother, began

the coiKjuest of all China, but he died before the

struggle ended.

MANI, J5f /E) "'s'' Manes, the founder (jf the

AIariicli;u:in sect. See Maniihiicii'm.

MANICHAEISM. The fir.st Manichaean

pilgiiiM seems U> have come from Ta Ch'in in

694, and Manichaeism is mentioned in Chinese

literature for the first time by HsiiAN Tsanc

£ Ug in his Memoirs ; a Manichaean astronomer

arrived in China in 719, and greatly affected

Chinese astronomy. In 732 Hsuan Tsanc; by

imperial edict declared the religion of Mo-ni JJI /g
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a perverse doctrine taking falsely the name of

Buddhism. In the troubles which arose in the next

reign, the Uighiirs entered the capital (Lo-yang),

and their chief, meeting Manichaeans there, was con-

verted, and toolc four Manichaean priests with him

when he withdrew. Between 768 and 771 an im-

perial edict ordered L'ighurs of the Manichaean

faith to build temples called Ta yiin luung ming

;^ S it M tlruat cloud bright temples. There seem

to have been monasteries at Yangchow, T'ai-yiian

fu, Ho-nan fu, Hsi-an fu and elsewhere ; but the

power of the Uighiirs declined, and Maniohaeism

with it. After their fall, a decree of 843 ordered

the confiscation of the Manichaeans' property and

the closing of their temples. The sect did not

however disappear in China, but flourished, especi-

ally in Fukien, even to the end of the Ming dynasty.

It also continued among the Uighiirs and lasted in

Chinese Turkestan till the thirteenth century.

Manichaean works in Chinese have come to

light within the last few years ; Chavannes and

Pelliot have given in the Journal Asiatique for

1911 and 1913 both te.xt and translation into French

of an important MS. found in Kansu.

Yule : Cathay und the Way Thither; Parker :

China and Ifcli'/inn.

MANJU'SRI, one of the most important of

the Bcdhisattvas, called in China Wkn Snti 'Jn ?$.

He has the same literary history as Avalokita, that

is to say, he is not mentioned in the Pali Canon nor

in the eailier Sanskrit books. In most of the

Lotus Sutra he appears as the chief Bodhisattva,

and instructs Maitkeya. As a rule, he is not

represented with any consort. Though full of

benevolence he does not labour to save men, wliich

is Avalokita's work, but he is the personification

of thought and knowledge, and is therefore often

seen lidding a sword and a book. He may also

sometimes be recognized by his liaving a blue lotus,

and riding on a lion.

Ka Hsien and HsiiAN Tsang both speak of his

worship in India, and the latter saw at Mathura

(Muttra) a stupa supposed to contain relics of him.

But I C'hing first tell.s the interesting fact that the

Hindus believed Manju'sri to have come from

China. This belief probably arose about 650, by

which time his temples on Wufai shan would have

become famous. That mountain is sacred to him,

the principal temple there having been erected

between 471 and 500. It is probable that his cult

was lirought from Central Asia.

MANTZU Sf -f and Man Chia VJ^ S^, a term

of uncertain origin and of different application at

different periods. It may be the Chinese imitation

of a non-Chinese word. In the earlier part of

Chinese history it was the name used for the

barbarians of the south, as Jung, Ti and / denoted

those of the west, north, and east, respectively.

In the .S/iu Ching, the Man tribes are spoken of as

eight in number; their land is called the Wild
Region JiE 8ft huang fu, and it was a place of exile

for Chinese criminals. They would be the popu-

lation of the C'h"u State, and those who did not

submit to Chinese rule would migrate southward,

into Tonkin and the Malay peninsula. But it is

also possible that the races of the Man type now
found there were there from time immemorial, and

not as the result of Chinese pressure.

At a later period, the name was still used for

the jjeople of the south, though it then included a

Chinese population. Thus, to Marco Polo, the

Mongol empire was Cathay, while the Sung empire

with its capital at Hangchow was the country of

the Manzi.

Again, we find the name restricted to native

races, but without clear distinction. Thus at

Ta chien lu, Man is used for Tibetans', though

Man chia is used instead of Man tzu.

To-day, modern scientific usage inclines to

restrict the term to the Lolo race.

Only one example of Man culture remains, in

the shape of ornamented bronze drums. See Bronze

Drums:.

Legce : Chinese Clufiict, vol. v., (jiroleg.);

Hirth : Ancient History of China; Johnston :

From Peking to Mnndalay; KiNCSMiLL : N.C.B.

R.A.S. .lournal, vols, xxxv and xxxvii ; Vial :

Lea Lolos.

MANUAL OF CHINESE BIBLIOGRAPHY,
by ]'. G. and 0.- 1". vo.s Mollenliorff, was
published in Shanghai in 1876. It was practically

the first attcmjil at such a work, and being made
in China, without libraries to use, it was necessarily

very incomplete. Coudier's far more serious

liibliotheea Sinira (q.v.) was in the presvs a year

later.

MANUL, Fi.lis manid, a fine animal striped on

fianks and legs, .spotted on the face, with lung-haired

fur. Its habitat is Central Asia and Mongolia, but

MoLLENDORTK says it is found in N. tJhihIi. See

Felidae.

SoWERBY : Journal, N.C.B.lt.A.S., vol. xhii.

MANZI, Mario Polo's .spelling of Mantzil

(<l.v.).

MAPS. The Chinese map is crude and in-

correct. China itself is drawn of a shape to suit

the map, the provincial boundaries are most roughly

given, mountains and rivers seem added from
fancy. Near the edge cf the map, round the
' Middle Kingdom,' will be found the foreign

countries, to be known by the added name, not by
the form or position.

The Jesuit missionaries of three centuries ago
made some trigonometrical surveys and produced
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iiiiiiij- iiiafi.', which have been the foundation of all

foi-eigii niiijis of China issued sinca. In recent

years, as foreigners have travelled more freely and
I'oniniercial interest in the country also has increased,

there has been much activity in map-drawing both

local and general. See Jeeuiii; Martini; C'utalan;

ir.liinllc.

MARBLE. See Minerals.

MARCO POLO. See Polo, Marco.

MARCO POLO BRIDGE. See Lrid.jes.

MARGARY, AUGUSTUS RAYMOND, was

the s'Mi ot Majur-Ciencral .Margauy and was born

in India in 1846. He came to China in the Con-

.•^ular Service in 1857 and was Consul in Formosa

and at Chetoo, being transferred to Shanghai in

1874. In this year he wiLp appointed interpreter

and ;;uide to Colonel B]to\VNE"s Mission from

Itnrma, whom he wa.s to meet at the Yunnan
frontier, .\fter a difficult journey of five months
he reached IJhamo, January 17, 1875, and the

.Mission started early in February. Owing to

rumours of trouble MAncAHY crossed the frontier in

advance and wa.s murdered two days later, February

21, at Manwyne, Yunnan.

His murder gave rise to the Chefoo Agreement.

'J'hc Journey of .Augustus liaymond Manjary,

l.on.ion, 1876.

MARIGNOLLI. Joh.n of Maiucnolli, also

known as .John of Florence, a member of the

Franciscan monastery of Santa Croce in Florence,

and Bishop of Bisignano. He came of a noble

family deriving its name from the village of

MarignoUe near Florence. The date of his birth

is unknown, but it is assumed to have been before

1293; the date of his death is quite unknown.

In 1338 there came to Avignon an embas.sy from

the Crcat Khan, with letters from him;elf and from

certain Christian Alans in his service. (See Alans).

The Pope, Benkhict XII, sent an embastjy in return

the tame year, and John of Florence was one of

the legates. He reached Peking probably in the

summer oi 1342, and remained there three or four

years, arriving at Avignon again in 1353.

Tho Emperor Ciiakles I\', while they were

together in Prague, wished Mahignolli to recast

the Aniuih of lio/iemia. It would appear that the

unhappy bishop tried to console himself in this

mo.st rejiugnant work by inter|>olating into the

history of Bohemia an account of his own travels

in the east

!

The chronicle was then forgotten for some four

hundred years; in 1768 it was printed, but .itill

reniaincit unnoticed till 1820, when Meineut ex-

tracted nil the passages that related to Maiugnolli's

own experiences and issued thcni with notes.

The reminiscences, written in 1354-5, were

evide.itly the work of an incoherent and net very

intelligent old man, and are in atrocious Latin.

Meinert : Johannes von Marignola . , . JicifC

in das Morijinhind, (Prag, 1820) ; Y'ule : Cathay

and the Way Thither; Bbazley : Dawn of Modern
Ceoijrnj.hy.

MAR 1ST BROTHERS, or Petils Frirrs de

Marie. A teaching Fraternity, which worked at

first as helpers of the Jesuit Mission, but after u

short time undertook the management of their own
establishments. Their ColUge St. Francois Xaii(r

in Shanghai has 31 Brothers, and si.x mere teach in

the French Municipal School. In Peking there are

8 European Brothers and 25 Chinese at Chala, 16

at tHe Xant'ang, 3 at the Peit'ang and 2 at College

S. Michel. There are 4 at Hsuanhua, 13 in Tien-

tsin, 4 at tVcihui fu, 8 in Hankow, 3 at Chuaigking

and 4 at Canton. I'nfortunately the Missions de

Chine (1917), from which the above figures are taken,

sometimes sepitrates European and Chinese and

at other times does not.

MARITIME CUSTOMS SERVICE, THE
CHINESE. Tl'.e loicign Customs

"""^^f^h^"
establishment in China dates its

Service. '^'''"' ^''""^ ^''^ ^^'''^ J"'y' ^^^'^- ^^
the 6th .luly a notification was issued

at Shangliai signed by M.M. Rutherford Alcock,
H. C. Murphy, and B. Edan, Consuls for Great
Britain, United States of America, and France
respectively, announcing

"the reorganisation of the Custom House
administration with a Board of Inspectors and
upon a basis which it is hoped will ensure

thorough efficiency. Consignees of all vessels

entering or departing on or after the 12th instant

will be required to report tho same to the Custom
House on the Soochow Creek, where the duties

will for the present be collected in stoict accord-

ance with treaty provisions."

"His Excellency the Taotai and Super-

intendent of Customs having officially com-
municated to the undersigned his determination,

with the assistance of a foreign establishment,

to give the most comi)lete execution to tho

treaty provisions for tho equal collection of

duties, and in all cases of fraud or irregularity

rigorously to enforce the penalties, it v^-ill behove

all masters and consignees of vessels in their

own interests to ob.^erve the greatest care in

the observance of the Custom House Regulations,

a copy of which, subject to such modifications

as may from time to time be announced, is

annexed for general information."

"Masters and consignees of vessels already

in harbour on the 12th instant will in like

manner bo required to put themselves in com-
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munication with Ihe Custom House and conform
to the Kcgulations in such manner as the In-

spectors of Customs may require."

The occupation of the native city of Shangliai

by the Triad rebels ; the flight of the Chinese

officials into the foreign settlements ; the disorganis-

ed condition of the foreign trade resulting from

the absence of any regular revenue authority ; and

the failure of the Consuls or ("hinese, aiter repeated

attempts, to introduce any practicable method of

collection were the immediate causes of this step.

Hut behind it stood the secular dissatisfaction,

going far back into the old Canton days, with

Chinese ways of ta.xing trade. The farming of the

revenue to the Superintendent of Customs and the

bargain system of paying duties—with the uijjust

exactions, the inequality of treatment, the rapacity

of underlings, and the Custom House squalor and

corruption which resulted—were among the grievan-

ces which had culminated in the war of 1840. With

the signing of the ti'eaties and the opening ol the

new ports it was clear that the extension of the

trade had not done away with the old difficulties.

The Chinese, even if willing to do so, were incap-

able of fulfilling their treaty obligation of establish-

ing at the five ports open to foreign trade a fair

and reasonable tariff of export and import dues.

For some time past it had been seen in responsible

foreign circles that the remedy was a system of

Customs administration preserving the Chinese

authority but introducing foreign methods and

discipline,—which could only be brought about

by the employment of foreigners in the Chinese

service. The disease and the remedy were well

known ; the course oi events at Shanghai gave

the needed opportunity to put the cure into

operation.

The Board of Inspectors—appointed with the

concurrence of and under tlie author-
The Board ^^y q[ ^^g Chinese government, and

, . thus Chinese officials from the start

—

inspectors. , r i>. ^r n^ T-consisted of M.M. Thomas I'Rancis

Wade (British), Lewis Carr (American), and
Arthur Smith (French), each of whom took the

following oath in the presence of his own Consul :

"I swear truly and honestly to discharge

all the duties of my office as Inspector of

Maritime Customs and faithfully to observe all

the conditions of such appointment as these

are clearly set forth in the Minute of Conference

signed by H. E. Woo, Taotai, and the Consuls

of the three treaty Powers. So help me God."
The conference referred to was held at Shanghai

on the 29lh June, 1854. The three treaty Power
Ccnsuls were present and Woo CniEX-r-iiANG (better

known as "Samqua"), Shanghai Taotai and super-

intendent of Customs. At this meeting was drawn
up a code of eisjht articles defining the basis upon

which the new .system was to work. The principle

underlying them was the reorganization, not the

supersession, oi the Chinese Custom House. The
Consuls gave their aid in finding suitable foreigner's

for the work ; but the authority and the responsi-

bility remained ultimately vested in Chinese hands.

The principle of a dual control in revenue matters

—

the foreign Commissioner having a Chinese col-

league in the shape of the Superintendent of

Customs who, until the troubles of 1911 rendered

a change in this respect necessary, actually received,

banked, and took charge of the money paid in as

revenue, has been maintained to this day.

In June, 1055, Mr. Wade resigned and returned

to the consular service. He was succeeded by Mr.

Horatio Nelson Lay, Interpreter in the British

Consulate. Mr. Edan succeeded Mr. Smith, and

Dr. Fish replaced Captain Carr. The Inspectorate

as thus constituted carried on the foreign business

of the Shanghai Customs from 1854 to 1858. The

benefits of the new system became quickly obvious.

Honest and efficient administration was established.

Trade was freed from underhand arrangements.

Accurate statistics were provided. Honest mer-

chants were protected. The Chinese government

received a valuable revenue which vastly ininroved

its financial position. Foreign help enabled the

Chinese to carry out treaty obligations which they

had undertaken and which unaided they were not

competent to meet. As Mr. Hart remarked in his

1864 memorandum on the subject of the Customs

(British Blue Book No. 1 of 1865),

"Under the treaties and having in view the

future therein mairked out for trade, an honest

revenue administration became a matter of the

first importance, and such an administration

the Chiriese unaided could not supply."

In 1858 the treaties of Tientsin provided for

the adoption of a uniform Customs system at every

port, and for 'the engagement of subjects of the

Treaty Powers by the Chinese government to

assist in the collection of the revenue, that is to

say, for the extension of the Shanghai system. Mr.

(afterwards. Sir) Robert Hart left the British

Consular Service in June, 1859, to fill the post

of Deputy Commissioner of Customs at Canton.

Meanwhile the In.«pcctorate at Shang-
The Office of ^^^- ^^^ changed its character. The

General
French and American Inspectors had

withdrawn, and Mr. Lay had been

appointed Inspector General of Customs by
Ho KuEi-CHiNC, the Imperial Commissioner of

Foreign Affairs. Early in 1861 Mr. Lay was

re-appointed Inspector General by the newly con-

stituted Foreign Board (Tsung-li Yamen), and
the Inspectorate headquarters were established at

Peking, where, with some intermissions between

1861-64, they have since remained. In April of
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that year Mr. Lay went to England on leave, the

duties of Inspector General during his absence

being performed by M.M. Fitzroy (the Shanghai

Commissioner) and Haut conjointly. These gentle-

men held their commissions from the Imperial

Commissioners for the southern and northern ports,

but these were replaced soon after by a formal

commission from Prince Kung, the head of the

Tsung-li Yamen. Jlr. Lay did not return to China

till 1863, and while he was away offices had been

established at all the other treaty ports. On his

return Mr. Haut was appointed Commissioner at

Shanghai, and charged with the direction of the

Yangtze ports and Ningpo. In November, 1863,

Mr. Lay was dismissed, owing to a difference of

opinion with the Chinese government on the question

of the so-called LayOsborne flotilla, and Mr. Hart
was appointed Inspector General. The name of

Sir Robert Hart (he was made C.M.G. in 1879,

K.C.M.G. in 1882, G.C.M.G. in 1889, and a baronet

in 1893) is one with which the Chinese Customs

Service must always be associated. He presided

over its destinies, with only one or two short

intervals of leave, from 1853 to 1908, when his

health beginning to fail he returned to England,

and held the substantive post until his death in

September, 1911. In 1885 he had resigned in order

to take up the post of British Minister at Peking,

but had withdrawn his resignation on finding that

the Chinese government did not agree with his

views as to his successor. In April, 190U, Sir

Robert E. Buedon, K.C.M.G., the Deputy In-

spector General, assumed charge as Acting Inspector

General. In March, 1910, Sir Robert Buedon
withdrew from the Service and was replaced by

.Mr. Francis Arthur Aglen, Commissioner .at

Hankow, who was appointed Deputy Inspector

General and Officiating Inspector General ad

iulerim. After the death of Sir Robert Hart,

Mr. Aglen received the substantive post by Im-

perial Rescript of 25th October, 1911.

While in a sense Sir Robert Hart was, if not

the originator, at any rate the foster-parent of the

Customs Service, it must he remembered that such

a Service could not be the work of any one man.

Much must be ascribed to his subuidinatcs, who
often working obscurely in remote places did the

spado work by which the foundations were laid.

Initiative had largely to be left to the Commissioners

at the ports, and much of the development, not of

the Customs only, but of the ports and China

generally must bo credited to the wise use of the

power and influence of the men on the spot. The
prospects offered by the new service wcj-e inviting

enough to attract young men of good standing and

ability, and among its early Commissioners the

Customs had the good fortune to enli.st n number

of men of unusual capacity. The names of many
of these pioneers are still remembered at the ports,

and as a few among the many who did good work

may be mentioned M.M. T. Dick, Baron de

Meritens, a. Hubeb, C. Hannen, E. C. Bowra,

G Detring, E. IJ. Drew, W. Cartwright, H. E.

HoBSON, J. A. Man, E. C. Taintor, A. Maci'hbe-

soNj H. Kopsch, and F. E. Woodruff.

By 1854 the Service was operating at 14 ports,

Customs the opening of the offices at the

Establish- various places having generally been
merits. effected without difficulty. Since

those days political and commeo'cial developments

in China have caused the opening of many more
ports and frontier stations and a great growth in

the functions of the Service. The tonnage of

vessels dealt with had grown from 5,635,485 tons in

1864 to 97,984,213 tons in 1914, and the value of

the Foreign Trade has swelled from Hk. TIs.

105,300,002 in 1854 to a gross value of about a

thousand million taels at the present time.

The list of places at which there are now (1917)

Foreign Customs establishments is as follows :

—

Port.
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Native Customs establishments (i.e. those col-

Native
'"^'^'i'lg 'lutios from Chinese vessels

Customs. °^ native type) were put under the

Maritime Customs at the following
ports by the Peace Protocol of 1901; Newchwang,
Tientsin, Chefoo, Ichang, Shasi, Kiukiang, Wuhu,
Shanghai, Ningpo, Wenchow, Santuao, Foochow.
Amoy, Swatow, Canton, Kongmoon, Wuchow,
Kiungchow, and Pakhoi. The arrangement was
that all Native Customs stations within 50 li of
the treaty-ports should come under the control
of the Commissioners of Maritime Customs. In-
vestigation showed that Native Customs affairs

were immensely complicated and that the system
of administration required radical reform. After
some years of difficulty—all the stations not being
finally taken over till 1913—the treaty provisions
have been complied with ; the Native Customs admin-
istration has been got under control as far- as is

possible on maritime Customs lines, and great
improvements have been effected. A large increase
in revenue has resulted. In 1902 the collection at

all the ports amounted to Hk. Tls. 2.304,312; in

1916 it was Hk. Tls 3.746,645. Tientsin, Wuhu,
Kiukiang, Shanghai, Cantctfi, and Foochow are
the most important centres for the collection of
Native Customs revenue.

The Inspector General's Staff at Peking con-

Service sists of four Secretaries of Commis-
Organisa- sioner's rank—Chief, Chinese, Audit,
*">" and Staff—each of whom has an

Assistant Secretary of Deputy Commissioner's rank
and an appropriate staff. Of the same standing are
the other two Inspector General's Secretaries—the
Stati.-itical Secretary at Shanghai and the Non-
Eesident-Secretary in London. The Statistical
Secretary is the head of a large printing and
publishing establishment at Shanghai in which all
the printing and publishing work of the Service
is carried on, as well as the production of a large
number of forms, etc., for the Chinese Post Office.
The Statistical Secretary is in general charge of
all statistical matters, writes the aVinual trade
report on China, and is responsible for the publica-
tion of all reports, trade statistics, and other works
issued by the Service. The Non-Resident-Secretary
is stationed in London. He e.xamines European I

candidates for the Indoor Staff (after nomination
by the In-spector General), procures stores as requir-
ed, and acts generally as the Inspector General's
agent in Europe.

The Service is organized into three depart-
ments (1) Revenue (2) Marine (3) Works. The
Revenue Department is sub-divided into Indoor,
Outdoor and Coast Staffs ; the Marine Department
into Coast Inspector's, Harbours, Lights, and
Marine Staffs; the Works Department into Engi-
neers, Office, and Outdoor Staffs.

Outdoor
Staff.

The Indoor Staff consists of Commissioners,

Deputy Commissioners, Foreign As-

'st''°ff

'' 5'*'3"ts (graded in 10 classes), Chinese

Assistants (11 classes), and Clerks.

In addition to their other qualifications a knowledge
of Chinese up to certain defined standards is required

of all members of the Indoor Staff. The Commis-
sioner is in administrative control of all departments
at his port and is in all respects the Inspector Gener-
al's representative and the local chief. As regards

external and jjarticularly as regards revenue matters

he acts in consultation with his colleague, the Super-

intendent of Customs. As regards internal affairs

and the control of his staff he acts entirely under
the Inspector General's authority. The main work
of the Indoor Staff is the assessment and collection

of the revenue ; but in addition it has the admin
istrative functions of controlling all the various

Service Departments in the ports.

The Outdoor Staff is divided into Executive

and Examination branches, the head
of both (under the Commissioner)

being the (Chief) Tidesurveyor and
Harbour Master. The executive branch comprises
Chief Tidesurveyors, Tidesurveyors, Assistant

Tidesurveyors, and Boat Officers; the Examination
Branch, Chief Appraisers, Appraisers, Chief E.\-

aminers. Examiners, and Assistant Examiners.
There are in addition four classes of Tidewaiters,

and a class of District Local' Watchers. The Out-
door Staff is concerned principally with preventive

work, the control of shipping, and the examination
of goods.

The Coast Staff consists of the officers and

/»» .J. oi. xc crews of the Revenue Steamers and
toast Stair,

, , ...
, ,Launches, which are employed var-

iou.sly in revenue and prevention work, in light-

tending, in work connected with buoys, beacons,

and aids to navigation generally, and in surveying.

In 1916 there were 5 Revenue Steamers, 7 Revenue
Cruiser Launches, 33 Revenue Launches and 5
Sailing Craft employed in the above duties.

The Coast Inspector is, under the Inspector

General and subject to the adminis-

trative control of each Commissioner
in his own port, the head of the

Marine Department. His functions, formerly
advisory only, have become to some extent adminis-
trative. Subject to the above limitation, he has
charge of the revenue steamer flotilla, the Lights
Service, Aids to Navigations generally, of meteoro-
logical work, of surveying and the production of

charts, and of any other matter where expert
nautical assistance is required.

The Works Department is under the control

of the Engincer-inChief assisted by

Department. ^ ^'"'^ °^ engineers, Architects, and
Clerks of Works. The authority of

the Enginccr-in-Chief, originally confined to Lights

Coast
Inspector.
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Personnel.

construction, buildings and machinery, has been

extended to all Service buildings, botli as regards

construction and upkeep. Administratively, lis-ii-

lis Inspector General and t'on missioners, the

Kngineer in-(,'Uief is in the same position as the

Coast Inspector.

In 1864 the Customs Service employed about 400

foreigners and 1000 Chinese. The
foreign staff is cosmopolitan in its

basis and some twenty nationalities are represented.

Of 42 Commissioners in 1916, 23 were British, 4

French, 4 German, 2 American, 2 Russian, 2

Japanese, 2 Danish, 1 Dutch, 1 Norwegian, and

1 Portuguese. Of the 22 Deputy Commissioners

in 1916, 13 were British, 4 French, 2 German, 1

American, 1 Norwegian, and 1 Dutch. Hut these

proportions vary of course from time to time with

the exigencies of promotion.

In 1875 the Service employed 424 foreigners

and 1417 Chinese : in 1885, 506 "foreigners and 2075

Chinese : in 1895, 735 foreigners and 3471 Chinese.

Alter 1898, when the Customs undertoolt the work

of creating the Chinese Postal Service, the numbers

grew rapidly, and in 1910 had swelled to a total

of nearly 20,000 employes (1468 foreigners, 17,701

Chinese), of whom 99 foreigners and 11,885 Chinese

were engaged in j)ostal work. In 1911 the Post

Office separated from the Customs and passed under

the acijU of the Ministry of Communications, taking

its foreign and native employes with it. This

caused a very considerable reduction of staff and

in 1916 the Maritime (.'ustoms numbered 1321

foreigners and 6325 ('hine.se. To these figures,

however, must be added the not inconsiderable

number of Chinese employes in the Native Customs

which have not yet been included in the Service

List.

The Customs revenue in 1864 was Ilk. Tls.

7,874,257. Fifteen million taels were

reached in 1886, twenty millions in

1887 (the year of the introduction of the new duty

and likin on opium), and thirty millions in 1902.

The highest mark w.as reached in 1913 (Hk. Tls.

43,969,853) since when troubles at home and abroad

have interfered with trade. The revenue in 1916

wa? Ilk. Tls. 37,764,310 whicli in view of the high

exchange gave the good sterling yield of £6,264, 540.

The duties collected are Import Duties, Export

Duties, Transit Duties, Tonnage Dues,

and Coast Trade Duties. Tonnage
Dues are a tax on shipping from which funds for

the construction and maintenance of Lights, Buoys,

and Beacons are derived. Transit Dues and Coast

Trade Duties are virtually octroi or charges on

goods in internal transit, of the same nature as

Native Custom and Likin Taxes. In 1915 the

Export actually exceeded the Import Duties by over

a million taels. The treaty-makers seem not to

Revenue.

Duties.

have aimed at gettmg the Chinese Tariff upon a

sound economic basis, but at simply confining within

reasonable limits such levies as already existed. As

it is today the Tariff stands for no principle except

the old Chinese one of putting a tax on every mo /e-

nient of trade. A re-arrangement on more scientific

lines, it such could be carried out, would be of un-

doubted benefit to the government and people of

China, as well as to the foreign merchants and

the bondholders who have lent their money upon

the security of the Customs Revenue.

From 1861 to 1906 the Inspector General took

his instructions from the Tsung-li

r.^'r*"
Yamen, or Foreign Office, later on

"•
called the VVai \Vu Pu and now the

Wai Chiao Pu. In 1906 an Imperial Decree appoint-

ed two High Oflicials to control more immediately

Revenue Matters, as heads of the Shui-wu Ch'u or

Department of Customs Affairs. T'ieh Li.\ng,

President of the Ministi'y of Finance, was appointed

High Commissioner of the Department, and T'ano

SnAO-Yi, Vice-President of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs, Associate Commissioner. The change made

no difference in the internal administration of the

Service, full authority as before remaining in the

Irspector General's hands, and the institution of

a department which could give its full attention to

Customs affairs has proved of advantage in many
respects.

In 1903 the Customs College in Peking was

opened, an institution established by

the Shui-wu Ch'u to educate Chinese

for the Indoor Staff. Of the co-

directors of the college, one is Chinese—Mr. Chan
LiiN, proctor of the Shui-wu Ch'u—the other foreign,

Mr. C. A. V. I'ownA, Chief Secretary in the

Inspectorate General of Customs. The College has

about 100 students, admittance being gained by

competitive examination, and the teaching is done

by a staff of Chinese and foreign professors. The

College supplies a steady flow of well-trained

Chinese recruits for the Customs Service.

Extra- From the beginning the Customs

Customs has been constrained to undertake

1
Activities, a number of outside duties. Its

first la.^k was that of paying to France and Eng-

land the indemnities incurred by
Indemnities, china in the war of 1860. Then camo

the work of establishing lighthouses,
Lights. ^jjg jp navigation, and the supervi-

„ , sion of harbours, which latter invol-

ved the appointment and control, in

conjunction with the Consular Authorities, of pilots

and drawing up of pilotage rcgula-
Pilotage.

ti^„s. in 1915 there were maintained

by the Customs in Chinese waters 182 Lights, 5

Lighlvessels, 44 Li.ghtboats, 171 Buoys, and 798

Customs
College.
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Beacons, with a total personnel of 56 foreigners

and 467 Chinese.

The T'ung-wen Kwan, a college in

Educational. Peking with a branch in Canton for

the instruction of Manchu youths in

T ung-wen
foreicn languaees and sciences, was

Kwan in '' ° "

Peking, established with the advice of the

Inspector General in 1863, and Dr.

W. A. 1'. Martin' was appointed its head in Peking.

It was supplied with funds through the Customs

;

the In.spector General nominated the professors and

frequently detached men from the Customs to teach

in the School. The Peking college disappeared in

the general chaos of 1900, by which time growth

in education in China had rendered its continuance

unnecessary, and it was merged in the Peking

University by Imperial Decree of 11th January,

1902. The Canton school was on a
In Canton,

^njailer scale. Appointments to its

staff were made by the Inspector General, and it

was under the control of the Canton Commissioner

as the quasi colleague of the Tartar General. Its

connection with the Customs ceased in 1906 when

it was merged in a provincial school.

Postal work, from very small beginnings in 1878,

took formal shape in 1896 when an

„ ' Imperial Decree put the creation of

Post Office
^ Postal Service in the hands of Sir

KoBERT H.VRT, and a great Service

had already developed when the Chinese Post

Office set out upon its independent career after

the separation of 1911.

In 1898, the revenues from six Collectorates

, ... of Ijikin in the Yangtze Basin were

pledged as security for the 4^%
£16,000,000 Gold Loan to the extent of Tls.

5,000,000 annually and placed under the supervision

of the Inspectorate of Customs.

After the Boxer troubles the Native Customs

at the Treaty Ports, as has been
Native

already mentioned, were put under
Customs. ^, -/ .,. ,, '

, . ., .

the Maritime Customs; and in their

capacity as ex-officio members of the Peiho and
Hwangpu River Conservancy Boards the Commis-

River sioners of Customs at Tientsin and

Conservancy Shanghai have been intimately con-

and Harbour nected with the important works
Improvement, undertaken on these two waterways.

Kecent developments, on the same lines, are to

be seen in the Harbour works at Chefoo, and in

the bar and Iviao River work at Ncwchwang.

The preparation of exhibits for Exhibitions in

Exhibitions.
"'"''^"^ P^'''^^ °^ '''<' world, and the

Commissions to represent China at
them, were part of Customs activities for
many years until the time came* when a Chinese
Ministry could itself undertake such work. Mete

orological work, storm-signalling.
Quarantine, quarantine, surveying, chart-making,

rhart juasi-consular functions and notarial

making etc.
'"^''^ ^°^ Non-treaty Powers stiU form

part of the miscellanea of Customs

work, to which may be added in some small ports

police and Municipal fmictions.

The Service issues a number of publications

d'caling with the statistics of and
Customs

Publications,
reports upon trade passing through

the Customs and also publishes for

Service uso books and papers written by members
of the Service on various subjects. These publica-

tions are published by the Statistical Department,

Shanghai, and are arranged in the following series :

I. Statistical Series.

II. Special Series.

III. Miscellaneous Series.

IV^ Service Series.

V. Office Series.

VI. Inspectorate Series.

The Statistical Series, which is the one of

chief public interest, comprises the Shanghai Daily

Returns, the Customs Quarterly Gazette, the Annual
Reports and Returns of Trade (in English and
Chinese), and the Decennial Reports.

The Statistical, Special, and Miscellaneous

Series are available for public use and may be

purchased ; the other series (Office Series
—"Service

List" excepted) are of a confidential nature and

are intended for use within the Service. A lar^e

number of publications dealing with a variety ol

questions and including some books of special value

have been produced in the course of years. A
catalogue showing which of them are available for

purchase by the public may be obtained from the

selling agents for the Statistical Department,

Messrs. Kelly and AValsh, Ltd., Shanghai.

The issue of a comprehensive series of
Medical
Reports.

Korean
Customs.

medical reports by Customs surgeons

was carried on for many years, until

the growth of medical journalism in China rendered

Customs co-operation no longer necessary.

From 1886 until the final passing of the Korean
Customs into Japanese hands in

1905, the Chief Commissioner of

Customs in Korea, and the Commis-
sioners and some of the Assistants in the Korean
ports were men detached from the Chinese Customs,

and much help was given, directly and indirectly,

to the Korean Service for many years.

In 1887, as a result of the Hongkong Opium
Convention, the Kowloon and Lappa

Kowloon Customs—the collection of duties on

native shipping trading between
Hongkong and Macao and the mainland—were
constituted and placed in the hands of the Foreign
Customs.
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For almost the first 60 years of its existence

the Customs Service did not handle
banking or

| money paid in as revenue. The
the Revenue. ,

^ ^
, , , j

goods were examined, duty assessed,

and a "Duty Memo" issued. The merchant paid

the amount into the "Customs Bank," an institution

entirely under the control of the Commissioner's

colleague, the Superintendent of Customs. The
Bank issued a receipt which was handed in to the

Customs as a proof of payment and there Customs

responsibility stopped. The arrangements for meet-

ing their i,oan and Indemnity obligations were

made by the Chinese Government through the

Shanghai Taotai. (From the time of the Chino-

Japaiicse War on, the loans and indemnities incurred

by China in her various troubles were secured on

the Foreign Customs Revenue—this regular source

of income being invariably fallen back upon in

times of difficulty—until the whole collection was

mortgaged.) In November, 1911, at the time of

the Kevolution, the revenue in certain provinces

which had declared independence was removed from

the control of the Central Uovernment. In order

to protect the interests of the bondholders the

Inspector General undertook the custody of those

revenues and the re.spon.sibility for meeting the

charges due on the foreign loans. A month later,

with a view to facilitating the duo observance by

China of her loan obligations, the Government

decided also to place the Customs revenues at all

those other ports which still owned allegiance to

the Imperial Government in the control of the

Inspector General. This arrangement, subsequently

confirmed by agreement between the Wai Chiao Pu
and the Diplomatic Body, has since continued. It

is in many ways an economy and convenience to

the Chinese Government, as well as offering better

security in troubled times to the bondholders.

MARMOT. See Sciuridcc; Tarhagan.

MARQUESS. ^Cii Nobility

.

MARRIAGE. I l)u Book of HiHonj states

thiit ancient Chinese lived promiscuously, knowing

their mothers but not their fathers. This state of

promiscuous intercourse must have been followed by

a «tate of submission of a woman or women to one

man, resulting in parental authority. According

to a decree of a.d. 484, the Hsia and Yin dynasties

permitted marriage between members of the same

clan, but the Chou dyna.sty was the first to forbid

marriage between tho!^e of the .same surname.

During the feudal period a law was pas.sed forbid-

ding marriage with five kinds of women :— (a) the

daughter of a rebellious house (b) the daughter of

a disorderly house (c) the daughter of a house pro-

ducing criminals (rf) the daughter of a leprous

house (c) the daughter who had lost her father and

elder brother. Marriage was also forbidden during

the three years of mourning. Widows were obliged

to remain single. During the Sung period camp-

followers were forbidden to marry. Under the

Ming dynasty unborn children were sometimes

betrothed, but this custom was forbidden by the

Ch'ing dynasty.

The following are some of the laws regarding

betrothal and marriage that were observed under

the Manchu dynasty.

The legal contractor of a betrothal may be

(1) the paternal grandparents of the couple, (2) the

jjarents of the couple, (3) the paternal uncle of the

father, and his wife, (4) the paternal aunt, sister

of the father, (5) the eldest brother, (6) the eldest

sister, (7) the maternal grandparents. Failing these

near relatives, those of more remot* kin may arrange

the contract. A married daughter may make a

contract for female relatives of her father's family.

If the contract be illegal or fraudulent, the parties

arranging the contract are the ones punished. The

consent of the couple to tlie contract is not required.

If a widow wishes to remarry, her fatherin-law,

mother-in-law or other relative of her husband's

family, signs the contract ; failing these, a member of

her father's family. If a widow has a daughter

by her first marriage who has become an inmate of

her second husband's home, the widow can sign her

daughter's betrothal contract.

In the contract, the signatories must declare

i, any blemishes or physical infirmities of the bride

or bridegroom, ii, their ages, iii, if either has been

born of a concubine, iv, if either has been aidopted.

The full consent of the two families is required.

Fraudulent betrothals sometimes tiike place, as when

a healthy brother or sister is described in the contract

instead of an unhealthy bridegroom or bride, and

so on. If the fraud is discovered before miliriage,

the contract can be annulled, the presents returned

and the fraudulent signatory punished. If the

deception is discovered after marriage, the marriage

i« dissolved and the fraudulent signatory is

punished. The betrothal contract may also be

annulled if the bridegroom or bride commit some

crime before marriage ; or, if the bridegroom for

snnie political reason be sentenced to life-long exile,

the bride may cither follow him or be set free to

marry another.

A marriage celebrated without the requisite

formalities, i.e. without signatories to the contract,

without a go-between, without giving of presents,

without a public celebration, is considered fornica-

tion and the couple must bo separated.

If a son or daughter marry during the period of

mourning for his or her father or mother, he or she

is punishod for committing a great offence against

filial piety, and the wife is separated from the

husband.
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There are three essential conditions to a

marriage :—first, the contract signed by the parents

or guardians as explained above; secondly, the

acceptance of the wedding gifts by the bride's

family ; thirdly, the bringing of the bride to the

groom's house. Marriage customs vary in different

provinces, but the foUowring usage is more or less

observed all over China.,

The preliminaries to a betrothal are arranged

by go-betweens, generally women, who approachi

each family and consult the horoscopes of the young

couple. If the.se are favourable, the groom's parents

or guardians make a formal offer of marriage, which,

when assented to in writing by the bride's parents,

constitutes the marriage contract. A lucky day is

then chosen for the event.

A month before the wedding, the groom's

family send to the bride's family the material for

the bridal dress, presents of money, silks, wine, and

cakes of ceremony, etc. A few days before the

wedding, the bride's dowry, trousseau and furniture,

together with gifts from relatives and friends, are

carried to the bridegroom's house. On the eve of

the wedding the bride puts up her hair, tries on the

bridal garments, lights incense before her family's

ancestral tablets and kneels before her parents,

grandparents and .senior relatives.

The wedding-day is celebrated by musicians

who play while the bride bathes and dons her

marriage clothes, the outer gai-ments of red being

embroidered with dragons. A veil completely con-

ceals her features. A friend of the groom, bearing

a formal letter, then arrives to escort the bride to

her new home. This letter is sometimes regarded

in the light of a marriage certificate, and is carefully

preserved by the bride. She then steps with

weeping into the red marriage chair, her mother,

sisters and other relatives also weeping, while

fire-crackers are let off, and music is played. The

chair, a heavy structure covered with red em-

broideries and rich carving, is borne by four men.

Two men carry lanterns in the bridal procession

bearing the groom's family name in red characters,

followed by two other men similarly displaying the

bride's family name. A red umbrolUi is borne in

the procession, which is accompanied by musicians.

The bride's brothers walk near her chair.

Fire-crackers are let off on arrival at the

groom'e house. The chair is carried into a reception

room, and the bride is invited to descend by a little

boy who holds a brass mirror towards her. A
matron and bridesmaids uttering felicitous sen-

tences help her out of the chair. A sieve is some-

times held over her head or placed so that she steps

into it from the chair. She is then led to her room

where she sits by the groom's side on the edge of

the bed. Later they go separately U> the reception-

room, whei-e, in front of a table spread with two

sugar cocks, dried fruit and symbolical articles,

they do obeisance before the gods, then to the bride-

groom's ancestral tablets, then to each other. After

this they drink a mi.xture of wine and honey out of

goblets tied together by red thread, exchanging cups

and drinking again. They are given pieces of the

sugar cocks and a few dried fruits to eat. The

bridegroom then pretends to lift the bride's veil

after which she is led to her room and divested of

her heavy outer garments. The couple then have

dinner with their guests, the bride eating nothing.

She is gazed at by friends and by the public, who
criticize her appearance and make all sorts of jokes.

On the third day, the couple visit the bride's

family, when they worship her ancestral tablets.

On the tenth day the bride often goes alone to visit

her parents.

Posthumous marriages ^ 4§ miv(/ hint are

not uncommon among better-class families. If a

son dies unmarried and before adult age, the parents

seek by go-betweens a family that has lost a daughter

of about the same age and at about the same time.

Betrothal and wedding ceremonies are duly carried

out, the tablets taking the places of the pair. The

bride's coffin is then laid in the grave side by side

with the bridegroom's, and she is thenceforward

a deceased daughter-in-law in the family.

Such marriages are prohibited in the Clwu Li,

yet have been common from the earliest history

down to modern times.

There is also marriage which is posthumous for

only one of the pair. If one of a betrothed couple

dies before marriage, the wedding may still take

place, the tablet representing the dead. Or if a

girl dies unbetrothed a living husband may still be

found for her ; both betrothal and wedding cere-

monies being performed with her tablet.

Though the above account has been written in

the present tense it is probable that much of it has

been altered since the Revolution, both with regard

to the laws and to the ceremonies. After the

establishment of the Hcpublic a new Provisional|

Code made various alterations in the laws. Mar-

riage is forbidden before the ages of 18 and 16 for

the man and woman respectively. The coujile must

have the consent of their parents, and the marriage

is not recognized before its announcement to the

proper magistrate. The parts of this new Code

which relate to marriage, etc., are given in the new

edition of P. Hoang's work.

Von Mollendorff : Family hiiw of C/iiiui;

Pabkeu : Comparalive Chinese Law ; Werner :

Descriptive Socidofiy ; Hoanc : Le Maringe chinotf,

2nd ed., 1916; Doolittle : Social Life of the

CliineKc; Gray : China.

MAR SARGHIS, or Mar Sergius.^HM^.S
M(i Hsie/i-li-chi-ssii, a Neslorian Christian, Governor
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of Chinkiang, 1278-81. He built two churches

there. See Neiturinn Chriiiti<nig.

Pall.\dids : Traces of Chrktiimit ij , etc.

;

t'niNESE I!e( DKDKli. Vdl, vi, ]). 108.

MARSHMAN, JOSHUA, D.U. A member

of the Engli.-h Haptist Mission at Serampore, India,

who produced the first complete translation of the

Bible into Chinese and printed it at Serampoi-e in

1822. See Uibh.

Life mid Times of Carey, Mnr.^hman and Ward,

London, 1859; Chinese Recorder, vol. i, p. 145.

MARTIN DE RADA ..r HERRADA. See

I), llada.

MARTINEZ, FRANCOIS, a Brother of the

Society I'l .IcsiLS. wa> lnuii at ^Iacao in 1573. In

1606, travelling when the accusations against

Cattaneo ('/.I'.) were agitating the Chinese, he was

accused of espionage and tortured so severely that

he died in prison.

Havhet : Lu Sli'le chretieinte dc Si-nijan-fmi,

II. p. 14. note.

MARTINI, MARTI N.iiJigffl 11",/ K-miwi-kuc,

a Jesuit Father, born at Trente (Tyrol) in 1614.

He reache<l China in 1643. He travelled much

during the troublous days which followed, and with

the exception of one visit to Rome to justify the

Jesuit.* against the Dominicans in the matter of

Chinese Rites, .<pent mo.st of the rest of his life in

Hangchow, where he died in 1661. He published

an Atlas of China in 1655; (N<ivxis Alias Sinensis

a Martiiiii Martini Sor. Jesu defcriptus, .\msterdani,

16551. It was the first serious geograjjhical work

ever published on China. He also wrote a History

of China.

Havret : La Stile rhrilienne dc Si-nganfou,

II, p. 41. note.

MARTIN, ROBERT MONTGOMERY, col

onial Treasurer at Hongkong, aiipniiitcd .hiiiuiiry

20, 1844. He considered the policy being pursued

by the Government was injurious to the nation,

and he conditionally resigned his commission in

order to explain to the ministers at home the true

state of affairs and the utter worthlesssess of Hong-
kong. Unliappily for him his resignation was
aicei)ted as final, and his public career was ended.

He is the aullior of t.'liina I'ditical, Ci/iiiinereial,

and Sonid, London, 1847. In an appcndi.x to this

work he prints his correspondence with the govern-

ment as to his action.

MARTINS. Stu lliiundinidae.

MARTIN, WILLIAM ALEXANDER PAR-
SONS, v.a.s b'.rn in Iiuliaiia, l'..S.A., .\pril 10, 1827.

After spending some time in the teaching profession,

lie was acce|)ted by the Presbyterian American
Mission (North) for work in China, and reached

Ningpo in 1850. After some years of missionary

work, he became interpreter to the U.S.A. Legation

in Peking, and afterwards Professor of Inter-

national Law at the T'ung Wen College ; and on

the establishment of Peking Imperial University

(q.i\) was chosen as its first President.

In 1900 he returned to U.S.A., but was recalled

almost inmiediately to assist Chang Chih-tunu in

establi.-hing a university at Wuchang. Owing to

lack of funds and the removal of the Viceroy, the

university was not founded, and his position was

only a sort of lectureship.

He subsequently returned to Peking, where he

died on December 13, 1916.

Besides being Adviser to the Government on

matters touching International Law, he was made a

Mandarin of the 3rd class in 1885 ; of the 2nd class

in 1€98 ; and was also Mcmbre de I'lnstitut de Droit

International, etc.

He wrote in Chinese, inter alia, a very popular

"Evidences of ChristianHy" and a book on Inter-

national Law; and in English, The Lore of I'athatj,

A (Jijele of Cathay, The Siege in I'rhimj, The

Awaheninij of China, etc.

MARTYRS. Applying this term first to the

Protestant foreign missionaries killed in China by

the fury or hatred of Chinese mobs, the following

list includes all such between 1847 and 1902, classed

under their respective Societies, as given by the

Chinese Ifrrnrdcr; but there is a discrej)ancy in the

figures.

American Presbyterian Mission (North) 9

China Inland Mission 81

English Baptist Mission 16

iMissionary Society of Sweden 1

American Baptist Mission (South) 1

London Missionary Society 2

Wesleyan Missionary Society 1

Swedish Missionary Society ... .•. 1

Inited Free Church of Scotland 1

Scandinavian Mongolian Mission 5

Church Missionary Society 10

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel... 3

Christian and Missionary Alliance 56

American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Mission.* 18

Shouyang Mission, (Shansi) 13

British and Foreign Bible S(Kiety 5

.American Protestant E|)iscopal 1

Swedish Mongolian Mission 4

Total number of Martyrs ... 208 {sir)

Societies 18

The great majority of these missionaries were

murdered in 1900, the year of the Boxer Rebellion.

The Martyrs' Memorial Hall in the Young Men's

C'hrigtian Association Building in Shanghai com-

memorates those Prototant missionaries and Chiness

Christians who were killed in the century from 1807
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to 1907. A complete list of the foreigners' names is

given in .-I Century of Missions in China. They
number 221.

Of Chinese Martyrs who suffered in the Boxer
Rebellion alone, a list according to Protestant

Societies is given in the Chinese Recorder for 1907,

the total number being 1909. It is unfortunately not

possible to give the totals of Roman Catholics who
have died for the faith in China. The list is a
very long one. See Boxerism.

Chinese Recorder, vol. x.xxiv, p. 596; A
Century of Missions in China, ibid., 1907, p. 611,

MASCARENHAS, GEORGE, voyaged to

Tamao with de Andrade, but in his own ship, in

1517, and probably went on to Fukien and Chekiang,

thus preparing the way for the later Portuguese

settlement at Liampo (Ningpo). ^

MASKEE. The pidgin-English word for

'never mind,' 'no matter,' etc.

MASONRY IN CHINA. Freemasons claim

the creation of the world as the starting point of

their practical craft. But an immediately following

admission tells of the founding of the Original

Grand Lodge of England, to which so much of

modern Masonry may be traced, and places the

origin of that at no earlier date than a.d. 1717.

Ireland, Scotland, and Massachusetts followed in

order with like institutions of their own, the last

named forming its Grand Lodge in 1792. Two
classes of detractors base their criticisms on these

facts, one ridiculing the claim to the ancient lineage,

the other running down the institution on account

of its modernity. Both are wrong. The claim that

the first Mason was the Creator of the Universe

need not be discussed, but historic research shows

plainly enough that "a peculiar system of morality,

veiled in allegory, and illustrated by symbols,"

has existed froYn time immemorial.

China's own records,—the finest, best, and

most complete in the world in some respects,—prove

that within her borders there was such a system

known before the days of Confucius, hundreds of

years B.C., and what is more interesting is the fact

that the square and compasses were used then as

emblems of morality much as they are being used

now. We need not feel surprised that this should

be so. The early connexion of the Chinese with

our own Western ancestors is being slowly but

inevitably traced. Similarity in words alone is

sufficient to satisfy those who have gone into the

matter that there must have been similarity, if not

identity, in origin.

When Chinese classics, therefore, speak in

terms masonic, as, for e.tample, when Mencius
urges those in " pursuit of wisdom " to •" make
use of the compasses and square," we may well

Burmise that the germ of the idea was common

to the progenitors of those who came east on the

one side and went west on the other. Confucius
at seventy congratulated himself that he could then
" venture to follow the inclinations of his heart

without fear of transgressing the limits of the

square."

That the Chinese Triad Society should have a

ritual and practice in many respects almost ident-

ical with that of Freemasonry need not surprise

us, for just as China has for many generations been

the happy home of secret societies opposed to the

government, so was it—and to some extent is

still—in Continental Europe, where only here and
there were governments and rulers wise enough

to place themselves at the head of such movements.

Nine out of ten of the many rebellions in China

have been the work of secret societies connected

more or less intimately with religious beliefs.

When the first Freemasons of Shanghai built

for themselves a home in which to meet, they

applied to the then Consul for his advice as to the

Chinese name which should be given to their Hall.

Mr. Mbdhurst had no great difficulty in meeting

the request. He knew what has been said above

respecting the use by the (^hinese of the square

and compasses, and advised accordingly. He sug-

gested "Kweikeu-t'ang" ptg';^,^'^. or "Compass and

Square Hall"—the Chinese reverse the order of the

implements—as a fitting title, and the designation

being accepted, has continued till the present time

to suggest to our native fellow-residents, and to

the few amongst them who have been accejiled as

"brethren," that the practices to which the build-

ing is dedicated are of that moral and reputable

order known from of old, and practised by their

Great Sage himself.

Western Freemasonry on the China coast,

however, found its first home, not in Shanghai,

but in Hongkong, where the Royal Sussex Lodge,

named after the Duke of that title, received its

warrant in 1844, and opened its meetings on the

3rd of April, 1845. In 1848 it removed to Canton,

where it remained for ten years, and was then

dormant until its resuscitation in Shanghai in 1863.

The original number of the Royal Sussex Lodge

was 735. It is now 501, and it is thus senior to

the Northern Lodge of China, the first to be formed

in Shanghai, whose number is 570. Both are under

the English Constitution.

The Northern Lodge warrant is dated December

27, 1849, the lodge at first being No. 832. Its first

place of meeting was in the Kiangsi Road (then

Church Street), where it occupied a Chinese build-

ing, much as one of the Weihaiwei Lodges did

recently. Thence it migrated to a building of its

own in the Nanking Road (then Park Lane).

Outgrowing its accommodation, it was compelled to

make a fresh move, and for some time used a

;i;^{;
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building in the Foochow Road. Meanwhile its

second Hall was being built in the Canton Koad
where it still stands. But, once again, develop-

ments necessitated a change, this time to the Bund,
where the foundation stone ot the new building

was laid on the 3rd of July, 1865. Most unfortu-

nate as to the circumstances which immediately

followed, the new Masonic Hall found itself one

of two " white elephants " which the Shanghai

community had on its hands. The other was

Tri:iity Church, now the Cathedral. Shanghai had

had its fat years during the late fifties and early

Bi.\ties when the Taiping rebels were overrunning

the province. Its lean ones dated from the over-

throw of those pests at Nanking in 1864, and for

years the cost of the two big buildings was felt

very severely by the small and comparatively im-

poverished community. The Northern Lodge,

however, bore half the burden of the Hall, the

other half being carried by the Royal Sussex and

the Tuscan Lodges, in the ratio of 3 to 1.

The Tuscan Lodge warrant dates from August

18, 1864. As a working lodge it has had its ups

and downs, but during the course. of its e.xistence

it has pro\ ided three District Grand Masters, Bros.

Miller, Moobe, and Hough, for Freemasonry in

the Far East, and is now reported to be in a

highly flourishing financial condition.

Royal Arch Freemasonry began in Shanghai in

1S61 with the charter of the Zion Chapter, working

unilcr the Northern Lodge, No. 570, E.C. It con-

tinued alone till 1869, when the Rising Sun R.A.

Chapter, under the Scottish Constitution, was

formed. The Zion Chapter has ever been one of

the most successful of Far Eastern Masonic Bodies,

and its list of Past First Principals contains many
names of men who made their mark in Shanghai

hi.story in other than Ma.sonic circles.

But it is now time to turn to constitutions other

than the English. All these made their dibiit Ml

Shanghai. The year 1864, the last of the fat years,

was prolific of Masonic growth. We have seen that

the I'oyal Susse.x was re-constituted in Shanghai

in 1863. On the very same day the Lodge c.f

Assiduity was formed. It was on Che 7th of

March, 1854, that the Lodge Cosmopolitan, working

under the Scottish Constitution, was granted its

warrant. The Tuscan immediately followed as we

have seen, and on the 14th of December, it was

the turn of the American Constitution to come in

with a warrant for the formation of the Ancient

Landmark Lodge.

It is not necessary here to dilate on the slight

diffcreiues existing between the English, Scotch,

and Massachusetts Constitutions. They are all

ill the realm of detail, not of principle, and the

consequences have almost without exception been

very happy, for while unity in principle secures

solidarity in essentials, diversity in working is

always attractive to visiting brethren who delight

in tracing similarities and contrasts in the differ-

ing rituals.

The Cosmopolitan Lodge, No. 428, S.C., began
working in 1864 under the mastership of one of

the best known of the older Shanghai Masons,
NV. Bro. C. M. Donaldson. It has always been

a strong lodge, and was long distinguished for its

charitable work. The Saltoun Lodge, No. 936,

S.C., dates from December 23rd, 1902.

The Ancient Landmark Lodge, acting under
the Constitution of Massachusetts, began work on

the 9th of May, 1864, and sprang rapidly into

complete success. It was the outcome of the

meeting of a few friends at the house of Dr. H. W.
Boone, who, with Bro. Hill—afterwards well-

known for his connexion with Gen. Ward of the

" Ever Victorious Army,"—and Bro. Bla.vchakd,

was one of the leading lights in Masonic circles

for years after. Bro. Eames, learned in the law,

and father of the great singer, Madame Emma
Eames, was another of the little fraternity, as was

the learned gentlemen who in later years became

Bishop of the American E])iscopal Church in China,

Bishop ScHEiiE.scHEWSKY. Among.st the list of Past

Masters of this lodge will be found \V. Bros. Hill,

Eames, Jansen, the Rev. J. R. Hykes, D.D., and

E. T. Williams, some lime Charge d'affaires for

the United States in Peking.

The Keystone Royal Arch Chapter may be

looked on as an offshoot of the Ancient Landmark

Lodge, as its mainstays were found amongst the

stalwarts of that body. Its charter dates from rhe

20th of September, 1871.

Other Masonic Bodies founded in the early

days of the settlement should be noted here, the

first of which was the " Celestial Encampment,"

embodying Knight Templar and other degrees not

officially recognised by the English Constitution.

Its charter dates back to October 3, 1862. In 1877

its name was changed to that of the " Celestial

Preceptory " under which it was the only body in

China conferring degrees of Masonic Knighthood.

In 1900 it ceased to exist, but has since been

resuscitated. The Cathay Rose Croix was another.

It came into existence under a warrant dated May

18, 1869, and conferred degrees following the Royal

Arch to the 18th. It has long been extinct.

The warrant for the construction of a Pro-

vincial Grand Lodge of the Royal Order of Scotland

is dated August 10, 1865, and W. Bro. C. M.

Donaldson was appointed first P. G. M., an office

held for life. This post ho continued to fill till

1892, when, after his death, his mantle fell ujjon

P. G. M. Bro. J. II. Osborne, who held it until

1916, when he resigned and was succeeded by Bro.
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M. E. H. Wells. The Royal Order differs from

the degrees that precede it in being purely Christ-

ian in tendency. It embraces two parts, the second

of which is a degree of Knighthood.

A few other interesting occurrences in the

olden days may be recorded. The first Masonic

Ball was held in 1865, but it was not till 1874 that

another provided a small surplus and so formed

the nucleus of the Masonic Charity Fund, which

has done so much good in Shanghai and elsewhere.

In 1866, the foundation stone of the present

Cathedral was laid with fitting Masonic ceremonial.

In 1867 the Masonic Hall on the Bund was de-

dicated. It has since been rebuilt and adapted to

modern requirements. In 1868, Ningpo joined the

fraternity by forming the "Star of Peace" Lodge,

Xo. 1217, E.G. It lasted but two years, however.

During the year following, Shanghai Scotsmen

formed a new lodge, St. Andrew in the Far East,

No. 493, B.C. Dr. Coghill was its first Master,

and it had every promise of a long and successful

career. ]5ut its hopes were shattered and the

lodge came to an end in 1874.

Hankow was ne.xt to try its hand with " The
Star of Central China," No. 511, S.C. This was

in 1871. The Hankow Lodge might have been

known as the Tea Lodge, for its founders were

mainly engaged in the great tea trade of the port

as it then was. \ATien that fell off, and regular

residents became fewer, the lodge lapsed. Since

1901, however, its place has been supplied by the

Far Cathay Lodge, No. 2,855 E.C.

The year 1872 saw the inauguration of the

Lodge Germania, which had a chequered career for

some ten years, and was then closed. Dr. Zach,\eiae

was one of its Masters, and the lodge was revived

in 1895 by no less a celebrity than W. Bro. P. G.

\on MoLLF.NDORFF, since which time it has been

in regular working order. In this, as in all other

cases, members of the English Constitution freely

gave their aid wherever it was possible and
necessary.

In 1909 aA effort has made to start a lodge

under the Dutch Constitution, and the English

District Grand Lodge had the pleasure of perform-

ing the Consecration ceremony, but the experience

of the following year proved that an insufficient

number of resident members was forthcoming, and
the warrant was returned to the Hague.

The story of the development of District Grand
Lodges in China is one of considerable interest.

The first W. M. of the Royal Sussex Lodge, Bro.

J. H. Mchray, was also the first Provincial Grand
Master of the whole Masonic Province of China,

and the W. M. who succeeded him in the Chair
of the Royal Sussex also succeeded to the honour
of the Prov. Grand Mastership. This was Bro.

S. Rawson. It was not till 1877 that this im-

mense " Province " was divided into the two
" Districts " of North and South China. Bro.

Cornelius Thorne was the first D. G. M. of the

Northern section, and held the post for eight

years. Leaving for home in 1885, he was succeed-

ed by Bro. J. I. Miller, who in turn resigned in

1896, and was followed by Bro. L. Mooub, who
held the office till his death in 1903. Bro. W. H.
Anderson was the next incumbent, and remained

in office till his departure for home in 1908, Bro.

R. S. Ivy filling the vacancy in the following year,

and still remaining in office, thus surpassing in

length of service all his ijredeccssors.

A D. G. M. is entitled to Past Rank only after

a service of three years. His office is by no means
a sinecure. He has the appointment annually of

a score or more of officers to serve under him in

the District Grand Lodge, and he is in undi.'sputfd

control of all the Lodges—^be they few or many—
of his own Constitution in the district over which

he rules. Territorially in China, he may have to

share his sway with D.G.Ms, of other Constitu-

tions who, of course, rule only over Lodges using

their own ritual and having warrants granted by

their own Grand Lodges. As matters stand at

present, the Lodges under the District Grand
Lodge of Northern China, E.C. are as follow :

—

Name of Lodije.

Date of

No. Warrant. Situation.

Royal Sussex
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and a Masonic Hall, with what other social centres

is not recorded, wliile the census showed a total,

including the last baby, o£ seventy-five souls only.

This fact points to one of the causes of the

spread of Masonry in the Treaty Ports of China.

As it is now in such a place as Tongshan, so it

once was in Shanghai, Tientsin, etc. Men formed

lodges for companionship. Now, when social

amenities in the larger settlements are multiplied,

that particular attraction is not only lost, but is 1

antagonised by endless other facilities provided by

clubs of every description. It is only in the out-

ports that the earlier conditions are repeated.

From the earliest days the American Lodges

have had the advantage of a District Deputy
Grand Master, the following being the list of

worthy brethren who have held the post :—Bros.
(

'. E. lIiLL, first W. M. of the Ancient Landmark
l^odge, \V. C. Blanchard, J. B. Eames, D. C.

Jansen, A. W. Daxfohth, J. E. Hykes, George

A. Derby, and Dr. Stacet A. Ransom, the present

incumbent. But it was not till 1915 that the

Lumber of American Lodges was sufficient to call

for the formation of a regularly organised District

Grand Lodge. Application then made to the Grand

Master of the State of Massachusetts resulted in

the issue of a charter, and the ceremony of

installation of 11. W. Bro. Dr. Ransoii was

conducted by the D. G. M. of the English Con-

Rtilulion, P. W. Bro. P. S. Ivy, assisted by the

Officers of the English D. G. Lodge. This interest-

ing ceremony occurred on the 24th of November,

1915, and the new District Grand Lodge held its

first annual meeting on the 27th of December, 1916.

For many years the Ancient Landmark was the

only lodge under the rule of the American District

Deputy Grand Masters, but on the 28th of January,

1904, the Sinini Lodge was organised, at first under

the name of the Cathay Lodge, its first Master being
( 'i.rxTON, son of the late P. W. Bro. D. C. Jansem.

Another, the Shanghai Lodge, has its charter dated

Si-ptcmber 14, 1904. A provisional warrant, was

given to the l^eiho I.,odge of Tientsin, but the only

occupant of the Chair was W. Bro. L. C. Emehy,

the lodge finding itself incapable of carrying on.

China's capital, curiously enough, held out

longer against Masonic influcMiccs than any of the

Treaty Ports oi importance. It was not till the

2nd of October 1915 that an International Lodge

was established in Peking, which has since received

its warrant from the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts,

and is thus under the control of the American

D. G. Lodge. On the 4th of November, 1916 a

Lodge of Perfection—14th degree—of the Ancient

and Accepted Scottish Rite was also opened by

Illustrious C. S. Lobinoier, holding an Honorary

33rd Degree. No fewer than 17 Master Masons

received higher degrees at the temporary Masonic

Hall on the Austrian Glacis on that date, but the

most interesting portion of the ceremony was an

adjournment to the Temple of Heaven and the

working of several degrees in the Emperor's Robing

Chamber. W. Bro. Petics was installed as first

V. M., and amongst the officers was Bro. C. C. Wn,
son of the weUknown Chinese diplomatist and

statesman, Dr. Wd Ting-fang.

The higher degrees just mentioned form part

of the complete system known as the Ancient and

Accepted Rite of Freemasonry, (U.S.A.), which

was established more than a century ago in

Charleston, South Carolina. Its Shanghai members

were consolidated on the 19th of September, 1901

into the following bodies :

—

The Yangtze Lodge of Perfection, No. 4, under

Bro. G. A. Derby.

-*The Shanghai Chapter Rose Croi.x, No. 3, under

Bro. G. A. Derby.

The Cathay Council of Kadosh, No. 2, under

Bro. John Goodnow.
The Orient Consistory, No. 1, under Bro.

John Goodnow.
The Ancient and Accepted Rite under the

" Supreme Council of England " is thought to

have originated in France about the middle of the

18th century. As has already been remarked, the

Grand Lodge of England concerns itself with none

but the first three degrees with the Royal Arch,

but it will be of interest to the Craft as well as

to the general reader to have a list of the thirty-

three degrees as recognised under tlio .Vncient and

Accepted Rite. They are the following :

—

.1. Entered Apprentice.

2. Fellow-craft.

3. JIaster Mason.

4. Secret Master.

5. Perfect Master.

6. Intimate Secretary.

7. Provost and Judge.

8. Superintendent of the Buildings.

9. Elected Knights of the Nine.

10. Illustrious Elect of Fifteen.

11. Sublime Knights Elected.

12. Grand Master Architect.

13. Knight of the Ninth Arch.

14. Grand Elect, Perfect, and Sublime Ma.son.

15. Knight of the Sword of the East.

16. Prince of Jerusalem.

17. Knight of the East and West.

18. Sovereign Prince of Rose Croi.v.

19. Grand Pontiff.

20. Grand Master of all Symbolic Lodges.

21. Noachite or Prussian Knight.

22. Knight of the Royal .\xp, or Prime of

Libanus.

23. Chief of the Tabernacle.

24. Prince of the Tabernacle.

389
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25. Knight of the Brazen Serpent.

26. I'rince of Mercy, or Scotch Trinitarian.

27. Sovereign Commander of the Temple.

28. Knight of the Sun.

29. Grand Scotch Knight of St. Andrew.

30. Grand Elect Knight of Kadosh.

31. Grand Inspector, Inquisitor Commander.

32. Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret.

33. Sovereign Grand Inspector General.

One form of Masonic Activity, the working of

the Mark Degree in a separate lodge, has so far

been left unnoticed. The District of N. China

possesses but two of these lodges, the Orient Mark
I-odge, No. 482, E.G., at Shanghai, and the

Northern Lodge of China of Mark Masons,

No. 583, E.G. at Weihaiwei The former was

established in 1894, its first Master being Bro.

F. M. Gratton. The latter first saw the light in

1906. The Mark degree is conferred under other

constitutions without the formation of separate

lodges.

Freemasonry has many claims to the honour

nnd respect of the world, but none based on surer

foundation than its first and foremost practice, the

practice of charity. We have shown that the

Brotherhood dates its beginning on the China coast

from the year 1844, but when we find that the first

Charity Fund was not founded till thirty years

afterwards, in 1874, we must not jump to the

conclusion that Craft benevolence slumbered all

that time. It was not so. Whatever was required

to minister to the needs of those in distress came

fieely from the pockets of individual brethren or

the treasury of individual lodges. In 1874,

however, a Masonic Ball surplus of S529 formed

the nest-egg of the first combined fund in which

all Shanghai Lodges of whatever constitution could

find membership. At first a rather haphazard

undertaking, the Fund made but slow progress,

working so to speak from hand to mouth. Bro.

Gratton re organized it under Bye-laws in 1888,

and since then its progress has been ever onward

and upward. Its present invested funds amount

fo Tls. 32,500.00 and are supported by all Lodges

in the District.

Tientsin and District has followed Shanghai's

example and now has a thriving Charity Fund of

its own. In times gone by it subscribed freely to

the Shanghai Fund. Newchwang has done the

like, and the volume of its fund is a telling tribute

to the generosity of its small community.

Much might be said of the high standing of

prominent Masons in China in other walks of life.

The list includes at least one Bishop, many high

Church dignitaries, many Consular officials, various

Knights, a large body of representatives from the

liberal professions, many heads of firms, and a

vast body of " just and upright " men who have

carried on the traditions of the craft after the

manner which, in all ages, has led monarchs them-

selves to become " promoters of the art." One of

the most prominent of Masonic historians was

Bro. R. F. Gould, once Secretary to the Shanghai

Municipal Council, and a member of the Northern

Lodge.

The two Public Schools of Shanghai, for boys

anl girls, owe their origin to that founded by the

Masonic Fraternity in 1886. For years the Lodges

provided a liberal prize fund which has now been

consolidated and forms three valuable scholarships

tenable for three years. The Ci-aft hold in

perpetuity the right to nominate four free scholars,

boys or girls, in the Municipal Schools, in return

for their outlay on the original institution.

As a further outgrowth from the ranks of the

Fraternity may be mentioned the Masonic Club at

Shanghai. This institution dates from the 1st of

April, 1882, has its quarters in the Masonic Build-

ing on what is one of the very best sites in the

Model Settlement, and has always filled a well-

recognised position in Shanghai clubiom. It is

not likely that there exist many cities where

Masonry is stronger, in proportion to its Western

population, than it is in Shanghai.

[G. L.]

MASTER OF HEAVEN, ^ gj or Heavenly

I'rcceptur, a title given by T'Ai Wu Ti (N. Wei
dynasty, a.d. 424) to K'ou Ch'ien-chih Jg fS ^
head of the Taoists. In a.d. 748 Hsuan Tsung of

the T'ang dynasty confirmed the hereditary priv-

ileges of the descendants of Chang Tao-ling (q-v.)

with this title, which they bear to-day. In the

Ming dynasty the title was taken away by the finst

emperor as being disrespectful to heaven, chin jin

1^^, Hero being substituted; but the higher title

is persisted in.

DoRE : Rcchcrches sur hs Superstitions, tome

ix, p. 540.

MATEER, CALVIN WILSON, D.D,, LL.D.,

a missionary of the American Presbyterian Mission

who was born in Pennsylvania in January, 1836,

and arrived in China at the end of 1863. He
became a thorough master of the mandarin speech,

and his Mandarin Lessons are very widely used.

His life-work was education; he founded a school

at Tengchow fu. Shantung, and developed it into

a very successful college, which in conjunction with

the schools of other Missions is now absorbed in the

Shantung Christian T^niversity. He prepared a

good many very popular and useful text-books, and

was himself very gifted in mathematical and

physical science. The crowning work of his

strenuous life was Bible translation. It has been

said that with his labours in teaching, in scientific

and Bible translation, and in study of mandarin

UO
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c'ulltxiuial, he did the work of three ordinary men.

He died in Tsingtao, September, 1908.

Chinese Eecouder, 1908-9.

MATS aii.l MATTING.—Mats, jjg Hsi, are

iniide Iroin rattan, from bamboo (Chulicn fj g|) and

from reeds. The most durable of the last are woven

from a species of Juncus near Lientan, Ningpo,

and are in pieces 6 ft. long by 4 ft. wide.

In Sui-fu, Ssuch'uan, Juncus effu-sus is culti-

vated for mat-weaving, and is a source of great

profit to the peasantry. From the same rush lamp-

wicks are made, more especially in the Min Valley,

the pith being used for the purpose. For an account

of this industry see Hosie's Ssuch'uan, p. 39.

From the tliree-sided rush, Leperonia mucronata,

mats of a slightly better quality are made. These

rushes are also used as string in Ssuch'uan.

MA'rriNG, ife^ Ti /((t. Arundo 7iiilis, from

which matting is woven, is cultivated in the low

lands in all the south of Kuangtung, but the people

in other parts of China use other gra.sses, such as

iJriocaulon qiuulramjuhirc, Scirpus capsularis or

Ci/pprun elritu<. The Arundo culms are sometimes

five feet high, but the matting is seldom more than

four feet wide. The loom used about Canton is an

uj)right framework, with a cylinder above and

below, over which the warp of hempen threads runs

;

the woof L< plaited on without a shuttle, and the

straw dyed before weaving.

The thin matting used for sails and box cover-

ings is woven from Coix lacryiiia. A coarse whitish

kind of matting suitable for awning and floor cover-

ings is woven in the northern provinces from a water

grass allied to the Arundo; it supplies the place of

felt on tilad floors, and serves' many useful ends

in the farmyard and shop.

The e.xport in 1916 amounted to—Matting,

Tls. 1.313.230; Mats, Tls. 1,834,067.

MA TUAN-LIN .rri*j?gEjj, a native of Shansi in

the 13tli ccntuiy. On the fall of the Sung dynasty

he retired from oflicial life and taught in his native

town. He is famous as the author of Wen /iskn

t'uiiij l.-'w 34: BR all 5 and other Works. See Lei Shu.

MAUSOLEA, IMPERIAL. The only ex-

amples of these are the tombs of the Ming and
Ch'ing dynasties, earlier ones having been entirely

de-^troyed or reduced to insignificance; even of the

Ming imperial tombs the first has not escaped semi-

ruin. 15ut it is highly probable that we see in the

Ming mausolea the plan on which all imperial tombs
have been built for two thousand years; while the

Ch'ing dynasty simply accepted the model of its

predecessor.

I. The Mausolea (K ling, tombs), o/ the Ming
/)i/mi.-/i/. These are at Nanking, where T'ai Tsu
Jk JB, (Hi'NG Wu), the founder of the dynaHy, is

buried, and near Peking, where thirteen Emperors

lie.

The tomb of Hung Wu is outside the Ch'ao

Yang gate of Nanking, and is in a very dilapidated

state. Nanking was the capital of the Empire while

he i-eigned.

The second Emperor of the dyna.sty, IIui Ti

^ ^, has had no mausoleum built for him, since

subsequent rulers have not regarded him as lawful

heir when he took the throne.

In 1406 Ch'knc Tsu jSi U {Yung Lo) began the

removal of the capital to Peking, and when it was

completed by his own arrival there three years later,

he began work on a mausoleum for hLs already

departed consort and for himself.

The Ming tombs are in Ch'ang-ping chow, some

thirty miles north-west of Peking. There ai'e

thirteen graves ; the names given to them, with the

reign-titlas of their occupants, and the dates of

burial are as follows :

—

1 Ch'ang ling g.|!S, Yung Lo /J; IS§, 1425.

2 Hsien ling l^^, Hung HsiJUjgS, 1425.

3 Ching ling ^ j^, HsiiAN Tk ^ ^,, 1435.

4 Yu ling lU P5, Cheng T'ung jE jfj and T'ien

Shun 3^ jig, 1464.

5 Mao ling Jg j®, Ch'knc Hi'a JH ^, 1487 or

1488.

6 T'ai ling^ fS, Hung Chih 5I.jft, 1505.

7 K'ang ling l^ llg, Cheng TkjE& 1521.

8 Yung ling/jt S8, Chia Ching ^gjf, 1567.

9 Chao lingua fS., Lung Ch'ing |^ j^, 1572.

10 Ting ling^l®. Wan Li ffi JS, 1620.

11 Ch'ing ling }^f^, T'ai Ch'ang ^ g, 1621.

12 Te ling *«J B?, T'ien Ch'i^ )^, 1628.

13 Ssu ling Jgi I®, Ch'ung Cheng ;« jjig, 1644.

There were sixteen sovereigns of the dynasty

;

but besides Hung Wu who has his tomb at Nanking,

and the second ruler Hui Ti or Chien Wen J^ iJC

who was not considered as a lawful ruler by his

successors, there is Tai Tsung j^ ^, who, with

the reign-title Ching T'ai ^ ^ reigned from 1450

to 1457 in place of his brother while the latter wa.s

a prisoner with the Tartars; these three are not in

the Thirteen Tombs.

It is not known why the above names were

chosen for the mausolea, but it is probable they were

used as being found in history as names of ancient

tombs ; some of the tombs from which the names

may have been borrowed are given on |). 1192 of

De Uiioot's work referi'ed to below ; his description

of the Ming tombs is very detailed.

II. Mausolea of Manchu rulers. There are

four of these in Manchuria and two, or rather two

groui», in the province of Chihli. Those in Man-
churia are :

—

1. Yung ling ^ ?§. This is situated 190 li

S.E. of Mukden, near Hsing ching ^2it, the ancii-iit

capital of Manchuria. In it there repose, according

Ul
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to JDeveria and Coedier, the bodies of Tsk Wang
and Cuing Wang, the two i-emotest ancestors of the

family ; and according to De Guoot and Chavannes
(v. inf.), the next two rulers, Ch'ang Wang and

Fu Wang are there also.

2. Tung Ching ling ^gllg, 120 li S.E. of

Mukden. The bodies of Ch'ang Wang and Fu
Wang are here according to Cordier and Beveria;

but this is incorrect ; the royal remains were

transferred to Yung ling in 1658.

3. Fu ling faiiil is 20 li N.E. of Mukden, and

T'Ai Tsu, (Nukhachu), the builder of the mausolea,

reposes there.

4. Chao ling 82 |IS, 10 li N.W. of Mukden, is

the tomb of T'AI TsuNG.

The three mausolea, e.xcluding the now empty
Tung Ching ling, are called San i.ing =, tS ; they

are built in the Ming style of architecture, though

on a more modest scale than the Ming tombs. This

shews how early and how readily the Manchus
adojited the Chinese civilization.

Thus the first si.K chiefs of the clan and the fir.st

two Emperors of the Manchu dynasty are in the

San Ling or 'Three Tombs' in Manchuria. From
the ne.xt Emperor Shun Chih plfi i^ onwards, the

Manchu rulers were all buried in Chihli province.

Their tombs are in two groups, the Eastern

Tombs j^ E8 1'>">'j liiiy, and the Western Tombs

jg ^ Nfi linrj.

The Eastern Tombs are about 80 miles to the

east of Peking, in Tsun-hua chou ^?£;)tl ; and the

C.real Wall makes llie northern bouiwlary of the

cemetery.

The names of the mausolea in this group are

j;iven below, with the reign-titles of the Emperors

buried in each and the year of burial.

1. Hsiao ling ^K, Shun Chih, first emperor 1663.

2. Ching ling g;^, K'ang Hsi, second ,, 1723.

3. Yii ling fSSS, Ch'ien Lung, fourth ,, 1799.

4. Ting ling %W. Hsien Fsng, seventh ,, 1865.

5. Hui ling ^,^, T'ung Chih, eighth ,, ?

There are three other tombs containing the

remains of the empresses. As it is a rigid rule that

the tomb of an emperor may not be re-opened, the

empresses have all to lie alone, or with other

emj)ress6s.

The Western Tombs are about as far from

Peking as the Eastern, but south-west of the capital.

The following are the names of the mausolea in

this group, with the reign-titles and dates of

sepulture.

1. T'ai ling ^BS, Yung Cii£ng, third emperor 1737.

2. Ch'ang ling ^1,-5, Chia Ch'ing, fifth „ 1821.

3. Mu ling ^^, Tad Kuang, sixth ,, 1852.

There are two tombs of empresses here besides.

The reason for the making of the Western

tombs was that the most eminent geomancers

reported to Shih Tsung (Yung CnfeNG) against the

suitability of any available ground in the Eastern

Tombs ; this however does not «eem to have pre-

vented several later emperors being buried there.

Db Groot : The lidiijious Sytsttm of Vhimi,

vol. iii, p. 1177, 1282 ; Cobdier : Histoire des

lielations de. Chine, etc., vol. ii, p. 17, not©;

Devcrxa : T'oung Pao, vol. iii; Imbault-Huabt t

ibid., vol. iv; Fonssagrive : Si-Ling, (Annates du

Musee Guiraet, 1907).

Db Groot gives very full accounts of the

Mausolea, drawn from the Chinese recoi'dis.

[In response to an enquiry as to some difficulties

in the above account Prof. Edouard Chavannes

kindly sent a "Note," which the compiler has trans-

lated from the French, and is glad to print in its

entirety below].

Xote on the seitultures of the first Kmpcrors of

the Ch'ing Vynasty in Manchuria.

There are actually in the province of Shengking

& si three imperial isepultures H liS ; they are enu-

merated below in inverse order to that of the

succession of the persons there interred.

1. The Chao ling I13 f^, commonly called the

Pei ling 4t PS > because it is ten li to the north-east

of Slukden ; the grave is called the Lung yeh shan

K^lll- 11^6 emperor T'ai Tsung W^en Huang-ti

* ^ i!C g ^ who reigned from 1627 to 1643 is

buried there. There are several photographs of this

tomb in M. Gisbert Combaz' book entitled Sepiit-

tiires iinjieriales de la Chine, fig. 16-33 and pi. vii

and viii, and also in Chavannes' Mi.<fio7i Archiolo-

ijique dans la Chine septentrionule, figs. 781-789.

2. The Fu ling jjg Eg, which is twenty li to the

east of Mukden and which, for that reason, is often

•designated the Tung ling ^ PS, is built on a fairly

steep slope of the T'ien chu shan 55tfe ill- I' '*

the burial-place of T'ai Tsu Kao Huang-ti ;ij fiJ

5g^'^, who was born in 1559 and reigned from

1616 to 1628. The photographs of this grave which

M. Combaz has published (op. cit. pi. ix and

figs. 34-37) were given him, like the preceding one."!,

by the Russian Minisfccr of Finances, and were taken

by agents of the trans-Manchurian Hailway.

3. The Yung ling 7]tl>§, the mound of which

is called the Ch'i yiin shan ?? jS lU , is 250 li to the

past of Mukden, and ten li north east of Hsing ching

^ff^ . This Mausoleum was originally that of the

two Manchu chiefs who in 1648 were retrospectively

introduced into the line of Emperors under the

names Chad Tsu Yiian Huang-ti 3? U /j?. iS ''I''"
and

Hsing Tsu Chih Huang-ti ^ jjl iij^ifr ; before the

edict of 1648, these two ancestors of the dynasty

were known under the titles of Prince Tsk J55 i
and Prince Ch'ing ^ 3£. The Prince Tsk (i.f.

Chad Tsu) must have lived towards the middle of

the fifteenth century. In 1658, were reunited in
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the Yung ling the remains of the two successors of

{.'had Tsu and Hsixc Tsu, namely, Prince Ch'amo

g 3E and Prince Fu iH 3L, whom the edict of 1648

liail named retrospectively Chixg Tsu I Huang-ti

IkM.^&'iir antl HsiEN- TsD Hsiian Huang-ti g} (§,

^ ^ ^. Previously to 1658, these two ancestors of

the dynasty were buried at Tung Ching )};j5(, which

was eight li northeast of the city of J^iaayang chou

S2 K in !""! ea^«t of T'ai Tzii ho jiz^^ ; Liaoyang

is Itself 120 li south of JIukden. After 1658 there

was no further case of imperial sepulture at Tung
ching and what wa« called 'Tung ching ling' ceased

to exist.

I visited the Chao ling (or Pei ling) on April

16, 1902; on April 23, 1 was at Fu ling (or Tung
ling); on April 25, I visited the Yung ling; this

last tomb is particularly interesting ; in the first

court are arranged four pavilions sheltering steles

dedicated respectively to Chao Tsu, Hsino Tsu,

(Jhinu Tsu and Hsien Tsu ; each stele is inscribed

in Mongol, in Manchu and in Chinese ; the Chinese

iv\l is reproduced in the Shinykin/j T'ling Chih

{fi M jifi. a!:. , c. iii, p. la—3a. Behind this court

ojiens another, which encloses the funeral temple

called the Ch'i Yun Tien g' if JS (cf. Mindoii

Ardiidloijiijue, etc., fig. 290); behind the building

one reaches by a small stairway an enclosure in

which are five tortoise-s, each surmounted by a staff,

the top of which is surrounded with red and white

Korean paper (cf. Missions ArclUologique, etc.,

figs. 291, 292) ; the ftaff is almost the height of a

man. This tomb is especially interesting hecau.se

it is the only example which has preserved for us

the memory of what Afanchu tombs were like prior

to all Chinese influence.

Who are the persons buried under the five

tortoises? Two among them are certainly C'ltAO Tsu
and Using Tsu, who have been interred each with

his wife ; as to Ching Tsu and Hsien Tsu, tradition

states th.at they were brought together under a

single mound (cf. Ta Ch'ing I T'ung Chih -^ fj5

— ^ jg , lithographed ed. c. 36, p. 2a) ; what are the

two remaining tortoise."? They are probably the

tombs of two Manchu nobles, whose names, with

variant?', are indicated to us in the SliengUing T'ung

Chih (c. 28, p. 62, 63a : ^ M Jfi, ffH £F. iS $4 S *
*?«:£; 15 iT 8* n $lJ «S U fl &i St S &. *
ra Yr); and i" tlic Ta Ch'iriu' I Tunu Chih (c. 36,

v^'^ ^ mm^j n^.m n viaM -^ 4i ^^ tc.

[Ed. C]

MAY, FRANCIS HENRY, Sir, was born at

Dublin in 1860. He was appointed to a Hongkong
(.'adetship in 1881, and filled many offices in the
(Colony from that date till 1910. He was then
appointed Governor of Fiji, and High Comnu.«aioner
of the Western Pacific. In 1912, ho became

Governor of Hongkong, which post he holds still in

1917. He was made K.C.M.G. in 1909.

He has published A Guide to Cantonese

Colloquial; Yachtimj in llomjl-unij.

MAYA, or MAHAMAYA, the mother of

G\UTAMA. The Hinayana scriptures speak of her

as a human mother of a human son, and the virgin

birth of Buddha is not canonical. But she has

always been held in reverence, and in many
Mahayana siitras she holds a high place among
celestial beings, and she is called the eternal mother

of all the EuDDHAS. Chun-t'i J^ ^ , whose image

(usually with eighteen anns and sometimes a third

eye) is often seen in Buddhist temples, may perhaps

be the deified Maya. The Chinese call Chunt'i

by the names fihi'mj mti gg fij: , holy mother, and

h'o^mu
i-,!; ig:, Buduha's mother.

.Johnston : Huddliist C/iinn, p. 277.

MAYERS, WILLIAM FREDERICK, was

born in 1839 at Hobart, Ta.sraania, where his father

was chaplain and private secretary to the Governor,

Sir John Fuanklin. In 1842, the family returned

to England and Mayers was educated at Woolwich

and Liverpool. He spent a year in America in

journalistic work and then came to China as student-

interpreter in 1860, and died in March, 1878 in

Shanghai, when on his way from Peking to England

on leave of absence. At the time of his death hrs

was Chinese Secretary to the British Legation.

During the T'ai P'ing rebellion he had been

intimately associated with General Gordon in tlie

operations at and near Soochow.

Some of his works have been of the greatest

usefulness ; they are Chinese Reader's Manual, 1874
;

The Chinese Government, 1877; Maize in China

(Notes and Queries on China and Japan, 1867) ;

Tobacco in China (ibid., 1867); Henna (Lawaonia

inermis) in Chijia (ibid., 1868); Introduction oj

Cotton into China (ibid., 1868) ; Utampa Flower

(ibid., 1869).

MAZARIN BLUE, a porcelain gla/.e intro-

duced late in the K'ang Hsi j)eriod.

McCARTEE, DIVIE BETHUNE, a medical

missionary of the American Presbyterian Boai'd.

He was born at Philadelphia, January 13, 1820.

In June, 1844, he reached Ningpo, and appears to

have spent most of his life there, returning to

America in 1883. He wrote several papers on

Natural History .subjects as follows:

—

On some

Wild Silkworms and the Trees, etc., (Journal,

N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. iii); The Tallow Tree, and The

Chinese Pine, (Notes and Queries on China and

Japan, 1868). The Chinese works he published are

named in the Memorials; they number thirty-three.

Wylie : Memorials of Protestant Missintiarics ;

Bp.etschneideu : Ilislonj of European liotanicul

Discoveries.

:i4:5
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McCLARY,— , captain of a country ship from

Bengal who in 1781 stopped a sloop going to Manila,

thinking she was from Spain, with which country

we were then at war. Landing at Macao, he told

the Portuguese the vessel was being brought into

port for examination. The Portuguese imprisoned

him till he sent his mate to release the prize, which,

however, was wrecked before release. McClary

was then kept in prison two months' longer till he

paid $70,000, the value of the ship, into their hands.

Later, while he lay alongside a Dutch ship at

Whampoa, news came of war between England and

Holland, and he seized the Dutch vessel as a prize

of war. The Chinese protested, and on his drop-

ping down the river opposed his passage. A com-

promise was made : the Chinese boarded the ship

with shouts of triumph, whilst McClary was

allowed to appropriate a quantity of gold and pearls

among the cargo, belonging to Armenian merchants.

Thus the Chinese saved their face and McClary

made good profit.

The East India Company had no power to pre-

vent such disgraceful doings of Englishmen, yet was

blamed for all the foreigners' misdeeds.

Eames : The, Enijlish hi China; Davis : China

and the Chinese; AuBER : China.

McC LATCH IE, THOMAS, Canon, one of the

first missionaries of the Church Missionary Society

who arrived in Shanghai in 1845, and got a house

in the city. He worked there w-ith some intervals

till his retirement in 1882. He was Canon of St.

John's Cathedral, Hongkong and later of Holy

Trinity Cathedral, Shanghai. He wrote a book

entitled Chinese Cosmogony which has not com-

mended itself to sinologues in general, but he is

considered by Balfour to have made out a very

strong case from the study of comparative mythology

to prove that the whole system of Chinese Heaven-

and-Earth worship is based on ancient obscene

theories of incestuous intercourse between the two.

He also left an unpublished translation of the

Li Chi or Hook of Rites. He died in England,

June 4, 1885.

MEDHURST, WALTER HENRY, an early

missionary of the Lt>iKlon Missionary Society. He
was born in London, 1796. He joined Morrison

and Milne in 1817, acting as superintendent of the

printing work in Malacca, whence he removed t?

Penang and later to Batavia, travelling a great deal,

and in 1835 reaching Shanghai for the first time.

When the Treaty Ports were opened he settled in

Shanghai, 1843, and set up the first printing press.

Two years later the present premises of the Society

in Shanghai were occupied, in Shantung Road, at

that time far in the country. He was one of the

translators of the Delegates' version of the New
Testament. His works include 59 Chinese, 6 Malay

and 27 English books. He went home on furlough

in a very weak state and died two days after reach-

ing England, 1857.

MEDHURST, WALTER HENRY, son of

Dr. Medhursi the missionary, was born in 1823

and, when sixteen years old, accompanied his father

to China, arriving in 1839, and within two years was

employed by Captain Elliot in the Chinese secre-

tary's office. He was later attached to Sir H.

Poitinger's suite, was present at the taking of

Araoy and Chusan, and was left as interpreter at

Chusan. In 1843 he was appointed Interpret-er to

the Consulate at Shanghai, and in 1848 became

Acting-Consul at Amoy. He then went to Hong-

kong as Chinese Interpreter to the Superintendency

of Trade, and was made Consul at Foochow in 1854.

He acted as Consul at Shanghai in 1860, was

appointed to Hankow in 1865, again in 1868 officiated

at Shanghai, at which time he had to settle the

Yangchow missionary difficulties, and in 1870 was

appointed permanently as Shanghai Consul. He
retired from the service in December, 1876.

He wrote The Foreigner in Far Cathaij.

MEDICAL EDUCATION. Christian Missions

could nut work long in China without feeling the

need to do medical work, and such work could not

be done without native assistants. Many missions

therefore for many years have trained and taught

students in medicine ; but such training was never

till recent years up to the Western standard. 'This

arose partly from the lack of sufficient equipment

and teaching staff; partly from the pressing need

which made even incomplete training very useful.

The Missions, however, did the pioneer work, and

in recent years they are also attempting to provide

complete niedicid education such as is given in the

West ; while the Government has also been awakened

to the need, and both Central and Provincial autho-

rities have established Medical Schools of various

standards, the instructors being almost all Chinese.

At the end of 1916 the number of Medical

Colleges in China was 26, of which 13 were

missionary institutions. The students numbered

1,940, including 129 women, half being in missionary

Colleges. A full list of the Institutions will be

found in Dr. Merrins' paper. See Meilicul Educa-

tion Srhciiic; Medical Missions.

Merrins : Educational Director;/ of China, 1917.

MEDICAL EDUCATION SCHEME, 'to prove

the feasibility of educating and passing native

surgeons in their own country in similar manner

and up to the average standard required for medical

qualifications in western lands.' This first experi-

ment in the complete medical education of Chinese

was due to W. Wykeh.wi Myers, M.B., Hon.

Surgeon of the David Manson Memorial Hospital

h.
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at Takow in Formosa, (now o£ H.B.M. Consular

Service). Three students took full courses and

received diplomas in 1888, after thorough examina-

tions by Examining Boards in Hongkong and Shang-

hai, the Hoards being composed of the leading

Medical men of different nationalities in the two

places. The exjjeriment was a remarkable success,

as may be seen by reference to the press notices

of the time ; but the Government, in the person of

Li Hcng-chang, seems to have confined itself to

fair promises and empty praise : the new doctors

had to find employment in the Straits Settlements,

where the Colonial Government recognized their

diplomas.

W. Wykeham Myers : Itcporl to Subscribers,

etc., .Shanghai, 1889.

MEDICAL MISSIONARY SOCIETY IN

China, The, the first Society of the kind in

existence, was organized in Canton in 1838, at a

meeting called by Dr. Peter Parker and Rev.

E C. IJr.iDCMAN, both of the A.B.C.F.M. and Dr.

T. U. CoLLEDGE, a surgeon of the E. I. Co. Dr.

Parker had founded in 1835 an Opthalmic Hospital

i'l Canton, and the M.M. Society was formed to

develop and finance this. .

Dr. Parker presided over the hospital for

20 years, and was followed in 1855 by Dr. J. G.

Kerr (A. P.M.) who held the position for forty-four

years. Li 1856, the hospital was closed because of

the war between China and England, and it was

burned down, but rebuilt in 1858, in a better

position. In 1870, the first class of medical students

was organized ; the translation of text books was

begun ; and in 1879, two women joined the class,

the first Chinese lady physicians to practise Western

medicine. In 1866, the Ho.'q)ital was rebuilt where

it now stands.

Though the work began under the auspices of

the A.B.C.F.M., the A. P.M. took charge of it in

1854, and it is now undenominational. In December,

1916, a plan for the reorganization of the old

Medical Missionary Society in China under the name

of the Canton Medical Missionary Union was

brought forward ; and is in a fair way of being

realised. In 1916, there were three foreign physi-

cians working at the Hospital, two of whom re-

presented the Canton Christian College {i].v.) which

is expected to take a prominent part in the new

organization.

In addition to the Canton Hospital, the Society

in its early days established four others, viz. at

Hongkong, (Dr. Hobson) ; at Amoy, (Dr.

Hki'bvrn) ; at Ningpo, (Dr. Macgowan) ; and at

Shanghai, (Dr. Lockhart) ; which afterwards passed

under the control of the several Missions who now

work them.

•tt

MEDICAL MISSIONS. It has been found

impossible to obtain up-to-date and complete accounts

and statistics of Roman Catholic Medical Mission

Work, which is, however, much more important than

is generally known. This article deals only with

Protestant activities.

In 1805 the senior surgeon of the E. I. Co. at

Canton, Dr. Alexander Pearson, introduced vacci-

nation into China, and Sir George Staunton

translated into Chinese a treatise on the subject

which had been prepared by Dr. Pearson, who also

taught several Chinese the art.- The chief of these

was Hequa, who rose to great distinction in

consequence. He vaccinated over a million persons

in thirty years and handed his skill down to his

son ; other Chinese establishments for vaccination

ari.sing from his effort-s. Dr. Livingstone, another

surgeon of the E. I. Co. opened a dispensary for

poor Chinese at Macao in 1820, in conjunction with

Dr. Morrison. Native doctors did the w^ork under

the superintendence of the foreigners who also

studied native therapeutics. Dr. GiiTZLAFF in his

journeys up and down the China Coast practised

medicine among the Chinese with considerable

success. Dr. T. R. Colledge of the E. I. Co.

opened a voluntary work in Macao in 1827 for poor

Chinese, principally for those with diseases of the

eyes. A small infirmary (40 patients) was founded

in 1828, with the help of Colledge's friends. In

five years there were 4,000 patients; the rich hong

merchants subscribed as did the E. I. Co. itself,

with many of its employes, and others. This was

the first institution of the kind in China. In 1828,

Dr. Coi-ledgb also opened a dispensary in Canton,

for foreigners and natives, with the co-operation

of two other physicians. Dr. J. H. Bradford and

Cox. Dr. Colledge wrote in 1836 an article

Hu,jf/eslio7ts with regard to Employing Medical

Practitioners as Missionaries to China, (China

Repository : Vol. ix, p. 386), in which he "rejoices

that the same ideas had suggested themselves to

the pious and benevolent in the U. S. A. as appears

from the fact of the Rev. Dr. Parker having

qualified himself both as a physician and minister

of the gospel."

The history of Medical Missions really begins

with Jlr. Peter Parker (q.c) who opened a

hospiUl for the Cliinese in Singapore in 1834,

which v.-as removed to Canton in the following year.

Ii. 1838 he, with his colleague in the A.B.C.F.M.,

Rev. E. C. BniBCMAN, and Dr. Tolledge, had

formed the "Canton Medical Missionary Society"

{>j.v.\ The first English Medical Missionary was

Dr. William Lockhart (-/.r.) of the L.M.S. who

landed at Canton in 1838. In 1839, he took charge

of the Macao hosjiital, opened by Dr. P. Parker

in 1838, and after one or two removals arrived at

Shanghai in 1843, and opened the Shantung Road
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Hospital theie ; and in 1861 another at Peking. In

1839 Dr. Benjamin- Hobson of the L.M.S. arrived at

Canton. He took over the medical work at Macao,
but afterwards went to the L.M.S. Hospital in

Hongkong, and from 1857, took charge of the one

in Shanghai.

At the first Missionary Conference held at

Hongkong in 1843, fifteen missionaries were present,

of whom one was a medical man, the Dr. B. Hobson
above-mentioned.

In 1859, a book called China Mission, by the

Rev. William Dea.v, published in New York, gave

a li.st of 214 male missionaries working under 24

Societies in China. Of these 28 were physicians,

eleven of whom were also clergymen.

The China Medical Missionary Association

{q.v.) was formed in 1886, and in March, 1887, the

first number of the China Medical Missionary

Journal was issued. No. 2 gave a list of more than

150 medical missionaries who had arrived in the

years 1834-1886. A considerable number of these

retired through ill-health and other causes. Among
some of the best known early names, i.e. arriving

before 1860, in the list, in addition to those already

mentioned, are :

1. Rev. \Vm. J. Boone, M.D. (afterwards

Bishop), American Protestant Episcopal Mission,

1837—1864.

2. Rev. Dyer Ball, M.D., A.B.C.F.M.,
1838—1866.

3. D. B. McCarter, M.D., of the A.P.M.,
who opened Ningpo to foreign missions by
establishing a dispensary in a Taoi^t temple

(1844—1884).

4. Rev. A. P. Happer, M.D., of the same
mission, arrived in 1844 at Macao and removed to

Canton in 1847. He was for many years Vice-

President of the Medical Missionary Society in

China and returned to U.S.A. in 1884.

5. Rev. T. T. Devan, M.D., of A.B.C.F.M.
He worked in Hongkong and Canton, and published

a small but useful volume of anatomical and other

terms in Cantonese and English, which wa.s revised

and enlarged in 1861. (1844—1847).

6. Rev. Dr. Wii. Lobscheid, Rhonish Mission.

He was located first at Hongkong and then at

Canton, and published several useful medical

treatises, etc., including the reprint of Devan's
book of terms.

7. Rev. James Hudson Taylor. M.D.,
founder of the China Inland Mission (1854—1905).

8. Rev. John G. Kerr, of the A. P.M., who
had charge of the Canton Hospital for 44 years.

He founded the Refuge for the Insane known by
his name, the first institution of the kind in China.

9. Rev. Heinrich Gockinc, M.D., first

medical missionary of the Berlin Mission,

(185S-1864).

10. Rev. R. H. Graves, M.D., D.D., of the

Southern Baptist Convention, U.S.A., worked at

Canton and neighbourhood, (1856—1911).

11. Wong Fun, L.R.C.S., of the L.M.S.,

studied medicine in Edinburgh, and was the first

Chinese to receive a Western medical diploma. He
was at one time in charge of the Canton Hospital.

He died in 1878.

The first lady missionary doctor to China was

Dr. Coombs of the M.E.M., who reached Peking in

1873, but retired in 1877.

The actual number of medical missionaries in

China in 1887 was over 80, including fifteen lady

physdciarts. Of the total about 35 vi'ere British,

and the rest American, the A. P.M. having the

largest number of any mission.

In 1900, before the Bo.xer movement, there

were at least 100 missionary hospitals and
dispensaries. Twenty-two were destroyed by the

Bo.xeR', and four (all in Shantung) were looted.

Four, medical missionaries were murdered, while

nine touk temporary work with the Allies.

In 1902, 106 doctors were reported.

Medical Trainimj of Chinese. This began in

Canton, between 1835—1840. Busy missionary

doctors, wherever situat-ed, found themselves at

once obliged to rely greatly on native assistants,

and nearly everyone did some training of such, more

or less, as circumstances dictated. One noteworthy

effort was made in Tientsin by Dr. J. C. Mackenzie
of the L.M.S. Li Hung-chang had built a hospital

on the mission compound, in gratitude for the life

of Laidy Li having been saved by Dr. Mackenzie,

and in 1879 a medical school was started in connexion

with this. In 1881, under the Viceroy's patronage

a special class of (eight) medical students was

opened to provide Western trained surgeons for the

Chinese Army and Navy. These men were taught

in English, as they had all previously been sent

abroad by the Government, which had suddenly

recalled them. Six graduated, and were given civil

rank of the 9th degree, but the attempt was too early

to be successful. The doctors were wret<:hedly paid,

and as native old-school practitioners were more

believed in, they did not have a fair trial.

Missionary Medical Schools were for many
years quite small ; as late as 1896 there were only

five places in all China (including Hongkong ) with

more than ten students. After the Boxer movement
however the need of an advance was felt, and in

1901 considerable discussion arose on the merits of

a Central Medical College versus a system of

Examinations, and also on Chinese versus English

as the medium for instruction. Early in 1913 a

Medical Missionary Conference, representing all

China, voted to develop the ^ledical Colleges which

had already been established at strategic points.

With the coming of the China Medical Commission
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of the RocKFELLER Foundation in 1915, the whole

question was tianst'ormed (see China Medical

liuard), the general effects being greatly to raise

the standard of medical education, to lessen the

number of teaching centres, and to close up such

as for any reason could not hope to reach the new

standard set by the wealthy Kockfellee Com-

mission.

For the seventy-odd years that Protestant

Medical Missionaries have been at work, they have

not only been able to relieve an immense amount of

physical suffering, but to offer an invaluable apolo-

getic for Christianity, and to gain a great oppor-

tunity for evangelization. They have trained a

great number of helpers, and have translated a

large number of medical works into Chinese ; have

gradually opened a way for the practice of Western

medicine in China by the Chinese themselves, and

started a wide movement in the matter of Public

Health and Hygiene, which is greatly strengthening

the hands of Western-trained Chinese physicians,

and while opportunity and time have been lacking

for scientific discovery, a considerable amount of

light has been thrown by them on existing problems.

Medical Missions (Protestant) statistics for year

ending December 31, 1915.

Foreign Physicians (Men)

,, ,, (Women)

,, Nurses

Chinese Physicians

,, Medical Assistants

„ Nurses

Hospitals, Buildings

,, No. of beds

,, In-patients

Major Operations

Dispensaries, Buildings

,,
Individuals treated

Itinerating Circuits

Total of individuals treated ... .

Medical Schools or Classes

„ Students (Men)

,, ,,
(Women)

Schools for Nurses

,, Students

Other philanthropic. Institutions such as

leper asylums, opium refuges, schools

for the blind and for deaf mutes,

asylums for insane, etc

do. Inmates

277

106

142

119

509

734

330

. 13,455

. 104,418

. 23,920

223

.1,535,841

90

.3,065,514

23

238

67

36

272

76

... 2,545

8502,743.90Chinese contributions

MEDLAR. See Inquat.

MEI LING PASS l^^>t^phim range ^Mi, some-

times called I'lumtrco Pass; the most important of

the passes in the Plum Range, between Kuangtung

and Kiangsi. It i.s about one thousand feet high, and

is broad and well-paved. North of it are the head

waters of the Kan river, the chief artery of Kiangsi,

discharging into the Po-yang Lake; south of it are

the head waters of the North Hiver. Thus with a

portage of only twenty-four miles over the Pass

there is water communication between Canton and

the Yangtze valley. (See Siang River). It was by

this route that Earl Macartney in 1793 and Lord

Amherst in 1816 returned to Canton from Peking.

MELON-SEEDS, /R^ kua tzu, are those of

the ordinary water-melon, CitruUus vulgaris. An
accompaniment of all Chinese feasts, these seeds

are eaten with tea after being salted and parched,

the shells being cracked with the teeth and the

kernels extracted. Materia Medica says "The melon

grown to produce these seeds is of a special variety,

evidently the result of a long period of selective

development." These melons are produced in the

plains of S. Manchuria, Chihli, Shantung and the

Yangtze valley. The annual shipments average

170,000 piculf, valued at Hk.TIs. one and a quarter

to one and a half millions. From a third to a

quarter of this is sent abroad, mostly to Hongkong.

MELTERS, a term used by the Chinese for the

native brokers of smuggled opium.

EoiKS ; 'J'/ic English in China, p. 243.

MEMORIAL, ARCH. See P'ai Fang.

MEMORIALS OF PROTESTANT MISSION-

aries to the Chinese, a work from which a good

deal of information has been drawn for these pages.

It was published at the American Mission Press,

Shanghai, in 1867, and, since missionaries at that

time were comparatively few, the particulars given

aPe fairly full, information being recorded as to

wives and children, the names of ships in which

their voyages were made, etc., etc. The books

published by each missionary, in Chinese and in

Western languages, are given under each biography.

Though Mr. Alexander Wyi.ie, tlirough modesty,

never allowed his name on the title-page it is known

that the material was amassed by him.

MENCIUS.— i The Man. Mencfus i.'s the

1
Latinized form of i£ ^ the "philosopher Mbng"

who was born in the state of }||i Tsou, in the modern

Shantung in B.C. 372, about a century after the

death of CoNFCCivs. He came of a noble family ;

his father died while he was quite young, and his

mother brought him up so carefully that her name

is known and revered for it all over China to the

present day. Out of her poverty she contrived to

send her boy to school, and he eventually became

a pupil of Confucius' grandson, K'uno Chi, the

author of the Doctrine, of the Mean. Mencius was

a teacher by profession and did not obtain office

till he was about forty-five, when he served under

the Prince of the ^ Ch'i State, but as the latter

would not listen to his precepts, Mencius gave up
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liis position. Like his Master Confucius he then

wandered from State to State, but with the same
result. Prince ^ Hui of j$ Liang was more pro-

mising than the other rulers, but on his death in

B.C. 319 Mencius had to leave the State. Eight

years later, he finally retired, and spent the rest

of his life in teaching his disciples, and in com-
mitting his principles to writing. He died B.C. 289.

His tomb i.s at Tsou hsien
J|p )^ in Yenchou fu,

Shantung. He has numerous descendants to-day.

In 1083 A.D. he was made Duke of Tsou 85 ® &
and was admitted into the Confucian Temple in

1088, where he is one of the 'Tour Associates (or

Assessors) of the Master," the other three being

CoNrnciiis' grandson, and his two disciples, Yen
Hui, and Tseng Tzu. The first great commentary
on his works was made by Chad Chi g ^ (died

A.D. 201) who gave him the title of gg ig or Second
Holy One, a title he still retains. His personal

name like that of CoNFuacs, must not be uttered.

it Tfie Book. The works of Mencius form the

fourth of the Four Books. Ssii-MA Ch'ien b] ,t| ^
speaks of seven books by Mencius, but a century

later eleven books were catalogued. The four have

since been lost and it may be accepted that they

were forgeries.

Mencius was not at once regarded as a classic :

it was not till the Sung dynasty that Mencius and

the ConfurUm .-Innlcct^ were authoritatively ranked

together. The author.ship has been disputed, some

giving the work to the philosopher himself, others

asserting it was composed by his disciples. There

is good evidence for either view. Ssu-ma Ch'ien

states that Mencius along with some of his disciples

composed the work.

It consists of the Master's conversation.<! with

his disciples, and arguments with his opponents, all

of whom are considered to have been effectually

defeated by him (see Ymuj Tzii; Mo Tzu; Kao
Tzi'i, etc.). The state of the Empire had gone from

bad to worse since the time of Confucius, and

Mencius advocated more drastic measures than his

Master's. He had decided learnings towards demo-

cracy and his defence of revolution was widely

quoted in 1911. His one original contribution to

Confucian teaching is his doctrine of human nature,

which approaches very nearly to that of Hishop

BuTLEU ; but his influence settled the question as

to whether Confucianism or some other of the

various schools then existing .".hould hold the field

in China. His theory of virtue recalls that of

Shaftesbury and Hutchinson.

It was translated into French by Julien, into

English by Leoge, into German by Wilhelm

(1915), etc.

Giles : Biographical Dictionary ; Legoe :

Clafiicn; Suzuki : Historij of Cliinese Philosophy;

Faber : The Mind of Mencius.

MENDOZA, JUAN GONZALEZ DE, an

Auguslinian priest, sent on an emba.'^.sy from Spain

to China, via the Philippines, in consequence of the

representations of the Augustinians there. On his

return he was made Bishop of Lipari for his services.

The mission was a complete failure ; but he col-

lected the narratives of Herkada (de Rada, q.v.)

and others and thus became the author of the

earliest detailed account of China that was ever

published in the English language. The work was

written in Spanish, and published in Rome in

1585, in small octavo, with the title Hiatoria dc

mas notables, ritos y costurabres del gran reyno de

la China, etc., etc. The following year two editions

were issued, at Madrid and at Barcelona ; an

Italian translation was published at Venice in 1586

and English and French versions in 1588. The

Engli.sh translation was by R. Parke and was

published in 1588. This was reprinted in the

Halduyt Society's series, in 1853.

This work was the first book printed in Europe

which contained Chinese characters. They are

found in Chapter xiii, and it is certainly difficult,

even with the description, to recognise them.

Mendoza died about 1620.

MENG CHIA LA ^tuM, the Chinese name

for Bengal.

MENG MAI ^fi, the Chinese name for

Bombay.

MENG T'lEN ^fS, was a man of the Ch'i

State who became in B.c.221,the Commander-in-Chief

of Shih Huang Ti's army, and in B.C. 214 was sent

against the Hsiung Nu. He built the Great Wall,

and is the reported inventor of the pen or writing-

brush, still in use. He committed suicide in b.c. 210

on the death of his master, and the murder of the

heirai)parent.

Giles : Biographical Dictionary,

MENG TSZ '^ gj ,![g, a treaty port in South-east

Yiinnan opened by the Additional Convention to

the French Treaty of Tient.'in, 1886. It is associated

as a treaty port with Manhaclgl ^ on the Red River,

two days' journey away, and is itself about 7 days'

journey from the frontier of Tonkin. After the

suppression of opium and the opening of the railway

to Yiinnan fu the trade of Mengtsz progressed;

tin, the leading staple, has increased very largely.

Cotton varn is the chief import. The population

i, 11,000. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 5,382,230 5,571,488

Net Chinese
-

^^'^^f
E.xports 9-809,128 ^^13

Total Hk.Tls. ... 15,191,353 14,973,275
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MENG TZU. Sec .l/i/«i"-.

MENNONITES OF NORTH AMERICA,
General Conference of.

Jleadquarlen :—Goessell, Kansas, U.S.A.

Works in Chihli, at the two centres of K'ai chou

pg^, and Tung-ming lisien )KB5)K> with five

foreign workers in 1917.

MENTZEL, CHRISTIAN, physician to the

Elector of Brandenburg. He was born at Fiirsten-

wald, June 15, 1622, and died at Berlin on January

17, 1701. He induced the Elector to call P. Couplet

to the Court that the doctor might learn Chinese.

The result was not very important. He published

a small Vocabulary, of no value, entitled Syllogc

MinutiuTum Lcxici Latinosinico-characterktici, etc.

He also issued a Chronology of Chinese Eulers,

Kurtzc Chinesische Chronotoyia odcr Zeit-Eegister

aller chinesischen Kayser, etc., in which the names

of the emperors are for the first time given in

Chinese characters.

He was a great worker, amongst other of his

labours being a Clavis sinica, a completed work in

124 manuscript tables with a printed title and

preface. It is preserved in the Imperial Library

at Berlin. He further planned a Lexicon siiiicum.

It also is in the Berlin Library and consists of nine

bound folio volumes, each with a printed title-page

;

the dictionary is a mere skeleton.

Remusat : Melanges Asiatiques, vol. ii, p. 68;

ConoiEn : Nouveaux Milangee Orientaux, p. 415.

MESNY, WILLIAM, was born in Jer.«iey, 1842,

and arrived in China in 1860. He travelled widely,

did good work for the Chinese and was given the

rank of Brevet Lieutenant-General, besides being

honoured with Pa t'u lu distinction. He has

published Metntj's Chinese Miscellany.

MESSIAH, BUDDHIST. See Mailreya.

METALS. See Mining; Minerals.

METEMPSYCHOSIS laM^u" '""', a Buddhist

doctrine though earlier in origin than Buddhism.

It teaches that the dead are re-incarnated in a

form dependent on the past life. According to the

Yen Wong Ching, the king of the tenth district

of Hades has the duty of weighing the merits and

demerits of the dead and appointing a new birth

for them accordingly, whether as men or as lower

animals.

Gautama taught that this weary round of

renewed suffering might be escaped by the extinction

of all craving. This is therefore what Buddhists

aim nt : it is oallrd the attainment of Nirvana.

METEOROLOGY. Meteorology is that part

of the I'hysioal Sciences whi<h is spei iaily conrernod

with the physical phenomena to be observed in the

atmosphere. The study is at first one of simple

observation, and it was no more for a long time,

even in Europe—well into the 19th century. To-

wards 1830, through stricter methods and more

synthetic theories it became a real science in the

making. And in spite of real progress all over the

world, the work is far from being complete : there

is still "much to be done," as M. Angot puts

it in his Treatise on Meteorology.

China, both through her own observers, and

through the help of the foreigners who have enjoyed

her hospitality, has followed a similar path in the

stages of her progress in Meteorology, and it seems

only fair to recognize that, if not in quantity, at

least in qualitj' and as regards the wise concentra-

tion of her energies, she has let herself be less out-

distanced by other countries than in most of the

other branches of the Physical and Natural Sciences.

Meteorology is often divided into two parts :

in Climatology the subjects of study are the way in

which the various meteorological phenomena are

produced at each place, the influence of geographical

and topographical conditions, the relations of these

phenomena to plant-development, animal-life, and

the conditions of the life of the community.

Dyuuniicul Meteorology seeks especially to find out

the general laws of the movements of the atmos-

phere, and the mode of the formation and of the

propagation of storms. It is evident that these

two divisions overlap. But, in China a.s elsewhere,

one must not be surprised to find that early efforts

were concentrated specially on the first phenomena

mentioned in climalulogical observations.

I. METEOROLOGICAL ATTAINMENTS
OF ANCIENT TIMES.

A,—Cl-I-MAT'OLOGY.—China is a country

whose most numerous class of inJiabitants seems

indisputably to be the agricultural. Her long line

of coast and vast net-work of water-ways makes

her class of skilful n"vigators also of importance.

Add to this double circumstance the fact that

the class of most power, the literati, had for a

long time required of the chroniclers and historians

of prefectures and sub-prefectnres monthly reports

on the daily facts touching civil life : and it is easy

to see that old records spread over 4,000 years con-

tain many data concerning the physical conditions

of this country. Putting aside those which have

to do with earthquakes (Seismology), let us restrict

our attention to those on Meteorology. A remnant

of the truths learnt by the ancients and bequeathed

to posterity is to be found preserved (as in other

countries) in popular sayings. The Calendar of the

Observatory of Zi-ka-woi for 1905 gives a hundred

of them, known especially over the provinces of the

Lower Yangtze, (Anhui and Kiangsu).
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Two examples follow, referring to the 1st and

3id moons respectively :

A >'e\v Yeiir's Day with I)laolicnc(l sky brinKsliK-k without a doubt,

But if there comes a snow-storm, it meuus a year of drought

;

If at Li-ch^un the lifelong day, the sky is clear and bright,

Light work and bannteous recompense tlie farmer will delight."

E tB ffl i£ ?^ - al ia w ^ a ?jS A s
S ± n ^ A- ;& Jljt

" If on the 1st come wind ;ind rain,

'Twill bring ns pcstiltuct an<l ]miu;

If at Ch'ing Ming a south wind come,

It means a plenteous harvest-home."

As a number of special terms occur in all these

popvilar sayings, they require a knowledge of the

Calendar which follows, to make them intelligible.

CHINESE METEOROLOGICAL CALENDAR.

Harmonization of the Four Seasons and the Twenty-four Solar Periods.

With examples for the year 1918.

I. Entrance of the Sun into the
Signs of the Zodiac.

No.
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B.—WHAT CAN BE OBTAINED FROM
THE Ul.D ANNALS Full THE STUDY OF
DYNAMICAL METEOKULOGY.

In the preceding we have seen the traces of an
oral tradition of popular meteorology, in the pro-

verbs on the weather which past generations handed
down to one another and of which we have only

been able to give two extracts. This oral tradition

crystallised itself, so to speak, in a written official

monument, the agricultural calendar, which is still

published every year according to a well-known

regulation.

It would be possible, with these two sources of

information—controlled by friendly, but strict crit-

icism—to arrive at a determination of the principal

features of the climate of China. But the "chroni-

cles" give more : they furnish useful data for

Meteorology. Thus, from Mongolia to Kueichow

and to Kiangsu, the people know perfectly when to

expect, not only the periods of damp, of great heat

and great cold mentioned by the Calendar, but

also passing phenomena, such as the sandstorms

(huaiKj jinfj), which on certain days in the north

totally obscure the sun, and which in that part of

the world permit the largest spots on its surface to

be distinguished by the naked eye.

Whether it is for the sake of historical accuracy

or through superstition that these jihenomena are

preserved in the records of the prefectures and the

sub-prefectures is of little importance—the fact

remains that the permanent records of considerable

atmospheric disturbance with an exact and often

quite correct date have been handed down to us.

The modern meteorologist naturally longs to have

the whole of the Chronicles ransacked, in order to

get from them monthly statistics and valuable com-

parisons. Unfortunately, conscientious Chinese

scholars like I'ere Hoang are averse to anyone's

entering upon this gigantic labour. "The higher

officials," they say, "generally knew how this work

was done, and did not judge it worthy of any

credit, so they often put it into the waste-paper

basket without reading it or passing it on to the

keeper of the archives. Lower ones did them just

to ensure themselves not getting into trouble with

their superiors; but," they added, "the employe

charged with drawing them up was not watched,

and in the majority of cases he drew up a whole

sheet at the end of the month with a stroke of the

pen, his imagination serving him quite as much as

' h? memory."

However this may be, some control is perfectly

possible, and Pere Hoanc ended by consenting to

do for the Observatory of Zikawei some of this

work, which involved criticism as much as trans-

lation.

Let us quote this example, which wa-s given by

P&re Froc in the Hevui del Questions Sctentifiijues.

The province chosen was Fukien, one of the coast-

provinces most exposed to the ravages of typhoons.

Thanks to a collection of annals sjiread over the

years 978 to 1811 a.d. he was able to draw up a,

list of 119 storms, most of them carefully dated, and

recording damage judged worthy of being handed

down to posterity. If we put on one side the gales

or storms, and note only the typhoons properly

so-called, it becomes easy to obtain a curve of the

annual frequency of the appearance of these

cyclones in Fukien. Here is the result :
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of Sir EoBEUT Ham's was not destined to be set

on foot till 1880, when the first stations, such as

Ichang, Chinkiang, Pakhoi, etc., could be supplied

with instruments, and still more important, with

observers worthy of confidence. In the meanwhile,

missionaries and residents who were private meteoro-

logists—as at Siwantse, Shanghai (1873),—and

Governments—as at Macao and Hongkong (1833)

—

begun to create the system which the Inspector-

General of Customs had had in view. Later, the

German Government at Tsingtao (1899) established a

meteorological station, which it gradually trans-

formed into an Observatory commanding a small

field of observations extending over a part of

Shantung. Not to mention Korea, the Japanese

Government also, in the different provinces where

it had interest and official representatives, was

careful to establish meteorological stations, whence

observations were cabled daily to Tokyo.

The Role of the Tdeyraph Companies.—
Among the voluntary collaborators in the organi-

zation of the meteorological service, the important

role of the Telegraph Companies must not be

forgotten, and the generosity with which four of

the large Companies having their offices at Shanghai

graciously took on themselves the e.\pense of all

messages. The Chinese Telegraph Administration,

the Great Northern Telegrapli Co., the Eastern

E.xtension Australasia and China Telegraph Co.,

and the German Telegraph C'o. thus guaranteed a

daily service which amounted to not less than 200

telegrams a day. Such a contribution is a real

benefaction, and at the sajne time a good example

of lasting disinterestedness for the public good.

The Maritime Customs.—At the same time;

the powerful organization of the Maritime Customs

had succeeded in setting up its splendid

system of 49 stations, where remarkably well-

trained observers added to their functions of

surveillance that of the reading of instruments

;

every three hours, day and night, the reading of

the barometer, the thermometers (dry bulb, wet

bulb, maximum and minimum), and of the rain-

gauge takes place, and observation of the clouds

(quantity and kind), of the state of the weather

and of the wind (force and direction). The pecu-

liarities and index errors of the instruments, the

altitude of the stations, and general remarks are

likewise furnished under the directions of the

Harbourmaster. This is a service of quite the first

order given voluntarily to science and to navigation.

Finally, China, humiliated at having left to

foreigners the glorious privilege of these dis-

interested activities, hastened in 1912 to organize

also her meteorological service. From the very

first this was done on two lines : while the Minister

of Education founded on the site of the ancient

Observatory of Peking an Institute consisting of

young ,<avuiits trained according to the Eurojjean

method, the Minister of Agriculture was establish-

ing in his Bureaux a Meteorological Section similar

to the Weather Bureau of Washington, vsith a staff

taught by American teachers, and ready to promote

intensive agriculture according to all the methods

of the New World.

Z—RESULTS.

Under this heading it will be sufficient if

we sum up and give some of the results published

by the Observatory of Zikawei.

A.—CLIMATOLOGY.—The normal conditions

of the meteorological elements in China are closely

dependent on those in the Far East in general.

These conditions are summed up briefly and separa-

tely below ; for pressure, temperature, humidity,

precipitation and circulation of winds.

In each of the following paragraphs we shall

try to retain some features of local particulars.

Pressure.—In January and February, very

high pressures prevail near Lake Baikal. The
Barometers read as an average 30.71. Isobaric

lines are drawn around this region all over the

Asiatic continent and a regular slope leads to three

areas of low pressures : in the east of the Aleutian

Islands there is a minimum of 29.51 ; in the south,

a belt of 29.92 between the Bay of Bengal and the

Marianas ; in the north-west a low pressuie extending

to the valley of the Yenesei. tiradually, during

February, the centre of high pressures becomes

narrower near to Lake Baikal and advances towards

Tschita, while the pressures decrease on our coasts,

north of the 30th jjarallel and increase a little on

the Pacific, east of Japan. A well marked maximum
advances from the east towards the line of the

Marianas.

In March, considerable changes take place in

the arrangement of the isobars, foreboding the end

of the winter system. The northern anticyclone

decreases in intensity. A well-marked minimum is

getting hollowed upon the centre and the north of

the great Indian peninsula.

In April, the pressures incline to become equal

between the continent and the ocean and all over

the Far East, so that sailors must expect to see the

barometer keeping rather steady ;
between the Pratas

and Wladivostock the glass oscillates normally

between 29.92 and 30.04.

In May, the action of the northern anti-cyclone

becomes very weak, as regards the coasts of Eastern

Asia and the seas which bathe them. On the con-

trary, the area of high pressures of the Pacific

asserts itself more and more, and shooti out a point

westward across the Loochoos, as far as the centre
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of the Eastern Sea. Two areas of minimum pres-

sures have developed at the same time at the extreme

north-east and south-west of our field of observation,

and these are to have a preponderating influence

during the summer system ; both are preparing the

monsoon currents in the Indian peninsula and on

the shores of China and Japan. As regards the

four great sea basins extending in uninterrupted

succession along our coasts, they form a kind of

immense atmospheric low plain at the foot of two

mountainous ranges, and offer a field to the evolu-

tions of the elements.

In Jane, the minimum of Northern India pro-

gressively invades Southern Siberia, Mongolia and

even Manchuria, while the slope starting from the

Pacific anti-cyclone continues uninterruptedly up to

Thibet and the chain of the Himalayas ; this is a

characteristic highly favourable to the development

iif the summer monsoon along our coasts.

In July, the difference between the winter and

the summer systems appear very striking, if we
compare the isobars with tho.=e of January. High
pressures prevail on the Pacific and the low pressures

whose centre is over India extend their sphere of

influence over the whole of China, up to the borders

of Mongolia and western Manchuria.

The consequence of this state of things is that

we enter upon the period of the dreaded typhoons.

I'hcir tjirthplace is between latitude 8° and 20" N.

and longitude 120° and 140° E. They are as likely

t] lay waste the coasts of Annam as thase of

Japan, and may visit any point of the coa-H between

those two extremes.

In August, the atmospheric conditions are sub-

stantially the same as in July; but the continent is

warmer. It is the rule for the typhoons to make

their way along already sufficiently warmed paths

(for instance, hot oceanic currents, tropical regions,

etc.), before recurving towards the Kuro-Siwo and

disappearing again on the ocean. Consequently,

during the whole of August the China coasts are

normally exposed to the visits of these cyclones.

In Scjitembrr, the summer system begins to

decrease in intensity ; it is a transition season

;

however, during the first two decades of the month,

especially if the fine weather has moderately pro-

tracted the summer conditions, the typhoons may
stil! visit the mouth of the Yangtze before recurving

noi'th-east.

In October, although the grand barometric

maximum is not yot perfectly settled in Siberia,

an Increasing anti cyclone is extending its influence

all around Lake Baikal, which is wrapped in a centre

where the pressure reaches 30.31. The oceanic

anti-cyclone, which during August began rccedinR

eastwards continues .shifting away with decreasing
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intensity (30.08). On the other hand, there is a
well-defined minimum over the Behring Sea and the
Aleutian Islands near Alaska, while in the south,
there is also a vast minimum area, running from the
east of Mindanao to the Bay of Bengal and covering
the greater part of the Indian peniiuula.

In November, the winter monsoon is gaining
more and more strength on the eastern shores and
seas of the Asiatic continent. In the Siberian
anti-cyclone the pressure has risen from 30.31 to

30.47. The gradient is still easy along our Central

( hina coast, and a little moi-e pronounced on the

nortli of the China Sea; but on the coasts of

Manchuria, the slope becomes steeper and steeper,

very liable to bring about squalls from the north-

west
; more and more violent upon the North-west

Pacific^ the Strait of Tartary and the north part
of the Sea of Japan. The number of typhoons is

rapidly decreasing even on the China Sea.

In December, very little change takes place in

the distribution of the barometric means ; the maxi-
mum of Lake Baikal increases to 30.55 (and even
to 30.67 at the south of the Lake). The minimum
of the Aleutian Islands keeps Its value, (29,61), but
advances westward and comes in much nearer con-

tact with the great centre of activity of the con-

tinent. The result is an important increase of the

gradient and of the squalls from the north-west,

which at intervals sweep the sea north of the 40th,

and even the 35th, parallel.

If we have Insisted so much upon the annual

distribution of the pressures, it is because from it,

take'i as an independent variable, we more easily

find an explanation of the variation of the weather

conditions, which are intimately connected with the

pressures.

Following are appended for further Illustration

two tables .showing this distribution. The former

gives in inches the monthly means at five places

along the coast, Hongkong, Foochow, Shanghai,

Chefoo and Newchwang.

irkonft
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DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE TEMPERATURE AT SHANGHAI.

April July

Mi.l.l.
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VARIATION OF TEMPERATURES.
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This table is taken from Pero Froc's notes on
fog along the China coast, which shows, to naviga-
tors for instance, that in ten years, for January,
fogs are to be expected thirteen times during the
first watch and eleven limes during the last watch
of the day.

The other table gives the daily occurrence of

fog *t different places ; for instance in ten years,

four days of fog are to be expected at Hovvki in

January and 33 at Hongkong.

X
2 £ 3 5

J-niiunry ...

Frbrnnry ...

Mar.L

April

May

June

July

Septcinlwr

October ...

NovciiiI>er

December ...

Precipitation.—The Ratnfall in China was a

matter of important consideration to such great

scientists as Sdpan, Passerat, Woeikoff, etc. It

is a very difficult study, requiring long periods

of accurate statistics, and we must add that such

long registers are not yet to hand.

Yet we might state that it would seem childish

to divide China into three sections—Northern,

Central and Southern China—and to promulgate,

according to such a distribution, general laws on

the rainfall in the Far East.

s i. a - ^ -r- ^ -J 'A s
... 3.a 1.4 l.C 2 7 2,2 3.4 2.9 3.6 0.2 0.4

... S.9 2.U 2.3 2.9 3.1 4.1 4.3 4.1 1.8 1.1

... 7.5 2.7 0.7 8.1 7.7 8.8 8.0 4.1 3.9 3.4

... 7.2 2.1 9.0 9.6 12.7 12.9 12.2 9.9 7.9 4.4

... 1.3 2.1 3.(1 7.0 9.7 11.0 10.0 9.8 8.0 4.3

... 0.7 1.3 2.0 1.9 3.3 5.0 4.3 7.7 14.7 7.2

... 1.1 0..') 0.8 2.1 1.1 0.7 1.3 2.5 10.0 9.6 I

... 1.1 0.7 1.0 1.3 0..', 0.2 0.2 0.3 8.2 3.9 |

... 3.7 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.4

... 0.9 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.1

... 1.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 1.4 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.5

... 2.0 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.8 1.0 2.0 0.2 0.5

The reality is not so simple. The meteoro-

logist in his study has to deal with every kind of

rainfall system : there are places where rain falls

during the whole year, as is the case in the

south-east districts of China; again, there are

places where long periods of drought are the rule,

say in the steppes of Inner Mongolia. Between
these two extremes prevails the system of the

south-east monsoon blowing from the Pacific ; it is

therefore necessary to distinguish under this general

heading four quite different sub-divisions : one,

(in which the rainfall season lasts more than eight

months), spreads from Annam to Japan through

south-east China ; another, (where rainfall is re-

corded as lasting from eight to five months),

extends from Cochin China to Saghalicn and

covers-part of Ssiich'uan and Shantung; the third,

(with a rainfall of four months), runs from Western

Ssiich'uan to the Sea of Okhotsk ; and the last,

(with three months or less of rainfall), includes

Eastern Tibet, Kansu and the Ortos. Yet these

political sub-divisions although convenient for the

sake of brevity are not at all physical limits : the

northern and western parts of Ssiich'uan are quite

different from the southern and eastern districts

;

the Ta siang ling and the Tsing ling shan suffice

to establish a line of demarcation between, the

pluviomctric zones.

Moreover, it is gradually and town by town,

that the climatic local conditions are observed and

the results recorded. This work is now proceeding

steadily, but many years must pass before correct

conclusions can be deduced from them. For the

present let us be satisfied with the results drawn

from a few registers. Other particulars may be

drawn from Pere Fnoc's pamphlet on the Pluie

fii Chine,

AMOUNT OF RAINFALL (IN INCHES)
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are not generally of the same extent as the lower

readings regions.

Similar to the cyclones, the anti-cyclones are

constantly varying in their intensity and extent as

well as in the speed and direction of their shifting,

but they are incomparably more steady. As in the

case of learning the climatological conditions of

the Far East, it is of great advantage to tabulate

tha monthly averages of the meteorological elements

for a good number of stations, and to draw up
mi.iithli/ weather maps of Asia; indeed it may, be

said that in order to face the daily problem of

forecasting the weather, the first step is to construct

ddili/ weut/itr maps where the position of the anti-

cyclones and the cyclones are shown and from

which the previous and next move of these general

centres of atmos2jheric activity may be deduced.

from these maps it is easy to realise how
reliable and regular the general laws of gyration

(Buys-Balloi and Loomis laws) and of develop-

ment and propagation (Guilbert laws and rules)

ai'e proved to be, especially during winter and

summer, in the Far East. But though, owing

perhaps to the genei'al W.-to-E. direction of the

great rivers Amur and Sungari, Huangho, Peiho,

Huaiho, Yangtzekiang, Minkiang and Sikiang,

parallel to the movement of the Eai'th, and also to

the higher altituides of the northern and north-

western regions, the roughly approximate path of

the continental depressions may have been fore-

shadowed ; though the great highways of the oceanic

cyclones may have been briefly described (p. 351)

;

it remains that, in evei-y particular ca^e, the actual

direction of a storm has to be daily and sometimes

hourly determined. In this determination the be-

haviour of the anti-cyclones is one of the most

important factors.

During winter, when the Siberian anti-cyclone

becomes very heavy and gradually and steadily

spreads over Northern and Central China, it may
hinder on the continent the formation of landstorms

for weeks and in extreme cases, for months, with

the result of dry, fine and cold weather in our

regions. This was the case in 1892-93 and in

1916-17. In January 1893, a powerful anti-cyclone

prevailed in the vicinity of Irkutsk : during five

days, from the 12th to the 17th, the barometers

kept between 31.62 and 31.77 : the high pressures

covered the whole of the Chinese territory, where,

during the month, 83% of the winds were from the

northern quadrants ; the thermometers fell in Shan-

tung to 7°, at Shanghai to 10°, 4, at Breaker Point

to 28" and at Hongkong to the freezing point, while

it had reached —51° F. at Irkutsk.

A similar calm possession of the continent by

the anti-cyclone occurred during the winter of

191617 with the same result of preventing almost

completely the formation of continental depressions

in the Far East. The consequence was also to

procure for China a splendidly dry but cold winter

with a percentage of 75% of northerly winds and

a fall of temperature reaching 29°0 at Aigun, 8°0 in

in Shantung, 12°0 in Cliihli, 12°4 at Shanghai, and

3S°8 at Hongkong.

In summer, the anti-cyclone.?, although they

have not such a determining influence, nevertheless

play a leading part in the actual formation, develop-

ment and direction of the most violent typhoons.

In the transition season the influence of the

anti-cyclones is not so clear as in the extreme cases

above-mentioned ; but again it is the task of the

foreca.;t€r to discern it, and using his bi- or tri-

daily weather maps as bases, to discover from the

actual variation of the meteorological elements their

probable value for the immediate future.

Forecasting Service in China.—It was in 1832

at the repeated request of the International Chamber
of Commerce of Shanghai, that the Observatory of

Zikawei began to communicate every day to the

newspapers a bulletin on the sitate of the atmosphere

and its forecasts for the following day. It may
bo of some interest to note that it wa.si a great

typhoon very similar to that of July 28th, 1915.

viz. the typhoon of July 31st, 1879, which led to

this decision. The particulars of this latt-er typhoon

as recorded by Pere Decheveens in hi.s memoir on

the same, printed in 1879, shewed clearly it.s" path

from the Meiaco-sima Group, to the Saddle Islands

(Shiweishan) and to Liaotung, to which place the

s/teady anti-cyclone of Japan had pushed it hindering

its recurving to the N.N.E. exactly as occurred in

1915. No less than six ships in the harbour of

Shanghai, were swept into the central part of the

vortex (where the glass fell to 28,43 on boiu'd the

SS. "Genkai-Maru") with the greatest risk for the

passengers and vessels of a total loss. The pam-

phlet of Pere Dechevbens produced a huge im-

pression among the merchants of Shanghai. From
this the possibility dawned of organizing a typhoon

signal service for Shanghai and for all parts of the

coaiit; but several difficulties, in spite of the un-

animous vote of the Chamber of Commerce, post-

poned for about three years the execution of the

project. The full scheme wa^i indeed only complete

in 1884 when a signal mast, connected by telephone

with Zikawei, was at last erected on the borders

of the French and International concessions. Since

then the information service for security at sea has

performed its duty without interruption under the

care and at the expense of the Municipalities, and

the Observatory has gladly given its time and

attention to share in this work of universal bene-

volence, for the fact mus-t not be overlooked, that

many others participated and are still generously

participating to secure its proper functioning. We

3 CO
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have already mentioned {pp. 351, 352) something

ot tho important share taken in this work by the

Maritime Customs, the Telegraph Companies, the

other Observatories of the Far Kast (Hanoi, Hong-

kong, Irkutsk, Manila, Peking, Tailioku, Tokyo,

Wladivostock) with whom Shanghai has a continuous

exchange of meteorological messages, and by volun-

tary observers, among whom it is only just to make
mention of the numerous captains of ihe marine

service who through wirele-s or in other ways con-

tribute information.

We shall conclude this long expose of the

meteoroiogical work done during the last fifty years

in the Far East by indicating the method of

Sturm .-ignalling successively adopted by the Mari-

time Customs, Japan, Indo-China, and the Russian,

British aiid German observatories. The principle

adopted i;' somewhat different from those which are

general in Eurojje. There, perhaps owing to the

relatively great number of important central weather

bureau.\, and of the rapid communication of the

ob.-^ervatories both with the observers and the signal-

ling stations, it has been judged sufficient and finally

more advisable to give local warnings, e.g. informing

of S. or S.W. storm winds expected and to send

further messages when these winds are foreseen to

be likely to veer to N.W. or N.E. In the Far East,

which is under quite different conditions and where

the captains of steamers have often to leave a

harbour without any intention of calling at any

semaphore.* for a long time, the information given

is more general but not less exact. Elsewhere the

weather bureaux, when knowing of the existence

of an atnio.«pheric perturbation, draw from this

ki.owU'dge all that science and experience may

uflord and tho conclusions reached are signalled

as probabilities. Here, it is the actual existence of

tile perturbation at the time of the warning which

is announced together with the position and the

direction actually followed by the cyclone.

One of the advantages of this method is that it

i.s Ihe most instructive for the sailor. The mariner

Is told all that is actually known with certainty by

the Observatory, no more, no less; hence he feels

encouraged to think for himself. The master of

a ve»=el knowing the position of an approaching

typhoon and its present course, as he is also quite

aware of the cour.se which it will be likely to

follow at that period of the year, is often even able

to u.';e the cyclone for hia own a<lvantage. At any

rate he .sails upon a known forecast, whether

favourable or dangerous, which, with a less com-

plete .'ystem ot information it would be impossible

for him to acquire.

Another advantage is that it is universal : all

the seamen from Wladivostock to South China are

informed of weather conditions that no warning of

a local semaphore would help them to guess. For

instance, leaving Chefoo where the weather is

expected to bo steadily fair for some days, he
learns that a typhoon is developing east of the

Philippines which will interfere with his progress

further south after three days when he has entered

the Formosa Channel ; and if he has not to call at

Shanghai he will think it advisable to come in

sight of some of the semaphores on his way to get

supplementai-y news about the actual danger.

All this information has up to now been given

day and night by means of signals hoisted at the

signalling stations, according to a code that all the

sailors have in their pocket almanack and perhaps

in their memory. If, as is indeed contemplated,

an incidental improvement in the way of signalling

the p(JSition and dii'ection of the perturbations is

inaugurated in the very near future, it will not be

detrimental to the spirit of the method : instead

of using descriptive denominations for pointing out

the positions of the cyclones, the geographical

determinations of the places by longitude and

latitude may be adojjted in order to enable the

sailor to get rid of a second conventional code, but

the principle of the method will not be abandoned :

i.e., to let the mariners know exactly what the

Observatoiy knows with certaintj', no more, no less.

And again, the inauguration of tliis improvement

presupposes some hope of its being a step in the

direction of unifonnity for storm warnings, not

only in the Far East, but also in other parts of the

world,—at least, until all those concerned have been

everywhere endowed with well-equipped and always

well-understood wireless receivers ! [G.J
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METHODIST EPISCOPAL MISSION.
Ileuilnuarlcrs :—New York.

Entered China, 1847.

Works in Fukien, Kiangsu, Anhui, Kiangsi,

C'hihli, Shantung and Ssuch'uan, under Seven

Conferences.

Foochow Co7ifere7ice, The first missionaries

were the Eevs. Jddson D. Collins and Moses C.

White, who arrived in Foochow in September, 1847,

where members of the A.B.C.F.M. were already

working. As soon as possible schools were opened,

and a modest medical 'work was begun. In spite of

re-inforcements, the first years were full of trial, as

the T'ai P'ing Kebellion closed the schools, and
death and sickness scattered the missionaries. In

1857, ten years after the beginning of the mission,

the first convert was baptized. A foundling

asylum was opened in 1858. The first "Annual
meeting" was held in 1852, by which time the

membership had increased to 87; and in the

same year a Mission Press was established,

from which, in 1867 was issued the first numbai' of

the Missionary Itccordcr (See Chinese' Becorder).

This Press was exceptionally useful, because of the

necessity for special printing in the Foochow
dialect, and has done much useful work, both in

general colloquial literature and in printing the

Scriptures. In 1903 it was made a Branch of the

Union Methodist Publishing House in Shanghai.

(See Mission Presses). In 1863, the mission at last

secured a station inside the city of Foochow, but in

1864 the buildings were completely wrecked by a

mob. In 1871, a "Biblical Institute" was opened,

with a Boys' High School, now Foochow Academy.
The Foochow Annual Conference was organized in

1877. The Anglo-Chinese College was opened in

1881, a Chinese gentleman, Mr. Diong A-Hok,
giving $10,000 to found it. The Rev. F. Ohlinger
was the first Principal. In 1916 it was merged into

the Cnion Christian College, the other missions

which contributed being the A.B.C.F.M. and the

C.M.S. (See Fukien Christian University). Besides

Foochow this Conference occupies, Kut'ien -^ [I],

opened 1889; Lung-t'icn S^ ffl > (1893); Hai-t'ang

j^Jf, (1895), Min-ts'ing jajj^, (1896).

Medical work was begun again in 1893, after a

pause of nearly forty years, when a general hospital

was built at "j^ Ifl Kut'ien (formerly Ku-ch'eng).

There are hospitals for women at Lung-t'ien, Lek-du
and Foochow (The Woolston Memorial). A Union
Medical College was opened in 1911 in Foochow,
the aforesaid three mis.Mons cooperating; who also

organized a Union Theological School in 1912. The
Methodists and the A.B.C.F.M. further united in

a Normal School in 1913. The new South China
College for Women is a Methodist enterprise, and
there are a number of schools of high grade,

including (for boys) the Academy at Foochow, and

buai'ding-schools at Lung-t'ien, Kut'ien, and Min-

ts'ing; and each of these four places has both

Girls' Boarding, and Women's Bible-training

Schools.—Before the division of Foochow Con-

ference in 1916 (r. infra), there were also 2,043

pupils in primary schools.

A large Institutional Church was opened at

Foochow in 1915, largely staffed by highly-educated

Christian Chinese, several being graduates of

.iVmerican colleges.

About the same time a site was purchased in

Fu-ts'ing with money subscribed by the community

and the co-operation of the leading citizens to

develop a large educational work, the property to

belong to the M.E.M. which is responsible for all

the instruction given.

HingHwa Conference. This includes two

districts in Fukien province, which were constituted

a separate field in 1896, because the people have a

dialect of their own in one district, while in parts

of the other the Amoy dialect is used. The

Methodist missionaries began itinerating work as

early as 1860, but Hing-hwa was not occupied by

foreign resident missionaries till 1890. The whole

Bible was early translated into the colloquial, in

addition to other literature, and issued from the

Hing-hwa Mission Press.

The other centres in this district are Ing-chung

^ ^ ^^^ Sien-yu |i!j \^ ; in both places work has

been going on since 1863. At Hing-hwa there are

Boys' and Girls' Schools, an orphanage, a Leper

Rescue Home, as well as a Normal School and

Women's Training School, and Industrial Mission

Press. Sien-yu has a Boys' Intermediate School,

with Boarding School for Girls and Training School

for Women, and Ing-chung has a Training School

for Men.

The medical work of this Conference is

chiefly at Sien-yu, where there is a good Women's
Hospital.

The Hing-hwa City Church has long been

entirely self-supporting, and several other circuits

arc now so ; the tendency being towards financial

independence for church work, throughout the

field.

Yrnj/inij Conference. The eastern part of the

Foochow Conference (Yen-p'ing 55 Jp prefecture)

was cut off in 1916 to form a fresh Conference.

This prefecture is full of settlers from Kiangsi

who are mandarin-speaking, and it was decided to

reach them by opening work in mandarin in

addition to what was already being done. Twenty-

seven ordained native pastors are working here.

Yen-p'ing is the chief centre, opened in 1902; the

others are Yung-an ^ ^ (1910), and Yu-ki x^ ]%

(1914).

There are boarding schools for boys and girls

at Yen-p'ing, and a Women's Training School,
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besides primary schools everywhere. There are

general hospitals at Yeii-p'ing and Yung-an, and a

great deal of itinerating medical work is carried on

side by side with the evangelistic work.

Central China Mission. The work was begun

in 1867 when the Kev. V.C. and Mrs. Hart arrived

in Kiukiang from Foochow. In 1869 the Central

China Mission was formed ; and it wasi organized

into a Conference in 1907. (In 1912 this Central

China Conference was divided ; the old name being

retained by the stations in Kiangsu and Anhui

;

while those further up the Yangtze took the name
of the Kiangsi Conference). The chief station of

the Central China Mission is Nanking. This work

was began in 1883 ; and of late years (1913) a large

institutional Church has been opened, with a street

chapel, a reading room, a school for boys, etc. The
Methodists take a leading part in a number of

Institutions for Higher Education, viz., the

University of Nanking; a Women's Bible School; a

Nurses' Training School ; a Theological Seminary

and Bible Training School ; in addition to a Girls'

Boarding School run by the Mission itself.

The Philander Smith Memorial Hospital in

Nanking was opened in 1885, the first to be started

in that city. The building is now occupied by a

Boys' Middle School. The medical work is now
done at the Union Hospital (opened 1914), the

property of the University of Nanking. Chinkiang

was occupied in 1881, and in 1884 a Girls' School

was opened under Miss Mary C. Robinson which

became famous. There are also a new Woman's
Hospital, and a Boys' Orphanage (132 boys), where

half the day is given to study and half to farm

work or learning of trades. The fine system of

water-ways of which this city is the centre makes

it an ideal district for evangelistic itinerations.

Wuhu was opened in 1883, and is the centre of

a flourishing work. There is a fine church in the

city with Girls' and Boys' Schools adjoining, a

large general hospital and a flourishing work for

women.

At Shanghai, the M.E. missionaries are con-

nected with the Methodist Press, and the. Mission

has provided the China Medical Missionary Asi»o-

ciation and the China Christian Educational

Association with their General Secretaries. Shang-

hai is al.'^o tho Episcopal residence of Biahop W. S.

Lewis, one of the General Superintendents of the

M.E.M.
Kiangfi Conference. Though the Mission

intends to occupy the whole of Kiangsi, and the

part of Hupei north of the Yangtze, there are at

present •nly two cities with resident missionaries.

In 1867, shortly after the opening of Kiukiang as

a treaty port. Dr. V. ('. and Mrs. Hart and Rev.

Elkeut S. Todd established themselves there, a

number of others joining them in tho next si.x

years. In 1881, the Fowler Institute, the mission's

first attempt at higher, educational work, was

op&ned. This later developed into the William

Nasi College (the only school of college grade in

Kiangsi with its twentysi.x millions), which for

the greater part of its history has been under the

present Head, Rev. C. F. Kxjpfer, Ph.D.

Nanch'ang, the capital of the province, was

not occupied by foreigners till 1899, though the

city and neighbourhood had been worked for a

number of years. Both centres have Girls' High

Schools and Bible Training Schools for Women.
There is a considerable number of primary schools.

Tho Medical work is especially interesting, as

in addition to Men's Hospitals at both centres, there

is a Hospital for Women and Children at Nanch'ang

under»tho care of Dr. Mary Stone, and another at

Kiukiang under Dr. Ida Kahn. These two ladies are

daughters of the mission, who studied medicine in

the U.S.A.

North China Conference. This embraces work

in Peking, three other centres in Chihli, and one in

Shantung. Work was begun in 1869, when the Rev.

and Mrs'. L. N. Wheeler and Rev. and Mrs. H. H.

LovvRY were sent to Peking from Foochow. In 1872,

Tientsin was occupied ; and Shanhaikuan in 1890,

T'ai-an in Shantung, though worked from 1895,

was not a foreign-manned station till 1898. In the

Bo.xcr year, one of the Mission's Peking churches

sheltered both Chinese Christian.^ and missionaries

till they entered the Legations, and one of its agents

was placed in charge of the fortifications. A
number of Chinese converts suffered martyrdom,

and all the property was destroyed. After tho

rebellion was over the mission did not rebuild at

Tsun hua (opened 1873) but purchased property

instead at Ch'angli g ?g which was occupied in

1903.

Educational work. A Girls' School was opened

in Peking in 1872; and in 1878 a Boys' Boarding

School with 6 pupib. This latter was changed in

1885 into the Wiley Institute, which again becamo

in 1888 Poking V'nivcrsity, with 4 Departments, viz..

Arts, Science, Theology and Medicine, the Rev.

L. W. PiLCHER being first President. The Univer-

sity was incorporated by the Legislature oi the

State of New York in 1890. It was destroyed in

1900 and re-erected in 1901. In 1915 it became

part of the federated Peking University. Peking

is tho Episcopal residence of Bishop J. W.
Bashfori), one of the General Superintendents of

the M. E. M.

Extensive plans are on foot to 'develop a great

institutional church in tho South city of Peking

with a system of day-schools grading up into a

middle school, and finally into the University. The

Tientsin middle school is largely self-supporting,

nnd when more dormitories arc added will bo
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entirely so. There are also Boys' Boarding Schools
at Ch'angli and T'ai-an. All these four centres

have Girls' Schools, and Peking, Ch'ang-Ii and
T'aiaii have Women's Training Schools ; and there

are day schools everywhere.

The M E. M. in Shantung recently made a
plan for placing in every district city in their

territory a church and an intermeHiate school, with
day schools in the neighbourhood of each. It was
expected that for five years the Church in Germany
would have supplied the funds for this,' but the
European War has put an end to these hopes.

Medical Work. In 1879 Dr. Howard (after-

wards Mrs. King), was called to Tientsin to attend
Lady Li, the wife of Li Hung-chang ; while there,

she was given the use of a theatre as a dispensary

where she treated over 1700 patients in the year.

A Women's Hospital was built in Tientsin by the

Mission, in which in one year Dr. Howabd
prescribed for nearly 23,000 patients.

There are also Women's Hospitals at Peking,
T'aian, and Tientsin ; and the one for men at

Peking has been recently enlarged and newly
equipped ; two more are planned for T'ai-an.

W'fit China Conference. Chungking was chosen

as the headquarters of this mission, and was
occupied in 1882, with the Rev. L. N. Wheelek,
D.D., formerly of Peking, as Superintendent. In

1883, a good property was bought, and evangelistic,

educational and medical work all begun.

In the anti-foreign riots of 1886, all the Mission
property was looted and the houses burned. The
missionaries were obliged to shelter in the yamens,
and finally went to the coast. In 1889, one or two
workers returned, and the premises wore rebuilt.

In 1890 further reinforcements arrived, and Cheng-
tu was opened as a Station in 1891. Sui-ning jl Jg
was worked from 1896, with foreign residence in

1900. Tse chow ^ ft\ work dates from 1897 ; the

latest station is Ho chow, -^ ')^

.

Chengtu, as the capital of the province, is the

centre of the educational work, the mission being

one of the partners in the West China Union
University {q.v.). There are also intermediate and
primary schools for boys in this city as well as a

Girls' School and Women's Normal School. At
Chungking there are Boys' anid Girls' Boarding

Schools, senior primary schools at all centre stations,

with junior schools at all outstations.

The medical work was begun in 1891 in Chengtu,

which has a fine general hospital, and there are

both Men's and Women's Hospitals at Chungking;
another is being planned for Tse chow to be a joint

institution of the General Society and Women's
Board {v. infra).

The Women's Foreign Missionary Society of

the M. E. church is entirely independent of the

General Society. Its first agents were sent to North

and South China in 1871 ; the next year, to Central

China ; and ten years later to West China.

The first Girls' Boarding School under the

W.F.M.S. was opened in 1871; the first Bible-

woman's Training School in 1879 ; the first

orphanage in 1861 ; all at Foochow. The first

modical work was begun at Hinghwa about 1896.

In 1916, out of the 343 missionaries, 136 were agents

of the W.F.M.S., who have greatly multiplied the

above-mentioned activities in addition to doing

evangelistic work.

The M.E.M. has always believed in Christian

education as an evangelizing opportunity, and all

its educational system is evangelistic throughout.

It has in all 600 places for regular preaching, and

as many more regularly visited.

In 1913, a Forward Movement began in the

Foochow Conference, having as its chief aims (1)

The development of the Churches' religious life by

systematic Bible ftudy, with examinations in the

same, and (2) increasing the self-support of the

Chinese church.

The Movement has now been taken up by all

the ('onferences, and ha.5 become part of the Centen-

nial programme (for 1919) of the M. E. M.
throughout the world.

Statistics for year ending December 31, 1916,

including those of the Women's Board,

Foreign Force ... 374

(Chinese Staff 2,959

Communicants 29,709

Non-communicant members 22,729

METHODIST EPISCOPAL MISSION (South).

Hiadquarttrs ;—Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A.

Entered China, 1848.

Works in Chekiang and Kiangsu, in five

districts.

Shnn'jhui Diitrict was opened in 1848 by the

arrival of C. Tati,0R, M.D. who was followed in

1849 by the Rev. J. Jenkins. Other reinforcements

continued to arrive till 1860, among them the

Revs. 3. W. Lambvth and Young J. Allen (([.v.).

The Civil War in the U.S.A. stopped further

workers being sent for 15 years. Sungkiang ifiS JC
is the second foreign-manned station in this district,

opened in 1888. The two churches in Shanghai

have long been entirely self-supporting.

Soor/iotv Di.Hrict was opened in 1858 by the

Rev. J. W\ Lambcth, D.D. The evangelistic work

chieflj' centres round the educational and medical

institutions. There are a large number of out-

stations in the country around.

Hurhnw District JJS'W lies mostly in N. Che-

kiang and was opened in 1898. Evangelistic,

educational and medical work are all carried on.

A large number of out-stations in the surrounding

country are occupied by Chinese preachers and are

visited regularly by the missionaries in charge.
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Ch'anijchow Jg )^ in Kiangsu was opened in

1904. In the previous year a native preacher was

sent to this city to begin work. The gentry had

determined that neither Protestant nor Koman
Catholic Christians should ever be permitted to

settle there, but in a few months, the Chinese

preacher had secured a house and a chapel where

instruction was regularly given, and when the

foreign missionaries came on the scene, no opposi-

tion was shown.

Throughout the whole field, evangelistic work

is carried on by 30 ordained preachers, 60 un-

ordained evangelists, and a number of Bible women,
in addition to the efforts of foreigners set apart

entirely for that purpose.

Kducat'umal Work. Like the sister mission of

the Methodist Episcopal Church North, the Southern

Methodists have from the beginning believed in

education as an evangelizing agency. As soon as

possible, day-schools were opened in every centre

where a foreigner or responsible Chinese helper

could give oversight ; and middle schools e.xist in

all the five centres ; while Higher Education is

carried on in Shanghai and Soochow. {See Soochow

I'nii-ereilij; also infra for the educational work of

the Women's Foreign Mission Society).

The Mmlical Work of the Mission was the first

to be inaugurated, the first worker being a medical

man. Begun in Shanghai in 1848, it met with

several serious interruptions, and in 1882 it was

removed to Soochow, where a hospital was built

in 1883. Since 1903 this has been self supporting,

and has been able, in addition to meeting running

expenses and paying native assistants, to put up

extra residences, etc., as required. The officials

and people of Soochow have contributed handsomely

to an institution which they have learned to

appreciate. A Medical School was associated with

the Ho.spilal from the start.

There is also a hospital at Huchow, and in

1915 the medical work there was amalgamated with

tliat of the American Baptist Mission (North).

T/ie Literary Work of the Mission has been very

considerable, and the list of Dr. TotrNO J. Allen's

works, some translated for the Government, and

some original works and translations for missionary

purposes, is a noble one. Dr. Allen's translation

of Dr. J. W. Lee's work The Making of a Man
Is said to be one of the very few Christian books

likely to become a classic.

Dr. J. W. Lambcth, Dr. A. P. Pahkeii and

Professor X. Gist Gee of Soochow T'niversity, are

other well-known names in this connection. Dr.

Parker edits the Chinese Christian Advocate,

which has a weekly circulation of 2,500 among the

Chinese Methodist Christians.

The Women's Society sent its first representative

in 1875; and while doing evangelistic work,

and working Bible Women's Schools at Sungkiang

and Soochow, has specialized in educational work

in the Shanghai centre and medical, industrial and

educational work in Soochow. The educational

work includes day-schools for girls and boys, and

boarding-schools for girls. The first girls' boarding-

school in Shanghai was begun in native quarters by

Mrs. J. W. Lambcth about 1874 ; but this school

was afterwards (1904) amalgamated with a similar

one at Sungkiang; the McTyeire School in Shanghai

was opened by Miss Laura Haygood in 1902, to

provide a liberal education for the daughters of

wealthy and higher class Chinese. The study of

Christian books has always been compulsory, but

has never affected the patronage of the institution,

which is entirely self-supporting, except for the

salaries of foreign teachers. The Sungkiang school

is of lower grade, and prepares for the McTyeire
School. In 1917, the latter which provides a

twelve years' course, has about 300 pupils.

In Soochow, besides a Bible Women's Institute,

there is the Laura HAyGooD Boarding-School for

girls, the high school department of which has been

made (1916) into a normal school, and a middle school

(opened 1901) with 150 pupils. In West Soochow,
there is a fine industrial work which supports 150

women ; also a girls' preparatory school and a

Kindergarten Training School ; besides other schools

in and near the city.

In Huchow there is a Boys' Anglo-Chinese

School with an enrollment of 132 in 1917, and a

girls' school with 120 pupils ; besides a number of

day schools.

The medical work of the Women's Board is

all done at Soochow where the Mary Black Hospital

was opened in 1888. A Medical School for Women,
and a Nurses' Training School are carried on in

connection with it.

At Ch'angchow, there are two flourishing day

schools for girls, and two strong centres for women's

work in the city, and several out-stations are worked

from here.

Statistics : Meth. Epis. Miss. South, 1917.

Foreign Missionaries 110

Chinese Staff about 500

Communicants 7,325

Non-communicant Members ... 10,977

METHODIST MISSIONS. In addition to the

American Methodist Protestant Mission which is

at present affiliated with the A.B.C.F.M. there are

eight Societies of the Methodist faith and order

working in China. Four of these are from U.S.A.

one from Canada, and two from England. They

are :

—

1. American Free Methodist Mission.

2. American Methodist Episcopal Mission.
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3. American Methodist Episcopal (South)

Mission.

4. Canadian Methodist Mission.

5. Evangelical Association of North America.

6. United Evangelical Church Mission.

7. United Methodist Missionary Society.

8. Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society.

(.b'ce under each).

The two Methodist Episcopal Churches of

America, are taking steps towards corporate union

in the home country, and the union of their work
on the mi.ssion field will follow. One of the English

societies, the United Methodist, is itself a union

of three bodies amalgamated in recent years, and
works the three Selds established by the earlier

communities. Two of the American Societies, the

United Evangelical Church Mission and the Evan-

gelical Association of North America, represent

Christian bodies which have arisen among German-
Americans, and are included among Methodists as

having most affinity with them.

METHODIST PROTESTANT MISSION.
Headquarters :—Kansas City, Kansas, U.S.A.

Entered China, 1909.

Works in Kalgan, Chihli.

The Methodist Protestant Church of America

made its first attempt to establish a mission in

China by sending out two ladies about 1900 ; but

one married, and the other retired.

In 1909, the Society made a second attempt to

secure a footing in China, and as the station of the

American Board at Kalgan was greatly in need of

reinforcements, it was decided to take over the

work there. In the course of a few years, all the

buildings were purchased by the Methodist Pro-

testant Society, which ranks as an Associate

Mission of the A.B.C.F.M. The Home Church is

in process of joining the union of the two Methodist

Episcopal Churches, North and South, which will

probably affect the grouping of its work in China.

Statistics, January 1st, 1917.

Foreign missionaries 4

Chinese Staff 23

Communicants 326

Non-communicant members .. 16

MEZZABARBA, JEAN AMBROISE, is so

named by P. Bhccker, but other writers give his

Christian name as Jean Antoine or Charles

Melchioe. He was Patriarch of Alexandria, and

was sent out as legate a latere to China in 1719 by

Pope Ci.EMF.NT XI, to carry to K'ant, Hsi the con-

tribution Ex ilia die and to settle the question of

the Chinese Bites in the Church. He reached

Macao in September, 1730, and left Peking in

March of the following year. He reached Rome
again in 1732, having accomplished very little. He
brought back with him the body of Cardinal DE

ToDRNON, the previous legate, who had died in

confinement at Macao. See Kites Controversy.

MIAO TAO, gg % Miao islands, a group in the

entrance to the Gulf of Chihli. They were held by
the British, as Chefoo was by the French, through

the winter oi 1860-61, after the signing of the Treaty
of Tientsin.

MIAOTZU. ?,ee Abori,jines.

MICHIE, ALEXANDER, was born in Fife-

shire in 1833. He came to China into a business

firm in 1853, but in 1883 he settled in Tientsin,

where he acted as the 'I'imes correspondent. He
died in England on August 7, 1902. Besides many
papers, reports, etc., he published The Englishman
in China, 1900; dealing with the life of Sir

Rutherford Alcock.

MICIUS. See Mo Tzu.

MICIUS, the Laiinized form of Ml Tzu, (also

called Mo Tzu) like Mencius for Meng Tzu, etc.,

used first by Fabeti. See ,1/w T'zii.

MIDDLE KINGDOM i\\ ^ Chung kuo, an
e.\pression used in the Shih Ching several times.

It may mean either the Imperial domain as sur-

rounded by the vassal States, or the whole under
imperial rule as surrounded by the barbarians. It

has naturally come to be used as the common name
for China in spite of improved knowledge of

geography.

Ml LEI PUSA. See Maitreya.

MILLET. Setaria italica, or Italian millet,

Hsiao .Mi ('J-^) and I'aniruin iiiUiaccum , Huang Mi

(St^) are varieties of small millet largely grown

in North China and especially in Manchuria. The
former, .spiked millet, is used only as a change of

diet, or in many districts for feeding thepet birds

which are such a feature of Chinese life. They are

summer crops ; their rapid development and high

endurance of drought which they share with the

more valuable tall millet, adapt them admirably to

the climate of N. China and Manchuria, where the

rains begin only after late June and where weather

too ccld for growth comes earlier in the fall than in

the south. Even there their quick maturity permits

them to be used to great advantage in the systems

of multiple cropping so generally adopted, while

their great resistance to drought permits them to bo

used on the higher lands where water is not avail-

able for irrigation.

King found the yield of small millet in Shan-

tung to be 54 bushels of seeds ( = 2,700 lbs.) and

4,800 lbs. of straw per acre, worth 835. HosiE

found the yield in Manchuria to be from 2,000 to

2,100 lbs. Another variety, Panicum crvs-galli, is

also widely grown in China.

King : Fanners of Forty Centuries; HosiE :

Manchuria.
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MILNE, WILLIAM, was born in Aberdeenshire

in 1785, and was sent by the London Missionary

Society in lyl3 to join Morrison in Macao. He
was forbidden by the Roman Catholic authorities

to remain there, and being also driven from Canton

alter a few months' residence, he travelled through

the JIalay archipelago distributing the New Testa-

ment, and at last settled in Malacca. Here a

printing press was put up and an AnglioChinese

College founded, and one magazine in Chinese and

one- in English (Indo-Chinese Gleaner) were started.

But his health was bad, the work was too heavy,

and he died at Malacca in 1822, aged 37.

MILNE, WILLIAM CHARLES, son of the

missionary iJr. William Mil.ne, was born at sea

between Canton and Malacca in 1815. After

graduating at Aberdeen he was sent to China by

the London Missionary Society in company with

Legce, and he reached Macao in December, 1859.

He travelled a great deal, and was one of the

delegates to prepare the Delegates' Version [q.v.).

With MtDiiiTRST and Stuo.vach he worked at a

translation of the Old Testament apart from the

delegates. He returned to England in 1854 and his

connection with the Missionary Society ceased in

1855. In 1858 ho returned to China as interpreter

in the Consular service. He was at Foochow till

the establishment of the British Legation in Peking

in 1861, when he removed there as teacher to the

student-interpreters. He died there in 1853, and

was buried in the Russian cemetery.

He was the author of various Chinese books

;

his English works are Life in China, London, 1857,

a work which went through several editions and

has been translated into French, and Narrative of a

Seven-months Residence in Ningpo, in the Chinese

liepositOTij, vols, xiii and xvi.

Wylie : Memorials of Protestant Missionaries.

MINAS. See Sturnidae.

MINERALS. ANTIMONY, t, SH, of which

China produces a great deal more than any other

country, is widely distributed throughout the western

provinces, but is chiefly mined in three districts of

Hunan ; the best, containing 70 per cent of stibnite,

being produced from the mines of Sinhua and

Anhua on the Tzu River in the centre of the

province. The mines are worked by iho Hua Chang

Antimony Refining Company, of Changsha, who

hold a monopoly of refining in Hunan. Antimony

is worked also in Szechuen, and in West Kuangsi,

whence the ore is sent to Wuchow for refining, works

having been established there in 1905. Just across

the border in Yunnan there are mines at Kaihua,

worked by the I'ao Hua Company; but antimony

is worked by native methods in several other parts

of Kuangsi and Yiinnan, Works have been recently

erected at Samshui (Kuangtung) for refining

antimony regulus.

An enormous appreciation in value was due

to the demand created by the war. In July 1914

the price of regulus on the London market was £25

per ton, at the end of the year £70, in 1916, £90.

Later in 1916 the price dropped very heavily owing

to Japan being overstocked.

C hina is now the largest producer of Antimony

ore, and frcm a time soon after the outbreak of the

war has practically controlled the market. The

alloy known as "hard lead" is of special interest

at the present time (1917) as it is being employed

in the manufacture of shrapnel bullets. Lead-

antimony alloys are employed for the making of

acid-resisting valves. The principal use of

Antimany in peace time is for the manufacture of

type-metal.

The export in 1916 was (regulus and crude)

pels. 371,102, value Hk. TIs. 11,823, 503; and the

ore to the value of TIs. 1, 383,243.

ASBESTOS shih jiinij
;fl idft is found in several

di--lricts, e.ij. Yiinyang, Hupei and Yangshan, north-

west corner of Kuangtung, whence it is e.xported to

Hongkong and made into non-conducting coverings

for steamship boilers ; at Kingkuoshan and Lautzii-

shan, Shantung, and in parts of Manchuria. It is

used for making stoves, crucibles, etc. The fibre

is good and very feathery, and by the admixture of

cotton or hemp it has been woven into articles of

clothing. (Williamson, Juurneys in North China,

vol. i, p. 129).

Three Asbestos mines are worked near

Kuantien, South-east Manchuria, and deposits have

recently been discovered at Pa chow, Ssiich'uan.

BISMUTH jii jg5. Outcrops in the form of

native Bi.^muth and ores of Bismuth glance have been

examined in Likiang, Kochiu and Yungchang fu,

Yunnan and South-west of Poseh, Kuangsi ; but the

natives do not know its uses nor work it. (Fab

Eastkun Review, Sept. 1915).

CINNABAR, Vji!^ chu sha, or sulphide of

mercury, is mined in Kueichou and brought to

Hankow. It is mentioned in Yu Kumj (d.c. 2,000)

as an article of tribute sent to the Imperial Court.

(See Quicksilver, inf.)

(^OAL. The first mention of Coal in Chinese

literature is by Liu An gijgf (Huai Nan tzu) who

died B.C. 122. He calls it ping t'anVh^irfcharcal;

it has also been termed t'u ±, fan earth-charcoal,

Shih 'S fan, stone-charcoal and mei fif.

Coal is very widely distributed in China,

occurring in every single province ; but the north-

eastern area,—Shansi, Chihli, Ilonan, and Shan-

tung, is the most important, where the deposits

are of Permian or I'ppcr Carboniferous age. The

coals of China are as varied in quality as those of
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the United Stales, but the proportion of lignite is

comparatively small, and that of anthracite to

bituminous relatively larger than that in the United

States.

1. Anthracile. The resources of Shansi are

practically equal to those of Pennsylvania, and

are the most striking in the country, as they are so

thick, so little disturbed, so well exposed, and so

widely distributed, having an extent of nearly 200

miles north and south, and from 25 to 30 miles east

and west. The field extends southward into Honan,

where it is worked by the Fu-chung Corporation

who recorded an output of over one million tons

for the year ending June 30, 1917, while the Shansi

fiel'd is worked, but not very extensively as yet by

the Pao-Chin Mining Co.

In Shantung anthracite is worked at Poshan.

In Chihli three areas, that of the Kin-Han Railway

district, and those of the Peking-Shanhaikwan and

Pcking-Kalgan railway districts, are well worked.

Anthracite also occurs in W. Hupei and in

Hunan in thin scams ; the produce of Honan and

Shansi is gradually finding its way south.

2. liituminous. The most important ccal

mines of China are those at Tongshan and Linsi,

which, with those of Lanchow, in the same field

(N.E. Chihli), are now worked by the Kailan

Mining Administration, (q.v.). Their output from

July 1, 1916 to June 30, 1917 was 2,928,584 tons.

The next mines in importance are those at

Fushun, near Moukden (sub-bituminous and of

Tertiary age), where the workable coal has been

estimated at 800,000,000 tons. Their output from

July 1, 1916, to June 30, 1917, was 2,049,917 tons.

Near-by are the Pensihu mines, also semi-

bituminous ; there are other areas in Manchuria,

but so far they are not considered of much impor-

tance. In N. Chihli and Shansi there is also much

of this coal, and in Shensi are bituminous fields,

whose extent was probably over-estimated by von

RiciiTHOFEN', but these Mesozoic basins of Shensi

and also of Kansu will be tapped when the

projected Lanchow railway is opened. The

Jurassic coal of Inner Western Mongolia is also

regarded as of great importance.

A vast, uniform, and ccntinuous coal-field

covers nearly all the southern districts of Fukien,

extending to Kiangsi, the Anki, Lungyen (anthra-

cite), Tingchow, Shaowu, and Kienning prefectures,

but this wealth is almost entirely neglected.

In Ssuch'uan coal is widely diffused, and

differs in quality, from lignite in the far west to

bituminous in the north and anthracite in the east.

Bituminous coal occurs nearly all over Yiinnan,

(except in the S.E.), Kuangtung and Kueichou,

(except in the eastern portion). At Koupouchen,

in S. Yunnan, the Tonkin Railway is supplied. In

\V. China, except in the districts mentioned, it is

impossible to travel 50 miles in any direction

without finding either coal outcrops or workings.

Outcrops are worked down to water level and then

abandoned.

The great southern coal-field lies to the east of

the Siang River, in Hunan and Kiangsi. The
greater part of the field is in Hunan, but the

most important producer, the collieries of the

Han-Yeh-Ping Iron and Coal Co., are at Pingsiang,

in Kiangsi. This coal is a bituminous coking

variety with associated thin seams of anthracite.

The field stretches E. N. E. to Fouliang, and there

are other smaller belts besides this immense one.

3. Li'j/iile. The amount, as stated above,

is comparatively small. It occurs in Chihli north

of the Great Wall (Jchol district), in Manchuria,

and in considerable quantities in W. China, in the

dried-up lake regions of Yunnan and Kueichou and

in W. Ssijch'uan.

As far as present knowledge goes, there are

probably one thousand billion metric tons in China,

enough to supply the whole world for the next

thousand years. (W. K. Ti.vG, Director of Geolo-

gical Survey in China).

The Export in 1916 was tons 1,314,,822 value

Hk. TIs. 5,737,691, and the import was tons 1,421,

991, value TIs. 8,975,836. F.ui Easteun Review
(passim).

COPPER, ^ t'unij. The copper depo.«its of

Yiinnan have yielded in the past practically all the

copper required for minting and other purposes in

China and Burma. The Tungchwan hills have been

the chief source of supply ; the mines were organized

in 1697, and mining made a government monopoly

in 1738, for the increased demand for brass coinage

(the little copper produced in Hupei, Shansi, and

Chihli being insufficient). Four thousand tons were

sent to Peking annually thencefonvard, until the

outbreak of the great Mahommedan rebellion in

Yiinnan in 1858 put a stop to work for nearly 20

years, since when the output has never reached

figures approaching the 8.000 tons which were

averaged at the close of the 18th century. At

present only ten thousand to thirteen thousand

piculs are mined yearly. Other mines in Yunnan
aJe those N. of Tali Lake, where the ores worked

are chiefly oxides and carbonates ; here also great

development is possible. In the Shan State of

llswenli there are workings at Malipa.

The ores mined at Tungchwan are malachite,

azurite, cuprite, pyrites, etc.

In Yungchangfu on the extreme west there

are mines which before the rebellion produced

10,000 piculs annually.

In Ssuch'uan a little copper is mined in the rich

region of Hweilichow.

The export in 1916 was pels. 554,818, value TIs.

9,056,681.
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COIM'ERAS, ch-imj fun Hij^, (sulphate of

iron), is found in combination with coal in some

districts of Ssuch'uan. It is separated by boiling

the coal dust, drawing off the water, and re-boiling

the latter till it thickens, when it is poured into

wooden moulds, where it solidifies. Coj)peras is

employed in the dyeing industry as an ingredient in

black-colour dyeing.

GOLD chin ^. Little gold is mined in China

;

the most promising localities appear to be the Mo-ho

mines on the river of that name, (an affluent of the

Amur), and the neighbourhood, where prospectors

have worked since 1866. Attempts to mine gold

have also been made in many parts of Central and

South Manchuria, especially near Hingking and on

the upper waters of the Hun Kiver. There are also

mines near Jehol (Kouliang, etc.) and at Chaoyang,

Lanping, etc., further east in Chihli. On the

Russian frontier, near Urga, and in E. Mongolia,

gold is collected, and iu Sining prefecture, etc.,

Kansu, as well as in Hi.

In S. China gold exists in Chao-ching fu and

there is placer gold in Lienchow (near I'akhoi)

;

in Kuangsi it occurs in four districts, especially in

I'inglo; there is a little in Hunan and in Tsuiii

district of Kueichou.

Another source of supply is the mines and river

beds of the Tibetan borderland of Ssuch'uan.

Here Viceroy Chad Erh-fc-ng initiated the policy

of official working, but a mining engineer reported

adversely on the prospects, even with the use of

modern machinery, and the venture came to an end.

However, private enterprise is still carried on in the

Tachienlu, Litang, Derge, and other districts.

A rough official estimate of the annual yield is

12,000 Chinese ounces, worth £45,000. Non-

continuous veins are said to e.xist, but the

Government proposes to resume operation when

funds are available.

The best known mine in China is that of

Chouyuen, about 40 miles S. \V. of Chefoo, where

a quartz vein from 40 to 90 feet wide has been

uncovered for more than a mile in length ; 200,000

tons of ore have been developed here, but the mine

\\a& been closed for some time. At P'ingtu, near

by, are other mines probably of considerable value.

In Yunnan the most notable mines arc those at

Talang whore there is a considerable yield annually.

T. T. Reau, in his article on the Mineral Resources

of China, cornea to the conclusion that with the

exception of Manchuria and the YiinnanSsuch'uan

region the gold mining industry gives little promise

of growth.

In the Amur region there are estimated to be

5 million tons of high-grade ore (Fah Eastehn

Review, Oct. 1913) but how much of this is in

f'hinese soil is not stated.

IIeport on Tachienut, etc. See Edkiss :

t7ii/io«c (.'urrencij; Bbitish Consulah Rei'orts.

The alluvial gold of Manchuria has been well

described by C. W. Purington : Miiiiii;/ Mcujazinc,

vol. iv, 1911; the deposits in Chihli by H. C.

Hoover : Trmisaction of the Institution of Mining
and Mctdllur/fij, vol. x, 1901-02, and the Liaotung

peninsula deposits by Bogdanovitch : Zeitschrift

flu- /,ia/ctixchc Geologic, vol. vii p. 240.

GRAPHITE, or PLUMBAGO, hci ch'ien fin

Iffi ^li^i occurs in Hunan, in Yiinnan on the Upper
Mekong, and was discovered in 1900 at Kaotzu, west

of Chinkiang. In 1915 a deposit was discovered in

the Hengchowfu district of Hunan, and is e.xists

also near Wenchow (Chekiang) and in Kuangtung.

The Chinese call it "unripe coal", but it is in

reality geologically at the other end of the scale.

GTPSUM.— 4^ ;fe shih /,•««. Large quantities

of gypsum are dug in the Y^ingcheng district of

Hupei, where there are extensive salt springs. It

was discovered during the T'ai P'ing rebellion, when
the province wa« cut off from its ordinary salt

supplies in Kiangsu by the advance of the rebels.

The exportation from Hankow (practically the sole

exjjorting port) was 432,000 piculs in 1913, and most

of this went to the Lower Yangtze ports, and to

Hangchow, Ningpo, and Ca,nton. It has also been

worked a good deal in the Chih-chow district of

Anhui.

Gypsum is also found in crystalline formation

in the clay beds of central Yunnan and S. E.

Kueichou, and as anhydrite in many of the caves in

the limestone formation peculiar to the boundary

country between Yiinnan, Kuangsi, and Kueichou,

where it is used locally as medicine.

It is used partly for manure, partly for the

manufacture of the powder so much used by Chinese

women as a foundation for rouge.

The export in 1916 was pels. 169,163, value Tls.

76,292.

J'"au Eastern Review, November, 1915.

IRON t'ith J5E is the second in importance of

China's mineral resources, and iron ore is found in

every province, but is only worked by native methods

where coal is also present, owing to the large

quantity of coal used in iron smelting. This is the

case in Shansi, where iron is particularly abundant.

The chief producing districts are Pingtingchow,

the neighbourhood of Taiyiianfu; Taiping-hsien in

the 8. \V., and especially Luanfu, the wares from

which are famous all over China. T. T. Read (Far

linftein T/tvicw, July, 1912), the leading authority,

states that the iron ores of Shansi are limonito and

hematite, occurring in shales and sandstones of

carboniferous age, but owing to their distribution

there is no sufficient supply of uniform ore to form

the basis of blast furnace work on a large scale, at

least fo far as thoy have been explored tip to the

47
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present. Shensi, the neighbouring province, is

likely to be of importance as an iron field in the

future. Iron also occurs in many widely scattered

parts of Chihii and in Manchuria, especially near

Tiehling ["iron ramje") and on the Hun Kiver. It

also occurs in Shantung, in magnetite, but the

deposit is not of a promising nature : one mine, that

of Chinlingchen, is worked. It is intended to work
some deposits in N. W. Honan.

In the Yangtze Valley the iron ores at Tayeh,

owned by the Han-Yeh-Ping Iron and Coal Co.,

with works at Hankow and Hanyang, are

extensively worked, and the finished product is

exported abroad. Hunan is at present unpromising,

but further e.xploration may yield good results. In

Fukien iron e.xists in a large unexplored area from
Ankhoe up to Kiangsi. In Kuangtung mines have

been worked for centuries at Pingyiian and Cheng-

ping,—the iron sugar pans and other wares of

Chaochowfu are famous. In Western China iron

exists everywhere S. of lat. 28°' and W. of

longitude 105°. ., and in patches both N. and E. of

these areas, being mined and worked in every

prefecture of Yunnan and in Kueichou. It is also

well distributed over Ssiich'uan, especially on the

Kueichou border, from which comes much of the

iron used in making the vast numbers of pans used

in salt-evaporating in the great salt districts.

For full accounts of the industry see T. T.

Head's paper, and A. J. Mooue-Bennett, The
Mineral Arnas of II''. China, Far Eastern Review,
Nov., 1915.

The export of iron in 1915 was (pig) pels.

2,392,122, value Hk. Tls. 5,174,974; (ore) pels.

4,679,734, Tls. 915,104.

LEAD f5 ch'icn. The best known lead mines

are those of Shuikoushan, on the ITi:iper Siang

River, S. Hunan. They have been worked for 200

years, but it is only recently that foreign machinery

has been installed. They produce lead and zinc ore

and by-products. In 1914, 53,000 tons of galena,

22,000 tons of zinc-blende, and some sulphur were

produced.

MALACHITE. Green paint ||^is made by

triturating malachite to a powder, and mixing it

with white lead and oil. Malachite is also employed

in painting and colouring porcelain and glass.

WiLLUMS : Commercial Guide, p. 130.

MANGANESE tneng |j ore has been found

near Pakhoi, and a little has been exported.

MARBLE.—The best marble workings in

China are those near Talifu, Yunnan, where the

quantity in sight is enormous. It has a curious

staining of dark green and reddish brown running

irregularly through the stone, which in the finished

panels (used for screens and pedestals) bears a

strong resemblance to trees and scenery. Except

for this staining the stone is of very high quality.

Far Eastern Review, Nov. 1915.

MOLVBDENUM, jg mu used in pen-nib manu^
fatture, is produced at Yungtaihsien, in Fukien, and
has been assayed in England with good results.

NICKEL ^ or |g Nickel ores, consisting of

glance, jiyrites, and kupfeniickel occur in the

gneiss, slates, and quartz rocks of S.E. Yiinnan,

but are not worked. Near Weining, N.W. Kuei-

chou, ores containing nickel in conjunction with

bismuth have been examined, and the metal seems

to exist associated with cobalt in the Red River

district, W. of Kochiu, S. Yunnan.

OKPIMENT S M «'"'/» /luany.—A. naturally

occurring compound of arsenic, is chiefly obtained

from mines near Chaochow and Menghwa (North-

west Yiinnan). It is mostly used as a pigment by
l^ainters; the Malays seem to use it in eye-washes;

and not a little is employed in making depilatory

soap. It occurs in vein or-lode deposits as a soft

mineral, and is usually of deep lemon colour with a

resinous or pearly lustre.

Williams : Commercial Cluide, p. 122

;

Tenuyiieh Customs Report, 1909.

PETROLEUM Mh yu ;5 }|ll. On the S.

of the Gobi desert, at the base of the Nanshan

Mts. in Kansu, 20 miles from Shan-te-king-pu,

are situated petroleum rocks, where a dozen

wells are worked; the oil is here used as a

lubricant. In Shensi, about 100 miles S.W. of

Ningtai Hang, rivulets of petroleum flow from the

rocks, the oil being of a greenish colour and very

fluid ; it is used as an illuminant. The crude oil is

of various colours, the best is nearly as white as

water ; only the worst, blackish, is used for

lubricating. There are said to be fifty wells in

Shensi. The refined oil is sent to Hsi-an, where

it undersells foreign kerosene oil.

Petroleum is not worked in Western China, but

natural gas has been seen in many places in the

south and west of Ssuch'uan, and in the salt well

district is used in the reduction of salt. It has been

noted in the far north of Yunnan, and in Burma

there are large workings. (Far Eastern Review,

February, 1914).

QUICKSILVER tJc 4K .^hui yin. A broad belt

of quicksilver exists in N. Kueichou, running into

Hunan, in Fenghuangting, where the mines are

carried in dolomite ; it has been worked for

centuries. The ore is cinnabar (mercury sulphide)

associated with stibniie (antimony sulphide). The

Chinese crush it by hand and pan it down, while the

poorer ores and tailings are retorted in an ingenious

way for their contents. {Far EaHcrn Revicm,

Sept. 1915).

In W. and N. Yiinnan cinnabar is found in the

dolomitic sandstones and in the beds of streams

entering the Salween, Mekong and Yangtze Rivers,

and is washed for by the natives much as they wash

for gold. The same methods are adopted in S. W.
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Ssuch'iian, especially in the Tung basin. Unfor-

tunately, where ores are sraelled, half the mercury

is wasted, owing to the Retorts not being tight, the

furnaces being faulty, and the fuel poor. Both

cinnabar and quicksilver are used in the native arts,

especially in the form of vermilion, in making red

lacquer, etc. (See Ciniinbnr, supra).

The export in 1916 was to the value of Tls.

982,061.

SILVER ^ ijin is widely distributed in West
China, chiefly in tlie form of argentiferous galena, I

which is present in every prefecture of Yunnan and
West Kueichou. The chief workings are in Yiinnan,

at Tungchwan, Tali (in conjunction with arsenic

and zinc), near Likiang (with copper) and at

Talang and Weiyiian in the Shan States region. In

Kuangsi, Kueichou, and Kuangtung galena exists

over a Y-shaped area, the prong pointing about

N. W., and the fcot touching the coast near Swatow.

Silver also occurs on the tributaries of the West
Hiver; there is a rich mine at Yiinning, Kuangsi;

in Lopingchou and North of Weining, Kueichou,

and in the Hweilichou district of SsQcli'uan.

SOAPSTONE, ^Id hiia shih. Steatite is

quarried in the hills near Chingticn, 35 miles from

Wenchow (Chckiang). From this fine compact stone,

are manufactured at Wenchow, vases, images, and
ornaments, also tasteful plaques for which there is

a considerable demand in Brazil and Mexico. The
soapstone is, however, inferior to that frcm
Foochow. A quantity is also dug up near Lai ehou

fu in Shantung, and in Kueichou.

The exportation in 1913 was 8,000 piculs, almost

all from Wenchow, of the value of Tls. 120,000.

The export of Soapstone ware in 1916 amounted to

Tls. 44,108.

SI'LI'HUR.—
?p|t

llu, dkfji -•/"/' fiimii'j, etc.

It exists in its pure state in many parts of W.
and N. Yunnan as a deposit on the mouth of hot

springs, but is not exported, on account of the

prohibitive cost of transportation. In the T'aiyiian

fu plain, Shansi, there is much sulphur, and it

occurs also in Shantung, Manchuria and Kueichou.

TIN.

—

ff, /mi. The only important tin mines

in China are situated at Kochiu, 20 miles S.E. of

Mengtsz, where many veins are worked over a
surface of 10 square miles. Development was
severely handicapped by the use of rudimentary

native methods until 1911, when modern machinery
was set up, and the transport didicnlty eliminated

by the use of an aerial ropeway. A purer metal is

now obtained by scientific smelting and refining.

The opening of the Yiinnan railway also gave an
enormous stimulus to the industry, which is

developing very fast. The tin used in the josspaper

industry in Chekiang is from the Straits : it is

considered better than Yiinnan tin, being more

malleable. Nearly all the tin produced in

the Yunnan mines is sent to Hongkong, where it

is refined in native establishments. It arrives in

three qualities in rectangular slabs measuring 2

feet long, 1 foot wide, and 1 inch thick. The fir.st

two qualities are fairly pure, but the third often

contains as much as 20 per cent, of lead. The slabs

are melted in concave iron pans, resting on brick

furnaces fed with wood fuel. In the centre of each

pan is placed an open iron cylinder surrounded near

its base on the outside with tin dross, through

which the molten metal filters into the cylinder,

emerging when cooled as a block of refined tin,

which is sent back to Chinese ports.

Apart from the above, tin is found in the

Tungchwan district of Yunnan where a lode was

opened»up for some distance in 1910. Here the ore

is stannite. Tin is also said to occur S. of Shihping

and is worked E. of Ili.anghsien, as perhtung (white

copper). In Kuangsi tin deposits have been worked

for 50 years at Fuchwan, and the government has

now taken up the working, but only 100 tons are

obtained in a year. It is found also in the Hohsien

district. In Hunan the Linwu mines are worked

and at Kianghua an extensive tin field, little known,

runs south into Kuangsi. Here the tin is associated

with tourmaline, iron, and arsenic. The Anyiian

mines, on the Kuangtung border of Hunan, are

better known. The native method is as follows :

the clean arsenical ore is fir.st stacked for separate

treatment, and the balance is roasted, the arsenious

oxide being collected by condensation and re-heated,

when it is deposited as a "glass" and sold for

agricultural purposes. The roasted ore is then

crushed by water-driven Chinese stamps and

concentrated, and smelted into ingots composed of

99% tin.

The Chinese use tin in many ways : alloyed with

lead and a small proportion of other metals, it forms

pewter, and is wrought into many articles for

domestic and temple uses. Rolled into thin sheets,

it becomes tin foil, and forms the jiaper c.ish strewn

on graves. In combination with sulphur, it forms

mosaic gold, used in female head-dresses and to

decorate idols, etc. It is also employed, with the

addition of mercury, for mirrors, and with certain

acids it gives brilliancy and permanency to several

dyes. The original export in 1915 was Pels. 134,817,

value Hk.Tls. 9,330,456. The 1916 figures show-

some decrease. Amoy CrSTOMS Rei'OBT, 1872 and

Mengtsz C. R. {pmnhn).

TUNGSTEN; gj or f^. Deposits of this

valuable mineral have recently been discovered in

Chenchow fu, Hunan, by a Chinese engineer; work

was begun, but interrupted through labour troubles.

(North China Daily Ncivs, 20 February, 1917).

In the absence of traces of tin and copper, it is

easy to work and the export is likely to develop.
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Tungsten is also found in the hills to the S. and

S. E, of Puerhfu near the wild Wa States on the

Burmese border. It is usually found in small

crystalline masses or as laminae with semi-metallic

lustre, and is washed out by the natives in their

search for gold and tin. It is not worked in

Yiinnan, but in S. Burma many Chinese work the

depcrsits systematically.

Far Eastekn Review, Nov. 1915.

ZINC, fj ^ pai ch'ien. The whole domestic

supply of zinc in China is derived from the S. W.
provinces, chiefly Kueichou. Spelter has been

worked for years, for making the alloy from which

cash are manufactured. The largest mine is that

at Oyinshan near the Kueichou frontier of Yunnan,

where the mineral occurs as calamine and as blende.

Also at Tungchwan, Minchiu, and Likiang in

Y^iinnan, Hweilichow in S. W. Ssuch'uan, and

Weiningchow in Kueichou. Large quantites of ore

are also produced in Hengchow and Y'angchow in

Hunan and e.xported to Belgium and Holland.

Outcrops have also been observed at many places in

Kuangsi. Spelter is used in the large centres for

making cash, and fur the "old" bronzes for sale to

the unwary tourist.

The mines with the largest output of zinc, and

the only mines where modern methods are in use,

are those of Shui-kou-shan, S. Hunan (see under

Lead). Zinc blende (sphalerite, a sulphide of zinc),

galena, and pyrites are the chief minerals present

in the ore. Output (1914) of zinc ore, 23,000 tons.

V\n Kastkhn Ueview. .Tulv. 1912 and Nov. 1915.

[N.S.]

MING DYNASTY, THE,fl(l |E, was a Chinese

one, founded by the Huddhist e.xmonk Cirn YiiAN-

niANG, better known by the reign title Hcng Wu.
After driving out the Mongols, he made a treaty

with Korea and exacted tribute from Burma. He
established schools, codified the laws, and cared for

the welfare of his people, who numbered si.xty

millions. He made Nanking and K'ai-feng fu his

capitals. His grandson's throne was usurped by

YvNG Lo {q-v.), under whom Tonkin was annexed

and a Chinese admiral sailed to India, Arabia, and

Africa. He made Peking the capital. The Mongols

invaded China in 1449 and carried the Emperor
Y'iNG T-SUNG into captivity for eight years, after

which he was allowed to return and reigned again

with a new reign title. He forbade the killing of

slaves and concubines at his burial. The dynasty

reached its height of glory under Hsien Tsung and

Hsiao Tsung, but a partial return to feudalism by

territorial grants to members of the imperial House
caused discontent among the people. In 1516

appeared the lirst Portuguese trader off Canton.

Later a Portuguese raid along the coast was punished

by a massacre of Portuguese at Ningpo. Under
Shih Tsung and his successors there were continued

conflicts with the Mongols and the Japanese, the

latter being granted a settlement near Fusan. The
Spaniard.4 and Dutch settled in the Philippines and
Formosa, and the Jesuit Ricci gained influence in

Peking. Under Wan Li the Manchus invaded

China and set up a rival dyna-^ty at Mukden in 1625.

Later a rebellion broke out in Shansi, and the rebel

leader captured Peking, the Emperor committing

suicide. The Manchus helped to ci'u.sh the rebellion

and established a Manchu dynasty in Peking.

Under the rule of the Ming dynasty some cele-

brated works were published, such as an Encyclcpae-

dia Hsint/ U ta ch'iinn sliu tJ S :;*C ^ S. "^ Mental

Philosophy, and a complete (ieoiiraphicnl liecord.

The arts of poetry and painting flourished, together

with industries of pottery, cloisonne, textiles, etc.

Dynastic Title.
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MING 10, a name found on the Catalan Atlas

(Buchon's Notice), standing for Ming chou IJil -Hi

Odoric has many variants—Menzu, Mensy, Montu,

Mcngu, etc. Yole takes it for Ningpo.

CoHDiER : L'Extrime Orient dnnf I' Atlas

Catalan, p. 33.

MING T'ANG 0)1 ^ 'jri'j'it hall. The area in

front of ii tomb is so called, but the meaning of

the term iis a puzzle to (.'hinese as well as to western

sinologues.

De Groot : T/ie lleliijiaux System of China,

vol. iii, [i. 1362.

MING TOMBS, t^ei- Mnus„l.:a.

MINING. METALS.* It has been suggested

that by drawing upon all evidence available, Chinese

mining and metallurgy may be proved the oldest in

the world. This suggestion is not confirmed by

fact. Egyptian monument records depict gold

washing at a period ai)[)ro.\iniately 4,000 years B.C.,

and Egyptian hieroglyphics indicate from their

form a con.-idcrable knowledge of metallurgy of

distinct metals and many metallic instruments at

periods which antedate, so far as is known, all

Chinese records. The Chinese race appears from

the beginning to have been an agricultural one. It

settled in the plain of the Yellow River where

possible metalliferous deposits lie hidden beneath

a thick stratum of loess.

The Chinese use the same character
( ^ ) for

metal and gold. It represents in the pseudo-science

of Fviiij shni or Ylniianrj the chief of the lyicred

live-system of the elements which comprise also

wind, fire, water and earth. The fact of its being

identified with the western of the five points of the

Fi'nij shiii and Chinese compass from the earliest

days may indicate that the Chinese originally

obtained their metals from the West. Fi:7ig shui

divided its metal kingdom under five heads,

known as the five metals among the Chinese

to this day. They arc gold, silver, copper, iron and

tin. The Fi:n<j shui five-classification haid a strong

tendency towards classification by colour, thus gold

was the yellow metal, silver was the white, copper

red, iron black, and tin ( T? ), a character variou.sly

translated as azure, blue, etc.

A study of ancient Chinese writings indicates

that the ('hinese have never had any clear knowledge

of the distinctions between the chief metals. •[

Unlike the Egyptian hieroglyphics, the Chinese

characters, which were mcdified and unified into

standard forms about 200 B.C., do not indicate by

their grouping and clear reference of form to

distinct metallic objects, that the early Chinese were

more advanced in the science of metallurgy at that

° Fi>r inftiriMiilfoii reKiinlliiff MliirrnN, ^[liiort iinil !\Iliiliti{ In Ctiinu

under fxifttliii; ritiiilitiiinft. ttcc China JVrtr /look, p 02.

f Thus Itic ChlncBc (or 'iiielnllh" l>- O 5. ^ ft!).

period than were the Egyptians two or three

milleniums before.

The first mention of mining in Chinese records

refers to the mining of copper at Sung Shan £ [Ij,

a mountain near Hsiang Ch'eng hsien Ji % 8^ '"

Honan Province. This was in the reign of the

mythical Emperor Hu.^ng Ti, who is said to have

ruled between 2697 and 2597 B.C.

Chinese regalian rights appear to have existed

over mines and metals, with effects disastrous to

mineral develojjment, from the earliest days. In

the reign of .Shun, a legendarj- Emperor who gave

to the country a period of unexampled prosperity

about B.C. 2255 to 2205, "the working of gold

(metal ?) mines in the rugged hills and mountains

was prohibited".

Thi! /tuul; of II is tort/ g jg states that "silver

overflowed from the hills" during the Yin dynasty

(B.C. 1766 to 1122). This silver was almost certainly

obtained through cupellation of lead, which must

also have been plentiful.

The same work, dealing with a period from

approximately 2357 B.r. to 950 B.C. mentions lead,

gold, silver, copper, iron and a kind of hard iron or

steel, as having been used as tribute by various

states.

Lead is considered to be a form of tin in Chinese

metallurgy. Copper appears to have been the metal

"par excellence" at a very early period in Chinese

history, and the character chin ( ^ ) was then used

for it. The character t'vnij
( ^ ) is better

translated "coppery" than "copper" at the present

time, for it is commonly used to indicate any

coppery metal such as copper, bronze, brass or any

metallic mixture of cupreous colour.

The Chinese characters throw little light upon

early Chinese mining and metallurgy. The Chinese

commentators upon them were literary men, having

no practical knowledge of mining and metallurgy.

CoiLsequently their remarks lend little assistance to

study of this subject.

The character rhin
( ^ )

gold or metal, is said

by the Shiio Whi to be made up of the characters

rliin ^, *now' indicating the sound and tone of the

word, and 7"i« di , 'earth', with two dots in earth.

Classical scholars state that the two dots are

supposed to represent the mode of occurrence of

gold in the earth.

Silver ( ^ ) is made up of the two characters

chin
( ^ ) metal, and ( ^ ) ob.stinate or difficult,

probably on account of the fact that is was the only

ore of the five metals whose production entailed the

use of two metallurgical processes.

The character for copper ( Jjn] ) is made up of

the character chin (^), gold, and t'unj ( ^ ).

indicating, according to Chinese commentators,

sound, harmony and assembling, possibly because

metallic mixtures such txa Itrass or bronze mav have
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been known to the Chinese to be composite before

j)ure copper was known to them.

T'ieh
( j^ ), iron, l-ang (^], a character

translated as steel, and a form of hard iron, lou

(Sk)> or steel for engraving, are mentioned in the

Shu Ching and contemporaneous books. Flint,

the Roman historian, mentions that in his day

I'hinese iron was the best iron, also that the natives

exported it with clothing and furs or hides.

Tin, hsi
( fij), is a character which in early

periods seems to have indicated any white alloy.

The second part of the character hxi means "easy".

The Chinese commentators say that it indicates the

sound of the whole character. It possibly also

indicates the ease with which cassiterite is reduced

to the metal.

Zinc metal (flJS) ^as been known in Europe

since as early as the 15th century. Its systematic

distillation from calamine was not discovered in

Europe until the 18th century. Slabs assaying 98%
zinc, bearing a Chinese date corresponding to 1585

.\.D. have recently been found in Kuangtung

Province. This was possibly the origin of the

tutenague' which was imported into Europe from

the East in the 16th and 17th centuries.

Early Chmese records throw little light on

the occurrence of ore and the methods adopted

in mining it. Fire-setting is mentioned as an old

method of mining copper ore at an early period,

and a Chinese record, written between 950 and

1126 A.D. speaks of the use of vinegar in conjunction

with fire-setting, a practice which is said to have

been adopted by Hannibal in his passage through

the Alps.

Coal appears to have been discovered contem-

poraneously in China and in Europe. Roman
authors refer to impure coal in the second century

B.C. In China "a kind of stone which could be

burnt like brushwood (ch'ai ho)" is mentioned as

having been known during the Han Dynasty B.C.

206—A.D. 23.

The Chinese were probably the first to prospect

and mine by means of boring or drilling. Between

1023 and 1030 a.d. bamboo lining was used to protect

the sides of boreholes in sinking borings 'for salt.

Rope boring in connection with a lofty frame or

windlass is described in a book of either the Sung

or Ming period.

Gunpowder was used by the Chinese in the

manufacture of a sort of Greek fire during the Wei
Dynasty, between 220 and 260 a.d., and in guns 300

years before it was so used in England early in the

14th century. There appears, however, to be no

record of its having been used in Chinese mining

prior to its use in the Schemnitz mines in 1627.

Pure copper is recorded as having been obtained

by precipitation from copper solutions with iron in

two Chinese works as early as 1090 and 1099 a.d.

They are recorded as having had outputs of 50,000

and 380,000 catties of copper respectively. The iron

consumed was in the proportion of 2.4 iron to 1 of

copper.

Development of mining in China appears to have

suffered more from the fact that mines and the

metals in the earth were considered to be Imperial

perquisites, than from Feng shut or any other

influence. The Emperors looked upon metals

simply as a means for coinage, and consistently

discouraged mining of the metals and minerals other

than coal and iron e.vcept as a means to this end,

i.e. coinage, and sometimes the payment of troops.

Chinese coinage has been based on copper for 25

centuries, but the currency has frequently been

largely non-metallic. During the eai'ly periods the

cowrie shell constituted the only medium of

exchange. Since the beginning of the 9th century

paper currency has been largely used.

The rough and ready methods of the miner have

secured for him calumniators as plentiful in China

as elsewhere, and Chinese Emperors Were on many
occasions in doubt as to whether it would be better

altogether to prohibit mining, with its necessary

assembling cf "bad characters" or not. On several

occasions they actualK- did prohibit mining. About
220 A.D. metallic curreiicipwas abolished by Imperial

decree. In 1227 A.D. the Mongol authorities

prohibited the mining and smelting of gold, silver,

copper, iron, cinnabar and tinstone. In 1023 a.d.

officials were appointed in different localities to

prohibit mining. K'ang Hsi prohibited raining by

a decree issued in 1703 a.d., and until his death

continued to discourage it for fear of riots and

disturbances. As late as 1854 a Censor urged the

Emperor to forbid mining, but the Empire being in

severe financial straits, his suggestion was politely

rejected.

Mining also suffered from the imposition of

e.xcessive taxes by the Emperors. In 1266 a.d.

KHrBiL.u Khan ordered that the miners in certain

alluvial gold mines should give up the whole of the

gold won. In 1680 a.d., under K'ang Hsi gold and

silver mines were ordered to pay 40% of their

production as royalty. The same tax was collected

from all copper mines in Yunnan. Sixty years

later certain mines ha<l to pay 50% of their

production as royalty.

Even heavier as an impediment to mining

was the hand of mismanagement and rapacity, laid

on the mines by subordinate officials. This official

control was stigmatised by a commission appointed

under the Emperor Ch'ien LrNc as follows :

—

"Nature has provided us with excellent mineral

deposits. These were capable of producing much
profit to the people. The officials, thinking that

there was very much money in mining business,

wished to take it for themselves, so that in every
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mining district corrupt practices grew up amongst

thoni, to the very great injury of the people. For

this reason the rich refuse to devote their capital

to mining, and mining enterprises are gradually

ruined. If a capitalist puts his money into mining,

before he has gained much profit evil characters

raise complaints against him, with the result that

the official.s banish him to some distant country or

take possession of his belongings, in spite of his

complete innocence. It will thus be seen that

Chinese mining affairs are exceedingly badly

managed."*

[WILLIAM F. COLLINS, M. Inst. M. & M.]

MINI VETS. See J.miiidar.

MINOR or FRANCISCAN FRIARS. The

founder of the Mission of the Minor Friars in

China was John of Monte Corvino who is mentioned

by several contemporary writers but is chiefly

known to us by his own letters. He was born

about the year 1247. In 1272 he was already a

Minorite and employed in diplomatic service.

About 1280 he seems to have gone as a missionary

10 Persia. In 1289 he left Europe as Papal envoy

to Khubilai, and reached Khanljalig (Peking) in

1294, after Kiiubilai's death. There he made

friends with and converted to the (.'atholic faith the

Nestorian king George (v. Xcstorian Christians),

and, perhaps in consequence of this, suffered

persecution from the Ncstorians until George's

death in 1298. Wlicn ho wrote his first letter in

1305 he had built one Church at Khanbalig and

was beginning a second. Ho had bought forty

small boys whom he had baptized and trained

to sing the services, and had translated both

the Psalms and the New Testament into Mongol

or, more probably, Uighiir. His second letter

was written in 1306. About 1304 he had been

joined by a German brother named Arnold.

As a result of the reception of his letters seven

bishops were sent by the Pope in 1307 to consecrate

JcHN and make him Archbishop and to help him

in hie work. After immense hardships three o£

these

—

Gerard, Peregrine, and Andrew of Peru-

gia—seem to have reached Khanbalig in the year

1313. They consecrated John, and then wo hear

no more of them except as bishops successively

of Zaitun or Ch'iianchou Jj^ffl in Fukicn, where

two or three Churches were built. From Zaitun,

in 1326, Andrew wrote a mo.st interesting letter

which is preserved with John's two letters in a

contemporary Chronicle (MS. Latin 5006 in the

Ribliotheque Nationale, Paris) which has not been

printed in full. John of Monte Corvino died at

Khanbalig about the year 1329, and was buried

there. The Missions both at Khanbalig and at

Zaitun are mentioned by Ooonic, c. 1326, and bv

Will Hsk'Ti T'liug K'oo,

John de Marionolli, 1542-47, but nothing more

of importance is known of them. A successor to

John, named Nicholas, was appointed in 1333,

but <lied, c. 1339, before he reached Khanbalig

;

James of Florence, Archbishop of Zaitun, suffered

martyrdom in central Asia in 1362 ; and the

missions did not survive the Mongol dynasty.

Near Ch'iianchou three stones engraved with

crosses were found in the 17th century. The

woodcuts of these published at Hang-chou in 1644,

and the photograph of one which still survives

[T'ounij-jjao, 1914) show very marked Buddhist

features combined ' with the crosses. The fruit of

this heroic effort of the Minor Friars seems to

have been small. Numbers of heathen, Andrew
tells us, were baptized, "but being baptized they

walk no^ rightly in the way of Christianity.

"

Franciscan Missions are of three divisions

:

(i) Spanish Missions. P. Pierre db Alfaeo found-

ed the Convent of N. D. des Anges in Macao

in 1580. There was also a convent in Formosa from

1636 till the taking of the island by the Dutch in

1642. Spanish Franciscans came to Fukien in 1635

and only left it finally in 1863. At Chi-nan fu in

Shantung the'church of N. I), des Anges was built

in 1651. They had a chapel in Kuangtung in 1674.

They worked also in Hainan, in Kiangsi (1687), in

Chekiang (1700). and in Kiangnan.

(ii) Italian Missions. Italian missionaries were

sent by the Propaganda, first in 1680, then in 1697.

They penetrated as far as Lan-chou fu in Kansu.

Many Vicars-apostolic of the north-west were drawn

from their ranks. (iii) Portuguese Franciscans.

They had an establishment at Macao, but little

is known of their missionary work. They furnished

a bi.«hop to each of the three dioceses, Macao, Nan-

king and Peking. See Vicariats; Congregations.

Wadding : Annahs Minoruni, 2nd ed., 1733,

etc., and other collections of letters, etc., from the

Papal Registers; Yule; Cathay and the Way
thither, new ed., London, 191315; Pelliot :

Chretiens d'Asie Ccntrale ct d'Extreme-Oricnt, in

T'oung-imo, 1914; MouLB : The Minor Friars in

China, in /?..!. S. Journal, 1914, 1917.

MINT. The first properly equipped mint was

prriposed in 1887 in Canton by Chang Chih-tung,

who tried to introduce a national currency. It was

ready in 1890, the co.«t being about a million dollars.

Within nine years it issued three millions of dollar

coins and forty-eight million dollars in subsidiary

pieces.

In 1895 Chang Chih-tung, transferred from

the Two Kuang to the Hu Kuang viceroyalty.

founded the W'uch'ang silver mint. In 1896 the

Poiyang and Foochow mints were established ; the

latter has coined nothing but pieces of ten and

twenty cents. At the end of 1898 there were,
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besides the above named, mints at Nanking,

Hangihovv, Anking, Mukden, Kirin and Ch'engtu.

Others were projected but not established.

The dollars coined have had only a provincial

circulation ; the mints have issued an unlimited

quantity of smaller pieces but have not succeeded in

replacing the Mexican dollar by a national coin.

MISSION, in Roman Catholic usage, means

territory whose evangelization is entrusted to regular

priests under the authority of a Superior appointed

by the Superior-general of the Order and removable

by him. Such Missions may be outside of any

diocese, as Ifi, or may be part of a diocese, as that

of the Portuguese Jesuits at Chao k'ing.

MISSION AMONG THE HIGHER CLASSES
in China. See International Instilute.

MISSIONAIRES DU COEUR IMMACULE
de Marie, ?S ^Ij ^ ^ iC> & , ila-liya sheng hsin hui,

ilifsiunuries uf tht Immaculate Heart of Mary; a

Congregation founded in 1861 at Scheut-lez-Bruxel-

les, and hence often called the Scheut Mission.

Their first work was in Mongolia which the Lazarists

handed over to them, 1865. The priests take simple

vows, at first for five years (after one year's

noviciate), and then make perpetual profession. As
a rule only Belgians and Dutch are admitted as

members. The Congregation has a Superior-General,

who lives at Scheut. The general agency is at

Shanghai.

The Society has charge of four Vicariats :

Central Mongolia, E. Mongolia, W. Mongolia or

Ortos, N. Kansu, also one Prefecture-Apostolic,

S. Kansu, and one Mission, Hi : in which there are

95,360 Chri.^^tians.

MISSION ARCHEOLOGIDUE DANS LA
Chine .septentrionale ; a mi.^sion by M. Edoiuru
Chavannes in 1907, subsidized by the French

Ministry of Public Instrliction, the Academic des

Inscriptions and the Ecole fran9aise de I'Extreme

Orient.

The results were published in an album of 1179

illustrations (1909) and two parts (up to the present)

of volume i of the text (1913 and 1915) with more

illustrations reaching to the number 1739. The work

in issued by I'Ecole fran9aisc de TExtreme Orient.

Chavannes : Mif^ion .Irehiolmjiquc. etc. 1909-15.

MISSIONARY RECORDER, THE, a magazine

which was first is.'^ued in Maiih, 1867, by the Rev.

N. L. WiiEEt.EE, Foochow. It came to an end after

9 months. See (.'huie^t Jiecorder.

MISSION BOOK COMPANY, THE, is a

union of the merchandise and foreign periodical

departments of the Presbyterian Mission Press and

the Methodist Publishing House, in Shanghai, each

of these organizations having (^qual shares in the

capital of the new company. It was organized early

in April, 1915, and began business on the first of

May of lliat year.

MISSION LYONNAISE, LA, was a mission

of commercial exploration, sent out in 1895 by the

Chamber of Commerce of Lyons, in conjunction

with five other Chambers. It embarked at Mar-

seilles on September 15, 1895, and returned in

September, 1897. The chief of the Mission was

Consul E. RocHER until his health compelled him

to return to France ; he was succeeded by H.

Brenieu on May 3, 1896. The Mission travelled,

in different groups, from Tonkin to Hankow and

from the Tibetan border to Canton, covering in all

20,895 kilometres. The results of the Mission were

published in a handsome volume.

La Mhxion Li/nnnaise , Lyon, 1898.

MISSION PRESSES. The earliest (Pro-

testant) Press for the Chinese was set up at Malacca

by the London Missionary Society, and was worked

in connection with its College there. It was after-

wards removed to Hongkong, and among its super-

intendents were Drs. Chalmers, Legge and Eitel.

In the early days wooden blocks, characters cut in

metal and with the punches invented by Rev.

Samuel Dyer, were all in use. The press was sold

to a Chinese company in 1879. The L.M.S. also

established in the early days a printing press in

Java under Dr. Medhurst, and after the opening

of Shanghai it was removed there, and was at first

under Dr. Medhurst and then under Dr. Wylie. It

was this press which printed the Delegates' Version

of the New Testament. Money was subscribed in

England to scatter a million copies, and three

machines to be driven by bullocks were sent out to

print them, but the machines were not satisfactory

and most of the work was done by hand-presses.

In 1850, when the American Presbyterian Mission

Press was moved to Shanghai the L.M.S. gave uji

doing this kind of work. The American Board

started a Mission Press in Canton under Dr.

Hiudgman, wooden blocks being first used, but

movable types were afterwards introduced with

Dyer's matrices. Dr. S. Wells Williams was at

one time in charge of this press, which was destroyed

in 1858 by fire when the missionaries had been

expelled. Ten years later, a press was set up in

Peking with the indemnity money paid at Canton.

A great deal of work was done for those days, f-g.,

1,702.160 pages were printed in 1894. The press

and everything connected with it was destroyed in

1900 by the Boxers.

Mission Presses at the present date fall into

three main divisions (1) Those which print for

missions in general and do not limit their work to

any one branch of publication ; (2) those which print

chiefly for their own mission, and (3) those which
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are jiart of some industrial mission. It is evident

that (2) and (3) may sometimes overlap.

The great Mission Pre.sses in the first group are

given below :

—

I.—The originator of the Presbyterian Mission

Pres.s was the Hon. Walter LowitiE, Secretary

of the A.P.M. (North) from 1837 to 1868, who after

much study and expense, had thousands of matrices

for Chinese type cut in Paris, before China was

opened to the foreigners. The press was first

established in Macao in 1844. In 1845, it was
removed to Ningpo, and then to Shanghai in 1860.

In 1932-3, the old premises having become utterly

inadequate, new works were built in another part

of Shanghai, and in 1917 there are six foreigners

connected with it, and a staff of over 200 Chinese

;

the output for the year ending June 30th, 1917, was

11.302.363 pages in English or bilingual, and

54.329.020 pages in Chinese.

In 1916 the P.M. Press united its sales depart-

ment with that of the Methodist Publishing House

to form the "Mission Book Company" (tj.v.) and

ments of the two Presses are in the hands of the

Mission Boards in U.S.A.

II.—The Methodist Mission Press at Foochow

was established in 1862. In 1857, the first number

of the Missionary Recorder, afterwards the Chinese

Recorder (q.v.) was printed there. The Press did

a great deal of useful work, in printing Scriptures

for the Bible Societies, school-books and colloquial

literature, and in the production of Christian

magazines. In 1903, it was made a branch of the

United Methodist Publishing House in Shanghai.

In 1915, it was sold to a firm of Christian Chinese,

the Mission, however, reserving its right to censor

its publications.

III.—As early as 1894, the missionaries of the

Methodist Episcopal Church and the Methodist

Episcopal (South) Church began to consider a union

Methodist Press, but it was not till 1902 that a

basis of union was agreed upon. Business was com-

menced in 1904 in Shanghai under the style "The
Methodist Publishing House in China." In 1917

three foreigners are reported in connection with this

work, and a Chinese staff varying from about 150

to 220 employees acording to the work in hand.

Two periodicals, the China Christian Advocate (in

English), and the Chinese Christian Advocate (in

Chinese) are issued monthly; the former has a

circulation of 1,500, and the latter, of over 2,000.

For the question of amalgamation with the

Presbyterian Mission Press see above.

IV.—The Canadian Methodist Mission Press,

Chcngtu, Ssiich'uan, was established at Kiating in

1897, and was moved to the capital in 1903.

This Press works in Tibetan, Chinese, Ilua

Miao, and English, besides printing language lessons

48

in Frcncli and German. In addition to j)rinting for

the various missions of West China, a certain

amount of work is done for Chinese schools, and
for non-missionary foreigners. See C. M. Mission.

V.—The Chinese Baptist Publication Society at

Canton, established 1899, 'works for all evangelical

missions in the province, and publishes two religious

newspapers in Chinese besides a magazine in English,

tracts. Scriptures, etc.

A new Publishing House was built in 1912.

The chief examples of the second type of

Mission Press are :

—

1. The Signs of the Times Publishing House,

established in Honan in 1906, and moved to Shang-

hai in 1908. This is the property of the Seventh-

Day Adventists, and is used only for their own
propaganda. The paper which gives its name to the

press, had in 1916 an average sale of 60,000 per

month ; and a number of books and pamphlets are

also issued. See Seventh-Day Adventist Mission.

2. The Press of the National Bible Society of

Scotland, at Hankow, established in 1885. It was
severely damaged by fire in 1892, and again in 1907.

In 1914 it employed 200 workmen, and from its

inception to that date about 18,000,000 Testaments

and portions of Scripture had been produced. No
work is done, except for the Society itself.

3. The Trinity College Press, at Ningpo, be-

longing to the Church Missionary Society, which

works in Pomanized collo(]uial and in character.

4. The South China Alliance Press at Wuchow,
Kuangsi, established in 1913, by the Christian and

Missionary Alliance.

5. Weihaiwei Mission Press, begun in 1903.

6. Central China Religious Tract Society

Arthington Press, established in 1912, through a

gift of £2,500 from the Trustees of the Arthington

Fund ('/.t'.).

7. The Evangel Press at Shenchow. Hunan,

opened b.v the Evangelical Association in 1913.

8. Union University Press, Weihsien, Shan-

tung, moved from Tengchow 1907-8.

The majority of the small presses are parts of

Industrial work. The principal are :

—

1. Foochow College Press, part of the In-

dustrial work of the American Board there, founded

1889.

2. Hinghua (Fukien) Mission Press of the

Methodist Episco|)al Mis>ion, founded 1896.

3. South Chihli Mission Press at Ta-ming fu,

Chihli, established 1904.

4. Broadcast Tract Press. Changsha, esta-

blished 1897 by the Hunan Faith Mission.

5. Knipp Memorial Printing Plant, Canton

Christian College, founded in 1914.
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6. Hainan Jlission Press, belonging to the

A. P.M., established at Kachek, 1904.

7. English I'resbyterian Mission Press at Swa-

tow, establisheil 1880; works almost entirely in

romanized vernacular.

The Konian Catholic Church has five larger and

five smaller Presses in China.

The five larger are :

—

1. The Lazarist Press at the Pei T'ang in

Peking, which works in Latin, French, Chinese,

English, etc.

2. The Chilili Catholic Press at Ho-chicn fu,

working in the above-named four languages.

3. Yenchou fu Catholic Press (at ^ ^1 )J!f

Yenchou fu in Shantung), working in Latin, Chinese

and German.

4. Zikawei Press, Shanghai, working in French,

English, Chinese, etc.

5. The Nazareth Press, Hongkong, which

works in 15 languages.

The five smaller presses, which do not issue a

catalogue, are situated at Chungking, T'ai-yiian fu,

Kalgan, Tsi-nan t'u and Ningpo.

The Eussian Oithodox Mission has a printing

press at Peking.

China Mii-sion Year Booh for 1915. )i. 516-532

;

LeR Minfions de Chine rt rlu Jnpott, 1916.

MISSIONS ETRANGERES DE MILAN, a

seminary (Si.niiiinirL dc .iV. Culcociii) with the same

rules and object as the Missions Etrangeres de Paris,

founded in 1850. The Propaganda has entrusted to

it three Vicariats in China, namely Hongkong,

S. Honan and N. Honan. There is a Superior-

General, the Director of the Seminary at Milan.

The Christians nnnibor 55,958,

MISSIONS ETRANGERES OE PARIS, a

Society of secular priests, who, without being tied

by any religious vow, devote themselves to the

propagation of the Catholic faith in the Far East.

It originated about the middle of the 17th century,

not by any definite founder but by some French

priests proceeding by invitation to Tonkin to assist

the work of the Jesuits there. It has no Superior-

General, but is administered by the heads of the

different Missions, who have the title Superior-

Major, and by the Directors of its Seminary in

Paris. The first missionaiy to reach China Proper

was Mgr. Pallu in 1681.

All the members of the Society are French.

The Society ha« provided more workers and more

martyrs than any other of the bodies who evangelize

the Far East. More than 160 of its members have

been made bishops. In China it has under its care

12 Vicariats with 462,821 Christians.

MISSIONS ETRANGERES DE PARME,
properly the Seminary of St. Francis Xavier for

Foreign Missions; it was founded by the Archbishop

of Parma in 1906 and received the Pope's approval

(decretum laiidis) in 1906. The first missionaries

were already in China in 1904. The Society has

charge of the one Vicariat of W. Honan, with 5,723

Christians.

MITFORD. See Freeman-Mitford.

MIXED COURT OF SHANGHAI, THE, was
establi.^^hcd in 1863 by Sir H.uuiY Paukes, the

British consul. It was a "tribunal for the decision

of cases in which foreigners were either directly or

indirectly interested ... in which due attention

to foreigners' interests might be secured by the

presence of their representatives, while the juri.«-

dictiun of the native authorities was left untouched.''

As a Police Court it was to consist of a Chinese

officer, sitting alone, to try purely native cases

arising in the Settlement and brought before him
by the Municipal police ; it was a branch of the

City magistrate's office, but it was intended to be

made independent so as to avoid possible revision

of decisions by the superior officer away from the

Court.

In criminal charges by foreigners against

Chinese the Chinese magistrate was to deliver

judgement alone, but a Consular Assessor was to

be present with the right to stay proceedings. For

convenience' sake it became the custom for the

British Assessor to sit twice a week, an officer from

the American Consulate twice a week and one from

the German Consulate once a week.

At the beginning there was constant trouble

through the Chinese magistrate being of insufficient

rank for his work ; he was flouted and intimidated

and foreigners found it useless to bring civil cases

to a Court where a just judgement either could not

be obtained or could not be enforced.

1\I\TERS : Trial ies.

MODEL SETTLEMENT, THE, a term used

by Shanghai people for Shanghai, with more or les.=

justice.

MOGES, LUDOVIC JOSEPH ALFRED,
Marquis of, was born in Paris in 1830, and became

attached to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He
was appointed as a secretary in the Mission of Baron

Gnos to China in 1857, and wrote an account of

the Mission, Soticcnirs d'vne Amhafsade en Chine,

etc.. (1860), which has been translated into English.

MOHAMMEDANISM. The first officially

recorded embassy from Arabia to China was in

A.D. 551, but there were probably earlier Arab

visitors to the Court. Mohammedan armies early

made their triumphant advance into Central Asia,
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and China was constantly affected by their move-

ments. It was, however, not an attacking army
which first entered China, but a body of troops sent

by the Caliph in 757 in response to the appeal of

the T'anj; Emperor Su Tsvng to help him against

rebels. These soldiers, whose number is uncertain,

remained in China, married Chinese wives, and are

supposed to be the nucleus of the present Moham-
medan body. In the mass of Mohammedan legend,

much of it absurdly incorrect, and in the paucity of

Chinese references, the e.\act time and manner of

the entrance of Islam into China must remain un-

certain. I'.\RKEB says, "None of their [Chinese]

histories record a single word about the intro-

duction into China of the Mohanmiedan faith."

(China and lidiijiun, p. 139). But frequent inter-

course in the T'ang and succeeding dynasties is

recorded, and with the people the religion also came

and .spread.

Of the Mohammedan monuments in China the

tablet in Hsi-an fu claims to be the oldest. It bears

the date corresponding to a.d. 742, and claims to

belong to a mosque erected at that time. It is by

foreign scholars regarded as undoubtedly false ; but

it is important as being the basis of much Chinese

Moslem tradition. In Canton there is another

tradition that the first mosque in China was built

there by Mohammed's maternal uncle, whose tomb

is near. Ho is said to have been sent to China in

628 ; but it seems hardly likely that while the

religion was being persecuted in Arabia, and Mecca

was still uncapturcd, emissaries would be sent to

faraway China. In spite of monuments and tradi-

tions there seems little hope of finding anything

very definite about the coming of Islam.

After the victories of Khl'bii.ai Khan Moham-
medanism came with trade, not only to Canton but

to Fukien and Kiangsu. The Emperor also on

winning Yiinnan sent a Mohammedan to ad-

minister the province. The natives were then

.ravage, but the minister's wise rule was such that

Mabco Polo says the whole population of Yiinnan

was Mohammedan. Through the province of Kansu

China has conquered Mohammedan peoples in

Central Asia and these have at times (lowed into

China.

During the last two centuries, that is, since the

Manchu dynasty ruled and never before, there

have been several serious Mohammedan rebellions,

which were not, however, to be regarded as religious

wars. After some less important risings, (1818,

1826, 1834), the most serious broke out in 1855 and

lasted for eighteen years. This was the Panthay or

Yiinnan rebellion. It is estimated that a million

lives were lost, and the province has not even yet

recovered its earlier prosperity.

Another great rebellion, known as tlio Tungan

rebellion, broke out in 1862 in Kansu and Shensi,

and was not quelled till Tso Tsung-t'ang ^^ ^ '^i

arrived on the scene in 1870. It has been stated

that in this rebellion the population of Kansu was
reduced from fifteen millions to one million. As
an outcome to some extent of this rebellion there

followed the troubles in Kashgaria and other parts

of the Empire in Central Asia. Yakoob Beg (q.v.)

made himself master of the situation and ruled an

independent state for 12 years. At the time com-

petent observers e.xpressed the fear that China itself

would be transformed into a Moslem power. But
Tso TsuNC-T'ANG in a remarkable campaign crushed

the rebellion and recovered the cities by 1877. It

has been estimated that ten million lives were lost.

The number of Mohammedans in China has

been very variously estimated. In Moslem authori-

ties it is found as high as 80 millions ; de Thiersant

gives it as 20 millions ; Palladibs as 3 to 4 millions.

A very careful inquiry has been made by

Bp.oomhall, and his estimate, founded on figures

received from 200 correspondents all over the

Empire, is 5 millions as a minimum and 10 millions

as a ma.ximum.

The increase of them is due to the birth rats

not to proselytising, and to the purchase of children

in famine times to be brought up in their religion.

They hold tenaciously to their religion in its

e.xternal sense, tut its doctrines sit lightly on them,

or they could not take office and worship the tablet

of the Emperor. As the Koran may not be trans-

lated, as they insist on circumcision, and as they

eschew pork, they cay hardly attract many Chinese

into their faith ; but neither do they rouse any anti-

pathies by their religious practices.

Broo.mhall : hlam in China, 1910 ; Deveria :

Origine dc I'lslamismc en Chine; De Thiersant :

Le MahomHisme en Chine, 1878; Rocher : T.n

Provinre Chinnise du Yunnan, (vol. ii).

MO HSI JR^-- The favourite concubine of

Chieii, last ruler of the Hsia dynasty. She had

been presented to the Emperor by the conquered

chieftain of Yu sliih ;(j )jM in modern Shantung.

CiiiEll indulged in such excesses becau.';c of her that

she may be said to have caused the downfall of the

dynasty. See Chich A'liri.

MOKANSAN JJ T III. translated by some as

'don't worry mountain,' a favourite summer resort,

especially for residents of Chekiang and Kiangsu

provinces. It is 30 miles north of Hangchow and

150 miles from Shanghai. It is about 2,000 feet in

altitude, and in 1917 lias 116 houses, with a

population of 716, including 286 children.

MOLE, belonging to the order InKretivora.

Si.x species arc found in N. China and neighbouring

districts, viz.,

Miujera robusla, Manchuria ; M. wni/urn

roiiuna, Corea ; Scajmnuliis owcni, S.W. Kansu;
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&'. lepturus, Chihli ; S. moschatuf, Inner Mongolia

;

S. gilliesi, Shansi, Ordos.

SowERBY : Mammals of North China, N.C.B.

E.A.S. Journal, vol. xvlii.

MOLERAT. See Spalacidce.

MdLLENDORFF, PAUL GEORGE, Von.

Born at Gorlitz in 1848, he died at Xiiigpo in 1901.

From 1869 he was in the Chinese Customs in China or

Korea, except for a short time when he was Germaji

Consul at Tientsin. He published a Manual of

Chinese Jiiblio<jraphy, Shanghai, 1876, {q-v.) ; The
Family Law of the Chinese, Journal, N.C.B. R.A.S.,

vol. xiii and vol. xxvii, (translated into French

also) ; a translation from the German of Fabee's

Systematical Diijesl of the Doctrines of Confucius;

and an Essay on Manchu Literature, Journal,

N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. .\xiv.

MOMEIN, tlie Burmese name of Teng-yiieh,

[q.V.).

MONASTER I ES. See Buddhist Monasteries.

MONGOL LANGUAGE. A script for Mon-

golian was invented in a.d. 1269 by Baschpa acting

on Khubilai Khan's orders ; and it was based on

Uighur. It never became popular, and it was super-

seded before the end of the dynasty by a modifica-

tion of Uighur. Wtlie states that no book in

Mongol has come down to us from the Yiian

dynasty, but that there are stone tablets remaining,

inscribed in both the characters mentioned. See

Baschpa.

VVylie : Azotes on Chinese Literature; Giles :

China and the Manchus.

MONGOLIA, ^-^ Meng hu, a vast and poor

territory, of 1,300,000 square miles' area with only

2,500,000 inhabitants. The poverty is due to the

wall of mountains (Khingan ^ Sg) on its eastern and

southern boundaries, which shuts out the moist

winds and makes the climate hot and dry in sum-

mer and intensely cold in winter. Agriculture is

impossible except in a few spots, and the population

is of necessity nomadic and sparse. The whole

country is a plateau of 3,000 to 5,000 feet above sea-

level, from which a descent is made in every

direction by passes in the surrounding wall of

mountains. The only exception to this statement

is the Tarim basin in the west, which is lower than

the Mongolian plateau on its north but has the lofty

Tibetan plateau to the south. This valley, however,

does not make part of the political division of

Mongolia, though geographically one with it.

The whole of the interior is marked on some

maps as the Gobi Desert or Sha mo. It is, however,

not all level steppe, for spurs of the Altai range jut

into it, and lower hills cross it in many directions.

Nor is the desert a sandy waste excei)t in the

south-west; three-fourths o! it is grass-land, though

not all equally rich, and on the borders in the

mountain valleys there are trees and water in

abundance.

The Mongols were originally a Tartar tribe,

whose home was along the upper course of the

Amur, between the Onon and Kerulon rivers. The
name Mongol means ' brave men.' Coming south

in a.d. 1135 they first destroyed the Chin ^ power
and ultimately subjugated the whole of China.

(See Yiian dynasty and KhubUai Khan).

Modern Mongolia is divided into Inner j^ nei

and Outer ^ u-ai; the former south of the Gobi

Desert and marching with China Proper and Man-
chui-ia, the latter having its boundaries on the north

and west coterminous with Russia. The Inner

Mongols are known, from their military division, as

the Forty-nine Banners ; they represent (with the

Ch'ahar tribe.—v. infra) the parts of the race which

most readily submitted to the Manchu invaders of

China. Their military organisation is directly

descended from that adopted by Chenchis Khan's

successors. The forty-nine banners include twenty-

four tribes, among which are two Khalka tribes

from Outer Mongolia. The six leagues which

make up the forty-nine banners, with the names of

the tribes in each league, may be found in full in

Mayehs' Chinese Government, 3rd ed. p. 88. Two
Military Governors-General, one at Jehol, one at

Kalgan, control Inner Mongolia, depending in civil

matters on the Viceroy of Chihli.

The outer Mongols are either Khalkas or

Kalmuks. The Khalkas are the tribes which sub-

mitted to the Manchus much later than the tribes of

the forty-nine banners. Their banners (including

two with the Inner Mongols) number eighty-six.

The centre of administration for the northern and

eastern tribes is Urga ; for the western, Uliasut'ai.

The Khalka Khans send annual tribute to Peking

consisting of 'Nine whites,' that is, eight horses and

a camel, and pure white.

The Kalmuks are the tribes further west ; the

Chinese name for them is jg^ ?^ O lu te, Oelot,

turned by French missionaries into Eleuth. They
once made the independent nation of Sungaria, in-

cluding modern Hi ; but were overthrown by

K'ang Hsi and Ch'iex Lung. The tribe names

(six) may he found in Mayers, (v. s.).

There are twenty-nine banners (all but one

being Kalmuk in origin) in the region of Koko-nor

and on the northern borders of Tibet. These are

Ch'inij hai MCntj ku ?5§JS||"S" ( h'inghai (Koko-nor)

Mongols. There are thirty-four banners, Kalmult

by descent, called Mongols of Alashan ISI t4 # ^ "S" ',

they occupy the country north of Ninghsia (Kansu),

west of the Yellow River.

Another division is the Nomad Herdsmen ]J|4^ift

These are the tribes nearest the capital, immediately
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beyond the Great Wall. The Manchus forbade agri-

culture to thera,—hence their name, and do not rule

them by titular Princes. It is within their territory

that the imperial pasturages were situated for rear-

ing flocks, herds, horses and camels for the imperial

household. The more important tribes in this

division are the C'h'a-har and Bargu tribes.

There are various other tribes or remnants of

tribes,—the Hasak KplS^j Kiassak (Cossack) or

Kirghis ; the Burials (subject to Russia), etc. See

.Mongol Innijuage.

HowouTH : History of t/ic Momjols and other

works ; Piuevalsky : Momjolia, etc. ; Cordieb's

Bibliuthren Sinica gives 42 columns to works on

Mongolia.

MO-NI. Seei1/u7ii'.

MONKEYS. Three species are found in

N. China, Macucus tibetanua on the borders of

Kansu and Ssuch'uan and Tibet; M, tschiliensis,

a, rare animal only seen in the forests near the

Eastern Tombs in Chihli ; and Ithinopithccus

roxellaiKC, in W. Ssuch'uan and Kansu. The skin

of the last-named is much valued by the Chinese,

and it is said that at one time only members of the

Imperial family were entitled to wear it.

In Swikhoe's list of Mammals south of the

Yangtze he mentions Hylobatta sp., a black Gibbon

supposed to exist in Kuangtung and known in

Hainan ; Macacus sancli-johanim, a rock-monkey

found on islands near Hongkong ; M. cijclopis, the

Formo^an Rock-monkey; and M. erythraus in Hai-

nan. The li.st is old, and these names have no doubt

been changed.

Soweuby : Jfeniil Ife^carch, Journal, N.C.B.

R.A.S., vol. .\lvii; SwiNiiOE : Catcdogue of C/iincse

Mammah, P.Z.S., 1870.

MONSOON, said to be derived from the Arabic

vitiu'iin, 'spiison,' a trade wind in the East Indian

Ocean, blowing in one direction for si.x, (or in some

cases for three months), then in the opposite

direction for the same period. As far as the 30th

degree of latitude such winds are constant and

periodical all round the globe.

MONSTER OF TRADE. Sea C'o/iong.

MONTECORVINO. See John of Monte
Corvino.

MOORMEN, formerly a common foreign name
in Canton fm the natives of India who came there

for trade. The (,'hinese call them 'white head

people' ^ SH \ jxii I'ou jin, probably becau.se of

the turban.

MORRISON EDUCATION SOCIETY, THE,
was fiiundiMl in .S<|it,'niljcT, 1836, in memory of

Dr. Morrison "to improve and promote Education

in China by Schools and other niean.«." It raised

a fund of about $13,000, and with the interest and

with annual subscriptions it supported a school of

its ow'n, first in Macao, then in Hongkong ; but many
of its earlier patrons became scattered when other

ports were opened and the accumulation of debt

caused the disbanding of the school in 1846. The
interest of the Fund cleared off the debt by 1853.

The income was then devoted to grants in aid of

various schools.

MORRISON, GEORGE ERNEST, was born

in the Colony of Victoria on February 4, 1862 and
was educated at the Melbourne and Edinburgh

Universities, graduating in medicine in 1887. He
has travelled widely, his fust great journey being

across Australia on foot, from the Gulf of Carpen-

taria to Melbourne, in 1882-3. In 1883, he was- in

New Giiinea, where he was speared and almost killed

by natives. In 1894, he went from Shanghai to

Rangoon by land, and in 1896, from Bangkok to

Yiinnan fu. The ne.\t year he crossed Manchuria,

going from Stretensk to Vladivostock ; and in 1910

hi rode 3,750 miles from Honan fu to Andijan in

Russian Turkestan. He was in Peking through the

siege of the Legations, and in 1905 accompanied the

Japanese in their triumphal entry into Port Arthur.

From November, 1895 to September, 1912 he
was correspondent for The Times, first in Indo-

china, Siam and the Shan States, afterwards, from
February, 1897, in Peking. In 1912 he accepted

the appointment of Political Adviser to the Chinese

Government, and .vtill holds that post in 1917. For

the famous library he collected see lAbraries.

E.xcept his correspondence to The Times his

only published work is An Australian in China,

(1895).

MORRISON, JOHN ROBERT, second son of

Dr. MounisoN the niis.siimary, was born at Macao
in 1814. After being educated for a short time in

England he returned to Macao and received further

teaching in the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca.

Then ho acted as interpreter in Canton, and on his

father's death succeeded him as Chinese secretary

and interpreter to the Superintendents of British

trade. He was always an active helper in missionary

work. In accordance with his father's wish he

began the revision of the Chinese translation of the

Scriptures, and was later associated with MEDHunsT,

GuT7,LAKF and BniDOMAN in producing a new

version.

Ho died at Macao in 1843.

His writings are, Some Account of Charms,

Talismans, etc., London, 1833; Companion to the

AnijloChincse Calendar, 1832; .1 Chinese Com-

mercial Guide, Canton. 1834. (Later editions of

this wore remodelled by S. \V. \Villiams).

(Wylie) : Memorials of Protestant Missionaries

to the Chinese, p. 10.
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MORRISON, ROBERT; the i>ioiieer of Pro-

testant -\1 issionaiT work in China. He was born

in Northumberland in 1782. In his youth, which

was spent in Newcastle, though he worked at

business twelve or fourteen hours a day, he began

the study of Latin, Greek and Hebrew, paying a

teacher's fees out of his scanty earnings. Later on,

he entered the Dissenting College at Ho.xton, (now

Highbury College), and having been accepted by

the London Missionary Society, was sent to the

Missionary Academy at Gosport. He then studied

some medicine and some astronomy and took some

lessons in Chinese. He cojiied a manuecript Chinese

New Testament in the British Museum, and in 1807

made the journey to Canton via New York in seven

months.

The difficulties here met with were the opposi-

tion of Chinese to his residence, the prohibition to

Chinese to teach the language to foreigners, the

hostility of the Roman Catholic priests in Macao,

and the strict regulations of the East India

Company. However, in spite of all difficulties, he

was able to print the entire Scriptures in Chinese

in 1824, Marshman's translation having appeared

two years earlier in Serampore. This was made
possible by his accepting an official position in

1809,—the post of Chinese tran.slator to the East

India Company.. He completed a Chinese grammar
in 1812, a dictionary of Chinese in 1814, and another

of the Canton dialect. In 1816, he accompanied

Lord Amheusi's embassy to Peking as interpreter,

and in 1823 went to England for a furlough of two
years. He baptized the first Protestant Chinese

convert in July, 1814, at Macao; after 25 years'

labour, the convert* were ten in number. He died

at Canton, August, 1834, and was buried at Macao.

(MoREisoN) : Memoir, by his widow, 1839.

MORRISON (Ship). The American ship

Miirri-'on made a voj-age to Japan, leaving Macao
on December 3, 1836, with the object first, of carry-

ing back seven Japanese sailors shipwrecked on the

China coast, ne.xt, of opening up friendly relations

with Japan. S. Wells Williams, Dr. Peter
Parker, C. W. King and Karl Gutzlakf were the

men who made this attempt. Beyond landing the

shipwrecked sailors the mission was a failure. It

was 56 days absent. C. W. King's notes of the

voyage form the first volume of the work named
below. See also Himmahh.

The Claims of Japan and MaUnjaia ti//on C/iri.'i-

endom, etc.. New York, 1839.

MORSE, HOSEA BALLOU, was born in Nova
Scotia, July 18, 1855, and is an American citizen.

Ho entered the Chinese Maritime Customs Service

in August, 1874. In 1879 he was sent to the

London Office of the Service, where he remained

for three years. Reluming to China he held various

posts, being in 1896 ('ommissioner at Lungchow,

and later at Pakhoi, Hankow and Canton. From
1904 to 1907 he was Statistical Secretary in

Shanghai. During this last term he introduced

many reforms into the statistical procedure of the

Customs, and increased the efficiency of the

recording staff and the value of the returns issued.

Mr. Morse is a graduate of Harvard ; holds the

decoration of the Double Dragon, Third Division,

First Class (1904); and Civil Rank of the Second

Class (1908).

He left China at tlie end of 1907 and resigned

two years later.

He is the author of some imjjortant works :

The Trade, and Administration of the Chinese

Empire; The Gilds of China; and The International

Relationi^ of the Chinese Empire. The last-named

work covers "The Period of Conflict." It is under-

stood that a .second volume continuing the history

down to the present is ready for publication.

MOSS, MICHAEL, a delegate sent by the

Hongkong Chamber of Commerce to explore the

West River in 1870. He went as far as Nan-ning.

Narrative and Cummereial Report of an Ex-

plonitiiin of III ^^'^'st Ii'Icer, etc., Hongkong, 1870.

MOSSMAN, SAMUEL, editor of the North

China Herald at the time of the T'ai P'ing

rebellion, and editor of General Gordon's Private

Diary of his Exjiloits in China, the diary having

been given to him by Gordon at the time. He has

also published a stoi-y, The Great T'ai l"i7>g

Ilebelliun.

Mossman : General Gordon's Private D'tary,

etc., London, 1885.

MOST FAVOURED NATION CLAUSE.
This first appeared in the British Supplementary

Treaty signed at the Bogue, October 8, 1843, being

in Art. VIII, where it read . . . "should the

"Emperor hereafter, from any cau.se whatever, be

"pleased to grant additional privileges or immunities

"to any of the subjects or citizens of such foreign

"countries, the same privileges and immunities

"will be extended to and enjoyed by British

"subjects; ..."
This Treaty was abrogated in 1858, by the first

Article in the Tientsin Treaty of June 26 in that

year; but this clause is there reported and amplified

in Article LIV. It reads as follows : . . . "it is

"hereby expressly stipulated that the British

"Government and its subjects will be allowed free

"and equal participation in all privileges, immuni-

"ties and advantages that may have been, or may
"be hereafter granted by His Majesty the Emperor

"of China to the Government or subjects of any

"other n.ition."

There was a slight extension of this in 1869 by

till' insertion of the words "on the same conditions."
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This clause has naturally been inserted in treaties

of almost every otlier Power with China.

MOTACILLIDAE, a family of the Passeres;

it comprises the Wagtails and Pipits. Motacilla

leucopsis is found everywhere in China in hilly

country. A{. hodgsoni, Hodgson's Pied Wagtail,

has been taken in Ssiich'uan and in S. Shensi.

M. or.uhiris, the Streak-eyed Wagtail, is abundant

all over China. M. lurjens winters in S. China,

passing through China on migration. M.
bnicalevis is found in the western provinces, in

migration, has been taken at Shaweishan and

occurs at Peking. M. mrlanupe, the Grey Wagtail,

is found all over China and in Mongolia. M. flavn,

the Blue-headed Wagtail, is quite common in (,'hina

and Mongolia. M. taivana is an allied species with

the last ; it is found in Hainan, Formosa, and

Fukien, and passes through E. China on migration.

.1/. bonulis, the Eastern Grey-headed Wagtail, is

seen on jiassage and is very abundant in N. China.

M. cilrtdhi, the Yellow-headed Wagtail, is found

in summer in China and Mongolia, in Chihli, the

Ordos, and in the valley of the Yangtze, according

to P. David. It breeds on the upper Yangtze.

I.imonidyomui indicus, the Forest Wagtail, in

small numbers ; it nests in the mountains of W.
and N. China, and is a common migrant. Anthtis

jajionicut, the Japanese Water-Pipit, is a common
bird, found in Chihli in the winter. A. blakhtoni,

winters in N. China to the Yangtze. A. cervinus,

the Ked-throatcd Pipit, a migrant, wintering in

S. China. .4. rosaeeu.^-, Hodoson's Pipit, has been

taken at Mu-p'in. A. rnaculntu^ is common every-

where in China and winters abundantly in S.

China. .1. rjiuituvi, passes through Eastern China

on migration. A. ric/iardi, Piciiard's Pipit,

winters in S. China and passes through China on

migration ; it is found in Chihli at the time of

passage and nests in Alongolia and the Ortos.

Vrcociiry's s>/lcunui<, (0. kiangsinen-^is Dav.) has

been taken in Kiangsi, Fukien and W. China.

Aijrodroma f/oldlrwslii has been found in Manchuria

and on the Ala-shan.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine.

MO Tl. ^eoMoTzu.

MO T2U, also, Meh Tzu, Mm Tzu or Mu Tzu

Q ^ , sometimes Latinized as AFiciua, a philosopher

of the period between the time of CoNKUrins and

that of llENCirs. His name was JJIi f('.. Mo Ti.

Mencius vigorously combated his doctrines, and in

the opinion of orthodo.xy, put them out of court for

ever. HsiiN Tzfl also attacked him, though less

violently. Ilis works, as we have them, are in

53 books or chapters, others having been lost. They

were probably collected, if not written, by his dis-

ciples after his death. The text is in parts so corrupt

as to be quite unintelligible, the reason being that

after his immediate followers died, he was totally

neglected for some centuries. The parts which are

clear, show a methodical arrangement of arguments
e.xceedingly rare in early Chinese literature. One-
third of the work deals with the science of forti-

fication. His chief doctrine is Utilitarianism of the

kind associated with John Stuart Mill, and
"llniversal Love" is the foundation of his Ethics.

H^ offended his countrymen's sense of filial piety by
inveighing against costly funerals; he condemned
music, as having no practical value ; he combated
fatalism, and abominated war; and though he seems

to advocate the practical to an exceedingly practical

people, yet the Chinese from Mencius downward,
have dismissed his ideas as unpractical and imprac-

ticable. His views on the nature of the Supreme
Being, to whom he attributes the will, intelligence,

and feeling which compose personality, and the

doctrine of Universal Love above-mentioned, make
him the Chinese thinker most akin to Christianity

;

a fact clearly perceived by the Chinese when the

Christian religion came to China and used as an

argument against it.

His works have not been translated, but Faber

has given the whole of his doctrine in a free trans-

lation with remarks in The. Doctrine of the. Philo-

sopher Micius, in German,—rendei'ed into English

by Dr. Kui'FER, Shanghai, 1897; and Alex. David

wrote on him in French in 1907. Some interesting

selections are given by Suzuki.

Suzuki : History of Chimse. Plidosojjhy

;

I.ecge : Chine/e Classics, vol. ii, prologomena

]i. 103 et se<f.

MOD "i- MU, ^, the Chinese unit of land

measure, generally translated acre. A iiioii. in

Shanghai was defined by H.B.M. Consul in 1861 as

the equivalent of 7,260 square feet English. Like

all Chinese measures it varies in different parts of

the country, and even in the same di.strict two or

more sizes of 7nou may be in use. Thus while

7,260 sq. ft. Eng. make the mou at Shail^hai, 5,000

and other figures up to 32,000 are given as the size

of the mou in other districts when turned into

English square feet.

The importance of this to the reader is that

writers often speak of the yield of crops per acre

without giving any assurance that they have care-

fully in(|uired into the size of the local viou. The

Shanghai measure, Avhich gives 6 mou to one

English acre, is only good for Shanghai, and not

even for the neighbourhood of Shanghai, far less

for other provinces.

JoonxAL, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xxiv. Currency

and ,Min-urcs in China.

MOXA, '^'K "i '"'". '» (listillod from llhimen

haUamifcra, and is a product of the Nanning and

Po?e districts of Kuangsi. It is marketed in the
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form of a greyish-white powder, used in medicine

and perfumery. The price is as high as Tls. 200

per picul. The Materia medica says that moxa is

the powdered leaves of Artemisia vulgaris, the

mugwort. It is used in pellets for cauterizing

sores, etc. Artemisia itself is used as a charm, and

for a great variety of diseases.

Customs lieport.

MU ig. There was a King Mn, Mu Wang,
ruler of the Chou empire, B.C. 984; there was also

a Duke Mu, Mn Kung, ruler of the Ch'in State,

B.C. 650.

With the Bcmboo Books (q.v.) there was dis-

covered an account of a journey made by Mu Wang
to the far west, as far as Hsi wang mu {q.v.).

This has generally been regarded as a great exploit

of the Emperor. Chavannes, however, accepting

ttie account as historic, believes the adventure

belonged to the Duke, and that the Tarim valley

was the limit of his journey.

Pahkep : Avrirvt China Simplified, c. xxxv.

MUIRHEAD, WILLIAM, for 53 years a

missionary of the London Missionary Society, was

born at Leith, 1822, and died at Shanghai, 1900.

He reached China in 1847, was made D.D. of

Edinburgh University in 1894, published many

works in Chinese and some sermons in English,

besides C/iinn and the Gospel (1870).

MUKDEN, the Manchu name of the city which

the Chinese call Feng-t'ien ^35, Sheng-ching ®^.
Shen-yang jf |^ and Shingyang ^|g. It was

formerly the capital of Manchuria, and is now the

capital of the province of Fengt'ien. In 1621 it

was taken from the Chinese by Nurhachu, and he

made it his capital in 1625. The city is square, the

walls being ten miles in length ; and, as in Peking,

there is an inner wall surrounding the old imperial

palace. The tombs of the first two emperors of the

Manchu dynasty, T'ai Tsu and T'ai Tsung, are

here or near here, and the later emperors used to

come to offer the sacrifices to ancestors ; but the last

who visited Mukden was Chia Ch'ing in 1804.

At the beginning of the Russo-Japanese war

the Russians made Mukden a great stronghold and

were only driven from it after a great battle.

Hence, though the place was opened to foreign

trade by the Treaty with the United State* and

Japan in 1903, it was not till 1906 that the opening

really took place. It is noted for its skin and fur

trade, which is however showing a tendency to go

further north as the forests are cut down ; the

Fushun and Penhsihu coal mines are in close

proximity ; the oil-milling industry is important

;

there is a large tobacco factory and numerous

smaller industries. A Goverr.ment Agricultural

Station exists, and the surrounding country is noted

for its wealth in beans and grain.

The population in November, 1915, was 178,000,

of whom nearly 3,000 were Japanese, other

foreigners (excluding some Koreans) being 177.

^Mukden is an important station on the South

Manchurian Railway, being the junction of the main
line from Dairen and that from Antung. It is also

the terminus of the line from Tientsin.

The following have been British Consuls-

General at Mukden since the post was established

in 1916.

1915, August 6, H.^KRY English Fulfobd.

1911, January 20, Pierre Frederick' Hausser.

(Did not proceed).

1911, May 25, William Henry Wilkinson.

1913, October 1, P. E. O'Brien Butler.

Richard : Comprehensive Geography of the

Chinese Empire; Phyfair : The Cities and Towns
of China.

MU LAN :^^, a celebrated heroine of the

fifth century a.d. Her father, a military official,

being called to active service on the frontier was
prevented by severe sickness from going to his post,

and in order to save him from disgrace or distress,

she disguised herself and took his place, serving

for twelve years without her sex being discovered.

Giles : Biographical Dictionary.

MUMMIES. The usual though not universal

way of disposing of dead Buddhist monks is by

cremation [q.v.], but distinguished and saintly

abbots and others are sometimes embalmedi and

gilded, and exposed to the gaze of pilgrims. In

Tibet the bodies of the Grand Lamas are thus

preserved and exposed for a long time before being

put in a gilded tomb. The Chinese practice was

probably borrowed from Tibet. Three such mum-
mies may be seen on Mei' shan, and one on

Chiu Hua shan.

Yetts : Xotes on the Disposal of Buddhist

Dead, R.A.S. Journal, 1911; Johnston: Buddhist

China.

MUNDAY, PETER, a merchant who accom-

panied Weddell's exploration {q.v.). He kept a

diary of the chief events of the voyage, which is

now extremely interesting to read and of great

value. He was a great traveller in Europe and .4sia

and made copious notes. These are now being

edited and published by the Hakluyt Society, but

the diary of his journey to China is not yet ready.

The manuscript is in the Bodleian Library at

Oxford. Eames : The English in China.

MU P'ING ^Hf also Moupin, etc., locally

called Mu I'tchi, a town and district lying between

China and Tibet.

It is one of the many semi-independent states

which are ruled by hereditary princes and pay

tribute to China, (see T'u ssfi), and is perhaps
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the most important of such. The town has about

two hundred families ; the district or principality

about twelve thousand, or some 80,000 people. Of

these a fair proportion are Chinese, the native

element being Kiarung, with traces of Tibetan im-

migrations. The prince has power over both

Chinese and Mantzu, even to execution by strangu-

lation. He pays tribute in Peking every five years

and to the Viceroy of Ssuch'uan every three ; or

did so under the Manchu rule. It is said that the

princedom was given by K'anc; Hsi to a faithful

Manchu soldier, whose descendants are now, how-

ever, practically pure Mantzu. The prince is a

Tibetan Buddhist ; there is a lamasery in the town

with about twenty lamas of the Yellow sect. The

principality is said to have produced a Dalai Lama.

The climate is mild ; there are many fine chain

suspension bridges in the district, but the roads are

all exceedingly bad.

The name is chiefly known to foreigners because

of P. AiiMAND Daviu's Natural History researches

in the region.

MURID/E, the family of rats, mice, hamsters

and vkIi's. This is a very large family including

thirty-three species in North China and neighbour-

hood. Their names and distribution are as

follows :

—

Merioncs unguiculatus, Mongolia, N. Shansi,

N. Shensi, Ordos ; M. auccps, Shansi, Shensi; M.
jisammophilus, Shansi, Chihli ; Kpimys norvegicus

saar, Shensi, Kansu ; i'. norvegicus caraco, Man-

churia ; ij. conjucianus saccr, Shantung ; A', con-

fucianus luticolor, N. Shensi, Shansi ; E. confuciunus

cnuorus, Kansu ; E. ling, Kansu ; Mus wngncri,

Shensi, Kansu; M. wagncri mongolium, Shansi,

N. Shensi; M. wagneri manchu, Manchuria; M'.

giuiiuensin, Kansu; Apodcmw apcciosus pcninsuhc,

Corea to Kansu; A. praetor, Manchuria; At

tpcciosus gdiacus, Saghalien ; A. agrarius corcce,

Corea, Chihli; .1. agrarius pnllidior, Shansi, Shensi,

Kansu; A. agrarius mantchuricuj>, Manchuria; .1.

fcrgumoni, Kansu; Micromys minutua, S. Shensi;

M. minutus us,^uricus, Manchuria, Corea; Gricetuius

neslor, Manchuria, Corea; C. trilon, Chihli, Shansi;

C. triton incanua, Shansi, Shensi ; C. andcraoni,

Shansi, Shensi, Kansu ; C. griseuti, Shantung,

Mongolia; C, grUeus obscurus, N. Chihli, N.

Shansi ; C. griicut fumahis, Manchuria ; Phodnpus

bcdfordia, Ordos, W. Shansi; P. camphiUi, Inner

Mongolia ; Craseomys regulus, Chihli, Corea, Man-

churia ; C. sliani'ciut', Shansi ; C. brdfordio!, Sagha-

lien ; Miirotus calainnrum suprrus, S. Shensi; Af.

malcdlmi, Kansu; M. oniscu.i, Kansu; ;1/. nnguslw,

Mongolia; M. warringtnni, Mongolia; M. mnnda-

rlini/:, Mongolia, Shansi; M. ji>/iannui, Shansi; M.

l,\iUu.-, Shansi; M. {Curyomys) inez, W. Shansi;

.1/. (Caryomys) nux, S. Shensi ; .1/. {(Jaryomya) eva,

4'.t

Kansu; M. (Eothenomys) mclanogastcr , Kansu;

.1/. pelliccu-s, Manchuria; M. limnophilus, Kansu;

M. raddei, Mongolia; M. grcgalis, Mongolia;

Ari-icola mongolica, Mongolia; A. amurensis, Lower

Amur, Manchuria, Saghalien ; Procdromys bed-

fordi, Kansu.

SwiNHOE names a dozen species of the Mus

genus as found south of the Yangtze, and no doubt

some of these will prove on examination to be

named in the above list for the North.

SowEUBY : Journal, N.C.B.li.A.S., vol. xlvii

;

SwiNHOE : Catalogue of the Mammals of China.

MUSCICAPIDAE, the Flycatchers, a Family

of l'a.<sercf. Those known in China are as follows.

Terpsiphone incii, common in summer through-

out China and Manchuria. T. princeps, on the

southefn coasts in passage. Culicicapa ceylonensis,

on the Upper Yangtze and in W. Ssiich'uan.

Uypothymis azurea, the Indian Black-naped Fly-

catcher, in S.E. China, Hainan and Formosa.

Muscicapula hyperythra, in Formosa. M. macnlata,

in Yiinnan. M. sapphira, the Sapphire-headed

Flycatcher, in S.W. China. Siphia strophiala, the

Orangc-gorgeted Flycatcher, in S.W. China and

in Mu-p'in. Cyornis hodgsoni, the Rusty-breasted

Blue Flycatcher, in Mu-p'in, but rare. C. hainana,

in S.E. China and Hainan. C. vivida, the Rufous-

bellied Blue Flycatcher, in Formosa. Stoparola

melanops, the Verditer Flycatcher, in summer in

S. China and Mu-p'in. Cyanoptila bdla, a migrant

through China and Manchuria. NiUava sundara,

the Rufous-bellied Niltava, in Ssuch'uan. A^.

davidi, in N.W. Fukien. :V. macgrigoriac, in

Kuangtung. Xantliopygia tricolor, on passage

through E. China and Manchuria ; found breeding

at Chinkiang and in Chihli. X. narci^sina, in

passage, S.E. China to the mouth of the Yangtze.

Atithipcs hrunncata, in N.W. Fukien. Siphia

albirilla, the Eastern Red-breasted Flycatcher,

common throughout China, especially in summer.

Polwmyiax luteola, on passage through E. China.

Hcmichelidon ferrugineii, the Ferruginous Fly-

catcher, in summer, in S. China and Mu-p'in, and

in Formosa. H. sibirica, the Siberian Flycatcher,

on passage through China, Formo.sa, Hainan.

//. griscosticta, and Ahconax Intirostris, the Brown

Flycatcher, both abundant throughout China in

summer. (D. & 0.).

David et Oustalet : Lcs Oifcaux dc la Chine.

MUSIC. Legend states that Fu Hsi invented

music, and that Huano Ti systcmatised it on the

basis of the Pa Kua, commanding his minister

Lino Lun f& 1& to have bamboo tubes {lit S )

cut which gave the twelve notes in imitation of the

chromatic scale. One tradition slates that this was

done in imitation of the fabulous bird fvng-hunng,

six of the notes being sung by the male bird, jrng,
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and six by the female, huamj. Another version is

that the /chjs were not birds, but a tribe of that

name to the south of the Yangtze, whose singing

gave Ling Lcn the twelve semitones ; and yet other

explanations are given. The least romantic, and

probably most correct tradition, is a numerical one,

viz : that the bamboos were cut "according to the

terms of a triple procession of twelve numbers,"

because the numerical values of perfect fifths had

been discovered. The proportions of the successive

tubes were three to two, symbolizing the harmony

between heaven (represented by three) and earth

(represented by two) ; and when two tubes of the

same diameter are cut in that proportion, the

perfect fifth results, and is indeed represented in

Western music also by the same ratio. The first

tube was 9 inches long, and was called fj j^

huang chunrj. The sound it emitted was called g
hunij, and it became the key-note of a chromatic

scale, which, while containing twelve semitones like

the Western scale, was quite untempered, being

formed from perfect fifths.

The tubes or lii were stopped at one end. To

the first series the Chinese added two more, one

higher and one lower. It is impossible to ascertain

the pitch of the ancient huang chiing tube; but the

present pitch of the chief fixed instruments, e.g.,

of the flute, gives a tonic equal to our Western D.

in later times, the lu were made of copper, of

marble, and of jade, instead of bamboo, as less

liable to atmospheric influence.

No vestige of the ancient music of China has

come down to us : nothing except some abstruse

philo.*ophizing on its connection with the Eight

Diagrams, and eulogies of what it could accomplish.

We do know, however, that though in their twelve

semitones, the Chinese had all the raw material

for the most elaborate compositions, and though

music was considered a necessity for good govern-

ment, in practice five notes only were generally

in use up to about B.C. 1300 ; and these were known

as kiimj ^, s/ion;/ ra, Mao f\, chi gl, yu 33-

corresponding to

C 1 E C- A

of our Western notation, (substituting the open

key, for the D which probably was the tonic

of ancient China).

In the Chou dynasty, two semitones were

added, known as pien clii §| gi and pie?i hnnj

H g, forming a scale equivalent to this :

—

Confucius, himself a composer, is said to have

been so moved after hearing a hymn by the great

Shun, that for three months he did not taste meat.

When Shih Huang-ti ordered the books to be

burned, musical instruments and works on music

were also destroyed ; and Chinese writers lament

that subsequent music never reached the high level

attained in the ante-Ch'in period. It is probable

that an imperfect system of notation contributed

gieally to the loss of the ancient music, when once

the succession of teacher and pupil was interrupted.

Books and instruments were unearthed when the

Han dynasty came to the throne, but the inter-

pretation of the former and the use of the latter

were not clear. However, the ancient scale with

its ancient names as handed down from the Chou

period, was used until the Sung dynasty brought

in a new notation, introduced by the Northern

Liao, a Tartar people ; and this exists at the present

day. It is known as Kumj Ch'i/i, and its name

for the seven Chou notes are lio -g-, ssu p^, t Zj.

Slicing ±.. cA'iA ^, hung I, fan fl,, liu i^, wu 5..

It is similar to the tonic sol-fa system, in that no

matter what the key, the first note is always ho,

the second .>su, and so on. The Mongols of the

Yiian dynasty brought their own scale with them,

in which, as in the Western scale, the first semitone

is between the 3rd and 4th notes. As this caused

confusion, Khubilai Khan combined the two thus :

—

and then excluded all the notes producing half-

tones, thus getting a pentatonic scale which

differed from that of the Yin dynasty, as may be

seen by comparing that with this :—

^-^5 f & A C

The Ch'ing dynasty in theory went back to

the Mongol scale," as brought by them, before

Khcbilai's compromise was fixed on, thus :—

At this time, music was one of the six arts of

education ; and as an illustration of its power.

that is to say, allowing for lack- of Umperawent,

the Western diatonic scale. But in practice, the

confused and confusing half-tones were given up,

and whether in ritual or in popular music, only

five are employed. In this connection it may be

said that the Chinese never go beyond 14 sounds

in a composition.

Cuing Fang g Fg in the Han dynasty is

stated to have been the first to explain the trans-

position of keys; and this is done in a very in-
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genious manner by the use of a complicated diagram

drawn up for the purpose. (Van Aalst gives this

in his work on Chinese music). Owing to the

untempered instrument, some keys are much "out

of tune''; but the Chinese player, like the singer,

flattens or sharpens, in a rough way, as required.

The method of writing music is very imperfect,

and the written notes are chiefly useful for refresh-

ing a musician's memory : he must hear a tune

before he can render it ; and it may be so varied by

the tastes of the different performers as to become

unrecognizable. Chinese mudc is expressed in

vertical rows of characters, and the modulator

contains fourteen notes. Signs ai'c added denoting

a higher octave, but there is no definite system in-

dicating note-values. Sometimes a note is written

larger to express emphasis ; and sometimes dots are

added to the note to signify its length. A pause

or rest is denoted by a space between two notes, or

by little signs (y or x), but they do not express

its value. Theoretically, four-time is the only

measure employed, and the beginning of the bar

is usually marked by a small circle at the side of

the note. There are no signs for sharps, flats, or

naturals, as such changes are unknown.

Harmony, in the Western sense of the word,

is not possible with an untempered scale, nor with-

out semitones. But the rudiments of harmony

exist, for sometimes strings are jjlayed together at

a distance of a fourth, fifth, or octave. The

Ciiinese mean by "harmony" that the timbre of

different instruments playing the same tune is

agreeable to the ear. Sometimes however, singers

or instruments may reKpond to one another in

fifths, or in octaves.

Chinese music was originally .«acred, as in other

ancient lands; but as early as the Shili China

we find mention of the court music-masters who set

the folk-songs to music. During the Sui dynasty

(581-618) the distinction between sacred and secular

music was more sharply drawn, and great increase

of instrumental music took place. Modern music

began with the T'ang dynasty. Indian music was

introduced by Buddhist priests. The Emperor

Ming Huang (a.d. 713) founded a kind of conserva-

toire at Hsi-an fu, where drama and music were

cultivated.

The Manchu Emperors K'ano Hsi and Ch'ien

Lung tried to revive the ancient glory of

music, but met with but little success; and that

which had been one of the essentials of education

and j:""d government in the days of Confucius,

was despised, and loft to courtesans and beggars.

There was in Peking a Board of Music, but

the music deemed indispensable at the worship of

Heaven and Earth, and of Confucius (see lii/unl

jl/iwir), and of ancestors, at funerals, at weddings,

and at receptions was all produced by peopla

despised for doing it. Amateurs were rare among
the educated classes.

When the foreigner came, he brought his

music, and it is safe to say it was moi-e hideous to

the Chinese than the Chinese music was to him.

Now it has become fashionable at Shanghai and

other open ports to have what is thought to be

foreign music, i.e., foreign brass instruments played

by Chinese. Some few Chinese have shewn great

appreciation of, and aptitude for. Western music,

and it is only a question of time for Chinese to

rival Occidentals in their love of Western music

and interpretation of it.

Van .Aalst : Chinese Mu-<ic; CounANT : Musique

ckissiijue des Chinois (extract from Encyclopedic

de la Musique) ; Mrs. T. RiCH.uiD : Chinese Music;

Amiot» Memoire sur la Musique des Chinois.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS are divided by

the Ciiinese into eight kinds, corresponding to the

eight symbols (pa hua] :—i. Stone ; ii, metal

;

iii, silk or stringed ; iv, bamboo; v, wood ; vi, skin ;

vii, gourd or wind, and viii, earthen.

The chief examples of "each are given below.

I. Stone Instku.ments.—The Sonorous Stone,

T'e Cli'ing 4# @ > °f '• blacki.sh colour with white

veins, is used at Confucian services, being struck

at the close of each strophe. Its shape is somewhat

like a carpenter's square.

The Stone Chime, Pien ch'ing JiSgl, was greatly

esteemed by the ancient Emperors, but it dis-

appeared in the destruction of books, etc., by

Shih Huang Ti. Under Ch'kng Ti (b.c. 32) a

complete stone chime was found in a pond, and

served as a model for new ones. It is a set of

sixteen stones, used at Confucian rites. Jade is

the best stone for chimes, but a black calcareous

stone is usually employed.

Flutes were formerly made of marble and jade.

In 276 A.u. a jade pipe and a jade flute i/ii-ti 3c tiT-

yii-hsiao 5E ^ were discovered in a tomb. Jade

flutes were also made in the reign of Ch'ien Lung.

II. Metal Instruments.—A Bells, Chun(j

gt 'l"he Kmperor Huang Ti is said to have ordered

his minister Ling Lun to cast twelve bells to cor-

respond with the twelve Hi ,^. According to the

Chou li bell metal should be made of six parts of

copper to one of tin. The lower edge of clapperless

bells is usually notched.

The Great Bell at Peking was cast at- the begin-

ning of the 15th century. Its height is 14 feet,

diameter of mouth 9 10 feet, thickness about

8 inches and weight about 53 tons.

It is covered with Chinese inscriptions, both

inside and out.

Po ('hung JSH is a pointed oval bell used at

Confucian rites, struck before each strophe. Pien

Chunq fIJ M '' f* '''-'t of ^^ barrel-shaped bells hung
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within a frame, used at Confucian services. Using
^'^ M % is a pair of clapperless bells struck against

each other, used by priests.

Ling ^ is the name given to bells with clappers,

generally of brass. Small hand-bells are used at

services by Buddhist, Taoist and Lama priests.

Fing ling or wind-bells are fastened to the

corners of the eaves of temples, pagodas, pavilions

and sometimes private houses. From the cross-

shaped clapper hangs a thin brass ornament shaped

like a fish's tail which, when swayed by the wind,

swings the clapper.

B. Gongs. Tien Tzu JS ^ is a gong of brass

or iron suspended at city gates and in temples,

varying from one to four feet in diameter, and of

ornamental shape.

Zo i® is a brass gong used on the stage and

in processions. Tung tzu ^ -J", a flat gong about

one foot in diameter, and Tang h> ^ |^, a gong

eight inches in diameter, are used in Buddhist and

Taoist worship. Chin hu ^ ^ about fourteen

inches in diameter, is used in wedding processions.

Yiin lo i®^ is a chime of ten little gongs suspended

in a frame. It is used by Buddhist priests and in

orchestras. T'i tang ^ ^ , a brass gong shaped

like a bowl, is used at funerals and also by sweet-

meat-sellers.

Gong metal should be made by melting 100

catties of red copper with 25 catties of tin.

C. Metal Plates. Hsiang pan ^ /S is an

oblong brass plate struck by pedlars and priests.

T'ieh pan @( ig is an oblong iron plate used bj

blind fortune-tellers. Po ^ cymbals, are used on

the stage and in temples. A smaller cymbal was

invented in the later T'ang dynasty, but the larger

kind was introduced from India.

Ch'ing g is a brass bowl struck at Buddhist

and Taoist services, about 10 12 inches in diameter.

D. Metal Wind Instruments. The Chinese

trumpet, Hao thing fSf^, is a cylindrical instrument

of brass or copper with a sliding tube. Its entire

length is about three feet. It is blown at funerals.

Sometimes the outer cylinder or bell is made of

wood. The La pa ^\1J\ is a brass horn, ranging

from 5 feet in length to 15 inches. It is chiefly

used for military purposes. A crooked variety of

it, Cha chiao i^'Pi, is used at wedding processions.

Kang t'ou is a brass or bronze conical horn with

one slide, in length about ten feet. It is used in

the Lama Temple. Kan tung =p ^ is a curved

copper horn 16 inches long, used in processions by

Lamas.

K'ou ch'in ^ is the Chinese Jews' harp,

made of iron, used chiefly in Peking.

III. Stringed Instruments.—A. Vibrated by

Air. F(ng cheng g, ^ is a wind-bow of bamboo.

Another variety is the Yao p'ien fA)r- Yao ch'in

«5 3f or kite-harp is a gourd-shaped frame of

bamboo across which seven bamboos are fa.stened.

These when hung to the string of a kite, make a

loud, humming noise.

B. Played by Hand. 1. Without a A'ech.

The Ch'in ^ or horizontal psaltery is said to have

been invented by Fu Hsi. Formerly it had five

strings, but now it has seven silk strings, stretched

over a curved board. Thirteen studs mark the

places where the strings may be stopped. The
strings can be tightened by turning pegs. The
Ch'in is used at State services and is alFO played by

the educated classes. It is about 3-ft. 6-in. long.

A similar instrument is the Se -^, curved above

and flat below. It has twenty-five silk strings, but

no pegs. It is about eighty inches long. It is

used only at State services. The Cheng ^ is a

small variety of Se with only fourteen or fifteen

strings, either of brass or wire. It is used on

joyful occasions and formerly at Imperial receptions.

2. With a Neck-. YUeh ch'in J] ^ or moon-

guitar, has a circular body fourteen inches in

diameter, and a neck four and three-eighths inches

long. It has four silk strings with pegs and ten

frets. It is played with a plectrum. Shunng ch'in

^ ^ is a variety with an octagonal body of nine

and a half inches diameter and a neck thirty-one

inches long. It is used sometimes in processions.

Pi p'a S-g is a lute about forty-two inches long

with a pear-shaped body. The neck is eight and

a half inches long. It has ten or twelve frets and

four or si.\ strings. It is said to have been invented

after the suppression of music by Ch'in Shih

Huang Ti. It is now used on the stage, and some-

tiiiii's in religions processions. Chin lang t'ui

^ M'l P is a small variety of P'i p'a, only twenty-

six inches long. Hsien tzi't JIT" or .Son h^ien H^
is a three-stringed instrument with a small oval

body covered above and below with snake-skin, and

a neck about thirty inches long. There are no

frets. It is played with a plectrum of jade, and

is one of the commonest of instruments. Uu po

ifl )3 is a four-stringed instrument with long neck

and small pear-shaped body covered with snake-

skin.

Yang ch'in ^ If dulcimer, or foreign harpsi-

chord, probably of Persian origin, is a flat bo.\

about two feet long and one foot broad», covered

with sets of wires crossed by two bridges. It is

played with two bamboo sticks.

C. Played with a Bow. 1. Without a Neck.

La ch'in }4 ^ is a bowed psaltery in shape like

the Se, about twenty-six inches long. It has ten

pairs of strings. It is used in Peking to accompany

songs.

2. With a Neck. Hu ch'in j^ P is the general

name given to Chinese fiddles with a small cylin-

drical body open below and covered above with
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snake-skin, a neck which passes through the body,

a bow passed between the itiings, and large pegs.

They are used in theatres and by street musicians.

They include the Tun c/i'in Jg S5 or C/iimj /i« J* SQ,

with a cylindrical bamboo body, two silken strings

and a bow of white hairs; Hui hu. J^ S) ; lirh hu
— JH ; I'un hu ^J9, with the body covered with

wood; S/sii /lu jn} jd , with two double strings;

//« /lu nf 1^- with a neck 33^ inches long and a cup-

shaped body of cocoanut; 2"i ch'in B$ i-r {g ^;
Ta hu ch'in ^J9v^i oi' two-stringed violin, for-

merly used in the Palace.

The llu ch'in has sometimes been called the

Tartar fiddle, but ilABiLLON quotes Fetis as saying

that the Erh hu was derived from a Cingalese violin.

IV. Ba.mboo Instku.ments.—A. Vertically blown.

P'ai hsiuo t/p Sf , or Pandean Pipes, consist of 16

small bamboo tubes fi.\ed into a case of wood, with

the longe.'it at the ends, and the shortest in the

middle, varying from 11^ inches to 4J inches long.

They are tuned to the 12 semi-tones of an octave

and the 4 top notes of the next lower octave. They

arc now played only at State services. Yo ^ was

a bamboo flute open at both ends with 3 or 6 finger

holes and a length of 20 inches. It is no longer

played, but used as a wand in ceremonial dances.

A similar in^trument, is the Feng huung hsiao

HLISS?) which has 6 finger holes and is about two

feet long. It was invented in the Han dynasty

and is u.sed in processions and at religious rites.

It is commonly called haiao.

li. TrdnnverKi-lij lilown. The Ch'ih ^ is a

bamboo flute used in state ritual ; its length is

173 inches and it has 6 finger-holes. The Ti tzu

'§{-} is a very popular flute, about 26 inches long,

formerly with 11 finger-holes, one of which was

covered with membrane, but now having 6 finger-

holes and a 7th covered with membrane. A smaller

variety is the Pang tzu ti )p|! ^ BT- 'I'be Kuan ^J*

is a pipe of wood with a doubled-reed and 7 holes

above and 2 below. It is used at weddings and

funerals. The Pi li ® 3S is similar, but made of

bamboo. I/u chin ^ ^ is a double-reed pipe

terminating in a horn. .So na Jft nft, or Chinese

clarionet, is a wooden pipe fitted with a brass

moulh piece and a copper bell and has 7 finger-holea

above and one below. Its length is 173 inches. It

is a common instrument at funerals. A small

variety is the Chi na ^ Jf^ or K'ai ti M'Sf-

V. Wooden Instru.ments. Chxi f^ is a

wooden tub two feet square with sloping

sides, which is struck with a mallet during

Confucian rites. Yii S^ is a wooden tiger about

two feet long crouching upon a pedestal. On its

back is a row of teeth over which a stick is rapidly

passed three times at the end of the music at the

Confucian rites. Mu yii T^ft is a rounded piece of

wood, partly hollow, struck by priests during the

recital of prayers. It is usually painted scarlet,

lo y« jK fii i* " variety specially xx&eA by Taoists,

and P'ui (Kui Ify ;^ or castanets are two or three

pieces of red-wood tied loosely together. They are

used in the theatre in orchestras, and at funerals,

also by pedlars and beggars. Ch'un lu # ^ were

ancient castanets formed of 12 slabs of bamboo

fastened together ; they were formerly ulsed at State

services. Shou pun ^^ are clappers employed at

Confucian rites.

Pung tzH ^J -J- is a wooden drum used in

orcihe&itras. Pung % and T'o ^f are two drums

struck by night-watchmen. Yu pang ^ ^^ is a

hollow wooden fish several feet long that hangs

horizontally in monasteries and is struck before

meals. Hsu pan f^ /g is a board 30 inches by

18 injjhes that hangs in monastery cloisters and is

struck every evening.

VI. Skin I.nsthuments.—Drdms were intro-

duced from Central Asia into China, the first kinds

being of earthernware filled with bran and covered

with skin. Chin ku ^ kS is a large drum u.sed in

Confucian temples, about si.\ feet in diameter.

Ying hu fficJ is a barrel-shaped drum resting hori-

zontally on a frame. It is used at Confucian rites,

being struck three times after each strophe of the

hymn to Confucius. Po fu ^^ is a small barrel-

shaped drum of 9 inches' diameter at the ends,

struck in Confucian worship. Hua ku ;{g gj a

barrel-shaped drum containing wires which jingle

when the ends are struck, was formerly used in

State services, but now only in orchestras. T'ang

ku ^ SS is a large barrel-shaped drum hung verti-

cally, beaten in theatres, camps and temples.

Chan hu {g ^ is a war drum. Pang ku fl> S 's a

small flat drum covered on the top with cow-.«kin,

having a round hole in the centre. It rests on a

tripod, and is used in orchestras. Man t'ou ku

ff SBSS. or loaf drum, is a similar drum, also used

in tliealies. Pan t'ang ku ^]i ^gj is a flat, circular

drum covered on the top with skin, and played in

funeral processions. Shou hu -faJ is a hand drum,

8 inches in diameter, with a central opening, like

the Pang ku; it is used by priests at funerals. The

Lama prie.sts use a flat drum two feet in diameter.

Yii ku 3S. S$ is a bamboo pipe one end of which is

covered with snake-skin. It is tapped by blind

fortune-tellers. T'ao ku H fflt "s a small rattle-

drum with a handle passing through the body.

Two beads hang by strings from each side of the

barrel, and when the rattle is twirled, they hit the

ends of the barrel. There are numerous varieties

from 2 to 12 inches in diameter, used principally

by street vendors. Pa fang ku A"^ M is an octa-

gonal tambourine, covered on one side with snake-

skin. Jingles- and tassels hang round the edge. It

is said to be used by singing-girls in Peking.
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Clianij ku ^ uS is a bamboo pipe 18 inches long.

It is used in processions. It is 2| inches in

diameter, terminating in a cup-shaped drum coveied

with cow-skin at one end, and a bell-shaped drum
at the other, covered with snake-skin. The heads
are tightened by cords braced round the bamboo
pijjC. It is po.ssibly of Indian origin.

\'II. GoUBDS.—,W(;«y ^, the Keed-organ.
This is said to have been invented by N.ii KuA,
sister and successor of Fu Hsi. In the ordinary
kind there are three parts—the mouth-piece, the
body, which is made of a gourd or of wood and is

about as large as a tea-cup, and the tubes, which
are inserted into the upper part of the body. The
tubes are seventeen in number and are of five

lengths. The shing was used at Confucian worship
and formerly at court ceremonies. An organ-builder

at St. Petersburg, Kratzenstein, after having
obtained a afunij, made an organ w-ith similar reeds,

which led to the invention of the accordion and
harmonium in Europe.

VIII. Clay Instruments.—Hsiimi, Jg or 1^
or Chinese ocarina, is said to have been invented

by P'ao Hsi, B.C. 2700. It is a cone made mostly of

reddish-yellow clay or porcelain, but sometimes of

black clay, with a blow-hole at the top, and three

holes in front and one behind. Its height is

21 inches. It is played at Confucian ceremonies

and other State services.

Hermann Smith : T/ic. Wiirlil'x KinJiest Mu/tir;

Amiot : Mhuoire sur la musuiiie. dex Cftinois, (1776)

;

Van Aalst : Chinese Muaic, (1884) ; MortE :

Chinese. Musical Instruments, (1908), N.C.B.R.A.S.

Journal, vol. xxxix; Engel : Musirnl Instruments

in the South Kensington Museum.

MUSIC, BOARD OF, Ya'h pit. See Six

Il„nnl<.

MUSK : 2? S^ ^'"^ hsinng. A secretion of the

r.avel of the musk-deer, Moxchvs moschatus which

is found all over Tibet, but especially on the plains

of Kokonor. The destruction of these animals at

the cloi=e of last century was enormous, and export-

ation of musk declined in quantity, but its value

trebled in a decade. It is very extensively used in

China in medicine, in perfumery, and in the preserv-

ation of clothes from moths ; of late years Paris

perfumery houses have sent agents to Likiang on the

Upper Yangtze, to buy up supplies. In 1902 HosiE

estimated the value of the annual Tibetan export

at Tls. 1,000,000; in 1913 this amount was exported

from all the Treaty ports, half of it going abroad,

chiefly to the ITnited State.o and France. In 1897

the killing of the deer was forbidden by the Dalai

T.ama. as indicated by his horoscope, but the pro-

hibition was evaded. In 1916 the export was

18,893 taels (oz.), value Hk.Tls. 515,941. See

Musk-deer. Customs and Consular Reports.

MUSK DEER, a small deer, so called because

the male has in the skin of the abdomen a small

bag containing the substance known as musk. This

can be sold by the hunter for $10 or §20 Mexican,
say £1 or £2; the consequence is that the deer is

mercilessly hunted, chiefly by snaring which takes

male and female alike. It is therefore becoming
rare and foreigners find it difficult to procure speci-

mens for study. The use of the musk-gland is un-

certain, as there is no odour in it while fre;h.

Moschus chrysogaster is found in Ssuch'uan,
M. sifanicus in Kansu, and .1/. sibiricus, a dark-
brown species with a cream-yellow patch on the

throat, is found in Shansi and Chihli. See
Cercidm; Musk.

SowEiiBY : /'(/; mill Fiather in North China.

MUSTARD SEED is grown near Kalgan.
There was a small exportation from Tientsin as

long ago as 1873, and the quantity is now increasing.

MUSTELID/E, a Family of Carnivora, the

weasels, badgers, etc. There are twenty species

in N. China and Manchuria. They are given

below, with their habitats :

—

Mnstelu nivalis sp., the Manchurian Wea.sel,

Manchuria ; ,1/. kathiah, the Chinese Weasel, Shansi,

Chihli; .1/. tiarata, HoU, Kansu, and two Polecats;

.1/. larvata. X. Shansi; M. davidiana, M.-Edw.,
David's Mink, Chihli, Manchuria ; M. sibirica, Pall,

the Siberian Mink, Shansi, Shensi ; M. asttita,

M.-Edw., the Little Mink, Shan.'si, Kansu; M.
erminea, L., the Ermine, Kansu, Tibetan Border;
Martes zibcllina, the Sable, Manchuria ; ,1/. martes,

the Pine Marten, S.W. Kansu. N.W. Ssuch'uan;

M. foinn, the Stone Marten. N. Shansi; M. flnvigula

horealis, the Yellow-throated Marten, Manchuria,

Chihli, Shansi, Shensi, Kansu; Vormela negans

Mill, the Eastern Vormela, Ordos, N. Shensi

;

Giilii luscuf!, the Wolverine, Manchuria ; Metes

leptorhynchus, the Badger, Chihli, Shansi, Shensi;

M. hnnmsis and M. siningpnsis. Badgers in S.

Shensi and Kansu re.«pectively ; Arrtonyx hucnlcr-

mus and A. leurnhemus orestrs, two Sand-badgers

in Chihli and S. Shensi respectively ; Lutra viilgnri.'i,

the Otter, Manchuria, Shensi and Kansu.

In S. China, Meles leplorhyncus is common
near Amoy ; Martes fiavigvla is found in Formosa;

the Chinese Otter is common throughout S. China

and in Hainan ; Lutra swinhoei is found at Amoy,

and there is a Clawless Otter in Hainan, Annnyx

leptonyx; Mustela siherica is met with in Amoy
and Formosa ; and there are two Tree-civets,

Helictis moschata in Kuangtung, Hainan and Amoy,

and //. subniirantinca in Formosa.

SwiNHOE tells that the Otter is trained to drive

fish into the net.

SowERBY : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii

;

SwisHOE : P.Z.S., 1870, pp. 228, 615.
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N
NAGAS, monsters in mountain regions, demons,

diayon spirits, tutelary deities of the ground, etc.

The worship of them is cliaracteristic of Turanian
races.

NAMES. The Chinese call themselves by the

term jio /i-iiii'j g j^ ' the hundred nurnamis '

(oi noY/.ot], and one of the first books a child

learns by rote in school it' the I'u chia /isi/Kj "S ^H
or Hundred dun names. The names in the book

are in fact four hundred and eight single and thirty

double names ; and there are many more not so

often met with and not found in the list. These

surnames are all given together in Williams'

DiclioniiTij, p. 1242, and in Giles' Dictionary,

(especially see 1st ed.). The commonest surnames,

corresponding to our S-MITH, Jones and Robinsqk

arc Wang 2, Chang 56. •''"d Li ^.
While the surnames are thus very limited in

number compared with those in the West, the in-

dividual may have a number of personal names.

At birth he receives a 'milk name,' which is used

by his relatives and neighbours. On first going to

school another is given him,—the "book name," to

be used by his schoolma.sters, schoolfellows, oflicials

and in anything connected with literature. At

marriage he receives a 'great name' ^ tzi't or style,

which is used, like the 'milk name,' by relatives,

and another style, S8 /'""! for u.se by acquaintances.

Besides, every literutUD takes one or more 'studio

names,' jjlj ^ I'ieh hno. If he takes a literary

degree, enters official life or has official rank

bestowed on him he takes an 'official name' "g" ^
kunn minij. After death he is perhaps given a

posthumous name. It must be understood that

none of these names are ready-made and meaningless,

like our William or John; they are more or less

original and have a more or less appropriate signi-

ficance.

A girl receives the milk name and a marriage

name and perhaps a nickname. As to surname she

retains her own when married, though bv courtesy

she is called by her husband's. In official documents

both will be u.scd in combination, the hu.sband's

coming first.

A child will not use his father's personal name,

nor a wife the husband's,— it would be very dis-

respectful.

The personal names of the Sovereign were not

to be uttered or written by the general public so

long as that dynasty might last. Any character

occurring therefore in such a personal name is

written in ordinary u.sage with some alteration or

addition.

The Emperors are known after death by their

posthumous or 'temple names,' ^^ miao hao, the
'dynastic titles'; but while living their reign has
some 'style,' the ^ jjjj nien hao, which may be
changed during the reign. Thus when foreigners

write of the Emperor K'ang Hsi, the meaning is,

"that ruler whose dynastic title or miao hao, is

Shin(j 1'.iii Jen, and whose reign period was known
as K'ang Hsi." His personal name 2 JS^ Hsuan
Yeh would never be uttered by the ordinary people,

nor would a character making part of it be written

in its proper form so long as the Manchu dyna.sty

laste'd.

The T'linr/ iiiin<j 'M.^, or family-hall name is

a fancy name of two characters joined with t'anij

referring to some event in the family's history ; it is

generally inscribed in one of the principal rooms of

a house and is used on gravestones, legal deeds, etc.

The Chun ming fR ^ or territorial appellation

is hardly used e.\cept for girls on their marriage

documents. A list of these geographical names
corresponding to surnames is given in Giles'

Dictionuri/, 1st ed. p. 1361.

Giles has arranged the I'o chia hximj alpha-

betically with a translation of the genealogical

researches found in Chinese libi-ary editions.

Giles : Joumn'. X.C./l.If.A.S.. vol. .\xi.

NAN CHAO EMPIRE, |fi|3, tho empire of

Indo-Chinese races which existed for five centuries

with its capital at Tali fu, till conquered by
Khi'bilai Klian. Davies : Yiinnan, p. 333.

NAN HAI TZU J^^^, a park some !i south

of Peking, having an extent about four times tho

size of the capital. It was the Imperial Hunting

Park and was surrounded with a high wall.

NAN HUA CHING Kjll^lSS. the name which

since A.i>. 742 has been given to the writings of tho

Taoist philosopher, C'huang Tzil. They are said

ti have consisted at one time of fifty-three books,

but as we have them now they number thirty-three

only, divided into "Inner," "Outer" and "Miscel-

laneous." Of these three divisions, the first un-

donhtodly contains less admixture of spurious matter

than the others.

CiirANG Tzu's literary style is excellent, though

in parts purposely obscure. He is admired and

read as a classic even by the orthodox Confucianisls.

He refers constantly to Lieh Tzft ('j.r.). In him
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Taoist writing reached its culminating point, liis

lofty idealism having won for him the title of "The
Chinese Plato." He has aUo been compared with

Hbracleitus. Chuang Tzu has been translated

into English by Dr. Legge in the Sacred Books of

the East, by Balfour under the title of The Dicine

Clasfic of Nanhua, and by Professor Giles ; also

into German by Wilhelm. See Chuang Tzu;
Taoism ; I'h ilosiijihij.

Suzuki : UUtory of Chinese Philosophy.

NANJIO, BUNYIU, a Japanese Buddhist

priest who lias studied in England, and has trans-

lated Buddhist works into English. The work by

which he is best known is the important Catalogue

of the Chinese Trandation of the Buddhist Tripi-

taka, compiled by Order of the Secretary of State

for India, 1883.

NANKEEN, a native cloth, so called because

Nanking wa.-, before the T'ai P'ing Eebellion,

famous for its manufacture.

NANKING jgjgf, southern capital; the official

name being Chiang ning Jt Jg ; also called Chin ling

^ ^ or Golden Ridge ; a city on the south bank of

the Yangtze in lat. 32° 4' N. and long. 118°- 45' E.,

193 miles by rail from Shanghai. Its history as a

walled city e.xtends back to the Han dynasty. It

was the capital of the Wu principality in the second

century. Its great days were under Hung Wu, who

made it the Ming capital in 1368. It was taken by

the Manchus, and again by the T'ai P'ing rebels,

who destroyed the famous Porcelain Pagoda and

the Imperial palace and left the city desolate. In

1911 the Revolutionists took it after severe fighting.

It was again taken by Chang Hsun in the Second

Revolution of 1913, and suffered three days' looting.

The first Provincial Assembly was held there in 1909.

The British captured it in 1842 and the First

War was then closed by the Treaty of Nanking. It

was opened to foreign trade by the French treaty

of 1858, but the formal opening did not take place

till 1899. The railway to Shanghai was opened in

1909, and it is now connected with the north by the

Tientsin-Pukow railway. Other lines are projected,

and Nanking, so far unimportant commercially,

may have a great future before it as a railiway-

centre. It is an educational and Mission centre,

having a University and several colleges. The

population is 350,000.

1915 1916

12,484,333 12,247,142

2,211.164 2,560,591

7,623,726 9.560,268

Net Foreign Imports

Net Chinese ,,

E.\ports

Total Hk.Tls 22,319.223 24.368.001

C.MI.I.ARn : Xankin port ouvrrf. (Var. Sin.).

NANKING, TREATY OF. This treaty was

signed at Nanking, Aiigu><t 29, 1842, by Sir Henry

PoTTiNGER, Keying (Ch'i Ying), Elepoo and an-

other Chinese, and ratified at Hongkong, June 26,

1843. It ended the first British war with China.

It had thirteen Articles and opened for trade

Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo and Shanghai,

where British Consuls were to be appointed. Hong-

kong was ceded to Great Britain. Six million

dollars were to be paid for the opium destroyed,

three millions for debts due by Hong merchants,

and twelve millions for the expenses of the war.

A tariff was to be made, and Chu.san was to be

held till the jjaynient of the indemnity.

NANKING UNIVERSITY, was opened in

1888 by the M.E.M. under Bishop Fowler, who
appointed Dr. John C. Ferguson the first President.

In 1910 it was merged into the University of

Nanking [g.v.).

NANNING j^ 5g was opened by the Chinese

to foreign trade in 1907. It lies on the Tso river

;£ ir, a branch of the West River, about 370 miles

above Wuchow. Land has been set apart by the

Chinese and bunded, and some roads macadamised,

all with a view to making a foreign settlements

The regulations have not however been accepted by

the foreign powers. Foreigners can only lease land

for thirty years. The population is 50,000. The

only foreigners there are officials and missionaries,

with the agents of one foreign firm. The leading

exports are agricultural products and aniseed, but

during the European War the demand for antimony

ha? brought out a considerable exportation.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 3.012.295 2,585,282

Net Chinese „ 898.632 721,710

Exports 3,887.734 3,844,531

Total Ilk.TIs. ... 7,798,661 7,151,523

NAN YUEH Ki^, an ancient kingdom also

called Chiao chih ^Bh- I" A'^'- 222 it was divided

into Chiao chou %M (Tonkin) and the country now

named Kuangtung and Kuangsi.

NAPIER, WILLIAM JOHN, the Right Hon.

Baron NAriER, was a descendant of the inventor of

the system of logarithms called Napierian.

Till 1815 he had served in the British Navy,

and was present at Trafalgar.

In 1833, when the East India Company's mono-

poly was about to come to an end in China, the

British Government established a Superintendency

of Trade and appointed Lord Namer as Chief

Superintendent (q-v.). Owing, in part, to the

new .system not having been notified to the Chinese

authorities before his arrival, he was, from the day

he reached Canton, the 25th of July 1834, involved

in a long wrangle about his right to be there. The

Viceroy refused to receive his letter, since it was
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not in the form of a petition and did not come
through the usual channel, the Hong Merchants;
and Lord Namer refused to retire as he was ordered

to do, or to alter the superscription of his letter.

Things thus came to a deadlock. The Viceroy first

forbade the shipment of cargoes ; then on September

2nd completely stopped all trade with British mer-

chants and ordered all compradores, linguists and
servants to leave the factories. The city was very

full at that time and getting very excited. Lord

N.vpiKR therefore ordered the cruisers Irnogcne and

Amhomnr/ic to come up the river to Tiger Island.

They were fired on by the forts and returned the

fire. On September 11, they reached Whampoa.

At this time Lord Napier was suffering from

fever, and by the 14th was so ill that he told the

British merchants he must return to Macao, being

to some extent influenced by the promise that then

negotiations would be opened. On the 18th, in

obedience to the surgeon Colledge's suggestion, he

agreed to go outside the Bogue. Colledge there-

upon asked for the necessary 'chop,' which however

did not come till the 21st. In consequence of the

bad faith of the Chinese, the boats did not reach

Macao till the 26th, by which time I.K)rd Napieii was

exhau.sted. He gradually sank, and died on October

11. 1834. He was buried at Macao.

Chinese Repository, vol. iii; Eames : T7ie

En'jliiih in China.

NARWHAL, called in Chinese lo ffu ma, (q.v.)

M"tinit"n ninnocf ro.i.

NATHAN, MATTHEW, RIGHT HON. SIR,

was born January 3, 1862, entered the Royal

Engineers in 1880, and is now Lieut-Colonel. From

1903 to 1907, he was Governor of Hongkong. He

was made C.M.G. in 1889, K.C.M.G. in 1902,

G.C.M.G. in 1908, and P.C. (Ire.) in 1914.

NATIONAL BIBLE SOCIETY OF SCOT-

land. The, wa-s formed in Edinburgh in 1861 by the

union of several Scottish Societies, and in 1863 it

tent, out the Rev. Ai.exandeu Williamson to Chefoo

as its first agent in China, Mr. (afterwards Dr.)

Williamson had already been a missionary for some

years in the country, and became a notable and

"successful agent of the Society. He resigned in

1877 to do other work. The headquarters were then

removed to Hankow, and in 1885 the Society set up

it? own printing establi.shment, under the new agent

(Mr. .loiiN .VncHiBALi)). whore not only Scrijitures

but many tracts, and other Christian literature

have been printed. The Society also published in

1893 a tentative edition of St. Mark's (!os|)el with

notes, and later the whole annotated Bible, a much-

debated new departure which has since been adopted

by others.

The Society has produced twelve versions of

Scripture on its own account and nineteen in union

with the other Bible Societies, mostly portions.

In 1916, there were five centres, Hankow,

Tientsin, Chinkiang, Amoy and Chungking, with

six foreign agents, and 221 paid colporteur.^. During

the year the Society circulated. Bibles 751 ; Testa-

ments 23,225; Portions 1,808,476. Total 1.832,452.

Tot,-)] (irrulation since 1863, 23,005,869 Scrij.tures.

NATIONAL HOLINESS ASSOCIATION
Mission.

Headquarters :—Chicago, U.S.A.

An offshoot from the South Chihli Mission

I'/.r.]. working in ^ a JfJ Tnnt; ch'ang fii and

j^i |§ fSi Xnnkuaiifao in Wcsti-rn Shantung, with

9 foreign workers in 1916.

NATIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

of China, The, was formed in 1915, by some twenty

Chinese physicians attending the conference of the

China Medical Missionary Association (q.v.). The

N.M.A. is not a missionary, or a foreign, but a

native organization. Its objects are defined as

being :

1. To promote good will and union among the

Chinese practitioners of modern medicine;

2. To maintain the honour and interest of the

medical profession

;

3. To expedite the spread of modern medical

science in China, and to arouse interest in public

health and preventive medicine among the jieople

;

and
'

4. To co-ordinate, and co-operate with the

existing medical forces in China, Chinese and

foreign, in the working out of the above objects.

The officers are elected annually, the first pre-

sident being Wu Lien-teh, m.a., m.d. The first

Conference was held in Shanghai in February 1916,

and was attended by about 30 members. At its

close, resolutions were passed and forwarded to the

Chinese Government on (1) the registration of the

I)ractitioners of modern medicine, and of sellers of

foreign drugs ; (2) the establishment of a Central

Medicine Board in Peking; (3) the combating of

tuberculosis and venereal disease
; (4) the establish-

ment of a Public Health Service; and (5) an annual

grant for scholarships to students of medicine. The

.'pcond Conference was held at Canton in January

1917, in conjunction with the Conference of the

China Medical Missionary Association, there being

joint and separate sittings. Eighty-eight members

of the N.M.A. attended including a number of

Chinese lady ])hypicians ; all but three or four

resided in or near Canton. Dr. Wu Lien-teh read

a valuable paper on "The Menace of Morphine,"

and in view of the facts that in 1914, friurteen tons

of morphine were imported into China, and that the

amount had since increased at the rate of a ton
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per annum, the Conference passed a resolution

tailing the attention of the Chinese Government to

the matter, copies being sent also to the Govern-

ments of Great Britain, the U.S.A. and Japan.

A second resolution prayed the Chinese Government

to regulate the practice of modern medicine.

These two resolutions were heartily supported

by the C.M.M.A.
The next Joint Conference will meet in Peking

in 1919.

See China Medical Missionary Association.

NECTARINIINAE, the Sun-birds. These
have the mandibles of the bill serrated for the

terminal third of its length. ^£thopijga dabri/i,

Dabry's Yellow-backed Sun-bird, is found in S.

and W. China. /E. christinae is found in Hainan.
/A', latouchii occurs in Fukien and Kuangtung.
Arachnechthra rhyzojihoTae is very wide-spread in

Hainan. A. sanguinipectus and /Ethopyrja labecula

occur in Yiinnan.

NEMESIS, a private armed steamer, noted as

the first iron steamer to round the Cape of Good
Hope. She was constructed at the Birkenhead

Ironworks, her engines, of 120 horse-power, being

due to Forrester & Co. of Liverpool. Her burden
was about 630 tons and she was completely con-

structed and launched within three months.

The A^ejiiesis was never commissioned as one of

Her Majesty's war-vessels, yet was generally com-

manded by officers belonging to the Royal Navy.
She sailed from England in March, 1840 under

Captain Hall, and joined the British fleet at the

Bogue Forts in November. She was of the greatest

use throughout the war, as for instance in pulling

off vessels that got aground in the Yangtze. After

the Treaty of Nanking she returned to dock at

Bombay about May or June, 1843. There have been

several editions of the narrative of her voyage.

Bernard : Narrative of the Voyages and
Services of the Nemesis, etc.

NEPAUL. In 1790, owing to a dispute

between the Dalai Lama and his brother, the

Gurkhas of Nenaul were called on to enter Tibet.

The Chinese border garrison could not resist them,

but obtained peace by promising an annual sum in

gold, to be paid by the Tibetan monasteries. When
the money was not paid the Gurkhas sacked Tashi-

lumbo. A large Chinese army was then sent, and

the Gurkhas were driven out and pursued into

Nepaul ; they agreed to acknowledge the sovereignty

of China and to send tribute every five years.

NERBUDDA, a British transport wrecked on

the Formosa coast in September, 1841. The twenty

British escaped in the only boat left, (for which

they were afterwards placed under arrest), and were

not able, until too late, to send assistance to the

two hundred and forty Indians left on board.

These had landed and were taken prisoners by the

Chinese authorities; some were drowned in landing,

and of the remainder only two escaped at last;

the rest died, some of ill-treatment or starvation,

and one hundred and fifty were beheaded. The
official responsible for this and for the murdering of

the crew of the Ann (q.v.) was nominally punished

and really rewarded.

Potiinger's Proclamations in Chinese Reposi-

tory, vol. .xi, p. 682; Ouchterlony : The Chinese

War, p. 203.

NERCHINSK, TREATY, OF, or of Nipchu,

the first treaty between China and any foreign

power, was made in 1689; it allowed the Russians

to build a fort at Nerchimsk in place of one at

AJbazin destroyed by Chinese, and it fixed the

Goritza and Argun rivers as the boundary of the

two empires.

NESTORIAN CHRISTIANS. The Christ-

ianity of N. China was traced by M. Ricci to

S. Thomas. To the early church S. Thomas was

known as the apostle of India and of the East,

but it is not, we believe, before the 13th century

that he is explicitly said to have visited China.

The clearest references are quoted by Ricci from

service books of the Malabar Church ; but, while

it is very improbable that these references are

Jesuit interpolations, there seems to be no reason

to date them earlier than the 13th century ; and

we may even guess that the story of S. Thomas'

visit to China originated with the discovery of

Syrian Christianity at Khanbalig (Peking) by

envoys from the Malabar Church who reached

that city in 1282.

The Nesturian Monument.

The certain history of Christianity in China

begins with the Nestorian Monument, known to

the Chinese as Ching chiao pci j|;^(if. This is a

stone slab with the top finely carved, measuring

9-ft. l-in. high, 3-ft. 3.8-in. wide, and llin. thick,

tapering towards the top. The title, surmounted

by a small incised cross, reads : "A monument of

the spread of Christianity (HKt) in the Middle

Kingdom." The front face of the slab is occupied

by a Chinese inscription, in prose and verse, of

about 2000 words, followed below by a much shorter

inscription in Syriac (estrangelo characters written

vertically). The edges of the stone are covered

with unexplained lists of names in Syriac followed

for the most part by Chinese equivalents.

The excellent composition and handwriting

have made the inscription famous among native

connoisseurs, and it is described in many books

devoted to ancient inscriptions. It has lately been

conjectured, though without any serious ground,

that the otherwise unknown writer, Lii Hsiu-YEN
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S^JB. is the same as Lii Yen gJS, the reputed

founder of the Chin tan -^^ sect.

The text is given in facsimile in VariHes
Sinoloyiques No. 7, 1895, and Das NestorianiscJii

Denhmal in Sinyan fu, 1897, and is correctly

printed in N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal, 1910.

Purpose and date.—The inscription states that

the Monument was erected a.d. 781 by and in

honour of the country-bishop Izadbuzid of Balkh

or, in Chin(i.-e, Issu of Wang she ch'eng.

Position arid history.—There is no evidence to

decide the original position. It is hard to believe

that it was not erected in or near Ch'ang-an ^ ^
(Hsian), but there is good contemporary evidence

that early in 1625 ic was dug up near Chou-chih

Jllg. The perfect condition in which it then was
proves that it had been buried soon after its

erection, possibly in the persecution of a.d. 845.

From 1625 to 1907 it stood in a court of the

(h'ung .sheng ssu {^ ^ tT outside the W. gate of

Hsian. On October 2, 1907, it was placed in the

Pel lin ^f^ )^ inside the S. gate of that city.

M. Pllliot believes that the Ch'ung sheng ssu

marks very nearly the spot both of the first

erection in 781 and of the discovery in 1625.

Contents.—The prose narrative describes the

creation of the world and gives an outline of

Christian doctrine :—good and evil, God, the In-

carnation, and so forth, making special mention

of the cross (h^), baptism (f£?if), and the

Scriptures (IS)- !' next describes the arrival at

Ch'ang-an of A Lo pek, quote.s the decree issued in

his favour, and gives the story of the mission down
to the year 781, closing with the virtues and bene-

factions of Issu. The verses cover much the .same

ground very briefly.

hymn to the Holy Trinity.

With the Monument should be named a Christ-

ian MS. in Chinese of about the same date, found

by Pelliot in the Ch'ien Fo tung ^p ii'i^^ of Tun-

huang in 1908. This consists of a .short hymn to the

hoi .' Trinity called San wii mint/ lu tsan HSEl^SIX'
followed by a list of ' honoured ones '

( 9) and

of 35 books (15), and closes with a historical note

in another hand. It is now preserved in the

Bibliothcque Nationale, Paris. (Text printed in

a ® zi :-ts a s voi. m, 19-.)

Uixlory of the Nestorian Church.

Both the Monument and the MS. say that

Christianity was brought to Ch'ang-an a.d. 635

by A-LOIKN IS^H^ {? = Ilabban) of Ta-ch'in ;^^
{q.v.) and was well received by the Emperor. In

638 a decree (independently known) was issued

granting a monastery for 21 monks and leave to

preach. According to the Monument the Christians

continued in favour until 781 with only a short

time of persecution at the beginning of the 8th

century. The MS', states that 'the above 30 (.-.ir)

becks" were translated by Ching-chin'g SiWt the

Persian monk who was the nominal author of the

inscription on the Monument, and is also recorded

to have helped an Indian missionary to translate

a Sutra into Chinese. From the Monument we
learn that there were monasteries in Kansu and

elsewhere. A decree of 745 indicates a monastery

in the Eastern capital (Lo j^), and there is also

evidence of a wealthy monastery in Ch'eng-tu jSu S|!-

At the suppression of Buddhism, a.d. 845, 2000

(or 3000) monks and nuns of other foreign faiths,

including the Christian (Ta-ch'in), were forced to

renounce their vows. , There is a clear, but not

necessarily exact statement, that at the end of

the 9th century there was only one Christian in

the whole empire ; and there is at present no trace

of tlie existence of Christianity in China proper

during the 10th and 11th centuries.

We have nevertheless literary evidence of Christ-

ians living in Northern China in the 12th century,

prior to the movement of the Mongol armies

towards the East. The establishment of a foreign

power in Northern China gave a fresh impulse to

the expansion of Christianity in these parts.

A stir was made in Europe by the report of the

Christianity of Prester John, who is generally

identified with the Kerait chieftain Une Khan

(Iff) ^^'ho died very early in the 13th century.

Later writers confused Ung Khan with the con-

temporary Khan of the Ongut, whose grandsons

AiBUCA and KiiNBCGA and great grandson 'King

George ' (mentioned by JIarco Polo, John of

Monte Corvino, etc.) had no doubt a largo

influence in the spread of Christianity. Tungsheng

^K (Tozan, Koshang, or Tokto) in their domain

(now in Shensi province) was the birthplace of one

Mark, who as Mar Jaballaha III was Patriarch

of the Nestorian Church a.d. 1281 to 1317. Many
in.scriptions recording the privileges of Christian

monks are extant, and a number of similar

allusions to Christianity arc found in the Yiinn S/iih

and other books of the 13lh or 14th centuries.

From these sources we gather that Christians were

plen<iful in N. China, with bishops at Khanbalig

and Ning-hsia 5R5 '""' perhaps elsewhere, and

were found in less numbers in Yunnan province

and in the eastern cities of Yang-chou }"; ^,
Hang-chou lit'JH, Wenchou iSi)\], and especially

at Chcn-chiang ^ ;I (Chinkiang). Marco Polo's

account of the foundation of Churches at Chen-

Chiang (Cinghian fu) by a Christian governor

named Mau Sarcis is curiously confirmed by

various entries in the old records of Chenchiang.

From these it appears that there were at least

seven Christian monasteries in or near the city,

and that the Christian population amounted to 215.

Christians, called ych'.i-k'owin -til linll/m {drku'jiin)

as generally in the Mongol period, are reckoned.
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not as adherents of a religion, but as members of

a foreign nation, and we gather that Chinese

converts were few and of little influence. Foreign

Christians (among whom the Alani from the

Caucasus were conspicuous) came with the foreign

conquerors, and with the fall of the Mongol dynasty

in 1368 Christianity almost vanished. In 1608

Ricci heard of the last trembling remnant of

' worshijipers of the Cross ' as living in fear of

their lives at K'ai-feng BBIjf. Yet, his informant

said, they had been many and prosperous there and
at Lin-ch'ing Eg fi^ and in Shansi until about the

middle of the 16th century.

Apart from the possible influence of the early

Nestorians on Buddhism (a matter which is still

under dispute), they and their successors seem to

have made little or no impression upon the customs,

beliefs, or literature of China. And the Nestorians

of the Mongol period have left no known visible

relic, except a battered stone monument which is

said to e.\ist at Chen-chiang ; but this has not yet

bee 1 properly described. [M.]

Thigault : De Christiana Expeditio7ie apud
Sivas, Rome, 1515 ; Wylie : The Nestorian Tablet

of Sengan foo, Shanghai, 1854-5, reprinted in

Chinese Re-Searches, 1897; Palladius : Traces of

Christianity in Mongolia and China, in Chinese

Recorder, 1875; Legge : The Nestorian Monument
of Hsi-an fu, etc., London, 1888; Havbet : La
Stile Chritienne de Si-ngan fou, Shanghai, 1895,

1897, 1902 ; Chabot : Histoire de Mar Jabalaha III,

Paris, 1895; Rockhill : The Jourrieys of William

of Bubruck, London, 1900; Ycle : Cathay and the

Way Thither, new ed., London, 1913-16, and The
Book of Ser Marco Polo, 3rd ed., London, 1903;

Chavannes : Inscriptions et pieces de chancellerie,

etc., in T'oung-pao, 1904, 1905, 1908; Pelliot :

Chretiens d'Asie centrah et d' Extreme-Orient, in

T'ovng-pao, 1914; Giles & Mocle : Christians at

Chen-chiang fu, in T'oung-pao, 1915; Saeki : The
Nestorian Monument in China, London, 1916;

Yii Hsi-LO S5S"®! Chih-shun Chen-chiang Chih

i|)@Sl?I,ii. . 1333; printed 1842: Anonymous:
Yuan Tien chang jcftfi, 1303, with supplement of

1323, printed 1909; Sung Lien : Yuan Shih ?£&•
[M.]

NESTORIAN TABLET. See Nestorian Chri-

stians.

NESTORIUS, appointed Patriarch of Con-

stantinople by Theodosivs II, a. II. 423. He held

doctrines concerning the nature of the union between

the human and divine in Christ which were con-

demned by the General Council of Ephesus,

A.D. 431. Later he was exiled and the place and

time of his death is unknown. His heresy was soon

stamped out completely in the Roman Empire. See

Nestorian Chri.ttians.

Gibbon : Decline and Fall, etc., c. 47.

NETHERLANDS AND CHINA. See Dutch
Relations with China.

NETHERLANDS MISSIONARY SOCIETY,
The, was the second Protestant Society to attempt
mission work in China. It sent out the well-known
Karl F. A. Gutzlaff (q.v.) in 1827, and Hermann
Rottger, who worked among the Chinese in the

islands ; after which it seems to have withdrawn
from China. It still works in the Dutch East
Indies.

NEUMANN, CHARLES FREDE'rIC, born

in 1798 in France of Jewish parents. He became a

Protestant Christian and was made Professor of

History at Spires but was soon deprived of this post

because of his excessive independence. Having
learned the elements of Chinese at Paris he visited

China, and returned to Bavaria in 1831 with an

inmiense Chinese library bought for Germany. He
was made Professor of Chinese and Armenian at

Munich, but in 1852 was removed from this post

also. He retired to Berlin, where he died in 1870.

Havhet : La Stele chrHienne de Si-mjonfuu,

II, p. 297, note.

NEVIUS, JOHN LIVINGSTONE, D.D., a

mi.'-sionary of the American Presbyterian Mission

(North) born in Seneca Co., New York, U.S.A., in

1829, of Dutch descent. He arrived in China with

his wife in 1854, and after a number of removals

finally settled in Chefoo in 1871. In 1877, he

assisted in famine relief work. He was a successful

itinerator and pastor, and is also widely known

through his introduction in 1885 of grafts and scions

of foreign peaj's, apples, grapes and plums, the two

former especially being very successfully cultivated,

and becoming a new source of income for the

farmers of the district. Dr. Nevius for many years

collected data among the Shantungese for his

thoughtful and valuable work. Demon Possession

(iiid Mlird Themes, which did not appear till after

his death in 1893, at Chefoo.

He also wrote China and the Chinese, 1869.

Mrs. Nevius : Life of John Livingstone Nevius.

NEWCHWANG,
'f-- S "'« rhvang, 'cow vil-

lage,' is the foreign name for a port the proper name

of which is Ying-k'ou or Yingkow, ^ fj. New-

chwang was named in the Treaty of Tientsin, 1858,

but it was Yingkow which was actually occupied

and called Newchwang. It is in lat. 40° 40' 38" N.

and long. 122° 15' 30" E.. being some thirteen miles

from the mouth of the Liao River which runs into

the Liao-tung Gulf. Sea trade is stopped for three

or four months in the year because of ice, but the

port is now well joined to the outer world by rail.

The Chinese population is estimated at 52,000,

and the foreign is about 3,000, most of whom are

Japanese.
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For many years Newchwang was the only treaty

port in Manchuria ; it has now to compete with

Harbin and Dalny or Dairen. The chief exports

are beans, millet, maize and their products, bean-oil,

bean-cake, etc. The export of Fushun coal has

much increased of late years.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports ... ... 10,515,210 9,209,670

Net Chinese „ 9,486,496 8,171,996

Exports 20,393,833 14,097,490

Total Hk.TLs. ... 40,395,539 31,479,156

NEW DOMINION. See Turkestan.

NEWSPAPERS, CHINESE. Utility and pro-

gress which formed the key of the Baconian

philosophy in England during the seventeenth

century, unlocked the barred gates of China in the

nineteenth. The ancient philosophies of Europe

and Asia which concerned themselves mo.stly with

moral perfection, disdained to be practical, and

remained stationary for centuries. Inductive reason-

ing revolutionized England and the enlightened

world. All countries whose philosophic systems

have checked or throttled scientific investigation

have lagged hopelessly behind in the race for the

useful and the good.

I'ha X,\ $6 or PeJcing Gazette (q.v.) is perhaps

the oldest periodical in the world : it can be traced

back through a period of 1,000 years. Yearly

volumes of this paper, with abridged translations,

were once issued by the North-China Herald. In

the modern acceptation of the term this publication

cannot be called a newspaper. The Asiatic Journal

of 1827 says : "There is nothing in China that can

properly be called a newspaper." The PeJcimj

Gazette was simply a record of official acts made up

from documents presented to the General Council

of the Chinese Government.

Modern printing in China began with the

publication of MonnisoN's Dictionary, by the East

India Company in 1815. Mr. Gamble of the

American Presbyterian Press in Shanghai, intro-

duced electrotype printing about the year 1860.

The newspapers, as the purveyor of general

news and the expositor of public thought, did not

have much vogue till the later part of the last

century. Under the protection of foreigners, news-

papers wore first published only at the treaty ports.

Limited edition.s of the Iloniihonrj Daili/ Press and
the Dail;i Mail were the beginnings of present-day
journalism. Chinese translations of the former
were first made at the suggestion of Dr. WtJ
TiNa-FANG, now acting-premier of the Republic of

China. According to Mr. Li Sum-ling, vice-

president of the Press Congress for China, both of
the.se papers were started in the earlv forties.

Their circulation was limited and the papers reached

only parts of South China. The tjl ^ Shenpao,

was first publi.shed in Shanghai by Mr. Major in

1872, and the Jg ^ Hupao followed in 1880 : the

latter was issued in connection w-ith the Xorth-China

Daily News. A dozen years later the ^ [ip ^ti

Sinwenpao, appeared. It may be said that these

three journals blazed the way for the 2,000 daily

newspapers in China and Manchuria to-day, which

flourish not only at the treaty ports but in many
interior cities. Of these 2,000 only 400 are of much
consequence, the rest being merely local. In 1895

there were only twelve daily newspapers in China

;

but ten years later the flood gates of promiscuous

journalism were opened never to be closed again.

Papers of all kinds, monthly, weekly, daily, sprang

up like mushrooms, and most of them perished as

rapidly. Knowledge of all kinds was spread abroad

and much .'uperstition and prejudice against Western
men and manners were disarmed. In the first

decade of this century, journali.sm advanced with

a bound. Scientific magazines, papers for women,
some illustrated, were sold extensively where a few
years before news-boys were employed to enter tea-

shops and public places to explain the nature of

their wares. It was largely through the influence

and power of the press that the Revolution of 1911

was brought about. The newspapers had exposed
the bribery and tricks of the mandarins and were
ofttn used for the purpose of blackmail and to

advance the personal and political aims of in-

dividuals and parties; but for the most part a

healthier moral tone has heen developed and while
often in the wrong, the Chinese newspaper has
created a salutary public sentiment which is making
for the good of China. After the Revolution many
party organs subsidized by individuals were
published

; but the only secular papers that have
survived the changing conditions are two of the
papers mentioned above, the tjl $({ and the Sjj f!,! {({

•7. W. Faun-ham, Y. J. .\llen and Timutiiy Rhiiaui)
are the pioneers of the religious papers in China.

The tfl M He & ^ Chiinf/ hsi chiao hui pao, was
started in 1891, the 1tl.it ^% Chiao hui hsin pno.

in 1894 and the '^^'2:1^ Review of the Times, in

1888. Resides the news of a religious nature, the.in

paper,^ maintained a secular department and hoing
addressed to minds trained and receptive to truth,

found a ready circulation. As the earlier exponents
of religion and morals, these periodicals served a.

most useful purpose, but none of them exist in name
today. All of the papers were monthlies; the
awakened minds of the Chinese demanded a wider
scope and more frequent instruction. There was a
clamor for weekly papers, and several of these were
started, some under foreigti editorship, others solciv
I.y Chinese. The fB^E^, Advocate, the develop-
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ment of a Foochow monthly, now ha« an extended

circulation throughout China and the Straits Settle-

ments. Its editors are Dr. Chen Wei-ping and

Dr. A. P. Parker. It is the joint organ of the

American Methodist Churches, but its readers are

by no means confined to that church.

The jfi, fi3 M IntcUi(jenceTj was inaugurated in

1902 by the Presbyterians of Europe and America

re.«ident in China and Manchuria. At the beginning

of this year its circulation was 7,000 throughout

China and many other countries where Chinese live.

Like the Advocate it is not confined to any one set

of readers but draws it.s subscribers from all classes,
'

prints secular as well as religious news, telegrams
and scientific articles of permanent value. Its

editors are Cheng Chun-sbkng and Dr. S. I.

WOODBRIDGE.

There are several religious monthlies, notably

the M^'^M. Chinese Churchman, the * fS '^ti

Womon's Messenger edited by Miss Laura White,
and the Sm i); ^ Happy Childhuod conducted by
Mrs. D. MacGillivray, which still e.xert a wide
mfluence for good among their constituents.

Another monthly, the # %ij§i^ Association Pro-
gress, with a circulation of 5,600, is a decided factor
in moulding the intellectual, moral and religious

character of China's young men. The ;$ 35 ij5| ^
published by the Commercial Press of Shanghai,
while not distinctly religious, maintains a high
moral tone among the thou.sands of its readers.

In general, the Chinese newspaper may be said

to be the chief instrument for furthering in the
Far East the utilitarian and progressive philosophy
of Bacon which revolutionized the world over three
centuries ago. (See Press). [S.I.W.]

(For the Signs of the Times Bf-^t.^^, with
its circulation of 53,000 per month, see Seventh
Day Adrentist Afisslon).

NEWSPAPERS, EUROPEAN. See Press.

NEW TERRITORY; the 376 square miles of
'Kowloon Extension,' leased to the British in 1899,
is thus called in Hongkong;

NEW YEAR CEREMONIES. The ceremonies
at the new year, ig if. l-uo nien, are too numerous
to describe. On New Year's Eve water is drawn
for three days' use and the well sealed up; the
rooms are swept ; the children have money given
them, which is supposed to guarantee their living

through the year; the kitchen god, returned from
making his report to heaven, is stuck in his proper
place; late at night the door is sealed up till the
morning, and so on. Next morning the door is

opened with auspicious words ; various gods receive

worship ; and a round of congratulatory visits is

made. Festivities and ceremonies continue till the

fifteenth of the moon, when comes the Feast of

Lanterns, {q.v.).

NGWEI STATE ^. See Wei, State of.

NICKEL. See Minerals.

NIELLE, is a process of inlaying gold and

silver wire on bronze, called by the Chinese "gold

and silver thread," chin yin ssti ^^Jjf-. A Bud-

dhist monk, Shih Su, of the late Yuan dynasty, is

supposed to have done the finest silver nielli in

China.

NIEN FEI jJS Sl> troops of mounted robbers

who ravaged the northern provinces from 1853

onward.

Nien means 'twisted,' and it is said the name

arises from the twisted turbans worn by the bandits

as their badge.

NIES, FRANCOIS XAVIER, a priest of the

Congregation of Steyl, was born in 1859 in West-

phalia and arrived in China in 1885. He and P.

Henle were murdered in Shantung in 1897, which

led to the German occupation of Kiao-chow. See

Tsingtau.

NINGPO, % i!t peaceful waves, is in the

province of Chekiang, on the river Yung g , some

12 miles above Chinhai at the mouth of the river

;

its position is in lat. 29"^ 55' and long. 121° 22' E.

The city is said to have been founded in 2205 B.C.

just after Yii's deluge. It was moved to its present

site in a.d. 713. It was captured by the T'ai P'ing

rebels in December, 1861, and held by them until

the following May.

This is the earliest place where foreign colonists

settled. It is uncertain when the colony, which was

Portuguese, was founded ; Fernando de Andrade

is said to have visited the place and about 1517

George Mascarenh\s went there. In 1533 the

colony was flourishing, and was called Liampo

;

it was probably a suburb of Ningpo. In 1545

Ferdinand Mendez Pinio landed there, and it was

in that year that the insolence and licentious conduct

of the colonists caused them to be attacked by the

Emperor's orders. Twelve thousand Chri^^tians, in-

cluding eight hundred Portuguese, were killed and

thirty-five of their ships were burned.

The East India Company sought to open trade

there in 1701, sending a ship with a hundred

thousand pound.s" worth of cargo; but the regulations

and restrictions were more intolerable than at

Canton. The same was found the case on a second

attempt in 1736. The next year an edict restricted

all trade with foreigners, except Russians, to

Canton, and particularly forbade foreign ships to

enter Ningpo or Chusan. In consequence of this

edict, Flint {q.v.) who had been sent there by the

E I. Company, was expelled. The prohibition was

repeated in the answer which Lord Macaktney took
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back to England, and Lindsax's trip on the Lord

Amherst (qv.) in 1832, was equally fruitless.

In 1840, however, instead of trading ships,

British war-vessels appeared at Ningpo and

established a blockade ; and the next year, on

March 13, the place was entered without resistance

after the fall of Chinhai.

The Chinese made a futile and costly attempt

to recover both places, but in August, 1842, the

Treaty of Nanking opened Ningpo to foreign trade.

The nearness of Shanghai and other causes have

prevented the place from becoming very important

in foreign trade. Its population is estimated at

400,000, but the foreigners, e.xclusive of missionaries,

are not more than fifty or sixty.

The products of Ningpo and district are rush

hats and mats, green tea, cotton, ice-preserved fish,

and, as a speciality, furniture.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 8,672,989 10.590,405

Net Chinese „ 7,327,229 7,909,365

Exports 10,609,551 11,153,784

Total Hk.Tls. ... 26,609,769 29,653,554

NINGPO JOSSHOUSE, a Club house or Guild

building with niortu,iry, cemetery, etc., belonging

to the Ningpo Guild or Hui kuan in Shanghai.

It is in the French Concession, and a riot wa^
caused by the attempt of the Municipal authorities

in 1874 to make new roads which would cut through
the cemetery. Eight Chinese lost their lives, and
the cemetery was left undisturbed. In 1898, the

authorities decided that for sanitary reasons the

cemetery must be removed. A second riot then

took place, in which twenty Chinese were killed
;

but the cemetery was not removed.

Morse : The Gilds of China; Customs Decen-
nial Reports, 1892 1901, pp. 469, 524.

NINGPO VARNISH. See Varnish, Chinete.

NIPCHU, TREATY OF, See Nerchinsk
Trenlij.

Nl PO T'U i/E 4*±. earthen jar opium, the
local name for Hunan opium, which was sold in

small earthen jars. It was cheap and only used
by the poorer classes. It was not exported to other

provinces.

NO. See Lolo.

NOBILITY 0?IS- AH the vassal rulers of

the < liou Knipire on receiving their fiefs were made
Rung ft, Hou fjl, PofQ, Tzu ^, or Nan 55; which
five titles are generally translated into English as

Duke, Marquis, Earl, Viscount and Baron, for

convenience merely,—because we ali^o have five ranks

of nobles. In feudal times the size of the fief, the

pedigree of the holder and especially his relation

to the royal house, determined the title bestowed

on him. These titles are supposed to have originated

with Y.\o and Shun.

In modern days, under entirely different con-

ditions, the same titles are in use as official dis-

tinctions, each being divided into three classes,

and the first three ranks carry also laudatory

epithets ^^ Cliia ming.

There are also in modern times four other ranks,

lower than the above, viz., Ch'ing chii tu yii

m%UWi, Ch'i tu yu iS SP gf ,
Yiin ch'i yd gf^'gj

and En ch'i yii BgSgJ.
Except the la.<t all the ranks are hereditary for

a given number of lives, twenty-six being the

maximum.
In^some cases, few among Chinese, more among

Manchus, the title is permanent ; e.g. the head of

the Confucius family is always Yen sheng kung

© ig ^ , Holy Duke.

Under the Republic the old titles of nobility

have been replaced by Titles of Merit which are

granted by the President as formerly by the

Emperor. They are as follows, with their earlier

equivalents :

—

1. Grand Title of Merit, Prince of blood -royal.

2. First Class Title of Merit, Kung Si or Duke.
3. Second Class ,,

4. Third Class

5. Fourth Class „

6. Fifth Class „
See also Imperial Nohilittj.

Mayers : The Chinese Government, p. 68.

NOBILITY, IMPERIAL. See Imperial No-
hdit,j.

NOEL, FRANCIS, a Jesuit missionary, born
in Belgium, August 18, 1651. He went to China
in 1687 and returned for the second and last time

to Europe in 1708. He then published a very

important work, Observaliones mafhematicae et

physicae in India et China factac, ab anno 10S.'i

usque ad annum 170S; it was issued at Prague in

1710. In this collection of memoirs, perhaps the

most valuable is the li.st of Chinese names of stars

and constellations. He also translated the Four
Books, etc., with some extracts from the philoso-

phers. Remusat criticizes these translations very

severely. P. Noel died in 1729 at Lille.

Remusat : Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques.

NON-ALIENATION OF YANGTZE REGION.
An oxcliango of notes between the British and
Chinese governments was made in February 1898,

when the Chinese government declared it "out of

the question that territory in provinces adjoining

the Yangtze should ever be mortgaged, leased or

ceded to another Power."

Hou ^ or Marquis.

Po \i\ or Count.

Tzu ^ or Viscount.

Nan ^ or Baron.
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NORTH CHIHLI MISSION, a smaU undeno-

minational Mission with its headquarters at

Staback, near Christiania, Norway ; worlving in

1917 at four stations in Chihli with eight foreign

workers.

NORTH CHINA BRANCH of the Royal

Asiatic Society,—not to be confused with the China

Branch {q.v.). The Society was founded in Shang-

hai in 1857 with the name Shanghai Literary and

Scientific Society. Its first President was the

Rev. Dr. Buiduman and its first Secretary Dr.

Edkins. a Journal was issued in 1858, but the

Society then became affiliated to the R. A.S. and

its name was changed to tliat which it has borne

ever since.

Through lack of support and through Dr.

BiiiDGM.4N's death the Society ceased to e.xist after

its meeting of October, 1861. In 1864, however,

it was resuscitated, with Sir Harry Parkes ;iS

Pre.sident. The British Government allowed it a

piece of land at nominal rent in 1868, on condition

that buildings were put up thereon within three

years. Cqrdier (who was the librarian) and

F. B. Forbes begged the necessai-y funds 'sou by

sou,' obtained Tls. 2,700, Kingsmill drew the plans

free of charge, and the present buildings were

erected in 1871.

Wylie's library was bought after another appeal

to the public for funds, and C'ordier prepared

the first catalogue.

There is now a membership of over 400, the

Library has some 8,000 volumes, there is a small

but well-directed Museum, an annual Journal is

issued, lectures are given through the winter, and

the Society is to-day more flourishing than ever.

China Review : vol. ii ; T'oung Pad, 1894,

p. 449; 'Old Mortality' : A'. C. Hcrnld, 1873,

vol. xi, p. 361.

NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, THE. Its

first appearance under this nanjc vvas on July 1,

1864, but it took the place of The Dnili/ Shijipi/nj

and Commercial News. It is still publi.'hed and is

the most important paper in China and the Far Easit.

For its inlitors see .Xnrt/i C/iinn Herald.

NORTH CHINA HERALD. The first number

of this weekly Shanghai paper was issued August

3. 1850, the proprietor and editor being Henry
Shearman. At his death in 1355, Charles Spencer

Co.MiTON became editor, and in 1861 Samuel

Mobsman, followed by R. Alexander Jamieson

(1863), R. S. GuNDRY (1866), George William

Haden (1873), Frederick H. Balfour (1881),

.J. \V. MiLELLAN (1388), R. W. Little (1889),

?T. T. Montague Bell (1906), 0. M. . Green

(1911). Many scientific papers appearing in its

columns were reprinted as a Mi.-!celluni/ appended

to an annual .ilmanac, till 1858.

In 1859 it became the official organ for British

Legation notifications, etc. In 1867 it altered title,

format and price, and appeared as The North China

Herald and Market Report, No. 1. With the first

number of 1870 the Supreme Court and Consular

Gazette was incorporated, and the title henceforth

was The North China Herald and Supreme Court

and Consular Gazette.

Since 1854 it has been the weekly edition of

The North (.'hina Daily News, and has had the

same editors.

NORTH CHINA UNION COLLEGE, THE,
at T'ung-chou in Chihli, had as its foundation a

primary school for boys opened in 1867 by the

A.B.C.F.M., which later became an Academy, and

ill 1889 a College. In 1900, the buildingsi were

totally destroyed by the Bo.xers, and some -if >.';e

students were killed.

W'ork was re-opened in temporary quarters in

Peking in the autumn of 1900, and T'ung-chou

College rebuilt in 1902. The L.M.S. and A. P.M.

are now associated in the work, the former joining

in 1904, and the latter in 1905. The A.B.C.F.M.

provides five of the foreign staff, the L.M.S. one,

and the A. P.M. two. The larger part of the

students are from Christian familiesi and those in

the College department numbered 80 in March, 1917.

Arrangements were completed in 1916, whereby

the Colle^'e became part of the Peking I'niversity.

NORTH-WEST KIANGSI MISSION, THE,
works at Ruling, and two other stations in Kiangsi,

with fourteen missionaries in 1917.

NORWEGIAN ALLIANCE MISSION. See

China Inland Mission.

NORWEGIAN LUTHERAN MISSION.
Ihadquiirters :— Kristiania.

Kntired China, 1894.

Works in South-west Honan and North-west

Hupei.

This Mission's chief centre is at its oldest

station, Lao-ho-kow ftf^ V\ , '" North Hupei, in

which province there are four other stations, viz.,

Yun-yang |R B (1898), Kiin-chow i^ >H (1899),

Shi-h'wa kai 11 ^ S (1904), and Fanghsien g lK

(1912).

In Honan province, the centres are Chen-ping

^ 2p, Nan yang i?j |g, and Teng-chow JK W. a"

opened in 1904, and Lu-shan ^ jlj (1906).

The Mission emphasizes evangelistic work, but

schools have been begun at every station, and at

many outstations.

A hospital was opened at Lao-ho kow in 1913.

but the resident physician, Dr. Froyland, was

murdered by "White Wolf " in March, 1914, since

which time Medical work has lapsed.
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Statistics for the year ending December 31st.

1S16:

Foreign force 62

Cliinese staff 173

Communicants 1,232

N on communicant members ... 189

NORWEGIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
IldiililiKirttis :—Stavanger, Norway.

Kiiterud China, 1902.

Works in Hunan.

This mission occupies si.f centres in the Chang-

sha and Pao-eh'ing prefectures, besides maintaining

one professor at the Union Lutheran Seminary at

She-kow, Hupei. The work was begun at Chang-

sha and other places under great difficulties owing

to the virulent anti-foreign feeling of the Hunanese,

but has been very successful, the Christian com-

munity, (i.e., baptized members and catechumens),

numbering 3,389 in the beginning of 1916, as the

result of fifteen years' work.

Educational work is vigorously prosecuted, in

60 primary schools, one middle school, (at T'aohua

lun), a normal school for women, a men's blind

school, and girls' orphanage ; in addition to the

She-kow Theological College mentioned above.

Medical work is carried on in three hospitals,

and four dispensaries, with four foreign- doctors,

four foreign nurses, and fourteen Chinese nurses.

It is usual to make special and united evange-

listic campaigns at Christmas. In December 1915,

in Changsha district 15,000 listeners, admitted by

ticket, attended the services.

Statistics for the year ending December 31, 1916.

Foreign missionaries 36

Chinese staff 214

Communicants 1,958

Non-communicant members 571

NORWEGIAN MISSION IN CHINA. See

Vhittn Inl'inil Mt^-i'i'/ii.

NO SU. See AhoTujince.

NOTES AND QUERIES ON CHINA AND
•Ia]).ui, a niontlily magazine published in Hungkoni;

by N. n. Dennvs from January, 1867 to December,

1669. C. L. Da VIES bought the magazine, and from

February "with which is incorporated Papers on

China" was added to the title. It appears to have

died that year. Mr. Dennys started The China

li'( ilru\ iir Nolef and Queries on the Far Kmt, in

.July, 1872. See Puj^ers on China.

Nij-CHEN TARTARS. See Chin.

NU-CHIH, iciS, the same as Niich.n ^ R,
The Nil riii'M Tartars, being subject to the Khitana

(l.iao dynasty), made this change in a.d. 1035,

because tlie word chen formed part of the personal

name of the reignii'g Emperor, Hsing TstJNO. See

Chin.

:>[

NU-KUO i>:M- S<^<= Wvman-countnj.

NUMISMATICS. The earliest Chinese records

tell of barter, but in Europe while such evidence

as the word -pecunia implies barter of cattle, etc.,

denoting hunting and pastoral stages of civilization,

in China the earliest indications point to the agri-

cultural stage. Metallic coinage was introduced

very early and gradually supplanted other media

of exchange such as cloth, silk, pearls, jade,

cowrie?, etc.

It is claimed by some authorities that money

dates from the time of T'ai Hao ;*: g B.C. 2953.

Others, more critical, date it from Shun's reign,

B.C. 2255. The earliest dates which are generally

agreed on are the Ch'eng wang period, B.C. 1115—

1079 for the inscribed round coins, and the Feudal

Period of B.C. 770—470 for the Knife J] tao coin.s.

All coinage has been in copper (bronze) until

th.? modern mints began to coin silver in 1895. In

e.xceptional times iron coins have been made, and

white metal and lead are said to have been used.

Gold has never been cast in coins.

The shapes of early Chinese coins are very

various. Spade money, Pu (cloth) money, Ch'uan

coins, Knife money of differing shapes, can hardly

b.; explained without illustrations, and the reader

is referred to the works mentioned below.

All the dynastic histories from the Han to the

Ming dynasty have a section on currency; Ssu-ma

Ch'ien, Ma Than Lin and oUier writers also deal

with the subject. But the first purely numismatic

work that we have knowledge of is the Ch'ien chih

^ -g by Liu Siiih. We only know of him by his

work being referred to in the Ch'ien P'u |5 IB

of Ku YiiAN, whose book again is only known by

references. Ku Yilw was of the Liang dynasty,

A.D. 502—556. Many other numismatic works were

written in the T'ang and Sung dynasties, but have

perished except for fragmentary references. One

work only has survived,—the Ch'iian Chih ^^,
by HcNO TsuN iS a, published in a.d. 1149.

The next important work was the Ch'ien T'untf

i8 ifi by Hu Wo K'VN m n ^- of ''1^« Ming dynasty.

Ill thcManchu dynasty there were many writers on

numismatics, the most important being Cn'u

Shang-linc ^ f,^ 1^ who wrote Chi chin so chien hi

in 1827, and Li Tso hsikn ^^5f. author of the

A-« Ch'iian Uui -^ SiU- pi'l-lished in 1864. The

latter work, consisting, with a supplement, of

twenty thin volumes and figuring close on six

thousand coins, is generally regarded as the best

book on the subject.

The Journal of the North China Branch of the

Poyal Asiatic Society c/mUins illustrated papers

on Ch'ing dynasty coins by Wylie and IU'siiei.l.

(vols, i and xv). Hopkins and Hii.i.iEii have also

written valuable papers on the subject. Db
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Lacoupehie des<iibed the British Museum Collection

including the Gardiner Collection of Chinese Coins,

—a very valuable work ; and in 1895 Mr. (now Sir)

James Stewart Lockhart published the Glover

Collection, now out of print. The latest important

book on the subject is Sir J. H. Stewaht

Lockhakt's description of his own collection, issued

ill 1915 by the X. C. Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society. The N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal for 1917 has

a paper on the Republican coinage, by Ros.

NURHACHU, who afterwards reigned as

T'lEN Ming 5c ^, was the real founder of the

Manchu power. He was born in 1559, in one of

the small independent communities which resulted

from the breaking up of the Chin ^ dynasty (Nu-

chen). At 24 years of age he came into prominence

ai! a leader, and by good government and by force

he so brought the various tribes under his sway that

in 1586 he was able to declare his independence of

China and to refuse tribute. By his orders a

written language was prepared for his people, who
till then had none. It was based on the Mongol,

after some improvements had been added thirty-

three years later, it was the Manchu language as

it is used to-day. In 1616, the term Manchu, of

which the etymology is not known, was adopted as

the national title, and a few years later he inflicted

a disastrous defeat on an army of 200,000 men sent

by the Ming Emperor against him. In 1625 he

established his capital at Mukden, then called

Shen Yang |^ j^ and his rule stretched to the sea

on the East, and to the Amur on the North, Ning-

yiian being almost the only important possession

left in Chinese hands north of the Great Wall.

In attacking this place, however, he suffered a

great defeat through meeting artillery at close

range ; his chagrin brought on a serious illness and
he died in 1626. He was canonize'd as T'ai Tsu

NUTGALLS; these are produced by an insect

on llliu.* jditinica, the fu yang tree, and on R.

piitaninii, both of which have their habitat in the

mountainous regions of W. Hupei, Hunan, Kuei-

chou and Kuangsi.

The first are named Wu pei tzu i +Jf -dp, and
are reduced to powder to produce a dye-stuff,

besides being largely used in tanning. The second

has galls, Ch'i-putzii -b i=a -f. "sed in Chinese

medicine. Chinese nut-galls furnish the finest tan-

ning medicine in the world. In commerce nut-galls

are classified into plum-shaped and "other." Han-
kow, Chungking, Ichang, Yochow and Wuchow, in

the order named, are the chief ports. The export,

which was 20,000 piculs in 1876 had risen to 43,000

piculs in 1898 and 66,000 (the record) in 1909. In

1916 it was pels. 47,068, value Hk.Tls. 1,032,502.

See Dye-stujf.i.

NUTHATCHES. See Sitta.

o
OATH OF ROMAN CATHOLIC PRIESTS.

See Pdjial Dull.

OATHS. According to Pabker the common
mode of taking an oath in ancient China was to

throw something into a river, cither calling the

river-god to witness, or intending 'If I break my
vow may I pass as this river.' In the case of

solemn treaties part of the sacrificial animal was
buried, that the Earth might be witness. Instances

are given of oaths by the killing of a chicken, a

pig, etc.

In Hongkong the form of oath for Chinese in

Court was by cutting off a cock's head. Afterwards
the breaking of an earthenware vessel was sub-

stituted ; later a yellow paper, with oath and
imprecation written on it or the witness' signature,

was burned. The latest form is a simple oral

afhrmation.

Parker : Ancient China Simplified; Eitel :

Europe in China.

OATS, Arrna fativn L. , are not much grown,

except in parts of Manchuria, Mongolia and
N. Shansi and Kansu, in the highlands of Ssii-

ch'uan, and in the N.W. corner of Yunnan, near

the celebrated pony-raising district of K'iitsingfu.

OBSERVATORY OF PEKING. The Obser-

vatory, called kiiiin h.'imj t'lii 'star-gazing platform,'

is situated by the wall of the Tartar city, not far

from its southeast corner; it was actually at the

corner of Khcbilai Khan's city, which did not
e.\tend so far south as the present Tartar city.

It dates from Khubilai Khan's 16th year of

rule, 1280, and was under the care of Mohammedans
till 1622, when the direction was given to 1*. Adam
ScHALL. It is merely a platform built of large

bricks and rising fifty feet high, on which stand the

astronomical instrument-s. Two very large instru-

ments dating from the thirteenth century used to

stand at the base of the platform ; one is now left,

the other being in Potsdam,
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P. Verbiest made six instruments in 1673, but

the Ciermans have taken three of these also.

The instruments with their location are as

follows :

—

I.—Cast in the thirteenth century by the

Cantone.'e astronomer Kuo Shou-ching 5il '^ 15 :

1. Large planetary sphere,
fflj ^ Z/"".7 'V «'''

Potsdam.

2. Astrolabe, jgj ijt chien i; in the Observatory

court.

3. Gnomon, Q § /'/' kuci; in the Observatory

court.

IL—Cast by VfinBiEST, 1673 :

1. Quadrant, jjg^flt hsiaii'j h-^ien i, on the

platform, north-west.

2. Zodiacal sphere, jUc'M. hutmrj luo, on the

platform, south-west.

3. Equatorial sphere, ^ ^ ch'ih tao, on the

platform, south-east.

4. Celestial sphere, yi fS. t'ien I'i, at Potsdam.

5. Azimuth hori/.on, if^f^^ ti p'inrj i, „
6. Sextant, |E^fl| chi lisien i, „
IIL—Given by J.oiis XIV :

Armillary sphere, ^it^^lti^ l>''ii'J '' rhiiKj

w.i i, on the platform, couth.

IV.—Founded later by the Chinese :

1. HS <«« cli'i'n, made in the Ch'ien I.,bng

reign ; at Potsdam.

2. Celestial sphere, '/i ^ t'kn t'i, to replace

that by Verbiest, taken by the

Germans ; smaller tlian the original ; on

the platform, west.

Bulletin Catholique de Pekin, 1914, p. 211.

OCARINA. Sf,' Miilra! I iixtninnnl<.

O'CONOR, NICHOLAS RODERICK, born in

Ireland in 1843, was Secretary of the British

Legation in Peking in 1883 and charge d'affaires

in 1885-6 and was called from Bulgaria to be

Minister in China, April 1, 1892. He was made

K.C.B. in 1895, G.C.M.U. in 1896 and G.C.B.

in 1897.

On the conclusion of a contract for a loan from

Russia to China in 1895 he spoke to the Tsungli

Yanien in such indignant language that the Yamen
expressed a wish for his recall ; so satisfied was the

British Government with his services that he was

promoted to the Emba.s.ty at St. Petersburg, October

24, 1895. He died at Constantinople, March 19,

1908.

CoRDlER : Histiiirc dux liilatioihi dc la ('hinr,

etc., vol. iii, p. 309.

ODES, BOOK OF, SJt^. Sec Shih Ching.

ODIN BAY, a name given to a small bay in

Talien w.in. during the occupation by British

forces in 1860. It was named after one of the war

veseels.

ODOR I C, was born at Pordenone near Venice

in 1286. About 1300 he entered the Franciscan

Order, and was sent to Asia to follow up the success

of MoNTE-CoKViNo. He started in 1318, made his

way through Persia, India, Ceylon, Sumatra, Java

and Borneo, travelled from Canton through China,

staying three years in Peking where Monte-Corvino

was then Archbishop, and returned to Europe via

Tibet. He is the first European to mention Lhasa.

His homeward route is not known but he arrived

in 1330, and in May of that year dictated the

account of his travels, which was written in Latin.

It is said he returned in order to get fifty more

missionaries, but he died at Udine in 1331. In 1755

he was officially beatified. His tomb is at Udine

near his birthplace, and his body is exposed to the

vie\»of the faithful once in every four years.

CoRDlER : Les Voijaijes . . . d'Odorir. de

PnrdeiKjiic, Paris, 1891 ; Yule : Cathay and the

Wui/ Thither.

OELOTS. See EUuths.

OFFICIALS. Mayers in his Chinese Govern-

ment gave the titles of 612 offices under the Manchus.

Many of these have been abolished or the title

changed since the Revolution. Such as are likely

to be referred to will be found in their proper places

in this book. See Government, Republican.

OILS. See Wood, Beann, Sesatnum, etc.

OIL, PERSIMMON : A varnish oil is obtained

fiom the wild form of Diospijros kuki, jlll (ill -J-

YiiKhihtzii, which is abundant in the mountains of

central and western China up to 4,000 feet altitude,

where it forms a large tree 50 or 60 feet tall. The
fruit is plucked in July when still green. By means
of a wooden mallet it is reduced to a pulp, which

is placed with cold water in large earthenware jars

fitted with covers, and allowed to decompose. The
contents are stirred occasionally, and at the end of

30 days the residue of the pulp is removed and the

resultant liquid, a nearly colourless varnish, is

poured into other jars. To give it a warm tint,

the leaves of l,iiiuitrum lucidum, privet, or Laahu

t&& <" 'ic A "" chfn, are steeped in the jars for

ten days or so, according to the depth of tint

desired. This varnish is used for waterproofing

purposes generally, its principal use being in the

niaiuifacture of umbrellas.

OILS, ESSENTIAL. The principal essential

oils are camplior. cassia, and aniseed (q-v.). Besides

these the following are exported from the two
Kuang provinces, (given under the heading Oil<,

Ki'finlird, in the Customs E.xport List),—cardomom,
cinnamon, ginger, gum, benjamin, peppermint, rose,

and .sandalwood.

In 1916 the exports were pels. 9,431, value

Hk,Tls. 878,840,
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OLD UNCLES g f'|i wCiin chung, the name

given to a dozen gigantic statues of iron made by

Shih Huang Ti from the iron which he had com-

manded the people to bring in to prevent their

making weapons. They are said to have been each

240,000 lbs. in weight ; they were placed in the

court-yard of his palace.

TsCHEi'E : Histi/irc du Itnyaumt de Ch'in, p. 25.

OLIPHANT, LAURENCE, was born in 1829

at Cape Town, where his father had just been sent

from London as Attorney-General. Much of his

early life was spent in travel, and he also acted as

secretary to Lord Elgin in Washington. In 1857,

he became private secretary to Lord Elgin on his

visit to China, was present at the bombardment of

Canton, and in 1859 published a Narrative of the

Earl of Elijin's Mission to China and Japan in the

years 1S57-S9. His further cai-eer, exceedingly

varied, and also marked by strange religious

developments, had nothing to do with China, and

is therefore not related here.

[Leslie SiErHEN] : Dictionary of National

Biography.

OLOPEN or OLOPUN, the first Nestorian

missionary to China, arrived with his companions

in A.D. 635, was well received by the T'ang emperor

T'ai Tsung, and began his work in Ch'ang-an

(Hsi-an fu).

The name only occurs in the Chinese part of

the inscription on the Nestorian monument, and
it has given rise to discussion. Yvle first suggested

that it was the Chinese form of the Syriac Uabban,
the title by which the Apostle had come to be

generally known. Havket accepted this opinion as

the most satisfactory of any. Hinrn sugested that

the i>-lo represented ru, (cf. 0-lo-ssu for Russia)

and that the missionary bore the common name
Ruben.

Yule : Cathay a7id the Way Thither; IIirth :

Jovrnnl, N.C.U.n.A.S., vol. x.\i, p. 214.

OLYPHANT D. W. C, a member of one of

the early American firms in Canton,

—

Talbot,
Olyi'iiant & (;o., noted for his good deeds. It was
by his invitation and influence that American
IWissions began in 1829. His firm provided a
Mission house in Canton, rent-free, for 13 years.

At his suggestion the church in New York to which
he belonged sent a complete printing plant; he
invited and carried out Abeel, and the firm gave
fifty-one free passages to missionaries and their

families, which meant far more then than it would
mean now. He encouraged the beginning of the
Chinese lUpository, built an office for it in Canton,
and promised to bear all luss if the ]>ublication was
a failure. He published Meuhurst's Hokeen
Dictionary at a cost of $2,000; and did many otlier

generous things. He died at ("airo on his way to

the U.S.A., June 10, 1851.

Chinese Repository, vol. xx, p. 509;

Williams : Life and Letters of S. Wells Williams.

OMI SHAN; also known as Omei and 0, etc.,

is one uf the Four Sacred Hills of Buddhist pilgrims

in China. It is one day's journey west of Chia-ting

(Kiating) in Ssuch'uan, and is of hard limestone

rock, 11,000 feet above sea level, rising precipitously

from the plain. The first European to visit it was

E. C. Babeu in 1S77. He states that it has perhaps

the highest precipice in the world—about 6,000 feet

high. From the edge pilgrims sometimes see in the

abyss the 'glory of Buddha'—a brilliant disc sur-

rounded by a rainbow, a natural phenomenon which

is very impressive to the simple and superstitious.

The patron deity of the mountain is P'u Hsien

Pusa, who was supposed to have once appeared on

the mountain seated on an elephant. A colossal

bronze image, perhaps dating from the 7th century,

representing P'u Hsien on his elephant, is one of

the sights of the mountain. Other wonders are the

gilded and lacquered mummies of three holj' men,

and a tooth of Buddha, twelve inches long and

eighteen lbs. in weight. The ruins of a bronze

temple erected by the Emperor Wan Li (1573-1620)

and destroyed by lightning in 1819 can also bo

seen. There are 55 pagodas, including two bronze

ones of the Ming dynasty, and over 70 temples and

monasteries containing more than 2,000 monks are

scattered on the mountain. Thousands of pilgrims

flock there every year, some from Tibet and Nepal,'

and some even from the China coasts.

See l"ti Hsien.

Wilson : A Naturalist in West China;

Johnston : From Peking to Mandalay ; Little :

Mount Umi and beyond ; Babeh : Travels and

liesearches in W. China.

6m MAN! PADME HUM, a Mongolian and

Tibetan sixfyllablo iharin, inscribed on amulets

and, in Tibet, on pillars and walls everywhere, to

ward off evil influences, and continually uttered as

well. The first European notice of it seems to be

in William of Rubruck. Rockiiill gives the

legendary origin.

RoiKiliLL : The Land of the Lumus, p. 320.

ONE-EYED REBEL l'3.llRft!(, a.i epithet for

Li Tzu-ch'kng (q.v.), who lost his left eye in the

siege of K'aifeng fu.

ONGUT, an important tribe, called also in

Chinese books White Tartars. 'J'hey dwelt north of

the great bend of the Yellow River, commanding

the entry into Clhina through N.W. Shansi, in the

district called by Marco Polo Tcnduc. They were

a Christian tribe, as is known from many sources,

Marco Polo, Montecorvino, Odoric, and Chinese
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and Persian writers. In Mabco Polo's time the

legend of Presteii John pointed no longer to the

Keraits {'J.v.) hut to the Ongut, whose Prince
CiEoncE is spoken of as descended from Puestee
John.

Pr.LLiOT : C/iicticns d'Asie centrale, etc., T'oung
Pao, 1914.

OPIUM AND THE OPIUM QUESTION IN
China.—For a proper understanding of the
niuch-ve.\ed opium question the best approach is

through reading the arguments of the defenders of

the importation of opium into China. The ablest

presentment of the case for opium is that made in

1882 by W. H. Breueton, a Hongkong solicitor,

who for many years acted as legal advieer to the

opium farmers in that colony. The lectures,

delivered in London, were the result of a deter-

mination to "expose the mischievous fallacies dis-

seminated by the Anglo-Oriental Society for the

Suppression of the Opium Trade." The lecturer

states that he was denied the use of E.xeter Hall

for the purpose of his lectures, and "thinks he is

justified in exposing this act of intolerance."

Mr. BuERETON first gives his personal experience

of fifteen years in Hongkong, stating that opium
smoking, as practised by the Chinese, is perfectly

innocuous. He then notes the ideas as to the trade

prevalent in England, ideas which he declares to be

unfounded on fact and contrary to the opinion of

all Europeans and Americans in China, with the

exception of the missionaries. It is, in fact, he

says, on a par with tea-drinking and smoking;

he had known hundreds of Chinese who had smoked
from their earliest days, but never observed any

symptoms of decay in them. He sums up that the

charge against England's good name is foul and

untenable.

The fallacies which he mentions are ten in

number, viz. :— /.—That opium smoking in China

i.s now and always has been confined to a small

percentage of the population, but which, owing to

the introduction into the country of Indian opium,

is rapidly increasing. The fact being, he say^=, that

the custom j.«, and for centuries h.is been general

among the malo adults throughout China, its use

being limited only by the ability to procure the drug.

In order to clear up this point it is necessary to

give an historical sketch of the opium trade in China.

Edkins, in his T/ie Poppy in China, states that

the poppy was apparently unj^nown in China pre-

viously tn the T'ang Hynasty (a.d. 618) ; the fir.-st

mention- in literature is in the Supphmenlarij

IlirhnUst of Ghen Tsanc-chi, in the first half of

the eighth century, and in the IIcTlwliH's TrcaRiinj,

A.I) 973, is a reference to the medicinal use of the

poppy, whilst a medical writer, Lin HnNC, probably

of the twelfth century, and other medical writers

a little later, describe the preparation of opium and
its uses in bowel troubles. There can be little

doubt that the preparation of opium had been intro-

duced into China through Arab channels by tlie end

of the sixteenth century.

Mouse states, {The Trade and Administration

of the Chinese Empire, p. 326), that the Chinese are

the only people who smoke opium, and that opium
smoking came in through tobacco smoking, Tobacco
WIS introduced from the Philippines to Formosa,
and thence to the mainland at Amoy. The first

mention of an opium-smoking divan is from the pen
of KAEitrFER, who, visiting .Java in 1689, smoked
there "opium diluted with water and mixed with

tobacco," and. as the Dutch controlled Formosan
trade from 1624 to 1662, it seems probable that

the gsactice of smoking mixed tobacco and opium
was introduced from Java. There is nothing to

show when opium ceased to be mixed with tobacco

for smoking in China.

The first edict against opium smoking was issued

by the Emperor Yung-ciieng in 1729, at which time
the importation of foreign opium amounted to only

200 chests a year, introduced by the Portuguese
trading from Goa, and by none others until 1773;
English private merchants then engaged in the

trade up to 1781, when the East India Company
took it into its own hands. The trade went on
without restriction on the importation until 1780,

when, imports having increased to a large extent,

a new and upright Viceroy at Canton determined

to apply the restriction to the importation of the

drug, and in 1795, the amount having increased to

over 4,000 chests, an edict was, on the representation

of the Viceroy, issued absolutely prohibiting all

in-.portation. Tins edict was renewed in 1800, and
from this date the traffic became contraband'. .Smug-

gling, however, became organised by detailed

arrangements made between the importers and

venal officials at Canton and elsewhere along the

coast.

For forty years there was no pretence at enforc-

ing the anti-opium edicts in the spirit, says MonSE,

and the restrictions of their letter had only the

effect of covering the traffic with a veil of decency.

Iripgular dues were levied by the officials, and it

wa.s to the interest of all officials concerned, bolow

the Emperor and an occasional honest statesman,

that the prohibition should be enacted and that the

tr.affic should go on. Stocks could, however, no

longer be kept at Canton, and the dejiots were

transferred to Macao and Whampoa until 1820,

when, owing to restrictions, they were moved to

l.intin I-Iand, and the trade there left undisturbed

unti! 1838, when the Emperor determined to enfurco

th.! cilict of 1800 and appointed I.IN TzESU as

Imperial ('(imniissioucr to carry out his will. Then
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ensued the action which forced the foreign merchants

at Canton to deliver up their stocks of opium, which

was destroyed by the Commissioner, and the sub-

sequent events which led to war with Great Britain.

This war has been called the "Opium War," as the

destruction of the opium was made by the British

Government a casu/s belli, "yet, apart from the

njjium traffic, there were causes leading inevitably

t'> an open rupture between the two nations," (Pott :

A ak-vtch of Chinese hiflari/, 1st ed., p. 130).

The opium trade after the war is shrouded in

a veil of secrecy, and from 1840 to 1860 pandemonium

reigned : the Chinese Government attempted the

impossible in applying to foreign nations alone the

restrictions which they could not enforce on their

own subjects, so removing all regulation from a

trade which they would not consent to legalize ; a

"perfect carnival of smuggling," in Morse's phrase,

ensued. This was put an end to in the British

Treaty of 1858, Article x.xvi of which provided for

a revision of the Customs traffic, in w-hich opium

was included at a duty of Tls. 30 per picul.

Legalization was first suggested by the American

Minister, W. B. Reed, who saw the abuses to

which the contraband character of the trade gave

rise. By the Chefoo Convention of 1876 the col-

lection of likin was authorised, and after this became

effective, and the Kowloun and Lappa Customs were

opened, (1887) smuggling was greatly reduced.

The ofhcial policy of the British Government

in relation to opium is summed up in the following

document :

Viscount I'dhiierxtnit's In-^tnictions to Sir H.

Pottinger ris/iectinr/ Opium, on liif (lr2)nrlure for

China, 3i-9t May 18^1.

"It is of great importance, with a view to

the maintenance of a permanent good understand-

ing between the two countries, that the Chinese

Government should place the opium trade upon

some regular and legalized footing. Experience

lia.< shown that it is entirely beyond the power of

the Chinese Government to prevent the introduc-

tion of opium into China; and many reasons

render it impossible that the British Government

can give the Chinese Government any effectual

aid towards the arcompli-hment of that purpo.se.

But while the opium trade is forbidden by law

it must inevitably be carried on by fraud and

violence; and hence must ari.se frequent conflicts

and .collisions between the Chinese preventive

service and the parties who are engaged in carry-

ing on the opium trade. These parties are

generally British subjects ; and it is impossible

t> suppose that this private war can be carried on

between British opium smugglers and the Chinese

authorities, without events happening which must

tend to put in jeopardy the good understanding

between the Chinese and British Governments.

"H.M. Goverimient makes no demand in this

matter : for they have no right to do so.

The Chinese Government is fully entitled to pro-

hibit the importation of opium, if it pleases ; and
British subjects who engage in a contraband trade

must take the consequences of doing so. But it

is desirable that you should avail yourself of

every favourable opportunity to strongly impress

upon the Chinese Plenipotentiary, and through

him upon the Chinese Government how much it

would be for the interest of the Chinese Govern-

ment itself to alter the law of China on this

matter, and to legalize, by a regular duty, a trade

which they cannot prevent."

Fallacy No. 2.—That opium smoking is injurious

to the system, more so than spirit drinking.—Against

this, Brereton says that the former is not only

harmless but beneficial. This opinion is reinforced

by the words used bj- Messrs. Jardine, Matheson,
quoted by MoULE, The Opium Question p. 43,

"the use of opium is not a curse but a comfort to

tho hard-working Chinese ; to many scores of

thousands it has been productive of healthful

sustentation and enjoyment." Pottinger, in Opium
/'apcrs 1842-66, pp. 7, 8, stated that the alleged

den-oralizing and debasing efforts of opium have

been vastly exaggerated. Consul Gardner, {Chefoo

Trade Itcport 1878), said that "thousands of hard-

working people are indebted to opium smoking for

the continuance of lives agreeable to themselves and

useful to society." Consul Scott at Kiungchow

said, also in 1879 : "no one can maintain that a mild

indulgence results in physical or mental debility.

A pipe of opium is to the Chinese workman what a

glass of beer is to the English labourer, a climatic

necessity." Further quotations to the i«ame effect

are made (these ai'e in an essay on the IndoChiiirxr

Opium Trailc, by J. S. Hill), from another consul,

two doctors in China (non-missionary), two in

India, two travellers in China (Fortune and Babbr),

and finally from Sir George Birdwood. M.I), a

]nxminent medical official in India, who, in a letter

to the Time.< of December 6, 1881, argued strongly

in favour of the downright innocency of opium

smoking, "... and that we are as free to

introduce o|)ium into China, and to raiise a revenue

from it in India, as to export our manufacture*

into France" : he also affirmed that the smoking of

opium cannot be otherwise than harmless, as the

active principles of opium are non-volati»sable, i.e.

nop-smokeable. This latter part of his contention

he was later compelled to retract, and his opinion

was therefore deprived of one of its chief clamis to

respect and attention.

The above testimony, brought forward by J. S.

HiLr in an inquiry into the question which is

marked by studied moderation, was ."aid by him to

be almost the whole testimony that can be brought
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to substantiate Messrs. Jabdike, Matheson's state-

ment. Although seldom given without qualifications

which often weaken its force, and not always by

wholly unbiassed deponents, it presents a fairly

strong prima facie case for argument which cannot

be ignored. Taken moreover in connection with the

fa.'t that China showed but few signs of decrepitude,

il would be necessary to bring forward cogent argu-

ments against it.

The most significant fact on the other side is the

almost entire absence of Chinese witnesses from the

case of the opium apologists : the opinion of those

who consume the drug is surely of the highevst im-

portance. Thi« argument can be strengthened by

producing an almost unanimous body of Chinese

evidence against opium. As regards the opinion of

foreigners, these may be divided into two classes,

ofiicial and other. The Directors of the East India

Company early in the history of the traffic wrote

to the Governor in Council in Bengal as follows

—

Htjjort 18SI, on the Affairs of the East India Co.,

App. p. 11—"We wish it to be clearly understood

that our sanction is given to these measures (for

supplying a quantity of opium for the internal

consumption of the country) not with a view to the

revenue which they may yield, but in the hope

that they will tend to restrain the use of this

pernicious drug ... to prevent its introduction

into districts where it is not used, and to limit its

consumption in other places as nearly as possible

to what may be absolutely necessary. Were it

possible to prevent the use of the drug altogether

we would gladly do so in compassion to mankind."

Further quotation." are made from eminent men,

e.g. a Chairman of the Directors of the Company

speaks of opium as "a grievous evil" (I'url. /'apers,

1856, p. 82) ; Mr. C. A. Bruce, Indian Government

Superintendent of the tea plantations in A.«sam, is

equally emphatic. Turning to China, we find Sir

Thomas Wade, British Minister, saying, in his

important memorandum relative to the revision of

the Treaty of Tientsin :—"I cannot endon-c the

opinion of Messrs. JAnniNE, Matheson that the use

of opium is not a curse, but a comfort and a benefit

to the hardworking fhinese." Sir R. AlxocK stated

before the East India Finance Committee in 1871 :

"Looking to the universality of the belief among

the Chine-se that whenever a man takes to smoking

opium it will probably be the impoverishment and

rui.i of his family . . . those who are addicted

to it always consider themselves moral criminals."

Another leading official quoted in the same sense is

Sir J. P. Hennessy, Governor of Hongkong, and

th^ opinion of medical men is then given, and

includes those of Sir B. BiioniE, Sir J. Ritson, and

24 leading doctors in England. The te.«timony of

medical men residing in China is almost unanimoui<

against opium, and, though a few doctors have been

quoted in its favour, the weight of authority and a

numerical majority are convincing.

Fullary Xo. 3.—That the supply of opium

regulates the demand, and not the demand the

srpply.—This argument, brought forward by the

Anti-Opium Society, is disproved by Mr. Breueton,

particularly by his pointing out that Indian opium

was of much better quality than the native drug.

Later on, when the quality of the Indian article

deteriorated, the demand fell off.

Fallacy No. !,.—That opium smoking and opium

eating are equally hurtful.—This point appears to

be of little importance, in view of what follows.

Fallacy No. 5.—That nearly all who smoke

opium are either inordinate smokers or are neces-

sarily in the way of becoming so, and that once the

custom has been commenced it cannot be dropped
;

but the victim is compelled to go on smoking the

drug to his ultimate destruction.—The lecturer says

that it is a matter of common knowledge that this

is not the case : he has known hundreds of moderate

smokers. But, as the habit is beneficial, few desire

to discontinue it. Against this may be quoted a

letter from a Chinese resident in London (7'im<-.«,

6 July, 1875), "show me one instance where a man

h.iJ been adhering to a fi.xed allowance of opium

with which he had commenced years ago, and I

will show you a hundred cases where men were

ruined within ten years."

Dr. Sheareii, of Liverpool, in a pamphlet on

Opium (awarded a prize in 1881 by a commission

of eminent physicians) states that the vice is far

more ensnaring and seductive than dram-drinking,

that cumulative doses are required to produce the

original effects, and that even the moderate con-

tinuous use of the drug induces the most serious

derangement of the nervous system. The chief

objection to its use put forward by the Chinese is

that it injures the intellect and impairs the moral

chaiactcr. The desire for the drug among the

poorer classes leads them to stint themselves of the

common necessaries of life, the consequence being

rapid deterioration of health. The effects on the

wealthy are less noticeable, but no le«s sure in the

end, for there are few who ever discontinue the

habit. Medical opinion generally at the present

dav may be said to confirm this view.

Fallacy No. «.—That the Chinese Government

is, or ever was, anxious to put a stop to its use. or

even to check iU use among the people of China.—

The sole object of the Government, says Mr.

Breueton, was to protect the native drug, to

prevent bullion leaving the country and generally

to exclude foreign goods. If the Chinese Govern-

ment really wanted to put a stop to the use of opmm

they wouJd begin by doing so themselves :
they

could do this without difficulty. But thev will not
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because they derive a large revenue from the drug,

because smoking is an ancient and harmless, and
beneficial custom.

That smoking is not an ancient custom has been

shown in the historical sketch. The opinion of the

Chniese Government is well illustrated in the

following document, viz :
—

Extract from Memorial of Choo-Tsun, Membei
of t/i£ Council and of the Board of liitts, against

the admission of Opium. October ISSG.

"To sum up the matter, the wide-spreading

and baneful influence of opium, when regarded

simply as injurious to ijroperty, is of inferior

importance; but when regarded as hurtful to the

people, it demands most anxious consideration
;

for in the people lies the very four»dation of

the empire. Property, it is true, is that on which

the subsistence of the people depends;. Yet a

deficiency of it may be supplied, and an im-

poverished people improved, whereas it is beyond

the power of any artificial means to save a people

enervated by luxury." [He then goes on to say

that opium had been introduced into Java by the

Dutch in order to enfeeble the natives, and so

subdue them the more readily.] "Now the English

are of the same race. In introducing opium into

this country, their purpose has been to weaken

and enfeeble the Central Empire. If not early

aroused to a sense of our danger, we shall find

ourselve?, ere long, on the last step to ruin. ..."

The memorialist then goes, on to state that

ruin is being caused in the army by the use of

opium.

"While the stream of importation of opium

is not turned aside, it is impossible to attain to

any certainty that none in the camp do ever

secretly inhale the drug. And if the camp be

once contaminated by it, the baneful influence

win work its way, and the habit will be contracted

beyond the power of i-eform. When the periodical

limits of desire for it come round, how can the

victims—their legs tottering, their hands trem-

bling, their eyes flowing with child-like tears—be

able in any way to attend to their proper exer-

cises? Or how can such men form strong and

powerful legions?"

[An instance is then given of the failure due

to opium of a campaign in 1832 against the Yaou

rebels]. He then proceeds to descant on the low

ebb to which morals have fallen, and recommends,

besides the prohibition of importation, the .strict

enforcement of prohibition of its use, so that re-

formation may ensue.

Another memorialist, Heu-Kew (October 1836)

dwells chiefly on the danger arising from the in-

creasing exports of silver, but argues also on m.oral

grounds, saying that opium is highly injurious to

men, and to permit it to pervade the empire is

incompatible with Celestial dignity. {Blue Booh
1840, p. 175). Hwang Tseo-isze, president of

the Sacrificial Court, memorializing the Throne in

1838, (vide Chinese lleposituri/), referred to the

Emperor Kea-king having foreseen the injury that

opium would jjroduce in China and having passed a

prohibitory law. "But at the time his ministers did

n jt imagine that its poisonous effects would evei'

pervade the empire to their present extent. Had
they sooner been awake to this, they would have

awarded the severest penalties, in order to have

nipped the evil in the bud . . . the use of the

drug has now extended from the idle rich upwards
to officials and downwaaids to the laborer and the

tradesman, to the traveller, and even to women,
monks, nuns, and priests. In every place its

inhalers are to be found." He also refers to the

drain of silver from the country, and the weakening

of its resources. He therefore pleads for the sup-

pression of the trade and the prohibition of the

use of opium under the severest penalties, and asks

for the promulgation of prescriptions for the cure

of the habit, so that the people'^ lives may be saved

from danger. A generation later I^i Hung-chang,

Grand Secretary, stated {vide the Times of July

29tii, 1881) : "The single aim of my government in

ta>ing opium will be in the future, as in the pas^,

to repress the traffic . . . never the de-*ire to

gain revenue from such a source. . . . If it be

thought that China countenances the import from

the revenue it brings, it should be known that my
government will gladly cut off all such revenue to

stop the import of opium."

This appears, indeed, to have been the constant

attitude of the Central Government, as well as of

all tJhe best opinion of China. The trade was abetted

by a host of venal officials in the provinces, but

the volume of anti-opium opinion gathered strength

as years went by, and culminated in the movement

of the early years of the 20th century, when the

evil had reached a serious pitch.

Fallacij No. 7.—That the British merchants in

China are making large fortunes by opium.—The

fact being that the trade is profitable to a very

few merchants only, whilst the British merchants

as a body have no interest in the trade whatever.

This latter statement appears to have been true

at the time, and ever since. The fact that the

Government of India was deriving a large revenue

from opium is not, however, mentioned, and was

of vital importance in the argument.

Fallary Xo. 8.—The discontinuance of the

supply of opium from British India would -stop or

effectually check the practice of opium smoking

in China.—Here again Mr. Bueueton was right at

the time but as soon a« China began to take steps
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to put down opium-production, this point naturally

assumed great importance. (See below—Historical).

Falhicy No. 9.—That the opposition of Chinese

ofTicials to the introduction of opium into China

arose from moral causes.—This has been dealt with

ui.der Fallacy No. 6.

Fallacy No. 10.—That the introduction of Indian

opium into China has arrested and is impeding the

progress of Christianity in that country, and that

if the trade were discontinued, the Chinese, or

large numbers of them, would embrace the Gospel.

—

No greater delusion than this could be indulged

in, says the lecturer. We send no opium to Japan,

yet we make as few converts there as in China. If

we cou[d and did stop opium importation, the

Chinese would find some other e.xcuse for rejecting

Christianity, and could point to the drunkenness

prevailing so largely in the West and to the records

of the Divorce Court as arguments against accepting

our religion.

J. S. Hill, however, quotes several prominent

missionaries as stating that they had often been

met with this objection to their faith, and it cannot

be denied that the objection, when sincere, had

great force. Christianity in China has spread in

recent years to a greatly increasing e.Ntent, but the

causes are manifold.

Later History of Opium.—The opium imjjort

reached its zenith in 1879, when 82,927 piculs were

imported (besides 20,000 estimated to have been

smuggled in). Nine years later the figures were

practically the same, but from then (1888) onwards

the trade began to decline, and ten years later less

than 50,000 piculs were imijorted. Thi.s was due

to the enormous increa.=e in the cultivation of the

poppy in China, in Manchuria and the northern

provinces generally, especially Ssuch'uan, where the

vast majority of the adult population used the drug.

Contributory to this result were the facts that

Indian opium had risen in price and deteriorated

in quality ; by blending it with the native drug the

taste for the latter had become acquired, and for

the former correspondingly lost. Cultivation had

been confined to W. and N.W. China until the

1860's and it was in the later years of that decade

that it began to spread through Honan into Chihli

and the wild districts of Manchuria, and, further

south, in Hunan, Chekiang, and also in Shantung

and especially in H«uohowfu, Kiangsu, which had

a large production. In 1881 the Briti.sh Consul at

Ichang estimated the production of Western China

alone at over 100,000 piculs; the total production

ten years later must have been well over 200,000

piculs, and in 1906 MonsE estimated the total pro-

duction of native opium at 376,000 piculs, and it

wa.s also estimated that between 10% and 20% of

the male population, or 2^% to 5% of the total

popuilation of China smoked opium.

This alarming growth of the vice caused a

strong anti-opium movement to spring up in China,

concomitantly with the spread of liberal ideas con-

sequent on the growth of education and the shock

administered by the China-Japan War and the

suppression of the Bo.\er movement. In 1905 the

movement had gathered such strength that the

Court was influenced to issue an edict ordering the

abolition of opium smoking within ten years. This

was in September, and in the May previous a con-

demnatory resolution had been passed, in the

Parliament of Great Britain, where the opponents

of opium (who had never ceased, in spite of Mr.

BuiinETON, to oppose the traffic), finally won the

da/j^and secured the passing of an agreement with

China, by which the export from India was reduced

by one-tenth annually for ten years, provided the

production of opium in China were reduced pari

pasxn; the first three years were however to be

an experimental period, at the end of which the

situation wasi to be reviewed, and furtlier action con-

sidered. Further edicts were issued by the Chinese

Government, the sincerity of whose action was re-

cognised by the International Opium Commission,

which met at Shanghai in 1909, and resolved to give

assistance to China in its attempt to put a stop

to opium growing and trade.

At the end of the three years' experimental

period, referred to above, i.e. at the beginning of

1911, fresh negotiations were opened between the

two Governments of China and Great Britain, and

on May 8th arrangements were made to continue

the agreement for the unexpired period of seven

years, H.M.'s Government agreeing to prohibit the

importation of opium into such provinces as had

suppressed cultivation and import of the native

drug, and to discontinue the export from Iirdia

before the seven years had elapsed, provided China

could produce proof that production had ceased.

The consolidated import duty wa.s increased from

Tls. 110 to TIs. 350 per picul, and a uniform tax

levied on native opium. A second international

conference, at which China was represented, was

held at the Hague in 1911.

Unfortunately the establishment of the Republic

in China, owing to the disorganisation in distant

provinces, led to a revival of cultivation, but the

Government set itself to suppress the vice, and, in

spite of many difficulties and some opposition from

tho growers, has made increasing progress year by

year. Sir A. HosiE, whose investigations on behalf

of the British Government took him through most

of the opium-growing districts (as described in his

On the Trail of the Opium. Poppy), has said "No

question h,i8 ever stirred the Chinese Empire so
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profoundly as that of opium suppression. It affects

all classes, and public opinion, backed by a young
but growing patriotism, is gradually but surely

branding opium-smoking as an evil that must be

eradicated." At the end of March 1917, the import-

ation of Indian opium ceased under the terms of the

Agreement of 1907, and the e.xtinction of cultivation,

now carried on only in secret in remote districts,

appears to be only a question of the re-establishment

of a strong government, for the whole mass of

enlightened opinion in China is against it. In this

connection the work of the National Anti-Opium
Society, with the aid of the International Eeform
Bureau, is worthy of notice. The first branch was
formed in Tientsin, and the movement spread all

over China. A great feature of the campaign has

been the public burning of opium and opium-pipes,

etc., and a stigma is now universally attached to

the habit which can only be carried on in secret.

The whole movement is universally admitted

to reflect great credit on China.

[N.S.]

Brereton, W. H. : The Tniih about Opium,

1882; British Parliamentary Pujicrf, jiassiyn; Hill,

J. Si'ExCER : The Indo-Chinese Opivm Trade, 1884

;

HosiE, Sir A. : On the Trail of the Opium Poppy,

1914; Morse, H. B. : The Trade and Administra-

tion of the Chinese /Umpire, passim; Moule, A. E. :

The Opium Question, 1877; Shearer, G., m.d.,

Opium Smokinff and Opium Eating, 1881 ; Stirling,

W. G. : Opium Smoking among the Chinese, 1913;

SrLTZBERGER, H. H. : All about Opium, 1884.

Reports of the Maritime Customs—Special

Series; No. 4, (1881) Opium; No. 9, (1887) A'o^ire

Opium; No. 10, (1888) Opium, Crude and Prepared;

No. 13, (1889) Opium, Histnriral Note or The

Poppy in China (J. Edkixs) ; No. 14, (1889) Opium

Trade.

OPIUM WAR, a rjuestion-bcgging epithet which

has unfortunately passed into current u.se. The
seizure of the opinm by the Commissioner Lin was

the occasion of the war, but the causes were the

insults, indignities, oppressions and injustices of

all the years during which the British and others

had sought legitimate trade with China.

ORANGES, C(Vr!/.s spp. China is probably the

original home of the sweet orange and also of man-
darin oranges, tangerines and kumquats.

There are said to be over eighty different kinds

of edible oranges grown on the south-eastern coasts

and islands of China.

Of the sweet orange, (C. aurantium sinensis),

there are several varieties, chiefly from South China.

The mandarin oranges (C. nobilis) are large,

have a loose skin of a dark orange-red colour, and

are flattened in shape. One variety is seedless and

very sweet. Other excellent varieties are found in

Ssuch'uan. The trees are not so prolific as the

tangerines, and the leaves and wood are much
stronger in growth and of a darker colour.

To the same group belong the so-called bitter

or tonic oranges from Wen chow.

The tangerines are also C. 7iobilis but include

ihe small loose-skinned oranges, mostly of a light

orange colour and well seeded. The leaves of the

trees are small and of a light green colour. There
are .««veral varieties. The trees are able to bear

quite severe cold.

The kumquat (6^. japonica) is a small fruit,

generally preserved in sugar or syrup. There are

a few varieties, the elongated kind being the

favourite ; it is even sent as far as the Peking

markets.

Of jjomelos and shaddocks (C. deeumana) there

are several varieties. The Amoy pomelo is particu-

larly good ; it is flattened, has a loose skin, its

segments separate easily, and, when fresh, ik is very

sweet and juicy.

The lemon is not grown in China as a fruit tree

but only as a dwarf pot-plant, bearing as many
fruits as can be got on it. The fingered lemon or

Bi'DDHa's Hand (6\ medica digitata) ^ ^- fo shou

is a queer fruit much grown as an ornamental pot-

plant. The fruits are used as presents and kept

for their scent, and are supposed to bring good luck.

There are various other quaint citrus plants,

grown in pots and valued for their strangeness.

Meyer : Agricultural Explorations, etc.

ORDERS, etc. See Decorations.

OROOS i»I g ho t'ao, the part of Mongolia

enclosed in the great bend of the Yellow River,

north of Shensi. It is 5,000 feet high in the south,

sloping to 3,200 feet in the north, and is almost

everywhere a sandy desert.

ORIENTAL COLLEGE. See Ssu I Kuan.

ORIENTAL SOCIETY OF PEKING, THE,
was founded in 1885 and issued four numbers of

valuable papers.

ORIGINAL EXPORT, an expression often

found in this book in connection with local manu-

factures, etc., means the e.xport from place of origin,

the surplus production of a place, sent away there-

from, whether to other parts of China or to foreign

countries.

ORIOLES. There is one species of the genus

Orinhis (Subfamily, Linuma) Oriolus indicus, which

is found all over China in the summer, except in

the mountainous districts. It ventures even into

Peking. In the beginning of September it goes

south, to Cochin China and to India.

Psaropholus ardens has only been seen in the

valleys of Formosa. P. nigcllicauda of Hainan

does not differ from T'. ardens except in having
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shorter wings and a tail which is longer and all

black instead of being red underneath.

David et Oustalet : hts Oieeaux de la Chine.

ORNITHOLOGY. China, including Manchu-
ria in the Murth, Mongolia in the North and
North-West, Chinese Turkestan in the Far West
and Tibet in the West, together with the tropical

Island of Hainan in the South and the (now

Japanese) Island of Formosa, forms an immense
territory, comprised within the 18th and 53rd

parallel, north of the Equator, and extending from

Central Asia to the Pacific Ocean.

Manchuria, Mongolia, Chinese Turkestan,

Northern Tibet and all China proper down to the

34th parallel. North, lie within the great zoological

I'alacarctic section of the globe. South of the 34th

parallel China is included in the Oriental Region,

the birds of the mountain areas from an altitude of

about 3,500 feet upwards, being of Western

Himalayan type, while the lowland birds are either

of purely Chinese species, closely allied to those

of the adjoining southern countries—Tonkin,

Burma, etc.,—or are identical with species inhabit-

ing those countries. Mr. H. J. Elwes, in his

paper On l/ic Distrihution uf the Asiatic Birds

(P.Z.S., 1873, p. 645), after pointing out the

Himalayan character of the mountain birds of

South China, from an altitude of 4,000 feet

upwards, very appropriately named that part of

the Oriental Region, which includes South-East

Asia from Burma to the Yangtze, the Himalo-

Chinese subregion of his Indo-Malay Regicin (the

Oriental Region of Wallace). The Northern bound-

ary of this subregion was, however, left undefined

until 1891 when Seebohm and after him Stxan

suggested that the dividing line in China between

the Palaearctic and the Oriental regions was

probably the watcr-^ihed between the Huangho and

the Yangtze. There is now very little doubt that

thi.i is correct, so that a line drawn through North

Kiangsu, Central Honan, and South Shensi, where

the Ch'in Ling ^SS marks the northern limit of

several West S.such'uan birds, will indicate fairly

accurately the northern boundary of the Oriental

Region in China.

The western portion of the Chine.se Palaearctic

area (Mongolia, Kansu, North Shensi, Chinese

Turkestan and North Tibet) is Central Asian and

should come into Dr. Sclater's Tartarian subregion

of the Palaearctic Region (/*i.«, 1891, p. 514). This

part of China has a large number of birds of

genera unknown further East and its Avifauna 's

characteristic of Central Asia.

North Manchuria is evidently a part of the

Siberian Subregion of Sclater, and Eastern Mongol-

ia, South Manchuria (Fengt'icn Province) and

North China (Chihli, Shantung, Shansi and North

Honan) should be included within the Manchurian
Subregion of the same authority.

North Chihli, which is bounded by Eastern

Mongolia and South-West Manchuria, numbers
among its resident, or, at any rate, winter birds,

the following species :

—

^Sgithalus caudatus, Parus
insularis, Dtndrocopus major, Sulhora viantschurica,

Sitta amurengis, Ctrthia familiaris, Erythrospiza

mongolicii and Pynjita petronia, all of which are

common in South Manchuria or Jlongolia, whereas

South Chihli, Shantung, Shansi and Honan have

none of these. On reaching Kiangsu and the

Yangtze, we find that the last of the resident

northern birds {e.g. the Marsh Tit and the Grey-

headed Green Woodpecker {G. canus) ) are here

on their southern limit, and that southern residents

{e.tj.jMe Huamei, the Chinese Forktail) now begin

to appear.

A short distance up the Yangtze, we have in

the province of Anhui an avifauna containing

many well-known Fukien birds such as Pomato-

r/iinus swinhoei, Garridax picticollis, lunthocincla

cinereicepi, Alcippc hueli, Schoeniparus super-

ciliaris, etc. This province is also the habitat in

summer of Pitta ni/mpha, Geocichta citrina and
Mcrula cordis which were found to be breeding

there by P. Couktois, s.j., and his brother mission-

aries. Proceeding up the Yangtze,' we meet

Oriental birds, such as Cidicicapa cci/lotiensis, breed-

ing in West Hupei, and a little further north we
have in South Shensi a number of the Tibeto-

Chinese birds of West Ssuch'uan.

Western Ssuch'uan is celebrated as the habitat

of some of the finest of the Chinese pheasants.

There, at Mu-p'in, within the borders of Tibet, the

Abbe David procured the Eared Pheasants, Cros-

soplilon auritum and C. tihclanum, as well as a

Monaul {fjojjhophorus l/iui/sii), a Blood Pheasant

(ll/uKjciies (/cof/roi/i), a new pheasant (Tctraopfiasis

ohscunis) and a large variety of new birds :

—

Babblers {Trochalopteron formosum, T. blijthii,

T. cilioti, lanthocinda maxivia, I. lunvlata, I.

arthtmisiae, Babax lanceolatus), Rosefinehes (Pro-

passer trifascialtts, P. vinaceus, P. edwardsii, P.

verrcauxi), etc., etc. (For a complete list of these

birds, see Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., 1872, pp. 228/9).

Since Pere David's time, other ornithologists, and

especially the French missionaries on the borders

of Tibet and in West Ssiich'uan, have furnished

the Paris Museum with extensive series of birds

many of which were new and which have been

described by Mr. Ocstalet. Pratt and other

travellers, and Stxan, through his Chinese collectors,

have also explored Ssuch'uan. Their collections

have been dealt with in various scientific periodicals.

The last scientific mission, conducted by Germans,

brought back largo collection.':, but the ornitho-
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legist to the party, Dr. Weigold, has been so far,

owing to the war, unable to publish the results.

The avifauna of Yunnan is closely related to

that of Burma but also contains many Ssuch'uan
birds. This province has been explored by a

number of naturalists. The first expeditions were
those of Dr. J. Anderson in 1868 and 1875.

Within more recent times. Prince Henry of

Orleans and Mr. Bonvalot, the Catholic mission-

aries of the province. Captain Wingate, Mr. A. L.

PicHON of the Chinese Customs, and paid collectors

on behalf of Mr. Collingwood Ingram and other
ornithologists, have made more or less important
collections, so that the ornithology of the province
is fairly well known. Part of Captain Wingate's
collection was made in Hunan and Kueichou and
the latter province was visited by Styan's collect-

or; but our knowledge of these two provinces is

very limited.

The mountainous regions of Kuangsi and
Kuangtung in South East China do not appear to

have been e.xplorcd to any extent by ornithologists.

The lowlands are better known. An important
paper on the birds of these provinces which
appeared in The Ibis for 1913, and other less

important papers previously published in the same
magazine furnish instructive lists of, and field

notes on the birds of this part of China.

Chekiang and Fukien are ofnithologically well

known. The former province was worked from
Ningpo by Consul Roeert Swinhoe in the early

seventies of the 19th century. Two handsome
pheasants, Pucrasia darwini and Calophasis ellioti

and the CoUared Laughing Thrush Garrulax picti-

collis, were discovered there by him. Fukien was
extensively worked by the same ornithologist from
Amoy and the southern part of the province pro-

duced a number of new species. Fukien was next

explored, this time in the North-West, by Pere
David, who made a short stay in the autumn of 1873,

in the mountains dividing the province from Kiang-

si. Three new Babblers, Pomatorhinua swinhoei,

Trochalopteron milni and Dri/onastes beTthemyi
and the re-discovery of Cabot's Tragopan were the

most notable ornithological results of this explor-

ation. After an interval of ten years, ornithological

work in Fukien was resumed, by Mr. J. Baun in

North-West Fukien and by Mr. J. de La Touche
at Foochow. In the nineties of the last century

the latter, in collaboration with Mr. C. B. Rickett,

and also Jlr. F. W. Styan worked chiefly by means
of native collectors the province from the coast to

the N. West, and numerous discoveries of new
birds of Himalayan type and the extension of the

range of many Himalayan and West China birds

were the result of their researches. The explor-

ation of Fukien has since the departure of Rickett
and La Todche been continued by their Chinese

collectors T'ang Wang-wang, T'ang Chun-kai and

their family, and new species or additions to the

Avifauna of China are occasionally obtained by

them. The following are the most* striking new
species obtained in Fukien during the last 20 years :

Suthorn davidiana Slater, I'roparus guttalicollis

La T., Brachypteryx sinensis Rickett, B. carolinae

La Touche, Tribura melanorhyncha Rickett,

Cryptulopha ricketti Slated, Gecinus citrinocristatus

Rickett, Chrysophlefjma ricketti Styan, Lepocestes

sinensis Rickett, Gecinulus viridanus Slater,

Harpuctes yamakanensis Rickett, Scops latouchii

Rickett, Arboricola ricketti Ogilvie-Grant, Junco

siemsseni Martens. The last mentioned bird be-

longs to a section of Buntings previously unknown
out of North America. The province of Kiangsi

was worked by Pere David in 1868 and 1873, but

has not produced anything of importance.

The tropical island of Hainan was explored by

Swinhoe in 1868 and 1872, by the late Mr.
Schmacker's collectors in 1891—92 and by the

celebrated collector, the late Mr. John Whitehead,
in 1899. The latter fell a victim to forest fever

and died in the interior, two months and a half

after his arrival in the island. His collections,

which contained many remarkable novelties, and

those of his predecessors, prove the avifauna of

Hainan to be entirely Oriental and to comprise

several Indo-malayan as well as Burmese genera,

so far not known from the mainland of China, and

many species peculiar to the island. Subsequent

native or Japanese collectors have added other rare

birds to the list of Hainan birds published by Mr.

Ogilvie-Grant in 1900 in the Proc. of the Zoo. Soc.

of London.

Although the Island of Formosa does not any

longer form part of the Chinese possessions,

zoologically it remains a part of China and its

avifauna is closely related to that of the neighbour-

ing provinces of Fukien and Kuangtung. The
mountain birds are Himalayan ; some have allies

in Fukien, others are also found in the mountains

of that province and in Kuangtung. The lowland

birds are practically similar to those of the lowlands

of Fukien. This island possesses a large proportion

of peculiar species. The first explorer of Formosa

was Swinhoe, who discovered there a large number

of new species and published the results of his work

in T/ie Ibis for the year 1863. The well-known

ornithologist, Henry Seebohm, sent there in 1893

his collector, Mr. A. Holst, who added a couple

of new birds to the lists published by SwInhoe.

Mr. Walter Goodfellow was however, the first

European collector to penetrate into the heart of

the island (Jan.—March, 1906 and Jan., 1912).

He made important discoveries, and brought back

from his last expedition among other valuable

birds, living examples of the magnificent pheasant.
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Calophasis mikado Ocilvie-Grant. Other collect-

ors and ornithologists have since added more species

to the Forniosan list, and Professor Uchida and

other Japanese ornithologists are actively engaged

on the further exploration of the Beautiful Isle.

Eastern China, from Canton to the Gulf of

Liaotung, and the Islands of Formosa and Hainan,

were extensively worked by Mr. Robekt Swinhob,

of H.B.M.'s Consular Service in China, from the

time of his arrival in China in the year 1854 until

1873, during his residence at Amoy, Shanghai,

Ningpo and Chefoo and in Formosa and Hainan.

Consul Swinhoe's expeditions included :—a journey

up the Yangtze to Ssuch'uan, the circumnavigation

of Formosa, journeys in Formosa, in Hainan, and

two expeditions to Peking and to the Great Wall

of China, N.W. of Peking. Swiniioe's numerous

papers on the birds of China were published in

The Ibis, in the Proceedings of the Zoological

Society of London and in other scientific periodicals

from 1860 to 1877 and are summarized in his

Beci.^cd List of the Birds of China and its Islands

which appeared in the Proceedings of the Zoolo-

gical Society of London for 1871. Very little was

known of the ornithology of China previous to

this zealous naturalist's labours in the Far East.

His work has formed the basis for all subsequent

study of Chinese birds, and many species of

birds, as well as of other vertebrates, were dis-

covered, named and described by him, while the

published accounts of his various journeys were

important contributions to the Zoological literature

of his time.

While SwrNHOE was devoting his energies to

zoological research in Eastern China, another great

naturalist, Armaxd David, priest of the Lazarist

Mission of North China, was working with equal

zeal in Mongolia, in North, West, South-West and

East Central China. Pere David was sent to

China for the first time in 1862. He began at once

on his arrival in Peking to form a Natural History

Museum, (the Peit'ang Museum,—the remains of

the Bird collection are now preserved at the

Nant'ang, Peking). In 1862, ho visited Siwan,

a Christian village in Mongolia ; in 1863, ho

spent a month in the Sishan ; in 1864, he went

to Jehol where he remained five months. He was

then commissioned by the administrators of the

Paris Museum to further explore the interior of

China and in 1866, he made a long expedition

to Mongolia (Mao Mingan, Ordos and Ourato)

returning to Peking in October of that year, after

an arduous journey which had lasted seven and a

half months. In 1868, Pere David started on a

voyage of exploration to Ssvjch'uan, via Shanghai !

and the Yangtze. Leaving Peking in May, he

spent the summer and the early autumn in Kiangsi

on the borders of the Poyang Lake and on the

13th November, 1868, he left for Ssuch'uan. He
arrived at Chengtu in January, 1869, explored first

the mountains lying to the North of that city and

proceeded to Mu-p'in, a Tibetan principality, eight

days' journey North West of Chengtu, where he

remained until November, 1869, and thence went

to the Eastern corner of Kokonor, finally returning

to Chengtu at the end of March, 1870, and reaching

Tientsin on the 24th June of that year. Unable to

proceed to Peking on account of the Tientsin Mas-
sacre, Pere David went to Europe. He returned

to China at the beginning of March, 1872, then

went on to Peking where he remained till the

autumn and started on his last expedition on the

2nd October, 1872. The winter was spent in South

Shensi wliere he explored the Ch'in Ling ; in May,
1873, he went down to Hankow, thence to Kiukiang,

and from June to the autumn was spent in Kiangsi

on the borders of Fukien, where he nearly died

from malarial fever. Having recovered from his

illness, the intrepid explorer went on to Fukien,

and remained for a couple of months in a hamlet

situated in the high mountains which separate that

Province from Kiangsi. Unfortunately, he again

fell ill and was compelled to return to Tsitou, his

former centre in Kiangsi. His health having quite

broken down, Pere David returned to France in

April, 1874. His health was restored to a great

extent, but he did not visit the Far East again

and resumed conventual life and work at the

Rue de Sevres in Paris. There, his superiors

allowed him to install a museum, and he continued

to teach zoology and at the same time formed a

very valuable collection of Chinese colseoptera.

Pere David's great work Les Oiseaux de la Chine

was written, after his return to Europe, in colla-

boration with Dr. E. Ocstalet of the Paris Museum
and appeared in 1877. The good father died at

the Rue de Sevres on the 10th October, 1900.

Father P. M. Hecde, s.j., the founder of the

Sikawei Museum, explored the Yangtze valley from

January, 1868 to November, 1884. Although not

specially devoted to birds, he made collections of

the birds of his district and was the discoverer of

Thalassaetus niger Hehde, Paradoxornis heudei

David, and Pucrasia joretiana Co0rtois. PJre

Heude died at Sikawei on the 3rd January, 1902.

General Przewalski, the well-known Russian

explorer, made during his journeys in Mongolia,

Kansu and North Tibet important collections of

birds which are described in the Appendix to his

Book of travels in Mongolia, Western China and

Tibet. The appendix in Les Oiseaux de la Chine

gives a summary of his discoveries and additions

to the ornis of China. This naturalist travelled

in Manchuria, Mongolia, etc., during the years

1870—73.
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After SwiNiiOE, David and Pkzewalski, there

was an interval in bird research in China. Mr.
F. \V. Styan, of Shanghai, explored the Yangtze
valley from 1885 to 1902 when he was struck

down by paralysis and had to leave China. The
summary of Styan's work in this region is contained

in his Lift of the Birds of The. Lower Yangtze

Uasin, an important paper which appeared in The
Ibis for 1891. He also contributed to the same
journal other interesting papers on the Ornithology

of the Yangtze, of Fukien and of West China, and
his articles in certain Shanghai papers and in The.

Field on his favourite subject are models of their

kind. At the time of his departure from China,

Styan had begun, in collaboration with Mr.

Kershaw of Macao, an illustrated book on Chinese

birds the te.xt of which he was to supply while

Mr. Kershaw contributed the illustrations.

Mr. J. D. DE l.,A ToucHE and Mr. C. B. Rickett
worked in Fiikien. the latter between the years 1890

and 1903 and the former from 1883. Mr. La
TouCHE has also done ornithological work in

Formosa, Swatow, Chinkiang, South Manchuria and
of late years in North-East Chihli.

Father F. ConRxois, s.j., the Curator of the

Sikawei Museum, has been actively engaged in

ornithological as well as botanical work in Kiangsu

and Anhui since 1890. His Oi-^inux dii Miisce de

Sil-aivei contains a quantity of valuable information.

The late Dr. Bergen, an American missionary

in Shantung, made e.xtensive collections of birds in

that province, but unfortunately did not publish

the results of his investigations.

The Reverend Dr. Geo. D. Wilder, of the

American Presbyterian Mission at Peking, has also

for several years done bird work in Chihli, but

has not yet published results of his work.

Father E. Licent, s.j., is engaged in the ex-

ploration of North China (Chihli, Shantung, Shansi,

Shensi and Kansu) and will in due course work out

his collections which are already considerable.

Mr. A. de C. Sowerby, the well-known collector

and naturalist, is preparing a work on the ornitho-

logy of JIanchuria.

The following is a list of some of the more

important papers and works on the ornithology of

China, Hainan and Formosa :

—

CHINA, MONGOLIA, MANCHURIA, TIBET.
AKMAND fl.l Vlt), r«!/age rii iloni/olif, (ISB61, nullctln, Ni ilvcllcs

Arrh. M119., I'ariH. 1867, pp. IS-OC; Bull. Noiiv. Arch. Mus.,

Pnris, 1808, pp. 4-83.

t'xpeJition dans le Kianffsi (IBCB), UnW.'SoHr. Arcli. .^lus., Pnri!»,

1869, pp. 4-13.

Cataiogue Oiteaux de la Chine Sept., Bull. Xnuv. Arch. Mus., ruiit*.

1871, pp. 3-14.

liapport fur Voyage au Kiangse, Tittet et Kokonoor, Bull. N"uv.

Aroh. MuB., Pnrls, Tonic VII. 1871, pp. 76-10(1.

Voyage au Centre de la Ctiine et au Tibet Oriental, Bull. Xouv. Aich.

Mus., Paris, Tome VllI, 1872, pp. 3-128.

Journal de mvn -Hme Voyage, 1872-1(>74. Paris, Ilachcttc «k Cie.

Voyage au Centre de la Chine et au Tibet Oriental, Bull. Nour. Arch.

Mus., Paris, Tome IX, 1873, pp. 10-18.

Voyage au Centre de la Chine et au Tibet Oriental, Bull. Nouv. Arch.

Mus., Paris, Tome X, 1874, pp. 3.82.

E. OVSTAI.ET& A. DAVID, Remarquei mr rllistoire Katurelte de

la Chine Septentrionate el OcciJenlale. Journiil, NC.B.Il.A.S.,

1872, pp. 228-230.

let Oiieaux de la Chine, Paris, 1877.

R. SWISHOE.— The Small Chinese Lark, X.C.B.RA.S., 1850, lii.

pp. 287-202.

On the Ornithology of Amoy, Ihis, 1860, pp. 45-68.

Additions and corrections to do.. Ibis, I860, pp. 130-133.

Further additions and corrections to do.. Ibis, 1860, pp. 397-361.

letters, Ibis, 1860, pp. 428-420.

Ornithology of Hongkong, Ibis, 1861, pp. 23-58.

On the birds about Ta-lien Jtay, Ibis, 1861, 2.51-262.

Ornithology of Amoy and Foochoir, Ibis, 1801, 262-268.

Notes on Ornithology bettcern Takoo and I'eking. Ibis, 1861,

pp. 323-345.

Letters, Ibis, 1861, pp. 408-414.

On a Bird, the supposed temale of Crossoptilon anriluni Pall. P.Z.S.

1862, pp. 286-287.

On some Tientsin Birds, P. Z. S. 1862, pp. 315-320.

Ornithological Ramble in Foochoa, Ibis, 1862, pp. 253-265.

Additions and Corrections to Ornithology of S. China, Ibis, 1863,

pp. 87-07.

Actr and little-known Bird.i/rom China, V. Z. S. 1863, pp. 87-01.

On the species of Zosterops inhabiting China and Japan, P.Z.S.

1863, pp. 203-205.

Catalogue of birds of China, P. Z. S. 1863, pp. 250-335.

Ditto., amendments, P. Z. S. 1864, pp. 271-272.

letters on Chinese iirnilhology, Ibis, 1866, pp. 107-108, 111, 230, 346,

354, 638.

Jottings on Birdsfrom Amoy Journal, Ibis. 1867, 226-237.

Jottings on Birdsfrom Amoy Journal, Ibis, 1867, 385-413.

Ornithological Xotesfrom Amoy, Ibis, 1868, pp. 62.

Letter on Chinese birds mentioned by Collingieood, Ibis, 1869,

Jip. 3, 4, 7, 8.

letter on return from China, Ibis, 1860, p. 463.

letter on a new species of Parus, Ibis, 1870, pp. 151-156.

Desctiption of three new species of Birds from China, A. tfc M. Nat.

Hist., 1870, pp. 1-3.

CHI the Pied WagtaUs of China, Part J, P. Z. S. 1870, pp. 130124.

On the Pied Wagtails of China, Part II, V. Z. S. 1870, pp. 129-lJO,

On a nete species Accentor from Korth China, P. Z. S. 1870.

pp. 124-125.

Seeen new species of Birds .from the yangl!e, V. Z. S. 1870,

pp. 131-136.

On the Plovers of the genus .Kgailltcs/oi/iic/ in China, P. Z. 8. 18J0,

pp. 136-142.

Zoological Notes of a Journey from Canton to Peking and Kalgan.

P. Z. S. 1670, pp. 427-451.

list If Birds collected by Mr Cuthbert Collingwood during a cruise

in the China and Japan Seas, uith notes, P.Z.S. 1870, pp. COU-604.

<M a new Chinese Gull, P. Z. S. 1871, pp. 273 275.

Rerised catalogue of Birds qf China and its Islands, P. Z. S. 1871,

pp. 337-423.

Two New Pheasants and a new Garrulax, P.Z.S. 1872, pp. 660-654,

0)1 a Scaup Duck found in China, V. Z. S. 1873, pp. 411-413.

Letter containing intelligence of Pere David's recent researches in

China, P. Z. S. 1873, pp. 666-556.

On the Long-tailed Jay of N. China, V. Z. S. 1 873, pp. 687-690.
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Itlter on the fyiiilt Sloik of China, etc., P. Z. S. 1873, pp. 720-730.

On a £(iic* Albalrou 0/ the China uat, P. ?.. S. 1H73, pp. 781-786.

A ntir ifKia of Little Bittern, Ibis, 1873, 73-74.

Letters, ll)i», 1873, 'J.'i-C, :27-231, 423-7.

A neie Chinese Otcl, lliln, 1873, pp. 127-129.

The Rosy Ibis of China and Japan, IhlB, 1873. 219-253.

Soteson Chinese Ornithology, Ilils, 1873, pp. 260-270.

Notes on Chinese Oriiilholoijt/, Ibis. 1S73, pp. 3GI-372.

Ornitholoiiica I Holes made at Cliefoo, Ibis, 1874, pp. 422-447 nnd

Ibl9, 1875, pp. 1I4-14U.

Lttlers, Ibis, 1875, pp. 110-116; pp. 61D.,'.20 ; 1870; pp. 507-8, 1877,

pp. 128.

A neit Heed Bird, Ibis, 1877, pp. 203-5.

F. II'. STl'AiV, (In a Collection of Birds from Foochoir, Ibis, 1887,

pp. 215-234.

J)eseription of Troch. ciiiereicfps. Ibis, 1S87, pp. 100-168.

Some Notes on, and Additions to, the Chiiivse Avifauna, Ibis, 1880,

pp. 413-146.

On the Hirdso/ the Loicer Yani/tee Basin, Ibis, 18D1, pp. 310-350,

481-510.

Xotes on the Ornilhologi/ 0/ China, Ibis, 1891, pp. .ISO^S".

On some Chinese aperies 0/ the Ueiius Alcippe, Ibis, 1800, ]ip. 300-312.

Addiliont to the List of Loiter Vaiigtse Birds, Ibis, 1890, pp. 286 289.

On BirdsJrom West China, Ibis, 1809, pp. 290-300.

C. B. RICKKTT, On some Birds eollrcti-d in the ricinily of Foochou,

Ibis. 1801, pp. 216-226.

Ad<l\tional A'otes on the Birds 0/ Fohlien, Ibis, 1900, pp. 63-60.

Additional Field-Xotes on the Birds of Fohkien, Ibis, 1903, pp.

216-222.

IIICKETTdt LA TOVCIIE, Additional Ohsercations on the Birds of

Oie J'rovlnce of Fohkien, Ibis, 1806, pp. 489-195-

Additional observations on the Birds of the Province of Fohkien,

Ibis, 1897, pp. 600-610.

Further Observations on the I'roeinre of the Birds of Fohkien, Ibis,

1808, pp. 328-333.

Further Kotes on the Kesting of Birds in the Province of Fohkien,

S.E. China, Ibis, 1906, pp. 25-67.

J. D. D. LA TOVCIIE, Utter on Foochow Birds, Ibis, 1887, p. 469.

On Birds collected or observed in the viciniti/ of Foochoa and Sicatote

in S.E. China, Ibis, 1832, pp. 400-4SO, 478-503.

Koteson the Birds of North-Wett Fohkien, Ibis, 1800, pp. 170-210

400-4;il. 1000, pp. 34-51.

Field Notes on the Birds of Chinkianrj, Ibis, 1008, p|). 427-450,

018-641, 1907, pp. 1-30.

List of Sjieciet of Birds collected and observed in the Island of

Xhaaeishun, revi-ied hy C. B. Hiikett, null. D.O.C , X.KXIX,

(1912) p. 124.

Farther Notes on the Birds of China, 11>is, 1913, pp. 203-283.

Ornithological Notes, Chinieangiao, Customs Decennial Report ;

C'blliwitllgtiio, ShailKlinl, 1913.

The Spring Uigrittion at Chinicangtao, N.K. Chihli, Ibis, 1014, pp.

500-580.

Note sur des exemplaires du "ilicrohierax melaiioleueus."

BLYTll ( ilierohierax chi'neiisis A. Dav,) obtenus vivants au Fohkien,

dans de la Sud-Bst de la Chine, Ornis, Circa 1901.

E. Ol'STALET, Note sur les oiseaux recueiHis dans le Yilniian par It

Prince Henri d'OrUans, IJiili. JIus. lllst Xul., I81U, No. 6.

Desc. dc esp. nouv. d'ois. provenant de la Chine, id. 1806, No. 7.

Desc. de S nouv. esp. d'oiseaux du i'uniian, id. 1H07, No. 6.

Notice sur 77. Oiseaux de la Chine Ifccidentale, id. 1897, No. C.

Obs. sur qif. itis. da Setchuan et IJesc iVesp. nouv. ou pen connues

id. IKI18, No. 5. t

Notes sur qq. Oil. de la Chine Occ, id. 1898, No. 6.

//. //. SLA TElt, Notes on a Collection of Birds made on the llicer

langtte Kiang, Ibis, 1882-3 p. 431.

On some birds from SouthEaslrrn China Kith description of tico

nets tpecies, Ibis, 1891, pp 41-45.

On a Further Collection of Birds, made bg Messrs. La Touche and

niekett, from N.W. Fohkien, Ibis, 1807, pp. 160-176.

On a Collection of Birds from Central China, Ibis, 1884, p. 250.

U.SEEBOIlSt, On Xeu> or little Kiioan Birds From S.E. China,

I'.Z.S , 1891, pp. 341-346.

On a Collection of Birds from Western Siechnen, Ibis, 1891, pp,

370-381.

II. E. DllESSER (L- E. liEI.Mill MOIlO.iN, On new species of Birit

obtained in Kan.'u by Mr. Berezoasky, Ibis, 1899, p. 270.

BEREZOWSKI i BIASCIll, ares Exped. I'otan. Gansu, 1891.

»'. R. OGILVIE-GRAXT, On the Birds collected by Caplain A. W. S.

Wingate in South China, Ibis, 1900, pp. 573-606.

E. lIAKTEliT, On some rai'e species of the genus Larxiyiira from

China. Ibis, 1907, l>l).
621-623.

A. MEXEUAVX it It. bIDlER, Etude d'ane coll. d'oiseaux recueillis

par M. Albert I'ichon au Yilnnan Occidental. Itevue rrniitaist

d'Oriiith., 1013, No. 61, pp. 97-103.

C. INGRAM, The Birds of Manchuria, Ibis, 1000, pp. 422-460.

Birds of rUnnan. Nov. Zool. Vol. xix, pp. 269-310(1912).

V. BIASCIll, Catalogue of Birds collected, by Capt. Karpoie. Ami.

Mvis. St. Pctci-sburg, 1902.

A' //. JONES, On some birds observed in the vicinity of Weihaiuei in

Norlh-East China, Ibis, 1911, pp. 657-605.

R. E. VA I'GIIAX <t K. II. JONES, The Birds of Hongkong, Macao

and the Wat River or Si-kiang in South-East China, with special

reference to the nidification and seasonal movements. Ibis, 1913,

pp. 1-76, 163-201, 361-383.

II. LVXES, Some notes on the habits and distribution of I'aradoxornis

heudet Damd, Ibis, 1014, pp. 177-165.

F. COl'RTOI.s, ,S. J., Les Oiseaux du Musie de Hikaicei, MlSin. Con-

cenmntL'Ulst. Nut, lie rKinplreCbiuois, Tome V, (lOlS, 19M,

1910), pii. 1-109, PI. 1-30.

ELLIO r BLACK WELDER, Research in China, Esp. of 1903-4 under

tht direition .i( linllo' Wiilis.Curueglc Inst. Wnsh, Pub. No. 54,

pp. 183-5116.

N. M. I'RZEWALSKI, The Birds of Mongolia, the Tangul country.

and tht solitudes of Xorthern Tibet, Roicley's Ornithological

Mi.mllany, 1877, Nos. 6, 7, 8.

X. M. PltXEWAL.'iKI, On nea species of Central-Asian Birds, Ibis,

1887, pp. 407-110.

J. C. KERSIIA II', l.i.it of the Ilirds of the (iuanglung Coast, Ibis,

1903, ]i\>. 235-248.

//. A. WALTOX, The Birds of Peking, Ibis, lOlU, pp. 10-36.

On the Ilirds of Southern Tibet, Ibis, 1900, lip. 07-84, 226-206.

P. 0. von U'VI.LEXDORFF, Journal X.C B.R.A.S., 1877.

JOHN AXDEIISOS, Xoologieal Itesulls of tuo Expeditions to

Western lilnnan, in ISOS and lS7i. Loudon, 1878.

OVTR.IM B.IXaS Jt- JOIIX C. PHILLIPS. Notes on a collection of

Birds from Yilnnan. Bull. Jlus. fonip. Zool. Harvard Coll.

Vol. l.Vlll, 1914, pp. 267-302.

R. II. SHARPS, On a collection of Birds made by Dr. Donaldson *
Messrs. J. K. d: O. L. Farnum, OrnIs, tonic xl, pp. 155- 17S.

Sur nne petite collection faite jiar le I'ire Hugh dans la province

du Shen-si et d'auties parties dr la Chine Septentrionale, OrnIs,

Ionic xl, pp. 173-IS5 (1001).

S. A. BiriRLIN, On the Geographical Distribution of the Tiw

Phnmiiits (genus plii.'.lauua «/i«ii stiicto) Ibis, 190*, pp. 377-41 Ir
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Additional Not€i on the True Pheasants, (rhasinnns), Ibis, 1908,

pp. 670-592.

A.deC. SO »'ERBi; Fur and Feather in North China, Tientsin, WH.

The Sporlsmau'js iiiscettany, Ttentjsin, 1917.

EIXAR LONNBERO, Xotes an Birds collected by Mr. Otto Damber.j

in Southern Transbaicalia and Northern Mongolia, Arkiv. f.

Zool. Bsnil V, Ko. 9 (1909).

HAINAN.
R. SVISnOK, Letter on the Birds o} Hainan, Ibis, 18C8, pp. 3.')8-64

On the Ornitholoi/y of Hainan, Ibis 1870, pp. 77-97, 230-250, 342-367.

a. HARTL.i IB, Abh. d. Nut. Ver. zn Bremen, 1892.

F. n: STVA.y, ibis, 1893, p. 424-437.

»: R. OaiLVIE-OSAXT. P.Z.S., 1900, p. 4.^)7-501.

FORMOSA.
R. SWINROE, Jouriial, X.C.B.K.A.S., ("1859), Ko. 2, pp. U5-1C4,

288-230.

Ibis, 18C0, pp. 367-361.

J. OOCLD, P.Z.S., 1862, pp. 280-286.

R. SWIXHOE, Letter on Psaropholus ardens. Ibis 1862, pp. 363-365.

Ornithologji of Formosa, Ibis, 1868, pp. 198-219, 230-311, 377-435.

Four Formosan New Birds, l\>\s, 1864, pp. 361-370, 424-429; Ibis

1865, pp. 353-359, 538-546.

Voice On Ornitholoo!/ from Formosa, Ibis 1866, pp. 129-138.

Ornithological Notes from Formosa, Ibis 1866, pp. 292-310.

D. a. ELLIOT, P.Z.S., 1870, p. 406.

B. SWJSHOE, P.Z.S., 1871, pp. 337-423.

B. J. ELWES, r.Z S., 1873, pp. 666-667.

R.SWISHOE, On a new Bird from Formosa, Ibis, 1877, pp. 473-471.

F. W. STYAX, Ibis, 1S93, p. 470.

«. SEEBOHit, Ibis, !S95, pp. 211-213.

J. D. D. LA TOi'CIIE, Ibis, 1895, |)p. 305-338.

Ibis, 1898, pp. 356-373.

J. GOCLD, Birds of Aslu (1850-1883).

W. R. OGILVIEORAXT & J. D. /). LA TOVCRE, Ibis, 1907, pp

152- 19S 2.54-279.

ir. R. OOUriE-GRANT, Ibis, 1908, pp. 600-608.

ir. B. OOnVJE-GBAXT, Ibis, 1912, pp. 043-657.

S. VCHIDA, A Handlist of Formosun Birdt, .\im. Zool. Jupaii. Vol.

VUI, (1912).

N. KVRODA, Notes on Formosan Birds, with the doscriplion iil a

new BnllOnch, id. Vol. li, pi. 3 (1917 1,

Sec al-u /.« Oiseauj- de la Chine, Tat. Birils, li.JI., etc.

OSBECK, PETER, a chaplain of the Swedish

East India Company, who spent four and a half

months in Canton in 1751-52 and took good notes of

all he saw. These were published in 1757 in

Swedish, with an Account of the Chinese Hus-

bandry by EcKEBEBG, and also a Faunula and

Flora Sinensis. The work was translated into

German, and from German by FonsTEii into English,

.1 Vnyaije to China and the East Indies, London,

1771. Chinese Repository, vol. i, p. 269.

OSPREYS. See .iccipitres.

OSTASIATISCHE LLOYD, DER, a German

newspaper in Shanghai, first issued in 1886. For a

time it appeared as part of The Shanghai Courier.

Its publication was prohibited after declaration of

war by China in August 1917.

OSTEND COMPANY, a trading company with

a charter given by Ch.^eles VI of Austria in

1722 or 1723, and suspended for seven years in

1727. The English East India Company suffered

severely from its competition at Canton ; attempts

to e.xclude it from entry were made on the spot, and

in England statutes were passed with regard to the

matter. The Company became bankrupt in 1784

and was quite e.xtinguished by the regulations on

which the English Company's charter was renewed

in 1793.

E.\MES : The English in China; Birdwood :

Bevue de VExtreme Orient, vol. iii, p. 601.

OUIGUR. See Vighur.

OU-YANG HSIU IXHtl, a.d. 1007-1062. A
native of Kiangsi, a famous poet, the author of the

Chi ku lu ^"S'il, the earliest work on ancient

inscriptions, and of many other works. He was

canonized as 3; ,^, Wkn Chung, and in 1530 was

admitted into the Confucian Temple.

OUZELS. See Turdinac.

OVERLAND FRIEND OF CHINA, THE,
a resume of The Friend of China (q.v.), published

for the home-going mails. It began in August, 1845,

and continued till I860. See Friend of China.

OVIS JUBATA. See Sheep, wild.

OVIS NAHURA. See Sheep, vild.

OXENHAM, EDWARD LAVINGTON, born

in 1843, died in 1897. He had retired for health

reasons in 1890, when Consul at Ichang. He was

the writer of various papers, and published an

Historical Atlas of the Chinese Empire. T'oung

Pao, 1899.

PA C an ancient kingdom, now constituting

ea^t Ssuch'iian. See Feudal States.

PADDY, from the Malay padi, meaning rice

in the ear or unhusked. 'Paddy-fields' ii the

con-mon e.\pression in English for fields of rice,

Paddy-bird is a name give to Egretta modesta, the

white egret, which is often seen in rice-fields ; it is

not the rice-bird, (q.v,).
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PAGODA, IJ t'a. The word probably comes

from Persian or Hindustani words which mean
the house of idoU. The French use it correctly for

a group of religious buildings, the English less

correctly for a single tower perhaps not connected

with rfeligion.

Pagodas were first erected in China in the third

century of our era, and were undoubtedly Buddhist
in origin. To what extent the architecture was of

Indian origin is disputed : but it is certain that

the type in China took on so new a style as to be

practically a new creation. None of the earliest

pagodas are now standing. The Ming and Manchu
dynasties produced most.

The pagoda is a tower generally divided, at

least e.\ternally, into stages. The stages are seven,

nine, eleven or thirteen in number. Thirteen is the

maximum, and those with five or three stages are

called by a different name. The number is always

odd, because to Buddhists the odd numbers are most

religious and propitious. The commonest shape is

the regular octagon, but some octagonal towers have

the faces alternately large and small ; hexagonal

and round are rare, square are not uncommon, and

examples occur where several shapes appear in the

same tower, cylindrical superposed on octagonal, etc.

Some pagodas are solid, others are very narrow,

and such have no floors inside but are divided into

stories externally by projecting cornices. In others

exterior balconies with roofs correspond with floors

in the interior.

The highest is that at Ting-chou (Chih-li),

approximately 360 feet; the Porcelain Tower of

Nanking was about 250 feet.

The usual material is brick, but sometimes the

bricks are glazed and we have what are called

Porcelain towers. There are a few of cast iron.

Though religious in origin, and though idols

from one to hundreds are housed in them, their

erection or repair is now generally a matter of

fi'ng-i/iui, for the good luck and prosperity of the

locality. They are seldom erected now. It is

estimated that there are some 2,000 in China.

Milne : Life in China; Joubnai,, N.C.B.

R.A.S., 1915.

PAGODA ANCHORAGE AND ISLAND.
Foreign ships are obliged at Foochow to anchor

10 miles below the city, and a pagoda on an island

gives its name to both the island and the anchorage.

PAGPA. Sec Baschpa.

PAGUMA. See Civets.

PA HSIEN A(ll|. See Kiijhl Immortah.

PA I CH'I I^J IS. a famou.s genoral of the Ch'in

Stat-, who (lied b.i-. 258. He dofeated Wei and

Han in 293, killing 2'!0,000, and in 260 put to death

400,000 Chao troops after accepting their .turrender.

53

Hd fell into disgrace later and was forced to com-

mit suic;i(le. See Ch'in, State of.

PA! CHIA HSING H ^ Jt- The hundred

family names, which, as at present taught, include

over 400 names of a single character and 78 double

character names. See Names.

P'AI FANG ^$45, an honorary gate, the same

as p'tii lou, (q.v.).

PAI HSING 'H' 3ft, the hundred names; a term

used in the meaning of 'the public,' oi TsoXkoi . See

Pni cfiia hfinr/; Bak Tribes.

PAI KO, a gambling game. See White Pigeon.

PAI LIEN HUl. See White Lotus Societi/.

P'AI LOU Jj$tJ, an honorary gate or archway,

a very common object all over China. P'ai means
tablet, and lou means storey ; less elaborate arches

are called p'ai fang, the character fang ij being

originally the place, transferred in later times to

denote the structure.

Early in the Chou dynasty worthies were re-

warded by a mark of distinction being affixed to

the gateway of their village. In the more peaceful

days of the T'ang and Sung dynasties, when popul-

ation increased and villages were merged in towns,

the practice began of erecting special gateways to

bear the honorific tablets. They are now found on

the streets of cities, across country roads and by

the roadside. They vary in size and splendour

according to the wealth of the families which erect

them, having sometimes twelve supporting columns

and sometimes only two. The commonest are those

with four pillars, forming a large central passage

and two smaller ones. Cienerally the inscriptions

and decorations are the same on both sides,—there

is no front or back.

The important thing, which gives glory to the

.structure, is the tablet placed highest of all, bearing

the two characters ^ g yii chih, By Imperial

Decree, or Jg ^ sheng chih, By Sacred Decree; for,

during the Manchu rule at any rate, such archways

could only be erected by a special order of the

Emperor. With the permission there is also a grant

of thirty taels of silver, which is probably meant

to defray only the cost of the tablet bearing the

two characters named above.

These memorial arches are granted to loyal

servants of the State who have died in war (itj til

chung ch'en) ; to officials of good reputation (.^, "j^

ming kunn) ; to local worthies, distinguished by

virtue and learning (Jifjt hsiang hsien); to philan-

thropists (?8|f Wtte lo shnn hao shih); to families

that have lived together for four or five generations ;

to centenarians ; to the highest literary graduates

(iffid: <'"" s/ii/i) ; and to women who have been

killed or have committed suicide in defence of their

chastity, widows who have escaped compulsion to
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re-marry by destroying themselves, or those who
have performed suttee (^.r.).

In memorial arches proper the p'ai or main
tablet bears an inscription which indicates its

purpose ; but there are arches which also are termed
jt'ai lou or p'ai fang which are merely decorative

and commemorate nothing. Several examples of

these may be seen in Peking.

Probably the finest ji'f'i /""? now extant is that

at the beginning of the avenue leading to the Ming
tombs ; its date is 1540.

De Groot : The lieligiovs System of China,

vol. ii.

PAINTING. According to the records of

history, the art of painting in China had its origin

early in the Classical Period which opened five

centuries before Christ, but no specimens from
those early days have survived ; in fact, the

earliest authentic works in our possesion may be

said to date from about the sixth century
of our era, although a scroll which is believed

to be by Ku K'ai-chih of the 4th and 5th

centuries is now in the British Museum, and works
attributed to this great master occasionally appear,

while the Golden Age of Chinese Pictorial Art,

which reached its zenith during the Sung dynasty,

(960-1280 A.D.) opened in his day.

The division into what are known as the

Northern and Southern schools of painting took

place under the T'ang dynasty (618-960 a.d.) when
men had begun to search for spiritual meanings
beneath the outer semblance of their surrounding*;

the former being founded by Li Ssu-HsiiN, the

latter by Wang Wei whose picture-^, were described

as "poems," while his poems were called "pictures."

The characteristic of the Northern school is a

certain virile sternness; that of the Southern,

delicate refinement.

Through the succeeding centuries the art of

painting, in conjunction with those of music and
poetry, rose high in favour, and became the acknow-
ledged pastime of the literati and the officials of all

ranks. We of the West cannot but be struck by
the universality of the talents in those halcyon

days, ere the art of leisure had been lost, and we
find in the countless biographies of men long dead,

a curious monotony in the recital of their accomplish-

ments.

To appreciate Chinese painting at its true worth
the Occidental must adopt a point of view differing

in many ways from that in which he has been

educated. He must realize, firstly, that the outlook

of the artist is that of a bird on the wnng, and that

the perspective in the apparently fantastic land-

scapes he is studying seems so strange, because in

the majority of cases, the painter has regarded his

subject from above ; he has walked among the moun-

tains, or has remained seated by the window of his

rustic dwelling, gating down upon the scene before

him until it has impressed itself upon his very soul

;

then, and then only, has he in the privacy of his

chamber transferred it to his silk. "I have it all

in my heart," was the reply of the great Wn Tao-tzii

to his Emperor who had despatched him to depict

the beautiful scenery on the Chia-ling river in

Ssuch'uan, and who was amazed when the painter

returned empty-handed.

Secondly, the distinctive attitude which the

Oriental assumes towards Nature must be taken

into consideration. Here indeed, lies the very cru.x

of the matter ; whereas, to the individualistic West,

Man is the Centre and Lord of the Universe, he is

on the contrary, to the more integral East, but one

of the component parts of Creation. The philosophy

which since the days of the I Ching (written by

Duke Wen of Chou, before 1122 B.C.) has directed

the evolution of the Chinese mind, considers "every

being in the world, every manifestation of Nature,

every genie, every god, as an active part of the

great whole, of that Reality which is behind and

beyond the flux of phenomena." This philosophy

it is which has given to the Oriental his marvellous

comprehension of Nature in all her moods and

works, be these of the most trivial. With a flower,

a bird, a tree, he feels a sense of kinship which

must, of necessity, be denied to his more sophis-

ticated brother of the West, and the Chinese artist

strives to interpret the very soul of Nature, as our

portrait painter strives to unveil the most intimate

characteristics of those whose features he is

delineating.

Further it must never be forgotten that Chinese

pictorial art is in no sense photographic or objective,

in fact it is entirely suggestive and subjective, thus

corresponding, in many respects, more to our music

than to our painting. Thus the Shou chiian or

long horizontal scrolls were intended to be taken up

and slowly unrolled, to be slowly enjoyed bit by bit,

to present one theme following upon another, com-

pleting and resolving that which had just passed.

The following quotation is from the interesting

article "Lik Remains, by An I-chou," by Dr.

Ferguson in the Journal of the North China Branch

Rnyal Asiatic Society, vol. xlv, for 1914.

"The title of this book impresses a foreign

reader as peculiar, but it has the most familiar

sound in his own language to a native of China.

Chinese speak of ink in phrases where we say pen.

The 'power of the pen' would be written by Chinese

as 'the power of ink.' Literary product is the

product of ink—not of the pen. The title of An's

book refers to the writings and paintings which

came under his observation. These were the product

of ink, the ink of literary men. The copy of the

book owned by me is in four volumes, two of which

are devoted to records of writing, 'shu,' and two
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to painting, 'hua.' The association of writing and

painting is taken for granted in the classification of

'shu' and 'hua' as common products of ink. In tliis

association which is met with in all books on

painting in the t'hiiiese language we see at once

that painting is linked with writing, i.e. calligraphy,

and not, as in Europe, with sculpture or architecture.

This distinction is fundamental in the study of the

pictorial art of China. Only confusion and dis-

appointment can come to one who approaches this

study from the same s-iew -point as he uses for the

understanding of the productions of European

artists. In China, he must always remember that

painting is the work of cultivated men of literary

instincts, and not of men trained in schools of

painting. A few good students never become expert

calligraphists. . . . The poet and painter are

men who, in addition to being students and

calligraphists, have imagination and inspiration.

They are not of a separate class from other

literary men, but have talents above their fellows.

Th'j ink used for writing poems is the same as that

for sketching the mist on the hilltops, and is not

different from that used in ordinary writing. Ink

remains, therefore, are literary remains ; only it

must be kept in mind that the word 'literary' must

be widened in its meaning so as to include calli-

graphy and painting."

Thus in China the arts of poetry and painting

and writing are closely allied, and the love of

Nature—not only as a delight in pleasant aspects,

but as a close sympathy which can identify itself

with the life of things in nature and value non-

human existence for its own sake—is inherent in

the Oriental soul.

HsiEii Ho, i^f j^ A.D. 475, gives the following

Si.\ Canon- of Chiivese painting.

1. The conception should posse.ss harmony and

vitality.

2. The brush should be used to establish the

ccternal framework.

3. The outline should conform to the shape of the

object.

4. Colouring should be suited to various forms.

5. Perspective should be correctly conceived.

6. Representation .should be in conformity with

style selected.

In 1100 A.D. we find Paintings classified as

shen Jip, miao Jj;, and neng 'j^.

1. Shen, are pictures in which the heaven-inspired

quality of vitality is found.

2. Miao, those in which brush work is of high

order, colouring harmonious, and where

there is grace or charm.

3. Neng, have strength without ««-rifice of form.

In regard to their size Paintings are divided

into five classes, 1. Ta Chung T'ang ;ic 'tl S •

2. Chung T'ang r{> •!?:; 3. I-i Chou & <till|: 4. P'ing

Tiiio /^K: 5. HengP'i tS }ft.

These are designed for wall decoration and are

hung according to certain conventions. The Ta!

C;hung T'ang and Chung T'ang are hung upon

ceremonial occasions, the former opposite the door

in the central hall of a C'linese house, the latter,

in pairs, on the side walls of this same hall. The

place of the Chung T'ang may be taken, on ordinary

occasions, by sets of scrolls upon which are written

couplets, or quotations from the Classics.

The rule governing the hanging of pictures in

the inner rooms of a house are less strict, and here

we may find on the centre wall a Li Chou which is

of a size smaller than the two preceding, while on

the side walls may be hung P'ing T'iao—the small

pictures in sets of four—or Heng P'i, by which

name are known the highly popular horizontal

pictures.

Shou chuan ^ig, and Tse yeh
;j)) jj are the

names by which are known respectively the hand

scrolls, and the albums ; the latter made of long

strips of folded paper.

The names of a number of artists are mentioned

in the early periods of Chinese history, but the first

artist of whose work we have an example is Ku
K'ai-chih E;( 1^ ;i who lived in the 4th and 5th

centuries of our era.

I'nder the T'ang noted names are : Li S.sii-HSiiN

^ ffl Vi \Vu TAO-Tzii ^ ill :?, Wang Wm it(|.

Han Kan ® $^.

Under the Sung noted names are : Fan Kuan,

JgJJ Kuo Hsi IBJ.? Li Lung mien ?S? SI BE.

Mi Fei ^ ^, Ma Yuan ,!S jI. Hsia Kuei S ^,
Mu Ch'i ft jgg

Under the Yiian, or Mongol dynasty noted

names are : Chad Mkng-fu i§ aE Iffi.
Yen Hui [!S KR

Under the Ming noted names are Lin Liang

)t|cHSHE>i CiiouvJt;*! T'ANG YiNjgi^.Cmu Ying

fdJ^.Wc Wei 55:1* Wkn' Chicncminu jJC gj (Dl

Painting during the Ch'ing dynasty has not yet

received, from Western amateurs, the attention

which, perhap.'!, it deserves ; Chinese connoi.sseurs,

however, value highly many modern works and

pictures of much charm have been produced.

Among the many painters of fame the Four

Wangs are the best known. They were Wang

Shih-min I Hj* Sif. born at Sooehow, 1592;

Wang Shih-ciiien 3E nf E, Ijom near Sooehow

in 1598 : Wanq Hut 3i JS, born near Sooehow

in 1632, a pupil of Wang Chin-chien and a left

handed worker ; and Wang Yuan-Ch'i 2 Iff. M
Sooehow, born 1670. The four were landscape

pauiters. Besides there may bo mentioned YiiN

Shou p'ing fdiS 'P' ^*''^° ""^ ^°^^ "* f'b'ang chow

i.i 1633 and lived ut Hangchow.

For the lives of the painters see; History of

(•/,!,„»< I'Irtoriiil Art, by H. A. Giles. Other works

treating of the art in a general way are ;
Paintimj

ill t/,v For East, Guide to an Exhibition of Chinrse
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and Japanese Paintings, The Fliijht of the Dragon,

A /'dinting by Ku K'aichih, all by Binyon ; La
Philosophie de la Nature dans I'Art de I'Extreme

Orient, Petrucci; Three Essaijs on Oriental Faint-

ing, hy Sei IcHi Taki; Chinesische Kunstgeschi-

chte, by MiiNSTEEBERG ; Chinese Pictorial Art, by

StfvEHLNeek ; Scraps from a Collector's Note-book,

by Hirth; Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art, by

Fenollosa. Numerous publications in Japan give

very beautiful and faithful reproductions of thd

works of great Masters ; such publications are issued

by the Shimbi Shoin Publishing Co., and also

appear in the Kok-ka Magazine, etc. [F-A.]

PAI SHOU WEN. See Thousand Character

Essat/.

PAKHOl ;ft?S, was opened to foreign trade

by the Chefoo Convention in 1877. It is on the

north of the Gulf of Tonkin, in lat. 21°.29' N. and

long. 109 ° T E. The harbour is very easy to

approach and ent«r. The population is said to be

20,000, and there are about 70 foreigners, who all

have their houses on the bluff, some forty feet high.

Trade was at its best about 1888, but has declined

in con.«equence of the opening of Treaty Ports on

the West River and of the free port of Kuangchou
wan. The city has suffered severely from the

plague. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 1,789,452 1,623,384

Net Chinese „ 11,904 7,532

Exports 1,252,005 1,365,174

Total Hk.Tls. ... 3,053,361 2,996,090

PA KUA A&- The Eight Diagrams are of

very ancient origin and by the Chinese are attributed

to Fu Hsi (B.C. 2852). The / Ching (q.v.), which

treats e.\clusively of the diagrams, states that

the T'ai Chi ;ifca, repreii«ntcd by a dot, was

generated by the Il'« Chi ^ S, which was without

form. The T'ai Chi then generated the two

/ ^ , which are distinguished as I'm (^ and

)««;/ pjj. The Yang I is represented by a long

li.ie and the Yin / by a long line divided into two

short ones. From the two / were generated the

four Hsiang ^, which are called T'ai Yang ;fc I^.

T'ai Yin jfc (g, Shao Yang '}} |g and Shao Yin ^ J^.

They are represented by the / placed one over the

other in the four possible ways. By similarly com-

bining the four Ilsiang the Eight diagrams {Pa Kua)

are produced. Their names are Ch'ien $£ Heaven,

K'un Jf Earth, Kan if: Water, Li Sjl I*"i"e, Tui g;

Moisture, Sun i| Wind, Chen 3 Thunder, Ken ^
Hill.

Arranged in a circle they form a common charm

or talisman and figuratively represent the evolution

of nature and its cyclic change.

Wkn Wang and Chou Kunc, at the beginning of

the Chou dynasty, by similarly combining the eight

made si.ttyfour diagrams. It was this change which

made nature dynamic instead of static, so to speak

;

in the former system the balance was perfect and
no room for 'play' seemed to be allowed.

The / Ching seeks out the principles of these

diagrams, but as a matter of practice they are con-

nected with fate rather than with any principles,

and are used today all over China as a means of

fortune-telling or divination. The Pa kua are also

spoken of as the parent of mathematics and of

written characters.

PA LI CH'IAO AEla, eight li bridge, a

carved marble bridge outside T'ungchou, near

Peking. The Allied forces in 1860 gained a victory

over the Chinese troops here, and General de

Montauban was afterwards given the title of Count
Palikao.

PALLADIUS, THE ARCHIMANDRITE, the

religious name and office of Pioiee (Peter)

Iv;novitch Kafarof. He was born at Tschistopol

in the province of Kazan in Eastern Russia on

September 17, 1817. He studied theology in

St. Petersburg, and being made hiero-deacon, joined

the ecclesia.stical mission proceeding to Peking, and
reached that place in September 1840. He remained
there between six and seven years, reaching St.

Petersburg again in March, 1848. He was raised to

tlie dignity of Archimandrite and appointed head
of a new mission to Peking, where he arrived in

September, 1849. He left China again in 1859, and
having refused a bishopric was appointed at his

own request to the more humble position of almoner

at the Russian Legation in Rome, his desire being

to have leisure for study. He stayed there almost

four years, and was then invited to return to

Peking as head of the mission ; he reached Peking

f X' the third time on March 25, 1865.

In 1870 the Geographical i^oeiety of St. Peters-

burg asked him to make some archaeological and

ethnological researches in Russian Manchuria ; he

spent nearly a year in this mission. In July, 1878,

failure of health forced him to retire from China;

he went by sea and reached Marseilles, but died

soon after landing. He was buried at Nice.

He was a great sinologue, with immense know-

ledge ; but unfortunately he publii^hed few large

works though at his death he left a mass of not«& and

translation.s. The following is a Hit of his published

writings, which are mostly in Russian. (1) The

Life of Buddha, in the Collection of works by the

Russian Ecclesiastical Mission at Peking, 1852; in

Russian ; translated into German. (2) IliMorical

Studies of Ancient Buddhism; ibid. 1853; in

Ru.ssian, traiv'lated into German. (3) Navigation

between Tientsin and Shanghai, ibid. 1857; in

Ru.'-sian. (4) Ancient Christian Monuments; (Studies

made at Rome) ; in Russian. (5) History of Gcnghii

khan; in Che Collection of Scientific works by the

Russian Mission ; 1866 ; in Russian. (6) Translation

of the Hsi Yu Chi jg ^ $1, ibid. 1866; in Russian.
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(7) T/te Mahometans in China, ibid. 1866 ; in

Russian. (8) Chinese Literature of the Mahometans,

published by the Arcliaeological Society at St.

Petersburg, 1874; in Russian. (9) The Tombs of

the Chin Emperors, published in the St. Petersburg

Geographical Society's Bulletin, 1866; in Russian.

(10) Translation of the Itinerary of Chang Te-hui

in i-'^S from I'ehimj to Karakorum ; in Irkutsk

GecKiapbical Society's Bulletin, vols, x-xi ; in

Russian; translated into English, Geographical

Magazine, 1875. (11) Note on the Mantzii of the

L'sturi, in St. Petersburg Geographical Society's

Bulletin, 1871. (12) Notes of a Journey from
Peking to JJlagovestschensk; ibid. 1872 ; in Russian.

(13) Ancient Chinese Story of Genghis Khan,

translation, in Oriental Collection ; 1872 ; in Russian.

(14) Memoir on Ancient traces of Christianity in

China; ibid.; 1872; in Russian. (IS) Traces of

Christianity in Momjulia and China in 13th century

;

ill Chinese Recorder, 1875 ; in English. (16) Note

on the Inscription of Si ngan fou; ibid., 1875 ; in

English. (17) Elucidations of the Travels of Marco
I'nto in North China; in Journal of N.C.B.R.A.S.,

1C75 ; in English. (18) Chinese-Russian Dictionary,

unfinished.

CoRniER : Revue de I'Extrcme Orient, 1882, p. 9.

PALMS. The Sago-paira or Sagus <nimphii,

ffl ^ kuang lung, or J$ IS «o mien, grows in S.

Kuaiigtung and Hainan. The bark is used for

making ropes and the fibre for coarse cloth and

matting.

The fago is considered very nutritious. Its

popular name is i. jllj Jfe t'u hsi nni; it consists of

large yellow grains worth Tls. 4.00 or Tls. 5.00

per picul.

Livistona chinmsis, fdj yji p'u k'uei; from this

palm the famous palmluaf fans are made. A
section of country in the Sun-wui district of the

West River delta in Kuangtung is given up almost

wholly to the industry, and several thousand acres

are covered with the palms, mostly low lying ground.

B. C. He.s'Ry, in his f.iiigitam, p. 76, states that from

si.x to ten thou.sand palms are grown per acre.

The quality of the fans produced is better when

thj smaller number is grown. Five to fifteen fans

are obtained from each tree yearly. The palms begin

yielding when seven years old, and they often live

for several hundred years, producing all the time.

After they reach the age of 30 to 40 years, they

produce fans 5 ft. by 3 ft. in size. The fans are

sun-dried, bleached with .sulphur, trimmed and hem-

mt.l, and the best are ornamented with pencils or hot

irons. The inferior leaves are made into cushions

and raincoats or used for thatching houses, while

tho stalks are made into brooms, brushes, and

chairs.

In 1892 eleven millions of these fans were

exported, and they became so popular that ten years

later the export had risen to forty-one millions.

As has so often happened in Chinese trade, the

rising demand brought malpractice in its train, and
deterioration of quality led to a temporary decline

in the trade, which however soon recovered.

The import of these fans in 1916 was of \alue

Hk.Tls. 442,292.

The commonest palm in China is the useful

coir-palm, Trachycarpus excelsus, H. WeN'dl, i^
tsung, which is common on the Yangtze, in the

south, and in the lower regions of Yunnan. It is

a hardy plant, even withstanding the frosty winters

of Kiangsu ; the large brown bracts, which protect

the stem from the cold, are natural pieces of fibre

cloth, resembling cocoa-nut fibre, but superior. The
tr-3e yields on an average over a catty of fibre, which
is woven into mats, rain-coats, which last for two
or tbi'ee seasons ; covers of trunks ; the uppers of

rain-shoes, etc., and is indispensable to the poorer

classes. This coir is shipped in considerable

quantities from Wenchow and from Chungking.

[N.S.]

PAN CHAO ?S DB, sister of the historian

Pan Ku, circ. a.d. 50—112. She wrote Lessons for

Females ^ M and other works. She was highly

honoured in her lifetime and her books are still

read.

PAN CH'AO,?(i^, younger brother of Pan Ku
the historian, and one of the greatest generals in

Chinese history, was born a.d. 31 in Shansi and

died in 101. He distinguished himself in an ex-

pedition against the Hsiung-nu, and was later sent

to the King of Khoten, whom he persuaded to

submit to China. He advanced to Kashgar and

Bactria, and through a large part of Central Asia,

bringing fifty kingdoms into allegiance to China.

For these services he was made marquis, and after

spending 31 years in Central Asia he returned to

China in time to die.

He did not reach the Caspian, as is sometimes

stated, but in 97 he ordered one of his officers,

Kan YiNG, to open communication with Ta Ts'in,

(tlie Roman empire or Syria) ; see Kan ling.

Giles : Chinese liiog. Diet.; Yule : Cathay and

the Way Thither.

PANDA, THE GREAT, Aeluropus mclano-

hucus, the iole representative of its genus in China,

is a bear found in Kansu and SsQch'uan. See

Ursidae.

SowKEtiiv : Jouiiial, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

PANDEAN PIPES. See Musical Instruments.

P'AN FEI fjlf AH, the favourite concubine of

the fi.xth sovereign of the S. Ch'i dynasty. The

practice of foolbinding is said to have been begun

by her. 'Every step makes a lily grow,' said the

Emperor when she danced before him ; hence the

expression 'golden lilies' for the small feet of

women. Gold leaf flowers were strewn in the
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streets where she passed. The fall of the dynasty
was due to her and she was put to death, a.d. 501.

P'ANG ACHILLES, oi P'ANG T'lEN SHOU
;@3 ^ S > a convert of 1'avl Hsu, baptized by
P. KoFiLKB. He was the chief eunuch of the

En-.press Helen, {'^.r.) and an active supporter of

the fugitive Ming dynasty under Yung Li. He
seems to have been a devout Catholic. By his

advice the Empress wrote to the Pope, and he also

sent a letter himself, in which he states that he was
62 years old, that he was in command of all the

Ming forces, both land and sea, in Fukien- and
Kuangtung, and commander of the Imperial Guard,

with full powers over the commissariat and financial

deiiartments. Master of Ceremonies and Guardian

of the State Seal. The letter is preserved in the

archives of the Vatican.

Backhouse and Blant) : A?uinls and Memoirs

of the Court of Peliiiij; Bulletin Catholique de

I'Ckin. 1915. p. 430.

PANGHU iaJSa. the largest of the Pescadores

in the Formosa Channel. Its circumference is

about eighty-four miles. It with another island

named Fisher, makes a good harbour.

PANGOLIN. See AiUcater, Scaly.

P'AN-KU SS'S' ^^as, in Chinese cosmogony,

the first living being on the earth. He had the

task of chiselling and moulding the world into

shape. In pictures he is a giant with mallet and

chisel. His task took him 18,000 years to complete.

PAN KU JlE 13, chiefly famous for his great

history of the Western Han Dynasty, brought to

completion by his sister after his disgrace. He is

also the author of a treatise, half historical and
half philosophical, known from the place where it

was written as the (^ ^ jJL I'ni hti t'umj. He is one

of the links in cosmogonical thought between the

clas.-ical period and the Sung philosophers. In his

idea« about the Five Elements he followed out the

lines taken by Tsou Yen and Liu Hsiang {'/.r.).

He died in pri.son a.d. 92.

PANSHEN ERDENI LAMA, ?!E p. ?H ffl 'f£ /E

^ lift. I'anshen is the Indian I'nntlitu, teacher

;

i,>(/( III is Mongolian for Tibetan liiupoclie, treasure ;

the title therefore means Precious Teacher.

HocKHiLL generally uses the Tibetan form.

This dignitary is joint heir with the Dalai Lama
to the spiritual inheritance of Tsongk'aba, the found-

er of the Gelupta sect,—the Yellow clergy. He is

even more revered in Tibet than the Dalai Lama,

because his office is to maintain purity of doctrine

and he interferes but little with the secular

administration of the country. He is supposed

to be a re-incarnation of Amitabha, and the succes-

sioi is determined in the same way as with the

Dalai Lamas. His residence is at Tashilumbo, 700

miles west of Lhasa. The si.xth holder of the office

came to Jehol to the celebration of Ch'ien Lung's
70th birthday, and died there of smallpox.

Mayers : Chinese Government; Eockhill ;

IJoliii Laiiius of Lhiisii, T'oung Pao, 1910.

PANTHAY. The Burmese term for a Moham-
medan. The name has been given to the Moham-
medans of Yunnan, who began a rebellion against

the Chinese in 1855, and got their arms through

Burma. The Panthays sought to found an inde-

pendent kingdom with the capital at Tali fu. They
chose as their head Tu Wen-hsiu ;tt ^ ^, known
as the Sultan Suleiman. It was not till the

T'ai P'ing rebellion had been crushed that China
w.is able to overcome the Panthays. The Sultan

sought help from England in 1871, but in vain; and
in the ne.xt year he found his capital in danger.

Promise of amnesty was given by the Chinese at

the price of Tu's head and a huge indemnity, but

eleven days after the Sultan's death on January 15,

1873, the Chinese commander massacred the Moham-
medans to the number, it is said, of thirty thousand.

PANTHER. See Leopard.

PANTOJA, JACQUES DE or DIDACUS DE,

ffl Ife IS P'onij Ti wo, a Jesuit Father, born in

Spain, 1571. He reached Macao in 1599, and thence

followed Ricci to Peking. It was due to his efforts

that a cemetery was allowed to the Jesuits by the

Government, where Ricci was buried. In 1611 he

w?,s appointed, with another Father, to correct the

Imperial Calendar. From this time he suffered,

much persecution, was cruelly beaten by the mob
and was an object of hatred to some of the officials,

wa.> finally e.xiled with the rest in the persecution

of 1616 and died soon after his arrival in Macao, in

January, 1613.

He wrote Chinese very elegantly, and some of

his religious books are in circulation to this day,

—

the best known being -b ^ ;^ ^ Ch'i k'o ta ch'iian.

Havret : /,« Stile ehritiinne de Si-nganfou,

II. p. 16, note.

PAO SSU ^ Ja. ''<"• ''81> ^ concubine of the

King of Yu '^ (in modern Chihli), who caused the

ruin of the State. To make her smile the king lit

thvj signal-fires which called his vassals, though no

enemy was near. Naturally, when the enemy came

and the fires were once more kindled, the vassals

stayed away. She was forced to die by her own

hand.

PAPAL BULL Ex quo sim/ulari, a famous

bull i^-sucd by Benedict XIV, July 11, 1742, affirm-

ing the doctrine of the church with regard to the

Chinese rites and forbidding their use in the Church

under the severest penalties. It includes the oath

prescribed in the Constitution b'x ilia die of

Clement XI, an oath which is taken to-day by

every Roman Catholic Missionary sent to China.

The form of oath is as follows :

—
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Egi>, N. . . . , missionarius ad Sinas (vel ad

rcgimni N. . . . vcl ad provinciam N. . . . )a

siipci'ioribus inuis juxta fai'ultates eis a Sede

Apostolica concessas missus, (vel destinatus)

prircepto ac niandato Apostolico super ritibus ac

curinioniis siiieiisibus, in Constitutione dementis

Tapoe XI hac dc re cdita qua presentis juramenti

formula praescripta est, contento, ac mihi, per

integrara ejusdem Constitutionis lecturam apprime

nolo, plene ac fidelitcr parebo, illudque exacte,

absolute ac inviolabiliter absque ulla tergivers-

atione adiniplebo ; atque pro virili enitar ut a

Christianis Sinensibus, quorum spiritualem direct-

ionem quoquo modo me habere contigerit, similis

obedienlia eidem praestetur.

Ac insuper, quaiitam in me est, numquam
patiar at ritus et cccrimoniie Sinenses, in Litteris

J'a.'toralibus Patriarchie Alexandrini, Macai datis

die 4 Novembris 1721, permis?op, ac a SSmo
Domino Nostro Benedicto Papa damnatcp, ab

eisdem Christianis ad praxim dcducantur.

Si autem (quod Deus avertat) quoquo modo
contravenerim, toties quoties id evenerit, poenis

per pr.-edictas Constitutiones impositis et adhuc

vigcnlibus me subjectum agnosco et declare. Ita

tactis sacrosanctis Evangeliis, promitto, voveo et

juro. Sic me Deus adjuvet, et hiec sancta Dei

Evangelia. Ego N. . . . , manu propria.

Native priests in China also take this oath.

In every case a duly-signed copy must be sent at

once to the X'ropaganda.

Culti:cl(mc(i Coiiatitulionum . . . Sancta Sedis,

Hongkong, 1905.

Pi.ANTiiET : Mis^ion< de. ('hiiic, 1916, p. 457.

PAPER.
;ji(t

Chih. The Chinese are said to

have been the first people to prepare a writing sur-

face from vegetable and other fibre* beaten to a

pulp and then compressed into sheets. The inven-

tion is supposed to be due to Ts'ai IvUN, a.d. 105,

but though the Chinese have been producing paper

ever since, their methods remain very crude. In

spite of this there are manufactured quite a sur-

prising number of varieties of paper.

Rice Straw is the commonest of the materials

u.'cd, since it is made into the coarsest and cheapest

papers, packing-paper, paper used in the manu-

facture of fire-works, paper money to be burned

at funerals, etc., etc.

Mao Tzii
3!f£ ^, the reed I nijtiniilii nriiiiiliiinrra,

is also used, alone or mixed with rice straw.

A finer cla.«3 of paper is made from bamboo,

either /:'ii r/iii JJ YS o'' <"'"" '''"' Sff VS 'leing used,

of not more than two years' growtli. It takes some

si; months to reduce the bamboo to pulp, with a

treatment of lime and soda. The paper is made of

various qualities, the poorer being for papering

windoWFi, the bettci- kinds for writing or printing

paper. It may be dyed, or coloured on one side,

or glossed witli white wax.

What foreigners call rice-paper has nothing to

do with rice but is simply the pith of Falsia

p(ij,i/ii/cru cut into thin sheets. It is largely used

by artists for painting on, and in the manufacture

ot artificial flowers.

Walls are not papered in China to any extent,

but ceilings and partitions are often papered, and

the same type of paper is used for making artificial

flowers, for clothing the human effigies which are

burnt at funerals and for covering cardboard boxes

for toys, jewels, medicines, buttons, etc< Scroll

and picture papers are ahso largely used in temples

and large houses ; there are also the well-known door

scrolls, used in the humblest families. Tracing

paper is consumed by boys tracing characteii.« in

bcoks : wrapping, mourning, umbrella and gold

and silver papers are other varieties.

Three foreign mills for paper manufacture have

been put up in China in recent years. One is at

Shanghai under Japanese management ; it is well

equipped and can produce fifty or sixty tons of

paper a day.

The other mills are ; one at Wuchang, belonging

to the Hupei Provincial Government, and the other

at Hankow, (Seven-mile creek), belonging to the

Central Government ; they were put up about 1910

to manufacture paper for Government use, but they

have been idle most of the time. Both remained

closed during 1914, the former through lack of

funds, and the latter because of repairs to

machinery.

In Western China a great deal of paper is made

from the "paper mulberry," fJroiiii^'eiieliii papi/ri/crn^

Vent. This paper is also used as wadding for

winter clothing. In south-west Kuangtung the fibre

ot U'iL-ftrooiiia is made into stout paper. (Sec

Wilcstroemia).

Paper is clas.'ified in the Customs Returns as

1st Quality; 2nd Quality; joss-paper; mill paper;

and paper, other kinds ; and the whole trade,

under the heading Original Export, amounts to

over Hk.Tls. 10,000,000. Of these josspaper comes

first, and Swatow heads the list ot exjiorters. But

the Sw.atow paper comes from Tingchow in Fukien,

and Fukien is the leading paper producer in China,

closely followed by Kiangsi, especially from Kuang-

sin fu.

China imports an increasing quantity of paper,

the value being Hk. Tls. 6,375,765, in 1915. Of

course this was not an ordinary year, foreign

countries not being in a position to fully supply the

demand. In 1908 the amount imported was

Hk. Tls. 3,733,775, and the annual increase has

been fairly steady.

The chief ot the imported papers is one manu-

factured expressly for the China market, called in
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the trade, machine-glazed cap. It is the thin

tissue-like paper used in printing Chinese books,

the printing being on one side of the paper only.

It is mainly supplied by Norway and Sweden.

Printing papers, glazed and tissue-papers and other

kinds are also imported.

Nearly twenty-five per cent, of the ])aper is

from Japan, and twenty-five per cent, passes through

Hongkong as the distributing centre for the southern

provinces. Sweden is next after Japan, sending,

in 1914, paper to the value of Tls. 983.543, and

Great Britain next, Tls. 841,714.

Wood pulp has recently been imported, the

quantity for 1915 being 36.370 piculs.

The export of paper in 1915 was, 1st quality,

Tls. 1.044,411; 2nd, Tls. 1.041.669: joss-paper,

Tls. 1,305,468; mill. Tls. 31,093; other kinds,

Tls. 104,757.

British Chamber of Commerce Journal. Shang-

hai, August. 1916.

PAPER BOATS, so called by foreigners because

the usual cargo is paper. A kind of boat used at

Swatow, broad and flat-bottomed and having the

bows sheer sharply up to a height of ten feet.

Poling is the method of propulsion, and the crew

start from the top of the incline with the pole

at the shoulder and run the whole length of the

boat, thus gaining a great impetus.

PAPERS ON CHINA, a periodical reproduc-

ing the best articles from journals in China and

.Japan. It was issued from the China Mail office

in Hongkong from September, 1867 to July 1858.

In 1870 it was incorporated with Xotcs and Queries,

(q.v.).

PARADOXORNITHINAE, the Crow-Tits,

a Sub-family of the Corvidae. The following are

found in China. Paradoxornia gitttaticollis, the

Crow-Tit, in S. China. P. heudei, Lower Yangtze,

Chinkiang to Nanking. Cholornis paradoxa, in

Mu-p'in. Suthora unicolor, the Brown Crow-Tit,

rare, in the mountains of W. China. Scatorhyn-

chus (/uinris, the Hoary-headed Crow-Tit, Fukien

to Lower Yangtze. Conoitoma aemodium, the

Red-billed Crow-Tit, the frontier of China and

Tibet. Suthora bvlomachus, in Formosa. S.

suffusa, N.W. Fukien and Yangtze. S. wcbhiana,

Shanghai District. S. mantschiirica, Chihli, Man-

churia. S. sti/ani, Yunnan. S. alphon.^iana, in

Yiinnan, Ssuch'uan and perhaps Kueichou. 5.

coni>picilla(a, in Koko nor and the Ch'in-ling range.

S. hrunnea, at Momein. S. vcrreauxi, W. Ssii-

ch'uan and Mu-p'in, and N.W. Fukien. 5.

viorrisoniana, Formosa. 6'. cyanophrys, in Shensi.

.S'. ditridiana, Fukien. iS'. wcbbiana, Gray, in Chihli.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chiiit.

PARDONS can be bought at the shops which

sell paper charms and images ; the purchaser then

invites Buddhist and Taoist priests to pray or

perhaps to fast for him, paying of course the

necessary price. They write the peiison's name on

the form of pardon, with the date, and burn it that

it may arrive at the proper god. The sins

enumerated in print on the paper are then forgiven.

The god whose name is on the pardon may be

Yii Huang 3E ^ or some other.

DoRE : Ttcrhirrhcs siir Ic" Siipfrf/iliii7is, p. 354.

PARKER, EOWARD HARPER, was born

in 1849. He was appointed student-interpreter in

H.B.M.'s Consular Service in China in 1869, and

retired on a pension in 1895. In 1901 he was

appointed as Professor of Chinese in Owen's

College, Manchester, and still fills the chair (1917).

The most important of his numerous writings

on China are the following :

—

Up the Yangtze; Travels in Monrjolia, 1870-1

;

Comparative Chinese Family Law, 1878; The
Opium War, 1888 ; China's Intercourse with

Europe, 1890 ; .1 Thousand Years of the Tartars,

1895; The llelirjion of the Chinese, 1899; John

Chinaman and a few others, 1901 and 1909; China,

her History, Diplomacy and Commrrce, 1901,

revised' and enlarged, 1917; China and HeHijiiiii,

1905; Ancient China Simplified, 1908; Studies in

Chinese Religion, 1910; with many articles in the

China Review, Journal of the N.C.B.R.A.S., Asiatic

Quarterly Review, T'oung Pao, etc., etc.

PARKER, PETER, the first regularly ap-

pointed medical missionary to China, was born in

1804 in the United States, and died there in 1888.

He reached Canton in 1834, and opened an

Ophthalmic Hospital there the next year. This

led to the formation of a 'Medical Missionary

Society in China,' and other such Societies were

founded elsewhere during Dr. Parker's visit to

America and Great Britain in 1840. Returning, he

continued his medical work in Canton, but in 1844

he took an official position in the American Legation,

and later became charge d'affaires and then Com-

missioner and Minister Plenipotentiary. He left

China finally in 1857, but from 1879 was President

in America of the Medical Missionary Society in

China.

PARKER, WILLIAM, Sir, was born Decem-

ber 1, 1781. After a good deal of naval service

elsewhere, he was put in command of the squadron

at Hongkong on August 10, 1841. He captured

Amoy, Ningpo, Woosung and Shanghai. He then

seized Chinkiang, with the result that the Chinese

were brought to terms and agreed to the treaty of

Nanking. Parker, who had become vice-admiral

in November, 1841, was rewarded with a G.C.B.

in May, 1843, (the investiture being by Sir H.

PoiTiNGER, at Hongkong), and a baronetcy in
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December, 1844. He afterwards filled various

inijiortant posts, and died on November 13, 1866.

[I.iAI;ghtonJ : IJictiunary of National Biography.

PARKES, HARRY SMITH, was born in

StalTordsliire in 1828. At thirteen years of age he

joined his cousin Mrs. Gutzlakk at Macao, and

studied Chinese under John Eobeui Morhison.

He vvas Interpreter under Alcock in 1844. He
became Acting-Consul under Sir John Boweing at

Canton in 1853, was Vice-Consul at Amoy in 1854,

and after assisting to make the Treaty with Siam
was sent to England with the Treaty and the King
of Siam's presents to Queen Victouia. He became

Consul at Canton in 1855, and distinguished himself

in his dealings with Yeh over the lorcha Arrow
case. He was made Commissioner of Canton after

the capture of that city. In 1860 he accompanied

Lord Elgin to the North to ratify the Treaty of

I'eking, and was taken prisoner by the Chinese,

and suffered many indignities. He went up the

Yangtze with Admiral Hope, establishing British

Consulates at the newly-opened Treaty Ports. He
was made K.C'.B. in 1862, became Consul at

Shanghai the next year, and established the Mixed
Court there in 1864. With Gordon he formed the

Camp of Instruction for Chinese troops defending

Shanghai. In 1865 he succeeded Sir Rutherford
Alcock as Minister to Japan.

There lie .spent the next eighteen year.<, and

in 1883 was offered the I'eking Legation at a

reduced salary—owing to the House of Commons
feeling economical. He was the last Minister to

U5e the additional title of 'Chief Superintendent of

Trade' (q.v.). His official work only lasted eighteen

months, three of which were spent in a visit to the

newly opened Korea. He was made Minister

Plenipotentiary to the King of Korea in addition

to his China appointment. While foreigners

throughout China were delighted at his becoming

Minister at Peking, the Chinese were prejudiced

against him, and arrogant, especially as a result of

the war with France, and his post was not at all

an easy one.

He had been made K.C'.B. at the very early age

of 34, and in 1881 he was made G.C.M.G.

He died in I'eking, March 22, 1885, and was

buried at Whitchurch, Middlesex. A statue has

been erected to his honour on the Bund at Shanghai.

Lane-Poolk : Life, of Sir I/nrnj l'(irke.<, 1894.

PARROTS. The Order /'fitlori is tropical,

but a few species arc found outside the tropics,

both north and south. Six are found in China :

I'aliienrnis sahadorii Ol'Stalet, (which is common

in Nepal) comes to pass the winter in the wooded

valleys of the Upper Yangtze, as far north as 30°

;

this seems to be the extreme northern limit of the

parrots. /'. tul/iaini occurs in Hainan, and P.

luciani is probably found in the South-west of

China. /'. ci/artocep/tatus comes as a visitor from
Burma, etc., and has been taken near Canton. A
smaller species, /-". lumjicauda, is said to be found

in Kuang.si. Coryllis vernalis is another specieii

mtt with in S. China, but it is very rare.

David et Oustalet : Leg Oiseaux de la Chine.

PARTIES, POLITICAL. See Political Parties.

PARTRIDGES. See OaUinae.

PA SSE PA. See Baschpa.

PATRIARCHS, SIX, ^.jjl liu /.-«. Buddhism
counts twenty-seven patriarchs of the West before

the first jjatriarch of China. A number of these

Indian patriarchs are found in Chinese temples.

Their names are given in Dore"s work. Bodhi
DHARMA was the twenty-eighth and became the first

patriarch of Chinese Buddhism. The names of the

six are as follows, each, after the first, being a

disciple of the preceding one.

1. BODIIIDHARMA, {g.V.), ^ f^ Ta-MO ; 2. SHic.N

KuANG if jt- °'' H^'i ^''^ S 5J ; 3. Seng Ts'an

fggft, or Chien Chih^^; 4. Tao Hsin jg ft

or Ta I JzM' 5. Hi'Nu Jen Ta Man Si. ,5S. ^C ifS

,

6. Hui Neng Ta Chien g.ii^AE- ^^^ Bvddhiam

in China.

Dore : Ilechercht'D svr les Hvpemtitiunx, tome

vii. p. 244.

PAVILION OF PURPLE LIGHT, ^^gl
Tzii kuan<j ko. The hall in Peking used for the

reception of representatives from tributary nations

;

it was here that the first reception of Foreign

Ministers was held, by T'UNG Chih, June 29, 1873.

PAWNSHOPS. In China the pawnshop has

nothing about it of the di.-ireputable, as in the West

—I.e., the pawning of articles is not considered an

act to hide or be ashamed of. It is not uncommon

for well-to-do people to deposit such valuables as

furs, that they may be stored and cared for through

the summer with less trouble than at home.

There are several classes of these institutions,

the rhih tang |[ S' and the ksiX ya jy, ff or hiiao ya

'h P? The very large characters painted on the

walls of large buildings ^; •r ff must be noticed by

all visitors to Chinese cities.

The cliih Inn;/ or pawnshop proper is a private

institution, but licenced by the local officials and

subject to some government regulations. The time

within which pledges may be redeemed is sixteen

months, and the interest payable is throe per cent,

per month. Jewels are not received as pledges, and

gold or silver only with restrictions.

Tlie h.tiao ya pawnshops are not recognised by

the authorities and are much more used by the

poorer classes. The interest charged is higher and

the time for redemption is only three months.

Being illegal institutions they have to guard care-
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fully against burglary, etc., as there is no help for

them in law against any theft, fraud or robbery.

Giles : Chinese Sketc/ies.

PEACH BLOOM
Porcthim.

{pcau de pecke). See

PEACHES, Amyijdulus persica, i^ t'ao. The
peach is supposed to have originated in China, though

tho point cannot be regarded as settled. But three

important kinds have been developed there, and
some of the most commercially important varieties

in the United States have been introduced from
L'liina.

The three strains mentioned are the Chinese

Cling group, the Honey group and the Pien t'ao

group. The first belongs more to the north, the

second to the south and centre, and the third is

extensively cultivated only in the south, though it

will thrive anywhere.

The best variety of the Chinese Cling group is

the Fei t'ao, from the district of Fei ch'eng in

Shantung. It is a large peach, often weighing more
than a pound, and besides its excellent flavour it

has the advantage of keeping good from the time

it ripens in October till February, if it is wrapped
in soft tissue paper.

There are some less noted varieties, and there

are also several varieties of the Honey group, some
of those in Shantung being especially fine.

Of the Pien t'ao M^ or flat peaches, the red

flat peach of Chekiang, the white and the yellow

flat peaches, both of Shantung, deserve mention.

The nectarine, A. pcrsica nectarina, is very

rare in China.

The Wild Peach, A. davidiana, is found as a

hill shrub or as an ornamental tree in gardens. It

is used as a stock for grafting almost all stone-fruit

trees.

The peach has an important place in Chinese

super.stitions. The wood of the peach-tree is a

demonifuge, and Taoist priests use it for making
the seals with which they seal their talismans and
amulets. Branches of the tree are also used to

strike fever patients, to expel the spirit of fever.

Thj fruit is, however, more important than, the

wood ; it is the fruit which has given immortality

to the immortals, and is a chief ingredient in the

elixir vitae of the Taoists. The god of longevity

g g. Shod Hsing is often pictured as issuing from

a peach, and peach-stones carved in the shape of

locks are amulets to keep children secure from death.

DoRE : Iicc/ierc?ies snr les Superstitions, p. 477;

Meyer : Aijricultnral Explorations in the Fruit and
Nut Orchards of China. (U. S. Department of

Agriculture).

PEACH-ORCHARD LEAGUE, -i* [^ :i S
t'ao yiian chih i; Liu Pei, Chang Fei, and Kuan Ti

swore together to fight, live and die w-ith one

another. The covenant was made in a peach-

orchard : hence the name. See Kuan Ti ; Liu Pei.

PEACOCKS. See Gallinae.

PEACOCK'S FEATHERS. A decoration con-

ferred by Manchu Emperors. The highest grade,

(called 7£ ?j! hua yii, flowery feather), is literally

of the peacock's feathers, with 3, 2, or 1 eye accord-

ing to the merit of the recipient. The lower grade

(Mi ?5 '"" !!''> I'liis feather) is from the raven's tail.

PEANUTS. See Groundnuts.

PEARL RIVER. See Chu hiang.

PEARS, ^li, Pyru-i sinensis. Pears are very

much cultivated by the Chinese, but there are few

varieties that are enjoyed by foreigners. One of

the best is the quince-pear, Ya kuan It; it is a large

fruit, sometimes weighing half a pound. Next to

this comes the Pal li '^^ or white pear, a round

fruit, generally small. It is best known to

foreigners as the Peking pear.

The Ta suan li, big sour pear, is found near

Jehol, the Mien suan li or mealy sour pear, near

Kuangning in Manchuria, and another sour variety.

Mo p'an suan li or mill-stone sour pear, in Liaoyang.

These are all soft pears ; the hard pears are

more appreciated by the Chinese, and there are

many varieties of them. The best is the Ya erh li,

a large pear-shaped pear, which keeps well and
can be got all through the winter in N. China.

The Ma t'i huang li or Horse-shoe yellow pear is

very large, with coarse flesh ; it grows in Manchuria.

So does the Usiang shui li or fragrant water pear,

which is dried and packed in boxes. A number of

boxes of them used to be sent annually from

Liaoyang to the Emperor. The Mi li or honey
pear is hard, but very juicy and sweet ; it comes

from the Chihii province. Some pears of W. Shansi

are remarkable for their 'keeping' properties. The
Yit li or oil pear can be kept for more than a year.

There is a fatty substance covering the fruit, giving

it its name, and perhaps explaining its keepiing

properties. The Pen li or furrowed pear and

Huang li or yellow pear are from the same district.

Shantung produces some very large pears, the

li for instance often weighing 1^ pounds. The
Hsiu hua li from Shantung is a large pear shaped

like a flattened apple.

There is a large number of red pears in

N. China ; all are apple-shaped and all remarkably

good 'keepers.' Many other varieties might be

named. From the foreign point of view it is not

the pear as the Chinese have it to-day that is

interesting, but the Chinese pear as it may be after

a course of foreign, scientific treatment in foreign

soil.

There are at least four varieties of wild pear

found in N. China.

Meyer : Agricultural Explorations, etc
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PEGOLOTTI, FRANCIS BALDUCCI, the

author of some curious notes, purely mercantile, on

the route to Cathay, weights and measures, prices,

et.;. The work was written about 1340, and is

found as an appendix to a work published in

Florence in 1765-66. Part of the notes are trans-

lated by Yule.

Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither.

PEI-TAI HO is a seaside resort situated on the

coast of Chihli some twenty miles south of Shanhai

kuan. There are three settlements of houses,

namely, West End, Rocky Point and East Cliff,

of which Rocky Point is the most populous and

best-developed.

It originated in 1894-95 when railway engineers

began building. The Methodist Episcopal Mission

ne.xt rented land, and when there were 14 cottages

Rocky Point Association was formed. Then the

East Cliff Land Co. took up 700 mow, and many

houses and a hotel were built. In 1900 all was

destroyed, but building was resumed two years later

and in 1917 there are about 300 houses with some

2,000 summer residents.

A branch line haa been opened in 1917 from the

Peking-Mukden Railway, 5 miles away.

PEITANG ifci^ yti fang, a small port in

Chihli, at the north of the Pei-t'ang rivor, some ten

miles north of the mouth of the Pei-ho. When the

V:i ho was barred to the Ministers in June, 1859,

Ml-. Ward, the American envoy, landed at Pei t'ang

and, after a humiliating visit to the capital, ex-

changed ratification of the treaty at Pei-t'ang on

August 16. In 1860 the allies landed at Pei t'ang

to take the Taku Forts.

PEI T'ANG i^'yt, iinrthcrn hall, the name of

th'j Roman Catholic establishment in the west of

thj Imperial City in Peking. The ground was

given by K'ang Hsi in 1693 after PP. Geubillon

and BocvET had cured his fever with quinine.

Tt was called Pei T'ang to distinguish it from the

already existing Tung (cast) T'ang and Hsi (west)

T'ang, now called Nan (south) T'ang. Six years

Inter the Fathers begged for an extension of the

grcL-nd that they might build a church. K'ang Hsr

not only granted the land, but himself composed

three inscriptions to be placed on the new church.

.V description of the building is given in the

Uulhlin (U Pekin. It had a small tower which

served as library and astronomical observatory; the

residence of the mis.sionaries was on the east and

was in Chinese style, and the garden stretched to a

block of houses which adjoined the imperial gardens

or Snn hal H ?jf. The modest little church, called

the church of S. Sauveur, was dedicated in Decem-

ber, 1703. Locis XIV contributed much to its

decoration : he was, of course, especially the pro-

tector of the French Jesuits, whom he had sent out.

and who had built the Pei T'ang, as the King of

I'ortugal was protector of the Jesuits of the

Hsi T'ang.

After £ome 90 years the Society of Jesus was

suppressed, and the Lazarists took their place. After

the persecution 'in Chia Ch'ing's reign the Pei

T'ang came to an end in the reign of his successor

T.\o KfANG. It was sold, by imperial orders, to a

mandarin, for the sum of 5,000 taels, and every-

thing was allowed to go to ruin.

By the treaty between France and China of

1860 the property was restored to the church ; a

new and larger building was put up and comijleted

in 1867.

An important institution at the new Pei T'ang

was the Museum of Natural History formed by

P. Akmand David, which was much visited by

mandarins ; some of the princesses also went there

and, it is said, the Empress-dowager herself

incognito. It was presented to her when the

Pei T'ang was removed in 1885.

At the accession of Kuang Hsii the Pei T'ang

property was required for inclusion in the palace

grounds ; an amicable arrangement was made and

another site provided not far away, on which a

ne>v cathedral was built and consecrated in Decem-

ber 1888.

Favier : Piking ; Bulletin Catholique de

Pekin, February, 1916.

PEKING, -ih ff, V" <^^""0- There have been

several cities with various names on the site now

occupied by Peking.

1. The earliest of these was called ft'ij Chi,

from B.C. 723 to 221 the capital of the Yen ^
Kingdom. It was destroyed by Ch'in Shih

Hu\NG-TI.

2. A new city was built on the ruins in a.d. 70,

by the Han dynasty, and it was called Yen 5|$

which is still used as a literary name for Peking.

3. From the time of the Three Kingdoms to

the T'ang dynasty the same place had the name of

Yu chou en W-
4. The K'itans destroyed the place when they

established the Liao dynasty in 986, but they built

again on the .'famo spot and called the place Nan-

king Jl^iiC,
southern capital, to distinguish it from

their earlier capital which was north, up in Liao-

tung. They also called it Yen ching jlitJR.

5. The Chin ± dynasty followed in 1126, built

a new city adjoining the old one on the east and

of the same size, calling the double city Chung Tu

Hi 85 Central capital : their northern capiUU was

near Jehol and their southern at K'ai-feng fu. It

was also called Ta-hsing fu ;/c 35 /!¥•

6 This city was completely destroyed by

Chenghis Khan in 1215. His grandson Khubilai

Khan removed the Yiian dynasty capital from

Karakorum, building on the Peking Isdte the city
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called Khanbaligh, sometimes written Cambuluc
and, in fact, written in many ways. Khanbaligh

stood on the site occupied by the present Tartar

city, but its north wall was five U further north

and its eaist and west walls were one li outside the

walls of to-day. The Bell Tower is in the centre

of this old city, and the Observatory is at its south-

eastern corner. This is, of course, the city which
was made known to Europe by the early Franciscan

missionaries and by Marco Polo.

Another name by which it was called during

the Yuan dynasty is Ta tu ;^ gj! ,
great capital.

7. The first Ming rulers had their capital at

the city famous as Nanking, and Khanbaligh

became a simple prefecture with the name Pei-p'ing

fu ;!t ^^- Being considered too large its northern

wall was removed five li to the southward ; whether

the east and west walls were moved is not certain.

8. The third Ming emperor Yung Lo removed

his capital to Pei-p'ing fu and called it Pei ching

4h S) o"" ^s it may be spelt, Pe-king, which means

Northern Capital ; and it has remained the seat of

government ever .since.

Two things may be borne in mind by those

who wonder at the situation of Peking, (i) The
enemies of the Empire were generally on the North,

— for half the time during the last seven or eight

centuries China has actually been ruled by con-

querors from the North. Hence, a capital near

the northern frontier seemed necessary. (ii) The
fact that the city is on a dusty plain instead of

being, like Nanking, near a noble river, reminds

one that the founders of such cities were horsemen,

used to scouring the plains with tlieir armies. They
did not seek a site suitable for water supply, for

unloading of goods, etc.

The present city of Peking consists of four

enclosures. The Tartar city or North city is almost

square ; within it and more or less central is the

encla-ure called the Imperial City, the walls being

about five miles in total length ; and within this

again there is a third enclosure, the Imperial Palace

or the Purple Forbidden City. The Chinese city

or South city is south of the Tartar city and adjoin-

ing it; east and weist it extends beyond the Tartar

city, but its width north and .south is less than half

its length east and west.

The Tartar city is so called because the Manchus

at the beginning of their dynasty drove out the

Chinese into the suburb which has become the

South city. All the palaces of Manchu princes and

important Manchu families and all government

buildings are in the Tartar city. The older walls

were faced \vith brick by YcNC Lo of the Ming

dynasty in 1437, and the three divi.iions of the

city were also made by him.

The Imperial City ^ J)S Jntang ch'eng is almost

square, being a little more north and south than

east and west ; the length of itfc walls is 10,350

kilometres. It has in it, besides the Forbidden

city, three lakes, the Coal Hill, many temples, the

Pei fang, etc. Its walls are 18 feet in height and

are pierced by four gates.

The Purple Forbidden city, Izu chin ch'ijitij,

is the innermost enclosure, and it was the strictly

private residence of the emperori-. The mortar

used in the buildings was purple or violet, and

this general tinge gave the name to the city.

Another explanation, however, connects the name

with the Pole Star, called by an ancient writer

'the Star of the violet myrtle,' the empire depending

on this central spot as the heavens on the pole star.

The walls of this enclosure are 1006 metres north

and south and 786 metres east and weist, and are

22 feet high. Outside is a moat 60 metres wide.

There are four gates.

Among the better-known 'sights' of Peking the

first place must be given to the Altar of Heaven

iq.i:). The Confucian Temple with the Stone

Drums ('/.c). The Lama Temple [q-v.), the Observ-

atory (q.v.) with its remaining instruments, the

Summer Palace [q.v.), the Drum Tower and Bell

Tower, are all attractive. Some people may take

more pleasure in visiting the sites connected with

early church history in Peking,—the Cathedrals,

the Portuguese cemetery with the graves of Ricci,

ScH.\LL and many more (see Chala).

The Legation Quarter adjoins the eastern part of

the southern wall of the Tartar city, and is now

always in a state of defence.

Unfortunately no very good guide to Peking

has ever been issued. Favier's work has many

inaccuracies, and Bretschnetoer's is too short and

limited.

Bretschneider : Arclmlogiral and Historical

Refearcfies on Pehing, Shanghai, 1876; Favier :

Pfhinfi.

[The plans of these cities, given below, are

reduced from those in U Bulhtin Catholique de

f'elcin for February, 1914, by kind permission of

Brother A. Maes. Director of the Lazarist Press

;it Peking.

In these plans the broken lines represent the

present Peking, while the dark lines show the

relative size and situation of each ancient city.l

O--..,

1. Cm
B.f, 723—221.

I
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2. Vkn, built ill A.I). 70;

known a.s Yu Chou 0!)

from 4th to 10th centuries
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4. Nan; chino

A.n. 10th century

5. Chung tu

A.D. 12th century

6. Khanbaligh

A.D. 13th century

PEKING CONVENTION. Sir Frederick

Bruce, proceeding to I'eking for the ratification of

the Tientsin Treaty {'j.v.), was forcibly hindered.

This led to an expedition and to this Convention.

An indemnity of eight million taels was agreed

on instead of the two millions of the Treaty. The

port of Tientsin was to be opened to BritiEh trade

and residence. The Kowloon territory already

leased to Her Majesty's representative was to be

ceded to Great Britain. Chuisan was to be evacuated

at onco.

The Convention was signed on October 24,

1860, at Peking, by the Earl of Elgin and Prince

KUNO.

PEKING GAZETTE, ^ H '•hina pan, tradi-

tionally dating from the end of the 10th centuiy,

was a daily metropolitan nffirhe, containing Court

Gazette, Decrees and Memorials. Manui=cript copies

were sent to the high provincial authorities, and the

printed form was sent to Canton, etc. In some

places it wa.s reprinted.

The 'yellow' Peking Gazette ceased at the close

of the Manchu period, but a white edition is still

issued by Hsuan T'ung, the ex-Emperor.

PEKING STAG. See Sika.

PEKING UNIVERSITY, (015:;^*^) ("<"

CniveTsUy of Pekinj, q.v.) is a inifsionary under-

taking which had its origin in the educational work

of the M.E.M.

In 1870 a small day-school was opened with

three boys, induced to attend by the gift of one

meal per diem. In 1878, a boys' boarding school

was begun with six Christian boys. In the year

1885, this became the Wiley Institute, with the

grade of an Academy. In 1888, during the visit of

Bishop Fowler, this in turn became the Peking

Univtft-sity, with the Bishop as Chancellor and the

Rev. L. \V. Pilcher as first President. In 1890,

a certificate of Incorporation was granted by the

Legislature of New York, and a Board of Trustee.-^

in New York City constituted. In 1891 a Board

of Managers to conti-ol the local affairs of the

L'niversity was formed in Peking, and included

missionaries of the A.B.C.F.M. and L.M.S., besides

members of the foreign community.

Land was purchased, and the first building,

Durbin Hall, put up in 1892. This, like all the

M.E.M. property in the capital, was deistroyed by

the Boxers in 1900, but was rebuilt in 1902 and

since enlarged from time to time. After the re-

bellion negotiations were begun among the various

missions in Peking with a view to union in higher

educational work, and in 1905, a union Medical

College was agreed upon, the Lockhart Medical

College of the L.M.S. being re -organised fo us

to represent both the North China Educational

Union and Peking University. In 1916 the China

Medical Board having bought out the five Missions

concerned, this work passed into its hands.

Union in Theological work in Peking Univer

sity, has been in operation since the fall of 1915.

At the present time (May 1917), the arrangements

for the federated University are almost completed,

a charter lia.s been grante<l by the New York

State, and the new scheme is expected to be

launched in the fall of the year.

The land for the campus com«ists of one

hundred acres, of which one-third was already

purchased a year ago. Each Mission gives $100,000

gold towards the initial outlay and instruction is

to be confined to college and higher grades.

The number of students in April, 1916, not

including those in Lower and Higher Primary

Departments, was 659.

The President is the Rev. H. H. Lowrt, D.D.

of the M.E.M.

PELICANS. See Steyanopodes.
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PEN or BRUSH ^ pt, used for writing, is

said to have been invented by Me^g T'ien (q.v.),

a celebrated general of the First Emperor, who
died B.C. 209. Before his time characters were
painted with a reed pen dipped in black lacquer or

else incised with a bronze style.

BusHELL : Chinese Art, II, p. 122.

PENAL CODE. See Law.

PENTECOSTAL MISSIONARIES, THE,
have a kind of ilome base at Chicago, II!., U.S.A.
They have arrived in China only during the last few
years. In the Miuionary Directory for 1917 their

number is given as 35, and they work in Hongkong,
and in five stations in Kuangtung province, also

at Yunnan fu and at T'ai-an fu in Shantung.
See Assemblies of God.

PENTECOSTAL MISSIONARY UNION, The,

was organized in 1909, with Headquarters in

London, England. Its workers in China are given

in the Missionary Directory for 1917 as 27 in

number, working in three stations in Yunnan.
See Assemblies of God.

PEN TS'AO KANG MU, *^iP g , the great

Materia medica by Li Shih-chkK, printed about

1596. See Botany in China.

Hance : Journal, N.C.B.B.A.S., 1886, p. 324

;

Giles : Chinese Literature ; Wylie : Notes on

Chinese Literature; BREXSCHNEiDBai, Bat. Sin. I,

Journal, X.C.B.R.A.S., 1881, p. 54.

PEPOHUAN, ^pjjgig; p'ing pu fan, 'barbarians

of the plain.' All those aborigines of various tribes

in Formoisa who submitted to Chinese civilisation

were called by this term. See Formosa.

PEPPER, ^ j^ hu chiao, is the ground-up

fruit of Znnthoxylu?n biingei. It is the ruddy

capsules, not the seed, which pos'sess the aromatic

principle.

It is said to grow nowhere in China except in

the island of Hainan. Attempts have been made

to cultivate it in other parts but unsoiccessfully.

The Chinese put this down to the wariness of the

foreigner, who destroys the productive power of the

pepper before it is imported, thus keeping the trade

in his own hands. There are two kinds, the

Malabar and the Sumatran, but in China no dis-

tinction is made, both being sold at one price. The

Chinese, however, regard white pepper as a superior

species, and are not aware that it is simply black

pepper steeped in lime-water.

BowRA : Customs Trade licturns, Ninrjpo, 1869.

HosiE : Ssuch'uan, p. 16.

PEPPERMINT OIL. ^M^rtiPoho yu, is dis-

tilled from the leaves of several species of Mentha,

as the crii^pa, piperata. and pulegium. It is lighter

than water, and is put up in toy bottles, holding

about a spoonful. The best is made at Canton.

PERESTRELLO, RAPHAEL, the first western

trader to reach China by sea. He was sent by
Albuquerque from Malacca in 1515-16.

PEREYRA, THOMAS, '(^, H ^.HsuJihsheng,
a Jesuit Father, was born November 1, 1645, at

St. Martinho de Valo, Portugal, and died in Peking

on December 24, 1708. He, with P. Gerbillon,

acted as interpreter in making the Nipchou

(Nertchinsk) Treaty. He is noted also as the chief

opponent of the Papal Legate de Tournon at the

court of K'ang Hsi, who was greaT.ly attached to

him. He succeeded Verbiest as Director of the

Board of Mathematics temporarily in the absence of

P. Grimaldi. He was strongly Portuguese, had

great influence at the Court of Portugal and at

Macao, and of course used his influence against the

French.

It may be remarked that in reading about this

period some confusion is caused by there being

associated with P. Thomas Pereyra a Belgian,

P. Antoine Thomas. Thus in Jenkins we read

"Father Pereyra, the evil genius of the unfortunate

legate"
; (p. 61), and in Bosmans, "Thomas fut le

principal antagonist du Cardinal de Tournon,"

(p. 139). In the letters of Verbiest he sometimes

writes Pere Thomas meaning Thomas Pereyra.

Jenkins : The Jesuits in China; Bosmans :

Ferdinand Verbiest, Louvain, 1912.

PERILLA OCYMEIDES,^^^ tzn su tzu,

is produced chiefly in Manchuria where the plant,

a species of basil, is boiled and used in place of

linseed oil.

PERIODICALS, EUROPEAN. See Press.

PERPENDICULAR AND HORIZONTAL
Period, Hi ;fg tsung hi'iig. In the fourth century

B.C. the Ch'u state sought to make alliances with

states to the northward, while Ch'in did the same

in an east and west direction. The period Hals' thus

received the above term.

Parker : Ancient China Simplified.

PERSIMMON, til -J- shih tzu; Diospyros Icalci,

a very important fruit of North China. Trees are

planted 20 to 30 feet apart in orchards, generally

at the foot of hills, with a southern or eastern-

aspect, the best soil being of decomposed granite.

The trees of some varieties reach 60 to 80 feet in

height. All in N. China are grafted on a wild

stock called by Chinese hei tsao which means black

date, but it is really D. lotus, the wild persimmon

{v. inf.). In central China other species are

perhaps used.

There are many varieties, the best being that

called Ta shih tz& or Ta mo p'an shih tzu :k ^ &
Ij^ :j. big millstone persimmon, because of its large

size and flattened ishape. The fruit sometimes
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reaches a pound in weight ; it is seedless and con-

tains very little tannin,—that is, it is non-astringent.

By freezing them the fruits can be kept perfectly

good for months. This, and some other varieties,

has a constriction round the thickest part of the

flattened fruit.

Another variety, called the Sweet persimmon,

is exceedingly rare ; Fire persimmon and Lotus-

flower persimmon are other important varieties.

The less juicy kinds are often dried, and then

eaten raw or stewed.

The wild persimmon, D. lotus, is called hci tsau

'black date,' by the Chinefe and in the Customs

list. It is found here and there in the mountains

of N. China. It does not often develop into a

big tree. It is used as a stock on which to graft

the cultivated persimmon. The fruit is abundant,

and edible when soft or after being touched with

frost, but it is not very fleshy. Together with the

"red date" (see Jujube) it is sent to the silk dis-

tricts for consumption by the silk-men, who live

entirely on the fruit when rearing the worms, in

order to avoid injuring the insects with smoke from

fires. {British Consular Report, Chinkiang, 1887).

The e.\port abroad, for Chinese emigrants, was

in 1915 nearly 57,000 piculs, worth Tls. 300,000.

Original e.\port, 256,000 piculs, worth Tls. 1,413,000,

mostly from Tientsin, Chefoo, Hankow and Nan-

king.

Meyer : Agricultural Explorations, etc., U.S.

Dept. of At'ricuture, 1911.

PESCADORES, Portuguese for fishermen, a

group of islands west of the centre of Formosa,

forty miles from that island and about eighty from

the mainland. The largest island is Panghu (q-v.).

The Dutch occupied them about 1620, before settling

in Formosa. The group has belonged to Japan

since 1896, together with Formosa.

PETRELS. See Tubinarct.

PETROLEUM. See Minerals.

PETUNTSE (1%J: the felspathic stone,

fusible at a high temperature, which gives the

transparency to porcelain. The best is reserved for

making the glaze. The name literally means 'white

briquettes," and refers to the shape in which the

pulverised stone is transported.

Bdshell : Chinese Art, vol. ii.

PEWTERWARE, one of the chief industries

of Wciicliow. The best quality is composed of four

parts tin to one of lead. Biisins, candlesticks,

lamps, teapots, cups, trays, and ornaments of

various kinds are made. Pewtcrware is also made

at Chaochow and Chaoyang, near Swatow. The

ware manufactured at Shasi is much inferior to that

from Wenchow and Swatow. Ningpo pewter is

famous also, and is preferred to copper on account

of its freedom from verdigris. Many articles

formerly made of it are now, however, made of

imported tin-plate.

PFISTER, ALOYSIUS, Jesuit missionary at

Zi ka v.ei ; he was born m Meurthe, April 24, 1833,

and died in Shanghai May 17, 1891. He published
in 1873 the first part of a list of Jesuits in China
from Xavier to recent times. (Catalogiis Patrum
ac Fratrum e Societate Jesu qui a morte S. Fr.

Xaverii ad annum MDCCCLXXII Evangelio Xti

Propagando in Sinis adlaboraverunt. Pars Prima).

He had collected material for a full history of the

Jesuit' Mission in China, but it wa^ all destroyed

in a riot at Wuhu in 1891.

A list of his publUhed works is given in the

T'ounf/ Pao, 1891, p. 463.

PHAGSPA. See Baschpa.

PHARMACOPAEIA. The following are notes

on iome of the chief Chinese vegetable drugs.

Aconite,
{ J^ ® ) wu t'ou. A gi'eat many

species are found throughout China. These princi-

pally used are ts'ao wu t'ou C^ ^ JS), .-1. wilsonii,

which is cultivated, and its powdered roots, mi.\ed

with w-hite of egg, applied e.xternaUy as a remedy
for boils. Ch'uan wu t'ou, A. hemsleyanum, is

u.-ed similarly, and after frequent boilings, in small

quantities as a drastic cure for coughs. Futzii

( IS ^ ) 's A. fischeri; this is cultivated in the

winter, steeped in vinegar and salted and further

treated. This and other aconites are used for a

variety of diseases. Their poisonous qualitieB are

diminished by the above treatment.

Angelica. A. anomola, (fl J£) paichih, grown

in Ssuch'uan, Hupei, and Chekiang, is a favourite

drug, used in female compHants and as a cosmetic

;

A. decuTsiva (tifSIJ) Ch'ien hu, a common plant

used as a tonic and exported abroad ; A. pohjmorpha

(f^ IS ) ta7iij Icuei, the roots of which are used as a

tonic and blood-purifier. The name tang kuci is

also applied to the honeywort (Cryptotaenia), very

frequently used in prescriptions, which resembles

celery in odour and taste. It is used extensively

in menstrual, chlorotic, and puerperal disea.<es.

Asafoetida, imported from India, i» a gum
resin, the exudation of the Ferula, a shrub growing

in Central Asia. It is used medicinally, and is

deodorizing, anthelmintic, carminative, etc., and an

antidote to mushroom poisoning.

Baros CAMPiion is considered the beat in China.

It us imported from Borneo. It is not true camphor

but steareopten ; it is applied as a powder to

chancres, buboes, etc., and used for polypus, fistula,

etc. It is Dryobalanops campliora, Chinese pinij-

p'ifn ( zk Jr )• Nijaicumphor, a steareopten isomeric

with the Borneo camphor, said to be extracted from

Dlumea balsamifcra, from Hainan, is a very
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valuable substance valued at 500 Taels per picul,

and is used as a febrifuge and carminative.

Capoor Cutchery, Kaempferia galanga, (|ll^)
f/itin nai, a root eaten as a relish, like ginger,
and used medicinally as a cure for toothache'
as a wash for dandruff and scabs, or to destroy lice,

hence used to preserve clothes. It is exported to
Ii'dia, Persia, and Arabia.

CAnD.\MU.M, (S S ^) I'ai tou k'vu, introduced
to China a thousand years ago. It is the Amomum
medicine, L., grown in South-west Kuangsi, whose
seeds are used in chest complaints and general
debility.

Castor Oil. (i'ee separate headimj).

CoDONOPSis TANGSHEN, Htmst, is a campanula-
ceous plant sometimes called bastard ginseng, and
used to adulterate ginseng. Tangshen is the name
given to several other species of Campanulacuea.
It is used as a tonic.

Corns CHiNENsis, (S|i!l) huang lien, grown
in West Hupei and in the Mount Omei plantations,

Ssiich'uan. The dried rhizome is an all-round

medicine, and particularly valued as a stomachic.

CUBEBS, Cubeba officinalis (Jf 35) ch'eng c/iia,

a one-seeded berry, exjjorted from South China. It

resembles black pepper in size and form, has a
fragrant odour and aromatic taste, and is used
medicinally.

DiiAGON's Blood; that ordinarily used in China
i.s the produce of a large species of rattan calamus
dracc in Sumatra and Borneo and perhaps South
China. The Pen ts'ao name is }§ ^ K'o liu and

jS M ^^''" ping.

Ki-co.M.MiA i-LM0ii)ES,
( 4t fif ) tu cliung, a tree

found in Hupei, Honan, Shensi, Shansi, etc., the
bark of which is tonic and diuretic. The leaves

prevent hemorrhoids.

Fritillary. Fritillaria roylei, etc., is pei-mu

M. Q: grown in the Tachien lu region. West Ssii-

ch'uan. The tiny white bulbs are pounded and
boiled with dried orange skin and sugar. Used in

fevers, coughs, rheumatism, and eye-diseases. An
inferior kind is cultivated in Chekiang.

LoTtis, Nelumbium spcciosum, (y^) ho, a very

popular and useful water-plant, widespread in

China. The seeds, named lientzu
(
|ig ^), are

used in medicine. The cotyledons are ground into

flour (See Arrowroot), or boiled, and make a very

paJatable food.. The boiled root-stocks form a

sweet mucilaginous food which is very popular.

All parts of the plant are used in medicine, and
are highly e.«U>emed, e.g. the arrowroot in dysen-

tery, the seed-caulide in hemoptysis, and the leaves

in fevers and skin eruptions, etc.

Phellodendron chinense bark, huang po ^^
is a complete materia medica in itself, the poor

man's "Cure-all."

Picras-ma quassioides, l-u lien tzu bai'k, yields

on boiling an e.xtract which is used in colic and as

a febrifuge.

QUISQUALIS INDICA, s/(ih chun tzu (ffiS'^-)
which iis grown in Fukien, a safe vermifuge, has

since the outbreak of the European War been much
used by foreign physicians as a substitute for

santonin, where the latter ha.s not been available.

It is the "Rangoon creeper "of India..

Eehmannia gluiinosa, ^li huang (ifi 3^) is a

common plant in North China. The root is used

as a tonic and the leaves for eczema. Ts'ing hua,

in Honan, is the chief market ; the sale realises

£160,000 annually. (Richard, Geography, p. 61).

Many insects are eaten in various forms as

drugs. Dried centipedes, scorpions, silkworms,

and beetles, the e.xuviae of cicadae, bats' dung,

insect white wax, cantharides, tigers' bones, bears'

galls, hedgehogs' skins, are also partaken of and

among minerak, realgar, zinc bloom, fossil teeth,

brown mica, cinnabar ore, clay and a variety of

others are used.

The Customs' ii.s^ of Chinese Medicines covers

a great deal of ground, and Hosie's list comprises

220 various kinds, of which 189 are vegetable from

Ssuch'uan, whence comes so many of the chief

drugs. Reference should be made to these lists,

but full descriptions of all known drugs are given

in Stuart'.s Chine.^e Materia Medica, 1911.

[N.S.]

PHEASANTS. See Gallinae.

PHILASTRE, P. L. F., a translator of the

/ Ching or Book of Changes,—the firtit translator

into French. It appeared in Annates du Musee

Guimet, vols, viii and xxii.

PHILLIPS, GEORGE, was born in Kent in

1835 and died near London in 1896. He entered

the China Consular Service in 1857, and occupied

various posts till his retirement in 1892. He wrote

a good many articles on Formosa, Zaitun, etc., a

list of which is given in the T'oung Pao, 1896.

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF CHINA.
See China Ilramti of Itoyal Asiatic Suciely.

PHILOSOPHY.—Having regard to the anti

quity of Chinese civilization and literature, and to

the acuteness of the Chinese in practical affairs,

their aversion to metaphysical speculation is a

surprising fact. Three reasons have been suggested

for it; (i) The inexact nature of the language;

(ii) The lack of a well-developed logic; (iii) The

practical bent of the Chinese mind. On the other

hand, it is argued that a nation has the language

and methodology it deserves, and that practical

ability is often found in company with phila-iophic

leanings, e.g., with the wily Greek and the canny

Scot.
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The amount of philosophical writings in China,

howcxer, can only be considered small if compared

with the mass of serious literature. The depart-

ment of philosophy in the Imperial Library con-

tained in B.C. 190 no less than two thousand seven

hundred and live volumes or "sections" by one

hundrtxl and thirty-seven authors. Again in A.D.

1412, in the reign of Yung Lo, the writings of the

Sung philosophers were collected and annotated

under the title oi f^ ^ ^ -^ Philosophy in its

Coniphleness, or more tersely. The Complete

/'hilusuphy. They were in sixteen volumes and

"would if translated, fill more than that number

of Western volumes octavo of medium thickness."

(Meadows).

The Imperial Encyclopaedia of Philosophy

embraces three hundred and sixty volumes, but it

must be remembered that the Chinese thought

compreliended under the name of Philosophy

differs very widely in its form from that of the

West.

Philosophy is a vague term in China, and

philosophical matter is much mixed up with other

subjects, e.g. in the 1Sii;^&, dissertations on

the arts of government and of education, on belhs

lettree, etc., are introduced.

The orthodox Chinese philosophy is Confucian,

and while in a true philosophy speculation should

be absolutely free, and not undertaken in the

if'tcreats of any creed or school of thougWt, in

China the problem is, "Given the infallibility of the

Confucian classics, how to construct from them a

mctaphy.'^ic?" thus resembling the task of the

mediaeval Schoolmen.

Of the u;.ual divisions of metaphysics, viz.,

Ontology, Co.smogony, Psychology, Ethics and

Epistemology, only the fourth really interests the

Chinese. Psychology is mainly represented in its

relation to good and evil, and cosmogony and

ontology, though early discu.'sed (in the / Chiiig)

are the last to be elaborated, and then chiefly with

reference to morality.

There have been two periods of great philoso-

phical activity in China, the first beginning with

Lao Tzii and Confccius and ending with the

accession' of Shih Huang Ti ; the second beginning

with Chod Tzfl and ending with Chu Hsi, who

died A.n. 1200.

The era before the biith of Lao Tzij, has left

us but one philosophical work, the enigmatical

/ Ching; but it is exceedingly important because

it laid the foundations on which all subsequent

thinkers built. Even if it be the case, as some

assert, that the true interpretation of the / Ching

had been lost before Wic.s Wang (b.c. 1231-1135)

and Chou Kuno (died 1105 B.C.) wrote their notes

upon it; if it be true that it was only a manual of

divination, and that the broken and unbroken lines

ot the "Eight Diagrams" represent the knotted and

unknotted cords used by primitive China for re-

cording and making simple calculations ; the book

is none the less a philosophical one, since all

systems of divination are based on at least a crude

metaphysic, and a numerical conception of the

order of the world is one of the earliest known.

'i'he / Chinij teaches a dual sy-s-tem in ex-

planation of all changes in nature and in human
alfairji—the interaction of the two forces called!

Strong and Weak, otherwise Male and Female, and

also Heaven and Earth, producing all phenomena.

But pre-Confucian speculation had another side,

which has not handed any book down to us, yet

which »was growingly monistic and idealisllic. In

the / Chinij itself there are sporadic allusions of

this nature, and a doctrine of that from which the

Dual Principles derived

—

Tao y^—was in various

forms well-known. The / Ching, the doctrine of

Tao and some strongly-held ethical principles

intuitively known, enforced by experience, and

regarded as harmonizing with the / Ching, and

emanating from Tao or from T'ien Ji, were the

materials on which Confucius, Lao Tzu, and their

successors worked.

CIonfucius accepted the dualism of the / Ching,

and the commentaries on that work ascribed to him

are the most philosophical part of his teachings,

which were mainly positivist, and above all, ethical.

(See Confucianism).

He uses the term Great Limit T'ai clii ()z%)
concerning the Origin of the Dual Principles, but

this lino of thought was not developed by his im-

mediate followers, and though Mkncius speaks of

a Universal Energy ( f,'i JJS ii SI ) ^^ filling the

Univer.so, he is only interested in it as functioning

in the moral life of men.

Even in Ethics, Confucius and his followers

were chiefly interested from a practical point of

view. The Metaphysics of Ethics are either

ignored or settled without controversy, e.g. the

j)roblcm of the origin and existence of evil is not

touched upon ; freewill is taken for granted.

Lao Tzii, and his followers, working on the

same material as Confucius, arrived at very

different results. The monistic and idealistic sayings

which occur sporadically in the / Ching they

appropriated, but their chief reliance was on the

doctrine of Tan as handed down from the Yellow

Emiehor and other ancient worthies. It is not

nvv clear how far this doctrine had developed prior

to Lao Tzu, but in the TaoTe Ching we are face

to face with that from which the Dual Principles

proceed, that which is without form or limit, begin-
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ning or end, above definition, above speculation,

above reason itself^tho Absolute, as conceived bj'

Lao Tzu, to which he gives the time-honoured

name of Tau.

He appears, however, in the short compass of

tho Tao-Ti Chiiuj to u.=e Tuu in two meanings :

—

(1) the Great Principle which formed the Universe,

and (2) the primordial matter from which the

Universe was made. The latter was substantially

the Great Limit of the / Vhimj Appendices, but

the former was the true basis of all typically

Taoist thought.

Three books have come down to us professing

to represent Taoist thought before the close of the

first period of philosophical activity, viz., the

reputed works of Lieh Tzii, Chuang Tzii and
Kuan Yin Tzu, (q.v.). The last, though in the

true Taoist succession and perhaps containing some
ancient saying? is undoubtedly much later than the

others. Lieh Tzii's book is perhaps the work of

his disciples, much added to and altered by later

Taoists. Chronologically he comes between Lao Tzii
!

and Chuang Tzii, the latter constantly referring

to him.

Lieh Tzii took a very transcendent attitude

ttiward.s the universe and evolved a cosmogony which

by its identity of contraries led inevitably to abso-

lute indifference and aloofness.

In Chuang Tzu we meet the most brilliant of

Taoist and of Chinese philosophers. In his work

we breathe the air of Greece. He has been com-

pared with Plato by Mears (China lieciew,

vol. xi.x, p. 225), and with Heuacleitus by Canon

Aubrey Moohe, in an introduction to Giles'

Chuang Tzii, Mystic, Moralist and Social Reformer.

Chuang Tzii felt Taoism was threa/lened by

some of the teachings of Lieh Tzii {e.g., the

allusions to magic and so forth) anid by those of

the agnostic and materialistic Confucianists. He
accepts Lao Tzii's ethics in tato and bends all his

genius to the elaboration of a wonderful philosophy.

Starting with the relativity of all thing", he became

convinced of the unreality of the visible world, and

the consequent uselessness of controversy. He is

all for individual freedom, and so gets to the

Wti Wei (doctrine of Inaction), and ultimately to

a half-pantheistic mysticism, which is saved from
;

pantheism by the dualism which he conceives as
[

existing forever between man and God (Tao). It

is the true duty and delight of the soul to under-

stand something of the Tao and imitate what is

known. Man is not the coming t(>-con.sciousness

of the Abiding Ground of all things, but a being

akin to It in nature, capable of attaining a positive

and eternal perfection through It, and therefore of

infinite value ; in his innermost being he is not a

Thing, though in body and mind he may be, and
|

herein lies his danger, his possibility of failing to

attain perfection.

Among the other philosophers of the period,

are Y\nu Chu and Mo Ti. Both were severely

denounced by Mencius. Yang Tzu, who has left

no written works, held views closely approaching

those of Epicurus. Part of Mo Tzii's works have

come down to us, but the text in places is very

corrupt. As against Yang Tzu he is supposed by
the Chinese to represent ultra-altruism. He had a

very logical mind, and put his arguments more
methodically than any Chinese before the Sung era.

His system resembles Christianity in many respects.

His famous precepts of universal love, and of utility

as an unfailing criterion of moral values, are based

on a doctrine of the Supreme Being which greatly

resembles that of "God" in the Christian sense.

There were other independent thinkers some of

whom are lco;.e!y classed with Taoists, the most

famous being HsiiN Tzii who opposed the followers

of Mencius by maintaining that human nature is

radically evil, and anticipating Hume in his belief

that morality is an artificial thing.

HsiiN Tzii, however, though against Mencius,

considered himself a Confucianist, and fought for

orthodoxy as against Mo Ti.

One of HsuN Tzu's pupils, Han Fei Tzii (q.c.)

is also called a Taoist writer, though he occupied

an independent position. He fell under the dis-

pleasure of the ruler of Ch'in, afterwards Shih
Huang Ti, and committed suicide,—the last of the

ante-Ch'in thinkers.

Between the times of Shih Huang Ti and the

rise of the Sung philosophers there was an interval

of twelve hundred years, during which very little

philosophical thinking was done.

Yang Hsiuno ('/•'') founded an ethical school,

in which the doctrines were propounded that human

nature is both good and evil, and that environment

is everything. HuAi Nan Tzii (died b.c. 122)

wroto a celebrated treatise embodying his researchas

into the secrets of Nature from tlie point of view

of the degenerate Taoism of the day, and Wang
Ch'ukc (<?.(•.) in the first century of our era

criticized Confucius and Mencius in a very bold

and original way. but nothing of importance was

achieved. The fire of the Ante-Ch'in times was

burnt out or had been extinguished, and the state

of China was not conducive to philosophical energy.

At the beginning of the tenth century printing

had been invented, and gave a great impetus to all

education. Buddhism had established itself firmly

in the Empire and was forcing even Confucianists

to look on their ancient doctrine in a new light

;

and the second great period of philosophical activity

began under the Sung dynasty with Chou Tzii

(born A.D. 1017). (See following article).
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The teachings of the Sung philasophers were

accepted as the linal statement of Confucian ortho-

doxy, much as the interpretations of S. Thomas
AyriNAS were accepted in the Middle Ages, and

only one great philosophical thinker has appeared

in China since. This was Wang Yang JIing {fj.v.)

of the Ming dynasty. His views were regarded as

heterodox, because, though a Confucianist, he

differed so widely from Chu Hsi, but he is increas-

ingly studied both by Chinese and Japanese, and

his lofty idealism is perhaps de.=tined to play a

considerable part in the re-interpretation of Con-

fucianism which is inevitable, as China becomes

acquainted with the deepest thought of the West.

Meadows : The Cliine^c and T/icir Bvl)iUii»ix,

chap, xviii ; SczUKi : HUtortj of C/iiiii'nt: P/iiloi'i)/j/it/.

[C.E.C.]

PHILOSOPHY OF THE SUNG PERIOD.—
Witli tlic 11th cuiifjiy, a reiiui.-isanci- of literature and

at the same time a revival of orthodoxy, resulted

in what is known as the Sung School of Con-

fucianism (5tJ 12). Its founders formed a group

called "The l''i\e Philosophers" (5.^), of whom
thu first, and the prime initiator of the movement,

was Chou TuN-i (1017 1073), and the last was the

famous Cuu Hsi (11301200), whose keen dialectic

secured for the doctrine of the school a lasting

place in the intellectual life of the naition. Tlfe

intervening philosophers were the two brothers

Chk.ng Hao (1032-1085), and Cu'eng I (1033-1107),

who from an early age were Chod Tun-i's pupils,

and their uncle Chang Tsai (10201076) to whom
they passed on the teachings they had received from

their master.

Ciiou TuN-i left two works, posthumously

published by his pupils, The Complete Treatise

(ifi ^), and The Doctrine of the Supreme VllimntK

/ II N't rated by Dinyram {Jkfi^lSL)-

The latter is of the greatest iniporlaiice as

containing in a remarkably condensed and pregnant

statement the chief tenets of the writer's philoso-

phical system, the outstanding feature of which

is indicated in its title. Taking an obscure passage

in the / Chin;/, the Philosophtr elaborated his

famous doctrine of the Supreme Ultimate, T'ai Chi

<jk<5), the Final Cau.-e of the Universe, an Infinite

Being whose essence is an ethical principle, Li (38),

but finds its manifestation in the Ether from which

is evolved the physical universe. The stages of the

evolution are traced from this primordial Ether,

through its Two Modes, the Yin and the V"rt</

( F* IB) '""k' the Five Agents, or Elements (5E ?f).

to Man, the highest form of created existence.

The doctrines of Cuou Tzi were pas-ed on and

developed by his pupils Ch'kno Hao and Cu'eng I.

In their voluminous writings consisting mainly of

essays, letters and notes of conversations with their

pupils, the most prominent subject of discussion is

the constitution of Man's Nature. With them
originated the clear distinction between the Original

and Essential Nature (^^^M'^Vi.) a.nd the

Phy.^ical Nature (jg ?t 2. ft)- The former was

expounded as purely etliical and identified with the

Nature defined in the Doctrine of the Mean as the

"Decree of Heaven." The latter is this original

nature as conditioned by the physical element in

which it is inherent. It is to the former, it was

maintained, that Mencius referred when he asserted

that the Nature of Man is good. It is to the latter

that CoNi'ucirs referred when he taught that the

nature of all men is akin (UtBiff).

Another marked feature of the Ch'kng philo.-o-

phy was the place given to Love in the con.'ititution

of the universe. In the Fourth Appendix to the

/ Chinij the four ultimate principles of the Universe,

liian, Ilai'j, Li, Cheng (tc v- ?lj M.), the principles

of Origin, Beauty, Utility and Potentiality, are

said to bo the principles which in man become Love,

Righteousness, Eeverence and Wisdom. Ch'eng
Hao elaborated the doctrine thus stated and showed
that Love, corresponding to the principle of Origin

in the universe, is both the source and the sum
of the other three principles of man's nature which

proceed from it, and are included in it ; and that

in the physical universe this same principle is the

source of the other three ultimata, just as in the

case of the Four Seasons, which are the physical

embodiment of these principles, all proceed from

the productive season of Spring.

Chang was less of a creator of thought and more

of a propagandist than his nephews. He eagerly

imbibed the teachings of Chou Tzii received from

them, and became an enthusiastic teacher attracting

large audiences to his lectures. He has left two
important works. The Rl</ht Discipline of Youth

( JE ^ ), and the Western Inscriptions (J5 ^ ),

besides an exhaustive commentary on the / China,

the chief subject of his lectures.

A gap of twenty-three years intervened between

the death of C'h'eno I, the last survivor of the

first four founders of the School, and the birth of

Chu Hsi, the fifth, but there is nevertheless a direct

connection in the transmission of the doctrines

taught by the earlier philosophers. Chu Hsi's

teachers wero fir.-t, his own father, and, later,

Li Yen P'ing, a native of Fukien province. Li

Yen P'ino (1093-1163), who exerted a profound

influence upon the mind of his pupil, studied under

Lo Ts'fxG Ykn, who in his turn was one of the

most brilliant students of the famous Yang Kuei

Shan, a pupil of both the Ch'kno brothers.

The following table will illustrate and make

clearer this succession of philosophical teachers.
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until the Han dynasty that we hear of worship
being paid to it. Later its appearance becomes a

commonplace in Chinese history, and i» sure to

glorify a peaceful reign or flatter a successful ruler.

Its laiJt advent was at Feng-huang fu in Anhui,
where it scratched at Hung Wc's father's grave,

and the imperial power passed into Hung Wu's
hands. This town now sends out enormous numbers
of pictures of the phoeni.x to all parts of the

country.

DORE : liccherches sur lee Svperstitionf en

C/iine, p. 442.

PHONETIC. See Primitive.

PHONGIE, the Burmese word pongyi, meaning

a monk who has been over ten yeans in the

monastery ; the term is, however, often used out

of politeness to any monk. It is not correct to

speak of it, ais F. H. B\li'ocr does, as being a

Buddhist sect.

Scott : Burma; Balfour : II'oi'/.s and Strai/s

finm the Far East, p. 140.

PHYSIOGNOMISTS, )fg®(H] hHamj mien ti.

In the West the word is used for those who study

the face to find out the character and disposition
;

in China the purpo.-e is to tell the fortune or length

of life. Chinese works refer to them in the third

cci'tury B.C. Modern physiognomists use the planets

for their science, the signs of the zodiac, the ten

stems and twelve branches, the five sacred moun-

tains, and many other things, connecting which

with the features, etc., they tell a man the good or

bad fortune awaiting him, his expectation ot life,

etc.

DoRc : Iterherches fur les Superstitions, p. 225.

PIAN DE CARPINE. See John of Pian de

Carpine.

PI CI DAE, the family of the Woodpeckers.

The following are found in China. Denilrocupus

cabaniii, the Chinese Pied Wood-pecker, is common

throughout the provinces and occurs in Hainan.

D. major the Great Pied Wood-pecker, is found in

North Chihli. D. alralut is found in Yunnan.

Pieiis defmursi is found in the high mountains of

Ssuch'uan. P. pemyi occurs in S.W. China. P.

insuloris is resident in the interior of Formosa,

and in West Fukien. Picoidcs junebria lives in

the coldest and highest regions of W. China, but

is not wide-spread. DnjoropuH murtius is found

in Manchuria and in N. Chihli. Yunr/ipicua frintil-

liceps is resident in N. China. /. kaleensis is found

in Formosa and throughout S. China. /. pijQmaeus [

is found in Yiinnan. Ilypopieus poliopgit is met

with in Chihli and Shantung on migration. //.

ht/prnjthrun, in Y'iinnan. Gecinui cnnus, the

Grey-headed Woodpecker of Europe, i.s common in

N. China, G. citrinocristatua is found in Central

Fukien. G. guerini is found in the central pro-
vinces. G. cfilorolophvs, in Yunnan. G. tancolo
inhabits Formosa and the southern provinces of
C:hina. Micraplernus fokiensis is resident in Fukien
and Kuangtung. M. holroydi is abundant in Hai-
nan. Lepoccstes sinensis occurs in the interior of
Fukien. Picummis chinensis, the Speckled Piculet,
a very tiny bird, is found in Kiangsu, Fukien,
Ssuch'uan and as far as Ko-ko nor. lynx torquilla,

the Common Wryneck, is common on migration in
China and also in Mongolia. Chrysophler/ma
ricketti and Gecinulus viridanus are found in the
interior of Fukien. Other woodpeckers have been
described from Hainan. Gecinus hainanus, Vhryao-
yhhfima styani, Lepocesles hainanus; see P.Z.S.

David et Gustalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine;
and P.Z.S., 1900, p. 482.

PiCUL j^ tan or 5. The Chinese 'hundred-
weight,' generally equal to 133i lbs. avoirdupois.

.See Wiiijht.i ami Measures.

PIDGIN-ENGLISH, an e.xtraordinary jargon
in use between native servants, shopmen, etc., on
the one side, and foreigners who do not speak
Chinese on the other. The word pidgin is supposed
to be the Chinese attempt to pronounce the word
business; pidgin-English is therefore 'business-

English' ; it is certainly not literary English. In
the main it is a limited number of English words
used more or less according to Chinese idiom, and
also mispronounced. The fewest possible number
of English words are in use : thus my is made to

do duty for / and mt. "I cannot" becomes "My
no can," and "It is not my affair" is "No belong
my pidgin." The senseless dialect originated with

the "linguists" (q.v.), in the old Canton days when
very few foreigners spoke Chinese and no Chinese

knew English. With the increase of intercourse it

is rapidly passing out of uje and will happily vanish

before long.

Dyer Ball : Things Chinese; Leland : Pidgin-

English Sing-Song.

PIGEONS. See Columbae.

PIKA, the tailless hare. See LagomyidiE.

PI KAN, it T. " relative of Chou Hsin, the

last Emperor of the Shang dynasty, 12th century

B.C. He remonstrated with the ruler over his

excesses and was promptly disembowelled.

PILGRIMS, BUDDHIST. This heading is

scmietinics used for convenience for the famous

pilgrims who went from China to India in the

early days of Buddhi.sm and wrote accounts of their

travels Fa Hsie.v travelled from a. I). 399 to 413

;

HsuAN TsANO from 629 to 645 ; I Chino from 671

to 695, with an interval spent in China ; SuNO YiiN

was sent as a lay messenger with a priest Hui Sheno

in 518. Parker states that there were some si.xtv
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such pilgrims by land or sea, in the 7th and 8th
centuries. Hee separate articUs.

Parker : China; Ili:r llUlory, Diylvnnwy and
Commerce.

PINAL oi PINHAL. When the Spanish took
the Philippines in 1565, they tried to open trade

with Canton, but were, of course, opposed by the
Portuguese. China, however, according to Mendoza,
permitted them to trade at Pinal, which he states

to be thirty leagues from Canton. It is probable

that the place may be P'ing hai ^f$, on the south
coast of Kuangtung, east of Hongkong. The foreign

name for P'inghai is Harlem Bay.

Mendoza : HiHory of China; Morrison :

AnrjIo-ChintS'' Citltndar for 1832.

PINE-APPLE FIBRE, po-lo ma JigJIifii, is

obained from the leaves of Bromelta 2^enijuin,

which is extensively cultivated in Hainan, under

tropical conditions, particularly on the east coast

;

also on the Leichow Peninsula on the mainland

opposite. It is grown as a hedge plant and alio in

parallel rows in fields. At the end of their first

year the trees produce leaves capable of being

decorticated for fibre, but it is usual to wait till

the second year, when longer leaves are obtainable,

which give a better yield of fibre. About a dozen

leaves are taken from each plant, and are scraped

both above and below until the green tissue has

been removed, revealing a skein of yellowish fibres,

which is soaked in cold water for si.\ hours, and

then dried in the sun. This alternate wa.shing and

drying continues for three days, until the fibre has

become sufficiently bleached and all non-fibrous

tissue has been removed. The material thus pre-

pared is next combed in order to reduce it to

regular filaments of the required fineness, after

which it is made into threads for weaving.

The combings are said to give excellent results

for paper making. The fibre iL^self is of fine quality

and great strength, suitable for textile purposes,

but the time and labour involved in extracting it

have hitherto restricted its use.

In Hainan this fibre is made into a very fine

grass cloth, and it is also sent for manufacture

to Swatow. The average annual exportation is

between 3,500 and 4,000 piculs of fibre, worth about

Hk.Tls. 3.3 per picul. The grass^-cloth is worth

about Hk.Tls. 150 per picul, or nearly double the

value of ramie grass-cloth exported from the

Yangtze ports.

PINTO, FERDINAND MENDEZ, was born

in Portugal in 1509 or 1510, and lived a life of

extraordinary adventure.

After many wild doings elsewhere, he and a

troop of other desperadoes came to Ningpo, and

there learned from a Chinese pirate that there was

to the north-east, an island with the tombs of

seventeen Chinese kings, all of gold. They set

out thither ; on the way there the Chinese deserted,
i but the Portuguese reached the island, plundered
the tombs, were attacked and had to retreat. On
their way back a gale made it necessary to throw
their plunder overboard ; one ship was wrecked,
the other they ran ashore. The fourteen Portu-
guese saved were taken prisoners by the Chinese,
thrown into a pond and almost devoured by leeches,

then sent to Nanking, where they weve whipped
and barely escaped being each deprived of a thumb.
They were then sent to Peking, and after two
months there, were condemned to a year of hard
labour, first at the Great Wall, then at Quinsay
(Hangchow). Before the time was finished, how-
ever, the coming of the Manchus liberated them.

They went with their liberators to Manchuria, then

again to Ningpo, and thence to Japan; after many
more adventures, Pinto returned to Malax;ca. He
later made another visit to China, but it was
apparently less full of excitement.

He was in Japan three times, the third visit

being in Xavier's company in the year 1548, and

he was the first European to visit that land.

Most of the wealth he had acquired he gave to

found a Seminary in Japan for the propagation of

the faith.

His travels lasted from 1537 to 1553, during

which time he says he was sold sixteen times, made
a slave thirteen times and shipwrecked five times

;

truly a crowded twenty-one years of glorious life.

His account of his adventures was first printed

at Lisbon in Portuguese in 1614. It has of course

been translated into many languages ; there are at

least two English translations, by Gent and Cogan.

It is accepted now as substantially correct, though

many details are doubtless highly coloured. He
returned to Europe in 1558 and died in Portugal

in 1581 or 1583.

The Voyages and Adventures of Ferdinnnd

Mendez Pinto, London, 1891.

PIONEER, the name of the fir*t merchant

steamer to reach Chungking, June 20, 1899. It

' was bought by the British Government and turned

into a river gunboat, with the name Kim/ia. Its

tonnage was 337 tons. Mr. Little's 7-ton launch

had reached C'hungking the previous year, but ehe

had to be tracked over the rapids, and was too

small for cargo. See Chynglinq.

P'l P'A. See Loquat.

P'l PA CHI ]gig5(l. The Story of the Guitar;

a play by Kao TsE-CH'i:NC, first performed in 1704,

and considered by some as the best of Chinese

plays. The plot is given in Giles' Chinese Litera-

ture, p. 326, and the play has been translated into

French by Bazin, (Paris, 1841), See Drama.
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PIPITS. See Molacillidae.

PIPES, THOMAS, an ambassador, the Krst

from Km ope to (liiiia, sent in 1518 to Peking by

the court of Portugal ; he had been a resident in

the Indies for some years engaged in collecting

drugs. Thesquadron of nine vessels was commanded
by Ferdinand de Andrada, and it is plausibly said

by contemporary writers that he was the apjjointed

envoy, but that in view of the humiliating cere-

monies required at the Chinese court he gave

precedence to I'niES. It was de Andrada who
insinuated himself into the good graces of the

Canton officials, and after a time it was possible

for I'iKBS to start for Peking.

Meanwhile, however, Simon de Anduada,

brother of Ferdinand, had come from Malacca

with four vessels, built a fort on one of the islands

and allowed his men to plunder and ravage the

coasts. These highhanded doings being reported

to Peking, and the vassal King of Bantam appealing

at the same time for vengeance against the

Portuguese conquerors of Malacca, the Mission of

PiRKS was not a success ; indeed, but for the death

of the emperor, Chkng te, he would probably have

been executed ; the mere style of address in the

letters he brought was a deadly offence. As it was,

he waj sent back to Canton, orders being given

meanwhile that the Portuguese should leave. They

refused to obey, and a struggle took place,

immediately after which the luckless Pires arrived.

He and his followers were at once thrown into

piison and made responsible for all the offences of

their compatriots. Of twelve followers five died of

their rigorous treatment, and it was incorrectly

recorded that Pihks himself also perished in prison.

It seems, however, that he was banished to some

part of the empire, and there married, and brought

up children in the Christian faith ; at least,

Mendez Pinto relates that twenty years later he

came across a daughter of Pirks, who knew some

Portuguese and was acquainted with the church

service. He died about 1543.

Hnc : China, Tnrlanj and Tfubi-.t; Montalto

Dn Jescs : Historic Macao; Mendez Pinto :

c. xxvii ; Remusat : Xouveaux Mflnnfies Asiatiqurs,

vol. ii.

PISCICULTURE. See /''m/im iind /'iV/i.nec.

PITTIDAE, a Family of tho Pimcrcs. Pitta

nyvi jjlin 1". & S. is a rare bird which is found in the

southern provinces; it has been taken at Amoy,
Foochow, Shanghai, Chefoo, Shawcishan, in Anhui

and in Formosa
; (CouRTOls).

PLAGUE. Plague has been known in China

undor difffn iit names, such as i/'i'n ijS^i ' ''h'.'nrf

gjjg. ixti s.iil 'u Tf !0f 1(5, i.e. pest, and y/ni / j5(, S
The last, moaning rat plague, is perhaps tho most

scientific and accurate, and is now adopted in all

medical and lay books published in Chinese.

HISTOKY. —The history of plague is perhaps

more fascinating than that of any other known
disease, but it is not proposed to enter into details

here except in so far as it conceans China.

Plague is a very old disease and is mentioned

in the Bible as occurring centuries before the

Christian era in the land of the Philistines.

Chinese history also teems with references to

i chCng, but it is not quite certain how many of

these reported epidemics are due to typhus, famine

Ol bubonic plague. The first authentic pandemic

of plague originated somewhere in Egypt (B.C.

542) and spread to Constantinople and neighbour-

ing cities. The second one recorded began insidi-

ously in the 11th century and developed into the

great pandemic known as " Black Death," because

the sick turned black before death. Much dispute

has arisen as to the origin of this great epidemic.

The Russian records place iu in India, the Grecian

in Scythia, the English in India, the Arab in

Tartary and the Italian in Cathay (China). It is

probable that marmots inhabiting that long chain

of mountains bordciring on India and Tibet were

the precursors of this disease and by infecting

first the household rat and then man succeeded in

spreading the plague, which, though at first bubonic

in character, became pneumonic later on. This

pandemic spread all over Europe and nio.st parts

of China, and killed millions of people. The Great

Plague of Ijondon swept over England in the seven-

teenth century, and has been vividly described by

Deioe in his great book. In India plague has

appeared off and on since the 11th century, but

it was not until the great outbreak of 1896 that

.serious attention was drawn to it in that country.

Prof. W. J. Simpson (London) maintains that the

extraordinary epidemic which swept over Canton

and Hongkong in 1894, and two years afterwards

sjiread all over India, had its origin in tho province

of Yunnan, where a Catholic priest encouiitered

it in 1871 under the name of yangtzii ^ J-. It is

quite possible that this too, as in the case of the

Black Death, may bo traced to the marmots of the

Himalayan and Altai Mountains. This view is

supported by the worit of American investigators,

who have found plague in an endemic form among

the ground squirrels inhabiting the Rocky Mount-

ains. The last epidemic occurred in Manchuria

and North China in the winter of 1910-11, known

as the I'neumonic Plague, which in a few months

killed over 60,000 people. This outbreak was

traced to some bubonic cases in the Astrakhan

district (Russia) where it has been endemic for

scores of years.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.—Plague
is an insidiou- dise;ise, beginning slowly, and then,
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if not suppressed in time, developing with unusual

virulence. The outbreak in 1894 at Hongkong
has maintained its course to the present time,

and has invaded India, South China, Cochin China,

Japan, Formosa, Australia, the Philippine Islands,

South America, West Indies, United States, Cape
Colony, Madagascar, Egypt, Asia Minor, Persia,

Mauritius, Straits Settlements, Russia, West Africa,

Siberia, Marseilles, Hamburg, and even England.

The total number of deaths due to it appro.ximate

ten millions, of which six millions have occurred

in India. With increase of knowledge of its cause

and prevention, however, there is every sign of its

dying out. Taking the two cities of Bombay and

Hongkong, hotbeds of plague some years ago, we
find that in 1915, only 599 cases were reported in

the former city and 144 in the latter.

CAUSES.—The actual organism of plague is

a small, non-motile, straight bacillus discovered

by KiTASATo in 1894. It grows and stains in a

characteristic niannni', is easily killed by heat but

can withstand very great cold. Besides man and

the rat, it may attack all sorts of rodents as well

as rabbits, and dogs and even cats. When once

it enters the human body it rapidly multiplies in

number, and if death occurs the bacillus may be

found in almost every organ of the body. The
usual form met with is the bubonic variety, caused

by the rat flea. Thanks to the excellent woi-k of

the Indian Plague Commission and painstaking

researches carried out in different parts of the

world during the last twenty years, our knowledge

of the plague Il-vs immensely increased. The follow-

ing is a summary :

—

1. Both the black rat {Mus ratlus) and the

brown rat {Mus deciauanus) are the princip-

al agents by which bubonic plague is cai"-

ried from place to place. Just before an

epidemic occurs, these rats may be seen

dying in large numbers, and migration and

increased mortality of these animals are

ominous signs of coming plague in a

community.

2. The rat infects man through the rat flea

(usually .\'c7io/;.«i/t7a cheopis, but sometimes

Ccratophyllus fascuitus], which appears to

convey the germ in a mechanical manner.

3. There is no fear of man infecting man in

the bubonic type. In pneumonic plague,

on the other hand, the greatest danger is

experienced, owing to direct infection

through the breath.

4. It is quite possible that fleas and other

insects attached to the baggage or clothing

of infected persons may contribute to the

spread of the disease, but a more potent

factor is the migration of infected rats,

carrying with them innumerable fleas.

5. Insanitary conditions have little or no

relation to the occuirrence of plague, except

in so far as they favour "infestation by rats.

In pneumonic plague, insanitary habits,

such as spitting and overcrowding, tend

to spread infection.

6. Bubonic plague is more prevalent in warm
weather, whereas the pneumonic type is

most dangerous in winter.

TYPES OF PLAGUE.—Three types of plague

may be distinguished :

—

Bubonic, Pneumonic and Septicemic.

(a) The Bubonic variety may be seen in a

mild or severe form. In the former case [Pestis

viinor) the patient suffers for a few days from

fever with swelling of the glands and perhaps

suppuration, and there is no danger. Such cases

often occur at the beginning of an outbreak. The
severe bubonic variety constitutes 80 per centi of

all cases. The stage of invasion is characterized

by headache, backache, stiffness of limbs, a feeling

of anxiety and restlessness, and depression of

spirits. The fever gradually rises until the fourth

day, when it drops a few degrees and then rises

again. The tongue turns brown, the patient feels

very ill and may die.

Swelling of the glands (buboes) is usually pre-

sent in the groin, sometimes in the anm-pit, some-

times in the neck. Bacilli can always be detected

in the fluid obtained by puncturing the buboes.

Suppuration of the buboes is a good sign. Red
spots (haemorrhages) frequently appar on the skin,

and when extensive are bad omens. Nearly ten

per cent, of untreated cases of bubonic plague

recover in an epidemic, but if serum is used, 20-25

per cent, may be saved.

(b) Pneumonic or Pulmonary Plague was

considered a rare type until the Manchurian out-

break of 1910-11. It begins with sudden lever,

.rihortness of breath, headache, bone ache, cough

and discomfort in the chest region, after an incuba-

tion period of 2 to 3 days. Very soon the fever

increases, the pulse becomes fast and small, marked

signs of lung involvement are observed, and a pink,

liquid, frothy sputum is coughed up containing

enormous numbers of plague bacilli. Owing to

difficulty of breathing, the patient becomes blue

in the face, signs of bleeding in the mucous mem-

branes appear, and the patient dies in 2 to 4 days

after the first appearance of symptoms. No auth-

entic case of recovery has been recorded. It is

perhaps the most virulent type of all known

diseases. .

(c) The Septicemic type may be the result

of bubonic or pneumonic infection. Haemorrhages

are common, and the bacilli are always present

in the blood.
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HOW TO DETKC r PLAGUE.—This must be

left to the trained doctor, and requires the mainten-

ance of a laboratory where the appliances for the

detection of plague and other infectious diseases

arc at hand. Plague itself is easily diagnosed,

as the organism causing it has peculiar features.

Unless proper measures are adopted, the first few

cases may be overlooked, leading to disastrous

results. In all suspicious cases, the medical man
e.xamines under the microscope either the bloody

contents of a bubo or the phlegm coughed up by

the patient. Once diagnosed the necessary notifica-

tion and preventive measures will be undertaken

by the medical attendant.

PLAGUE PKEVENTION.—The prevention

of plague is based upon common-sense laws for the

preveiili(Hi of most infectious diseases, such as,

til'; establishment of isolation hospitals, laboratories,

trained sanitary stafis, and education of the general

public in matters of hygiene.

On the principle that bubonic plague i.s

primarily a rat disease, any measures which

arc taken should be directed towards the

extermination of these pests and their allies, the

fleas. For this purpose, all new buildings should

be made rat-proof so as not to allow any loophole

for rats to breed ; infected old buildings should

either be rebuilt or have their floors and ceilings

made vat proof
;
godowns in particular should be

rearranged so as to house as few rats as possible.

In this work rat traps and poisons (preferably

made with pliosphorus) may be freely used. There

is no need to curtail seriously the freedom of

human beings, for, apart from rats, these are

negligible in the dissemination of bubonic plague.

Hitherto most authorities have laid too much
stress upon the human and too little upon the

rat factor as a means of combating plague. All

facts point to the need of dealing with the rat

population in an infected district i-ather than

interfering with the free movement of the travel

ling public. The extension of infection into clean

territory may be prevented by supervision of

outbound shipping, destruction of rats in ships by

fumigation, ratproofinc of railway cars, inspection

of cargo, etc. To these precautions additional

safety may be secured by restrictions regarding

loading and the use of rat-guards, etc. A simple

workable method of plague prevention, which has

been adopted by the Shanghai Health Department

under Dr. Stanley, may be mentioned here :

—

Public Mcdiurcs.

1. Survey of plague deaths among man and

rats.

2. Careful storage of refuse in ratproof

receptacles, and daily remov.ila.

3. Hat proofing of houses, temporary and

permanent.

56

4. Bat destruction by trapping and poison,

beginning at the periphery and working

towards the centre.

5. Preventive inoculation, beginning with the

sanitary staff.

Jndiriflutil Mcufuns... Motto :—No rat^, no

plague. A house that is rat-proof is plague-proof !

1. Hid your house of rats by trapping and

poisoning.

2. Make youi' house as rat-proof as possible.

?. Provide no food for rats. Keep everything

clean, and store everything in properly

covered iron receptacles.

4. Use solid floors wnerever possible.

5. Inspect regularly openings for drains,

furniture, etc.

6. Burn all trapped or poisoned rats. Send

•those found dead to the Health OfTice,

using tongs for handling.

7. Get vaccinated if exposed to, infection.

8. In ca.se of difficulty communicate with the

Health Oflicer.

Prevention of Pneumonic Plague entails a

different method of procedure. Here the routine

examination of rats is unnecessary unless cases of

plague have occurred among them before. Being

essentially a man-to-man infection, pneumonic

plague must be strictly controlled from the begin-

ning. Patients su.spected of the disease must be

at once removed to the isolation hospital and the

diagnosis made from the .sputum. Those who
have been living with the sick must be taken to

the quarantine station, and examined frequently

every day. As soon as definite signs of plague

appear in any one, he must be segregated in a

similar way. All members of the hospital and

sanitary staff must wear properly fitting gauze

masks. These masks are easily made from a piece

of gauze 2i feet long, covering a piece of cotton

woo! (4 inches square), and divided into three

slips at either end for tying over the head. This

mask is the best protection against infection' and

may be changed daily. Disinfection of the infected

quarters should be undeitaken as ordered by the

authorities.

Preventive inoculation is usually done with

Haffkine's vaccine, and has been proved successful

in bubonic cases. During the pneumonic epidemic

no vaccine of any sort proved effective. Serum

treatment has saved 20-25 per cent, of cases in India.

No other medicine is of any avail in Plague. See

/'lii'/UP Ciiii/cn iirr ; TiirlKKjiin. fW 1

PLAGUE CONFERENCE, INTERNATIONAL,
The plague carried off 50.000 people in Manchuria in

the wititer of 191011. and the Chinese Government

thereupon invited the eleven foreign powers repre-

sented in Peking to send specialists to meet in

Conference and discuss both the nature of the
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disease and methods for prevention. Some forty

delegates and deputies met at Mukden from April

11 to April 28, 1911, under the presidency of Dr.

Wu LiENTEH. A Report was published. See

Plague.

Repght of the International Plague Con-
FEHENCE, 1912.

PLAIN; the Central plain or Great plain of

China has been formed by the alluvial deposits of

the Yangtze and the Yellow River. It is some

900 miles long, stretching from Peking to Hang-

chow, and its width varies from 150 to 500 miles

;

the total area is about 200,000 square miles. It

includes most of Chihli, part of Shantung, the

larger half of Honan, all Kiangsu and part of

Chekiang. The Grand Canal traverses it from one

end to the other.

PLANCH ETTE, a fortune-telling device used

in some parts of China. A question is written on

paper in the temple and immediately burnt at the

altar ; two men, holding the ends of a V-shaped

instrument with a projecting style, write the answer

of the god on a trayful of sand.

Giles : The Cirilization oj China, p. 67.

PLAYFAIR, GEORGE MACDONALD HOME,
a native of Dublin, was appointed student-inter-

preter in China in July, 1872. He held various

posts as Acting-Consul or Consul.

He was a student of botany and made a fine

collection in Pakhoi and frcm Formosa, including

quite a number of novelties. A\"ha,t he has been

best known by is his Cities and Towns of China,

a most useful work, to a great extent a revision of

Biot's Dictionnaire des Villes Chinoiscs. The

book appeared in 1879 and an enlarged edition was

published in 1910.

BrtETSCHNEiDER : History of European Botanical

Discoveries in China.

PLOCEINAE, a sub-Family of the i'loceidae.

It comprises the Weaver-birds, etc. The following

species are found in China. Munia topela; M.
oryzivora, the Java Sparrow ; M. sinensis;

Vroloncha aeuticauda; all these occur in S. China.

The Java Sparrow has been taken in S.E. China

where it is occasionally seen. M. topela and M.

aeuticauda are abundant from the Lower Yangtze

southwards.

PLOVERS. See l.imicolac.

PLUMAGERY. Enamelled headdresses for

women, with kingfishers' feathers "inlaid," are

made at Canton and Ningpo, and ornaments of

silver or copper filagree, in the shape of combs and

earrings. A beautiful effect is produced by alter-

nating azure, ultramarine and sapphire blues with

jilagree flowers and dragons, interspersed with

artificial pearls. This plumagery bears a striking

resemblance to that of the Aztecs.

NiNGPO Customs Report, 1869.

PLUMS, Prviius sp., ^ li. For some unknown
reason the plum is not very much cultivated in

China. The best are found in Shantung. A
remarkable fruit grown there is called lihsimj or

plum-apricot, apparently a hybrid, grafted on seed-

ling plum slock. The fruit is large, red and very

sweet and aromatic. The best are grown in the

neighbourhood of Ch'ing-chow fu 'W HIM-
Meyer : .Igricultural Explorations, etc.

PLUM-TREE PASS. See Mtilin.j /'ass.

PLYMOUTH BRETHREN MISSIONS. The
"Open" Brethren have a number of representatives

in China, more or less connected with communities

in the British Isles, the home addre.sses given in

the Protestant Missionary Directory being in Bath

and Glasgow. There is but little organisation

either in Great Britain, or on ithe field, between

the various groups of missionaries, w-ho are returned,

in the Directory under the heading, Christian

Missions in Many Lands.

The first worker to arrive in China was Mr.

R. Stephens who began in 1889 in Shih-tao,
( S ^ )

about ninety miles south of Chefoo. Weihaiwei

was occupied in 1892, and there are in all four

stations in Shantung.

Mr. Stephens in 1897 began work in Inner

Mongolia, and the six sta.tions now occupied in

Chihli, are apparently the result of this effort.

A third work was begun in 1883 when Wu
Ch'eng Chen in Kiangsi (since given up) was

occupied. Kiukiang was made a station in 1894,

and there are now eleven centres in this province,

the largest being in Nan ch'ang fu ffj g fff (opened

1897), where Mr. and Jlri. H. C. Kixgiiam of the

Brethren Mission with their child were killed in a

riot in 1906.

The number of Brethren Missionaries at the

above mentioned twenty-one stations was eighty-one

in 1917, but there are in addition a number of quite

independent workers, holding Brethren views:

It is characteristic of all of them, that they

do not publish statistics or periodical reports. In

the case of the work mentioned above, accounts

appear from time to time in some of the journals

and newspapers issued by the Open Brethren in

Great Britain, through which subscriptions for

the work are also received.

POETRY. Chinese poetry begins with the

Odes which form the Shih Ching. They are 305

in number, and it is said they were culled by

Confucius from 3000 to which he had access, and

that some of them were composed as far back as

the time of the Great Yii, who founded the Hsia
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dynasty in 2205 b.c. They are short ballads,

gfi-.erally having four words to the line and mostly

rhymed. They are in four sections, (i), popular

ballads of the feudal states, specimens of which
were sent by the vassal lords to the Emperor that

he might judge of the manners and morals of the

people, hence called l:uo fcmj g| S, "the mannere of

the states." (ii), Odes sung when the noble enter-

tained his vassals, (iii), Udes sung at gatherings

of the feudal nobles themselves, (iv), Odes used at

the funerals and memorial services of the Chou
sovereigns. All have the marks of primitive poems,

in their simplicity, the homely vigour of their

metaphors, their ruggedncss, and their archaisms

;

and, but for the notes given with them, it would in

some cases be impossible for present-day scholars to

under.-tand them. They are very valuable from

the light they throw on the manners of that remote

period, but the sense of their simple, natural beauty

has been greatly obscured by the zeal of commenta-
tors, who have read into them the most farfetched

political meanings, much as some divines have

"spiritualised" some parts of Scripture. Every

line of the Odes has been studied by Chinese

scholars as carefully as European scholars have gone

into the Greek and Roman classics, and divines

into the Bible. Forming one of the Five Scripture.s

they are memorized by every advanced student, and

are a storehouse of allusion for all forms of litera-

ture. It is noteworthy that they are ballads of

peace.

From the time of Confucius to the second

century B.C. the poetry is of a totally different

character from the Odes, the metre being so

irregular and wild' as to be irreducible to rule.

Sometimes rhyme is used, but most frequently not

;

in fact, the poetry only differs from prose in its

poetical imagery and elevation of language. The

most famous poet of this period is Ch'ii YiiAN S!/jK,

(fourth century B.C.), who wrote the famous Li. Sao

J8t SI or Lament, a long poem of "nine songs" on

his own misfortunes as a loyal minister of Slate,

fallen on evil days through the jealousy of fellow-

olTicials.

His nephew, Sung Yii Sc IE ,
also an official,

was a famous poet of the school Cn'ii YiiAN

founded. His poems with those of his uncle and

Homo written by Cuing Cii'a fti^, are known as

the Elffiks of Ch'u (q.v.). This stylo of poetry

continued right into the Han dynasty, and Ciiia I

Jlf ja, Tung Fang-so yH-Jj IfJl. and others have left

us poems from the second century B.C.

With the ostablishment of the Han dynasty,

Confucianism finally triumphed over its rivals; and

with the renewed cult of the classics, the influence

of the Odes made itself generally felt on the poetry

of the lime. With Mei SiiLvc. VcM. (died 140 B.C.),

modern poetry may be said to begin, as he virtually

introduced the five-syllabled line. Two of the Han
Emperors, the fourth and the sixth, were famous
poets. In the 25 years when the Han dynasty was
tottering,—the Jg^g Chien-an period,—we meet with
seven poets called after the period, one of them a
descendant of Confucius {20th generation). Some-
times the notorious Ts'ao Ts'ao @' ^g, and his son,

Ts'ao Chih Wli, are added to make nine.

In the time of the Three Kingdoms, (3rd

century a.d.), another set of sevei] poels is mot
with, known as the Seven Sages of the Bamboo
Grove. The most famous of these were Liu Ling

21 f&i and HsiANG Hsiu ig]^, the author also of

a valuable commentary on Chuang Tzu, left un-
finished at his death. In this whole period the best
known name is that of T'ao Ch'ien fjj fj^, born
36'5 A.D. His most famous poem is probably yVic

I'cac/ibwssom Fountain.

Chinese poetry reached its perfection in the

T'ang dynasty (a.d. 600-900). In 1707 a complete

collection of the T'ang poems was published,

arranged in 900 books, and containing about

49,000 poems. The Chinese variously divide the

poetical work of this time into three or four

periods. The greatest poet of all was Li (T'ai) Po
^f;fc)Q- a native of modern Ssuch'uan, (a.d.

705-762), who lived the typical Bohemian's life,

gay, dissipated and drunken, with a tragic end.

"An Immortal banished to earth," was the dictum
of a courtier on him. Tu Fu g: t8" (712-770), the

scholai-ly poet par excellence, was great in other

departments of literature also, but unsuccessful as

an official. 'Han Yii (768-824), usually known as

Han Wkn Kunc ^. ^ Si is one of the most famous
names in Chinese literature. In addition to much
exquisite pro.=e he wrote an immense amount of

poetry, mostly in lighter vein. Po Cnii-i ti A'l R
{772-846), at one time President of the Board of

War, wrote, amongst many beautiful things, the

famous poem of The. Everlasting Wrong. Ssu

K'ung-t'u v] Jg O (834-908), a famous Taoist, and

a Secretary of the Board of Rites, is known as the

last of the T'ang poets. His works are highly

philosophicjil and difficult to interpret. These are

but a few among many famous names. Quite a

number of these poets show clearly the influence

of Buddhist and Taoist ideas. That art which

conceals art is at its best in T'ang poetry.

Under the Sung dynasty poetry became more

conventional, form was worshipped too exclusively,

and there were fewer poets who were only poets,

—

i.e., every literary man as such was also a poet.

The greatest names are Ou-yang Hsiu F^ RB'(I£

(d. 1072), Cii-eN T'UAN ISK ^f. (d. 989), Yang I

Ify 12 (d, 1030), and Siiao Yung HR Ml: {d. 1077).

Kao Ciiii nien no :fj fmi , is known by one poem, a

simply poignant little lyric, reminding one of

Heine.
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The Mongol dynasty's poetry fills eight large

volumes, but in quality it was not by any means
equal to that of the preceding dynasties.

In the Ming dynasty quantity is still great,

but great poets are few and far between. The first

name is also the best, i-iz., Hsieh Chen, fJJ ^
(1369-1415).

In the Ch'ing dynasty, Yuan Mei g 4i-

(17151797), is one of the most popular writers, and
far and away the best of the few poets.

The poetry of every age, including the Odes,

contains the work of poetesses as well as poets.

As. to the form of Chinese poems, most of them

are exceedingly terse ; the lines are few and short.

The twelve-lined poem, p'ai lii JIf ^, is considered

ideal, and was the one set at the great public

examinations (until 1905, when the old .system was

abolished)
; and eight-line compositions are also

favoured. The four-line poem known as the chiteh

J£ or stop-short, which reached perfection under the

T'angs, is very difficult, but much admired.

According to some, the name implies that the poem
ends abruptly, leaving the reader to continue the

train of thought suggested. Another explanation

is that the four-line poem was regarded as composed

of two couplets severed from the eight-line jjoem,

selected and combined within certain limits at the

will of the poet, though others hold that the four-

line poem is the foundation on which the lii and

li'iii lii have been built up.

The rhymes in the rhiich are generally arranged

as in the quatrains of Fitzgerm-d's Omar Khayyam,

the first, second and fourth rhyming.

In addition to the above, there are many other

forms, some very ancient ; these are often grouped

under the generic name of Yo fu ISI 8iS , showing

that they are intended to be set to music, or to be

chanted or recited to some musical instrument.

There is nothing corresponding to an epic in

Chinese poetry, nor to drama as we understand it,

though songs are introduced into all Chinese plays

;

nor are there long satires like the Duticiai] ; and

the long narrative poems are generally neither very

poetical nor very elevating. Pastoral poems are

also wanting, agriculture having been the occupation

of the people for milleniums, to the exclusion of

pastoral pursuits. There are didactic compositions

in plenty ; but the most beautiful of all Chinese

poems are those descriptive of Nature, and showing

a passionate love for all her moods.

In Chinese poetry every line is complete in

itself, i.e., there is no enjambement. From the

T'ang dynasty down, the line is generally of

seven or five syllables ; in the former the caesura

occurs between the fourth and fifth syllables, and

in the latter, between the second and third. The

Odes, as has been noticed, are mostly in four-word

lines, but this form is now seldom used. Three-

word lines are met with occasionally, a famous

example being the Trimelrical Classic, and a poet

of the Ming dynasty is said to have written a

thousand pieces in this form. It is also common
in the doggerel with which China abounds, from
nursery rhymes to some petty mandarin's exhorta-

tion to the "'silly people." The T'ang poets mostly

used five, and seven-word lines, but some wrote in

"ancient style."

Rhyme is appaiently considered essential. Most
of the Odes have rhymes, and in those cases where

they are lacking it is probably that they have been

lo.st through changes in pronunciation, and many
Chinese scholars have advocated forcing the rhyme
by altering the pronunciation of the characters when
reciting the Odes. A Sung scholar named Wu I

^ tS reduced this to a system and published a

work with the title of the 'Rhyme 7nender,' Yiin pu

^ ?(f - Great attention has been paid to the whole

question of rhymes, and rhyming dictionaries are

common. One of the oldest extant is the St $
Kuanij yiin, the earliest known edition of which is

of the time of the Sung dynasty ; this gives the

rhymes as used in the T'ang and Sui dynasties,

which differ widely from those of the Odes. The
rhymes which are obligatory on poets and versifiers

of the present day are, however, those of K'ang
Hsi's Thesaurus, Wi>C® jff, and these, again, differ

from the current pronunciation. The Chinese lan-

guage is weak in rhyming endings, owing to the

paucity of sounds, and this shortage is increased by

the rule that all rhymes must agree also in tone ; but

the poets are very ingenious in overcoming this

defect.

With regard to the tones, for the purposes of

poetry they are of two classes, the even and the

nfiliijue. In the strictest forms, these must occupy

fixed places in the lines, being so arranged that an

even word in one line corresponds to an oblique in

the text. Bat this is not always insisted upon.

Sometimes only the last words correspond, except

in the first and last lines of the poem, where agree-

ment is compulsory ; and if the fir.it line begin?

with an even, the second most begin with an oblique

tone and vice versa. Also, in seven-word metre,

the second, fourth, and sixth sounds must conform

to rule, and in five-line metre, the second and

fourth. In modern poetry the tone muH be satisfied

in the rhyme also, as mentioned above, Init in

ancient forms this was not the case. It is a

disputed point among Chinese liternti. whether any

attention was paid to the tones of the rhymes used

in the Odrs. and there is evidence that the tonal

system of the Chinese was not complete till some-

where about the fifth century of our era.

The most marked feature of Chinese poetry,

as of all Chinese fine writing in general, is paral-

lelism. It recalls in many ways the Hebrew poetrj-,
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and Chinese parallels, like the Hebrew, may be of

several kinds, antithetic, or corresponding, or con-

structional ; but they are much more exact, thought

not only answering to thought, but word to word,

lone to tone, and particle to particle.

All these things, the monosyllabic uninflected

words, the shortness of line, and of poem, the

balance of tones, the restrictions as to rhymes, and

the strict parallelism, make a fine Chinese poem a

kind of mosaic, or of word-embroidery, which is

more suitable for e.xpressing some dainty fancy or

passing mood, than for dealing with lofty subjects,

or long narrations. The polish is very high, but

could not be sustained to great length ; or being so

sustained, would probably pall upon the reader.

Original poems are regularly inserted by writers

of Chinese novels, as a relief from the prose, in the

same way as songs are introduced into the dramas.

, Owing to the terseness of the langu.age, the

wealth of classical and historical allusions, and the

great divergence between Western and Ea.stern

civilization, it is almost impossible to translate a

Chinese poem into a Western tongue, without the

delicacy being destroyed in the process.

Legge : Chinese Classics, vol. iv ; Giles :

Chinese Poetry in English verse; Budd : Chinese

Poems; d'Hebvey Saint Dents : Poesies Modemes;

Davis : Poetry of the Chinese; Allen : Booh of

Chinese Poetry; CnALMEHS : Rhymes of the Shi

Kinij. China Review, vol.". vi and ix ; CoRDlER :

llihi. Si„lr,i. col. 790. [C.E.C.]

POISONED BREAD. See Ah Lum.

POLAM BRIDGE. See Bridges.

POLECAT. See .1/ ».-/- //(/(C.

POLITICAL PARTIES. The political party

system of China had its origin in a revolutionary

Society or T'ung Maig IJui (Alliance Society),

which was formed by Chinese revolutionaries under

the leadership of Dr. Sun Yat Sen in Japan in 1901.

The Revolution of 1911 brought this party into

direct political action in China. It stood for

complete jjurty government through a cabinet res-

ponsible to the national parliament. It was strongly

opposed to Yuan Sum k'ai. Its program did not

obtain ready acceptance ; accordingly in August

1912, the parly name was abandoned and the mem-

bership associated itself with several smaller polit-

ical groups, in the formation of the Kiio Min Tang

(Democratic party).

The Kw, Min Tang, formed in this manner as

a coalition party, obtained a majority in the national

assembly elected in 1913. The party supported

local self-government, national centralization and

government through a party cabinet, lieing held

responsible by President Yuan Siiihk'ai for the

attempted revolution during the summer of 1913,

the party was dissolved by pre.'^idential order on

November 4th of that year and its members were

ejected from the National Assembly.

The Chin Pu Tang was formed in 1913 out of

various smaller groups for the purpose of opposing

the Kuo Min Tang in Parliament. Among its

founders were Liang Ch'i-ch'ao and Hsiung

SuiHLiNG. The party was allowed to exu«t after the

dis.solution of the Kuo Min Tang.

When President Yuan Shih-k'ai embarked on

his adventure of establishing an empire he was

opposed by the leaders of both the Chin Pu Tang

and Kuo Min Tang. This latter party, while

officially dissolved, nevertheless had maintained its

actual existence. During their joint efforts in

ojiposition to the monarchy in 1916, it was agreed

by both parties to dissolve their corporate existence

and to.act henceforth in unison for the welfai-e of

the country. However, as soon as the parliament

had been re-convened in August 1916, the old group-

ings reasserted themselves : and while the names

were not officially used, they continued to stand for

actual societies of public men. The members of

parliament formed numerous groups, some of which

were associated with one, some with the other party,

while others proclaimed themselves nonpartisan.

A list of these groupings is hereto appended. In

August, 1917, the Chin Pu-tang officially re-assumed

the u.-e of its name. While no such formal action

was taken by the Kuo Min Tang the same result

was produced in its case. In political opinion and

action the Chin Pu Tang contains the more moderate

elements, some of whom lean toward constitutional

monarchy. The membership of the Kuo Min Tang

contains the more radical democrats. However,

great diversity of political opinion exists in both

parties.

List of Pnhtirul Clubs at Pchim], collected

from the Chinese Press.

Yiian Lu j)J||;fi,
nonpartisan.

Shang Yu II ui fi^JC'S". non-partisan.

I Yu She Sfejiil:, an offshoot of the Kuo Min Tang.

T'ao Yii J5 13, a branch of the I Yu She (Kuo

Min Tang).

Ching Lu SM, non-partisan.

P'ing She Tpjjil-,

Su Yuan
,<{j; jy , ,,

King She
'(ft- jil;

,

Cheng Hsueh Ihii A^^, a branch of the T Vu

She (Kuo Min Tang).

Ping Ch'en Chii 1.5 Pu ("1916 Club") WKm^JlSK
a branch of the I Yu She (Kuo Min Tang).

Hsien Yu Hui ZcK.-^, -i branch of the Yen Chiu

Hui (Chin Pu Tang).

Hsien Fa Hsieh I Hui g?i£ W. nlS'ft'. ••> Iir"'"''' ^'f

the Yen Chin Hui (Chin Pn Tang).

Hsien Fa Yen Chiu Hui IfdJ; W %fC • ">" off.shoot

of the Chin Pu Tang.
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POLO, MARCO. The great traveller was
born at Venice in 1254, the son of NicoLO Polo of

noble blood. His father and uncle travelled to the

borders of Cathay and visited Khubil,u Khan.
He sent them back on an embassy to the Pope.

They started to return to the East in 1271, taking

young Marco with them and reached the court of

Khvbilai about May 1275. Marco pleased the

Khan and was employed in the public service,

travelling far and wide, and acting also for three

years as Governor of the great city or district of

Yangchow. The three PoLos came to Venice again

in 1295. Three years later, in a seafight between

the Venetians and the Genoese, Marco with 7,000

more was taken prisoner. It wa.s while he was a

prisoner that he dictated his travels to a fellow-

prisoner. In August of the next year, 1299, he

became free again, and we know little of his later

life. The probable date of his death is 1324.

His book is one of the greatest and most
interesting of all books of travel, fascinating to all

students of geography and the Mediaeval East.

The great edition in English is Colonel Yule's,

revised by Cordier.

POLYANDRY. The taking of a single wife

for a number of brothers is a common and res-

pectable form of marriage among the Tibetans.

It is no doubt grounded in the low morality of the

race, but it can be defended by them on very

reasonable grounds. In the mountain pastures

where it obtains, above 12,000 op 13,000 feet up,

labour is almost impossible to women. Even life

without labour is e.xtremely difficult for them,

where robbery is common and husbands must be at

work away from home. Life there is also nomadic,

and women are impedimenta whenever camps are

struck. At those altitudes aho the rearing of

children is a difficult matter. Having but one wife

and family among brothers simplifies the question

of property, which need not be constantly divided

into smaller and smaller holdings.

In spite therefore of the repugnance which the

practice arouse in the western mind, travellers

have been obliged to point out some advantages of

the system under the conditions where it is found.

Missionaries, both Roman Catholic and Protestant,

might give much information on the subject, but

they are probably restrained by delicacy and by

their relations with their Societies.

Defloration is the right of the eldest brother,

and the firstborn child is by courtesy regarded

as his.

The practice is found in a looser form among

all Tibetan communities, even where there can be

no plea of necessity, except in the populous valleys

of Eastern Tibet, w^here children are desired, and

here polygamy is the rule instead.

It has been stated that a kind of polyandry is

practised among the lower classes near Amoy.
Baber : Western China, p. 97 ; Wilson : A

A'dtiiralUl in Western China, vol. i; Journal
X.C.B.li.A.S., vol. XX, p. 35.

POLYGAMY. In China legal polygamy is not

possible. A 'secondary wife' is taken without

scandal if the first wife has no son ; and many rich

Chinese do not look for this excuse. But the true

wife always preserves her status, and the others

are concubines merely.

POMEGRANATES, Piinica granatum, ;f5 i©

Shih liu, are not indigenous in China but were

introduced from Central Asia at the beginning of

our era.

In Shantung a large number of varieties is

found, from dwarf plants with a few small fruits

to trees 15 or 20 feet high bearing fi'uits a pound
or more in weight. Some varieties have the fruit •

white outside and red inside ; others have it white •
within and without.

Most pomegrantes in China are, however, grown

for ornament, not for the fruit, and the flowers are

double. The colours of these vary from white

through pale red to very dark.

The Chinese think the fruit has medicinal value.

Meyer : Agricultural Explorations, etc.

POMELOS. See Oranges.

PONGEE, ;^ 1^, pen chi or ^ }g pen chih,

the former meaning 'own loom,' the latter 'home

woven.' A kind of silk, on which the firm's name is

stamped with the above characters following it.

Favvel derived it from ^ ^ p'eng ch'c, the

wheel on which the thread is reeled.

The export of pongee for 1916 was pels. 24,266,

value Hk.Tb. 7,813,378.

PONTAIN, an island mentioned by Marco
Polo, and identified by Pauthies and Yule with

Bintang, south of Malacca Point.

POO TOO. See P'lit'o.

POOTUNG, 5|B SJ p-u lung, 'East of the

(Huang) p'u.' To the dweller in Shanghai this

generally means the part of Shanghai across the

river, opposite to the Bund. It is however the

name of tho whole district lying between the

Huang p'u (Whangpoo) and the sea, as far south

as the Chekiang border.

POPULATION. The question of the popula-

tion of China has been a vexed one for many

decades : the margin of difference between maximum
and minimum estimates is very great. Thus the

Customs Returns for 1910 give a population of

almost 440 millions, whereas the Minchengpu censu-s

of the same year found only 331 millions. With the

addition to the former of Sinkiang, Tibet, and the
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dependencies, the former becomes 448 millions, and

with the same addition, plus Manchu Military

Organization and a necessary addition to Ssijch'iuin

(vide China Year Hook, 1916), the later figure is

brought to 342.6 millions, a difference of over 100

millions. The China Inland Mission in their

publication The Chinese Empire (1905) adopt the

figures of the "census" of 1902, described in the

bulletin of the American Geographical Society for

December 1902 as having been made with more

than ordinary care and acceptable as a satisfactory

appro.vimation of the population, but by Rockhill

as "nothing more than a guess of the Chinese Board

of Revenue" as "there is not a scintilla of evidence

to show that any census was taken for the purpose

of the apportionment of the indemnity to the

Powers."

The following comparisons will show how wild

the estimates of some observers have been, or how
incautiously statements have been accepted. Thus

The ('hiiiiKc I'Jinpire state.*, {p. 81) that the popula-

tion of Soochow is 700,000 (in 1906) ; Kichard's

Comprehensive Geography {p. 159) gives it at

500,000 (in 1908) and the Custom-^' Decennial

Heporl for 1911 states that it was in 1909, 256,524,

by official census. Canton is generally credited with

"one and a half to two millions of people, with

125,000 boat people in addition," and the Cmtome'

Decennial Iteport of 1901 goes so far as to say,

"The estimate of 2,400,000 is probably not over the

mark for the numbers afloat and ashore" ; but

long-resident missionaries at the same time estimated

the land population at not more than 600,000 to

TOO.ODO and the boat people at 50.000. In the

IHOl Decennial licports the Foochuw Report gave

the population of Fukien as from six to eight

million, while the Amoy JiepoTt'a figure was

30,000,000. Ssuch'uan is credited with nearly

72,000,000 in the latest Customs Reports, but there

is a foot-note to the effect that HosiE estimated the

population at 45,000,000. Paekbu, who knew the

province as well as HosiE, agrees with him that

its population has been greatly over-estimated (vide

China : fust and Present), and so did the Lyons

Commercial Mission.

From the earliest times of their history the

Chinese have made every few years enumerations

of the adult population of the Empire. The history

of the census in China may be divided into two

parts. During the first, extending from the first

recorded count in the 23rd century B.C. (when the

figures were 13i millions—Wang Tao) down to

1712 A.D. with a few exceptions, the number of

tax-paying households alone was recorded. In the

second period the total number of individuals is

supposed to have been taken. It was the Manchu

dynasty which first set itself to ascertain the

numbers. Although an Imperial edict in 1712

ordered the total number of inhabitants to be given,

no such return was given until 1741, after repeated

orders by the Emperor, when the number was found

to be 143,412,000.

With regard to early times, Ma Tuan-lin gave

the population in the ninth century B.C. as

13,700,000, living noith of the Yangtze, a figure

approximating to that of the first census, but re-

presenting (according to Wells Willums, The

Middle Kinijdom, vol. i, p. 260) 65% of the number

for China as it now is, which would therefore have

had nearly 22,000,000 souls at that time. During

the Han dynasty, from a.d. 1 to 156, when the

territory over which the ten censuses taken by that

line was substantially the same as at the present

day, the population varied between 50 and 60

millions, and in a.d. 606, when China was again

united under one rule, the figure was 55j million

;

in 755 a.d. it was about 61 million (according to

BioT, Journal Asiatique, 1836, as quoted by

Rcckhu-L), who states that the population was

about the same when China was again united under

the Sungs at the end of the eleventh century (during

which ten censuses were taken). A century later,

after the Mongol conquest, the number, kept down

by terrible warfare, had not increased. Under the

Mings, according to Rockiiill, the population

increased very slowly ; in 1578 (when the last Ming

census out of 21 in all was taken), at a time of

profound peace and prosperity, the population was

63,600,000 souls.

Under the rule of the Manchus enumerations

were made nearly every year. Parker has recorded

them, as shown in the Tung hua lu (Jji^^lA) in

the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, vol. Ixii,

Part I.

From 1651 down to the present time the figui-es

of the returns vary with such extraordinary

rapidity, so unlike anything noted in the earlier

enumerations, that they must be regarded as fanci-

ful (Rockhill).

An exhaustive study of the question may be

found in The Middle A'i;i</rf«m, chapter v. Wells

Williams is numbered among those who accept the

very highest figures ; he argues as to the probability

of their being approximately correct, from the

intensity of cultivation, the high birth-rate, plurality

of wives, overcrowding, and other considerations.

W. W. Rockhill, on the other hand and to a lesser

extent E. H. Parker, •disbelieve the figures. No

attempt will be made by the present writer to give

any estimate, but the following table, showing

miniimum and maximum figures, will be found

interesting. The 3rd column is that supplied in

1885 to Rockhill by the Board of Revenue, and

the 4th is that of the 1910 census, taken by house-

holds, and not by heads.
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American, 5,580; Austrian, 296; Belgian, 286;
British, 9,099; Danish, 397; Dutch, 277; French,

2,374; tJerman, 3,792; Hungarian, 34; Italian, 400;
Japanese, 104,275; Norwegian, 327; Portuguese,

2,295; Hussian, 55,235; Spanish, 366; Swedish,

423; Non-Treaty Powers, 159: Total, 185,613.

PORCELAIN, fM tz-u. The word is from the

Portuguese /wrcellana, a cowrie shell, which was
so called because its shape resembled the rounded
back of a little pig; porcelain at its first intro-

duction lo Europe reminded people of the polished

shell and it accordingly received the name porcd-

lanti, porcelain.

There is no accepted definition of porcelain.

It is pottery, very hard, compact and fine, especially

it is translucent. The Chinese do not include

translucency in the connotation, but call opaque
pieces tz'u if they give out a clear, resonant note

on being struck. The gradual passage from simple

pottery to real porcelain makes a definite boundary
line impo.^sible. The difference is in the scientific

skill with which the ingredients are mingled, the

intimacy of the blend and the intensity of the

firing process.

The materials used are kaolin and pe-tun-tze.

The former is a clay formed by the decomposition

of the felspar of granite rocks ; it is infusible at

the highest furnace temperature. It is sometimes

called china-clay ; the (Chinese name is simply the

name of the district from which the clay is got;

(see Kaolin). Pe^tun-tze is weathered granite or

other crystalline rock containing felspar and mica,

to which quartz sand may have to be added. It

is fusible in the furnace. Sometimes it is called

china-.«tone ; the Chinese name means 'white bri-

quettes,' because of the shape in which it is prepared

for handling; (see Pvluhtzi). The resulting por-

celain depends largely on the quality of these

materials and on the proportions in which ihey are

mixed. For on these two things depends the

temperature necessary to be u.^ed, and the tempera-

ture again decides what colours it is possible to

lay on.

A vessel having been moulded by hand or thrown

on the wheel is first left to dry in the air ; in most

cases the glaze is then applied and the vessel is

subjected to a single firing,—the giimil feu as it is

termed. If enamel colours are to be applied, one

or more subsequent firings will bo necessary. The

glaze is prepared by mi.ving certain special varieties

of petun-tze with an impure lime. It is almost

transparent, so as not to conceal the whiteness of

the porcelain, but sometimes colours may be mingled

with it, for pieces which are to receive no further

decoration. It may be applied by sprinkling, blow-

ing or bru.shing it on, or the vessel may be dipped

in it. The glaze is more easily fu.«ed than the paste

of the porcelain, and on being fired these unite

. intimately. Sometimes colours are laid on the clay

vessel after it has been either air-dried or once
baked, and before glazing. The more common
method of decoration is by the use of enamels,
which are a flux of lead silicate coloured with
various metallic oxides; these are applied ovtr the

glaze, and fixed by subsequent firings.

The Chinese and some foreign authorities date
the earliest beginnings of porcelain in the Han
dynasty, which covered two centuries before and
two after our era began. Most foreign students

consider the latter part of the T'ang dynasty as

the earliest date, towards 900 a.d. But even of

that period there are no specimens extant, the

earliest being the productions of the Sung dynasty,

A.D. 960-1260, and these are extremely scarce. Until

a centuiy later than the fall of that dynasty there

was no painted decoration, and all colouring was
in the glaze. During the Ming dynasty, from 1368

to 1544, the decoration was nearly always by

coloured glazes or by painting under the glaze,

although enamels over the glaze were introduced.

From the end of the Ming dynasty to the present,

over-glaze enamel decoration has been most used

and has been brought to perfection.

Some of the terms connected with ceramics will

ba found in their own places in thi.s book : see

Enamel, Sang de bmuf, etc.

During the last thirty years or so there has

been much scientific study of Chinese art and a

craze also for collecting examples. One result has

been the immense multiplication of books on Por-

celain. Some are mere popular guides calculated

to mislead ; for an example, one book gives the

simple or silly dictum that when "the em])ty double

ring is found," (as the mark at the bottom of a

piece) "it is a certain sign that the piece was made

during the reign of K'anu Hsi. " Other works are

scientific, sympathetic studies by men who know;

while some are glorious descriptions with artistically

coloured pictures of the best examples in the great

collections ; these are inaccessible to most men

through their costliness. The few works referred

to below are the more important of the more easily

obtainable books. The chief collections of porcelain

accessible to the public are the Franks Collection

at the British Museum, the Salting Collection at

the Victoria and Albert Museum, the Grandidikr

Collection at the Louvre in Paris and the Collection

in the Metropolitan Museum at New York. See

Chinnwnre; Pottery; Ching tc chen.

Bdshell : Chinese Art; and Chinese Potter,/

and Porcelain; Gclland : Chinese Porcelain:

MoNKHOUSE : Chinese Porcelain; Dillon : Porce-

lain; HoBSON : Chinese Poller •/ and Porcelain;

Hiitisley : .1 Mf/cA of the History of Ceramic

Art in China; .TrLiEN : Histoirc et Fabrication de

In Porcelain chinoise : GonKR and Blacker :
Chinese
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Porcelain cmd Hard Stones; hwFEn : The Begin-
nin'js «/ PiiTcihiin in China, 1917.

PORCELAIN TOWER, THE, i^^^pao Cn

fnii. See /'fn/odiis.

PORPOISE. The flesh is much prized for its

flavour, but is also regarded as very poisonous.

With many precautions as to cutting away certain

parts of the fle.sh, long boiling, etc., it is eaten with

more or less impunity. It enters the rivers in the

early spring, ascending the Yangtze a thousand
mile.', as far as the rapids. Those caught in rivers

would appear to be more poisonous than tliose taken

in sea-water.

Maccowan : Chinese Recorder, vol. -wii, p. 45.

PORTA DO CERCO, the barrier between

Macao and the Chinese territory. It was the scene

of an engagement on August 19, 1340, when the

British attacked and scattered a camp of hostile

Chinese troops, both by fire from ships and by a

landing party. The Portuguese remained strictly

neutral,

PORT ARTHUR, i£ Jig n /-" "'''"" /•'"«, at

the southern point of the Liao-tung peninsula. It

was so named by Admiral Seymour in 1860, when
the British forces were in Ta-lien Bay, because it

was discovered, so to speak, by Lieut. Akthur
(afterwards Admiral Arthur, c.b.) while seeking

for a suitable harbour. It was formerly China's

chief naval arsenal, but was taken by Japan in the

war of 1894. Russia obtained a lease of it in 1898

and strongly fortified it. In the war between

Russia and Japan it was attacked by the Japanese

fleet on February 8, 1904, and was besieged on the

land side from May 1904 to January 1, 1905, when

it capitulated.

The Japanese name for it is Riojun. It is the

headquarters of the Japanese civil and naval

administration of the Kuantung province.

The town is divided into two parts, called

'old' and 'new' ; the old dates from the Chinese

days ; the new from the Russian occupation. The

harbour is always free from ice. The West Harbour

was made a free port on July 1, 1910. The town

is indirectly connected by rail with Daircn, Ihe

journey taking one hour and a half. The popula-

tion, not including military forces, is over sixteen

thousand, the larger half being Japanese and the

rest nearly all Chinese.

The Russo-Japanese War gave occasion for an

enormous mass of literature ; those referred to

below are a few dealing especially with Port Arthur.

James, D. H. : The Siege of Port Arthur;

Ashmead-Bartlett : Port Arthur, the Siege and

Capitulation; Norregaard : The Great Siege;

Teetiakov : My Experiences at Nan Shan and

Port Arthur; NoJINE : The Truth about Port

Arthur; Villiers : Port Arthur; Smith, W. E. :

The Siege iind Fall r,f Port Arthur ;^t,YUOVR, E. H. :

Ml/ Xiiviil Career and TravcU.

PORT EDWARD. See Wcihaiicei.

PORT HAMILTON, Iff Jt S , a small group

of i.-^lands south of Korea, occupied by Great Britain

in 1885, and evacuated February 1887 c.i a guarantee

from the Chinese Government that neither the

i.slands nor any other portion of Korean territory

should be occupied by a foreign power.

Herslet : China Treaties, 3rd ed., p. 499.

PORTUGUESE RELATIONS WITH CHINA-
Portugal has the honour of being the first of the

European nations to open up direct intercourse with

China. In 1516 Peresteello, sent from Malacca
in a native ship by d" Albuquerque, came on a

voyage of enquiry.- The ne.\t year de Andrade with

four Portuguese and four Malay ships, reached

St. John's (San ch'iian) and was allowed to enter

Canton. Unhappily, a year afterwards the good
effect of his conciliatory behaviour wa.s destroyed

by the arrival of his brother Simon, who conducted

himself in such an arrogant and truculent way that

the Chinese were driven to oppose him. He had built

a fort, but was blockaded, and escaped with

difiiculty ; while his brother was driven away, and
the envoy from Portugal whom he had brought,

Thome Pirks {q.v.), was put in prison and perhaps

died there. Shortly after another envoy arrived,

but was attacked and most of those with him killed.

Earlier than this, about 1517, Portuguese had

reached the Fukien coast, perhaps under Mas-
f'AUEN'HAS, and traded at Chinchew, (Ch'iian chou)

and Foochow. A colony was al.*o established at or

near Ningpo, named Liampo. In time, however,

the licentious and overbearing conduct of the colo-

nists became such that in 1545 imperial orders were

given to attack them, and it is stated that 12,000

Christians perished, including 800 Portuguese, while

35 of their ships were destroyed. In 1549 a similar

massacre took place at Chinchew, through the same

cause : those who escaped fled to the island of

Lampacao, near Macao.

In 1557 they gained permission to occupy the

e.\tremity of the 'island' or peninsula of Macao, the

Chinese building a wall across the isthmus, with a

single gate in it. From the beginning the position

was only held by means of gifts or bribery. The

sum officially paid to the Chinese wa-s at first

Tls. 1,000 per annum ; in 1691 it became Tls. 600

;

in 1740 it became Tls. 500, which was paid till 1849.

The relations of Portugal and China are almost

confined to Macao matters ; but about 1850, when

piracy was exceedingly troublesome, the Portuguese

did almo.st all the convoying of Chinese ships on

the coast.

The coolie traffic, which had been such a dis-

grace to Macao, was brought to an end in 1874.
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It was not till 1887 that Portugal's first treaty with

China was made. (See Maiuo; de Andrude, etc.).

Tho following is a complete list, in two parts,

of the Ministers who have represented Portugal at

Peking.

(I).—List of the Uovernors of Macao and

other officials of the Colony who represented

Portugal in the Court at Peking prior to the

establishment of direct representation.

nine of tilt* (iovermtrs

1111(1 iillicr olHclulK.

r.isitloii lliry

held ill.Macttu

ViscoNDE DB Governor

S. jANU.^nio

Jose Maria Lobo i Governor

d'Avila

Carlos Eucenio da Governor

SlLVA

JoAQUiM Jose da

Graja

Jose Alberto

CoRTE Peal

Thomas de Sou/.a

Roza

FiUMiNo Jose da

Costa

JoAO Jose da Silva

Francisco Teixeira

DA Suva
CusTODio Miguel

DA BOIUA

Manuel de Paes

Sande Castho

Albvno Alves

Branco

Alfredo Pinto

Lello

Jose M. de SonzA

HoRTA E CoSTA

Alfredo Pinto

Lello

Eduardo Rodricues

OALHAnno

Arthur TAVAfiNiNi

Barbosa

ALB\N() db

Maoaliiaes

Jose M. de Souza

HoRTA e Costa

Alfredo Pinto

Lello

Arnaldo de Novaes
ReIIKLI,!!

Governor

Colonial

Secretary

Governor

Governor

Acting

Governor

Governor

Governor

Colonial

Secretary

Acting

G overnor

Colonial

Secretary

Governor

Colonial

Secretary

Governor

Acting

Governor

Acting

Governor

Governor

Colonial

Secretary

Governor

Iltltc wllfll tlit'V

ii-simiid rimru'e iiw the
PurtUKUrsi: Ri'prescn-

fativt^ ill Cliilia

1874, as Minister

Dec. 7, 1874, as

Charge d'Affaires

Jan. 10, 1877, as

Charge d'Affaires

& Aug. 1, 1877,

as Minister

Nov. 28, 1879, as

Minister

Mai-. 24, 1883, as

Charge d'Affaires

May 14, 1833,

as M inister

Oct. 13, 1886,

as Minister
.

Oct. 19, 1888, as

Charge d'Affaires

Feb. 9, 1889,

as Minister

Mar. 14, 1891,

as Minister

May 10, 1891, as

Charge d'Affaires

Mar. 18, 1893, as

Charge d'Affaires

June 8, 1893, as

Charge d'Affaires

Mar. 28, 1894,

as Minister

I-'eb. 18. 1897, as

Charge d'.\ffaire«

May 14. 1897,

as Minister

April 18, 1900, as

Charge d'.\ffairc8

July 25, 1900, as

Charge d'Affaires

Aug. 12, 1900,

as Minister

Mar. 17, 1902, as

Charge d'Affaires

Dec. 17, 1902,

as .Minister

(II).—List of the Ministers and Charges

d'Affaires of Portugal in China, since direct re-

presentation was established in Peking.

Jose de Azevedo Castello Branco, Envoy E.xtra-

ordinai-y and Minister Plenipotentiary to China.

From January 24, 1902, until October 10, 1902.

Gabriel d' Almeida Sanctos, Charge d'Affaires

ad interim. From October 10, 1902, until

December 2, 1907.

MvRTiNHO DE Buederode, Charge d'Affaires. From
December 2, 1907, urktil September 10, 1911.

Barao de Sendal, Envoy E.\traordinary and Minis-

ter Plenipotentiary to China and .lajian (with

residence in Tokio). From April 20, 1908 until

1910.

Henrique O'Connor Martins, Charge d'Affaires

(U^ interim. From September 10, 1911 until

May 21, 1913.

J. Bataliia de Fkeitas, Envoy E.\traordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary to China and Japan

(with residence in Peking). From May 21,

1913,

POSTHUMOUS MARRIAGE. See Marriage.

• POST OFFICE, CHINESE. Early in the "si-t-

ties," during the first few winters
Historical j^ Foreign Uepresentatives took
Sketch. ... ^ ., '

. 11 , .1
uj) tlieir residence at Peking, the

Legation and Customs mails were exchanged between

Shanghai and Peking, under the auspices of the

Tsungli Yamon, by means of the Government

couriers employed for the transmission of official

despatches. It was then found convenient to

arrange that the Customs should undertake tho

responsibility of making up and distributing these

malls, a practice which, for the overland service

during the winter months, involved tho creation of

Postal Departments at the In.spectorate and in the

Customs Houses at Shanghai and Chinkiang, and,

similarly, for the transmission of mails by coast

steamers during the open season, tho opening of

quasi-postal Departments in the Tientsin and other

coast port Custom Houses. • At that early date it

could be seen that out of this simple beginning

might bo elaborated a system answering other and

larger requirements on tho principle of a National

Post Office. This idea gradually shaped into form

and had already so much ingratiated itself in tho

official mind that in 1876, when the Chefoo Con-

vention was being negotiated, tho Tsungli Yamcn
authorized tho Insiiectur Geiu'ral to inform the

British .Minister, Sir Thomas Wade, that it was

prepared to sanction the establishment of a National

Postal System and willing to make it a Treaty

stipulation that postal establishments should be

opened at once. Unfortunately, through, so to
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postal clause was omitted ivom the official text of

speak, a conspiracy of silence, the insertion of the

the Treaty, and thus the project was postponed

$ine die. Meanwhile, Iiovvever, the experiment was

persevered with and warmly encouraged by the

Imperial Commissioner Li Chung-fang, who pro-

mised to "father" it officially as soon as it proved

a success. Hence the more formal opening of Post-

al Departments at various Custom Houses, the 1878

experiment of trying a Native Post Office along-

side the Customs Post, the establishment of Customs

couriers from Taku to Tientsin, and from Tientsin

to Peking, and the Customs winter mail service

overland from Tientsin to Newchwang, from Tien-

tsin to Chefoo, and from Tientsin to Chinkiang,

as also the introduction of Customs postage stamps

in 1878.

The growing importance of the Service thus

quietly built up and its convenience for regular

communications with Peking and between Treaty

ports were not only appreciated by the Foreign

public, but were also recognized by the Foreign

Administrations having postal agencies in China.

In 1878 China was formally invited to join the

Postal Union. In the same year, while on a visit

to Paris, the Inspector General was sounded by

the French Minister for Foreign Affairs as to a

possible way of withdrawing the French Post

Office in Shanghai ; and while, more than once,

the British Postmaster General at Hongkong ex-

pressed his readiness to close the Hongkong Post

Office agencies along the coast, arrangements were

actually discussed for the absorption by the Customs

Department oi the Municipal Post Office at Shang-

hai. But no definite response to these overtures

could be given, or final steps taken, before the

Chinese Government had declared its intention to

undertake national responsibilities ; and the Cus-

toms Department continued to satisfy only certain

wants and prepare the system for further develop-

ment till, 20 years after the Chefoo Convention,

the Decree of the 20th March 1895 appeared. This

Decree created an Imperial Post Office for all China,

to be modelled on Western lines, the organization

and management of which were confided to Sir

RoDEitT Hart, who from that date acted in the

double capacity of Inspector General of Customs

and Posts.

This long hesitation on the part of the

Chinese Government formally to recognize and

foster an institution known to have worked with

such profitable results in Fo.cign countries, from

both public and revenue standpoints, may be to

some people a matter of surprise. But it must not

be forgotten that from immemorial times the Chine=e

nation had possessed two postal institutions ; one,

the I Chan {{ JJ5 (or Imperial Government Courier

Service), deeply rooted in official routine ; the other,

the Native posting agencies, long used and re-

.'pected by the people. Both gave employment to

legions of couriers and were still considered necess-

ary to the requirements of an immense nation ; they

could neither be suppressed, transformed, nor

replaced at a stroke. The Imperial decision there-

fore only gave final sanction to a new and vast

undertaking, but abolished nothing.

In connexion with the establishment and work-

ing of the service in its experimental stage, the

Inspector General has placed on record the valu-

able services of two commissioners, Mr. H. KorscH

and Mr. G. Detbing, the former for pi'eliminary

investigations and suggestions, and the latter for

initiating and superintending courier arrangements

and office details while Commissioner for Postal

Affairs at Tientsin. On the issue of the Imperial

Decree the Customs Statistical Secretary at Shang-

hai, then Mr. KorsCH, was appointed to act also

as Postal Secretary and, under the Inspector

General, superintend postal work generally. In the

following year it was found necessary to have the

Postal Secretary at the Inspectorate General in

Peking and Mr. J. A. Van Aalst, then Acting

Chinese Secretary, was additionally entrusted with

the duties of Acting Postal Secretary. At the

beginning of 1899 as the work had greatly increased

and the Inspector General himself could not afford

so much time to it as before, Mr. van Aalst was

appointed Postal Secretary, to assume, under the

Inspector General, entire charge of the Postal

Department in order that he could devote his time

and energy exclusively to postal business. He
remained in charge till the autumn of 1901 and

under hira the bulk of the pioneer work of the

system as it now exists was accomplished. The

Money Order and Parcel Post services were in-

troduced and detailed staff working rules for all

branches of postal work were issued. Above all

a regular .system of extension was inaugurated.

Hitherto postal facilities had been confined to the

Treaty Ports. Now each Treaty Port Post Office

was considered the central Office of a postal district

throughout which subsidiary Offices began to be

opened, all subordinate to, and superintended by,

the Taeaty Port Office. In each district the Com-

missioner of Customs was Postmaster "ex officio."

Under him was appointed a special staff, foreign

and Chinese, to transact postal duties, the foreigners

being mostly detailed from the regular Customs

staff. Mr. VAN Aalst was succeeded by Mr. T.

PjRY, a Frenchman, who with only a short break

has piloted the service ever since. To his able

administration and skilful organization is due in

large measure the credit for an efficient service

functioning over the length and breadth oi China,

from Corea to Kashgar and from the River Amur
to the borders of Tonkin and Burmah.
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Under the control of the Inspector General, the

Post Office organization was naturally developed

on the same lines as the Customs, this being

especially so as regards staff. English became the

official language of the foreign and senior Chinese

staff, all official correspondence, unless with other

Administrations, being in English or Chinese. In

course of time it was found necessary at the larger

centres to relieve the Commissioners of Customs

of their postal duties and responsibilities. Postal

Commissioners were installed and progress and

development became still more rapid. At the same

time the fact was not lost sight of that the control

of the Service must one day revert to the Govern-

ment and in any changes in organization the way
was gradually prepared for this step. The transfer

was actually accomplished on May 28th, 1911, when,

under Imperial Decree, Mr. F. A. Aglen, then

Officiating Inspector General, handed over the

Service to the Ministry of Posts and Communica-

tions. The separation was brought about at the

instance of Sheno Kung Pao (Sheng Hsijan-huai),

then President of the Ministry. Mr. Piry was

appointed Postmaster General ( jJJ, jjj}) with control

of the staff and the executive similar to that

exercised by the Inspector General of Customs in

the Customs Administration, but subordinate in rank

to a Chinese Director General (ISj ^) the titular

head of the Service. The first Director General

was Li Chinc-fang, then Acting Senior Vice-

President of the Ministry. Since the separation

it has been arranged that Mr. Piry's successor

shall bear the foreign title "Associate Director

General" instead of Postmaster General. His

Chinese title and functions, however, will remain

unaltered. In appointing a Frenchman to be head

of the Service on separation from the Customs,

China was fulfilling certain obligations to France.

An exchange of notes between the two Governments

in 1898 stipulated that when the Chinese Govern-

ment organized a definite postal service with a

high functionary at its head it proposed to call for

the help of foreign officers and declared its will-

ingness to take account of the recommendations

of the French Government in respect to the selection

of staff. This engagement was made more explicit

by a further exchange of notes in 1902.

A detailed account of the postal operations of

Development.
all these years would make an in-

tensely interesting volume. The
Inijieiial Decree of 1896 gave sanction to a

national post office but this was not sufficient to

bring the idea into favour with provincial authoi--

ities without whose assistance progress and develop-

ment were impossible. Further, from tlie day of

its birth the new organization had to contend with

keen competition from the two older postal systems,

ami long and persevering effort, combined with tlie

introduction of better services and the use of steam
communication, was necessary before it could in

any measure establish itself in the estimation of

tha commercial classes and thus overcome the

natural and deep-seated prejudice against it. Indeed
the full confidence of the public and officials was
not gained, till the service came directly under the

Ministry of Communications. A few months there-

after followed the lievolution and only then were
the I Chan services finally abolished in favour of

the Post Oflice. A numbeo- of native postal agencies

stiil linger on, most of them undertaiiing in addi-

tion some mercantile business and making their

profits mainly by transmitting bank drafts, sycee

and trade parcels. These establishments have all

along been allowed to function practically without

restriction alongside the Post Office and it is ex-

pected that a Postal Law or some other Government
enactment will ultimately be necessary to deal with
them. Those are only a few of the special difficul-

ties which the sej'vice has had to contend with in

the course of its development. Many others could

be cited : annual floods, perpetual brigandage and
piracy, famine, plague, riot, rebellion, civil war
and, from beginning to end, a debased currency.

All these have made development a continual

struggle and, in view of this, the record of achieve-

ments must be considered extraordinary. .The

manner in which communication is maintained
between all points is especially praiseworthy.

Every available means of transport is used : con-

tract steamers on the coast and large rivers ; railways

where they are opened ; steam and motoo- launches,

junks, hongboats and post-boats on inland water-

ways ; and, on the numerous overland routes,

mounted or foot couriers, mules, carts, and wheel-

barrows. As roads in inland China are mere paths

in dry weather and tracts of dee]) mud in rain,

the great proportion of overland transportation is

done by couriers. Overland lines are established

even in most out-of-the-way places ; on many,
couriers with light mail (letters and postcards

and newspapers paying letter rates) run day and
night and, whatever difficulties may have to be

surmounted, these services are seldom or never

interrupted. The daily stages for couriers vary

but often rise to 100 li (33 miles) ; the speed main-

tained averages 10 li per hour. In all 6807 couriers

were employed at the end of 1916. These men run

from point to point in all weathers according to

fixed schedules, incidentally braving dangers from

wild beasts, robbers, floods and often local dis-

turbances. While they are now less interfered with

by highwaymen than formerly, still every year adds

to the toll of murdered and wounded.

A network of courier lines exists all over

Mancliuria and is gradually spreading over Inner

Mongolia. A numnted courier service across the
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Gobi Desert connects Kalgaii with Urga and

Kiachta, the total dist;ince of 3,620 // (1,206 miles)

being done in eleven days. Sinkiang (Chinese Turk-

estan) has now over 50 postal establishments and

15,590 li (5,250 miles) of courier lines. From Kuan-
yintang (Honan), the present terminus of the Lung-

Hai railway, a continuous chain of day-and-night

couriers, for the most part mounted, runs through

Tungkwan, Sianfu, Lanchowfu, Ansichow, and

thence cia Tihwafu (Urumtsi) to Kashgar on the

borders of Russian Turkestan. The total length

of this line is 10,843 li (3,614 miles) which makes

it the longest couriers' line in the world. The time

taken when there are no delays is 40 days. Heavy
mail matter (parcels, books etc.) for Sianfu and

other points on the line is transported on mules :

it amounts to an average of over one ton daily.

The service of heavy mails through the Yangtze

gorges to Chengtu, the capital of Ssiich'uan, and on

to Tibet shows no less enterprise. Before merchant

steamers ventured up the river to Chungking, a

fleet of fast post-boats was specially built to ply

between Chungking and Ichang through the dang-

erous rapids. Even though full advantage is taken

of whatever steam service there now is, thirty-two

post-boats are kept busy, carrying over 20,000 bags

of mail matter annually. Wrecks are not uncommon
but mails aire nearly always recovered. For the

sake of speed, light mails for Chengtu and the

West are carried overland all the way from Hankow
by day -and night couriers. Hankow letters are

delivered in Chengtu (1023 miles) in 13 days and in

Tatsienlu (1313 miles) in 18 days. From Tatsienlu

a line continues 375 miles further to Batang, the

chief town of the Tibetan Marches. In normal

times this is linked up with the Tibetan system by

a line acro.ss the border to Chamdo- so that there is

direct overland communication from Peking to

Lhasa.

These facts illustrate in a general way the

efficiency and e.xtent of the service. In the more

populous and industrial districts the network of

lines is very highly developed. Every town of

any size or importance is postally connected, the

fastest means of transport being always availed ot,

railway, steamer, launch, boat, or courier. In

Kwangtung province there are 1025 Offices and
j

agencies established and 31,021 li (10,340 miles)

of courier lines with 13,669 li of steamer and boat

lines : in Chihli, 935 Offices and agencies and 33,048

li of courier lines ; in Kiangsu, 561 Offices and

agencies and 8,554 li of courier lines with 12,076 li

of steamer and boat lines. Even distant and

poverty-stricken Kweichow possesses 196 offices and

agencies with 15,296 li of courier lines. In fur-

ther development, attention is being concentrated

on linking up country villages round all important

centres by a system of rural bo.x-offices at which

.special couriers call every two co' three days. There

are already several thousand of such established

and they will be given the status of agencies as

the increase of their mail matter warrants it.

In the domestic Money Order system the Post

Office renders the public a convenience which is

specially appreciated. On account of the innimier-

able and ever fluctuating mediums of exchange, as

well as the dangers connected with transmitting

specie overland, money order operations are a

constant source of an.xiety to the Postal Authorities,

but so far they have met with unqualified success.

The basis of exchange is the full value silver dollar,

the same as is used for other postal purposes.

Conditions in China necessitate a somewhat unique

procedure. Stamps to the value required are

affixed in line on the money order form. The form

is then cut in two with scissors in such a way that

each part bears one half of each stamp. One part

then serves as the Money Order and the other as

the Advice. Though cumbersome in practice the

service is winning great popularity ; the value of

money orders issued increased from six million

dollars in 1911 to almost sixteen million in 1916.

Naturally the advent of railways has proved a

great boon and the Governmeirt has been far-sighted

enough to recognize the value of the Post Office as

a national asset not only in spreading light and

learning, but also in tending to overcome the old

inter-provincial barriers of jealousy and misunder-

standing, and iii forming and strengthening national

aspirations and national unity. 'Ihe principle has

been decreed that on all Government railways

acconmiodation shall be provided free for the

carriage of mails and parcels. On .private-owned

railways mails are carried by contract. Launches

licensed under the Customs Inland Waters Regula-

tions must also carry mails free, not necessarily

parcels ; Chinese steamers on the other \vAnA are

under contract. The following table shows the

record of progress in quinquennial periods since

1901.

1901 1906 1911 1916

Offices and

Agencies 176 2.096 6.201 8,797

Articles of mail matter

posted 3,500,000 37,000,000 125,000,000 250.432,273

Parcels

posted 42.000 400,000 954,000 2,232,100

Courier

lines 153,000 319.000 421,000 /i

Steamer &
boat lines _ 17,003 45,000 64,700 li

Money Orders

issued $2,508,000 S5,900,000 $15,965,000
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The service comprises the following
Organization

,j„i districts which as a rule
and Staff. ' j .1 .i tcovrespond with the provinces of

the country :

Diitrict Di.ilrivt

District. Head Office. Diitrict. Head Offia:.

Cliilili Tientsin Kiaiigsi Naiu-liaiig

>Sliansi Taiyiianfu Kiangsu Nanking
Honan Kait'eng Shanghai (Local) Shanghai

Shensi Sianfu Anhui Anking
Kansu Lanchowfu Chckiang Hangchow
Sinkiang Tihwai'u Fukien Foochow
Manchuria Moukden Kuanglung .Canton

Shantung Tsinan Kiiangsi Naiining

Ssuch'uan Chengtu Yunnan Vimnantu
Hupei Hankow Kucichou Kueiyang
Hunan Changslia Tibet* Lhasa

Each district is administered by a pastal t'om-

missioner stationed at the District Head Office.

The seat of control is the Directorate General

of Posts in the Ministry of Communications,

I'eking. The Directorate General falls into two

sections, the office of the Director Genera! and the

office of the Postmaster General (Associate Director

General). The duties of the former relate to the

formation of general policies ajid the functions

of "intermediary" between the executive depart-

ment and the Minister of Communications by

whom he is appointed. The Postmaster General

(Associate Director General) has full charge of

the staff and the e.xecutive of all postal affairs.

Postal Commissioners arc controlled by, and are

directly responsible to, him, and negotiations with

foreign administrations are conducted through him.

His office comprises the following principal depart-

ments : (1) Chief Secretary's Department
; (2)

Domestic Development Depai'tment; (3) Audit

Department; (4) Union Department; (5) Chinese

Department and (6) Postal Supply Department,

uhich last for convenience is in Shanghai. Com-
mis.sioners or senior members of the staff are

appointed to take charge of the.se departments

and while so in charge are called Secretaries.

Postal establishments apart from Head Offices

are classified according to their importance and

functions as follows : First Class Offices, Second

Class Offices, .Third ('lass Offices, Sub-offices,

Agencies and Box-office Agencies, the last two

being merely .shops where stamps arc sold and letters

are posted to be collected by a passing courier or

poittman.

The various ranks of the exerntivc staff arc :

Commissioners, Deputy Commissioiiers, Assistants,

Postal Officers, Clerks, Yu-wn-shcng (^ % ^ )and

*r<sni|Kinirl|y cl<nc<l alucc tlio Rcvoliittiin.

Sorters. The total of the whole staff as on Decem-

ber 31st, 19]6, appears as follows :

—

Foreign Executive Staff ... 122

Chinese ,, ,, 4,714

Agents 7,185

Postmen 5,075

Couriers 6,807-

Miscellaneous 1,097

I'otal ... £5,000

Tlie foreign staff, which includes men of four-

teen different nationalities holds most of the highly

responsible posts but the more intelligent Chinese

are rapidly advancing to the highest ranks. Several

are already in posts requiring considerable admin-

istrative ability, one being in charge of a province

a.s Acting Commissioner and several others acting

as Deputy Commissioners. Entrance to all ranks

of the Chinese executive staff is by competitive

examination : promotion thereafter follows by

selection on a basis of seniority combined with

considerations of merit. The service affords scope

and prospects for all classes of workers, whatever

their educational qualifications. All grades of

Chinese are under guarantee by bond; the lower

ranks also deposit a small sum monthly towards a

cash security.

Before the issue of the Imperial Decree

Relations authorizing the formation of a nation-

with foreign 'i' post office in China, various alien

Administ- administrations had already establish-

rations, ed postal agencies in certain treaty

ports for the convenience of their nationals station-

ed there. In the absence 01 an officially recognized

Chinese Post Office these foreign agencies, especi-

ally those at Shanghai, may be considered to have

been justifiable; but China was always anxious to

avoid giving ground for any increase in their

number and so the question of her entry into the

Cnivcrsal Postal Union was kept continually in

view. Within one month of the inauguration of

her service, she formally notified hca' intention to

become a member of the Union and from 1st Janu-

ary 1897 undertook the necessary obligations in

resjiect of Union mails handed to her for dis-

tribution. Actual adhesion to the Convention,

however, was postponed. As years passed and

China came more into touch with other countries,

it became necessary to conclude postal agreements

with various administrations. These agreements

were based as far as possible on the regulations of

the Union Conventions so that the way was well

prepared for final entry into the I^nion as soon

as the time for this step was considered ripe. In

the meantime the presence and increasing number

of foreign post offices became more and more felt.
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French, British, German, Russian and Japanese

offices were opened at numerous Treaty Ports, some

even at inland places where they were not required

and where they continue to curtail the legitimate

business of the national post office. China ulti-

mately joined the Union on 1st March, 1914, the

regulations of the Universal Postal Convention of

Rome becoming operative from the 1st September

following. From the latter date China further

declared her adhesion to the Parcel Post Convention

of Rome.

Under the agreements concluded by China

pievious to her adhesion to the Union, the foreign

Agencies in China were officially recognized and

used as intermediaries for the e.xchange of mails

between China and the various countries of the

Union; but, when she became a member of the

Union China held this official recognition to be

incompatible with her new position on the ground

that the maintenance of postal establishments of

one Union country on the territory of another

Cnion country is contrary to the principles of the

Union. A protest was lodged at Berne but with-

out any practical effect. The question is a diplo-

matic one and can only be settled by direct negoti-

ations with the governments of the countries con-

cerned. The following list shows the number of

alien Post Offices in China to date, certain having

been opened even after China joined the Union :

France 14 Japan 125

Germany 12 Russia 14

Great Britain 12 United States 1

The Customs postal experiment started in 1851

had not only to, be carried on for
Financial

over 30 years against numerous

difficulties and without the avowed

support of the Government ; but even after

its formal recognition in 1896, without any

special financial help from it, The Customs

Service had alone, from the beginning, to support

the enterprise, lending to it the assistance of its

staff and such resources as it could .«pare. No
other Government institution of the time could

possibly have undertaken the task, and history

will show that the independent and quiet creation

of such an Administration, so important in this

conservative country, was by no means the least

of the sei'vices rendered by the Customs to China.

In 1934, the Government, confident at last of the

ullimfite success of the National Post Office, noti-

fied the Inspector General of the issue of a subsidy

for its working. The amount actually received

was .ibout Tls. 330,000 a year. This was inadequate,

however, for at the time of separation the po.^^tal

debt to the Customs amounted to over two million

taels, although only the cash advances were record-

ed. But when separation took place it was expected

that the fi.xed allowance together with the increased

Tariff.

seuvice receipts would meet all requirements. The
allowance however was stopped at the Revolution

when the foreign legations placed an embargo on

Customs revenue. Almost simultaneously the I

Chan services, which cost three million taels

annually, were abolished, and the Post Office was

called upon to replace them without any special

provision being made for this extra demand upon

its resources. The greatest economy was practised

and with some little help from the Ministry it

was possible to cairry on till receipts further

improved and the crisis passed. The service

showed a profit for the first time in 1915, the

surplus being some $250,000. In 1916 the receipts

exceeded expenditure by some $700,000 although

new premises to the value of 8300,000 were

erected. The outlook therefore is bright and tho

Authorities have every prospect of being able soon

to proceed with numerous long-delayed schemes of

improvement, especially the building of office

premises, those at present in use being nearly all

rented and not providing adequate accommodation.

In spite of the enormous distances and the

difficulties of communication a uni-

form domestic tariff for mail matter

in China Proper is adhered to, the rate being 3

cents per 20 grammes, which must thus be con-

sidered the cheapest postage in the world.

[Compiled from Annual Reports and Official

CiRcrtAns of the Post Office.]

POTANIN, GRIGORI NICOLAEVICH, born

in 1835 in a Cossack village on the Irtish, was an

exile to Siberia in 1872, was pardoned in 1874, and

in 1875 began his series of explorations in Central

Asia. He made four important journeys in Mon-
golia, S.W. China, etc., and brought home valuable

collections of natural history specimens. A good

resume will be found in Bretschneider.

Bhetschneider : European Botanical Dtscoveriet.

POTATO. The Dutch introduced the potato

into China, and in the south it still has the name

Holan shu "fpfBa W, Holland tuber.

PO TO L\,}li^ )} . In the Canton dialect

and probably in the old pronunciation this would

be /'olo-lil.-, and it seems to be a transcription of

the Syrian word batrik. that is, Patri.xrch. In the

'I'diuj History the king of Fu-lin was so called.

In the H'ci' Hifturi/ his capital is called An-tu g ^
and he must therefore be identified as the Patriarch

of Aiitio<h. See Fuliii.

HiHTH : China and the Itoman Orient; HlRTH

,111(1 RoiKHMi : Chnu Jii-kna, p. 104, note.

POTTERY, ^ t'ao, a term which includes all

vessels made of clay and fired in a kiln,—earthen-

ware, stoneware and porcelain. The Chinese have

made pottery from the most remote days, and of
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course they claim for themselves the invention of

the potter's wheel. It is ascribed to Shun or even

to Huang Tt, who had among his officers a Director

of I'ottery. In more historical times the founder

of the Chou dynasty is supposed to have had a

Director of Pottery, and in the work called

K'ao kung chi ^'X.u^ of that dynasty, there is a

description of the two meithods, turning on the

wheel and moulding. It is supposed that common
cjay was used for this early pottery, and it is

doubtful whether there was any kind of coloured

glaze on it ; but unfortunately no examples are now
left. For the difference between pottery and por-

celain iee Porcelain. The e.xport of pottery for

1916 (as distinct from chinaware, as porcelain is

called) was of the value Hk.Tls. 1,092,081.

BusHELL : Chinese Pottery and Porcelain;

I.M'FER : Tlic Beijinnini/x of Chinese Porcelain, 1917.

POTTINGER, HENRY, Sir, (Bart.), was born

in 1789. In May, 1841, he was appointed by the

British Government as Sole Plenipotentiaiy and

Minister E.xtraordinary, and Chief Superintendent

of Trade, and sent on a special mission to China,

to succeed Captain C. Elliot (q.v.). Finding con-

tinued action to be necessary against continued

Chinese obstruction, he went north with Vice-

Admiral Parker in command of the fleet ; Amoy,

Chinhai, Ningpo, Chusan, Shanghai, Chinkiang and

Nanking were taken, and the war ended with the

Treaty of Nanking.

lie then became first Governor of Hongkong,

from August 10, 1841, to May 8, 1844. In this

office he was severely judged by the colony.

He died at Malta in 1856.

Eitel : Europe in China.

POWDER BLUE {bleu fouette), a style of

poicelain decoration in which powdered cobalt

pigment is blown upon the raw surface before

glazing. It shows best a.« a monochrome.

BusHELL : Chinese Art.

PO YEN ffj f!H, a Mongol chieftain whose native

name was Bayan (7.1'.), signifying great or noble.

He wa.s born A.i>. 1237 and died in 1275.

PRATT, A. E., an English naturalist who spent

from 1887 to 1890 exploring the Upper Yangtze and

other district?. His main work was the collecting

of zoological specimens, but ho also brought back

some five hundred species of flora, of which one

hundred and fifty were new. The book in which

lie recorded his travels is To the Snown of Tibet

l/iroiii/h China, London, 1392.

Brktsciineider.: Kiiropran llntaniiiil Di^iovericf.

PRAYA, Portuguese praia, a beach. A word

used for a quay, embankment, etc., as the Praya

in Hongkong. In Shanghai and elsewhere the same

kind of thing is called a Bund.

hH
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PRAYER-FLAGS are pieces of cloth hung up

in the open air, on which are inscribed charms and

exorcisms. They are considered very efficacious in

Lama worship, and are to be found in front of

lamaseries, shrines, on private houses and by the

roadside.

Hackmann : Buddhism as a Religion.

PRAYER-WHEELS 01 CYLINDERS, u.>!ed in

Lama worsliip, consist of a long strip of paper,

inscribed with charms and prayers and wound round

a cylinder which revolves by a handle. When the

cylinder is set in motion tlie paper revolves and the

prayers are supposed to operate. Not only are they

swung by the hand, but they are sometimes set

revolving in a stream or hung in the wind.

Hackmann : Buddhism as a Religion.

PREFECT. See Chih fa.

PREFECTURE, T^ fit. The largest division

in a [jiuvime. The terms 2nd and 3rd class Pre-

fectures were sometimes used for Chou j^ and

Ting Jg re.spectiveily. There were on an average

ten in a province, Shensi having seven only, the

smallest number, and Yiinnan fourteen, the largest.

The total number was 184. The /« was abolished

by the Republic.

See Chik fu; Government, Republican.

PREFECTURE-APOSTOLIC, (Roman Catholic

term), intermediate between a Alissioii and a

Vicariat. When a diocese or a Vicariat is dis-

membered the new territory is generally made first

into a Prefecture, to be raised to a Vicariat when
its evangelization has made a certain amount of

progress.

The Apostolic Prefect is usually a simple priest

but with special powers, bound to be in residence,

and obedient to the Propaganda.

There is only one Prefecture-Apostolic in China,

that of S. Kansu.

PREMARE, JOSEPH HENRY, a celebrated

Jesuit mis.«ioiiiiry and scholar. Tlie time and place

of his birth are not known, though Havre and 1666

are perhaps right. He sailed in the .imphitntt

from Rochelle on March 7, 1598, in company with

ten other missionaries. From the beginning he

studied Chinese not merely for the ordinary use

in preaching, but with the desire to write, and to

find in Chinese literature a support and argument

for the Christian faith. Such ideas were of course

repugnant to the narrower minded, and the Jesuits,

in this matter of viewing the classical literature as

in the matter of the rites, were much disliked and

suspected.

Of all the noted Jesuit missionaries of the

period he was the most eminent as grammarian and

philologist, with only Gaobil as his rival in pro-

found knowledge of Chinese.
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His most important work is the Notitia

Lintjuae Sinicat, one of the most satisfactory books

on the subject. His idea was a new one at the

time, being that Chinese should be learnt not by

theory and on the lines of a Latin grammar, but

by practice. The subsequent history of this great

work is interesting. Premake was in corres-

pondence with FouRMONT in Paris, and thought to

give him pleasure by sending him the manuscript

of the new grammar in 1728. But the pleasure was
marred by the fact that ForimoNT al.-=o had written a

grammar, or more correctly speaking had plagiarized

one from the Spanish work of Vauo. In great

grief he hastened to have his own w^ork, Grammalica

Sinica, deposited in the Royal Library before the

actual arrival of Premare's manuscript; he was

then able to make a comparison between the two

grammar.', shew that they were much alike with

a balance in favour of his own, then publish his

own which had the priority, with the comparison

as a preface, while the Notitia was left to be

forgotten in the Library.

Premare was dead when Fourmont's book

appeared, but he had heard how Fotjrmont was treat-

ing his work and wrote in pathetic remonstrance. But

the manuscript lay forgotten for nearly a century

till Remtsat discovered it, or at least three volumes

out of five. Copies were made of it, and it was

published in 1831 "by the munificence of an English

nobleman [Lord KiNGSBOROUfiH] and Dr. Morrison"

at the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca. It

was translated into English by J. G. BridcmaN, an

American missionary, and published at Canton

in 1847.

Prf.m.are also compiled, in collaboration with

P. Hervieu, a Latin-Chine.<ie Dictionary, and he

translated a play, L'OrphcUn cle la Maison rle

Tcliao, the first specimen by which Europeans might

get some idea of the Chinese drama,. This also

would have been suppressed, except that Du Halde

had a duplicate copy and published it in vol. iii of

his great work. Several tracts of his are in the

National Library; three of his letters are in the

Lettres Edifiantcs; a fourth, found among

Fourmont's papers, has been printed by Klaproth

in Annales Enr.yrhijifdiques : it is a very candid

and severe criticism of Fourmont's Grammar.

The compilers of the Lettres Edifiantes did not

pay the regard they ought to have given to

Premare, compared with some other missionaries,

and the consequence is that not only time and

place of birth are unknown but the date of his

death too. It was probably 1734 or 1755. (Macao,

1736, is found in some books).

Remusat : Nnvveaux MiUmgcf A.natiqurs,

vol. ii; (an English translation is given in Chirtefe

Repositort/, vol. x).

PRESAGES, -g-
isi Z^ic/ii hsiung chih chao.

Ill the Wist there are dying superstitions connected

with sneezing, with finding a tea-leaf in the cup,

etc. In China such superstitions are very numerous.

A few examples are the following. A rook's cawing

heard to the south between 3 and 7 a.m. denotes

one will receive presents. Between 7 and 11 it

would mean wind and rain ; and so on. Heard

from other points of the compass the interpretations

would be quite otherwise. When a 'flower' forms

on a burning lamp-wick it may, according to the

shape, mean that the wife is with child, that a

guest is coming, that someone is soon to die, and

so on. The ears being hot will tell one many things.

but all depends on the hour of the day, and the

same applies to a pricking sensation in the eyes, to

sneezing, etc.

DoRE : liecJierrJiex svr lex Sii/iirxtitioiif, et(\,

p. 257.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF NEW ZEA-
LAND, Mission of the,

Headquarters :—Dunedin, N.Z.

Entered China, 1901.

Works in Kvanijtutig.

This was the first independent mission in China

to be opened from the southern hemisphere. It was

begun as a result of 20 years' work in New Zealand

among the Chinese settlers from Canton, a number

of whom introduced the first missionary to his new

field by giving him a bag of gold and many letters

of introduction. This man was the Rev. G. H.

McNeur, who landed in Canton in 1901. The

American Presbyterian Mission (North) handed over

to him and his colleagues an organized church with

three chapeLs and two boys' schools, and a plain

with an area of fifty miles by twenty, north of

Canton city, was allotted to them. Jen-ho A &
and Sam-huatien E. 3^ CI were opened in 1902 and

Ko-tong ,^ ^ in 1909.

In June 1916, the mission reported 16 foreign

missionaries. 36 paid Chinese assistants and 351

communicant?.

PRESBYTERIAN MISSIONS. There are in

1917 twelve Societies of the Presbyterian order

working in China. Six of these come from the

U.S.A., four from the British Isles, one from

Canada, and one from New Zealand ; also, a small

Medical Missionary Society in Holland has a small

share in the work of the Reformed Church in

America Mission. The twelve Societies are :

—

1. American Presbyterian Mission.

2. American Presbyterian Mission (South).

3 American Reformed Presbyterian Church

(Covenanters).

4. Canadian Presbyterian Mission.

5. Church of Scotland Mission.

6. English Presbyterian Mission.
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8. Presbyterian Church of New Zealand Mission.

7. Irish Presbyterian Mission.

9. Reformed Church in America Mission.

10. Hefoi-med Church in the U.S.A., Mission.

11. United Brethren Mission.

12. United Free Church of Scotland Mission.

PRESIDENT IN CHINA. At the end of the

seventh century the East India Company Directors

decided to &.stab!ish a Presidency in China as in

Er.gland. It inchided the entire empire and neigh-

bouring islands. Allen C.^tchpole was chosen as

ths first president and William III appointed him

king's minister or Consul for the English nation.

The President had a Council of five to assist

himf and the seat of the presidency was to be

decided by this Council. Catchpole's instructions

were dated November, 1699.

Within ten or fifteen years the Presidency must

have been abolished or failed by desuetude.

Eamks : The KnrjUsh in China.

PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC.
iliireTnuii'nt ; Yiinn Shih-k'ai.

See

PRESS, EUROPEAN. The earliest newspaper

in English, publi-shed in China was T/ie Canton

liegiftcr, founded by James Matheson. It first

appeared on November 8, 1827, and continued a

weekly i.ssuu till Hongkong became British, when

it was transferred to that place and became Tlie.

Hoiojkuii'j Ih'jifter. This ran from 1843 to 1859.

jf'/ie Canton Itef/ifter was edited by John Slaue,

and Dr. MounisoN wrote constantly for it till his

death. In 1833 it began to issue as a supplement

the Canton General Price Current. A rival

appeared in 1835, The Canton Press, published

weekly from November 12. It was transferred to

Macao in 1839, and died there on March 30, 1844.

It had a commercial supplement.

On Hongkong being ceded several English

paper.- appeared there. The Hongkony Ppijislcr

continued The Canton Berjister; The Friend of

China was first issued on March 12, 1842; its

second number was combined with The Hongk-ong

Gatetle, which had been issued fortnightly from

"May 1, 1841. The Friend of China was first issued

weekly, then twice a week ; its editors were in turn

J. R. MonuisoN, James White, Dr. Satphell, John

Carh, and, from 1850, William Tarrant. In 1858

the publication was stopped for -'several months

because the editor was in trouble with the govern-

ment. He moved his establishment to Canton and

the paper came out as a weekly journal again, but

it came to an end in 1861. Two year.o later it made

a third start, at Shanghai, as an evening paper.

In 1868 Tarrant gave place to C. Treasure Jones,

but returned to his paper again the next year. At

the end of some months, however, ill health and

lack of support forced him to cease publishing.

The important Uoiigkong paper The China Mail

was first published on February 20, 1845, edited by

Andrew SHOnxaEDE. At first it appeared weekly,

but on February 1, 1876, it became a daily paper

and has continued so down to the present. The

change was made after its union with The Evening

Mail, which had been established in 1864. An-

other important daily paper of Hongkong, The

Daily Press, dates from October 1, 1857. Hong-

kong has had various other papers, which have

become defunct : Dixon's Hongkorig Gazette became

Dixon's Hongkong Recorder in 1850, and then, on

January 14, 1859, simply The Hongkong Recorder.

The Hongkong shipping List appeared August 1,

1855. ¥hc Daily Advertiser, begun in November,

1863, became, on May 1. 1869, The Hongkong Times

Daily Advertiser and Shipping Gazette; it came to

an end three years later. The Hongkong Govern-

ment Gazette, weekly, was begun on September

24, 1853.

In Shanghai C. Treasure Jones, sometime

editor of The Friend of China (v. supra) edited a

daily paper, The Evening Express. It first ap-

peared on October 1, 1867, and lived for several

years. The Shanghai Evening Courier was begun

on October 1, 1858, with Hugh Lang as editor and

many good contributors among the residents. From

January 4, 1871 a weekly edition was issued under

the name The Shanghai Budget and Weekly Courier.

The editor died in 1875, and the paper was. bought

bv the proprietors of The Evening Gazette, which

h'ad been founded on June 2, 1873 ; and it continued

to appear as The Shanghai Courier and China

Gazette, under the editorship of F. H. Balfour.

The Celestial Empire, a weekly paper, was issaied

from the same press; it had been founded some

years earlier by a Portuguese. Peduo Loureiro

In V ) Balfour edited this also, and drew from

the two papers his volume Waifs and Strays from

the Far East.

The North China Herald is the most important

„t the journals of China. It^ first number came

out on August 3, 1850, and was a folio sheet of four

pages, and it gave a list of the 56 foreign residents

Ihen in Shanghai. In 1867 The North Ch.n.

Herald and Market Ihport was issued from the

same office.

, On January 5, 1867 appeared the first number

! of The Supreme Court and Consular Gazette which.

however, was soon joined to the Herald, whose

! No 140 wa.= issued with the new title The North-

China Herald and Supreme Court and Consular

Grrette This was published weekly, and the

1 di'tors of it were in succession Henrv Shearman.

Samuel Mossman, R. Alexander Jam.eson, R. S.
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Gu.Nuiiy, G. W. Haden, F. H. Balfour, J. W.
Maclellan, R. W. Little, H. T. Montague Bell,
and O. M. Green, (1911). The need of a daily

iisue was felt as Shanghai grew more important,

and the editors of the Herald put out The. Daily

Shipjnnij and Commercial News, which on July 1,

1864 became The North China Daily New/, now
the leading daily paper of North China, The
Ilirald being its weekly edtiion. Before this the

Shaii'jhai Daily '/'iincs had had a brief existence,

from September 15, 1851, to April of the following

year.

The Cycle, a Political and Literary He view,

came out at Shanghai weekly from May 7, 1870 to

June 24, 1871. Its editor was Dr. R. A. Jamieson,

and it was supposed to be the official organ of the

Customs Service. The Shanghai Recorder is another
morning paper which did not last long. Its stock

was sold by auction in January, 1867. .The
Shanijhai Mercury was issued first on April 17, 1879

by J. D. (lark, J. R. Black and C. Rivington,
its first editor ; it is still running, the evening

paper of Shanghai ; it issues The Celestial Empire
as its weekly edition.

The Evening Gazette came out in 1873, the first

number being dated June 2. Its publication was
stopped by a fire after the 80th number. F. H.
Balfour took it up again in January, 1874, but in

the next year it was incorporated with the Shanghai
Courier (v. sup.).

The Shanghai Evening Courier began its

e.xistence on October 1, 1868 and lasted till 1875

when its editor and proprietor Hugh Lang died.

It was then bought by the proprietor of The
Evening Gazette and continued as The Shanghai

Courier and Evening Gazette. The Shanghai

Budget and WeeJ.ly Courier was its weekly edition ;

it ceased when the Shanghai Evening Courier and

The Evening Gazette were combined.

These jjapers have all been e.specially English,

and the American community, feeling the need of

an American organ, is-sued The Shanghae .Vcic.'!.

Letter for California and the United States. Its

first number appeared October 16, 1867. It was

issued monthly till 1871, when it passed into the

hands of Hugh Lang of The Courier who united

it in 1874 to The Shanghai Budget and Weekly

Courier, altering this title by the u»e of News Letter

instead of Courier. In 1875 or 1876 the first editor

of the Shanghae News-Letter founded a new weekly

journal. The Commonwealth, by John Thorne and

J. P. Roberts, which died after an e.xistence of

six weeks.

The China Press first appeared in Shanghai on

August 23, 1911 and is now (1917) one of the mo.st

popular and flourishing of morning papers.

Three French journals have had a short life

in Shanghai. Le Nouvelliste de Shanghai began

its weekly career on December 5, 1370, and lived

till the end of 1872. It was at once succeeded by

Le Courrier de Shanghai, which first appeared on

January 16, 1873 and came to an end after the third

number. The Progres first appeared on March 21,

1871 ; it was in opposition to the Nouvelliste, and

their violent disputes led to the ruin of both.

The i'rugres finished its career on January 23, 1872.

J/Echo de Shanghai appeared for a few months

only as a daily paper in 1885 and 1886. L'Echo de

Chine, the chief journal of French interests in the

Far East, was founded in 1895 and is still running.

Der Feme Osten, published by C. Fink, editor

of the Ostasiatischer Lloyd, began in Shanghai in

1932 and completed three volumes. Der Osttasia-

tische Lloyd first appeared in 1886; its publication

was prohibited following China's- declaration of war

on Germany in August, 1917.

In Macao there have been published .1 Ahelha

dii China (The Bee of China), probably the second

Ultra-Ganges paper, which first appeared in Macao on

September 12, 1822. In 1824 its name was changed

to Gazeta de Macao, and it lived some two years

longer. The Chronica de Macao came ne^jt, from

October 12, 1834 to 1837 or 1838 ; then Macni.-'ta

Inrparcial, founded on June 9, 1836, and suppressed

by the government in 1838; Vcrdadeiro Putrintii,

1838; the Boletim official do Governo de Macau,

issued January 9, 1839, and called, after the first

number, the Gazeta de Macao. Other papers have

been the Boletim da Provincia de Macao et Timor;

() Independente, etc.

The Peking and Tientsin Times is published at

Tientsin ; it began in March, 1894, as a weekly

paper, and a daily issue was begun on October 1,

1902. W. Bellincham was the first editor and

proprietor.

The Hankow Times was a weekly journal, the

first number of which appeared on .January 6, 1866
;

it came to an end March 28, 1868.

The Fiiochow-foo Courier, edited by amateurs

and lithographed, began on October 12, 1858; there

were also The Foochow Advertiser, The Fouchow

Daily Echo and The Foochow Herald, the first

number of which was issued September 11, 1873.

Besides all the above newspapers and journals

there are various magazines and reviews to be

noticed. The earliest is the Canton MiscrUany, the

firpt number of which was published in 1831. The

most important is The Chinese Repository (q.v.).

Bridgman was the first editor and then S. W.

Williams, whose Middle Kingdom may be con-

sidered as an epitome of the Repository. It lasted

from May, 1832 to December 1851. Attempts have

been made to replace this very valuable periodical :

The Chinese and Japanese Repository and The

Phoenix were both issued in London by the Rev. .1.

Summers ; the former was first put out in July 1863
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and died two years later ; the latter was issued in

July 1870. The China Review, issued bimonthly,

began to appear in Hongkong in July -August, 1872;

X. B. Dennys was the first and E. J. Eitel the

second editor ; it contains articles by the chief

sinologues of the years during which it was

published. It came to an end in 1901 with its

twenty -fifth volume.

Xoten and Queries on China and Jaj)an was

edited by Dr. N. B. Den.nys at Hongkong ; it lived

from January 31, 1867 to November 29, 1870.

The Indo-Chinese Gleaner may be mentioned,

though it was publii^hed in Malacca, the Rev. W.
Milne being editor. The first volume is dated

1818, and twenty numbers making three volumes

were issued. Complete sets are e.xcessively rare,

but are found in Cordier's and Moueison's

libraries.

The Chinese Recvrder (q-v.) began in January,

1867, and i.« still publi-shed as the chief organ of

the Protestant missionary body in China.

The Transactions of the China Branch vf the

Iliiyul Asiatic Society extend to six volumes dated

1847 to 1859, published at Hongkong, and are now

very difficult to obtain. They must not be confused

with the Journal of The North China Branch of

the Koyal Asiatic Society, which has been published

regularly at Shanghai since 1859 except during the

years 1861-63, when the Scuiety's existence was

suspended. The Journal for 1917 is volume xlviii.

The chief illustrated journal is The Far East,

which was begun and came to an end in Japan.

In 1876 a new Aeries of it was begun in Shanghai.

It appeared monthly and contained photographs

illustrative of China and Japan. J. R. Black was

both proprietor and editor.

Earlier still C. Lancdon Davis published in

Hongkong in 1868 The China Muijuzinc. He suc-

ceeded Dr. Den.nys as editor of Notes and Queries

and he incorporated his Magazine with that paper

but without illustrations, as well as his Papers on

China, which was a monthly reprint of the best

article* in other journals.

Social Shon</hiil, called by CoiiiiiEH a "Journal

de dames," began in 1905 and continued till 1915.

7'he /Cast of Asia was a (juarterly magazine which

began in January, 1902 at the Xorth-China Herald

Office.

The Temperance Union Weekbj Newspaper is

an old established paper. The National Jleview

has been an important weekly political paper in the

new China ; it was begun in 1904 by W. Kiuton

and carried on by W. Sheldon Riuue till it ceased

in August 1916 in the midst of its 20th half-yearly

volume.

Some more or less humorous periodicals may

be mentioned. The Shan^hae Chronicle of Fun,

FacJ and Fiction was born in March, 1859 and died

in the ne.\t June. Hongkong had its China Punch.

In April, 1871 the first number appeared of Puck,

or the Shanijhae Charivari, by Peter Robertson,

E. H. Grimani and F. H. Balfoor. Its career

was brilliant, but it came to an end on August 18,

1873, because of technical difficulties connected with

engraving, etc.

Among miscellaneous works may be mentioned

The Shunijhui Almanac (q.v.).

PRICKLY HEAT, a form of the iikin disease

lichen tropicus. A lotion of zinc sulphate is said to

be the best remedy.

PRIMATES; three species of this Order are

f(4ind in X. China. See Monkeys.

PRIMITIVE. Chinese characters are analysed

into the radical, which may or may not give a clue

to the meaning but shows in what part of the

dictionary to look, and the primitive, which may
or may not give some indication of the sound.

When the sound is indicated, the term phonetic is

used rather than primitive. A simple example is

J^ yiiiiij ; the radical 'water' points to the meaning,

and the phonetic yang gives the pronunciation ; thus

wo have yang, ocean.

The Chinese, to whom a knowledge of the

radicals is a prime necessity, have no name for the

rest of the character. Maeshman seems to have

been the first to study the matter. He ascertained

that the language contains 3,867 primitivei-, but that

1,689 of them, each in combination with one radical,

make seven-eighths of the language. Callery ar-

ranged all words under 1,040 primitives, and

Soothill's useful small dictionary u=es about 890.

Wieger, the latest writer on the matter, defines a

Primitive as a relatively simple character, having

sound and meaning, and not reducible to other

characters with sound and meaning. They arc

elements which, not being composed, compo3e all

other characters. They may be used as either

radicals or phonetics. In Wiecer's work he uses

858 'phonetic prolific elements.'

Marshmkn : Clavis Sinica; Williams : Syllabic

Dictionary (Preface) ; Callesy : Systemn; WlEGER :

Chinese Characters, 1915.

PRINTING. Block printing was first applied

to the production of books at the end of the T'ang

dyna ty. The supposed inventor was Fkng Tao

(r/.r.) who died a.d. 954, though it is also asserted

that the invention can be traced to the Sui dynasty

(581-618). Six years after Fkng Tao's death the

Sung dynasty was established and the printing of

books from blocks became common.

The first authentic account of printing from

movable types dates it at the beginning of the

eleventh century, but the process did not then pa«s

into common use.
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K'ang Hsi, at the suggestion of the Jesuits,

ordered about 250,000 types to be cut in, copper.

The font disappeared through the carelessness and
cupidity of those in charge ; Ch'ien Lung ordered

it to be recut and it was much used during his

reign.

It is stated that in 1850 a Fatshan bookseller

cast three fonts, and having begun by printing

lottery tickets went on to an edition of Ma Tuan-lin
in 120 volumes. Rebels looted his plant in 1855,

and foreign surgeons extracted ten types from the

wounds of the loyalists.

The first fonts of Chinese type made by
foreigners were cut by P. P. Thoms in 1815, for

the East India Company's office in Macao, for the

object of printing Mohrison's dictionary. A small

font was cast the same year at Serampore. In 1834,

at Pauthier's request, Legrand in Paris cut

3.000 matrices'. A set of these was brought to

China in 1844 and was much used by the American
Mission Press.

The Rev. S. Dyer began cutting steel punches

in 1838 and cut 1,845 before his death in 1843.

His work was completed by R. Cole.

WiLLUMS : Movable Tt/pcs for Printing Chinese,

Chinese Recorder, 1875, and Middle Kinc/dom,

p. 500; .Jflien : hidnxtrins dc VEmjiire rhinoii'.

p. 152.

PROPAGANDA, THE, a brief way of refer

ring to the Holy Congregation for the Propagation

of the Faith, founded in 1622. It replaces in those

lands where it has authority, as in China, all other

R. C. Congregations except the Holy Office, (Con-

gregation of the Inquisition).

In China all the Vicariats are dependent on

the Propaganda ; and the bishops of Macao, though

suffragans of the Archbishop of Goa and nominated

by the King of Portugal, receive their powers from

and correspond with the Propaganda.

A Propagandist or missionary of the Propaganda

is one sent direct by the Propaganda and placed

by it under the immediate authority of the Vicar-

Apostolic.

PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH. See

Assoiiiiliim dc la I'rojjaijalinn dc la Fni.

PROTECTORATE OF MISSIONS, THE.
From the days when Louis XIV of France sent the

firsst French Jesuits to Peking, the protectorate of

all Roman Catholic Missions had been a duty and

privilege of the French government. The arrange-

ment had been confirmed not only by usage but

indirectly in treaties. In 1882 Cierniany fir.H

announced that she would be responsible for her

own subjects, including missionaries, and in 1888

Germany, and Italy, following Germany's lead,

obtained from the Tsung Li Yamen that passports

to subjects of those powers would only be visit

when issued by German or Italian consul?. France

pointed out that this was not in accord with the

treaty of 1858, articles VIII and XIII ; and the

Yamun, between the devil and the deep sea, declared

their intention to abide by the former rule if pass-

ports issued under the former conditions were pre-

sented. The struggle lasted for some time. The Ger-

maa? were insistent and the Pope was not firm, until

the Cierman Anzer, the new bi.ehop in S. Shantung,

received liberty from Rome to make his own choice

of a protector. It is stated that he,—like many
German missionaries,—would have preferred to

continue the protectorate of France, but that he

was intimidated by the brutal urgency of von

Brandt, the German Minister.

The placing of the Steyl mission, to which

Anze3 belonged, under the protection of Germany
had for one result, a few years later, the occupation

of Kiaochow by Germany when German missionaries

were killed in Shantung.

CoRDiER : Histoire des Relations, etc., vols, ii

and iii.

PROTECTORS, FIVE, 2. ^ wu pa, also 2. <Q

w t jM'.i, 'five uncles.' The word translated "pro-

tector" is not used in the Five C'lasi-ics, though

these are the books that deal with the days when
the men so styled actually lived' and performed the

functions which gained them the title. In the

Four Books Confucius uses it once of duke Huan
of Ch'i (Legge, Analeets, p. 146). Menctus uses

it eight times, speaking in two of the passages of

"Five Protectors." (Legge, Mencius, 311, 342).

Of the five he particularises only Huan of Ch'i and

Mu of Ch'in (ibid. 57, 309). On the other hand,

the Tfo Vhitan especially states, when commenting

on the death of Mu of Ch'in, why he was not

included amongst the "Lords of Convenants,"—

a

phrase synonymous with "Protector." (Legge,

Spring and Autumn Annah, 344). The Tso Chuan

also speaks of "Five Protectors" {ibid. 346) but,

inasmuch as the words are put into the mouth of

a Ch'i speaker in the year 589 it would hardly refer

to a ruler who only died two years before. Ku
Wkn- FU, in his admirable Jifi chih hi, (v. Wyme,
.Voteg on Ch. Lit., p. 163), gives the following

information (together with the Chinese authorities

for each statement). There are two sets of "Five

Protectors" ; one is the Five of the Three Dynasties,

the other, the Five of the Spring and Autumn

Annah. The former list is made up thus :

—

K'CN Wu Ri ^, (Hsia dynasty) ; Ta P'kNO

^ti. (Shang); Smn Wei ^^., (Shang) ;
Huan of

Ch'i 5? Q & ,
(Chou) ; Wkn of Chin ^ 5C ^

(Chou).
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There is a good deal of variety in the lists of i

the Five of the Annuh. Only two names that occur

ill the former list are accepted by all, viz.,
\

HuAX of Ch'i, who died in 643, and Wkn of
1

Chin, who died in 628.

There are numerous cross arrangements of tliree

of the following six :

—

HsiANG of Sung £1c g & (d. 637) ; Mu of Ch'in
j

jRSa (d. 621) ; CiiUANG of Ch'u M H£ 5 (d- 591)

;

Ho Lv of Wu % EI KI (d. 496) ; Fu Ch'ai of Wu
& * 31 (473) ; Kou Chien of Yueh ^ ij ^ (d. 465),

The variety of this list shows at once that tlxere

is no fixed criterion of what really constituted a

'"Protector." The Tsu Chuan s. B.C. 679, comment-

ing on an assembly of state rulers presided over by

Huan of Ch'i says "Huax's Protectorship dates

t'loni this." (Legge, isprinij and Autumn Aniiah,

p. 93). Legce points out that with the exception

of a special imperial ambassador who presided,

exactly the same nobles met in the previous year.

Tso, therefore, seems to place the emphasis on the

performance of a function that really belonged to

the emperor.

As to the utility of the institution, Chinese

opinion seems to be much divided. Confucius, in

his one us« of the word, speaks highly of Kuan
CiiUMG who raised his prince to the protectorship

and so saved China from Tartar domination. On
the other hand Mencius in at least three places

(Legce, Menciuf, pp. 72, 311, 342) speaks with

great scorn of the sham goodness of the Protectors.

In a very thoughtful ess4y, which Ssu-ma Ch'ien

esteemed so highly that he has copied it into his

pages in extcnso, Cuia I discusses the causes of the

overthrow of Ch'in Sum Huang Ti. He points

out that through the Protectors, the Chou dynasty

was enabled to prolong its rule over China for

centuries, and contrasts this with the sudden down-

fall of the Ch'in dynasty. Was it for the good of

China that the Chou dynasty continued its nominal

rule for those centuries? Wkn of Chin was, one

thinks, the one Protector who might have taken

over the e.nipirc. His de-scendants on to Ting Kung

who died in 475, were by far the most powerful

rulers in China. If they had had the added prestige

of empire, some amount of suffering might have been

spared to the border states between Chin and Ch'u.

The word "Uncle" is used for the "Protectors,"

r.rj., in the article in the Ji/i chih hi which has

been so useful in the compilation of this note,

apparently because it was the honorific title that

the kings in self-depreciation used when writing

to or speaking to the Protectors. [G.G.W.]

PROTESTANT MISSIONS. The Uev. Joshua

Mahshman of .S,iMiri|.(.ri'. India, is often regarded

as the first Protestant Missionary to the Chinese,

becau.'c, with the help of an Armenian born in

Macao, he printed and published the whole Bible in

Chinese from the Serampore Press in 1817. (See

UibU).

The work of Protestant Missions in China may

be divided into four periods :

—

1.—Preparatoi7 period, 1807-1841.

II.—From the opening of Hongkong (1841) till

the Boxer year (1900).

III.—From 1900 to the establishment of the

Republic (1911).

I\\—From 1911 to the present time (1917).

I.—(1807-1841). The first Protestant Mission-

ary to land in China was Dr. Kobert Morrison

(q.v.), of the L.M.S. who arrived at Canton in

1807, and took up his residence at the E. I.

Company's factory. At this time, it was death for

a Chinese to teach his language to a foreigner, and

forbidden to a foreigner to venture outside the

narrow limits set for the E. I. Company.

The first German Protestant Missionary was

Dr. K. F. A. GuTZLAik- {q.r.), who was .sent out

by the Netherlands Missionary Society in 1827.

The first American to represent Protestant

Missions was the Rev. E. C. Bridgman {q.v.), who

arrived in Canton in 1830. (See American Board

for Control of Foreiijn Missions).

Other beginnings were made somewhat later by

the Church Missionary Society, the American

Church Mission, the Reformed (Dutch) Church in

America, etc. The first church member was

received in 1814, but progress was exceedingly slow,

and the number of deaths among the missionaries

and retirements on account of health was propor-

tionately very great. The work was mostly done

among the Chinese in the East Indies, the Straits,

etc., and a good foundation was laid, especially in

translation, but it was not till the opening of

Hongkong (1841) and of the five Treaty Poi-ts (1843)

that a footing in China itself can be said to have

been secured. The opjiortunity these events gave

was at once -seized, and more workers, and other

Societies arrived.

II._(1841-1900). In 1843, when the first

Missionary Conference was held at Hongkong,

fifteen missionaries were present ; but in 1865, when

the China Inland Mission wasi formed to evangelize

the interior, the Protestant missionaries were 112

in number, nearly all resident in the five Treaty

Ports. The church members numbered 3,132.

The Treaty of Tientsin (1858) had granted

permission to foreigners to travel inland, and

Christianity was to bo tolerated; while by the

Treaty of Peking (1860) missionaries were permit-

ted to buy land, to erect buildings and to reside in

the interior. These concessions having been

obtained by force majeure, it was natural that
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Mission activities should be regarded as veil5ng

political propaganda, and this, added to the intense

pride and conservatism of the literati, and the
gross superstition of the common people, made work
in the interior intensely difficult. A drought, a
flood, a plague of locusts, even a missing child or

a mule suddenly deceased, wa* apt to be ascribed

to the wrath of the gods at the propagation of

Christianity, or to the wizardry of the missionaries

themselves.

Under these circumstances everything was
haphazard. The missionaries established Themselves
anywhere where they were permitted to remain-
often after much rioting and persecution ; they
preached to, such a? would listen, and baptized the

few whom they believed to be sincere. They
opened little schools and dispensaries, assisted in

famine relief and other good works, and after a

time active opposition would die down. Thus
China gradually became dotted v/ith Mission
stations, sometimes many days' journey apart,

representing every Protestant sect, and employing
widely different means and methods, but each draw-
ing to itself a number of adherents. Foreign and
Chinese Christians were alike tolerated, but no
more, and from time to time outbreaks would
occur, and martyrdoms sometimes follow.

A good deal of "overlapping" took place, and
two or three Missions would settle in the same
place or even the same city. In most cases con-

venience, and not rivalry (as some affirm) decided

the matter; a place which would tolerate one set

of foreigners, was not likely to object to more, and
some of the prejudice had already been lived down.
E.xcept in cases where opposite extremes of Pro-

testantism were represented, newcomers were

generally welcomed by the other missionaries.

In spite of difficulties the work progressed, so

that at the Third Conference held in Shanghai in

1890, the number of missionaries was reported as

1296, with a church membership of 37,287.

Every year the number of agents and of con-

verts increased ; new hospitals were built ; new
.schools were opened, developing -sometimes into

Colleges and in two or three cases into Universities

;

all manner of philanthropic agencies were intro-

duced such as schools for the blind and deaf,

ipdustrial missions, leper homes, orphanages, etc. ;

Mis-«ion presses multiplied ; translation and writing

of religious and educational books pushed forward ;

Bibles, tracts and Christian periodicals were sent

out in increasing numbers. All these things, cou-

pled with the aggressive actions of certain Foreign

Powers, and the Eeform Movement in Peking, had

by 1899 so alarmed the Manchu government, then

in the hands of the Empress-Dowager, that a clean

sweep of all foreigners was attempted. (See

Boxeritm). In the persecution that was opened by

the murder of the Rev. S. W. M. Brooks in Shan-
tung on the last day of 1899, of Protestants alone
221 foreigners were massacred and 1909 Chinese
converts, while much Mission property was des-

troyed and many Chinese lost their all or suffered

severe persecution. The Chinese Government paid
ccmpensation after order was restored, so far as

was possible.

'Ihat after nearly a centui-y of missionary
activity such a per.secution was possible, led many
to search for defects in previous methods of work.
The lines of least resistance had been taken, with
the result that the converts were mostly from the

humble classes of the community. Moreover,
the Christians, even when they had been educated
by the foreign teachers, were unable to take office,

because as Christians, they could not take part in

.
the Confucian and other rites. After almost a

hundred years of free Bibles, free doctoring, and
countless discourses in street-chapels and market
places, the class which led and formed Chinese
opinion—the officials and literati—were as ignorant

as ever of the real meaning of Christianity, and of

the missionary's character and motives. With one
or two honourable exceptions (see Christian Litcra-

fiiri: fincietjj; International Institute), the attempt
to influence the educated classesi in favour of

Christianity had either been thought hopeless, or

regarded as less important than the direct "saving

of souls." The profound impression made on the

young Emperor, Kuang Hsii and the Reform party

by such men as Dr. Timothy Richard and Dr.

Gilbert Reid, had been followed by the coup d'itat,

and the Bo.xer movement ; and it was evident that

some better co-ordinated methods must be evolved.

III.— (1900-1911). After the Boxer movement
a new respect was felt for Christianity, for the

missionaries who returned as soon as possible to

their old stations, and for the Chinese Church,

which as a whole stood firm in the hour of trial.

The occupation of Peking by the Allied Forces,

the flight of the Emperor and Empress-Dowager,

the punishment of officials responsible for the

massacres, and the imposition of indemnities, also

taught the Chinese a lesson, and by the awakening

of a keen desire for Western learning, so as to

defeat the foreigners on their own ground, gave

fresh impetus to the movement for using higher

education as a prominent part of mission work.

The missionaries themselves were convinced that far

too little emphasis had been placed in the past on

education, and to remedy this defect as economically

as possible, various Societies embarked on various

Union schemes, which, starting in the field of

Higher Education, were to have far reaching con-

sequences (r. infra).

The Report of the Centenary Conference held

at Shanghai in 1907 gave figures for the year 1905
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as t'oUows—Missionaries, 3,445 ; Church Members,
178,254.

IV.
—

'llie Uevolutiou of 1911. while it upset

ordiuaiy routine work for a time, gave a great

impetus to mission.*. E.xcept in Shensi, where the Ko
liii> Ilui got the upper hand of the Kevolutionaries

with whom they liad allied themselves, the foreigners

were protected. Many of the agitators were in

fact or in name Christians (mostly Protestant)

;

large numbers had been in Mission schools, or had

imbibed Western ideas from contact with Christ-

ians ; and the great majority of the Chinese Church

was in sympathy with the movement, for they

could not forgive the Manchus for the Bo.xer year.

With the declaration of Religious 1-iberty,

Christianity became fashionable for a time; timid

converts found it easy to avow themselves ; and

it was to the Christian elements that the New
China turned for advice as to the new education

and new laws to be established.

The chief developments of the last few years

may be summarized as follows :

—

1.—The Union schemes begun after the Boxer

movement have extended and are still e.xtending.

They are of three kinds, {a) the coalescing of

.limilar Missions, owing to the union of Home
bodies; {h) the union of Missions from different

countries belonging to the same denomination

;

(c) the close cooperation of different branches of

the f^hurch in some special side of the work.

The last presents problems which the other two

do not raise, and these have not as yet been fully

solved, but nevertheless, beginning with Highei'

Education they have spread so as to embrace

Medical work and training, Institutional, Industrial

and latterly Evangelistic work, the last named

dating from the visit of Mr. Shekwood Eddy to

China in 1914.

2.—The great increase in postal facilities and

railway communications has revolutionized Missions

as well as everything else. Chinese Christians and

foreign missionaries from all parts meet and confer

in a way impossible before. It seems also, as if

the heroic age of Chinee Missions was past, and

as if business acumen is to some extent taking the

place of the initial fervoui'. Systematic eMipiiries

how to prevent over-lap|)ing, how to promote

efficiency, how to secure wise and equitable use of

funds, and the proper distribution of forces, with

the gathering of statistics, etc., show that the

scientific spirit is abroad. The dangers attendant

on the worship of organization and method, need

not be pointed out; many missionaries are well

aware of them, while appreciating the advantages

that system always gives.

3.'_Tho Great Protestant Mi.i-Monary Con-

ference at Edinburgh in 1910 resulted iiihr iilin in

the holding of a number of Conferences in China

in 1913, and these in their turn led to the establish-

ment of the China Continuation Committee (^.u.).

4.—T'he Chinese Church is taking a larger share

of responsibility, financial and otherwise. The rise

of an educated Christian community, some members
of which belong to the third and even fourth

generation of Christians, with the new ideas

brought in at the Revolution, has resulted in a

feeling among the Church members that they are

capable of criticizing their foreign teachers and
their methods, and occasionally a restive spirit has

been manifested, and Independent churches started

in a spirit of rivalry ; but the great body is loyal

to its foreign teachers and their Societies, who
rejoice to see their converts beginning to shoulder

the burdens and responsibilities of the Christian

commuuity.

5.—While the philanthropic agencies have

scarcely touched the fringe of Chinese need, they

have been a valuable apologetic for Christianity

and it is now conceded that their greatest value

has been educational, i.e., they are showing the

Chinese how to set about doing similar things for

themselves ; especially is this the case in education

and medicine. While other factors have doubt-

less contributed to the spread of Western education,

it is to the missionary that the leavening of the

interior is mainly due.

In the China Mi.-i.iion Ycur-bouh for 1917 the

following figures are given :

—

There were in 1916, 143 Protestant Missionary

bodies working in China, in addition to 46 independ-

ent missionaries. Of these bodies 26 have more than

fifty agents, the C.I.M. leading with 1,077, and

the A. P.M. coming next with 427.

97 Societies are engaged in some one special

kind of work, c.</., distribution of the Scriptures,

or educational or philanthropic work, and do not

organize churches ; most of the remainder engage

in several forms of jjastoral and evangelistic

activity, medical, educational, philanthropic and

literary being the chief.

Xumlier of Foreign Missionaries 6.164

Chinese AssistJints . 19,057 (1915)

Communicants .. 330,026

'I'cital Christian constituency ... 511.142

Centknary Histouy ok Protestant Missions.

1907; China Mission Year Books, 1910-1917.

[C.E.C]

PROTET, AUGUSTE LEOPOLD, born Eeb

ruary 20, 1808. at Saint .Scrvan, was rear-admiral

in the French navy, and met his death in the attack

on Nan-ch'iao (Nanjao) in the T'ai P'ing rebellion.

May 17. 1862. He was buried in Shanghai, and a

statue has been put up in his honour in front of

the Municipal Hall in the French Concession there.
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PROVERBS. What foreign writers have

chosen to collect as proverbs are very abundant in

China; but it may be questioned whether such

sentences as "Everything is difficult at first," "Our

daily bread depends on Heaven," "Do good regard-

less of consequences," etc., which are taken at

random from a foreigner's collection, are rightly

so called. The best known collections are those by

W. SCARBOiiOUGH, .1 Collection of Chinese I'roverbs,

A. S>UTH, Chinese Proverbs, and those in various

volumes of the China lieview by T. W. Peakce,

Sir J. fl. Stewart-Lockhaht, M. Schaub, and

Mis.s C. JI. RiCKETTS.

PRO-VICAR, (Roman Catholic term), is a

priest charged temporarily with the rule of a

Vicariat-apostolic. In some Missions the Vicars-

general of the Vicar-apostolic are called by this

term.

PROVINCES. See Eiijhleen ProvinceK.

PRUNUS. See Apricots, Plums, Cherries.

PRUSSIAN BLUE. The manufacture of this

chemical wa.s lir.-t introduced into China by a

Chinese sailor during the 19th centuiy. A curious

use for it is to give green tea its colour.

PRYER, WILLIAM BURGES, died in 1899,

while British Consul at Saiidakaii. He had been

the first curator of the Museum at Shanghai, (Royal

Asiatic Society, North China Branch), and was the

author of various papers on zoological subjects.

PRJEVALSKY, NICOLAI MIKHAILOVICH,
a celebrated Ruf.sian explorer who was born on

March 31, 1839, of noble parents, near Smolensk.

In 1357 he joined the East Siberian Army. He

made four great journeys in Central Asia and died

at the beginning of a fifth, at Karakol, on October

20, 1888. The acc«unts of these journeys were

written in Russian, but have been translated into

French and German. The results of his explora-

tions were very important to science, both to

geography and to natural history.

Bretschneideu : Euroitcan Botunicul Dis-

coveries; CoKDiER : Uibliolhtca Hinica.

PSALMANAZAR, GEORGE, an extraordinary

swindler, who posed as a native of Formosa and

published the llistoricul and Geographical Descrip-

tion of Foimosa, an Inland subject to the Kinperor

of Japan, in 1704. The work was most circum-

stantial and mo.st sensational ; it contradicted the

sober statements of the Dutch missionary Candid-

irs ; it described human sacrifices, 18.000 annually,

filled the island with elephants, rhinoceri, camels

and sea-horses, and illustrated all with wood-cuts.

The writer not only tickled the public love for the

marvellous, but also pandered to the hatred and

suspicion then felt with regard to the Jesuits.

He came to London in 1703 and was a lion for

a time. He translated for the Bishop of London

(CoMrioN) the Catechism into Formosan. At the

Royal Institution he sustained a public discussion

with Father Fontenay. for 18 years a missionary

in Formosa.

Later he was sincerely penitent, and after

admitting the fabulous nature of the Description

he settled down to a quiet and respectable life of

hard work as a writer, in his humility and remorse

publishing anonymously. In Bqwe.n's Complete

System of Geography (1747) he contributed two

chapters on Formosa and alluded to his former

work as fabulous. At eighty years old he was

much visited by Dr. Johnson and was much

regarded for the earnestness of his piety and the

regularity of his devotions.

His Memoirs appeared in 1765 ; but to this- day

it is unknown who he really was, from what parents

he came and what was his country ; though some

accountsi state that he was boi'n in Languedoc and

was named N. F. de B. Rodes.

F.\rber : Literary Forgeries.

PSITTACl. See Parrots.

PSYCHIC PHENOMENA IN CHINA. There

are numerous instances of recognized forms of

abnormal psychic activity in Chinese legends, and

many actual ca?€S have been observed by explorers

and missionaries.

They may be roughly grouped as follow :

—

(1) .UuUipte J'cisonality (Demoniacal Possession).

Cases of rapid and intermittent change of character

are frequently referred to. There is a Chinese

theory that the "animus" (hun, ^) can issue from

the body during trance, leaving the body sustained

by the "anima" (p'o, ^). Exorcism is a regular

feature of Taoist praci.ice and several Chri-lian

missionaries have claimed to have successfully

apfiied apo-^tolic methods.

(2) Autosccpic Practices.—A form of spirit

ptncil or planchette, consisting of a suspended

stylu: which can oscillate and write characters in a

dish of sand by the automatic or subliminal im-

pulses of persons holding it, is to be seen in some

temples. Some of the Taoist classicsi are said to

have been automatically composed in this way.

The method of divination by stalks can be auto-

.vcopic if proper methods are used.

(3) IJypnolism.—Fa.thei Dore states that at

Wuhu old women invoke the dead to enter

hypnotised boys (Cf. Lane's Modern Egyptians).

Similar methods were employed in the Boxer

trouble to produce enthusiasm and insensibility to

pain. It would seem that there is a general beUef

in the possibility of thus getting into contact with

"Masters," i.e., sages.
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(4) AuCoHi/pnosit.—A method of exercises for

the production in oneself of abnormal psychic

condiiioas (ecstasy, etc.), has long been used by
the Taoists, entitled kunij-ju, X :k. i.e., leisure.

Amiot : Mimoires sur les Chinois; Giles :

Adcersaria Sinica; Uistoric China and Other

Sketches; Nevius ; Demon Possession and Allied

Themes; Doni: : Sescarchcs into Chinese Super-

stitions; Ckatlev : Chini:se Philosophy and Mmjic;
Journal Roy. Soc. Arts, 1911 ; Mw/ical Practice

in China, N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal, 1917. [H.C.I

PUFFINS. See Tubinares.

P'U HSIEN, a Bodhisattva.

bhadra.

See Samanta- i

PU K'UNG;f;^,a Buddhist monk of Ceylon

or N. India, wl»ose name wa.s Amogha, who came

to China in 735 and was honoured by several suc-

ce--si\e emperors of the T'ang dynasty at Ch'ang-

an. He is noted as the founder of the Festival of

Departed Spirits, held on the 15th day of the

7th moon.

PUMELO. See Pomelo.

PUNISHMENTS. Those recognised by the

Chinese Ptnol Code at the end of the Manchu

dyna-ty were : 1. Flogging on the back of the

thighs with a flat piece of bamboo. 2. E.xposure

in the cangue (l-v.). 3. Hanithnient to a given

distance, permanently or for a given time.

4. Death by strangulation, beheading or the so

called 'lingering death.' See Law.

PUNISHMENTS, BOARD OF, Ji] SB, was

e.stablishc(l at tliu c;ipitul (K'ai-fung fu) by

T'Ai Tsu, first ruler of the Sung Dynasty.

(960-976 A.D.). The power of life and death was

thus taken away from the Provincial ofhcial.s, who

had often abused it. (See ^'.1; Hoards).

PUNTI, ?|C i& pen ti; of the soil; native, as

opposed to foreign ; often used for local, especially

of southern dialects, as Punti language, dictionary,

etc.

PURANAS. A class of Brahmanic writings,

containing ancient doctrines of philoopliy, myth-

ology and asceticism.

PURE LAND SCHOOL, i? ± ^ ching t'u

t'liiKj. an iin|]i.rtaiit .'-^chi..,! u( Cliini'.'ie Buddhism.

It is also known as the -Lotus School {Lien tsung

J5 ^ ) and as the Short Cut, (lii'mj ch'ao ^ J3).

Johnston treats of it under the name Amidism.

The teaching of this school is that moral and

mental effort may be replaced by simple faith in

Amitabha and constant invocation of his name

(0-mito Fo). It is, a.s might be expected, a very

popular School.

The 'Pure Land' is the Paradise of the West,
where Amitabha reigns and receives those who
have called upon his name. But in calling it the
Western Heaven all notions of geography should be
forgotten ; each of the Buddhas has his heaven in

some region of the universe, but these regions are
outside of space. The particular doctrine of the
school is based on one of the vows made by
Amitabha : "When I become Buddha," said he,

"k't all living bsings of the ten regions of the

universe maintain a confident and joyful faith in

me ; let them concentrate their longings on a

rebirth in my Paradise ; and let them call upon my
name, be it only ten times or less : then, provided
they have not been guilty of the five heinous sins,

and have not vilified the true religion, the desire of

such beings to be born in my Paradise will surely

be fulGHed. If this be not so, may I never receive

thf perfect enlightenment of Buddhahood."

The Sutra in which the^e vows are recorded

states that the man who with steadfast faith calls

on the name of Amitabha (0-mi-to Fo) for a week

or even a day, may face death with calm confidence,

because Amitabha will assuredly appear to him and
bear him away to a new birth in Paradise ; and

the commentators assert that on the other hand
no amount of virtue unaccompanied by invocations

of the name wilj suffice to secure an entrance into

Paradise.

This contrasts strongly with the original teach-

ings of Buddhism, but the short cut to bliss

naturally became sy popular that no School of

Buddhism in China could afford to condemn it, and

nearly all the monasteries today are tolerant of

tlie I'ure Land School teachings.

Hdi YiiAN, who lived from 333 to 415, is

generally regarded as the founder of the School,

tliough the doctrine was found in China at a much

earlier date. He founded a monastery in Hupei,

and, because there was there a pond where white

lotus grew, the brotherhood received the name of

the White Lotus sect. This had to be discarded

later as a name for the whole Society, since it

became the name of a much dreaded secret political

faction. See Ihiddhist Schools.

Johnston : Buddhist China.

PURPLE MOUNTAIN (Jg ± \\\)Tzu chin shon,

a long, low hill risuit,' t<> abunt 1.200 feet, east of

Nanking and close to the city. With modern arm.~

it commands the city, and much fighting took place

on it both in the Hevolnlion of 1911 and in thf

uprising in 1913.

PUSA. The Sanskrit word bodhisattva (q.v.)

is written in Chinese p'u t'i ra t'o and is nearly

alwav* abridged by Chinese writers into p'u to.
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pronounced poo-sa in English. While properly

meaning a bud/iUattva the terra is roughly applied

by foreigners to any god or idol.

P'U SUNG LING, j'liKiiS, the author of

Liao Chill Chill I {i\.\\). His literary name was
Liu-HsiEN *J (111, 'last of immortals' and he was
also known as Liu-rH'uAN, "willow-spring.' He was
a native of Tzuch'uan in Shantung and was born
early in the seventeenth century.

PUTCHUK, ;fcf: mu-hfiaiKj, the root of

Jill /./(iikIIii cn.-7«.< or of Aplotaxin iiiirini/ala, has a

strong peppery odour. It is used as a tonic and
gentle atimulant. Broken putchuk is used in the

niaiiufacture of jo^--sticks and the powder to

preserve clothes.

P'U T'O or POOTOO (fSl?£!, the sacred island

(.f the Hn(ldhi.st.< in tlie Cliu.san group. The full name
is P'u t'o la ka

( if !»'£ j^fllD). The sacred mountain
I'otaloka is the hill from which Avalokite.svara

looks down. The cult of this bodhisattva spread to

Tibet, where a second Potaloka was created at

Lhasa, and to China where the bodhisattva became
Kuanyin, [q.v.) and a new Potaloka (P'ut'o) arose.

The fame of P'ut'o shan dates from 847 a.d.,

when a Buddhist ascetic from India, worshipping
Kuan Yin in the Chao-yin cave there, beheld a
vision of the goddess.

About ten years lat^-r a Japanese monk, named
EuAKC, sent by the Empress-dowager of Japan on
a religious mission to China, visited the island. It

soon became a favourite resork of devout pilgrims

and numerous anchorites lived in solitary hermit-

ages. Not only were other manifestations of the

goddess vouchsafed, but miracles of healing took

place in the waters/ of the sacred well near the

cave, one as late as the beginning of the 16th

century. The Sung Emperors were greatly in-

terested in the island, and the Yiian Emperors sent

presents from time to time. Under the Ming
dynasty the monks suffered so much from Japanese
pirates that they all removed to the mainland, save

one who remained in charge of the ruined buildings.

In 1515 a small monastery was rebuilt, and in

1572 a monk from Wu T'ai shan, with Imperial

help, set about rebuilding others.

The Ming Emperor Wan-li presented a com-

plete Buddhist Tripitaka to the monks. In 1665

Dutch pirates, driven out of Formosa by Koxinga,
plundered the temples at Put'o, and sat fire to

many of the buildings. These, with other depred-

ations by Chinese and Japanese pirates, compelled

the monks once more to abandon the island. In

1688, however, they returned and under the

[•atronage of K'ang Hsi rebuilt many of the

mona-teries and temples.

In the earlier period, the monks at P'ufo
followed the rules of the Lvi or Vinaya school of

doctrine but in 1131 the teaching of the Ch'an or

Dhyana .school was introduced, and in the 17th

century it entirely superseded the Lii rule.

At the present time there are nearly a hundred
niona>teries and temples on the island, besides a

pagcxla and sacred rocks, with over a thousand

monks. The two principal monasteries are the

P'u chi or Ch'un ssu first mentioned in the island

records in 1699, and the Fa-yii or Hou ssu. No
building is older than the 14th century. The
T'ai tsu pagoda was erected by a monk in 1334,

of .'tone brought from the neighbourhood of the

T'ai hu near Sooehow. The Fan-yin cave is famous
for possessing relics of Sakyamuni Buddha placed

there by a Benares pilgrim in 1626.

R. F. Johnston : Buddhist China (1913).

P'U T'O SHAN. See P'lirn.

PYGOPODES, an Order containing the Divers

and Grebes. The following species are found in

China. PoDicirEDiDAE ; Podicipes philippensis, the

Indian Little Grebe or Dabchick, frequents the

rivers and lakes, but in cold weather sometimes

withdraws to the coast. /'. nigricoUis, the Eared

Grebe, in winter, in all the northern provinces, and

down to Amny. /'. cnniiitu.', the Slavonian Grebe.

P. crislotus, the CJreat Crested Grebe, common on

the coast in the south
;
goes north to Chihli and be-

yond in summer P. halhclli the Eastern Red-necked

Grebe. (Colymbujae : Divers); Cnli/nihun nepfeii-

triovalis. the Red-throated Diver and C. arcticus,

the Black-throated Diver, both on the China coast.

David et Oi'STalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine,

(Podicidesl.

PYRUS SINENSIS. See Pears.

Q
QAAN, according to Yule the proper form of

the title commonly written Khan. It is also

written Kaan and is identical with Khaqin, which

in the Byzantine historians becomes /^aya-jot

Khaijan (kliakan, khagan, qagan) is said to lia\e

made its first appearance in a.d. 402, and to have

the same meaning as Huang Ti, (Supreme Kuler).

Yule quotes Quatrembre to the effect that
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Chexghis did not use the high title of Qaan, but

La Coupeuie says that he did receive the title Khan.

Khan is the ordinary title of Mongol chiefs,

and its use has spread far and the term has become

degraded ; while Qaan is the peculiar title of the

supreme chief of the Mongols. It is, however, of

no use to try to change so old a custom, and

Chenchis Khan and Khvbilai Khan will always

be so styled.

Yule : CiUIkhj mid the. H'uy Thilher, vol. i,

p. 149, note.

QAGAN, the title of the chief of the Northern

Turks in the sixth and seventh centurie-s, as juhiju

was the title of the Western Turks. The word is

alsj written Khiikhnn. See Qdan.

VULE : Cutli'iij mill till HV/'/ 'fhilher^ vol. i,

p. 58.

QUA, as in HowguA, Mingqua, etc. A word

of respectful meaning added at the end of a name

in the south, equivalent to Mr. or Esquire. It is

the word *§ Icii'iii. an official or mandarin.

QUAIL FIGHTING. Quails are trained for

tiie -port, and the combatants are pitted against

one another on a railed table. Millet is thrown to

tliem. and as sncm as one picks up a uraiii the other

begins the fight. It is the occasion for heavy

betting. It is a popular amusement in the south.

QUELPART ISLAND, Wf M & ('fn dun, tao

"' l^lii I "II !' ihi' t'uiiMur; iiaiHi- iieing that of a

Dutchman. It lie.* south of Korea, a large island

with no harbours.

QUEMOY, ^H, golden gate, the mandarin

pronunciation of the characters being chin mtn;-

a small is'and east of the i.-land on which Amoy
stands.

QUENGIANFU, the name for Hsi an fu gggjjj^

in Maiiiu i'om. See Quia Fu.

QUEUE or CUE or 'pigtail,' in Chinese,

jiien tzu j^ f. The plait of long hair worn by all

male Chinese throughout the Manchu dynasty

(1650-1912). It,—together with the shaving of part

of the head,—was forced on the people as a token

of their submi.-sion to the Manchus. The badge ot

servitude was long resisted in Fukien and Swatow,

and with* the fall of the dyna.^ity in 1911 the queue

di.«appeared in all revolutioiiai'v district.'^, and later

almost everywhere.

QUIA FU, fi.uml in th,; Catalan Atla.'^ (y. r.)

for Hsi-au fu S ^ Jff ; the .-^ame as Mauco I'oi.o's

Quengianfu.

QUICKSILVER. See .l//«er«/*.

QUICKSILVER, VEGETABLE, ^$ l^'ao

huiiij. The I'Hn Is'iiu Kumj iitit (q.v.) states that

quicksilver, identical in appearance and properties

with metallic mercury, is produced from the plant

called Ma ch'ih hsien. I'lirtulaia iileracea, and it

describes the process of e.\tracti(m in great detail.

See Miiitriiln.

E

RACCOON DOG, THE, .yyiliniilr.i prori/n.

niili-<, i- IwuihI ill .Manchuria and Korea, and a

smaller variety on the Yangtze. It produces the

fur known in trade as Chinese coon.

SowEUBY : Jniiniiil, .V.C//. /?. .1. S',, vol. xlvii.

RADICAL, the usual name for that part of a

Chinese character which is used as a key or classifier

to fix its place in the Chinese dictionary. It often

indicates part of the meaning of the character.

Thus the presence of f ni 'sick,' shows in what part

of the dictionary to look for the charact<>r contain

ing it, and also indicates that the character has

j-umethinu to do with disease. Similarly with such

radicals as ^ rfiin, metal, or it' hsin, heart. In

many cases, however, the radical gives no clue to

the meaning; often it is hard to distinguish from

the other j)art- of the character ; and in some cases,

being chosen arbitrarily it has been chasen badly.

^'•.'/- flf
''^"- Tf /""• ^ '^'' '"'*' characters with

unsatisfactory radical:-. In dictionaries both foreign

and native, there is a list given of those characters

the radicals of which are difficult or impo-i-eible to

discern.

The Chinese name is 5= SB ttti pu. In the

S/iiiii H'i'h (q.v.) the number of classifiers wa.« 540;

in K'ANG Hsi's dictionary they were reduced' to

214. See Primitive.

Williams : Si/llnhir Dirtimiiiri/. Introduction ;

WiEOER : Chinetr. Characttrs.
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RAILS. See O'rattae.
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RAILWAYS. Hislury.—Kailway enterprise in

China was born at Shanghai some forty years later

than its Englisli parent. In 1863, twenty-seven
Shangliai merchants, mostly British, petitioned

Li auNu-CHANG, Viceroy of the Province, for

permission to build a railway connecting Shanghai
•with Soochow. \.i HuNG-CHANG is known now as

the first powerful friend of railway development.
But he refused the petition, and the two cities, less

than 200 kilometres apart, remained unconnected by
lail for forty years more.

Another project was immediately brought for-

ward. 'J'he Soochow line would have carried

Shanghai traffic inland ; the new proposal was to

connect Shanghai with its port—Woosung. Begun
in 1865, the agitation subsided and was revived

several times until finally a contract was signed in

August, 1875. On January 20, 1876 the rail was
laid,—of a 26-lb. section in a track of .30 inches

gauge. On February 14 following, the "Pioneer,"

2,200 lbs., ran three quarters of a mile,—the first

locomotive trip in China. The auspicious friend-

liness, under which the first operations of this line

took place took a sudden turn six months later, the

occasion being the death of a native hit by the

locomotive. In spite of this, the line was completed

to Woosung before the end of the year, but the

Government took the line over, and closed it down
October 20, 1877. The rolling stock was shipped to

Formosa and dumped on the beach.

In the meantime, I.l Hung-chang had been

transferred as Viceroy to C'hihli, and the same year

that the Woosung line was torn up he granted to

ToNG KiNGSiNG permission to build a tramway of

eleven kilometres from the Tongshan-Kaiping Coal

mines to deep water at Hsu Ke Chuang. This per-

mis-ion covered the use of animals as motive power,

but the officers in charge of the line planned their

line otherwise from the start. For e.xample, the

English engineer, Kinder, fixed the gauge at 4 feet

8^ inches in the settled conviction that he was

building a section of what was destined to be a

railway system. He proceeded to construct a loco-

motive out of scrap iron and other local materials,

with a view toward preparing the way for the

regular use of steam power. The line was com-

pleted in 1881 and this locomotive, christened

" Rocket of China," was set at work on the

hundredth anniversary of the birth of the builder

of the first "Rocket," George Stei'iiensox. It i.t

worth jiassing note- that the first locomotive operated

on the first permanent railroad in China was made

in China; it is preserved in the Mu.«eum of Com-

munications.

In 1886 the first extension to a Chinese railway

was begun, the tramway above mentioned' bein^

extended to f^utai. Here also were the beginnings

of permanent railway finance. On April 12, 1887

the first railway loan prospectus in China was
issued. The results of the prospectus were sufficient

to extend the line to Tientsin in January, 1889, the

first instance of a commercial centre in China being

permanently connected with outlying points.

I?y Imperial edict, an Imperial Chine.e Railway

.Vdmiiiistration was organized and charged with

building from government funds a further extension

to Shanhaikuan. In 1894 the Imperial Administra-

tion took over the entire line, exchanging govern-

ment shares for private shares. It might be said

that government ownei-ship began on the Shanghai-

Woosung line, but these 250 kilometres from
Tientsin to Shanhaikuan were the ftem upon which

the government system has grown.

A further extension from Tientsin to Peking

was commenced very soon. It was surveyed through

Tungchow, but because of opposition the line was

built via Fengtai to Machiapu, just south of Peking.

The Boxer rebellion resulted in the line being

extended into the capital city.

After the war with Japan, railroad construction

was taken up as one means of correcting the proven

weakness of the nation. Domestic funds were not

forthcoming, and foreign sources were used.

Negotiations with Russian financiers prior to the

construction of the Chinese Eastern Railway through

Manchuria on the north took place simultaneously

with those with the French government for the

extension of the Annam railways toward Yunnan

on the south. Before these were concluded Gerjuany

put in her demands for the privilege of a line in

Shantung running west from Kiaochou. Leases

running for a period of 99 years were obtained by

all three, and full control of the lines were yielded

to the foreigners. The "Battle of Concessions"

was at its height. In other grants China reserved

the final control of the railway, and the final agree-

ment was in the nature of a contract rather than of

a cei.«ion. The first contract of this sort was

negotiated during the summer of 1897, w'tli t'l^

Belgian Financial and Industrial Society for the

construction of the Peking-Hankow line.

The Russians began building in 1897, the

]

BelgLins in 1898, the Germans in 1899, but the

French waited until 1904, when the other lines were

aheady open or about to he open for operation.

The construction of the Peking-Hankow line was

interrupted by the Boxer outbreak, but it was

finally opened for operation November 15, 1905,

This line was an instant success. Tnder the terms

of the loan contract, twenty per cent, of the earnings

after payment of all expenses and fixed charges were

paid to the bondholders. There was also a clause

which permitted repayment of the Iqan aft«r 1907
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as fast as the government desired. This wa*

availed of, and from French and English sources

I'linds were borrowed by which the entire Belgian

loan was refunded. Under the new Franco-British

agreement not only was this portion of the profits

.iiived, but the degree of foreign control was very

materially lowered. Thus by 1909 both the Peking-

Mukden and the Peking-Hankow lineia, together

some 2,000 kilometres long, were distinctly Chinese

government lines.

In the meantime the profits of the Peking-

Mukden line, augmented by the heavy traffic incident

to tho Russa-.Japanefe War, were set aside for a

new line. This line was not only built out of

Chinese funds, but was surveyed and coifctructed

by Chinese engineers, and is officered by Chinese.

The con-truction work equalled that of any, while

the per mile cost was almost 30% less. Tiiough it

now practically reaches the Mongolian border, the

first section ran only to Kalgan, some 210 kilometres

from Peking. This was in operation in 1909, and

with the lines to Mukden and Hankow, definitely

established the integrity of a government system

of railways.

Dther lines found in the government system ai-e

the results of other foreign loans which will be

noted later, and of the so-called "local movement."

The Peking-Mukden, the Peking-Hankow and
the Pekidg-Kalgan lines wei'e each conspicuous

financial successes. So, to the enthusiasm for rail-

ways as a military arm was added the excitement

over the discovery of a new source of re\enue.

Private initiative, which had buiit the first few

kilometre-, again came to the fore. Many line-s

serving important industrial or commercial regions

were started. But there was very little practical

railroad experience connected with the movement.
Accounting methods were very la.\, and consequently

suspicions were easily aroused. The local lines

began to collap-e, and the central government began

to take them over as scattered sections of a broad

scheme of national lines covering the eighteen

provinces. Many explanations may be offered why
this should have aroused opposition to the reigning

dynasty. But whatever the e.vplaiiation, national-

ization of railroads was seized upon as the cliief

evil inirpose of the Manchus and as high justification

for their overthrow. The Pevolution succeeded,

but evidently a national system under the Manchus
was one thing and a national system under a

Republic was quite another. For nothing more was
heard of the opposition, and practically all the

private and provincial railwaj's have been national-

ized.

Foreign Loam.—Nearly four-fifths of the

capital invoted in Chinese government railways

have been secured from foreign sources. The terms

under which these sums have been secured vary

considerably, but in essentials the contracts are

much alike. There are the usual clauses naming the

parties, the amount of the loan, the discount rate

of issue, the interest rate which is payable half-

yearly, and the term of loan, which runs from

twenty to fifty years.

The security offered is usually a first mortgage

on the line, guaranteed further by the Chinese

government. In some cases certain governmental

revenues are added as special security. In case

interest or other capital obligations are not paid as

specified, the mortgagees may take over complete

control of the property until all arrears are satisfied.

The termini and general course of the line to

be built are mentioned. The government appoints

a Managing Director as its representative, to super-

vi-e construction ; the mortgagees nominate the

foreign technical staff, which nominations are con-

firmed by the Managing Director. Native appoint-

ments are practically at the discretion of the

Managing Director. An agreement for operation

under a similarly framed organization is also made
sometime*.

The mortgagee acts as underwriter and trustee

for sale of mortgage bonds, and receives a com-

mi.s.-ion of one-foiu:th of one per cent, (sometimes

a lump sum) for such sei'vices, and in connection

with interest and similar payments. Chinese

materials are to have preference if quality and terms

are equal to those offered from abroad ; otherwise,

nationality of mortgagee is to be favoured, mortga-

gee to act as purchasing agent and to have a com-

mis.sion, commonly 5 per cent., on purchases abroad.

Depositories and interest rate on balances are

specified!. Provision is made for amnitization of

the loan, beginning at a certain date.

The contract can be delegated only to persons

of the same nationality as that of the mortgagee.

Provisions are generally riiade for a reasonable post-

ponement ill case of war or other untoward event,

and cancellation if there appears no prospect of

fulfilment within a rea.soiiable period.

The official text of the agreement i.>< in the

language of the mortgagee.

Several contracts carry the provision that the

bondholders are to receive twenty per cent, of the

revenue reinaining after expen-ses, interest and

similar charges have been paid. Among such are

the Shanghai- Nanking, the Cheiigtai, the Kaifeiig-

Honan, and the Taokow-Chinghua lines. On the

Ticntsin-Pukow and the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ning-

po lines this provision was eliminated from the final

contract by the payment of a lump sum. In certain

contracts for lines yet to be constructed similar

provisions in the preliminary contracts have been

commuted in the same way.
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government in the loan contracts was but slightly

exercised. Each line had a different system of

accounts, reflecting as a rule the practice of the

nationality furnishing the loaas» On some lines

there coulj not be said to be a set of accounts, but

merely a record of receipts and disbursements.

In answer to the petition of Wang Chingchdn,
it was decided to prescribe a uniform system of

accounts to be followed by all of the lines subject

to the jurisdiction of the Government. A com-

mission was formed for this purpose, consisting of

the chief accountants of the several lines, certain

members of the M:::isti-y, with Dr. Wang Ching-

CHUK as Acting Chairman in charge. Dr. Henry
C. Adams, formerly in charge of Statistics and

Accounts for the Interstate Commerce Commission,

U.S.A. was engaged as Adviser. Altogether, six

nationalities were represented on the Commission.

The whole financial and accounting practices were

thoroughly considered, and a Classification of

Capital Expenditures was issued July 22, 1914.

Classifications of Operating Revenue. Operating

Expenses, New Lines and Extensions and of

Additions and Betterments, Income Account, Profit

and Loss Account, Surplus Appropriation Account,

and General Balance Sheet followed rapidly, all in

time to go into effect as on January 1, 1915. Sup-

plementary to the above and as an integral part of

the system there were issued a set of Rules for the

treatment of Train and Locomotive Mileage and a

form for Annual Reports concerning railway statis-

tics, etc.

The system of accounts thus promulgated is

thoroughly modern. One special feature is that the

dasMlication of Maintenance charges has been drawn

along the same lines as that of Capital Expenditures.

Thus, periodically, a ratio between Investment and

Maintenance costs may be computed. It is believed

that in time such ratios will have considerable

statistical value.

By means of periodical reports made up on the

basis of the clas.sifications given above, the Ministry

may exercise considerable supervision. The princi-

pal reports which are required are monthly reports

of construction, monthly reports of Operating Re-

venues and Operating Expenses, the Budget, and

an Annual Report. The Ministry intends to com-

bine these Annual Reports into a total for the

Chinese Government Railways considered a« one

system. A trial report, denominated "First Pre-

liminary Report, Chinese novernnient Railways,"

covering the first six months of 1915, was issued

during 1916.

For the actual administration each line is placed

under an .Administrative Ofiice. The organization

and working of eaili .Vdministration Office differs

60

according to the terms of the loan. It generally

reriects the practice current in the country from

which the funds are derived. For supervising the

construction and operation of the railway, a foreign

Engineer-in-Chief is nominated by the Mortgagee

and approved by the Ministry. The appointments,

functions and salaries of all other officers and

employees are arranged by the Managing Director

and the Engineer-in-Chief and reported to the

Ministry. la the case of important officers, the

approval of the Ministry must precede appointment.

The working of the railway closely follows

what is commonly called the departmental system.

At the head of each administration is the Managing

Director who is immediately responsible to the

Central Government. Usually there is an Associate

Director whose duty it is to assist the Managing

Director in the administration of the Railway.

During the absence of the Director, the Associate

Director takes charge. Sometimes a General

Manager is also appointed to assist the Directors.

In-mediately reporting to the Directors are the

departmental chiefs. As a rule, each railway has

the following departments :^

The General Department.

The Traffic Department.

The Engineering Department.

The Locomotive Department, which also

takes charge of the Workshops.

The Accounts Department'.

For operating and engineering purposes each

line is divided into a number of sections according

to the length of line and density of traffic, and each

section is placed under a district engineering or

traffic inspector as the case may bo. Below the

district engineers are the section foremen and

gangers who look after the maintenance and repairs

of the line, while below the traffic inspectors are the

station masters, train conductors, guards, etc. The

Locomotive Department also divides the line into

running sections, each of which is placed under a

locomotive inspector, who supervises the locomotive

staff and controls the engines. As each administra-

tion has only some 600 to 800 miles of line, this

departmental system has proved quite suitable.

There is no distinct department for developing

new business, such as exists in many countries.

Questions of rates, fares and adaptation to com-

mercial needs are in the charge of the same depart-

ment which supervises transportation, i.e., the

Traffic Department.

r'hi/.^iral C/iarnrlfri<tiis.—T\\e length of railway

line in China is shewn approximately in the follow-

ing table :

—
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KILOMETRES OF RAILWAY IN OPERATION. DECEMBER 31. 1915.

Xauiti oi Line

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
Peking-Haiikow

Peking-3Iu>:den

Tientsin.rnkow

Shangbni-Nnnking

Slianghai-Hiingchow-Ningpo

I'eking-Ealgiin

Chengtai

Taokow-CbingUna

Kaifeng-Uonan

Klrjn-Changcbuu

Chuchoiv-Piiigbsiang

Caiiton-Kowloon

Canton-Samshui

Changcbow-Amoy

rhine^f Government Sj-stem

1,303

976

1,107

327

370

234

243

U2
18o

130

97

U3
40

32

5,254

Name of Line

GOVEaNMENT SvsTEM—COHr. 5,254

Government Lines in operation but tei-hnicatly

^' under construction."

Kalgan-Saiynan Extension 191

Hsncbow-Kaifenpin 27G

Total KiLOMETnES, Government System 5.721

"CONCESSIONED" RAH.WAyS.

Chinese Eastern

Kiaochow-Chinati ...

South Manchuria

Yunnan

Total ICiloietres, " Concessioneil

'

PiavATE Railway.^

2,050

457

465

2,972

242

Of the Government system 5,270 kilometres

represents contiguous railroad centering on Peking.

Nearly 4,700 kilometres of this are north of the

Yangtze. This contiguous system may be roughly

described as consis'ting of two main stems connected

by two cross lines, with a few branches attached.

One of the stems irregularly parallels the coast of

the Northern half of China extending from Mukden
through Tientsin and Shanghai to Ningpo. The
other stem is in the interior and extends from
Fengchen near the Mongolian border through

Peking to Hankow. This will shortly be opened

.south of the Yangtze to Cliangsha. One connection

of the stems occurs between Peking and Tientsin ;

the other halfway to the south between Hsuchow
aiLd Cheng chou, the junction of the Kaifeng-Honan

with the Peking-Hankow. When present plans for

construction in the near future have been realized

South China will be served very much as the North

is now. A third parallel stem will serve the

interior provinces, and other lines will intersect

these and penetrate further inland. The most

important projects with some of the terms concern-

ing them are listed in the following table :

—
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The goverament railway lines have cost on the

average about $75,000 per kilometre of line. They
are of standard gauge, (4 ft. 8^ inches) e.tcept for

243 kilometres constituting the Cheng-Tai line.

This has a gauge of one metre. Kail laid originally

had a weight of 65 lbs. to the yard, but this is being

relaid on certain lines with 85 lb. section. The
standard sleeper (tie) has a cross section of 6"x9".

Rolling stock is of many different patterns, due

to the many nationalities involved in financing the

government lines, and to the variety of territory

served. Goods wagons are of many types and sizes,

varying from the wooden 10-ton, four-wheel design

to those of 40ton capacity with two four-wheel

trucks, and with the car body built all steel.

Number and average capacity of various classes

of rolling stock, December 31, 1915 :

—

Number. Average Capacity.

Locomotives 629 8.932 tons (Tractive

Carriages 1,280 48 seats [efforL)

Goods Wagons 10,652 23 tons

Covered ... 2,391

Open ... 7,982

Special ... 279

Traffic.—Methods of railway operation in China

are not unlike those of other countries, although

there are some distinctive features. For example,

two firemen are commonly placed on each road

locomotive in addition to the engine-driver. Train

control is by the staff system. Manual block signals

are installed at important stations. Operating

forces are composed almost entirely of Chinese. On
one line there are no foreign ofTicers or employees.

On other lines technical officer.", a few technical

inspectors, and a few passenger conductors are

foreigners. Railway schools, which are a part of the

railway program in China, are designed to prepare

Chinese young men to work on railways.

The revenues earned by Chinese Government

Railways during the year 1915 amounted to a little

over $57,000,000, or nearly §10,500 per kilometre of

line. These were derived 37 per cent, from pas-

sengers, 57 per cent, from goods, and 6 per cent,

from other sources. Passengers are divided into

three main classes, First, Second, and Third. On

the lines between Ningpo and Tientsin a fourth

class, coolie, is also carried and amounts to nearly

one-fourth of the total number of passengers these

trains cany. Excursion rates are offered at (imes

under all of these clashes, but the amount of business

of this character so far is negligible. Third class

passengers comprise over 87% of the total ; first

class less than one per cent. Rates vary considera-

bly on the different lines, but, for the system, the

a\erage in 1915 was

Total business 1.06 cents per kilometre.

First class 3.12

Second class 1.72

Third class 1.06

Coolie class .49

For statistical purposes, goods traffic is divided

into seven classes,—Products of Agriculture, Ani-

mals, Mines, Forests, Manufactures, Materials for

other Railways and Service Stores. On a tonnage

ba&is mineral products are by far the most important,

constituting over half of the total. The great bulk

of this is coal. The only lines upon which minerals

are not a leading class are those parallel to the

coast south of Tientsin.

From a revenue standpoint, however, agricul-

tural products take the lead with over a third of

the total.^ Mining products come second with over

a quarter of the total. Under this head salt is a

very important commodity, although the revenue

from that source isi only about one-third that from

coal. Revenue from manufactures has risen to

about one-fourth of the total.

Rates vary widely not only as between classes

of commodities, but also as between different lines.

The average rate on all business on all lines of the

government system is about one and a half cents

per ton kilometre. The extremes of which this is

the average are the Shanghai-Nanking line with an

average rate of less than half a cent per ton kilo-

metre, and the Canton-Sam.'shui whose average goods

rate is over si.x cents per ton kilometre. The rate

on mineral products on the Shanghai- Nanking line

average only one-fifth of a cent per ton kilometre.

Taking the system as a whole, the lowest average

commercial rate is on mineral products, and the

highest on animal products ; the first named being

about one cent and the latter two and throe quarter

cents per ton kilometre.

The tai'iffs applying on Chinese Government

Railways are issued independently for each line.

Accordingly they differ considerably, but in general

they recognize some five hundred commodities.

These are grouped into class commodities,

and special commodities. Special commodities are

those to which especially reduced rates are accorded,

in order to induce movement. The special rate may

apply throughout the system or only between de-

signated points. On most of the lines special rates

as yet are not very numerous.

Class commodities as a rule are grouped' in four

or five classes. These may be further differentiated

as to whether the shipment requires, an entire wagon

or is of a smaller quantity. The term "classes"

considered in this connection signifies merely the

convenient grouping of commodities which bear the

same rate. It has nothing whatever to do with the

inherent nature of the commodity, such as the

statistical grouping above. There are still other
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distinctions which have a bearing on rates. A
higher rate is commonly charged for the use of a

covered car than for that of an open car. As a

result shippers in carload lots favour the open car

which, when loaded, is covered with matting, and
send with their shipments a coolie to act as care-

taker. Shippers in .small lots are led to favour the

forwarding companies. The railroad is not an in-

^ure•• of a shipment, except under special rates.

Further, rebates are sometimes paid if the shipments
of a single concern exceed certain amounts. Hence
forwarding companies figure largely as go-betweens,

who combine small consignments for individuals,

furnish the coolie to accompany car to destination,

and receive their remuneration in the rebate or by
a charge. Class rates are for the most part on a

strictly distance basis with a minimum of from 20

to 35 kilometres. The zone system finda an

occasional illustration. Demurrage rates vary from

S3.00 to S^O.OO per car per day, with "free time"

limited to 12 hours and even as low as 4 hours.

Hence .shipments are commonly unloaded by station

forces into "go-downs," (waretouses) at the expense

of the consignee.

Results of Operation.—The leading results of

the operations of the government railway system are

reflected in the following table for the year ending

December 31, 1915. The calculations are on vai'ying

bases however on account of the status of the

Kalgan-Suiyuan line.

Total
KlLOMl.TltK

Investment Assets

Operating Revenue

Operating E.xpenses

Operating Percentage

Net Operating Revenue

Surplus after fixed charges ..

S409,523,352 $75,226

57,063,000 10,477

30,258,532 5,516

53 —
26,804,468 4,961

9,671,534 1,841

Number of Locomotive Kilo-

metres 29,334.839 5,388

Number of Train Kilometres 20,494,650 3,763

Number of Passenger Origi-

nated 25,230,978 4,635

Number of Passenger Kilo-

metres 1,901,524,065 351,514

Average number of Passen-

gers per passenger train ... 199 —
Number of Tons of Goods

Originated 8,084.640 1,485

Number of Ton Kilometres ... 2.250,774,630 416,076

.Average tons goods per goods train 205 —

AuTH0iiir;HS : Railway Loan Agreements nj

China, Ministry of Communications; Acrnunting

Rvlef, idem ; First Preliminary Report, Chinese

aorernment Railwny, idem; Second Prelimiimry

Repurl. I'/iinesi O'orernment Railways, idem;

Herstlet's China Treaties; The China Year Book,

1916; Kent : Railway Enterprise in China.

RAMIE. See Fibres, TextUe.

RAMS, CITY OF. A name of Canton {q.v.).

RAPE-SEED, ^-J- t.f'at till. In Central and
W

.
China a number of plants are grown for their

oil, and according to Wiison fully 75% of the oil

commonly used is the product of twcJ members of

the cabbage family, Bras-iica juncea, var. oleifera,

and B. cawpcstri.^, var. oleifera. The latter is

Tayu-ts'ai Ailll^, the former Hsiuo-yu-ls'ai <J>®^
i.e. great and small oil-vegetable. Both kinds are

loosely designated rape, but this wa* never met
with by Wilson. Throughout the entire Yangtze
valley, during the winter months, enormous areas

are given over to the cultivation of these two plants.

Though the latter is the eai-lier of the two, the

other is the more widely grown. These plants are

in flower in March and thereabouts and the crop is

harvested in April, the seeds being crushed and
steamed and the oil obtained by expression. In the

far interior the use of the oil as an illuminant equals

its culinai'y value, and it also enters into the com-

position of Chinese candles, but a» the use of

foreign kerosene oil is so greatly increasing in

China, more "rape-seed" oil is freed for exportation

abroad. Thus 856,000 piculs were exported in 1912

and 1,110,000 piculs, worth Tls. 3,218,000 in 1915.

The crop is very useful to the people ; it ripens

before the planting of rice and cotton; itsi young

shoots and leaves are nutritious as food, fresh or

salted, the woody stems, make good fuel and the

refuse cake is a good manure. The yield of seed

ranges between 13 and 16 bushels per acre or about

640 lbs., of average worth 36.19, and 8,000 lbs. of

stems worth as fuel $5.16. The yield of oil is 32%.

All vegetables are fried in rape oil. Its principal

use in modern industry is as a lubricant ; its high

viscosity, which can be increased by blowing hot

air through it, renders it peculiarly suitable for this

purpose. It is also used for soft soap manufacture

;

for greasing the ends of loaves before baking ; and in

steel-plate manufacture, the heated plates being

dipped in it to harden them. The value in London

at the end of 1915 was £34 to £36 per ton.

Oil is also expressed from the seeds of other

numbers of the cabbage family, notably the kale.i.

The exports for 1916 were Rape-seed, pels. 623,984,

value Hk.Tls. 2,007.595; Rape-.^eed Oil, pels. 32,584,

Tls. 270,510.

Imperial Institote Bulletin, vol. xii, No. 3;

Wilson : .4 A'alurolist in West China; King :

/'nrviers of Forty Centuries.

RATTAN. Various species of Asiatic climbing

palms belonging to the genus Calamus are .split and

used for making the seats of chairs, etc. This is

called rattan or cane, from the Malay rotan.
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RAUX, NICOLAS JOSEPH, a Lazarist

missionary, born at, Uliain in Cambrai diocese,

May 14, 1754. After the Society of Jesus was

suppre.sed in 1773, the Propaganda appointed the

Lazarists (Congregation of the Mission) to take the

place of the French Jesuits in Peking. P. Raux
was sent out to be the Superior of the Mission.

He readied Peking in April, 1785, and established

himself at the Pei T'ang. He wrote a Manchu
grammar and dictionary and replaced P. Amvot at

court as interpreter. He was also appointed to the

office of Director (not President as Favier states)

ot the Board of Astronomy, being the first French-

roan to hold that position. Une of his fii'st acts

was to procure the release of twelve foreign priests

from the prisons of Peking, where six had already

perished. He died in Peking, November 16, 1801.

Favier : I'ikinij.

RAVEN'S WING is a porcelain glaze of

bright blade, tunnj hci i^%, shot with purple.

REALGAR, or arsenic bisulphide, is found

at Tzuli, Hunan, where there is a considerable

deposit of high grade. See Arsenic.

The export in 1916 was pels. 7,124, value

Hk.Tls. 63,669.

RECALLING THE SOUL.M ^ chao hun, a

very ancient and wide-spread superstition, in com-

mon use today. Not only is the soul of the dead

called after but the soul of one who seems about

to die, since it is believed that the soul can quit

the body without death occurring. The practices

connected with this ceremony vary a good deal :

Bome of them may be found described in Dont's

liivh( rrhis 'ur l(K Suijfrflili'DK. ]i. 323.

RED BASIN OF SSUCH'UAN. A name

given by von Eichthofen to the portion of the

Province lying cast of the Min or Fu river to neat

the Hupei boundary. It is an exceedingly rich and

well -popii 1:1 tfd I'euion.

RED CHAMBER, DREAM OF THE. See

Dicoin tif t/ie Ited Chamber.

REDESDALE. See Frrritian-Mit/nrd.

RED EYEBROWS, t-J3^ '^'''''> '"<^' '"'

A marauding band which arose in Shantung in

Wanc Mang's days (a.d. 9). They indulged in

widespread depredations under pretence of loyalty

to the Han dynasty. They were named from their

custom of colouring their eyebrows.

RED GIRDLES. Alcmbers of collateral branch-

es of the linpeilal family of the C'h'ing dynasty

(that is, not direct descendants of Nurhachu but

descendants of his ancestors), wore a red girdlf, as

direct descendants wore a yellow girdle. They were

called GinR03 (7.1'.) or in Chinese ^ H chiich lo.

The direct descendants, if degraded for mi.iconduct,

also wore the red instead of the yellow girdle.

RED ROCK, Hunij ijui p':i UM ffi- In Kuei-

chow, 20 miles E. of Yung ning chou there is an
inscription painted (not graven) on a rock thus

named, the characters of which are unknown. It

was at first suggested by Chavannes that it was
merely a Taoist mystification, but there seems reason

for taking it seriously. The Chinese have claimed

for it that it dates from the Yin dynasty (b.c. 1384-

1266). T'oun,/ Pao, 1906, p. 696, 1910, p. 391.

REDSTARTS. See liuticillinae.

REEDS, ^ lit; -^ wci. I'hruijinitcs Cinnmuni.-:

TuiN. grows wild in S. Manchuria. Its stems are

cut up into various finenesses to make mats of

different qualities, and are also woven whole into

very large mats for covering the rafters of houses

before the tiles are put on. See Mais.

Paper is made from Imperala arundinacea.

REFORMED CHURCH IN AMERICA,
(Dutch) Board of Foreign Missions of.

HciidquurttTS :—New York.

ICiUertd China, 1842.

Works in Fukien.

From 1830 to 1857, the Keformed Church in

America co-operated with the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions. The cause of

the separation was not a lack of harmony, but a

desire on the part of the Reformed Church to

assume greater and more direct responsibility in the

matter of foreign mission work.

In the year 1830 the American Board sent out

to Canton, Dr. Bhiduman and the Kev. Daviu

Abeel, a minister of the Reformed Church.

Mr. 'Abeel was sent to act as chaplain to the

Seaman's Friend Society for a year, and was after-

wards to explore the islands, etc., and to ascertain

where mission stations could best be planted. In

1834, he visited England, and his appeals led to thu

formation of the Society for Promoting Female

Education in the East ('/-i'.).

In 1342, as soon as the treaty ports were opened,

Mr. Abeel, in company with the Rev. W. J. (after-

wards Bishop) Boone, reached Kulangsu, an island

opposite Amoy, where a selfsupjiorting medical

missionary. Dr. Cumming, shortly after joined them.

In 1844. six new workers arrived, four of whom

had come from working among the Chinese, mostly

Amoy men, in Borneo.

Members of the London .Missionary Society

arrived in Amoy in this same year, and representa

fives ot the English Presbyterian Church in 1850.

and these three missions have ever since occupied the

Amoy region, .'citing an example of union in Mission

work which was for many years unique.

The work went on but slowly at first ; two old

men were baptized in 1846, and another convert
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added in 1847. Even in 1850, the number was only

five, but by the end of 1854 it had increased to forty-

two. The Eev. John V. N. Talmage arrived in

1857, and for forty years his strong personality was

at the service of the mission.

This year marked the severance of the Mission

of the Reformed Church from that of the American

Board, when the latter handed over its share of the

Amoy work to the former.

In 1862, the English Presbyterians and the

General Synod of the Dutch Reformed Church,

united to establish a single Chinese Church of the

Presbyterian order, and the Amoy Presbytery was

formed by the union of three Churches of the

American Mission, and two of the English Mission,

independent of either parent Society and selfsup

porting.

In 1892 this body had so increased that it was

necessary to divide it into two presbyteries, which

meet yearly to constitute a synod.

Work was begun among the Hakkas near the

Canton boundary in 1882, and it was. continued

until the field was taken over by others, the stations

being handed over to the English Presbyterians at

Swatow.

The Church built at Amoy by the Dutch

Reformed Church in 1848, is believed to be the

first erected in China for Protestant worship.

Education.—The English Presbyterians unite

with the sister Church in higher educational work

—

the Union Middle School, which renewed its work

with a different status in 1914 by the name of

Talmage College, being in the charge of the Re-

formed Church, while the Union Theological College

is in the charge of the English Mission.

There are boys" boarding .'thools (Primary) at

Amoy and at Changchiu City (® ;W) there are both

a boys' and a girl?' boarding school, as also at

Tong-an (^ $) in addition to a number of day

schools.

The Mission is affiliated with the Fukien Univer-

sity which opened its Arts Course in 1915.
"

Tfie Medical Work of the Mission begun in 1842

by Dr. Cumming (later joined by Dr. HepburnI

subsequently lapsed for many years, but was

established on a permanent basis in 1887. A

hospital was built at Sio-khe ('h VJ) but from 1895

it was closed for some years, through the lack of a

physician to take charge. Two hospitals were built

in Amoy, one for men in 1898, and one for women

in 1899, this latter being paid for by friends in the

Netherlands. Both these hospitals were rebuilt with

double capacity in 1915-1916, the whole of the money

being given by Chinese who appreciated the medical

work. In the Philippines S6,000 was contributed

and more than S6.000 in Amoy itself. The Chinese

have also guaranteed to provide for the maintenance

of the work in the two hospitals.

SUtittics for 1916 :—
Foreign missionaries 34

Chinese staff 196

Communicants 2,059

Baptized non-communicants 1,456

REFORMED CHURCH IN THE U.S.A.,

Board ot Foreign iii.-sions of.

Headquarters :—Philadelphia, Penn.

Entered China, 1899.

Works in Hunan.

This Mission represents what is known as the

German Reformed Church in U.S.A., formed by

German settlers of Calvinistic faith, with some

French and Swiss elements.

This church began its work in China by sending

the Rev. William E. Hoy of their mission in Japan

to establish work in Hunan. Three stations have

been occupied, namely Yo-chou fe ;H1, in 1901, Lake-

side, where the chief school is, about four miles

from Yo-chou, and Shenchou fu S W Iff ,
opened

1904.

In June 1916, the Mission reported

—

Missionaries 29

Employed Chinese Staff ... 75

Communicants 316

Baptized non-communicants ... 35

REFORMERS. This title is specially used

among foreigners for a band of officials and

scholars who influenced Kuang Hsvi to issue a

series of edicts in 1898 for the reformation of the

Empire. Their leader was K'ang Yu-wei, and other

names were Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, Hsii Chih-ching, etc.

Of these, Yang Shen-hsiu and Yang Jut (Censors),

T'an Ssu-tung (Son of the ex-Governor of Hupei),

I.IN HsiiEH, and Liu KrANC-Ti (Hanlins) and

K'ano Kuang-jen (brother of K'ang Yu-wei) were

beheaded by order of the Empress-Dowager without

trial. Chanc Yin-huan was banished, Hsii Chih-

ching sentenced to life-long imprisonment, while

K'ang Yu-wei was to be sought for, put to torture

and killed by the 'slicing' process (ling ch'ih). But

he is slill living. (See K'nnri Yuxvei).

REFORM MOVEMENT. See Kuang Hsii.

REGENT, PRINCE. In 1862 and during the

minority of Tung Chih the title used was / Cheng

Wang if &3E. The term used by Wang Mang as

Regent (b.c 6^ was Chii Shih f&^.
REGENT'S SWORD, the foreign name on

maps for the Liao-tung Peninsula, terminated by

Dalny and Port Arthur.

REGIS, JEAN BAPTISTE, a Jesuit missionary

to China, was born in France in 1664 according to

the Cnlalogus Patrum, through Rr.iius.tT says date

and place are unknown. He began his famous geo-

graphical work in 1708 by the orders of K'ang Hsi,

and in eight years, with the assistance of several

other missionaries, he had made maps of a large
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part of China, from Chihli to Yunnan. Details of

his methods of work are given by Du Halde. He
had a very good knowledge of Chinese, and trans-

lated the / Ching £ (5 into Latin ; it was published

in 1834-39 at Tubingen. He died in 1738.

Reml'Sat : Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques.

REGULIDAE, the Goldcrests, two species of

which are found in China. Ucgulus japonensis is

found in Manchuria and in the northern provinces

of China ; in eastern Siberia it is replaced by B.

cristatws ; It. himalayensis has been taken by

David in Mup'in and north of Ch'engtu. H.

good/ctlowi is found in Formosa.

REGULUS. See Mhieruh, {AiUimo7iy).

RE-INCARNATION. See Metempsychosis.

REMUSAT, JEAN PIERRE ABEL, was born

in I'aris in 1788 and died there in 1832. When a

child he was accidentally blinded in one eye. With

very little assistance he mastered Chinese, and at

twenty-three published his Kssai stir la lamjue el la

litUrature c/iinoises. In 1814 he was appointed to

the Chair of Chinese in the College de France. He
was Member of many learned Societies in France

and abroad, and enjoyed many honours; but his life

was full of intrigue and his character does not seem

to have been very admirable. He wrote many

works on Chinese and kindred subject.", a full list

of which is given in Chinese and Japanese Iteposi-

tor'j, vol. i, p. 81.

REPTILES. The Chinese Alligator {.illigalor

sinensis, Fauvel) is especially interesting as it is

the last remaining species' representing the former

periarctic di.stribution of the order; and it appears

to be rapidly on the way to complete e,\tinction.

It is a small alligator, rarely exceeding 6 feet in

length, torpid, and devoid of the ferocious nature

usually a.-sociatcd with the alligator. It appears

to be found only in the lower part of the Yangtze

river and its affluents. Through the winter it lies

dormant buried in the mud. Its existence was first

notified by .SwiNHOE in 1870, and in 1879, Fauvel,

a former Curator of the Shanghai Museum, des-

cribed it.

The order of turtles and tortoises is well re-

presented in China. Many species of the family of

Moft-shulled fresh water turtles [Triniii/r/iidn) are

found in the muddy waters of the rivers and creeks

throughout the country. Trionyx sinensis being a

common article of diet and known as 'Terrapin.'

Of the true tortoi^e8 (Testitdinidit) there are many

upecics. A imiquo genus is that represented now

by one species only, the Big-headed Tortoise

{/•liili/slirnuin mi-jaei'iiliiiliim , Cray). It is occas-

ionally found in South China, and is easily re-

cognised by its large head and long tail. Three

marine turtles inhabit the China seas, including the

Green or Edible Turtle (Chelone mydas, L.), and

the HawksbiU Turtle (Chelone imbricata, L.), which

is the source of the tortoise-shell of commerce. The

fishing and preparation of tortoise-shell appears,

however, at the present time to be mainly in Japan-

ese hands.

A large number of the Order of that elusive

creature the lizard are met with in {,'hina, from the

pretty little Eremias argus, which is so common in

the arid and sandy northern wastes in the neigh-

bourhood of the Great W'all to the almost crocodile-

like Water Monitor (Hydrosaurus salvator, Laur.)

of the extreme South. The lively little lizard,

Gecko japonica, is found practically all over the

country, sometimes upside down on the ceiling chas-

ing flies which it captures by means of its rapidly

protruded glutinous tongue. Gecko verticillfitii".

which grows to about one foot in length, is found

in South t/'hina, where it feeds not only on insects

but on young I'ats, bats and other lizards : it is a

beautiful creature, the upper part of the body being

grey or yellowish with red spots and vermiculations.

Caloles versicolor is a large chameleon-like lizard

found in South China, reaching 14 inches in length,

mostly tail; when irritated, or swallowing its food,

head and neck become brilliant red, whilst the

usually brownish tint of the body changes^ to pale

yellow : the males are very pugnacious and change

colour as they fight. hiolepis reevesii is another

beautiful lizard of southern China, about 18 inches

long when full grown, the orange eye-like black

edged spots on the back making it a brilliant

creature. The Ophisaurus harti of Fukien province

is a most interesting legless lizard, with curious

lateral fnlds, and somewhat analogous to the slow-

worm. In practically every loose stone wall in

country districts of Chekiang province Eimeces

elegans and Lygosoma laterale may be found, re-

presenting the ubiquitous skink family, and often

associated with the sapphire-tailed Tarhijdromus

uptentrionalis. In the Yangtze delta the only

lizards that are at all common are Eumeces sinetisis

and Gecko japonica. Less than 100 species of

lizards have been described from China; so that it

is to be expected that a fair number remain to be

described.

Concerning snakes, few of the family of Blind

pnakes (Typhlopida] are found in China, i.robably

because they are hard to find owing to their burrow-

ing habits and small worm-like appearance. Typh

lops braminus is found in South China and as far

north as Fukien province.

Two big Pythons (reticulahis and molxirus) are

found in the soulhernmoH part of China, measuring

when full grown upwards of 20 feet in length. They

are reported to be eagerly consumed as an article of

diet, 'python steaks' being reputed a delicacy. In

many cities in f^hina snakes of many varieties are

offered for sale as food ; the poisonous species are
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sold to druggist? for the manufacture of medicines

and hold an important place in the prodigious

Chinese pharmacopoeia. For some men the collection

of snakes seems to be their sole occupation, different

species being cast indiscriminately into the same

basket—a wicker basket with a constricted neck

the opening of which is covered with a cloth.

The collector usually breaks the fangs of poisonous

snakes before putting them into the basket. When
exposing his wares to a possible purchaser he fear-

lessly plunges his hand among the writhing mass

and pulls out a 'beauty,' expatiating on its fatness

in a way common to the peripatetic tradesman all

over the world. They usually fetch prices up to

20 Mexican cents : but for the poisonous species sold

to the medicine shops up to a dollar may be obtained.

Many species of the harmles.<s Colubrine snakes

are found, from Zamenis 7iiucosus (7 ft.) to the little

worm-like Calamaria septentrionalis. The latter is

called by the Chinese the 'two-headed snake' on

account of the white collar round its tail simulating

that round the neck, so that it is quite difficult at

a short distance to be sure which is the head. Some

species, such as Coluber tceniurus and Lycodnn rufo-

zonatus are found practically all over the vast

extent of China. The former species is commonly

found under the wooden floor of Chinese houses,

even in large cities, where it feeds on rats ;
while,

in the south, it is found in the darkness of caves,

subsisting on bats. The numerous graves which are

so prominent a feature of the Chinese landscape

afford seclusion for many snakes, though the mon-

goose, badger, civet and weasel often displace them.

Zaocijs dfiumnades also has a wide distribution : it

is an active snake and climbs trees readily in search

of a nestful of young birds or eggs—the butcher-bird

or shrike is, however, sometime.'' a match for it, one

of these snakes having been seen nicely spiked on a

tree to serve for the bird's subsequent meals.

The series of snakes with posterior poison fangs

[Ophthorilyphd), which are not, however, dangerous

to mankind, are well represented in China, not only

by the Dipsadince but also by the Homalofsinoi

(oriental fresh-water snakes).

The venomous Proteroghipha (with anterior

poison fangs) are represented by terrestrial forms

(Elapince) and marine forms (sea-snakes'). Among

the former is the Cobra which is often found up to

the 30th parallel of latitude; in fact in the sacred

island of Pootoo in the Chusan group it is one of

the commonest snakes, though, strange to say, not

specially feared by the native.^. The Chinese variety

differs somewhat from the Indian and is usually

almo.st black in colour with about 13 pale yellow

rross baiuls, but the 'spectacle' mark is almost

always distinct, as is also the dilatable neck. This

variety is common to the South of China and

Malaysia, and is usually not of a fierce disposition.

Many species of sea-snakes, all of which are poi-

sonous, are found in the China seas, often at con-

siderable distances from land.

Of the Blunt-headed snakes a new species,

Ambhjccphalnn !<inen.th, has recently been described

by the Shanghai Museum.
All the Vipers of China are Pit-vipers, so called

from having a curious little pit between the nose

and the eye ; a dangerous group of reptiles which

includes the American Rattlesnake. The Chinese

species do not possess rattles but belong to the

genera Ancistrodon and Trimeresurus. Ancistrodon

hhinihofjii is the only poisonous snake found in

North China, but at least six other species of these

gerera are found south of the 30th parallel of

latitude, one of which, Ancistrodon aculus, grows

to 6 feet in length and has a prodigious development

of poison fangs, being called by the Chinese the

'five pace snake' from the reputed rapidly fatal

effects of its bite.

Fukien is a rich collecting- ground for reptiles

as it is situated where the faunae of the Oriental

and Paliearctic regions freely intermingle.

For further information see Boulenger : Cain-

lijdue of iinakes in British Museum; Boettger :

Mat. herp. Faun, von China; Giinther : Reptiles

(if British India; Stanley : Journal, N.C.B.]i..i.S.,

1914, p. 21 and 1916 p. 83 ; Stejneger : Herpetology

of Japan; Wall : Proc. Zoological Society, London,

1903, vol. 1, p. 84.. [A.S.]

RESIN, jE ^ sung hsiang. Most of the resin

exported from China ports comes from Kuangtung,

whence it goes to Hongkong and thence to northern

ports. There are two kinds, the dark yellow and

the light yellow, the latter being used by pewtermen

for soldering. The trade is small, 20.000 to 30,000

piculs annually, but might be developed, especially

in Kuangsi. Resin is also used at Hongkong in

soap making.

The export in 1916 was pels. 50,633, value

Hk.Tls. 179.551.

REVOLUTION, THE. Sun Yat-sen, K'ang

Yc-wei and others had worked for many years for

the overthrow of the Manchu dynasty, and they

were leaders of Societies having that object; though

some aimed at a constitutional Monarchy and others

at a Republic. In 1911 the time was ripe for

revolution. Floods in the Yangtze valley and

Shknc Kvng Pad's railway schemes, were important

factors in preparing the people for revolt; but it

was precipitated by the accidental discovery of the

anti-dynastic plot through the explosion of a bomb

at Hankow. The Revolutionaries decided to act at

once, and on October 10 obliged Li Yuan-hung to

become their leader. The next day they seized

Wuchang and the Hanyang Arsenal, and though the

Peking government at first regarded it as a local
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affair, within a mooth fourteen Provinces had

declared their independence, mostly without blood-

shed.

On October 19 the Second National Assembly

met, and the government had to face their peaceful

demands as well as the armed opposition in the

provinces. The Assembly obliged the Regent to

agree to nineteen articles, which, while they left

the dynas-ty standing, took from it its absolute

power. The Uegent even swore on behalf of the

Emperor that the agreement should be observed

;

but the people of the South had no faith in the word

or oath of Manchua Yuan Shihk'ai, who had

been dismi.«sed in disgrace some years before, had

to be recalled, and as Premier he tried to make the

Manchus on the one hand understand' the temper of

the people, and on the other to persuade the people

to be content with a constitutional monarchy.

Fighting resulted in the loss of Hanyang to the

Revolutionists, with the destruction of Hankow
native city ; but on the other hand they got posses-

sion of Nanking and declared it the capital of the

Republic. An armistice followed, and a peace

Conference in Shanghai, T'ang Shao-i acting for

Yuan and Wu T':ng-fang for the Revolutionaries.

Meantime delegates from the revolted Provinces met

at Nanking to draw up a Constitution and to

organize a provisional government. Sun Yat-sen

returned to China, and of seventeen voting provinces

si.Nteen chose him as First President of the Pro-

visional Government of the Republic of China. He
went to Nanking to take up office, and Li YiiAN-HUNc

was made Vice-President.

Peace negotiations came to a deadlock ;
parts

of the provinces were out of control and suffered

much from brigandage, and the Manchu princes

were divided as to fighting or yielding, when

forty-si.\ Generals of the Northern Army united to

demand the abdication of the Emperor and the set-

ting up of a Republic. To what e.\tent YiiAN

.SniHK'Af prompted this action is unknown ; it left

the Manchus no alternative, and the Emperor

abdicated on February 12, 1912. He was permitted

to retain his title and some personal prerogatives

and the Iniperiii! family wa- >;raiili'd an allowance

of Tls. 4,CXX),000 per annum. Sun Yat-sen at once

resigned the provisional Presidency and YiiAN

Shih-k'ai was elected the first President of the

Republic.

In .Iune-Augu«t, 1913, there took place what

lia.s received the name of the "Second Revolution."

This Aas a 'punitive e.xpedition' organized by ex-

trenu' members of the Kuo niin tang with the object

of removing Yuan from the Presidency. The chief

occasions alleged for this rebellion were (1) the

murder of Sung C^hiao-jSn, a member of parlia-

ment, for which the government was considered

guilty
; (2) the signing of a large loan with foreign

61

banks without the previous sanction of Parliament.

The e.xpedition never got near Peking, but Nanking
paid for the revolt by three days' looting by the

troops of Chang Hsun.

The documents connected with the Revolution

are conveniently collected in the China Mission

Year Book, 1912.

RHENISH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
Headquarters :—Barmen, Germany.

Entered China, 1847.

Works in Kuangtung Province.

This Society waa moved to send out workers to

China through the influence of Dr. Gutzlakf (;/. r. ),

and the Revs. F. Genaehb and H. Koester were

warmly welcomed by him on their landing in Hong-

kong in 1847. They were at first wholly guided by

the ad\1ce and example of this devoted but some-

what unpractical "Apostle of the Chinese," but

after a time, Mr. Genaehr, decided to act inde-

pendently, and proceeded to the mainland, and

worked at a village not far from the Bocca Tigris;

and this district Tung-kun ^ ^, has ever since

been the principal centre of the Rhenish Mission.

From tlie beginning, the Society had many trials

and discouragements. Mr. Koesteu died six months

after arrival. The work was hindered by clan

quarrels, and the T'ai P'ing rebellion, and was

completely interrupted for two years by the war

which broke out between England and China

in 1856.

In 1864, Mr. Genaehr and two of his sons died

of cholera, contracted through sheltering a poor

woman suffering from that disease, whose relatives

had cast her out.

In 1866 the Rev. Ernst Faber (q.v.) arrived

with other re-inforcement ; but by death, ill-health

and other causes, the staff was reduced to two in

1880. and fome of the work (including that in

Canton city) passed to the Berlin Mission, and some

to the Basel Mission.

In 1914. the work was again hindered by the

outbreak of the European War.

In .'pite of all these discouragenient-s, some solid

work has been done. One of the first missionaries,

(Mr. Gknakhr). early founded a Theological Semi

nary in the Tung-kun district, in connection with

which his seventeen year.* of missionary life were

chiefly spent. It afterwards was put under the

care of his son, Rev. Immanuel Genaeiik.

In addition to evangelistic work, the Mission

has schools with nearly 600 scholars (1915), including

a Middle School for Boys at Tung-kun, and a

Girls' boiirding .'ch<M)l at Taijiing jb; ^p . In 1886.

medical work wa-f begun at Tung kun, and a few

years later, the first medical missionary of the

Society su-rived. The hospital was moved in 190.'^

t'> a healthier position outside the city. There is
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also a Leper Asylum here, which reported 256

inmates in 1916.

Statistics, 1916 :

—

Foreign Missionariee 35

(of whom three were prisoners of war
in Japan and fifteen in Germany,

detained by the European War).

Stations 6

Employed Chinese Staff 99

Communicants 1,743 (1914)

RHINOPITHECUS. See MouL-ey.

RHO, JACQUES, iffifi # io ya-ko, a Jesuit

Father born at Milan in 1593. He reached Macao
in 1622, and is said to have saved the Colony by his

courage and coolness when it was threatened by the

Dutch. In 1624 he entered China and went with

V. Vagnoni to Shansi. Called to Peking to assist

in the correction of the calendar, he shared the

immense labours, the trials and the success of

StHALL. He died prematurely and somewhat .sud-

denly in 1638.

Havret : La Sle/e rhretientie de Sinijnn-fou,

II, p. 29, note.

RHUBARB, ;^ 55; «a huan</. The best rhubarb

comes from the region north-west of Sungpan (Ssu-

ch'uan) and from the neighbouring part of Kansu,

where it grows wild among scrub and near rocky

watercourses between 7,500 and 12,500 feet altitude.

This is llhcum palmatum, var. tamjuticum, but

there is a second-grade rhubarb, li. officinale, also

in the market, found near Tachienlu, on the Tibetan

border ; and a very inferior rhubarb is cultivated

in the forests of N.W. Hupei. Rhubarb has been

known in China for 5,000 years. E.xportation 1915,

Pels. 14,000, value Tls. 223,000; 1916, Pels. 8,017,

Tls. 131,281.

RICCI, MATTHEW, fIj i® ff Li Ma-l'ou, was

born at Macerata near Ancona, October 6, 1553.

He entered the Society of Jesus at Rome when he

was 19, and when only half-way through his theolo-

gical studies he was sent to India. He therefore

owed his success rather to personal qualities than

to great learning, for after the age of 25 he had

neither time nor opportunity for further studies in

philosophy, etc.

He reached Goa in September 1578, and four

years later was sent on to China, settling first at

I 'hao ch'ing fu in Kuanglung.

At his first arrival in China or rather in Macao,

he planned to reach Peking and make himself

acceptable at court, judging that by this means the

whole of China would be opened to missionarj' work.

While he .-tudied the language therefore, he sought

to make friends with mandarins who had influence

at Court.

Early in 1599, accompanied by P. Catianeo,

he left Nanking in the suite of a friendly mandarin

bound for the capital. On arrival he was introduced

to an official of the Palace. On account of the war

with Japan, however, it was impossible to get

presented to the Emperor, and the missionaries

returned to Nanking, which was reached after a

year's absence. Nothing discouraged, Kicci sent

Cattaneo to Macao to get suitable presents for the

Emperor. He then started again for Peking on

May 6, 1600, with P. Panicia and Frere Bastien

as his companions, travelling by the Grand Canal

on the junk of an official whom he knew. At Lin

ching chou fcg Xn ffl ^^ ^'•'^^ stopped by Ma T'anu

of the Customs House, who seized what he fancied

of the presents, accused the missionaries of meaning

evil to the Emperor and put them in prison. After

si.\ months' confinement they were surprised by an

imperial order that they with their presents should

be sent to Peking at once. They reached the capital

on .January 4, 1601.

Wan Li was delighted with the presents—clocks

and other things not seen before in China, and he

wanted to see the missionaries also, but the Board

of Rites forbad it. In response however to a

humble request from Eicci he gave to the Fathers

permi-'sion to rent a house in Peking and gave

money from the Treasury for their maintenance.

Having secured a house in the Tartar city P. Ricci

received many visits from officials and literati, some

of whom were merely curious while others were

eager to enquire about mathematics and other

sciences'. Ricci took the opportunity to teach

religious truth as well and in four years' time there

were already more than two hundred converts.

Among them were the three scholars Li Chih-tsao

called Li LtON of Hangchow, a man of rare ability,

who translated into Chinese Euclid, Aristotle and

other western authors, besides producing a number

of original works on mathematics, etc. ; Hsii

KuAKG-CH'i, called Paul Hsii, of Zikawei, and

Yang Ch'i yiian.

With the help of P. P. Pantoja and Feureiba

the Mission at Pao ting fu was opened, and frequent

excursions were made into the neighbouring villages.

Ricci's attitude with regard to what is called

ancestral worship and other Chinese ceremonies

gave rise later to the controversy about Rites, (see

Itites Controversy).

Besides his own particular work in the capital

Ricci had the general management of all the work

of the Jesuits in China. His health gave way under

the strain and he died on May 11, 1610, aged 59.

The Emperor gave for the burial of the missionary

some ground and buildings which had belonged to a

eunuch condemned to death. This is the earliest

ecclesiastical property acquired by foreigners in

China ; it is the cemetery called Cha-la, outside the

l"ing t/.u men. west of the city, where Ricri's tomb

mav still be visited.
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The following is the complete list of the works

composed or translated by Eicci, in collaboration

with the doctors Hsu Paul and Li Leon ; they are

almost all now lost.

fSi A']- M Chi jin shih kuei.

iiLlCiA Cliido 'ju lull, 1595. (De Aniicitia).

Pi gj jjQ ji; //«( /•«« c/ti fa. Nanch'ang, Kuang-

si, 1395. (Art of cultivating the memory).

Si SI H' ISI " "" '•"" !/'' ''"• Peking, 1602.

(Ucneral geography).

yz^^ii *'"-" ^'^"^ *'"'' '• I'eking, 1601.

(Catecliism). Kepublished in Slianghai.

5$ JiJ Teuu eu. January 27, 1601. (Memorial

to the tluone asking leave to stay in Peking).

M ff Ift "S ^'•<" f'^'"'J I"" '««''• 1601 ? (Treatise

o.i the four elements; only known from Ricci's

correspondence).

S£ •''I' Ml S Oh'itn k'uH ft i. (Treatise on

<c)sni(>;,'rai)hy and geography ? ) Only one copy is

known; it i.s in tlie National Library of Paris.

~-\- S.'§1 I'-'lt '^l"l' "-•" yt'i. Peking. 1604.

^ f"J KC ^ ''/" I'" .'/""" /"'" PeUinj,'. 1607

(Si.x bi)uk.s ut Euclid). Orally translated by Rirci

and written by llsii Paul. P. Semedo puts tliis

work down to Li Leon.

lis ?S ifi iS Bull rSt IJun kiii t'uii/j hnien t'a shwK

I'ekin;^, 1608. (E.xplanation of the Celestial Sphere).

"^ A 'I" JS ^'" /'" ''^''' p'i^"- Peking, 1608.

This work i.s still printed and sold at Zikawei.

M v' dll -G; A Ct J^'i </'''« ffi'u < V" <:/'<"i'./-

Peking, 1601. (Kight 'violin songs,' turned into

('hinesc).

(Itj ^ i^ |[5[
//.«; Izii i/rl rhi. .Notliinn is knuwn

of this beyond the title.

5 .^ oS' ('li'inj I'i'ii /'<!• (A catalogue of the

stars, in verse).

POSTHCMOCS WonKS.

no ^ )t tS T'linij Willi siKin chili. I'ranslation

of P. Cl.wio's Epitome urit/iiiicticae. practicnc

(1583). Taught by liicci, translated by Li Leon,

and publislied by him in 1614.

I'3I S ^ ii. H"an jung c/iiao i. Probably P.

Clavio's Tratlalu dclla fi/juKrc inoperimetre.

Taught by Ricci and translated by Li Leon, ba in

the last case,

)14 ft % iS ^'-^'^ lif">'J /" '• (Practical geometry).

An oral tran-lation by liiiri, taken down by

Hsii Paul in 1607 and published by him in 1617.

^f ^ ift {R ^^"^'' ^'"s^ • '"• (A refutation of

the errors of idolatry). This work was reissued at

the IVi T'ang, Peking, 1880.

RICE, Orijza sativa, ^^ Mi, grown in all the

provinces south of the Yellow River, and by dry

cullivation to a small extent in South Manchuria.

The chief oentrea of production are the Yangtze,

especially the AnhuiKiangsu belt, which, with the

plains of Hunan, and Kuangsi, are the sole regions

from which, normally, rice is exported. The pro-

duction of the former belt is estimated at from forty

to forty-eight million piculs, and in a year of

bumper crops (such as 1909) over si.\ million piculs

are available for exportation. Rice is imported

from these districts by the northern provinces in

large quantities and is also sent to the South, but

very little is e.\ported abroad, Japan being au

occasional importer. South China imports from

Tonkin, Cochin-China, and Siam, but also from

Kuangsi, where rice is the staple e.xport. It is

claimed that Chine.=e rice is much superior to the

imported sorts.

In South China two crops are obtained annually,

further north only one. The yield per acre is

estimated by King at forty bushels for water rice

and tv«enty bushels for dry rice, and HosiE gave

the yield on the Ssiich'uan central plains as forty-

four bushels. The official figures of rice (jroduction,

as given in the China Ytar Book, are three and

three quarter million tons per annum. This differs

greatly from those given by King (p. 271), where

the e.stinuite, derived by deduction, is 61,500,000

tons,—thus illustrating very well the vagueness of

statistics on Chinese products. King has taken the

population at 410,000,000, and multiplied this figure

by 300 lb.":. =the amount of rice known to be con-

sumed per capita annually in Japan. But, 1—the

population of China is probably far short of

410.000,000; 2-—the many millions of people in the

iioilliern provinces never taste rice ; 3—the estimate

of 300 lbs. may be too high ;
4—large quantities of

rice are imported to China annually. For these

reasons it is at lea^t safe to cut his figure in half,

making 37,500,000 tons, which is just ten times the

Official estimate. Compare India's production of

about thirty million tons (cropped from about

seventy million acres), and Japan's of over seven

million tons (cropped on something over seven

million acres).

Glutinous rice, Oriiza ijliitiiKMi, Humph.,
(fij Jjt

no mi, which is easily distinguished from 0. satiim

by its whitenless and opaqueness, as well as its

more globular shape, does not take the latter's place

as an article of diet, nor is it cultivated for that

piirpo e. (Ho.siE, Sniich'iuni, p. 8). It is occas-

ionally eaten as a change of did, but is more

usually baked in a peculiar manner and eaten as

cakes between meals. But sugar is e.\tractcd from

it and a weak spirit (lao chin ^ffl) is also manu-

factured. It amounts in Ssiich'uan to only 20 to

30 i)er cent, of the total rice cultivation.

Glutinous-rice dumplings are made at the time

of the Fifth Moon Feast and consumed in large

quantities. Puffed rice is eaten by persons with

weak digestions, and sweetmeats are also made from

this rice ; it is used in diarrhoea, in the shape of
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a congee, as a diuretic in fevers, and cakes of it

fried in camel fat are used for hemorrhoids. The
rice flowers are used as a dentifrice, the stalk is

recommended for biliousness, and its ash for the

treatment of wounds and discharges.

The water-grown rice is named shui-rni, anti

the upland, han-mi. Eice, the Chinese staff of

life, is said {Medica Materia) to benefit the breath,

remove anxiety and thirst, check discharges, warm
the viscera, harmonize the gases of the stomach and

cause the growth of flesh. If taken in the form of

congee, with Euri/ole ferox, it will benefit the vital

principle, strengthen the will, clarify the hearing,

and brighten the eye. The second water in which

Uri/za saliva is scoured is called Hsi-irh-kan JM— Jtt

and is regarded as cooling to the blood, and diuretic.

Even the rust growing on rice is made use of, being

administered in acute paralysis of the fauces, while

the li.\iviated ash of rice straw is used as an antidote

in arsenical poisoning.

Red rice (U. saliva, var. praer.ox) is a third

wel'-marked variety, which is hardier than the

others and cultivated at higher altitudes. The
upland rice is 0. saliva, var. monlnna.

The many uses to which rice straw is put make

it almost as important as the rice itself. As food

and bedding for cattle and horses, as thatching

material, as fuel, as mulch, as a source of organic

matter in the soil and as a fertilizer, it represents

a money value which is very large. Besides these

ultimate uses the rice straw is employed in the

manufacture of articlois used in enormous quantities.

It is estimated that nearly 200 million bags for

storing rice and beans are made annually in Japan

(from which the figures for China can be imagined)
;

matting, sandals, and rough rope are also made in

great quantities, and coarse paper (q.v.). [N.S.]

RICE BIRD, 5R^it. the Yellow-breasted

Bunting, Emberiza aureola, frequents the rice-fields

of China and is eaten as a great delicacy, like the

allied ortolan in Europe.

RICE CHINA or eyelet-hole china was first

manufactured in the reign of Ch'ien Lting. The

soft paste was stamped out in holes, which were

glazed over before the firing process, the glaze being

transparent.

RICE CHRISTIAN, a term used for Chinese

who profe--s Christianity for the sake of getting

employment with foreigners or for some other such

mercenary end. There have no doubt been large

numbers of them, though not so many as might be

assumed by a mere visitor to the Treaty Ports who

sees nothing of China.

RICE-PAPER. See Paper.

RICHARD, TIMOTHY, !? tS B * ''-> Timn-

t'ai, was born in Wales in 1845, and reached China

in 1870 as an agent of the English Baptist Missionary

Society. For some years he worked in Shantung,

making one trip to Manchuria, but in 1876 went

to T'ai Yuan in Shansi to distribute famine relief,

and afterwards devoted himself especially to work

among officials and scholars. In 1837 he left Shansi

and did literary and editorial work in Peking and

Tientsin and in 1891 removed to Shanghai as

Secretary of the Society for the Diffusion of Christ-

ian and Oeneral knowledge. (See Christian Litera-

tiirv Socirty). He has been one of the most active of

missionaries in all schemes to benefit China and has

had considerable intercourse with the more im-

portant officials, taking a large share in Reform
work. He was the means of establishing the Shansi

University and the first Public School for Chinese

in Shanghai. He has written little in English

except translations of some Buddhist books. The
list is The Awahenintj of Failh; Guide to Buddha-
hond ; A Mission to Uenren; Conversion by the

MiUi'ii' : and (in 1916) F"i/i/'tirr Ymrs in China.

RICHTHOFEN, FERDINAND VON, Baron,

was born at Karlsruhe in 1833, and devoted himself

early to geological exploration. In- 1870 he started

on his first journey in China. The Shanghai

Chamber of Commerce contributed largely to the

e.\pen:e of his various expeditions, and no doubt

his explorations of trade routes was of the greatest

value to commerce. His eleven letters to the Cham-
ber, written in 1870-2, are still a standard work. He
went through eleven of the Eighteen Provinces, and

on his return to Europe published an elaborate work

on the geology of China, with an Atlas ; the book

was in German and has not been translated into

English. He died in 1905.

RIOJUN, the Japanese name of Port Arthur,

(>j.v.).

RIPA, MATTEO, a Propagandist missionary

in China and afterwards founder of the College of

the Holy Family for the education of young Chinese

(at Naples).

He was born on March 29, 1582 at Eboli in the

diocese of Salerno. At 18 he was converted from

an evil life and felt called of God to go to the

China Mission. After study at Rome he was

ordained and sent by Clement XI with several

other missionaries to carry the Cardinal's biretta to

Mgr. DE TounNON. Embarking on an English ship

he reached Macao 21 months later, on January 2,

1710. He visited Cardinal de TocnNON in prison,

who recommended him to K'.tNG Hsi as a painter.

He was called to court, reaching Peking in January,

1711. While working at his art he was also busy

in converting the Chinese, feeling specially drawn

towards the formation of a native clergy, who could

work more effectively than European missionaries.

Other missionaries did not agree with him, but he
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begaD the instruction of some Chinese children in

his house. In 1722 he bought a house, the first

estabhshment of the I'ropagandists in Peking.

After the death of K'ang Hsi he got permission

from Yung Cheng to leave the court, and departed

from Peking in November, 1723, taking with him
four young scholars and their teacher. Arrived in

Italy he spent eight years in getting, from the Pope
and from the Emperor, the authorization for creat-

ing a College for Chinese at Naples. In 1732 he

succeeded, and on July 25 of that year the opening

ot the College of the Holy Family took place. (See

Cullnje, Chinese). He spent his last years in the

management of the College and Congregation, and

died on November 22, 1745.

He left a diffuse but interesting account of his

voyages, his life at court and his work at Naples.

It was published at Naples in 1832 as Storia della

Fondazione della Congregazione e del Collegio dei

Cinesi . . . scritto dallo steMO Fondntore Matteo

Hipa, e de Viaggi da lui falli; (3 vols. 8vo.). An
abridged English translation appeared in London

in 1861, entitled Memuirn of Father Hipa. The
translator was Foutunato Puandi.

RITES CONTROVERSY. The famous con-

troversy of the 17th and 18th centuries known as

that of the Chinese Rites, by which the whole

missionary body was divided, comprises two distinct

questions : the Chinese name for God, and whether

ancestral worship, as well as thoee honours which

the literati pay to Confucius, are allowable.

I.

—

The Chinese name for God. Father Matted

Ricci always preferred the term T'ien-chu, Jz i.

(Lord of Heaven), as most appropriate for designat-

ing God in Chinese. But in studying the Ancient

Classics, he became convinced that the two terms

T'ien 55 (Heaven) and Shangti Jc ^ (Supreme

Ruler), de_-ignated equally well the true God,

Sovereign Lord of all thing.*. He admitted tliat

later writers, following the commentaries of Chu
Hsi, explained T'ien and Shnngti as being the

material heavens, but this interpretation did not

seem to him to be based upon the texts of the

Ancient Classic.''. He, therefore, conceded to his

converts the indiscriminate use of the three terms

T'iinrhii (Lord of Heaven), T'ien (Heaven) and

Shangti (Supreme Uuler) for designating the true

God.

Violent discussions arose over this interpreta-

tion and the practical decision of Ricci. In the

year 1704 and again in 1715, in documentft which

will be summed up further on. Pope Clement XI,

without deciding on the meaning of the terms

T'ien and Shangti in the Ancient Classics, forbade

the converts using them for designating the true

God, on account of the danger which they offered

owing to the actual interpretation attached to them.

Learned sinologues liave in our days upheld
Ricci's opinion as to the meaning of the terms T'ien
and ahangli in the Ancient Classics (see Leuge :

'The Notions of the Chinese concerning God and the
spirits, 1852, and .1 letter to Professor Max Mailer,
chiefly on the translation of the' Chinese terms Ti
and Shangti. 1880).

n.

—

.ln(i'.if„r Worship and llonoiirs /'aid In

Confucius.—These were neither Buddhist nor Taoist
practices, but those peculiar rites whereby the

ancient Chinese honoured their dead, and those
honours paid to Confucius by the literati successful

in their e.xaminations, and by officials. Those rites

con.-isted in kneeling on the ground and bowing,
burning incense, and offering meats before the
ancestral tablets. Ricci allowed them, because it

seemed to him they were but the manifestations of

respect and thanks which disciples owed to their

masters or children to their parents, and were
similar to those honours paid to officials, teachers,

parents, and friends while still living. In regard
to the honours paid to Confucius ; Ricci only

allowed those which were compulsory for literati

>uccefsful at their e.xaminations ; it is thus that he
did not permit the more solemn honours (which
some call sacrifices) paid at the equinoxes before

the tablet of Confucius, although he did not see

in these anything .savouring of superstition.

As they were not, however, required for secur-

ing literary degrees or fulfilling oflScial functions,

he forbade them to his converts. Moreover, such

toleration was in his opinion but temporary, that i.<i,

until Chi-istian practices were thoroughly implanted

among convert?, who would then honour their dead
in accord with the usual rites of the Catholic

Church.

Several Jesuits were not of the same opinion as

Ricci. Father LoNooBAnnr, who succeeded him as

Superior of the Mission, forbade both ancestor

worship and the honours paid to Confucius. How-
ever, the greater part of the Jesuit missionaries at

that time tolerated such honours except in the cn-ses

laid down by Ricci.

In 1631, Dominican Friars entered China and

liiboured in the Province of Fukicn, whence they

were expelled in 1637. The toleration of the above

rites by the Jesuit missionaries scandalized them,

and from information given by them, the Archbishoj)

of Manila denounced the methods of the Jesuits to

Pope Urban VIII, as savouring of superstition.

This was in 1635, but being better informed he

withdrew this accusation in 1638.

In 1643, the Dominican Morales took the

matter to Rome, and on the 12th September, 1645.

a decree of Propaganda, approved by Pope

Innocent VII, was issued, whereby the rites, as

described by MnUM.Ks. were piohibitcd. The Jesuits

in China replied that the description of Morales
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did not tally with the real facts of the case, and to

uphold their cause, they despatched Father Martin

Martini to Rome, where he arrived in 1654. On

the 23rd of March, 1555, a decree of the Holy

Office, approved by Pope Alexander VII, allowed

the Chinese Rites as set forth by Father Martini.

On the 20th November, 1669, fui-ther difficulties

having been raised by the Dominican John Polanco,

a new decree of the Holy Office, approved by Pope

Clement IX, declared that the two decisions issued

in 1645 and 1656, remained in force, that is to say,

in such ca.ses as .specified, the rites were prohibited

or allowed according as they tallied with the reports

of Morales or Martini.

Meanwhile, twenty-three missionaries, all Jesuits

with the e.xception of three Dominicans and one

Franciscan Friar, were being exiled at Canton.

These bethought themselves of employing their

enforced leisure in discussing the disputed subject.

As a result of their combined labours, forty-two

article.*, were drawn up, of which the forty-first

approved those who acted in accord with the per-

mission granted in 1555. All signed this document

on the 26th January, 1668. On the 19th December,

1669, Dominic Fernandez Navarette, Superior of

th« Dominicans, happened to flee to Macao, whence

he sailed for Europe, and published there in 1676,

hi? work Tratados historicos, politicos . . . y
riliijiosoi* th In Mownrhia de China.

This impassioned work, teeming with erroneous

statements, was gladly received by Protestants and

Jansenists, who used it in their attack against the

Jesuits. Navarette did not, however, obtain from

the Court of Rome a further examination of the

Chinese Rites.

This result was sub.'equently secured at the

instigation of Bishop Charles Maigrot, Vicar-

Apostolic of Fukien, and Superior of the Paris

Foreign Missions in China. On the 26th of March,

1693, he published a mandate wherein he stated that

the toleration granted in 1656, was obtained on false

grounds, and accordingly could not be availed of in

corscience. This mandate he forwarded to Rome,

and begged Pope Innocent XII to examine the

whole question again. The two missionaries, de

GvEMF.NER and Charmot, despatched by him to

Europe, obtained soon afterwards.lSth October.1700,

a condemnation from the Sorbonne of the Chinese

Kites. The question being deferred to Rome was

examined by a commission of four cardinals among

whom was no Jesuit or Dominican. The Jesuits in

Peking secured on the 30th November, 1700, a

declaration from K'ang Hsi, whereby he affirmed,

that the honours paid to CoNFTTCirs and to ances-

tors, were of a purely civil and political char.icter,

and in nowise religious. Hereupon the adversaries

of the Jesuits immediately accused them of having

,-ubmitted to the judgment of a pagan prince a

strictly religious question; in reality the missionaries

had simply requested the Emperor, as "head of the

literati and supreme legislator of China," to declare

officially what were the customs of the country.

The interpretation given by K'ang Hsi gave offence

to the Court of Rome, and proved more harmful

than useful for those who upheld the Rites.

On the 20th November, 1704, the Holy Office

published a decree, which was approved by Pope

Clement XI. While prohibiting the use of the

terms T'ien and Shangti for designating the true

God, it forbade also certain honours hitherto

allowed in worsthipping ancestors and Confucius,

because such honours, as now practised, were

tainted with superstition. This decree was not to

be made known in Europe before its promulgation

in China by the legate sent to the East for the

purpose of terminating the controversy over the

Rites.

The legate. Cardinal Charles Thomas Maillaed

DE Touenon, Patriarch of Antioch, set out 'n

February, 1703, and after a short stay in India and

the Philippines, reached Macao on the 2nd April.

1705. On the 6th April, he was at Canton, and

arrived at Peking on the 4th December of the same

year. K'ang Hsi received him at first honourably,

but on discovering the purpose of his mission,

became dissatisfied with him and ordered him to

leave the capital. On reaching Nanking, the legate

was informed that the Emperor had is.«ued a decree

ordering all missionaries under penalty of expulsion

from the country to be furnished with a fjaett

(P'iiKi) authorizing them to preach the gcjspel. and

it would be granted only to those who promised to

approve the rites of the country.

The above information having turned out true,

the legate, who already knew the purport of the

decree, although he had not yet received the te.\t,

publi.shed on the 15th January. 1707. a mandate in

which he condemned the Chinese Rites, and the use

of the terms T'ien and Shanfiti for designating the

true God. K'ang Hsi banished him forthwith to

Macao, where the Portuguese, opposed to his

mission, which they considered derogatory to their

rights of Patronage, had him thrown into prison,

here he died on the 8th June. 1710. after having

been awarded by Clement XI a cardinal's hat.

With regard to obeying the legate's injunctions,

the bishops and missionaries were divided among

themselves. While Bishop Maigrot, the mission-

aries of the Paris Foreign Mission, the greater part

of the Dominicans and a few Franciscans refused

to accept the Imperial placet, and were on this

account banished from the country, the Franciscan

Bishop of Peking, the Augustinian Vicar-Apostolic

of Kiangsi, the Jesuits and others, appealed to the

Pope against the mandate of the legate, and mean-

while accepted the •placet. K'ang Hsi despatched to
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CiXMii^'T XI a Jesuit commissiou tor the purpose

of enlightening the pontiff, and obtaining the with-

drawal of the decree issued in 1704. This mission

proved unsuccessful. In JIarch, 1709, Clement XI
published officially this decree. On the 25th

September, 1710, the Pope approved the mandate

of Cardinal de Toi'knon, and finally to cut short

all hesitation, which some nyssionarics still enter-

tained, he published on the 19th March, 1715, the

Constitution Ex ilia die, enjoining to observe the

decree of 1704, and requiring all missionaries labour-

ing in China to pronounce an oath that they would

obey it, failing which they could not perform any

ministerial function in the field.

In Auguit, 1716, the Constitution was received

at Canton, and thence despatched to all the pro-

vinces. This time, the will of the Pope was clearly

manifested, and all the missionaries without a

single e.xception took the required oath. Sad to say,

their obedience was not imitated by the converts

fiom the literary and official clas-ses, who for the

great<;r part preferred to give uj) the practice of

their religion rather than abstain from rites, the

non-performance of which would debar them from

all ofticial functions and literary rank. K'ang Hsi,

highly displeased with the Papal decision, ordered

the Board of Rites in Peking to proscribe the

practice of the Christian religion throughout the

Empire (16 April, 1717). Persecution immediately

broke out in the provinces, where the local officials,

too generally hostile towards the Christian religion,

were only kept within bounds by the favourable

attitude the Emperor showed to the missionaries.

In 1720, Clement XI, wishing to alleviate the

hard-hips of the Church in China, despatched to the

East a new legate, John Anthony Mezzabarba,

Patriarch of Alexandria. On the 12th October, he

reached Canton and secured with difficulty an

audience with K'ang Hsi, whom he appeased by

promising that the Constitution would be mildly

inteiprctcd. In fact, on the 4th November 1721,

before .'tarting for Europe, he granted eight per-

missions, whereby he thought, while maintaining

fully the decree of Clement XI, to remedy all hard-

ships resulting therefrom for the converts, especially

those of the better class. Kneelings and offerings

were allowed to be made before the amended tablets

of Confucius and ancestors, as well as before the

coffin of a deceased person, provided they were

preceded by the necessary explanations.

These concessions did not end the conflict. In

172S, YuNd CiiENii succeeded K'ani; Hsi. and

relentlessly persecuted Christian converts, no matter

what was their attitude towards the Rites.

Moreover, the missionaries were much dividid

among themselves, some maintaining they could con-

scientiou.sly u.-e the permissions granted by

Mkzzabarba, the others considering such permissions

as being contrary to the constitution Bx ilia die. A
fre&h inquiry into the matter was commenced at

Rome, under Clement XII and continued under
Benedict XIV. It terminated by the Constitution

l!x quo sinijulari (11th July, 1742), whereby all

permissions granted by Mezzabauba were revoked,

as being more or le.-s contrary to the decree of

Clement XI. This latter was renewed purely and
simply, and compliance therewith enjoined by the

Pope. This Papal BiUl finally set at rest the whole
conUover.-y over the Chinese Rites. It is still

enforced and faithfully observed at the present day.

Biblioguai'HY.—The most complete article on

the Chinese Rites is that by Father J. Beucher, s.j.,

under the title of "Ceremonies Chinoises," in

DicliiiiiiKiiif di: Thioloijit Cutholiqiit (de Vacant-

Mangendt?)—There is an e.xcellent com|;«ndious

article in the Catholic Encyclopaedia, vol. xiii, p. 37.

On the copious literature dealing with the question,

see liibliotheque des Ecrivnins de la Vom-paijnic de

Je.niis, tome vi, col. 1792 siyy. ; Cordier : UiOlio

theca Sinicu, tome ii, col. 869 isqq.; (.'hina in

Cdthiilir h'liri/clopcdifi. vol. iii, col. 671 i^qq.

RITUAL MUSIC. The music performed at

the religious ceremoniesi sanctioned by Confucianism,

presided over by the Head of the State or his

officials. These take place at fixed times. Heaven
IS worshipped at the winter solstice, and Earth at

the summer .'-.olstice. CoNEUClus and other sages

are worshipped in spring and autumn, and there

are other services at the Temple of Agriculture, etc.

These ceremonies take place so early as to end at

sunrise. The music, which is often accompanied by

posturing, is e.xceedingly slow. It is not the

ancient music, which Confucius found so elevat.inic

;

this perished at the beginning by the burning of

the books. That now in use was introduced from

litivtrin in the second century B.C. and bears traces

of Greek origin.

The notes of the music used at the worship of

Confucius are confined to a very small compass,

which is said to typify the sage's adherence to the

"Mean." "The Guiding March" played by seven

pairs of different instruments, when the Emperor or

his representative, with his attendants enters the

Confucian temple to perform the ceremonies, is

given in Van Aalsi's book, as also the wi>rds and

music of the hymn sung in honour of Confucius,

as commanded by Cii'ien Lung in 1743. The pitch

varies with the month of the ceremony, each of the

twelve note- being used in turn as key-note.

The "dancing" or posturing was added' in A.n. 485

by Yung Ming of the Southern Ch'i dynasty, and

is of the most slow and reverent kind. The dancers,

like the singers, are dressed in uniform, and they are

arranged in two sets of four or eight, and so on, and
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tliuy holU in their hands two rods about a yard in

lenjjth and feathered at one end, which play a

considerable part in the evohitions. The singing is

said to be not unpleasiiig to Western ears, and
being slow and in unison, to suggest comparison

with the early Christian plain-song. The insti'u-

nients used in ritual music often have a special

notation, which is highly cornplicated', but is necessi-

tated by the peculiarities of their consti-uction.

Buddhist and Taoist priests invariably sing or

chant their ritual on important occasions, very often

singing antiphonically in fifths, or in octavesi. Some-

times one half of the singers prostrate themselves

while the other half tings, and then rise and sing

while the others prostrate ; at other times and plaices

each priest chooses his own key, but sings the same
a!r and words as his fellows.

Van Aalst ; Chinese Music; Mrs. Richard;

Chineise Music; Giles : Confucianism and iV-s Bivals.

ROBINS. See Bulicillinac.

ROBINSON, GEORGE BEST. When Lord

Napier was appointed as Chief Superintendent of

Trade in 1833, Sir G. B. Robinson, a Member of the

aboli.ihed Select Committee, was made third Super-

intendent. On January 19, 1835, Lord Napier

having died and J. F. Davis resigned. Sir George

become Chief Superintendent. On November 24th

he removed to Lintin, very much to the .satisfaction

of the merchants in Canton, but without considering

the effect on the Chinese, Lintin being the head-

(juarters of the illicit trade in opium.

He pursued what seemed to be the policy desired

by the government, a policy of strict quiescence.

For nearly three years only one despatch was

received from the Foreign Office. Sir George was

quiescent, but the merchant's called him inactive

and were very dissatisfied, causing him a great deal

(if trouble. At length came a despatch in December

1836, in which Palmkuston announced that the office

of Chief Superintendent was to be abolished, and

that Sir George was to hand over all papers to

(.'aptain Elliot who would henceforth be head of

the Commission.

Eames : The Knijlish in China.

ROBINSON, HERCULES GEORGE ROBERT,
Sir. was Governor of Hongkong from September 9,

1859, to March 15, 1865, and was the first to carry

the title dissociated from those of Plenipotentiary

and Superintendent of Trade. He had served in

the army but was Lieutenant-Governor of St.

Christopher when the Hongkong appointment was

offered him. On accepting it he received the honour

of knighthood.

During the Second War Sir Hercules obtained

the lease of Kowloon through (Sir) Harry Pakkes.

and by the Peking Convention of October 24, 1860

the lease was cancelled and the Kowloon Penin-nia

was ceded to the Crown as a dependency of Hong-
kong. Contrary however to Sir Hercules' claims

Kowloon became chiefly a military cantonment.

The Governor did much to improve the Civil

Service. First he dealt with salaries and established

a pension scheme. He created a Marine Court of

Inquiry and a Board of E.xaminers to give certificates

to competent masters and mates. He reorganized

the Police Court and established a Court for Sum-
mary Jurisdiction as a branch of the Supreme Court.

In regard to the government of the Chinese

population he took several bold and wise steps, and

made a most important addition to the Civil Service

machinery by a Cadet Scheme, which was to provide

the Colony with a staff of well-educated interpreters,

eligible for promotion to the headship of some

departments.

Hardly any other Governor gave in legislation

so much attention to commercial interests. Three

of his Ordinances affecting Chinese were resisted by

strikes, but his firmness gained the day each time.

It was on his recommendation—though the same had

been made by his predecessor—that the Government

established a mint in Hongkong.

Of public works the Victoria W'ater-works

scheme is due to his energy, and he rebuilt the

Praya wall. Several roads, gaols and haspitala were

also built during his term of office. He made a

path to the top of the Peak and built him.self a

bungalow up there.

In 1865 he was promoted to the Governorship of

Ceylon and left Hongkong on March 15, 1865.

Much of the progress made by the Colony under his

rule was not due to him, and he was of course much

criticized ; but it was acknowledged that Hongkong

had had. up to that date, no more successful

Governor.

He was made first Baron Rosmead shortly

before his death in 1897.

EiTEL : Kuropc in China.

ROBINSON, WILLIAM, Sir, was born in

1836 and entered the Colonial Office in 1854. On

December 10, 1891, he became Governor of Hong-

kong, and remained there till Februaiy 1, 1898.

The Colony had its worst e.xperience of the plague

during his governor.<hip, 2,547 dying of it in 1894,

while the population was at one time diminished by

80,000.

He became C.M.Ci. in 1877, K.C.M.G. in 1883,

and G.C.M.G. in 1897.

ROCHA, JEAN DE, Ji 4n ^ !' ^« "•"''.'/, a

Jesuit Father, born in Portugal, 1566. After finishing

his course of philosophy at Goa he studied theology

at Macao for four years, then went to Chao chou.

Nan ch'ang and Nanking. At Nanking he baptized

the celebrated Hsii Kuang-ch'i (Pavl Hsii. i/.i:].

During the time of persecution (1616) he retired to
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Kiench'ang, then founded churches in Fukien and

Kiangsu. He died in 1623 and Paul ilsii made all

his family wear mourning.

Havket : La Sluh de Si-mjanfoxi, II, p. 18 note.

ROCHER ROUGE. Hee I!ed lioch.

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION. See China

Medicid liuurd.

ROCKHILL, WILLIAM WOODVILLE, was

born in Philadelphia in 1854, and educated at

St. Cyr Military School in France. In 1884 he

came to Peking as second secretary to the American

Legation, and in 1887 and 1891 made two expeditions

to Tibet. He was American Minister at Peking,

19051909, and in 1914 he travelled in Mongolia and

became personal adviser to YiiAX Shih-kai. He
died on his way out to take up this appointment,

December, 1914, at Honolulu. His writings are

rhf. Life of liuddha (1884), The Land of the Lamas,

(1892), Diary of a Journty in Mongolia and Tibet,

(1894), Noleg on the Ethnolof/y of Tibet, (1895),

Vliau Ju Kua (in collaboration with Hirth), and

various papers in the R.A..S. Journid and elsewhere.

Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. .xlvi.

ROCK THRUSHES. See Turdinae.

RODENTS. Nearly half the species of Mam-
mals known in North China belong to the order

Kudenlia. Sowerby names ninety-nine si}ecies,

under the si.\ families, i, Sciuridae, (Squirrels,

Chipmunks and Marmots) ; ii, Dipodidae, (the

Jumping Rats and Mice); iii, Muridae, (the true

Rats and Mice); iv, Spalacidac, (Molerats, etc.);

V, La'ynmyidae, (Pikas or Tailless Hares) ; vi,

Liporidac, (Hares).

How many of these species are found in South

China also cannot at present be determined.

1-ists of the species will be found under each

Family name, except Dipodidae, which has been

accidentally omitted from its proper place. It will

be found under Jvmpimj Rats.

Sowerby : Uecent Researches, etc.. Journal,

N.C.B.U.A.S., vol. xlvii.

RODRIGUEZ, JEROME, |)f A »R ^^" •^''-'".

a l'o^tll^;uese Jesuit missionary who reached China

in 1605. He was first sent to Ch'ao chou ^ JH, and

three years later to Nan ch'ang. Bad health made

him retire to Macao for a time, but in 1621-27, as

Visitor of Far Eastern Mi.-isions, he travelled several

time- over a large part of China. The dates of his

birth and death arc not known.

Havret : La Sllli' rliri'limiie de Simjiin /mi, ii.

p. 25, note.

ROE-DEER, Cfi/,rr„hi.< hrd/.irdi. Jij jg p'm In,

'galloping deer' ; found in the Ch'in ling mountains

in Shcnsi, in Chihli and Shan.-i. Wallace gives

30 inches as the height at shoulder in one case, and

62

67 lbs. as the weight. C. melanotis ifi found in

Kansu, and is hunted by stalking or driving. See

C'ervidac.

Wallace : 'The Big Game of Central and

Western China; SowERBY : Fur and Feather in

North China.

ROLLERS, (bird.-i). See Anisndactyli.

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS. See Con-

grcijiitiiins. Missionary.

ROSMEAD, BARON. See Robinson, Sir

Hercules.

ROSS, JOHN, D.D., was born in Scotland in

1841, and came to (.'liina as missionary of the United

Presbyterian Church in 1872. He settled at Muk-

den. Having learned Korean he made a pioneer

version <if the Scriptures and established a printing

press with Korean compositors. But his life-work

was among the Chinese in Manchuria. He retii'ed in

1910 and died in Edinburgh, August 7, 1915. His

published w^orks are The Manchiis, (Paisley, 1880);

History of Korea, (Paisley); Mi.ision Methods in

Manchuria, (Edin. 1903) ; The Origin of the Chinese

People, (1906); The Original Religion of China,

(1909) ; Primers of Korean and Mandarin, and many

papers in journals.

ROSS, WILLIAM, a missionary of the United

Presbyterian (lunch of Scotland. He reached China

in 1872 and first settled at Newchwang. He travel-

led e.xtensively in S. Manchuria and sent home the

first collection of plants from that district, including

various new species.

BuETscHNEiDBR : European Botanical Discoveries.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY, China Branch.

See Chinii tininrh.

RUBRIQUIS. See William of Rubruck.

RUBRUQUIS. See William of Rubrurk.

RUGGIERO, MICHEL, a Jesuit priest, was

born in the Kingdom of Naples in 1543. In 1577

he went to the Indie.*, reaching China in 1581. Ho

stayed in Macao and learned Chinese, then was

permitted to reside at Chao-k'ing fu, and it is stated

that he was thus the first Jesuit to teach Christianity

in China ; and also that he wrote the first book in

Chinese in favour of Christianity. He was sent to

Rome in 1582 to ask the Pope to send a legate to

China, and he died at Salerno, May 11, 1607.

Ljungstedt : A Historical Sketch of the Portu-

guese Seltlrnients.

RUSSELL & CO., an early .American firm in

Canton. It was established in 1824 by Samuel

Russell, when the firm Samuel Russell & Co. was

wound up after five years' existence. Philip

AMMinoN was an original partner; Augustine

Heard, and W. C. Hunter were partners in later
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years. A list of the partners down to 1879 is given

in the worii named below. The firm was, of course,

originally in Canton, but in 1846 opened a branch
in' Shanghai {afterwards the chief establishment of

I

/the firm), then in other ports. In 1862 the firm
'^ organized the Shanghai Steam Navigation Company.

Russell & Co. made the first successful tele-

graph line on Chinese soil. This was in 1869, and
the line connected the office of the Shanghai Steam
Navigation Co. with their central office.

R. B. Forbes : Personal Reminiscences, Boston,

1882.

RUSSIAN ECCLESIASTICAL MISSION.
The Mission in Peking was founded in 1727 and w-as

political rather than religious. The Russian pri-

soners from Albazin [q.v.], to the number of about

a hundred according to some accounts, were taken

to Peking in 1585. It is of these prisoners and their

descendants that the iMission was formed, in 1720,

after several previous attempts had failed. K'ang
Hsi gave to them a temple in the north-west corner

of the city. In 1727 by the Vladidavitch Treaty

the Orthodo.x Church in Peking was recognized, and

four Russian priests were allowed to live in the

capital, together with six young students of the

language.

The work of the Mission has been less evangel-

istic than political and scientific. Some 150 priests

worked in the Mission up to 1860, yet the members

of the Church only numbered 200, including the

descendants of those who came from Albazin. On
the other hand a good deal of scientific and sinolo-

gical work was done.

After the Treaty of Tientsin (1858) the status

of the Mi.«-sion was changed, its diplomatic activities

being no longer needed. For fifty years a great deal

of literary work was done, Archimandrite Palladius

spending 25 years in China.

The present Archimandrite Innocent (Figour-

owSKi), made Bishop in 1902, has been very active,

and there are now 32 mission churches in different

provinces, with a baptized membership of 5,587

Chinese (1916).

The number of Christians, in Peking belonging

io the Russian Mission is between 800 and 1,000.

There are also small groups of Christians in villages

near Peking.

The *taff of the mission is as follows :

The Bishop, and Chief of the Orthodox Russian

Mission in China (Innocent Ficotjrowski).

Two Archimandrites

Three Popes

One Archdeacon

Five Deacons

Nine Monks
Six Nuns

One School-teacher.

RUSSIAN RELATIONS WITH CHINA.
The first Russian Agents sent to Peking were

Petrofp and Yallisheh- in 1567. They brought

no presents and were not admitted to an audience.

In 1619 a second Agent was sent, Evashko Peti-lin,

but for the same reason the result was the same,

except that he took back to Moscow a Chinese letter

to the Czar.

The Agent Theodore Isakovitch Baikoff was

sent in 1554; according to instructions he refused

to kotow or to hand over his letter to anyone but

the Emperor himself. Nothing therefore was done,

and he returned to Moscow by July, 1658.

An Envoy was next sent, Nicolas Gavkilovitch

Spathar ; he left Moscow on March 4, 1675.

Arrived at Peking, he met P. Verbiest, whose ideas

of bringing missionaries out to China by land

through Russia, no doubt arose through this meeting.

Spathar was four times admitted to audience, but

according to Chinese accounts he refused to kotow,

the letter he carried was i5ot answered, and his

business was obstructed. All he seems to have

taken back to the Czar was a Treatise on Anatomy,

sent by Verbiest ! Spathar reached Moscow in

January, 1658.

In 1558 a mission was sent under Perfileff and

Setkoul Ablin. It brought back a letter in Chinese

which there was no one to interpret and which had

had to be translated by the Jesuits fifteen years

later in Peking.

Another mission was sent under Ablin alone

between 1668 and 1672. Both these missions were

utter failures, largely owing to troubles on the Amur.

In 1685 letters from Peking reached Moscow

referring to earlier unanswered letters and demand-

ing the evacuation of Albazin {/J.v.). The letter.s

were in Latin this time and could therefore be read ;

they were conciliatory in their tone. In reply

Russia at once sent the Agents Nicephore Venyu-

KOFF and Ivan Favorofp to announce that an

embassy would follow. Theodore Alexievitch

Golovin was then appointed High Ambassador

Extraordinary, and he left Moscow in January,

1686, with fifteen hundred soldiers, but it was three

and a half years before he got in direct touch with

the Chinese authorities. He settled at .Selenginsk

and sent Locinoff to Peking to arrange for a diplo-

matic, conference. This was delayed through a

Kalmuck outbreak, but Chinese envoys reached

Nertchinsk in July, 1689 ; they had PP. Gerbillon

and Pereyra as interpreters, and about 10,000 men,

with boats and artillery. There was much wrang-

ling in many languages, but at last on August 27,

1689, the treaty of Nertschinsk was signed. (See

Ncrtschinsk, Treaty of).

Russia, as the result of this treaty, became

strict in the treatment of trade with China, allow-

ing caravans to go only every two years, fixing the
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route, demanding payment for customs duty, etc.

Soon afterwards the government tried to crush

private trading by establishing vaiious monopolies,

but in the long run it was beaten. Several missions

may have been sent, but the role of merchant and
diplomatic agent were not kept much apart and it

is now impossible to distinguish. In 1692, however,

the mission of Ides {q.v.) was plainly official. The
caravan of some four hundred men left Moscow on

March 14, 1692, and reached Peking on November
3. 1693. In the letter which Ides carried the titles

of the Emperor were written lower than those of

the Czar, and for this reason, though several

audiences were given to Ides, the letter was not

answered and all requests were refused.

There were several government caravans sent

with more or less diplomatic intent, but the next

foi-mal embas-sy was sent in 1719 in under Leon
Vasilibvitch Ismailoff. His first seci'etary .vas

Lackent de Lange who had already been in a

mission to Peking, and the physician or surgeon

was John Bell of Antermony [q-v.]. The ambassa-

dor stayed in Peking from November 18, 1720, till

March 2, 1721, and was received by the Emperor a

dozen times. He obtained the concession of a site

for a church, an arrangement of Chinese sealed

letters to be used as 'tickets of admis.sion' for official

Rus.'ian caravan.«, and an agreement for trade to be

carried on at the frontier instead of in Peking.

When he returned he left de Lange, who was

probabiy a Swede, to represent Russian interests.

But DE Lange had a very difficult time and spent

many months practically in prison. After a while

it was announced that henceforth no Russians would

be allowed in China till the boundary question had

been arranged.

On October 12, 1725 the most important of all

the Uu.'^.sian embassies left Moscow. It had been in

preparation for a long time; its instructions were

most definite, and its equipment most complete. It

was under Savva Lukitch Vlauislavitch, a man

of about 60, as Ambassador E.xtraordinary and

Mini.ster Plenipotentiary in China. Ho spent full

si.t months in Peking, from October 21, 1726 to

April 23, 1727. Negotiations were long and difficult,

but resulted in the treaty signed at Nertchinsk,

sometimes called the Treaty of the B>cntier, some-

times the Treaty of Kiakhta, because it was ratified

there after the boundaries had been agreed on.

This treaty allowed two hundred merchants to visit

Peking every two years, while two permanent

trading-stations were established on the frontier;

a priest, three curates and five or six language

students were to be permitted to reside in Peking.

The date of the treaty is October 21, 1727.

An embassy was sent in 1733 from Peking to

St. Petersburg, the only emba£ y to a foreign court

during the Manchu dynasty till the reign of

T'u>'G Cum.
At a later date which is quite uncertain, but

which Mouse thinks was about 1762, the Peking

trade was removed to Kiakhta on the Russian side

and Maimaichen on the Chinese side of the frontier.

The trade there was strictly controlled by both

governments and was entirely by barter. In 1830

it was stated to the House of Commons that this

trade amounted to £7,800,000, but this must have

been too high a figure.

In 1768 the ambassador Kuopotoff was sent,

but was not received at Peking; he signed a Con-

vention at Kiakhta supplementing the Kiakhta

Treaty, and another Convention was signed in 1792.

Two Russian ships went to Canton in 1306;

they did their business, but immediately they were

gone orders arrived from Peking that Russian ships

muit be excluded from Canton.

At the western extremity of the frontier trade

developed in the middle of the nineteenth century

at Kuldja and Tarbagatai, and was regulated by a

Convention signed at Kuldja on July 25, 1851.

In May, 1858, the Treaty of Aigun (near

Blagovestchensk) was signed, giving to Russia the

left bank of the Amur from the mouth of the Argun

to the sea, and agreeing that the territory between

the Ussuri and the sea should be held in common

till frontiers were fixed. It was not a time when

China could resist •.' the Taku forts had been taken

ten days earlier. Before thi?. Admiral Count

I'UTIATINE sought to make a commercial treaty

opening the treaty ports to Russian trade. He was

refused permi-ssion to travel to Peking via Kiakhta

;

at the Peiho he was refused permission to proceed

to Peking at all; he then went to Hongkong and,

like America, worked diplomatically together with

England and France while abstaining from war.

"More recent relations include the temporary

occupation of Kuldja and the lea.Mng of Port

Arthur, Dalny, etc., on which separate aitioles may

be referred to.

The following is a complete list of all who have

represented Russia at the Court of Peking.

l{msian represenlatives and envoys to China

before the Tientsin treaty of 1S5S.

i.-,r,r iv.it- rcTiiov ,ii..i niiisAsn yalvukv. rckhiK

c.i-wii'k olllcira l<i/<im<i'i»).

1C1« Ivan I'liTUSK .""l AM)Iiki Mindov, TklnB 1M9.

SIlHTlim CoHWKllS.

1019 SiM.<l:.l lt.i«.l.i.i .Muliawy I" l)rli>S '""• frontier.

Kmli.Iii'lon* I., llic T»l"l! II"ii»<">"

in mcoSKlcll to tlw Chluose Tliroli.-.

,0.',4 nMKov, .nvoy (,jo,,fU), .. imynr'. ».m. ToklnB ICSC.

Iroiit TiiliiilMk

10.15 v»„vKisn, iil>nynr'i.8onfroMlT.-bi.l»k.

,018 iv»sPEm.ii.iev,™va.v(;joM<.), a 1>„- Poklug.

ynr-K Koii (rwolvcil by tlio Cblncne

Emiwror).
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1670 Ignatv MiLOVASOV anil Kobiakov, rekliig.

local envoys (received by the Chinese

Kniporor).

1674 Ivan PoB8UENNiKOT,eommercIalcuvuy, rekinj.'.

a boyur'8 son.

1675 N. G. SpafarY, ftinbassador, interpreter reiving IG76.

of the 3Io9eow Foreign Department;

(Posolsky Prikaz).

1686 Venhkov luul Favoiiov, envoys {gonUy\ Ptking.

inrernnncrs of tlie folluiving cnibassj',

1683 Tit. A. GoLoviNE, "t>Iijny okoinitchy" (a Jfcrtehinsk

courtffrade), lieutenant of Briansk,-- (treaty^

I. £. Vlassov, "stolnik" (dapili-r— , a

court grade) lientennnt of I£LAToma,

—S. kORSITSKOY, "d(ff*" (ClIAN-

*"ELLoii),—sreat and plenirotentiary

anibas«iador8.

1G92 KvEitUATED VsBRAND Ides, merchant Peking 1693.

from tilucksladt (received by the

Chinese Kniperor on an errand of

Peter tlic Great).

1719 IzUAicov, envoy plenipotentiary and Pc-klng

minister, captain in the guard (re- 172U-172I.

ceivcd by the Chinese Kmperor, as

bis guest).

17IC-1737 LoKENZ Lasge, e.x-captain in the Swe- Peking.

dish army, on five occasions com-

mercial envoy, nt one time, in 1721

and later—constant Rassian agent

in Peking (received by the Chinese

Emperor).

1725 Count (fiom lUyria) Savva Vladis- Peking

LAViTcn (Kngnzlnsky), actual state 1726-1727

connrillor, envoy extraordinary and (Biira treaty-

minister plenipotentiary {received by 17*27, Kiaklita

the Chinese Kmperor). treaty-17:i7).

1762-1768 I. Kkopotov, captain, ambas.iador to Peking

announce the accession to the Throne (additional

of Empress Catuerime II, and later trcaty-1768.)

plenipotentiary commissioner (re-

ceived by the Chinese Emperor).

1790-1792 L. Nagil, general-major, governor of Frontier

Irkutsk, in charge of frontier aJTalrs. (17^2 act.)

1805-180G Count G. A. Golovkine, ambassador I'lga.

extraordinary.

1*<.M KuVALEVsKV, colonel of the mliiing en- Knldja

gincer cori>s,— plenipotentiary. (treaty-1851).

1807 Count E. V. I'viiatine, general-adjn- Sliaughal and

taut, Vlcc-adn)iral, commander oi the Tiiotsln

fleet in the PaciUc Ocean, mlnUter (treaty-1858).

and in 18(f8, Imperial Comndssiouer

in China.

1858 N, N. MCRAVIEV (later Count 31c- Algun

RAViEV-AMfrisKV), gcneral-ailjiitaut, (treaty-1868).

general-lieutenant, governor-general

of Ea^torn Siberia.

[From the IT2S Kiakhta treaty to the 285S Tienlftn tifaty the

constant current rehttivm bcticeen Russia and China icere comlucted

by correspondence of the Senate and the Li-fan-yiian respectivdy.]

Permanent Russian representatives in China

after 1858—(Peking),

185U-iy61 X. p. iGNATiEV (later Count), general-major of tli« suite

of U.I.M.,—plenipotentiary and on a special mission.

1861-I8C3 L. Th. Bali'/e<-k. aide-de-camp of U.I.M., colonel in

the guards, ndnister resident.

1H6--1873 A, G. Vlangali, general-major of the mining corps,

envoy extraordinary and ndnlster plenipotentiary.

1873-1883 E. C. Butzow, actual state councillor, idem.

l»8y-1886 S. I. PoFOw, actual state councillor, idem.

1886-18UI A. M. Coi'KANY, chamberlain, actual stnte c.anclUor,

idem.

1891-1897 Count A- P. Cassim, chamberlain, actual state eoun-
clllor, idem.

1897-1838 A. N. Speyez, state connclUor, Idem (<lld not till hts

liost).

181t7-1901 M. X. DE GiERs. chamberlain, actual state connclllcr,

idem.

1901-1905 r. M Lessah. actual state councillor, idoii.

1905-19118 1). D. PoKOTiLow, aclual state cunnclllor, Idem.

ly09-r,'12 I. J. KoitosT'ivETZ, actual state councillor, idem.

1932-1910 n. N. KnoiTESSKV, chamberlain, actual state c^jnuclllor,

idem.

191G- Prince X. A. KoI'DAchekf, chauiberluln, actual state

eouucilhir, lilem.

RUTICILLINAE, a subfamily of the Turd-

idne, according to Gates' classification, comprising

the Robins, Redstarts, Forktails, etc. The follow-

ing is a list of those in China as far as known,

with their habitat. Hcnicurun sinensis commonly
found at all seasons in the mountains of S. China.

li. schistacetis, the Slaty-backed Forktail, in S.

China, from Fukien to Ssiich'uan, but not common.

H scouhri, the commonest in China of its genus

;

in all the southern provinces up to the Yellow

River. Ruticilla aurorea, the Daurian Redstart,

all over China up to Mongolia and Manchuria.

II. frontalis, the Blue-fronted Redstart, in W.
Ssiich'uan and Kansu. li. rufiventris, the Indian

Redstart, winters in Shensi, Chihli and Mongolia,

but in small numbers. /?. hndgsoni, comes to

Kansu and S. W. China for the summer.

Rhyacornis fuli'jinosa, the Plumbeous Redstart,

in the Central provinces in all seasons ; occurs

as far as Chihli and even in Mongolia, li.

sc/iisticeps, the White-throated Redstart, common
in the wooded valleys of Kansu. li. alashanica

in the mountains of Kansu and in the Alashan.

li. erythrogaster, Guldenstaedt's Redstart, in Kan-

su, but very rare. C'ljiinecula cacrulccula, The Blue

Throat, passes through China in migration. It

winters sparsely in S.E. China. A favourite cage-

bird. Calliope camtschatkensis, the Common Ruby-

throat, very common, passing in spring and

autumn. C. Ischebiiiewi, the Tibet Ruby-throat,

seems limited to the mountains of Kansu, and is

very rare, l^arsiijer c/iri/saeus, the Golden Bush-

Robin, in the wooded mountains of W. Ssiich'uan

;

very scarce, lanthia indica, the White-browed

Bush-Robin, in W. Ssiich'uan. /. johmtuniae and

/. 'joodfcHowi, in Formosa. /. ajanura the Red-

flanked Bush-Robin, very common throughout

China and in Mongolia. /. rufilata occurs in W.

China. Grandala coclicolor, Hodgson's Grandala,

in the very high mountains of W. Ssuch'uan and

Kansu. Notndda montium, in Formosa. iV.

leucura from Hupei to Yunnan. Copsychus sanlaris,

the Magpie-Robin, in S. China up to and including

the Yangtze basin. Kittacincla minor, the Shama,

in Hainan.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine.
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SACRED EDICT, ^ 1^. An Edict first issued

in 1670 by the Emperor Kang Hsi, then 16 years

old. It consists of sixteen moral maxims which,

though ordinary enough, have come to be i-egarded

with extravagant reverence. Yung Cheng, the

next Emperor, caused thesse maxims to be enlarged

on in essays by picked scholars, and in 1724 it was

ordered that they should be read to the public in

every city and town on the 1st and 15th of each

month.

The sixteen essays were later turned into easy

colloquial.

SACRIFICES, HUMAN. This title should

more properly be reserved for the killing of men
as offerings to the Deity, as in the case of Abraham

and Isaac, or the religious ceremonies of the

Aztecs. In default of a more convenient term,

it is used for the burial of living slaves, con-

cubines, and others, with the rich or royal dead

;

though the idea of providing companionship ai'.d

service in the other world is more prominent than

that of appeasing anger or seeking favour.

The practice must have been established in

China in very early times, but the first example

recorded in Chinese history was at the burial of

the Ch'in ruler Wu Kung, b.c. 678, when sixty-six

persons were buried alive to keep him company in

the other world. In Ch'in again, when Mu Kung
died in B.C. 621, there were buried with him one

hundred and seventy-four people. This caused

the Ode called I/iiany niao 'HiSa io be made

;

(Le'jgk's Shf /<^i>i:i, ]> 198). The fact itself is

recorded in the Ch'un Ch'iu. The practice had

been forbidden by Hsien Kung on his succeeding

to the Ch'in earldom in B.C. 384, but at the death

of Ch'in Shih Huang Ti in b.c. 210, all his wives

and concubines who had not borne him children

were buried with him, and the workmen who had

made his tomb were also walled up alive i]i it.

It is further recorded that in Ch'in a young girl

was sacrificed annually (?1 to the god or genius of

the Yellow Kiver; a practice which was for some

lime imitated by Wei. The Ch'in State is notorious

in this matter, and as it was half Tartar it may
be supposed that the custom was adopted from tno

Turko-Scythian tribes.

This view is found in a Cliincse historian of

the Sung dynasty, and is accepted by BlOT but

not by UE GnooT.

The tomb of Ch'u Chuang Wang, b.c. 591, is

still to be seen near Chingchou fu, and ten

smaller tombs around it are said tu belong to those

sacrificed at his funeral. It is also on record
that when Ling Wang of Ch'u hanged himself in

B.C. 529, a faithful follower, Shkn Hai Iji ^. buried
two of his own daughters in his master's grave.

In A.D. 312, the tomb of Duke Huan of Ch'i
(died B.C. 643) was opened, and from the number
of bones in the tomb it was evident that many
concubines had been buried with him.

Some writers assert that the practice was in

use all over China; but the Edict of the Han
ruler ^^ against it may only have been directed

against Ch'in, Ch'u and Ch'i, which, as stated

above, were guilty of the evil ; no definite examples
are given from the semi-savage States of Wu and
i'ueh.

There is a good deal of evidence that the prac-

tice was not looked on with approval by the people.

There seem to be no instances recorded during

the Han dynasty, but this cannot be held to prove
the practice was abandoned ; especially as history

proves it was common at the beginning of the

fourth century a.d. Occasional references in later

annals, together with the fact of such immolations

being carried on extensively in the first hundred
years of the Ming dynasty, seem to show that

the practice had been continuous.

According to De Guignes, who does not

however give the source of his information, there

were such immolations in the early days of the

Manchu dynasty.

The practice is not a recognized State instit-

ution, and is not provided for in the dynastic

Codices of Rites.

Parker : Aiuh-nt China Simplified; Tschepe :

Hiftnirt du Ifoi/anine de Ts'in, p. 7. 57, etc.
;

De GnooT : Ifrli'jimis Si/slrm of Ckina^ vol. ii, c. 9.

SADDLE ISLANDS, THE, a group some 30

mile.-i from the mouth of the Yangtze, the main

island, Xorlh Saddle Island, being 84 miles from

Shanghai. The jurisdiction over them seems

divided between Kiangsu and Chekiang provinces.

In the fi.-liing season the islands aie crowded with

fishermen from the Ningpo and Wenchow districts,

and large quantities of cuttle-fish are caught.

There are good harbours, and the North Saddle

Island risef to 800 feet ; it might be much used as

a sanatorium by Shanghai residents.

l.riTLE : ICant of Asia Miujutine, vol. iv, p. 183.

SAFFLOWER, Canhiimvn linctorim, |t ^
hiiiKj liiiii, formerly extensively cultivated in Ssii-

ch'uaii for its beautiful red dye, has now been ousted

by artificial ilyes. except for use on a small scale. But
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it produces also a valuable oil, and might be culti-

vated for this purpose, especially as a dry farming

crop in semi-arid regions. The decorticated cake

is nutritious as cattle feed.

SAINT, 51 sheng, the third and highes^t grade

in Taoism to which men may attain, after Immortal

fllj and Hero i^ A • Saints are the most eminent

of the Hero class, gifted with exwaordinary genius

and virtue.

WiEGER : Taoisme; Dore : IhcheTchcs sur les

Hupentilioiis, tome i.x, p. 487.

S'AKYAMUNI ig Sfi ^ M- The name com-

monly used by the Chinese Buddhists for the

founder of Buddhism, in preference to the name

U.'^UTAMA BUDDH.\.

SALAR, the 'black-capped Mohammedans' of

Kajisu. They are distinguished from the 'white-

capped' by not burning incense, by breaking

fast at a different hour during Ramadan, and

generally by greater devoutness and fanaticism.

They are of Turkish extraction. The origin of the

name is uncertain. See Mohammedanism.

KocKHiLL : The Land of the Lamas, p. 39.

SALtSIENS, a Eoman Catholic Congregation

working in China but not as an independent Mission
;

they opened an orphanage in the diocese of Macao

in 193ii ; they have also a small work near Canton in

the same diocese, where three priests minister to

about 590 Christians.

Planchet : Lts Missions de Chine, 1915.

SALT ADMINISTRATION, THE. Taxation of

salt in Ciiina is said to dale from about 2200 B.C.,

tribute salt having been introduced during the reign

of Yu, first Emperor of tl-.e Hsia dynasty.

The Ch'i kingdom (7th century B.C.) in which the

manufacture of salt was encouraged under govern-

ment control, supplied salt from what is now Shan-

tung to all the neighbouring inland kingdoms ;
under

the administration of Kuan Tzu it derived a very

large revenue from salt taxes and was reputed to be

"the richest kingdom in the world."

During the reign of the Emperor \Vu Ti, 140-8S

B.C. (Han dynasty), special officials were appointed

in charge of salt taxes throughout China.

At the beginning of the T'ang dynasty (7th

century a.d.) there were said to be eighteen salt

lakes and 640 salt wells under the control of the

Board of Revenue. Taxes were also levied on sea

salt. During this dynasty a reformer named Lir

Yen (762 a.d.) arose, who as Transportation Com-

missioner organized a system of salt administration

on lines which may well serve as a model at the

present time. Government control was confined to

the producing districts and transit taxes were

aboli.shed : merchants were allowed to transport salt

for sale to any place they chose, but government

salt was stored in remote districts to guard against

shortage in the supply. Under this system the salt

revenue is said to have increased to fifteen times its

former amount.

Early in the Sung dy.".asty (960-1278 a.d.), the

modern system of merchants' transportation was

introduced. Permits called Yin were issued by the

Central Government on payment of tax and the

country was divided into I'm areas (I'in Ti), in

each of which a merchants' monopoly was estab-

lished.

This system was elaborated in the 14th century

A.D., by T'ai Tsu (Hung \Vu), the 1st Ming
Emperor, during whose reign Yin were also issued

in retiim for contributions of rice to the Government

stores. Towards the end of the Ming dynasty,

however, (early 17th century), the salt administra-

tion decayed, a period of disintegration set in and

the revenue fell rapidly away.

During the Ch'ing dynasty the salt-producing

areas were divided into ten districts, each under the

control of a high official who was at the same time

the Viceroy of the province : the salt Taotai was

however, the actual administrator of salt affairs.

Government and merchants' monopolies existed side

by side, and while the basis of the system was the

same as during the reigns of the early Ming emperors,

the rates of taxation and methods of collection in the

various districts became more and more dissimilar

and extensive abuses crept in. Towards the end of

the Manchu regime the lack of uniformity and com-

plete absence of centralised control brought the

administration into a most chaotic condition and

insistent demands for reform arose.

In 1909-1910 a serious attempt at reform wa-s

made and a Central Salt Office {Yen Cheng Ch'u,

the name being changed in 1911 to Yen Cheng Yiion).

was established at Peking under the control of the

Minister of Finance. Progress was checked by the

outbreak of the Revolution in 1911, and no effective

reforms were introduced until the reorganization of

1913 was undertaken and the present Central Salt

Administration was established.

The Chinese Government Reorganization Loan

Agreement was signed on the 26th April, and came

into effect on the 21st May, 1913. By Article V the

Chinese Government engaged "to take immediate

steps for the reorganization, with the assistance of

foreigners, of the system of collection of the salt

revenues of China," and the Central Salt Adminis-

tration {Yen Wu Shu) was established in Peking

under the control of the Minister of Finance.

All administrative functions other than those

assigned to the Chief Inspectors and District In-

spectors fall within the sphere of Chinese Salt Com-

missioners, one of whom is in charge of each salt-

producing District. These Salt Commissioners reg-

ulate the manufacture and transportation of salt
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and control the Preventive Forces. In non-

producing Districts there are Chinese Transportation

Officers, who are charged with the supervision of the

tupply and distribution of salt to the people by
merchants. The Government fi.xes a maximum price

at which salt may be sold in each area.

DISTRICTS OF PRODUCTION AND OF CONSUMPTION.

Chief
rroduciiiff

Uisirkls
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Vested interests have hitherto proved too strong

for the introduction of such a system of free com-
petition throughout the country. At present, mono-
polies prevent the people from obtaining salt of

good quality and keep up the price by artificial

restrictions. Bad and expensive salt is the chief

cause of the prevalence of smuggling, which is but

inadequately kept in check by a large and costly

Preventive Force. Much progress has recently been

made towards the reorganization of this Force ; the

men are better paid and better clothed, merchants'

police have been transferred to Government control,

and the Force is being concentrated in the districts

of production rather than, as formerly, scattered

through the consumption areas. The total revenue

lost by reason of the failure to control smuggling

must however still be very considerable.

Taxulioii.—The principle of ta.xation now de-

finitely adopted is the imposition of a single direct

tax at source. The taxes existing in 1913 consisted,

generally speaking, of a direct tax around which was

grouped a most complicated medley of additional

taxes imposed from time to time as necessity arose

or opportunity offered, and .^eldom if ever abolished

when once imposed.

I.*vied upon producer, transporting merchant

and consumer indi.«criminately, collected at any

convenient point along the route which the salt had

to pass, calculated according to different scales and

in i'arious currencies, to five or even eight places of

decimals and allocated for such diverse pui"poses as

con.scrvancy, upkeep of schools, the Boxer In-

demnity, upkeep of gunboats, support of horse

breeding in the Manchu city at Hangchow, of the

As.'ociation for giving alms to priests, of widows,

life-saving institutions and the association for the

prevention of killing of animals, they were such as

to baffle the most earnest enquirer. Such anomalies

are now practically a thing of the past, and while

the rate of taxation ha* been increased, the people

have benefited by the removal of harassing delays

and by the abolition of exactions which by their

very nature invited extortion and abuse. The rate

of taxation at present varies from S 0.20 a picul in

parts of Shantung to S3.50 a picul in Yiinnan. Salt

for the central Yangtze areas is nominally taxed at

$4.50 a picul, but is in fact considerably less, as,

, owing to the risk which attends transportation to

these areas, payment of two-thirds of the tax is

permitted to be deferred until the salt is eventually

sold, and when losses occur exemptions are granted.

In Hunan also the payment when made is frequently

in depreciated notes. The standard of taxation

laid down in the Presidential mandate of the 24th

December, 1913. is S2.50 a picul. to be gradually

introduced throughout the country except in

Mongolia. Chinghai, Sinkiang and Tibet, "where

extraordinary conditions prevail."

I

lievenut.— It appears probable that the revenue

annually remitted to Peking up to the time of the

Kevolution in 1911 was about Tls. 13,000,000; the

receipts for the w-hole of China, including sums

retained by the provinces for local purposes, were

perhaps double that figure. There is no reason to

.suppose that the salt revenue increased between 1911

and 1913 and the total net revenue credited to the

Foreign Banks in accordance with the loan agree-

ment for the period 21st May to 31st December 1913

an-iounted to $17,576,154 only. From 1914 onwards,

however, the revenue has steadily increased.

The revenue actually credited in the Foreign

Banks during the past three years after payment

01 the expenses of administration was :

—

1914 1915 1915'

$60,409,675 .*69,277,536 .$72,440,560

(.!/iitr;/es and HitrjJus.—A list of the charges

upon the Salt Revenue in 1913 is annexed to the

Reorganization Loan Agreement, For all practical

purposes it is only necessary to take into account

at present the Crisp Loan (£5,000,000), the Re-

organization Loan itself (£25,00,0000), such part of

the instalments of the Boxer Indemnity as may
from time to time not be covered by the receipts

of the Maritime Customs, and the issued portion

(£6,000,000) of the Hukuang Railway Loan of 1911.

The following sums have been paid on account

of the Boxer Indemnity :

—

1914 1915 1916 1917

$13,505,833 $23,787,463 .$10,071,371 nil.

and on account of other charges :

—

1914 1915 1916

37.600,739 $10,811,619 $14,840,534

The .surplus placed at the disposal of the Chinese

Government has been :

—

1914 1915 1916

$31,304,818 $27,523,066 $52,226,185

The Government has agreed to maintain a reserve,

amounting to $10,000,000 with the foreign banks,

in order to ensure the prompt payment of instalments

of interest as they fall due, and to improve the

value of the security. [\V. R.S.I

SALVATION ARMY, THE, has at the present

time only one base in China, namely, Peking, opened

in 1916, with 37 foreign Salvationists in charge

in 1917.

SAMANTABHADRA, tlif "II i/t'"'"""- the

Bddhisattva called in China P'u Hsien ?f K. He

is only moderately prominent in Indian Buddhism.

In China he is popular, and is the patron saint of

Mount Omi. He is represented with a green

complexion and he ride« an elephant. In the

LoYus Sutra he has the function of protecting the

followers of the law. The Chinese pilgrims make

no mention of his worship in India.

* .\i>proxliiiiite.
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SAMBIASO FRANCOIS, ¥JSi9, Pi Fang-chi,

a Jesuit rather born in the Kingdom of Naples in

15S2. He reached Peking in 1613, and when the

persecution chased him thence he went to Kia-ting,

but returned to the capital before the troubles ended

and was sheltered in the house of PArL Hsii. In

1622 he was again obliged to leave this dangerous

post, and went to Shanghai and in 1628 to K'ai-feng

fu and then to Nanking. He baptized many
hundreds of converts in these years. Later he was

called to Peking to assist in the astronomical labours

of the Je.-uits at the Court.

He worked with great success at Yangchow,

Xingpo, Soochow and elsewhere.

When the Emperor Tscng Cheng died, the

mandarins begged him to go to Macao and seek

the help of the Portuguese for Kuang Hckg against

the Tartars, which mission he undertook. The new

Emperor was intimate with him, but Sambiaso used

his influence with him and his successors only for

the protection of religion, and for the building of a

church and residence at Canton. He died at Canton

in 1649.

Havret : La Stele chrUienne tie Siv(ja7i-fmt, ii,

p. 28, note.

SAMPAN, H !S. tliree planks. Any small

Chini-.'^e bo.-it. not a junk, may be so called.

SAMPSON, MOUNT, also called Sampson's

Peak, a rocky, conical hill some two thousand feet

high, east of Chin-chou (Kinchow) and north of

Dairen (Dalny). It received this name in 1859 when

the British forces were at Talien wan, one of the

Biitis'h vessels being the "Sampson."

The Chinese name is Taho shang or Ta ho .shan

:*: «f ' f»1) 111 „ , ^,.
SwiNHOE : Narrative of tie .\orlh China

Campaign oj ISGO.

SAMPSON'S PEAK. See Sampson, Mnunl.

SAMSHU, Htl, '/"^'fc fi^'-'^- -^"y fermented

Chinese drink may be so called, but especially ^J jg

or 'burning spirits.' Seo H'lne. .

SAMSHUI H.3j«, a port in Kuangtung in

latitude 25" 6' N., longitude 112° 53' E.

It was opened in 1897 by the Burma Frontier

Convention and is near the junction of the North

and West Rivers, and owes iU existence to the large

junk and steam traffic on these streams ; trade and

industry centre at Sainam, three miles below. The

Canton-Samshui section of the Yueh-Han Railway

was opened in 1904 and the port is now a large dis-

tributing centre for pa.«sengcr traffic. The popula-

tion is 6,000.

Net Foreign Imports

Net Chinese ,,

Exports

1915

3.562,266

1,195,388

2,009,256

1916

4,471,770

724,481

2.539,985

Total Hk.Tls. 6.766,910 7,736 P36

SAN CHIN, H.^, a name sometimes used for

the three .States of Han, Wei and Chao, into which

Chin was divided. See Chin.

SAN CH'ING, the Taoist Triad. See Three

I'lirr dni".

SAN CI AN. See San ^han.

SANDALWOOD. See Woods.

SANG DE BCEUF, a celebrated ruby-red

glaze on K'ang Hsr porcelain, derived from copper

silicate. It was really a revival of the "sacrificial

red' glaze of the Hsiian Te period.

BuSHELL : Chinese Art.

SAN KUO CHIH, hS-^- The history of

the Three Kingdoms ^ Shu, ^ Wei, and $i Wu,
which succeeded the Han Dynasty. It ii; a famous

historical novel recounting a hundred years of war.

SAN LI, 3g , the thi'ee rituals, a term to denote

the tliree works / Li, Chou Li and Li Chi. See

frjxirate articles.

SAN LING,= K. Three mausolea of the

Manchu rulers, in Manchuria. See Mausolea.

SAN MEN (BAY) =F% 'three gates"; so named

because the bay is accessible by three passages. It

is in Chekiang, between Ningpo and Wenchow. In

the Franco-Chinese war Admiral Couebet there

de-troyed two Chinese gunboats, the frigate Yiiyiian

and the corvette Cheng-king, February 15, 1885.

In February 1899 the Italian minister at Peking

made a verbal demand to the Tsungli Yamcn for

the lease of the bay, with the right to build a

railway thence to the Po-yang lake. The demand,

though repeated, was refused^ It probably had its

effect in preparing the Boxer outbreak of the next

year. The Minister, de Martino, was recalled and

replaced by Marquis Salvago-Raggi.

CoHDTEii : Histnire des Ildations de la Chine, etc.

SAN PAO, the Buddhi.st Triad. See Three

XuhU- /tu,l,l/i',.--.

SAN SHAN, :_-. Ill, three hills, also called by

the C^hinese Shang ch'uan _t jll- vpper streams. In

Portuguese .spelling San shan became Sancian ; the

English call it St. .John. It lies south-west of

Macao.

It was at Ta mao ('/.f.), the harbour on the

north-west of this island, that the Portuguese traders

to China had their fir.st station from 1517, though

they do not seem to have built dwellings on shore

;

it was here that Simon n'ANnuADE was attacked by

the Chinese after his misbehaviour in 1521. The

Portuguese were driven away and it is uncertain

when they were permitted to return ;
but they did

return, and it was here that Xavieb died in 1552,

and was buried, till his body was removed to Goa.
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It is surmised that the interest taken in Xavier's

grave made the Chinese fear lest the Portuguese

should claim possession of the island. At any rate,

the whole foreign trade was removed to Lampacao
in 1554 and the port of Ta mao was closed.

Ljungstedt : HhtorU-al Sketch of the I'oitti-

f/uese Settlements.

SAN SHENG, the eclectic Triad. See Three

SANSINGHii "• ILANFU K Baf/;f, a self

opened tra<!e mart from 1905, is in lat. N. 46° .22'

and long. E. 129° 29', on the south side of the

Sungari in Kirin province, at the mouth of the

Mutan River. The country round about the town
is yearly developing, the trade being in grain, beans,

and furs. Some gold is also produced in the forests

which extend south and east. The population is

35,710. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 188,412 101,749

Net Chinese „ 379,627 342,147

Exports 2,135,127 527,828

Total Hk.Tls. ... 2,703,166 971,724

SAN TSANG. See Buddhist Canon.

SAN TSUN TA FO, the Buddhist Triad. See

Three .\<>l>te ISuildhaf.

SANTUAO HSI> 18, a port in Fukien, in lat.

26° 40- X., long. 119° 40' E. It was opened to

foreign trade by Imperial Decree in 1898.

The harbour is one of the finest on the whole

coast, and it was probably through political fears

that the Chinese opened it. It is some 70 miles

south of Foochow, and thus can hardly hope for

a great future, though it is the natural outlet of

a great tea district. The population is about 8,000.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 282,227 319,844

Net Chinese „ 333,201 337,220

Exports 3,362,603 2,270,396

Total Hk.Tls. ... 4,028,031 2,927,460

SAN TUNG SHENG, H :^ iS" , three eastern

provinces , the Chinese name for the country called

by us Manchuria. The three provinces are Hei-

lung chiang, Kirin and Liaotung or Feng-t'ien or

Sheng-ching. See Moiichuria.

SAN T'UNG. 3 iij the three t'ung, that is,

the thi'ee books T'ung T'icn, T'limj Chih and H'tn

Hsien T'ung K'ao. Sec Lei Shu.

SAN TZU CHING, E^tl, or Three-Char-

ntti r Classic, a small primer for schoolboys, the first

book put into the hands of children all through the

Empire. It treats of all manner of subjects in

rhymed doggerel, three characters to the line, and

includes 560 different characters. The author was

probably Wanx Yi.\c-un (a.d. 12231296). It has

been imitated for teaching purposes by Protestant

and Roman Catholic missionaries and also by the

T'ai P'ing rebels.

SAPEQUE. The word used by the French to

denote a ( 'hiuose ca,sh. The sapcic is really a small

coin used in Tonkin, etc.

SARAGH, a name appearing in the Syriac part

of the inscription of the Nestorian Tablet, where

G.iBiuEL is called priest, etc., of Kumdan and
Saragh : the former is Ch'ang-an (Hsi-an fu) and

the latter is taken for Loyang in Honan, which was

the capital for part of the time between the intro-

duction of Nestorian Christianity and the erection

of the tablet.

YCLE : Cathay and the Way Thither.

SASSOON, an important name in the mercantile

history of the East. David Sassoon, a Jew, was

born in Bagdad in 1792, settled in Bombay in 1832,

and traded with Canton in opium and cotton. He
sent his sons to open branches of the firm, the

headquarters of which were established in Hongkong
as soon as that island became British.

David Sassoon was succeeded by Sir Albert,

and he by Sir Edwaed Sassoon, Bart., M.P.

The head office of David Sassoon & Co., Ltd.,

is now in London.

E. D. Sassoon & Co. is an offshoot of the older

firm, the business having been founded in the early

days of Hongkong by a son of David Sassoon.

The head office is in Bombay, where the firm

owns- five large mills.

SATOW, ERNEST MASON, Rt. Hon. Sir,

was educated at Mill Hill and I'niversity College,

London.

He entered the Japan Consular Service as

student-interpreter in 1861. and after serving in

liangkok, Monte Video and Morocco, he was

apjiointed as Minister to Tokyo in 1895 ; from 1900

to 1906, he was Minister at Peking.

He is a barrister-at-law, has several honorary

degrees, became G.C.M.G. in 1902 and Privy

Councillor in 1906. He is the author of several

works relating to Japan.

SCANDINAVIAN ALLIANCE MISSION.

See China Inland Mi'.'iiai.

SCANDINAVIAN ALLIANCE MISSION IN

Mongolia.

Hradquarters :—Chicago, U.S.A.

The first missionary, D. Sternberg, readied

Mongolia in 1895. After studying the language

for a year in Kalgan, he went north, travelling

about for two years. Five others were sent out

during this time, and with a view to forming a

colony to teach the Mongols agriculture, a large

piece of land was purchased a little north of the
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Ordos desert and near the V-'ellow l!i\er. In 1900,

five of the six workers were massacred, with the

one evangelitt and some catechumens. The one

missionary (Mr. N. J. Fiuedsthom) who escaped

into safety returned in 1902 with a wife, and
after many difliculties got back the land and added
to it—having about 10,000 acres in all, with an

irrigating system. The scheme is prosperous'.

In 1917, the Mission reported si.\ foreign and
si.\ native workers, one Mongol sdiool (thirty

pupils), two Chinese schools (forty pupils), and
forty communicants.

SCHALL VON BELL, JEAN ADAM, ri'^M
T'uii'j Jtj-wfinij, a celebrated Jesuit missionary

who?e name is often written Schaal. He was born

at Cologne in 1591 and came to China with P.

TniGAULT in 1622. Sent to Peking to learn the

language, he made himself known at Court by

calculating several eclipses. He passed to Hsi-an

fu and, treated badly at first, won such favour in

time that he built a church there from gifts sent

by officials and literati. In 1630 he was recalled

to Peking to help P. Rho in his astronomical

labours. Besides his immense work in this line he

prepared quite a library of scientific books. The
Emperor gave him his confidence and in 1631 ten

of the chief eunuchs of the Court were baptized.

The year after, Schall could celebrate the Mass

within the palace itself, and it is said that later

more than 140 of the blood royal, 38 ijrincesses of

the jjalacc, including the widow of T'iek Ch'i, and

40 eunuchs of the palace received baptism.

When the Manchus took the throne Schall

remained in favour and was Director of the Board

of A,'tronomy or Mathematics. He retained his

apostolic fervour and soon had twelve thousand

converts round him. Later he endured the bitterest

persecution and died at Peking in 1666.

Haviiet : La Sli.lc chritietnie (h Si)i(ian-fou,

ii, p. 96, note.

SCHERESCHEWSKY, SAMUEL ISAAC
Joseph, (inure coiicctly written ScnKii.scnEWSKl)

was born in 1831 in l{ix*siau Lithuania of Jewish

parents. He became a Christian in America, and

wa.- sent to China as a missionary by the Epi.-'Copal

Church in 1859. He worked in Peking for thirteen

years, and was made Bishop of Shanghai in 1877,

—an office which he had once declined already.

He founded St. John's College and St. Maby'8

Hall. His life work was the translation of the

Scriptures into Chinese. In his earlier days in

China he translated the whole of the Old

Testament into mandarin. In 1881 he became

paralysed, and though he partially recovered he

resigned the bi.-^hopric. Ho returned to America,

and though unable to apeak plainly, and only able

to work a typewriter with r.ni' fincev, he I'pviseil his

Old Testament and then began to turn the whole
Bible from Hebrew and Greek into II'ch/i,—a work
which took him seven years. He then i-eturned

to the East to publish it, and was again at work
on a translation of the Apocrypha when he died in

Japan in 1906. He left other works behind him,
including an unfinished dictionary of Mongolian.

SCHEUT MISSION, properly Congregation of

the Jlissionaries of the Immaculate Heart of Mary,

«l ?lj 52 Ii it!' "t. It was founded in 1861 to help
young Belgians to become missionaries, and
established at Scheut-lezBruxelles. The first

missionaries came to Mongolia in 1865, the

evangelization of that territory being handed over

to them by the Lazarists. It has now 168 foreign

missionaries in China, 101,247 Christians and
12,000 Scholars. See Vicariats; Congregations.

SCHLEGEL, GUSTAVE, born near Leyden
in 1840, died in 1903 at Leyden. He reached

Hongkong in 1858, as student-interpreter to the

Netherlandii Government. He visited and even

lived in some cities of South China, but most of

his time was spent in the Dutch Indies. He
retired in 1872, and taught Chinese for some time

in Leyden University, till in 1877 a Chair of

Chinese was created for him there, which he

occupied till his death. He was co-editor with

CoRDiER of the T'otuig Pao from its first appearance

till he died. His most imijortant work is a Dutch-

Chinese Dictionary. A list of his writings is given

in the T'uutig Pao, 1903, p. 407, and in Cokdieu's

Eludes chinois, 13991902, where they number 256

titles.

SCHOOLS OF BUDDHISM. Sec Huddlu.<l

Schoolf.

SCIENTIFIC BOOK DEPOT. See Cliinesc

Scientifir Jlook IJc/k'iI.

SCIURID/E, the squirrel Family. Eighteen

.species are known in N. China and neighbouring

territories. They are given below, with their dis-

tribution. See llodcntia.

Petaurista alhorujus, S.W. Kansu, N.W. Ssu-

ch'uan ; 'J'rogoptcrun xanthipa, S. Shensi, Chihli

;

Hciiints vulgarin mantcfiuricus, Manchuria; .S, vul-

garis ni/iiftriit, Saghalien ; Sciurolamiii.^ davidinnv.'',

Chihli, Shansi, Shensi, Kansu; Sciuroptcrtts btuch-

neri, Kansu, Shansi; S. rusglciis, Manchuria; S.

rufsicvs atltene, Saghalien; -S'. aluco, Corea ; Tamiopt

vestilvt, Chihli ; Eutamias aiialicus sensctm, Chihli

;

E. aniaticvg intcrces^^or, Shansi ; E. asialicus or-

dinali-1, Shensi, Ordos; E. a.iialints orientalis, Man-

churia, N. Corea ; E. ai'inliru.'), Kansu ; Cilellut

mongolicm. Shansi, Shensi, Kansu ; C. mnwjoUr.m

7/ml) rat If, Inner Mongolia, Chihli ; Mnrmota rnbuftn.

Kan.-u, K. Mongolia.
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SwiNHOE, in his list of Mammals south of the
Yangtze, names Sciurm castaneoventris (Hainan,
Kuangtung, Fukien and Formosa); 5. chinensU,
(Shanghai); S. m'cleUandi, (Hainan, Kuangtung,
Fukien, Formosa, \V. Ssuch'uan) ; S. kahiinsis (N.

Formosa) ; besides I'teromys (jrandis and 1'.

pecloralis both from Formosa. It will be observed
that this list is of old date, and the names have no
doubt been altered.

SowERBX : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. .\lvii

;

SwiNHOE : Catoloijuc of Chinese Mamiiiah, P.Z.S.,

1870.

SCOTT, CHARLES PERRY, D.D., first

bishop of the North China diocese (Anglican) was
born in Hull, Y'orkshire, England, in 1847. He
w-as the great-grandson of Thomas Scott, the great

commentator. He was educated at Charterhouse

and Cambridge, was ordained deacon in 1870, and
priest in 1871, and after a short curacy in London
went to China under the Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel, landing in Chefoo in 1874.

From this port he and his one colleague made
a number of tours into the interior of Shantung,

in the course of which they selected Tai-an fu as

a future station of the mission. The bishopric of

North China was founded in 1880, and Mr. Scott

was consecrated as bishop in London in this year.

Returning to China in 1881, he made his head-

quarters in Peking, where he remained till his

retirement in 1913.

SCOUTS.—27(C Hoy Scovt Movement in China.

During the cour-e of a tour round the world in

1912, Sir- Eobekt S.S. Baden-Powell, the founder

of the Boy Scout movement, paid a visit to Shanghai,

where he inspected the troops of British and

Eurasian boy scouts then in e.\istence.

At the time of Sir Egbert's visit there were

no Chinese boy scouts in Shanghai, neither

was there any organization for spreading scout

ideas among the Chinese, but the visit of Sij'

Robert was partly the cause of the formation

in 1913 of the Boy Scouts Association of China.

At first the Association had the over.-ight of a

single troop of scouts formed from among the

pupils of the Shanghai Municipal Public School for

Chinese, but the definite aim of the Association,

to make scouting for boys known throughout China,

was quickly realised, and during 1913 and 1914

several troops were organised in Shanghai, and

troops affiliated with the Association were established

in Canton and Hankow.
A special impetus was given to the movement

in May, 1915, when a Scout Rally of some four

hundred scouts from Shanghai and Canton was held

in connection with the Far-Eastern Games in Shang-

hai. At a meeting attended by supporters of the

scout movement from all parts of the countrj-, the

Asjociation was made a national body, with power
to affiliate and enroll local associations, and the

existing council was enlarged by the addition of

si.c repretentatives of the great cities of China.

At pretent (1917) there are local associations,

controlling many hundreds of boy scouts in affiliation

with the national Association, in Shanghai, Canton,

the Wu-Han (Wucliang and Hankow) District,

Peking (Tsing Ilua College), Nanking, Tientsin and
Soochow. In Shanghai alone there are some si.xtecn

troops containing nearly a thousand Chinese boy

scouts, and the local Badex-Powell Association has

under its control a large troop of wolf-cubs, and

troops of British, French and Sikh scouts.

The Boy Scouts Association of China is chiefly

concerned with the formation and affiliation of local

scout associations, which control the troops and

encourage the movement in various parts of the

country. A handbook, entitled Policy, Organisation

and liulcs (price 30 cents) has been issued, and

Chinese translations of books on scouting are being

piepared. The policy of the Bauen-Powell Assoc-

iation (of England) has been followed in the main,

but alterations and additions to suit the customs

and conditions in China have been made.

The actual work of the Association is at present

done voluntarily by an executive committee with a

chairman, secretary and treasurer elected annually.

The Headquarters of the Association are at 35,

Elgin Road, Shanghai.

[G.S.F.K.]

SCULPTURE. The subject of sculpture in

China must for the present be treated with extreme

reserve; the discoveries of to-day prove that the

theories of yesterday were based on false conclu-

sions, and justify great hopes of interesting excava-

tions yet to be made, which may prove the existence

of a native school of importance. This article is,

therefore, written rather with the idea of encourag-

ing students to give time and attention to this most

important branch of art and archaeology, than with

any thought of giving a history of Chinese sculpture

—this is yet to be written.

Too general has been the acquiescence in the

opinion expressed by Paleologue in L'Art Chinois

(published 1887), thus translated : "At last we reach

the supreme moment in the history of Art in China

:

the introduction of Buddhism. We have noted in

the preceding chapters the considerable influence

which the introduction of this religion and the

importation of sacred statues from India, exercised

in the 6th and 7th centuries a.d. upon the art of

working in bronze. From the very beginning this

influence was no less on the carving in stone. It

appears indeed that the Buddhist idols brought

from Nepal and the Punjab by the Chinese pilgrims,

were the source from which the sculptors of the

Middle Kingdom drew the inspiration for their
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first statues. Until then they had only ti'eated

.-tone in bas-relief, and at that a ba.s relief with no
projection, no modelling; they had not attempted

the full relief, which frees, as it were, the effigy

from its wall of stone ; they had been unable to

rise to the heights of a statue. Therefore the moit
ancient statues known in China are figures of

Buddhist divinities."

That under Buddhist influence much sculptural

work of value has been produced, no one will deny

;

witness the cliff carvings at Yiin-kang in Shanti, at

Lung Men in Honan, at Hang-chou in Chekiang;

but that it i)roved the sole source whence the Chinese

sculptor drew his inspiration is an hypothesis which

has, since PALtOLooPE wrote as above, been absol-

utely refuted.

In 1907 two stone lions dating from a.d. 147

were e.xhumed in Western Shantung ; these, which

were until recently the most ancient statues in full

relief known in China, stood in front of the sepul-

chre of the family Wu, near Chia-hsiang hsien]ggfj|g;

a winged tiger of purely indigenous type was found

to exist in Ssuch'uan, date a.d. 209; and finally in

1911 at the tomb of Ho CH'ii-riNC an archaic

group, consisting of a charger trampling upon a

barbarian of hideous aspect was discovered by the

French Mission composed of Comte Gilbert ue

VoisiNS, Jean l'Abtigue, and Victou Segalen.

This interesting statue dates from 117 B.C., the

time of the Former or Woi^tern Han.

Magnificent figures which show no traces of

foreign influence exist at the Liang tombs near

Nanking, and the superb winged horse at the tomb
of T'ANG Kao Tsuxg, which is equally free from

Buddhist elements, is indubitably tlic work of a

native sculptor of great power.

Although the Han bas-reliefs at Hsiao Shan
T'ang in Shantung were noticed and remaiked upon
by Dr. Bushell at the Congress of Orientalists in

Berlin in 1881, the pioneer in the study of Chinese

sculpture is undoubtedly M. Ed. Chavannes, who,

Euppoitcd by the Ministere de I'Instruction Publi-

quc, and I'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles

Lcttre?, I'aiis, has made most extensive researches

in China.

These same public-spirited bodies have further

e.stendcd tlieir patronage, and so it may be hoiied

that in the not far distant future a comprehensive

study of Chinae sculpture, both indigenous and

of foreign extraction, may appear.

I'aleologiie : L'Art VhimiU; Bushell : Hiflvry

iij Chinese Art; Foucheh : I'Art fin'ru-Hiidd/iiijiie

tilt Gandhara; Auhel Stein : AncUnt Khutuu;
Chavannes: Mmtinn Arcliidlotjiiiiii' ilant In Chine
Hvjjtentriunrilf ; Premier expose des Becherches

Archeologicjues ; and /.« Hcutfiturc mir picrrc rn

(.'hini-; Missirm Cilbeht iik Voisixs, etc. Journal

Asiatique, 1915 and 1916; SruALEN : liennl Dif-

C'toenei in Ancient Chinese Sculpture, Journal,

X.C.B.n.A.S., 1917; Stone Mortuary Shrincf,

Tei Sekino Kokka, xix and xx, 1908-1909; Tchang :

Tomheatix des l.iunij; Var. Sin. 33.

[F.A.]

SEA-CUNNY, an old term for the helmsman
of foreign ships, generally a European.

S E A S L U G S . Sec llech e de m er.

SECRET SOCIETIES have flourished in China
for many centuries. They might be originally

(1) political, (2) religious, (5) a combination of the

two, or (4) established for more personal rcasoiis,

the first class being probably the most numerous.

Examples of the first kind are the Ked Eyebrow-

Sect [l.'h'ih Mei ^ yg ) wbicli exijited about the

beginning of the Chri-rtian ei-a, and comprised a

body of rebels against Wang Mang, who painted

their eyebrows red; and the Ko Lao Hui (q.v.).

The Vegetarian Sect (q-v.) is an example of the

second class and the famous Triad Society (q.v.)

of the third. An example of the fourth is the

Golden Orchid Society, whose girl-members are

sworn never to many, and sometimes commit
suicide rather than break their vow. The authori-

ties at one time had to try seriously to crush this

Society.

The origins of the political secret societies wei-e

generally actual misrule and oppi'ession causing

disaffection, rather than chivalrous attachment to

a past dynasty. The religious societies' are some-

times traceable to the persecutions which Buddhism,
Taoi.'m, Nestorianism, etc., suffeied from time to

time. A persecuted religion hid itself underground,

and several such secret sects would sonietimea

amalgamate, giving an eclectic result. The Govern-

ment always had good reasons to suspect all secret

associations, and frightful politico-religious wai's

sometimes took place between rulers> and people,

e.ij., in the IBtli and 19th centuries, when the

White Lily sect rebelled in Hupei, and more than

20,000 members were beheaded in four months.

The rebellion spread through six provinces ; it

aimed at the extermination of the Manchu dyna.sty,

and cost untold life and money to quell.

Early Protest^uit missionaries were nuicli iuti'i'-

esled in the ,<ects, Milne writing of the Triad Society

as early as 1825. In the proceedings of the

Missionary Conference of 1890, a valuable paper

by Key. F. H. James was given dealing with the

Secret Sects of Shantung, of which fifty-two had

been studied, with a list of some of their literature.

I II format ion concerning such was obtained with

great difficulty, those who had loft the Societies,

c,</., on becoming Christians, being afraid to give

much. The establi-hnicnt of a Uepublic and the

Declaration of Beligious l>iberty has rendered the
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previously existing societies out-of-date, but no
study of fresh material on the subject has been
reported, and it is probable that as far as the

history of the secret sects isi concerned, the con-

fusion is too great even for the Chinese themselves

to unravel. Societies originally political became
also religious with the addition of fresh blood, or

in new conditiou^, and vice versa; some died out

or were persecuted into silence, to be revived

porhajis under a new name and in another place,

with or without modifications in doctrine and
organization ; large societies divided and the parts

developed differently ; while the literature was
mostly in manuscript, and often had to be hurriedly

destroyed. On the other hand, a study of the

present-day beliefs of members of such societies

ought to be valuable, a* it is well known that

many of the most spiritually-minded of the Chinese

belong or did belong to them. It is impossible to

say how many of the sects still exist ; but in 1896,

they were said to average anything from 20,000 to

200,000 members per province. See White Lotus
\

Society, Jumper Pool Society, etc. '

De Groot : Secrctarianisiii and Heligious

Persecution in China; James, in Hecords of 1S90 \

Missionary Conference; Ball : Things Chinese;

Richard, in Hnxtinf/'s Encyclopaedia of lieligion,

etc. [C.E.C.]

SECUNNEE. See 5ea cunmj.

SEDAN CHAIR. See Chair, Sedan.

SEISMOLOGY. It is worthy of note in the

study of earthquakes that China claims to have

invented the earliest seismoscope—the first insilru-

ment in the world made in order to show the

direction of a motion of the ground.

In A.u. 132, the astronomer Chang Heng Jg '<fj

is said to have conceived and constructed an

ingenious instrument resembling in form a lai-ge

bronze bell, on the upper jjart of which were eight

dragons, one for each of the four cardinal points

of the compass, and one each for the four inter-

mediate points. Each held a small ball in his

mouth ; and sitting on the ground around the bell

were eight toads corresponding to them, ready to

catch in their mouth* any ball set free from the

teeth of the crouching dragons by a slight earth-

shock.

Whatever may be thought of the accuracy and

reliability of the mention or description of earth-

quakes 'found in the ancient chronicles, it is a

matter of fact that from very early times (1177 B.C.)

to now, Chinese records' give a very large place to

landslips, earthquakes, upheavals of mountains and

even seismic noises when they are accompanied by

public disaster-'. It may be thought that super-

stition ha.x had a .«hare in all this: that politics

also were not unconnected with the more or less

complete recording of the occurrences, (e.g. it is

regularly in the capitals or couit residences that

the chronicles are most abundant)
; yet, it is striking

how fairly the distribution of the seismic activity

along the different centuries and the different

regions agrees with what we know from other

records both in distant and in neighbouring times

and countries. Moreover the most recent of the

Chinese earthquakes give full confirmation to the

classic dictum of Modern Seismology, // a series of

earthquakes successively occur in a certain region,

the epicentres tend to array themselves along the

pre-existent lines of dislocation. In fact they

accumulate, and appear almost exclu.-ively along the

(irogenic lines of the Chinese territory. If we put

aside the Chronicles of Chihli (487 entries), Kiangsu

(453), Shansi (245), and Honan (226), which might

be suspected of exaggeration owing to the vicinity

of the court at different epochs, and Shengking (34),

because of its short life as a distinct province, we
find that the order of frequency is as follows :

Yiinnan (223 occurrences), Kansu (222), Chekiang

(216). Shensi (213), Hupei (191), Fukien (173),

Anhui (160), Kiangsi (153), Shantung (140), Ssu-

ch'uan (119). Kuangfung (111). Hunan (84), Kuangsi

(42) and Kueichou (28). Obvioufly this list does

not record only violent catastrophes ; such are

relatively rare in China.

In the geological eras, the dislocations of the

Tertiary period did not deeply modify the hori-

zontal deposits of the Palaeozoic group ; on the

contrary, the great masses of crystalline and gneissic

rocks themselves, as well as the large plateaux of

thick limestone, .seem to have generally opposed a

powerful and sufficient resistence to subsequent

deformations and to have principally met with

vertical impulses which left their actual stability

untouched. The quite contemporarj' seismic activity

of the Hoshan mountains in Northern Anhui,

(wbich has been almost continuous during the first

half of the year 1917, with a frequency of shocks

or trepidations varying between two and 41 per

week), offers an example of the peneseismicit.v

of the country for centuries and centuries as it may
be gathered from the Chronicles, and affords strong

reasons for crediting the ancient records, which

some eminent critics have seemed hitherto rather

inclined to receive only with the greatest reserve.

To sum up, the more unstable regions of China

seem to have been always those which they are now

;

i.e., We.stern Yiinnan, with its folded and sheered

limestone at the south-east terminal massif of the

Tibetan lAttress ; the middle Huangho, at the

steep vertical fault where the Ts'inling .shan and

T'aihang shan converge, near the T'ungkuan pass

of the Huangho; the ea.stcrn slojje of the Wut'ai

shan ; the extreme prolongation (jf the Ts'inling
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range in Southern Honan and Northern Aiihui,

v.hich «c have just alhided to; tlie T'aishan system

in Shantung and finally the volcanic and less ancient

formations of the Tayuling regions, including parts

of Chekiang, Kiangsi and Fukien. This suffices

to show that China is not simply to be numbered
among the aaeimiiic countries, though by no means

is she to be classed with the seifinic ones, such as

JajKin or the Philippines, where disasters are fre-

quent ; and among the peiieseismic parts of the

world her place is with those where the equilibrium

is neither frequently nor, as a rule, very consider-

ably disturbed.

The attempt was first ma-de to discover a law

of frequency for Chinese earthquakes on the basis

of the different months, whether by provinces or

by larger regions (Xorth, South, and Central China),

but no general result was arrived at; for the most

part there is no regularity at all. Again, a com-

parison of the distribution of earthquakes by months

or seasons, with that of the precipitation in the same

regions, also yielded only a negative result.

The question then arose whether there might not

exist a certain centennial or multi-centennial period-

icity in the earthquakes recorded over a long stretch

of time, c.ij., the Christian era. On investigation

there was discovered to be, not a true periodicity,

but at least a time of lull, (lasting from 633 to 1256)

between two equal epochs of greater activity, from

the year 1 to 633 and from 1266 to 1899. Further,

there is to be noted an appro,\imately parallel series

of earthquakes within these periods, if they are

separated into groups of 35 years, recalling the

period formerly studied by LocKYE.H in his researches

into the sun-.epots. Each length of 633 years can be

divided into two unequal parts of more or less

appreciable recrudescence, separated by a slight lull

ja.'-lliig 35x2 or 35x3 years. In each cycle of

633 years, it is the second recrudescence which is

the more strongly accentuated, as it is also the more

prolonged. These recrudescences, particularly those

of the years (appro.\imately) from 16 to 141, from

212 to 247, frcmi 704 to 809, from 1267 to 1340 and

from 1442 to 1688 seem to behave very much like

the aiTival of successive billows or .trimnic ivaven

of varying importance having, or at least possibly

having their points of origin outside China.

The propagation of these waves, at any rate in

tin: whole of the Far East, seems to conform to

sump exact laws, which have been formulated

tlniH :
—

1.

—

Tyfiw ii/ ijiiicriil reliirildtion in the adronre

I'/ thf Ki'itmic wave, :—In the general progress of

the more or less periodical recrudescences of seismic

activity, the different regions affected (by such a

recrudescence) are not simultaneously shaken ; it

seems as if there is rather a .iiirref'iiiv, or even an

actual altirnati'jii in the manifestations of the

geodynamical rela.\ations.

2.

—

Ijdw of the echoes persisting in the middle

of the same seismic wave :—In the middle of a

period of general activity when the shocks are more

noticeably frequent or violent, this law of alternation

is obeyed.

3.

—

Laiv of correitjxmding states :— The laws of

alternating frequency thus formulated are also a

function of the seismicity proper to and characteristic

of each region.

These laws deserve to be put to the test of a

comparative study with the seismic records of the

other regions of the globe. [G.]

Bjbliogkaphy ;—F. de Montessus de Ballore :

J.es Trcniblements de terre, 1906; E. BiOT : Catalo-

IJU-: . . ^dcs Tremblements de terre en Chine, 1839;

F. OMoni : .1 list of the Chinese Earthquakes,

(Reports of the Imperial Earthquake Investigation

Committee, Xo. 29, 1899, 85) ; J. Milne : .4 list

of the I'jorlhquahes of China, (Trans. Seismological

Society of Japan, -x, 1887) ; H. Gauthier, s.j. :

Catalogue des Tremblements de terrc signales c?!.

Chine de 1767 or. J. C. a 1896 ap. J. C, (Le

depouillement des Chroniques a ete fait par !e

P. HoAXG et revu par le R. P. J. Tobar, s.j.),

Shansihai, jiart i. 1909. part ii, 1913.

SELECT COMMITTEE, a short name for The

Select Committee of the East India Company's

Supercargoes. See !^ii]>i'rciir</oes.

SELF-IMMOLATION. See Suttee.

SEMEDO, ALVAREZ DE.Q^.l!;"! LuTe-chan,

was boni iii i'urtu;;al in 1535 and entered the

Soiiety of Jesus at 17 years old. Having finished

his studies at Goa he was sent in 1613 to Nanking,

where he took the name of Hsieh Wc-lu iJH {)! (jt;

but after persecution and enforced e.xile to Macao

he returned to China as Lu Te-chao and lived in

Hangchow, Shanghai, etc. In 1628 he was sent to

Ilsi-an fu for two years. Then, after si.x years in

Kiangsu, he was sent to Rome as Procureur of the

Vice-Province of China. Returning in 1644 as

Vice-Provincial, he later cared fcr the Church in

Canton, where he died in 1658.

He wrote a work in Portuguese (Madrid, 1641)

which has been translated into several languages;

the English translation is The History of that Great

and Hennivned Monarchy of China . . . Lately

written in Italian {sic) by F. Alvarez Semedo, a

I'ortughess . . . (1655).

It is from this work that most later writers took

the narrative of th& discovery of the Nestorian

Tablet {q.v.), but other accounts are preferable.

Havuet : La Stile chn'tienne de Si-nr/nn-fou, ii,

p. 31.

SEMINAIRE MASTAI. S^e Sinilnofj/ of SS.

I'etcr and I'aul.
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SEMINARY OF SS. PETER AND PAUL
of Home. This is not a Congregation but a

Seminary only. It was founded in 1867 by Mgr.
Pieeue Avakzini, but is often called Seminaire
Mastai, as though founded by Mastai-Ferretti
(I'ope Pirs IX). Through lack of resources it had
some difficulty in establishing itself. At first the

priests were sent to help in other missions in China,

but in 1G87 S. Shensi was raised to be a Vicariat

and entrusted to the care of the Seminary. In
1891 si.\ Canossienne Sisters joined in the work.
A Cardinal at the Seminary in Rome acts as

Superior-Major. The only vow taken is the oath of

obedience to the Superior, who is the Vicar-

Apostolic.

SEMINARY OF ST. FRANCIS XAVIER
for Foreign Missions. See Mii'sions Ktrantfereg de
I'litme.

SENGKO LIN HSIN ft fe*iJtt>. the Mongol
general who opposed the Allies' advance on Peking

in 1850-1. He built a great earthen rampart to

protect Tientsin, which received the name of

Seng-ko-lin-hsin's Folly. The British sailors knew
him as Sam Collinson. He was a Alongol prince

by birth, and distinguished himself in fighting the

T'ai P'ing rebels. He was defeated and killed in

action at Ts'ao-chou fu in Shantung, 1864, fighting

against the Nien-fei rebels.

SERA. See Seres.

SERANG, from Persian sarhang, a commander.

The word was formerly in use to denote a native

boatswain, the'chief of a lascar crew or the skipper

of a small native vessel. Yule : HobunnJobixm.

SERES, the name for the Chinese as found in

Roman writers of the Augustan age. The only

important instances are Puny and Ptolemy, since

other writers have merely followed these. The
ideas of the country's position were of course

vague, but it lay far east on the edge of the ocean,

and the term beyond a doubt referred to the Chinese.

Sera and Serice are given by Ptolemy as the names

of the capital and the country respectively. It is

probable that the name first reached the we>st in the

form Sericum, silk, from the Mongol form sirlr!:,

the other terms being made from it. The name was

always identified with the silkworm and silk, until

at last its use as a geographical tenn ceased entirely.

See China.

Yule : Cathni/ anil the Warj Thithrr ; and

Mnrr,, Pi,h<. Tntrod., p. 12.

SERICANA. An old name for China. See

I'nrndife Lo»t, iii, 437.

SERICE. See Seret.

SEROW, Nemorhoedus , an animal of the

Bovidic; the species so far as named, with their

distribution, are given as follows :

—

Ntmorhceduis argi/rochoetes, Chekiang ; A^.

x:idianui, N.W. Ssuch'uan, S. Shensi ; N. mtlne-

edwardsi, W. Ssuch'uan, S.W. Kansu; A', collasinun,

Kuangtung ; iV. Tocherianus, Tonkin.

SowEKBY : Journal, \.C.B.B.A.S., vol. xlvii,

p. 68.

SESAMUM SEED, £ jg chih ma, is the pro-

duct of an annual herbaceous plant, Sesamum
indicum, which flourishes in tropical and sub-

tropical regions, and is largely grown in China in

the Yangtze valley, in Ssuch'uan, as far south as

Hainan, and as far north as X. Shensi, but is most

important in the Low.er Y'ellow River basin. It is

generally grown on light or sandy soils, and the

last-named region is specially favourable to its

cultivation. The seed.s vary greatly in colour, rang-

ing from white through grey, reddish-brown to

black, but in Honan there are only yellow and white

grown. In China there is only one crop, but late

and early varieties exist.

The seed is sown in spring and harvested in

July or August ; as the crop is not long in the

ground it does not require very much moisture.

The yield averages 80 catties per mow, the best

known being 120 catties ; this equals from 600 to

1,000 lbs. per acre, a higher average figure than is

obtained in India. The seeds are used in the East

as food, consumed in the form of sweetmeats, but

chiefly are pressed for their oil, which is used for

burning, perfumed, or (in India) for adulterating

ghee. Sesamum is shipped to Europe for use as a

substitute for olive oil in salad oils, for the pre-

paration of margarine and vegetable butter, also in

the extraction of perfumes by the enfli>uraije process
;

and the lower qualities are chiefly employed in the

manufacture of soap, and also as bujiiing or lubric-

ating oil. The development of the Chinese trade

in sesamum is interesting. Until 1902 India ex-

ported the great bulk of sesamum to the world's

markets, but in that year the Chinese exportation

rose suddenly from 17,000 to 52,000 tons, the average

of the preceding years having been less than 10,000

tons. From 1908 onwards China has been ahead of

India as an exporter, and the trade has brought

prosperity to the Yellow River regions. This

development is undoubtedly largely due to the sup-

pression of poppy growing, which released very

suitable ground for sesamum cultivation. The

foreign trade began in 1894. Quinquennial figures,

1900, 16,000 tons. Hk.Tls. 950.000 : 1905, 34,000 tons,

Hk. Tb. 2.350.000 : 1910. 162.000 tons, Hk. Tls.

14.377.000; 1915, 137,000 tons, Hk.Tls. 9.556.000.

SETTLEMENT. See foncw.'nn.

SEVEN ACCUSATIONS, THE, -b A K "r

^rt
, (h'i Ifi hin or han ; the seven reasons published

for the rebellion which overthrew the Ming
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dynasty. They were issued in 1618 by the Manchu
ruler NunH\CHU, whose reign title was T'ien Ming.

They include charges of broken faith, frontier dis-

turbances, etc. The document may be found in the

Tu?ig Uua Lu Jl ^ £i c.i, and a full translation is

given in l.i I'ngbing's Outlines of Chinese History,

p. 285.

SEVEN MALES, THE. See Seven Martial

Utiitif.

SEVEN MARTIAL STATES, THE, -t t||

cA'i /tsiunr/, translated by I'arkeii in one place a.s

The Scfen .Maleg; a tenn used for the more power-

ful feudal kingdoms of the third century B.C.

They were Ch'in, Ch'u, Ch'i, Yen, Han, Chao and

Wei. The period is also called the Period of the

Six Kiiii/doinf,- f'U'in beinj; tlu'ii omitted.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST MISSION,
Headquarters :—Washington, D.C.

Entered China, 1902.

Works in ten provinces and Hongkong, occupy-

ing fourteen stations. It represents a denomination

formed in the U.S.A. in 18'15-1846, and laying

special stres.- (as the name implies) on the observance

of the Saturday as the day of rest, and on the

in.minence of Christ's Second Coming. It cai-ries

on a vigorous propaganda in all parts of the world.

The first missionaries of the Society arrived

at Hongkong early in 1902, and in December two of

them went to Canton. In 1903 work was begun in

Honan, through two members of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, located there, joining

the Seventh Day Adventists, and beginning work

for the latter on the spot ; and six new medical

workers arrived there from U.S.A. a few months

later, with a small hand-press to be used in putting

out literature, a form of work systematically em-

phasized from the start. In 1905, this priiiting-

pre-ss was set in operation at Shangts'ai hsien

( J: Si 88 ) '" Honan, and was later removed to

Shanghai.

A paper known as the Si'jns of the TiniifW^!^^^^

was begun in June 1905, which had during 1916 an

average sale of 53,000 copies monthly, and a paid-

up subscription list of 40,000. Christian colporteurs

are trained in American metho<l8 of salesmanship,

and are given a commission on all they sell, and

foreign missionaries and Chinese evangelists follow

up the colporteurs as opportunities offer. The

paper contains the world's news for the month,

and Chri-stian truth from the Mission's standpoint.

About eighty books and pamphlets have also been

issued from the Mission Press.

The medical work is still in it-^ infancy but

the educational work is well organized. Its first

aim is to provide the Mission with intelligent

workers, Vjy educating Christian boys and girls, and

the heathen are not specially catered for though

not rejected. The scheme is for twelve yeajs, viz.

six years' primary, two years' intermediate and four

years' high-school cour.-es. At present the only

High School is situated at Shanghai.

In March 1917, the Mission reported :

Foreign workers 103

Chinese staff (not including

colporteurs) 294

Communicants 2,190

SEVENTH DAY BAPTIST MISSION.
Headquarters : Ashaway, Kliode Island, U.S.A.

Works in Shanghai and neighbourhood.

This mission was started in 1847 with the

ariival m Shanghai of the Uevs. Solomon Carpenteu

and Nathan Wardkeu and their wives. Public

worship was begun in the native city in 1848 and

a boys' day-school opened six months later. A
chapel and other buildings were erected two years

after this, but the T'ai P'ing rebels compelled the

workers to retire for a time from their places inside

the city, and at the West Gate. They built a tem-

porary house in the Foreign Concession, but were

again compelled to leave, owing to the Imperial

Forces camping near by. Mr. Wardneu moved no

less than ten times in search of safety, and in

1856-1857 ili-health compelled the return of the

family to the U.S.A., and the Cakpenters were

left alone.

The Civil War caused home funds to fail, and

IVJr. (now Dr.) Cari'Knter for some time supported

himself by acting as interpreter, but ill-health took

him home in 1864. From that time for nine years,

a native pastor kept the work going, and then

Dr. Carpenter came back, but had to retire finally

in three years, his health being completely broken.

With help from two members of other missions, the

work was to some extent kept alive till 1880, when

three new workers arrived, including Dr. and Mrs.

I). H. Davis, followed by a lady physician in 1883.

The medical work then begun was removed to Liu ho

fij pi twenty miles from Shanghai, in 1902, where

a hospital of thirty beds was put up in 1916. The

Church at Liu-ho (organised 1908) has its own

pa.stor, and there is a day-school.

In 1885, a girls' boarding-school was opened »t

West Gate by Mrs\ Davis, and one for boys in 1888

by Dr. Davis, who soon handed it over to other

workers.

The Shanghai work is at St. Catherine's Bridge,

West Gate, where there are a new Church (built

1910), two schools, a dispensary and three dwelling

houses.

Statistics : January, 1917.

Foreign missionaries 9

Chinese .staff 20

Communicants ^21
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SEYMOUR, EDWARD, Et. Hon. Sir, (cousin

of Admiral Sir M. Ivlme-Seymocb), was born in

1840. He entered the navy in 1852, and besides

much other service, was present as a lieutenant

through the China War, 1857-60, his uncle. Sir

Michael Seymoup., being Admiral ; and then served

in the operations against the T'ai P'ing rebels in

1862. Forty years- later, he was CommanderinChief

on the China Station, and commanded an Allied

Expedition to relieve the Legations in 1900. {See

Bcxerixm).

His honours include G.C.B. (1900), O.M. (1902),

LL.D. (Cambridge, 1904), G.C.V.O. (1906), P.C.

(1909). besides several Orders from foreign Govern-

ment='. Ho retired as Admiral of the Fleet in 1910.

He has written Mi/ Xaral Career and TraveU.

SEYMOUR, MICHAEL, Sir, was born on

December 5, 1802, son cf Kear-admiral Sir Michael

Seymoch, and uncle to two other Admirals of the

same name who have done service in China. In

1855, he was put in command of the China Station,

and on the occurrence of the Arrow lorcha incident,

he took the Bogue Forts and then Canton. He next

went north and took the Taku Forts, after which

the Chinese signed the Tientsin Treaty. He was

made G.C.B. in 1859, and became Admiral in 1864.

He died on February 23, 1887.

Cooke : Chinu; Oliphant : Nnrrntive of the

Earl of Klijin'f Mission.

SEYMOUR, MICHAEL CULME-, Sir, (cousin

of Admiral Sir E. Seymour), was born near Berk-

hamp.'tead on March 13, 1836. He entered the

Xavy in 1859, and saw a good deal of service ; he

served through the second China War, including

Fatshan, Canton and the Peiho (1858). He retired

as Admiral in 1901.

He is the 3rd Baronet, and has the honiours

G.C.B. and. G.C.V.O.

SHADDOCKS. See Oranges.

SHAMEEN yj H sha mien, sand flat, the

foreign concession at Canton at the south-west corner

of the city. It is an island formed by the digging

of a trench on its north side. The earth dug from

the trench was used to embank the island. The

trench or moat is some 100 ft. wide and crossod by

two bridges.

It was a mere mud flat till 1859, when it was

secured as the Concession (chiefly through the efforts

of Parkes), was embanked and surrounded by a

granite wall. The Factories ('/.f.) thus became a

thing of the past. The western four-fifths is

British ; the eastern one-fifth is French ; to each

there is a separate Municipal government. See

Canton,

SHA MO, f].-iiJ. See Coil'.

SHANG or YIN DYNASTY, THE, M IE or

J& IE. "'^' founded by T'ang j^, I'rince of Shang

1^, a model ruler.- His capital was at Po ^, in

East Honan. During his reign there was a seven

years' drought, and he offered himself to heaven

if soich a sacrifice would avail. In B.C. 1401, the

capital, after several removals, was fixed at Yin 88,

North Honan, whence the dynasty received it«

second name. The aborigines were gradually sub-

dued, after which occurred the fir.H conflicts with

the Tartars. During this dyna.sty, the Emperor's

powers gradually increased. The last ruler, Phoh

HsiN, being completely under the influence of the

infamous concubine Ta Chi SHE, the prince of

Chou S rebelled and overthrew the dynasty.

There were 28 sovereigns, who ruled for 644 years.

See Ch'enij T'anr/, Chieh, Ta Chi, etc.

Dyn. Title Accession Dyn. Title Accession

B.C. B.C.

JjS ^ Ch'eng T'ang 1766 ^ ^ Nan Keng 1433

jb; ^ T'ai Chia 1753 pg^ Yang Chia 1403

}VcT Wu Ting 1720 ^ IS P'an Keng 1401

X^ T'ai Keng 1691 /> 2^ Hsiao Hsin 1373

/h lf« Hsiao Chia 1666 'h Ll Hsiao Yi 1352

m \L Yung Chi 1649 6t J" Wu Ting 1324

X K T'ai Mou 1637 fiH K Tsu Keng 1265

fi|> T Chung Ting 1562 M 'f T>u Chia 1258

^ ffi Wai Jen 1549 ^ $ Lin Hsin 1225

?SJlLfp Ho Tan Chia 1534 ft T Keng Ting 1219

jffi Zi Tsu Yi 1525 St C Wu Yi 1198

M ¥ Tsu Hsin 1506 A J' T'ai Ting 1194

ik tp Wu Chia 1490 ^ ZiTx Yi 1191

fia J' Tsu Ting 1465 -SJ- 2p Chou Hsin 1154

SHANG SHU, ^^. See Shu Ching.

SHANGHAE ALMANACK AND DIARY,
(not to he cnnfu.sed with the Shamjhai Almniiar),

was published by W. T. (Tarrant), for the year

1869.

SHANGHAI, Ji }ft the most important of the

treaty ports. It was the most northern of the five

opened by the Treaty of Nanking in 1842 and it

long remained the northern limit of foreign trade.

It is situated 13 miles up the Huang p'u JJ j||| which

debouches into the Yangtze estuary. The latitude

is 31*^ 14' N. ; the longitude 121° 29' E.

The early history of the native port is somewhat

obscure and of little interest ;
yet a good many

papers on the subject or translations of the Chinese

records have been printed. It may be regarded as

having been the port for Soochow, at the mouth

of the Woosung river, now called the Soochow Creek,

but once many miles wide at this point. Till the

13th century the Huangpu was a canal. There ha.'

n.^turally been a great de.al of change in the water-

ways of such a plain during the centuries and there

is a good deal of confusion and uncertainty in all

accounts of the hydrography of the district.
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Shanghai began to be of importance as a place

of trade in the 11th century ; but as far as foreign

acquaintance with it is concerned its history begins

in 1832, whtn Lindsay and GUtzlaff visited it in

the J^iiTil Amher.it (q.v.). Ten year? later (June 19,

1842) it was taken by the British forces, and by the

Treaty of Nanking was oi^ened to foreign trade on

November 17, 1843. Captain Balfouu, the first

British Consul, fixed the limits of the settlement.

They were, to use the present names of streets, the

Yang king pang or Avenue Edward VII on the

south, Peking Road on the north, the Huangpu
on the east and "Fukien Road on the west. Balfoue

• with the Tao tai drew up Land Regulations two

years later, and the intention was that the Settle-

ment, acquired with British blood, money and

labour, should be a British Settlement. The
American Consul, however, later on hoisted hi* flag

in the Settlement in spite of British and Chinese

protest, and the Settlement has ever since been

International.

The French, however, acquired and have always

retained a Concession of their own.

In September, 1853, the Ti'iad Society rebels

took possession of the native city. One result of

thi? was that the Customs Service had to be put

under foreign management, as it has ever since

remained.

For seventeen months the in.«urgents held the

city, while the Settlement suffered from the

pro.\imity of Imperialist troops. In April, 1854,

the newly-formed Volunteer corps, with some men

from the ships, attacked and fired the Imperialist

camp near the Race Course : this is the Battle of

Muddy Flat. At the end of the year the French

Admiral found his e.xcusc for attacking the city

;

the French loss was forty-five killed and wounded.

The city was not taken, but a month later the in-

surgents fled.

The T'ai l"ing rebels threatened Shanghai in

August 1860. Hundreds of thousands of refugees

poured into the Settlement. The energetic action

of foreign and Chinese troops, under Wauij,

BunnEViNE, Hoi-e, Staveley, I'uotet and others,

kept Shanghai safe.

In 1863 the Mi.\ed Court was established; the

Shanghai Club and the General Hoqjital in 1864

;

H.B..\L Court for China and Japan in 1865. In

1874 the Shanghai-Woosung Railway was opened as

far as Kiang-wan (4i miles). It was bought by the

Chinese authorities and torn up.

The Recreation Fund originated in 1862, when
.'ome land in the old Race Cour.sc, for which some
fifty rcidents had paid less than TIs. 5,000, was
sold for TIs. 49.000. This money was handed over

as a free gift to the community. The Fund now
owns all the land within the present Race Course,

and it assi.-ts many Shanghai Institutions with

loans.

The International Settlement and the French

Coiicession are governed according to certain Land

Regulations. The first Regulations, as already

stated, were drawn up by Consul Balfour and the

Tao-tai, November 29, 1845. These were in force

till July 11, 1854, when new Regulations were

issued, by which the Municipal Council was instit-

uted. These Regulations were amended in 1869,

and again in 1898.

The French Land Regulations, at least since

1866, have been separate from those applying to the

Settlement.

The so-called American Settlement (Hongkew)

and the so-called British Settlement were formally

united under one rule in December, 1863.

Shanghai has continued to increase and prosper,

in spite of many difficulties—the Woosung Bar being

one. The history of a growing commercial port is,

however, in itself without much interest. It is to

be noticed that de Jesus' Historic Shanghai is

three-fifths taken up with the T'ai P'ing Rebellion ;

all the rest of Shanghai's history only fills a

hundred pages.

The appearance of the place if approached by

water is very fine; the river bank is a busy and

broad road with handsome buildings fronting the

water. E.\cept the Bund, however, Shanghai has

nothing to show the visitor,—unless he Gomes' to

see Missions or cotton-mill?. The whole district is

a mud-flat with no natural beauty, while art has

done little to improve matters, except in a few of

the buildings on the Bund.

The following are H.B.M. Consuls or Consuls-

General who have had office at Shanghai, with dates

of appointment.

1843, Captain George Bai-Fovr. (later General Sir

Geoiige), Consul.

1846, RuTHEnFOHD Alcock, (later Sir Rutheuford),

Consul.

1854. Daxikl Bkooke Robertson, (later Sir Daniel),

Consul.

1858, Ha1!RY S.Mnii Parkes, (later Sir Harry),

December 21, Consul.

1865, Charles Alexander Winchester. March 28,

Consul.

1871. Walter Henry Medhurst, (later Sir Walter),

January 24, Consul.

1877, Daniel Brooke Robeutson, (later Sir Daniel),

October 24, Consul-Cieneral (did not proceed).

1880, Patrick Joseph Hughes, February 25, Consul.

1884. ,, ,

March 1, Consul-

General.

1891. Nicholas John IIannen (later Sir Nicholas),

April 1, Consul-General.

1897, George Jajiif.son, NovemV? 13, Consul-

General.
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1899, Byron Brenan, May 13, Consul-Geneial.

1901, Pelham Laird Warren-, (later Sir Pelh,am),

July 1, Consul-General.

1911, Everard Duncan HoiME Fraser, (now Sir

Evekard), January 20, Consul-General.

The last census of Shanghai was taken on

October 16, 1915. It shewed a total foreign popula-

tion of 18,519 in the International Settlement ant!

2,405 in the French Concession; total, 20,924. Of
these 7,387 were Japanese, 5,521 British, and 1,448

American.

The Chinese in tlie Settlement and Concession

numbered 787,920 ; including those outside the

Settlement limits the total population of the port

is estimated at nearly 1,500,000.

The totals of the different foreign nationalities

are as follows :

—

Settle- Con- 1915

Xationality ment cession Total

Japanese

Biitish

Portuguese

American

German ... ,

Fiussian

French

Spanish

Italian

Danish

Austro-Hungarian

Turkish

Norwegian

Swiss

Swedish

Dutch

Belgian

Greek

Persian

Korean

Rumanian
Egyptian

Armenian

Latin-American

Montenegrin

Bnlsarian

Arabian

Indian

Sundries

Total

Net Foreign Imports

Net Chinese ,,

E.xports

7,169

4,822

1,323

1,307

1,155

361

244

181

114

145

123

108

82

79

73

55

18

41

39

20

16

8

5

5

2

2

1,009

13

218

699

29

141

270

41

364

4

55

33

27

2

27

35

10

23

32

7

IB

364

7,337

5.521

1,352

1,443

1,425

402

608

185

369

178

150

110

109

114

83

78

50

48

39

20

18

a

5

g

2

2

1.027

377

18.519 2.405 20.924

1915 1916

. 65,333.608 84,183,500

, 38.864,090 34.432,024

. 103,975,610 121,856,816

Total Hk.Tls. ... 208.173.308 240,472,340

Maclellan : The Story of Shanghai; de Jescs :

Uiftoric Shanghai,

SHANGHAI ALMANAC. This was publish-

ed by the North China Herald Office under slightly

different titles,—with or without a Miscellany,

—

from 1852 to 1858, and for 1860, 1861 and 1863.

The Mi.sccnany was comjjosed of articles reprinted

from the Herald : in 1857 it appeared separately

and then ceased.

SHANGHAI LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC
Society, a Society founded in Shanghai in 1857,

with Dr. Bridcman as first president. It published

a Journal in 1858, and was affiliated the next year

with the Royal Asiatic Society, a step which had

been in contemplation from the beginning.

.See Itoijol Axlotic Socirli/, Xorth China Branch.

SHANGHAI MERCURY, THE, an evening

daily newspaper founded in 1879 by C. Rivington,

J. D. Cl.ark and J. R. Black.

SHANGHAI STEAM NAVIGATION CO.,

organized iu 1862 by the American firm Russell

& Co., on the opening of the Yangtze to foreign

trade. The Company was unincorporated and had

both foreign and Chinese shareholders, individually

liable, with a capital of £1,000,000. It had a

struggling existence for the first four years and then

flourished for seven or eight years, the capital being

increased to £ 2,200,000 and the fleet to eighteen

steamers.

R. B. Forbes : Personal Heminiscences, Boston,

1882.

SHAN HAI KUAN, lU rS g§ , 'mountain and

sea barrier,' a town and military station in Chihli,

at the eastern extremity of the "Great Wall, near an

important pass and two and a half miles from

the sea.

SHANSI, lb Jg "•est of the hill, a northern

provinie, with .Mongolia on the north, the Ordos

(Mongolia) and Shensi on the west, Honan on the

south and Chihli on the east. On its whole east

and south the Yellow River is its boundary. The

area is 81,853 sq. miles and the population 12,200,000.

The province is a plateau, rising towards the north

and crossed by mountain ranges. The famous

Wu t'ai shan {q.v.) is the best known hill. The

Ho shan i^ \\i rises to 7,860 ft. The important

rivers are the Ch'in ho }<£> JBJ and the Fen ho }](}• JBf

both tributaries of the Y'ellow River. Corn,

tobacco, cotton and some rice are grown ; but the

climate is too severe for more than one crop in the

year. Opium was produced and was said to be

the best of native opium. Shansi had a specially

bad reputation for opium-smoking. No part of the

world has such rich coal-fields.

The capital city is T'ai-yiian fu A/P. flj. with

230.000 inhabitants. It stands on the north of a vast

plain. Other important places are P'ing yang fu

ap ^ flf in the south, and Ta t'ung ia H: ^ ]f$
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in tile noitli. Near the latter are famous cave
temples of the \. Wei dynasty. The rail from
Kalgan now reaches the latter place.

The literai-y name for the province is Chin ^.
(See C'/iin ^lali). It is also called Shan yu |U ;£r-

riij/it of the hill.

SHANSI IMPERIAL UNIVERSITY. In

1901, after the ma.ssacre of 137 i'rulej^tanl mission-

aries (including wives and children) in Shansi in

1900 by order of the Governor, (Vu Hsien), Prince
C'HING and Li Hc.ng-chaxg invited I)r. T. Kichard
to help them in dealing with the question of

indemnities.

Ur. Richard proposed, and the Plenipotenti-

aries, the provincial authorities and the Missions

concerned agreed, that instead of other com-

pensation a University for Western learning should

be established in T'ai Yuan fu, the capital, the

Uovernment paying Tls. 50,000 for ten years during

which foreigners were to have the management,

after which time, the Chinese were to take control.

Dr. Richard was the first Chancellor, and Dr.

MoiR Duncan of the English Baptist Mission was
first Principal.

A si.\ years' curriculum was planned, with

courses in 1. Law, 2. Science, 3. Medicine,

4. Engineering, 5. Language and Literature.

Successful students were to receive diplomas from

the University and degrees from the Government.

Only those who had already gained the Chinese

B.A. or M.A. were to be admitted.

When the Empress-Dowager, a few months after

the opening of the University, issued the famous

edict which revolutionized the national education

and provided for a University in each province, it

became necessary to modify Shansi University.

The standard of entrance had to be lowered, and the

original organization became the Western Depart-

ment of the new University established under the

Empress's scheme.

Dr. Duncan died in 1906 and Prof. L. R. 0.

Bevan wa.s Acting-Principal for a year and a half,

after which the Rev. W. E. Soothill of the United

Methodist Mission was head till the work was

handed over to the Chinese on November 13, 1910.

For six years, (1902-1908) the University had a

special Translation Department, to supply its own

need of text books. The University buildings were

untouched in the Revolution of 1911, when a large

part of the city was destroyed. It was obliged to

close for a considerable time, but reopened as soon

as order was restored.

The China Educational Directory for 1917 gives

the number of students as 504.

Richard : Forty-five Year.* in China.

SHANTUNG, ill )}( east of the hill. This is

the Miiist ra.-tiT'.v of tlif eii;liliM-M provinces: it is

bounded by the Gulf of Chihli, Honan, Kiangsu
and the Y'ellow Sea, half its boundaries being mari-

time. The eastern part is hilly, and lies east of

the isacred mountain T'ai Shan whence the old

whole province is named East of the HUl, the

Province of Shansi \\i pg meaning West of the Hill.

Other names are ^ (,'h'i and \i< ;£ Hhan tso, "left

of the hill."

The area and population of the province are of

course not accurately known, but the average

estimate gives 59,000 .square miles with 31 millions of

people, being 520 per square mile. The coast is much
indented and has the harbours of Tengchowfu,

Chefoo, Weihaiwei and Tsingtao. The Yellow

River enters the sea in this province, and the

Grand Canal crosses it. Two lines of railway also

cut the jirovince, the lirst being that made by the

Germans from Tsingtao to Tsinanfu, the capital;

the other the Tientsin—Pu-kow line, which also goes

through the capital. But owing to the hilly nature

of half the jjrovince and the absence of useful rivers

the communications in Shantung are in a backward

state.

The products are beans, wheat, millet, cotton

and walnuts, the minerals being coal and iron, which

were worked by the Germans in accordance with the

treaty by which they held Tsingtao; the important

coalfields are near Weihsien, 100 miles from

Tsingtao, and near Poshan, 170 miles from Tsingtao.

Strawbraid and silk (pongee) are exported in large

(juantities.

There are two lea^-ed ports, Weihaiwei, leased

to the British, and Kiaochow or Tsingtao leased

to the Germans, but now, during the war, in the

occupation of the Japanese. The Treaty Ports are

Chefoo, Tsinanfu, Weihsien and Chou-fci-'un.

In history Shantung holds an honoured place as

containing the birthplaces and tombs of both

Confucius and Mencius.

It also has the most famous of the jacred

mountains, T'ai Shan.

See T'ai Shan, Tsintjtao, Chefoo, etc.

Forsyth : Shantumj, 1912; Armstrong : .S/ion-

tiimj, Shanghai, 1891.

SHANTUNG CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY,
The, was fuuruloil in 1904 as a union institution by

the American Presbyterian and English Bapti'^t

Missions, and comprised three colleges.

i. The College of Arts auid Science at the

American l^resbyterian Mission station of Weihsien,

formed by the union of Tcng chou College and the

Tsing chou fu High School. This provides a four

years' course of college work, and a Preparatory

Department, the work of which will eventually be

done in the Middle Schools of the Missions.

ii. The GoTcii Robinson Union Theological

College and Normal School, at the English Baptist
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Mission station at Tsiiig chou fu, a development of

the previous Theological and Normal Training work

of both missions. Two alternative courses are

offered in the Theological department of three years

each. The Normal School has two years' work after

one year's preparatory course. There is also a Bible

Institute, three years' course.

iii. The Union Medical College at Tsinan fu,

the capital of the province. This was formed in

1906, and teaching was done peripatetically until

the college buildings were ready for use. The

Authington Fund {^.i-'.) made a grant, and land

was bought in 1908, and in the spring of 1910,

teaching began in the half-finished buildings which

were not formally opened till April, 1911. The

College Hospital was added in 1914, and is well

fitted up on modern lines. There are one hundred

beds. In 1916, the China Medical Board (q.v.)

decided to send the junior students of the Union

Medical College of Peking, to take the earlier part

of their training in Chinese at Tsi-nan, and gave

outright $50,000 gold for the necessary e-\tra build-

ings and equipment, and .SIOO.OOO gold for five years

for current expenses. The course of study covers

six years.

The Canadian Presbyterian Mission in Honan.

and the American Presbyterian Mission (South)

each have a professor on the Medical College staff,

and others are expected to join, while the Church

of England Mission in North China has for some

years had a tutor on the staff of the Arts and

Science College.

It having been decided to concentrate all three

Colleges at Tsinan, a site of fifty acres was bought

outside the city and the whole University should

have been established there by the end of 1916.

Owing to the high price of silver, building was

hi.dered, but it was completed and all work

removed there in the autumn of 1917.

The outstanding features of the University are,

i. The great majority of students come from

Christian families.

ii. The teaching is carried on in Chinese,

English being a secondary subject.

iii. Up to the present, no Charier has been

sought enabling to grant degrees, the students

receiving Diplomas for College, and also for post-

graduate work.

In February, 1917, the University reported.

Foreign Professors 20

Chinese Professors 15

Other Chinese Assistants ... 32

Students :

—

School of Arts and Science ... 103

School of Theology 38

Normal School 14

School of Medicine 122

SHARKS' FINS are made into gelatinous

soups which are considered highly palatable by the

Chinese and are served at feasts.

SHASI, a> -rb".
''''" «'"''- '" '''^- 30° 17' N.,

long. 112" 47' E., on the Yangtze in the cotton

growing district of Hupei, was opened to foreign

trade by the Treaty of Shimonoseki in 1896. It

had been a 'port of call' previously. It is in the

centre of a network of canals, and is a good dis-

tributing point, but the trade has remained very

small. The industries are cotton, vegetable tallow,

etc., but are not on a large scale. The silk districts

are to the north of Shasi.

The British Consulate was withdrawn in 1899,

and British interests are in charge of H.B.M.

Consul at Ichang. Contracts for building a railway

have been made, but the work has been delayed

through the Great War.
1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 3,051,666 2,360,408

Net Chinese „ 299,735 240,168

Exports 1,190,041 1,753,849

Total Hk.Tls. ... 4,541,442 4,354,425

SHASTRAS or s'dstras, ^ lun, discourses; a

division of Buddhist literature consisting of philoso-

phical and controversial works.

SHEEP, WILD, or ARGALI (a Manchu

word), Oi'if jubuta fij ^ y'an ynnij, etc. This

striking animal with a ram's head on a deer-like

body, and spiral horns four feet long, is mentioned

by MARto Polo, Rubuuck and other early travellers,

and by earlier Chinese writers. It has received

various specific names, but the Pamir species is now

known as O. poll in honour of Marco Polo.

0. arijah is confined to the Altai and Daurian

Mountains, but a different species is found south of

the Gobi desert, (eastern parts of Mongolia, northern

parts of Shansi and Chihli), and has received the

name 0. jubata. It has long hair on the neck,

withers and threat, and differs from the others in

the length and spiral direction of the horns and

in other points. Its dimensions are given as 5^ ft.

muzzle to tail, 3 ft. high, horns about 3 ft. long.

There is another Wild Sheep in S.W. Kansu, the

Burhel. O. nahura, a smaller animal than the

jubntn, resembling the Burhel of North India.

SHE KING, Ui|!l. See Shih Chlng.

SHENG, if. A Chinese measure equalling

about one pint English.

SHENG. See Musical Iiulruments.

SHENG CHING. See iVuMen.

SHENG YANG. See Mukden.
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SHEN NUNC, jiifii, a legendary Emperor,

supposed to have been miraculously conceived and

to have reigned B.C. 2838-2698. The art of agricul-

ture, the discovery of the medicinal properties of

plants, and the establishment of a system of barter
|

are ascribed to him.

SHEN SHIH, ^ ± fjirtlled gcholurs, a term in

common use in Lliina for unemployed officials,

"men of family, of means and of education, living

"generally on inherited estates, controlling the

"thoughts and feelings of their poorer neighbours

"and able to influence the action of the officials."

(Morse). Missionaries seeking to rent houses

in interior cities used to know the power of the

s/ii-n f/iiVi. The best translation is undoubtedly

'gentry,' though Mouse found this word objected to.

MonsE : T/ic International Uelations of the

Chinese linijnrc, p. 370, note.

SHENSI, 1^ J5 shan hsi, 'west of the pass.'

The jias^s i.s the celebrated T'ung Kuan 'S, BS- The

name of the province is identical in sound with that

of the neighbouring province, though the tone of

the first character differs in the two cases. The

foreigner gets over the difficulty by calling one

Shansi and the other Shensi ; but the latter name

would not be recognized by a Chinese.

The area of Shensi is 75,290 sq. miles and the

population 8,450,000. On the north it has the Great

Wall, beyond which is the Ordos (Mongolia) ; on the

west is Kansu ; to the south are Ssuch'uan and

Ifupei, and to the east Ilonan and (with the

Yellow River as a dividing line), Shansi.

The Ch'in ling ^ g) mountains, a prolongation

of the P'un lun, divide the province, east and west

in direction. Ta pai shan ;^ fl lU , the highest

peak, is 11,500 ft. high. The crossing of this range

is difficult. Another chain, the C'hiu lung )i, JJ,

lies in the south of the province.

North of the Ch'in ling the Wei river flows

westward to join the Yellow River, and is its

principal tributary. South of the mountains is the

Han river, which reaches the Yangtze at Hankow.

It is not navigable within the boundaries of Shensi.

The agricultural products are those of other

northern provinces, barley, pulse, maize, tobacco.

In the Wei valley cotton and rice are grown. Till

lately the poppy was cultivated throughout the

province. There are immense fields of coal, almost

untouched.

Hsi-an fu {q.v.) is the capital, and is one of the

great cities of China. The pojmlation is one

million. Hsing-an Jtt 3c "'"^ Hanchuiig 5j| r(>

(80,000) are other important cities.

The literary name of the province is Ch'in 8f:

the state of Ch'in ('/.r.) wa.i here, and later Cm'in

Siiiii HiAXr, Ti had the capital of the empire near

Hsi-an fu. Another name is Kuan chung Bfl '!• •

SHhN YANG. See MuL-dcn.

SHIH CHI, /USE. See Ssiima ChUen.

SHIH CHING, a$ jfS, t/,c Book of Poetry or

Odes, the second of tlie I'lve Classics. A collection

of over 300 Odes, said to have been compiled and

edited by Confucius out of 3,000 then extant. But

this ascription to Confucius is first met with nearly

four centuries after his death, in Ssu ma Ch'ien's

History; exactly as in the case of the iihu Ohimj

{q-v-)- On the other hand there is evidence of the

existence of the collection very much in its present

form before the time of Confucius. The conclusion

is tliat while he may have made some minor changes,

the compilation is not due to him ; but by his

enthusiastic praise of it to his disciples he made it

important and thus caused it to be preserved. It

can easily be believed, therefore, that the Odes

were not likely to have suffered by the Burning of

the Books, being kept in memory by many.

Theoretically the poems of the Feudal States

were collected at every royal visit and preserved at

the court under the care of the music-master.

Owing to the disorders of the times royal progresses

ceased, and we have specimens from only some of

the states and covering only a short part of their

history. Five Odes are attributed to the Shang

d\ nasty (b.c. 1765 1122); the rest belong to Wen
Wang's time and to the Chou dynasty. They are

of supreme interest for what they teach us of the

customs, beliefs and condition of the Chinese before

Confucius. For the questions of pronunciation

and rhyme in the Odes see I.egge (Classics, vol. iv,

p. 102)".

Many translators have worked on a few Odes :

ten are translated by Cibot in Mrin. conrernant Ifs

C/iiiiois; in Du Halde there are eight by PiirMARE

:

MoiiRisON gives nine or more in his Dictionary, nnd

so on (r. Cordier /iih. Sin., col. 1380).

As a whole they have been translated by Legce

(1876) and by Allen (1891) into English; by

I'autiiier into French ; into Ijatin by La Chatjmb

(1830), etc. See Poetry.

SHIH CHOU, Jt?iS- The reputed inventor of

the <_ireater Seal Characters, 9th century B.C. The

characters were used till 200 B.C.

SHIH HUANG Tl, ih^lfr, meaning First

Emperor. One of the most interesting figures in

Chinese history. He succeeded his supposed father

as king of Ch'in ^ in B.C. 246, when he was thirteen

years old. For a long time he was under the

tutelage of Liu Pu-\vei who had been his father's

minister and who waged frequent war with the

other states of Wei, Chao, Ch'u, Ch'i, etc. In

B.C. 221, the 26th of his reign, he became de facto

master of all China, though the Chou dynasty had

come to an end and the Ch'in dynasty been set up
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44 years earlier. He took the proud title of Huang
li, combining the appellations of the legendary

Five Huang and Three Ti, and he ordered that he
should be known as Shih Huang Ti, first Supreme
Kuler, his successors being second, third and so on.

]fe was a great reformer. Many of the changes he
made were puerile, the offspring of a superstitious

nature; but he also ordered uniformity of weights

and measures throughout the empire ; he adopted a

new script, the I/esser Seal ; he made great roads to

different provinces, and travelled them himself ; he
divided the country into thirty governments or

provinces S]5, and swept away the feudal system.

The two great deeds of his reign, known to all, are

the building of the Great Wall (q.v.) and the Burn-
ing of the Books (q.v.) followed by the burying alive

of 460 of the literati. It is his treatment of

Confucian literature and the learned that has made
this emperor's name to be execrated for twenty
centuries in spite of all he did for the everlasting

benefit of the empire.

He built a most glorious capital, Hsien-yang

^ 8B >
'lid many palace-s ; though he was always

seeking the Elixir of Life he also made himself a

v.onderful mausoleum, where he was buried at his

death in B.C. 210. It is said there were buried

alive with him many of his concubines, as well as

the workmen who knew the secrets of the con-

struction of the tomb.

He was a great genius, both military and

political, and it was due to him that China became
a single great nation, capable of endless develop-

ment.

Ssu-MA Ch'ien, n) H S. Shih Chi gl gp, original

or Chavannes' translation; Tschkpe, s.j.. Hist lire

du Tfnymtmp rle T.?'iv. (Var. sin. No. 27).

SHIMONOSEKI, Treaty of. See Treaties.

SHOE, (of silver). The silver ingot is said

to be named a 'shoe' from some resemblance to the

Chinese shoe, but the probable derivation of the

term is not directly from the shape of the object,

which is as much like a boat as a shoe ; the Dutch
called it goldschuyt, boat of gold, and the schvi/t

has been corinipted into shoe.

The native name is jjao or yiian jmo y^ ¥J

(yC perhaps for ig| round). A .ohoe usually weighs

ahout fifty taels ('7. ') or ounces.

SH K I N G . See .?^ u Ching.

SHORTWINGS. See lirachypteryginae.

SHOU YANG MISSION. A small independ-
ent mission started at Shou-yang, in Shansi, in

1B92, by Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Pigott, who had
formerly worked in connection with the China Inland
Mission.

Mr. and Mrs. Pigott were wealthy and highly

connected people who spent their money freely in

the work and erected fine premises in the city.

Thirteen other workers subsequently joined them.

In 1900, eleven of these, that is, all at the time

in Shou-yang, suffered martyrdom at the hands of

the Bo.xers, together with two children, one being

the only son of Mr. and Mrs. PiGOTT. Of the

twenty-one church members they had gathered

together in the eight years' work, ten suffered death

with their foreign teachers.

The surviving workers joined the English

Baptist Mission, which took over the station after

the Boxer movement had been put down.

SHREW, ten species are known in North

China and neighbourhood. These with their dis-

tribution are as follows :

—

Blarinella griselda, S.W. Kansu ; Chodtigoa

hypsibia, Chihli ; 6'. lamula, S.W. Kansu ; Crocidura

ccreoe, Corea, Chihli, Shansi; C. attenuata, S.W.
Kansu ; C. lasiura, Corea, Manchuria ; Sorex

ciivexng, Corea, Manchuria ; 1?. sinalis, S. Shensi

;

S. cansulus, S.W. Kansu; S. u-ardi, S.W. Kansu.

SowEUBy : .Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

SHRIKES. See Laniidae.

SHROFF, Arab, sarraf, banker. A silver

expert, employed in banks, etc., to examine dollars.

It has now come to have a wider application, and is

used for the employe who collects accounts for a

firm,

SHU, |@. The ancient name of what is now
West Ssuch'uan. The early capital was the city

now called Ch'engtu. See Ilan Dynasty, Minor.

SHU CHING, ^ S, the Book of History;

'a collection of historical memorials e.\tending over

a space of about 1,700 years, but on no connected

method, and with great gaps between them' (Legge).

It is the first in order of the Five Classics. It is

often designated shang shu f^ ^, shumj ^ being

understood in reference either to the antiquity or to

the value of the documents. As the work now
stands it contains fifty-eight books.

There was an authoritative collection of

historical documents in existence after Confucius'

days ; but whether it was a compilation in a hundred

books made by the sage is doubtful, since the first

claim to such editorship is not asserted till four

centuries later. In any case the books were burned

by Ch'in Shih Huang-ti, b.c. 212, and some

irretrievably lost. Only twenty-five years or so

elapsed before 29 books were brought to light again,

but it was not till a century later that the works

hidden in the wall of Confucius' house gave the

world the fifty-eight books we now possess, together

with a preface in which one hundred books are

ramed. The history of the text and commentaries
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may bo studied in Legce's Cltmeics or elsewhere

I.egge's conclusion is that we now have practically

all the work as it existed at the end of the Chou
dynasty. As to the credibility of the records con-

tained in it, the early jjortion is largely fabulous,

though y.vo, Shvx and Yii were actual rulers; the

Shang ^ period is more reliable and the Chou ^
records may be accepted as history. Tly>- earliJ

date that can be fi.ved in Chinese historyf s B.C. 775,'^

but without exactitude in dat-es the histo^ may bj

carried back to some 2000 years B.C.

It was translated by Benoit, by Gaueil, by
W. H. Medhurst, 1846 ; and by Legge, 1879.

SHU-HAN. See Han Dxjnasty, Minor.

SHU KING. See Shu Ching.

SHU HSIANG, iKro],aniinister of theStateof

Chin ^. He belonged to one of the great families,

and was a personal friend of Yen Tzu, CoxFUcros

and Tzu C'h'an.

PARKEa : Ancient China Simplified; TciiErE :

Hifloire du Royaumt de Tsin.

SHUN, ^, the successor of Ya.o, b.c. 2317-2208.

He was born, according to one account, at Yii mu
in Honan. His father having a favourite son by

a second marriage took a dislike to Shun and several

times tried to kill him. Shun, however, by his

conduct toward.* father and step-mother, has gained

a place among the twenty-four e.tamples of filial

piety. He attracted the notice of the Emperor

Yao who made him his heir, setting aside his own

unworthy son, and moreover gave to Shun his two

daughter.-- as wives. He was first associated with

Yao in the rule and later succeeded to the throne.

It is said of him that he had double pupils to his

eyes. Tiie title C'h'uinj Ilua ^ ^ was given him ;

it .'ignifies that he rivalled Yao in virtue. He was,

canonized with the title ^f^^,Yii Ti Shun.

SHUN CHIH, Wfijft. The title of the reign

of the fir-t Knipiror i.f the Ch'ing dynasty, that is,

the fust to reign in China. He was born in 1538

and came to the throne in 1644. His reign was

ncrupied with the consolidation of the Empire. He
treated the Catholic missionaries well, and wisely

loft Chinese to carry out the civil administration.

SHUO W^N, Sli, speech ti//ns. The earliest

(,'hinese dictionary of which we have any knowledge.

It was prepared, if not quite finished, by Hsii Shkn

ftlF ffl "ho died about a.d. 120. It contained some

ten thousand characters,—all there were in the

C'hinese literature of those days,—in the lesser seal

fcript, arranged under 540 radical* or classifiers.

The work aa we have it at present no doubt differs

much from the original ; errors have been introduced

in the process of frequent revision, and it is doubted

by some whether the original was in the smaller

seal character. It is an etymological dictionary, and

B5

though many of the derivations given cannot be

accepted by modern scholars it is of great value for

etymological research.

Chalfant : Earl;/ Chinese Writing; Giles :

Chinese Literature.

SI AN FU, jg$j(J. SeeUsi-an/u.

SIANG RIVER, jfj jl hsiang chiang, a river

V hich rises in north-east Kuangsi and flows north

through Hunan into the Tungt'ing lake. Its

upper waters ai'e connected with those of the Kuei

river by a short canal, thus giving direct water

communication, when there is enough water, between

the Yangtze ports and Canton. Since the intro-

duction of steam vessels on the coast this route has

lost its foi'mer importance.

LrWLE : The Far East ; Richaud : Comprehens-

ive GeDijraI'ln/.

SIBIINAE, a Sub-family of the Cratcropodi-

dae. The species found in China are as follows.

Staphidia torqucola Svvinh. ; Fukien, Yunnan.

Siva castaneicauda Hume ; Y'iinnan. S. wingatii

Grant; Yunnan. Yuhina pallida La Touche
;

Fukien, Ssiich'uan. }'. diademata J. Verr. ;

Yvinnan, Ssuch'uan, S. Shensi, \V. Tibet. Y.

Gularis HoDCS. ; W. Tibet. Y. brunneiceps 0.

Grant; Formosa. Ilerpornis ttjrannulus Swinh.
;

Hainan, Fukien. Zusterops simplex Swinh. ; S.

China, Formosa, Hainan. Z. erythropleura Swinh.
;

W. China, Chihli, Manchuria. Malacias auricvlaris

Swinh. ; Formosa. M. desgodinsi D. & 0. ; Yunnan.

M. pulchella AuST. ; Yunnan.

SICAWEI. See Zikawei.

SI HIA, ^ S hsi hsia. This note should

projierly appear under the heading Hsi hsia, but

the other spelling is common. The term is the

Chinese name for the Tangut kingdom which

occupied what is now called Kaiisu. It was inde-

pendent till conquered by Chenghis Khan in 1227.

The ruling house was akin to the To-pa family

which established the Wei dynasty in China. The

name Tangut is Mongolian.

The .Si hia language was a very peculiar one,

their script being described as the most complicated

system ever invented by the human mind ; the nearest

affinities of the language seem to be the Lo-Io and

Mo- so tongues. Only a small number of the

characters have so far been read, and the only

material available for studying the language is an

incomplete AFanual with glo.«san' discovered in

Central .-Vsia so recently as 1908. The Si hia litera-

ture was abundant; for instance the entire Buddhist

Tripitaka was translated into that language and

printed in 1294.

IjAUfer : The Sihia f.iinguaijr. T'oung Pao.

March, 1916; Bcshell : The Ilsi Thin Dynasty of

Tangut, etc., Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xxx.
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SIKA. A handsome large deer about four feet

at the shoulder with horns reaching 2 ft. 8 in.

in length and having eight points. The horns will

fetch as much as Ta«ls 300 (£40) the pair, and the

animal is therefore much hunted. Heude proposed
to regard Hika as a genus, giving no fewer than
thirty-seven species for China and Japan. He
revised this list later, but his arrangement has not

been accepted.

The Peking Sika {cervus 7>iandariinis, formerly

O. horlulontm) is now only found in remote parts

of North-east Chihli and West Shansi. C. mantchu-
ricus and C. dybowskii 1 are found in Manchuria,
and there is a smaller species C. kopschii in the

Yangtze valley. See Cervidm.

SowEEBT : Fur and Feather in North China,
and Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii; (Hetjde) :

Memoir e.-i concernant l'histaire naturelle de VEmjiirt

chinois, tome i et stq.

SI KIANG, 55 }1 Hsi chiang, west river,

generally known by foreigners as the West River,

rises in the eastern part of the tableland of Yiinnan,

and is at first called the Pa-ta. After a southern

course it turns north-west and leaving Yunnan runs

for a hundred and fifty miles as the boundary of

Kueichou and Kuangsi, then flows across the centre

oE Kuangsi into Kuangtung. Till about sixty miles

from the Kuangtung border it has the name ^ yjc

Bed Water. Later it divides and enters the sea by
several mouths, of which the Chu kiang or Pearl

River is most important. The branch which retains

the name Si kiang finds the sea west of Macao.
Its length is about 1,000 miles.

It was explored by Moss (q.v.). by Colquhoun
as far as the Yiinnan border, (see his Acro$s Chrj/se

and H. G. Soc. Journal, December, 1882), and by
Agassiz (see B. G. Soc. Journal, May, 1891).

GuNDRY : China Post and Present.

SILK.—The art of sericulture originated in

China, and its origin is traced back to the

most ancient times, when the Empress Hsi Ling

introduced the rearing of silkworms and invented

the loom. Silk was brought to Europe over-

land. We owe to^^^JUSTQiLE^the first notice of

the silkwonif7~~tlTe raw silk imported appears

to have been first woven in the west into thin

gauzes in the island of Cos, oft the coast of

Asia Minor. The Chinese jealously guarded the

secret of their valuable art, but tradition says that

the eggs of the silkworm moth were carried to

Khotan about the Christian era concealed by a

Chinese princess in the lining of her head-dress

;

and that by this route the silkworm slowly spread

to India and Persia. It reached Byzantium in the

reign of .Justinian, about a.d. 550, through two

Nestorian monks. About a.d. 1260 cotton was

introduced into China from India, and, owing to

its cheapness, cotton cultivation was given the

preference over silk, which gradually became more

and more neglected, and finally, under the Manehus,
silk was only produced in Ssuch'uan, Honan,
Kuangtung, and Chekiang, for the supply of the

Government looms and for local consumption. It

v/as subsequently, with the advent of foreigners and

the ever-increasing demand foi' silks for exportation

abroad, that the industry was taken in hand again

and continued to increase, and all the more so as

the people themselves rose with it in general pro-

sperity, and were able to wear again the more costly

silk garments.

Silk is produced by the larva of Dombyx mori,

which feeds on the leaves of the White mulberry,

(tnorus alba, especially var. latifolia). The trees

ai'e kej^t low by pollarding to admit of the leaves

being easily gathered, but little attention is given

to them, and they are subject to disease. Fanners

in the Canton silk districts devote themselves solely

to the raising of these mulberries, and sell the

leaves to the silk cultivators.

White Silk is mostly cultivated in the low-

lands, but in Ssuch'uan the mulberry is abundantly

cultivated up to 3,000 feet altitude. The chief

silk districts are those in South Kiangsu, North

Chekiang, in the West River delta of Kuangtung,

and in much smaller proportions in parts of Anhui,

Shantung, and Hupei, with insignificant amounts

from Chihli and Honan. Wusieh in Kiangsu is

said to produce the finest white silk in the world.

In Wusieh, Soochow, etc., two crops are pro-

duced ; the first one is the ta-ts'an {;^ S), or

taysaam, which makes the large cocoon. The second

crop comes on about 25 days after the first ; the

worm is smaller, the h,<iiao-ts'an (/J» j^), and the

cocoon i-5 inferior in quality. Tsatlee (-b 3.) silk,

—

the derivation of the name is obscure—is said by

Wells Williams to have come originally from

Hupei. In Kuangtung there are six annual crops.

Yellow Silk : Most of this silk comes from

Ssuch'uan, where it is produced in nearly every part

of the province (apart from the Tibetan borderland).

In Kiating-fu the infant worms are fed on the leaves

of Cudrania tricvspidata, (Cheshu, ijg ^), for

half their lives, but for the remainder on the mul-

berry. Hupei and Shantung are the only other

provinces where this silk is cultivated on a large

scale.

V\'iLT> Silk ; formerly and since very early

times, produced mainly in the hills of East Shantung

(the old country of Lai), but, since the opening of

Manchuria to receive the surplus population of

Shantung, also produced in South-east Manchuria.

The.«e silkworms, the larvae of Antheroea pernyi,

feed in the open on the leaves of four species of oak,

on which they are placed after they have passed

the infant stage. A little wild .«ilk is also grown in

North Kueichou and North-east Chihli.
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The oaks are Querent mongolica, Q. dentata,

Q. aliena, and Q. atrrala, which grow well alike on

rocky hillsides and in rich loam. Two crops are

gathered, the spring and the autumn, of which the

latter produces the most silk.

In Shantung a little silk for local ufe is also

obtained from the cocoons of Attacus cijntliia, which

feeds on either the ailanthus or ch'ujt
( {^ ) or the

Chinese pepper tree, Xanthoxylon, hua-chia<> ( ?g;fe).

I'l the former case the cocoons are called Yuc/iien

(^? Si'i ;/" being a name of the aitant/ius; in the

latter chiao-chien ( ;^H).
Modern Trade.—When trade with the West

began to develop in the 18th century silk was one

of the leading exports, and in the last years of the

East India Company's monopoly 4,000 piculs were

sent away annually, and in the first years of open

trade (1833-7), 10,000 piculs were exported each

year. In 1844, a commission was sent from France

to inquire into the industries of China, and the silk

trade subsequently grew rapidly under the fostering

care of the Government. Then came the T'ai P'ing

rebellion, which ravaged the silk districts and

reduced the trade to small proportions.

The exports, which in 1860 had amounted to

Pels. 67,000, fell to 39,000 in 1867, but in the

seventies, when order had been restored, and cultiv-

ation resumed, there was a great boom, and in

1876, when the trade reached its zenith. Pels. 76,000,

worth over £9.000,000, were exported. Unfortun-

ately, however, this activity was largely artificial,

and in the following years a striking decline set

in. due to deterioration in the quality of China

silk arising from insufficiency of skilled labour in

the silk di-'tricts, or rather of labour enough to

wind the silk crop well by Chinese methods. The
Chinese did not kill the chrysalis before winding silk

from the cocoon—whence the brilliant white colour

of much of the North China silk, a characteristic

which belongs only to silk wound from live cocoons.

This, especially if the weather is hot, necessitates

the whole of the silk crop being wound off in a few

days, otherwise the chrysalis would spoil the cocoons

by emerging. But the population of the silk dis-

tricts was so much reduced by the T'ai P'ing

rebellion that there was not left a sufficient number

of competent hands to wind a large crop.

There was also afc this time much adulteration

of better-class silk with poorer thread, and damping
to add to the weight of bales was a cause of com-

plaint both at Shanghai and Canton. Another cause

of the decrease in demand in Europe was the general

spirit of economy all over the world in the early

seventies j over-.=pecuIation was another contributing

cause. And before long another factor was intro-

duced, ri':. the steadily improving quality, under
the fostering care of their Government, of the

Japanese silk.

In the eighties the Japanese Government was

very active, establishing laboratories for the study

of disease, silk guilds to supervise production, and

sericultoi'al schools with ambulant inspectors who
enforced regulations for the scientific inspection of

silkworm eggs. The result was that the acreage

under silk in Japan greatly increased, the best

models were studied, and Japan silk became the

favourite in the United States, which was becoming

an increasingly important market. By the year

1887 China silk was suffering heavily from Japanese

competition, and their thread, which was more even,

was preferred by the European buyers. Meanwhile

disease had appeared in China, and during the

eighties caused severe losses : fortunately it died

down at the end of the decade.

In the nineties there %vas a revival in the China

silk trade. Steam filatures had been started in the

Kuangtung districts as long before as 1874, and the

quality of Canton silk had improved.

A very large increase in the production of silk

was predicted by exports in the early nineties, when

steam filatures were being erected in growing

numbers in Shanghai. Till then the producers had

never reared more worms than could be dealt with

in the short period (10 days) which elap.scs between

the completion of the cocoon and the appearance of

the moth. Over-production would entail the loss

of many cocoons, as the perfect insects eat their way

through them to the light. The use of steam

filatures obviates these difficulties. The cocoon is

baked or kiln-dried, and the spinning of the silk

can take place at any time.

By 1895 there were a number of steam filatures

at Shanghai, and, owing to the deterioration of

Japanese silk, due to carelessness following on ea.sy

profits, Shanghai filatures were now preferred in

the world's markets. In the same year an institu-

tion was opened at Shuntak, on the initiative of the

Inspector General of Customs, for the examination

of eggs. This was followed by an improvement in

the quality of Canton silk, which was, however,

only temporary. In Japan the Government took

measures to improve silk, establishing a conditioning

house at Yokohama in 1897, and m.aking the

examination of silk for moisture compulsory in 1900.

By way of contrast the authorities in China had in

the preceding year vetoed a scheme for the scientific

treatment of disease at Hangchovv. In 1900 the

exports from China and Japan were practically

equal at £7,000.000 (ten years before China had

£8,000,000 to Japan's- £3.'500.000), but since then

Japan has forged ahead, and in 1913—the last year

of normal conditions—Tapan exported £25.000,000

worth, as again.'t £15,800.000 worth from China.

These figures have been given to show what

might be done in China were the Government to

adopt a policy similar to that taken up in Japan.
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China silk is intrinsically the best in the world, the

producers are industrious and the silk area very
large and capable of indefinite expansion. The
latter point is proved by the expansion which recent

years have witnessed in the wild silk trade of

Manchuria. Indeed, much progress has of late

years' been made, in response' to the greatly increased

demand from abroad, but with the introduction of

modern methods the production might be vastly

increased, and, above all, the quality improved.
There are signs at present that interest is being
awakened in this question, which is of vital import-
ance to China, since silk is the premier ai-ticle

among its exports.

Pie-ifiit State of Inditflry.—Kiaxcsu : Silk is

cultivated in almost every village in the south of

the province, but the leading districts are Soochow,
Wusieh, Shengtse, Pin-niu, and Liyanjj. Wu.-^ieh

has the largest production and is also said to produce
the be.'t while silk in the world. As regards steam
filatures, Shanghai has some twenty-five, with a

total of 8,000 basins employing 20,000 hands. Soo-

chow has three filatures' producing 1,300 piculs of

raw silk, and Chinkiang two producing 1,000 piculs

annually, but elsewhere the industry is in the hands
of the peasantry, and there is a probability that

steam filatures will be more and more established in

the cultivating districts themselve?. Piece goods

are made chiefly at Soochow. Wusieh and Nanking :

the industry at the latter city is however declining

in favour of Soochow, which has 7,000 looms for

weaving satins and 2.000 for gauzes, controlled by
two guilds, besides which there are numerous private

looms. The production is estimated at over 5.000

piculs yearly. In 1916 the exportation of silk piece

goods from the four Kiangsu ports was valued at

Hk.TIs. 10,670,000 and of raw silk at Hk.Tls.

32.988,000.

Chekiang : The chief centres are Hangchow,
Huchow, Kashing, Haining, and Shao.shing. The
largest production of raw silk is from Huchow. and
of piece goods from Hangchow. After the Revolu-

tion the industry declined, but there has been a

revival, and the provincial authorities are doing

their best to stimulate it, having set up two sericul-

tural schools and model factories for the training

of women operatives. There are three steam fila-

tures in the province, at Hangchow, Dongsi, and
Siaoshan.

KuANGTC.VG : The climate of the West River

delta is very favourable to the production of silk,

and there are six yearly crops, with an occasional

seventh. Shuntak isi the leading district, and there

are upwards of 200 steam filatures, the first having

been opened in 1874. Sainam is also a very active

silk cer^tre, and Canton is famous for its piece

goods and embroideries. The exportation of raw
silk in 1916 was worth Hk.TIs. 30.870,000.

SsucHDAN : Silk is produced almost everywhere

in the central and eastern portions of this province,

but especially in the Chengtu plain, at Kiating, Pao-
ning, and Shuiiching. HosiE estimated the value of

the production in 1903 at Tls. 15,000,000, and since

that year the Government has introduced many
reforms in sericulture, including schools in every pre-

fecture, where pupils are instructed and eggs tupplied

to cultivators. There are now thirty steam filatures

and four re-reeling hou.ses in the province, and the

industry is develcijing rapidly. Ssiich'uan is also

a great manufacturer of silk piece goods and of

embroideries', the quality of which has improved in

late years. The exportation of raw silk was in 1916,

Hk.TIs. 4,320,000.

Shantung : Sericulture is the premier industry,

but the silk produced is inferior to that of Kiangsu
and Chekiang, most of it being yellow. The chief

silk di.^tricts are Ichow, Tsingchow and Tsinan.

There are now steam filatures at Tsinan and Tsing-

chow, at which town piece goods are also made.
Some silk is also produced in Hupei, and there

is a steam filature at Hankow, which draws its

supplies of raw material from the districts of Mien-
yang and Hanchuan. Tangyang and Hojung yellow

silk is well known, and there is a large manufacture

of piece goods and of satins in these districts, and

at Shasi and district, the Kingchow silks being

renowned. The silk production of other provinces

is small : but Changsha embroideries are of good
quality and the industry is promising there.

Attempts have been made to promote the silk in-

dustry in Kuangsi, Viinnan, and Shensi, but without

conspicuous success.

Wild Silk : The leading provinces are Shan-

tung and Fengtien. The former draws its supplies

of cocoons from the latter, having ceased to be the

large producer that it was many years ago. The
oak-grown silk trade of S.E. Manchuria (Fengtien)

has made very great strides since the opening-up

of the region, and steam filatures are now being

gradually introduced into the district. In Shan-

tung, Chefoo is the centre of the reeling industry,

there being now forty native and three foreign

establishments at the port, which produces 14,000

piculs of raw wild silk annually. The Shantung

pongees, woven from wild silk, are exported in

large quantities ; they are produced in the Liutuan,

Chihsia, and Ninghai districts, and employ thou-

sands of peasants at the looms. The Honan pongees

are also well known ; they are woven at Lushan,

where wild silk is produced in the hills of the west

of the province. Some white and yellow silk is also

produced in Honan. A considerable quantity of

wild silk is also grown in North Kueichou, in Tsun-i

district; the quality is not, however, good.

China was, no doubt, the first country to orna-

ment its silken web with a pattern ; the figured
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Chinese silks brought to Constantinople were there

named "diapers," but after the 12th century, when

Damascus became celebrated for its looms, the name
damask was applied to all silken fabrics richly

wrought and curiously designed, and Chinese figured

silks were included under this class'. The designs

used in weaving and embroidery are of vai-ied

character and can be traced back to very ancient

times—the silk weaver is the most conservative of

artisans and continues to use all the old patterns.

The chief centres for the manufacture of silk

piece goods, of which there are between two and

three hundred kinds, are Canton, Shanghai, Nan-

king,' Soochow, and Hangchow. Embroideries are

a speciality of Canton. Canton silk piece goods are

.«aid to be of a finer, softer te.\ture than those

further north, and the handker.chiefs are parti-

cularly good ; certain sorts of silk not produced in

Kuangtung are imported from Ssuch'uan and Tonkin

to be used in this manufacture. Details of the

te.xture of the principal fabrics may be found in

tht voluminous Customs Report on Silk.

Production.—At the beginning of the present

century tlie annual production wasi estimated at

from 350,000 to 400,000 piculs (British Consular

liiport on China, 1901). Two-thirds of the pro-

duction of Central China are said to be retained for

home consumption, and half of that of South China.

The total value of exports abroad of silk and its

products in 1916 wa-^ Hk. Tls. 111.000.000. being

23°o of the value of all e.\ports. Of this sum, Raw
White Silk, steam filature, represented almost half

(Hk. Tls. 53.770.000, or piculs 65,813).

King, in his Farmers of Forty Canturies,

p 12, gives 120,000,000 lbs. as a low estimate of the

total annual production of silk in China; he quotes

HosiE as stating the production of Ssuch'uan to be

5.500.000 lbs.

The crop of mulberry leaves is estimated at

roughly ten tons per acre, and in one case King

{op. cit. p. 314) found that 123 lbs. of leaves were

required to produce one lb. of silk, in Chekiang.

Thus 10 tons of leaves would produce 1,000 lbs. of

silk,—the yield of one acre in a season.

The China Year Booh, 1916, gives the following

specifications as used for export purposes :

—

Clili'f porlsof
iirltriniil export

1. Silk, Itttw, While

PeriTiilnKC
of tdtal

VflltIC

... 17 Soixlinw 3.1° „ : Slmiighiil 8.1° o :

Hiiim<'U«w 1.1° o
'.". Silk. It:i\v. Whltn 34 Canton 63° ;,; SlliinKlml 39°'o

(Hlemit fllnliirc)

3. Silk, Raw, Yillow ... 8 Klnwhow 35 "o; CllunRklng
34° o! HnnkowSO°o

4. Silk, Itiiw, Willi 8 Jliinilinria 61°o; Slioiitiinrf

.11 °

.'p. Silk C"("(in» 3 SlmnKliiil IS°o: Miiuclmrlil36°o

Silk WastP 5 Cuntnn 3«° ,: f'liefo" 17°o
;. Silk r.ii'.i.un, rl-tuse ... O.B ChnnKlilnK .-.3° , : Unnkow 23°'o
8. Silk ricro OootlK 15 Tanlon 3ii° „: siinnKhill 3»°o
8. ShnnMinB Pc ngcoj ... R Cllcfoo 53° „ ; Kluocliow 29° ^

10 Silk PruUuctii, iinclinecil 1 Ciinton 10° o ; Slionitlinl le" „

[N.S.]

Customs Report, Special Seiues, No. 3, 1881,

reprinted 1917; N. Shaw: Manchurian Tussore

Silk-; S. W. BrSHELL : Chinese Art; H. B. Morse :

The Trade and Administration of tht Chinese

Empire; CrsTOMS and British Consular Reports,

passim.

SILVA, FELICIEN DA, jHc ^ S Lin Fei ti,

a Jesuit Father, born in I'ortugal in 1578. He
arrived at Nanking in 1605, and died there in 1614.

Meanwhile he had been sent to Macao for his

health's sake, and had laboured at Hangchow and

Ch'ou chou ig jUI .

Havret : La Stele ehretienne de Si-mjan-fou, ii,

p. 25, note.

SILVER. SeeMinerah.

SIMON, G. EUGENE, was sent to China in

1860 by the French Minister of Agriculture. He
went up the Yangtze the ne.xt year with Admiral

Hope and Captain Blakiston. In 1862 he went to

the North and in 1853 to Ssuch'uan, returning to

France the next year. He returned to be Consul

at Ningpo and Foochow, then finally left China for

Australia. He died in France, September 29, 1896.

His writings deal chiefly with agriculture and bank-

ing. A list of them is given in the T'ounij Pao,

1896.

SINAE. The name of China as known by

sea,—the name which came west by the land route

being Seres. See China.

Yiii: : Marco Polo, 3rd Ed. Introd., p. 12.

SINIM. A name found in Isaiah xlix, 12

("the land of Sinim"), and taken by many scholars

as meaning China under its name ^ Ts'in ; but

modern opinion mostly regards it as referring to

Syene, (the modern Assouan). See China.

SINITIC, a name used for the group of laii-

gi'.ages spoken by races inhabiting Indo-China and

West China. It was suggested by Captain C. J.

Forbes and adopted by Major H. R. Davies.

Davies divides them into four families, i. Mon-

Khmer ; ii. Shan ; iii. Chinese ; iv. Tibeto-Burman.

All the languages of Yunnan and W. Ssuch'uan

are grouped under these four titles.

Other names used for this whole group are

Hinialaic, Indo-Chinese, Polytonic and Monosyll.abic.

Davies : Yunnan, p. 336.

SI N K I ANG, ®r Sa '""'' <•*'""!/• See Turkestan.

SINK OF INIQUITY, an expression used of

Shanghai by the UuUe of Somerset in Parliament

in 1869. It is not generally known that the accusa-

tion was against the commercial morality of the

place. The Duke's authorities were naval officers.

The Chamber of Commerce con.sidered the

question of officially noticing the bad language used.

but wisely let the matter drop.

Maclellan : The Story of Shanghai.
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SISTERS OF CHARITY. See Filhs de la

Chariti; I'runciscaintsMlisiunuirts ; Canossiennes.

SITTA, a genus of the Family Sittidae; the

Nuthatches; 6 species are known in China. These

are, Silta sinensis, common in the central provinces

and rare in the north; found also in Formosa.

S. montium in the mountains of N.W. Fukien.

6'. amurensii, found in Manchuria and as far

south as Peking ; 6'. yunnancnsis and S. magna
taken in Yiinnan and 5'. villosa, common at Peking

and still commoner at Jehol.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine;

Anabatides.

SI WANG MU, SH^IJ, a title which occur.s

in ancient ('hinese works and which has given rise

to a remarkable variety of opinions among sinologues.

The cha7-acters, simply translated, are ivest kimj

nujther, meaning Q\ieen-mother of the West; but

the puzzle is to know to whom or to what the term

applied. This article can do no more than give the

various solutions that have been suggested.

JiAYtns says it was a fabulous being of the

female se.\, and adds that modern writers take it as

the name of a region or of a sovereign. Legge's

translation of the liamboo liouks renders it western

WiDii/nioo and the chief of Wung-vioo. ' Fabee,

translating Lieh Tzu, gives die Mutter des West-

kdnigef. Hiuth translates it as mother of the

western Icing, but again speaks of it as "a place, an

imaginary abode of a fairy queen" I Eitel regards

it as probably a mere transliteration of some non-

Chinese name. In translation he gives both the

people Si-wang-mu and {the chief) of Si-wang-mu.

La Couperie thought it was the title of a line of

sovereigns of the Wu-sun nations. The early Jesuit

missionaries thought it meant the Queen of Sheba,

and FonKE has elaborated this theory. Chavannes
takes it as the name of a barbarous tribe, and De
Groot speaks of Si Wang-mu, a mystic Queen of

the Sien or Immortals. The latest theory advanced

by a foreign scholar is Giles' identification of

Si Wang Mu and Heea (Jtjno).

All references required in reading the above,

with a study of Chinese allusions, and the exposition

of Giles' theory, will be found in the article named
below.

Giles : Who was Si Wang Mut Adversaria

Sinica, p. 1,

SIX BOARDS, THE, :^^%liu pii. The Boards
of the Central administrations till towards the end

of the Manchu dynasty. They were (1) ^ uK
Shih pit, Board of Civil Office; (2) p SK f!" P",
Board of Revenue; (3) ^ SK T.I pu. Board of Cere-

monies
; (4) i^ SK Ping pu. Board of War

; (5) f l| ^
llfing pu. Board of Punishments : (6) I hB Knng
pu, Board of Works.

Dependent on the Board of Ceremonies there

was also the Board of Mu.«ic, |g SB, Yo pu.

SIX CLASSES OF CHARACTERS, 5^ § liu

shu, the division of written words according to their

origin. (The six forms of characters, seal, grass,

etc., are called liu t'i). The names of the six classes

as translated by Hopkins are as follows ; i. ^ Jf5

h filing fising, Pictorial; ii. i}§ $ Chi't shih, Indica-

tive; iii. '^ ;§; Hui i. Suggestive compounds; iv.

IS ^ //siV/i s/i,:ng, Phonetic; v. fK -(g Chia chieh,

.\doptive; vi. $SJ ^ Chuan chu, Deflected.

The above English words are those used by

Hoi'KiNs in translating the Liu Shu Ku ^ S 4i

[q.v.); but he also gives in an Introduction the

various terms used for each class by Callery,

Williams, Summers, Schlegel, Mayers and Edkins,

with these scholars' explanations and those of some

Chinese writers. Speaking roughly the explanations

may be given as follows ; Class I includes the

characters which are pictorial representations of

objects; Class II, characters which indicate actions

ov states, as = *""> three, Ji shang above and "p

hsi/i below; Class III, characters made by a union

of already known symbols, as fa t'ien, field, and

;^ li, strength, together making ^ nan, the male,

(he who works in the fields) : Class IV, characters

in which there is added a -symbol to give the sound,

as g| /(', a carp, made of ^ yii, fish and 3. I','

Class V, characters borrowed to stand for syllables

having so far no written representative, as •^ H'lg,

0t chang, etc. ; Class VI, characters inverted or

turned round, with a new meaning, as fa hou and

5j ssH.

Full references will be found in Hopkins' book.

Hopkins : The Six Scripts, (1881) ; Wieger :

Chine.<(' Clinrarters.

SIX FORMS OF SCRIPT, liu t'i :;^ g , not to

be confused with the Six Classes of Characters

liu sliii ;^ § .

These are 1. Chuan ^ , the Seal character.

2. /.» JJt, the ancient or official text. 3. Chieh ^
the plain character. 4. Hsing fj, the cursive style.

5. Ts'ao ^, the 'grass' character. 6. Sung f^ , the

Sung dynasty style, used in printing.

Another classification is i, A'« wCn "§ pC., the

ancient style, ii, Ch'i tzH '-^ $, exceptional charac-

ters among the first, iii, Chuan or seal, iv, mu ^,
the official text, v, Li chuan SfeiS, contorted seal.

vi, Ch'ung shu ^ §, the tadpole characters.

Mayems : Chinese Bender's Manual.

SIX KINGDOM PERIOD. See Seven Mart, at

Stales.

SKINS. See Goatslcins; Dogskins; Hides.

SLAVERY. The evils of slavery in China

are much lighter than those we associate with the

institution in other lands ; there are no slave-markets

r,iK
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;

/

and no openly violent treatment o£ slaves. This is

lilrgely due, no doubt, to the fact that master and

slave are generally o£ the same race, and that

slavery is an accidental condition into which anyone

might fall, whatever his birth or position.

Slaves are of three kinds: jjrisoners of war;

those who ai'e sold or self -sold into slavery ; and

those who are born slaves.

The first kind are now rare. The second are

contrary to law, but are very common. The sale

may be for debt, a son, daughter, or even a con-

cubine being thus sent into slavery. But the poverty

of the common people is the chief cause of this

class being numerous. In times of famine especially,

large numbers of children are sold, partly to save

their lives, partly becaiuse the price received may
keep the rest of the family alive. Many children,

too, are kidnapped for the purpose of selling as

slaves.

The fate of such is not of necessity very hard.

The boys, who are not the most numerous in this

class, can only gain their freedom by purchase.

They have their peculium and the master may even

set them up in trade that they may earn enough to

become free. Girl slaves are more numerous,

because there is no clasa of hired domestic maid-

servants in China. They are seldom sold a second

time, but at the suitable age are married off and

thus become free.

The third kind, those born in slavery, supplies

the recruits for theatres and brothels. But by law

a slave girl who bears a child to her master becomes

ipso facto a secondary wife ; and at a master's death,

if the sons divide the property, all share equally,

whether sons of wife, concubine or slave.

There was formerly a class of State slaves,

consisting of criminals, rebels, etc. ; but these now go

into banishment instead of slavery.

BiOT : Afevwir on the Condition of Slaves- in

China; Chinese Repository, vol. xviii ; Pabker :

Chinese Familij Law, Excursus No. 6; Dyer Ball :

Thlnfja (^hinesc.

SLEEVE EDITION; corresponding to the

foreign pnciet edition; a small form of a book

which can be hidden in the wide sleeve of a Chinese

garment ; much used by dishonest students in

examinations.

SLIPPER BOAT, ff||}/8E ma Ung feng, a

kind of covered boat for passengers, much used at

Canton. Its shape is somewhat like a Chinese

slipper.

SMITH, ARTHUR HENDERSON, D.D.

I.I. I)., a niission.iry of the AmericaM Board

(Congregalionalists) born in Vernon, Connecticut,

in 1845. He reached China in 1872, and in 1878,

wiis appointed to Pangchia chuang, Shantung,

where he remained till 1905, when he gave up station

work for literary and other labours, making his

head-quarters at T'ung chou, Chihli. Dr. Smith

is well known as the author of some popular books

on China, including Chinese Characteristics, Village

Life in China, China in Convulsion, etc.

SMITH, GEORGE, a missionary of the Church

Missionary Society, who reached Hongkong in

September, 1844, with instructions to examine the

possibilities of different stations. Before the end

of 1346 health required his return to England.

In 18W he was consecrated as Bishop of the newly

formed see of Victoria in China. He returned to

Hongkong in 1850, spent a great deal of time

visiting the Treaty Ports, visited England again

in 1855-6, again in 1860 left Shanghai for Japan,

Cnited States and England, returning to Hongkong

in 186L, and finally retired from the duties of the

bishopric and went to England in 1864.

[Wylie] : Memorials of Protestant Missionaries

t.) Chlnn.

SNAKES. See BeptiUa.

SNIPES. See Limicolae.

SNUFF. It is said that snuff was introduced

into China between a.d. 1560 and 1680. If so,

"sr.uff-bottles" of an earlier reign than K'ang Hsi

cannot be genuine or cannot be snuff-bottles.

X.C.U.R.A.S. Journal, vol. xx, p. 97.

SNUFF-BOTTLES are made of different

varieties of stone, often exqui.-itely carved, of por-

celain, glass, etc. Attached to the stopper is a

tiny spoon with which the snuff is placed on the

thumbnail. See Snuff.

SOAP, U ^ fei tsao. There are now many

soap factories in different parts of China, but

previously to the introduction of Western methods

of manufacturing the article, the Chinese chiefly

depended for soap on the following three kinds of

soap-tree. viz. :, (1) <,'i/inn<icl<jdus chinrnsis, a legu-

minous tree whose long brown pods contain a

thick layer of brown tallow, with which clothes

may be washed. HosiE states (I'rovince of Ssii-

ch'unn, p. 31) that the pods are also cut up very

fine and ground into a paste with such pei'fumes as

sandalwood, cloves, garoo, putchuk, rue, mu.-sk,

camphor, etc., and then thoroughly mixed with

honey. The result is a dark substance of the con-

sistency of soft soap, used by the fair sex as a

cosmetic and by barbers as a salve. (2) Gledilsia

sinensit, with black pods growing to a length of

one foot, from the tallow in which a fine lathery,

soap is obtained. (3) Sapindus mukorossi, the

tallow of which is cleaner than that of the other

two. From all three a lather is formed in either

hot or cold water.

Soap is also obtained from an efflorescence which

appears on the ground in the Lower Yellow Tliver

.">!'.)
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region. It is boiled for some time, the scam
removed, the useful part sinking to the bottom, and
the water drained off, the residue being mixed with

alkali. This is used for washing clothes only.

A substitute for soap was j tzu ^ ^, said to

be the sweetbread of animals, or according to Giles,

the hog's caul.

There are some thirty modern soap factories in

China, of which eight are at Harbin and eight at

Shanghai. The amount imported in 1916 was of

the value Hk.Tls. 2,535,307.

SOAPSTONE. See Minerals.

SOAPTREE. See Soap.

SOCIETE DU VERBE DIVIN, a German
Congregation founded in 1875. The chief seminary

is at Steyl in Holland ; hence it is often called the

Steyl Mission. The members take the three vows

and generally no more. They are exclusively Ger-

man or Austrian. The same founder instituted

in 1889 the Society of Servants of the Holy Spirit,

a Society of Sisters who undertake work among
women, manage orphanages, girls' schools, etc. The
Steyl Missio;i in China has the Vicariat of S. Shan-

tung ; the European priests number 66 and the

Christians 86,150.

SOCIETY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF
Christian and General Knowledge. See Christian

Literature Society.

SOCIETY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF
Useful Knowledge in China; a Society founded in

Canton in 1834. At a meeting of residents,

November 29, the Society was constituted on the

proposition of Mr. GiiTZLAFF and Mr. Mathes.in;

James Matheson was made President, BKinc.-VlA.v

and GiiTZLAFF, Chinese secretaj'ies and J. R.

Morrison, English secretary. J. F. Davis. Esq.,

H.M. Chief Superintendent in China and all the

foreign consuls were invited to become honorary

members.

A full account of the business at this and a

subsequent meeting, with regulations of the Society,

etc., will be found in the Chinese Itepository.

Chinese Rei'ository : vol. iii, p. 378.

SOCIETY OF THE DIVINE WORD. See

Scciete du Verbe Divin de Steyl.

SODA LANDS ^ ift chien tl. A large amount
of land in Chihli and Shantung is covered with a

white deposit which has been analysed into Sodium

chloride 28.8%, Sodium carbonate, 12.4%, and

Sodium sulphate, 63.8%. Most of the sulphate

having been removed by evaporation the rest is

used for bleaching textiles and as a mordant in

dyeing cotton, etc.

Such land is of course unfertile,

SOERIO, JUAN, m^m. (or M), an early

Jesuit missionaiy, born in Portugal in 1566. He
entered the Society in 1584, and after completing

his studies in India, arrived at Xanch'ang fu in

1595.

After twelve years of difficulties, ill-health and
much loneliness, he died in August, 1607, and was
buried in Macao.

HwRET ; La Stele chritienne de Siwjan fou, i,

p. 13, note.

SOLA, from Hindustani shola, the name of a
plant, and of the pith of that plant which is used
for making pith hats and other protection against

the sun's rays. The word has nothing to do with

the English word Solar. See Topee.

SOMNAMBULISTS. See Clairvoyants.

SON OF HEAVEN, X=f- , a titlg by which the

supreme ruler in China was always called, whether
his other title was Emperor ^, King 2 . or August
Emperor ^'^. He was supposed to hold his office

by direct apjjointment from above and to be God's

vicegerent on eaj-th. It has been in use from the

earliest times : e.t). Yii calls himself thus in one of

his speeches found in the Shu Ching. It may be

compared with the Sioyrwj; S«ffi).£i;j of Homer, the

Latin divns and many other titles used in the East.

See Imperial Titles.

Giles : Glossary of Reference.

SONOROUS STONE, THE, i}J@ See il/««ira/

In^truiiii Ills.

SOOCHOW, Sk'Jii Su chou, an important city

of Kiangsu, si.\ty miles west of Shanghai, with

which it is connected by rail, and forty miles south

of the Yangtze. Its population is about half a

million. It is celebrated for its wealth and beauty,

so that the Chinese proverb says 'Above is heaven,

below are Sooehow and Hangchow.' Silks, satins

and gauze are produced there; there are some cotton

mills and a large trade in rice. The Grand Canal

passes it and its waterways are abundant. It was

opened to foreign trade after the Chino-Japanese

war in 1896. Till a.d. 473 it was the capital of the

\Vu ^ kingdom. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 2,464.279 2.981,553

Net Chinese „ 998.356 914,923

E.xports 12,471,801 12,871,347

Total Hk.Tls. ... 15,934,436 16,767,823

SOOCHOW CREEK, ^jfiJX Woosung River

;

an affluent of the Huangpu, ('/.v.), which debouches

in the foreign settlement of Shanghai, It was

formerly the main stream, giving easy access to

Sooehow.

SOOCHOW UNIVERSITY, belonging to the

Methodist Episcopal (South) Mission was organised

in 1900, under a charter of the State of Tennessee.

i20
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Land was bought in the same year, the Governor of

the Province assisting in the negotiations, and the

gentry subscribing liberally.

The University was founded on three earlier

Institutions. First, a school opened under a Chinese

teacher in Soochow in 1872, which afterwards

enlarged into Buffincton Institute with the Rev.

A. P. Parkeh as first President. All teaching was

done in Chinese.

In 1899, this school was merged into the Anglo-

Chinese, College, Shanghai, with Dr. Parker as

head. This Anglo-Chinese College had been started

by Dr. Y. J. Allen in 1884, and was itself a union

of two smaller schools. A third institution was a

school opened in 1896 in Soochow by Dr. D. L.

Anderson in response to the growing demand for

English. This school closed during the Boxer re-

bellion, was re-opened in 1901 as the Academic

Department of the new University, and Dr.

Anderson was its President till his death in 1911.

After this the two colleges at Shanghai and Soochow

were united at the latter place, the head of the

former. Dr. John W. Cline, becoming President.

The University offers four years' courses in

Arts, Science and Law, and grants the degrees of

B.A., M.A., B.Sc. and LL.B. The Department

of Law is situated at the old Anglo-Chinese College

in Shanghai. There are three middle schools, in

Soochow, Shanghai and Hu-chow, leading to the

College course. The Bible School at Sungkiang,

and all the Primary and Higher Primary Schools

of the Mission are branch schools of the University,

to which they are designed to lead up.

The Soochow University campus covers fourteen

acres. The principal buildings are Allen Hall and
Anderson Hall, and there are six residences and four

dormitories on the campus, as well as seven dormi-

tories outside. There is also a water plant which

serves the whole Methodist Mission community.

The students run a school for poor boys, (ninety

pupils) in which they teach without remuneration,

and for financing which they are responsible.

In January, 1917, the University reported :

—

Foreign professors 11

Chinese professors 18

Other Chinese assistants ... 4

Students in the three Middle

Schools 530

Collegiate students :

—

Arts and Sciences 71

Law 14

See Methoditt EpUcopal [South) Afission.

SOUTH CHIHLI MISSION.
Iletich/iiarlcrs -.—Taming fu {-J^tj}ff) Cliilili.

Entered China, 1896.

This undenomination!»l Mission was begun by
the coming to China of Pastor and Mrs. Horace

GO

W. HouLDiNG, from the U.S.A. in 1896. Spending
the winter in Tientsin, a conference of missionaries

told Mr. HocLDiNG of Kuang-p'ing fu and Taming
fu in e.Ntreme Southern Chihli, with appro.ximately
twenty hsien cities wholly unoccupied. Upon his

first tour into this region, on October 17, 1897, he
met a solitary Chinese Christian from near Shanghai,
baptized many years before by the London Mission-
ary Society in Tientsin, who for eighteen years had
been in Ta-ming fu praying for a missionary to

come. This incid«nt fixed the headquarters of the

future mission, and, though permanent residence

could not be effected until after the Boxer outbreak,

a great deal of itinerating was done by Mr.
HouLDiNG, by barrow and on foot, both in South

Chihli and South-w^estcrn Shantung, while with a
teacher accompanying him he pursued the study of

the language. Eighty thousand portions of Scriptures

were sold, and there was a widespread distribution

of tracts. Driven out by the Boxers in 1900, with

tho loss of all their personal property, in 1901 Mr.

and Mrs. IIoulding returned with a party of

fourteen new missionaries, representing seven diverse

denominations, incorporated as the South Chihli

Mission, when Pao-ting fu became their temporary

residence, property being there given to the Mission

by the Chinese government in perpetual lease.

In the winter of 1902-3 Taming fu was first

occupied as a residential station, and the following

autumn all moved there. To a small property

purchased just before the holocaust of 1900, which

had not been destroyed,— one of two in the whole

of North China to be spared,—adjoining property

was now easily added by purchase, making a com-

modious compound of some three English acres.

In 1903 Tze chow JJ yf)
was opened, especially

as a railway station on the Peihan railway was then

being built ; \\'eihsien was made a station ; and

Ts'ao-chow fu. Shantung, was also opened this year,

work having been begun there five years before in

response to an appeal from the city itself.

In 1904 Jjin-ming kuan gg Jg Bg was opened as

a residence station by tlie purchase of the palace

once occupied by the late Emjircss-Dowager.

In 1905 Kuang-p'ing hsien JjJJ^IS ^"d Kuang-

p'ing fu Jjj 2p jff were opened, and also Ts'ao lisieu

ii Shantung, and K'ai chow in Chihli, which last

two have since been handpd over to two Mennonite

Missions respectively.

In 1905, centrally located property was pur-

chased in K'ai-feng fu, [If] §} Jff tho capital, the

first case of purchase by Protestant missionaries in

that then very anti-foreign city. After resident

work of a year or two the place was sold and the

work handed over to the American Baptist Mission,

South.

Since the return in 1901 more than threescore

missionary workers have come, and several Missions
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have hived off from the S. C. M., notably the
Mennonite work in South-western Shantung, the
Ebenezer Mission of Honan and the National
Holiness Association in W. Shantung.

A somewhat distinctive feature in the work was
begun in 1904-5, when nearly fifty small farms were
bought up close outside Taming fu city and not fai-

from the Wei River, for a Schools-Campus, called

now by the foreigners "The Farm" and by the
Chinese "The Gospel Villages." This constitutes

a tract of over 100 English acres, a place for schools

and for summer conferences, and a rendezvous for

the workers during the heat of summer without
leaving the heait of the field. To this end, some
thousands of forest and shade trees were set out,

and there are orchard fruit trees, vegetable gardens

and a dairy. Any possible income is to go to the

scliools, and opportunity is thus given to students

for self-help. At one end is the Girls' School, and
not far from the centre the Boys' School and Train-

ing school work, with the Chapel, the Headquarters

Offices, Printing Press and Colportage Building,

Receiving Home for Missionai'ies and residences.

The Mission is entirely evangelical, and all its

industrial and other activities have the one aim of

bringing the Gospel to the Chinese. It is a "faith

mission," its agents' salai'ies not being guaranteed

by any Board in the home-land ; the missionaries

share fro rata in what remains after the general

mission expenses have been met, within a modest

ma.ximum. No Chinese are directly engaged by tin

Mission as pastors and evangelists, aU monies sub-

scribed for the support of such being handed ovei-

to the native elders to control. For other dis-

tinctive principles the Handhook of the South

Vhihli Mission may be consulted.

In 1917, the Mission has si.K resident stations

with 27 missionaries.

SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION,
Foreign Mission Board of the.

Headquarters :—Richmond, Va., U.S.A.

Entered China, 1845.

Works in Kuangtung, Kuangsi, Kiangsu, Shan-

tung, Anhui and Honan, and is divided into four

Missions.

South China Mission.—The first missionaries of

this Society to China were the Revs. S. C. CtorTON

and George Pe.uicy who arrived in Canton in 1846.

These and other workers who followed either died

or retire<J through broken health, and the work was '

not permanently established till 1854. Ying-tak

% ^, > the centre for Hakka work, was opened in

1890, and Shiu-hing $ Jg in 1905, as also the

port of Kongmoon TL?'], while Macao itself, which

had been opened for a time from 1835 by a Baptist

missionary from the Southern States, was re-

occupied.

Two stations are also worked in Kuangsi, viz.

Wu-chow ^ D^ on the West River (1890), and
ivuei-lin ;^|1; (1895).

Canton City has from the beginning been

the principal centre and in 1907 a new compound
was occupied in the eastern suburbs, which com-
prises nearly thirty English acres, having buildings

for the Graves Theological Seminary, with a total

enrolment of one hundred and six students and also

the Girls' Boarding School, Women's Training

School, Kindergarten, Boys' Academy, and Or-

phanage—the two last-named institutions owned and
managed by the Chinese Baptists. In ten years the

combined attendance at these institutions has about
trebled. Near the compound are also the School

for Blind Girls, supported by individual gifts, and
the China Baptist Publication Society, the property

of the American Baptists, North and South.

The Mission's sphere of activity includes some
53,000 square miles of the territory of Kuangtung and

Kuangsi. Its work is conducted along evangelistic,

educational, medical, and literary lines, with the

evangelistic work well in the lead. There are

seventy out-stations, twenty-five ordained Chinese

and forty-thi'ee churches.

Central China Mission.—The work was begun

by the Rev. and Mrs. M.\tihe\v T. Yates, who
landed in Shanghai in 1847. In 1848, a doctor

(Dr. J. S. James) and his wife, who were appointed

to this station, went down in the schooner Paradox
which capsized when entering Hongkong harbour

in a sudden storm. Among later arrivals in

Shanghai were the Rev. and Mrs. T. P. Crawford
who after eleven years went to Shantung and

ultimatel}' helped to form the American Gospel

Baptist Mission [q.v.).

From 1353, through- the ill-health or removal

of other workers Dr. and Mrs. Yates were left

alone in Shanghai for over twenty years. The
chapel inside the native city was burnt down by

the T'ai P'ing rebels, but the foreign community

contributed Taels 3,000, to help rebuild it, and

mission funds were not used. At one time

Dr. Yates had to take a furlough through ill-health,

when Mrs. Yates and a native pastor kept the work

going.

In 1883, work was begun at Chinkiang and

Soochow, and from the former place a station was

started at Yangchow in 1891, where medical work

was begun in 1901. In 1912, the Mission placed

a medical man on the staff of the Union Medical

College at Nanking.

The attitude of the Jlission towards educational

work was for many years vacillating, and it was

not till 1899 that a permanent character was given

to it, when a girls' boarding school was opened

at the Rifle Butts, Shanghai. Four years later,

one for boys followed, since enlarged. Great
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advances have been made in the decade 1907-17.

During this period the Mission has built in Shanghai

the Eliza Yates Academy for Girls, the Grace

Baptist Church, the Ming Jang School for Boys,

and Kading Church; in Soochow, a new church

edifice, the Y'ates Academy for Boys, the Wei Ling

Academy for gills, and the Women's Bible School

;

in Chiiikiang, two new residences (besides assisting

to build a number of churches) ; in Yangchow, two
hospitals and a physician's residence, and a Girls'

Academy ; and in Nanking a residence for a

physician.

In October, 1907, the Mission, in co-operation

with the East China Mission, A.B.F.M.S., opened

in rented quarters in Shanghai a Seminai-y, of

which the Kev. 11. T. Bryan, D.D., was the first

president. The seminary was transferred to new
permanent quarters at the Point soon afterwards

and the College shortly thereafter was also opened.

The Rev. F. J. White, D.D., of the A.B.F.M.S.,

is now the president of these joint institutions.

Shantung Mission.—The work began in 1860,

when the Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Holmes and the

Rev. J. B. Hartwell arrived in Chefoo, and in

1861, Mr. Hartwell proceeded to Teng chow, fifty

miles west of Chefoo. The gentry were exceedingly

hostile, and though one house had already been

rented before they were aware, they prevented any
other being rented or sold to the foreigner. In

the autumn of 1861, the province was overrun by
N'ien-fei ij; ^ (l-v.). Mr. Holmes believed them
t^ be connected with the T'ai P'ing rebels, with

whom he had had intercourse in the south, and, with

a member of tlie American Protestant Episcopal

Mission, went out to expostulate with them. Both
men were murdered, their bodies being found a week
later. The state of the country was terrible, villages

.were burning every night, and the city gates were

barricaded for some time. When they were opened,

the little chapel was filled with wounded whom
the foreigners tended, thereby removing a great

deal of prejudice among the common people.

Ne.xt year, the first church was organized, pro

bably the first Protestant community north of

Shanghai.

In 1863, the Crawfords arrived and attemptin?

to occupy a house w'hich had been procured through

a native, the gentry got a mob together, tut a

riot was happily averted.

The Civil War caused funds and rcinforccmen's
to fail, and the work was hindered by the workers
having to find other ways of supporting themselves
In 1867, robbers again ravaged the region, and in

1870 the missionaries had to retire on Chefoo because
of the e.xcitement occasioned by the Tientsin
massacre.

In 1885 Huang-hsien ^- |g, and P'ing-tu 2p ^
were occupied as foreigners' centres, the latter place

being opened through two lady workers. In 1902,

the prefectural city of Lai-chou M '}\] was entered,

and Chefoo, which had been closed since 1875, was
re-opened in 1906. The latest station to be occupied

is Lai-yang ^ |r|, (1915).

The work has always been mainly evangelistic.

Schools for boys and girls were started in Teng-chow
in the early sixties, but in the period 1883-1893 the

policy of the Mission was so changed that all schools

were closed and all native assistants dismissed. It

was hoped by thus avoiding all extraneous induce-

ments to the Chinese to accept Christianity that a

real spiritual church might be built up. Finally,

the Gospel Mission broke off from the parent Society,

and the old lines of work were renewed on the

returu of Dr. Hartwell from U.S.A. in 1893, after

eighteen years' absence. Next year, a boarding school

for girls was opened in Teng-chow, and later on the

native church opened a school for boys. Huang-
hsien and P'ing-tu both have middle schools, the

former making a speciality of industrial work.

There are girls' schools at P'ing-tu and Chefoo. In

1903, a training school for preachers was started

;

Jt was removed to Huang-hsien in 1906 and there

is also a school for women helpers in Lai-chou fu,

opened in 1906.

Medical work is carried on at Huang-hsien,

P'ing-tu and Lai-chou fu, each place having a

hospital. A medical class is conducted at Huang-
hsien.

During the decade 1907-1917 the membership of

the mission has increased many-fold, and of the fifty-

seven churches reported in January, 1917, eleven

are the result of the propaganda of the native

church itself in Western Shantung, Manchuria, and
Shansi, the preachers being wholly Chinese. In

1915, the Christian community built itself a church

in the country between Chefoo and Teng-chow
costing SIO.OOO Mex.

Interior Mixtion.—This was started in 1904 by

the Rev. and Mrs. W.W. Lawton, (from Chinkiang)

and the Rev. Eukeke Sallee who settled at Cheng-

chow
J5|! )]] '" Honan. being guided in their choice

of a centre by the fact that at that time no Pro-

testant missionaries or native evangelists were

working within a considerable radius of this city.

K'ai-feng fu, the capital, was opened in 1908.

Po-chow ig jfH in Anhui, is the third centre,

having been transferred from the Gospel Mission

in 1910.

In addition to evangelistic and chui'ch work,

there are at Cheng-chou a hospital, and Women's

Bible Training Home (both built in 1909). and a

boys' school (bought in 1916). At K'ai-fong fu

tliere are a girls' school (built 1910) and one for

boys (built 1915), both of them of higher grade.
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Statistics for 1917 :—
Foreign Missionaries 170

Chinese Staii 733

Communicants 19,503

SOYA. See Bean, Soya.

SOY : made from the bean Soya hispida, of

which there are many varieties. A sauce which is

called in Chinese cliiang yu ^ Jjfe, is pronounced

sho yu in Japan. Being imported into Europe from
Japan it has become known there as soy or some
similar name.

The value of this bean especially in cases of

diabetes has been recognised in Europe, at least in

France ; but the Soya bread does not seem to be

popular. T-ouiig Pao, 1894, p. 140.

SPAIN AND CHINA. See SpanUh Selations

with China.

SPALACIDAE, a Family of the liodentia, con-

sisting of the Molerats. The foUowing are the

species known in Northern China.

Myospalax catisus, in Kansu ; M. c. shanseius,

in N. Shensi and Ordos ; M. fontanicri, in Chihli;

M. fontanus in Shansi ; ^1/. psilurus, in Inner

Alongolia; M. smithii, and M. Tothschildi, both in

S.W. Kansu.

SowERBY : Decent Bescarches, etc.. Journal,

N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

SPANISH RELATIONS WITH CHINA.
The Bull of Pope Alexander VI gave to Spain in

1493 all lands discovered beyond a longitude one

hundred leagues west of the Azores. Spain was

thereafter fully occupied with the American con-

tinent, while Portugal turned eastward and foundied

the trade with China. In 1521 Magellan landed in

the Philippines and Spain actually took possession

of them in 1565. In 1598 the Spaniards sought

trade with Canton, but the Portuguese from their

vantage grounid worked against them with the

Chinese, just as they afterwai-ds did against the

Englisli and Dutch. Permission was given to the

Spaniards, however, to trade between Manila and

Pinal [q.v.), a port twelve leagues from Canton.

They introduced two valuable things to China, the

Mexican dollar and vaccination. In 1571 Legaspi,

having conquered the Philippines, compelled the

natives to restore to some shipwrecked Chinese their

property. The result of this kindness was that

Chinese products were brought from Fukien an.(J

paid for with Mexican silver. As to vaccination,

it was introduced in 1803.

The history of these relations is disfigured by

two great massacres of Chinese in the Philippines.

In 1602 there were 20,000 Chinese in Manila and only

800 Spaniards, llightly or wrongly Uie Chinese were

suspected of plots and were nearly all killed. In

1639, the Chinese being 33,000, another massacre

took place, in which, in four months, about 22,000

Chinese perished.

The Spaniai'ds opened a factory in the North
of Formosa, but it was destroyed by the Dutch.

A diplomatic mission started for Peking in

1580, but was turned back to Manila from Canton.

They sent no other embassy till 1847, and their first

treaty with China is dated 1854, when the treaty of

Tientsin was signed, being very similar to the

British Tientsin treaty.

A second treaty, in 1877, dealt entirely with

coolie emigration to Cuba.

Morse : International Relations, etc. ; Martin :

Chi7ia.

The following is a complete list of the Repre-

sentatives of Spain, resident in Peking, from the

time when the Legation was first established to the

present day.

H.E. Senor Quevedo 1868—1869

,, Don Adolfo Paxot 1870—1870

,, Senor Perera 1871—1872

„ Senor Farodo 1875—1875

,, Don Caelos A. Espana 1877—1880

,, Don TiBrEcio Rodriguez 1881—1883

„ Don Leopoldo Alba Salcedo ... 1884—1886

,, Don TiBtJHcio Rodriguez 1886—1889

„ Don Jose Delavat 1892—1894

„ J. B. de Cologan 1895—1902

,, Don ilANUEL DE C.ARCER (Charge d'Afiaires

from 1902—1905, Minister Plenipotentiary

from 1905—1910)

,, Don Luis Pastor y de Mora ... 1910 to date

SPIRITS, (distilled). See Wine.

SPOONBILLS. See Herodiones.

SPRING AND AUTUMN ANNALS. See

Ch'un Ch'iu.

SQUEEZE. A slang term meaning the com-

mission taken by all servants buying for their

masters, e.xtortion, peculation, etc. The first re-

corded use of the word in this sense is in a letter

from Catchtole (1-v.) to the Directors of the East

India Company.

SOU I R R EL. See Scixiridm.

SsClCH'UAN, ig )\\, jour streams; the largest

by far of the Eighteen Provinces. Its area is

218,533 sq. miles, and its population from forty-

five to fifty millions. It owes its name to the rivers

Ya-lung, Min, Ch'ung and Chia-ling. On the west

it adjoins Tibet, and the boundary is not distinct.

In the. west are lofty ranges of mountains up to

19,000 feet high, and there is high ground to the

nortli, the land sloping to the south-east. The

sacred Mount Omei (10,150 ft.) lies on the edge

of the western ranges. The one-fourth of the

province which is not mountain is a tableland of

red sandstone, known as the Red Basin. This
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is broken by many small hills and contains few

plains, the Ch'eng-tu Plain (q.v.) being the most

important. The principal rivers are tliose named

above, together with the Yangtze, which has a long

course within the province and is navigable in the

eastern part. Silk, tea, rice, sugar, hemp, wax, tim-

ber, oranges, etc., are the chief agricultural produce,

and there are coal, iron, petroleum and other mine-

rals. The Ssuch'uan flora and fauna are very rich.

The population to the west and south is chiefly

non-Chinese, but consists of Lolo, Mantzii, Si fan

and other tribes, some more or less independent.

There are also many Tibetans.

Ch'eng-tu {q.v.) is the capital; it has a popul-

ation of about half a million. Sungpan, Tachienhi,

Kiating (150,000), Chungking {q.v.], Wanhsien

(140,000) and Batang are other places of importance.

Chungking is the only open port.

The literary name for the province is ^ Shu.

SSU HAO, pg g. See Four Leaders.

SSi) I KUAN, pil ^ 8fi, Four Translations

Collcije ; an old (JoUcgo for the study of foreign

languages. The character f^ { is instead of the

earlier ^ i foreigner, and the e.xpression Ssu / gg ^
would mean all non-Chinese languages.

The College in its modem form was founded

in the Yung Lo reign, a.d. 1407, and was put under

the supervision of the Han lin Yiian. It had charge

of all intercourse with foreign nations and one of

its principal duties was to train interpreters. A)t

fust eight languages were taught. K'ano Hsi

caused vocabularies of these tongues to be made,

but only portions were published. Manuscript

vocabularies are exceedingly rare.

HiHTH : The Chinese Oriental College, Journal,

N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. x.xii.

SSU-MA CH'IEN, ii] JE5 3 , was the son of

Ssii-MA T'A.v, and his successor in, the office of

Grand Astrologer. (See Ssu-ma T'an). On the

son devolved the work of completing, if not the

whole work of writing, the Historical Memoirs (£. EC

for which the father had done much in the way of

colleoting material. The work was not only the

first attempt made by the Chinese to give a complete

view of the whole of Chinese history to the date

of its writing, but has been the norm of all the

succeeding "dynastic his-tories," and in complete

sets of these it always occupies the first place.

Its value IB great, not only when compared with its

successors, but when compared with any early

history. Its greatest worth to-day may bo thought

to be a demerit in itself : it has preserved intadl,

and not assimilated, much of tlio material extant

when it was written, but now only to be found in

its pages. Neither father nor son could have

written so Uirilling a story of tlie struggle for empire

that ensued after the death of Ch'in Shih Huang Ti

as did Lu Chia, or such a masterpiece of historical

philosophising as did Chia I on that same struggle.

But for Ssu-MA Ch'ien's embodiment of both these

works they would have been lost.

Tho work is divided into five main divisions,

subdivided into 130 chapters thus :

—

Principal Annals 12 chapters.

Chi'onological Tables ... 10 ,,

Treatises 8 „

Feudal State Annals ... 30 „

Biographies 70 ,,

One sad event in Ssu-ma Cu'ien's personal

history must be related. In B.C. 99, a friend of the

historian's, Li Ling, obtained the command of 5,000

troops with which to make a subordinate attack on

the Hsiung-nu Tai-tars. Tlie emperor had mis-

givings at the semi-indiependent command which

was thus entrusted to Li. Li's superior in command
probably had more than misgivings. At any rate,

when Li with his 5,000 was opposed by 80,000, the

general sent him no help. Few more heroic retreats

in history have been recorded than Uiat in which

four hundred out of the five thousand won their way

hack to the shelter of the Great Wall ; amongst them,

however, was not their captain. The emperor was

furious, and his time-serving courtiers heaped con-

tumely on the vanquished hero, who had been

captured, but was still alive. Ssu-ma Ch'ien

braved both emperor and courtiers and made a

spirited defence of his friend. For this he was

handed over to the Board of Punishment for suit-

able sentence. Unable to find either a powerful

protector or even money enough for the customary

"fine"—or bribe, whichever it may have been,—he

was condemned to tho mast humiliating of mutila-

tions. In later days, in a very pathetic letter to a

friend who was condemned to tlie same punishment,

he explains why it was that he chose the humiliation

rather than suicide : filial piety compelled him to

prolong his life in order to complete the great

history for which the father had made such pre-

pai-ation.

One advantage that Ssi1-ma Ch'ien possessed

over almost all of his fellow-countrymen who have

written history was that of an adventurous nature,

which delighted in travel wherever travel could add

to the lore he collected. Although ho made no such

U3o of the geography as does a modern historian, ho

did use the legends and local stories he wa.s thus able

to collect.

Ho was born about n.r. 145 and died between

86 and 74.

CnvvANNES : Mimoires Historiques de Se-ma

Tfien; VVylie : Notes on Chinese Literature;

CiLF.3 : ilin(). Dictionary; WAnnEN : Chnvannes'

Edition, etc., N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii ; ffi r.C, c. 130.

[G.G.W.]
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SSU-MA KUANG, ^ ,^ -jfe, a celebrated

writer, born a.d. 1019 in Honan. lie was Minister

of State for some years, but retired into private

life at Lo-yang to do the great work of his life,

the History of China from the 5th century B.C. to

the 10th century a.d. It was finished in 1084 and

entitled ^t^MM. Tzu Chih T'ung Chicn. He

\ produced other historical works and a dictionary,

and died in 1086.

SSU-MA T-AN, m ^s^, was the father of

Ssu-MA Ch'ien and sharer with his son in the great

historical work noticed under the latter name.

He collected much of the material, but it is

impossible to say whether he did any of the actual

writing. Both father and son held the office called

JlZ ^ St 2"u» S/iih Kutifj, translated Grand Astro-

IcL'ue by Chavannes. (Legce's tei-m is Grand Re-

corder; Biot's, Grand Annalist). While the son

was a very ardent Confucianist, the fathex was an

equally strongly convinced Taoist (in days when

Taoism was of a pure type scarcely known to-day).

He held a high opinion of his office,—higher, it

would seem, than most of his contemporaries.

After a large number of victories which resulted

in great additions to the empire, the emperor

Wu Ti, wished to oHer up a special thanksgiving.

To that end, an ancient form of service on T'ai shan

was revived. The Grand Astrologer had no small

share in the preliminary arrangements and would

doubtless have taken a considerable part in the

service itself. He was journeying in the emperor's

suite to the sacrifice when he was seized with an

illness that soon terminated fatally. (B.C. 110).

Chavannes : Memoires hisloriques de Se-ma

tsien, vol. i, c. 1 (i) ; Giles : Biog. Diet.; Mayers :

Chinese Sender's Manual; Wylie : Notes on Chinese

Literature; ^ sC, c. 130.

SSU PU HSIANG, ra .^F: ffi, t'le Chinese name

for the Elaphm-e, (q.v.).

SSU SHU, ng ^. see Clnsxics.

STANDING COUNCIL, THE; the super-

cargoes sent out annually to Canton bj' the East

India Company prior to 1770 constituted a Council

with this name. See Stipercargoee.

STAR-ANISE OIL, (see Aniseed). The tree

flourishes best in a moist climate, and especially on

hillsides with a red clay-schist soil. The plants

should at first be well sheltered from the sun, and

then require a great deal of attention until the

8th or 10th year. The fruit appears between the

ICth and 15lh years, and during a period of 20 to

25 years the trees are in their prime, amdi should

produce two crops a year. Five tons of green fruits

per hectare (2.47 acres) is a good yield for a mature

plantation. The farmers are now beginning to distil

the leaves if the crop is bad ; these yield a tenth

as much oil as the fruits.

The export in 1916 was pels. 10,473, value

Tls. 232,864. The import amounted to Tls. 243,763.

Journal d' Agriculture tropicule, 1914, pp. 14, 40.

STAR BEACH, the foreign name for Hoshiga-

ura, the finest watering-place in Manchuria, six

miles west of Dalny (Dairen) and connected with it

by an electric tramway.

STARLINGS. See Sturnidae.

STAUNTON, GEORGE THOMAS, Sir, son of

Sir G. Leonard Staunton, was born near Salisbury,

May 26, 1781. In 1792, he accompanied his father

to China as page to Earl Macartney. Before em-

bai-king, and' on the voyage, he learned Chinese

from the two interpreters, who were Chinese

students from Eipa's Chinese College at Naples.

He was the only foreigner in the embassy who
could speak to the Emperor du-ect. In April, 1798,

he became a writer in the East India Company's
factory at Canton. In January, 1801, he succeeded

to the baronetcy, and in 1804 was promoted to be

.supercargo. The next year he translated into

Chinese a treatise on vaccination, thus introducing

the subject to China. It is also said to have been

introduced by the Spanish in 1803. In 1808, he

became Interpreter and in 1816, Chief of the factory.

In that yeai-, he was appointed a 'King's Commis-

sioner of embassy' to proceed with Earl Amherst

and Sir H. Ellis to Peking. (See Amherst Mission).

He returned to England that year, and later was

a member of the East India Committee. In 1823,

ho and H. T. Colebrooke founded the Royal Asiatic

Society, to which he presented 3,000 Chinese

volumes. He died in London. August 10, 1859.

His works referring to China are 1. Miscel-

laneous Notices relating to China and our Com-

mercial Intercourse with that Country, (1822).

2. Notes of Proceedings and Occurrences during the

Butish Embassy to Pckin, (1824). 3. The Lamenta-

tion of Sir G. Stan-Ching-quot, Mandarin of the

Celestial Empire, (in verse), 1834. 4. Remarks on

the British Belalions with China and the proposed

plan for improving them, (1836). 5. An Inquiry

into the proper Mode of rendering the word God

in translating the Sacred Scriptures into the Chinese

Language, (1849). 6. Observations on our Chinese

Commerce, (1850).. He edited Ment>oza's History

for the Hakluyt Society ; he translated from Chinese

Ta Tsing Leu Lee under the title The Penal Code

of China, and the Narrative of the Chinese Embassy

to the Khan of the Tourgouth Tartars. He also

revised GiiTZLAFF's Life of Taou Kwang.

[Boase] in Dictionary of National Biography.

STAVELEY, CHARLES WILLIAM DUNBAR,
was born in England on December 18, 1817.
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He entered the army, and for three years from 1848

he was Assistant Military Secretary at Hongkong,

where his father was in command. He was in the

Crimean War, and in 1860 commanded a brigade

in Michel's Division and was present at the

taking of Taku. In 1862, he was left in command
of those British forces which remained in China,

and he kept the district round Shanghai clear of

rebels within the stipulated 30-mile radius. It was

he who nominated Gordon,—with whom lie was

related by marriage,—to the command of the

Ever-Victorious Army. He retired through illness,

but afterwards served in the Abyssinian Expedition.'

He was made K.C.B. in 1865, G.C.B. in 1884, and

died in England on November 23, 1896.

STEAD CAPTAIN, master of a British trans-

port, the I'eslunjee, sent in 1841 direct from

England to Chusan. When he airived the Britisli

had already evacuated the islands, but he did not

know it and landed on the mainland, where he was

taken captive. The Commissioner Yn Kien had

him tied to a post, flayed alive and cut to pieces.

This was represented to Peking as a brilliant

exploit, and Yu Kien was rewarded for it with a

two-eyed peacock's feather and the office of

Guardian of the Imperial heir. On the arrival of

the British squadron some months later the sloop-of-

war I'/ili //( l/um devastated the place where tlie

atrocity was committed. See I'vlcien.

Davis : China during the War.

STEAM VESSELS. The first seen in Chinese

waters was the Jurdinc, which was sailed out from

Aberdeen as a schooner and arrived at Lin-tin in

September, 1835. There her machinery was put in

order. The intention was to run her as a conveyance

for mails and passengers between Macao, Canton

and Lin-tin, for the convenience of the Factories.

Her first attempt to reach Canton was made on

January 1, 1836, but the Chinese authorities firmly

refused permission for her to enlter the Bogue, and,

indeed, the Chiien pi forts opened fire on her. Her

machinery was removed and she was used as a

schooner. China Review : vol. iii, p. 139.
'

STEATITE. See SoapHonc.

STEGANOPODES, an Order which includes

the Pelicans, Cormorants, Gannets, etc. The

following species are found in China. Sida

Uucofjastcr, the Booby or Brown Gannet, common

on the south coasts. Pelecanus roseus, the Eastern

White Pelican, and P. crispus, the Dalmatian

Pelican, both in Eukien. P. philippcnsis, the

Spotted-billed Pelican, and Phalocrocorax carlo,

the common Cormorant, both common on the coast,

rivers and lakes of China, and found in Mongolia.

P. capillalus, Temminck's Cormorant. P. pelagicus

the Resplendent Shag, on the coast, particularly

near Chefoo. Frcgata ariel, the Smaller Frigate-

bird, occasionally, on the southern coasts.

David et Ousialet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine',

(Pelecanides).

STEIN, AUREL, Sir, was born at Budapest
on November 26, 1862. He became engaged in the

Indian Educational Service, and carried out arch-

aeological work for the Indian government in

Chinese Turkestan in 1900-1, and again in Central

Asia and W. China in 1906-8, receiving the Royal
Geographical Society's Gold Medal in 1909. In 1909

he was transferred, to the Archaeological Depai-t-

ment. He is D.Litt. (O.xon.), D.Sc. (Cantab.), and
was made K.C.I.E. in 1912.

His published works are Chronicles of the Kings

of Cashmir; Sand-buried Ruins of Kho/an; Ancient

Khotaii^ Ruins of Desert Cathay; besides various

papere.

STEMS, HEAVENLY, 3i^. &ia Cycle.

STEYL MISSIONS. See Societi du Verbe
divin.

ST, JOHN'S. See Sanshan.

ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY, SHANGHAI,
was founded as St. John's College iii 1879, by the

Mission of the I'rotcstant Episcopal Chui'eh of

America. Bishop Scheiveschevvsky was the author

of the scheme, and two small schools already e.xist-

ing were amalgamated as a nucleus. Tile present

site at Jessfield, then five miles from Shanghai, was

secured, and the first building erected. The College

was opened in the fall of 1879, with seven/ly

students, all in&ti'uction being given in Chinese.

In 1882, a Department of English was added.

In 1894, the College was rebuilt and greatly en-

larged, a second builddng. Science Hall, was opened

in 1899, and a third. Yen Hall, in memory of an

early Chinese headmaster, the Rev. Y. K. Yen,

M.A., in 1904.

The first class of the Collegiate Department

graduailed in 1905. In 1906, the College was in-

corporated under the laws of the United States of

America in the district of Columbia as St. John's

University, with a Charter authorizing the granting

ot degrees.

Further enlargements took ])laco in 1909, and

again in 1911, while in 1913, a new library building,

"Annivei-sary Hall," was erected, to commemorate

the 25th aniiivcrsiiry of the present President, the

Rev. F. L. Hawks Pott, D.D.

There are si.\ schools in the University, viz. i—

i.—School of .Irts, with a four years' course,

leading to the B.A. degree.

ii.

—

School of Science, with a four years' course

leading to the B.Sc. dbgree.

Hi.—School of Theology, five years' course

leading to the B.D. degree.
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ive years courseiv.

—

Schuul of Mtdk'me,
leading to the M.D. degree.

V.

—

Hchool oj Chinese Literature and History,

four years' course. (Diploma).

vi.

—

Graduate School, minimura course, two

years, leading to a Master's degree.

There is also a Middle School with a four years'

course.

The University has its own Athletic Assoc-

iation, and Fife and Drum Corps. Military Drill

j.s compulsory, and the 3i-d and 5th Troops of

Shanghai Boy-Scouts belong to it.

The St. John's Echo is a monthly periodical in

English and Chinese, managed entirely by the

students. The University Christian Association

maintains an elementai-y school for boys in the

neighbourhood with one hundred and sixty-five

pupils, and does other social and religious work.

In November 1917, the University reports :—

•

Foreign Professors 15; Foreign Instiuctors 10;

Chinese Professors 11 ; Chinese Insti'uctors 16.

Nnmber of Students :

Theology 4

Medicine 29

Arts 150

Science 92

Middle School 222

ST. JOSEPH'S INSTITUTION, an Institution

in the French Concession in Shanghai managed by

the Society des Auxiliatrices or Auxiliary Nuns.

It was founded in 1871, and includes a European

school with 337 scholars, an orphanage (Orphanage

of Providence) with 120 Eurasian orphans, and a

parish school. The number of nuns engaged is

thirty-nine. The Institution is assisted by both

the French and the International Municipal

Councils.

ST. PETERSBURG,
t'fitic.-'.

TREATY OF. See

STONECUTTERS' ISLAND, an island in the

Hongkong waters between Victoria ariid the main-

land. It is a mile long and a quai'ter of a mile wide.

There are three batteries on it for the defence of

the harbour on the west. It was rented to the

British together with Kowloon {q-v.).

STONE CHIME, THE,
Instruments.

See Musical

STONE DRUMS. See Drums.

STORKS. See llerodionu.

STRANGE STORIES FROM A CHINESE
fctudio, the title uiider which Cilf.s has translated

Liao chai chih i, (q.v.).

STRAW BRAID, :5 ^ JS '^'"o """> ?'«", i«

produced mainly in the region adjacent to the lower

course of the Yellow Eiver, although the industry

extends as far south as Kiaochow. It is mostly a

village industry, the braid being plaited by women
at their doors. There are several kinds of braid

on the market, viz. : white, mottled, yellow, or

imilt^ation Tuscan. IMottled is produced by the use

of the whole length of the top Joint of the straw,

instead of breaking off at the junction of the blade

with the sheath, as is done when a white plait is

required, the pait of the stalk beneath the slieath

being naturally bleached by being -hidden from light

and air. Yellow is made by working from the top

end of the straw and discarding the white end.

White comes chiefly from Laichow, Wuting,

and Tai-an, in Shantung, and from Lu-an, in

Shansi, andi some from Chihli. Mottled is from

Taming and Ichow, (Chilili) and Nan-lo, etc.,

(Honan) ; yellow from Y'utien (Chihli). Some good

braid is produced at Huayang near Chengtu in

Ssuch'uan.

The export trade began with small shipments

to England in the late sixties. By 1872, 13,000

piculs had been attained to; in 1880, 49,000 piculs

were exported, and the trade reached its zenith in

1887, when 151,000 piculs went to Europe and

America. This prosperity reacted injuriously on

the dealers and the peasants, who began mal-

practices, such as winding coarse plait on the centre,

with fine outside, dampening bales to increase their

weight, etc. The result was that foreign buyers

declined to do business. In 1890 the export had

shrunk to 80,000 piculs, and dealers began to realize

that they must alter their policy, especially as the

Japanese were making superior braid. Accordingly

more care was taken with the plaiting and, although

the export was still only 80,000 piculs in 1900, the

value had doubled (Hk.Tls. 4,370,000). In 1910,

135,000 piculs, wortli Hk.Tls. 7,700,000 were ex-

poi-ted, birt since then there has been a decline,

due to a change in the prevailing hat fashions.

Straw braid Ls mostly made into straw hats

(especially at Luton, England), but also into work-

baskets, picture frames, fancy mats, etc. It has

supplanted the European braid, by lesser cost of

production. An improvement in the trade would

be the increase of "splits."

The export in 1916 was pels. 57,080, value

Tls. 3,143,275. [N.S.]

Customs Reports.

STRIGES, the Order consisting of the Owls.

The chief species found in China with their dis-

tribution are as follows :

—

Strix Candida, the Grass-Owl, has been found

in Formosa. It also occurs in Fukien. Ninoz

jnponica travels through China. Athene bactriana.

Button's Owlet, [Athene plumipes Swinhoe), is

common from S. Shensi to Peking. Further south

it is replaced by Glaucidium whitelyi, the Large
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Barred Owlet, which is wide-spread in the southern

half of China. G. brodiei, the Collared Pigmy
Owlet, is resident in the wooded mountains of

S. China ; it has been taken at Mu p'in, in South

Anhui, and in Fukien. G. pardalota is found in

Formosa. G. passerinum oricntalis, Tacz, is found

in Chihli. Bubo ignavus, the Great Horned Owl
or Eagle Owl, is common throughout China and

Mongolia. B. coromandus, the Dusky Horned

Owl, has been taken on the Lower Yangtze.

Ketupa flavipes, is met with near Hongkong,

and on Ixiwer Yangtze. Asia otus, the Long-

eared Owl, is found throughout China; it is

common in N. China. A. accipitrimis, the Short-

eared Owl, passes through China on migration and

winters in South-East China. Scops stictonotvs,

the Chinese Little Scops Owl, migrant through

China. S. c/labripes, the Bare-footed Scops

Owl, is found in the southern half of China,

especially in the east. S. umbTolilis is met with

in Hainan. S. setnilorques, the Plume-footed

Scops Owl, has been found in Mu-p'in. Syrniurn

nivicola, the Himalayan Wood Owl, is very rare

in China because of the lack of woods. S. davidi

has been taken at Mu-p'in but is rare. 5. indranee

occurs in S. China from Fukien to the Lower

Yangtze. Scop.^ latouchii has been described from

the interior of Fukien. Ptynx ftiscescens is found

in Manchuria and N. China.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux dc la Chine.

STRONACH, JOHN, a missionaiy of the

London Missionary Society, born in Edinburgh in

1810. He reached Singapore in March, 1838. In

1844 he removed to Amoy, and from 1847 to 1850

worked in Shanghai as one of the delegates on the

Delegates' Version of the New Testament. He was

also appointed to work on the Old Test-ament, but

soon withdrew from the committee and, with

Medhxjrst and Milne, produced a separate version

in 1853. He then returned to Amoy, and worked

there till his retirement in 1878. He died in 1888

in Philadelphia. See Delegates' Version.

(Wylie) : Memorials of Protestant Missionaries.

»

STUPA, a Sanscrit word used for ancient

Bu(ldlii.-t monuments in the form of solid domes.

The term tope is derived from it and has a similar

meaning.

STURNIDAE, a Family which includes the

Starlings and Mynas. Nineteen species of these

are known in China. Spodiopsar cineraccus is the

starling most commonly met with. In autumn and

winter it is seen in great numbers all over China ; in

the summer it retires to Mongolia. S. sericeus

inhabits the southern provinces all the year round

but is not very abundant. It is found from Ch6-

kiang to Ssuch'uan and as far north as S. Shensi.

67

S. malabaricus occurs in Yiinnan. Sturnia daurica

is seen on the Lower Yangtze, in W. China and

Chihli and in W. Mongolia at migration time. S.

sineyisis, the Chinese Myna, comes in large flocks in

summer from Indo-China to South China. 5.

violacca, the Eed-cheeked starlet, has been taken at

Shaweishan on passage. Graculipica nigrieollis, the

Black-necked Myna, is found in the south of China,

including Fukien, and is resident there, ^th-
iopsar cristatellus, the Chinese Crested Myna ; called

by the Chinese pa ko A &• It is easily taught to

talk and is a favourite cage bird. It is found in

all parts of the south except in the hills, and

extends northwards as far as Shensi. Ai. albocinetus

and Acridotheres tristis are both found in Yunnan.

(EULABETIDAE). Eulabcs intermedia occurs in

China ajjd Hainan.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine,

Sturnides.

SU CH'IN, Sf. ^, a native of Lo-yang, the

imperial capital, in the fourth century B.C. He was

the typical Chinese diplomat. He and Chang I

were servants in a school, where they managed
to pick up some education. They then studied

together under Kuei-ku Tzii, the Philosopher of

the Devil Valley. Su first offered his services to

the Ch'in state but was rejected;. After furtJier

study he went to Yen and persuaded the ruler to

attempt an alliance among the various States for

mutual protection against the great Ch'in power.

He was sent as ambassador to five other Courts, and

succeeded in forming the league known as the

Six Kingdoms (q.v.). He then ma-de Chao his

headquarters, and held Ch'iii in check for fifteen

.\cars. He made an enemy of Chang I, probably

tlirough jealousy, and this enemy succeeded later

in undoing Su's work.

SUGAR. Tang (^): SaccTiarum officinarum,

divided into red-cane var. rubricaule, used for

chewing, and var. sincnse, which is much more

widely cultivated for crushing. The former grows

to a height of eight feet ; the latter to ten or as

much as fifteen feet. The principal sugar growing

districts are Kuanglung, Fukien, and Ssiich'uan,

also Kiangsi, Hunan and Chekiang.

Besides its ordinary uses, sugar is clarified and

crystallised a,s Ji ^, etc. ; made into figures for

feasts; prepared with milk as 51 R!P; i"<l barley

sugar is made, ^fj^. Sugar cane is a very popular

article of diet, and is esteemed for its tussic and

stomachic properties.

Cultivation.—The land is planted once a year,

during the first, second or third months, the cane

maturing in about ten months. Each mow of land

{l/6th acre) is planted with 1,100 or 1,200 bunches

of cane in rows about one foot apart, each bunch

consisting of five to nine stalks of cane. If planted
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too closely together the sun does not penetrate

sufficiently and the cane suffers. In the iirst year

the crop is raised from cuttings which are steeped

in water for three days and then covered over with
sand or straw and watered once a day. In the

second and third yeai-s the crop is grown from the

old roots, which are allowed to remain, banked up
with mud, after the cane is cut. In the fourth year

the roots are stubbed up and the land is planted

with some other crop. The fertiliser almost exclus-

ively used is bean cake (from Manchuria), the cost

of which is about Tls. 7 per mow for good level

ground, but Tls. 9 for poor and hilly land. Each
mow will produce about 700 catties of sugar, about
55 bunches of stalks being required to produce
100 catties (one picul) of juice.

Sugar "candy" is obtained from white sugar

by purifying under a boiling heat with water, a

little lime, and white of egg. It is then poured
into round wide open-mouthed jais with slips of

bamboo benit about inside, and alloweid to cool. In
cooling the sugar crj'stallizes in large lumps of

candy over the slips and the jars are then over-

turned' to drain off the water. The lumps are

chipped with a knife into flat pieces and bleached

in the sun on bamboo trays, for two or three days.

It is then colourless' and like rock crystal. This

candy was at one time exported to Bombay. Its

chief centre of manufacture is Changchow, near

Amoy, where the water is said to possess some
chemical qualiity which favours . its manufacture..

The juice is expressed from the cane between two
granite or hardwood rollers placed vertically,

through which the cane is drawn by cogwheels

turned by bullocks. A stone basin beneath receives

the juice which, without any attempt at clarification,

is afterwards boiled in open iron pans; the fires

are fed with cane refuse. While boiling the juice

is constantly stin-ed and all d'irt removed as it

comes to the surface. The boiled juice is then

poured into eai-thenware jars with a small plugged

hole in the bottom of each, and when the jars are

about 8/lOths full, the top is carefully closed

over with earth and the plug from tJie bottom is

removed. The jars are then placed in the open

air, where they remain for from 30 to 40 days

according to the weather, until the coijtents arc

quite dry. The sugar so obtained is sorted into

three grades : the first, or uppermost in the jar

being white, the middle green, and the lowermost

brown sugar. The drippings which are merely left

in the sun to dry give the black sugar.

In 1867 only about 90,000 piculs of all sorts

(white, brown, and candy), were exported from

China, the value being under half a million taels.

The imports were just double this figure, and, in

short, the trade was almost too small for notice

;

China supplied herself almost entirely.

It was shortly after this tliat development began,
and in the years 1871-1875 the annual average export-
ation was half-a-million piculs, South Formosa
being the chief contributor. In 1876, li-million

piculs were exported, but Chinese sugai- had to

compete against sugars produced in the Philippines
and Java, and also those refined in Hongkong; and
the trade, which reached its high-water mark in

1884 (over 1^-million piculs) soon began to decline.

There was no process of selection of cane ; the

plantations were in small lots, the methods of

extraction were so poor as to waste 40% of the

material (Amoy Customs Trade Report, 1877), and
there was no co-ordination among planters nor any
Govemment assistance. Even the small island of

Bai-badoes exported 50% more sugar than the extens-

ive fields of Formosa, where good machinery and
roads were unknown.

The large exports of 1883 84 were due to the

failure of the beet crops in Europe, and after their

recovery Chinese sugar declined rapidly, especially

that produced on the mainland (as opposed to

Formosa), as shown by the following figirres :

—

1887 1897 1907

Piculs 766,000 620,000 111,000

At the same time sugar imports increased at an

extraordinary rate :

—

1837—Piculs 271,000—Hk. Tls. 1,200,000

1897—Piculs 2,297,000—Hk.Tls. 10,223.000

1907—Piculs 5,723,000—Hk.Tls. 26,201,000

1913—Piculs 7,111,000—Hk.Tls. 36,304,000

The sugar imported into China comes from

Hongkong, where there are two large refineries,

from the Dutch Indies, and from Formosa, where,

since the Japanese obtained possession of the island,

the industrj' has received great encouragement from

the Government, forming an object lesson to the

Chinese as to what might be done with their own

industrj'. In Fukien several modern mills have

been erected in the last few years, but foreign com-

petition is very difficult to meet, though the Chinese

claim that native sugar is intrinsically sweeter.

Sugar produced from beet is being experimented

with in Manchuria, where both the Russians and

Japanese have started the industry, the soil being

very suitable for beet growing. [N.S.]

SUICIDE is extremely common in China as

compared with western lands. Of course there are

no statistics of the subject for the whole country.

Five missionaries in five cities of four different

provinces once reported the number of attempted

suicides where their help had been called in to

rescue the persons. The number in one year was

1,200 in a city population estimated at 580,000.

This gives one attempt at self-murder in every 480

people each year, and if extended to the whole

country would give a total of over 800,000 cases

per annum.
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Such figures are not of further value than to

prove tliat the evil is very great. It must be borne

in mind tliat these were attempts only, not completed

suicides ; on the other hand, they are only those

cases where the missionaries' help was sought, and

cannot be the full tale.

As to the causes of suicide, they differ much

li'om those acting in the West. Weariness of

existence, fear of suffering as in incurable disease,

. or of dishonour as in bankruptcy, or misery and

starvation as in times of famine, dojwt_iiroin£t the

Chinese to seek death. The causes are nioie often

anger and revenge; and the low value placed on all

life (as seen in wholesale e-^ecutions, etc.), must also

be considered. .

Women are the more common self-murderers,

which is largely due to the marriage system, com-

bined, of course, with the nanow outlook on life,

due to lack of education. A wife slighted on

account of a concubine, a concubine oppressed by a

wife, a dai^ghter-in-law ill-treated by her mother-

in-law, lightly destroy themselves, whether in a fit

of anger or for the sake of revenge.

Men are less prone to such merely angry

motives, but often commit suicide delibei-ately to

bring an enemy or oppressor into trouble with the

law.

One class of suicides, more e.\«usable from the

foreign point of view, is that of beaten generals.

A defeated general can hardly do anything else

than commit suicide, for otherwise he may be almost

sure of being degraded and condemned to death,

while his whole family may suffer with him ; by

killing himself he may be praised as a faithful

servant. There are innumerable instances of sui-

cides of this kind, one late and well-known example

being that of Admiral Ting, after he had sur-

rendered Weihai woi to the Japanese in 1895.

Women who destroy themselves rather than lose

their chastity, or widows who kill themselves to

escape a re-marriage forced on them, are held in

much honour.

Ofhcials condemned to death were often allowed,

as an act of impei-ial clemency, to commit suicide

instead of dying under the hands of the execu-

tioner.

Formerly opium was the usual means of self-

destruction, or women would throw themselves into

a well ; now, amongst the poorer classes, the casily-

prtK^urod lucifer-ma/lchcs or kerosene oil are often

used to end life.

SUID/E, The probable number of species of Uie

pig Family in China is five; with their distribution

they are as follows :

—

Hiis puludu-ius, the Yangtze Valley; S. ffigas,

Manchuria; S. corcanm, South Corea; S. mdcs,

Kuangsi, S. China; S. moupinfmit, N.W. Ssu-

ch'uan, Kansu, Tibet, S. Shensi.

SwiKHOE names S. Icucoinj/stax (Shanghai) and

5. taivmius (Formosa).

SwixHOE : Cat. of Chinese Mammals, P.Z.S.,

1870: SowERBTir : Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii,

SUI DYNASTY, THE, PS |Q, was founded by

y.4NG Chien who ruled the reunited empire, with

his capital at Ch'ang-an. His fame was such that

he received a Turkoman embassy. During a severe

famine he made a pilgrimage to T'ai Shan to pray

to Heaven for his people. Yang Ti removed the

capital to Lo-yang; he made a successful expedition

against Korea, and he instituted the literary degree

of Doctor [Chin-shih |g±). His general Ll Yii.\N

rebelled with the aid of K'itan Tunguses, and after

deposing the Emperor and murdering the son who

succeeded, he founded the T'ang dynasty in

A.D. 616.

Dyn. Title Accession lieisn Title Adopted
^

'•;!?• WcMi Ti 589 Pfi^ K'ai Huang £81

i^M JiMi Shou 601

:K^ ^ Yang Ti 605 izM Ta Yeh 605

a^fffKung Ti Yu 617 H ^ I Ning bl7

ti^M Kung Ti T'ung 618 S M Huang T'ai 618

SUIFENHO, ^iS^M. in Kirin province, is

a station on the frontier of the Russian maritime

province, 144 miles east of Harbin ; lat. N. 44° 30'

;

long. E. 131°.0'. It is the Russian Pogranitch

naya. It is of no importance commercially. The

population is 1,290. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 5.714,949 15,845,098

Net Chinese „ 2,057 nil

Exports 16,234,007 14,578,811

Total Ilk.Tls. ... 21,951,013 30,423,909

SUI FU, m '}\\ Jff
Usii chou fu, an important

distributing mai't on the southern border of Ssii-

ch'uan at the point of junction of the INIin river and

the Chin sha river or River of Golden Sand.

SULPHUR, ^ea Minerals.

SUMERIAN, the primitive script of Babylonia,

from which in course of time were developeU all

the varieties of Cuneiform. It was originally

pictorial, but had already taken on conventional

forms in the time of the earliest extant specimens

of the language, that is, between 3000 and 4000 B.C.

Some scholars have found so much similarity between

Sumerian and Chinese writing that they have con-

jectured the two races to bo kindred tribes who

once lived together in the highlands of Central Asia.

The latest exponent of this theory is Dr. Rai.l,

lectui-er in Assyriology at Oxford, who has publishod

a.T essay towards a comparative lexicon of the two

languages. In spite of unmistakable similarities

the verdict of sinologues at present is 'not proven.'

Ball : The New Accadian, (Proc. Soc. Bibl.

Archaeology), 1889-90; and Sumerian and Chinese,

1913.
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SUMtRU. The central mountain of the uni-

verse, round which all heavenly bodies revolve.

See K'un lun.

SUMMER PALACE. There are two spots

near Peking to which foreigners give this name,

Yiian niing yiian and Wan shou shan.

The Yuan ming yiian H 55 ^, literally 'round,

bright garden,' is an enclosure some four and a

half miles in circuit, lying about seven miles north-

west of Peking. Early in the eighteenth century

Yung Cheng built his palace and laid out the

grounds,—twenty years' labour. His successor

Ch'ien Lung put up buildings and made gardens

in the style of the Trianon at Versailles! The

Jesuit missionaries BenoIt and Attiret have left

an account of their labours on these halls and

gardens ; it will be found in Lettres EdifianUs.

It covered an area of twelve square miles.

To the outside world the palace is only known

by its destruction in 1860. When the Allies had

forced Peking to open its gates and had received

the foreign prisoners dead or alive whom the Chinese

had so barbarously treated, l^ord Elgin decided to

burn down the Summer Palace. This wais less an

act of vengeance than just punishment, falling on

the Emperor himself and entailing no loss on the

common people. It was said to have been most

effective.

Wan shou shan ;5S lU , 'till of a thousand

longevities,' is another park lying less than a mile

to the south-east of the Yiian ming yiian. The

buildings here also suffered in I860, but the

Empress dowager spent enormous sums in repairing

it and it is now one of the great 'shows' for tourists

who visit Peking.

SUMMERS, JAMES, was born about 1830;

on June 7, 1849, when a teacher in Hongkong, he

visited Macao, and was arrested for not uncovering

when the procession of Corpus Christi was passing,

and he was kept imprisoned in the Senate House.

The Governor Amaral refused to release him at

Captain Keppel's demand, whereupon Keppel landed

some marines and, with Captain Staveley, released

Summers by force, one Portuguese being killed and

three wounded.

In January, 1853, he was appointed Professor

of Chinese in King's College, London. Summers

being only 24 years old, Hongkong did not regard

the appointment with satisfaction ; being interested

because of the need for student-interpreters.

Chinese Repositort : vol. xviii, p. 669;

Norton-Kyshe : HiHory of the Laws . . . of

Hongkong.

SUN-BIRDS. See A'cciariniinac.

SUN BRIDGE. See T'ai-ymg ch'iao.

SUNFLOWER, Helianthus annuus, L., is grown

in many provinces of N. China, but only on a small

scale and in a desultory way. The seeds yield dry-

ing oils, which can be converted into solid fats by

hVdrogenation, and the field of usefulness of this

oil is likely to e.\tend in the future, so that the sun-

flower might be worth attention for the Chinese

farmer, as it will grow on any vind of soil. The seeds

are eaten, raw or roasted, as a delicacy in great

quantities all over China. Those striped black

and white seem to be the favourite kind.

SUNGARIA, the north-eastern part of Sin-

kiang, lying north of the Eastern T'ienshan ; also

known as T'ien shan pei lu ?c [Jj fl; Kf or North

road. It is a plateau dotted with lakes, and

generally barren, from 1,500 to 6,000 feet in altitude.

Its southern part, on the northern slopes of the

T'ienshan, has good pasture land. The most im-

portant town is Urumtsi (Ti-hua fu), its ancient

capital. It was conquered by China in 1757 and

has been held ever since.

SUNG DYNASTY, THE, 5K EG, an imporUnt

dynasty which was founded by Chad K'Uang-yiN

^ S ®. ^"d t'"! i's capital at K'ai-feng fu. It

had continual strife w-ith the K'itans, and the third

Empeior had to pay tribute to the Hsia kingdom

of the North-west. Ssu-MA KuANG and Wang

An-shih made the earlier part of the Sung period

illustrious. The first ruler established the Board

of Punishmeut-s in the capital, thus lessening the

powers of provincial officers.

In 1125 the Chin ^ Tartars, having overcome

the K'itans, took all North China, made their

capital at Peking, attacked K'ai-feng and carried

the Sung Emperor away captive. From 1127 the

dynasty is called Southern Sung [^ 3c, since it

possessed only the provinces south of the Yangtze.

The capital was first at Nanking, later at Hang-

chow. The Mongols were called on for help, and

they ultimately destroyed the K'itan power. They

then proceeded to conquer the Southern Sung

dyna-oty, and in 1280 esUblished the Yuan or

Mongol dynasty in its place.

The Sung period was great in literature, philoso-

phy and art. Chu Hsi and many such famous

names belong to it. It lasted 320 years, under

20 rulers.

Dvn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

A.D. f'-^-

±- »n Tai Tsu 960 H g Chien Lung ' 960^ K 'i&.
C'h'ien Te 963

pg ft- K'ai Pao 968

ix. ^ T'ai P'ing 976

976 fflj !S1 Hsing Kuo 976

m, ge Yung Hsi 984

Jg t^ Tuan Kung 988

^ -ft Shun Hua 990

^ r|^ Chih Tao 995

;S: S; T'ai Tsung
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Dyii. Title

Chen Tsuiig

t ai Ji^n Tsun

»* 5?.

Yin Tsung

Shcn Tsung

S ^ Che Tsung

ja oT Hui Tsung

Accessiou Reign

A.D.

997 £5^

mn

1022 Ji ^
mid

ffi7C

Mm
1063 ni^p
1067 gE ^

7C 'a

1085 7C Ifi

7C^
1100 M tl>

^^
&m

Title Adopted

A.D.

Ch'in Tsung 1126 *g 31

Hsien P'in

Ching To
Ta Chung
Hsiang Fu
T'ien Hsi

Ch'ien Hsing 1022

T'ien Sheng 1023

Ming Tao
Ching Yu
I'ao Yiian

K'ang Ting

Ch'ing Li

Huang Yu
Chih Ho
Chia Yu
Chih P'ing

Hsi Ning
Yiian Feng
Yiian Yu
Shao Sheng

Yiian Fu
Chien Chung
Ching Kuo
Ch'ung Ning
Ta Kuan
Cheng Ho
Ch'ung Ho
Ilsiian Ho
Ching K'ang

998

1004

1008

1008

1017

1032

1034

1038

1040

1041

1049

1054

1056

1064

1068

3078

1086

1094

1098

]101

1101

1102

1107

nil
1118

1119

1126

SOUTHERN SUNG DYNASTY.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title

A.D.

Z5 ^ Kao Tsung 1127

^ ^ Hsiao Tsung 1162

Adopted

A.D.

^ ^ Kuang Tsung 1189

Sg t]-: Ning Tsung 1194

SE ^ I-i 'fsung 1224

]5 gj Tu Tsung 1264

US >^ Kung Ti 1274

aSi -p, Tiian Tsung 1276

fl-f a Ti Ping 1278

km

mm
&.m

iS: 'il;

Chien Yen
Shao Hsing

f-ung Hsing

Ch'ien Tao
.Shun Hsi

Shao Hsi

Ch'ing Yiian

Chia T'ai

K'ai Hsi

Chia Ting

I'ao Ch'ing

Shao 'i'ing

Tuan P'ing

Chia Hsi

Shun Yu
Pao Yu
K'ai Ch'ing

Ching Ting

Hsicn Shun

Te Yu
Ching Yon

1127

1131

1163

1165

117}

1190

1195

1201

1205

1208

3225

1228

1234

1237

1241

1253

1259

1260

1265

1275

1276

^ Hsiang Hsing 1278

SUNG (LIU SUNG) DYNASTY, gi] 5J; ge.
A short dynasty founded by Liu Yii, a genei'al of

the Eastern Chin. It belongs to the Epoch of

I'ivision between North and South. The North was

ruled by several Tartar tribes,—Wei by T'oba

Tartars, Hsia by Hsiungnu, Northern Yen by

Eastern Tartars, Western Liang and Chin ^ by

Tangut Tartars. The Sung rulers held the South,

with the capital at Nanking, for 59 years. During

this period eight rulers held sway, several of whom
v.ere murdered.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

A.D. A.D.

St ^ Wu Ti 420 7J4SJ Yung Ch'u 420

'J; ^f) ShaoTior Ying-

"gJISSj yang Wang 423 JS 2p Ching P'ing 423

424 7C M Yiian Chia 424

454 # E Hsiao Chien 454

:k W Ta Ming 457

7j4 it Yung Kuang 465

465 M: fli Ching Ho 465

465 ^ J& T'ai Shih 465

^^ T'ai Yu 472

X ^ Wen Ti

^Mfr Hsiao Wu Ti

m ^i pL.i Ti

m * Ming T

a
*

Ts'ang Wu
Wang

Chu Y'li

Shun Ti

Yiian Hui

If. gg Sheng Ming

473

477

473 7C

477

477

SUNG P'AN, i|£?S, a semi-independent «ub-

prcfeetui-e in Ssiich'uan, lat. 32°' 38' N. and long.

103". 36' E.

SUNG SHIH, an appellation of Fa Hsien, q.v.

SUNG, STATE 0F,5g, one of the smaller

feudal States of the Chou Empire, but one of the

most oi'tliodo.x and 'high-caste.' The fief was given

by the Chou conqueror to the Viscount of Wei of

the conqueied dynasty, that the Shang sacrifices

might be continued. It was the only Dukedom
that was granted by immediate enfeoffment.

Confucius was by descent of Sung oi-igin.

The state lay south of Lu and east of Ciieng,

at the northernmost headwaters of the Huai River

system, its cai)ital being the present Kueite fu.

It became the Protector Stat* (the tliird) Lii u.c. 6,

but was much thwarted by its rival Ch'u. The

Duke of Sung gave the much-admired example of

chivalry in not allowing the enemy Ch'u troops to

be attacked while crossing a stream.

From B.C. 400 Sung was dependent on Ch'i and

was extinguished by that State in 285.

Paiiker : Ancient China Simplified; Leggb :

Shu Ching, p. 376, note.

SUNG YUN, !t-gj, I Buddhist layman, sent

to India in A.n. 518 by the Prince of Wei to study

lUiildhism at its source. Ho was accompanied by

a priest named Hui Siii^iNn, and thoy brought hack

175 books. They went as far as Kandahar and
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stayed two years in Udyana. The story of the

journey has been translated into English by Beal

[Travels of Fah Hian and Sung Yun), into French

by Chavannes (Voyages de Sung Yun dans I' Udyana

et Gandhara, B.E.F.E.O. July to September, 1903)

;

and into German by Neumann {l'ilger/ahrte7i

Buddhistischer Priester von China nuch Indien,

Leipzig, 1833).

Edkins : Chinese Buddhism.

SUN WEN. See Sun Yat-sen.

SUN YAT SEN ^. -JS fill, Sun I-hsien, the

former being the Cantonese pronunciation and the

name most known to foreigners. The second and

third characters are the hao or literary name, his

ming or given name being Wen ^. He was born

November 12, 1866, in the Hsiang shan district at

Choi Hang, a remote village in Kuangtung, about

50 miles north of Macao. His father was a

Christian and employed as a preacher by the London

Missionary Society. He made two long visits to

the Hawaiian Islands. For a time he studied

medicine under Dr. Keer of Canton, but entered

the College of Medicine at Hongkong in 1887, the

year it was established. He was the first graduate

of that College, and he began to practise in Macao.

Having joined the Young China party he got into

trouble with the government and narrowly escaped

ai-rest in Canton. He had to flee, and went first

to America, then to England. In London, on

October 11, 1896, he was seized and held prisoner

by the Chinese Legation. By the help of a

European servant he managed to let the British

Government know of the illegal doings and was set

at liberty. He then travelled far and wide, preaching

revolution and incurring perpetual risk to life and

liberty : it is said that at one time the Manchu

government was offering £100,000 for his capture.

His work at last resulted in the Revolution of 1911

and his own appointment as Provisional President

of the Bepublic of China.

During the last five years he has had his share

in political life, and has once more been an e.\ile,

from the Second Bevolution till the death of

YiiAN Shihk'ai. His sUr seems to have waned.

Cantlie and Jones : Sun Yat-Sen and the

Awakening of China; StTN Yat-sen : Kidnapped in

London.

SUPERCARGOES used to travel backwards

and forwards on the East India Company's ships

which were under their care. In 1770 the Company

oidered that they should reside permanently in

China, yet they still retained the name. The chief

of them constituted the Select Committee of the

East India Company's Supercargoes, generally called

The Select Committee ; the annually arriving super-

cargoes had formerly constituted the Standing

Council. They had charge of all the Company's

interests in Canton and took care that private

traders did not reside there.

In 1767 the French had made a similar change,

sending ten supercargoes to reside in Canton instead

of being sent out annually.

Eames : The English in China.

SUPERINTENDENT OF TRADE, THE,
was first appointed in 1833, by The China Trade

Act, 3 and 4 Will, iv, c. 93, s. 5. The Government
having abolished the monopoly of the East India

Company had to create some means of control over

British subjects generally who afterwards might

trade in China, to replace the jui'isdiction which the

Company's supercargoes had had over those who
served the Company or traded under the Company's

license. The Act provided for Chief, Second and

Third Superintendents to be appointed/; forbad

them to engage in any trade transactions, and em-

powered the Crown by an Ordei- in Council to levy

dues on British ships entering any port, wherewith

to pay the salaries of these officials.

In 1833, the commission being dated December

10, Lord Nai'ier, W. H. C. Plowden and J. F.

Davis .were appointed as first, second and third

Superintendents of trade in China respectively. On

Lord Napier's arrival Mr. Plowden was absent

from China, and so Mr. Davis became second and

Sir George Best Robinson became third Superin-

tendent. J. H. AsTELL was secretary to the Superin-

tend«?nts. Dr. Morrison was Chinese Secretary,

Captain Charles Elliot was Master Attendant, and

T. R. CoLLEDGB was surgeon to the establishment.

In FebiTiary, 1835, the Commission was com-

posed of the following: Sir G. B. Robinson,

J. H. AsTELL and Captain C. Elliot as first, second

and tWrd Superintendents; A. R. Johnston,

secretary and treasurer; T. R. Morrison {Dr.

Morrison's son) and C. Giitzlaff, Chinese

secretaries ; T. R. Colledge, surgeon ; etc.

On February 27, 1842, Sir 11. Pottincei

removed the whole establishment of the Superin-

tendcncy to Hongkong. After the Treaty of Nan-

king and the cession of Hongkong the office was

combined with that of Governor and Commander-

in-Chief of the island.

On tlie appointment of a British minister to

reside in Peking the office of Chief Superintendent

of Trade was added to that of Envoy-extraordinary

and Minister plenipotentiary. It was held first by

(Sir) Frederick Bruce, at Shanghai for a time

and then at Peking. Eames, writing as a lawyer,

sitates that the office is still held by the British

Minister to Peking, the section of the China Trade

Act creating the office never having been repealed.

As a matter of fact however Sir Haert Parkes wa.s

the last iMinister to use the title ; iit was dropped at

his death in 1885.
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Eames : The EnylUh in China; Morse : Inter-

jwtiunal Uclulions of the Chinese Empire; Chinese

Repository, passim; Lane-Poole ; Life of Sir

Harry I'arkes.

SUPPLEMENTARY TREATIES. Kiakhta,

1768, contained minute slipulatiuns tor arrest and

extradition of criminals. The principal of extra-

territoriality was here accepted with Russia nearly

one hundred years before any other power.

Iloomun chai, 1843, contained provision for

extradition, also "General Regulations under which

British trade is to be conducted at the five Treaty

Ports of Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo and

Shanghai."

I'ehinij, 1869. A Supplementary Convention to

the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of June

26th, 1858, was signed on 23rd October, 1869. This

Con\ention was not ratified.

/'eLiii'j, 1880. This Supplementary Treaty

detailed the procedure to be observed between

Chinese subjects and citizens of the United States,

granting permission to officials of the latter to

attend trials and cross-examine witnesses.

See lloomun chai Treaty; Kiuhhla, Treaty of;

Ti-.aties.

Morse : Trade and Administration of the

Chitictc Eiiij/irc; Hektslet : Cliuui Treaties.

SUPREME COURT AND CONSULAR
Gazette, published weekly in Shanghai from

January 5, 1867 to December 31, 1869, when it was

incorporated with the North China Herald, (q.v.).

SUPREME COURT FOR CHINA, H.B.M.,

waa c-.slaljIislaMl in .Siplenilx-r, 1855, under an Order

in Council dated March 9 of that year. It was

partly made necessary by the T'ai P'ing rebellion,

which had attracted large numbers of low adven-

turers to China, whose outrages and lawless acts

had often gone unpunished. The extension of trade

had besides made intercourse between merchants,

landowners and others much more complicated than

in earlier days.

Shanghai is the headquarters of the Court, and

the judicial functions of the British Consul at

Shanghai were transferred to the Supreme Court

;

the Consuls at other ports retain judicial authority

as Provincial Courts, but when cases of importance

arise the Judge or Assistant Judge of the Supreme

Court goes to try them. Sir Edmond Hornby was

the first Chief Justice.

The jurisdiction of the court originally extended

to British subjects and property in China, Japan

and Corea, but is now confined to China.

TlioTo is also in Shanghai the Court of Foreign

Consuls ('/.v.); and America has its District Court

for China. (See United Slates District Court).

Except the British and American Consuls each

Consul tries the subjects or citizens of his

nationality and hears civil cases.

SUSLIK or Ziesel, genus Citellus; see Rodents.

SUTRA, IS ching, a part of the Buddhist

Canon consisting of the works which give the actual

utterauces of S'akyamuni.

SUTTEE. Self-immolation on behalf of the

dead, especially practised by widows. The Chinese

term used is f^hsun, the same as is used for the

burial of the living with the dead. The connection

is that when the latter practice was gradually dis-

countenanced its place was taken by subtee. Ex-

amples are given already in the Han records and

they become more and more common in later annals.

The underlying idea is that the woman is the pro-

perty of the man, and that it is her duty to follow

him into the next world. The suicide is often done

with the greatest deliberateness and even with much

ostentation. Quite recent examples are given, as,

for instance, in Doolittlb's Social Life in China,

c. iii, where the suicide has been a public spectacle.

Any method of quitting life is used, death by fire

not being common as it was in India, because the

cremation of the dead has never been the universal

practice. Suttee has frequently been rewarded with

imperial honours, generally in the shape of a p'ailou

with the characters ffi f.l chirh lirh, chastity-ardour,

or JlJ. gi c/iiinrj lic/i, fidelity-ardour.

The custom was at its woret development in

the Yiian and Ming dynasties. In 1729 Snin Tsung

(Yung Cheng) tried to check suttee by an Edict

i-i which he refused in future to honour the victims.

See Sacrifices, Human. ^
De Groot : The lldiijious System of China,

vol. iv.

SWALLOWS. See Hirundinidae.

SWANS. See .lnsere«.

SWASTIKA, the mystic diagram ifi. I*- 's "f

extreme antiquity, being foundi in the liamayuna,

and its distribution is extremely wide over the old

world and the new. In China it appears to be a

Buddhist importation ; it is one of the 65 mystic

signs found in the foot-print of Buddha. It is

practically a charm, and is described as 'the accu-

mulation of lucky signs possessing ten tliousand

efficacies.' It is used for, or called by the name of,

"^ten thowiand. Buddhists call it tlie seal of

Buddha's heart, ffl iC> EP /''o hsin yin.

Gaillard : Croix ct Swastika en Chine, (Var.

Sin.); China Review : vol. xxi, p. 124; Nation\l

Revikw : July 17 and October 16, 1911.

SWATOW, fjlj SR •'''"" ''""' ^'"8 opened to

foreign trade by the Treaty of Tientsin. It is at

the mouth of the river Han, near the frontier of
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the Kuangtung province, in lat. 23''. 20' 43" N. and
long. 116'^ 40" E.

The first foreign trade was carried on at Namoa
Island i^ ^, but later at Double Island, four miles

below Swatow. By the kidnapping of coolies

foreigners made tliemselves so obnoxious that for

many years it was not safe for them to venture into

Swatow. The Customs are now on the mainland

near the native city, the Consulate and most foreign

houses on the Kakchioh island facing Swatow a mile

away. The place is healthy but is liable to suffer

from typhoons. It has water-works and an electric

light plant. A railway, 24^ miles long, has been

niade by Japanese contractors to Ch'ao-chou fu, or

as it is now named, Ch'ao an hsien.

The foreign trade has never been very great.

Sugar and oranges are important articles of expoi-t.

It imports a great amount of bean-cake for manur-

ing the fields, where sugar, rice, groundnuts, etc.,

grow in abundance. There are no large factories

except a bean mill and a sugar-refinery.

The population is 75,000, and the foreigners (in •

the consular district) number 379.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 16,429,884 14,628,485

Net Chinese ,, 24,712,079 27,240.169

Exports 15,785,345 16,660,789

Total Hk.TIs. ... 56,927,303 58,529,443

SWEDISH ALLIANCE MISSION. See C/iina

Inland Mission.

SWEDISH AMERICAN MISSION. A smaU

Mission with headquarters at ilinneapolis, U.S.A.,

representing the Swedish Evangelical Free Church of

the United States of America.

It works in Canton, where it arrived in 1887.

It had three workers in 1916.

SWEDISH AMERICAN MISSIONARY
Covenant.

H eadquartcrs :—Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

Entered China in 1890.

Works in Hupei province.

This Mission has its head station at Siang-yang

Jg ^ where the cliief medical work is cai-ried on.

In 1913, a new hospital was built, and is worked

in union with Hauge's Synod Mission.

Girls' and boys' middle boarding-schools are

also maintained, and a number of primary schools.

The Mission has four stations besides Siang-

yang, namely King-chou, #!j ^, Fancheng §? ij^

{1893), Nan chang ]^ jg (1905), and King-men j|!/ p^

(1907). At King-chou, the most northerly of the

stations, an Academy and a Theological Seminary

have been worked since 1910 in union with the

Swedish Missionary Society. There are twenty-

seven foreign missionaries in 1917.

SWEDISH BAPTIST MISSION.
UeutjuarteTS :—Stockholm.

"Entered China, 1891.

Works in Shantung Province.

The work of this iMission in China was begun
in 1891 by the arrival of the Rev. K. Winceen,
who after studying the language for a few months,

travelled in Central China seeking a suitable dis-

trict in which to settle. Finally he went to Shan-

tung, and opened work at Kiaochow g ^. But
he was compelled by ill-health to return to Sweden
in 1894. The Rev. J. E. Lindberg arrived in 1892,

and the Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Rinell two years later,

with Miss HoLTZ, who aftei'wards became Mi-s.

LiXDBERG. Four other workers who joined the

staff (1899-1903) were obliged to return home through

iil-health.

In 1916, the Mission reported two principal

stations, Kiaochow (1893), with twenty-four out-

stations, and Chu ch'eng |^ fig (1904) with four.

Kao-mi % g and Jih-chao Q B3. though still

W'orked as outstations, were to be occupied, very

shortly by foreign missionaries.

The first day school was opened in Kiaochow
in 1900 with five pupils. There are (1916) Middle
schools for boys and girls in Kiaochow, and in

the outstations thirty- two day-schools for boys,

and five for girls.

A good staff of native workers is employed.

There is no medical work under qualified doctors

at present, the emphasis being placed mainly on

evangelistic work, by preaching, house-to-house

visitation, etc.

Statistics in December 1916.

Foreign Missionaries 15

Chinese Agents 44

Communicants 860

SWEDISH EAST INDIA TRADING COM-
PANY, The, was founded in 1627. but the first

Swedish vessel to reach Canton arrived there in

1751, and from about 1780 such ships seem to have

been sent periodically.

CoRDiER : Lcs Di'buts de la Compagnie Boyali

de Suide, Paris, 1889.

SWEDISH HOLINESS UNION. See China

Inland Misfion.

SWEDISH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
IIcadquarters :—Stockholm.

Entered China, 1890.

Works in Hupei, representing the Free Church

of Sweden.

The first missionaries of the Society entered

Wuchang in 1890, and in 1893, a house wa.9 rented

in Sung-pu in Ma ch'eng hsien, but not long after-

wards the occupying missionaries. Revs. Wickholm

and .ToiiANSON' were killed by the mob infuriated

by the intrusion of foreigners. For the time, that
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field was vacated, but in 1906, a station was peace-

fully built in Ma-ch'eng city. In the meantime !

Ichang, Shasi J}> l\i , and Huang chou 3(i jIH , had
j

all been occupied. At King-chou JflJ M a Theolo-

gical Seminary and Boys' Academy is maintained

in connection with the Swedish American Missionary

Covenant.

Medical work is done at nearly all the stations.

Jli'sionaries in 1917 48

SWEDISH MISSION IN CHINA. See C7<;«o

hihind Mii.iiuii.

SWEDISH MONGOL MISSION.
Ueatl<juarte>s :—Stoclcholra.

A small undenominational work carried on at

Halong Osjo, Mongolia. The station was opened

in 1899, and has three foreign workers in 1917.

SWIFTS. See Macrochires.

SWINHOE, ROBERT, was born at Calcutta

on September 1, 1836 and entered the British Con-

sular Service in 1854. He retired in 1873 and died

in London on October 28, 1877.

He waa a keen student of Natural History and
was the first to give proper attention to the study

of Chinese Birds. For a list of his numerous

writings on this subject see Ornithology/.

SYCEE, ?il] ^, lisi ssii, fine silk. Chinese lump
silver is so called because it may when heated bo

drawn out into .silk like threads. See Shoe.

SYLVIIDAE, a large Family of birds which

consists of the various Warblers. The following

are found in China. Tribura taczanowskia, N.E.

Chilili. T. luteiventris , not common ; found in

Mu-p'in. T. Tussula, and T. melanorhyncha, both

in N.W. Fukien. Urosphena squamiceps, Swinhoe's

Reed-Warbler, Canton and Formosa and in Chihli

by Dr. Weigold. Sylvia curruca; N.W. China

and Mongolia. S. aralensis; rare; in the

Ala shan. Philacantha nisoria; very rare; at

Peking. HoTOriiit cantons; Formosa, Shaweishan

and East Siberia. //. canturiens; southern

provinces and islands. //. sinensis; S.E. China

t3 the Yangtze valley. //. pallidipcs; S.E. China.

//. brevipennis; at Mu-p'in and in central and

eastern provinces. Ilcrbivocvla schwarzii; in

passage at Peking. Acrocephalus sorghnphilus;

E. China coast. A. agricola; abundant; all over

the Great I'lain. A. tangorum. A. oricntalis;

in eastern Siberia, Mongolia, the valley of the

Yellow River, and, in the summer, widely in China

proper. A. bistrigiceps; in the summer, round

Peking. Dumeticola affinia; at Mu-p'in, in Kansu

and in eastern Siberia. Locustdla ccrlhioUi; China

generally and in Manchuria and Mongolia. L.

ochotcnsis ; L. styani ; L. fascioluta; Amoy, Kiang-

su ; in summer in Manchuria. L. lanceolata ; in

various parts from Canton to Poking. Arnndinax

aedon; in eastern Siberia and in Chihli. A.

G8

davidianus ; lATe ; at Mu-p'in. Cisticola cursitans ;

eastern provinces, from Hainan to Tientsin. C.

vnlitans; in southern Formosa and S. China.

Lusciniola sinensis; Hankow and Chinwangtao.

Drymocpus extcnsicavda; in S. China, Kiangsi and

Ssuch'uan. Suya striata; in Formosa, the Lower
Yangtze, Fukien, Ssuch'uan, and Shensi. S.

superciliaris; in S.W. Yiinnan and Fukien.

Bhopophilus pekinensis; in Chihli and in Shensi.

Vrthotomus longicauda, the Tailor-bird ; in the

southern provinces. Burncsia sonitans; common

;

in S. China, Hainan and Formosa. Horeites

brunnci/rons; at Mu-p'in at 12,000 feet altitude.

H. major; fairly common; at Mu-p'in, at a great

altitude. H. robustipes and H. acanthizoides

concolor; in Formosa. Ilcrbivocula armandi; in

the nipuntains of N. China and Mongolia. Hornites

acanthizoides ; in W. Ssiich'uan, and N.W. Fukien.

Vhylloscopus sub-affinis; N.W. Fukien, Kueichou,

Mu-p'in and W. Ssuch'uan. P. fuscatus; common
in passage all over China. /-". xanthodryas; at

Amoy, and in Kansu. P. coronatus ; common; all

over China. P. occipitalis ; S. China. P. trochi-

loidcs; Fukien, Kuangtung. P. tcndlipes ; central

China, Kiangsi and Fukien. P. plumbeitarsus;

very common in Kansu and in passage at Peking.

/'. boretdis ; conimun in passage in China proper

and Mongolia. Cryptolopha tephrocephala ; C.

biirkii; C. rickctti; C. sinensis; these are all found

in W. China, Mu-p'in, and N.W. Fukien. Abrornis

fulvifacics; common from W. Hupei to Mu-p'in

and in Fukien; in Formosa. .4. a/finis; in Kansu.

David et Ou.stalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine.

SYMBOLISM. "One of the most distinctive

and striking features of Chinese Art is the symbolic

character of its expression.

From the earliest times the Chinese artist has

exerted his skill with the intention of producing

not merely objects pleasing to the eye, but at the

same time emblems conveying a definite meaning."

This statement being indubitably correct, a

serious study of Chinese Art pre-supposes a certain

knowledge of symbolism, a subject, as yet, imper-

fectly treated in any European tongue.

The ancients, those virile artists of the Shang

and Chou periods, with bronze and dried bones as

their medium of expression, depicted, in a symbolic

manner, the Forces of Nature. The symbolism

employciil has been the study of Chinese liiterati

throughout the ages, and about A.n. 1107 a work

called the Po Ku T'u (l.J "iV gj. the famous Classic

on bronzes, was published, which eoiitnins besides

voluminous illustrations, most valuable information

concerning the symbolic meaning of various forms of

ornament. The simplest, and the one moat frequently

met with not only in ancient but also in modern art

is that commonly known as the "meander" or key-

pattern. The Chinese call it the "cloud and thunder
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pattern." As the author of the Po Ku T'u points

out, this design was evolved from archaic picto-

giaphs representing clouds and thunder. The
meander in its primitive form, such as found
on bronzes attributed to the Shang period,

cc-r.sists of a non-continuous pattern formed by
separate pairs of a sinijile .-ipiral figure. Later
tho separate elements became joined together

and elaborate*], till in the course of time the

"thunder" pattern was often represented by a most
intricate form of decoration. To an agricultniral

people such as the Chinese this emblem possessed

a significance of supreme impoitance. Rain was
essential to their very e.\istence, and the symbol
for thunder typified the downpour that brought the

heaven-sent gift of abundance.

Knowing this, it is possible for us to appreciate

the eulogistic remarks made by Wang Fn, the

compiler of the Po Ku T'u, concerning a certain

bronze cauldron of the Chou dynasty, which to

the uninitiated might appear commonplace and even

ugly. He says ; "The lozenge-shaped spaces are

occupied by the 'dloud and thunder' surrounding a

small nipple in the centre. For the nipple nourishes

mankind, while clouds and thunder fertilize growing

things. The K'uei dragon, moreover, exerts a

restraining influence against the sin of greed. Here
we have a single vessel, yet all the eternal principles

are there complete. How excellent was the philoso-

phy of the ancients !

"

Besides the meander, characteristic forms creat-

ed during this early period which have survived

until the present day are, the various dragons ; the

"glutton" or T'ao T'ie.h ogre manifested by a

fearsome head ; and the Pa Kua ^ ||< or eight

trigrams, which latter group is constantly employedi

as a decoration and perhaps surpasses in antiquity

all other designs. Legend dates its origin about

5,000 years ago, when it was revealed to the

mythical Fn Hsi "Kj^ by markings on the back of

a creatuae called the "dragon -horse." (See Pa Kva).

"Examination proves that the range of decora-

tive motives employed by the ancient Chinese was
limited. lit is difficult to find any ornamented
bronze of great antiquity that does not bear one or

more of the three commonest symbolic forms, the

meander, the 7"ao T'ieh or the primitive dragon.

This repetition would be monotonous did they not

recur in endless variation and combination."

The symbols met with in early Chinese Art aa-e

all of indigenous growth; not until. the era of the

great Han dynasty which reigned for about two
centuries before and two centuries after Qhrist do
We find direct evidence of Western influence. "In
B.C. 126 the famous minister Chang Cii'ien returned

from his mission to the Indo-Seythians, and brought

hack with him much alien l^nowledge collected

during his travels. He had^Iearnt something of

ENCYCLOPAEDIA SINMfA

Buddhism and had oome in touch with Grecian cul-

ture. He also carried back to China several plants,

of which the grape-vine and pomegranate figure

largely in symbolic art.

After the beginning of our era this transmission

of ideas was aided by a still more potent agency

—

that of religion. Missionaries of various faiths and
especially of Buddhism, received a welcome in

China, whei'e they inevitably became apostles not

only of their respective creeds but also of their

national culture. Buddhism was established in

China about a.d. 67, but for several centuries made
no great headway. A revival took place about the

middle of the fifth century and the whole
country was flooded with examples of Buddhistic

Art; this not only introduced a whole world

of alien mythology which for centuries provided

a favourite theme for Chinese painters, sculptors,

and designers in every branch of Art, but it

also directed the very expression of these new ideas

along lines of Western tradition. To the present

day Greco-Indian and Persian elements and emblems
are found mingled with the purely native decora-

tion."

To enumerate the symbols which have become
conventionalized in Chinese Art and which are in

daily use on many common articles—especially the

gaiments of children—is here impossible; suffice it

to say that the emblems of happy import {which

the symbols invariably are) are believed themselves

to convey the blessings they represent. In addition

to concrete emblems there exists another class of

symbol. "The Chinese language being monosyllabic

and having but few vocables to express a vast

number of written characters, it offers great scope

for the employment of the rebus. This class of

symbolism is varied and large. Referring to the

bone carvings of the Chou dynasty we have proof

of its extreme antiquity."

Yetts : Symbolism in Chinese Art, 1912, (all

portions of a.bove article which_ appear in quotation

marks have been taken from this valuable pam-

phlet) ; BrsHELL ; Chinese Art; Gclland : Chinese

Porceliiin. etc. [F.A.]

SZEMAO S",^. in .southwest Yiinnan, in lat.

22°. 47' N., long. 101° 2' E., was opened in 1897

by the Geraud Frontier Convention of 1895. It is

situated in a well-cultivated plain 4,600 feet above

sea level. The trade is with Rangoon and Tonkin,

the chief imports being raw cotton and tea, and

it is an important entrepot for salt. The town was,

before the great Mahommedan rebellion, a great

caravan centre, but its best days are past.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 174,286 158,547

Net Chinese ,, — —
Exports 33,065 25,628

Total Hk.Tls. ..."207,351 184,175
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T

TABLET OF YU. sec Yii, Tablet of.

TA CHI Siil fi, concubine of Chou Hsix, last

ruler ot the bhang dynasty 1130 B.C. She is

regarded as the most licentious and cruel of women
in Chinese history. As the previous dynasty fell

through the wickedness of the concubine Mo Cui,

so the Shang dynasty fell by Ta Chi. It is said

that when VVu Wang took her captive her beauty

was such that no one was willing to strike the faital

blow, till W'v Wang's aged councillor X'ai Kung,
covering his face with his hands, jjut her to death.

TA CHIEN LU, JI ff Jg , a town in Ssuch'uan,

the Tibetan name of which (imitated in the Chinese)

is Tarchendo. It is at an altitude of 8,850 feet

and is on the road from S. Shensi to Tibet. The
population is 20,000.

TA CH'IN. See 'fa Ts'in.

TADPOLE CHARACTERS, ii S]- ^ K'o ton

ttO, a name given to an aiicit-nt Chinese scrijjt and

used of other archaic and obsolete styles of charac-

ter. An e.\ample of if} S]- (sometimes written ji^ 4=)-)

characters may be seen in Legge's Classics, vol. iii,

a reproduction of the inscription on the Tablet

of Yu.

Hak Yii, in a poem which Legge translates

in the same volume (pp. 68, 69), refers to these

characters as if^ i|- i^ JfJ', 'tadpoles with doubled-

up bodies.'

TAEL, probably from Hindi tola, a, weight,

tlirough the Portuguese ; an ounce ( ^ Hang) of

silver. It varies in different localities.

The most important taels are the k'up'ing j^ ^jl

tacl, the haikimn ^ ^ tael and the Shanghai tael.

The k'up'ing tacl is the Treasury or Board of

Revenue tael. It contains 575.8 grains of silver,

(fineness 1,000) for the receiving rate, the paying

rate being 0.2 per cent, lighter. K'up'ing taels

100 equal Shanghai taels 109.6, and 100 /lai-kuan

taels equal 101.642 k'u p'ing taels. All dues to tlie

Government are paid in this currency except

Customs duties and dues levied in kind or in copper

cash. The hai-kunn tacl is the currency in which

duties are levied by the Maritime Customs. It

contains 583.3 grains of silver, (fineness 1,000) and

is only used for account-keeping, all payments being

made in the local currency ; thus at Shanghai for

duty hnikuan taels 100 the merchant pays 111.40

Shanghai taels.

The Shanghai tael or "Shanghai cortvcntion

currency" is the standard of international exchange

for North China and the Yangl/o basin. It contains

565.65 grains of silver (944 fineness), and the con-

vention is that of such taels 98 will settle a liability

of 100 taels "Shanghai convention currency." Of
fine silver (1,000 fineness) the weight would be

524.93 grains.

It is to be noted that 1,000 fineness would bo

only 987 fineness by the the Western standard of

chemically pure silver.

There are also Tsaoping, Peking, Hankow
taels, etc.

Morse : The Trade and Admininlration oj

China; Wagel : Chinese Currency and Banking.

TA HsiJEH, :^ ^. See Great Learning.

TAI PAN j^ IS, great manager. The manager
in a foreign business house. The term was formerly

used for foreign Consuls.

T'Al P'ING REBELLION, THE, began in

1851 and was not suppressed till 1865, after eleven

provinces had been ravaged and some twenty

millions of lives lost.

The author and leader of the rebellion was

Hung Hsiu C'H'iiAN ^^ -^t a native of Kuang-
tung, born in 1813. He was sickly and had visions

;

on reading some Christian books later, he intei-preted

his visions thereby, and thought he had a divine

call to rule over China. All his life and his

writings, however, show that he had no idea of the

spiritual nature of Christianity.

For more than ten years he and a few followers

taught the new religion as they understood it,

discarding idols and the Confucian tablet; and

Hung himself spent two months with IJobeuts, an

American missionary in Canton. The government

attempted, of course, to quash the growing move-

ment early ; but owing to incapable officers and

u.^eless troops they wore easily resisted and beaten,

while their severity to the innocent population was

a help to the rebel cause.

After a time Hung began to seclude himself

and to deliver decrees received, as he said, from the

Heavenly Father and the Heavenly Brother.

His followers advanced to Nanking where ho

was to be proclaimed Emperor. To the government

they were Ch'ung mao tsei & ^^ , long-haired

robbers; but Hung called his dynasty T'ai P'ing

or "Great Peace" dynasty, and himself T'lEN Wang,
"Heavenly King." Five leading generals were

appointed as North, East, South, West and Assistant

Kings. The army was at first remarkably well

disciplined and well-behaved. They broke out from

Yungan in Kueichow, where they had suffered

siege for five moirths on April 7, 1852 ; they went

down the Siang valley, taking city after city, and

took Yochow on the Yangtze : then thoy occupied
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Hanyang and Wuchang, then Kiukiang and Anking

;

on March 8 they encamped before Nanking; ten days
later it fell, and all its defendere were slain.

Chinkiang and Yangchow suffered the same soon
after, and thus the Government lost the use of the
Grand Canal.

The cities which had not fallen to them in their

march were Kueilin, Chang.sha and Siangtan ; but
their forces had grown in the eleven months from
under ten thousand to over eighty thousand. The
brutality of the demoralized imperialist troops

accounted for this in part; besides, the people
naturally turned to the victorious side.

It was at Nanking that they first came under
foreign inspection. Sir George Bonha.m, Governor
oi Hongkong, accompanied by T.T. Meadows, was
the first to visit them. Varicus other foreigners

afterwards spent some time among them getting

information, for it must be remembered that there

was at this time much to hope for, both because of

their remarkable success and because of their

religious tenets.

An immediate march on Peking in full force

might have brought the Manchu rule to an end.

Hung, however, only sent a division whose size we
do not know ; in si.x months these troops had
traversed four provinces, taken twenty-six cities,

defeated the imj)erialists in every engagement and
encamped within twenty miles of Tientsin. The
expedition was, however, a failure ; the troops

returned re infecta.

From this time degeneracy began. Seven
southern provinces were separated from the control

ot Peking, yet received no organized government
from the rebels. At the same time the country was
continually ravaged for supplies and reinforcements.

Both armies lived off the land and the sufferings

of the people became more and more severe. By
the slow advance of imperialists, who were even

worse in their treatment of the population than the

rebels were, the latter were by 1850 limited to the

country round Nanking and Anking. Dissensions

sprang up among the leaders, the Eastern king with

twenty thousand adherents being beheaded, and
other leaders deserting. From 1857 to 1860 the

imperialists pressed closer round Nanking, trusting

to famine and disease doing their work. It is said

cannibalism was common in the city. The ammuni-
tion ran short. But Hung's spirit was still firm :

he appointed eleven other kings, including some
very able men, and on May 6, 1860 they broke out,

scattered the besieging armies, captured Chinkiang

and some other cities, then returned to Nanking
with plenty of guns and ammunition. Soochow and

Hangchow were in their hands, and they sought to

regain control of the Yangtze.

Shanghai was threatened in August, and might

have fallen except for French and British troops.

It is noteworthy that French and British were at

the time marching against Peking !

The imperialists now sought foreign aid, with

the result that Ward (h-v.) captured Sungkiang^

He organized a large force which received the name
of The Ever Victorious Army, Ch'ang shCng chiin.

Ward was succeeded by BuaoEviNE (q.v.), and m
April, 1863, Chables George Gordon (not Peter,

as Williams' Middli Kingdom persists in dubbing
him) was appointed to the command. The force,

after purging, numbered three thousand, with four

small steamers and a number of native boats. It

att^acked and took various cities of strategic import-

ance, till at last Soochow sun-endered. Many other

engagements followed, however, for the rebels became
more stubborn as their cause grew more hopeless ; but

by May, 1864, Gordon's work was ended and the

Ever Victorious Army was disbanded. He had led

it to the capture of twentj'-three cities, but more
than once he gave up his command in indignation

at the treachery or dishonesty of government
officials, only returning to his thankless work from
a high sense of duty.

The Chung Wang (q.v.) still defended Nan-
king, but the wall was breached by a mine in July,

and the leaders and seven thousand rebels put to

death, the T'ien Wang, Hung, having committed
suicide three weeks before.

Two bodies of rebels were still holding out in

Chekiang. Tseng Kuo-fan drove them from
Huchou, and they slowly retreated southwards, and
v/ere gradually destroyed in the spring of 1865.

The beginnings of the movement were full of

promise, but after seme years it was a growing
curse and scourge in the land. It destroyed, but
rebuilt nothing, and protected none. In its latest

years all semblance to even a distorted Christianity

had disappeared ; it became pure savagery.

The literature on the subject is immense, in-

cluding translations of T'ai P'ing books, tracts,

ritual, etc. Perhaps the most important reading

must be done in contemporary magazines and

newspapers.

Cordieb : Bibliotheca Sinica, col. 645 ct seq.;

Blue-books relating to China ; Callery and Ivan :

L'lnsurrertion en Chine; the same in English;

Meadows : The Chinese and their Hebrllions;

I.IN-LE : Ti-Pinrj Tien-Kwoh; Brine : The Taepimj

Re brIIinn in China.

TAIREN. See Doiren.

T'AI SHAN, ii; (Ij. in Shantung, is the chief

of the Five Sacred Mountains of China, and is

called the Eastern Peak ^ jjl . It is situated

north of the prefectuxal city of T'ai-an fu, 4,500

feet above sea-level. The mountain was anciently

regarded as a divinity, and was elevated by a Sung

Emperor to the rank of the Equal of Heaven. After

the introduction of Buddhism this mountain deity
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was allotted the function of meting out rewards

and punishments in the next world. The sacrifices

of fcng IJ- and shan j^ to Heaven and Earth made
at the summit and foot of T'ai Shan were first

offered by the Em{)eror Wo in 110 B.C. They were

repeated from time to time by emperors of different

dynasties. The religion is now almost wholly

Taoist, the most popular object of worship being

a female divinity, the daughter of the mountain,

—

called Pi hsia yiian chiin ^ S JC S' , the 'goddess

of coloured clouds,' or the 'goddess of dawn.' Her
worship date^ from a.d. 1008, when a large stone

image was discovered on the summit. A jade

replica, made by imperial orders and erected on the

place of discovery, drew countless worshippers.

During the Ming period the goddess enjoyed the

greatest popularity. Her supposed tomb is shown

in a pavilion near the summit.

A stone stairway of nearly 7,000 steps winds

up the mountain to the top, and is bordered by

temples, monuments, insci'iptions and shrines. A
rough stone monument is said to have been erected

in B.C. 219 by Ch'in Shih Huang Ti. A temple to

the Jade Emperor, Yii Huang, the supreme

divinity of the Taoists, is on the summit, as well

as a Confucian temple, erected in 1714.

MouLE : T-ai Shan, (Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S.,

vol. xliii) ; Stanley : T'ai Shan (East of Asia,

vol. iv) ; Chavannes : Le 7"ni Chan ; Tschepe : Der

T'ai-ichan und seine Kulteldtten, 1906.

T'AI-T'AI, JkM- Properly the title for the

wife of an official who has a button.

T'AI WAN Sigi. The island of Formosa [q.v.]

T'AI YANG CH'IAO, * Pi! <2 , Sun bridge;

a mountain in I.olo land, W. Ssilch'uan, estimated

by Baber at 20,000 ft. in height.

Baber : Trav~h and Researches in Western

China, p. 115.

TAIYUAN Fii ^Bf.]fi '''C great-plain city,

is in lat. 37° 53' X., and long. 112'= 29' E., on the

northern border of one of the central plains of

Shansi, of which province it is the capital. Tho
plain abounds in fertility and the hills suaTounding

it are rich in minerals. The population is 230,000

(Riciiard).

TAJIK. SeerasAiA.

TAKIN, a strange animal of tho Rovidae

Family, related to the musk-ox and placed by some

naturalists between oxen and sheep, by others

between goats and antelopes. There is one species

in N. China, Rudorcas bedfnrdi, discovered by

Anderson in 1909-10 in S.W. Shcnsi.

It has seldom been killed in China by foreigners,

the first case probably being that killed by Meares.

D. hcdfordi of Shensi is tho most specialized

form, the chief difference being colour. The animal

is very difficult to describe; many pictures of it

are given in Wallace's book.

In Shensi it is called P'a7t 'jany, rock goat

;

in Kansu Yek niu, wild ox. Measurements are

given by Wallace, one being 52 inches, height at

shoulder.

SowERBY : Journal, N.C.D.R.A.S., vol. xlvii

;

Wallace : Big (•'aine of Central and Western China.

TAKLA MAKAN; the great desert of the

Tarim basin, especially the western part, is known
by this name.

TAKU, ;^ fii, a village at the mouth of the

Pei-ho, on the southern side, sixty-seven miles from

Tientsin. The village is a very poor one, and tho

only foreign residents are those connected, with the

Customs, the Pilot Corporation and the Lighter

Companies. The water on the Bar ranges from two
to fourteen feet at the Spring tides, and vessels

constantly have to wait outside. A railway from

the town of Tang-ku (two miles further up the

river), runs to Tientsin : it was completed in 1888.

Taku is noted for several engagements between

its forts and foreign naval forces. On May 20, 1858,

Sir Michael Seymour forced and passed them,

taking Lord Elgin to Tientsin, where tho Treaty

of Tientsin was signed the next month. In June of

1859 they were attacked again, but with disastrous

results to the British. A third attack was made
on August 20, 1860, the forts being captured from

the land side. In the Boxer Rebellion tho forts

were once more taken by gunboats of the foreign

powers, June 17, 1900 ; and by the Peace Protocol

of 1901 China was required to raze them.

TALAY, a name used by Odohic for tho Yang-

tze. No other traveller of his time mentions it by

this name. It is the Mongol word dalai or tatai,

the sea, and the Mongols used the word as the name
of the Great River.

Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither, vol. ii,

p. 206.

TA LIEN WAN, :k iS: I^, Ta-lien Bay, the

bay on the south of which Ualny or Dairen is

situated. Ta-lien is on the other side of the bay,

7 miles north from Dairen. In the expedition of

1860 it was the base or depot of tho British forces,

while the French were at Chefoo. See Dairen.

Wolseley : Narrative of the War with China

in 1S60.

TALISMANS ^ ^- hua fu, the written charms

prepared by Taoist priests. They are generally

more or less unintelligible to the uninstructed, and

might be regarded as mere distorted scrawls ; they

are however subject to rules and consist of a special

handwriting, which has been analysed and fully

described by P. Pore. In his work will be found

150 examples, figured, dissected, and translated.

There is endless variety in tho objects of talismans

;
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they are against all manner of sickness,—cough,
colic, delirium, etc. ; against fire, according to the
direction of the compass, and ad omnia !

Provincial coins of the K'ang Hsi and Shun
Chih periods were prod'uced at twenty-five mints
and bear corresponding characters on the reverse.

For some unknown reason twenty only of these

K'ang Hsi coins have talismanic power when
strung together.

DoRE : Recherches sur les Svperstitiona, tome v,

partie 1.

TALLOW, VEGETABLE, fe f|ft
chiu yu,

yielded by Hajiium sebi/erum, the "Tallow tiee," a

member of the Spurge family, which occurs in all

the warmer parts of China, and is remarkable for

Jrho beautiful autumnal tints of its foliage. This
tree is known by several colloquial names—in South

China it is the Chiulzu ^^hu ;ft^^; in centrai

parts the Atou-tzi shu ii)f.^t^\ in the west the

Vh'nanlzu shu. The seeds furnish tallow; the

kernels when cruslied yield an oil, one of the

properties of which is to tuTn grey hair black ; tlie

refuse of the seeds is a valuable manure for the

tobacco plant; tlie bark is used as a medicine, and
the leaves provide a black dye. The fruits, three-

celled and blackish-brown when ripe, aje spread

in llie sun to dry, where they open and the three

elliptical seeds appear, covered with a white sub-

stance, which is removed by steaming and rubbing

through a bamboo small-meshed sieve. The fat is

collected and melted, and moulded into cakes, in

which stale it is the Pi yu of commerce. The seeds

are crushed and the oil extracted is Ting yu. When
the fat and oU are not separated but crushed and
pressed -together, the mixed product is named Mou
yu. In China all three products are used in candle

manufacture, the pi yu havmg the highest melting

point ; when it is employed, only a very thin covering

of insect wax (used on the exterior of all Chinese

candles) is necessary. All these products are

exported to Europe for use in soap making. Th?
average amount exported is about 2C0,CCO piculs,

valued at about Hk. Tls. 10 per picul. Vegetable

tallow comes from the hilly region of W. Hupoi
and S.E. Ssiich'uan, from Kueichou, Hunan and
Kuangsi. The export for 1915 was pels. 256,960,

value Hk.Tls. 3,011,695.

BowBA : Customs Trade Reports, Ningpo, 1868

;

Wilson : A Naturalist in W. China, vol. ii, p. 67.

ANIMAL, ^ )iH 1'" V«. That which is

exported from Chefoo is made from the melted,

down tails of Shantung sheep, but the bulk is

beef tallow. There is a large export trade, which

began to be important in 1909. The leading ports

.'ire Tientsin, Tsinglao, and Hankow.
The export for 1915 was 113,000 pels,, v.ahie

Hk.Tls. 1,162,000. and for 1916 was pels. 306.003,

value Hk.Tls. 5,055,071.

TALLOW TREE. See Tallow.

TAMAO, also known as Tamau, Tamou, etc;

tlie harbour on the north-west of the island of

Sancian, St. John, or San shan, the only spot where
foreign trade was permitted till 1554, when Lampacao
was substituted. The name is sometimes used for

the whole island. It is the Portuguese corruption
of Ta ngao or Ta ao, ;^ JJl ,

great bay. In 1522
the Portuguese were driven from the place because
of the doings of Simon d'Andrade (q.v.). It is not
known when they again began to trade there. See
San shan.

TAMO, the Chinese name for Bodhidhaema,
iq.v.).

TAN FU, ig fj^, also known as Kv Kung -j^ ^
{ancient duke] and T'ai Wang jki i {great prince

or Ling T'ai), the grandfather of the founder of the

Chou dynasty. He was ruler of the small State of

Pin @|, near the modern Hsi-an fu. According to

Mencius he paid tribute to the barbarians (Hsiung-

nu Taitars), but was at last forced by their oppres-

sion to move to Ch'i ((J, calling his principality

Chou, probably in B.C. 1327. It is supposed that

the Chou ancestors had for centuries adopted a

semi-Tartar style of life.

Legge : Mencius, p. 51 ; Hikth : Ancient History

of China.

T'ANG DYNASTY, THE,|5ffi . one of the

most glorious in Chinese history, was founded by

Li YiiAN, a general of the Sui dynasty, with hie

capitaJ at Ch'ang-an. He made peace with the

Turks, encouraged learning, and partially suppressed

the Buddhist monasteries. T'ai Tsung, after

strengthening the army and driving back the

Turkomans, devoted himself to learning. The

empire was divided into ten provinces. In 630 he

received embassies from many tributary states. He
crushed the Turkic power, but was unsuccessful in

an invasion of Korea. In his reign Nestorians and

Mohammedans settled in China. His son Kao
Tsung completed the conquest of Korea, and drove

out the Tibetans, who had made inroads on the.

eirpire. At his death his wicked empress, Wn Hon,

seized the power and ruled for twenty years, during

which time the K'itan Tartars and the Tibetans

were conquered. In 734 HsiiAN Tsung divided the

country into fifteen provinces. He instituted the

Hanlin Yiian, and he fell under the charm of

Yang Kuei fei.

In 765 a formidable rebellion occurred, to sup-

press which the Emperor called in the T'ighiirs.

Under Hsi Tsung another rebellion broke out

which was quelled by the assistance of the Turks.

The incapacity of later Emperors plunged the

Empire into disorder, and the throne was seized by

Chu Wen.
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As regards intercourse with other parts of Asia

during this dynasty a Chinese generai successfully

defeated the Mohammedans in 584, and fleets sailed

to tlie Persian Liulf against the Arabs, who began an

active propaganda both in the south and north-west.

The I'ang dynasty p^'iod hals'tieen regarded as

the golden age of art, poetry and literature. Chinese

art, greatly stimulated by Buddhism, found its

gieatest exponent in Wu Tao-tzu ; Li ro and Tu kd

Mere the greatest poets of the time.

In 785 the Hanlin Academy was founded and the

/'ekiiif/ Gazette is stated to have started about the

same time.

'Men of T'ang' is the term used in Kuangtung

a.i 'Men of Han' is used in the real of China.

The dynasty lasted 287 years under twenty

rulers.

Dyn. Title. Accession Reign Title Adopted

IS
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North China, and under the auspices of Ho Yen-mei

and YiiAN Shihk'ai, as a railway Echool in con-

nection with the Peking Mukden Line. Mr. D. P.

Griffiths, now Acting Chief Engineer of the

Shanghai:Hangcho\v-Ningpo Railway, was appointed

as Principal, with three British professors. Build-

ings, including lecture halls, dcrniitcrics and re-

sidences, were erected ai, a. cost of about 5100,000,

to accommodate upwards of 200 students. The

students were admitted by e.\aminations held in the

principal treaty ports. A four years' couirse (two

years in general science and two years technical) was

offered. Work commenced in 1906. At the end of

1908 Mr. Griffiths left and was replaced as Pro-

fessor of Civil Engineering by Dr. Herbert Ch.^tley,

afterwards of the Nanking-Hunan Railway. At the

same time the Board of Communications (now the

Chiao T'nng Pu) took over the administration and

attempted to widen the scope of the work to cover

most branches of engineering. Laboratories, work-

shops, and additional lecture halls were built and

a fair amount of equipment was installed. The

Revolution in 1911 interrupted the development and

since then the authorities have restricted the work

to that originally planned, viz. : instruction in

location and permanent way engineering. There

are now over one hundred graduates from this

college, mostly holding junior positions on Chinese

railways. Within the last few years, owing to

financial restrictions, unrest among the students,

political disturbance and faulty management, the

early standard has not been wholly maintained, but

it is still one of the best purely Chinese technical

schools.
[H.C.]

TANGUT SCRIPT. In 1036 Li Yuan-had

proclaimed himself an independent ruler in N.W.

China with his capital at Hsia chou (now Ning-hsia

fu) with Hsia as the title of his dynasty. Chinese

annals call the dynasty the Western Hsia, S S
Hsi Hsia; it lasted till overthrown by Chenghis

Khan in 1227. Contemporan,- records state that a

new script was modelled on the ancient Chinese

script called Li shu. but the clue to the method

u.sed remains to be discovered. This is known as

thr Tangut script ; examples may be found on coins

and in a si.x-language inscription in the Nan-K'ou

Pass, in a bilingual inscription at Liangchou.

Kans'u, etc. China Review, vol. xxiv, p. 65.

TANKA, S SK tan chia, egg people; the name

of a tribe of aborigines, driven in early times to

live on the water; now the 'boat population' of

Canton. It is a mistake to suppose that the name

is derived from the shape of the boats, which are

often called 'egg-boats.' For centuries the people

were forbidden to live ashore, but in 1730 Ycng

Cheng permitted them to live in villages close to

the river. They were however still forbidden to

intermarry with the Chinese and might not compete

i.i the examinations.

Giles : A Glossary of lieference.

T'AO CH'IEN, fSj }g, A.D. 365427, a well-

known poet, who in spite of poverty would not

occupy an official post but preferred a life devoted

to poetry, music, wine, and chrysanthemum-growing.

Giles : Chinese Literature^ p. 128.

TAOISM.

—

History.—Chinese scholars have

never doubted that Taoism was an indigenous

growth, traceable back through Chuang Tzii and

I.IEH Tzu to Lao Tzu and the Yellow Emperor,

(B.C. 2697). But some foreigners, struck with the

dii-parity between Taoist doctrines and the typical
'

Chinese mind, have sought an extra-Chinese origin

fur them. They have been ascribed to early Indian

influence, Brahmanistic or early-Buddhist, Tao

being sometimes identified %vith Dhdrma; some

early missionaries believed in a Jewish origin ; while

Chaldea has also been credited with handing on

mystical doctrines to China, together with astrology

and other occult arts.

According to Ssd-MA Ch'ien, practically the

only authority on the matter, Lao-Tzij, an older

contemporary of Confuctcs, gave such a new

dii-ection to certain ancient teachings that henceforth

for centuries they were known as ^^^sSCfiS)
I.e. "the doctrine (or craft) of the Yellow Emperor

and Lao Tzu." After Chuang Tzii became famous,

they were also known as "the Doctrine of Chuang

Tzu and Lao Tzu," while the use of the term

Taoism to designate them seems to have come in

about the time of Huai Nan Tzu, (died B.C. 122).

The age of Lao Tzu was a time of great inteil-

lectual activity, which lasted till the accession of

Ch'in Shih Huang Ti. The pressing problem

which faced all the numerous schools of thought

was a political one, vii., how to save the country,

which through the weakness of the Emperor and

the clashing of the feudal states was in a terrible

condition. As is well known, Confuctus, who

was an admirer of the reigning house of Chou,

believed in one eternally-best social order,—"absolut-

ism tempered by ancient precedents,"—emphasized

the necessity of a strong central government, and

glorified Yao, Shun and other benevolent autocrats

of the olden time.

Lao Tzii however preferred Shang methods to

those of Chou, and considered the simple "way" of

the Five Emperors as better still. The Yellow

Emperor and Shen Nunc, the Divine Husbandman,

were superior to Yao and Shun. The remedy for

the times was not a stronger central government so

much as less government of all kinds. Confucius

believed in the power of human nature to remain

upright if properly tnught; Lao Tzii believed it

would keep straight if left to itself. This is his
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famous doctrine of Wu-wei, (Injection or Non-
asstfrtion), which seems to have withheld him from

trusting, as Confucius did, in the aid of literature.

Neither Lao Tzu nor any of the many schools who
claimed to expound Twi edited the ancient literature

in their own interests, and Lao Tzii has never been

credited with any other work than the Taa Ti C/iing

of five thousand characters. For some tluee or four

hundred years, i.e. till the First Emperor ascended

the throne, other schools—Hedonists, Legalists,

Rigorists, Militarists, Eclectics, etc., with the

followers of Mo Tzii and lisiiN TzQ continued to

dispute with the Confucianists, (whose doctrines

had been supported and developed by Mencius),

and with the Taoists proper, (whose beliefs had

been e.xpanded by Lieh Tzii and Chuang Tzii)

;

but with the burning of the books and scholars in

B.C. 213—214 (.'oufuciaiiism was eclipsed, and an

adulterated Taoism triumphed for a space. The
new ruler and his chief ministers were under Taoist

influence, of the more magical and grosser type, as

is seen in the expedition sent to the Fairy Lsles of

the Eastern sea, and in the sparing of the / Ching,

the one classical link between the Confucianists and

Taoists, on the ground of its being a book on

divination.

The Ch'in dynasty fell in B.C. 206, yet under

the early Han Emperors, Lao Tzii's doctrine was

still favoured. The First Emperor, who hated

Confucianism, had a number of prominent ministers

of Taoist proclivities, and there is record of various

flourishing centres of the cult especially in Shan-

tung, to this day a Taoist stronghold. Wen Ti,

(II. c. 179 to 156), encouraged the search for the

orthodox classics, and wished to restore _thc

Confucian teaching and ceremonial, but his consort

was a lover of Taoist teaching who disliked

C'oSFUCius, and brought up her son and grandson

in the .same ideas. It was apparently to please her

that the Tao Tij Vliimj wa« made a sacred text, and

i'l her son's reign it was decreed a school-book for

the whole Empire. Her grandson, \Vu Ti, though he

was an enthusiastic patron of the newly-recovered

classics, and instituted the first literary degrees in

B.C. 136, yet for the greater part of his long reign

wap also devoted to the magic and wonder mongery

of the Taoi.sts. After the recovery of the classics

and the revival of Confucianism, Taoism tried to

adapt itself to the changed conditions. It got up a

set of classics in imitation of Confucianism, and

it developed systematically the search for the elixir

of life, the philosopher's stone and so forth. The

chief agent in hastening this deterioration was

Chang Tao Ling [q.v.) who.ic descendants still

supply the so-called Taoist pope.i. He was believed

to have attained immortality, and to have bequeathed

hi- secret to his de.scendant», and many Chinese

fill

Emperors favoured Taoism in hopes of profiting by

the same.

The lUbdcle of Taoism was completed by the

coming of Buddhism, from which new rival it began

openly to borrow. The Taoists now set up a

Trinity consisting of Lao Tzii, P'an Ku (the

Chinese Demiukge) and the Pearly Emperor (see

Yu liuamj). They built temples and monasteries,

the monks being at first allowed to marry, but in

the tenth century that permission was rescindt-cT.

A Heaven and Hell were set up, and,, though Tao

itself has never been represented by any image, a

pantheon as large as that of the Buddhists, and

ever-growing, was introduced. After this transform-

ation a long tug-of-war took place between the two

religions, sometimes one being favour at court,

som^Wmes the other, and sometimes both in disgrace

together.

For examples, in 555, the first emperor of the

northern Ch'i commanded tlie two to discuss their

tenets, as he was detennined to suppress one. As

a result, all the Taoist monks became bonzes save

four, who suffered martyrdom.

The first T'ang Emperor prohibited both Taoism

and Buddhi.sm, secularized all priests and ordered

books, images, and temples to be destroyed, though

this edict was withdrawn after three years.

In 741 the T'ang Emperor, HsiiAN Tsung,

authorized the opening of colleges for the special

study of the Taoist philo-sophers, and instituted

examinations, similar to the Confucian oner, ii

connection with them. It was this emperor who

gave Lao Tzii's work the name of Tao Te. Ching

and wrote a commentary upon it, and even ordered

thait it should be substituted for the Analects and

the Chou Ritual in the provincial examinations for

the degree of Chil jin (ft A) I" 753, however,

the / Ching replaced it.

Wu TsuNG (841-847) was a Taoist devotee who

became dumb through taking Taoist elixirs, with

the result that his successor banished Taoism from

the court, and brought back Buddhism, which had

been proscribed.

These confusing transitions end with the advent

of Wang An-shih, the social reformer, and the

Sung philosophei-s, eispecially the great Chu Fc Tzii.

The third Sung Emperor had been completely

obsessed by the Taoists, who provided him with

"letters from heaven" and so forth, though he was

not unfriendly either to Buddhism or Confucianism.

But .IKN TscNG (1023 1064) gave orders that no

more building or repairing of temples was to go on.

and Chu Hsi, who was well acquainted both with

Taoism and Buddhism, used all his influence to

discredit them both, and succeeded.

From that time the two have been content to

dwell side by side, bon-owing and lending ideas and

methods of working on the credulity of the
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multitude. Khcbilai Khan burnt all the Taoist
books except the 'i'ao Ti. Ching; m the Sacred
tdict of K'ANG Hsi, or rather its amplification,
Buddhism and Taoism are both condemned as false
doctrine along with Uoman Catholic Christianity.

The popular Taoism of to-day is concerned with
the worship of idols, mainly national worthies from
the Shang dynasty downwards, with the exorcising
of demons, the writing of charms, incantations for
rain, and other methods of turning a dishonest
penny.

On the other hand, it would be a mistake to
infer that all Taoist monks are unworthy; both
sides of Taoism naturally lead to seclusion from the
world and ascetic practices in the case of serious
devotees. The nobler Taoism, quietist, transcend-
ental and mystical, has never wholly perished.
Not only is Chuang Tzu, its noblest exponent,
widely read for his style and beauty, but a small
number of the elect, chiefly disappointed officials

and the like, keep up the old Taoist tradition, as
for example in the Lao Shan monasteries in Shan-
tung. Taoist monasteries are, however, few when
compared with those of Buddhi.sm and are gradually
becoming fewer.

Vet the influence of Taoism on China has been
very great; many of the secret sects are more or

less imbued with Taoist influence; and the Boxer
movement of 1900 with its hypnotism and the in-

vulnerability of those possessed of charms is the
latest instance of its power.

Doctrine.—The word Tao has been in use in

China from the earliest times with the meaning of

a road or way. Long before Lao Tzii, the ancients

used it metaphorically ; the course of nature was
Tau; the ruler's proper way of ruling, and the

people's obedience to the ruler, were Tan; the teach-

ing of tlicse things was Tao; and as ethical and
political ideas grew, the connotation of Tao grew
also. It is not certain how far the idea had been
developed by the time of Confucivs, but it was as

well known to him as to Lao Tzu. Tao and its correl-

ative Tr. (the virtue which results from the cultiv-

ation of Tuo] occurred in the ancient / Chiiuj and Li
Chi. and Kuax Tzu (see Kuan Chuiuj) haA perhaps
already written a famous treatise on them, though
the extant work bearing his name is, at least in its

present form, certainly not genuine. Tao was the

common starting-point of all the schools of thought
which arose at that time. The differences were
those of interpretation. Wherever Lao Tzu got his

ideas from, in his mind Tao includes not only the

course of nature and the right way of conducting
human affairs, but is identified with the Absolute
itself. Many equivalents have been suggested for

Tao—Logos, God, Reason, Nature, the Way, Pro-

vidence, the Absolute, etc., but none is quite

satisfactory; e.g. in St. John's Gospel Logos is

rendered by Tao, tliough, as Balfour points out,

tho Logos was conceived in Alexandria as an
emanation from God, while in Taoism the Divine
emanates from Tao. An obscure passage in the
Tao Ti Ching says, "Tao appears to have been
before God," and Chcang Tzu says, "It is Tao
which makes God a spirit." The word nature, if

taken as including, first the nature of God, second,

Nature in the physical sense, and third, the nature

of man, is perhaps as good an equivalent as any
other. Lao Tzii seems unconscious that he uses Tao
in two senses, i.e., as a substance from which the

creation is developed, as well as the formative

energy in creation.

Terse and vague as are the teachings of Lao Tzu
which have come down to us, they include much
that is noble and valuable, and the sage's chief

ideas and aims are not obscure. He seems, liko

Confucius, to have accepted unquestioningly the

religion of the time with its various sacrifices, its

ancestor-worship, and its systems of divination. At
least, he neither commends nor condemns these

things ; his aim is to reform the Empire. He hopes

by calling attention to the nature of the Tao to

induce a correspondence with that nature in men,

whose heart and conduct are to be rectified through

conscious and constant imitation of its perceived

workings. Politically, Lao Tzii is a democrat, who
would trust the people and is not afrai-d of changes,

but his doctrine of Inaction has never been thought

practicable, for if carried to its extreme it would

lead to anarchy. Philosophically, he was a monist,

a transcendentalist, and a mystic ; ethically, he

praises as the three best jewels, humility, compas-

sion, and moderation. Just as much as Confucius,

Lao Tzu believed in a past Golden Age, and in the

inherent goodness of human nature. He believed

it was possible for all men to be so filled with Tao

that they should be perfect spontaneously and un-

consciously, as Tao Itself is.

If tho book which bears the name of Lieh Tz(i

('/. r.) really in the main represents his ideas, he

greatly improved the metaphysical side of Lao Tzu's

teaching, especially with regard to cosmogony.

Along with much valuable matter, the book contains

a number of w^ild stories about "gcmm}' food" and

other marvels, showing that the Master's teaching

was already becoming adulterated.

Chuang Tzu, the noblest of the Taoists, is

concerned to maintain the pure doctrines both as

against Lieh Tzu and the Confucianists, whose

apparent materialism wounds his ideailistic spirit.

The ethics of Lao Tzii he accepted without altera-

tion, but he developed the system of Lao Tzu into

a complete philosophy. He is a true mystic, and

preaches that absorption in the Tao is man's true

goal. Yet he is not a pantheist, for he does not

regard the human spirit as annihila-ted by this

1
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process, but as thereby filled to its true fulness and
raised to ineffable blus. Chuang Tzu's ideas are

elevated, his stjle is exquisite, and the text of his

book is in the main as he wrote it. He is read by
all scholarly Chinese with delight, and it is to his

teaching that the sincerest Taoists turn most for

support and ediiication.

The book known as Kuan Yin Tzu, though

fathered on Yin Hsi, (4.1;.) is probably the work

oi a writer of the Sung dynaj>ty, who may be

regarded as the last of the great Taoist thinkers.

It shows throughout the influence of Mahayana
Uuddhism.

HuAi ,Nan Tzu {q.v.), whose book is one of

the standard Taoist works, was an exoteric writer.

The later Taoists divide their teaching into

Inner and Outer, ;.c, the myotic, dealing with the

cultivation of the inner nature, and the magical,

dealing with outward actions and ceremonies. Inner

aud Outer together boing designed to confer cor-

poreal immortality on a being spiritually fitted for it.

The mystic side is substantially the doctrines of

I-AO Tzu and Chvang Tzii as outlined above.

With regard to the magical side, Lao Tzu is not

responsible for the turn given to his teaching, for

no encouragement for occultism is given in the

Tao TC Chinij. The wild stories of Lao Tzu's

immortality are admittedly a later imitation of

Buddhist wonders.

15ut from earliest times there had been Wuists
('/.r.) and exorcists in China, custodians of the

secrets of the arts of healing and divination.

Medicine especially had gone hand in hand with

'I'uu doctrines. The Chinese Hippocrates, Pien

C'H'iJEn IQ^, supposed to have been the physician

of the Yellow Emperor, was a "Taoist." From curing

diseases to preventing them was an easy step, and

from thence to go on to a hope of sublimating the

body so as to escape death altogether, was not

unnatural in primitive times. "The elixir of life

and the genii originated as medical ideas." Thus
the ancient medical works of China are said to

throw considerable light on obscure points in

Taoism.

The successors of these early doctors and

wizards fastened on a few obscure sayings scattered

through Lao Tzu's teaching to justify their practices

and their hopes. Even in Chuxng Tzu, and much
more in Lieu Tzu, marvellous and miraculous doings

of eminent Taoists are related, and' by the time of

HuAi Nan Tzfl in the second century BiC, occult

researches for elixirs of life and means of trans-

muting baser metals into gold had been .lystem-

alically superimposed on tlic mystic teachings of the

Taofsts. The Han Emperor Wi; Ti w.ts especially

superstitious in these mailers, and the hopes if

favour at court gave an immense stimulus to this

side of the cult. From the time of Chang Tao ling

these beliefs and practices have sunk lower and

lower, and though occasionally sincerely followed

with the hope of obtaining personal inmiortality,

they are mainly used as a means of supporting the

poorer sort of 'I'aoist monks.

Among the many things capable of aiding the

body to become ininioi-tal aie plants or parts of

plants, especially the seeds and the resin of the

evergreen pine and cypress, various fruits, fungi,

and Howers. In the non-animate world cinnabar,

gold, jade, and other substances are also thought

capable of bestowing immortaJiity. Long and

rhythmic breathing, accompanied by certain kinds

of posturing and gymnastics, is also practised in

order to fill the body with the vital ether of the

universe.

Literature :
—

The most comprehensive collection of Taoist writ-

ings is the Taoitt Thesaurus (iS*is^'iS ). an abridijed

edition of which runs (according to Fabeu) to eighty

quarto volumes. This however includes a number of

non-Lacit^ean works, claimed by Taoists as their

own, e.r/. Micius. Moreover, Pan Ku, the author

01 the Han S/iu, claims that the first "Taoist"

writer was I Yin ^ ^, the famous Prime Minister

of T'ang, founder of the Shang dynasty ; he con-

siders Wen Wang's advisers, Im Shang g ^
(or T'ai KnNG), and Yii Hsiung JS ^ "s Taoist

ai'thors, and also Kuan Chung ((/-v.), who wa.s

made Premier of the Ch'i state in B.C. 585. It is

evident that "Tao doctrine" was for centuries a

vague term including a number of schools of which

Lao I'zii's was the one which at last succeeded in

absorbing tlie rest, becoming greatly modified itself

in the process. In anteCh'in times, Taoism perhaps

covered everything antiChou.

Taoist canonical writings alone number some

hurdreds ; the exact figure is unknown. After the

recovery of the classics and the consequent revival

of Confucianism, the Taoi.sts, realizing the advant-

age of a written standard, set up a canon of their

own. Their doctrines being known as Inner and

Outer, they elaborated a double set of canonical

works, each part having five "chimj" and four

"books." The names of these twenty-six works are

given by Fabeu in the China lievictv, vol. xiii.

They include the Tno 7'e Chin'j, but not the

works of Chuang Tzfl, Lieh Tzfl, or Kuan Yin

Tzfl, which were not called ching till the T'ang

dynasty, the earlier meaning of chintj being rather

that of a standard text-book, than including any

idea of sacredness or revelation. Neither do the

twenty-six include the / Chimj, although that book

ii expressly claimed by Taoists as their own.

In addition to these works, the students of the

mvstical side are advised to study the Tan Sliu

Ch-iian Chi ( Ut fli ^ JR 1 ""fl ""^ students of the

magical side Chii l"in ('hint/ Ch'an {t(i "a W. M),
certain rituali.itic manuals including incantations

and instruction in occult matters.
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Outside the canon there are numerous writings, i

and new tracts even yet occasionally appear in the >

name of tliis or that god. Generally speaking, the

newer a Taoist book is, the fuller is it of gross

superstitions and idolatry.
;

While higher Buddhist literature, none of it
j

of Chinese growth, has greatly influenced Taoist

wiitings, it is only the inferior China-born popular

Buddhist books which show the reaction of Taoism.

The writings of the magical side of Taoism are

not of high ethical value, but have filled Chinese

lighter literature with wonderful .stories and poetical

imagery. Nearly every beauty-.spot in the land

has its legend of some Taoist saint, genius, or fairy.

See Tao Te Ching ; Lao Tzu, etc., etc.

[C.E.C.]

Waiters : Lao-tzu, a Study in Chinese Philoso-

phi/; Faber : The Historical Basis of Taoism,

China Eeview, xiii, pp. 231-247 ; Giles : Kdigions

of Ancient China, Semains of Lao-tzi, etc. ;

Parker : China and Jieligion; Studies in Chinese

Ilelirjion, etc.

TAO KUANG, iSJt, the title of the reign

of the sixth of the Manehu sovereigns, tlie second

son of Chia C'h'ixg. He was boin in 1781 and

succeeded to the throne in 1820. He was naturally

lazy and his reign was full of trouble for the Empire.

Besides various risings, the War with England began

in 1840, and by the Nanking Treaty of 1842, the

first five ports were opened to foreign trade. The
cost of this war gave great opportunity for raising

disturbances in the counti-y. He died in 1850.

TAO SHIH, H ±. The Chinese term for a

Taoist prie.st.

T'AO SHUO SS IK description of pottery, a

celebrated work by Chu Yen, know.n also as

Chu T'unc-ch'uan. The writer was a scholar and

antiquary and a voluminous author, who personally

examined the processes of porcelain manufacture at

Ching-te chen and other places. The T'no Shuo is

a series of extracts from Chinese works connected

by a running commentaiy. The works quoted from

are generally named.

It is the first work written specially on the

subject : it was issued in 1774. It is still the chief

authority among Chinese students of the subject.

A complete translation was made by Dr. S. W.

BuSHELL in 1891, which was first published in its

entirety in 1910. The intention was to accompany

the translation by twenty-one coloured plates, but

a mere list of these is given, and to see them the

reader is referred to another work, which is not

easiOy attainable, Bfshell's Chinese Porcelains of

Di/fcri'nt Dynasties.

BuSHELL : Description of Chinese Pottery and

Porcelain, Oxford, 1910.

TAOT'AI, ig -g. The Intendant of a Circuit

or Tao, of which there were under the Manchus

95 in China Proper. He had control of several

prefectures, etc. After the Revolution the Tao-

t'ai became the Taoyin 5^ Jf" . See Government,

Risjjubtican.

TAO It CHING it @. IS. The "Canon of

Reason and Virtue" (Suzuki), a work containing

al.out five thousand characters, (less than the Gospel

of St. Mark), said to have been written by Lao Tzii

and given to his disciple Kuan Yin Tzii (j.i'.)

when the sage was finally leaving China, for the

\\'estern regions.

It is now generally divided into eighty-one

chapters, but according to Ssu-ma Ch'ien the author

only divided it into two parts, the first treating of

2\io, and the second of Te.. These two expressions,

toi;ether with the contents and authorship are

subjects of constant debate amongst foreign critics

and translators.

Broadly speaking, Tao may be defined as the

formative Principle of the Universe, to which man's

nature should conform, and Te as the same Principle

in activity, to which man's actions should cor-

respond.

The work was at fir.st known as "Lao Tzu,"

but later as the "Tao Te Sections." It was formally

adopted as a "Canon" in 656 a.d., and 'the Emperor

HsuAN TsuNG wrote a commentary on it a.d. 719.

Though Lao Tzu is constantly associated by the

Tsoists with Huang Ti, as one of the first Teachers

of Taoism, it is not till Ssii-ma Ch'ien that wo
df-finitely hear of a book supposed to have been

written by him. For various critical reasons, Giles

considers the Tao Te, Ching "a clumsy forgery of

the Han dynasty," and thinks Ssu ma Ch'ien only

knew it by repute. Legge, Faber and others con-

sider it as genuine ; most Chinese scholars seem to

accept it. If compared with the writings of

Chuang Tzii, or with Lieh Tzu, it appears to

belong to an earlier period when Taoism had not

as yet definitely mixed itself up with the alchemy

and magic so conspicuous after the time of

IlvAi Nan Tzii.

The book does not mention Lao Tzu nor is there

any proper name in it, though there is much

mention of the ancient sages ; it undoubtedly contains

a number of sayings handed down from ancient

times ; but it is so vague and so terse as to admit

in parts of various plausible translations, and

together with noble utterances there is much that is

almost unintelligible.

It has been often translated. The Royal

Society of England has a manuscript Latin trans-

lation presented in 1788, the date of which is

unknown, and the author likewise, though internal

evidence points to his being a Portuguese. He
translates Tao by Ratio.
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Other translations are : Paul Caeus : 1898

;

P. J. Maclacan : China Itevitw, xxiiixxiv ; T. \V.

KiNCSMiLL : China Review, xxiv ; C. S. Medhurst :

f/uic.-e li'ccordcr, November. 1899, January, 1900;

T. W. Heisinger : 1903 ; E. von Zach : Ronianisrd

text of the iMaiichu traiwlation ; Franz Hartmank :

('Jeinian) ; Wilhelm : (German) ; Alexandre Ular :

1002, (French), Pai-is ; Alexandre Ular : 1903,

(Ociman) Leipzig; Henri Borel : (Duich) Amster-

liam. See Taoism; Philosophy.

T'AO T'lEH g^ a glutton of the time of

Yao, banished by SiiiN. The term is now used

generally for a glutton, and an ogre with this name,

having a huge belly and a thin face, is often seen

on bronze and other vessels.

TA PAO TAO or TAPAUTAU, ;A: fg S Big

dried-fisli island ; the Chinese quarter at Tsingtau.

TARBAGAN, Arctomi/s bobac Schreb., the

Mongolian name for a very important rodent,

otherwise called Marmot. There is a great demand
for the fur, two million skins per annum being sent

from Mongolia and Manchuria by rail to Europe,

where thoy are converted into imitation marten and

sable furs. The chief interest in the animal is,

however, that in all probability it is subject to

plague, and that the great outbreak of bubonic and

pneumonic plague in Manchuria in 191011 originated

with it. In April, 1911, the Chinese government

forbad the hunting, conveying or selling of tarbagan

skins. See Pla'jue.

Report of the International Plagte Con-

ference, 1912.

TARCHENDO, the Tibetan name of the town

celled by the Chinese Ta chien lu (q-v.).

TARIM, a river of Chinese Turkestan, which

rifcs in the I'amirs and flows through the desert for

1,150 miles, to fail at last in the sand and reeds of

Lol, nor. Its basin constitutes the chief portion

of Chinese Turkestan (<l-v.).

TAR PAN, Equus caballus. See Horse, Wild.

TARTAR, more properly Tatar, the Chinese

form being ^ j$ % '" '" Crh. The name is loosely

applied both by Chinese and Western writers, to

the tribes inhabiting Central Asia and to the

Manchus. The main body of the Golden Horde

which invaded Europe in the middle of the thirteenth

century under Batd Khan was Turkish, and only

the leaders were Mongol. The latter alone were

Tartar, but Europeans gave the name to the whole

army, so that Turk and Tartar became synonymou.i.

Thu.i 'Taitary' was used as the name for Turkestan

and neiuhbo'iring countries. But the Turkish tribes

do not rccoL'iiise the term, and even resent it. It

was properly the name of a petty tribe or tribes of

the northeast corner of Mongolia, probably Tun-

gusic; then it came to be used by the Chinese

writers of all Mongols, then of all northern races,

even Russian. Its first appearance in Chinese works

i.s in the T"aiig dyiuisty, in the tenth century, but

Parker speaks erroneously of its use in the second

century. The term Tartar is also used by foreigners

for the )jj^ Ti, a general name for the non-Chinese

tribes of the north, who long resisted Chinese

civilization and were sometimes practically masters

of China. The Chinese early writings divide them
into nineteen barbarian tribes, the most powerful

being named Ch'ih Ti jj; iA or Red Tartars, Piii Ti

& Ik or White Tartars, Ch'ang Ti fi i\ or Giant

'i'artars ; beside the Jung JjJ Tartars who dwelt in

the mountainous parts of the present Honan. These
are all sub-divided, six tribes of the Red, three of

the White, and so on : the names may be found in

Tschepe's work. They were at the height of their

power in the seventh century B.C. when, under the

headship of the Red Tartars, they occupied the

hills of Shansi and Shantung for more than a

thousand It, as neighbours to the States of Wei,

Chin, Lu, Ch'i, Sung and Cheng. These States,

and still more the Stajte of Ch'in to the west, were

all more or less affected in manners and in blood

by their constant intercourse with the Tartars ; in

fact Ch'in and Chin may be called half-Tartar

whether with regard to the people or the royal

house. In course of time the Tartars were either

absorbed in Chinese civilization cr pushed ncrth-

beyond the Great Wall.

Tschepe : Histoire des Trois Roynumcs, p. 157
;

Parker : A Thousand Years of the Tartars; Lecge ;

Ch'iin C'h'lu, Prohi/ovieiia ; Howorth : Ili-tori/ of

the Mongols, vol. i, p. 700 ; Martin : The Lore of

Cathay.

TA SHIH,;^^, the early Chinese term for

Arabs or Mohammedans generally. The Tazi or

Tay of Western Asiatic writers.

IlmTH and RocKHiLL : Chau J uhua, p. 119.

TA SHIH CHIH, one of the Boddhisattvas.

See M(ihiUtht'imnpraijia.

TA SHUN, j^:)©. The name of the dyna.Hy

which l-i T/.ii CH'KNG sought to found in 1644. See

T/i Tzuch'cng.

TA TAO HUl, (Society of Big Swords). See

liiKfiri^iii.

TA TE SENG, ^>iz fS W •
•'^''^".'7 's properly a

Buddhist priest. Tate, '/real virtue, is found on

the Nestorian Tablet and elsewhere as a title similar

to our Reverend : Alopen is called Tate Alopen.

Ta-te-si-ng may therefore be rendered as Nestorian

priest.

TA TS'IN or TA CH'IN, -^ ^ great China.

This crmnt'v i.<! noticed in Chinese works of the

Later Han dyniuxty (a.d. 56 220), the Chin 77 dynasty

(265-419), and the T'ang dynasty (618-905); but
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Chines* editors say that the Likan or Likien fg ff

Jg Jf , etc., of the Former Han writings is the same

country. The latter name appears in the Shih Chi

Jt f,Q c. 123 B.C. It is the Chinese name for the

Roman Empii-e; but only the eastern part, which

the Chinese were acquainted with, that is, Syria.

The capital is given as An-tu, Antioch.

In the T'ang annals the name is replaced by

Fulin (q-v.), which may stand for the Byzantine

empire or the city of Constantinople.

The reason for the ranie, (Great China), may

be simply that the Chinese recogmzed that the

Koman empire was to the west what China was to

the east.

Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither; Hirth :

China ami the Roman Orient.

TATUNGKOW :k 1^ 'M, a. smaU port in

Shengking, opened to foreign trade by treaty with

Japan in 1903.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 23,906 8,444

Net Chinese „ 10,990 2,879

Exports 40,894 21,973

Total Hk.TIs. ... 75,790 33,301

TAUGAS, a name found in the History written

bv Theopuylactus Simqcatta, a Byzantine writer of

the 7th century. It is the name of a 'nation not

to be paralleled on the face of the whole earth for

power and population.' Taugas is China, as first

pointed out by De Guicnes, but the name has given

rise to discussion. De Guignes, followed by

Pelliot, supposes it to indicate the Ta Goci or

Ta Wei dynasty, but Ytle says it represents

Tamghaj, a name used by old Arabian and Persian

writers for a great nation of the far east of Asia.

Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither.

TAYLOR, JAMES HUDSON, M.R.C S.,

F.R.U.S., the foujuler of the t hina Inland Mission.

He was born at Barnsley, Yorkshire, in 1832, and

when 21 years old was sent out by the China

Evangelisation Society as their first representative.

He arrived in China in March, 1854. He worked in

Shanghai, Swatow and Ningpo, leaving the society

in 1855 to become an independent worker. In 1860

failure of health made a return to England

necessary ; and it was during his stay there that the

need became clear to him for a new and special

agency to evangelize interior China. None of the

existing Societies could be moved to this great under-

taking ; he then founded the new mission, and in

1866 left England on the Lammermuir with 13

ir.issionaries. From that date till his death he wa.^

id«ntified with the evergrowing and successful

pioneering mission, which numbered 828 agents

when he died in Changsha in May, 1905.

See China IrJand Miation.

TA YU, ^ ^ The Great Yii, appointed by the

Emperor Shln to drain the great floods from the

Empire. This was accomplished after nine years'

incessant toil. He succeeded Shun in B.C. 2205, as

first Emperor of the Hsia dynasty. ;

TAZI. See Ta shih.

TCHENG KI-TONG, m =$H, C'l^'^n Chi-t'ung,

a native of Fukien, who studied at the Foochow

Arsenal. M. Prosper Giquel took him to France

in 1876. He was very intelligent and of most

agreeable manners. Of China he knew compara-

tively little, having only seen Fukien, and he

became a thorough Frenchman in his manners and

style of life. He wrote quite a number of light and

brilliant books in French. He was made Brigadier-

General by the Chinese in 1884, and at the request

of the French government he was appointed military

attache to the Chinese Legation at Paris, and

several times he acted as diarge d'affaires. His

official pay being insufficient for the position he

held, he borrowed a good deal in the name of the

Legation ; China refused to recognise the loaris and

TcHENG was recalled, leaving Paris on April 17,

1891. He was degraded, though Li Hung-chang

did what he could to defend him. A letter from

TcHENG in self-defence will be found in The North

China Herald, March 25, 1892.

The following are General Tcheng Ki-tong's

works : hes Chinois peints par eiix-mimes ; Le

'J'hi'ulre des Chinois; Les Contes chinoi/i; Lea

Plaisirs en Chine; Le Human de Vllomme Jaune;

Mon Pay); Les Parisiens peints par vn Chinois.

Cordier : Uistoire des Sdatiuns de la Chine,

etc., vol. iii, p. 68.

TCHEOU-LI, LE. See Choti TA.

TEA, t^ ch'a, Fukienese ta, is the name of tfie

beverage made from the leaves of the tea-bush, a

plant of the genus Camellia, natural order Terns-

troemiaceac, of which there are two kinds, China

tea and Assam tea. Chinese teas are of two species,

Thea bohea and Thea viridis. Fortune in 1843

found that the black and green teas of Fukien and

Chekiang, prepared chiefly for foreign consumption,

were produced by different processes from T. vind.-t,

while the black and green teas of Kuangtung were

produced from T. bohea. The plant grows in a

rich soil between the 2ord and 35th degrees of

latitude. There was considerable discussion as to

whether tea was indigenous to China, especially as

wild tea was discovered in Assam about 1820. But

Professor Andreas Krassnow, after visiting the

tea-growing districts of Asia, was of opinion that

the tea-plant was indigenous to the whole monsoon

region of East -Asia, and that there were two

varieties, the Assam and the Chinese.
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Apart from mere traditions, the earliest account

ol the cultivation of t«a in China dates from the

sixth century a.L'., and a lax was le\ied on it in the

eightli centurj-. AIabco Polo makes no mention

of the use of tea in China. The Dutch in the

17th century introduced tea to Europe. The English

first began to drink it in the middle of the

17th century, receiving it from agents in Java. The
first teahouse in London was opened in 1557, the

price of tea ranging from £6 to £10 a lb.

The Chinese tea-plant was first introduced into

Ceylon in 1839. A disease attacking the Ceylon

coffee plantations in 1381 led to a failure in the

coffee crop, and tea was grown instead. Gradually

the competing Indian and Ceylon teas caused a

decline in the China trade.

The tea-plant is a bush from three to five feet

in height, grown in small fields and in patches on

hillsides. The leaf is plucked from the end of

April onwards. The first crop consists of young

half-opened leaves which produce the delicate tea

called Hyson. The second and most important crop

is gathered during May, while the third crop yields

an inferior kind of tea. The green leaves are first

exposed to the air for two to three hours by day

or all night to dry them, then they are spread on

iron pans in the drying house and heated, being

kept in motion, for five minutes. They are then

taken out of the pans and rolled backwards and

forwards on a table by hand till all the juice is

pici-fsd cut and the leaves are twisted. This process

i.* also helped by treading. They are then spread

out on sieves and exposed to the air out of -doors for

three to four hours. After this they undergo a

second heating for nearly an hour till they are

quite dry and curled. Some kinds of tea leaves

undergo three or four heatings. To colour green

teas, the Chinese sprinkle Prussian blue ground to

powder mixed with gypsum on the loaves at the

last roasting. [According to another account black

t-ea and green differ only by their preparation, the

former being sun-dried before roasting, the latter

carefully kept from exposure to the sun after

picking]. The tea-leaves are then sorted into

grades, tea-dust being taken out by the finest sieve,

"broken Pi-koe" by the next, and so on. The

tea is then packed in lead-lined chests and marked

with the chop. In large factories, machinery is

used to roll the leaves.

Brick Tea, consi.sting of tea-dust steamed and

pressed into hard cakes re.«ombling wood or stone,

is prepared at Hankow for the Russian market.

In some districts of Russia these tablets are some-

times passed as currency. A coarser kind of brick-

tea including lea-stalks is sent to Mongolia, where

the people stew it in a pot togeUier with butter

and mutton fat. Bricktea of a coarser kind is also

prepared at Yachou in Ssflch'uan for use in Tibet.

The tea trade with Tibet at the end of the Manchu
rule was estimated at 19,000,000 lbs. per aiuium,

^,000,000 being a subsidy from the Chinese Emperor

to Tibetan monasteries.

The petals of scented flowers such as the OUa
frmjrans, rose, tuberose, jasmine, azalea, or orange,

are dried and mixed with tea-leaves of certain kinds.

Mr. H. T. Wade in his article on Tea in

'J'wentieth Centunj Jinpre^sions of Hongkong and

S.'ionghoi, gives the following list of teas :

—

BLACK TEAS.—A. Northern : Keemun (An-

hui); Ningchow, Moning, (Kiangsi). Unpacks—
Sunyang, Yungloutong, Tongshan, Ichang, Cheong-

shukai, (Hupei). Oonuhins—Oonfa, Liling, Nipkasee,

Wunkai, Lowyong, Shuntam, (Hunan).

li. Southern : Congou—Panyong, Packlum,

Souchong, Soonioo, Suey Kuts ; (Jolong, Scented

Capcn, Scented Orange Pekoe, Pouchong, Kooloo,

Flowery Pekoe.

GREEN TEAS.—Moyune, Tienkai, Fychow,

(Anliui) ; Pingsuey, Hoochow, Wenchow, (Chc-

kiang).

BLENDS.—Sownee, (Shanghai packed) ; Gun-

powder, (Siao Chu, small leaf) ; Imperial, (Ta Chu,

laige leaf) ; Hyson, Young Hyson, Hyson Skin,

Twankay.

Congoit comes from the Amoy pronunciation of

X 9i. kvng fu 'work or labour.'

Souchong comes from hsiao cin/ng /]- Jg, mean

ing 'small sort.'

Paovchong •gl, Qj means 'wrapped sort.'

Pekoe is derived from pei hao fj ^, meaning

'white down,' and is the name given to the delicate

flavour of tea made from young leaf buds covered

with a whitish down.

Oolong is derived from wu lung J^ ft 'black

dragon,' so-called because a black serpent was said

to have been found coiled round the stem of a tea-

bush yielding that particular flavour of tea.

Caper is the name given to a particular tea-

plant, the buds of which probably resemble those of

the caper-plant.

liohea is derived from the Amoy pronoinciation

of Wu i and is both the name of the hills in Fukien

and of the fine quality of tea grown there.

Hijinn is the name of a kind of tea. There arc

varying explanations of the origin of this term.

Some say that it was the name of the daughter of a

tea-merchant Ll, who named after her the particular

kind of tea that she had helped to sort. Another

explanation is that it is a corruption of yii ch'irn

pB nil 'before the rain.' and that it was the name

given to the tea made from half-opened buds

gathered before the spring rains.

TxiHinkny is derived from Tun kh'c, a, tea centre

about 15 miles south.west of Huichow in Chekiang,

and is the name given to the tea seat from there.
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Pu-erh tea is the product of a variety of the

true tea plant {vai-. assamka) which flourishes in

Pu-erh fu, S.W. Yunnan. The leaves are steanitd

and pressed into cakes, and carried all over China,

being esteemed as a medicine—a digestive and
neivous stimulant. Other plants furnish so-calleKi

"teas," used medicinally. Such are Argemone
rnexicana, or Chio-tzu ch'a ; Koelreutcria paniculaCa,

Luan ch'a; Hibiscus 70sa-sine7>sis, Hung-hua ch'a

from Kiangsi. Instead of tea, the poorer classes

often make a decoction of the leaves of Pyracantha

vrcnuhjta (Buisson ardent), the tea-shrab, Ch'tt-ktw

'2 li ^ SS -J- , of several species of Spiraea, of the

Weeping \\ illow, and even of willow chips, which

E. H. Wilson describes as the worst tea he had

ever tasted.

The fall in exports of China tea since 1888 may
b.i seen from the following figures :

—

.\nnaul Averaije Annimt Average Annual Avirage
reriud. of Teu exported of Tea e.xported of Tei exported

frout India. from t'ejlou. from China.

lbs. lbs. lbs,

1888-1892 ... 105,529,000 ... 48,750,000 ... 242,213,000

1893-1897 ... 135,408,000 ... — ... 234,507,000

1898-1902 ... 172,689,000 ... — ... 192,427,000

1903-1907 ... 210,611,000 165,500,000 ... 200,320,000

The export of Tea in 1916 was as follows :

Black tea PcLs. 648,228 Hk.Tls. 18,970,992

Green tea 298,728 14,231,307

Black brick tea ... 396,339 7,976,736

Green brick tea ... 163,816 1,742,479

U'ablet tea 26,669 565,135

Tea dust 7,594 54,905

Tea leaf, unfired 1,229 18,863

R. Fortune : Wanderings in China; Ball : An
Account of the Cultindimi (mil Manufacture of Tea

in China, (1848) ; Hollingworth : Principal Tea

Districts in China, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. x ; Impehial

MAitiTiME Customs : Tea, 1888.

TEA-OIL is expressed from the seeds of Then
sasanqua, known as the Ch'a-yu kuo tzu ^I'^^-f-
or Tea-oil fruit, a relative of the true tea plant,

from which it may be readily distinguished by its

hairy shoots. It is a shrub, common in the sand-

stone ravines of north-central Ssuch'uan, but

cultivated in the hilly parts of S. Hunan and

Kiangsi, and in N. Fukien, and especially in

Kuangsi. The average exportation is not large

(12,000 piculs 1913 to 1915), but in exceptional years

the production is much greater. Thus in 1911 nearly

100,000 piculs were exported from Wuchow, Han-

kow, Foochow, etc., for use iri China and abroad.

The value is from Tls. 8 to 12 per picul.

The export in 1916 was pels. 5,080, value

Tls. 50,029.

Wilson : A Xaturalist in W. China, vol. il,

p 98.

TEAPOY or TEPOY, a word which has nothing

to do with tea. It is an Anglo-Hindustani word
tipai meaning tripod, and is used in India for any
tiipod including small, three- legged tables, or any

small tables. Yule : ilobson-Jobson.

TELEGRAPHS. The first attempt to intro-

duce telegraphs into China was made in 1865 by an

Englishman named Reynolds. He began to put up

a line from Shanghai to the mouth of the Huang p'u
;

but poles and wires were removed by the people with

the connivance of the officials, and the attempt

failed.

In 1869 the American firm Russell & Co. put

up a short line from the Shanghai Steam Navigation

Co. Wharf to their central office.

The Great Northern Telegraph Co. put down
a cable from Hongkong to Shanghai in 1871, the

Shanghai end being landed secretly. Land lines

were first sanctioned in 1881, the earliest being from

Shanghai to Tientsin. It was not extended to

Peking till three years later, after which progress

was rapid.

The Chinese Telegraph Administration and the

Wa Hop Co., two private Companies, were formed

in 1882.

In 1908 the Ministry of Communications took

control of all land lines. There are now over 40,000

miles of line, with over six hundred telegraph

stations. China Year Book.

TEMPERANCE. Using this word in respect

of alcoholic liquors, it is generally acknowledged

that the Chinese are a temperate race. Some,

however, have asserted that this is simply a result

of the extreme poverty of the masses.

There has been much legislation on the matter.

The first known instance is in the beginning of the

Chou dyna.sty, B.C. 1122, when Wo Wang or the

Duke of Chou issued the Announcement about

Wine, (Lecoe's Shu Ching, p. 399), making it a

capital offence to assemble for drinking. The first

Han ruler fined each person four taels of silver if

three or more were found drinking together. In

the T'ang, Ch'en, Northern Chou and Chin

dynasties more or less stringent laws against dis-

tilling or drinking were issued.

i^MF.NT : Chinese Recorder, vol. xv, p. 191.

TEMPLE OF EARTH. This Temple, in the

north of the Tartar city of Peking, with its square

altar, conesponds to the Temple of Heaven in the

South with its round altar, and is only second to it

in importance and magnificence. The Altar is of

dark-coloured marble and the colour prevailing in

the Temple is yellow. Earth is worshipped at the

.summer solstice, when sacrifices similar to those

offered to Heaven at the winter solstice are made;

but there is no burnt offering. See Temple of

Heaven.

\
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TEMPLE OF HEAVEN, THE, with the

celebrated Altar to He.iveji, is south of the Tartar

city of ruking, and is an enclosure of about 737

acres. It contains a Hall for the rehearsal of the

ceremonies, the Hall of Fasting where the Emperor

ppent the night before sacrificing, the Hall of

I'rayer for the Year, a Treasury, a slaughter house

for the sacrificial animals, and other buildings,

besides Altars, etc. A plan will be found in

Williams' article named below. The existing Altar

to Heaven was built by Ch'ie.s Lu.N'c. It is entirely

of white m;u-ble in three circular terraces, and in

its measurements and proportions the numbers 9 and

5 predominate, these being supposed to be the

numbers appropriate to Heaven ; the predominant

colour in the Temple is blue. According to the

religious calendar issued at the beginning of the

dynasty in 1644, Heaven is to be worshipped at the

circular Altar at the Temple of Heaven at the

winter solstice.

Williams : littite lidiij'wn oj China iluriiuj the

Mntirliii Di/nristi/, Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xliv.

TEMPLES in China are, of course, of various

kinds. The generic name is )f3 miao; this is also

the special term for large Buddhist temples not

inhabited by priests, and also for simall roadside

shrines, etc.

A Buddhist monastery is called ssu ^, and a

nunnery an ^, while ^fninj may stand for either.

A Taoist mona,stery or nunnery is called l:ua7i

]Q2 , but such are sometimes Taoist no more, in spite

of the name, having passed into Buddhist possession.

Another term for Taoist monasteries, though not

for nunneries, is kumj g' ; but this term is also used

for the spiritual shrine of an emperor, of Confucius

and of others.

Ancestral halls of piivate families are called

/r'lJ m
Other nanie.s for Buddhist monasteries are

I'll! jo }fH S , and si'nij r/iiti lim lin fg ijo H ^ffi > both

being San.skrit terms reprodiuv-d with Chinese

characters.

TEMUCHIN. See Cfien;f/,L-'.

TENDUC, a district described by Marco I'olo

a.-, lying between Tangut and Shangtu ; he speaks

of the lower waters of the Yellow IJiver as coming

fiom it. It is the land both sides of the river,

it eluding part of the Ordos and the district north.

T liis. according to Polo and other writers, is the

land of PnESTKU John. The city Tendiic is no

lU.ubt the modern T'uch'eng ± ftE O"" Toto called

Togdo or Tokto by the Mongols.

Yi'LE and ConniER : Marco I'dii. vol. i. p. 285;

I'lOrKlilLL : Di'ii'i oi a Jnurnrij l/iroii'/h Mongnlia

nni} Tilirt, p. 18. note.

TENGYUEH, 55 S '''"(I !/''<!'. called Momein
by the Buj-incso, is a market town in Yunnan. It

70

was opened in 1899 by the Agreement supplementary

to the London Convention of 1894. It is 180 miles

from Bhamo, with which place trade is can-ied on

by mule-transport. The Shan principality of Nan-

kao, in which Tengyiieh stands, was conquered by

the Chinese in the fourteenth century, and the town

was built as an outpost soon afterwards.

Its elevation is 5,400 feet, and its average

rainfall is about 65 inches, most of it being in

June—September. The population is about 9,000.

The trade is small, the chief e.\ports being silk,

orpiment and musk. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 2,192,422 1.711.670

\et Chinese ,,
— —

Exports ... 747,012 628,376

Total Hk.Tls. ... 2,939,434 2.340,046

TERM QUESTION. The question what

Chinese terms are best to translate God and Spirit,

or rather the Hebrew and Creek words so rendered

in English, a question which from Uie year 1840

onward has divided missionaries, has resulted in a

mass of literatuie and has never been decided.

The Roman Catholics of the 17th century met

with the same difficulty and Jesuits and Dominicans

disputed the matter for nearly a century, till it was

stttled by a Papal Bull in 1715; it was ordered that

the term .i/iaiuj-ti J^ ^ (Supreme Ruler) should be

avoided, that T'ien Cliu ^ ^ (Lord of Heaven)

should be used for God and .S/k'h ^ for Spirit.

The Protestants' difficulty cannot be thus

settled' by autliority. It was not to be expected that

the Chinese language should contain terms which

would connote that which the Christian means by

God and Spirit ;
pagan terms, as was the case 2,000

years ago, must be gradually filled with the new

meanings taught by Christianity. But the difficulty

consists in choosing the most suitable and least

objectionable of the names already in use. One

party considers the Ji ^ Shamj-ti of the Classics

t ) be the God of a monotheistic period in China

and therefore appropriate to be used now for

JtHOVAH ; but there are idols worshipped today

with this title I Another party uses %^ shin; but

this word is in common use as a plural, meaning

all kinds of spirit beings. Some have used R ^
cKfn shin. True Spirit, but this admits the

e.\istence of all the false )pi|l so much worshipped by

Chinese. The tei-m T'ivii C'hii already in use by

the Roman Catholics is considered by many Pro-

testants to be the most satisfactory, but it is already

too much identified with Roman Catholici.sm .^ -feflc

to be usable by the Protestant Churches.

Various other suggestions were made,—some

very absurd. Dr. Medhi-rst and others proposed

to use Aliiha in default of agreement on one of the

Chinese terms; and Sir John Bowring suggested

the Greek letter !
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The controversy among Protestants was at its

height about 1850. Moreison", Milne, Marshm\n
and Bishop BooxE were the chief pleaders lor

67ic'n j$ as the equivalent of Oedj ; while Medhcrst,
GuT/.LAFF, Legge and others defended the title

S/iunij-ti JiflJ- for the true God and used s/tin for

false gods. Letters on the subject, replies, defences

and strictures were printed in great abundance.

It may be said, that considering how strongly

nien felt on the question, the controversy was con-

ducted in a very becoming manner.

To-day there is little dispute on the subject,

though even in 1913, Dr. C. W. Mateer published

in the Chinese Recorder, and separately, an elaborate

study, The Meaning of the word Shin. But Bible

Societies issue the Scriptm-es with either term at

the buyer's choice. It is noticeable that while in

old days Shang-ti and Sheng shen ^ ^ went

together for God and Holy Spirit re.spectively, or

els3 Chen Shen and Sheng Ling S W probably the

most commonly used combination t-o-day is Shang-ti

and Shei.g Ling. See Biles Controversy.

TERNS. See Laridae.

THIBET. See Tibet.

THINAE. See China.

THIRTEEN CANONICAL WORKS. See

Classics.

THIRTEEN PROVINCES. See Eighteen

Provinces.

THOMAS, ANTOINE, a Jesuit missionary,

born at >>amur in 1644. He reached China in 1682

and was called to Peking to assist Veubiest at the

Board of Mathematics.

As for the confusion between the names of this

missionary and P. Pereyra, see I'ereyra.

P. Thomas died in 1709 in Peking.

BosMANS : Ferdinand Verbiest, Louvain, 1912.

THOMAS, SAINT, The Apostle, supposed by

some to have preached the gospel in China.. The

Chaldean Breviary says that 'the kingdom of heaven

descended on the Chinese by means of St. Thomas,'

but there is no support to this assertion and it is

now generally regarded as an error due to ignorance

of geography in early times.

The images of a swarthy, bearded personage

found in temples and named Ta Mo naturally made

some people at various times think them to be

images of the Apostle ; but it is well known that

they represent the foreigner from India called

BoDHiDHARMA, Chinese P'c-t'i-ta-mo, who came to

China in the sixth century a.d.

THOM, ROBERT, was born in Glasgow on

August 10, 1807, and after a bu.siness training he '

spent some years in Venezuela, Mexico and France;

he landed in China in February, 1834. He learned

Chinese very quickly, and in 1839 published, under

the pseudonym 'Sloth' a translation of a Chinese

tale. His translation of .J-Jsop's Fables into

Chinese has been highly praised.

In 1840, he entered the Government service as

interpreter, and did very good work at Amoy,
Chusan, Chinhai and Canton. From October, 1841,

to May, 1842, he was civil administrator of the

city and district of Chinhai. In March, 1844, he

was appointed first consul at Ningpo, but the

strain, fatigue and exposure of the previous three

years had so injured his health that he died on

September 14, 1846.

His published works ai-e The I.a.'itintj Resent-

ment of Mins Wan;/ Keaoxi Lwan (translation, 1839),

Chinese and Enijli.ih Vocabxdnry (1842), 77ic Chinese

Speal-cr, Pt. I, (1846).

THOUSAND CHARACTER ESSAY, =f^jt
ch'ien Izu wen, a composition containing exactly

one thousand different characters, arranged four to

a line, each sentence being complete in itself but

generally having no connection with the next. It

is the second book learned by the Chinese school-

boy. The story goes that Chou Hsing-ssu ^® JS3

a great scholar of the sixth century a.d., was

ordered, when in pri.son, to make a composition

with a thousand different characters jumbled

together and supplied to him. He made thLs essay

with them in a single night, but the effort turned

his' hair white. It is therefore often referred to

as the pai t'ou wen & M" i whitehead essay.

There is also a Thousand Character Essay for

the special use of girls, made in the Tao Kuano
period.

THREE HOLY ONES, H |g. '"" sheng.

These are Bdddha, Lao Tzu and Confucius, often

represented together. This eclectic triad is often

seen in temples and still more often in pictures,

and it is commonly said that the three religions

are one.

The term is also used in a strictly Confucian

connection. According to Mencius, the san sheng

were Yii, Chou Kung and Confucius ; but there

are other combinations.

DoRE : Superstitions, tome vi ; Mavers : Chinese

Reader's Manual.

THREE KINGDOMS, THE, = S snn hun.

The name of a period which extended from 221 to

265 A.D. The empire after the fall of the Han
dynasty was divided into the three kingdoms of

Wei $1, \Vu ^. and Shu Si- Wei comprised the

central and northern provinces ; its capital was at

Lo Yang. ^Yu consisted of the provinces south of

the Yangtze, now called Hunan, Hupei, Kiangsu

and Chekiang ; its capital was Nanking. Shu

included the western part now named Ssuch'uan,

and had its capital at Ch'engtu.

I
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Ts'AO TsAO was prime minister, but really

the ruler in Wei, and his son, Ts'ao i"Ei, put the

Emperor to death and ascended the imperial throne.

\Vu was governed by Sun ch'iian, and Shu by

a prince Liu Pei who claimed to be descended from

the Han emperors and to be rightful heir to their

throne. His dynasty is called in history the

Minor Han or the Shu Han dynasty, and is con-

sidered as being the lawful line in this period of

confusion. Chang Fei and Kuax Yii (afterwards

deified as Cod of War) were his generals ; and his

prime minister was the celebrated Chuko Lung.

Liu Pei attacked Wu, but was defeated. He
died and his son Hou Chu made peace with W'u

and prepared an e.xpedition against Wei, first

conijuering the Burmese, to be safe in the rear.

The- expedition failed, and although some baittles

were won latei", the character of Hou Chu deteri-

orated after Chu-ko Liang's death ; Wei overcame

him, took him prisoner and dubbed him "Duke of

Pleasure" ^ ISI & ; the Shu Han dynasty was

ended, and a new dynasty, known as the Western

Chin f}, A.D. 265, was founded by Ssii-iiA Yen.

The period is one of the most famous and

romantic in Chinese history and stands first in

popular interest. The historical novel Smi hvo chifi

is one of the chief Chinese works of fiction ; and

playwrights and storytellers draw chiefly from this

period.

For lists of rulers see under separate titles.

Tsr-HErK : //l-l'Iri r/' - 7V"/s li':i/:iumix (Var. Sin.).

THREE NOBLE BUDDHAS, THE,H5i ;'cCT

Siiti Tfun Ta Fo. This term, though very widely

used, has (different significations according to the

school employing it.

The appellation 5 i-^''!/") 's 'he right of every

P.uddha and Bodhisattva. Therefore the "Three

Noble Bnddhas" may be used of aiii/ triad of

Buddhas ; and in point of fact is also applied to

triads consisting of, or containing Bodhisattvas.

The most widely-accepted combination in China is

the following- (i). p? ilS 1'- !\l B . S'akyamuni

Buddha; (ii). Sg fi$ I;S J^t ^fe 4ll * •
Vaidvrya

Buddha; (iii). M M P£ i'i • Amitabha Buddha.

THREE PRECIOUS (ONES), THE, 3 «
San jjiiu. The .San.-icrit Triraliia; the Trinity of

Buddhist doctrine, Buddha, Dharma (the law), and

Sangha (the congregation of the faithful). In

Buddlii.«t temples images symbolising these are

worshipfjod.

THREE PURE ONES, THE =ffl mneh'imj,

Oil Taoist triad. They live in different heavens,

and the name of the occupant of the first or Jade

n'ountain is uncertain, but the popular name for

this supreme one is Yii Huano, Jade Ruler, and

he is held the master of the gods. (See J'uon Shih

Ticn Tfuii). The second Pure One is Tad chun

^5". Nothing is said of his origin. He controls

the relations of the yi'i and the yan'j. The third of

the triad is Lao Tzu. In the organization of the

three heavens, the attendants on Yii Huang ai-e

Saints, those of Tag chiin are Heroes or 'true men,'

and those of L.^o Tzu are Immortals.

DoRE : Recherclies stir lei Superstitions en

Chine, vol. vi, p. 7.

THREE RELIGIONS, THE, (or systems of

Doctrine) 3. fic >
'^'^" chiao, a common Chinese

expression for the system of the literati, Confucian-

ism ; the system of Shih or S'akyamuni, Buddhism ;

and the system of Tao, Taoism ; for which the

Chinese names are respectively Ju chiao ^ ft.

67(1A chiao 1^ ©t- and Tao chiao slfic. See each

separately.

THREE RITUALS, THE, H iSg son li, a term

used for the three works / /.i, (.'hou Li and Li (Vii.

See separate articles.

THREE STOCK LAW, THE. See Law.

THREE TRAITORS, THE. SeeTraitor<s,The

Three.

THRUSHES. See Turdinae.

Tl, Jtjl^, barbarous tribes on the northern

boundaries of China. They used dogs in hunting

and fire for warmth and the Chinese character

would seem to be made of these two points (;ft dof/,

'K fre). See Tartars.

Tl, Iff'. EmjKror, etc. See Imperial Titles.

TIAO, fj*,.
Properly a string of one thousand

Chinese cash, but in some districts it denotes five

hundred actual coins. There axe always a certain

number short, regarded as 'discount.'

TIBET or THIBET. The Chinese name is

Tsang or Hsi Tsang ^ jS; in the Ming dynasty

a was called ,^^, STf «S !'" ^'*« ^'-^""r/, f''**"' ''"'

native designation Us Tsang; meaning Central and

Pure. The native U or Wu seems also to have been

corrupted by the Chinese into W'ei ; hence V(i iSi

is now used as the general geographical name for

the whole country. The name Tibet, which has been

used in Europe since Marco Polo's days, is repre-

sented in Chinese by ffl .(fl Af T'u-po-te, probably

the Mongol sound of the native name. The

Tibetans call themselves Bod and their country

Bod-jul (land of Bod) which the Chinese identify a«

Fo-Kro fH [^.

Tl CHIH, Jfe :$ rarlhlij hronches. See Cycle.

T'lEN CHU, 5c ^. India; also called Hsi pg

Chu, w '/' rii Chu.

T'lEN CHU CHIAO, 3^±|i, hord <,/ lixiitn

church. The name u[ the lloniuH Catholic Church in

China, as Yeh su China, Jesus Church, stands for

Protestant i.sni.

T'lEN HSIA, 5c T ,

""'/<' "" /'f""''". a

usual term for the world, meaning originally China.
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T'lEN KAN, 3^ ^ heavenly stems. See Cijcle.

T'l EN SH I H
, 3^ gp . See Master of Heai-en.

TIEN TAl, 3*: &> a School of Chinese Buddh-
ism, so called i'lom the district in Chekiang where
its founder lived. It dates from the end of the

sixth century, when Chih I founded the T'ien-t'ai

monastery. He revolted against the e.xclusiveness

of the Contemplative School (Ch'an Tsung), and
admitted some value in every form or e.xpression

of 15uddhist doctrine. Hence the school is broad

and many-sided. It produced not only important

doctrine but a great monastic .system and a number
of famous wi-iters. In the period of the Five

Dynasties the monasteries suffered severely and the

scriptures were almost lost. The school was,

however, re-established from Korea and contributed

literature to the Tripitaka 'until 1270, but its

writings lost their distinctive character after the

nir.tU century.

Chih I selected the work known as the Lotus

Sutra as worthy of special study and veneration,

and he wrote two commentaries on it. See Chih I.

Edkins ; Chinese Buddhism.

T'IEN-T'AI SHAN
. 3c § Ul- the earliest seat

ot Buddhi.sm in East China is in Chekiang, about

50 miles S.W. of Ningpo. It rises to a height of

nearly 4,000 feet. Its oldest monasteries were

founded in the fourth century. It gives its name
to a School founded in the 6th century.

See Buddhist Hchools.

Edkins : Chinese Buddhism; Hackm.\nn :

Buddhism as a lieligion.

Tl ENTSIN, 5g j^ , the most important com-

mercial centre north of Shanghai, is in Chihli, at

the junction of the Fai ho fl ii>I and the Grand
Canal. It was opened to foreign trade by the

convention of Peking in 1S60 and there are separate

concessions for all the Great Powers. The popula-

tion is about a million.

As to its relations with foreign powers ; it was
occupied by the French and British in 1858 and
1860. After the Bo.xer rebellion it was again in

foreign occupation for two years. A treaty with

Great Britain was signed there in 1858. In 1870

it was disgraced by the 'Tientsin Massacre' [q.v.].

Since the Boxer year the place has been greatly

developed and improved. It is now an important

railway centre, the line from Pu-k'ou (Nanking)

running to it and the line from Mukden to Peking
pa.ssing through it. This line also passes Tungku
at the mouth of the river, and is of great use, since

the Pai ho is difficult for navigation at all times

and is frozen for some months every year. In the
Peace Protocol of 1901 provision was made for a

Board of Conservancy to be established, and the

river has been greatly improved. The railway,

however, carries 50 per cent, of the traffic.

Enormous quantities of salt are evaporated out at

Tientsin, and there is a large export of coal.

The place has Public Gardens and a very fine

Race-coiirse. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports ... 52,859,966 57.606.509

Net Chinese „ ... 22.333.528 26.703.768

Exports 49,859,964 48,710,122

Total Hk.Tls. ... 125,053,458 133,020,399

Since the post was established in 1860 the

following have been British Consuls or Consuls-

General at Tientsin.

1860, Dec. 4. Ja.mes Mo.xgan, Acting-Consul. -

1861, Dec. 20, „ Consul.

1877, Nov. 9, Chalo.veu Alabasiek, (later. Sir

Chaloner), Consul. Did not proceed.

1880, Feb. 25, Arthcr Davenport, Consul.

1885, Dec. 23, Bvron Brenan, Consul.

1893, June 15, Henry Barnes Bristow, Consul.

1897, Sept. 27, Benjamin Chuiles George Scott,

Consul.

1899, May 13. William Rich.vrd Carles, Consul.

1900, .June 9, „ Consul-

General.

1901, Mar. 22. Lionel Ch.\rles Hopkins, Consul-

General.

1908, Sept. 1, Sir Ale.xander Hosie, Consul-Genoral.

1912. Oct. 1, H.\RRy English Fvlford, c.m.c,

Consul-General.

TIENTSIN ANGLO-CHINESE COLLEGE,
The, was built in 1899 and opened in 1902. In

1934, Sir Ernest Satow, the British Minister,

opened the College Museum and Library. The
founder of the College was Lavington Hart, D.Sc.

(London) and B.Sc. (Paris), formerly Fellow and

Lecturer of St. John's College, Cambridge. It was

connected with the London Missionary Society,

which was not able to finance it in addition to its

higher educational work in Peking, and it was

therefore made self-supporting. The fees being

high (S140 a year), it appeals chiefly to the upper

class of students.

There are three Departments— (a) Preparatory
;

(h) Middle School; (c) Collegiate; each with a four

yeare' course.

The la.st named has both Arts and Science

Divisions.

At the present time (1917) the London Mis.«ion

Society suppoi-ts five men in this work, of whom
four give all their lime to it, and there are thirteen

Chinese assistants.

The number of students is 410.

TIENTSIN MASSACRE, THE, took place on

June 21, 1870. For some weeks there had been

rumours of impending trouble, threats against

foreigners and even assaults. But the Chinese
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officials made no effort, to say the least, to avert

the trouble, or preparation to deal with it when it

arose. On the contrary the evidence shews that

they were more or less cognizant of what was
proposed and that they more £ir less approved'.

It was stated that the people's belief in the

kidnapping of children by the French Sisters of

Charity wa.s the cause of the attack; but it is to

be noted tha,t the first outbreak was not against

the Hospital or the Cathedral but against the

Consulate ; and further, that other nationalitie.»

than French also suffered.

When the attack on the French Consulate

began, the Consul, M. Fontanier, in uniform, made
his way to the Yamen of the Special Commissioner

C;i'uNG IIou. Here help was refused, and as he

left the soldiers and mob killed him. It was said

by the Chinese that the Consul fired his revolver at

a mandarin, but better evidence shows there was

no truth in this accusation. After the Consul had

gone to the Yamen the mob broke into the Consulate

and brutally murdered Monsieur and Madame
Tho.massin, the Abbe Cheviiier and a Chinese

priest. Thomassin was an attache to the French

Legation in Peking, and had only returned from

France the day before, accompanied by his newly-

married wife. The Consulate was then fired, and
111.) Roman Catholic Church. Meanwhile the

Hospital of the French Sisters of Charity was
surrounded and all the Sisters were dragged into

the street, stripped naked that the mob might be

sure of their se.\, then horribly and shamefully

iTiUtilated, cut to pieces and thrown into the

burning building. Other outrages were not spared,

but are best left undescribed. It is supposed that

more than a hundred orjihan Chinese children also

perished in the flames.

A Russian merchant, nanicu Protopoi'Off, with

his wife whom he had married only ten days before,

were met as they rode through the town, and the

man was killed at once ; the wife escaped for the

moment, but her horse fell in leaping an open sewer

and she also was murdered.

A French merchant, M. Ciialmaison, tried to

reach the Hospital in hope of defending the Sisters,

but he was hacked to piccew in the street. His wife

then fled to the house of a native Christian, but at

night she returned to her home dressed in Chine.se

clothes, hoping to find her husband's body. After a

fruitless search she tried to make her way to the

Settlement, but some trained soldiers discovered her
and killed her in the street.

The Sisters were burnt so that only a few
charred and unrecognizable portions of their bodies

were found. In the case of the (iher murd'Cred

people it should be placed on record that some were
found stripped' quite naked, some were shockingly

mutilated and some were so disfigured as to be

unrecognizable.

The list of the victims is as follows :

—

Two priests and ten Sisters of Charity, all of

the Congregation of the Mission of St. Vincent of

Pavl, commonly called Lazarists.

Father Claude Marie Cheviiier, Director of

the district of Tientsin and Procurator in that
town. Father Vincent Ov, (Chinese), Marie
Thhrese Marquet (Belgian), Superior, Marie
Clorinde Andreoni (Italian), Marie Pauline
Viollet (French), Marie Joseph Adam (Belgian),

M\RiE Anne Pavillon (French), Amclie Caroline
Legras (French), Marie Seraphine C'laveline

(French), Marie Anne Noemi Tillet (Frenoli),

Marie ANcr.LiQUE Lenu (French), Alice O'Sullivan
(Irisb).

The massacre, but still more the unsatisfactory

way in which investigations were afterwards con-

ducted, caused a great deal of unrest in all parts

of North China where there were foreign interests :

indeed it became a question whether foreigners

would be able to stay in some places through the

following winter. After long delay, voluminous
correspondence and much discontent and remons-
trance from the foreign public, the matter was
settled by the beheading of tweiuly more or less

guilty prisoners—though even at the last the Chinese

authorities tried to have the executions take place

away from Tientsin,—the banishment of twenty-

five more, the payment of Tacls 210,000 for damage
to property, and for the murdered persons the

following amounts :

—

The Consul Fontanier Tls. 30,000

The Secretary S. Simon 20.000

M. and Mme. Chalmaison ... 20,000

The Secretary J. and Mme.
Thomassin 50.000

The Catholic Mission 130,000

250,000

(Jn the Blue-book, by a clerical error this

amount is several times quoted as Taels 25,000).

The Prefect and sub-Prefect of Tientsin were
banished to the Amur Province, with hard labour.

Blue-Book, C/iiiui, No. 1 (1871) ; The Tientsin
Massacre, North China Herald Oflicc, Shanghai,

1870; The First Martyrs of the Holy Childhood,
by a Priest of the Mission, (translated from the

Fronrh by l.ady Herbert).

TIENTSIN, TREATY OF, This wa.s signed

at Tifiitsin, .liinc 26, 1358, by the Earl ok Elgin
and KiEiLlANG, and waa ratified at Peking, October
24, 1860. Sir Frederick Bri'ce, proceeding to

Piking for the ratification of this treaty in 1859, wa.s

obstructed at Taku. The British and French,
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trying to forte a passage up the Pei-ho, were

checked, and this led to a joint expedition in 1860.

Peking was occupied and a Convention made.

The treaty agrees that Great Britain may send

ambassadors, ministers, etc., to Peking, China

being allowed the corre-sponding right. Con.sul.s

might be sent to open ports or to other cities.

Toleration for Christianity was agreed on. Travel

was permitted throughout China, and rent of

houses, churches, etc. The Yangtze was opened to

trade. Chinkiang with two other ports later,

(Hankow and Kiukiang) being opened, with New-

chuang, C'hefoo. Taiwan. Swatow and Kiungchow.

The character % i (barbarian) was to be no longer

applied to British subjects, and many trade-

regulations were arranged. By a separate article

two million taels indemnity were to be paid, but

thi-! was annulled by the Convention mentioned

above and eight million taels agreed on instead.

T'lEN TSU HUl. See Anti-footbindhvj.

T'lEN TZU. See Son of Hcai-en.

T'lEN WANG, 3^ 2 HcucmUj Kiwj. See

llumj Usui ch'uan.

TIFFIN, Arab. Tajjaniin. The midday meal

or luncheon.

TIGERS, Fdk tUjrh, jg ^ luu hu. In Du
Halde the tiger is mentioned as being common in

Mongolia and Manchuria and as occurring near

Peking. In 1682, according to Verbiest, 60 tigers

were killed in Liao tung in one day by K'ang Hsi.

It is asserted that they are still found in the

Imperial Hunting Grounds in North Chihli. They

are met with in Fukien, Kiangsi, Kuangtung,

Kuangsi and Manchuria. They have been hunted

by a few foreign sportsmen at Foochow, Amoy and

Swatow, one hunter having shot nineteen in all.

The average length has been stated as nine feet for

males and eight for females. The greatest measure-

ment reported is twelve feet, nine inches. Man-

churian and Korean tigers are perhaps the largest

known. The fur is long, soft and woolly.

In Chinese mythology the tiger is often <ound

as a mount for the destroyers of evil spirits, such

35 Chang Tag-ling, and Hsuan Tan, the god of

riches, is also sometimes represented riding a tiger.

The beast itself is also counted divine and its

picture is often seen stuck on the walls of houses,

bearing the Taoist seal of f'H'ESG Huang, and

sometimes with the character 3£ wiiwj, king, on its

forehead. The tiger as guardian is often seen

painted on the walls of magistrates' offices and on

private houses. Its claws or the ashes of its burnt

hair are potent and expensive talismans.

TIGER'S TAIL, THE, a point of land jutting

out into the harbour of Port Arthur and separating

the West and East Basins.

TIMELIINAE, a subfamily of the Cratero-

pudidac, which includes a number of the Babblers.

Alcippe davidi is found in Western China. .4.

hueti David, the Fukien Quaker Thrush, is found

in Fukien and probably ranges through the south-

ern provinces. A. fratercula is found in Yunnan.

.1. morrisonia belongs to Formosa. Schoeidparus

oticaceus has been taken at Ichang. 5. genestieri

is found in S.W. China, i'. superciliaris, David's

Quaker-Thrush, occurs from Fukien to the Lower

Yangtze valley. 6. brunneus is found in Formosa

at all seasons. Proparus guttaticolUs the Fukien

Tit-babbler, is found in Fukien. P. ruficapUla,

P. cinereiceps, P. striaticollk, P. fucatus, P.

swi/ikoii, P. hieti occur in W. and S.W. China.

/'. jormosanus is found in Formosa. Stachyridopsis

sinensis 0. Grant, the Chinese Red-headed

Babbler, is found in S. China to the Lower

Yangtze valley. S. prctcogvitus S\v. is found in

Formosa and S. guodioni Rothsch., in Hainan.

Mixornis Tubricapillus Tick., the Yellow-breasted

Babbler, is found in Yunnan.

David et Oust.\let : Les Oiscmix de la Chine.

TIN. See Minerals.

TING JU-CH'ANG, TJ^S, a native of

Anhui, who fought against the T'ai P'ing rebels.

He rose gradually till in 1888 he became Admiral.

In 1394 he fought a disastrous action against the

Japanese fleet, and retired to Port Arthur ; thence,

O'l its investment, to Wei-hai-wei. Being here fully

invested by the enemy he surrendered, stipulating

for the lives of his officers and men, and then com-

mitted suicide, 1895.

TING YAO, ^ |g. Sung porcelain made at

Ting chou in I'hihli. It is chieHy white, but one

variety is dark reddish brown, and another, very

rare, is black.

BusHELL : C'liincse Art, vol. ii.

TI-PAO, it (S liind warden, the official head
'

of a village, nominated by the magistrate from

among the village elders but dependent on the good

will of the villagers. He acts as constable and is

responsible for the behaviour of all in his village,

and for the due payment of land-tax and tribute.

He is also official land-surveyor, and on every

transfer of land he examines deeds and boundaries.

This may bring in a good many fees and gratuities

and al.<o gives him much power over fellow-villagers,

so that the office is in pra<;tice often bought.

Several small villages may be joined under one

lipm or a large village may be divided into several

vards, each with its ti pao.

TITLES. See Xubility; Imperial Titles.

TITLES OF HONOUR ; there were six denot-

in" connexion with the Emperor, Grand Preceptor,
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Grand Tutor, etc., and six similar in connexion

with the Heir Apparent, jfc -J-. The lowest, ;fci'-^(lg

T'ai Izu shao pao,—Junior Guardian of the Heir

Appaient, gives the title g (Jjc Kung pao to the

bearer. For list see Mayeu's, Chin. Govern., p. 14.

See Guardian.

TITS. .See Parinae.

Tl TSANG, 4 )!$, a Buddhist bodhisattva or

pusa, the 'patnni saint' of Chiuhua shan in Anhui,

one of the chief places of pilgrimage in Buddhist

China. About a hundred thousand pilgrims visit

Chiuhua every year. His name in Sanskrit is

KsHiTiGAKBHA meaning 'earth-womb' or "earth-

trea.sury,' tran.slated Ti-tsang in Chinese. In

English he is sometimes called 'Lord of Hell,' or

preferably 'Ruler of the Dead.' In Japan his name
is JlZO.

Different views of Buddhist matters will be

taken according as they are studied from Buddhist

scriptures and by intercourse with enlightened

monks, or from a closer point of view among
ignorant priests and superstitious people. Some
write of Ti-TSANG in ecstatic, almost New Testa-

ment terms, as one who has swoni to take upon

himself the sins and burdens of all creatures and

devote himself, at the cost of any anguish and toil,

to the salvation of mankind. To others he is the

'Uon/.e impostor' who introduced the system of

l>aying priesw to release the dead from hell, a system

on which a swarm of lazy priests can live at ease.

Both Johnston and Dore should be read.

As to his origin, he is known in Indian Budd-

hi.sm, but is not prominent there. He was early

known in Central Asia, but whether his cult became

important there first or in China is doubtful.

Because of his connection with the dead it would

seem that it was in China that he first became so

important ; but his dominion among the dead ha.<

a parallel in the Zoroastrian angel Srosh.

Johnston : Dudilhist China, ch. viii ; Dore :

llecherchci .tur les Supergtitions en Chine, tome vi,

p. 148.

TOBACCO, Xicotiana tabacum,
^.fl

or ^ ijen.

It is supposed to have been inlroriuced to China

about 1530, but later dates are also given, up to

1600 ; and it is not known whether it came by

Japan or the Philippines. The earliest characters

used for it were ^ Ei Jffi or ^ S S: > t'^* Amoy
pronunciation of which i.s tnmpnhro. Its use was

stringently prohibited by the last Ming Emperor

Ts'UNG CHKNC, but in vain.

The plant is now cultivated in every part of

the country. In the rice-belt it is a spring crop,

in the colder regions it is grown in summer. In

some parts of the Yangtze Valley three crops are

raiped. In Kuangtung 1.800 tobacco plants are

planted per inou, yielding 3i pels, of leaves, requir-

ing an outlay of Tls. 30, while the market value of

the best leaves ranges from Tls. 12 to Tls. 25 per

pel. In this district the preparation of the leaves

ii as follows :—first the ribs are removed, then the

leaves are sprinkled with ground-nut oil and

molasses and pressed into packs, which are first

cut into squares and later into shreds of great

fineness. On the Yangtze there are three types

:

(1) The large leaves are dried on screens, kept flat,

and packed into bales to form Ta yen :h^ , large

tobacco; (2j the smaller leaves are dried in the

same way to form Crh-yrn Z. j^. second-class

tobacco; which when treated with rape-oil and red

earth humjVu ^ dfc is pressed and shaved into

fine shreds and used for smoking in water-pipes.

This is the well known shiiiyen 7K JS ; (3) Soyen

W. St o'' cord tobacco is prepared by cutting off

the leaves with a piece of the stem and hanging

them up on the rafters to dry. They arc T'cn rolled

into rough cigars and smoked in long pipes.

The principal exporting ports are Hankow,

Hangchow, Wenchow, Amoy, Swatow, and Canton.

Nicoliana rustica is cultivated up to 9,000 feet

altitude in W. Ssuch'uan.

The foreign tobacco imported to China in 1916

was :—Cigarettes, Hk. Tls. 25,998,080, and tobacco,

Hk Tls. 3,275,760 : and the export was cigarettes,

Tls. 489.123; tobacco leaf, Tls. 1,136,516; tobacco

(prep;nv(li, Tls. 1.908.255.

TOBA DYNASTY, i^SS i5 T'o-pa shih. See

Xi.rthern Wei Dynasty.

TOLD, the Chinese name for the Papal Legate

Cardinal de Tourxon'. The Chinese characters

used for the name are not known. See de Tournon.

TOLO PALL, FE iS S3 Kt fo lo ching p'ei,

palis supposed by Buddhists lo make the dead

happy in the next world. Such palls were com-

plimentary presents of the Manchu Emperors to

Manchu and Mongol princes, and they were buried

with the corpse. In Tibet they are kept in the

lamaseries and let out on hire.

In different places Giles seems to derive the

word from the Sanskrit, dhumni, a charm, and from

the Manchu turn, glorious.

TOMBS, IMPERIAL. See Muimdea.

TONES, 9i»
{fhiiiij, sound or voice). Neither

the Eii-Ush nor the Chinese word is in any way

disrriptivc of the peculiar inflections of the voice

which in Chinese, and in kindred languages such as

Siamese, Annamese, etc., are an integral part of

everj- spoken word. The word "tone" as used in

English may apply to a whole sentence, but in

Chinese the "tone" is contained within the limits

of one vowel sound.

The tones are so embedded in the Chinese

language that the majority of those who use them

r..^,9
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dj not known what "tones" are; and the educated

know them, not from the study o£ the language as

they hear and speak it, but as coming under f>

theory derived from books, and essential to fine

writing.

It is not considered necessary to indicate the

tones in the Chinese written language, except in

cases where a chai-acter alters its meaning with its

t-one, and not always tlien. In this Chinese differs,

e.g. from Siamei^e, where the tone is always shown

in wilting, either by diacritic marks or by the choice

of certain vowels. The Chinese way of indicating

tone is by a circle or semicircle at one of the four

corners of the character ; foreigners generally prefer

the number of the tone to be placed at the top

right hand corner.

Everything connected with the subject of tones

in general is confused and confusing and seems

capable of endless argument. Their origin is

obscure. Possibly they are a survival of some

universal characteristic of primitive speech. On

the one hand, they are found among tribes who

have never risen to a written language ; on the

other hand highly intellectual peoples have them,

and even the ancient Greek accents are said to be

marks indicating certain sound-values corresponding

to "tone.s." In the case of China it is an open

que,stion whether the ancient language had any

tones at all, such eminent native authorities as

Ku NiNG-JEN- ^ % K (1603-1682) and Tcan

Mao-t'an-g f$ Jg S (1735-1815), taking opposite

sides.

The former declares that, at the time the

Odes were written "there were only distinctions of

slow or rapid, light or heavy, in the pronunciation of

characters which developed afterwards into the

.

tones," while the latter considers that in the Book

of Odes we have three tones. Both writers agree

that the tonal system of the Chinese language was

not completed before the fifth century of our era,

but as a matter of fact the tones in use in colloquial,

as distinguished from the conventional tones as

fixed for literary purposes in the H'k Fang Yiian

I'in (q.v.), are and always have been undergoing

gradual changes. To give the best-known e.Nample :

Pekingese Mandarin has within the last four

hundred years reduced its tones from five to four,

the words formerly under the suppressed tone having

been scattered among the other four.

The distinction between "even" ( ^,) and

"oblique"
( p^) tones seems the most fundamental

one ; it is the only one recognized in poetry, and

may have been native to the most ancient Chinese,

or based a.t an early date on some other dead-and-

gone int(mation-value.

The third tone to be evolved is believed, to

have been the abrupt or entering ( A) tone. In

this view, the even tone was the vowel pronounced

quite naturally and in the simplest form, the

ul.Uque, the vowel prolonged, and the abrupt, the

vowel shortened by adding an ending of one of the

stojjped consonants k. t. p.

At the present time four is the smallest number

of tones found in any dialect, while there may be

eight, or even twelve, in others, some of them with

minor sub-divisions also.

In Mandarin the tones are :

—

1. Upper even, _^1:. ^ s/iang p'ing; 2. lower even,

'f."
2ji hsia p'ing; 3. rising, _h S8 shung shing

;

4. departing, ^ £f c/i'u shetig; 5. entering, y\ 3f

ju shing. It is the last which disappeared trom

Pekingese, and is in process of decay in the other

Aiandaiin dialects, where its final consonant has

dropped off ; and in many places the words supposed

to be in this tone are indistinguishable by ear even

by Chinese. In other districts sufficient difference

is still heard to justify a final "h" in romanization.

In the south the tones are more numerous and

are often divided into two sets, an upper and a

lower; but a more general arrangement is even

and oblique, the former containing the two level

tones, and the latter all the rest with appropriate

names for each.

It may be noted that there are tones in K'ang

Hsi which cannot now be distinguished in

Mandarin, but are well marked in the south.

The common idea that tones were introduced

into Chinese as a make-weight against the paucity

of sounds lacks confirmation, e.g., they are fewest

in Peking which has a very limited syllabary, and

n any in Canton which has a much lai'ger one. They

are in fact most numerous in the neighbourhood of

peoples who use tones, and tend to become fewer

where the neighbours have toneless speech. In

fact, as the aboriginal languages still used in China

all have tones, it is possible that if the Chinese did

not acquire thein from the people they conquered

south of the Yangtze, at least they developed them

gieatly through this contact.

How far a careful study of the tones is necessary

in acquiring a good knowledge of the spoken

language is a disputed point. It is more necessary

in learning some dialects than others and a pei"son

with a sensitive musical *ar will acquire uncon-

sciously what another may have to strive for. When
the student has learned to distinguish the tones as

uttered by his teacher, and to relegate any new

word to its proper tone "pigeonhole," his difficulties

are by no means ended. For the tones are different

i'l different districts though called by the same

name, and they vai-y in combination. Moreover the

Chinese are poor helpers in the matter, most of

them only being able to pronounce a given word in

its true tone but unable to say what tone it is. and.

if pressed, giving the conventional tone of the

II' u Fang Yiian Yin, which constantly differs from
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that of the modern pronunciation. Lastly, under

stress of excitement or strong feeling of any kind

the foreigner is very likely to revert to the emphasis

and intonation of his native tongue and ruin his

tones ; though every Chinese can express all his

tcelings within tonal limits.

As the tones tend to become fewer when their

speakers are in touch with toneless languages(c.j.

the Chinese sounds taken into Japan and Korea
with the characters are utterly toneless), the future

of the constantly modifying Chinese tones would

seem to lie in the direction of final disappearance.

It is true that a wniny tone in any important word
of a sentence may sometimes be quite misleading

t) a listener, but tones are not necessary parts of

Chinese speech, for any sentence which a Chinese

can understand when it is .spoken (with proper

tones), he can equally well understand when sung,

i.e. without any tones at all.

Quite recently the Rousselot apparatus has

been utilized in the U.S.A. to record the pitch of

every portion of the vowel-note compri-sing a tone,

by physical measurement of the air-waves set in

motion, after which the whole movement is

accurately plotted on carefully-prepared charts.

[C.E.C.]

Legge : Shih Ching, prolegomena, pp. 100-102;

EliKixs : Hhanijhai Crammar ; Wade : Tzu Erh Chi;

Parker : Philological Essay, (in Giles' Dictionary,

1st ed.) ; Bradley : On Plotting the In/lections, etc.,

1916; and Tone-Accents of two Chinese Dialects,

Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvi, p. 38.

TONGUE-PIERCING, a practice in usage in

Hainan and uii t!ii' ()j)|]cj,site ]ieMinsula of Lei-chow.

On the birthday of the God of War, a man with his

tongue or cheek pierced by a steel rod 5 or 6 feet

long is carried in procession with the image, after

which he makes his offering at the temple and the

rod is taken out. Another voluntary victim takes

his place, some twenty or more lakirtg turns.

China Review : vol. xxiv, p. 245.

TOPE, See S/u/m.

TOPEE, the Hindustani word topi, a hat, used

by Europeans for the special kind of hat, the pith

hat, which protects from the sun. See Sola.

TORTOISE, ^ kuei. This is a sacred animal

in China, and is an emblem of longevity. The
markings on its carapace were supposed by the

Chinese to have been the origin of their written

char.aclers. In ancient times the tortoi.se was one

of the principal media used in divination.

A vulgar name for it is wang jia, probably ;£; A
'forget eight," that is, the creature that forgets the

eight rules of right and wrong. Hence wang fa
is a very abusive term. The form of the animal

roughly drawn on a wall, has the signification

'commit no nuisance.' See Wang pa.
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TORTOISE-SHELL, tai-mei Ht JQ, is obtained

chiefly from the logger-head tui'tle, Chclonia

inibricata, found in the Malay Archipelago and

Indian Ocean, and is imported at Canton for carving

purposes. After being softened by dry heat, the

plates are split and welded together, ready for the

's tools. BusHELL : Chinese Art.

TORTURE. Both prisoners and witnesses are

tortured, in prison and in court, some tortures being

legal and others not, though the distinction is not

clear. In the Penal Code the instruments of torture

a.'e described, being three grooved boards for com-

pression of the ankles and five sticks for squeezing

the fingers ; but other methods, legal or not, are

common, such as twisting the ears, making a

prisoner kneel on chains, beating on the mouth till

mastication is impossible and the teeth are loosened,

beating the ankles till the bones are sometimes

broken, etc. Tliese and other tortures may be found

described in the works named below. Williams

asserts that imprisonment andi torture cause pro-

bably more deaths among prisoners than other

means.

The chief check on torture is the fear a

magistrate has of his superior, who would take the

opportunity of an accusation either to 'squeeze' him

or remove him. In 1905 an Imperial Edict was

issued to ameliorate the severity of torture. The
Republic has already made some improvements in

this matter.

Williams: Midtlle Kingtlom, eh. viii ; Gray:
China, ch. ii.

TOU MU, ^Hg:, mother of the North Pole, a

stellar goddess of the Taoists, honoured also by

Buddhists. She was mother of the Nine Jen Iluimj

A JS> "human sovereigns," who reigned in the first

epoch of the world. Yuan Sum T'ien Tsun took

the whole family and gave them the palace of the

Tou .ihu in Ursa major.

Among other names she is called Mo li chih

18 flj it .
'""id ''*' birthplace was in India. She is

therefore MAiiiTcm of the Brahmanic mythology,

borrowed by Taoism. Her image in the temples

has three eyes and eighteen arms.

Donr, : Jtecherrhes sur Ics Superstition,', tome

ix, p. 565.

T'OUNG PAO, ifi $a , Archives pour scrvir n

I'itvde fie I'llistoire, dcs Langues, de la Giogrnphic

et de VlCthnngraphie de I'.isic orientalc. A journal

founded in April 1890. the first editors being

GuSTAVE Schlecel and Henui Corbieh, who carried

it on to 1903, (vol. iv, N.S.), when Schlecel died

and E. Chwannes took his place.

It is the most important foreign Journal dealing

with Chinese subjects. Its volumes contain many

papers of the greatest value by the most eminent

hCA
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sinologues. The journal is French, but includes

articles in English and German.

TOURGOUTHS. See Turguta.

TOURNON, CHARLES THOMAS MAIL-
LARO UE, born at Tui'in, Lleceiuber 21, lbb'6, was

made Patriarch of Antioch iu 1701 before his

departure for China as Legate a latere in 1702. He
appears to have been a man of much beauty of

character, but neither physically nor by e.xperience

and age was he lit for the dilhcull task he had to

do. He was the bearar of the Constitution of

Ci.KMENT XI A'x iila die, which condemned the

Chinese rites; this threw him into opposition with

the Jesuits at the Court, who had the ear of the

Emperor. Then the Portuguese at Macao did not

recognize his authority, since his credentials had not

passed the Royal Chancery of Portugal in accordance

with the jus jjatrvnatus ; and though by judicious

silence this difficulty might have been got over,

his arrogant assumption brought him a good deal

of trouble.

At the Court his chief opponent was Peeeyra,

to whom the Emperor was much attachedl The
narration of the plots and intrigues by which he

was surrounded, of the persecution which cut short

his days, is very sad reading ; but his mission in

itself was an impossible one : he bore the message

Itoma locuta est to an Emperor who cared nothing

for the voice of Rome. The Pope condemned what

K'ang Hsi approved, and it resolved itself into

the question of where obedience was due. On the

one hand the Papal Bull was most clear and uncom-

promising in deciding against the rites; on the other

the Emperor emphatically said that in such a matter

the foreigner was not competent to form a correct

opinion ; while such learning as foreigners had of

Chinese matters, in the Jesuits at the Court, was

not in agreement with the Pope's decision.

As Legate, DE Tournon magnified his office; a

little compromise, judicious silence at times, and,

in a word, more worldly wisdom, would have

smoothed his own path considerably and perhaps

would have caused the wreck of the missionary

work to be less complete than it became. After a

long struggle and much suffering in Peking, he was

sent down to Macao (June, 1707) with instructions

t^ the Portuguese to keep him in custody. He was

confined in the Franciscan convent, and here he

increased his difficulties by his assumption and

assertion of authority which was not recognized.

He was excommunicated by Mgr. Cazal. His

reward was sent him in the form of a Cardinal's

biretta, which he put on his head on January 8,

1710, with as solemn ceremonies— maimed rites—as

the circumstances permitted ; but on June 8 of the

same year he died, a,t the early age of 43. See

Ritct Controversy.

JE^•KIJJS : The Jesuits irt China; Favier :

Pektni/; i)e Moidbey : La Uiirarckie Cathulique

en Chine, p. 41.

TRACT SOCIETIES. In the beginnings of

Protestant Alissions in China, the Tract Societies of

J..ondon and of New York made grants, first to

individual missionaries, and later to ceitain centres,

and the Religious Tract Society of London, besides

maintaining an agent of its own in Shanghai, still

gives a yearly grant in aid to the various Tract

Societies operating in China.

These are : 1.—Canton Tract Society (no record

of date of founding.) 2.—Hongkong Tract Society

(also without date), now chiefly concerned with

English sales. 3.—Chinese Tract Society, Shanghai,

formed in 1894 by the union of the East China Tract

Society (started under another name about 1844 by

the London Missionary Society and Church Mission-

ary Society missionaries) and the Chinese Religious

Tract Society (formed in 1878), both operating in

Shanghai. 4.—Religious Tract Society of North

and Central China, formed in 1915 by the amalga-

mation of the Central China Religious Tract Society,

(started in Hankow in 1376 under another name)

and the North China Tract Society (organized in

1883 in Peking). The headquarters are at Hankow,
with a sub-agency at Tientsin. 5.—West China

Tract Society, Chungking (1889). 6.—North Fukien

Tract Society, Foochow, (1891). 7.—Manchurian

Tract Society, Mukden, (1906). 8.—South Fukien

Tract Society, Amoy, (1908).

TRADE. Foreign trade began in China as

exchange of presents with the tribes on the north,

or as tribute from vassals, both of which, as Parker

observes, are merely trade in its earliest form. The

Hsiung-nu Khans sent camels, horses, and carts,

receiving in return silk, clothing, buckles, hair-pins,

embroidery, etc. From Korea came pearls, sables,

and wood, and flax and hemp from the Tunguses.

Frontier fairs are mentioned as early as B.C. 140,

and clandestine trade was carried on.

In the reign of Wu Tl, the great Emperor of

the Early Hans, intercourse began with Parthia,

Mesopotamia, and the Greek dynasties of Bactria

and Afghanistan. It was in Bactria that the famous

traveller Chang Ch'ien (b.c. 160110) saw Chinese

goods in the markets, and from this time trade was

carried on by the overland routes, reaching the

country called by the Chinese Ta-ts'in (and in the

Middle Ages Fulin), which according to Hirtii was

the oriental part of the Roman empire, ri':., Syria,

(and later Egypt and Asia Minor) with Antioch as

the destination of the traders.

Sea-rovte.—China first found herself with an

unbroken line of coast under the Hans, and an active

trade between Alexandria and the Far East had

been in existence for some centuries before the
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Christian era, and trade existed between Canton and

India at an early date. China sent to Tats'in silk,

furs, and iron, receiving in exchange glassware,

asbestos, woven fabrics and embroideries, drugs,

dyes, metals and gems, which North China

obtained overland through Parthia, while the

Romans, to avoid passing through the territory of

their enemies, sent them by sea. During the first

five or six centuries of the Christian era the southern

kingdoms traded with Ceylon, India, and the Red
Sea ports, and about a.d. 450 the art of glass-

making was introduced to* the Sung country by
artisans from Tats'in.

Arabian merchants are first heard of in a.d. 628,

and good accounts of the trade routes by sea are

given by them in the middle of the 9th century.

They established trading colonies in various ports

along the southern coast of China, and developed a

thriving commerce, with large Mahometan com-

munities living in the midst of the Chinese.

Trade was carried on for many centuries by the

sea-route, and the Chinese, who under the Yiians

extended their dominion into Indo-China, became

familiar with the whole coast of Southern Asia, and

with the neighbouring islands as far as Timor.

The journeys of the Ming eunuchs in the 15th

century show that an important commerce existed

between the empire and these territories, the

valuable musk, camphor, porcelain, copper, and

taffetas of China being exchanged for precious stones

from Ceylon, spices and perfumes of Arabia, cloves

from the Moluccas, sandalwood and other valuable

woods from Cambodia and Malaya, elephants'

tusks and peacock feathers from India and Burma,

and even foreign gauze, printed cottons and other

cloths.

Under the Mings also trade continued with

Samarkand and Persia, which obtained silk and

satins, musk and rhubarb from China. The
Japanese too carried on clandestine commerce with

China, using the islands adjacent to the coast as

entrepots during the intervals of warfare which

broke out after the abortive Mongol invasion.

Unfortunately Mongol attacks by land and

Japanese piratical raids by sea later on caused China

to adopt a policy of exclusion, which was accentuated

when Europeans appeared on the scene early in the

16th century. The Portuguese were the first, under

A.s'DRADE, in 1517. Ningpo, Foochow, Amoy and

some Kuangtung porta were opened for some time,

but after trouble had arisen in 1557 trade became

concentrated at Macao. The Spaniards traded with

Fukien from Manila from 1575, and many Chinese

settled in the Philippines, until their massacre by
the Spaniards. The Dutch were considerably later,

having settled in Formosa in 1624, whence they

traded with the Fukien ports until 1664, when trade

was confined to Canton. The first English exped-

ition was a little later, but no trade of any import-

ance existed until 1684, when a footing was obtained

at Canton, attempts to open at Amoy and Ningpo

having failed.

In 1702 a beginning was made at Canton of

what was afterwards known as the "Hong" system,

and in the 18th century trade developed under the

asgis of the East India Company. The French came

in 1728, the Americans in 1784, and Swedes, Danes

and the Hanseatic towns gradually took a share in

the trade.

Ilussian Relations.—The first Russian visit to

Pekhig was in 1567, but both this and a second visit

in 1619 were repulsed because they brought no

tribute. But in the 17th century the Russians

advanced to the basin of the Amur, and, after years

of frontier warfare, the Russians obtained the right

to commercial intercourse by the Treaty of

Nertchinsk in 1689. From 1694 on caravans went

to China at regular intervals. The chief Russian

goods sent to China appear to have been sables and

other valuable Siberian furs, while China sent in

exchange precious stones, damask, nankeens, besides

rhubarb and tobacco. Tea is first mentioned in

1715. This trade soon found favour with the

Russians (as with the Tibetans in their still colder

clime), and a century later it is recorded that

5 million pounds were sent by the overland route

from Hankow up the Han River and thence across

Shensi to Mongolia. Russian trade was kept in the

hands of the Russian Government for many years,

but illicit competition ruined the Crown caravans,

and Chinese and Russian merchants came into direct

contact, to their mutual advantage.

As MoBSE states in his Trade and Administ-

ration of the Chinese Empire, p. 282, the component

elements of the old trade are not well-known, but

China wanted very little that the West could supply.

In cotton manufactures, which now constitute such

a high proportion of the import trade, the West was

only able to compete with cheap Asiatic labour after

the development springing from the inventions of

Aukwrigiit and Whitney, and in the 18th and

early 19th centuries the movement of cotton cloth

was from China to Europe and America in the shape

of nankeens to provide smallclothes for our grand-

fathers. Woollens were wanted, but only in small

quantities, and quicksilver (for vermilion makini:;,

etc.), and lead (for tea-chests and bullets), the

amount of which was not much greater. In 1820

the East India Company imported only the following

articles : cotton (75.000 piculsl ; iron (10.000) ; lead

(14,000) ;
pepper (7,500) ; sandalwood (10,000) ; broad-

cloth (12,000 pieces) ; long ells and worleys (129,000

pieces) ; camlets (16.000 pieces), and cotton goods

(5,000 pieces). Private traders imported mostly the

game goods, and in addition opium, tin, steel, and

Straits produce, such as spices, rattans, black and
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red wood, myrrh, gums, etc., and a few occidental

luxuries (clocks and watches are first found in the

list for 1827). The value of the import trade varied

from Spanish Dollars 14,000,000 to 23,000,000 from

1820 to 1834, gaining annually.

The suj)pression of the E. I. Company's mono-

poly resulted in a trade boom, which was however
only temporary, and was succeeded by a period of

losses and disappointment owing to exaggerated

hopes being unrealised. The "adverse balance of

trade" against China was the feature of this period,

and e.xcited alarm on the part both of the Chinese

and of foreigners, the former seeing only the drain

of silver and the latter feeling that much more
business might be dene, to the profit of all con-

cerned, if Chinese products were given a free outlet.

In the decade after the first war this trouble was
acute, but it adjusted itself thereafter with the

rapid growth of the silk trade at Shanghai, (hitherto

silk had gone out e.xclusively from Canton), after the

opening of that port. In a few years silver was
flowing more copiously into the country than it had
ever flowed out.

The course of direct trade with Great Britain,

of which records exist, is interesting. In 1837 the

imports were valued at £900,000 ; the opening of the

five ports (Canton, Amoy, Fcochow, Ningpo and
Shanghai) in 1843 and 1844 was the signal for a

burst of energy, which resulted in overtrading. In

1845, £2,400,000 worth of goods were imported from
England. The consequent depression of 1846 was
inevitable, and in the four following years ti-ade

found its level, with imports of one and a half

million. This was a disappointment to foreign

merchants, but it was realised at last that no
increase could be expected until freer intercourse

with the interior had been obtained. In 1851,

however, the northern markets participated more
fully, and the effects of the opening of the northern

ports began to be felt. This development of British

trade in manufactures which seemed so hopeful in

the years 1851-1852, received a severe check, at a

time when hopes were very high, by the outbreak of

the T'ai P'ing Rebellion in 1853. The effects of this

great movement were felt in 1854, when British

imports fell to one million, and the lost ground was
not recovered until 1858, when the figure was
£2,900,000, an increase of one million since 1850.

Then came the opening of six new ports (Chinkiang,

Newchwang, Chefoo, Taiwan, Swatow and Kiung-
chow) by the Treaty of Tientsin, followed by a

remarkable increase of Briti.«h exports to China,
which rose to £4,500,000. This access of prosperity

led to exaggerated ideas being entertained of the

immediate prospect of improved trade, as had been
the case when the first ports were thrown open.

There was again overtrading and disappointment.

Relief came from an unexpected quarter, riz., from

the arrest of the supply of raw cotton by the

American Civil War. Nevertheless the glut of cotton

goods, accumulated in the years 1859-1861, was not

diiiposed of until late in 1862; and these events to

threw the trade out of its accustomed channels that

the genuine results of increased foreign intercourse

were not realised until 1865. After this the course

of trade wa.s steady.

In 1864 the Imperial Maritime Customs beg.i"

the publication of statistics, and valuable Trade
Reports were issued, which show the development

of trade from that date.

Up to 1872 the value of Imports far exceeded

that of Exports, but in that year the tide turned in

favour of the latter, owing to the great depreciation

in the value of Imports. Besides this, another

factor fa\ cured Experts, riz., the revi\al of thd

silk trade after the downfall of the T'ai P'ings,

which checked the development of the foreign piece

goods trade. The silk trade reached its zenith in

1876, when the value of silk exports reached

£10,654,000. At the same time, as vast tracts

devastated by the rebellion were recovered* to

cultivation, the cotton fields of the Lower Yangtze

region were again opened up, and the price of native

cotton cloth (which, though coarse, was more durable

and warmer than its foreign rival) fell to its former

level. The demand for the foreign article became

restricted to the poor, who could not afford to pay

the higher price for the native cloth, (which was

ultimately, however, more economical), and to the

wealthy, who preferred tha more delicate texture

of foreign cloth for underclothing. Distrust was

also engendered for foreign cloth owing to whole-

sale adulteration of the latter at this time.

The percentage of the various Imports and

Exports for the first five years of the seventies was

as follows :

—

Imports. Exports.

Opium 39.07 Tea 53.32

Cotton Piece Goods 31.90 Silk 37.22

Woollens 6.72 Sugar 1.98

Metals 4.78 Sundries 7.48

Sundries 17.53 (Cassia, matting, china-

ware, paper, fire-

crackers, etc.).

The expectation of vast profits referred to

above was sadly disappointed. Prosperous years

were followed by reaction, and trade underwent'

fluctuations, which upset the over-sanguine calcula-

tions previously entertained.

In 1879 it was pointed out that foreign trade

had for years been steadily increasing : new articles

of trade had been coming forward year by year and

had established themselves in growing demand. A
desire to take advantage of Western arts and

sciences was surely gaining ground among the

Chinese, and this was leading to the necessity for
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closer intimacy with the outside world, and a con-

sequent appreciation of many ideas and appliances

hittieito regarded with indifference or contempt,

i'he establishment of Legations and Consulates

abroad at this time gave opportunities to those best

(jualiiied to judge of knowing what room there was

for improvement in China. It was also at this

time that a number of enlightened otiicials began to

realize the usefulness of railways. Efforts were

made even at considerable personal risk to introduce

them into the country, but the Court above and the

people below were as obstinate as before. Never-

theless the germ of a desire for improvement had

been olanted, and before many years this innovation,

so vital to the interests of the country, was actually

introduced. The year 1879 was not only replete

with commercial prosperity, but significant in pro-

mise for the future, and marks a stage in the for-

ward progress of China.

L'nfortunately progress was not maintained in

the ne.xt few years, but the elements were present,

and in 1S36 the volume of trade reached a record

point : in cottons the turn of the tide had now

come.

Jt was in the late seventies that Sundry Ex-

ports began to attract notice. The chief of these

was straw braid, which was coming into favour in

the West for basket-work as well as for making

hats. A demand for (,'hinese hides sprang up during

the Uusso Turkish war, for military use, and was

fostered by the terrible famine in North China in

18/6-1877, when thousands of cattle were killed for

meat. Wood oil and nutgalls also claim attention,

though tlio cx'tension of trade in the latter did not

assume much importance until 1838, when the

universal mourning in Germany caused exportation

to that country, where the galls were used for dye-

ing black.

These products continued to grow in importance

as they were now sent out in a more convenient and

portable form than in the past, and were prepared

to some extent to resist the deterioration of the

voyage by sea, being at the same time packed in

reduced bulk by hydraulic machinery and so costing

lets in freight. The trade in hides and skins, wool,

bristles, feathers and raw cotton was energetically

pushed, and in the 1890'.s—a period of awakening

in China—forged ahead, so that by 1897 "Sundries"

provided half of the total export table, and in late
i

years 70 per cent.

An import in which remarkable progress was

shown was that of kerosene oil, first introduced in

1853. Ten years later the oil was beginning to find

a market, and by 1879 over 4 million gallons were

imported. In 1886 nearly 23 million gallons were

imported, the use of native vegetable oils for

iUuminating purposes having been largely super-

seded, especially after the Yangtze floods of 1884,

which destroyed the oil-bearing crops. This im-

port equalled that into India, but China soon began

to take much greater quantities, the Russian import

beginning in 1888, and soon reaching one-third of

the total, and prices falling, while the oil was

better packed in secure cans, which latter were also

very acceptable to the Chinese poorer classes. In

1896 Sumatra oil entered the field, and with the use

of tank steamers, the trade developed with aston-

ishing .rapidity, although unfortunately for' con-

.-iumers prices increased. The establishment of

tanks at the leading ports was not undertaken until

the end of the 19th century, but the rival companies

have now tanks installed at many ports.

Figures of import :

—

1903. 85 million gallons; 1904. 156 million

gallons; 1911. 235.8 million gallons (valued at

Tls. 34,800,000).

A feature of the 'eighties was the rapid develop-

ment of the import trade with ,lapan, which sent

especially cotton piece goods, (often made of Chinese

cotton) and cotton woven fabrics, matches, soap

of foreign type, sulphuric acid, umbrellas, etc.,

all of which competed with other foreign goods.

Japan also exported to China, in addition to the

marine products which Tiad long formed a staple of

trade, coal, timber, copper, paper, medicines, fans,

dye-stuffs, etc. China in return sent cotton and

sugar, and little else.

In 1876 the total value of the trade with Japan

was under Tls. 5,000,000 ; in 1882 the 6 million figure

was reached and in 1887 the 7 million figure. 1889

was a yeiu- of great advance, China shipping much

cotton and sugar to Japan, the trade with which

(import and export) reached over 13 million taels.

From 1895 the import figures were augmented by

those of Formosa trade, and the advance made was

very rapid, 1899 (the bumper year of Chinese trade)

showing figures of Tls. 53,000,000, two-thirds being

imports. The leading items among the latter were

cotton yarn, coal, matches, and fishery products,

and, although the list of other imports was begin-

ning to extend, no single article was as yet of

importance. China's export trade was almost con-

fined to raw cotton, beans and beancakcs, and a

little wild silk and cocoons.

With the turn of the century the trade with

.Japan began to assume very important dimensions.

In Imports 1903 saw an advance from 35 to 50

millions of taels, in 1910 the figure was 76 millions,

which had increased to 119 millions in 1913, and

rp.nchcd 160 millions in 1916. In Exixnts 1902 ex-

ceeded 1931 by 12 millions (from 16 to 28); 37

millions was the total in 1908, rising to 77 in 1915

and 112 in 1916. To the last figure beans and other

oilseeds, with oil and refuse cake, contribute

41 millions, metals (antimony, iron, and copper—

the last melted down cash), 26 millions, cotton 13
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and hides and skins 7 millions, making about

70 per cent, of the whole export trade. Of the

160 million taels of imports, cotton yarn has 33,

cotton piece goods 30, (chielly sheetings, shirtincs,

drills, jeans, and Japanese cotton cloth), sujar 11,

timber 8, coal, fish and matches 18—almost equally

divided. Thess seven items therefore take about

two-thirds of the import trade, and are also long-

established on the list, but there are many other

•goods of less standing which are gradually growing

in importance. Thus iron and steel manufactures

are increasing, clothing (modern), drugs, umbrellas,

mirrors, stationery, cigarettes, etc., which enter

into competition with Chinese goods, and such items,

as chemical products, machinery, window glass,

electrical, photographic, and telegraph materials,

etc., which have hitherto been imported from

Europe, but, owing to the war, are now being pro-

duced in Japan, for the Chinese market.

The most remarkable development of the e.xport

trade in the early years of the present century was

that which took place in the trade in oil-yielding

seeds and in the oil e.xtracted from them. There

had been for many decades a coastal trade between

Manchuria and Kuangtung in soya beans, while

groundnuts were sent from Shantung to the same

province, the refuse cake being used as fertiliser

for the rice and sugar plantations. In the late

1890's trade in these seeds with foreign countries

began, beans and beancake going at first to Japan.

Later on a European demand sprang up for soya

beans, and groundnuts, rape-seed, and especially

sesamum from Honan soon began to go out in great

quantities. In 1896 the trade was still in its

infancy, but by 1899, when railways were beginning

to operate, ten million taels worth of beans and cake

were sent out; in 1908 the value of e.xports of seeds

and cake of all kinds was Tls. 34,000,000, and in

the following year this figure was almost doubled.

1913 was the record year, with Tls. 83,000.000 for

seeds and oils. Although there has been a slight

set-back during the war, the trade will doubtless

continue to develop in response to the ever-growing

demand in Western countries for these valuable

fertilisers, cattle-foods, and oils, which are used i..'

many industries.

Change in method of doing busincss.-The, early

nineties were marked by alteration in the mode of

conducting business in China, due to the long con-

tinued nuctuations in exchange. This applied

especially to the import trade. In 1891 there was

a 12% fall in the gold value of silver, followed by

a 9% fall in 1892 : bank failures and general

restriction of credit were a feature of this period,

which introduced the system of indent, goods being

no longer held on stock or ordered to meet the

requirements of the market. The "merchant

prince" gave way to the commission broker, and

business became modernised, fortunes being no

longer made in a short time, and profits having to

be contended for with greater keenness.

Decline of the Tea Tradc.-ln the early years

of the 19th century the amount of tea exported from

China to \V. Europe and America was about

250,000 piculs, worth about £4i million. At the time

of the ending of the E. I. Company's monopoly the

annual exportation had increased by about 80,000

piculs ; after the opening of the Treaty ports by the

Treaty of Nanking the figure was soon almost

doubled (600,000 piculs in 1845) and ten years later,

so great was the demand, there had been a further

50% increase. In -1867 (the date of the first

Customs Reports), tea, with an exportation of one

and a quarter million piculs, contributed three-fifths

of the value of all exports. In 1886 the record

figure of almost two and a quarter million piculs

was reached, giving a value equal to 43% of all

exports. But the proportion of Chinese tea con-

sumed in England had decreased from 93% in 1865

to 59%, and Indian tea was beginning to supplant

the Chinese product. Easy and sometimes fabulous

returns stimulated over-production, which depressed

prices, and these further depressed quality to a point

where younger rivals could step in. Owing to lack

of careful cultivation and preparation the quality

rapidly degenerated, and many of the old famous

districts became stocked with old used-up trees,

grown at a time of prosperous over-production.

Adulteration also bore its part in the decline, and

such malpractices as cramming dust into chests.

By 1890 tea had dropped greatly in valufe, and the

decline was progressive, although the American

market took increased quantities. In 1901 the low

water mark was reached with an exportation of

only Pels. 1.157,000. In the next year, in response

to appeals from merchants, the duty on tea exported

was reduced by half, and since then there has been

some recovery, Russia taking more and more tea.

In 1911 Pels. 1,324,000 were exported, worth

Tls. 37,000,000, and in 1915 Tls. 55,000,000 worth

went out. But permanent revival will only follow

on the introduction of improved methods of culti-

vation.

Chinese sugar has suffered a similar fate; the

exports up to the 1880's were very important, but

primitive methods of cultivation, with resultant

poor quality, led to the Kuangtung sugar being

supplanted "by the products of Java. Manila, and

' Formosa, and the sugar refined at Hongkong.

jl/<<n/s.-Imports. China has never been a

large importer of metals, for the native supply,

! thou-h little developed, has sufficed for the com-

parativelv small needs of a country where manu-

factures 'on modern lines have been until recent

years non-existent. Apart from lead for tea-chests,
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quicksilver for mirrors, tin for "joss-paper," and

old iron (the worn-out horse-shoes, nails, hoops, and

scraps of Europe), no metals were formerly imported

into the country. Most of the tin w.ns, besides,

merely Viinnan tin transhipped at Hongkong, where

it became technically "foreign." About the year

1932, however, there was an increase in the metal

import trade. In 1905 a large amount of copper

(Tls. 31,000,000 worth) was imported, but this was

almost all for the requiiemcnts of mintage, in which

there was at the tfme great activity, and the trade

afterwards subsided to the normal low figures. As

is well known, China has very large copper deposits,

mostly unworked. The imports of iron were in

1902 Tls. 4,000,000, but had risen by 1913 to

Tls. 12,000,000, including some galvanised iron,

which is coming into increasing use. Rails and

some constructional iron and steel for the railv;ays

were also imported in increasing quantities for some

years, but the Hanyang Ironworks now turn out

rails for many of the lines, besides girders, bridge-

work, etc. The c.\portation of pig iron from China

has been carried on for some years, and Japan is

likely to take large amounts of ore in future years.

Cotton Goods.—1886 saw the turn of the tide

in the cotton trade, which had not prospered

hitherto as it should have done. The most notable

feature was the rapid development of the import-

ation of cotton yarn, which by 1887 contributed 30

per cent, of the whole trade, the article having

become very popular with the Chinese weavers.

Indian yarn increased from one million taels worth

in 1885 to ten millions in 1891, and gradually ousted

the Manchester yarn, but after this it began to

find a formidable competitor in the .Japanese pro-

duct, which not only was favoured by lower freights,

but was similar to the Chinese yarn. Besides,

owing to proximity, orders for particular yarns

could be carried out in the right time to suit the

market.

FicuHF.s OF Yaun Import. (In millions of TaeU).

1894 1897 1899 1905 1910 1913 1914 1916

Indian 19.0 26.5 36.3 47.5 36.4 36.4 29.6 25.6

Japanese .5 6.4 16.9 17.8 23.4 32.5 33.4 34.0

China is now the largest yarn market in the world.

In 1894 it was reported that the Chinese market

was singularly ine.xpansive owing to the high price

of textiles caused by low e.vchange ; a new feature

was the increase of native cotton mills, which had

first been established about 1890. When the right

to import machinery was conceded by the Treaty of

Shimonoscki in 1895, an extraordinary impetus was

given to native industries, especially to cotton spin-

ning and weaving, which were aided by the fall in

the gold price of silver. American goods, however,

increased, having the advantage over English goods

of lower freights and protection, which enabled

American manufacturers to export the balance of

their out-turn and sell it at attractive rates in China,

the English manufactures having to use a lower

class of cotton, which required heavy size to spin.

It was now becoming evident that, with the

increased importation of yarn, and the establish-

ment of mills in, China, the lower grades were

losing ground in the country, and that improvement

must be looked for in the finer makes. In these the

United States did not compete with Great Britain,

and the quality of Japanese goods was poor.

American goods reached their zenith in 1905,

when, owing to the extraordinary conditions brought

about by the Russo-Japanese War, there was a

great demand for cotton goods for war equipment,

and besidjes, the buying power of the Chinese was

enhanced by the money spent by the armies. These

abnorwal conditions soon ceased, and there was a

reaction, followed by recovery in 1909, when

Japanese goods, whose quality had steadily im-

proved, began to forge ahead, at the expense of the

American, while British goods have remained steady

for many years. Japanese grey and white goods

increased nine-fold from 1902 to 1913; their sheet-

ings now practically control the market in Man-

churia and North China, and their imitation nan-

keens are steadily increasing. Among new features

is the importation of Russian cotton prints, which

have been pushed by the use of liberal methods

;

this trade may have great importance in the future.

The following figures show the growth of the

Piece Goods trade :

—

Plain Cotton Fabrics

(Shirtings, sheetings, drills, jeans and T-cloths).

1867

Pieces : 3,738,965 Value : Tls. 10,537,427

(72 per cent, of all cottons)

1905

Pieces : 28,702,693 Value : Tls. 90,484,885

(48 per cent, of all cottons)

1916

Value : Tls. 40,836,719

(30 per cent.)

Fine Cotton Fabrics.

1867

Pieces : 781,359 Value : Tls. 2,467,075

(17 per cent, of all cottons)

1905

Pieces : 10,821,885 Value : Tls. 27,509,419

(15 per cent, of all cottons)

1916

Value : Tls. 31,872,758

(23 per cent.)

In 1913 the per centage was as follows :

—

Yarn 39.8 (in 1916 46.8 per cent.)

Plain Goods 37.6

Fine Goods 22.6
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Present State of Foreign Trade.—Owing to the

great war at present raging, conditions of trade are

abnormal, and, for a consideration of present con-

ditions it is well to compare the latest available

returns with those of 1913, the last normal year.

1913 saw records established in both imports and

exports, and illustrates the fact that, barriers

having been broken down, which had for so long

hindered development, and railway mileage having

greatly increased, nothing could hinder a great

incz'ease in the volume of commerce.

Classification of China's Imports and E.xports in

1916 according to the plan adopted by the Inter-

national Conference of Commercial Statistics held

at Urussels in 1910 gives the following figures :

—

Exports

Tls.

I.—Living Animals ... 225,207 5,261,148

II.—Food and Beverages 122,559,839 129,409,252

III.—Materials, Raw and

Prepared

IV.—Manufactured Pro-

ducts

v.—Gold and Silver, Un-

wrought, and Gold

and Silver Coins 56,991,437

Imports

Tls.

225,207

122,559,839

97,779,755 270,774,410

314,703,625 76,352,556

73.868,714

Tls. 592,259,863 555,666,080

.LV.i/.r-s7.V : IMPORTS.

II.—In the above is made up chiefly of :

—

a. Fish, Crustacea, and Shell-fish Tls. 13,835,293

h. Rice 33,789,055

c. Tea 7,409,287

,/. Sugar 36,720,380

e. Other articles of food (chiefly

Ginseng, Tls. 4,437,411;

and Seaweed and Agar-

agar, Tls. 1,814,486) ... 13,230,789

Tls. 105,064,804

III.— Is made up of :

—

n. Bran

h. Timber

c. Oils, Mineral, and their deriv

atives

(I. Coal and Coke

c. Cotton

Tls. 3,370,514

13,924,920

34,338,631

9.308,911

8,456,065

Tls. 69,399,041

IV.-

a.

b.

r.

d.

e.

/

k:

II.--

n.

h.

r.

d.

e.

III.

17.

h.

r.

d.

e.

/•

0-

-Is made up chiefly of :

—

Colours, Dyes, and Paints ... Tls. 4,255,458

Cigars and Cigarettes 26,958.547

Leather and Prepared Skins 7,974,343

Thread, Cotton 64,253,446

Piece Goods, Cotton 75,252,251

Paper 9,680,076

Iron and Steel Bars, Rods,

Plates, etc 6,610,158

Iron and Steel, other manu-

factures 14,575,765

Locomotives and Tenders ... 14.365,059

Other Machinery and Mathines 11.221,280

Opium 10,508,996

Tls. 245,655,379

EXPORTS.

-Is chiefly made up of :

—

Eggs " Tls. 12.331.477

Vegetables, Dried, Fresh, etc. 22,622.524

Fruits 4,000,814

Tea 43,560,417

Oils, Vegetable 25,377,703

Tls. 107,892,935

IV.

a.

h.

-Of :—

Skins and Furs (undressed) Tl.<

Hair and Feathers

Oil-cake

Copper

Tin

Iron and Steel

Other metals (including Anti-

mony)

Texldes :

Wool

Silk

Cotton

Jute, Hemp, Flax, and Ramie

, 24,113,574

7,116,358

27,345,330

9,066,681

8,630,164

5,174,974

18,176,702

12,194,665

90,042,152

17,627,080

5,074,416

Tls. 224,562,096

-Of :—

Medicines

Furs (dressed) and Leather

Manufactures

Grasscloth, Embroideries, and

Clothing

Silk Piece Goods

Cotton Piece Goods

Tls. 3.841.087

4,848,229

4,376,365

20,019,966

3,657,528

Tls. 36,743,175
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A simpler analysis of China's Exports is, how-

ever, given in the following summaiy of the chief

ilenis :

—

Silk and Silk Products ... Tls. 111,012,000

Tea 43,560,000

Oil-seeds and products 81,204,000

Metals and Minerals 45,248,000

Skins, Furs, and Leather (pre-

pared or otherwise) ... 28,885,000

Eggs 12,331,000

Wool 12,208,000

Cotton 17,627,000

Other important articles are Bristles, Tls. 5.5

million. Tallow, Tls. 5 million; Straw Braid, To-

bacco, Vegetable Tallow, Mats and Matting; each

over Tls. 3 million.

And for Imi'ORTS :

L—Opium 10,300,000

IL—Cotton Goods 156,700,000

III.—Woollens, Mi.xture.'s and Miscel-

laneous 6,800,000

IV.—Metals 26,100,000

V.—Sundries :

—

a. Cereals 34,400.000

b. Sugar 36,300,000

c. Fish, etc. ... 27,400,000

98,100,000

d. Fuel, etc.

Kerosene ... 31,800,000

Coal 9,000,000

Matches ... 8,500,000

49,300,000

e. Timber and Railway and

Building Materials ... 32,000,000

/. Tobacco and Cigarettes ... 31,000,000

Tls. 390,300,000

I

Tliese Itadiiii; items constitute three-quarters

of the total imports (516 million taels, which are

the not fijiures, excluding treasure imports).

A comparison between the 1916 figures and those

of 1913 (the last normal year) is of intere.st. In

Imports there has been a decline, owing to the war,

from Tls. 570,000,000 to Tls. 516,000,000. This

falling off is in the following goods :

Opium (now e.\tinguishcd) Tls. 31,000,000

Cotton Goods 46.000,000

Woollen Goods, etc 5.000,000

Dyes 14,000,000

Metals 3,000,000

On the other hand, the following articles

increased :

Railway Materials, Sleepers, etc. 18.000.000

Tobacco and C'igarcttca 14.000,000

Cotton, Raw 6.000,000

Kerosene OiU 6,000,000

Rice 16,000,000
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Other articles which are wanted in increasing

quantities every year are electrical materials and

machinery, photographic and printing materials,

safes, soap (although soap factories are being built

yearly), motor cars, safes, wines and spirits, showing

the advance in the requirements of modern civilis-

ation.

The principal loss is, then, in cotton goods and

in the material required for dyeing them, and there

can be little doubt that these will revive after the

war, and that China, whose e.xport trade doubled in

the ten years from 1906 to 1916, will become an

ever-growing purchaser of foreign goods, especially

when order has been re-established and the Govern-

ment has set itself to the task of encouraging trade

and extending communications, as has been done in

India whose export trade is treble that of China.
i [N.S.]

Parkee, : C/ti7ia and China Past atid Present;

MoKSE : The 'Trade and Administration of the

Chinese Empire; Cahen : borne Early llussoChinese

Itclations (translated by Ribge) ; Wells Williams :

The Middle Kingdom; Odbll : Cotton Goods in

China; Citstoms and Consular Reports.

TRAGOPAN, RED, a very handsome species

of the Pheasant family, Ceriornis tanminchii, found

in S.W. China up to S. Shensi, but nowhere abund-

ant. See (Ui'Unnc.

TRAIN-BANDS, W It t'""^ '''=''• The local

drilled peasantry of a district called out in times

of emergency and afterwards disbanded again.

They received ai-ms, quarters and food while serving,

but no pav.

TRAITORS, THE THREE. The Chinese

consider throe men in the Han dynasty as the

greatest traitors in their history : Wang Manc,

TuNr.-cno and Ts'ao Ts'ao. (See tinder each name).

TRAPPISTS. There is only one Trappist

monastery in China, the Cistercian Abbey of Notro

Dame de la Consolation at Yang-chia p'ing in the

mountains west of Peking. It was founded by the

liberality of the family Stolbero and some members

of the Mission of Peking in 1883. The Monastery

became an Abbey in 1891. There are (1915) 12

European Fathers, 18 Chinese priests, and 60 other

Chinese.

LiMAGNE : Les Trappist es en Chine; Planciiet :

Let Missions de Chine, p. 52 (1916); Btjlletin

Catii. de Pi'kin, June 1916.

TRAVELLER. See Orrnt Traveller. The.

TREATIES. IIertslet gives, up to 1907, thirty-

two treaties between Great Britain and China, and

sixty-eight between other Powers and China, making

one hundred. Ho gives besides twenty two treaties

relating to China made between Foreign Powers.

The following is a complolo list of those, but

the mure impoilant or intorpsllMg ones are to bo

found as separate artlcle.i, and for the complete

te.xt readers may consult Hebxslet or RocKUlLL.
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I. TREATIES WITH GREAT BRITAIN.

1. Treaty of Nanking, 1842.

2 Declaration respecting Transit dues, 1843.

3. Regulations for British Trade at the five

Treaty Ports, 1843.

4. Convention of Bocca Tigris, 1846.

5. Agreement about British Subjects entering

Canton, etc., 1847.

6. Treaty of Tientsin, 1858.

7. Agreement containing Rules of Trade, etc.,

1858.

8. Convention of Peking, 1860.

9. Agreement respecting Customs Seizures, 1365.

10. Convention to regulate Engagement of Chinese

Emigrants, 1866.

11. Supplementary Convention of Commerce, etc.,

1869.

12. Chefoo Agreement, for settlement of Yiinnan

Case, etc., 1876.

13. Jlemorandum respecting Official Intercourse,

etc., 1880.

14. Additional Article to Chefoo Agreement

(No. 12) : Opium, 1885.

15. Convention relating to China and Tibet, 1886.

16. Agreement respecting Opium Trade at Hong-

kong, 1886.

17. Convention relating to Sikkim and Tibet, 1890.

18. Additional Article to Chefoo Agreement

(No. 12), 1890.

19. Regulations appended to Sikkim-Tibet Con-

vention (No. 17), 1893.

20. Convention for E.\ecution of Convention of

1886 (No. 15), 1894.

21. Convention respecting Junction of Chinese and

Burmese Telegraph Lines, 1894.

22. Agreement modifying Convention of 1894

(No. 20) , 1897.

23. Exchange of Notes respecting non-alienation

of Yang-tzu Region, 1898.

24. Convention respecting E.\tension of Hongkong

Territory, 1898.

25. Convention respecting Weihaiwei, 1898.

26. Final Protocol for Resumption of Friendly

Regulations, 1901.

27. Agreement respecting New Chinese Import

Tariff, 1902.

28. Treaty of Shanghai respecting Commercial

Relations, (The Mackat Treaty), 1902.

29. Convention respecting Chinese Labour in

British Colonies, 1904.

30. Convention revising Convention of 1894

(No. 21), 1905.

31. Agreement respecting Whangpoo Conservancy,

1905.

32. Convention respecting Tibet, 1906.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

II. TREATIES. ETC.. BETWEEN CHINA AND
POWERS OTHER THAN GREAT BRITAIN.

(ARRANGED UNDER COUNTRIES.

I

AUSTRIA-HUNG.\RY.
1869. Commerce, etc. (Peking).

1901. Resumption of Friendly Relations.

1902. Customs Tariff.

1905. \\'hangpoo Conservancy.

BELGIUM.
1845. Letter, Belgian Trade.

1865. Commerce, etc. (Peking).

1901. Resumption of Friendly Relations.

1902. Customs Tariff.

1905. ^Vhangpoo Conservancy.

BRAZIL.
1881. Commerce, etc. (Tientsin).

CONGO FREE STATE.
1898. Mostfavoured-nation Treatment.

COREA.
1899. Amity and Commerce. (Seoul).

DENMARK."
1863. Commerce, etc. (Tientsin).

FRANCE.
1844. Commerce, etc. (Whampoa).

1858. do. (Tientsin).

1858. Tariff and Commercial Regulations.

1869. War Indemnity, etc.

1865. Tonnage Dues.

1866. Chinese Emigrants. (Not ratified).

1884. Peace, etc.

1885. Cessation of Hostilities.

1885. Peace and Commerce., (Tientsin).

1886. Commerce, etc.

1887. do.

1887. Boundary, China and Tonkin.

1888. Telegraph Lines.

1895. Purch;u>!e of Land, etc., by Missionaries.

1895. Boundai-y, China and Tonkin.

1895. Commerce, etc.

1898. Tonkin-Yiinnan Railway, etc.

1898. Kuangchou wan.

1901. Resumption of Friendly Relations.

1904. Customs Tariff.

1905. Whangpoo' Conservancy.

GERMANY.
1861. Commerce, etc.

do.

Tonnage Dues.

Kiao-chou.

Resumption of Friendly Relations.

Customs Tariff.

Whangpoo Conservancy.

60.

1880

1880.

1898.

1901.

1902.

1905.

ITALY.
1866. Commerce, etc. (Peking).

1901. Resumption of Friendly Relations.

1905. Whangpoo Conservancy.
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61

62

63,

64,

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

JAPAN.
Witlidrawal of Troops from Corea.

1895.

1895.

1896.

1896.

1901.

1902.

1903.

1905.

1905.

1907.

71,

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

Peace. (Shinioiioseki).

Retrocession of Liao-tung.

Commerce, etc. (Peking).

Settlements, etc.

Resumption of Friendly Relations.

Customs Tariff.

Commerce, etc. (Shanghai).

Manchuria.

Whangpoo Conservancy.

Railways in Manchuria.

MEXICO.
1899. Commerce, etc. (Washington).

NETHERLANDS.
1863. Commerce, etc. (Tientsin).

1901. Resumption of Friendly Relations.

1902. (.'ustoms Tariff.

1905. Whangpoo Conservancy.

NORWAY. 6'<;c under Hwcdcn and Norway.

PERU.
1874. Commerce, etc. (Tientsin). Immigra-

tion.

PORTUCAL.
1862. Commerce. (Not ratified).

l{elations, Macao, etc.

Commerce, etc. (Peking).

Opium Trade, Macao.

Collection of Opium Duties, Macao.

Conmiercc. (N(jt ratified).

RUSSL\.
1689. Boundary, etc.

do.

Ki"ontier Offences.

Connnerce, E.\tradition, etc., Hi and

Kuuidja.

Protection of Riverine Trade on

Ussuri, Amur and Sungari.

Commerce, etc. (Tientsin).

do. (Peking).

Boundary (Tcliuguchak).

Overland Trade.

Re cstaUlishment of Chinese Authority

in Hi, (St. Petersburg).

Port Mamilt'jii and Corca.

Telegraphic.

Port Arthur and Talicnwan.

do.

Resumption of Friendly Relations.

Manchuria.

Whangpoo Conservancy.

Commerce, etc. (Tientsin).

Emigration, Cuba.

Resumption of Friendly Relations.

Customs Tariff.

Whangpoo Conservancy.

1887.

1887.

1887.

1887.

1904.

1727.

1768.

1851.

80. 1858.

01.
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TREATY OF HOOMUN CHAI, SUPPLE-
MENTARY. Sje Ilonmun Cliai Trtatij.

TREATY OF SHANGHAI, THE, commonly

known as the Mackay Treaty, was signed at Shang-

hai, September 5, 1902, by Sir J. I... Mackay,

Ln Hai-huan and Sheng IIsuan-uuai. The Treaty

regulates a niunber of commercial maiLters, as the

abolition of likin, the protection of trade-ma^rUs,

the opening of Changsha, VVanhsien, Anking, Hui

chou and Chiang men to foreign trade etc.

TREATY OF SHIMONOSEKI, The'treaty of

peace alter war with Japan was signed at Shimono-

seki, April 17, 1895, by Count lie, Viscount MuTSU,

Li Hunu-chanu and Li C hing-fang. The chief

articles agreed on were the independence of Korea;

cession to Japan of the southern part of Feng-t'ien

Province, of Formosa and of the Pescadores; an

indemnity nf two hundred million tacls to be paid

by {'liiiia lo Japan ; Shasi, Chungking, Soochow and

Hangchow to be opened to Japanese trade, and the

temporary occupation of AVeihaiwei by the Japanese

till China had performed her obligations according

tj the treaty.

Russia, Germany and France having objected

to Japan's possession of Fengt'ien, or Liao- tung,

a Convention was made between China and Japan,

November 8, 1895, by which that territory was

rctroccded to China and thirty million taels were

paid by China to .Japan as compensation.

TREATY OF THE BOGUE. See Hoomun

Chui Trcatij.

TREATY PORTS are the ports where by

treaty foreign Powers may establish Consulates and

foreign merchants may reside and trade, and where

duties on exports and imports arc levied according

to a tariff fi.xcd by treaty. They now include,

however, some ports opened, not by treaty, but

voluntarily by the Chinese Government, on the same

footing as the others.

Some treaty ports have national Concessions,

on which municipal and police administration is

in the hands of the Consul of the lessee Power

;

others have Settlements or 'reserved areas for

residence,' with municipal organization, but where

China issues the title-deeds ; others, especially the

more recently opened ones, have neither concession

nor reserved area, though there are a few places

where the Chinese have established 'International

Settlements.' A full list of them will be found in

the Customs Ifetiirm or in the China Year Book.

The more important are given under separate head-

ings in this work.

TRIADS in the three religions. See Three

Pure Ones, Three Holy Ones, Three Noble Buddtias.

TRIAD SOCIETY, THE, ^.'d-ft {I.e. Heaven,

EaJtli and Man), also known as Heaven and Earth

Society and the Hung League, is the most famous

of all the secret sects of China. Its own records do

not agree as to the date of its inception, one set

giving 1674, the twelfth year of K'ang Hsi, while

another gives si.\ty years later under Yung Cheng.

Both agree as to the primal object, e.\tinction of

the dyiiiisty—and the motive—revenge. It is said

that a band of military monks at the Shaolin

Monastery in Fukien had assisted K'ang Hsi in

putting down an insurrection in a tributary state

and had been at iii-s.t rewarded, but that later two

unworthy officials represented the monks and their

followers as dangerous to the throne, with the result

that the monastery was surrounded and burnt, only

five inmates escaping. These five uniting with an

official named Chen Chin-nan lyi j/r [^, who was in

disgrace for taking their part, established a Society

under the names of the Hung (Deluge) Society, or

the Triad Society or the Society of Heaven and

Earth. The ofhcial was an ardent student of

Taoist occultism, and thus both Buddhist and Taoist

elements appear in the ritual. The new Society

fought for the Ming cause in Fukien, but was

unsuccessful, and the scion of the Ming house whom

they had set up disappeared.

Other rebellions followed : one in Formosa in

1787, as the result of oppression of the Society by

miUtaiy officials, one in 1814 in Kiangsi, one in

Canton in 1817, where there were numerous e.\ecu-

tions. In 1832, the Triad members were again in

trouble for assisting the Yao tribes against the

Peking government. By this time, they had also

established themselves in Siam, in the Dutch East

Indies and in India.

In 1850 they were again in rebellion in Kuang-

tung and Kuangsi and hence were supposed to be

in league with the T'ai P'ing rebels, but this is

incorrect. Huxc, the leader of the latter, was never

a member of the Traid Society, although like them

he adopted the Ming style of clothing and head-

dress, and he would accept no members of the

Society who would not turn Christian. The Triad

members were certainly encouraged by the T'ai

P'ing movement, and fought from 18501856 in

Kiangsi and Fukien. Sometimes parties cut off

from one would join the other, e.g. the Triad Society

held Shanghai city in 18531854 for fifteen months,

and when compelled to evacuate it joined the T'ai

P'ing forces. They were never anti-foreign.

The organization when carried beyond China

lost a good deal of its political meaning and became

more of a Friendly Society. Nevertheless the

British and Dutch authorities disapproved of it, as

it screened its members from the law, and sometimes

levied blackmail. At first registration only was in-

sisted on, but later suppression was found neces.sary,

even in California. Siam, and Australia. In 1845

membership was made a penal offence in Hongkong,
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with a punishment of branding on the cheek and

three years' imprisonment, but this soon became a

dead letter, and in 1857 a band of 800 coolies, pro-

bably all Triad members, worked loyally lor the

English against the iManchus.

In 1867 all Chinese secret societies were pro-

liibitcd by the British, as the result of their incessant

quarrels amongst themselves. At this time there

were 156.440 Triad members in the Straits Settle-

ments alone. The pioneer missionaries, Milne and

MoRHlsON, with others, had begun to write about

them as early as 1825, but the accidental finding by

the police in 1853 :-t Padang (Sumatra) of a number

of their books and paraphernalia led to much more

information being searched out tlian had been

obtained before. Sculegkl, at that time the ofricial

in charge of the matter, wrote a book embodying

his discoveries, and inclined to the view that

"Freemasonry early divided into East and West,

and that the Triad Society was an Eastern develop-

ment of the same," a view which has not been sus-

tained by others, who find resemblances to Masonry

in various Chinese sects without postulating any

historical connection.

The Triad Society was at fir.st composed of five

sections under five Grand Lodges, being one each for

thefive "Patriarchs" or monks who escaped when the

Shaolin Monastery was burnt, but in course of time a

good deal of admixture has taken place. There is a

very complicated ceremonial for the initiation which

is called "Entering the Hung doors;" thirty-si.x

oaths are taken, and an elaborate certificate given.

There are many degrees of memliership with appro-

priate ritual ; the members test each other by certain

hand signs and sentences, and by fanciful arrange-

ments of teacups and other common objects, and

communicate in cryptic fashion by using numbers

instead of certain characters, by maiming or sub-

stitution of others, etc.

Portuguese and Malays ore sometimes admitted

to the brotherhood, and certain modifications of the

signs have been introduced for their benefit.

Sec Secret Sects. [C.E.C.]

Stanton: China Jleview, vol.s. x.\i, x.-cii;

SciiLF.CEL : T/iian Ti Ihvui.

Ball : Things Chinese (under Secret Societies).

TRIBUTARY STATES. See T'u Ssil.

TRIGAULT, NICOLAS, 3& fg, * Chin Nilco,

a Jesuit Kather, born at Douai in 1577. He reached

Nanking early in 1611, then pas,sed to Hangchow
and Peking. Sent to Rome as Procurcur, he went

by land from Cochin to Goa and from Ormuz to

Alexandria. After visiting and obtaining gifts

from various European princes, ho returned to

China in 1618 at the head of twcrvtytwo mission-

aries, among whom were Kiio and Sciiall. Ho
worked at Nanch'ang and IlangrJiow, in 1623

established himself at K'aifeng fu, then passed to

Shensi, whence he was recalled to Hangchow in

1627; and in that city he died in 1628. His tomb
may still be seen there.

Havret : La Stele chritienne de Si-ngan-fou, ii,

p. 57, note; MouLE : Chinese Recorder, vol. xxi,

p. 509.

TRIPITAKA. See Buddhist Canon.

TRIPODS, THE NINE. Tradition says the

great Vu, receiving tribute of metal from the Nine
Provinces, made therewith nine vases or tripodB.

According to the Teo Chuan they bore delineations

of all the objects of nature, that people might know
the gods and evil spirits. According to the .S7n7i chi

Si SC. however, they bore maps of the Nine Pro-

vinces, with records of population and property.

They <t'ero made in B.C. 2202 and, according to the

'/'so Chuan, were removed by the founder of the

Chou dynasty to his new capital Lo ^ g in

B.C. 1122.

TROGONIDAE, a Family of tho Order

Trogoncs, the Trogons, a tropical group of birds.

There are two members of this group in China.

Ilarpactcs yamakanensis EicKETT, from central

Fukien, where it lives in the wooded mountains.

//. hainamts 0. Grant, from Hainan.

TRUCINS. The Mongols applied the term

Tuin to Buddhist priests, being probably an Uighur
word ; and this is the only suggested origin of

Trucins, spoken of by the Archbi.shop of Soltania

.i-s "a sovereign bishop, such as the Pope is with us."

Yule : Cnthtn/ and the Wai/ Thither.

TRUMPETS. See Musical Instruments.

TRUTIUS. See Trucins.

TS'AI DAM, a word which may be Tibetan,

ts'ui, salty, dam, a plain ; or Mongol, tsayidam, broad

expanse of country ; the name of a plateau lying

west of Koko nor, but lower, at an elevation of

9,000 feet. It is between the Altyntagh and Kun
Uui ranges. Its extent is about six huiidrod miles

from ea.st to west, and a hundred or a hundred and

fifty from north to south. Tho population is

estimated at four thousand to sixteen thousand.

It was once a vast lake.

RonaiTLL : Land of the Lamas.

TSAI LI CHIAO, THE, ^t SIl 14 , "• sect of

modern origin, with heaihjuarters at Tientsin, and

a large following in Northeast China, Mongolia

and Manchuria. In 1896, it was stated that half

of the Chinese at Tientsin belonged to this sect.

Its teachings are negative and include the prohibi-

tion of tobacco, wine and opium. See White Lotus

Societij.

TS'AI, STATE OF, ?,5, a small feudal State of

the Chou Empire, lying souUi of Ching. It was
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given with the title of Marquis to one of Wn Wang's

younger brothers, who was soon banished (Shu

Vhiiifi, V, 17). The State was destroyed by Ch'u

B.C. 446.

Its capital is recorded to have been moved

many times, but it was probably not much more

than a walled village. Confucius spent three years

in Ts'ai during his wanderings.

Parker : Ancitnt China Simplified; HlRTH :

Ancitnt Uistury uf China.

TSAI YUAN CONSPIRACY, a plot of three,

the Prince I (Tsai Yuan), i'rince Xuan Hua and

the Imperial clansman Su Shun, the last being the

instigator and leading spirit. It was a conspiracy

to secure the regency for themselves on tlie death

of HsiEN Feng. The plot included the killing of

Yehonala, the favourite concubine of Hsien Feng,

the famous Empress Dowager of later days, and also

the massacre of all foreigners in Peking. With the

aid of Jung Lu and Prince Kung, Yehonala

defeated the conspirators and had them sentenced

to death ; Su Shun was beheaded and the other two

were allowed to commit suicide. A full account

is given by Bland and Backhouse.

Bland and Backhouse : China vnilcr the

Empress Dowager.

TSAMBA, The Tibetan term for roasted barley

ground into flour.

TSAO, ^. See Jujuhcs.

TSAO SHtN, •j± m, '^""' ''"'» ttS. etc. Sec

Jiitrhrn ijod.

TS'AO, STATE OF, Igr, a petty fief of the

Chou dynasty, given to a brother of Wu Wang with

the rank of Earl (fl. It lay north of Sung, by which

State it was extinguished in B.C. 486.

Parker : Ancient China Simplified'.

TS'AO TS'AO, ® !t or Ts'ao Chi li i^ * ^ij

A native of Kiaiigsu, born a.d. 155. By great

energy and after much fighting against rebel chief-

tains he rose to be Minister of State in 208, and

gradually then absorbed all real power, the Empei'or

Hsien Ti being a mere puppet in his hands. His

daughter became Empress of Hsien Ti and his son

became first Emperor of the Wei dynasty. He is

regarded as the type of a bold, ambitious and

unscrupulous Minister. He led enormous armies,

having, it is said, a million of men under arms at

one time. He died a.d. 220.

TSENG CHI-TSE, #tE}5- The second son

of Tskng Kuo-fan, and known to foreigners as

Marquis Tseng. He was born in 1837 and succeeded

to the title in 1877. He taught himself a certain

amount of English, and in 1878 was appointed Envoy

tj England and France. In 1880 he was Ambas-

sador to Russia, and won much praise for the

diplomatic skill by which he obtained the restoration

of Kuldja to China. He occupied various posts

with success till his death in 1890. He was very

enlightened and progressive, and was much regretted

by all foreigners who knew him. Besides his

official successes he was noted among the Chinese

for his calligraphy.

TSENG KUO-FAN, -f fj] g , a native of

Hunan, born in 1811. He spent many years in

fighting the T'ai P'ing rebels and the Xien fei in

Shantung, and in 1869 became Viceroy of Chihli.

He was strongly in favour of peace with foreign

nations, was incoiTuptible and died poor in 1872.

TSINANFU, ^ \^l J^ Chi nan /u, the capital

of the .Shantung province, opened by the Chinese

voluntarily as a Foreign Commercial Settlement in

1906. It is on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway, 340

kilometres from Tientsin, and is connected by rail

with Tsiugtao, 412 kilometres. It has also an out-

let to the Chihli gulf by a canal (145 miles). It is

5 miles from its i:>ort, Hukow, on the Yellow River.

The population is sujjposed to be 300,000 and in-

cludes a large number of Mohammedans. It has

been for many years an important centre of

missionary activity.

The place is noted for some magnificent springs

in the south-west suburb, the streams from which

flow through the city into a lake on the north side.

TSINANFU INSTITUTE, THE, at the capital

of Shantung, was erected in 1904-5 by the English

Baptist Mission with money provided by the

Trustees of the Arthington Fund ('i-i').

I'he work done is a continuation and expansion

of a similar institution begun by the same mission

in Tsingchou fu in 1887 (See Kmjlish Baptist

Mis^iun)^ and is an attempt to influt-nce on social,

educational and evangelistic lines all sections of the

community, especially the educated clas.ses.

The chief building is a large Educational

Museum, open daily free of charge. In the various

sections are exhibited natural history specimens,

geographical globes and models, historical charts

and diagrams, models and diagrams giving element-

ary instruction in physiography, geology and astro-

nomy, models illustrating means of transport and

communication, and a thousand other things.

All the models and diagn>ms have been produced

by Chinese assistants under foreign direction. Du-

plicates of models, etc., are made by trained men for

use in other parts of China, thus extending the

influence of the institution.

The other buildings of the Institute consist of

two lecture halls, the larger seating six hundred,

Reading Room and Library, Reception Rooms for

social work, Workshops and Assistants' Room, etc.

In all Uiey cover 24,000 square feet floor space ; and
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thcro is in addition a Branch Institute for soldiers,

opened 1S13 near the barracks about three miles

I'roin the main Institute, which covers 5,000 feet of

lioor space, and contains a hectare Hall, Reading

Hpum, Recreation Room and class rooms.

The Educational work centres round the

Museum, and special lectures to students are given

once a week on all kinds of important subjects as,

t-'j-, The Value of Afforestation, Social Progress.

The History and Work of the Red Cross Society,

Plague Prevention, etc.

Lantern i..ectures open to all are given regularly

at busy times. A special department for Government

students was opened in 1912, consisting of Recre-

ation Room, Students Reading Room, Library and

Class Room.

The Social work is part of the daily programme

of the Institute, while at special times small gather-

ings of officials and others are invited as need and

OjJportunity arise. One day is set apart for women

visitors.

Evangelistic work consists in addresses given

every hour during those parts of the day when

visitors are most frequent, special meetings for the

pilgrims who pa-^s through the city at certain

seasons, Bible classes for students and for women,

as well as more informal work.

The Soldiers' Institute provides a place of

healthy recreation for the men, and its Reading

Room is open to civilians of the neighbourhood.

On Sunday short educational and evangelistic

addresses specially suitable to soldiers are given.

All the current expenses of this branch are met by

the general commanding and his officers.

The head of the Institute is the Rov. .T. S.

WlIITEWRICIlT.

Since its opening, in 1905, the In.«titute has

recorded 3.000,000 visit.<;.

In 1916, the number of visitors was over 300,000,

of which 23,000 were women, including numbers of

girl students from government schools.

TS'IN CHE HOANG Tl. (French System of

Romaiii.s,Ttiiiii). Sec Cli'in Shih Huong Ti.

TS'IN DYNASTY. See Ch'in nynastij.

TSIN DYNASTY, .See Clnn nj/nn.it;/.

TSINGHUA COLLEGE, THE, ^ ^ ^ loi-

In 1908 the United States reduced the amount ot

the Boxer indemnity due to them by the Protocol

of 1901. The reduction was from twenty-four

million dollars to thirteen millions approximately,

leaving nearly eleven millions to bo returned to

China. The American President having expressed

the desire that Chinese students should be sent to

American Universities, the Wai-wn Pu, or Board

of Foreign Affairs, announced that from the timo

when the return of the iiulcniiiity began, one hundred

students should be sent to the Slates each year for

four years, and at least fifty each year afterwards

till the indemnity payments ceased. Regulations

having been drawn up by the Wai-wu i'u and

approved by Mr. Uockhill, the American Minister,

the remission of the portion of the indenniity began

on January 1, 1909.

In the Regulations it was provided that the

VVai-wu Pu should establish training schools in

China to prepare students to enter American

Universities, A first batch of forty-eight students,

however, were selected by examination from all

existing schools.

For the College the government set apart the

park near Peking formerly belonging to Prince Ti'N,

situated about three and a half miles from Hsi-Chih

men by rail or seven by road. The name Tsing Hua"
was tjjen chosen for the institution and building

work was begun on August, 1909. In April, 1911,

though the buildings were far from finished, school

work was begun with four hundred and sixty

scholars. After a session of ten weeks seventy-

three of these were sent to the States. The next

session was only two or three months long, the

Revolution making it impossible to carry on the

school. The interruption lasted si.x months, but

from the spring of 1912 the work has gone on

steadily.

The College is divided into a high school and

a middle school, the course in each lasting four

years. According to the Bulletin of 1915 17 there

were thirty-four Chinese and eighteen American

Professors, and a total of 553 students in the two

schools. A magazine is published monthly, in

Chinese and English alternately, called the Tsing

U uii Jountiil.

TSINGTAU, (if g ch-infj tao, 'green island';

a town situated at the entrance to Kiaochow Bay

on the southern coast of Shantung, and till lately

the seat of government of 'German China.' It

receives its name from the small island near, known

to foreigners as Arcona Wand, It was occupied

by Germany on N6vember 14, 1897, was leased to

Germany on March 6, 1898 for ninety-nine years,

and lost by Germany on November 7, 1914, by

capitulation to the besieging forces of Japan and

Great Britain,

Until about 1892 it was a poor fishing-village,

but, as its military value was not unknown, the

Chinese sent a garrison there and began to make

sorhe-fortifications. Russia needing a winter anchor-

ago for her fleet, Kiaochow Bay was lent to her,

but she only used it for a few weeks in the spring

of 1895. In 1897 China, having lost Port Arthur

and Wei-hai wii, decided to make Tsingtau the

base for the Pei Yang flcot.

It is probable that Gcrm.any had long wished

for the possession of this harbour ; it is even said
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that the unfortunate gunboat the litis (q.v.) was

on her way to occupy it when she was wrecked.

It November the murder of two German priests

in Shantung, PP. NiES and IIenle, gave excuse

lor violent action, and after having come to terms

with Kussia and other Powers on the matter,

Germany landed troops from three warships and

took possession of Tsingtau on November 14. It

was so unexpected a movement that the populace

rejoiced in the baud which headed the troops and
the Chinese soldiers at drill politely offered the

use of the drill-ground if that was what the

Germans had landed for ! Admiral Diederichs

was the hero of this exploit. Captain Tedpi'EL

with more soldiers arrived, and took charge of both
* civil and military goverimient in February, 1898.

Prince Henry of Prussia was despatched from

Germany to take part in the affair, and it was at

a farewell banquet to him at Kiel that the Kaiser

made his notorious reference to the 'mailed fist,'

(jahre darein viit ijepanzerter Faust).

China was obliged to give in to all the German
demands, and so a Treaty was signed on March 6,

1898, by which both sides of the entrance to the

Kiaochow Bay, the shores of the Bay, a large piece

of territory east of the Bay, extending into Lao-

shan, and many islands of the neighbourhood, were

leased to Germany for a period of ninety-nine years.

The total area of the leased territory was 193 square

miles, but outside of this there was also a large

sphere of influence, a zone 30 miles wide round the

district, within which China might only act with

the consent of Germany.

Tsingtau was declared a Protectorate in April,

1898. Truppel gave over the government to

Captain Rosendahl, the first Governor, who in

March of the following year handedi it over to

Jaeschke. After Jaeschke's death in Tsingtau

on January 27, 1901, Captain Truppel, (later made
Admiral), again took the authority, but as Governor.

During their sixteen years of occupation the

Germans laid out large sums of money in improve-

ments of every kind. A foreign residential quarter

was well planned and has been built over under

stringent regulations as to sanitation and appear-

ances, with every discouragement to the mere

speculator. The Chinese quarter, Tapautau, is

quite separate from the foreign. A very extensive

scheme of afforestation was early begun, and the

bare hills have been coverord with timber. Fine

roads have been made in every direction. Harbour

works were begun at once, and twenty ships can

now be berthed simultaneously. A floating dock

was constructed, and a ISO-ton crane set up. A
railway to the provincial capital Tsinan fu, 395

kilometres in length, was com])leted in 1904. It

passes througli coalfields, the working of which was

reserved to Germany by the Treaty.

The Custom House system at Tsingtau was at

its institution a novelty. By a Provisional Agree-

ment of 1899, extended and amended in 1905, the

Chinese Customs were established in Tsingtau

instead of on the frontier. The experiment was

very successful, and Customs duties were collected

as at other ports, twenty per cent, of the import

duties being however paid over to the colonial

government as a contribution to the expenses of the

Colony.

When the Great War broke out in 1914, Japan,

acting under the terms of her treaty of alliance

with Great Britain, advised Gemiany to disarm all

her armed vessels in these waters and to hand over

Tsingtau to Japan to be restored eventually to

China. No answer was given. Since the colony

could be a menace to the peace of the Far East by

providing a base for attacks on the commerce of

Germany's foes, Japan declared war on August 23,

1914, and with the British took measures for the

investment of the German territory. Bombardment

began on September 27, and after all the forts had

been taken by a night attack, Tsingtau capitulated

on November 7. Five thousand prisoners were

taken to Japan.

The district has since been administered by

Japan.

TSIN, STATE OF. See C/ii7i, State of.

TS'IN, STATE OF, See Ch'iyt, State of.

TS'I, STATE OF. See Ch'i, State of.

TSITSIHAR, the Tungusic name of Hei-lung

chianij province.

TSO CH'IU MING, or TSO CH'IU MING
/&S&^ , author of the Tso Chuan, the famous com-

mentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals, and

probably the author of Kuo yii g |§ . Very little

is knowwi of him, but he is supposed to have been

a disciple of CoNFrcics. His tablet was placed in

the Confucian Temple in a.d. 647.

TSO CHUAN, ;4: ^, the important commentary

on Chun Ch'iu, by Tso Ch'hj-ming (or Tso-ch'iu.

Ming). See Vh'un Ch'iu.

TSO TSUNGT'ANG, fi^.^. A native of

Hunan, born in 1812. He fought for years against

the T'ai Ping rebels, but is famous for his crushing

of the Mohammedan rebellion, in which his army

advanced to Yarkand, Kashgar and Khotan (1878).

For these services he was made Marquis. He was

director of military operations against the French

at Foochow in 1884, and died there the next year.

TSOU YEN, Sg'irf , a philosopher of the fourth

century B.C., who is said to have written on cosmo-

gony, especially with regard to the Five Elements

and their influences; and there is a possibility that

he had become acquainted with Hindu philosophy.

According to Ssu-ma Ch'ien he was a native of the

Ch'i state, and a younger contemporary of Mencius.

I
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TSUNG-LI YAMEN, or more fuUy Tsung li

ho kuo s/iih wu yu mui Jfi S g- gj $ S S; R.
The Vanicn of Foreign Affairs, a Council formed

by ^tinisters in other departments of the State.

After the making of peace in 1850 a special com-

mittee was appointed to consider how foreign affairs

should thereafter be managed. In January, 1861,

a decree appointed three members to conduct this

cew department ; four were added the next yecir,

and most Members of the Grand Council were

appointed, the total number varying from eight to

eleven. In 1901 it was by treaty transformed into

the Hoi wu pu (q.v.).

TSUNG MING ISLAND. &ee CK'ung Ming.

TSUNG TU, IS f?. The Governor General of

a province before tlie Revolution, the highest in

rank of civil functionaries in provincial administ-

ration, and having also certain powers of control

over the military forces of his province. He is now

replaced by the Sheng chang § g. See (?ouern-<

mcnt, Republican.

TS'U, STATE OF, See Ch'u, State of.

TU BIN ARES, an Order, according to the

classification by Blanford, which consists of the

Petrels. The species known in China are as follows.

Thalassidroma monorhis, Swinhoe's Petrel on

the China Sea and in the isles of N.E. Formosa.

Bulwtria bulwcri, Bulwbr's Petrel, Formosa Chan-

nel. Puffinus hucomelus, on Shantung and Chekiang

coasts. I', pcscadoreai, Formosa Channel. Diomedea

albatrus, D. nigripes, two species of Albatross in.

the China Sea.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine;

(Procellarides).

TUDELA. See Benjamin of Tudda.

TUI TZU, §tl[-, 'opposites,' a term for which

there is no proper English equivalent. It denotes

the pairs of inscribed scrolls, so exceedingly com-

mon on walls, doorposts, and elsewhere. The

inscriptions are antitheses, word by word. Thus if

lieavcn appeal's on one scroll, the corresponding

word will almost certainly be earth : right will

answer to wrong, vp to down, etc. A good deal

of skill and elegance may therefore be displayed in

their compositii"'n.

TULI WANG KHAN. See AVroiM.

TUNGAN, or DUNGAN. A term applied to

gome Mohammedans of the north-west provinces, sup-

posed to be from a Turki word meaning "convert."

They rebelled in 1861, and were practically wiped

cut as a people by Tso Tunc-t'ano.

See Mohainmrd'inisni ; Yalcoob.

BnooMHAi.L : hlam in China.

T'UNG CHIEN KANG MU, iJi K «5 B
This is the celubratod History by Ssu .ma Kuang.
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The original work was entitled Tzu Chih T'ung

Chicn Sf ?p jfi ffi.
Universal Mirror to help Cavern-

ment. This began with the fourth century B.C.

and came down to the end of the tenth century A.D.

Ssii-MA afterwards added a supplement, tablet, etc.

A century later Chu Hsi, with the aid of his dis-

ciples, recoostructed and condensed the work under

the present title, completing it in 1223. There have

since been vai'ious enlargements, elucidations, etc.,

before the book arrived at its present form. It is

now the most complete single work on Chinese

general history.

Under Khubilai Khan it was translated into

Uighiir in 1282 ; and K'anc Hsi had it put into

Manchu. The substance of it has been translated

into French by de Mailla.

Gjles : Note on four Chinese Volumes sent for

Identification (Cambridge, 1907) ; Wylie : Notes

on Chinese Literature, p. 20 ; De Mailw : Histoire

GeneTulr de la Chine.

T'UNG CHIH, fiij fft, the reign-title of the

8th Emperor of the Ch'ing or Manchu dynasty,

whose personal name was Tsai Shun JE jjl. He was

born in 1856. son of Hsien Feng and the concubine

Yehonala, afterwards the famous Eijipressdowager

of the closing years of the dynasty. He ascended

the tlirone at 5 years old, his mother Tz'u Hsi,

E;npress-dowager of the West, and the consort of

Hsien Fkng, the Empress-dowager of the East,

Tz'u An, being Co-Regents. His wife was A-lu-t'e,

and in all consideration of the events of these years

it must be borne in mind that if she had borne a

son slie would have been Empress-mother and the

Empress-dowager's authority would have been gone.

All writers seem to agree that his mother encouraged

the young Emperor in all vicious courses ; he was a

fi'equenter of the lowest pleasure dens and the hero

of many a drunken brawl till his health was des-

troyed. In November, 1872. at 17 years old he

assumed, nominally, the control of government; in

January, 1875, he died of smallpox and other

diseases, leaving his consort pregnant.

Bland and Backhocse : China under the

Einprt'.ij Dowager.

T'UNG CHIH, m.lS.- See Lei Shu.

TUNG C HO, ig ijl, one of the 'Three Traitors'

of the Han period. He was a military leader who

usurped the supreme authority as regent of the

child Hsien Ti, whom he had put on the throne.

He was most cruel and arbitary in his rule, and

died by a.isassination in A.D. 129.

TUNG LING, ya^i. the eastern tombs of the

Manchu emperors. See Mausolea.

TUNGSTEN. Sec Minerals.

T'UNG TIEN, iiLi^. See Lei Shu.
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TUNG WANG, jR £ Eastern prince, one of

the five original princes of the T'ai l"ing rebellion,

acated by the leader, the T'ien Wang. He was the

best soldier and the ablest administrator among the

rebels ; but in 1856 he began to have visions like the

T'ien Wang himself ; and he had to be suppressed.

Ihe Pei Wang or Northern prince being ordered to

suppi'ess him, killed him with family and adherents

to ths number of twenty thousand. See 2"ai P'ing

Jiebettion.

T'UNG WEN KUAN, Is] X §| , a CoUege

established in Peking in 1863, with a branch in

Canton. It was under the general control of the

Customs, and after the Boxer year was merged in

the Peking University. During nearly the whole of

its existence Dr. W. A. P. Martin was President.

See Maritime Customs; Peking University; Martin,

W. A. P.

T'UNG WEN SHU CHU, lU X g ,^ , a

Chinese publishing firm, which photo-lithographed

some of the best and rarest of Chinese works, e.g.,

the Sung edition of the Bou Han Shu SfiSiS. They

also began the publication of l"u s/iu c/ti ch'eng

at Tls. 360 (£90), but this work had to be taken

over by M.iJOR Brothers of the iS'/h'/! Pao, and done

by movable type.

TURDINAE, a sub-family of the Turdidat,

which includes the Thrushes, Ouzels, etc. Mtrula

mandarina is resident in the southern provinces.

M. goiddi was discovered by P. David in Ssiich'uan

and has since been found by Przewalski in Kansu.

M. cardis comes in flocks to the southern provinces

in winter, and in summer goes as far as north as

the Amur; but has never been observed in Peking.

It has lately been discovered breeding in Anhui,

by Pere F. Courtois, S.J. M. hortvlorum winters

in South China and travels up the coast to

Manchuria and E. Siberia. M. pallida, the Pale

Ouzel, winters in S. China and Formosa, as does

also M. chrysolaus. M. obscura, the Grey-headed

Ouzel, is found widely in China and Manchuria

at the time of passage. M. naumanni is perhaps

the thrush most commonly met with in China,

especially in the north and west. In Peking in

the winter it is seen everywhere ; in summer it

retreats to Manchuria and Siberia. M. fvscata,

the Dusky Ouzel, like T. naumanni, goes in large

flocks and is very abundant during half the year

;

the two species are often found in company. M.
TuficoUis is very common in the north and north-

west. Turdus albiceps, the White-headed Thrush,

is found in Formosa only. T. auritus is a species

found at Peking, in W. Ssiich'uan and Kansu.

Geocichla sibirica, the Siberian Ground-thrush, has

been taken on migration in N.W. Fukien, at

Chinkiang, in Shantung and in Chihli. Swimhoe

found it near Cbefoo, G. citrina occurs in Hainan

and has been found breeding in Anhui, by P.

CouBTOis. Ureocincla varia, White's Thrush,

visits E. China and occurs also in Formosa. 0.

mollissima is a species found in W. China at eight

or nine thousand feet altitude.

The Rock-Thrushes are Monticola saxatilis, the

Rock-Thursh, in N. Chihli in summer. Petrophila

manila, all over E. China. P. cyanus, in China

generally. P. gularis, in E. China, breeding in

Chihli. P. erythrogastra, the Chestnut-bellied

Rock-Thursh, in Fukien, Yunnan and Ssiich'uan.

There are also three Whistling Thrushes in China :

Myiophoncus caeruleus is found generally ; M.

temminclcii and M. eugenii are found in Yunnan;

and there is one in Forrao.sa, M. insularis.

David et Oustalet : Les Oiseaux de la Chine,

(Merulides ; Saxicolides part).

TURFAN nh S' fi m T'u-lufan t'ing, a town

on the old southern road [Tien s/ian nan lu) from

China to the west. It lies east of Kashgar, on the

north-eastern edge of the Tarim basin, that is, in

Sinkiang, (q.v.), in a depression some 200 feet below

sea level. The popujation of the whole oasis is

given as 65,000. It is often known now as Chotscho

(or Qoco), which may be the Turkish equivalent of

the T'ang pronunciation of Kao-ch'ang, another

name for the place. It is also called Idiqutshahri.

The literary i-elics found there by Stein include

works in Sanskrit, Chinese, various Iranian and

Turkish idioms, and two Tokharian dialects.

Excavations have also been made there by German

expeditions under Griinwedel and Lecoq.

In the Han period, tliere was a kingdom there

named Chu Shih which tJie Chinese destroyed in

B.C. 60. In the fourth and fifth centuries of our era,

various lines of rulers there paid tribute to China ;

but the city was destroyed by China in 640. HsiiAN

TsANfi was entertained tliere as he went, but in the

account of his return journey he speaks of the

place as existing no longer.

The Uighiirs ruled the oasis in the eighth and

ninth centuries, adopting Manichaeism in 750.

Nestorian and Tibetan influences also affected the

place.. About 843, the Kirghiz destroyed the

Uighur kingdom, and probably massacred the

P.uddhist priests,—there are many skeletons now

found with remnants of monastic robes. But

ButidhLsm lingered tliere longer than elsewhere in

the valley, and is mentioned down to the Ming

period.

Stein : Huins nf Desert Cathay; A. voN Lecoq :

Chotfcho.

TURGUTS, iS W )g t$ .
a division of the

Kalmucks or Eleuth Mongols.

TURKESTAN, called Eastern or Chinese, to

distinguish it from Russian Turkestan, has been
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organized since November, 1884, into a new province

of China, with tlie name tt 3! Sf IS S' i^onsu

Ufin c/iiang a/icixj, or Sinkiaiig, meaning New
Tcrritorj'. It is the western extension of the Gobi

Desert, and forms a depression wedged in between

the Mongolian plateau on the north, (average height

4,530 feet) and the Tibetan plateau of 15,000 feet

altitude to the south. Its elevation at the centre

is 2,000 feet. To the -north it is bounded by the

T'ien Shan, on the south by the Altyn Tagh and

Kunlun ranges, and on the west by the Pamirs; to

the east, it opens to the Mongolian desert. This

wall of mountains on three sides rises to some

20,000 feet in height, with some peaks of 25,000 feet.

The plain enclosed is the basin of the Tarira river

;

which receives some sixty streams, many others

being lost in the sands, and is itself at last exhausted

in Lob nor. These streams form many oases in

the desert, especially in the foot-hills, and on these,

by the help of artificial irrigation, have been founded

important cities and states, Yarkand, Khotan and

Kashgar being the best known. To this Tarim

basin must be added, for political purposes, the

Hi basin or Kuldja district, and Zungaria, north of

the T'ien Shan ; though geographically these regions

belong to Mongolia.

The area of the New Dominion is about half

a million square miles, but the population is

estimated at not more than 1,350,000.

The Chinese first entered the Tarim valley in

the Han dynasty, when Chang C'h'ien made his

two adventurous journeys. (See Chang Ch'icn).

They learned then that the Oxus region had

communication both with India and with the west,

and they henceforth strove to keep open the road

between Kansu and Kashgar. Records under the

date B.C. 98, mention a Chinese garrison near

Tun-huang. In the first century of our era Pan

Ch'ao conquered Khotan and Kashgar, but they

were lost again, probably early in the next century;

and as the Han dynasty degenerated, and through

the Three Kingdoms period, China ceased to be a

political power in Central Asia. Under the T'ang

dynasty, however, she occupied the Tarim basin and

established the Four Garrisons (Kashgar, Khotan,

Kucha and Tolmak, for which last Kara,shahr was

substituted). From 670 to 692, the Tibetans con-

quered and held the Four Garrisons, and again in

the middle of the eighth centurj', possessing the

country for a hundred years. Then the Uighiirs

broke up Tibetan rule and made a kingdom of their

own, which did not, however, include Khotan.

From the middle of the tenth century the Tarim

valley became Mohammedan inste.id of Huddhist.

Yakcb Khan's rebellion, beginning in 1867. wa.s

not ended till Tso TstiNC-T'ANu's victories in 1880.

During this period Hi was occupied by Bussia for

te!i years. See Yakub; Hi.

It is in the Tarim basin tliat Stein hasj'ecentiy

discovered the proofs of a former rich civilization.

The gradual desiccation has driven away its people

and the sand has covered its cities. See Arc/iueu-

logy; Buddhism; Tur/an, etc.

TURKEYS. See Gallinae.

TURNABOUT, •^^ [Ij S niu shan lao, an island

in lat. 2b';'- ,26' N. and long. 119" 58' K, close to the

Fukien coast, opposite the northern end of Formosa.

It has a lighthouse.

T'U SSU, ± iiT, the title given to the hered-

itary rulers of tributary slates lying between

China and Tibet.

In Tibetan these princes have the title of

" GyaJ-po," which is equivalent to the Chinese 3E.

or king; the more important had the Chinese title

of !a fit <jE lij Hsiian wci shih ssu, and wore "Red

Buttons."

There are tens or perhaps scores of such princi-

palities, the best know to foreigners being perhaps,

Mu p'in (q.v.) ; \Va shi, Sheng Ch'ing, Somo, Chagla,

Chos-kia, Damba, Leng chi are others. The ances-

tors of such hereditary rulers were Chinese, but the

present representatives are almost entirely Tibetan

both in blood and in religion. They rule over terri-

tories containing perhaps scores of thousands mostly

non-Chinese Lamaists, and they pay (or paid) tribute

in Peking, it may be every five yeaj-s, every twelve

or at some other interval.

TU T'UNG ?p Jjt, Lieutenant-General, of whom

there were twenty-four in the Manchu army, being

one to each nationality (Kuftii) under the Eight

Kanncrs, (ijv.).

TWENTY-FOUR HISTORIES. See Histories

of China.

TWO HOLY ONES, ^ S, a title for herself

and husband, the Emperor Kao Tsung, decreed Ly

the infamous Wu Hou {q-v.).

203-METRE HILL, a hill some six hundred

feet liii;h, three miles north-west of the harbour at

Port .\ithur. It was not fully fortified by the

Hu.-isians before the siege, and was taken by the

Japanese on December 6, 1904, after long and most

bloody fighting. It gave them command of the

harbour, and the Russian fleet, being unable to

escape liecause of the Japanese ships waiting out-

side, was annihilated'.

TWO PAGODAS ISLAND, a name for the

island of Chiang llsiii Smi it .t> -^, opposite Wen-

chow. The two pagodas and adjoining temples were

the retreat of Ti Ping, the last Sung emperor, when

assailed by Khdbilai Khan.

TYPEWRITER, CHINESE. The first type-

writer for the language was c^>nstructcid by the Rev.
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Dr. SHBrriELD of Tungchow, near Peking, and is

briefly described in the Chinese Recorder for March,

1888. The cost was there mentioned as $30 ! A
fuller description was given in the volume reporting

the Xle Conijres International des Oriental isles,

I'aris, 1S97, the paper being The Chinese Typewriter.

The laitest typewriter is that made by Mr.

Chow, Mechanical Engineer fcxr the Commerciail

Press. It has 4,000 charactei-s, each having its

position known by rectangular co-ordinates, ami the

first machine made weighs 40 lbs. A full descrip-

tion may be read in The National Review for May
20, 1916.

TYPHOON. The etymology of the word

remains a puzzle. The Greek rv^'Xuv and the Arabic

tuf.in have been suggested. In Anioy the name is

S, JSu hang-t'ai—in mandari i fing-tai, meaning
Storm's womb. If the term is Chinese it may be

Cantonese ;^ ®, Vai feng. Pinto was the first

foreign writer to use the word, in 1550, and he calls

it a Chinese term. (Cf. Schi.egel, T'oung Pao,

1895, p. 581). See Meteorology.

TZINISTA, alsoTZINITZA, a name for China
found in the book of Cosmas, apparently an

Alexandrian Greek, who wrote between 530 and
550. The name represents the old Hindoo China-

sthana, the Chinistan of the Persians, and is almost
the same as the name Tzinistan in the Syriac

inscription on the Nestorian tablet.

Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither.

TZ'U AN ig 3c. the honorific title bestowed on
the consort of Hsien Feng when she became co-

regent with Tz'u Hsi, the mother of the young
pnipeior T'uj<g Chih.

A
TZU CH'AN ^ (% , the literary name under

whirli KixGsu.N CuiAO i^ {$ ta is; famous. He
was son of the .Duke of Cheng and was born in

B.i. 582. He rose to be minister in his State, and
«as great a,<! lawyer, statesman and philosopher.

Indeed it has been suggested that Confucius

borrowed from him, and that if he had written ju

philosopny and politics he might have had the place

of Confucius as China's greatest man. In 535 !ie

had the laws cast in metal for the people's inform-

ation. Cheng was an obscure State but he made
it for a time illustrious. At his death in B.C. 521

there was great lamentation and Confucius himself

is said to have wept.

Parker : Ancient China Simplified; Tschepb :

iliftoire du Royaume de Tsin.

TZU CHIN CH'ENG ^^^, Purple Forbid-

den City, the name of the Imperial palace, etc., in

Peking. Only purple-coloured mortar was employed

in its construction, hence the word purple in the

name; and it was 'forbidden' to the public to enter.

Its measurements are given as 1006 metres from

north to south and 786 metres from east to west.

It is surrounded by a crenellated wall 22 feet high,

with four gates.

It was built by Yung Lo (1406-37).

Some description of the buildings, etc., will be

found in Favier.

Favier : Pelcing, p. 277.

TZU ERH CHI i Sft (yii. yen tzu erh chi).

The title of the best known English introduction to

the mandarin dialect of the Chinese language. In

the Doctrine of the Mean (xv, i) it is said that

it one travels far he must yet start from what is

rear
{ g ^ tzu erh). Hence the title, "The 'from-

r car' Collection." It was prepared by Sir Thomas
Wade in 1867, was used by all students in the

(,'onsular Service and very largely in the Customs

Service. For this reason the system of romanisation

which it introduced, apart from its merits or

defects, became the most widely used one, the chief

works of reference being written largely by Consular

or Customs officials, and using it. A second edition

was published in 1885. prepared by (Sir) W. C.

iliLLiER. and a third in 1933.

TZ'U HSI. See Yehonala.

TZU LU ^J}. See Chung Yu.

u
UIGHUR, also spelt OriGOUR, Weecur, etc.,

an important race of Turkic stock descended from
the Hiung-nu.

There is a good deal of difficulty in getting a

clear and true view of the history of this people.

The following brief account is mostly from Chinese

records, as translated by Bretschneider.

I

They belonged to tlie great Turkic family called

T'ieklo IS g| or T616, or Kao-chU ^ i^ High carts,

so called no doubt from their liigh-wheeled vehicles.

The Chinese name for them was llui-ho EJfe, which

they themselves later altered to Hvihu g] |§,

Other names for them were Wci-ho %t£[. ,
]Yulni

J& SS. Yuan-ho 'Si J^ , etc. At first they paid tribute

to the T'u-kiue (Turks) but revolted and became
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independent about a.d. 640. They occupied the

region of the Selenga and upper Yenisei. About

630, becoming vassal to T'ai Tsung, their territory

became the Han-hai prefecture. For some genera-

tions their power increased ; they assisted China in

her wars, and several of their rulers received Chinese

princesses in marriage. But their Khirghiz neigh-

bours also grew strong and in 840 succeeded in des-

troying their power and dispersing the tribe. Two
remnants of the scattered peojjle still made history ;

those who settled at Kan-chou in Kansu and those

who went to Kao-ch'ang near Turfan. These two

kingdoms sent many embassies to China down to the

Sung dynasty.

In the Yiian dyna-Hy records they are spoken

of by another name, Wei-wuCr/i ;^ |B^, and their

principal seat was Bashbalik. They submitted

early to Chenghis Khan.

Klaproth considers the Kao-ch'ang district,

that is, the countiy north and south of the eastern

spur of the T'ien-shan, to have been the original

seat of the Uighiirs more than a century before our

era ; but there seems to be nothing in C'hine.<ie

history to corroborate this.

They were the first Central Asian tribe to have

a script of their own ; it was derived from the

Estrangelo Syriac of the Nestorians, or, according

to Yule, more probably from the Sogdian. From
the Uighiir, through the Mongol, comes the Manchu
script.

The spread of Manichaeism is intimately bound

up with Uighiir history. Ehbruck says their creed

was a jumble of JIanichaeism and Buddhism with

a tinge of Nestorianism. See Mrmicfiaci.tvi.

Bretschneidkr : Mrdiavnl Researches ; Parker :

A Thousand Years of the Tartars; Yule : Cathay

and the Way Thither, vol. i, p. 62; KLArROTH :

Tableau Historique de I'Asie; HowoRTH : History

of the Mon/jols.

ULIASUT'AI, -^ 3.m.miS probably the

Mongol u<u (ri\cr) with Chinese Vai {post-station)

added : post-station on the river UHa. A town of

Outer Mongolia, the seat of the Military Governor

of the Kalkhas region.

ULLAMBANA, See Yu Ian fen.

ULTRA-GANGES MISSION. In 1817, the

London Mis.sionary .Society {'/.r.) began its work in

the Far East under the above name, and until the

opening of the first five Treaty Ports in China, the

work of the L.M.S. among the Chinese bore this

title.

UMBRELLA, ijt sun. The invention of the

Chinese umbrella is ascribed to the period of the

Three Dynasties, when they were made of silk. In

the 4th century a.d. the paper ones now in use were

introduced. The large official umbrella carried in

process-ion is red in colour and is called lo-san Jt^
or jih-chuu, H !!3. Chi-yang ii ft is a large leaf-

shaped umbrella canned in front of officials.

Wati-iniii-san f_̂ .^ ,^ is an umbrella presented to

worthy officials, and has red fringes amd the names

of the donors in letters of gold.

Werner : Sociology, p. 283 ; Macgowan :

Chinese Guilds, Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xxi.

UNO CHAM. See Kerait.

UNGULATA. This Order is represented in

North China by the four Families Uovidie, Cervidm,

Suida and Equido:, including some thirty species.

See separate articles on the Families ; also Goral,

Serow, etc.

UNICORN. See A'', /i«.

UtJITED BRETHREN MISSION.
IIiiudquarlKii :—Uayton, Ohio, C.S.A.

Entered China, 1889.

Works in Canton province. In 1917, the

Mission has two stations. Canton City and <)• ^S

Siu-lani, and si.\toen missionaries.

UNITED EVANGELICAL CHURCH MIS-

SION.
Headquarters : Penbrook, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Works in five stations in Hunan.

The first niissionai-ies were Kev. and Mrs.

C. N. Dubs who anived in 1900. and began to

studv Chinese in Hankow. Premises were secured

in Changsha in 1901, and in 1902, land was purchased

and buikiincis put up.

Siangtan, and Li-ling fjg |i-5 were opened in 1904

;

Ch'aling ^ & and Yu-hsien ^M in 1908. There

is a boarding school for boys at J>i-ling, and one

for girls at Changsha, day-schools at all stations

and most out-stations, and two Women's Schools.

The chief city centre of medical work is at

Li ling, where there is a ho.<ipital ; but dispensary

work is also done at Y'u-hsien and Chaling.

.Statistics, .January, 1917 :

—

Foreign missionaries 28

Chinese .staff 28

Communicants 480

UNITED FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND
.Mi?.sion.

Headquarters :—Edinburgh.

EntiTcd China. 1872.

Works in Manchuria.

(This was formerly known as the United

Presbyterian Church Mission).

Shengking Province.—The first missionary of

the Society to enter Manchuria was the Rev.

Alexander Williamson, i.l.d., who in his journeys

or; behalf of the Scottish Bible Society, had before

1868. reached as far north as the Sungari river.

In 1872. the Rev. .John Ross landed at Nowchwang

;

the Rev. John Macintyre joined him three years
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afterwards, and in spite of determined opposition

they occupied Mukden. In 1882 the staff was

increased by the aiTival of Dr. Dugald Christie,

and the Kev. James Webster; property was

purchased and medical work begun.

Hai ch'eng ji^ tjj^, was opened by Mr. Macintyre
in 1875. Liao yang i§Pg, forty miles south-west of

Mukden, was opened in 1882, after much opposition

had been experienced.

K'aiyuan was occupied in 1896, and in 1895

T'ieliling |^ j^ the principa.1 port of tlie upper Liao,

after work had been going on for some eleven years

;

but in the latter- place a mob wrecked the chapel

as soon as foreigners took up residence. The
station was reoccupied the next year.

Yungling, the cradle of the Manchu dynasty,

east of Mukden, was opened in 1894, and ^ lig ^
C'haoyang chen in 1897.

In the year 1891 the two Presbyterian missions

working in Manchuria, (Irish and Scottish), formed

a United Presbytery, including foreigners and

natives of both churches.

In 1894 the work was much hindered by the

ChinoJapanese War : and one of the missionaries.

Rev. James A. Wylie, died of wounds inflicted by

Manchu soldiers at Liaoyang.

All the workers were compelled to retire to

Newchwang, where they gave medical relief to many
wounided, by which much prejudice was removed,

and great progress resulted.

In 1895, the Danish Lutheran Mission entered

Manchuria, and a part of the territory formerly

evangelised by the United Free Mission was handed
over to them.

In 1900, the Mission suffered very severely at

the hands of the Boxers. All the foreigners were

able to make good their escape, but over three

hundred Chinese Christians were martyred, many
were tortured, and others ultimately died as the

re.=ult of hardships'endured. Every building in all

the stations was burned to the ground and in many
cases all village chapels and Chri.stian homes also.

After the Boxer movement had subsided, and work
was resumed, a great increase of earnestness was
found among the remaining converts and in 1903

a great revival took place.

During the next two years, the Russo-Japanese

War again hindered Church and Evangelistic work,

hut a great deal of relief work was done in caring

f)r the wounded, the numberless refugees and the

typhus patient.^ and plague patients, which severely

taxed the workers' powers and cost one of them
her life.

In the winter of 1907—1908 a second remark,

able revival took place, beginning at the New Year
Convention at Liaoyang, the meetings being mainly
conducted by Rev. Jonathan C.oforth of the

Canadian Presbyterian Mission.

Kirin Province.—Ashi ho PH fj- JSJ . ^ l^^'ge town

to the south of the Sungari river, was occupied in

1892, where at first the Manchu ofiicials opposed the

missionaries most violently, and Sau hsiiig 3. tt

in 1914, also not without difficulty, two-thii-ds of the

pof ulation being Manchus, exceedingly conservative

and anti-foreign.

Uci lutuj Kwng I'ruvince.—Hulan Df- BB, north

of the Sungari river, among a people mainly agricul-

tural, was opened in 1905.

Higher educational work is chiefly carried on at

Mukden, Here there are :

—

1. A Christian College in which all the three

Manchurian missions co-operate. This was originally

the Boys' School of the United Free Mission

(opened 1902). The Union buildings were erected

in 1910.

2. A Medical College established in 1912.

3. A Theological Hall, common to the two

Presbyterian missions.

There are boys' middle schools at Liaoyang,

T'iehling, K'ai-yiian, and Ashi ho (buUt 1916).

Medical Work.—There are Men's hospitals at

Mukden (begun 1892), Liao yang, Yung-ling, T'ieh-

ling, and Hulan.

In 1910 the pneumonic plague broke out in

Manchuria and became much worse with the coming

of China New Year in 1911, the coolies spreading it

on their journeys homewai-ds. The medical mission-

aries, as well as Russian, Japanese, and Chinese

dc-ctors fought the pestilence, amd Dr. A. F. Jackson

(q.v.) who had arrived in Mukden in November
1910, under the United Free Church of Scotland to

teach in the Medical College, volunteered for the

work, but died a week after of the disease.

The Women's Foreign Missionary Society of the

United Free Church is well represented in Man-

churia. Besides itinerating and taking charge of

village schools, its representatives work Women's
Hospitals, at Mukden, K'ai-yiian, Ashi-ho, T'ieh-

ling, and Hulan, a Girls' Normal school at Mukden,

and middle schools at five stations.

Statistics for year ending December 31, 1916 :

—

Foreign Alissionaries 64

Chinese Staff 411

Communicants 10,334

Non-communicant Members 3,291

UNITED METHODIST MISSIONARY SOC
lETY.

Hendqiiarters :—Birmingham, England.

Entered China, 1860.

Works in Chihli, Shantung, Chekiang, Yunnan,

and Kueichow.

North China District, includes five "circuits"

in Chihli and Shantung, each with resident mission-

aries, and a share in L^nion work at Peking.
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The work was started by the sending to China

in 1860 of the Revs. John Innocent and W.
Nklthorpe Hall.

China was in a very disturbed state at the time,

partly owing to the T'ai P'ing rebellion, and partly

because the English and French, having taken the

Taku forts, were marching to the capital.

Soochow had been recommended as a centre for

the new missionaries, and twice visited by them,

but the disorder in the city was too great to allow

of anything being done there, so it was decided to

open work in Tientsin. This was done in 1861, and

in 1862, land was pmrchased near the new British

Concession.

In the course of the first five years, a strong

little Chinese Church was established, with four

chapels, booi-ding and day schools, twenty-four

members and seven probationers. The quality of

these first converts was unusually good. All the

first ten were men of keen intelligence, high charac-

ter, and consistent Christian life. One of tliera

took a diief part for forty-four years in the training

of preachers ; while several were remarkable

preachers themselves.

In 1871, a Theological College was founded

under Rev. W. N. Hall, and was subsequently placed

under Rev. G. T. Candlin, D.D. ; this work however

was removed to Peking in 1912 as part of a scheme

of co-operation in Peking University (q.v.).

The station of T'ang Shan Jg |lj wa.s planted

;n 1883, as a consequence of the opening of mines

and railways, which gave opportunities of work both

anionic Chinese and foreigners. Medical work was
begun there in 1884, which wa.s transferred to Yung-
p'ing 7Jt 'P in 1902, when that city became a

foreign -manned station.

ahanluvq.—In 1886 a Shantung man from Lao-

ling hsien Jg K8 came to Tientsin to seek for

spiritual li;;ht, moved thereto by a remarkable

dicam ; and in response to this, a preacher was sent

into Shantung, who nut with great success.

Chu-chia chai ^ ^ ^ was chosen as a foreign

nii-ssion station, and a speedy development took place

there, which re-sulted in a considerable increase in

the personnel, both English and Chinese. Medical
work was begun with the coming of Dr. Stenhouse
in 1878, when Lao-ling hospital was founded.

Wu ting fu St )£ J|$ was occupied as a foreign-

manned station in 1905.

This mission specializes in evangelistic work,

and in 1916 employed no fewer than 44 native

pattors and 144 local preachers. (In 1900, the

foreign workers eventually escaped into safety, and
the mission property was not injured., but two of

the native catechists, and more than one hundred
converts, were put to death by the Boxers, about
one half in Chihli and one half in Shantung, while

others were scattered, and suffered exceedingly for

many months).

Edit China. (Ningpo and Wenchow districts).

This Mission was started in the year 1864, by

the arrival of Rev. W. R. Filler at Ningpo, where

he opened a dispensary and was joined in 1865 by

Rev. J. Mara. After four or five years, however,

both these workers had to retire through broken

health.

The Rev. Frederick Galpin arrived in 186B,

and for nearly thirty years did brilliant and

effectual work as a preacher, a member of the New
Testament Revision Committee, and a promoter of

Christian education. He retired in 1896, through

ill-health. For five years Mr. Galpin was without

a colleague, but was joined by Rev. R. Swallow
in 187*. From this time the work developed

steadily, reinforcements arriving from time to time.

In 1916, the Ningpo mission reported seven

"circuits," with a fine hospital, a College, and a

Girls' School in Ningpo city.

Wenchow.—Work was begun here in 1878, but

lapsed for a year through the death of the one

worker in 1881. In 1882, the Rev. W. E. Soothill,

M.A. (compiler of Soothill's Pocl-ct Dictionary,

author of The Religions of China, etc., and at one

time Principal of Shansi University), arrived to take

charge. In 1884, during the Franco-Chinese War,

all the Mission buildings were destroyed by a mob,

but the missionaries escaped, and an indemnity was

paid. For nine years Mr. and Mrs. Soothill

worked alone. The Wenchow colloquial was roman-

ized, the New Testament translated into it, and

educational and medical work both begun on a

ncodest scale.

In 1916, the district repoi-ted 250 lay preachers,

and the same number of churches and outstations,

7,000 enquirers, a hospital with 17,400 attendances

and in-patients, a College and Boys' School with

116 students, and a Girls' School.

Weft China. (Yiinnan District). This work
was started in 1885 by the sending of two workers.

Rev. T. E. Vanstone, and Rev. S. T. Thorne.
It was at first associated with the China Inland

.Mission, and the field was chosen on the aidrice of

Dr. Hudson Taylor.

Work was opened as soon as pos.^iblc in three

centres. Yiinnan fu, Chao-t'ung fu Du JBi M i'"'

Tung-ch'uan fu IR ^Ij fff . The two latter are in the

north-east of Yunnan province, and Chao-t'ung

is only ten miles from the Kucicho'v border.

In 1900, the Mission premises at Yunnan fu

were completely destroyed, and the missionaries had
to leave, and owing to the depiction of the staff bv
death, the station was given up.

For many year.^, the work met wil.h very little

success, owing to the exceptional difficulties en-

countered. Of the twelve million inhabitants of
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Viinnan and Kueichow provinces, it is estimated

tliat seven miilioixs belong to aboriginal tribes,

speaking many different languages. All possible

ertorts were made fco reach these Uibes, the two

main divisions of which arc the Miao and the No Su,

but the principal work was done among the Chinese.

In the year 1904, a sudden and remarkable

movement towards Christianity began among the

tribes, when the Miao in Kueichow \\ere stirred by

rumours about Christ and His religion, and flocked

to the missionaries for instruction. In 1906, two

thousand of these people were baptized in and near

Chao-t'ung.

Soon after the influence spread to the No Su,

a people of great independence of character and

gome wealth, from whom a few converts had been

Itceived even in the eailier days.

Other tribes followed and, what is still more

remarkable, those who received baptism, with rare

ec.xeptions, stood firm. For example in 1910, a

great rebellion broke out in the north-west of Chao-

t'ung Prefecture, in which a number of Christians'

homes were destroyed, and the people passed

through a reign of terror. When order was restored

it was found not only that the Christians had not

gone back, but a number of heathen had joined

them.

By the end of 1914, more than ten thousand of

one tribe alone (the Kopu) were enrolled at Tung-

ch'uaii as Christian adherents; and in that year,

as a result of the work among the tribes, more than

a thousand Chinese families destroyed their idols.

Shihnien-k'an 5 F^ i^i '" Kueichow, tw-enty miles

east of Chao-t'ung, was opened in 1904, and in the

next year a church was formed by the baptism of

six hundred converts, and two years later ten

thousand were enrolled as adherents.

The Rev. S. Pollard of this station, (died

1915), devised a n«w written language for the Miao,

and translated Scriptures and other literature into

their tongue.

Ill 1916 this station reported a large school and

Hostel built with the help of the Arthington Fund
{ij.v.) and six scholars had been sent to the Union

Middle School at Cheng-tu.

To all this work the people give most liberally,

ar»d the No Su have erected scores of chapels for

their own worship.

Si fang ching H 35 ff i" Kueichow, has been

worked since 1885. Sin tien chou, south of Tung-

ch'uan, was opened in 1915 for work among the

Kopu (or Kani) tribe.

Statistics for 1916 :

—

Foreign Missionaries 47

Employed Chinese staff ... 357

Local preachers, etc 575

Adult members 12,474

Junior members (under 16) 4.209

UNITED MISSION, LUTHERAN. The

name under which (i). the Lutheran Synod, (ii). the

Hauge Synod and (iii). the United Norwegian

Evangelical Missions united in 1917. The first

regular Conference of the new mission was held at

Kikungshan in August of this year. See Lutheran

Mhsiuns.

UNITED NORWEGIAN EVANGELICAL
Mission.

Headquarters :—Minneapolis, U.S.A.

Entered China, 1890.

Works in Honan.

The first work of this mission was done in

Hankow and Fanch'eng, but the results were passed

on to other missions, and a new field sought.

Sin-yang chow \s f^ and Ju-ning jjc ^ were

opened in 1898, and Ch'io-shan i^Uj in 1905, Lo-shan

^ ill in 1909, and Sui-p'ing ii »? in 1912. Work
is also done in Cheng-yang lisien JH ^ ^ (1911)>

and Ki-kung shan H &• |lj

.

Regular Medical work is carried on in several

places and there is a hospital at Ch'io-shan, with

four physicians, three foreign, and one Chinese.

In addition to elementary schools, of which the

misfion has thirty-two, there are boys' and girls'

middle schools at Sin-yang chow and Ju-ning.

Theological students are trained at the Union

Theological Seminary at She-kow, near Hankow,
where the mission provides one of the professors.

Statistics for year ending December 31, 1916.

Foreign Missionaries 49

Chinese Staff 170

Communicants 1,478

Non-communicant members 278

UNITED STATES AND CHINA. See

American ]ielotiiin.< with China.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
China. This was opened in Shanghai on January 2,

1907. Only America and Great Britain (see

Supreme Court) have separate Courts in China; the

Con.<iuls try the cases of other nationalities.

UNIVERSITE L'AURORE—(AURORA UNT-
VERSnV), ^ H. ;A: * K, Shanghai. In the

beginning of 1902, Mr. Ma Sianc-peh, duly author-

ized by the Superior of the Roman Catholic Mission,

began to group at Siccawei some students desirous

of studying philosophy. The course opened on

Mai'ch 19th, with 14 students.

Some having expressed the desire to study

Latin, a Chinese teacher was invited to assist Mr.

Ma, who at this date gave to the dawning establish-

ment the name o£ Aurora University. By the end of

this first year, three European teachers had joined

the staff, delivering lectures on Cjvil Law, hygiene

and mathematics.
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In 1933, the number of students hwd increased

fourfold. Finally the Jesuit Fathers agreed to

take up the work and fully carry out the original

plan, including also a Faculty of Aiedicine. Land

was then purchased at Lukawei, just beside St.

Mary's Hospital, recently erected by the R. C.

Mission. The University was transferred there in

1908.

Phesent state of the University :

—

1. Buililiiiijs : the property contains 103 mow,

or 17 English acres, situated on both sides of Avenue

Dubail. In addition to the large Hall (containing

chemical apparatus), and so forth, there are other

b.xtensive buildings for the use of the classes,

boarders and staff. Another establishment for

boarders is located on the western plot, in the

neighbourhood of which is a small but commodious

hail for post-mortem purposes.

The full scheme, to be completed later on, will

comprise about ten buildings similar to the three

already existing.

2. Orijauization : At the head of the University

is a President or Rector, assisted by a Council, the

members of which meet every month.

The actual teaching staff comprises 24 members,

19 of whom are Jesuit Fathers. One is a Doctor of

Medicine, two are Doctors in Civil Law, and two,

Civil Engineers.

Two other Engineers and three additional

Medical doctors, as well as a certain number of

competent teachers in other branches, are soon to

b< added.

3. Course of .Stuilieii. The lectures of the

higher course being given in F>cnch, it has been

deemed necessary to start a three years' Preparatory

c'-iirfr, during which the students, already proficient

in Chinese literature, may acquire a sound knowledge

of English and lay a solid foundation for their

future work. Together with the two most widcJy

diffused Western languages, French and English, a

course of history and geography, mathematics and

drawing, elementary physics and chemistry, and

lectures on philosophy compose the programme.

After three years (or before, if competent), the

student may follow the Higher Course of Studies.

He must then choose one of the three existing

branches : LettresDroit (Arts and Law), Math(-

mati'irii'g-Cenic civil (Science and Civil Engineer-

ing). Mffheine (Medicine).

Those who choo.se the first branch have a three

years' cour.ie of literature and law; after which they

must continue during two. other yeai-s a special

study of law before they can acquire the degree

of LL.D.

Students who choose science must study during

three years pure and mixed Mathematics, then a<ld

two other years, devoted to technical knowledge

71

and work, before they can secure the degree of

Civil Engineer.

Those who have selected the medical course,

must first study Natural History for two years, as

a requisite for the full course of four years pre-

paratory to their medical degree.

4. Xuinber of students. This has risen from

20 in 1903, to 203 for the session 1917-1918.

Future outlook :

—

In order to complete in every possible way the

work of the University, an astronomical Observatory

(the one now located at the Zoce Hills), and a

Museum of National History (that already existing

at Siccawei) as well as a general Public Library,

will be added to the present establishments.

UNIVERSITY OF NANKING, THE, is an

organic union into which is merged the higher

educational work conducted independently in Nan-

king for twenty-two years by the three Missions,

A. P.M., M.E.M. and the Foreign Christian

Mission. The union was effected in 1910, and in

1911. a charter wa.s granted to the new University

by the Regents of the University of the State of

New York.

An Arts college, with a high school and middle

school leading up to it, was established in 1910, a

School of Normal Training in 1912, a Department

of Missionary Training (or Language School), also

in 1912, an Agriculture Department in 1914, and a

Forestry School in 1915 : the last two have since

been united as the College of Agriculture and

Forestry.

Since 1910, four other missions have united in

some parts of the work. They are, the Methodist

Episcopal (South) Mission, the American Presby-

terian (.South) Mission, A.B.C.F.M. and the S.B.C.

Board.

A medical school started in 1910 by the seven

missions, as the East-China Medical School, was

alhliated with the University in 1912, but was closed

at the beginning of 1917, owing to the changes in

medical education in China brought about by the

activities of the China Medical Board of the

Rockefeller Foundation {q.v.).

The students of the University do valuable

work in connection with the evening schools of the

y.M.C.A. Sixteen students teach six evenings a

week in the People's School near the University,

which has 120 pupils, and the theological students

in a second, and the Middle School students

in a third. The Middle and Normal Schools have

their own Boy Scont Bands, who also are busy in

religious and social services.

The property of the University is held by

Trnstee.s in the U..S..\. appointed by the Boards of

the CO operating Societies ; and on the field a Board

of Managers, also chosen by the Missions, directs

its affairs,
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It owns about seventy-five acres of land, and in

addition to buildings for classrooms, laboiatorics

and dormitories, has a chapel, a hospital and

residences for the faculty with a museum and

library.

The President is the Rev. A. J. BovviiN,

B.A., LL.D., of the Jlethodist Episcopal (South)

Mission.

In January 1917 the University reported :

—

Foreign Staff 21

Chinese Professors 23

Other Chinese Assistants ... 3

Students :

—

1. The College of Arts 72

2. The School of Normal Training 100

3. The College of Agriculture and

Fore.stry 52

4. The Department of Missionary

Training 72

5. The High School 146

6. The Middle School 100

UNIVERSITY, PEKING GOVERNMENT.
This University, founded by Imperial Edict in 1897,

should not be confused with the Peking University,

{q.v.).

Peking Government University has had a variexi

and somewhat precarious career, but unde"- the

direction of the present Chancellor, Dr. TsAi

YvE.N-PEi, the institution has been reorganised, and

now consists of a Department of Letters, a Depart-

ment of Law, a Department of Science, and a

Department of Engineering. Preparatory classes

in connection with each of the four departments

have recently been formed in place of a preparatory

college which existed for some time.

The University is moderately equipped with

chemical, physical and technical apparatus, and the

.'taff of lecturers includes a few foreigners. The
number of students attending the University in 1917

was 604 and the average annual fee was S30.

URSIDAE. The following is given as a tent-

ative list of the Bears of North China.

Vtsus tibetanu!>, the E. Tibetan Black Bear,

S.W. Kansn, N.W. Ssuch'uan, E. Tibet; U.

u.^suricus, the Manchurian Black Bear, Manchuria,

N. Corea ; U. (Schnarctos) Uuconyx, the Shensi

Bear, S.W. Shensi; U . (Mclanarctos) cavi/rons,

the Manchurian Grizzly, Manchuria, N. Corea

;

Acliirojjus inelanolcucuf, the Great Panda, S.W.

Kansu, Ea*t Tibet, N.W. Ssuch'uan.

One or two others have been reported, but the

species are uncertain. Swinhoe states that he

obtained a living specimen of U. tibetanus from the

Shantung Promontory, that it is the same as the

Formosan Black Bear, that it occurs also in Hainan

and probably throughout the mountains of China

genei'ally.

SowERBV : Becent liesenrchef, etc.. Journal,

X.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii ; Swinhoe: Catalogue of

Mamnwh, P.Z.S., 1870, p. 615.

URSIS, SABATIN DE, fil E JR^*'""? San-pa,

a Jesuit Father, born in the kingdom of Naples in

1575. He went to Peking in 1606, where he remained

till chased out in 1617. Ricci had given him special

guidance in his Chinese studies and named him, at

h!.5 own death, Superior of the Mission in Peking.

When the question of correcting the Calendar arose

in 1611, the mathematicians of the Court begged the

Emperor to entrust it to the missionaries. De
Ursis' part was to translate into Chinese the theory

of the planets and to determine the longitude of

Peking. By a display of hydraulic machines which

h-i had constructed he brought many mandarins to

visit the church, and the name of T'ien Chu T'onr/

55 ^ ^ was as a consequence given to the church

by the Ministry of Rites, a name now used for all

Roman Catholic churches. De Ursis, victim of the

persecution of 1616, died at Macao in 1620.

HwRET ; Lri Stele cliretienne de Si iif/nn-fmi, ii,

p. 26, note.

URUMTSi,.C, ?f Tfc^F n'u-lu-mu-c?,U or j^ -ffc .-fj

Ti-huii fii, the Bishbalik of medieval writers, is

on the great north road {T'ien sfinn pet lii) from

China to Kuldja. It is a trade centre with a popula-

tion of 53,000, and is now the administrative capital

of Hsin chiang (Sin kiang).

According to Bkuce, the usual Chinese name

for the place is Hung miao tzu ^,r Wi ^, ^''^ temple.

V
VAGNONI, ALPHONSE, fu;— ti' Kao lehih,

a Jesuit Father born in Italy in 1566. He reached

Nanking in 1695. He gained a remarkable know-

ledge of Chinese, baptized a high official and built

the first church in Nanking. When persecution

arose h» was imprisoned for several months with

P. Semedo beaten, pul in chains and carried for

thirty days in a cage to the borders of Kuangtung,

reaching Macao in the middle of 1617. Meanwhile

all the buildings and property in Nanking were

destix>yed or confiscated. Returning to the interior

in 1624 under his new name given above, instead of
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£ Q 91 Wang Fbng.su, his old name, he went to

iviunjjc'liuu ^ f{\ in Shan&i, where he had remark-

able success and baptized 200 people in the hrst

yeai', including 60 lilertiti and some members of

tlio imperial taniiiy. After incessant labours he

died in Kiangchou in 1640, leaving eight thousand

Christians in the province instead of the twenty-

tive found at his arrival.

Havrlt ; Jm fitilt c/netienne de Si-ngan-fou, ii,

p. 24, note.

VALIGNANI, ALEXANDRE, ^mH.f""
Li-aii, was born in Italy in 1538 and entered the

Society of Je^us in 1566. He visited India, then

Macao, and passed to Japan, where he had great

success. He died at Macao just as he was preparing

to enter China, in 1606. Semedo relates his cry as

he looked towards China,—"O rock ! rock ! when
wilt thou open? " He is said to have put things

in train for the later settlement of Jesuits in the

Courts of Nanking and Peking, and to have been

the inspirer of Rkxi's labour.s.

Havret : La Stile c/iritiemie de Si-ngnnfou, ii.

p. 5, note.

VARIETES SINOLOGIQUES, a valuable

.series of work.s by Jesuit nii.s.sionaries, is-sued at

Zikawei. As a whole it has a great reputation for

scholarship and accuracy. The first work was

published in 1892 and 47 volumes have been issued

up to the present date. These include 7 works on

geography, viz., on the island of Ts'ungming, the

Grand Canal, Anhui Province, a work historical

and geographical on Nanking, a plan of Nanking,

with maps of the Prefectures of China and of

W. Ssuch'uan. There are works on history, the

Kingdoms of Wu, Ch'u, Ch'in, Chin, Han, Wei and

Chao. In archaeology, etc., there arc three volumes

o;i the Nestorian Tablet, one on the Stone Cfrcles

of H.sii-chou fu, one on the tombs of the Liang

dyna.sty and one on Jewish Inscriptions at K'aifeng

fu. There is a Chi^ology comparing Chinese and

Christian dates fnk^4,000 years, volumes on Literary

-Mlusions, on Examinations, civil and military, on

Etiquette, on Marriage, on Property, on the Salti

monopoly, on the Administration ; a translation of

Chang Chihtung's C/i'iiint Ilsiieh P'ien, a Treatise

on Chc Hsi, ten volumes of researches in Chinese

Superstitions, and other works.

These being by many different writers vary '"n

value, and .some are out of date : but the whole series

is extremely useful. They are all in French, but the

last-named work. Doitr: on Snpci-stitions, is also

appearing in English, and PirnAnn's Geography of

Chiii.'i .ilyo h.T.i .Tn Kn'.;lish tran.«latinn.

VARNISH, CHINESE,^ r/,!. is the sap of

Bhus vernirifera, a tree whose principal habitat

is in Kueichou and Ssuch'uan. It grows in other

provinces, such a« Chckiang, but in no great

abundance.

Its altitudinal range is from 3,000 to 7,500 feet,

the optimum being 4,000 to 5,000 feet.

The port of Ningpo was one of the first ports

opened to foreign trade, and probably foreigners

first came into contact with the varnish there, and

called it "Ningpo" varnish, a name which it still

bears in the trade. It is largely used in lacquer

work and nearly all the foreign exiiort goes to

Japan. Hankow is the chief market for the supply,

followed by Ichang and Yochow ; other ports supply

very little. The annual interport exportation

averages 26,000 piculs, of which half goes abroad,

HosiE states (lieport on Ssuch'uan, p. 29) that

the sap is obtained from incisions in the bark of the

tree, which are made first when the tree is seven

years old, and not again for seven years. The sap,

which en issuing from the tree is of a greyish white

colour, must not be expased to the air, which hastens

its inherent tendency to become black. A layei' of

paper is placed over the vessels containing it to

ensure this. Adulteration is detected by the smell,

and by the fact that pure varnish if held up and

made to drop, will remain in an unbroken string, but

the string will break if the varnish has been mixed

with oil. If adulterated with oil, varnish pla<:ed on

paper will "run," the paper absoi'bing the oil.

A peculiarity of "Ningpo varnish" is that it

hardens only in a moist atmosphere and remains in

a tacky condition if exposed to .sunlight and heat,

the essentials in hardening copal varnish. It should

tlierefore only be applied during cloudy weather

when the atmosphere is surcharged with moisture.

For indoor work its drying is facilitated by hanging

about the room cloths saturated in water. The only

change which takes place in the composition of the

lacquer in drying at ordinary temperatures is the

slow alxsorption of oxygen, which is attributed 1,0

an obscure chemical reaction depending on the

presence of a compound of manganese with a

proteid-like substance.

Red varnish is obtained by the admixture in

certain proportions of wood oil and cinnabar

;

yellow, by the admixture of wood oil and powdered

orpiment.

The export in 1916 was pels. 15,619, value

Tl!.. 788,658.

VARO, FRANCISCO, a Dominican missionary

who reached China in 1654, He was the author of

the first Gramm.-vr of Chinese printed in China; it

was printed at Canton in 1703, the title being

Arte d>' la Lrn(ivn mandarinn. The work is

extremely rare. Fotirmont's Crammatim Diijilrx

was, acc.>rding to RrMUSAT, merely a Latin trans-

lation of Vauo's grammar,

VASILIEV, VASILI PAVLOVITCH, w.os

born in 1818, and died in Petrngrad in 1900.
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Joining the Russian Church Mission at Peking he

spent eleven years in that city in study. In 1851

he became Professor of Chinese and Manchu in

Kazan University, and was transferred in 1855 to

Petrograd. His most important book was on

Buddhism, and it has been translated into French

and German ; his writings are all in Russian. A
list of them may be found in the T'oung Pao, 1900.

VEGETARIAN SOCIETY, ^ ^j ti c/t'.7i su

c/iiao. A very large society, bound to life-long

abstinence from meat. The general idea is to

gain happiness now and the paradise of the

West hereafter, or at least to be re-incarnated

as a rich man. The Society was founded in the

T'ang dynasty. It was members of this or some

similar association who were responsible for the

Kucheng Massacre {'j-i:-) in 1895. See Jasper Pool

Society ; Secret Sects.

VERBIEST, FERDINAND, g j|| t: -V""

HuaijCn, a Jesuit priest, born at Pithem, Belgium,

October 29, 1623. With Marcini, Coxjplet and

others he started for China from Genoa in 1656,

but was captured by a French corsair in the

MediteiTanean, and after being ransomed had to

make a new start. The voyage was full of suffering,

but he reached Macao in July, 1653, and the next

year was able to enter China. He was sent to

Hsi-an fu. but his really missionary life was very

short, for he was invited to Peking by the Emperor

Shun Chih and reached the capital in 1660. He
became assistant to P. Schall with right of succes-

sion. The purely astronomical work was attended

to by Schall himself, while Verbiest assisted him ;

Macaliiaens attended to writings, drawings, etc ,

and Bi'Gtio did laboratory work.

In 1664, after the death of Shun Chih and

under four Regents, the four priests were accused

by yANG KuANG-nsiEN, who had been humiliated

and replaced by ScH^LL. Schall, as a mandarin, had

better treatment, but the others were kept in chains

from November 16, 1664, till April 15, 1665. They

were then condemned, Schall to be torn to death

with pincers (tcnailU vif), the others to be beaten

and banished, while 24 missionaries brought in from

the country were sent to Canton. Happily a series

of earthquakes occurred, and as a consequence the

three were set at liberty ; but Verbiest refused to

accept relea,«e unless Schall were also set free. A
fire in the palace decided the regents that Schall

also must be let go, but he died a year or so later,

August 15, 1666. without being reinstated in his

office. Verbiest and his two companions were

retained in Peking, suffering many mortifications.

When K'ang Hsi began to take the reins into

his own hands, he first tested Verbiest's mathema-

tics severely with repeat?d trials; then arrested

Yang and made Verbiest director of the Observ-

atory, February 1669. The Jesuits felt their

position precaiious till about 1676, but K'ang Hsi

grew more satisfied and friendly year by year; he

.sat alone with Verbiest every day studying Euclid

and astronomy. Verbiest himself studied Manchu

and wrote a grammar of that language.

On a great rebellion taking place, V'erbiest was

ordered first to repair some old cannon, then to

make some new ones; which he did very effectively.

He wrote a book in Chinese on the ait, but no

copies ai'e known to be e.\tant. The enipei'or, in

acknowledgment of his services, honoured him with

a visit.

In 1671 the missionaries at Canton were allowed

to return to their work, and two more were brought

to Peking, a third, P. Pereyra, being added later.

Verbiest escaped trouble over the controvei-sy abooit

rites ; but he had his own controversy with Pereyra.

He saw the gradual decline of Portuguese power

and induced the French King to send out French

Jesuits; while Pereyra, being Portuguese, looked

at things differently. He was also the object of

envy and calumniation because of his mandarin rank

and kis official work, and had to write thrice to the

Pope to justify his mathematics as really missionary

work.

He had the honour and fatigue of accompanying

the emperor on one of his great hunting expeditions,

which were more correctly military manoeuvres.

Two letters from Verbiest as well as one from

Pereyra describing their experiences in tliese hunt-

ing trips are given in English in the Hakluyt

Society's volume. History of the tw^ Tartar Con-

qtierors of China.

He was used as the intermediary between the

Court and all foreign visitors. It cannot be sup-

posed that in this office he favoured the Dutch,

because of their Calvinism, but he was better to the

Russians because, in his fear for the one small door

of Macao, he hoped a land route for missionaries

might be practicable.

He was superseded by Pereyra in his ecclesi-

astical office, but did not live to know it. He died

I on January 28. 1688. and had a princely funeral.

His grave is near to Ricci's.

King Albert of Belgium recentl.v spoke of him

as "the greatest missionary in China of the 17th

century."

He was the author of many works in Chinese.

Abbe Carton gives the titles of 39 books in Socictc

il'Emulation pour I'Histoirr ft Ics .intiquitis df In

Flnndre occiiJentrile. Bruges, 1830. No. 1.

BoSMANS : Ferdinand Verhlest ; Tx)uvain. 1912.

VERMICELLI. See ^con^.

VERMILION, yin chu ^ SJi"; is made of fine

cinnabar, which has been purified by sublimation,

and is collected in crystals of a bright violet red

;
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It is powdered between two stones turned by hand,

mixing a very little water at the time. The sticky

u.ass is then put into pure water, and frequently

levigated, decanted, and finally dried on heated

tiles or in the sun, when it is sifted for packing.

It is used in making Chinese red ink, for painting

on porcelain and wood, and for colouring candles

and paper.

'i'ne trade is now vei'y small. 'Jhe e.xport in

1916 was pels. 70, value Tls. 18.667.

Williams : Voiumerciul (Juidv.; HosiE : litport

'jii Huuth China, 1907.

VERMILION PENCIL; ^; iff cAu pi; decrees

of special importance gi\en under the sovereign's

own hand were written in red.

VICARIATS-APOSTOLIC. These are bishop-

rics fiirnied by the I'opc for the evangelization of

distant lands and kept under his immediate juris-

diction. The bishops (Vicars-apostolic) are nom-

inated by the i'ropaganda.

To satisfy I'ortugal Alexander XIII created

the dioceses of Peking and ISanking in 1690, but in

1696 Innocent XII reduced the areas of all three

dioceses, including Macao, and announced his

intention to entrust all the rest of China to

Apostolic Vicars.

Accordingly from that date we have the

following Vicariats apostolic with some Apostolic

Prefectures and Missions. The list gives the dates

of creation, the Congregation to which the work is

entrusted and tlie number of bishops, etc., who have

been appointed from the beginning.

1.—Amoy, founded in 1883 by separation from

Fi.kien. Included Formosa, Ch'uan chou and Chang
chou till 1913, when Formcca was detached and

three Fukien prefectures .'ub.'stituted. Spanish

Dvminican. There have been 5 bishops.

2.-^.Shansi and Shen.si. Fronciican. Separated

from Peking in 1696. 17 bishops. The two pro-

vinces were separated formally, as they liad some
'times been in fact, in 1844.

3.—N. Shansi. Franciscan. Shansi and Shensi

were separated in 1844 ; Shansi was divided into two

Vicariats in 1390. 8 bi.shops.

4.—S. Shansi. Franciscan. Separated from

N. Shansi in 1890. 3 bishops.

5.—N. Shantung. Franrismn. Separated from

Peking in 1839, and divided in 1885 and 1894.

6 bishops.

6.—S. Shantung. Stei/l Minion. Made into a

Vicariat in 1885. 2 bishops.

•7.—E. Shantung. Franciscan. Separated from
X. Shantung in 1894. 2 bishops.

8.—Central Shensi. Franciscan. Shensi and
Shan.si were divided in 1844. Kansu was cut off from
Shonsi in 1878, S. Shensi in 1887 and N. Shensi in

1911. 9 bishops.

9.—S. Shensi. Htminaiy ^. l^tttr and H. I'aul

uf Hume. Separated from Shensi in 1887. 3 bishops.

10.—N. Shensi. Franciscan. Separated in 1931

from the Vicariat of N. Shensi which then took the

name oi Central Shensi. 1 bishop.

11.—Fukien. Duuiinictin. Sepaiated from the

diocese of Naidiing in 1696. From 1718 to 1838

Kiangsi and Chekiang were united with it. It

included Formosa. The Vicariat-apostolic of Amoy
with Fomiosa was detached from it in 1883 and

tiiree other prefectures in 1913. 18 bishojis.

12.—S. Honan. Franciscan. S. Honan was

separated from Nanking diocese in 1814 and

entrusted at first to the Lazarists, then to the

Seminary of Milan in 1869, and now to the

Franciscans. 6 bishops.

13.—N. Honan (Forciijn Mi<.--iuns uf Milan), was

separated from Honan from 1382 till 1885 and had

2 bishops.

14.—W. Honan. (Forciijn Missions of Parma).

Separated from S. Honan in 1906 as an Apostolic

Prefecture, and made a Vicariat-apostolic in 1911.

1 bishop.

15.—Hongkong. Seni. of Foreii/n Missi:jns at

Milan. Created as a Prefecture in 1841 and made
a Vicariat in 1874. 7 bishops.

16.—Hu Kuang. Propaganda,—mostly Francis-

cans. Separated from Nanking, 1696, a Vicariat.

It was afterwards administered with Ssuch'uan,

then reunited with Shensi and Shansi in 1762. The
Vicariat was re-established in 1838 sepajate from

Shensi. In 1856 Hunan was separated from Hupei.

10 bishops.

17.—S. Hunan. Franciscan. Ilunan was separat-

ed from Hu-Kuang in 1855 and made a Vicariat.

This was divided in 1879. 5 bishops.

18.—N. Hunan. .4vi/ustinian. Separated from

Hunan in 1879. 6 bishops.

19.—E. Hupei. Franciscan. Separated from

H'.inan in 1856 and divided into three Vicariats in

J 870. 4 bishops.

20.—N.W. Hupei. Franciscan. Made in 1870

by dividing Hupei. 7 bishops.

21.—S.W. Hupei. Franciscan. Made in 1870

by the division of Hupei. 4 bishops.

22.— (.Mission) Hi. firhctit Mission. Separated

from Kan.>iu and made an independent Mission in

188P. 2 Superiors.

23.—N. Kansu. Scliiiit Mission. Created by
separation from Shensi, 1878. Koko-nor is under
its jurisdiction. 2 bishops.

24.—(Prefecture of) S. Kansu. Sclieut Mission.

Separated from Kansu, 1905. 1 Apostolic-prefect.

24.—Kianpnan. Jesuit. Constituted in 1856,

on the suppression of Nanking. Includes Kiangsu
and .Anliui. 7 bishops.

26.—N. Kiangsi. Kazarist. Ki.mgfi was separated

from Nanking in 1696, then (17181838) united to
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Separated from

Created in 1885.

Mis-fioitf, Paris.

Fukien, then made a Vicariat in 1846, and diviidied

in 1879 and 1885. It was conhded to Lazarists in

1838. 15 bishops.

27.—S. Kiangsi. Lazarift.

Kiangsi in 1819. 3 bishops.

k,8.—K. Kiangsi. Lazurist.

2 bishops.

29.—Kien ch'ang. Forfiiyn

Created 1910. 1 bishop.

30.—Kuangsi. Foreirjn MUsionis (if Paris. Created

in 1875. 11 Apostolic-prefects.

31.— (Prefecture of) Kuangtung. Fureiijn

Mitsions. Detached from Macao in 1858. 7

Apix-itolic-prefects. (Now the V.-A.s of Canton

and Swatow).

32.—Kueichou. Foreiijn Missions. Created 1596,

then joined to Ssuch'uan, then estabdished anew

in 1846. 22 bishops.

33.—S.Manchuria. Foreign Missions. All beyond

the Great Wall was separated from the diocese of

Peking in 1838. Mongolia was separated from

Manchuria in 1840, and Manchuria was divided in

1898. 8 bishops.

34.—N. Manchuria. Foreign Mis.-nons. Separated

from Manchuria in 1898. 1 bishop.

35.—Central Mongolia. Sc/ieut Mission. Mon-
golia was made a Vicariat in 1840, then had several

pro-vicars and was again a Vicariat in 1874. It was

divided into three Vicariats in 1883. Central

Mongolia includes the north and north-west. 7

bishops, etc.

36.—W. Mongolia (Ortos). ftc/teut Missim.

Created in 1883 by division of Mongolia. 3 bishops.

37.—E. Mongolia. Sclieut Mission. Created in

1883 by division of Mongolia. 2 bishops.

38.

—

W. Ssuch'uan. Foreign Missions. Created

in 1696. The province was divided into tvo

Vicariats in 1856. 26 bishops.

39.—E. Ssiich'uan. Foreign Missions. Formed
in 1858 by the division of Ssuch'uan. It was divided

again in 1860. 4 bishops.

40.—S. Ssuch'uan. Foreign Missions. Created

in 1860. 4 bishops.

41.—E. Chekiang. Lazarist. Separated from

Nanking in 1696, it was joined to Fukien in 1718.

In 1838 Chekiang and Kiang.si were made a Vicariat.

anrl Kiangsi was detached in 1846. Chekiang was

divided into two in 1910. 12 bishops

42.—W. Chekiang. Lnzarist. Created 1910.

1 bishop.

43.—N. ChihlL Lazarist. Formed in 1856. when
the diocese of Peking was suppressed and the pro

vince divided into three Vicariats. Portions have

be?n since detached. 8 bishops.

44.—S.E. Chihli. Jesuit. Formed in 1856.

4 bishops.

45.—W. Chihli

6 bishops.

Lmarisl. Forme/l in 1856.

46.—N.E. Chihli. Lazarist. Separated from

N. Chihli in 1899. 1 bishop.

47.—Central Chihli. Lazarist. Separated from

N. Chihli, 1910. 1 bishop.

48.—Maritime Chihli. Lazarist. Formed in 1912

and including only one prefecture,—Tientsin fu.

1 bishop.

49.—Tibet. Foreign Missions. In the 17th

century there was an Apostolic-Prefecture, attached

in 1820 to Agra. The Vicariat of Lhasa was

established in 1846. divided into two prefectures

and reestablished in 1857. The episcopal residence

i.i! at Tachienlu. 7 bishops.

50.—Yunnan. Foreign Missions. Detached from

Nanking. 1696, then joined to Ssiich'uan from 1781

to 1840, and then reestablished. 18 bishops, etc.

See Congregations.

De Moidrey : La Hierarehie Catholique;

Planchet : Let Missions iJe Chine, 1917.

VINAYA SCHOOL of Chinese Buddhism. See

Lit Tsung.

VISCOUNT. See Nobility.

VISDELOU, CLAUDE DE, gj S Liu Ying,

a Jesuit Father born in 1656 in Krittany. He
reached China in 1687, being one of the first five

French Jesuits sent there by Louis XIV. Sent

from Peking to Shansi, poverty forced him after

two years to go to Nanking. After a visit to

Canton he returned to Peking where he was en-

trusted with the care of the neophytes. His care-

ful study of Chinese led him to the conclusion that

his brethren were wrong in the matter of Chinese

rites, and on the arrival of the legate de Tournon

he laid before him all that he had amassed against

them. In 1708 Clement XI named him Vicar-

Apostolic of Kueichou and Bishop of Claudiopolis.

He had to be consecrated secretly, in the house

at Macao where the legate was imprisoned. In 1709,

being forced by the persecution of his brethren to

leave China he went to Pondichery, where he died

'

November 11, 1737.

He was a brilliant Chinese scholar and devoted

bis studies to the history of the races to the north

of China. His Histoire de la Tartaric did not

appear till 1780. though written much earlier and

probably used in the manuscript by De GriGNES in

his Histoire lies Iluns. It is a matter of regret th.it

his life was not spent in such researches instead of

having been spoiled by the Rites Controversy (</.i'.).

Havret : La Stile chretienne de Si-ngan-fou, ii,

p. 332. note; Rfmvsat : Nmn-emix Melanges .isia-

tiques.

VLADISLAVITCH, SAVVA LUKITCH,
Russian ambassador to China in 1725 to announce

the death of Peter the Great and the accession of

Catherine. He was not able after si.x months'
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negotiations in Peking to do anything, but at

Kiakhta he concluded the second Treaty between

th.! two countries, the Treaty of 1727, sometimes

called the Vlailislavitch Treaty (q.v.). See Illusion

lieluliom with China.

VLADISLAVITCH TREATY, 1727, between

China and Russia, the second treaty negotiated by

China with Russia and with any foreign power.

It dealt with frontiers, merchants, religious worship,

etc. It was made at Kiakhta, and takes its name

from the Illyrican Count, the ambassador of Russia,

who signed it.

Hertslet : Treaties.

VOLE. See .Muridw,.

VON DER GABELENTZ, HANS GEORG
Conon, born at Alt*--nburg in Germany in 1840, died

there in 1893. In 1878 he was made Professor of

Eaft-Asian languages in Leipzig I'niversity, and

became Professor in Berlin University in 1889.

His chief work was on Chinese grammar.

VON KETTLER. See Kettler.

VONMOLLENDORFF. See Mdlhndorff.

VON RICHTHOFEN. See lUchthofen.

VORMELA, ( r. nc'jfi'is), a peculiar polecat-

like anin^il, with black underparts, black and white

face, and a variegated orangeandbrown back.

It is found in N. Shensi and the Ordos. See

Mn^telidir.

SOWERBY

p. 66.

.Journal. N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xlvii.

VOWS, tip p. /I'ii j/ii'in, a very common practice

in case of sickness, etc. The vow may be to give

something to the god or temple, or to do some work
of merit, such as a pilgrimage or a fast.

D(JRE : Ifecherches siir lex Svperstitin?)/!. p. 342.

VULTURES. Only two species are found in

China, a remarkable fact, attributed to the paucity

of cattle and to the fact that the Chinese bury

their dead. See .icripitres.

w
WADE, THOMAS FRANCIS, the .son of

Colonel Thomas \\ adk, C.li., was born about 1818,

entered the anny and took part in the first war with

China. He retired as lieutenant in 1847, and became
Assistant Chinese Secretary. He took part in the

'Battle of Muddy t'lat,' being then Vice-Consul at

Shanghai. In 1861 he was made C.B. and appointed

Chinese Secretary and Translator to the British

Legation, and became Minister in 1871. He made
the Chefoo Convention in 1876, became K.C.B. in

1875, retired in 1883 and was made U.C.M.G. in

1889. He was the first Professor of Chinese at

Cambridge, being appointe<l in 1888, and he presented

to the University his very e.xtcnsive and valuable

collection of Chinese books; (see J.ihrarieit). He
died iu 1895.

As a Chinese scholar he is best known by his

Tiu Krh Chi (q.v.), and by the system of romanis-

ation thereby introduced. A list of his writings

may be found in the T'uunij I'ao for 1895.

WA GTA I LS , See MotarilHdae.

\NI\\ WU PU, ^f> {? Si5. The Foreign office

which superseded the Tsnng li yamen ('/. f.) in 1901,

in accordance with a scheme prepared by W. \V.

RocKHiLL, (SpeciaJ Envoy, II.S..\.) and Marquis

KoMi'RA, (Japanese Envoy), on behalf of the other

Plenipotentiaries.

President.

Prince Ching was the first

WALNUTS, J uylans reyia sinensis, ^ tit

//o t'ao. This fruit is a native of N. China and is

found there in its perfection. The trees grow in

orchards, but in mountain valleys where terraces

have to be made to give a sufficiency of soil tlicy are

generally found single or in small groups.

The C'hinese cannot graft or bud the walnut,

hence all the trees are seedlings, and the quality of

the nuts differs very greatly, even in the same

orchard.

A few specimens of the wild walnut may be

found ; leaves and nuts are smaller than in the

cultivated vaiieties and the fruit is jiot so sweet

;

otherwise there is little difference.

Mkyeii : .lijririillurul I'Jjrplurntions, etc.

WANG,£. See Imperial Titles.

WANG AN-SHIH, 3E 3c 7T ,
(102186), a

celebrated economist and retornier. He first became

known for his independent interpretations of the

Cla.'isics, e8i>ccially with reference to the land

question. He held office in Chekiang and did much

to help aKricnltnre, especially by engineering works

against floods. In 1068 he became prime minister
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and held tho office for eighteen years, inducing the

emperor to carry out many reforms.

Among his measures were the following. Having
made a new land-survey he lowered the taxes and
made them payable in kind. He began a scheme

to benefit commerce by government transportation

of surplus grain. Goveinment loans at 2% per

mens, repayable after harvest were made to farmers.

An income-ta.\ was levied for public works, instead

of forced labour.

He met with great opposition ; from officials,

because they objected to his socialistic views ; from

the people, because many reforms seemed to bear

hardly on them and because local self-government

bar! ceased. He was dismissed at the end of eighteen

yeare, and most of his work was undone.

Ferguson : Wang Anshik, Journal, N.C.B.

R.A.S., vol. xx.xv.

WANG CHIH 2K. tlie Chinese Rip Van
Winkle, a Taoist patriaich who is said to have

lived under the Chin dynasty. After awakening

from his magical sleep, which lasted several

ccrturies, he devoted himself to the search for

ininiortality, and obtained it.

Giles : Biographical Dictionary.

WANG CH'UNG, i ^ . a "heterodox" philo-

sopher born in Chekiang, a.d. 27, who in spite of

pcnui'y .-.cquii'ed a vast amount of leai'ning. He
several times held office, but his views prevented

his gaining favour with his superiors.

He is the boldest of all the Chinese writers,

both in thought and e.xpression. He derided the

superstitions current in his day ; he denied the pos-

sibility of the soul being immortal, and freely criti-

cised, not only Taoist teachings, but even those

o; CoNi'UCius and Mentil's.

His great work, the |f% ^ T.un Jlhig, is not

itself much known, though given unwilling re-

cognition in the Catalogue of Ch'ien Lung, but is

much quoted by other authors. He died in 97,

just when a friend had recommended him to the

Emperor, who bestowed a post upon him. which he

did not live to fill.

Giles : Uiographicul Dirliiiiiary.

WANG KHAN. See Keroit.

WANG MANG, 3£ ^, commonly known as

"the Usurper," was born B.C. 33. His aunt was

wife to the Emperor YiixN Ti of Uie Han dynasty;

and through her influence he attained high office and

was made Marquis. He married his daughter to

tho boy-Emperor P'ing Ti, and was himself made

Duke. He is suspected of poisoning this Emperor,

and he placed a two-year old successor on the throne

with himself as Regent. Three years later (a.d. 9)

he set this child aside and proclaimed himself

Emperor. After much fighting with insurgents he

was driven from power and was killed in a revolt

of his own troops, a.d. 23.

WANG PA, ,-g A. forget eight. The 'eight'

arc the eight cardinal virtues : filial piety, brotherly

love, faithfulness, sincerity, propriety, uprightness,

moderation and mod6.Hy. To forget all the eight

is to be very bad indeed, and 'eight-forgetter' is

one of the worst terms of revilement in the language.

The name is for some reason given to the tortoise,

and the characters (or the figure of a tortoise) are

often seen on walls, where the meaning is 'commit

no nuisance.' The term is found as early as a.d. 500.

Other explanations are also given.

WANG PO. See Whampoa.

WANG SHOD- J EN, See II'oh// Yung-ming.

WANG YANG-MING 3; [ig M, the latest of

the Confucian philosophers, was born in 1472, in

the 8th year of the Ming Emperor, Ch'eng Hua.

His name was Shou Jen t)= i:;, but his disciples

called him Yang-ming, from a grotto of that name
near his home in Chekiang, where he had -built

himself a house. He was of a high and ancient

official family, an ancestor of his having been a

general in the time of the Western Chin dynasty.

Another ancestor, who was serving the first Ming
Emperor, was killed in the exercise of his duties,

by the aborigines in Kuangtung province. His father,

Wang Hua, was vice-president of the Ecard of

Rites, and also held other offices. Wang Yanc-ming

became a C'hii jen at twenty -one. seven years later

he became a Chin shih, and somewhat later a Hnnlin,

when he was given office. At thirty he was a Pro-

vincial Judge. He was at first much given to

Taoist practices, but gave them up as "humbugging

and not in accordance with the true way." From
the age o'f thirty-four he began to attract disciples

by his re-interpretation of the Confucian doctrines.

Hj had already held many offices when in 1507 he

was degraded, and sent to Kueichow in an inferior

post through having offended a powerful eunuch.

It is a pleasing touch that while in Kueichow, when

all his followers fell ill, Wang Yang-ming, though

liourly expecting that the eunuch would work his

death, busied himself with chopping wood, carrying

water and cooking for his sick attendants, besides

singing to them and telling them stories to beguile

their sorrow. After four years he was restored to

favour, and filled many po.*ts both civil and military

with conspicuous success : he was governor of

several Provinces, anid received many honours.

When he was fifty-one he was accused to the

Throne of heterodoxy, but no action of importance

wa.5 taken.

He died in 1528. and was buried at Hungch'i,

ten miles from Hangchow.
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He was canonized in 1567 as -J; JJJ Wen Ch'eng,
and in 15B5 the Emperor Wan Li ordered that his

sacritice in the Confucian temples should follow

that of CoNFUCics.

His views differ so widely from those of

Chu Hsi that he is regarded as heterodox, but
especially of late years, he has been much studied

botli by Chinese and Japanese. His re-interpretation

o: the classics is remarkable for its lofty idealism,

as compared with the realism of Chv Hsi, and his

ii'sistence on the intuitive nature of knowledge, the

omnipresence of mind, and the correlation of know-

ledge to action, may yet provide a new point of

departure in the development of Chinese thought.

His biography and part of his works have been

tran.slated into English by Henke. '

Hen'KE : The Philosophy of Wang Yang-ming

(1916).

WANG YING-LIN, iJg g^ (a.d. 12231296).

A native of Chekiang and a voluminous writer, his

most important work being Yii Hai 5?^, a large

encyclopaedia.

He is also regarded generally as the author of

the Santzu Ching, (q.v.).

WAN KUO KUNG PAO JJ gj 2i ?ft
or iZcfieu;

of the Times, was a weekly periodicail started by

Dr. YoDNG J. Allen in 1868 and continued by him

for about 15 j-ears. In 1888 the Society for the

Diffusion of Christian and General Knowledge

resuscitated it as a monthly magazine, undertaking

the liiiancial and business responsibilities, while

Dr. Allen edited it. It must not be confused with

a daily by the same name started by the Peking

Keform Club in 1895 and suppressed eaa-ly in 1896,

which reproduced many of Dr. T. Richard's

articles. During the Reform movement in 1896, the

S.D.K.'s monthly reached a circulation four times

ta large as it had been in 1894, and in 1898 a re-

former proposed to the Emperor that it should be

made tlie Government organ. The boycott against

American goods in 1902 seriously affected its

circulation, and after Dr. Allen's death in May
1907, it was continued only to the end of the year,

a weekly called the Tn Tung Pun taking its place.

WAN LI CH'ANG CH'ENG. See Great Wall.

WAPITI, .K Jj& '"" '". 'horse deer'; a large

deer, intermediate in form between the Red deer

of Europe and the Wapiti or so-called Elk of

America. See Cervidcr.

Soweubt : Fur and Feather in North China;

Wallace : The Big Game of Central and Western

China.

WARD, FREDERICK, the creator of The

Ever-victorious Army, wa.s born in 1828 at Salem,

Mass. He led a rough, adventurous life and saw

75

a good deal of fighting. He came to Shanghai when

the power of the T'ai P'ing rebels had declined,

though they were still masters of Hangchow and

Soochow, besides resisting siege in Nanlcing. Ward
proposed to the Shanghai merchants that he should

capture Sung-kiang t2 JI^ the prefectural city of

Shanghai. The contract being made, he proceeded

to enlist about one hundred foreigners ; the port

was at the time crowded with shipping, and the

Anglo-French expedition against China was acting

from Shanghai ; hence, among discharged sailors or

deserters from navy or army it was not difficult to

get recruits, but of course the foreign authorities

were not in favour of such action. He had

Blrgevine (q.v.) for his lieutenant.

The first attack on Sung-kiang failed and the

surviving foreigners were disbanded ; a second

attack, with a smaller force of Manilamen,

succeeded. He then made two disastrous attempts

to take Ch'ingp'u, and was himself severely

wounded. He got into great trouble with foreign

authorities, who still wished to remain neutral, and

who did not want encouragement to be given to

desertion ; and he was even in prison for a time.

At Hast he and Burgevine decided to employ no

more foreigners but to discipline natives, a plan

to which the Chinese readily agreed. By the end

of January, 1862, he had a force of 8,000 drilled

Chinese under ten foreign officers. These had some

successes, and when the rebels broke the agreement

which kept them thirty miles from Shanghai, and

English and French joined the Imperialists in

resisting them. Ward's force co-operated with the

foreign troops. After the first great victory the

British naval and military authorities reported verj-

favourably on Ward's force, and an Imperial decree

designated it 'The Ever-victorious Army.' Ward

with this army then did a great deal of fighting.

but for some time it was always with the support

of foreign troops. He was mortally wounded in

attacking Tzu Ki and died within the day at

Ningpo. He left instructions as to the carrying

on of his work, and asked to be buried in the court

of the Confucian Temple at Sung-kiang : this extra-

ordinary request was granted, and very hicrh honour

was shewn to the dead.

WATCH-TOWERS, supposed to have been

erected by the Mongols as signal towers, extend

from Peking to Shanhaikwan and into Manchuria.

Other towers, found along the foot-hills in the

Western Hills, are supposed to have been erected

for protpclion against hill-robbers.

WATER-CLOCK. See Clepsydra.

WATTERS, THOMAS, was born in Ireland

in 1840 and died in London, January 10, 1901. Uf-

was appointed a student-interpreter in the British
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Consular Service in 1863 and was Consul in various

ports until 1895 when he retired. He was interested

in botany and discovered quite a number of new
species or varieties. But he is especially known as a

student of Buddhism. His woi-ks are as follows :—
Lao Tzu, A Study in Chinese Philosophy (1870)

;

A Guide to the Tablets in the Temple of Confucius,

(1879); Essays on the Chinese Language, (1889);

atories of Kccryday Life in China, (1896) ; besides

many articles in reviews, etc. His work On Yuan

Chwang's Travels in India appeared posthumously,

1904.

Bbetschneidee : History of European Botanical

Discoveries; Cordier : 'T'oung Pao, 1901, p. 92.

WAX INSECT. See Wax, WhUc.

WAX, VEGETABLE, is produced from the

fruit of a tree of the Ithus order, the substance

being formed between the kernel and the outer skin

of the seed, and in its crude form is of greenish

tinge. The foreign firms deal in this article under

the name of green vegetable tallow and consider it

a variety of the ordinary white vegetable tallow.

The Chinese, however, distinguish it by the name

oi ch'i-yu ^ iilj, from vegetable tallow, which they

caJl p'iyu /fe Jft, and which is found in the form of

a, coating round the seed of Sapivni sapifcrum, (see

Tallow, Vegetable). Vegetable wax is now being

lefined in Hankow and is exported both in its

refined and crude form, but chiefly in the latter.

It has lately come into favour in Europe for candle-

making, and a considerable demand for it has sprung

up. It is harder and more wax-like than vegetable

tallow, and its melting point is higher. The trade

in it seems capable of great expansion, provided the

supply can keep pace with the demand.

The exports of vegetable wax, which were

33,000 piculs in 1909. worth Tls. 293,000, fell in the

following years ; but 44,000 piculs were exported in

1914, which included 7,000 piculs from Ichang and

Shasi. The export in 1916 was pels. 7,725, value

Tls. 87,419.

Hankow Customs Report, 1909.

WAX, WHITE, eig paila. Insect white

wax is produced by a scale-insect, the Coccus pe-la,

being deposited on the branches of an ash (Fraxinus

chinensis) and of a privet (Ligustrum lucidum,

jfc g. ). It has long been an object of interest in

Europe, being mentioned as early as 1655 by Martini

in his Novus Atlas Sinensis. The chief centre of •

th.3 industry is Kiating fu, Ssuch'uan, but the

insects are bred in the Kienchaiig Valley, further

south-west. Here they develop during the winter

on the privet. The cone-like scales full of minute

eggs arc removed late in April to the wax districts

200 miles north-east, by porters who travel in relays

and make the journey in 6 days, speed being neces-

sai-y, especially in warm weather, in order to arrive

before the insects hatch out. The cones are placed

on pollai-ded trees, either ash or privet, where they

hatch out and after a moulting period deposit the

wa.x (probably as a protection against enemies) on

the lower sui'faces of the branches. The deposit

continues until the end of August, when the wax is

gathered, placed in boiling water, and skimmed ofi

the surface on which it floats ; it is then moulded

into cakes. The wax bears a close resemblance to

spermaceti, but is much harder. It is oolourfless

and almost odourless, tasteless, brittle, soluble in

alcohol, and dissolves with great difficulty in

naphtha. It hardens by long immersion in cold

water. It is laigely used as a coating for Chinese

candles, its high melting point (130° F.) rendering

it useful as a protection to the fats and oils

employed', which melt at 100° F. Other uses are,

to impart a gloss to good paper ; to coat piUs ; to

polish jade, soapstone, and superior furniture ; and

to give lustre to cloth.

The production is 50,000 piculs in a poor year

ai.d as much as 100,000 piculs in a very good year.

Most of it remains in Western China, but in 1906

14,000 piculs were exported from Cbungkiiig down

vhe Yangtze.

Though the best wax is from Ssuch'uan, it is

also produced in several other provinces ; its range

is really from Chihli to Hainan.

The export in 1916 was pels. 8,690, vaiuo

Tls. 520,386.

Baser : Report, 1879 ; HosiE : Three Years in

]T . China; Wilson : A Naturalist in IT. China.

WEASEL. See Mustelidce.

WEAVER-BIRDS. See Ploceince.

WEDDELL, JOHN, the commander of an

expedition to find out the possibilities of trade with

China. Jt was organized by Sir W. Courteenes

(j.f.) and seems to have enjoyed the special favour

of Charles I. The expedition consisted of four

sliips and two pinnaces, and among other merchants

on board was Peter Mundy, who wrote a valuable

journal. (See Mundy). It sailed in April, 1636.

On reaching Macao it found the Portuguese ready

to use any means to prevent others than themselvei

from having trade with China ; and it found the

Chinese arrogant, timid, and blustering. Weddell

was exceedingly bold and forced his way to Canton,

but it was nearly a century before English trade was

reaHy established in that city.

Eames : The English in China.

WEEGUR, Dr. Edkins' romanization of the

name generally written Ouigur or Uighiir. See

I'ighiir.

WEI CH'I, Bn ^- surrounding rhess, often

called chess by foreigners. Hsiang ch'i, however,
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is the game similar to chess, while wei ch'i does not

resemble it. lu Japan it is called gubang, but,

again, it is quite unlike the game known in the

West by that name.

It is an ancient game, being first mentioned in

Chinese writings about B.C. 625, according to

Edkins ; and it is native in China. It is regarded

a<> the noble-st of games and is much played by the

literati, while chess is more in favour with soldiers.

It appears a simple game, yet is really most difficult.

The square board on which it is played is

di\ided by eighteen lines each way, making 324

squai'es. The play, however, is at the points

where the lines cut or meet; there are therefore

361 places.

The 'men' aie round, flat stones, black and

white, each player beginning with a bagful of one

colour. The opponents play alternately, putting a

stone down on an unoccupied point. The object of

each is to occupy as much of the board as possible.

This is done by making enclosures, the unoccupied

points in which count to the player as well as the

occupied ones ; or by surrounding and so capturing

the enemy pieces on the board. Hence the name of

the game.

The description to which the reader is referred

is full and clear and illustrated with diagrams.

See Chess.

VoLPiCELLi : Wei-ch'i, Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S.,

vol. x.xvi.

WEI DYNASTY. One of the Three Kingdoms,

(</.i-.). '1 he rulers were as follows.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted

i flj-
Wen Ti

M IP- Ming Ti

10 iTf l''«i Ti,

Wi» Ch'i Wang
Fang

A.D.

220 3{ ^ Huang Ch'u

227 :fc ;f(I T'ai Ho
1? JJ (h'ing Lung

as/ Ching Ch'u

Ifr Shao Ti

ift Kao Kuei

^ Hsiang Kung

7C '(ff Yuan Ti

240 JE J& Cheng Shih

JU =P Chia P'ing

254 jE 7C ChSng Yiian

fJR Kan Lu

260 JSI: 7C Chiiig Yiian

IS S.'r Hsien Hsi

A.D.

220

227

233

237

240

249

254

256

260

264

WEI DYNASTY, NORTHERN, -It Jl IBi

(House of ToBA f5 15 i^ ; "'•""> called Yiinn Wei

7C SI )• A Tartar dyna.sty. One of the partial

dynasties of the north during the Epo<h of Divi.sion.

It became almost as extensive as the F^ostern Chin
which preceded, and Hsiao W^n Ti (471-499) fixed

its capita! at Lo yang. Its capital was at Tu-p'ing

ch'eng in N. Shansi, the present Tat'ung fu, whore

important cave temples still remain to witness to

the dynasty's zeal for Buddhism.

In 535 it divided into Eastern and Western, and

these were soon oveiTome by N. Ch'i and N. Chou.

Dyn. Title Accession Reign Title Adopted
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EASTERN WEI DYNASTY.

Dyn. Title Accession Eeign Title Adopted
A.U. A.D.

#s?ifrHsiaoCliingTi 534 ?c ¥ T'ien T'ing 534

ITC ^ Yuan Hsiang 538

®fn Hsing Ho 539

gt S \\u Ting 543

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. The native
system is chaotic, not because taels and catties ai-e

less sensible than grams and kilograms, but because
there is no absolute weight or measure in China.
Relatively ail taels may contain si.xteen iianij

(though this is only generally true), and every foot

or c/i'i/i may have ten inches or ts'un, but the tael

or foot varies greatly in different trades and in

different locaUties.

In 1889 Mr. Morse collected information from
all parts of China, and published valuable tables in

the N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal. They shew that the

catty, for example, varies between 4 ounces avoir-

dupois for tea in Peking and 40.40 ounces avoir-

dupois for coal in Honan. Other weights and mea-
sures show similar variations. {See Mou). It does
not seem to be of much use therefore to give a

Table of Weights and Measures.

At the ports, where trade is done with
foreigners, it has been necessarj- to fi.\ certain

weights and measures by treaty.

The Republic on January 6, 1915, passed a law,

ffi /< }i. reforming weights and measures by in-

troducing the metric system ( 5i J^ and i> Jx ) side

by side with the native system. The law should
have come into force in the capital on October 1,

1916, but the time was extended to January 1, 1917.

It seems, however, to be a dead letter. It is given in

full by Planchet.

Planchet : Missions de Chine, 1917 ; Jotjrnal :

N.C.B.R.A.S., vol. xxiv, Currency and Measures
in China; Morse : Trade and Administration of
China; China Yeae Book.

WEIHAIWEI ^^^,3, Ten-itory leased to

Great Britain by a treaty dated Juiy 1, 1898. It

lies on the northern coast of Shantung, in lat.

37° 30' N. and long. 122°. 10' E., and comprises the

Bay of Weihaiwei, all the islands in the bay, and a

strip of land ten miles wide along the whole coast-

line of the bay. The area of the Territory is

283 sq. miles. Great Britain has also rights,

including that of fortification, over all the coast

region east of the meridian 121° .40*.

The bay is six miles wide and three or four

deep ; it is sheltered by an island, Liukung tao

S] ^ & •
^^''° miles long, lying across the entrance

and making two passages into the harbour. The
mainland is hilly, and includes ranees named
Fitzgerald Range, Seymour Range, Farquharson

Range and Macdonald Range. The last, which is

the furthest south, has the highest peak in the
Territory, 1,589 ft.

The south-western corner of Liukung tao and
the northern shore of Narcissus Bay, which lies

opposite, are the centre of foreign activity; Port
Edward, the administrative capital, lies in Narcissus
Bay, and Weihaiwei, the insignificant native city,

lies a mile west of the bay.

The climate is considered excellent, though the

winter cold is very severe. The average annual
rain-fall is 19.2 inches.

Sir J. Hope Grant visited the bay in 1860, when
seeking a suitable place for the Britisli forces of

the Expedition ; but he decided that the accommord-
ation was insufficient.

Weihaiwei came into prominence in 1895, when
the Japanese assaulted it by land and sea, destroyed

Admiral Ting's damaged squadrons and received

the surrender of the forts and remnant of the fleet

on February 12 : Ting committed suicide at once

after surrendering. Japanese troops remained in

the place for three years pending payment of the

stipulated indemnity ; but in 1898, Russia having

leased Port Arthur and Germany having seized

Kiaochow, Great Britain took over Weihaiwei "for

as long a period as Port Arthur remains in the

occupation of Russia."

It remained under the joint administration of

the War Office and the Admiralty till 1901, Sir A.

Dcp.WARD being Commissioner ; it was then put

under the Colonial Office and Sir James H. Stew.irt

LocKHAET, K.c.M.G. arrived as Commissioner in

May. 1902. He still holds that post in 1917.

The British Government has never developed

the place for naval purposes, and in the consequent

uncertainty as to its future it has not developed

much commercially. It is however of much value

as a sanatorium for the navy, as a health resort for

Shanghai residents and others, and as an educational

centre.

An interesting episode in the history of the

Territory was the formation of The Chinese

Regiment, (<?.!'.).

Johnston : Lion and Dragon in North China;

Bi.rcE-MiTFOi'i> : T/ir Territory of Wei-Hai-Wei.

WEIMAR MISSION. See General Protestant

Missionary Society.

WEI, STATE OF {Jf, a smaJl feudal Chou State

lying west of Lu and north-west of .Sung, between

the Yellow River as it then was and now is, with its

capital at Wei-hui fu. The fief was given by Wen
Wang to one of his sons witli the title of JLirquia

(^, which was changed to that of Duke iii in

B.C. 770. Confucius stayed twice in Wei and it

was from there that he was recalled to Lu aftef

his fourteen years of wandering. The State became

dependent on Wei {f about B.C. 400 and was des-

troyed at the rise of the Ch'in dynasty.

I
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WEI, STATE OF, Sli sometimes written

Ngwei, wliieh is probably its original pironunciation

and which distinguishes it from the State of Wei

£ . One of the Three Chin,—the three States into

which Chin -^ was divided in B.C. 451. The other

two were Han and Chao ; tliey were recognized as

sei)arate State& by the Emperor in B.C. 403. The
sub-fief of this name was granted by Chin some
two centuries earlier, the capital being later fi.xed

at Ta Liang, which is in K'ai-feng fu ; hence when

it became an independent State it was sometimes

called the State of Liang. It included parts of the

present Chihli, Honan, Shansi and Shensi. It was

one of the Seven Martial States and it provi<Jied

one of the Four Leaders who delayed the final con-

quest of the Empire by Ch'in. Chang I, the

political adventurer, was a native of Wei. Mencics

visited King 11 ci of Liang or Wei in B.C. 320, and

their conversations are given as the first Book in

Aftncius. The State waj destroyed by Ch'in in

B.C. 225, after Han and Chao had been already

e.xtinguished.

TscHEPE : Histoire des Troh Royaumes Han,

Wei et Tchao ; HiRTH : The Ancient History cff

China.

WEI YANG, Ji^, a reformer in the Ch'in ^
State who dicj B.C. 33a. He belonged to the ruling

family of Wei but served Ch'in and made it great.

He was made Prince of Shang ®^ , but on the death

of Duke Hsiao ^, his patron, the ne.\t ruler killed

him and all his family. For liis reforms see Giles'

Uio'jraphical Dictionary, 2296.

WEN CHANG, 3: Ef, an essay formerly re-

qi ired in exuniinations. The value of this kind of

study was out of all proportion to the time it

required. It may be compared with the making of

Latin verse by the ordinary English schoolboy.

It was frequently referred to as the A JS X
jia ku win, eight-legged essay, because divided into

eight heads in a very artificial manrcr. Sentences

of four and si.\ characters came altcrnaltOy, ar.d

each set of t«n characters was antithetical. Style

alone was ccnfidertd, the matter might be moiie

commonplace or even nonsense.

It was condemned by Chant, CniH-TrxG in his

Ch'iian heueh p'ien (q.v.) and was finally abolished

in 1898.

WEi>i CH'ANG. .''ee IV't"n-(i.

W^NCHOW ia ifH- a Treaty Port opened by the

Chefoo Convention in 1877. It is in Chekiang

province, twenty miles up the river Ou, SK in lat.

27°.18' 4" X. and long. 120'^ .38' 28" E. There

is no foreign settlement, the Customs being outside

the north wall, and the Consulates and residences

bein:,' on the island Chiang Hsin Ssii jt 't> Vi-

opposite the city. This island is also called Two

Pagodas Island (q-v.) and Conquest Island.

The population is estimated at 100,000, the
foreign population being only officials and mission-

aries. The people are described as lethargic and
uiienterprising, but they have frequently engaged
in riots. 1915 1916

\et Foreign Imports 1,141,772 1,230,047

Net Chinese „ 963,954 785,109

E.\ports 1,291,262 1,490,157

Total Hk.Tls. 3,396,988 3,505,313

WEN HSIEN TUNG K'AO Sgtii^- See

/..('I S/iu.

WEN LI, ^m- ^y^n li in the sense of book

or classical language in contrast with the spoken

language, especially Kuan hua ("g" |J), finds no re-

cognition in Chinese le.xicography. Therefore its

definitftn as the "classical style, or style of com-

position," in such dictionaries as Giles, Williams,

etc., is without authority. Indeed the phrase itself

hardly finds a recognition in Chinese. The P'ei Wen
I'iin Fu ( flS 3^ ® /ff ) does mention it, but not in any

sense as referring to language. The two words come
together in the Vhung Yung (tf tff) Chap. 31;

X S ?& ^ £. tl ^' ^ij in "Accomplished, distinctive,

concentrative and searching, fitted to e.xercise dis-

crimination." From Dr. Legge's translation it will

be evident that it is not a combined phrase but two
distinct words, each with a meaning. This must
be maintained in spite of the fact that some would
take li as qualifying win.

Comparative references are found. The ^ gg
says, "His argument is more weighty than his

language, but your language is superior to your

thought. When language e.xcels principle ( 3S)
there is danger of a fall." 3? A ffl K i^ 8? ii 8?

Bfi^^ntfi il%% ^^Wx- Han Yu
( ^ ,ig.)

eaya, A 2? 2. JJf fi S ^ iSC i6f ^ J^ S X -K ** til

"Words are the perfection of sound, and the win
words are the perfection of words."

The foregoing suggests that in ancient times the

written and the spoken languages were identical.

People wrote as they spoke : and very many of the

classical phrases found in the fu hua (i JJi

of certain localities may be a relic of this ancient

identity.

The term Il'tn li is now in constant use, never-

theless, especially among foreigners, to denote the

Chinese literary style, which differs in degrees of

conciseness on obscurity, and hence is sometimes

divided into "high" and "low" Win li.

Works in colloquial or mandarin, largely pro-

duced by missionaries for the common people, are

scorned by the literati. See Grammar! ; Wen chang.

WEN SHU, a Bodhisattva. See Mauju'sri.

WEN Tl, X^r, the god of Literature, also

named Wen ch'anc ti chun S 5 iTf 2t • One of
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the canonical divinities, worshipped ofFicialily

tluoughout China on the 3rd day oi the 2nd moon

and on an auspicious day in the 8th moon, with

sacrifices. He was once probably a living man of

the T'ang period named Chang, who lived in Ssu

ch'uan. He is supposed to have been re-incarnated

many times, and was deified in the Yiian dynasty

(1314 A.D.). But he is also the inhabitant of the

constellation L'rsa Major, and the part of that

constellation which the Chinese call K'lui f^ is also

worshipped as god of Literature, and in every State

temple to Wen ti there will aJso be found a

representation of the K'uei star (/v'ufj hsiruj). The

place of the latter in the heavens is in-dicated by

putting his image in a tower, (whether in connection

with the Wen Ti temple or independent), called

K'uei hfin(j luu ^ S. S- These two ideas of the

deity are inextricably mingled. See K'uei Hsing.

MaveRS : N.C.B..R.A.S. Journal, 1869; Dore :

liecherckes sur Ics Superstitions en Chine, vol. vi,

p. 29.

WERNER, EDWARD THEODORE CHAL-
MERS, «as born in Xew Zealand in 1864 and

entered the China Consular Service in 1884. He

was Consul at Foochow when he retired on a

pension in 1914. In 1905 he was sent on a mission

in H.M.S. Snipe to investigate and settle the affair

of the massacre of missionaries at Nanch'ang. He

is a Barrister at-law, being called to the bar. Middle

Temple, in 1905.

He has published an important work, Dcscriptii'e

Socioloijij,—Chinese (Part IX of Herbert Spencer's

SI lies), the first work to present the phenomena of

Chinese civilization (its morphology, physiology,

and development) in a complete and scientific form.

He is also the author of various pamphlets, The,

(rreat Wall of China; Herbert Spencer and Bergson;

etc., etc.. beside many articles in reviews.

WESLEYAN METHODIST MISSIONARY
Society.

Headquarters :—London, England.

Entered China, 1852.

Works in Kuangtung, Kuangsi, Hupei and

Huran.

South China District.—The first Wesleyan

missionary was the Rev. G. PiERCy (died 1913), who

wa- in the first instance unconnected and self-

supporting, but later was accepted by the Wesleyan

Methodist Society as its first China worker. He
landed in Canton in 1852, and in the course of a

few years was joined by a number of colleagues.

Mrs. PiERCf opened the first Girls' boarding school

in Canton in 1854.

Work was begun in Hongkong in 1852, chiefly

educational. The first self-supporting Church was

established at Fatshan fj Qj. fourteen miles from

Canton.

Work among the Hakkas was begun in 1878, with

headquarters at iSWJl? Shiu-chou fu, 275 miles

north of Canton.

When the port of Wuchow was opened to foreign

trade in 1898, Rev. R. J. J. Macdonald, M.D., was

appointed to open medical work there. He was

murdered by pirates in 1906.

Edui:utiunal work was begun in Fatshan in 1901,

and a new college was opened there in 1914. A
Theological College was begun in Canton in 1890, the

educational part of which was transfei-red to Fat-

shan when the new college was built there. The
Theological part was afterwards merged in the

Union Theological College at Canton, which began

work in 1914. There is a Girls' boarding school at

Canton, and both Boys' and Girls' boarding schools

at Wuchow.

Midical Work began in Fatshan in 1881 when

Rev. C. W'enyon, M.D. rented a Chinese warehouse

as a dispensary. A new hospital was built in 1908,

replacing a smaller one built in 1881. Wuchow,
where the first dispensary was a houseboat, has a

hospital and a Leper Asylum.

At Shiu Chou, the centre of the Hakka district,

medical work was begun in 1885. When digging

foundations for a hospital in 1890, some skeletons

were disinterred. The bones were carried through

the streets by a mob, and the missionaries' lives were

in great danger. A new site was procured by the

mandarins' orders, but the building operations had

to be suspended and the work was stopped for a

number of years. A hospital was built there in 1915.

The Wesleyan Methodist Society also began

work for the 6,000 soldiers and sailors stationed at

Hongkong in 1888, opening rooms for them in 1895

and a Home in 1901, with a resident missionary in

charge.

In 1913 during the second Revolution, the work

was very much hindered in this District by the

Declaration of Independence at Canton. Robber

bands were numerous ; two missionaries (Rev.

T. W. and Mrs. Scholes) were attacked and robbed

while travelling by boat, while scholars of Christian

schools were kidnapped, and held to ransom. There

was also a revival of Confucianism, and great

enemity was shown to Christianity, threatening

letters being written and abusive placards posted.

HiTEH District.—The work here covers fifteen

counties, and was begun by the Rev. J. Cox's visit

to Hankow in 1862. Dr. Griffith John of the

London Missionary Society was the only other

Protestant missionary then residing there. Mr. Cox
had been stationed at Canton for some years, and

in order that he might acquire mandarin. Dr. John
offered him one of his own converts as a teacher and

Mr. Chu Sao-An, the first baptized Protestant

Christian in inland China, was chosen. Mr. CirtJ

was afterwards ordained the first native minister in
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the interior, and died in 1899, having lived a con-

sistent and useful Christian life. Dr. J. Pohteb,

Smith, the first medical missionary in central China,

arrived in 1864. In 1865 Mr. Cox was joined by two

colleagues, one of whom was the well-known saint,

ascetic, and fervent apostle, Rev. David Hill.

Hanyang was opened in 1863, and in 1867 after

many ditiiculties had been surmounted, the Society

obtained a footing in Wuchang, and, as had been

done in Hankow, divided the city between them-

selves and the London Missionary Society.

After visits had been paid for some years Wu-
siieh ^^ was occupied by resident missionaries in

1871, when a work already started by the American

Methodists (North), was incorporated. In 1891,

during the Yangtze Valley riots, chiefly caused by

tbt dissemination of the tract A Deathblow to

Corruj/t Doctrine, (q.v.) distributed from the capital

of Hunan, the Mission premises at Wusiieh were

burned down, and a lay mi.ssionaiy, Mr. W. Argent,

was murdered, as well as a Mr. Green of the

Customs.

Kuang chi Jjjj!?
was occupied in 1871 at the

earnest request of eight men who asked for Christian

instruction.

In 1380 Te-an fu ^^ was opened, also as tlie

ic.'ult of an invitation from some of the inhabitants

The majority however were bitterly hostile, and

in 1834 there was a great riot brought about at the

time of the examinations through the prefect setting

a te.xt for the e.seays from the Sacred Edict,

"Banish strange doctrines." The mission houses

were loote<l, and the missionaries mishandled, one

of them, the Uev. .Jos. Bell, dying in the following'

year as a result of the strain.

Suichow ^ )^\ wxi occupied in 1897, Ta-yeh

^ }fe in 1898, and An-lu ^ H in 1891.

Lai/ Atjency.—The WesJeyan Methodists have

always emphasized lay work. In 1873 C.W. Mitchil

came as a self-supporting lay worker (died 1902

in China). He was quite uniquely efficient as a

colporteur, and his success led to a number of lay

ajcnts known as the ".Joyful News Band" bein.^

sei.t out at low .salaries, chiefly through the influence

of the Rev. David Hill, who set them a fine

cxiiDple of frugal living and incessant work. In

after years, the Lay Mission became absorbed in

the Parent Society.

Educational Work.—In 1887, higher educational

work was begun in Wuchang under the Rev. W. T.

A. Barber, M.A., B.D. (now D.D. and Principal of

Leys School, Cambridge, England), but five years

later ho was obliged to leave China. The work
continues as Wesley College and High School, and
waj removed outside the city walls in 1906.

A Theological Institute, also at Wuchang, was
begun in 1901. There is a David Hill Blind School

in Hankow, started in 1888 and occupying new

buildings since 1914. Boys' boarding schools are

running at Wuchang, Te-an, Ta-yeh and An-lu.

A home for Destitute Boys exists at Suichow.

Wuchang Normal School is worked in conjunction

with two other missions.

Medical Work was begun in Hankow at the

outset, and there are both men's and women's

hospitals. The latter was built in 1888 by the

Women's Auxiliary of the Wesleyan Missionary

Society in commemoration of Queen VirTORiA's

.1 ubilee.

In the two Revolutions, the Hankow doctors

did a great deal of Red Cross Work. There is a

Union Medical School at Hankow which was opened

in 1910, by the Wesleyan Methodist Society, the

London Mission Society, and the American Baptists

(North). Te-an Hospital was built in 1899 as a

memorial to David Hill. Medical work was started

at .'Vn-lu at the opening of the station and was

carried on in native premises until the building of

the men's hospital in 1910, and the women's hospital

i.T 1913.

Dispensary work began in Ta-yeh in 1907, and

the present hospital was opened in 1911.

Hunan District.—The Society works (1916) in

seven centres in Hunan. As is well known, the

opposition to Christianity in this province was so

intense till recently that it was impossible for

missionaries to reside there. The W.M.S., however,

.'cnt Chinese evangelists from Hupei for some years,

and in 1902, Rev. E. C. Cooper and the Rev.

Lo Yu-s\N entered Changsha, and 5R iS Pao-ch'ing

in 1903. Yungchow ^ f\\ was occupied in 1904. as

also was P'ing-kiang ^tC; and Chenchow ^ ^ in

1906. Work is also carried on at Yi-yang, Liuyang,

and Siangtan.

Educational Work.—A Union Theological School

was started at Changsha in 1914, in W.M.S.

premises and with a W.M.S. president; there are

boys' boai'ding schools at Y'ungchow and P'ing-kiang,

and a Bible Women's school at Yi-yang.

Medical Work is carried on at Yungchow, Pao-

ch'ing and P'ing-kiang.

Statistics for year ending December 31. 1916 :

—

Foreign Missionaries 120

Chinese Staff 360

Communicants 5,364

Non-communicant Members 752

WESTCHINA UNION UNI VERSITY, THE,
was founded at Ch'engtu. Ssurh'uan, in 1910, by

four Societies, the English Friends' Mission, the

A.B.F.M. Society, the Canadian Methodist Mission

and the M. E. Mission, U.S.A. The Church

Missionary Society has recently entered the union.

The Revolution interfered with progress, but

college classes were re-opened in 1913.
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There ai-e four Faculties, Arts, Science,

AJtdicine (organized 1914). and Theology (organized

1915).

There is a board of Governors resident in the

three countries represented and a Senate on the

field composed of members of the Missions working

the University.

The first graduates took their B.A. degree in

1916. The University at present grants degrees

merely on its own authority, but it is probable that

it will shortly become incorporated in the State of

New Yoik.

The site occupied about one hundred acres, and

contains, besides the University proper, students'

dormitories, and the residences of the foreign staff.

A fine College camijus is gradually being made.

The students are mostly Ssuch'uanese, but a few

from Yunnan and the Miao tribes are found in the

lower grades, in which also are the majority of non-

Christian students.

The first President is the Rev. Joseph Beech,

D.D., of the M. E. Mission.

In January 1917, the University reported :

—

Foreign Professors 20

(including some who only give part time).

r'hincse Professors 1

(as distinguished from the numerous

teachers and assistants).

• Students of College Grade' 70

Students of schools controlled by

University, e.g. Normal and Middle

Schools, etc 255

WESTERN GARRISONS. %ee Four Garrkons.

WEST RIVER. See Si kiang.

WHAMPOA, 3i J|y huang pu, yellow reach,

the same name as Whang poo (i-v.). The port of

Canton, on an island of the same name, twelve miles

lelow that city. Formerly the anchorage for ships

which were not allowed to pi'oceed to Canton.

When it was the only port open to foreign trade

S. W. WiLLUMS counted one hundred and twenty-

five ships there at one time, along a front of three

miles. It has now lost its old importance, and is a

Customs station.

WHANG POO, 5^ >fl huang p'u, yellow reach.

A river running into the Yangtze. Shanghai stands

on it, about 14 miles from the mouth.

WHANGPOO CONSERVANCY. See Con-

Ktvancy Work.

WHEAT, /h Sf ^<""<' """• Wheat is sown in

Manchuria in March and harvested in June, an acre

requiring 17 to 22 lbs. of seed and yielding from

1,100 to 1,600 lbs. of grain. Hosie gives the wheat

yield per acre in Ssuch'uan as 1,900 lbs., producing

1,100 lbs. of flour. In Manchuria the yield is only

1,000 lbs. KxNG, Farmers of Forty Centuriee, p. 255,

gives the yield in Shantung as 42 bushels per acre,

as against 23.3 bushels in Manchuria which is given

in Far Eastern Review, Feb., 1909.

Wheat is grown in every province of China, but

is a crop of far more importance in the north than

in the south, where it merely supplements rice as

a winter crop. A great deal is grown in the Great

Plain, but Manchuria is -par excellence the wheat

land of China, being indeed an ideal wheat field.

Paukeb has estimated that the wheat lands of

Manchuria and E. Mongolia, developed and un-

developed, are capable of producing from 300,000

to 400,000 bushels of spring-sown hard wheat, even

with native methods of culture. This ten-itory is

north of the 40th degree of N. latitude. The native

wheats are mostly of the bearded and smooth chaff

type, though fife, blue-stem, and Canadian club

types are also seen. The yield is much less per unit

than that of millet or maize, so that tlie people do

not cultivate wheat as much as they should, but

yearly this prejudice is being broken, as the flour

industry is developed.

The production of flour in China is yearly

increasing, as the taste of the people for the article

develops. The importation of foreign flour is still

very large, but the local produce is steadily forging

its way ahead. In Manchuria the Haibin district

has 19 miles (10 in Harbin itself), turning out nearly

140,000 tons yearly; Tiehling (S. Manchuria) has

a very large mill ; in the Yangtze Valley there are

32 (including 15 at Shanghai and 5 at Hankow),

producing over 60,000 sacks daily, and there are a

dozen in other provinces. In 1915 nearly three an^l

a quarter million piculs of flour were sent out from

the milling centres to other towns.

^YILSO^• noted no fewer than five distinct

varieties of wheat, both "red" and "white," awned

and awnless. Some of the North China wheats,

owing to their rapid coming to maturity, are being

tried in England, seed having been sent to Professor

Biffen of Cambridge. In ^V. Ssiich'uan 8,000 to

10,500 feet represents the wheat-growing altitude.

In 1916 the export was wheat, pels. 1,155,179,

value Hk.Tls. 2,223,133; flour, pels. 289,747, Tls.

1,141,707.

WHITE ANTS, f\ tit, T""' ', » kind of insect

(termites) distinct from ants, and a great curse in

the south of China. In the larva stage they devour

most kinds of wood, and to such an extent that what

ar pears to be a solid beam may be a mere sheU and

loUapse at a touch.

WHITE CLOUD MOUNTAIN, l5 S lU foi

yiin shan, a favourite place for excursions from

Canton, which lies at its foot. It is 3 to 4 hours

distant by chair. The hill has several interesting

Buddhist monasteries. Its height is about 1,200 ft.
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* WHITE DEER GROTTO UNIVERSITY,
The, is situated near the Poyaiig Lake in Kiangsi.

According to historical statements the place now

occupied by tliis institution was the home of

Li T'o $i|i, a poet of some reputation in the T'ang

Dynasty. He had a tame white deer which accom-

panied him in his rambles and the common people

called him the "white deer gentleman." In a.d. 825,

the poet was gi\en office of sub-prefect at the

present Kiukiang and built a summer house or kiosk

over the cave. In 805-807 a school had been opened

there, known as the Government School of the Lu
Mountains. In the time of confusion which followed

the T'ang Dynasty it was a rendezvous for scholars

from many parts, who found a retreat for study

there.

In 960, the school was raised to the status of a

University, and then had over a hundred students.

The great C'hu Hsi, who became prefect at Nan-
k'ang fu in 1174, repaired and enlarged it. He
memorialized the Throne on the subject, begged to

be made President, and that grants-in-aid might be

made. He asked that the Emperor Hsiao Tsung
would also bestow an Imperial tablet, as a set-off

against the Taoist and Buddhist temples which

swarmed everywhere. The Emperor granted the

requests, but at the end of the Mongol rule the

tablet was thrown down. It was found among
some brushwood and set up again in the reign of

the Ming Emperor Cheng T'ung. C'hu Hsi is said

to have spent the last years of his life at the White

Deer Grotto, and to be buried behind the college.

The grotto bears no sign of being a natural

cave : it contains an insignificant image of a white

deer, placed there in the 14th century.

The whole place is in a very ruinous condition,

and is almost deserted, except in summer, when bands

of students resort thither to pursue their studies in

the coolness of the spot. Kui'fer says it is "a

University with no President, and no Faculty, no

Board of Ti-ustees, and not even a janitor."

KuPFEn : Sacred Places in China.

WHITE FEATHER SOCIETY, also called the

Society of Divine .lu.stite, an anti-dynastic secret

society which originated in Honan and in 1913

attacked the palace, etc. See W/iite Lotus Socitti/.

Giles : China and the Ufanchun.

WHITE LOTUS (oi LILY) SOCIETY, I'ai-

til n chiuo, fl 5E ©t . which must not be confounded

with the Lotus School of Buddhism founded by

Hui Yuan, arose in the reign of the Mongol Emperor

Wi' TsTNG (13081312), owing to i>ersistent misrule.

It was given a religious turn by Han Shan t'ung

ft lU X ,
(the grandson of the founder) declaring

the advent of Maitbeya to be near. He himself

was palmed off as a descendant of the Sung dynastic

7C

family, and rose in rebellion. Eed turbans were the

distinguishing mark of his followers. He was

captured eai-ly and e.xecuted, and his son f$ j^k ^
carried on the revolt, and was actually proclaimed

Emperor; but he died in 1367 at Nanking and the

prize of the Empire fell to his friend Chu Yuan-

ciiANG, the first of the Ming rulers.

Towards the close of the Ming Dynasty, when

misrule and disorder again prevailed, the White

Lotus Society re-appeared. In the reign of T'ien

Ch'i (1621-1628), they joined forces with a rebel

leader who had actually been proclaimed Emperor,

but was defeated and slain in battle.

In 1751 Ch'ien Lung issued edicts against this

and other sects, but in 1794 the White Lotus Society

broke out in rebellion again, in Hupei and West

China, aj:ound the person of a youth represented as

a descendant of one of the Ming Emperors. This

relxjllion took ten years to repress. In the first four

nior.ths 20,000 members of the sect were beheaded,

but nevertheless the movement spread over six pro-

vinces and cost untold money and lives.

In 1814, in Chia Ch'ing's reign, a daring insur-

rection broke out in the palace itself, which was

ascribed to the White Lotus Society, though ther

White Feather and other organizations were also

accused. In 1815, a White Lotus army suflered

defeat in Shensi and this was their last open revolt,

though the A'ien fei who worked such havoc in the

north at the time of the T'ai P'ing rebellion were

I'Mjbably largely recruited from the other Society.

It is said to survive under the name of the Tsai Li

;)£ g sect, whose members abstain from wine, opium

and tobacco, but were strongly disliked by the

Ivlanchu authorities to the end.

Edkins also stated in 1386 that the White Lotus

still existed as a small purely religious sect in the

neighbourhood of Te chou in Shantung. See Secret

Sects.

Stanton : China Review, xxi and xxii ; Giles :

China anil the Manchu.f.

WHITE PIGEON, fi (^ pai ho, or white

pi4,eon ticket, is a gambling game much practised

in the south, where it is called pah L-np piu. It is

considered more respectable than fan fan. The

origin of the name is said to be in the sending of

the winning numbers to distant players by means of

tickets attached to carrier-pigeons. The first eighty

characters of the Ch'ientzA rhing are used as

numbers. Ten number.« may bo fixed on by a player

at the price of a dollar. The eighty characters are

folded up, mixed together, then divided into four

groups of twenty each. Some player present is

asked to select one of these groups, which thus

becomes the group of winning numbers. The twenty

characters are unfolded and stuck up on a board.

Any player who has previously fixed on five of these
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numbers gets two dollws and so on up to anyone

vhose ten numbers are all in the winning numbers :

he receives three thousand dollars.

Or, according to Giles, the players, who had

to do their gambling outside Canton, because it was

forbidden inside, used, by means of pigeons, to let

their deal' ones in the city know what their luck

had been. It must be remembered that the city

gates are kept shut all night.

CuLi.N ; The GumbUmj Gamts of the Chinese

in America.

WHITE TIGER, THE, fl ^ pai hu, a Taoist

star-spirit, the canonized Yin Cueng-hsiu, colleague

to the Yin general who is now the Blue Dragon

(l-v.). They often act as the guardians before

Taoist temples.

DoRE : Recherches svr les Superstitions, tome i.\,

p. 586.

WIEGER, LEON, a Jesuit missionary in the

S.E. Chihli Mission. He was born in Alsace on

July 9, 1855, took his degree in medicine, entered

the Society January 21, 1881, and arrived at his

mission in Chihli in October, 1887. He has lived

nearly all the time at Hsien hsien |K ^ as the

Mission doctor, and has devoted himself to sinolo-

gical studies. Ilis published works ai'e Chinois

parle ; Chinois ecrit; Etude des caractires; Textes

histuriques, summaire de I'histoire chinoise; Textes

philosophiques, sommaire des notions ehinoises;

Folklore chinois moderne ; liouddhisme chinois;

Tao'isme; besides various religious works in Chinese.

All these works are issued from the Mission Press

at Ho-kien fu, and details will be found in the

Press catalogue. Two works have been translated

by P. Davrout into English,

—

Moral Tenets and

Customs ill China, and Chinese Character.'!.

WIGOUR, found in Giles' Dictionary a.", an

alternative for Ouigur. See I'i'jhiir.

WIKSTROEMA, a shrub from the fibre of

which paper is made at Pinchow, near Pakhoi

in South Kuangtung; this is named sha-chih.

Blankets are j^lso made from it, which are very

cheap and portable ; the chair coolies all use them.

(Pakhoi CuHoras Report, 1878).

WILLIAM OF RUBRUCK, a Franciscan

friar who travelled to Mongolia in the 13th century,

and wrote an account of the journey.

The dates of his birth and death are unknown,

and nothing at all is known of him except what is

found in his Itincrarium. His birthplace seems to

have been Rubrouck in French Flanders. He was

with St. LoTjis the king in the sixth crusade, and

started on his journey from Constantinople in 1253

with letters from the king to the emperor of

Mongolia and others, but he was not officially sent.

He reached Cyprus on his return in 1255, but the

king had then returned to France, whither Rubruck

was not allowed by the Provincial of his order to

follow. He must have got to France later, however,

for RoGEu Bacon tells of meeting him there, and
nearly everything of geographical importance in the

Itincrarium is given in Bacon's Upus Mujus. Friar

William seems after this to have been entirely for-

gotten for three centuries and a half, till in 1600

Hakluxt published a portion of the Itinerarium

from Lord Lumley's Manuscript, and Purchas in

his Pilijriines republished this and comjxleted it from

another manuscript. The historians of his Order

hardly mention him down to the middle of last

century, when a full notice of him was given in

Da Civezza's Storia Universale.

Many translations have appeared, but they were

all, till recent years, based on the translations of

Hakluyt and Pcrchas ; nor since Purchas does

anyone till recent times appear to have seen the

great value of the book : Yule ranks it with Marco
Polo's work and says 'it has few superiors in the

whole library of travel' !

The Hakliiyt Society has published a new
translation by W. W. Rockhill, with an Intro-

duction by that scholar.

Societe de Geographic, liccueil de Voyayes, vol. iv,

(1839) ; Yule : Marco I'olo, i, 102 ; Da Civezza :

Storia Universale delle Missione I''rancescane

;

Schmidt : Ueber Eubruk's Seise von 125S-1255,

(1885) ; De Backer : Cuillamne de Rubrouck,

traduit de I'original latin, (1877).

WILLIAMSON, ALEXANDER, was born at

Falkirk, Scotland, in 1829, and after graduating at

Glasgow was accepted by the London Missionary

Society. He sailed with his wife in company with

Dr. Griffith John and reached Shanghai in 1855.

As the result of the e.xcessive zeal with which he

worked he had to return to Scotland two years later,

and never quite recovered from his severe illness.

In 1853 he came back as agent of the National

Bible Society of Scotland, and from Chefoo as

headquarters travelled far and wide, often in dis-

tricts then still unknown to missionaries. His

brother James was murdered near Tientsin in 1869,

and the same year he himself returned home,

published his Journeys in North China and received

the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from his

nlnia mater in 1871. Returning, he spent much

strength in travel, in famine work and in literary

labours ; he was the chief founder of the Book and

Tract Society for China, which he afterwards

developed into the Society for the Diffusion of

Christian and General Knowledge among the

Chinese, (now the Christian Literature Society).

He died in Chefoo in August. 1890.

WILLIAMS, SAMUEL WELLS, This mis

sionary, diplomatist and author was born at Utica,

N.Y., in 1812, and proceeded to China in 1833 to
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take charge of the printing press connected with the

Mission of the American Board. The only Pifce

ttstant missionaries then in China were Uhidgman
and AIoRBisoN ; all foreigners were required to live

outside Canton and no Chinese was permitted to

teach them the language. He studied Japanese as

v/ell as Chinese, edited and printed TIik Chinese

liepusituri/ and published a Vocubidiiry of Mandarin
and En^ij Lensuns in Chinese. In 1874 he published

his well-known Middle Kin</dum. He accompanied

Commodore 1'erry to Japan as interpreter in 1853-4.

His Tonic Diitionarij of the Canton Dialect wa-s

finished in 1856, and next year he went north a,s

U.S. Secretary of I^egation, which post he held till

1876. During this time he was Chart/K d'affaires

9 times, and wrote his Syllabic Dictionary of the

Chinese Lamjuaije. He became Professor of Chinese

at Yale University in 1877, re-wrote his Middle
hini/doni^ and died in February, 1884.

Chinese Kecordeh, vol. xv; Williams: Life

and letters of S. Wells Williams, 1889.

WINE, }g c/iiu. According to Giles' Dict-

ionary chill is the term for spirits got from grain

by distillation. The word by it.«elf, however, is

generally used for the result of fermentation, while

distilled liquors are called shao chin (burnt wine),

huo chiu (fire wine), sam thu or san shau, (thrica

fired), etc. The I'en ts'ao kang mu mentions sixty-

four kinds of chiu (wine) before coming to shao chiu

(spirits). It states that distillation was first

introduced into China in the Yiian dynasty (13th

century).

The fermented liquor called Shaohiny chiu, made

at Shao-hsing in Chekiang, is famous. The manu-

facture dates from very early days and the very

invention is credited to this district. Travellers,

from Friar Odoric to Abbe Hue, have been

enthusiatic over this wine, comparing it with

various Spanish and other wines. It is exported'

to Australia and California and is to be found in

the remotest parts of the Chinese dominions in

Central Asia. (BowuA : Customs Reports, A'ingpo,

1869).

Fenchiu j}} jf^ is a product of distillation, and

Iluatiao 7£ fld or Shaohing wine is a product of

fermentation. In the large cities of China generally

70% of the latter and 30';„ of the former, commonly

called samshu, are consumed.

Under the Chinese method of manufacture

there is much waste, owing to ignorance of the laws

of fermentation. The ferment, or as they call it,

the "medicine," employed by the Chinese for the

sacchrification of the rice always contains some

paddy husk ; but the native makers put it there

solely to prevent the sticking together of the balls

of "medicine," which contain as many as 40 or 50

ditlerent ingredients, the only useful one beini;.

though they do not know it, the paddy husk. This

ferment treated by Pasteurian methods yields very

different results, both as regards quantity and

quality, from those obtained by Chinese distillers,

r'or example, one jjieul of rice yields 112 catties of

spirit at 40 Gav-Lussac, whereas the best native

distillers seldom obtain more than 65 catties from

;i8 same quantity.

Hankow Customs REroRT, 1909.

The production of spirit from kaoliang has been

described at length by liosiE in his Manchuria,

pp. 226-235. The quantity of spirit obtained by

Chinese methods amounts to at best 50%. Tho
Central Laboratory at Dairen, S. MancJiuria, lias

experiincnted with kaoliang spirit, and produced a

higlier percentage than that obtained by native

methods.

Th^ annual "original" export of samshu from

Chinese treaty ports is slightly over 300,000 piculs,

worth about two million taels. The chief exporting

ports are Tientsin (declining, however), Ningpo

(increasing), Swatow and Kowloon district. Foreign

export is nearly 100,000 piculs annually, which go to

Chinese abroad.

WINE, FOREIGN.—In 1895 a wine-growing

enterprise was started at C'hcfoo by some Chinese

merchants from Singapore, who founded the Chang

Yii Pioneer Wine Company. The intention was to

make wine from the excellent native grape grown

in large quantities in the Laichow district of Shan-

tung. The wine proved to be ccttly to prcduc<!

and poor in quality, and vines were imported first

from America and later from the Austrian Govern-

ment nurseries. After a long struggle with disease

success was attained, and 20 varieties of wine are

now maturing in the Company's cellars. The vines

cover 120 acres on the hills near Chefoo. These

wines were first placed on the market in 1914, and

are said to be of good quality. Ciiefoo Customs

Report, 1908.

In 1916 China imported wine, s|)irits, beer, etc.,

to the value of over three million taels.

Chinese Recorder : vol. xvi, p. 307.

WOLF, Canis lupus tschiliensis,
fj- Jg ch'ai

latiy. The wolf is very common in the north,

especially in hill districts, and does a great deal of

damage. It is represented by a larger and lighter-

coloured animal in Mongolia, the fur of which

fetches a good price.

SowERBY : Recent Researches, Journal, N.C.IS.

HAS., vol. xlvii.

WOMAN-COUNTRY, THE, * M] nit huo.

Like cither peoples the Cliine.'O have the story of

a land inhabited by women only. A clo.ec examin-

ation of the various narratives seems to show that

the fisher-women of the Kurilo Islands are meant

and tliat many characteristics of the seal {Phora)

have been attributed to the women. A full study
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of the matter, with the Chinese sources, will be

found in the T'ounij I'an, 1892, from the pen of

UVSTAVE SCHLEGEL.

WOMEN'S UNION MISSIONARY SOCIETY
of America.

Headquarters :—New York, U.S.A.

Entered China, 1868.

Works in Shanghai and neighbourhood.

After sujjporting Bible-women for seven years

under the American Protestant Episcopal Mission,

this inter-denominational Ladies' Society sent out

three ladies to open a girls' boarding school in

Peking. In 1881, the work was removed to Shang-

hai, and afhliated day-schools were added.

The well-known MARGAr.ET Williamson Hospital,

outside the French Concession, and the West Gate of

Shanghai native city, was opened in 1885 under the

charge of Dr. Elizabeth Reifsnyder, and enlarged

in 1397, but in the ne.xt year the greater part was

destroyed by lire. It was immediately rebuilt at

a cost of 11,000 taels, largely by local donations, both

foreign and Chinese.

Direct evangelistic work was begun in 1891.,

and a Bible School for Women followed in 1893.

Ten workers are reported in 1917.

WOOD CARVING and LATTICE WORK.
An intimate relation e.xists between Chinese

architecture and decorative woodwork. The stab-

ility of practically all Chinese buildings depends

upon the wooden framework. The authorised de-

finition of a Chinese building is one in which the

weight of the roof is carried on posts. It thus

becomes ea-sy to fill in the wall spaces between the

posts with wooden lattice work, which affords

opportunity for the use of an infinite variety of

fretted designs. In fact, architecture in China is

more a matter of nicely balanced and decorated

woodwork than of stone and brick. As in Japan,

so in China, the roof's the thing, and everything

else is subsidiary. The great mass of the roof is

fundamentally of wooden construction.

Desi(jn.—1hbv& is no essential difference between

the elements of design for decorative woodwork

and any other Chinese decorative art. The bronzes,

embroideries and porcelain all show many similar

deFigns and patterns, modified to suit the material.

The wood carver has of course one more element to

work in than the decorator of flat surfaces, so that

shadows give wood carving the added life of sculp-

ture.

The earliest decoration of wood took the form

of repeated diapered patterns in low relief which

mitigated the monotony of the plain fiat surface.

First of all simple parallel lines were used, cut with

a grooved or triangular tool ; then similar lines at

rij^ht angles forming squares and at other angles

forming a great variety of patterns. A further

stage led to diapered patterns founded on the pa-kua

or the eight trigrams, the svastika or mystic cross

and the key pattern or so-called Greek tret. By a

combination of these patterns an infinite variety

of diapered designs composed of straight lines

became available, as may be seen by studying almost

any piece of wood carving or lattice work. Corners

are almost invariably found treated satisfactorily

in Chinese work by the use of such designs. A
stage further led to the use of circulai' and curved

patterns. The simpler of these are confined to

geometrical forms, but, by the use of designs founded

on plant and animal life, an infinite held of variety

and charm was opened. Wave and cloud forms

comiwise a quite special feature of Chinese decor-

ation. These and flame forms are rendered in wood
decoration with inimitable clear-cut force. The floral

scrolls are usually derised from the peony, lotus,

pine-tree, plum, pomegranate, orchid or baJiiboo and
often show fine treatment of stem, leaves and flowers

in good conventional form. The opening seed-pod

is always an effective motive. Though there is

little individual originality, these designs show a

fine appreciation of the importance of nature study.

Animal forms are often derived from the mythical

dragon and phceni.x, birds, particularly bats, which

form a frequent corner decoration, deer, squirrel,

bytterflies and fish. Frequently animal and plant

forms are combined as in the favourite theme of

the squirrels and the vine, an old Chinese motive

first used during the Sung dynasty. The most

elaborate type of wood carving is that devoted to

laiid.<icape and figures. Landscape is treated in the

formal style developed in the T'ang and Sung
periods, showing mountains, trees and water piled

up into the background. Figures are usually those

of mythical and historical characters, and, combined

with land.'^cape elements, represent dramatic scenes

of such varied character as are not seen in any other

example of Chinese art craft, not e.xcepting that of

painting. Though perhaps not in accordance with

the canons of the best taste, this pictorial carving is

that which is most characteristic of Chinese work;

but it must be noted that the work is not realistic

enough to be vulgar, being conventionalised as a

rule in a most pleasing manner. There is no doubt

that these Chinese heroes of romance were a real

source of inspiration, stirring deeds always infusing

new life into literature and art. Though the Chinese

painter usually makes a wooden animal when draw-

ing a horse, it is remarkable that the wood carver

often gives equestrian work both vigour and nobility,

especially in battle scenes.

Summarised, Chinese design in art wood -work

shows great fertility in invention of ornament.

One rarely sees a vulgar riot of unshapely forms.

A due appreciation is shown of the value of plain

surfaces. Great use is made of the written charac-
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ters and of symbols having mythical or religious

meaning. Where plant forms are used as a basi^ of

design they are usually conventionalised with a

proper feeling for natural growth. Nature is the

main source of inspiration in design. The mech-
anical regularity of geometrical patterns is not

overlaboured. Borders especially show a marvellous

fertility of decorative resource. Chinese design

because of its slow evolution shows conventional

ornament carried to the e.xtreme of reticent treat-

ment : so much so, that when one sees an e.xact

imitation of nature it immediately strikes a vulgar

note. It has the supreme merit of being decorative

and not merely decorated.

Lallicc Work.—Lattice work forms a charac-

teji.-tic feature of Chinese decorative wood-work.

It is used to fill in the space intervening between the

roof and the floor in garden pavilions and temples,

for the doorways, window gratings, railings and

fronts of dwelling houses and, shops, for dividing

rooms and for all" manner of internal arched

decorations.

The simplest and most frequent forms of lattice

work are the small squares used for the ordinary

paper windows so common in Chinese houses.

Almost as simple is the same square placed dia-

gonally, seen in typical foi-m in the Lama Temple
and the old Observatory building in Peking; this

form is also used for the windows consisting of

laminae of Placuna shell. These simple lattices are

beautifully made, perfectly synmietrical and regular.

In the Temple of Heaven, Peking, the lattice work

of the screens, which completely encircle the build-

ing, is of he.xagonal design, the intersections being

accentuated so as to produce a star effect which is

especially noticeable from within. The Summer
Palace is an e.\cellent place for study of the more
complicated fretted designs. A vast series of

beautiful frets are built up from rectangular forms

founded on the I'a-kua, the Svastika and the

so-called key-pattern. Circular patterns are often

introduced, frequently in the form of the decorated

'ghou' character signifying longevity. Chinese

writing is one of the most picturesque scripts in

the world and the extraordinary faculty possessed

by the Chinese in designing frets is closely correlated

with the written character.

These characteristically Chinese frets almost

invariably show the beauty of pure line. They are

ma«t original in conception and show great in-

genuity. U.sed as thoy always are to fill an open

space, their charm ronsists not only in the wood-

work itself, but in the effect of light pa.ssing through

the open spaces, and the design is usu.illy made
with the object of emphasising this effect.

The Woods used by the Carver.—The Chinese

have less of that fine feeling for grain and beauty

of wood than the Japanese possess. They more

frequently cover it with varnish, paint or gold.

Of tho few woods which the Chinese allow to show
the beauty of the natural grain, the so-called

Chinese blackwood ' is the chief. This includes
more than one variety of hard and heavy wood
capable of taking a fine natural polish, the botanical
source of which is indefinitely known ; but both this

and the closely allied 'red wood' or 'rose wood' are
mostly imported from Siam and Indo-China. Much
of the so-called 'blackwood' made for the foreign

market is, in reality, quite inferior wood stained
black

; but genuine 'blackwood' can be detected by
its e.\ceptional weight.

Among the multitudinous uses to which the

Bamboo is jjut is that for decorative work, such as

ornamental vessels for containing pens, boxes, pen-
holde^rs, teapots and the framework of fans. The
hard external layer takes fine polish and assumes
in age a rich brown colour, while, though hard to

cut, the carving is of a very permanent nature and
often highly prized. Bamboo was, prior to the

T'ang dynasty, used for written records ; such being

strung together at one end like a fan. Inscriptions

are often met with on bamboo carvings, the incised

characters being remarkably clear cut and decor-

ative. In fact, Bamboo is most suitable for fine

carving done with the utmost precision and resem-

bling ivory carving. Imaginative landscapes and
pictorial scenes are depicted on Bamboo with as

much delicate detail as is shown in paintings. The
root of the Bamboo is used for carving quaint dis-

torted figures and demons.

The common Chinese l'"ir [Cunnimjliamia Itinceo-

lata) gives a light, fragrant, easily w'orked wood
which is greatly esteemed for coflins. Coffins in

China are often sumptuously decorated at the ends
in lacquer, both with and without carving. Tho
wood (Sung-shu) of the Chinese Pine {I'mun tiias-

iintiuna) is very commonly used for carvings

especially in perforated work, on account of the ease

of cutting and sawing. This wood is often close

grained and durable. The White Fir [Unprcssus

)iini:bris) gives a white, hard, heavy and very tough

wood which is used for carving, osi)ecially furniture.

Tho wood of the Ginhjo biluba (Pehk'o), that

remarkable survival of a single species from an

ancient family, is used for carving and has the

advantage of never cracking or wai-ping. It is

something like maple in appearance, yellowish in

colour, fine grained, can bo polished, but is easily

broken. The wood is, however, scarce, as it docs

not grow wild, being found cultivated near temjiles.

Nanmu wood from the Afac/iiliis nnnmu, a very

fine tree from West China, which yields a timber

dedicated in the past to Imperial use, is cltae-

grained, fragrant, brown in colour ageing to a

beautiful dead-leaf tint, easily worked and very

durable. It is used for the pillars of the largest
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temples, for the finest coffins and for carved cabinets

and other good furniture. It is one of the most

vaUiable and beautiful of all Chinese timbers.

Camphor wood from Cinnamunum ciiiii2>hijra is

used for carved figures, bo.\es and furniture, gate-

ways, finials of door posts, etc. It is easily worked,

and durable as long as the camphor remains in the

wood. The colour of camphor wood varies from

greyish white to dark leddish brown, but is generally

a light brownish red. The dark coloured and

speckled varieties are most highly prized.

The Wahiut (Juijlaiis reyia) occurs in China but

is rarely used for carving. The so-called 'Chinese

mahogany' (Vcdrela sinensis) Ch'un-tuenshu, is

sometimes used for decorative furniture. It is of

a brown colour, very soft and easily worked ; and

does not warp or crack.

The genus Eiunymus, evergreen shrubs in

Europe, grows into a ti'ee in China, Evonymovs

siebuldiiniux (Chinese Pai-oh-cha), yielding a white

wood of even fine grain somewhat resembling, though

not so heavy as bo.\. It is used for making seals,

wood-cuts and for fine carving.

The wood of more than one species of willow is

used for carving. It is a light coloured wood, soft;

of smooth grain with little tendency to split. The

mulberry, sycamore, maple, persimmon {Diospyrus

/,«A-i) and satin walnut {Lirjuidamber formusana)

are occasionally used for carving and other decora-

tive woodwork. Singapore redwood and hardwood

is in common use for carved screens which are sub-

sequently lacquered. Teak and oak are only rai'ely

met with in Chinese carving.

Met/iuds of Wur/:.—The methods used in

Chinese wood-carving may be classified under low

relief and flat cnrving, modelling in high relief and

carving in the round, mouldings, lettering and per-

forated carving. As a rule the design is drawn on

thin tough paper in the Chinese ink or by means of

a rubbing from a previous example. This paper is

pasted on the wood destined for the carving. The

chisel is then used with boldness and precision

following the design on the paper. The Chinese

carvers have no craving for the use of sandpaper, so

that most of their work shows the mark of the tool

and gains in strength. It is, perhaps, in the matter

of mouldings and borders that the Chinese are pa.st

masters, that is to say, in the more purely decora-

tive work. And the same remark applies to letter-

ing. The Chinese characters are very decorative and

have assumed an important feature in all the

decorative art of the country. The beauty of Chinese

script on bamboo especially, both in cursive and

seal character, is inimitable. Most of these

inscriptions are such a subtle combination of happy

phrase and fine calligraphy that one need not wonder

at the value the Chinese place upon them as personal

belongings and fit objects for the scholar's table.

In bamboo carving the characters are almost always

incised,—in other woods they may be cut in relief.

It is, perhaps, in perforated carving that

Chinese work most excels. In the infinite variety

and intricacy of repeated frets and wave and cloud

motives the infinite patience and manual dexterity

of the oriental finds its special field in a land where

time is scarcely considered. The introduction of

machinery is, however, having a pathetically des-

tructive effect on the production of the decorative

arts. Embroidery is rapidly disappearing before

the machine-made articles and most of the other arts

will probably follow, until a demand for the

beautiful is again fostered by advanced modern

education. [A.S.]

See Journal, N.C.Ii.If.A.S., vol. xlv.

WOOD OIL, or Tung-oil, is obtained from the

seeds of two species of ^Ltfiirilcs, a small genus of

low-growing trees belonging to the spurge family.

The two species for the most part occupy distinct

geographical areas, but both have been recorded as

growing close together in Pukien. These are A:

mimtann, which has an egg-shaped fruit, and grows

in S. China, especially in Kuangsi. It is the

viu yu x/iu Tfcvth'B}. 01' wood-oil tree, which produces

the wood-oil exported from Wuchow and Nanning.

A. fordii, if^ v'ltl ^ T'xinij yu s/iu, is a hardier tree

and more widely distributed, growing throughout

the hilly regions of Hunan, W. Hupci, Kueichou,

and E. Ssuch'uan. It has flattenedround, apple-

like fruit, slightly pointed, and perfectly smooth

on the outside. The two trees have been very much

confused by botanists; there is, however, no

difference in their oils.

The t'ung tree is a very good complement to

the minute system of agriculture in China, as it

will grow on the sides of precipices and in a,ny

impracticable corner.

The oil is extracted by pressure, and yields

ajiout 40 per cent, of the weight of the kernels.

When the oil is boiled for two hours with earth

pellets to which is added powdered quartz, a varnish

called l.iiniKjyu is produced, which is used as water-

proofinc on silk gauze and pongees. Woodi-oil is

als') employed as an adulterant in lacquer-varnish,

and the soot for the lower grades of Chinese ink,

('/••I-

There are two kinds of this oil, 1. Paiiju, used

for varnishing the finer kinds of furniture and

umbrellas; 2. lisiuyu, which is thicker and darker,

used for making chunam, and putty, and for

varnishing boats.

The export for 1916 was pels. 515,173, value

Hk.Tls. 5,511,418.

Wilson : A XaturaliH in We.Hern China,

vol. ji. p. 54; IIosiE : Hsiich'uan, p. 35.

i
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WOODPECKER. See Picidae.

WOODS, IMPORTED. Ebony is imported

for lamp tramus, cliopsticks, and small articles of

furniture. It is Diosyijrus discolor Willd, the

caniagon wood of the l^'hilippines (used also for

canes); the Chinese name is inuu shih ^ (ili.

Garoo wood, (also named agallochum, agila wood,

eagle wood, calambac, aloes wood, lignaloes, and

supposed to be the aloes of the Bible), is the wood
of Aquiluria at/alluc/ia, c/t'iit/ifianij [^ §), a tree

found in Assam, Burma, Persia, Cambodia, etc.,

and in Hainan. The wood is used to scent clothes,

and some portions of the tree yield a highly resinous

wood, containing the aromatic juice from which a

drug is obtained, named clian-heimuj (igl §). The
drug has tonic properties and in India an oil is

obtained called '"agar-agar" oil, used as scent. The
wood is carved into ornamental articles and is also

burned as incense.

Sandalwood, ^unluliiiii rithuiit L., fan/isiu7i(j niu

ffl ff ;Jc . In Chinese Buddhist works it is called

t/iiiii fan or c/it'/i I'nn {]{ :ffi or 3[ Qi, a transcription

of the Sanskrit name chfinduno ; the present Chinese

name. Van, comes from this.

It is imported from the Malay Archipelago and

India and used for fancy ware and incense. The
dust is mi.xed with the powdered bark of Cassia

li'jiitfi and swine's dung to make joss sticks, and

sandalwood billets are used for making the coffins

of the wealthy. In India oil is distilled from the

chips to make an essential oil, used in perfumery.

It appears to have been an article of import for

ages. The annual imports at present amount to over

100,000 piculs, valued at Hk.TLs. 1,000,000 most of

which comes to Shanghai and the Yangtze ports.

The best comes from the Malabar coast, a good

quality comes from Timor, and inferior wood from

other islands. The heart wood, yellowish brown, is

the best. The Import for 1916 was of the value

Hk.Tls. 826,326.

Stone : Timhcrs of Cnnimercc and Commercial

(I'uiJe to the f'urent I'roducts of India.

Sapanwood, H ^ su mu, the very hard and

heavy wood of Cavxidpiniri sappan, which is widely

cultivated in Ceylon, India, Malaya and the Philip-

pines. This is a dye-wood, though, owing to its

line grain it takes a fine polish, and is useful for

cabinet work. In China the cloth is put into the

dyeing decoction and the colour set with alum and

afterwards made more lively by washing it in

potash water and spirit. The dye is used to redden

the lime eaten with betelnut.

The importation is now small—from 20,000 to

50,000 piculs a year, valued at Tls. 2 to 3 per picul.

(riiiLippiNE Journal of Science, October. 1909.

and Williams' Commercial Guide, p. 102).

Kranji wood, Dialium sp., (Jf (J fft ?k yi Inn

cliih wiM, imported from India, Malaya, Romeo and

Sumatra. This is a constructional timber, used

where great strength is required. In China it is

chieHy used for ruader posts of junks.

Laka wood, p^: § c/iiinxj hsiunij, from Tanarius

major
,
grown in Sumatra, a red wood used in dyeing

and pharmacy. (Williams' Comm. O'uide. p. 106).

Kedwood or Indian rosewood, also named black-

wood, is the Dalbcrijia latifolia of India, Java, etc.

This appeals to be the material used in the

manufacture of the celebrated "Blackwood furn-

iture" of Canton. The sapwood is yellow and the

hcartwood dark purple, with black longitudinal

streaks. It has a distinct rose-like odour. It is the

best Indian wood for furniture- and cabinet work,

and takes a fine polish.

(I'mi.iPriNE Journal of Science, Oct. 1909, etc.).

Other woods imported are amboyna, kayabuco,

yellow wood, dotchin wood, satin wood, etc.

For building and railway construction much
timber is imported from Hokkaido, and the Pacific

coast (Oregon pine), and some hardwoods from the

Philippines and neighbouring islands, as well as

from Japan.

WOOL. Chinese wool, an important article of

exportation, is derived from sheep, camels, and, an
inferior kind, from goats. The camels' wool,

SS SE ^ lo t'o mao, is entirely from the Mongolian
steppes

; it is collected at Kueihua ch'eng (the best),

and other marts. It is bought from the Mongols in

hard-twisted ropes of about one inch diameter, but

is then retwisted into large loose cords of about
five inches diameter and wound in bales, which ai-e

covered with felt. This wool, which is of fine fibre,

is used in the manufacture of cloths of various

te.xture, but especially such as have a heavy nap.

Hi fineness allows it to be mi.xed with silk in dress

goods. For coarse .shawls, blankets, carpets and
coarse cloth it is much in favour. The Tientsin

carpet, so well-known, is made of this wool. The
camels, which are bred for their wool and not used

for working, shed tlieir fleeces in spring. The fleece

of a full grown camel yields five catties. Inferior

wool is obtained from working camels.

Camels' wool is of three qualities, of which the

best is used in the manufacture of Jaeger's clothing

and soft cloths; the second is used for adulterating

the best ; and the third for making belting for

machinery. This last class of wool has a staple in

it and is quite distinct from the first, which can

only be used as a mi.xture with cotton. Tientsin

British Consular Report, 1899.

Sheeps' wool j^'^^^ mieti i/amj mao, is also

from Mongolia, but the best comes from the

Kokonor region and even from Tibet. The article

was first noticed in 1E61, when a sirall lot was
exported. In 1882 a foreign agent was scn,t to

Kueihua ch'eng to endeavour to open out the trade,

I of which Kalgan had until then been the centre ; an
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agency was established there, and in 1883 transi-

ferred further west to Paotow on the Yellow River

and in 1885 again to Ninghsia. Much of the wool

comes from Sining, in the far west of Kansu.

The export in 1916 was, Camels' wool, pels.

29,783, value Tls. 1,070,827; Sheeps' wool, pels.

334,536, Tls. 10,698,661.

WORSHIP OF EARTH AND OF HEAVEN.
See Ttnijdc of Eartk and TonjAt uj Heaven.

WRENS. See Certfiiidae.

WU CHING, S-tl- See Classics.

WU CHOW, m )]], the principal trade centre

in Kuangsi province, is in lat. 23° 30' N. and

long. 111° E., on the West River at its junction

with the Fu or Kuei river, some 220 miles above

Canton. It was opened as a Treaty Port in 1897 by

the special article appended to the Burma Con-

vention. It is the natural distributing centre for

trade between Kueichou, E. Yunnan, Kuangsi and

Hongkong and Canton. The population is estimated

at 40,000 with some seventy foreigners. The place

is very subject to floods,—in 1914 the water rose in

six days from sixteen to seventy-two feet and in

1915 it was worse. It has also suffered from the

plague, and piracy is common in the whole district.

The chief articles of export are timber, oil,

indigo, hides and live stock. There is great mineral

wealth in the district, but it is very little worked.

1915 1916

7.074,431 6,904,960

1.192,183 1,436,652

4,675,154 6,678,674

Net Foreign Imports ...

Net Chinese „

Exports

Total Hk.Tls. ... 12,941,768 15,020,286

WU DYNASTY, ^ 12 , one of the Three King-

doms, ('i-L'.). The following is the list of the \Vu

rulers.

WU FANG YUAN YIN i JS 7C fP original

sounds of the Jive, regions, a mandarin vocabulary

made by Fan TENG-ttNG |)< JJJ JBl in 1700, revised

in 1710 by Nien Hsi-yao ana aiucli enlarged by him

in 1728. It was used by W illiams as tne basis of

his Dictionary.

Williams : Syllabic Dictionary, p. xiv.

WU FU, 5. Ju five blessings. These characters,

or the separate characters for the blessings, are

often seen over house doors, expressing a wisn of the

inhabitants on their own behalf. Properly the

blessings as given in the ib'/iu Chitig are long life,

wealth, mens sana in corpore sano, love of virtue

and an 'end crowning the life.' See Legge's Classics^

vol. iii, p. 343. Fortune-tellers and the common
people, however, understand them to be long life,

a wife, wealth, sons and official emolument.

As seen over doors they are generally Fu g^

happiness, Lu JJ emolument, Shou 3 longevity,

Hsi § joy, and Ts'ai Ut riches.

WUHU, ag JH, in latitude 31= 20' N., long-

itude 118° 21' Ji., on the south bank of the Yangtze

in Anhui, a treaty port since 1877.

It was known in ancient times as Chuj-tzu-i

O S fi . ^'id from the time of Han was called

i u-nu -f- iS8. The district suffered terribly during

the T'ai P'lng rebellion, and periodical floods work

havoc. The leading exports are rice, and eggs and

albumen, locally prepared.

There is a candle and soap factory. The
population is 100,000. 1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 6,890,603 8,122,180

Net Chinese Imports 4,613,432 5,322,858

E.\ports 12,758,397 12,204,375

Dyn. Title Accession
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The State is hardly mentioned in history, even

by name, till b.c. 585, when it had already existed

some seven centuries.

It was founded, according to Chinese writers,

before the Chou empire, by two sons of the Chou
house, who voluntarily retired into the wilderness

among barbarians to make room for a more brilliant

younger brother to succeed : the younger brother's

grandson founded the Chou dynasty. The elder

brothers, Tax Po ;(; jQ and Chung Yunu f|i Jji

ruled their savage kingdom in turn. It is stated

that the former ruled according to Chou rites and

customs, while the latter cut his hair, was tattooed,

and in fact became barbarian.

\Vu first emerges into Chinese history about

B.C. 580, when it helped Chin to protect the imperial

power against Ch'u. Its people were barbarous and

the State was always considered semi-barbarous by

the orthodox State.<!, but after emerging into history

it advanced in civilization vei-y quickly and enjoyed

a century of international life before it was

extinguished. In this century it connected for the

first time the Yangtze and the Huai rivers and

continued the canal further north to give access to

the southern and central parts of modern Shantung.

In 482 it became the Protector State (the sixth), but

it was destroyed by Yiieh in B.C. 473. The name is

still used as the literary title for Kiangsu. The
most striking character in its history was its prince

Chi Cha {q-v.).

It is recorded that on the ruin of their power

the ruling classes escaped eastward in boats ; and

there is much evidence of early Chinese influence on

Japan such aa could be due to this migration.

Paiiker : Ancient China Simjilificd; Tschepe :

//istnire du Boyaume de Ou.

WU KU, TLWi- Hee Five Grains.

WU LAO, ^^, the Five Ancients. These are

spirits connected with the five elements. They are

favorite subjects for pictures and carvings, and

probably for the sake of symmetry in this use they

have been reduced to four, and are called the Four

Ancients pj ^. The missing one is the spirit of the

element wood. They are also to be regarded as the

.ipirits of the five planets. In this capacity they

appear ui the Bamboo Annals.

Lecge's Classics, vol. iii, p. 113; Mayeks :

Chinese Header's .Manual; Uore : Itccherchet sur

les .Siiperxtiliuns, tome ix, p. 676.

WU LUN, 3L' See Five Utlations.

WU LUNG CHIANG, W tlXt, miotlur n.une

for tlie Amur. See Ihi lumj chiang.

WU SAN KUEI, 5^ = ;|g , a native of the Liao-

tiing province who in the last days of the Ming

dynasty commanded forces to resist the Manchu

77

invasion. At the frontier in 1643 he received the

news that Peking had been taken by the rebel

IjI Tzii-CH'ENG and that the Emperor had committed

suicide. He then made terms with the Manchus,

and helped to establish the dynasty. Honours were

poured on him and in 1659 he was made one of the

Three Feudatory Princes, and ruled Yunnan and

Ssuch'uan. In 1674 he threw off his allegiance, and

incited other princes to rebellion, but the issue was

decided quickly, partly by his death in 1678 and

partly by the ilanchu use of artillery made by the

Jesuit missionaries in Peking.

WU T'AI SHAN, S 2g- lU, 3,600 ft. high, one

of the Four Hills sacred to Buddhism in China, is

situated on a range of mountains near the north-

eastern border of Shansi. It is called Wu T'ai or

Five 'terraces' because of its five risings. The
patron saint of Wu T'ai Shan is Wen Shu Pusa,

who is supposed to have appeared there in the form

of an old man. A great white pagoda is said to

contain a single hair of the saint. In the T'ang

period there were 360 monasteries, but now there are

only about 150, of which 24 are lamaseries. The
religion prevalent is a mixture of Chinese and Lama
Buddhism. The ruling ecclesiastic is the Grand
Lama, who is known as the Ch'ang Chia Fo (ever-

renewing Buddha). The form of the pagodas is Indo-

Tibetan and the interior of the temples a mixture

of Chinese and Tibetan. The Chinese monasteries

belong to the Lin-chi sect of Buddhism. Some of

the buildings are said to have been founded in the

1st centuiy a.d. See Buddhism, Holy Places of.

Hackmann : .4 German Scholar in the East;

RocKHiLL : The Land of the Lamas.

WU WANG, K S, wliose name was Fa 1$,

was the son of Wkn W'anc, and first Emperor of the

C'hou dynasty. It was in continuation of his

father's work that he gathered an immense army

together and defeated Chou Hsin in Honan, thus

destroying the Shang dynasty. He ascended the

throne B.C. 1122.

WU WEI ^ JS or Non-Action Society. A
secret sect, variously stated as having been founded

by disciples of Lao Tzii towards the end of the

Chou dynasty, by Lo Huai, the originator of the

Lung Hua and Hsien T'ien sects, who lived in the

15th and 16th centuries, and to have been begun

three hundred years ago. The doctrine of Inaction

is clearly traceable to I-AO Tzii, and was certainly

reaffirmed by Lo Huai ; and the sect may have

assumed its present form as late as three hundred

years ago.

Its members are described by Edkins as "a.

kind of reformed Buddhists" ; they are opposed to

idol-worship, and hence their simple meeting places

are without images. The cult is eolectic. From
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the Contemplative school of Buddhism to the

Inaction doctrine is not far, and there is even a

similar strain in Conftjcics.

Lo HuAi came in touch with the Ming Empercr
Cheng Tk, who fust applauded his miraculous

powers, then imprisoned him for a sorcerer, and
finally set his seal on the teaching by having tha

teacher's five books printed in a.d. 1518. These are

the chief sacred writings of the sect.

Four great festivals are observed ; the birthday

and day of death of Lo Huai, the New Year and the

15th of the eighth moon ; and all members are strict

vegetarians.

Though tablets to the Emperor were placed in

its places of meeting, this did not prevent the

\Vu Wei sect from being persecuted by the Ming
rulers and proscribed by the Manchus. In some
editions of the Sacred Edict it is mentioned by
name among the heretical societies.

Foreign enquirers in the closing years of the

Ch'ing dynasty believed it to be then utterly without

any political designs. See Secret Sects.

WU YO, 3. ©. See Five Sacred Mountains.

WYLIE, ALEXANDER, a missionary and
scholar, especially noted for his knowledge of

Chinese literature. He was born in London, 1815.

He began the study of Chinese in England without

any tutor, was engaged by the London Missionary

Society and arrived in Shanghai in 1847. Here
while engaged in printing the Bible in Chinese he

studied French, German, Russian, Manchu, Mongol
and other languages. He also travelled widely ift

ihe Eighteen Provinces, often at great risk, for the

British and Foreign Bible Society. He died in

England, 1887.

His works include many articles on scientific

subjects in many papers and reviews, translations

of mathematical works, studies of the Nestorian

Tablet, etc., but his best known work is the Notes on

Chinese Literature, (1867), a 'great monument of

learning and industry.'

He was for some time editor of the Chinese.

Secorder. His own very fine library became by
purchase the nucleus of the R.A.S. Library in

Shanghai.

For a list of his principal writings consult intro-

ductory matter to Wylie's "Chinese Researches."

See also N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal, vol. xxi.

\

X
XANADU, a corruption of Ji Jp Shang-tu,

upper capital, the summer residence of Khcbilai

Khan, 180 miles north of Peking and 26 miles north

of Dolon nor. It is now in ruins, only one gate

being left.

CoLEftiDCE's lines have made the name familiar

to all English readers.

XAVIER, FRANCISCO DE, caUed by Pope

Urban VIII the "apostle of the Indies," was born

at the castle of Xavier or Xaviero in Navarre, at

the foot of the Pyrenees. He was the youngest son

of a noble and wealthy family. All his brothers were

soldiers : but he preferred learning, and went in

1524 to the University of Paris, where he specialised

in Philosophy. In 1528 he was appointed Lecturer

in Aristotelian Philosophy in the College of

Beauvais. At this time, he was full of ambitious

projects, but in 1529 he and his special friend made
the acquaintance of S. Ignatius Loyola, who was

then studying at Paris. Both were won by Loyola's

teaching and example, and were of the seven

(including Loyola himself) who took the first vows

of the Society of Jesus, (1534). The little company

intended to go and convert the Moslems in the Holy

Land, but this plan miscarried and they devoted

themselves instead to work among the poor and sick

in Portugal and Italy.

Xavier, who had taken his M.A. in 1530, was

ordained priest in 1537.

When John III, King of Portugal, asked the

Pope to send a mission to his Indian possessions,

two of the Jesuits were selected, Xavier being one.

He set sail in 1541, with the Governor-General of

Portuguese India, and after a voyage of more than

a year, during which he ministered to the one

thousand souls on board, where scurvy and fevers

abounded, arrived at Goa, where he spent five

months. After missionary work among the Pearl

Fisheries from Cape Comorin to Manar, where, to

oblige the Portuguese who had helped them against

the Moors, some of the inhabitants had nominally

embraced Christianity, he went to Travancore,

Ceylon, and the islands of the Malay Archipelago,

baptizing large numbers everywhere. At Malacca,

he fell in with a Japanese refugee, whom he con-

verted to Christianity, and forthwith they two

went to preach the Gospel in Japan, landing at

Kagoshima in 1549. Xavier remained in the

country nearly two years, and met with such great

success that when the Government, alarmed at the
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growth of the Christian community which he

founded, finally determined to destroy it, 400,000

adherents are said to have existed.

Many Japanese having raised the objection that

China, to which their country was so much indebted

in art and literature, had not embraced Christianity,

Xavieb determined to get up a mission to China

also, and returned to Goa to make arrangements.

He tried to induce the Governor-General to send an

embassy to China, so that he might go with it and
thus evade the law against foreigners entering the

Empire.

This proved impracticable, and Xavier went at

last privately with a merchant fleet in 1552, and
reached Shang Ch'uan Shan (S. John's Island, off

the coast of Kuangtung). He was seized with

fever, and the Chinese he had engaged as interpreter

refused to act, and the Portuguese to whom the

ships belonged would not land him at Canton. He
was intending to proceed thither by junk, but his

fever became worse, and he died in a wretched cabin

Kn land in the end of the year. He was only 46

years of age, but white from his austerities and
labours.

His body was later removed to Malacca, and
thence in 1554 to Goa, where it has a fine shrine.

' Xavier was intended by Loyola to be his

successor, but the letters recalling him for that
purpose arrived after his death.

He was beatified by Paul V in 1554, and
canonized by Gbegory XV in 1662. These dates

are those given in the "Lives of the Saints," but
the Encyclopedia liritannica gives 1619 and 1621.

Many miracles attested by many witnesses have
been ascribed to the saint, including the gift of

tongues. He was without dispute the greatest

Christian missionary since the first century of our

era and he left organized missions wherever he went,

ranging from Ormuz to Japan.

Lives ok the Saints ; Stephens : Essays in

Ecclesiastical Biography; S. Francis Xavier's
Letters; Turselin ; La Vie du Bienheureux Pire
Xavier. etc., a Douay, 1508.

YAK, Bos ijTunniens, a wild ox which is said

to be found on the KansuTibctan and Ssuch'uan

borderlands ; the only species of wild ox so far

known in China.

YAKOOBlSuj-jVlfl, commonly known as Yakoob

Beg. The num de ijucrre of An Chiyen, bom in

1820 in Khokand. He became Governor of Kurama,

and then ruler of Kashgar, which had thrown off the

the Chinese yoke, proclaiming himself Khan in 1874.

His strict enforcement of the laws of the Koran,

together with the heavy taxes he was obliged to

demand, made him unpopular. He made treaties

of commerce with Great Britain and Russia ; but

was killed or died while trying to repel the advance

of the Chinese under Tso Tsunct'ang in 1877.

YALE, COLLEGE OF, IN CHINA. See Yale

Foreign Mi.^^ionary Siirit tij.

YALE FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
Headquarters : Newhaven, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Entered China, 1902.

Works in Ch'angsha, Hunan.

This interdenominational Society was formed

in the winter of 1900—1901, to be composed of

Yale graduates, and supported and directed by

members of the Yale University. It was at first

tentatively affiliated with the Mission of the

American Board, and was formed to carry on higher

educational work in Arts, Science, Theology, and

Medicine. The first missionary sent out was the

Kev. J. L. Thurston, who arrived in China in 1902,

and went in the first instance to Peking.

In 1903, the thirteen missionary societies work-

ing in Hunan, in Conference assembled, invited the

Yale mission to establish themselves in that

province. Ch'angsha, the capital, was selected as

the most suitable place, and was occupied in 1905.

Mr. Thurston's health early gave way and he

died in U.S.A. in 1904, but other workers came in

quick succession. Educational work was begun in

1906—on a high-school basis, looking towards a

college course as soon as practicable.

Medical work wag begun in 1908, and in the

same year, a class for teachers, graduates of several

universities, was formed.

In 1909 a Y.M.C.A. was started. The work was

interrupted in 1910 by the "rice riots," both teachers

and students being compelled to leave. During the

Revolution in 1911 the mission hospital was at first

the local headquarters of the Red Cross Society, and

though afterwards it was removed, the most serious

cases remained under the care of the Yale Mission,

four hundred cases being admitted in three months.

The first graduates of the High School passed out

in 1912. In order to emphasize the educational
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nature of the Society's work, its name was changed

in 1913 to the "College of Yale in China."

In the same year a movement was started where-

by the Yale Mission was to co-operato with the

Chinese in Medical work, each side providing ten

of the board of twenty managers, the government
arranging for the buildings required, and giving an

annual grant, the teachers to be provided by the

Y'ale Mission, with full liberty to propagate Christ-

ianity. This scheme b^an to be worked in 1914,

in a yamen lent by the authorities, and the found-

ation stone of the new Hunan-Yale Hospital was
laid in 1915 by Professor William H. Welch of

Johns Hopkins, in the presence of visiting members
of the Rockefeller Commission {<J.v.).

Three schools resulted from this Union with the

Chinese, all started in 1913. The first was a pre-

paratory medical school, the second and third,

training schools for male and female nurses res-

pectively.

In 1914. the Rockefeller Commission began to

aid, by sending out four assistants, one Chinese and
three Americans.

The College department of the work was begun
in September 1914, and in the autumn of 1915,

regular medical teaching was instituted, with nine

students in the Freshman class, and thirty-two in

the preparatory school.

The group of Y'ale buildings was completed in

June. 1917. A new laboratory in physics, chemistry

and biology is the gift of the Rockefeller Com-
mission.

YAMEN ^ n. The residence, official and
private, of a magistrate in office with a seal. The
offices of petty mandarins without a seal are not

yamins but & ]f! hung so, public places.

Parker e.vplains the word as flug gate.

Parker : Ancient China Simplified, p. 274.

YANG CH'I YUAN, a native of Hangchow,
and one of Ricci's converts and supporters.

His baptismal name was Michel.

YANG CHOW;gJ^, a famous city of Kiangsu,
on the Grand Canal, twenty miles north of Chin-

kiang. It was the capital of the Yang @ kingdom,
and it was here that Marco Polo had official

position. It has many scholars to-day, but is not

of great importance in industry or commerce. The
population is about one hundred thousand.

Yangchow is found written in many ways ; it is

the Yangui of Marco Polo, it is Jam.iai, lamsai.

Yamzai, and langio in the Catalan Atlas, later

lamceu. langse, Yamse, and probably in Arab
writers Yaneku, and Janku.

Yule : Cathay and the Way Thither, ii, p. 209.

YANG CHU ft ^. otherwise Yang Tzij, a

philosopher of the 4th century b.c, chiefly known
^o us through the writings of Mencius.

CuUANG Tzu speaks of him as a disciple of

Lao Tzu, and Lieh Tzii has a chapter dealing

entirely with him. His teachings on ethical

questions greatly resemble those of EncuRUS, and

were vigorously denounced by Mencius, who rightly

calls his philosophy "selfishness." He is not,

however, any more than Epicurus to be regarded

as a sensualist, or lover of low pleasures.

Suzuki : History of Early Chinese Philosophy

;

Giles : Biographical Dictionary ; Forke : Yang

Chu's Garden of Pleasure, London, 1912.

YANG HSIUNG gtd, a famous philosopher

born at Ch'eng-tu in Ssuch'uan in b.c. 53. He was

famous as a poet, and is also considered infamous

because, having held office under the Emperor

Ch'eng Ti, he accepted a post under the usurper

Wang Mang. As a teacher of ethics, his theory of

human nature was midway between those of

Mencius and HsiiN Tzii {(J-v.), as he maintained

that man is at birth neither good nor evil, but

becomes wholly what his environment makes him.

He left a number of works, poetical, philological

and critical.

The Jf ^ vocabulary, though often attributed

to him, is probably not his work.

Giles : Biographical Dictionary.

YANG KING PANG, 51^ Mj^- A creek at

Shanghai separating the International and French

Concessions ; it was culverted in 1915.

YANG KUEI FEI, ^SiE, ('^«" /"' being

the title of a 2nd rank concubine) ; a concubine of

HsiiAN TsuNO, 738 a.d. taken from his son's con-

cubines, who caused the infatuated Emperor almost

to ruin his kingdom by licentious extravagance. He
had ultimately to sti-angle her in order to pacify his

revolted people.

YANG TS'AI
j^f- :EJ foreign colours. Enamel

work on porcelain. See Enamel.

YANG TZE KIANG, t&-T-?I- This is the

laregst river in China and is also one of the largest

in the world, having only four or five rivals.

Rising in the Tangia Mountains in N.E. Tibet

it runs 3,200 miles into the Yellow Sea. It collects

the run-off from three quarters of a million square

miles, and discharges from one quarter of a million

to three million cubic feet of water per second.

The drainage basin includes the majority of the

following provinces :—Ssuch'uan, Kueichou. Hupei,

Hunan, Kiangsi, Anhui and Kiangsu, and also

portions of Kansu, Yiinnan, and Shensi.

The upper 1,600 miles, from Tibet to Sui-fu

(Hsii-ehou fu) in south Ssuch'uan, is torrential and

is almost unknown. From the Tibetan border to

Sui-fu it falls at about eight feet per mile. It is

there known as the Chin-sha Chiang or Chin-Ho, the

"Golden" river, and has one big tributary, tha
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Ya-lung. At Sui-fu another important tributary,

the Min, enters. This, being rather more navigable,

was formerly considered the main stream. From

Sui-fu to Ichang, the river varies greatly in width,

passes through numerous gorges and has many
dangerous rapids. Two large tributaries enter it,

the Kialing and the Kung-tan. The former is

important as being the main stream of the Ssuch'uan

plain, and at its Junction with the Yangtze there is

the important treaty port of Chungking. From

Ichang, which owes its importance to its position at

the emergence of the river from the gorges, down-

ward navigation is normal and continues thoughout

all seasons of the year, whereas between Chungking

and Ichang, the great variations in the water level

(as much as one hundred feet at Chungking has been

recorded) make that section difficult and dangerous

both at low and high waters.

Ichang is one thousand miles from the mouth.

Fifty miles further down is Shasi, at which point

dykes commence and are continued, with a few

breaks in the hilly parts, down to the sea. The

annual variation of level in this part averages about

thirty-five feet. At Yo-chou, a treaty port about

two hundred miles below Ichang, a largo volume of

water enters from the Tung-t'ing Lake and its

feeders. The important city of Ch'angsha is served

by this water connection. Next comes Hankow,

some six hundred miles from the mouth, at which

place the Han river discliarges into the Yangtze.

From Hankow to the sea, navigation is possible

at all times of year for small draught steamers, and

in the summer large ocean going vessels may be seen

along it. At Kiukiang another lake and its feeders

pour into the river. This is the Poyang lake,

around the shores of which most of the population

of Kiangsi dwells.

Then follow the towns of Wuhu and Nanking.

The river now is from one to five miles wide and

contains numerous shoals and islands. At Chinkiang

it finally emerges from the hills, and from thence to

the sea there is an enormous delta. Near the mouth,

a small stream (the \Vhangpoo) emerges, giving

access to Shanghai.

Bifurcating behind a long island (Tsung-ming)

which has appeared from the waters during the

Christian era, the river enters the sea with a width

of some forty miles, and annually pours forth some

six thousand million cubic feet of silt which is

gradually extending the coast.

The Yangtze gets its name from Yangchou, an

old city and district near Chinkiang, and this name

properly only applies from there to the sea.

The translation Son of the Ocean is a mistake

line to writing })^ for ifft . To the Chinese it is

known as ij ^C eh'nnq ehiinui. Long River, ;fe }I

tn chianij. Great River, or fC chinng The River. The

French call it also le Ftcuve Bleu.

The topography of the Yangtze basin is very

striking. About two-thirds of the whole area con-

sists of mountains and hills. The northern boundary

consists mainly of an extension of the T'ien Shan

uplift of central Asia and is almost continuous from

Tibet to Chinkiang. The southern watershed lino

is more complex. It commences with the Tangla

mountains and then turns south forming a razor-

backed ridge some three miles high which separates

the Yangtze from the Mekong, a large river which

runs through eastern Burma. This ridge dies away
into the very massive Yiinnan-Kueichou plateau,

W'hich forces the river to turn eastwards. The River

then passes through a succession of ridges separated

by depressions (which it has successively filled with

silt, so forming alluvial plains). From Kiukiang

to Chinkiang these ridges, running S.VV. to N.E.

and terming the geological group termed the

"Nan Shan," have forced the river to run parallel

to them.

There is no break in this basin except near

Wuhu, where a low pass through the ridge may
indicate another ancient mouth, leading to the

southern part of the delta. Sinologues (especially

Edkins and Kincsmill) consider that this theory

explains certain ambiguous passages in the Chinese

histories as to the mouths of the "Kiang," and they

are supported by the great geologist von Richtho-

FEN. There is at present in existence a series of bar-

riers in the gap which it is argued were constructed

to close the passage when it had almost silted up, and

the string of lakes from Wuhu to Shanghai is

regarded as the trace of a former channel. Certainly

this hypothesis serves well to explain the enormous

southern extent of the delta.

[H.C.]

TiszARD : Yang izc Kiang Pilot; Bishop ; The
I'fing tzo. Valley and Beyond; Little : The Far

Edst ; and Through the Yangtze Gorges; Blakiston :

Six Months on the Yang tze; Richard : Comprehen-

sive Geography of the Chinese Empire; voN

RiCHTHOi'EN : China, and Letters from, the Pro-

vinces; WHANcroo CoNSEnv.^NCY Board : Hcports,

especially that on the Yangtze Estuary ; Edkins :

On the Ancient Mouths of the Yangisi Kiang,

.Journal, N.C.H.RA.S.. ScptcnilKT 1860.

YANGTZE, OPENING TO TRADE. The

river was opened to foreign trade by Art. x of the

Tientsin Treaty (1858), and in November 1860 it

was arranged with the Chinese government that the

ports should be Chinkiang, Kiukiang and Hankow.

Vice-Admiral Sir Jamf.s Hope, accompanied by

(Mr.) Hahry Paukes and three delegates of the

Shanghai Chamber of Commerce, R. Hamilton,

A. MicHiE and T. F. Ballance, left Shanghai with

a fleet of eight vessels on February 9, 1861, installed

consuls at Chinkiang and Kiukiang and left at

Hankow a naval officer as temporary consul. He
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then proceeded to Yochow at the entrance to the

Tung-t'ing lake. There he left the party of explorers

whose journey is narrated in Blakiston's Tht
Yang-He..

YANG TZ'U J^ iij foreign 'porcelain. Enamel

work on copper. See Enamel.

YAO, ^. The legendary Emperor of China's

golden age. He had a miraculous birth and

ascended the throne B.C. 2357 and after reigning 70,

or as others say 98 years, abdicated in favour of

Shun.

YA P'lEN ® ^, opium. The name occurs in

the I'en ts'uu kamj inu, a.d. 1500, so that the drug

had been already introduced into China in the Ming
dynasty. See U/Auin.

YARKAND_}5 4t jfj Hha ch'e ju, a town on

the best and largest of the oases in the Tai'im Valley

or Chinese Turkestan. It is both a military and a

commercial centre. The chief trade is with India.

There are about 50,000 inhabitants.

Lansdell : Chinese Central A.'^ia.

YEH MING-SHtN, SI :fe gg, generally known
among foreigners as Commissioner Yeh. He was

born in Hupei in 1807, and as Governor at Canton

after 1848 became notorious for his severity against

the T'ai P'ing rebels, of whom he is said to have

beheaded 70,000. He bitterly opposed himself

to foreign trade and intercourse, until at last the

lorcha Arrow affair led to the bombai'dment and
capture of Canton in 1857. The Viceroy Yeh tried

to escape in disguise but was taken and sent to

Calcutta, where he died in 1850.

YEH ONALA, the name of the famous Empress
Uowager who ruled China nearly to the end of the

Manchu dynasty. This was the name she was

known by up to the time of her selection for the

imperial harem, and in the palace it was also used

til! she became Empi-ess Mother, though she would be

more commonly known as Kueifei I ;^ JE fg 'con-

cubine I,' the last character being her honorific title

and having the meaning 'feminine viitue.' Tz'u Hsi

aS JS '^'•'^^ '"'' official designation as Empress Mother
and coR«gent : it means compassionate and aus-

picious, and was imperially decreed to her, with

other honorific titles added later, the complete

designation at the end of her life being Tz'u Hsi
Tuaniju K'angi Chao-yil Chxiangch'ing Shou-kung
Ch'iii-h.<icn Ch'iiiighsi Huang T'aihou, =^ U
«a te K es 113 » 3E jffi S 4"* «*: ffi m gR a ;«c Jff

which means Motherly auspicious orthodox heaven-

blest prosperous all-nourishing brightly-manifest

calm sedate perfect long-lived respectful reverend

worshipful illustrious exalted Empress-dowager.

To the public she was Unang T'ai Hou ^ )(, J^
Empress-Dowager, and towards the end of her life

The Old Buddha ^ ^ was the title almost

universally used for her in the North.

See Kuang Haii.

Bland and Backhouse : China under the

Empress Dowager.

YEH SU CHIAO MU&., (Jesus Church).

The name by which the Protestant Church is known

in China, the Roman Catholic being designated

^ ± Kt T'ien Chu Chiao (Lord of Heaven Church).

YELLOW GIRDLE, ^^ J- huang tai tzu.

A descendant of the founder of the Manchu dynasty

was entitled to wear a yellow girdle, which term

came to be used to designate tlie rank itself. The

wearer was called Imperial Clansman ^ ^ , tsung

shih. When degraded for misconduct he wore a

red girdle instead of yeUow.

YELLOW RIVER, THE, ^ fSJ Huang ho,

rises in the south of the Kokonor region, at nearly

14,000 ft. altitude in 35°. 20' 12" N. lat. and

about 95'^, E. long., some 100 miles from the

source of the I'angtze. It first runs a very

tortuous course in the K'un lun mountains, reaching

Lan chou in Kansu after 700 miles, having fallen

to 5,800 ft. It then runs for 430 miles north-east-

ward, till deflected due east by the In Shan. After

250 miles it turns southward for some 500 miles

dividing Shensi and Shansi, till it enters the Great

Plain. In these 500 miles it has no tributary of

any size, but it then receives its greatest, the

Wei ?{|, which enters from the west after a course

of 400 miles. Here the Yellow River turns east, and

running through the northern part of Honan and

Shantung enters the Gulf of Chihli after a total

course of 2,700 miles. The great difference of

summer and winter level, and the choking of its

lower portion by silt, make this river nearly useless

for navigation. Its name is due to the enormous

amount of loess soil wJiich fills its waters ; this

sediment raises the bed till it is above the level of

the country and the river has to be kept in by high

embankments. When the-se give away,—a frequent

occurrence,—it is disastrous for the affected dis-

tricts ; thousands of lives may be lost and hundreds

of thousands of people made homeless, and fertile

land made barren.

According to the earliest Chinese records it

entered the Chihli Gulf by two mouths, one of

which is now occupied by the Pei ho below Tientsin,

the other somewhat more south. In the Shang

dynasty another branch, still furtlier south, flowed

by Tsi nan fu in Shantung, filling tlie Ta ch'ing ho.

In Confucius' days we hear of a branch flowing

southward to the Huai river. In the 3rd and 4th

centuries the Ta ch'ing river running into the

Chihli Gulf was the only mouth, but about 1.200 a.d.

the river again went south to the Huai River and

flowed into the Yellow Sea. It retained this course
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till 1853 when it returned to its Ta Ch'ing ho course.

These great changes, which had disastrous effects

on the population affected, together with the

frequent inundations through the breaking of its

banks have caused the river to be called "China's

Sorrow.'

The North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society sent an expedition to examine the new
course in 1867, the Report being given in the

Society's Journal for 1868.

The basin has been estimated at 475,000 sq.

miles. It may be noted that in its middle and
lower course no important place stands on its

banks^it is too dangerous.

PiNCiONE : Conservancy M'ork on the Hai Uo
River. Eng. Society of China Journal, vol. xvi.

YELLOW SEA, g}$, the sea of the east coast

of China, so named because it is coloured by the

loam brought down in enormous quantities by the

Yellow River and Yangtze chiang.

YELLOW TURBAN REBELS, THE, (also

iellow Laps), began about 170 A.u. as a secret sect

under a Taoist leader. They rebelled in 184, and
helped the downfall of the After Han, and thia

beginning of the Three Kingdoms. 'The Three

"peach-garden heroes," Liu Pei, Chang Fei, and
Kuan Yii, took their oath as against these rebels.

See Secret Sects.

YEN, IR, the feudal state which occupied the

extreme northeast boundary of the Chou empire,

and which was given by Wu Wang to his half-

brother, Shih, the Duke of Shao (v. I>egge,

Siiu C/iin,j, pp. 346, 352, 420, 474, 545), who, when
administering the affairs of his duchy, sat under a

pear tree, which the grateful people therefore

refused to allow woodmen to tamper with. (Legoe,

ahih Ching, 26). There is practically nothing of

note in the history of the state till we come to

the last chapter. It was the heir-apparent of the

last prince who almost succeeded in getting an
a-ssassin to murder Ch'in Shih Huang Ti. The
failure of the plot in the very act of its being

carried out, caused the immediate destruction of

Yen, B.C. 221. Being so far north it was never of

great political weight and though it is spoken of

as abounding in horses it remained a comparatively

feeble State even in its best days.

Peking is situated in the very heart of old Yen

;

the name is still used as a literary designation of

that neighbourhood.

YEN HUl, g{ |u]. The favourite disciple of

Confucius. His tablet stands in the Confucian
Temple as one of the Four Associates of the Master.

YEN LING CHI TZU, of the State of Wu.
See Chi Cha.

YEN LO, QJ m, the Chinese name for the

Hindu hero or deity Vama. In both Hinduism and

Buddliism he is king of hell, where he has daily

alternations of torture and enjoyment.

Johnston : Buddhist China, c. viii.

YENTAI Jg ^ Yen t'ai, the correct name for

the port called by foreigners Chefoo. This is the

only name by which the Chinese know it, Chefoo

being an entirely different place on the other side

of the Chefoo bay. See Chefoo.

YEN TZU. See Yen Ying.

YEN YING g 35, also known as Yen Tzu,

a minister of the State of Ch'i, who died in B.C. 493.

He almost ranks with Kuan Tzu as statesman,

philosopher, economist and writer. Confucius

praisgs him, but Yen Tzii seems to have had small

respect for the formalism of Confucius.

YIN and YANG, S [g . The negative and

positive principles of universal life. These words

meant originally the dark and bright sides of a

sunlit bank, and occur on the Stone Drums (8th

century B.C.). By the time of Confucius they had

acquired a philosophical significance as the two

aspects of the duality which Chinese thinkers

perceived in all things. Traces of the dual notion

occur in the "Great Plan" of the Shu Ching, but

the actual words Yin and Yang as used in this

sense occur first in the pseudo-Confucian comment-

aries on the / Ching (q.v.).

In this way Yang |^ came to mean Heaven,

Light, Vigour, Male, Penetration, The Monad.

It is symbolized by the Dragon and is associated

with azure colour and oddness in numbers. In

Feng Shui (j-f.) raised land forms (mountains) are

Yang.

Similarly i'in g^stands for Earth (the antithesis

of Heaven), Darkness, Quiescence, Female, Absorp-

tion, the Duad. It is symbolised by the Tiger and

is a.ssociated with orange colour and even numbers.

Valleys and streams possess the Yin quality.

The two are represented by a whole and a

broken line respectively, thus :

—

Yang Yin

Groups of three such lines are known as

"trigrams," groups of six as "hexagrams," and the

/ Ching is classified under the sixty-four possible

hexagrams.

In connection with the five elements (^-v.), the

Yin and Yang have been for at least two thousand

years used to interpret the processes of nature and

they are the fundamental feature in the theories

which underlie Feng Shui, Astrology, Divination

and Medicine.

T'ai (Great) Yang means the Sun, T'ai Yin the

Moon, Shao (Lesser) Yang the fixed stars and Shao

Yin the planets, these four being supposed to be the

U15
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four primary combinations (Ilsiang ^ ) of Yin and

Yang.

Yin and Y'ang are themselves supposed to have

proceeded from a "Great Ultimate."

Carus : diinese I'hilosoyhij ; McClatchie :

Conjucian Cosmogony ; Lecge : Yih King.

[H.C.]

YIN DYNASTY, fU- The Shang dynasty was

so called alter the inri0\al of the capital from

I'o ^ to Yin in the 14th century B.C. See Shang

Dynasty.

YINGKOW, @^P, the proper name for New-

chwang, (^-t'.).

YIN SHAN. Se« In Shan.

YO CHOW Ui 'M, a Treaty Port at the entrance

to the Tung-ting lake and called 'the gate of

Hunan.' It was opened to foreign trade in 1899,

but for various reasons the amount of trade passing

through the Customs is very small. After the

opening of Changsha in 1904, Yochow lost the

trade from the Siang River district. The foredgn

settlement is at Ch'cng-ling ^ |1§ , five miles away

to the north and only one mile from the Yangtze.

The population of Y'ochow is said to be from

fifteen to twenty thousand. Tea and rice are the

chief products of the district, a poor one.

1915 1916

Net Foreign Imports 2,444,640 3,144,256

Net Chinese Imports 2,729,176 2,448,263

E-xports 1,930,251 2,385,980

Total Hk.Tk. ... 7,104,067 7,978,499

YOGA, the practice of ecstatic meditation with

a view to attaining spiritual or magic power; used

also in sorcery and e.xorcism. As a system it was

introduced to China by Hsuan Tsakg's translation

of the ahastra treating of it, and was popularized

chiefly by Amogha.
EiTEL : Unndbooh of Chinese Buddhism.

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCI-

ATIONS OF CHINA. This organization, which

had in 1917 one hundred and si.\ty-nine brandies

with 28,000 members, is the outgrowth of very

small and rather recent beginnings. The first

Association was organized in 1885 in the Anglo-

Chinese College in Foochow. In the following

year Associations were organized in the North

China College at Tungchow and in the Presbyterian

College at Hangchow. They were modelled after

the student Young Men's Christian Associations

in North America.

The first foreign secretary of this organization

in ('hina was Mr. D. W. Lyon, who came to

Tientcin in 1895, and has continued his service

from that year. Mr. John R. Mott visited China

in 1396 and laid the cornerstone of the first Associa-

tion building in Tientsin. Upon his return, tliree

additional foa-eign secretaries, Messrs. F. S.

Bkockman, R. R. Gailey and R. E. Lewis were

sent to China in 1898. The first city Association

for Chinese business and professional men was

organized by R. E. Lewis in Shanghai in 1899.

Mr. S. K. TsAO, the first Chinese secretary, took

up his work later in 1899 and is now serving as

General Secretary in charge of the Shanghai

Association.

In 1902 the various isolated Associations were

united into a National Movement. A National

office was opened in Shanghai, with Mr. F. S.

Brockman as the first National Secretary. Mr.

Brockman continued to be General Secretary of

the National Committee until July 1st, 1915 when

he was recalled to America.

From the beginning it has been tlie purpose

tj make this a Chinese organization, in spirit, in

support, in management. This hiis now been

accomplished quite largely. There are twenty-eight

city Associations and 141 student Associations each

managed and financed by Chinese directors and

committees. The secretarial leadership also is

rapidly being taken over by Chinese secretaries.

An indigenous, self-supporting and self-propagating

national movement is the aim.

Each Association has full autonomy and

financial responsibility. There are no subsidies.

Help is provided, however, in the service of foreign

secretaries, who are supplied by the International

Committee of North America and by nine denomin-

ational boards that allocate men to this service.

In 1917 there were ninety-seven such secretaries.

One was Swiss, one Norwegian, three were Danes,

fifteen were British and seventy-seven American.

The Chinese secretaries now number 147.

The educational activities of the local Associa-

tions consists of day and evening schools teaching

Chinese and English, schools of commerce, reading

rooms and libraries, lectures and practical talks,

and educational tours of observation. The physical

departments supply gymnasiums, indoor or outdoor,

athletic fields, baths, and in three cities swimming
pools. Exercise is under trained sui>ervision. It

is both recreative and corrective in character. The
athletic movement in schools and colleges has been

stiinulat-ed by frequent athletic meets culminating

in the Far Eastern Athletic Games, in securing

which this organization has cooperated. The
social departments supply clean and attractive

amusement in the form of game rooms, moving

picture entertainments, outings and group gather-

ings of many kinds. The religious activities

consist of Bible classes, devotional and evangelistic

meetings, personal influence and social service. The
aim is to make religious influence pemieate every

activity so that the Christian religion shall be

I

i
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recognized a« a part of the unity of life. It is

expected that all Christian members will engage in

some form of voluntary service for others. A
popular form of such service is teaching in free

schools for illiterates. The above activities in

their various forms are carried out separately for

men and for boys, in the local city Associations.

The Shanghai Association has its boys' department

with 1,283 members in a separate building erected

for that purpose. In 1916 there were 6,000 young

men in the organized schools, 7,200 in the Bible

classes, 3,600 using the gymnasiums. The expense

of carrj'ing on the local associations for the year

1916 was $336,398, all of which was provided in

China.

The supervision of the Young Men's Christian

Associations in China rests with the National Com-

mittee. This body of fifty-si.x business and pro-

fessional men is elected by the annual convention

held once in three years. At present there axe

fifty Chinese and six foreign members.

In addition to co-operating with and supervising

the local Associations the National Committee does

various extension work. Its lecture department

prepares and presents over the country demonstrated

lectures on scientific subjects, on education, health,

and conservation of national resources, all bearing

directly upon the needs of China. These lectures,

inaugurated by Prof. C. H. Robeutson who came

to China for work among the literati, in 1902, have

been favorably received by officials, educated men
and students throughout the countrj-. The attend-

ance has been above 200,000 in one year. Training

in presenting these lectures has been given to a

number of missionaries and to men selected by the

government, who, in turn, has made use of them

extensively.

The Young Men's Christian Association is

unequivocally a part of the Christian movement in

China. One of its chief aims is to strengthen the

Church in its work and to bring young men into

iU membership.

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCI-
ATIONS OF CHINA. The Y.W.C.A. of the

U.S.A., upon the ratification of the World's

Committee, in London, sent its first representative

to China in 1903, and the first work was begun

among the factory girls in the cotton mills in the

Yangtze-poo section of Shanghai.

Shortly after this a woman wa.s sent out from

America to study the whole field with the result

that the Association was asked to so organize its

work as to meet the needs as far as possible of the

students, particularly in non-mission schools, and
of the women of leisure. Towards this end thirty-

eight secretaries have been sent out to work under

the direction of the China National Committee,

with headquarters in Shanghai.

78

The work of these secretaries has been to open

city Associations in Shanghai, Canton, Tientsin

and Peking and student Associations in fifty-four

schools for women in different paits of China.

In the four city Associations there is a member-

ship of 1,176 and about 4,000 in the student

branches.

In city Associations work is organized under

four departments, educational, social, physical and

religious.

A Board of Directors of from ten to fifteen

ladies (largely Chinese) control the city Association,

and raise the finances necessary to carry on the

work.

Following out the idea of training leaders

among the Chinese people the National Committee

has recently opened a Normal Training School of

Physical Education.

Though city Associations have been organized

in only four centres thus far, seven other large

cities have appealed to the National Committee

for similar organizations. The National Committee

is therefore asking for thirty-six additional foreign

secretaries during 1917.

Associations in schools work largely along

social and religious lines. Student Conferences

lasting about a week are held in six different

sections and attended by some 600 students.

All Associations in China are under the direct-

ion of the National Committee, consisting of 17

resident and 8 non-resident members. Through

affiliation with the National Committee each local

Association becomes a part of the world-wide

organization which heads up in the World's Com-
mittee located in London.

In 1917, there are 22 foreign workers and

12 Chinese secretaries, in the four city Associations,

with headquarters at Shanghai,

YOURT. See Yurt.

Yij, THE GREAT. See Tu Yu.

YUAN DYNASTY, THE, x IE. the Mongol

dyna.<ty, was founded by Khcdilai Khan, who con-

quered first the Chin (Nii Chen) Empire of the North

and then the Sung Empire, and placed his capital at

Khan baliq (Peking). He was a wise ruler, con-

ciliating the Chinese and tolerant of all faiths

except Taoism. He constructed the northern half

of the Grand Canal, continuing it to Tientsin, and

established a postal system ; the empire enjoyed

great prosperity. Korea, Yunnan, Annam and

Burma were conquered, but his expeditions against

Java and Japan were unsuccessful. He ruled over

territory extending to the Black Sea, and a mission

was even sent to Madagascar. Marco Polo was

in China from 1271 to 1288, and hold high appoint-

ments. Jen Tspno reestablished the Hanlin

Academy Rnd official examinations. Rebellions

617
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sprung up during the reigns of the later emperors,

the chief being under a young bonze named

Chu YiiAN-CHANG, who drove the Mongols back

beyond the Great Wall and founded the Ming
dynasty.

Dynastic Title

Chinese

* H T'ai Tsn

;iC ^ T'ai Tsung

^ ^ Ting Tsung

•m ^ Hsien Tsung

The Mongol dynasty displayed great magni-

ficence and culture, and was hospitable to foreigners,

but was never popular with the Chinese. The
dynasty lasted 88 years under eleven rulers.

See Khubilai; Basc/ipa; Polo; Khan baliq.

itt m. Shih Tsu

fiR ^ Ch'eng Tsung

K ^ Wu Tsung

Jen Tsung

?t ^ Ying Tsung

ti&^ T'ai Ting Ti

i^ ± Ya Chu

BI S- Ming Tsung

% ^ Wen Ti

^ ^ Ning Tsung

m ^ Shun Ti or

^ S Hui Tsung

Mongol
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visited the Chou king in B.C. 671. With the present

of sacrificial meat, the visitor was bidden to

"maintain order in the southern borders, troubled

with 1 and Vueh (tribes), but not to invade the

Middle Kingdoms." The lirst mention in the

Tso Chuan is in the year 601, when Yiieh and Wu
were admitted to a covenant with Ch'u. The te.xt

of the Chun Ch'iu does not mention Yiieh until

537, when it tells us that Yueh took part (with

several other states) in an attack made by Ch'u on

Wu. SsuMA Ch'ien practically confines liis account

of Yiieh to the one really celebrated reign of

Kou Chie.m (496-465). He it was who destroyed the

state of Wu (in 473). The following year he was

given the title of "Protector" by the emperor—the

seventh and last of the "Protectors." Ssn-MA

continues the history of the state to 333 when Ch'u

broke it up into a "hundred Yiieh."

After Ch'i.n Shih Huang Ti, we find "Yiieh

Tung Hai" occupying C'hekiang; "Min Yiieh,"

Fukien ; and "Nan Yueh," Kuangtung. There was

an undoubted connection between these "Yueh" and

the Annamites still fai'ther south.

Ssii-MA Ch'ien, c. xli (Chavannes, iv, pp. 418-

448); Lecge : Classics, vol. v; Pakker : Ancient

China Hintplifir.d.

YUEN CHWANG. See JJsUan Tsany.

YU HAI 3ii$ ^ca of jade. See Lei .Shu.

Yij hSIEN, ^i Jt, a Manchu who won

notoriety during the lio.xer outbreak. In 1898 he

was made Governor of Shantung, and trouble was

at once foreseen by those who knew the character

and reputation of the man (see leading article in

.V C. Uailij .Wws, April 17, 1899). He encouraged

the Boxer movement in the province, and though

called to Peking at the end of 1898, the murder of

BnooKS, the first foreign Boxer victim, on the last

day of that year was proved to be 'as much his work

as though he had struck the blow himself.' Never-

theless he was promoted to be Governor of Shansi,

and there six months later 159 foreigners were

killed, 46 of them in his own Yamen. Twelve of

these were Roman Catholics.

When the day of vengeance came, Yii Hsien,

instead of being brought to Peking and publicly

executed, was put to death at Lan Chou, Kebruary

22, 1901 ; but at least there is no doubt of the

penalty having been paid. It is interesting to know

that in the Revolution of 1911 the daughter of

Yii Hsien found safety in the Baptist Mis.'iionaries'

premises at Hsi-an fu : all the members of which

Mission in Shansi, 16 in number, had been killed

by her father.

Kevte : The Passing of the IJrar/on, p. 50;

Blicr-R : In the Footsteps of Marco Polo.

YU HSIUNG, JKJS, an author of the 13th

century B.C. His works are quoted in very old

books and two of their titles are given in the

Man ahu. The work Yu Tzu (q.v.) is attributed

to him.

YiJ HUANG (SHANG TI) 31 ^ ± ^ ,
the

chief god in the Taoist triad. The name is trans-

lated "the Jade Emperor,' or, since jade is the

emblem of purity, 'the Pure August Ruler,' etc.

He appears to be an invention more or less of the

emperor Chen Tsunu jj ^ t*D- 998, Sung dynasty)

with a view to restoring his failing credit with

his people, though there may have been earlier

'legends. This emperor raised Yii HfANC to the

highest honours and made him Shang Ti. Since

then Yii Huang has been God for the common
people. Chen Tswng also raised to him a temple

so extravagantly vast and ccstly that histcriarus.

reganl it as the beginning of the downfall of the

dynasty.

Buddhists claim that the Taoists have simply

stolen their god Yii Ti. He is the chief deity of

every mountain top, and may therefore be found

in Buddhist hill-temples, as for example at P'u-to

Shan. See Three Pure Ones.

DoRE : Jiecherches sur leg Superstitions, tome ix.

YUKIEN,V(f IS, a Mongol, appointed to be

Commissioner with Lin tsk HSii (q.v.) during the

First War. He reached his post at Chinhai as the

British were evacuating Chusan in 1841, and took

the credit of having frightened them away. By
his cruelty and boastfulness during his short

career he is marked among the most rabid haters of

the English in those days. He caught Captain

Stead (ly.r.) and had him flayed alive. He saw

Chusan retaken, and on October 10, 1841, he fled

when Chinhai fell, and a few days later committed

suicide.

Davis : China during the War.

YU LAN orT'AI P'ING YU LAN, ;*: 'j^ 11} "MC

See /-ci ::>hu.

YU LAN P'EN HUl ^M^'^- t'le Festival

of departed spirits, often called by foreigners .1/'

t<ouh' IJaij. It is held on the fifteenth day of the

seventh moon. A very full description of the rites

at Amoy, which will hold good for the rest of

China, is given by De Groot. The name is a-

transliteration of the Sanscrit UUambana, but it

also has the meaning of a vessel to hold ofFej-ings.

The UUambana siitra was translated into Chinese

in the third century, but the ceremonies did not

become popular till the eighth, when Amogha
(Pr K'ung) introduced the Yoga system.

Oe Groot : Acs Fetes a ICmoui, vol. ii ; Eitel :

Iliindliiioh of Chinese Jiuddhism.

YULE, HENRY, the translator and editor of

Marco Polo's book. He was boni in Scotland

1820, his father being Major in the Bengal Army.

He joined the Royal Engineers and proceeded to

Gl'.l
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India in 1840. After filling various offices there

and travelling a good deal he resigned the service

and went to Euiope in 1862. There he spent many
years in Germany, Italy and Sicily, publishing

Cathay and the Way Thither in 1866. The ne.xt

year he began his work on Makco Polo's Travels

and issued it in 1870. In 1875 he returned to

London and joined the India Council. He wa;s

made C.B. and K.C.S.I. and died December 1889.

For bibliography of his many writings and his

memoir see The Book of Ser Marco Polo, 3rd ed.

1903.

YU LI CH'AO CHUAN, 3E g iJj (i , a Taoist

book which is not sold but given away in great

numbers by those who wish to do good or to acquire

merit for themselves. It dates from the Sung

dynasty, and it consists of a very detailed d.es-

cription of the Ten Judgment Halls with their

many torture-chambers or hells. A slight sketch

of the book is given by Giles and a fuU translation

has been made by Rev. G. W. Clarke.

Giles : Chinese Literature, p. 420 ; Clabke :

yU-li or Precious Records, Journal, N.C.B.R.A.S.,

vol. xxviii.

YUNG LI 7J4 JS, the title adopted by Cmu
Yu-LANO ^ ft HI, Prince Kuei ^ ^ grandson of

Wan Li and the last claimant of the Ming throne.

Under this reign-title he ascended the throne in

Kuangtung Province in 1546, after the Manchus
had executed his predecessor at Foochow ; and he

kept up some appearance of royalty for thirteen

years, when he was driven over the frontier into

Burma. Ho was treacherously taken by the

Burmese and handed over to his relentless enemy,

Wu San-kuei, who, having first sent for instructions

to Peking strangled the captive monarch at Yunnan
fu, as is generally stated. It would seem however

that Yung Li and his son called Constantin'e were

executed at Nan lung HI fi| in Hsing-i fu |a ft' /I?

Kueichou, in his own palace, on June 4, 1662. The
tombs of the two princes have recently been found

in Kueichow by P. Scboiter, and described ini

Lc Bullelin Cutholique.

ile was never baptized himself, being a deter-

mined polygamist; but his mother the Empress

Marv, his wife the Empress Anne, her son

CoNSTANTiNE the heir to the throne, and the

Empress Helen, once a concubine of his uncle

T'lEN Ch'i, were all Christians, together with about

fifty ex-imperial concubines, eunuchs and others.

Backhouse and Bland : Annals and Memoirs

of the Court of Pchinq; Le Bulletin Catholique

de Pekdj, 1915, pp. 430 and 292.

YUNG LO,,k is. the reign-title of the ruler

regarded as the second of the Ming emperors, his

name being Chu Ti ^c t|5. He was the fourth son

of Chu YiiAN-CHANG, (Huno Wu] and was born

in 1360. His father would have appointed him to

succeed, but because of the opposition of his

ministers he had to appoint a grandson instead'.

1,'hu Ti was sent to Peking in a kind- of Viceregal

position. His march north is famous, city after

city being captured and the Great Plain north of

the Yangtze being depopulated. From his position

he was called Prince of Yen. He threw off his

allegiance when his nephew succeeded, marched

south and entered Nanking, the young emperor

disappearing for good. The Prince of Yen then

took the throne with the reign-title Y'ung Lo. He
was a great ruler. In 1421 he moved the capital

to Peking ; he drew up a Penal Code ; he sent

missions abroad as far as Ceylon ; he issued the.

great encyclopajdia the Yung Lo Ta Tien. (See

Lei Shu). He was an ardent Buddhist. On hi^

death in 1424 he was canonized as Wen Huang-ti

YUNG LO TA TIEN. See Lei Shu.

YUNNAN g [§ cloudy south; the second

largest of China's provinces. It has Ssuch'uan on

the north, Tibet and Burma on the west, Burma
and Tonkin on the south, Kiangsi and Kueichou

on the east. Its area is 146,718 sq. miles and its

population 12,722,000. The west and north-west is

mountainous and difficult of access and the popula-

tion is savage. In the north-east, near the Yangtze,

the land is low and unhealthy and there are few

inhabitants. In the east, however, are wide and

fertile plains, with many lakes and rivers, a clear

sky and a pleasant climate. The Yangtze (here

named the Chin sha chiang or Golden sand river),

forms i^art of the boundary between Yunnan and

Ssuch'uan, but is only a mountain torrent. The
Mekong, the Salwin and the Red River are other

streams in the province. The fauna and flora are

the richest in all China. Maize and rice are the

chief crops. The mineral wealth is great. The
population is very miscellaneous, there being man;
aboriginal tribes.

The chief city is Yunnan fu with 45,000

inhabitants. This city, with Ta-li fu (6,000) has

been ruined as the result of the Mohammedan
rebellion. Four cities are open to foreign trade,

Mengtze, Hok'ou, Szemao and T'engyaeh.

YUNNAN FU, ^ M Iff , the capital of the

Yunnan province, situated centrally and in a

picturesque position. It has never recovered its

ruin in the Mohammedan rebellion, and has now a

population of only 45,000.

Since the post was established in 1902 the

following have been H.B.M. Consuls-General at

Yiinnan fu.

1902, April 5, William Henky Wilkinson.

1909, Jan. 21, Pierce Essex O'Brien-Butleb.

1912, Oct. 1, Herbert Gorra.
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YURT or YOURT, the Mongol tent, is shaped

like an inverted basin. It b made of collapsible

oval lattice-work of laths covered with strips of

felt fastened in position by ropes. An open/ing

from 3 ft. to 4j ft. high is left for a doorway, and i

a circular aperture at the top to allow smoke to
\

escape. The height of the yurt is about 12 ft.

The centre is occupied by a fire round which fur

or felt rugs are spread. The wealthy classes have

the walls lined with cotton.

The word is etymologically connected with

hearth.

YU, TABLET OF, ^ % «^ Shin yu pei. In

the Yu Kung of the Shu, Mt. Heng is the most
southern site indicated (see Hing Hhan). A Taoist

writer of the Eastern Han named Chad I, whose
works contain many absurd fables, makes mention

of an inscription which he says the "divine Yu"
set up on Koulou Feng Jt) fi|*$ , the most southern

peak of Heng Shan (situated about 20 miles south

of the highest peak). The statement is often

repeated by later writers of that and the following

dynasties. Han Yii (768-824) wrote a poem on

Kou-lou in which he says that he sought in vain

for the Tablet which had been seen "by chance"
by a solitary Taoist priest. Later, Chu Hsi
(1130-1200) also tried without effect to find the

Tablet. After his death, a Ssuch'uan officer claimed

to have seen and copied the inscription consisting of

seventy-seven 'tadpole' characters ; he also indicates

some connection with Taoism, in that his copy of

the inscription was placed in a Taoist monastery
in the Ciiia Ti.ng period (1208-1214). It was not

until the Cheng Te period (1506-1521) that any
copy of the inscription got into works on inscript-

ions. Replica of the "original" were set up at

Changsha, Wuchang and other places.

The "original" stone is to be seen on a spur of

the Kou-lou Peak erect on a rock with a huge

imprint at its base of a naked foot-print, alleged

to be the actual impress of the great Yu's foot as

he placed the Tablet in position. Aloreoever, the

Tablet itseJf contains two holes between the second

and third horizontal lines from the top, into which

fitted the staple by which Yu carried the stone,

grasped in one hand, up the mountain side. The
actual inscription is not quite four feet wide and
not quite six feet high, but the Tablet itself is

higher and is thi'ee or foui- inches thick. The stone

weathers badly and chips can be picked up all

round. It has certainly not been in its present

position more than a few hundred years, and is

not likely to last much longer than it has yet lasted.

\ goocUy temple with a broad platform (at the side

edge of which the Tablet stands) was erected by that

devout old fighter, P'eng Yu-lin (1824-1890). A
full account of the Tablet, with a copy of the

inscription and a translation, will be found in

Leuue's Shu, (Prol. p. 66). W. H. Medhurst also

has a reproduction of the Tablet and a paper

thereon in the N.C.B.RA.S. Journal, 1868. See

also vol. xliii (1912) pp. 32-43.

A monograph by KLArROTH appeared at Berlin

in 1811. It was discussed in Remusat's Milangei
Asiatiques, vol. ii. Bunsen accepted its authen-

ticity in emphatic terms in Egypt's Place in

History.
A

YU TZU 58 T" , the title of a work on the

principles of government, wliich, if genuine, may
claim to be the most ancient specimen of Chinese

literature. The supposed author, Yii Hsidng, lived

under Wen Wang, 13th century B.C. Some think

that the present te.\t is a compilation of quotations

from the original work, made in the T'ang dynasty.

WvLiE : Notes un Chinese Literature, p. 125.

z
ZAYTON and CAYTON. See Ch'uan chow.

7FALAN0IA, FORT. The fort built by the
Dutch in 1630, 2i miles from T'ai wan fu, Formosa.
Sen Formosa,

ZEN. See Ch'an.

ZIKAWEI, i*. 5KBli, the name of a village

near Shanghai, made famous by the Jesuit in.stitut-

ions situated there. It was chosen as tlio chief

centre of the Kiangnan work of the Society of Jesus
in 1847. In addition to a new cathedral (built 1910).

there are a famous Museum (1872) and Library
(1847), and the well-known Observatory (1872). St.

Ignatius' College (1850) has both middle and high
school departments and leads up to the Aurora
University. (See Vniversiti L'Aurore). The
College had in 1916 fourteen Jesuit Professors,

thirty-nine Chinese teachers, and nearly four

hundred pupils, of whom three-fourths were
Christians. A large industrial work is done at the

neighbouring village of Tou se wei, where also is

the Mission press. The "Helpers of the Holy
Souls" have a large establishment at Zikawei,

founded in 1869, with orphanage, schools (including

one for deaf and dumb girls), dispensaries, and
industrial enterprises of various kinds. Fifty-six
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nuns were in residence in 1916, exclusive of novices.

In the same year the Christian community of the

village numbered 3,548 souls.

See Jesuits; Meteorology; Seismology ; HsU
KuanijCh'i, etc.

ZINC. See ilinerals.

ZU-SE or ZO-CE, the Shanghai pronunciation

of ^ ill . in the Mandarin .speech sficshan. A
small hill some tweiity-iive miles from Shanghai,

where the Jesuit missionaries of Sicawei have

established their Astronomical Observatory. See

Je^iiitf.

ZOTTOLI, ANGELO, a Jesuit missionary, born

near Xaples in 1825. He entered the Society in

1843 and reached China in 1848. He died in 1902,

having spent all his missionary life at Zikawci,'

which owes much to him as Prefect of the College,

Rector, Master of the Novices, Instructor of the

Tertian Fathers, and spiritual Father. His literary

work was important. He is best known by his

Cursus litteraturae sinicae (1879-83). This work in

5 volumes begins with elementary lessons, carries

the student through the Classics and ends with

rules of composition in prose and verse. It has a

Latin translation, and it was "crowned" by the

Academy of Inscriptions and Belleslettr'es. He
also prepared many religious works in Chinese.

CoRDiEB : T'oung Pao, vol. .\iii ; Lettres des

SC0t.ASTIQUES DE JERSEY, 1903.

Z U N GA R 1 A . See Sungario.

ZYGODACTYLI, Barbels; there are five

known in China, Formosa and Hainan. Megalaema
virens, the Great Chinese Barbet, is found

throughout South China. Ci/anops davisoni and

C. nsiatica are both found in Yiinnan. (.'. nuchalii

is found in the wooded mountains of Formosa. (J.

faber. inhabits Hainan.

David et Ousialet : Lee Oifcnux fie la Chine;

Capitonides.
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AURORA UNIVERSITY.
I'Aurore.

See Univeraiti

FINANCE AND CURRENCY. I. Revenue.

The sources of the revenue of the Chinese Govern-

ment, as set forth in the budget for 1916-1917, in

estimates which are necessarily only approximate,

are as follows :

—

Land tax $90,105,784.00

Customs receipts 73,056,663.00

Salt revenue 96,767,010.00

Goods tax (including Likin) 42,719,194.00

Levies snd contributions ... 40,217,118.00

(including title deed tax of

$15,000,000).

Various receipts 8,559,580.00

Direct receipts of Central

Government. (Including

tobacco and wine duty and

monopoly sale) 36,584,311.00

Extraordinary receipts ... 84,828,924.00

Grand total of Keceipts ... §472,838,584.00

The land tax system is of most ancient origin,

and is considered the principal and fundamental tax

in China, although the income from this source is

now exceeded by the Salt Revenue. The tax in-

cludes many subsidiary charges, and the rate of

taxation varies in different districts. In the absence

of a cadastral survey, there is great inaccuracy in

the returns of the acreage of land. The taxable

acreage as fixed in the reign of Kuanc-hsii, was only

980,000,000 mini, while during the Sui dynasty it

was more than five times as large. The actual area

of cultivated land in China is estimated at approx-

imately 40.000,000 acres, or 2,700,000,000 muu.

The Salt Tax.—In accordance with the pro-

visions of the reorganization loan of 1913, the

collection of all the salt duties in China was placed

in the hands of a special department of the Ministry

of Finance, called Central Salt Administration,

which comprises a Chief Inspectorate of Salt

Revenue, under a Chinese Chief Inspector and a

foreign Associate Chief Inspector. They constitute

the authority for the superintendence of the issue

of licenses, the returns of revenue and the compil-

ation of reports. (The First Associate Chief

Inspector, Sir RicHAnu Dane). For full account,

see Suit Adminintrolion.

Customs Ilcvcnvc.—[.See Maritime Cvttn7ns^.

The revenue from this source increased five fold

between the years 1867 and 1913. Originally the

rate of duty was fixed at 5% on both exports and

79

imports. As the valuation of goods upon which

this percentage was computed according to the

Treaty of 1858 had fallen far below the actual

market value, it was agreed by the Boxer Protocol

of 1901, that the actual rate of taxation should be

increased to 5% effective, and a new tariff on this

basis was made in 1902. As this valuation had again

become inadequate to produce an effective 5%, a

conference was called to meet in January, 1918, for

the revision of the specific rates, so that an effective

5% duty might be produced.

Lf/cin is a tax levied on goods while in transit

within a province or from one province to another.

This impost is a serious impediment to trade, as

well as a source of great corruption. For the sake

of the unrestricted development of commerce, efforts

have been made to abolish this tax, and various

foreign governments have by treaties agreed to

permit an increase of the customs duty to 12J%,
conditioned on the abolition of likin. As, however,

the income from likin goes primarily to the provinces,

some other means of provincial revenue would have

to be provided in the event of the abolition of likin.

The system of likin has been modified in some

provinces. It is still called likin in the Provinces

of Chihli, Shansi, Honan, Shantung, Kiangsu,

Anhui, Hunan, Fukien, Kuangtung, Yiinnan and

Kueiohou, etc. But it has been changed to T'ung-

chiian (JiJS) or "single levy" (levied at the place

of production of the goods to bo taxed), in the

Provinces of Kiangsi, Hupci, Shensi, Kiangsu.

Chekiang, Kuangsi, Ssuch'uan and Sinkiang. In

other places, like the three Provinces of Manchuria

and a part of Kiangsu, the name of Production and

Consumption Tax ( (^ <f?i fft ) has been adopted,

a Production Tax ( (H j$_ W ) to bo levied at the

place of production of the goods, and a Con-

sumption Tax ( 5ft tj; ffi ) levied at the place of sale

or consumption.

licvenve from Tobacco and Wine.—A number

of different imports are collected upon wine and

tobacco, such as license taxes, contributions, direct

taxes, and the so-called "official sale" of tobacco

and wine. The latter is the result of an attempt to

make a beginning of a government monopoly of

tobacco and wine ; as treaties with foreign powers

made such an arrangement impossible, the so-called

"ofiicial sale" is virtually an additional tax. An
effort is now being made to unify all imposts of

this nature.

Stamp duticf, though not yet paid by the

merchants of all foreign nations, have become an

important source of revenue; general consumption
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taxes and business licenses have thus far been

developed only in an unsystematic fashion ; while

income taxes and imposts upon ui'ban land have not

been put into operation, although seriously discussed

with a view to their adoption. Under proper

methods of administration a very abundant revenue

could be obtained from these various sources.

II. Expenditures.—The ordinary and extra-

ordinary expenditures of the government were

estimated as follows, in the budget of 1917.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs ... 6,293,370.00

Ministry of Interior

Mini.stry of Finance

Ministry of War
Ministry of Navy
Ministry of Justice ...

Ministry of Education

Ministry of Agriculture and

Commerce
Ministry of Communications ...

Board of Mongolian and

Tibetan Affairs

. 45,687,879.00

. 224,190,603.00

. 167,317,380.00

. 8,151,569.00

. 9,365,766.00

. 5,028,830.00

4,014,286.00

1,654,439.00

1,138,492.00

Grand total of expenditui-es ...$472,838,584.00

Aside from the Ministry of p'inance, the ex-

penditure of which is due to the payment of interest

and principal on foreign and domestic loans, the

Ministry of War consumes the greatest part of the

revenue of the state. In the estimates of the

Ministry of Interior, the expense of the larger part

of provincial administration is included. It must

be noted that in the budgets thus far made it is

assumed that all public revenues are paid to the

central government and disbursed through it for

national and provincial needs. This is, however,

only theoretically true.

III. The Coveknment Loans.—The following

are the principal long-term loans of the Chinese

Government.

Amount outstanding

1916

Franco-Russian Loan, 1895 ... £9,745,446.00

Anglo-German Loan, 1896 ... 10,901,475.00

• Anglo-German Loan, 1898 ... 12,648,950.00

Boxer Indemnity, 1901 63,847,268.00

Crisp Loan, 1912 5,000.000.00

Reorganization Loaij, 1913 ... 25,000,000.00

Austrian Loan, 1913-16 4,933,000.00

Banque Industrielle Loan, 1913 4,000,000,00

Uanquc Industrielle Loan, 1914 1,300,000.00

American Loan, 1916 1,000,000.00

Advance on Second Reorganiz-

ation Loan, 1917 1,000,000.00

[On Railway Loans see Hailways}.

The total foreign and domestic indebtedness of

the Chinese Government, exclusive of railway loans,

was in 1917, 151,000,000 pounds sterling. The

per capita of the public debt of China as compared

with that of other nations, computed on the basis of

public indebtedness in 1914 to 1915, was as follows :

China £ 0.12

Great Britain ... 24.12

France 32.00

Germany 15.00

Russia 5.40

United States 2.00

With the war indebtedness accumulated by the

Western Powers, the ratio is now even more favour-

able by far for China.

IV. CuRUENcy.—Currency in China rests on

the intrinsic metal value of the coin. The con-

ception of a token coin is not familiar to the Chinese

mind, although notes as a substitute and represent-

ative of metal have long been in common use. The

fundamental and traditional measure of value is the

tael of silver [See Tael]. The coined dollar passes

current according to its intrinsic silver value. Large

quantities, of Mexican dollars are in circulation,

supplemented by tlie dollar coined at Hongkong,

dollars coined locally in China, and particularly the

Peiyang dollar, coined at Tientsin, first under

KuANG Hsii, then under Yuan Shih-k'ai. The

total number of coined dollars in cuculation in

China was estimated in 1913 at §206,000,000. Sub-

sidiary silver coins of ten and twenty cents face

value are also in cii'culation, but pass at approx-

imately their intrinsic value, so that approximately

twelve ten cent pieces are received for one dollar.

In 1916 the Central Government coined subsidiary

silver, to be put in circulation at par ; it has

however not become generally current thus far.

The money used by the mass of the population is

coj)per, in the form of cents and cash. The relative

value of these coins is determined also by the market

ratio of the metals, so that a dollar silver will

exchange into varying quantities of cents or cash

from time to time, the approximate ratio being one

hundred twenty-five cents or one thousand to twelve

hundred cash, to one dollar.

Bank notes are issued by both the national anol

provincial banks, the issue not being restricted by

adequate reserves. The two central banks are the

Bank of China and the Bank of Communications.

The former acts as the general fiscal agent of the

government, the latter as the agent for the Ministry

of Communications. Strictly speaking, the Bank

of Communications is not a government bank, as its

administration is in the hands of a board of directors

(on which the Ministry of Communications, although

holding shares to the extent of 40% of the total, has

no special representative), and a president and

vice-president who are elected by shareholders at

their general meeting. The Director of the Depart-

ment of Railways in the Ministry of Communications

is. however, rx officio president of the bank. The
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guvernment is heavily indebted to both banks. Both

are banks of issue. The notes of the different

brandies ciiculate at par only locally ; frequently

the notes of one branch will be depreciated while

those of other branches are current at or near par.

The present outstanding note issue of these two

banlis is estimated at §109,000,000 ; the issue of

other Chinese banks at §130,000,000.

The principal foreign banks operating in China

also issue notes. The principal institutions are :

—

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation

(British).

Chartered Bank of India Australia and China

(British).

Banijue de I'lndo Chine (French).

Banque Indu.-itrieUe de Chine (French).

Russo-Asiatic Bank (Russian).

International Banking Corporation (American).

Yokohama Specie Bank (Japanese).

Netherlands Trading Society (Dutch).

Banque Beige pour I'Etranger (Belgian).

Deutsch-Asiatische Bank (now closed).

V. Admi.sistu.m'ion anu Contuol.—The Min-

istry of Finance comprises five departments : Tax-

ation, Banking and Currency, Public Loans, Treas-

ury, and Accounting ; as well as two bureaus : State

Property, and Tobacco and Wine Sales. The
Minister of Finance is assisted by two vice-ministers,

one of whom supervises the five departments and

two bureaus mentioned, the other of whom acts as

the Director of a Central Salt Administration. The
udministration of the Maritime Customs is placed

under the Revenue Council, which corresponds to

Uie Central Salt Administration, and the Chief

Inspectorate of Customs, which corresponds to the

Chief Inspectorate of Salt Revenue, and is in-

dependent of the Ministry of Finance.

The Ministry of Finance is represented in each

province by a Finance Commissioner, who is

appointed by the Ministry and who reports to it as

well as to the Civil Governor of the Province. In

practice, the delimitation of his duties as to the

central and the provincial governments is not

definite, and the amount of revenue actually to be

forwarded to Peking, or to be retained by the

province, depends generally upon special arrange-

ment or upon the degree of authority exercised at

the time by the central government. The Ministry

of Finance also has agents in the provinces for the

collection of stamp duticti and of the tobacco and
wine sales revenue, as well as for the caro of state

property ; these report and remit directly to the

Minister. The Ministry is further represented in

the provinces by Salt Commissioners and Suporin-

tondenta of Customs. The collection of the native

customs outside of a radius of fifty li from the

several maritime customs stations, ia under the

direct control of the Ministry of Finance, through

its superintendents of native customs. Within a

radius of fifty li each Maritime Customs station

administers the native customs of its vicinity.

Cuitlrul.—The National Assembly or I'arliament.

under the provisional constitution, is entitled to

exercise the following powers in the matter of

finance : (1) To pass the budgets and financial

accounts of the government ; (2) To pass measures

of taxation and of currency
; (3) To pass measures

for the incurring of public loans, and agreements

affecting the National Treasury. As the permanent

constitution is still in the process of formation, the

above functions and powers are subject to change.

Audit.—A Department of Audit was established

in November, 1912. It was elevated to a Board of

Audit by Presidential Mandate in June, 1914. An
Audit Law was promulgated in October of the

same year. The Board is entrusted with the work

of auditing the accounts of the government in all

its parts for the fiscal year and of submitting sug-

gestions to the President. All government officers

throughout China ai'e by law obliged to submit

monthly reports of their receipts and expenditures

to the Board of Audit for inspection and verification.

The reports of provincial officials are forwarded

through the ministries to whom they are responsible.

Morse : Trade and Admiitistrution of the

Chinese Empire; Vissehinc : Currency and Banking

in China, 2 vols. ; Amebican Commission of Inter-

national Exchange : Iteitort on the Gold Standard,

1904 ; J. Edkins : Banking and Prices in China,

1905, and other writings; Jernigan : Chinese
Business Methods and Policy, 1906, First Annual
Beport, Board of Audit, 1916. Various articles in

Thf Chinciie I'dlilicol and Social Science Kecicw,

191617. [F.L.B.]

FUKIEN, jjia }]t, "happy establishment," a

small province roughly forming a rectangle on the

S.E. coast of China. Cliokiang and Kuangtung lie

along its north and south ends respectively ; Kiang-

si bounds its western, and the sea its eastern side.

Formosa Channel separates it from the island of

Formosa, which lies parallel to its coasts. Its area

is 46,332 square miles ; its inhabitants number
22,870,000; making it one of the most thickly popul-

ated provinces in China.

Fukien is extremely mountainous, the ranges

ruiming generally parallel through the length of the

province. Hence most of the rivers are short. The
largest is the Minkiang 1$I fcC . on which Foochow

stands. The coast being well provided with small

bays, a largo proportion of the inhabitant« are

fishermen. The soil is good, and tea is the chief

crop cultivated. Rice, sugar, and ginger arc among

the other important products. The mineral wealth

is great, but has hardly been worked as yet. The

whole province lies just outside the tropics, so that

the climate in the east is subtropical, while as the
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ground rises towards the west the temperature

becomes colder.

Fukien being in a somewhat isolated position,

its customs and dialects, which are very different

from those of neighbouring provinces, have been

well preserved. The inhabitants are energetic and

independent, and furnish more emigrants than any

other part of China.

Foochow, the capital, and Amoy, {q.v.) were

opened to trade in 1842; Santuao (q.v.), Kienning

fu and Chung-ngan aro among other important

towns, the last-named being famous for the finest

tea (Bohea). The summer resort of Kuliang is in

the hills cast of Foochow.

The literary name of Fukien is [^ Min.

GUIGNES, CHRISTIAN LOUIS JOSEPH DE,

son of the following, born 1759. He studied Chinese

under his father, and joined the French Consular

Service, being Consul at Canton for seventeen

years. He then went back to France, where he

prepared a Chinese-Latin-French dictionary (1813)

at the request of the Government. It was however

scarcely more than a new edition of Glemona's

work. Previous to this he had published a book of

travels (to Peking, Manila, etc.). He died in 1845.

GUIGNES, JOSEPH DE, born at Pontoise in

1721, a famous Oriental, and especially a Chinese

scholar. He began these studies at the early age of

fourteen. He was a student of Fodrmont, and in

1745 took his place as secretary interpreter of

Oriental languages at the Eoyal Library. Three

years later he published his work on the origin of

the Huns and Tartars, which gained for him

admittance to the R. S. of London in 1752, and to

the French Academy of Inscriptions in 1754.

In 1757 he was made professor of Syriac at the

College Eoyal.

The Revolution deprived him of most of his

sources of income, and he became very poor. He

died at Paris in 1800.

De Guignes wrote a great deal on matters

Chinese, on Religion, History, Geography, Sciences

and Arts, Antiquities, Language and Literature,

often in the form of Mimoircs for learned societies.

He is renowned for a theory he first advanced in

1759, that the Chinese are Egyptian in origin. In

this year appeared "Mimoire dans lequcl on prouve

. . . les Chinois sont une. colonic igtjptienne," and

Mimoire . . . aprcs avoir examini Voriijine da

lettres phiniciennes, hebralques, etc., on essaye

d'etablir ... que la nation chinoiee eet vne

colonic igijptienne." The theory was severely

criticised but its author clung to it to the last.

His great work is the Uittoire Ginirah des Huns,

des Turcs, ihs Mogols, et des autres Tartares

Occidcntaux, Paris, 1756-58.

HUC, EVARISTE REGIS (Abbe), the cele-

brated missionary and traveller, was born at Tou-

louse in 1813. At the age of 23 he joined the

Lazarists and in 1839 arrived in China. After spend-

ing a year and a half at Macao, he worked for a

tune in the southern provinces, and then went to

Peking, but shortly afterwards left for Hei Shui

ivft 7K i"st insid)e Mongolia, to shepherd a large

bul scattered Christian community who had been

driven north of- the Great Wall by the persecution

of the Emperor Chia Ch'ing. Here P. Hue learnt

the dialects and studied the customs of the Tartars

and translated Christian books for them. In 1844

he was sent by the Vicar Apostolic of Mongolia on

the journey which has made him forever famous,

in company with a fellow-Lazarist, Joseph Gabet,

and a Christian Tibetan. Disguised as lamas, thej

reached the borders of Kansu and Tibet in January

1845 after suffering many privations. Here they

waited till September to join an embassy known to

be returning from Peking to Lhasa, which place

they finally reached in January 1845, after another

most difficult journey. The kindly reception given

to the missionaries by the Regent of Tibet dis-

pleased the Chinese ambassador who got them sent

to Canton, where they arrived in October. P. Huo
remained there three years, but finally returned to

Europe in shattered health in 1852 and died in

Paris in 1860.

He sent numerous contributions to the "Annalea

de la Propagation de la Foi" ; and published in 1850

at Paris the famous Souvenirs d'un Voyage dans la

Tartaric, le 'Thibet ct la Chine, one of the most

fascinating and sincere books of travel ever written,

though lacking in scientific observation and exact-

itude. It has first translated into English by

H KZUTT, 1857 ; into German by K. Andree, 1855

;

into Dutch in 1856; into Spanish in 1860, into

Swedish in 1862, etc.

He also wrote L' Empire Chinois 1854, English

translation, 1859, and Le Christianisme en Chine,

1857-8, English translation 1857-8.

JULIEN, STANISLAS AIGNAN, originally

Noel Julien, was born at Orleans, September 20,

1799. He was the son of an artizan, who educated

him in the hope that he would enter the priesthood,

but he himself, conscious of e.xtraordinary linguistic

ability, decided in favour of a secular life. In 1821

he was made Assistant Professor of Greek at the

College de France; and becoming interested in

Chinese through the lectures of Eemusat {q.v.), he

began the study of the language, and in less than

two years published a Latin translation of part of

the works of Me.vcics. In 1832 he succeeded

Remusat as Chinese Professor at the College de

France. In 1839 he was made joint-keeper of the
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Royal Library, the Chinese book's being his special

care ; and in 1841 he became "Administrateur du

College de France."

He had many bitter controversies, .not only with

his fellow-sinologues, but also with scholars learned

in Sanskrit and Pali, in which languages Juliejj

was also a proficient, having learnt them to assist

him in his study of Chinese Buddhism.

In 1863 he was made a commander of the Legion

of Honour in recognition of his services to literature.

He died on February 14, 1873, leaving unfinished

the large Chinese dictionary on which he had for a

considerable time been engaged.

He prepared translations of the San Tzu Ching,

Ch'ien Tzu Wen, and a number of dramatic and

lighter works.

Among his numerous writings on Chinese

subjects the following are the most important :

—

liisumi des principaux traitis chinois sur la

culture dfs muriers et I'education des vers-dsoie,

1837, which has been translated into English,

German, Italian and Russian; Disctiseions gram-

maticalea sur certainea regies de position qui en

Chine, etc., 1841; Exercices pralii^ues d'ancdyse de

syntaxe et de lexicographie chinoiae, 1842; Voyages

des pelerins bouddhislcs, 1853; MHlwde pour

d(cftiffrer et tra/iscrire Ics moia sanecriis qui it

Tcncontrent dans lea livres chinois, 1861 ; Histoire et

fabrication de la porcelaine chinoiae, 1861 ; Industries

anciennes et niodernes de V empire chinois, 1869;

Syntnxe nouvelle de la langue chinoiae, 1869 ; also

translations of the Bool; of Rewards and Punish-

ments (1835) and of the Tao Te Ching, 1842.

REVIEW, THE FAR EASTERN, was founded

in 1904 by George Buonson Rea, m.e., as a monthly

journal devoted to setting forth the advancement

of the Orient in engineering and industrial lines.

The scope of the magazine has been enlarged from

time to time in an effort to make the Review the

most authoritative publication on finance, railways

and commerce of China, Japan, the Philippines,

Indo-China, Malaysia and Siam. The publication

office was removed from Manila to Shanghai in 1912

and the editorial direction is now in the hands of

George Brosjson Rea, publisher, W. H. Donald,

Editor ; P. L. BiiYANT, Associate Editor.
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CORRIGENDA, Etc.

[Nutea nppfarm'j with an aiteriak (*) have been kiiuily co?itribut<tl by (ai'T. Paul 1'elliot].

P. 50, col. 1, Bishoprics, line 10. For "15tli'-

read "Wth."
•p. 62, col. 1, lines 20-27. iXute : It is true that

many refugees went to the British Legation,

but the American, French, German and Kussian

Legations were held throughout the siege. On
the other hand, there were no Germans in the

Pei-t'aiig, but French and Italian marines.

P. 63. col. 1, lines 25 28. For "Chi Hsu" read

"Ch'i Hsiu." For "Hsii Ch'ing-hsueh" read

"Hsii C'H'EJJG-Yii." For "Chao Hsii-CHiAo"

rend "Chao Shu-ch'iao." For "Yu Lu" read

"Yii-LU." Line 31. For "D'Abthourd" read

"D'Anthovard."
P. 81, col. 2, Canton lines 810. For "is the

residence of the Viceroy . . . Governor of

Kuangtung," read "is the residence of the

Military {Tu Ckiin) and Civil {iihin Chang)

Governors of Kuangtung."
•p. 92, col. 2, line 31. Note : Delete the mention

of the Ke chili ching yiian, which is a cyclo-

piedia of the 18th century.

P. 147, col. 2, DiMCON Flower Society, line 1.

Afhr The rend ffi^. Line 14. .l//»r Halls

read JR^. Line 21. After Empty read g 3?.

•P. 165, col. 1, Enamel, line 1. For ftK read \% ^.
•p. 175, col. 2, Fkn(; Tag. Nate : Feng Tao had,

in fact, nothing to do with the invention of

bloclc-piinting. Giles only says, "has been

credited by some with . . .
." Dr. Auhel

Stein and Captain Pelliot brought back from

Tun-huang block-prints much anterior to the

time of Feng Tao.

P. 179, col. 2, Finnish Missionary Society, line 6.

After at read vltlb'-

P. 183, col. 2, line 7. For ^ read -ft.

*P. 196, col. 1, hrlween lines 2// and 25 insert Baron

DE RoCHECnOUART.
•p. 199, col. 1, FcLlN. Note : Fnlin most likely=

Frum, which is a probable Northern Iranian

form of HrOm = Rflm.

•p. 207, ml. 1, riL\ss, lino 6. For "spahtika" read

"sphatika."

P. 211, col. 2, line 30. For "Ministers" rend

"Ministries." Under War and Marine, for

"Ordinance" read "Ordnance."

•P. 213, col. 2, line 1. Lo-Han. For "Arahan"

Tend ".Arhan or Arhat." (Sec also Arnhant).

P. 221, col. 2, GuTZLAFF, line 2. For "1830" read

"1803."

*P.

P.

P.

P.

*P

*P. 224, col. 1, line 5. ^Vu^c : As a matter of fact,

we have the bulk of the writings of Han Fki

Tzu. The greater part of them have been

translated into Russian by Ivanov.

224, col. 1, Han Hai. .\ "/. :
/•"/ #= JS read

il^JS- Suppress the following commentary.

225 [headline]. For "Hannan" read "Hannen."

243 [headline]. For "Hsdan.g Chvang" <read

^"HSUAN CUDANG."

252, col. 1. Irish Presbyterian Mission,

line 19. For ^ read iJ.

*P. 262, col. 1, Jews in China, line 3. For "16th

century" read "17th century."

262, col. 1, lines 29-31. Note : The theory that

the information available shows the Jews to

have come to China during the Han dynasty

will not hold water. We have sporadic mention

or traces of them during the T'ang dynasty

;

those of K'ai-feng fu only came at the time of

the Northern Sung dynasty, say during the

11th century of our era.

P. 265, col. 2, Kalgan, line 20. Note : Jlalha

means a "mountain-pass" and not a "mart."

268, col. 2, Kankali. For "Kankali" read

"Kangli."

268, col. 2, Kanp'u. Note : the Ganfu of Marco
Polo is really in the bay of Hangchow. But

the Canfu of the T'ang times was in all piV
bability Kuang-fu, i.e. Kuang-chou fu, Canton.

272, col. 1. Khwmdan, lines 11-14. Note :

The reference to Hartmann's article was added

by CoRDiER. Yule died long before Diet, dn

Vlslam was published. But the whole theory

is to be rejected. The vocalization was

certainly K/turndan, and we have even a

Sanscritized form Kumudana.

211, col. 1, K'ou Ch'ien Chih, line 12. For

"Ssu-MA Kuang" read "Chu Hsi."

277, col. 2, Ko.xiNGA, lino 2. Note : Kuo hsing

yeh does not mean "lord of the country's

families," but "lord [who has received] the

surname of the royal [family]," that is to say

Chu Jji, the surname of the Mings. Of. Giles,

liiog. Diet., p. 108.

279, col. 1, line 11. For "Empress-dowager"

read "Empresses-dowager."

282, col. 2, KuNG, Prince, line 2. For ijg gg
read ^Jff.

•P

*P

•P

P.

P.

C:?l



CORRIGENDA ENCYCLOPAEDIA SIXICA

P. 237, col. 2, Lao Tzu, line 49. For % 3i
read ^ji,.

*P. 296, col. 2, line 3. For "together with the

history . . . jS.E>" ''""' "together with the

encyclopaedia Tung Chih j^ ,Tt, published in

the 12th century by Chkng Ch'iao gS tft."

Line 5. After san t'ung add : "Each of them

was supplemented twice in Ch":en Lung's

reign, which makes a total of Nine t'ung,

X, jE-" Lines 24-28 are out of place, and do

not refer to the l'« Uui, but to the Yung Lo
Ta Tien.

•P. 299, col. 1, line 34. For i^ tSk read |g J{|.

*P. 300, col. 2, line 20. Fur t^c ff read JR M-
Line 30. For "twelfth century" read "thir-

teenth century."

•P. 307, col. 1. Li Chi. Note : To the translations

of the Li Chi, add the one in French by
P. CouvREUR, S.J. Col. 2. LiEH Tzu. Note :

To the translations of Lieh Tzu, add that of

P. WiEGER in his "Patrologie Taoiste." Col. 2.

Li Fan Yuan. Note : It is now the ^ aii ^.
that is, the "Office for Mongolia and Tibet."

*P. 323, col. 1, line 16. Note : This must be the

later Liang of the tenth century, a.d.

•p. 324, col. 2, Manchu Language. Note : To the

bibliography add B. Laufek, "Skizze der

Mandschurischen Literatur," (in Keleti

Szemle).

P. 325, col. 1 line 3. For "province" read

"country."

*P. 325, col. 1, Mandakin, line 1. Note : In all

likelihood majidarin comes from the Sanskrit

word muntrin, minister, councillor, which had
passed into Malay. Col. 2, Manichaeism,
line 7. For "HsiiAN Tsang" read "HsiiAN
TsUNC."

P. 341, col. 2, line 33. For )5J FS read Sl^.
P. 345, col. 2, Medic\l Missions, lines 7-9. Note :

This claim cannot be substantiated. Dr.

Pearson introduced vaccination into Canton
in 1805, but the Spanish had taught it to the

Chinese two years earlier.

P. 350, col. 1, line 7. For "lifelong" read
"livelong."

*P. 380, col. 1, Mongol Language, lines 3 and 4.

Note : The Baschpa writing was based on the

Tibetan, not on the Uighiir, writing. (See

Haschpa).

P. 380, col. 2, line 8. For 1135 read 1235.

P. 388, col. 1, Metal Wind Instruments, line 9.

For ;^ -ft] read ifL ft •

P 389, col. 1, paragraph 4. For ^ read ®
throughout.

•p. 395, col. 2, line 36. For Shensi read Shansi.
•p. 396, rol. 1, Nestorius, lines 6 and 7. Note :

The circumstances and the date of the death
of NESTOnrus are now well-known. He died

on his way back from e.\ile, just on the eve of

the con\ening of the Council of Chalcedon,

which was held in 451..

P. 401, col. 2, Numismatics, line 32. For "^

read •£. Line 42, for Jji read Jg.

P. 402, coi. 2, line 2. For (^JJiS^ reud Jf |^.

P.- 416, col. 1. Formosa, Between lines 22 and SS

insert, "Thaxee & Bangs, Eight New Birds

from C. China, Bull. Mas. Comp. Zool, 1909,

pp. 139-141."

P. 416, col. 1. Between lines 23 and 2J^ insert,

"Thayer & Bangs, Some Chinese Vertebrates,

Mus. Comp. Zool, Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, 1912."

P. 425, col. 2, Patriarchs, Six, line 13. For

"Ta I" read "Ta Yu."
P. 426, col. 2, Peacock's Feathers, lines 3 and 6.

For "yii" read "ling."

P. 443, col. 2, line 20. For "a.d. 600-900"' read

"A.D. 618-905." Paragraph 4, line 6. /'VpRg
read UJi j$.

P. 444, col. 1, line 8. For ^ ft read ^jfci.

Col. 2, line 16. For "\Vu I" read "\Vu Yii."

P. 445, col. 2, line 7. For "Hsiung Shih Lino"
read "Hsiung Hsi Ling."

P. 445, col. 2, List of Political Clubs, line 4.

For "T'ao Yii" read "T'ao Yiian."

P. 457, col. 1, Po Yen, line 3. For 1275 read 1295.

P. 455, col. 2, line 36. For 97 read 27.

*P. 468, col. 2, P'u T'o. Note : Besides Johnston,

the work of Boerschmann on these Sanctuaries

should be mentioned ; also a paper in the B.E.

F.E.O. by Peri and Mispero, published about

1912 and entitled, "La Kouan-yin qui ne veut

pas s'en aller."

*P. 483, col. 1. Note : Among Ricci's works,

mention ought to be made of his Memoirs,

which formed the basis of Trigault's De
Christiana cxpeditione apud Sinas, and the

original text of which has been recently

published in two quarto volumes. Moreover,

it is not correct to say that most of the Chinese

works enumerated are now lost. On the con-

trary, almost all of them are still in existence,

and some have even been translated into

Manchu and Korean.

P. 487, col. 2. line 15. For "Brucher" read

"Brucker."
*P. 490, col. 2, line 5. For "Evasiiko Petplin,"

read "Ivan Petlin." (He is the same as the

Iv^N Petline of the second Treaty, p. 491,

col. 2).

P. 493, col. 1, Sacrifices, Human, line 19. For

.& 'cad ,6.

P. 497, col. 1, line 15. For "TsuNC ChSnc" read

"Ch'ung Chkng." Line 17. For "Kuanq
Hung" read "HuNO Kuanc." Col. 2, San Li.

For 3g read =15.
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ENCYCLOPAEDIA SINICA CORRIGENQA

P. 499, col. 2, ScHLECEL, line 15. For "chinois"

read "chinoises."

P. 506, col. 2, Shanc Dynasty, Table. For 8(5^
renrf K ¥•

•P. 513, col. 1, lines 2-4. A'oie : Lecge's opinion

goes against the unanimous consent of all

recent and best Chinese scholars, who always

take it for granted that about one half the

Shu Ching is to a great extent a forgery

of the third, or the beginning of the fourth

century of our era. Cf. Chavannes' Intro-

ductioH to his translation of Ssu-MA Ch'ien,

and an article by Pelliot in the Mimoires

relalifa a I'Asie Orientate, vol. ii.

»Shvo Wen. .Vote : The full title of the work

is "Shuo wen chieh tzu"
( |ft JC (5? ^ ), which

means [Work in which the author] shows the

*P

•1'

figurative characters ( X ) and explains the

composed characters ( + ).

Line 4. For "about a.d. 120" read "about

A.D. 150."

*Col. 2, Xotc : To bibliography add Chalmebs :

Phonetic Shuo-wen.

518, col. 1, Six Boards, line 4. For "Shih pu"

read "Li pu."

Col. 2, Six Forms of Scrii'T, lines 11 and

12. For "iv, mu . . . contorted seal" read

"iv, li gj, the official text, v, mu chuan SS
contorted seal."

529, col. 1, Stupa. Note : Add "So also is the

Chinese word t'aJS, (ancient thap)."

533, col. 2, Sung YiiN, line 5. For "Kandahar"
read "Gandhara."

564. col. 2. THorsAND Character Essay, line 14.

For "pai t'ou wen" read "pai shou wen."
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